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T I T L E O N E .

POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND POSTAL SERYICE.

CHAPTEB 1,

ESTABLISHMENT AND ORGANIZATION OF THE POST-OFFICE
DEPARTMENT.

I. —ESTABLISHMENT—THE POSTMASTER-GENERAL.

Sec. 1. The Congress shall have power * * * to establish p<Jt^*|§gf.tlee' "̂ *
post-offices and post-roads. Constitution, art.' 1,

Sec. 2. There shall be at the seat of government an Executive nJ^*"0®06 Depart-

Department to be known as the Post-Office Department, and a R.S.,§388.
Postmaster-General, who shall be the head thereof, and who shall G^ral. Postmaster'
be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate, and who may be removed in the same manner;
and the term of the Postmaster-General shall be for and during —term, of office of.
the term of the President by whom he is appointed, and for one
month thereafter, unless sooner removed.

NOTE.—The salary of the Postmaster-General is $8,000 a year. Note.

Sec. 3, There shall be in the Post-Office Department three. Assistant Postmas-
1 ters-General.

Assistant Postmasters-General, who snail be appointed by the R. S., § 889.
President, by arid with the advice and consent of the Senate, and
who may be removed in the same manner, and who shall be —term, of office of.
entitled to a salary of four thousand dollars a year each.

2. The appointment of a Fourth Assistant Postmas- Fourth Assistant
L L Postmaster-General.

ter-General was first authorized "by the following', 1891>Mar-3. &. 541,
J "1 Supp., 927.

appropriation in the act of March 3, 1891:
For Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General, four thousand dollars.
NOTE.—The appropriation for the salary of a Fourth Assistant Note.

Postmaster-General has been repeated, in every subsequent appro-
priation act.

15



16 POSTAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS.

Assistant Attorney-
General for the Post-
Office Department.

R, S., §'390.

Sec. 4. There shall be employed in the Post-Office Department
one Assistant Attorney-General, who shall be appointed by the
Postmaster-General, and shall be entitled to a salary of four
thousand, dollars a year.

Auditor for the Post-
Office Department.

R. S., § 276.
—appointment of.

—title of.
1894, July 31, eh. 174

i 3, 2 Snpp., 212.

Oilier officers of the
Post Office D e p a r t -
ment.

See R.S. ,fc§ 393,394,
400; 1901, Mar. 3, chs.
830, 851,31 St. L., 1003,
1103.

Office of the Post-
master-General.

Office of Assistant
Attorney-General for
Post-Office Depart-
ment.

Office of First Assist-
ant Postmaster-Gen-
eral.

Office of Second
Assistant Postmaster-
General.

See. 5. There shall be connected with the Department of the
Treasury six auditors of accounts, who shall be appointed by the
President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and
shall be known as the First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, and
Sixth Auditors, respectively. Each Auditor is entitled to a salary
of four thousand dollars a year.

2. The .Auditors of the Treasury shall hereafter be designated as
follows: * * * the Sixth Auditor as Auditor for the Post-
Office Department.

Sec. 8. The act of March 3, 1901, •making- appro-
priations for the legislative, executive, and judicial
expenses of the Government, and the act of March 3,
1901, making appropriations for the service of the Post-
Office Department, provide for the following officers
in the Post-Office Department:

In the Office of the Postmaster-General:
Chief Clerk.
Private secretary to the Postmaster-General.
Appointment Clerk.
Disbursing Clerk and Superintendent of Buildings.
Topographer.

In the Office of the Assistant Attorney-General for the Post-
Office Department:

Assistant Attorney.
In the Office of the First Assistant Postmaster-General:

Chief Clerk.
Superintendent of the Money-Order System.
Chief clerk of the Money-Order System.
General Superintendent of Free Delivery.
Superintendent City Delivery Service.
Three assistant superintendents City Delivery Service.
Superintendent of the Dead-Letter Office.
Chief clerk of the Dead-Letter Office.
General Superintendent of Salaries and .Allowances.
Assistant Superintendent of Salaries and Allowances.
Five Assistant Superintendents Salary and Allowance Divi-

sion.
Superintendent of Post-Office Supplies.
Assistant Superintendent of Post-Office Supplies.
Chief of Correspondence Division.

In the Office of the Second Assistant Postmaster-General:
Chief Clerk.
Superintendent of Railway Adjustment.
Chief of Contract Division.
Chief of Division of Inspection.
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Chief of Mail Equipment Division.
General Superintendent Railway Mail Service.
Assistant General Superintendent Railway Mail Service.
Chief clerk, Office of General Superintendent.
Superintendent of Foreign Mails.
Chief Clerk of Foreign Mails.

In the Office of the Third Assistant Postmaster-General: Office of Third
„, . ,. x-w, T Assistant Postmaster-
Chief Clerk. General.
Superintendent of System of Postal Finance.
Superintendent of Postage Stamp Supplies and Postmasters'

Accounts.
Superintendent of the Registry System.
Six Assistant Superintendents of the Registry System.
Chief of Classification Division.
Chief of Redemption Division.
Chief of Files and Records Division.

In the Office of the Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General: office of Fourth
pn • s ni,~i.v Assistant Postmaster-Chief Clerk. General.
Chief Post-Office Inspector.
Chief clerk of (DiA'ison of Post-Office Inspectors and) Mail

Depredations.
Chief of Appointment Division.
Chief of Bond Division.

See Sees. 1396 to 1399 as to General Superintendent and officers
of the Railway Mail Service; Title one, ch. 3, as to post-office inspec-
tors; sec. 8 as to per diem allowances to assistant superintendents
Free Delivery; sec. 9 as to per diem allowances to assistant super-
intendents of Salaries and Allowances; and sec. 10 as to per diem
allowances to assistant superintendents of the Registry System.

Sec. 7. In case of the death, resignation, absence, or sickness Acting officers,
of the head of any Department, the first or sole assistant thereof ~~jt. s?)P§ai77leilt'
shall, unless otherwise directed by the President, as provided by
section one hundred and seventy-nine (see paragraph 3 below),
perform the duties of such head until a successor is appointed, or
such absence or sickness shall cease.

2. In case of the death, resignation, absence, or sickness of the —of Bureaus.
' "R S § 178

chief of any Bureau, or of any officer thereof, whose appointment "°'"' '
is not vested in the head of the Department, the assistant or
deputy of such chief or of such officer, or if there be none, then
the chief clerk of such Bureau, shall, unless otherwise directed by
the President, as provided .by section one hundred and seventy-
nine, perform the duties of such chief or of such officer until a
successor is appointed or such absence or sickness shall cease.

3. In any of the cases mentioned in the two preceding sections —ma-y be named by
v Y ., ,; -r. . , , . , . - , . .. X1 & . , President,when.
* * w the President may, in his discretion, authorize and K. S., § 179.
direct the head of any other Department or any other officer in
either Department, whose appointment is vested in the President,
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, to perform the
duties of the vacant office until a successor is appointed, or the
sickness or absence of the incumbent shall cease.

4. Pursuant to the authority conferred by section 179 of the Re- ^^onia \e in Pos4
vised Statutes: The Second Assistant Postmaster-General is author- Executive Order
ized and directed to perform the duties of the Postmaster-General, January 6>1893-

309A—02 2
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frBeeCrd
1899, Feb. 24, Ch. 187,

2 Supp., 946.

Note. ~ ' " '

.allowance division,
— expenses of.

Note.

tendents8Uof registry
—expenses of

Note>

whenever and so long as he. and the First Assistant Postmaster-
General shall both he absent or sick; and the Third Assistant Post-
master-General is authorized and directed to perform the duties of
Postmaster-General whenever and so long as he and the First and
Second Assistant Postmasters-General shall be absent or sick.
And the Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General is authorized and
directed to perform the duties of Postmaster-General whenever
and so long as he and the First, Second, and Third Assistant
Postmasters-General shall all be absent or sick.

See> 8l The assistant superintendents of free delivery shall here-
after be allowed a per diem of four dollars in lieu of all expenses

, \ x, 1when traveling 011 business 01 the Department.
NOTE. — The expenses of the assistant superintendents of free

delivery are paid out of the appropriation for incidental expenses,
free delivery service, included in the act making appropriations
for the postal service. (See sec. 6 as to assistant superintendents
of free delivery. )

Sec' 9= The assistant superintendents salary and
allowance division will be allowed a Der diem, to be: A '
fixed by the Postmaster-General, but not exceeding-
four dollars per day when actually traveling on busi-
ness of the Post-Office Department.

NOTE. — This section is substantially in the form in which the
appropriation for this purpose was made in the act of March 3,
1901, eh. 851 (31 Stat. L.. 1103), making appropriations for the postal
service. The authority to allow a per diem to assistant superin-
tendents salary and allowance division is not permanent, but
dependent o.n subsequent appropriations. See sec. 6 as to assist-
ant superintendents salary and allowance division.

Expenses of officers
Bud clerks of Post-
oiHce D e p a r t m e n t
traveling- on business
of the Department.

eG' " ̂ e assistant superintendents of the registry
system will be allowed a per diem, to be fixed by the
Postmaster-Genera], but not exceeding four dollars per
da}r, when actually traveling on business of the Post-
Office Department.

NOTE. — This section is substantially in the form in- which the
appropriation for this purpose was made in the act of March 3, 1901,
ch. 830 (31 Stat. L., 1004), making appropriations for the legislative,
executive, and judicial expenses of the Government. The author-
ity to alloy/ a per diem to assistant superintendents of the
Registry System is not permanent, but dependent oa subsequent
appropriations. See sec. 6 as to assistant superintendents of regis-
try system.

gee. 11. An~y officer, clerk, or employee of the Post-
•-• 7 . ' , ,

Office Department traveling' on the business of the
": - I TDepartment, upon the order or direction of the Post-

master-General, will be allowed his actual and neces-
sary expenses, which will be paid out of the appro-
priation for the service for which said travel is
incurred.

NOTE. — There is no specific authority of law for the payment of
expenses as above, but under the rulings of the accounting officers
any officer of the Government or clerk who travels on public busi-
ness by direction, of the head of the Department or proper officer,
is entitled to reimbursement for actual expenses, to be paid out of
the appropriation for the service for which the travel is incurred. j
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III. — DUTIES OF TUB POSTMASTER-GENERAL.

Sec. 12, It shall be the duty of the Postmaster-General : General duties of the
First. To establish and discontinue post-offices. Postmaste^General.
Second. To instruct all persons in the postal service with refer- Post-offices.

j. ,-, • -, ,. " Employees.ence to their duties. • '
Third. To decide on the forms of all official papers.
Fourth. To prescribe the manner of keeping and stating ac-

counts.
Fifth. To enforce the prompt rendition of returns relative to

accounts.
Sixth. To control, according to law, and subject to the settle-

ment of the Auditor for the Post-Office Department, all expenses
incident to the service of the Department.

Seventh. To superintend the disposal of the moneys of the
Department.

Eighth. To direct the manner in which balances shall be paid
over; issue warrants to cover money into the Treasury; and to pay
out the same.

Ninth. To superintend generally the business of the Depart- General supervision
ment, and execute all laws relative to the postal service.

As to certain duties of the Postmaster-General not directly Note: Miscellaneous
connected with the postal service, see Title One, ch. 15 (Government duties not connected
telegrams) ; R. S., § 3734 (approval of plans for public buildings); Wlth P°stal seryice-
E. S., §§ 5579 and 5585 (as member of Smithsonian Institution).

Sec, 13, The Postmaster-General shall keep the seal heretofore Official seal.
adopted for his Department, which shall be affixed to all com- —custody of.
missions of postmasters and others, and used to authenticate all ~~use of-

Sec, 14. The head of each Department is authorized to prescribe Regulations.
regulations, not inconsistent with law, for the government of his —postmaster-General
Department, the conduct of its officers and clerks, the distribution may prescribe,
and performance of its business, and the custody, use, and preser-
vation of the records, papers, and property appertaining to it.

2. All regulations or amendments thereof shall be —promulgation of.
promulgated "by the Postmaster-General and. duly en-
tered of record in the Journal, No regulation shall be —record of.
in any wise altered or varied except by amendment.

3. The regulations shall be published in the "Postal -publication of.
Laws and Regulations," and all amendments or new-new,amendments,
regulations will be printed in the Annual and Monthly -printed in Postal
Postal Guides in such form that they can readily be cut
out and pasted in their proper places in the current -to be noted in cur-

,.,. ^ -i T> i i- A H <r- rent issue P. L. and B.edition of Postal Laws and Regulations. All omcers
and employees of the Post-Office Department and the
postal service are required, as amendments or new
regulations are issued, to correct in this manner the
volumes furnished them.
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V. —ORGANIZATION.

Distribution of bust- gec. 15. That the business of the Department may
ness ol Department. i t i

be properly transacted and conveniently arranged and
prepared for the final action of the Postmaster-General
when necessary, it is distributed among its several
officers as hereinafter provided.

POSTMASTER-GENERAL.

office of the Post- See. 16. The Postmaster-General assigns to his office:
master-General. . ( ^
—matters assigned to. ihe superintendence and government of the Depart-

Superintendence of * , ? i_<i iv i i ~ iDepartment. iiient, and appointment of the officers, clerks, and
-of postal service, employees; the general direction of the postal service

in all its branches, the management of its finances and
disbursement of appropriations; the submission of cases

Appointments. to the President relating to appointments to be made
by him; the determination of appeals from the action
of the several assistant postmasters-general; the pro-

Regulations, orders, mulgation of rules and regulations; the consideration
of claims of postmasters for credit or reimbursement
for losses by fire, burglary, or other unavoidable cas-
ualty; the issuance of all orders requiring the formal

seal. approval of the Postmaster-General; the custody of the
special duties. official seal; and the performance of all special duties

enjoined by law upon the Postmaster-General. (See
sec. 12. Note.)

officers attached to 2. The chief clerk of the Post-Office Department, the
office of Postmaster- . . A
Generai. appointment clerk, the disbursing clerk and superin-

tendent of buildings, the topographer, and the Assist-
ant Attorney-General will be attached to the oifice of
the Postmaster-General.

chief clerk of Post- 3. The chief clerk of the Post-Office Department is
Office Department. , , . , , , . , / , , .
—duties of. charged with the general superintendence of the clerical

Supervision of cler- „ ., , „ *-J , , , . „ ,
icai force. force of the Department; the assignment of clerks to

offices and divisions; the consideration of applications for
leaves of absence by clerks and Department employees,
the supervision of the preparation of estimates for

custody of jo-amais the departmental and postal service; the keeping of
iincl records *"

the journals and order books; the supervision of the
supervision of ex- advertising; the supervision of requisitions upon the

Dcuditurcs.
Treasury and the expenditure of the appropriations
for the departmental service; the consideration of
requisitions upon the Public Printer for printing and
binding; the preparation of contracts for the publica-

ai?u?daer.ationofP°st"tion of tlie Officia1 Guide, compilation of the matter
therefor, and supervision of its publication and distri-
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bution; the consideration of applications for post-route Post-r<>ute maps.
maps and supervision of their issue and sale; the fur-
nishing of information for settlement of Government Accounts for GOV-

_ . . ernmeiit telegrams,
telegraph accounts; the miscellaneous business corre-
spondence of the Postmaster-General's office; and the
performance of such other duties as maybe required
by the Postmaster-General.

4. The appointment clerk is charged with keeping a ^-Appointment derk.
roster of all officers, clerks, and employees of the De- R o s t e r of officers

' i an<^ employees.
partment, including those employed at the postage
stamp, stamped envelope, and postal card agencies,
post-office inspectors, and superintendents and assist-
ant superintendents of the Railway Mail Service, and
all papers, applications, recommendations, and files
relating thereto;, the preparation of all orders for ap- mentseretc°r appoint"
pointments, promotions, removals, or acceptance of
resignations and of all communications for the Post-
master-General to the officers of the Department and
to the Civil Service Commission relating thereto.

5. The disbursing clerk and superintendent of build-
ings is charged with the care of the department and ings- t.fc> » r —duties of.
other buildings rented in connection therewith, and
of the furniture and public property therein; the
direction of the force of laborers and charwomen, and
general superintendence of the watchmen, through the
captain of the watch; the preparation of the annual Watc£tam of t he

contracts for, and the purchase of, all supplies for the
departmental buildings; the preparation of the pay
rolls and payment of all salaries to all officers, clerks, ct£ayment of salaries>
and employees of the Department; the making of all
expenditures for rent of departmental buildings, con- mentscellaneous pay"
tingent expenses, the topographer's office, publication
of the Official Guide, and for postage on the Depart-
ment's foreign correspondence; the sale of waste Sale of waste paper.
paper and unserviceable property; and the keeping of
accounts of expenditures.

6. The superintendent and disbursing clerk shall give
bond in the sum of $40,000, for the safe-keeping,

, , ' ' . . . . n ivproper disbursement or, and accounting for, all public
moneys coming into his possession, and for the faithful
discharge of the duties of his office, according to law.

7. The topographer is charged with the preparation _
and revision of post-route maps, the superintendence
of their printing, issue, and distribution according to
orders and regulations; the preparation of specifica-
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Pos t - rou te maps, tions, advertisements, and contracts for their manufac-
ture; and the general care of the stones and property
in the Department and in the possession of the con-
tractors.

See sec. Ill as to post-route maps.

., „, . FIKST ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GENERAL.
Office of the First

Assistant Postmaster-
General. geCj ]7_ ^o the First Assistant Postmaster-General
-- -U.',{. i,i(;D l"i.-

offlcaesagementofpost" *s assigned the general management of post-offices and
the ii?.,-.•'••'".Action of postmasters, except as otherwise
provided in these regulations; the adjustment of salaries
of postmasters at Presidential offices; the authorisation
of allowances for rent, clerk hire, and other expendi-
tures connected with post-offices; the furnishing of
general supplies for post-offices and the postal service,

Free Delivery. aild stationery supplies for the Post-Office Department;
Money-Order Sys- _ J v> i TI T% T j a • item. the jjree Delivery, Eural iree Delivery, and bpecial
Dead-Letter Office. . J ' n 1 1
—general co r r e - Delivery bervices, the Money-Order bystem and the

Dead-Letter Office; the correspondence of the Depart-
ment with postmasters and the public not assigned to
other offices; the giving of general information concern-
ing the postal service, and the performance of certain
other miscellaneous duties.

chief cierk. 2, The Chief Clerk to the First Assistant Postmaster-
General is charged with the review of the official cor-
respondence of ail the divisions of the First Assistant
Postmaster-General's office and shall perform such
other duties as the First Assistant Postmaster-General
shall direct.

Divisions of office. 3. For the performance of the duties of this office the
clerical force is organized into six divisions:

Division of Salaries 4, The Division of Salaries and Allowances, under
mxl .tlttowan.c<'.s, . . • r\l superintend- the supervision of the General superintendent of Sal -

eiit—duties of. . . •, • •,
M a n a g e m e n t of aries and Allowances, is charged with making the com-

post-oilices. , ° ^ .
puiations for the annual adjustment of the salaries of
postmasters at first, second, and third class post-offices;
the granting of leaves of absence to them; the consider-
ation of all matters pertaining to the clerical force of
first and second class offices, including the appointment,
upon the nomination of postmasters, and bonding of
clerks, their salaries, and preparation of cases for

A l l o w a n c e s for charges preferred against them, the allowances for
clerk hire, etc. , . ,1 • i -. . - / .

Rent, etc. clerk hire at third and fourth class (separating) offices,
rent, fuel, and light at first, second, and third class
offices, for canceling machines and motive power for
operating them, for advertising unclaimed letters, for
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miscellaneous and incidental items, including furniture
at first and second class offices; the consideration of ques-
tions affecting the consolidation of post-offices, and the
establishment of stations and substations, the location ,,,,sMtions and sub"

BlcLlIUlib.

of offices of the first, second, and third classes and
stations connected therewith, and the arranging for
leases therefor; the regulation of box-rent rates and
deposits for keys of lock boxes in post-offices, and
the time of opening and closing Presidential offices.
The assistant superintendents of this division make
personal investigations and report upon all matters
assigned to the division, which may be referred to them
for that purpose.

vision of the General Superintendent of the Free De- tendent?1 supeiin"
livery System, is charged with the general direction of . ,.

. , -, . , —duties of.
the consideration and preparation of regulations for
the government of the Free Delivery Service, which ,, , .

^ " ' — city, rural, and spe-
includes the city, rural free delivery, and special de- ciai delivery services.
livery services, and prepares cases for the appointment
of letter carriers and rural carriers, for allowances for
carrier delivery furniture, letter and package boxes,
collection wagon service, carriers' equipments, and inci-
dental expenses ; the preparation of cases for the estab-
lishment of new service and the extension of existing
service. The assistant superintendents of free delivery Assistant superin-

-, , . - , . , , -, , " tendent.
service mane personal investigations and reports upon
matters assigned to the division, -which may be referred
to them for that purpose.

6. The Division of Money Orders, under the super- ^Division of Money
vision of the Superintendent of the Money-Order Sys-
tem, is charged with the general direction of the Postal
Money-Order System, both domestic and international,
and the preparation of conventions for the exchange of
money orders with foreign countries, and the furnish-
ing of blanks, books and supplies used in that service.

7. The Division of Dead Letters, under the super-
vision of the Superintendent of the Dead Letter Office, "'superintendent.
is charged with the treatment of all imniailable and duties °L

- , , . . , . , . , . , Onmailable and uri-
undelivered mail matter which is sent to it tor disposal; delivered matter,
the enforcement of the prompt return of such matter -"'"-••-' ""
according to regulations; the verification and allow-
ance of claims for credit by postmasters for postage-
due stamps affixed to undelivered matter; the exam-
ination and forwarding or return of all letters which
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-return of.

Custody of valuable
inclosures.

Branches of office.

Division of Post- Office
Supplies.

Superintendent,
—duties of.

Preparing contracts,
etc.

Ordering supplies.

Exigency
chases.

pur-

Requisitions for sup-
plies.

Blanks.

Division of Corre-
spondence.
—chief of.
—duties of.

Instructing post-
masters.

General correspond-
ence with the public.

Obscene, etc., mat-
ter.

Limit of weight.

Delivery of mail.

POSTAL LATvTS AND REGULATIONS.

have failed of delivery; the inspection and return to
the country of origin of undelivered foreign matter;
the recording and restoration to the owners of letters
and parcels which contain valuable inclosures; the
account and disposal of all money, negotiable paper,
and other valuable articles found in undelivered matter;
and the correspondence, both foreign and domestic,
relating to these subjects. The clerical force of the
Dead Letter Office will be distributed among the
Inquiry, Opening, Property, Money, Minor, Return-
ing, Foreign, and Unmailable Branches.

8. The Division of Post-Office Supplies, under the
supervision of the Superintendent of Post-Office Sup-
plies, is charged with the preparation of specifications,
advertisements, and contracts for supplies; with order-
ing and receiving from contractors, and carefully
inspecting the articles required to be furnished to
post-offices, and postal service, and stationary supplies
for the use of the Department, including twine and
facing slips for the Railway Mail Service; the purchase
in the open market, when the exigency of the service
requires it, of all supplies not otherwise provided for
by contract, or which a contractor fails to furnish; the
examination of requisitions of postmasters and Depart-
ment officials for supplies, making proper allowances
and issuing the same; the preparation of requisitions
on the Public Printer for, and receiving and inspecting
on receipt, all blanks required in the postal service
and the Department; and the keeping of accounts of
all expenditures, with the several contractors, post-
masters, and others.

9. The Division of Correspondence, under the super-
vision of a chief of division of correspondence, is
charged with the preparation of answers to inquiries
from other divisions or offices concerning the construc-
tion to be placed upon postal regulations; instructions to
postmasters and other postal employees upon miscella-
neous questions not specially assigned to other divisions,
and information to the public upon such questions;
the consideration, in the first instance, of questions in
regard to the mailability of obscene, scurrilous, or
defamatory matter; the enforcement of the statute
relative to the limit of weight of mail matter; the prepa-
ration of decisions as to the delivery of ordinary mail,
the ownership of which is in dispute; the general super-

-
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vision of the rulings for the Postal Guide, and receives,
records, and files copies of all correspondence be- Rulings.
tween the Post-Office Department and the Philippine
Islands.

SECOND ASSISTANT POSTHASTES-GENERAL.

See. 18. To the Second Assistant Postmaster-General office of the second
is assigned the authorization and the management of eSterS? Postaaa8ter-
the transportation of the domestic and foreign mails Tmnlportetion c
by means of railroad, electric and cable car, steamship, mails> !
steamboat, star route, mail messenger, wagon service
in cities and other service, and the making and execu-
tion of all contracts or agreements therefor; the —contracts f<
appointment of mail weighers; the direction of the W4|g"f f$
weighing of the mails and the adjustments of compen- ing of mails,
sation thereon; the authorization of and allowance for
full railway postal cars; the authorization of the trans- R-p- o. «•
portation of postal cards, stamped envelopes, and sup- supplies^
plies and equipment by freight; the preparation of
advertisements for mail letthigs, the reception of pro- Mail letting-*,,
posals therefor, the preparation of the orders of award
thereon by the Postmaster-General, and the execution
of contracts accordingly; the authorization of changes
in schedules where the same are fixed by orders; the
making of reports respecting this service, which are
required by law, to the Auditor for the Post-Office Reports to Auditor.
Department; the receipt and examination of post-
masters' reports as to performance of the service and
the preparation of orders for the Postmaster-General,
making deductions for nonperformance and imposing Deductions and
fines for delinquencies; the authorization of payments fines'
to railway postal, clerks; the general supervision of the
Mail Bag and Mail Lock Repair Shops; the furnishing,
repair, and distribution of mail equipment used in the Man equipment.
transportation of the mails; the direction of mail dis-
tribution and the course of the mails; the supervision
of the Railway Mail Service, Foreign Mail Service, icf&ilvf^ Mail Serv'
and all other classes of transportation service. .joreign Man serv-

2. The Chief Clerk to the Second Assistant Post- <WCfer*.
master-General shall perform such duties as the latter
may direct.

3. For the performance of the duties of this office
the clerical force is organized into divisions. Divisions of office.

4. The Division of Railway Adjustment, under the Division of Railway
J J . Adjustment.

supervision of the Superintendent of Railway Adjust- superintendent.
ment, is charged with the preparation of cases author-
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Railroad, cable and iziKP- the transportation of mails bv railroads, cableelectric car, wagon, o * - " . ! : ./
and_ pneumatic tube anc{ electric roads, wagons and pneumatic tubes in cities,

and by'mail messengers, the establishment of railway
Postal cars. postal-car service and changes in existing service; the
weighing of mails, preparation of orders and Instructions for the weigh-

ing of mails oa railroads; the receipt of returns and
the computation of the basis of pay therefrom; the

Adjustment of pay. preparation of cases for the adjustment of allowances
to railroads for carrying the mails and for postal cars,

Authorization o f cer- , . . . , , t. ,
tain miscellaneous ex- the authorization of miscellaneous expenditures and
penditures. , . , . * „ , , .,

of credits therefor ror the weighing' or me mails,
and for the transportation by freight of postal cards,
stamped envelopes, mail equipment, and such sup-
plies and official matter as may be transported in
this manner; and the preparation of all advertisements
inviting proposals for wagon and for mail-messenger
service, the consideration of proposals received in
response thereto; and the preparation of all corre-
spondence and the drafting of all orders relating to
these matters.

Division of con- 5, The Division of Contracts, under the supervision of
tracts. ' L

—chief of a chief of division, is charged with the preparation of all
—duties ol. . .
star route and steam-advertisements inviting proposals for star and steam-boat service. o o i i

boat service, the indorsement and recording of all pro-
posals received, and the drafting of orders for the
award of contracts; the preparation of cases for the
establishment of new service, change of existing serv-

gciieduiea of depart- ice, including number of trips and schedules of depart-
ures, etc. ' -, ' ; - , - , j, , , . . -,

ures and arrivals, keeping the records pertaining to the
same, and drafting such orders relating thereto as are
to be entered on the Journal; the preparation of daily

Reports to Auditor, reports to the Auditor for the Post-Office Department
of all contracts and orders affecting the accounts for
mail transportation; the preparation of the statis-
tics and reports of mail service required by law; and
the preparation of all correspondence relating thereto.

, Division of inspec- 0. The Division of Inspection, under the supervision
-'chief of. of a chief of division, is charged with the examination
—duties of. e , i , T -• -, • i ' ' .; .eExamination of re- or the monthly and special reports of postmasters as to
ports of service. ,-, f ' ' , , ' . - , "" , ,~ ,-,the performance 01 service by contractors; the prepara-

Deduetions, fines, tion of cases and orders for deductions for nonperf orni-
ance of service, and for the Imposition of fines for
delinquencies of contractors and carriers; the prepara-

pay of postal clerks, tion of orders authorizing payments to railway postal
clerks; the preparation of certifications of service to

Reports to Auditor, the Auditor; and the preparation of correspondence
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relative to the nonperformance of contract require-
ments for carrying the mail.

7. The Division of Mail Equipment, under the super- Division of Man
f , , „ , , . , . . . . | -, ..-, ,-, " Equipment.vision of a chief of division, is charged with the general —chief of._

management of the Mail Bag and Mail Lock Repair Repair shops.
Shops; the preparation of advertisements and speci-
fications inviting proposals for furnishing mail bags Purchase of mail° L L ° ° bags, etc.
and ail material entering into the construction of mail
locks, keys, label cases, and cord fasteners, as well as
canvas, leather, etc., for the repair of mail bags, and
when awards are made the drafting of contracts in
accordance therewith, and the preparation of orders
for the purchase in open market, when the exigency of
the service requires it, of materials for this purpose;
the inspection and examination of articles furnished
under contract; the issuing of mail pouches, sacks,

officials entitled thereto, keeping records of the receipt
and issue of all articles furnished; and the examination
of all accounts pertaining to the purchase or repair of
mail equipment.

8. The Division of Railway Mail, under the super- Railway Man service.
, ., „ , ~ . " , „ ' ... ., „ General Superintend-

vision or the (ieneral Superintendent Railway Mail oerv- ent.
, .,, , '"" ,. -, ';; , . —duties of.

ice, is charged with the preparation and recommendation
of all regulations for the government of the Railway
Mail Service, and of cases for appointment, removal,
transfer, promotion, and reduction of all officers of the
service and railway postal clerks, and for the appoint-
ment of mail weighers; the general conduct of the mail
service on railroad and inland steamboat routes; the
investigation and report of the necessity for the estab-
lishment of service on new railroads; the conduct of
mail weighings; the report as to necessary additional
car space; the instruction of postmasters relative to the
distribution and dispatch of mails at post offices; the dispatchofmuis,and

neons expenditures and credits for the incidental needs
of the Railway Mail Service; and the issue of the
Official Daily Bulletin, showing all changes affecting Bulletin,
the postal service.

See Title Eight for laws and regulations relative to the organiza-
tion and conduct of the Railway Mail Service; Sees. 493 to 496
as to preparation of certain matter for mailing under direction of
General Superintendent.

9. The Division of Foreign Mails, under the supervi- Division of
& ' L Mails.

sion of the Superintendent of Foreign Mails, is charged superintende:
with the duty of arranging all details connected with

,nt.
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Transportation for-
eign mail.

Postal conventions.

Transit rates.

Correspondence,

-except.

Translations.

Inquiries.

Return of mail.

Fraudulent foreign
stamps.

Sailings.
Sea Post.
Parcels post.

Payments for serv-
ice.

the exchange of mails with foreign countries, including
arrangements for the ocean transportation of all mails
from the United States; the preparation of postal treaties
and conventions, except those relating to international
money orders; the preparation of special instructions to
postmasters at the United States exchange post-offices in
regard to foreign mails; the preliminary consideration
and preparation of all cases arising relative to foreign
mail matter and for the remission of erroneous or excess-
ive postage charges on matter for, or from, foreign
countries; the adjustment of the rates to be paid by for-
eign countries for the transportation of their mails in
transit across the territory of the United States; the
preparation of the general correspondence with foreign
countries, except that relating to the money-order sys-
tem and that conducted by the Fourth Assistant Post-
master-General, Division of Post-Office Inspectors and
Mail Depredations; the translation of letters and docu-
ments in foreign languages received by the Department;
the consideration of inquiries relating to the interna-
tional postal service and the charges for United States
customs duties on articles received in the mails (whether
from foreign postal officials or from private citizens at
home or abroad), of applications for the return to
senders of, or change of address on, articles contained
in the mails exchanged with foreign countries, and of
complaints relating to the use of alleged fraudulent
postage stamps on articles from foreign countries;
the preparation of the blank forms for use in the
exchange of mails and their issue to postmasters on,
requisition; the preparation of the monthly schedule
of the sailings of mail steamers; the supervision of the
Sea Post Service and the Parcels Post Service; and
the examination of the accounts of each vessel or line
carrying mails from the United States, and prepara-
tions of recognitions by the Second Assistant Post-
master-General for payment of the amounts due for
such service.

THIRD ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GENERAL.

Office of the Third See. 19. To the Third Assistant Postmaster-General
Assistant Postmaster- . • i i T •• <» i n •
wenerai. is assigned the general supervision ot the collection and
—duties of.

collection and de- deposit of the revenues of the postal service, and. of its
posit of revenue. l . .L '

financial operations; the keeping of accounts of postal
receipts, and of payments from the Treasury and the
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several subtreasuries and depositories; the drawing of
warrants for the payment of any indebtedness of the
Department, and for covering into the Treasury moneys
derived from the service; the supervision and manage-
ment of the Registry System in all its parts, both foreign
and domestic, the collection and recording of statistics
relating thereto, the preparation of instructions to post-
masters and other officers, and of all correspondence
relating to the subject; provided that all correspond-
ence ¥/ith foreign offices relating to the foreign registry
system shall be conducted through the Second Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Foreign Mails) ; but all
changes from existing methods of dispatching foreign
registered mails shall be promptly reported to the
Third Assistant Postmaster-General; the classification
of mail matter; the use of penalty envelopes and the
franking privilege; and the supervision, through the
Government agencies, of the manufacture of all postage

'r1
stamps, postal cards, stamped envelopes, newspaper
wrappers, and official envelopes for the postal service,
and their distribution, and the making and execution of
all contracts or agreements therefor, as well as the con-
tract for furnishing envelopes to the several Executive
Departments.

2. The chief clerk to the Third Assistant Postmaster-
General shall perform such duties as the latter may
direct.

3. For the performances of the duties of this office
the clerical force is organized into six divisions:

4. The Division of Postal Finance, under the supervi-
sion of the Superintendent of System of Postal Finance,

. i . , . ,is charged with the receipt and prompt deposit or other
disposal of all moneys coming directly to the Depart-
ment; the collection and deposit of the postal revenue,
and of all checks, drafts, and bills of exchange cover-
ing amounts due to the Department; the preparation,
upon reports from the Auditor for the Post-Oifice
Department, and after proper examination and com-
parison, of all drafts and warrants for the payment of
such indebtedness as is not settled through postmasters,
and of all warrants for covering postal moneys into
the Treasury, keeping records of all such drafts and
warrants; the keeping of accounts of expenditures
under the several appropriations for the postal service,
and with the Treasury and several subtreasuries and

r<in"'tsymcnts by wa

Registry system.

m t t n °f
Penalty envelopes.
Franking privilege.
stamps,postai cards,

etc.
—manufacture of.

—distribution of.

( pivtsion of postal
superintendent.

—duties of.

Revenues.
collections.

warrants.

Kecord of accounts.
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postmastersturns by ii'i'sgulaiities and false returns of business by post-
masters, the preparation of cases for investigations
concerning such false returns, and other delinquencies
affecting the postal revenue, the examination of the
reports of post-office inspectors in all such matters,
and preparation of all necessary orders relating thereto
for the consideration and action of the Postmaster-
General.

tendent °f superin" 5. The Superintendent of System of Postal Finance shall give
1901, Mar. 3, ch. 830, bond in such amount as the Postmaster-General mav determine for

31 St. L., 1004. t-m i T i f t , - i , -the faithful discharge of his duties.

The amount of the bond required is $10,000.
yamnSsumMesPostaffe 6. The Division of Postage Stamp Supplies, under
iJU-lttlp kJl'-'J-fptbLO, O -'•'- .*. J. "

—Iu?fe1s11of?ndent' -the supervision of the Superintendent of Postage
' Stamp Supplies and Postmasters' Accounts, is charged
with the consideration of all requisitions from post-

Postage stamps, etc, masters for supplies of postage stamps, special deliv-
ery stamps, stamped envelopes, newspaper wrappers,
postal cards, registered package and other official en-
velopes—examining such requisitions and determining
whether or not they are drawn in proper amounts; the
keeping of accounts of all stamp supplies and official
envelopes furnished postmasters: the preparation of
orders on the various contractors; the preparation for
investigation of all cases involving the loss, miscar-
riage, or detention of stamp supplies; the considera-

posta^-e stamps* U 'S ' ^on °^ casos relating to use of alleged fraudulent
United States postage stamps and the legitimacy of
postmasters' sales of stamped paper; the general su-

cies?^ei"meni> agen" pervision of the three agencies established at the places
where postage stamps, stamped envelopes, newspa-
per wrappers, and official envelopes, and postal cards
are made by the contractors; the examination, adjust-
ment, and verification of the accounts of contractors

stamped paper^tc.° f°r furnishing stamped paper and official envelopes;
the preparation of estimates, for the consideration of
the Assistant Attorney-General for the Post-Office

Claim for losses. -,-, , , . , , , , . e i « i. Department, in postmasters claims lor losses incurred
by fire, burglary, or other unavoidable casualty.

M%™*ionQfsegtstercd 7. <£he Division of Registered Mails, under the super-
superintendent, vision of the Superintendent of the Registry System, is

registry system, . , -, n
—duties of. charged with the management of the Registry bysteui
Registry system! ° and all correspondence in relation thereto; provided,
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that all correspondence with foreign offices relating to
the foreign registiy system shall be conducted through
the Second Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of
Foreign Mails), but all changes from existing methods of
dispatching foreign registered mails shall be promptly
reported to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General;
the instruction of postmasters and the furnishing of
information relative to the registry service; the keep-
ing of records and statistics of the registry business at
all post-offices; the establishment and control of all
through exchanges of registered mail; and the consid-
eration of, and report upon, all claims for indemnity
for lost registered matter, and the notification of appli-
cants if claims are rejected.

8. The Division of Classification of Mail Matter, mi-,. Division of'Classifica-
tion of Hail Matter,

der the supervision of a chief of division, is charged with -chief of.
& —duties of.

the consideration of all questions relating to the classi- c l a s s i f i c a t i on of
. . . mail matter.

fication or matter admissible to the mans, intended or
deposited for mailing, including the determination of
the admissibility of publications to the second-class
of mail matter and their right to continue therein; the
use of penalty envelopes and the franking privilege;
the supervision of the collection of postage; the exam- ac£°13ection of P°st-
ination of postmasters' statements of second-class
postage collected, and keeping the necessary records
connected therewith.

9. The Division of Redemption of Stamped Paper, ..Division of Redemp-
*- - •"- " I 'Wij oj tiiainvcd l'on&'

under the supervision of a chief of division, is charged — chief of
^ '. fe> —duties ol.

with the receipt, examination, and destruction of dam- Damaged and un-
,' , , , salable stamps, etc.

aged and unsalable stamps, stamped envelopes, and
postal cards sent by postmasters to the Department for
redemption, making report of the amount thereof to
the Auditor for the Post-Office Department for proper
credit.

10. The Division of Files, Mails, and Records, under Division of Mies,
' ' ' .if.aila, a??a ^esorcis,

the supervision of a chief of division, is charged with ~Shi®f of%
1 » —duties of.

the receipt and opening of all mails coming into the
office, distributing them among the several divisions;
the copying and mailing of all letters and packages sent
from the office; and the keeping of files and indexes of s °f

correspondence.

Office of the Fourth
Assistant Postmaster-

eral is assigned the duty of preparing all cases for the ^j^al;of

establishment, discontinuance, and change of name or
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Divisions of office.

Appoin tment of site of post-offices, and for the appointment of all post-postmasters. , J~ ; i l . n
masters, together with the sale-keeping 01 all papers
and files and the conduct of correspondence incident
thereto; the notifying of appointees and directing their
qualification, instruction, and taking possession of
their offices; of recording their appointment, examining
and approving, in the name of the .Postmaster-General,
pursuant to the statutes, and keeping their bonds, pre-
paring and issuing their commissions. This office is
charged also with the supervision of the Division of

in!pectoSicn °f P' 0< Post-Office Inspectors and Mail Depredations, the gov-
ernment and assignment to duty of all post-office
inspectors employed in the service, and general super-
vision of the business of that force, and in general to
supervise all of the work in this division, as more
minutely set forth in the duties of the Chief Post-Office
Inspector.

2. The Chief Clerk to the Fourth Assistant Post-
master-General shall perform such duties as the latter
may direct.

3. For the performance of the duties of this office
the clerical force is organized into three divisions:

4. The Division of Appointments, under the super-
inteudence of a chief of division, has the custody of

of all papers and files, and prepares all cases for the estab-
lishment, discontinuance, change of name or site of

of post-offices, and appointment of postmasters, and pre-
pares such correspondence relating thereto as may be
required. It is the duty of each of the section clerks
to properly indorse, file, and brief for consideration
all papers relating to any office within the section of
national territory assigned to him, and promptly bring
to the notice of the Fourth Assistant Postmaster-Gen-
eral, through the division chief, any information of
deaths, resignations, or other changes, or of other
facts apparently requiring attention in relation to such
offices.

5. The Division of Bonds and Commissions, under
the superintendence of a chief of division, is required

~Kecord°fof a ->oint- ^° recol*d, in proper f orixi and books, the appointment of
ees, post-offices, etc. &\\s and the establishment, discontinuance,

and change of name and site of post-offices; to prepare
and transmit letters of appointment and instructions
with blank bonds and oaths for execution by newly

Bonds, appointed postmasters; to carefully examine oaths and

—chief of.
—duties of.

Establish m e n t
post-offices.

App o in tmen t
postmasters.

Section clerks,
—duties of.
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bonds when returned, and if found correct to submit —examination ot
the bonds to the Postmaster-General or the Fourth
Assistant Postmaster-General for approval; after ap-
proval to record the names of the sureties; to file in ~recordsof-
proper order approved oaths and bonds; to prepare
postmasters' commissions for signature and sealing, and commissions,
when complete transmit the same to the appointees;
to keep correct statistics of all transactions of the
division, and to prepare and cause to be transmitted to
the Auditor for .the Post-Office Department reports of Reports to Auditor,
transactions and changes required bylaw and regulation
to be made to him, and also to make a daily report to
ihe Division of Postage Stamp Supplies of the office of
the Third Assistant Postmaster-General of all changes ~to. Third Assistant

0 Postmaster-General.
in post-offices and postmasters.

6. The Division of Post-Office Inspectors and Mail JXvMancfp.q.1*
L spectors and MaH J/«>

Depredations, under direction of the Chief Post-Office rotations.
1 ' . Chief Inspector.

Inspector and the supervision of a chief clerk of divi- cl^ties ° f chie£

sion, is charged with the government and assignment to
duty of all the post-office inspectors employed in the P. o. inspectors.
service, and the supervision of the business of that force;
with the preparation and issue of all cases for investi-
gation, and with all matters relating to depredations
upon the mails and losses therein, including complaints
and inquiries relating to mail matter passing between
the United States and foreign countries and across the •"•i'to"sl"'1 ĵ*-
territory of the United States from one foreign country D ̂ reflations,
to another, and the correspondence, foreign and domes-
tic, connected, with the same. This correspondence qm?SPcontcerIning-
shall include the treatment of all inquiries addressed to
the United States Post-Office Department by foreign pos- l
tal administrations, or by persons interested, or reported
by postal officials and others under sections 505 and 547,
concerning losses and irregularities in the domestic and

«_j c5

international mails, and the prosecution of all inquiries
for the purpose of determining whether articles of mail
matter have been delivered or not, and also all cases
where some form of return receipt is required which
has not been received. This division is also charged
with the keeping of the records and preparing statistics _records of.
of the inspector's force; with the examination for
allowance of the accounts of inspectors and. the keeping —-accounts oi
of the Department accounts of expenditures in this serv-
ice; with the safe custody of money and property col-
lected or received by inspectors, and the preparation

309 A—02 3
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of cases for submission to the Postmaster-General for
orders for the restoration thereof to the proper parties
or owners; and with the performance of such other
duties as may, from time to time, be required by the
Postmaster-General.

thfpol" Sec- 21- The Assistant Attorney-General is charged
ith the duty of giving opinions to the Postmaster-

General or the heads of the several offices of the De-
tion?of°iaw °n ques" partment upon questions of law arising upon the

construction of the postal laws and regulations, or
otherwise, in the course of business in the postal service ;
with the consideration and submission (with advice)

claims of postmas- to the Postmaster-General of all olaims of postmasters
ters lor losses. : t , , ,

ior losses by tire, burglary, or other unavoidable casu-
alty, and. of all certifications by the Auditor for the
Post-Office Department of cases of proposed compro-
mise of liabilities to the United States, and of the re-
mission of fines, penalties, and forfeitures under the
statutes; the keeping and preparation of all- corre-
spondence with the Department of Justice relating to
prosecutions and suits affecting or arising out of the
postal service; and with the consideration of applica-
tions for pardon for crimes committed against the
postal laws, which may be referred to this Depart-
ment ; with the preparation and submission (with ad-
vice) to the Postmaster-General of all appeals to him
from the heads of the offices of the Department de-
pending upon questions of law; with the hearing and
preparation of cases relating to lotteries and the mis-
use of the mails in furtherance of schemes to defraud
the public; with the examining and, when necessaiy,
drafting all contracts of the Department; and with
such other like duties as may from time to time be
required, by the Postmaster-General.

rnent is assigned to the office of the Assistant,Attorney -
General for the performance of such duties as the latter
may direct. During the absence of the Assistant
Attorney-General the Assistant Attorney will perform
the duties devolving upon that officer.

L_
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«spo OO Tfop. A ndiror for- thp Pnqf Offi^p Dpr>qrhnpnt Office of the Auditorucv. fjft, JLiit; _OLLii.iiij<Ji 1.UL iiiic i Udb-v/iiiUt! i^ujjaJ tiiit-<ii u for the Post-Office DC-

Is an officer of the Treasury Department, and is charged Duties of.
with the auditing and preservation of all accounts of cotnts.tmg °f n'°"
the Post-Office Department, including the settlement
of the postal and money order accounts of postmasters, ^osta1' - money-°r-

andof the Disbursing Clerk and Superintendent of the F°QDDSebPTsing01erk'
Post-Office Department; the adjustment of the quar-
terly compensation of contractors for carrying the mail; —for transportation of
the settlement of the accounts for all supplies for the ~for supplies,
postal service, and all other accounts properly arising —miscellaneous.
under the law, contracts, regulations, or orders of the
Department; the supervision of the collection of all collections,
balances due the Post-Office Department, and all pen-
alties and forfeitures imposed for violation of the
postal laws; the preparation of all cases for presenta- suits.
tion to the Department of Justice for the institution
of suits on account of any alleged indebtedness or lia-
bility to the Post-Office Department; and the certifica-
tion to the Post-Office Department of all balances
arising upon the settlement of accounts, and counter--
signing all warrants upon the Treasury foivall receipts warrants,
and payments authorized by law.

2. The Deputy Auditors for the Post-Office Depart- J^ljj^u(m°rs-
ment are charged with the examination, and signing in ~*r° sign certain ?a-
the name of the Auditor, of Post-Office Department gj^ |®g Mar. 3, ch.
warrants, collection and transfer drafts, and certifi-
cates of settlement of accounts to the Postmaster-
General, and the control of the appropriations for fur- Appropriations for

' , , . r f l supplies.
niture and miscellaneous items. During the absence
of the Auditor one of the Deputy Auditors acts in his Acting Auditor.
stead.

3. The Chief Clerk Is charged with the assignment of c'1}i$ Clfrk-
0 ° -—duties of:

all correspondence to the proper divisions; the keeping correspondence,
1 i .3 Employees.

of the time record of the employees of the Bureau, and
the consideration of all requisitions for supplies upon SllPP}ies.
the departmental appropriations,

4:. The Law Clerk is charged with the duty of render- '̂f Cle>'k-
fe •-' —duties of:

ing opinions when so requested on questions of law Legal opinions,
arising in the settlement of accounts; the preparation cases for suit,
of cases for the institution of civil suits in the United
States courts for the collection of debts due the Depart-
ment, and of penalties and forfeitures imposed, for
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Disbursing Clerk
—duties of:

offers of compro- violations of the postal laws; the examination of offers
cases for revision. of compromise; the preparation for submission to the

Comptroller of the Treasury of cases requiring Ms
action; and. the certification under seal of official papers.

5. The Disbursing Clerk is charged with the disburse-
payment of salaries, me nt of appropriations for salaries of officers and

employees of the Auditor's office; and the disposition
Moneys erroneously of moneys erroneously sent to the office bv. or on

sent to Auditor. .
behalf of, parties indebted to the Department.

Divisions of office. Q^ J^Q auditing of accounts is assigned to seven
divisions as follows.

Postal System.

7. The Bookkeeping Division, under the supervision
of a chief of division, is charged with the preparation
of the quarterly and annual reports of receipts and
expenditures; the receipt and settlement of the postal
accounts of postmasters, reporting those who are delin-
quent to the Postmaster-General, and postal deposito-
ries,, including those of the Treasurer and Assistant
Treasurers of the United States, and the accounts of
the Disbursing Clerk and Superintendent of the -Post-
Office Department; the keeping of the ledger accounts
of the postal service, including settlements with foreign
countries, and an account with each postmaster and mail
contractor; the registering of the Postmaster-General's
transfer drafts, and all warrants drawn upon reports
made by the Pay Division; and the keeping of a record
of the appointment and salari.es of railway postal clerks,
letter carriers, and clerks in first and second class post-
offices.

8. The Collecting Division, under the supervision of
a chief of division, is charged with the collection of
balances due from postmasters and late postmasters;

Final settlement, and the adjustment and final settlement of postal
accounts.

9. The Pay Division, under the supervision of a
chief of division, is charged with the adjustment and
preparation for payment of accounts for the trans-
portation of the mails, for mail depredations and post-
office inspectors and special agents, and all accounts for
supplies for the postal service, advertising, expenses
of postage stamp, stamped envelope and postal'card
agencies, and for expenditures under miscellaneous
items of appropriation.

Bookkeeping Divi-
sion.
—chief of.
—duties of

Keceipts and ex-
penditures.

Postal accounts.

Accounts Disbursing
Clerk P. O, Dept.

Ledger accounts.

Register of drafts,
Warrants.

Postal clerks, letter
carriers, clerks, etc.

Collecting Divison.
—chief of.
"duties of.

Collection and pay-
ment of balances.

Pay Division,
—chief of.
—duties of.

Transportation of
mails.

Mail depredations.

Miscellaneous items.
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Money Order System.

10. The Inspecting Division, under the supervision of
a chief of division, is charged with the receipt and —duties of.
examination of the money order statements of post- Examination money

J f „ order statements.
masters, calling for all additional information and
vouchers and directing all necessary corrections, and.
the keeping of a record of the reserve funds allowed Record of reserves.
each money order office, directing the remittance of
all surplus funds improperly withheld from deposit.

11. The Assorting and Checking Division, under the Assorting and, ckeA-
, . , . . ' , ing Division.

supervision 01 a chief ot division, is charged with the —chief oi.
• i —duties of.

comparison of all money orders received from the comparison money
. -r-,. . . • i i • i P I orders and state-

inspecting Division with the issuing side ot the money ments.
order statement, and the consideration of all applications
for duplicate money orders, and for warrants for the
payment of money orders more than one year old.

12. The Recording Division, under the supervision Recording D-toisitm,
of a chief of division, is charged with auditing and adjust- —chief of.

' => . —duties of.
ing the money order accounts, keeping a ledger account Audit of accounts.

, , , , Ledger accounts,
with each postmaster, which is adjusted quarterly; the Accounts of late

L ' "' J- •-' ' postmasters.
settlement of accounts of late postmasters by payment,
transfer or collection; and the preparation of state- Quarterly and *s-

, -i nual reports.
ments for the quarterly and annual reports of the
money order transactions of the United States, both
domestic and international, and the revenue derived
therefrom. ;

13. The Foreign Division, under the supervision of foreign Division.
a chief of division, is charged with the adjustment of -duties of.
all money order and postal accounts with foreign Foreign money or-

, . . , , . , der and. postal ac- j
administrations; and the keeping of the accounts with counts. " j
steamship companies for the transportation of foreign Transportation of
mails. '

CHAPTER 2.

CLEEICAL ORGANIZATION OF THE POST-OFFICE
DEPARTMENT.

I. —CLASSIFICATION.

Sec. 23, The clerks in the Departments shall be arranged in Class i f ica t ion of
ir classes, distinguished as the first, second, third, and fourth K. s., § 163.four

classes.
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—to be revised, when. 2. From time to time * * * the Postmaster-General * *
l8̂ }^ 1|'95l1' 27' shall, on the direction of the President, and for facilitating the

execution of this act, respectively revise any then existing classi-
fication or arrangement of those in their respective departments
and offices, and- shall, for the purposes of the examination herein
provided for, include in one or more of such classes, so far as
practicable, subordinate places, clerks, and officers in the public
service pertaining to their respective departments not before classi-
fied for examination. (See sec. 24. )

3. The clerical departmental service of the Post-Office
Department shall foe classified as follows:

—A. Class A. All persons receiving an annual salary of
less than $'720, or a compensation at the rate of less
than |720 per annum.

~B. Glass B. All persons receiving an annual salary of
$720 or more, or a compensation at the rate of $720 or
more, but less than $840 per annum.

~~Gt Class C. All persons receiving an annual salary of
$840 or more, or a compensation at the rate of $84-0 or
more, but less than $900 per annum.

— D Class D. All persons receiving an annual salary of
$900 or more, or a compensation at the rate of $900 or
more, but less than $1,000 per annum.

— s= Class E. All persons receiving an annual salary of
$1,000 or more, or a compensation at the rate of $1,000
or more, but less than Si, 200 per annum.

— i. Class 1. All persons receiving an annual salary of
$1,200 or more, or a compensation at the rate of $1,200
or more, but less than $1,400 per annuni.

-••2. Class 2. All persons receiving an annual salary of
$1,400 or more, or a compensation at the rate of $1,400
or more, but less than $1,600 per annum.

—3. Class 3. All persons receiving an annual salary of
$1,600 or more, or a compensation at the rate of $1,600
or more, but less than $1,800 per annum.

— i. Class 4, All persons receiving an annual salary of
$1,800 or more, or a compensation at the rate of $1,800
or more, but less than $2,000 per annum. • ..

-5. Class 5, All persons receiving an annual salary of
$2,000 or more, or a compensation at the rate of $2,000
or more, but less than $2,500 per annum.

—6. Class 6. All persons receiving an annual salary of
$2,500 or more, or a compensation at the rate of $2,500
or more per annum,
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II.—APPOINTMENTS—ASSIGNMENTS—TEANSFERS.
Sec. 24. * * * No officer or clerk shall be appointed, and no Appointments.

person shall be employed to enter or be promoted in either of the 1883> Jan- 16> cn- ^>
• i i • • • M , -u I T i §7,lSupp.,395.said classes now existing, or that may be arranged heremider pursu-

ant to said rules, until he has passed an examination, or is shown to —civil-service exam-
be specially exempted from, such examination in conformity here- ination for.
with. But nothing herein contained shall be construed to take from
those honorably discharged, from the military or naval service
any preference conferred by the seventeen hundred and fifty-
fourth section of the Eevised Statutes, nor to take from the Presi-
dent any authority not inconsistent with this act conferred by the
seventeen hundred and fifty-third section of said statutes; nor
shall any officer not in the executive branch of the Government,
or any person merely employed as a laborer or workman, be
required to be classified hereunder; nor, unless by direction of —exceptions,
the Senate, shall any person who has been nominated for con-
firmation by the Senate be required to be classified or to pass an
examination,

2. No person who Is appointed as a laborer or work- Laborers not to dp
. , . , -, . ... . ., same work c.s claasv

man without examination uncier the civil-service rules, fled employees.
i vi -i • i - i e - i i .1 j. Sce Clvil Serviceshall be assigned to work ot the same grade as tnat Rule xm.

performed by classified employees.
NOTE.—This section applies to the postal service. Note.

Sec, 25. No civil officer, clerk, draughtsman, copyist, messenger, E m p l o y m e nt la
assistant messenger, mechanic, watchman, laborer, or other em- Departmental service,
ploy ee shall * * - be em ployed in any of the executive depart-§ 4, iSupp., 374.
roents, or subordinate bureaus or offices thereof at the seat of gov-
ernment, except only at such rates and in such numbers, respec- _r.oniy as appronriat-
tively, as may be specifically appropriated for by Congress for such ed for-
clerical and other personal services for each fiscal year; and no civil
officer, clerk, draughtsman, copyist, messenger, assistant messenger,
mechanic, watchman, laborer, or other employee shall hereafter
be employed at the seat of government in any executive depart-
ment or subordinate bureau or office thereof or be paid from any
appropriation made for contingent expenses or for any specific - contingent fund not
or general purpose, unless such employment is authorized and. ''°be usecl for> csceP*-
payment therefor specifically provided in the law granting the
appropriation, and then only for services actually rendered in
connection with and for the purposes of the appropriation from
which payment is made, and at the rate of compensation usual
and proper for such services.

See. 86. Persons honorably discharged from the military and Soldiers and sailors.
naval service by reason of disability resulting from wounds or __pre|'en.ed54'ior ar-
sickness incurred in the line of duty, shall be preferred for an- pointment, when.
pointments to civil offices, provided they are found to possess
the business capacity satisfactory for the proper discharge of the
duties of such offices.

2. In making any reduction of force in any of the executive —and widows and or-
, . L j . i l i <• 1 1 • . i 11 .. • j i pbaiis ci,ia be TCKyii-departments, me head 01 such department snail retain those per- ed in service, when.
sons who may be equally qualified who have been honorably dis- ggy8^ 10

charged from the military or naval service of the United States,
and the widows and orphans of deceased soldiers and sailors.

NOTE.—The first clause of this section relates to the postal service. Note.
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srohlbited °U ^ec' ̂ ' ^^Q establishment of a civil pension roll or an honora-
1899, Feb. 24, ch. 187, \J\Q service roll, or the exemption of any of the officers, clerks,

|4,2Supp.,946. , . ' . . . \ ,, "7 . ,. , ,.
and persons in the public service from the existing laws respecting
employment in such service, is hereby prohibited.

(See sec. 153 as to provision similar to this relating to postal
service; sec. 107 as to payment of incapacitated employees.)

clOTks.18 B M °B * °* Sec, 28, Each head of a Department may, from time to time,
K.S., § 166. alter the distribution among the various bureaus and offices of his
1896,May 28, ch.252, _ , , , ., , , - , , , , n 1 1 , 1

§3,2 Supp.,477. Department, of the clerks and other employees allowed bylaw,
Details. except such clerks or employees as may be required by law to be

exclusively engaged upon some specific work, as he may find it
necessary and proper to do, but all details hereunder shall be
made by written order of the head of the Department, and in no
case be for a period of time exceeding one hundred and twenty

—renewal of. da.ys: Provided, That details so made may, on expiration, be re-
newed from time to time by written order of the head of the
Department, in each particular case, for periods of not exceeding
one hundred and twenty days. All details heretofore made are
hereby revoked, but may be renewed as provided herein.

et?.f1rom0*pogtei kfe Sec< S9> Tt shall not be lawful to detail clerks or other employees
DepartmeHtal service paid from general appropriations for the postal service, from any

1898, Mar. 15, ch. 68 branch of said postal service, whether located at the seat of
s 9, i aupp., /o8. Government or elsewhere, to any of the offices or bureaus of the

Post-Office Department at Washington.

Transfers of clerks. gee> gQ_ Vacancies in the classified service of the
Post-Office Department at Washington, to which pro-
motions from lower grades can not be made, may be

servteleKailway Mail n^e(^ ^J transfer from the Railway Mail Service, or
-from post-offices, classified post-offices, within the limits of the rules

fixing the quota of each State.
2. The General Superintendent of the Railway Mail

Service shall give notice of this regulation to the super-
intendent of each division of the Railway Mail Serv-
ice to be by him promulgated throughout his division.

MaiiCB°erdYSice.Rallway Proper records shall be kept in each division, and on
the first day of each quarter the names of all persons
who deserve and desire transfer to the departmental
service at Washington, with a detailed record in each
case, shall be reported to the Postmaster-General.

offices°rds ia post" 3. Postmasters at all post-offices having fifty or more
officers and employees shall give similar notice, and
make like reports on the first day of each quarter to
the Postmaster-General.

4. The office records above mentioned shall embrace
the following subjects: Regularity and promptness of
attendance, ability, application and industry, habits,
adaptability, health, and such others as may be ap-
proved by the Postmaster-General.

(See sec. 1319 as to transfer of clerks in Bail way Mail Service
and classified post-offices to sea post-office service.)
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III.—PERFORMANCE OF SERVICE.

Sec. 31. It shall be the duty of the heads of the several Execu- Hours of service in
live Departments, in the interest of the public service, to require i^gg.^Maj.'lS, cb,68
of all clerks and other employees, of whatever grade or class, in § 7> 2 Supp.,736.
their respective Departments, not less than seven hours of labor
each day, except Sundays and days declared public holidays by
law or Executive order: Provided, That the heads of the Depart-

, -i • i -, , ,. ,-, r j i j. i —extension of.meiits may, by special order, stating the reason, further extend
the hours of any clerk or employee in their Departments, respec-
tively; but in case of an extension it shall be without additional
compensation: * * *

2. "it shall be the duty of the head of each Executive Department of*t£taS£? condition

to require monthly reports to be made to him as to the condition M-
of the public business in the several bureaus -or offices of his Depart-
ment at Washington; and in each case where such reports dis-
close that the public business is in arrears, the head of the Depart-
ment in which such arrears exist shall require, as provided herein,
an extension of the hours of service to such clerks or employees
as may be necessary to bring up such arrears of public business.

3. The daily hours of labor In the Post-Office Depart- Baiij hours.
nient shall begin at 9 a, m. and terminate at 4 p. in.,
except Sundays and legal holidays, unless otherwise
specially ordered.

4. The chief clerk of each Bureau or office will report P0rf i^ences3 *° re"
each day to the chief clerk of the Department all
absences from his office during the preceding day.

See. 32. The head of any Department may grant thirty days' Leaves of absence.
I T . ,- , . " , 1 1 1 i 1898, Mar. 15, ch. 68,annual leave with, pay in any one year to each clerk or employee: §7,2 supp.,731?.

* * * (and) where some member of the immediate family of
a clerk or employee is afflicted with a contagious disease and
requires the care and attendance of such employee, or where his or
her presence in the Department would jeopardize the health of fel-
low-clerks, and in exceptional and meritorious cases, where a clerk
or employee is personally ill, and where to limit the annual leave to
thirty days in any one calendar year would work peculiar hardship,
it maybe extended, in the discretion of the head of the Department,
with pay, not exceeding thirty days in any one case or in any one
calendar year. This section shall not be construed to mean that so —absence in excess of,
longasa clerk or employee is borne upon the rolls of the Department ' ou pay'
In excess of the time herein provided for or granted that he or she
shall be entitled to pay during the period of such excessive absence,
but that the pay shall stop upon the expiration of the granted leave.

2. Nothing contained in * * * (this section) shall be con- —sick, not to affect
strued to prevent the head of any Executive Department from 1393, July 7, cli. 571,
granting thirty days' annual leave with pay in any one year to a 2 Sui?P->882-
clerk or employee, notwithstanding such clerk or employee may
have had during such year not exceeding thirty days' leave with
pay 011 account of sickness as provided in said section. * * *

3. The thirty days' annual leave of absence with pay in any one --exclusive of Sun-
year to clerks and employees in the several Executive Departments ^l^^tf'fl^h^s?
authorized by existing law shall be exclusive of Sundays and legal § 4, 2 Supp.,946.
holidays.
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A p p l i c a t i o n s for gee. 83. Applications for leaves of absence must-be
° - -'~

—for less than day.

addressed to the Postmaster-General, approved by the
chief of the division and chief clerk of the Bureau in
which the applicant is employed, and transmitted to the
chief clerk of the Department for final action.

2. Applications for leave on account of sickness or
illness in the family must be made in the same manner,
accompanied by a full statement of the facts upon which
such application is based and the- certificate of the
attending physician.

3. Chiefs of division may/without formal applica-
tion, give permission for absence during a portion of a
clay, such time to be charged against the regular leave.

taken611 leaye to be ~* Leaves of absence- must be taken within the calen-
dar year, and any unused portion of such leave can not
be allowed during a subsequent year.

Pro rata for part of 5^ j\ GiQY\ or employee entering the service during
the year will be allowed pro rata leave of absence.

wMiVorkno?r!Mvie- 6. Recommendations for leaves of absence will be
made so as to interfere as little as possible with the
performance of the duties of the several divisions.

CHAPTER'S.

POST-OFFICE INSPECTORS.

Inspectors In charge See, 84 fTh.3 Postmaster General icay appolat) fifteen (post-
and inspectors. , . v . , - , • • • 1 , -, «-\ A

1901,Mar. 3, ch. 851, othce) inspectors in charge of divisions at (a salary of) two tnou-
—rrurnijero^andcom- sand five hundred dollars per annum (each) without per diem;
peusation. fifteen inspectors at two thousand two hundred and fifty dollars

per annum (each), with out per diem; and fifteen inspectors at two
thousand dollars per annum (each) without per diem,

Note. ^ ^ NOTE.—The Chief Post-Office Inspector is an officer of the Post-
Inspector.08 ice Office Department, and his appointment and compensation are

provided for in the regular departmental organization. (Sec. 6;
see sec. 38 as to expenses of chief inspector when traveling.)

in 'The appointment of post-office inspectors in charge was first
authorized by the act of June 17, 1878, ch. 259, 1 Supp. E. S.,
186, which provided that such inspectors (called special agents at
that time), "not exceeding ten in number, as are'appointed by
the Postmaster-General to duty at such important points as he
may designate * * * shall each receive a salary of $2,500
per annum and no more.'' The number of inspectors in charge
was increased to twelve by the act of March 3, 1891, ch, 547, 1
Supp. R. S., 932. and. to fifteen by the act of June 2, 1900, ch. 613,
31 Stat. L., 260. (See sec. ,39 as to expenses.)

Post-office inspectors, at $2,000 per annum without per diem,
were first provided for in the appropriation act of March 1, 1899,

inspe
r dieper diem.
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ch. 327, 30 Stat. L., 985; and the appointment of inspectors at
$2,250 per annum without per diem was first authorized by the
act of June 2, 1900, supra. These inspectors are intended espe-
cially for local service in the large cities.

The continued appointment of inspectors in charge in excess of
twelve, and of inspectors at $2,000 and S2,250 per annum, is sub-
ject to subsequent appropriation acts, which see, as the authority
for their appointment is not permanent.

Sec. 35. The Postmaster-General may employ * * * such ^Post-ofSc
number of post-office inspectors as the good of the service and the R.S., §4017.
safety of the mails may require. Such post-office inspectors shall
be

NOTE. — Post-office inspectors were originally known, as "special
agents. ' ' This designation was changed by the act of June 11, 1880.

Post-office inspectors appointed, under this statute are designated
as "inspectors in the field." Any number of such inspectors may
be appointed within the limit of the annual appropriations "for
mail depredations and post-office inspectors."

Sec. 4020, E. 8., as amended by act of March 3, 1897, ch. 385,
2 Supp. E. S., 598, provides that "the salary and per diem, of the
special agent (post-office inspector) detailed" for the free-delivery
service shall be charged to the appropriation for that service.
This statute is no longer of any effect, as no inspector has been
specially detailed for the free-delivery service for some time (see
sees. 6 and 8), and for years past a special appropriation has been
provided for the payment of inspectors. The only change made by
the amendment of March 3, 1897, was to omit a provision relative
to payment of inspectors detailed for the money-order service out
of the proceeds of that service. (See note, sec. 1397 as to this
statute in connection with the Eailway Mail Service; sec. 40 as to
allowances for per diem and expenses.)

Sec. 36. Post-office inspectors are originally appointed for a Appointment of "HI- i
probationary term of six months, with a salary at the rate of $1,200 specters.
per year; and when appointed after such probation as inspectors
in the field, with a salary at the rate of not more than $1,600 per
year, and are allowed for personal expenses $4 per day when they a , ,
are actually engaged in traveling on the business of the Depart- per diem'.
merit. Personal expenses in the sense here intended include cost Expenses.
of food, lodging, sleeping-car fares, omnibus or hack fares, and
other incidentals of a personal character. Expenditures for the
inspector's conveyance where his commission is not operative, for
transportation and maintenance of a prisoner while being taken ;
to appear before a proper officer, for official telegrams, for adver-
tising when required, and such other necessary items, will be
limited to reasonable cost, and charges therefor must be accom-
panied by receipts or proper vouchers. Payment of salaries, per
diem and expenditures, is made by warrant, upon monthly
accounts to be submitted to the Chief Post-Office Inspector and
allowed at the Department. Inspectors in the field are not allowed A t t e n d a n c e a |
remuneration by the United States marshals for attendance at court, no fees for.
court in cases for the violation of the postal laws.

Sec. ST. The Postmaster-General will appoint such cierks in osiees o* I
, „ , , i j_ • cf <• " " as • inspectors,number ot clerks tor duty in omces or post~om.ce in — appointment of.

specters as he may deem necessary, to be paid out of —payment of.
the appropriation for "mail depredations and post-
office inspectors."

NOTE. — Clerks have always been employed and paid> for out of _^*|-0 in offices 0|
the appropriation for mail depredations and post-office inspectors,
but in recent appropriation acts specific authority has been given
to employ such clerks out of this appropriation. (See act Mar, 3,
1901, ch. 851, 31 Stat. L,, 1106.)
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h,fp*S?S °f chlef See> S8' The cllief of post-office inspectors shall be paid (his)

tofsxpfnscchfrgf S Sec- 89- Post-office inspectors in charge, and local in-
inspectors. speccors without per diem, will be allowed their actual

and necessary expenses when traveling on the business
of the Department.

Note. NOTE. — While there is no direct provision of law as in the case
of the chief inspector for the payment of the actual expenses of
Inspectors in charge and local inspectors without per diem, such
payment can be made out of the appropriation for mail depreda-
tions and post-office inspectors.

Per diem allowance Sec. 40. ( Post-office inspectors in the field shall be allowed a per
6 0 inspectors I n t h e , . , , . , ,, f . , , , - , - >
field, diem) while actually traveling on ousiness for the Department:
$ll$fhML*' UO*' 851' Provided, That the Postmaster-General may, in his discretion,
—when made. allow post-office inspectors per diem while temporarily located at
—while 'temporarily any place on duty away from home, or their designated domicile,
located at one place. for & per}O(j no£ exceeding twenty consecutive days at any one
—regulations as to. place, and may make rules and regulations governing the forego-

ing provisions relating to per diem.

Note, NOTE. — Sec. 4017, E. S., provided that inspectors (then special
Allowances to in- agents) should be allowed "for traveling and incidental expenses,

specters for expenses. wnjie actually employed in the service, a sum not exceeding five dol-
lars a day." Under the act of June 17, 1878, eh. 259, 1 Supp. E. S.,
186, this amount was to be allowed to inspectors "when they are
actually engaged in traveling on the business of the Department."
The act of July 5. 1884, ch. 234, 1 Supp. E. S., 467, provided that in-
spectors ' ' shall be allowed four dollars per day in lieu of the charges
now permitted for personal expenses." Subsequently the annual
appropriation acts merely contained an appropriation for "mail
depredations and post-office inspectors" until the act of June 13,
1898, ch. 446, 30 Stat. L., 444, which provided for "per diem allow-
ance to inspectors in the field while actually traveling on business
of the Department. ' ' This clause was repeated in the act of March
1, 1899, ch. 327, 30 Stat. L., 965, 2 Supp. R. S., 958, and the pro-
viso as contained in the act of Mar. 3, 1901, was added, the entire
clause as it now stands being repeated in the act of June 2; 1900,
ch. 613, 31 Stat. L., 260.

S ^Ge" ̂ ' Trie Postmaster-General may employ, when the service
requires it, the Assistant Postmasters-General and superintendents
in his Department as special agents (post-office inspectors) ; and he

,, may allow them therefor not exceeding the amount expended by—expenses of. J fe -* J
tnem as necessary traveling expenses while so employed.

l°SdS§ 40i8SPeCt°rS" SeCi 4™' Whenever a special agent (post-office inspector) is re-
•— when must be quired to collect or disburse any public money, he shall, before
?i'/cn* entering upon such duty, give bond in such sum and form, and

with such security as the Postmaster-General may approve.

Q. A. bond of $5,000, with sureties justifying to
double that amount, and conditioned for the faithful
discharge of duty as an inspector, and for properly
accounting for and disposing of all moneys and prop-
erty which may come to his hands by virtue of his
office at any time while in the service of the United
States, is required of each inspector before becoming
entitled to pay.
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II.—ORGANIZATION OF POST-OFFICE INSPECTORS.

Sec. 43. Post-office inspectors are under the direc-
tion of the Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General, and
subject to the immediate control of the Chief Post-
Office Inspector (see sec. 20), who is charged with the
assignment to duty and general direction of the force
and the supervision of all matters pertaining to this
branch of the service.

2. The service is organized into sixteen divisions,
each in charge of an inspector in charge, who will
direct the work of the inspectors assigned to his divi-
sion, All communications must be addressed and sent
to the inspector in charge, and through him all orders
will be given, unless, to save time in special cases,
they are communicated directly from the Department
by the Postmaster-General, Fourth Assistant Postmas-
ter-General, or Chief Inspector, in which event the
inspector in charge will be notified.

3. The headquarters of the several divisions of post-
office inspectors are as follows:

a. For the division embracing the States of Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Shode
Island, and Connecticut: Boston, Mass.

l>. For the division embracing the State of New
York: New York, N. Y.

G. For the division embracing the States of Pennsyl-
vania and New Jersey: Philadelphia, Pa.

d. For the division embracing the States of Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, and North Caro-
lina, and the District of Columbia: Washington, D. C.

e. For the division embracing the States of Ohio,
Indiana, and Kentucky: Cincinnati, Ohio,

f. For the division embracing the States of Illinois,
Michigan, and Wisconsin: Chicago, 111.

g. For the division embracing the States of Missouri
(except the city of Kansas City), Iowa, and Arkansas:
St. Louis, Mo.

h. For the division embracing the States of Kansas,
Nebraska, and Oklahoma and Indian Territories, and
the city of Kansas City, Missouri: Kansas City,Mo.

i. For the division embracing the States of Tennessee,
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina: Chat-
tanooga, Tenn.

j. For the division embracing the States of Texas,
Louisiana, and Mississippi: New Orleans, La.

Organization of I?0
0. inspectors.
—under superyisioB
of Fourth Assistant
Postmaster-G e n e r a 1
and Chief Inspector,

I n s p e c t o r s in
charge.

—to supervise work
of division.

—orders to be sent
through.

Exceptions.

Divisions.
—territory compris-
ing.

Boston.

New York.

Philadelphia.

Washington, D. C.

Cincinnati.

St. Louis

New Orleans.
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Denver- L For the division embracing the States of Wyoming,
Colorado, and Utah, and the Territory of New Mexico:
Denver, Colo.

san Francisco. ^ For the division embracing the States of California
and Nevada and the Territory of Arizona: Sam Fran-
cisco, Cai,

Spokane. m. For the division embracing the States of Idaho,
Montana, Oregon, and Washington, and the Territory
of Alaska: Spokane, Wash.

st- Paul- n. For the division embracing the States of Minne-
sota, North Dakota, and South Dakota: St. Paul, Minn.

Honolulu. o. For the division embracing the Territory of
Hawaii: Honolulu, Hawaii,

san Juan. pt For the division embracing Porto Rico: San Juan,
Porto Rico,

Duties oi Post-office gefl- 44. Post-office insDectors are the special repre-
inspcctors. *- J- L

—to make investiga- gentatives of thePostmastei'-Genoral. They are charged
tions. " J '-
-report needs of serv-wjth the investigation of post-offices and all matters
ice. ^ l

connected with the postal service, and with keeping
the Department advised as to the condition and needs

—enforce laws. of the service. Alleged violations of law are to be in-
vestigated and reported upon by them, and they will,

—aid in prosecutions when necessary, aid in the prosecution of all criminal
offenses.

Employees of serv- 2, Postmasters, clerks, employees, contractors, and
ice subordinate to in- ' . -, , -. • - I T
specters, when. others connected with the postal service are subordi-

nate to post-office inspectors when acting within the
scope of their duty and employment. But no arbitrary
power is hereby conferred upon them. They are not
to interfere with any officer or employee who is in the
proper discharge of his duty further than to examine
his methods, system, and accounts, or any complaints
which may be made against him. Nor are they to
interfere with the -mails or the transportation thereof,
except as expressly authorised by law, and as permitted
by the regulations,

inspectors may open 3. Inspectors are intrusted with kevs to the several
and examine mails. .T , ., , _" ,

mail locks in use, and are empowered to open and ex-
amine mails whenever and wherever they may find it

—may enter post-offi- necessary. They are authorized to enter and inspect
.pv-y-i ''"

post-offices at all times and to make such other inqui-
ries and investigations as the interest of the service may
demand.

4. Commissions are issued by the Postmaster-Gen-
eral to all inspectors, and they are required to exhibit
them as evidence of their authority.
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Sec, 45. Special regulations for the instruction and * k of instac-
government of inspectors are prescribed in the book of
instructions, which is confidentially furnished to each
inspector. Obedience and conformity to these regula-
tions and the strict preservation of their secrecy are
enjoined.

CHAPTEB 4.

Dm§!OM 01 B1A3 LETTERS.

I.—ESTABLISHMENT or DEAD-LETTER OFFICE.

Sec. 46. There shall be maintained in the Post-Office ^vision of Dead Let-
Department as a part of the office of the First Assist-
ant Postmaster-General, a Division of Dead Letters, to
be known as the Dead-Letter OfB.ce, to which all ancle- uifmafiabfe mltternto
liverable and uninailable matter, domestic and foreign, be fonvarded to-
shall be forwarded by postmasters and other employees
of the postal service, unless otherwise provided by
regulations.

WOTS,-—The Dead-Letter Office has oeen organized for many
years, though without any specific statutory authorization. It has
been, however, recognized by law, by directing that certain mail
matter be forwarded thereto, and providing for its return in cer-
tain cases to the writers, and for the keeping of certain records of
valuable matter (II. S., §§ 3986-3938, 5480, as amended by act i
March 2, 1889; eh. 393, 1 Sup pi. R. S., 694, sections 48, 53, 502, 569,
and 1617), and in appropriation acts, until within recent years, by
providing separate appropriations for the clerks, etc., of the '' Dead-
Letter Office;" and the appointment of a superintendent and chief
clerk of the Dead-Letter Office has been for some time and is still
authorized by law. (See sec. 6.) The Dead-Letter Office was for-
merly an independent bureau, but is now attached to the office of
the First Assistant Postmaster-General. (See sec. 17.)

fteo, 47, A dc3EcI4etler service for the Territory of
Hawaii shall be conducted, in connection with the post-
office at Honolulu; and for Porto Rico in connection
with the post-office at San Juan; and for the Philippine
Islands in connection with the post-office at Manila, for
the disposition of unclaimed and unrnailable matter
originating in or reaching the several post-offices in
the Territory and island possessions named. The reg-
ulations as to the conduct of the Dead-Letter OBIco
shall, so far as practicable, govern the conduct of the
service. (See sec. 682 as to instructions to postmasters
in Hawaii, Porto Rico, and the Philippine Islands.)
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II. — TREATMENT OF MAIL MATTER IN THE DEAD-
LETTER OFFICE.

Return of undeliY- See. 48. * * * (The Postmaster- General) may make regu-aired letters to writers. v ' J °
K.S., §3936 lations for (the) * * * return (of undelivered letters) from

the Dead-Letter Office to the writers, when they can not be deliv-
ered to the parties addressed.

(For balance of statute see sec. 669.)

De"d"Lettereoffl?e.n 8 Sec- 4a A11 niatter unclaimed by the addressee
-return of,to senders, reaching the Dead-Letter Office shall, as far as practi-

cable, be returned to the sender.
2. CJndeliverable matter of every character shall in

like manner be returned to the senders, if practicable,
turned1 not to b° ™~ except such as is obviously of no value or is unmailable

under any provision of law, which. shall be disposed of
as the First Assistant Postmaster-General may direct;

tonged!eertcd' to be "" l)llt a11 registered matter shall be returned to the send-
ers upon payment of any postage due thereon required
to "be paid before transmission.

Examination of re- gpp gn (131 -rappir»f, of the Ilp8^-T<pfTPr OfPce oftHrnsrecelTedatflead- l"fci" OU< V/U iecfclFy "*> l'̂  WAV. JUeilCl Cilice Oi
tetter office. returns of unmailable, misdirected, and unclaimed mail

matter from the various post-offices they will be treated
as follows:

a_ Unmailable matter will be examined and compared
with the entries on the accompanying list.

5. Misdirected letters will as far as practicable be
corrected and forwarded to destination; and such, as
can not be so forwarded, but can be returned to the.
sender, will be so treated.

Hotel, f i c t i t i o u s c. Hotel, fictitious, and other matter not forming1
matter, etc. ' ' °

part of the regular returns of unclaimed matter will
be treated in the same manner as unmailable matter.

unclaimed matter. ^ Unclaimed matter from free-delivery offices will~ t r o m free-aelivery _ . . .
°fflces- be compared with the accompanying dead-letter bills.

If errors are discovered the bill will be corrected and
—record of. the postmaster notified thereof. A record will be

kept showing the number of pieces and character of
—credit for postage- niatter sent in each return, the amount of credit allowedclue stamps affixed, ' '
8tc- for postage-due stamps affixed to the matter compris-

ing the return, and properly claimed for matter for-
warded to other offices under the requirements of
section 397. (See sees. 623 and 684.)

—from other than e. Returns of unclaimed matter from other than free-Iree delivery offices,
delivery post-offices must be examined and compared
with the bills accompanying the same, and such account
kept of the character of the matter and number of pieces
sent as may be necessary for statistical reports.
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f. The dead-letter bills from other than free-deliv- Dead-letter Mils, ex-
., . ,. . cept from free-deliv-

ery offices, with the advertised lists accompanying the ery offices, to be pre.
•J ' r J served.

return, will be filed and preserved for reference for
six months.

q. All errors in treatment of undelivered mail mat- Attention of post-
u masters to be called

ter oy postmasters must bo noted and the officer in to errors.
fault duly admonished, or such other action taken as
the case may require.

Sec. 51. Applications for the recovery of mail mat- Application for re-
*•*• t -r . /-\ftf " i covery of mall matter,

ter sent to the Dead-Letter Oince, or money 'or other or inciosnres therein,
, , . . , . . ., . ,-. etc., sent to Dead-

Valuable or important inelosures therein, or the pro-Letter office.
ceeds from the sale of such inelosttres, should be ad-
dressed to the First Assistant Postmaster-General —to whom addressee
(Division of Dead Letters) on Form 1521.

Sec. 52. Where letters have to be opened to obtain . opening dead letters
L _ to effect delivery of

the necessary information to make proper disposition return.
thereof, it must be done only by clerks or employees
designated for that purpose, and under the direction
of the Superintendent of the Dead-Letter Office.
Every letter containing a valuable inclosure must be
indorsed with the name of the person opening it, and
0, brief memorandum of the character of the inclosure.
Where a letter is found to contain money, a record of
the address thereon and the amount must be iinme- ^°™res containing
diately made by the clerk who opens it, and the record
and all such letters, together with all other letters con-
taining inelosures of value, will be delivered at the close
of each day to the clerk in charge of the opening branch.

III.—DISPOSITION OF MATTER CONTAINING VALUABLE
INCLOSUEES.

See. 53. Dead letters containing valuable inclosures shall be Dead letters COB°
registered (recorded) in the Dead-Letter Office; and when they closures/* "* 6 "E°
can not be delivered to the party addressed nor to the writer, the _-^; ̂  § 3938.
contents thereof shall be disposed of, and a careful account shall —disposition of.
be kept of the amount realized in each case, which shall be subject
to reclamation by either the party addressed or the sender, for four
years from the registry (recording) thereof; and all other letters Letters of irrmor.
of value or of importance to the party addressed or to the writer, ^S^p^ %"fltCa'sto|j!
and which can not be returned to either, shall be disposed of as rected.
the Postmaster-General may direct.

Sec. 54. Dead matter of all classes containing1 valu- Bead matter cos,«.
. , , - twining valuable iu~

a Die inelosures shall be recorded in the Dead-Letter closures.
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Sec. 55. A record shall be kept of all letters and
other matter containing money, showing the name of
the person and post-office of address, the name of the
writer, the amount and description of the inclosure,
and the disposition thereof." Such mail matter must be
receipted and accounted for by each employee of the
Dead-Letter Office through whose hands it passes until
finally disposed of.

2. Where matter containing money can not be de-
livered to the person addressed or returned to the
writer, it shall be held three months; at the end of*
which time the money will be separated therefrom and
the amount entered upon the letter or other matter and

Money to be deiiv- the record. The money shall then be delivered to
M. "G. and "deposited the Third Assistant Postmaster-General, whose receipt

. " u ~ " ° therefor will be filed. The Third Assistant Postmaster-
General will deposit all such moneys in the Treasury
to the credit of the postal revenues.

ticS forcl yearesclama~ 3- AU money found in dead letters or other matter
shall be subject to reclamation within four years from
the recording' thereof. (See sec, 51.)

inSStent cinncftlurncf Sec- 5S- A record shall be kept of all letters or other
drafts (ieedsyctc'ilue' matter found to contain negotiable paper, notes, drafts,
—recordof. money orders, wills, deeds, or.other valuable or im-

portant papers, and of all personal photographs or pic-
tures. Such matter as can not be delivered or returned
to the sender will be properly filed for reclamation,

stamps in letters. ^. Letters containing postage stamps of more than
one letter-rate value will also be recorded, and such
as can not be delivered or restored to the owner shall
be held for reclamation; and if unclaimed after a rea-

—destruction of. sonable time, the postage stamps will be destroyed,
under proper supervision, and an account kept of the

> f value thereof, which may be reclaimed at any time
within four years. (See sec. 51.)

ciasfmntfer1 contain^ ^C8t ^" -^- record shall be kept of the address and
inl ie%nCeontJninff contents of parcels of third-class matter of apparent
—reco^d'of' value, and of fourth-class matter and letters containing

articles of merchandise; but when several articles posted
by one person, or firm are received they may be made
the subject of one entry under the address of the

exceptheW °ne year' sender- Where such articles can not be delivered or
restored to the sender they will be filed for a period of
one year from the date of recording, except such as
are unaddressed, which will be held not less than sis
months.
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All articles that matter.
tion of the time prescribed will be prepared for sale,
in such a manner as not to destroy their identity, and
sold at public auction under such conditions as the
Postmaster-General may from time to time direct.

3. An account must be kept of the proceeds of sales Account of proceeds,
of dead matter and the net amount realized delivered
to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General for deposit
in the Treasury to the credit of the postal revenues.

4. Packages reachinp* the Dead-Letter Office con- Packages cqntain-
0 ° . ing liquids or Injuri-

taming* medicine, perishable articles, liquids, or artl- ous matter to be de-
, , , i T i • « i • stroycd, when.

cles of a like character liable to injure other matter
with which the}' come in contact shall be destroyed as
soon as it is ascertained that they can not be restored
to the owners; but a suitable record shall be kept of all
articles thus destroyed.

IV.—DISPOSITION OF LETTERS WITHOUT VALUABLE
INCLOSURES, PRINTED AND UNMAILABLE MATTER.
See. 58. Letters which do not contain valuable ajjlfi^^re"1 yai"

inclosures shall be returned to the writers when the —*° ^e returned to
"Will/CIS.

address can be ascertained, and no record will be kept —no record °f-
thereof except the number so returned. Letters which
do not disclose the address of the writers,- so that they
can be returned, must be delivered daily to the Dis-
bursing Clerk and Superintendent of the Department, -sold as waste paper,
to be sold as waste paper.

Sec. 59. Printed matter, obviously without value, Printed matter of no
_ J ' value to fee sold as

sent to the Dead Letter Office, will be delivered to the waste paper.
Disbursing- Clerk and Superintendent for disposal as
waste paper.

2. Magazines and other periodicals, illustrated, Magazines, etc., to
° * " be sent to hospitals,

papers, and picture cards, which are suitable for thatetc-
purpose, and not properly classed as merchandise, will
be distributed to the various hospitals, asylums,, and
other charitable and reformatory institutions in the
District of Columbia, as the First Assistant, Post-
master-General may direct.

See. 60. All letters, packets, or other matter v/hich. may be

owner or sender of the same, or otherwise disposed of as the
Postmaster-General may direct.

9i. All matter of the third or fourth class sent to the
Dead Letter Office, which is unmailable under Sections
497, 498, 499, and 500, will, under the direction of the
Superintendent, be destroyed, except it can be ascer- —destruction of, un-
tamed therefrom* by whom the same was deposited in
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the mails, in which case the matter will be held and
the fact reported to the Chief Post-Office Inspector; or,
unless on submission to the Postmaster-General, he
shall direct that it be preserved as evidence or other-
wise disposed of.

3. Sealed matter declared nonmailable by law and
sent to the Dead Letter Office shall be disposed of in
accordance with the order of the Postmaster-General.

lilSyeta°derd»imud 4- A11 mail matter the delivery of which is forbid-
orders." &en ^y orc[er of the Postmaster-General under Sections

503 and 501 and sent to the Dead Letter Office shall bo
treated in accordance with such order.

Foreign dead isat-

"R. s., § 401.
—treatment subject to
conventions.

Disposal of foreign
dead matter.

—to be held before re-
turn.

—to be delivered :If
possible.

—return to country of
origin.

Record of valuable
letters, etc.

V.—DISPOSITION OF FOREIGN DEAD MATTES.

Sec. 61. The action of the Post-Office Department respecting
foreign dead letters shall be subject to conventional stipulations
with the respective foreign Administrations.

Bee. 82. Under the provisions of the Universal Postal
Union Convention of Washington (Article XXVI, Reg-
ulations of Detail and Order), and also under the postal
arrangements with countries not included in the Postal
Union, undeliverable matter originating in foreign
countries must be returned to the country of origin at
the expiration of the period, not exceeding six months,
during which it is required to be held by the laws of
the country of destination.

2. Undelivered foreign matter, when received at the
Dead Letter Office, will be carefully examined for the
purpose of correcting, if possible, any error or defi-
ciency in address and forwarding the same to its
proper destination.

3. All undeliverable foreign matter will be promptly
returned to the country of origin at the expiration of
the period required by the Postal Convention, a record
being kept of the addresses of all registered articles
and valuable parcels and the number of pieces so
returned.

CHAPTER 5.

CONTRACTS, AMD EEPOETS.

I.—BONDS—CONTRACTS.

Bonds end contracts See. 63. All bonds taken and contracts entered into bv the
to be la name of United _ , . - „ , ^ , , -i n ^ i . i •,-. ,-. W -j. iStates. .rost-Oiiice Department shall be made to and with the united

B. S., § 403. gtates of America.
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In every such contractor agreement to be made or entered Contracts to contain
J ° clause thati ninto, or accepted by or on behalf of the United States, there snail of Congress shall not

be inserted an express condition that no member of (or delegate ennger|S374i.
to) Congress shall be admitted to any share or part of such con-
tract or agreement, or to any benefit to arise thereupon.

NOTE.— See E. S., § 3739, which provides that members of Con- Note.
gress shall not be interested in contracts. See sees. 1596 and 1597
as to penalty where members of Congress or officers act as agents
or otherwise in securing contracts, etc.

Sec, 64, Every order, entry, or memorandum whatever, on ^ Orders, contracts,
which any action is to be based, allowance made, or money paid, "s's., §"402.
and every contract, paper, or obligation made by or with the
Post-Oifice Department, shall have its true date affixed to it; and
every paper relating to contracts or allowances filed in the Depart-
ment shall have the date when it was filed indorsed upon it, .. etc-» to be affixed

Sec. 65. No contract or order, or any interest therein, shall be ^Contracts not aaslga-
transf erred by the party to whom such contract or order is given * n.'s., § 873*,
to any other party, and any such transfer shall cause the annul- — if assigned, causes
ment of the contract or order transferred, so far as the United
States are concerned. All rights of action, hoy/ever, for any 8^^ of ac"on I6°
breach of such contract by the contracting parties, are reserved
to the United States.

2. The bids of bona fide dealers only will be con- Jgna^M
sidered in awarding* contracts for supplies.

See sees. 1297 to 1300 as to subletting- of contracts for carrying
the mail.

Sec. 68, It shall not be lawful for any of the Executive Depart- Contracts not to &s=
menta to make contracts for stationery or other supplies for a ecf? s^V's* '̂
longer term than one year from the time the contract is made.

2. (The foregoing) shall not be construed to apply to or include —except iormailbags.,
., i .-, , , | , , , , , , stamps, etc.

mail bags, mail locks, keys, postal cards, postage stamps, newspaper Res. 1868, Jan. si, 15
wrappers, or stamped envelopes. ^ MarPaus kt K, m'

3. All blanks, blank books, and printed or engraved matter —money-order sup-
* * * for the transaction of money-order business shall be iss's, Mar. s. eh. 123,
obtained from the lowest responsible bidders * * * for a § 2' l SupP-> 405<

period of four years. (See sec. 77.)
4. The Postmaster-General may. when if in his judgment the —supplies for f r e e -

delivery.
good of the service so requires make contract for necessary sup- 1889, Mar. ?,, eh, 874,.
plies for the free-delivery service for a period not exceeding four >-UPP-> 6rf2-
years.

5. The Postmaster-General may, in his discretion, cause the —printing post-route
contract for printing r»ost-route maps to be let for a term of four 1S95, Mar. 2. en. 177,
years. ^ " 2SuPP.!4i7. '

6. The Postmaster-General may, in his discretion, cause the -.h 252

contract for furnishing the official Postal Guide to be let for a term 2 Supp., 477."
of four years.

7. No contract or purchase on behalf of the United States —contracts not to be
i . . . made unless auttor-

ehaii be made unless the same is authorized i3y law or is under ized by law.
an appropriation adequate to its fulfillment, * # * , R. S,,§3732.

See sec. 104, forbidding contracts for future payments in excess
of appropriations.
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II. — OFFICERS AUTHORIZED TO SIGN AND APPROVE
BONDS AND CONTRACTS,

SeC> ^' A11 contracts for stationery, wrapping paper, letter
balances, scales, and street letter boxes, for the use of the postal
service may be signed * * * by the First Assistant Post-

— street letter boxes. master-General in the place and stead of the Postmaster-General,
and his signature shall be attested by the seal of the Post-Office
Department.

Second Asst. P. M.G. 9. The Second Assistant Postmaster-General 011 the order of
the Postmaster-General may sign with his name, in the place and
stead of the Postmaster-General, and attest his signature by the
seal of the Post-Office Department, all contracts made in the said

—for mail transporta- Department for mail transportation and for supplies of mail bags,

and incidental to mail transportation.
TMrdAsat.p.M.G. 3. The Third Assistant Postmaster-General, when directed by

the Postmaster-General, may also sign, in his name, in the place
and stead of the Postmaster-General, and attest his signature by
the seal of the Post-Office Department, all contracts for supplies

—for stamps, stamped of postage stamps, stamped envelopes, newspaper wrappers, postal
^official0" envelopes, cards> registered-package envelopes, locks, seals, and official en-
etc. velopes for the use of postmasters, and return of dead letters, that

may be required for the postal service.
Fourth Asst. P. M.G. 4. * * * The bonds of all postmasters, by the direction of

masters' bonds. P S the Postmaster-General, may be approved and accepted and the
1893, Dec. 21, ch. 6; approval and acceptance signed by the ".Fourth Assistant Post-

master-General in the name of the Postmaster-General.

III.' — PURCHASES, AND CONTRACTS FOR SUPPLIES AND
SERVICES, FOB, THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND
POSTAL SERVICE, — SALE OF USELESS SUPPLIES,

proJSS!ementS f°r BeCl 68> Ali Purchases and contracts for supplies or services, in
ll. s.,§3709. any of the Departments of the Government, except for personal

services, shall be made by advertising a sufficient time previously
for proposals respecting the same, when the public exigencies do
not require the immediate delivery of the articles, or perform-

In exigencies, etc., ance of the service. When immediate delivery or performance ispurchases in open _ .
market. ' required by the public exigency, the articles or service required

may be procured by open purchase or contract, at the places and
in the manner in which such articles are usually bought and sold.
or such services engaged, between individuals.

NOTE. — R. S., § 3709, has been amended, but the above is the
original section; see sec. 72 for amendment, which makes specific
provisions in regard to advertisements for certain supplies.

®6Cl ®^' Whenever proposals for supplies have been solicited,
the parties responding to such solicitation shall be duly notified of

"
the time and place of opening the bids, and be permitted to be
present either in person or by attorney, and a record of eacL Md
shall then and there be made.

See- m The head of a bureau, the Chief Clerk of the
~who{riottobemera post_office Department, the chief of a division who

certifies to the correctness of any bill or account con-
tracted for, or through, his division, or a clerk below
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the grade of class two shall not be a member of any
board or committee to open bids or proposals or to pass
upon any contract. The officers named above may be
called upon to advise with the committee or board, and
render it such assistance as may be deemed advisable.
(a) Supplies JOT the Post- Office Department and sales

of useless supplies.
See. 71. Advertisements shall be prepared and pub- Advertisements for

v i -> i <• , T . . . e " • j-- t. i proposals for post-lished before the expiration of an existing1 contract, route maps and Postal
- ' i ' 1 <• • J.- A. X J - I Gulde-inviting proposals tor printing post-route maps and tne
Official Postal Guide.

2. Chief Clerk of the Post-OiHce
supervise the print!n|

See sec. Ill as to post-route maps and printing thereof.

See. 72, The advertisement for '" * "x" proposals (for fuel, Proposals for cer-
iee, stationery, and other miscellaneous supplies, to be purchased at
Washington for the use of the Executive Departments and other by all departments.
Government establishments) shall be made by all the Executive 18*94','Jan. 27, eh. 22,
Departments, including the Department of Labor, the United If'c^'ePI'supp "*i8o'
States Fish Commission, the Interstate Commerce Commission,
the Smithsonian Institution, the Government Printing Office, the
government of the District of Columbia, and the superintendent
of the State, War, and Navy building, except for paper and mate-
rials for use of the Government Printing Office, and materials used
in the work of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, which shall
continue to be advertised for and purchased as now provided by
law, on the same days and shall each designate two o'clock post
meridian of such days for the opening of all such proposals in
each department and other Government establishment in the j
city of Washington; and the Secretary of the Treasury shall desig- —Secretary of Treas-

" . - , - , ' , . , i ,i • f ^ ury to designate time
nate the day or days m each year tor the opening 01 such pro- Of opening.
posals and give due notice thereof to the other departments and
Government establishments. Such proposals shall be opened in
the usual way and schedules thereof duly prepared and, together
with the statement of the proposed action of each department and
Government establishment thereon, shall be submitted to a board, —board to consider.
consisting of one of the Assistant Secretaries of the Treasury and
Interior departments and one of the Assistant Postmasters-General,
who shall be designated by the heads of said departments and the
Postmaster-General, respectively, at a meeting to be called by the
official of the Treasury Department, who shall be chairman
thereof, and said board shall carefully examine and compare all
the proposals so submitted and recommend the acceptance or
rejection of any or all of said proposals. And if any or all of such
proposals shall be rejected, advertisements for proposals shall
again be invited and proceeded with in the same manner.

NOTE.—See sec. 68 for first part of E. S., § 3709. The stationery Note,
supplies for the Post-Office Department, and envelopes for all
other departments, are purchased under the same contract as simi-
lar supplies for the postal service. (See sec. 79.)
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contracts for sup-
plies and work forPost-office Depart-
msnt.
-when to be made,

upon con-

— how mad-

hoC-°Uertified

telai.tel)ai!cra31dnia"

—contract for sale of.
—Disbursing cierk to
superintend sale of.

useless ^proper ty

payments for waste
aper, etc., how col-
eoted and deposited,

Sec. 78, Advertisements shall be prepared and pub-
. , . » i /» ilished prior to the beginning of each fiscal year, as

L , . . iprovided in the preceding section, inviting proposals
for furnishing articles and materials, and the perform-
ance of work of all kinds, needed for the Post-Office
Department, whenever the same can "be more advan-
tageousiy obtained by contract. Orders upon con-
tractors for such supplies or work shall be made in
pursuance of requisitions therefor, approved by the
Chief Clerk of the Post-Office Department, and allowed
by the Postmaster-General.

^. Whenever the public exigency requires the pur-
chase of any supplies, or the performance of any work
not covered by contract, requisitions must be made
therefor, approved by the Chief Clerk and allowed by
the Postmaster- General.

3- Tlie disbursing clerk and superintendent of the
Post-Office Department shall inspect and examine all
supplies, and require the proper performance of all
work furnished or done under contract or order.

4. Accounts for supplies furnished, or work done
under contract or otherwise, shall be certified by the
superintendent and disbursing clerk, approved by the
Chief Clerk, and allowed by the Postmaster-General.

Ssc- 74< Proposals will be invited by advertisement
prior to the beginning of each fiscal year for the pur-
chase of all waste paper and waste material from the
mail-bag-repair shop which the Post-Office Department
may have for sale during the ensuing fiscal year, and
a contract will be made therefor.

2, The Disbursing Clerk and Superintendent of the
^ . L

Post-Office Department will provide for tne daily col-
lection of the waste paper and its disposal to the con-
tractor from time to time.

3, All sales of other property and unserviceable ma-
terial of the Post-Office Department shall be made by
the Disbursing Clerk and Superintendent as may be
specially directed by the Postmaster-General.

4, All money from the sale of waste paper or other
°J A • ,

useless property or materials will be collected oy the
Disbursing Clerk and Superintendent, deposited in the
Treasury, and an account thereof presented to the
Postmaster-General for submission to the Auditor for
the Post-Office Department for settlement.
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Sec, 75. The Postmaster-General shall make out and keep, in Record and report of
proper books, full and complete inventories arid accounts of all Pr°Perty'
the property belonging to the United States in the buildings, Property in Depart-
roorns, offices, and grounds occupied by him and under his charge; ment> K> 8-> § 3y7-
and shall add thereto, from time to time, an account of such prop—record of
erty as may be procured subsequently to the taking of the same, and
also an account of the sale or disposal of any such property, and to —sale of useless.
report the same to Congress during the first week of each annual —report of.
session. But this section shall not apply to the supplies of sta-
tionery and fuel.

2, Whenever there shall be in any one of the Executive
Departments of the Government an accumulation of files of isupp'.,<M4";"is'si', Mar!
papers, which are not needed or useful in the transaction of the cur- 3'c k-180> * Supp., 320,
rent business of such Department and have no permanent value or
historical interest, it shall be the duty of the head of such Depart-
ment to submit to Congress a report of that fact, accompanied by a —report thereof to
concise statement of the condition and character of such papers. ongress<

And upon the submission of such report, it shall be the duty of
the presiding officer of the Senate to appoint two Senators, and of
the Speaker of the House of Representatives to appoint two Rep-
resentatives, and the Senators and Representatives so appointed
shall constitute a joint committee, to which shall be referred such
report, with the accompanying statement of the condition and
character of such papers, and such joint committee shall meet and
examine such report and statement and the papers therein de-
scribed, and submit to the Senate and House, respectively, a report
of such examination and their recommendation. And if they
report that such files of papers, or any part thereof, are not needed
or useful in the transaction of the current business of such Depart-
ment, and have no permanent value or historical interest, then it
shall be the duty of such head of the Department to sell as waste ̂ thorized. ° C'' Q°'T
paper, or otherwise dispose of such files of papers upon the best
obtainable terms after due publication of notice inviting proposals
therefor, and. receive and pay the proceeds thereof into the Treas-
ury of the United States, and make report thereof to Congress.

(See sec. 1323 as to disposition as waste paper of certain reports of
arrivals and departures of mails, and certificates of oath of mail
carriers.)

(b) /Supplies for the postal service.

See. 76. Advertisements shall be prepared and pub- Advertisements f o r
proposals.

llslied prior to the beginning of each fiscal year, or
before the expiration of an existing contract, inviting
proposals for furnishing supplies for the use of the
postal service.

2. Whenever the public exigency requires the imme- 'Exigencypurchases
diate purchase of any supplies, or the performance of
any work, not covered by contract, such supplies or
work shall be obtained in the open market after first
inviting several bids, provided there is sufficient oppor- —bids therefor.
tiinity.
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Blank forms, etc., Sec. 77. All blanks, blank books, and printed or engraved mat-
ter the money-order , ' . x °
service. ter supplied to postmasters by the I ostmaster-b-enerai or used in
§ 28i3SxrppT' 405h'123> kis Department for the transaction of money-order business shall

Sees, s., | 4048. }5e obtained from the lowest responsible bidders for furnishing
—proposals for far- printed and engraved matter, respectively, under separate adver-
—contracts for. tisements calling for proposals to furnish the same * * * upon

such conditions as the Postmaster-General may prescribe: Provided,
~~.e^.imate^ rfo£ f?.r" That the Public Printer and the Chief (Director) of the Bureau of
Printer and Bureau of Engraving and Printing of the Treasury Department shall submit,
Engraving and Print , . \. , ,. ,-, , c c . -, . -. . , -. -,ing° - respectively, estimates of the cost of furnishing such printed and

engraved matter as may be required for use in the money-order
business, and they shall furnish such printed and engraved matter
whenever upon their estimates of cost the expenditure therefor
will be less than upon proposals made as above provided for.

NOTE.—The omitted part shown by stars refers to length of con-
tract, and is included in sec. 66.

See sec. 66 as to term of contracts for supplies.

Preparation of ad- gee. 78. The preparation of advertisements, the
vertisements and su- i. A i
pel-vision_of contracts opening- of proposals, awarding of contracts, ordering',
ior supplies. . *• -f . . .

inspection, and distribution of supplies, or the per-
formance of work for the postal service, shall be under
the supervision of the following officers:

—byFirst Asst. P.M. ^ First Assistant Postmaster-General: Supplies for
post-offices, blanks, wrapping- paper, twine,' facing
slips, letter balances and scales, and supplies for the
free-delivery and money-order services.

l\d Assistant Postmaster-General: Mail bags,
mail locks and keys.

c. Third Assistant Postmaster-General: Postage

postal cards, and official envelopes for the use of the
postal service and envelopes for all the executive depart-
ments of the Government.

Note. NOTE.—The stationery supplies for the departmental service are
purchased under the same contract as those for the postal service.

See sec. 132 as to preparation and issue of postage stamps; sees.
321, 322, and 323 as to allowances for advertising and miscellane-
ous supplies at post-offices; sees. 324, 325, 331, and 332 as to requi-
sitions for supplies; sec. 357 as to sale of waste paper, etc., at
post-offices.

18teClJarfl210chSl2 Sec> 79° The Postmaster-General shall contract for all envelopes
§96, 2Supp., 364. ' * * * for use by his own or other departments, and may eon-

toc3ontmcttforGf3:ir<use *rac^ ^or theni 1:o be plain or with, such printed matter as may be
of Post-office and prescribed by the Department making requisition therefor. * * '"
other departments.

Note. NOTE.'—Special envelopes for the Post-Office Department are
included in the contract for envelopes for the postal service. See
sec. 72 and note. The, omitted parts of the above statute refer to
stamped envelopes. There seems to be no reason for reference
thereto, for the subject was fully covered by existing legislation
to the same effect. See sec. 138.
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Sec. 80. The Postmaster-General * * * is hereby authorized Uniform cancelingiisfe.
to adopt a uniform canceling ink or other appliance for canceling 1878, June 20, ch,
stamps which experiments and tests have proved or may prove to be ^^ay
the most practicable and the best calculated to protect the revenues when,
of the Department from the frauds practiced upon it, to be used
in all the post-offices where stamps are canceled, and lie is hereby
authorized to distribute said canceling ink or other appliance in
the same manner as other supplies are now distributed to the
different post-offices in the United States. * * *

NOTE.—The remaining portion of the statute relates to funds Note,
made available for the purchase of ink, but as the annual appro-
priation, acts contain an item for this purpose it is omitted.

Sec, 81. The Postmaster-General shall furnish to the post-offices Metric, postal
exchanging mails with foreign countries, and to such other offices j>_ g* :

of the metric system, fifteen grams of which shall be the equiva-
lent for postal purposes, of one-half ounce avoirdupois, arid so
on in progression,

Sec, 82, * ';:" * In making contracts for postal cards, stamped b^ce^I^L**slll!l)lles

envelopes, stamped paper, and. all other supplies, the Postmaster-
General is authorized to require the contractor, under such regu-
lations as he may prescribe, to make delivery at such points in
the United States as he may direct, whenever, in his opinion, any
such contract can be made at a saving to the Government.

IV.—PRINTING AND BINDING.

Sec, 83. All printing, binding, and blank books for the * * * .J?rmthig and bind-
Executive * * * Departments shall be done at the Govern- B". s., §8786.
merit Printing Office, except in cases otherwise provided by law. ^nm^f p^fntin^Of-

2. No head of any Executive Department, or of any bureau, nce> except.
, , „, c ,, „ L , ,, ± , . . , —only as authorizedbranch, or oflice ot the Government, shall cause to be printed, bylaw.
nor shall the Public Printer print, any document or matter except g g|9|g^™' g|'4Ch' 23>

that which is authorized by law and necessary to the public busi-
ness; and executive officers, before transmitting their annual nm eports<

reports, shall carefully examine the same and all accompanying
documents, and exclude therefrom all matter, including engrav-
ings, maps, drawings, and illustrations, except such as they shall
certify in their letters transmitting such reports are necessary and.
relate entirely to the transaction of the public business.

3. No printing or binding shall be done, or blank books furnished, —to be done only on
•x- * * f or any of HIQ Executive Departments, except on a written
requisition by the head of such. Department, or one of his assistants.

4. No printing shall be done for the Executive Departments in
any fiscal year in excess of the amount of the appropriation, and
none shall bo done without' a special requisition, signed by the
chief of the Department and filed with the Public Printer.

5. The following reports required by law to be made to Congress

head, of the Department making the same, and ordered by con-
current resolution of Congress, namely: Report of contracts for
conveying the mails, Report of fines and deductions in the Post-
Office Department. * * *
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Advertising. gec _ g,|_ ^-Q advertisement, notice, or proposal for any Executive
R. 8,, § oS28. Department of the Government, or for any Bureau thereof, or for

any office therewith connected, shall be published in any news-
paper whatever, except in pursuance of a written authority for
such publication from the head of such Department; and no "bill

— i, nercior. ^ anv 8Uci1 advertising or publication shall be paid, unless there
be presented, with such bill, a copy of such written authority.

Dilates for advertis- gec_ 35 AU advertisements, notices, proposals for contracts,
^ 1878, June20, ch. 359, and all other forms of advertising required by law for the several

See 1876, July 81, ch. Departments of the Government may be paid for at a price not to
com_ exceed the commercial • rates charged to private individuals, with

the usual discounts; such, rates' to be ascertained from sworn state-
ments to be furnished by the proprietors or publishers of the
newspapers proposing so to advertise: * * * But the heads
of the several Departments may secure lower terms at special rates
whenever the public interest requires it.

See sees. 1253 to 1258 as to advertisement of mail lettings.

YI.—OFFICIAL BONDS.

Bonds of persons gee. 86. In addition to the persons employed in the
employed in Depart- L r. •' .
nient and postal sery- Post-Utnce Department and the postal service required

to give bond under specific provisions of law, the Post-
master-General will, whenever he deems it to the best

--may be required m interests of the Government, require any other per-addition to persons f •> i j r
Damed in act. sons employed in the Post-Office Department or the

postal service to give bond to the United States in
such form and with such security as he shall prescribe.

(See sec. 19, as to bond of Superintendent of System of Postal
Finance; sec. 16, as to bond of Disbursing Clerk and Super-
intendent of Post-Office Department; sec. 42, as to bonds of post-
office inspectors: sec. 238, as to bonds of postmasters; sec. 312,
as to bonds of clerks in post-offices; sec. 735, as to bonds of letter
carriers.

Sec. 87. Every officer required by law to take and approve
official bonds shall cause the same to be examined at least once
every two years for the purpose of ascertaining the sufficiency of

evCTvtwfyears n ^e sureties thereon; and every officer having power to fix the
amount of an official bond shall examine it to ascertain the suffi-
ciency of the amount thereof and approve or fix said amount at
least once in two years and as much oftener as he may deem it
necessary.

—to be renewed every 2. Every officer whose duty it is to take and approve official
bonds shall cause all such bonds to be renewed every four years after
their dates, but he may require such bonds to be renewed or
strengthened oftener if he deem such action necessary. In the
discretion of such officer the requirement of a new bond may be
waived for the period of service of a bonded officer after the expi-
ration of a four-year term of service pending the appointment and
qualification of his successor: Provided, that the nonperformance
of any requirement of this section on the part of any official of
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the Government shall not be held to affect in any respect the
liability of principal or sureties on any bond made or to be made
to the United States: Provided further, that the liability of the—liability on, to cover
principal and sureties on all official bonds shall continue and cover period of service.
the period of service ensuing until the appointment and qualifica-
tion of the successor of the principal: And provided further, that Postmasters' bonds
nothing in this section shall be construed to repeal or modify sec-
tion thirty-eight hundred and thirty-six of the Eevised Statutes
of the United States. (See sec, 245.)

VII.—COKPOEATE SECURITY ON OFFICIAL BONDS AND sarety companies.
CONTRACTS.

Sec. 88. Official bonds (except bonds of postmasters), ~
contracts, and undertakings executed by a company
authorized by the Attorney-General to do business
under the act of Congress approved August 13, 1894
(eh. 282, 2 Supp. E. S., 237),will be accepted, provided
such company is incorporated and has its principal office
within the State or Territory, or District of Columbia,
or has an agent upon whom process can bo served
within the United States judicial district wherein the
suretyship is to be undertaken.

2. Whenever any official bond (except bonds of post- —where two or more
- , , . , • -i i • • i sureties required, may

masters) or undertaking is required to be given with qualify as sole surety.
two or more sureties, the execution thereof solely by
a surety company will be sufficient.

3. Surety companies will not be accepted as sole -Postmasters' bonds.' J -"- ' * —companies as surety
surety on bonds of postmasters, and will not be accepted on-
as surety on bonds of postmasters at offices of the third
and fourth classes. Such companies will, however, be
accepted for one-half the penalty of the bond of post-
masters at offices of the first and second classes, pro-
vided the company is incorporated under the laws of
the State in which the post-office is located, and at least
one of the other sureties is a resident patron of the
post-office in question.

4. No officer of the Post-Office Department or Postal corporate surety.
. . *• 0 —not to be exacted.

Service shall require or exact the execution or any
official bond, contract, or undertaking by a surety com-
pany, or by any particular surety company.

VIII.-—ANNUAL REPORTS.

See. 89. The Postmaster-General shall make the following an- Reports to Congress.
nual reports to Congress: 1897," Mar. 3, cfa, 335

First. A report of the finances of the Department for the preced- 2 Supp., 598.
ing year, showing the amount of balance due the Department at ~~° inances

the beginning of the year, the amount of postage which accrued
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within, the year, the amount of engagements and liabilities and
the amount actually paid during the year for carrying the mail,
showing how much of the amount was for carrying the mail in
preceding years.

—of expenditures. Second. A report of the amount expended in- the Department
for the preceding fiscal year, including detailed statements of ex-
penditures made from the contingent fund.

See 1895, Jan. 12, ch. And the Postmaster-General shall cause all of such reports to
"8, 5 V3. 2SU.PP, , a58, , . -, , -rt i T -n • ,- r\nr - j i • , i' - be printed at the Public Printing Office, either together or sepa-

rately, and in such numbers as may be required by the exigencies
of the service or by law. *

fe°atnHnar|ei71Ci8Q ^'eCl * '̂ ^-n caso any iicrea,se or diminution of service by pos-
lSupp.,245. tal cars shall be made by (the Postmaster-General), the reasons

report of increase or therefor shall be given in his annual report next succeeding such
increase or diminution.

Financial condition Sec. 91. The annual reports of the Auditor for the Post-Officeto be shown by report . , - , , ,
of Auditor. Department to tiie Postmaster-General shall snow 'the financial
? 48I6Supp^lio! ' condition, of the Post-Office Department at the close of each fiscal

year, and be made a part of the Postmaster-General's annual report
to Congress for that fiscal year.

See sec. 161 as to reports of Auditor for Post-Office Department.
contin- See. 92. The head of each Department shall make an annual

report to Congress, giving a detailed statement of the manner in
1- which the contingent fund for his Department, and for the

-expenditures there- "bureaus and offices therein, has been expended, giving the names
from to be given in - ' ° ° . , ,

of every person to whom any portion thereof has been paid; and
if for anything furnished, the quantity and price; and if for
any service rendered, the nature of such service, and the time
employed, and the particular occasion or cause, in brief, that

appropna- ren(jere(j such service necessary; and the amount of all former
appropriations in each case on hand, either in the Treasury or

Disbursing officers in tlie hands of any disbursing officer or agent, And he shall
to return statements . , . 7
of next preceding require of the disbursing officers, acting under his direction and
year' authority, the return of precise and analytical statements and

receipts for all the moneys which may have been from time to
time during the next preceding year expended by them, and shall
communicate the results of such returns and the sums total,
annually, to Congress.

Report of employees Sec. gg_ j^ shall be the duty of the heads of the several Exeeu-
Dept. tive Departments of the Government to report to Congress each

1890, July 1 1 , c h . 667, . ,, I . - J A I T, Vc , , ,§ 2,1 Supp., 773. year in the annual estimates the number or employees in each
—below standard of foureau an<j office, and the salaries of each who are below a fair

standard of efficiency.
When reports are to ggg. 94. Except where a different time is expressly prescribed
R. S., § 195. by law, the various annual reports required to be submitted to

Congress by the heads of Departments shall be made at the com-
mencement of each regular session, and shall embrace the trans-
actions of the preceding year.

See sec. 204 as to annual report of action on postmasters' claims
for credit on account of losses; sec. 75 as to reports of Department
property, etc.

dcntportstottieFl'esi" Sec- 95> T"e Postmaster-General is required by
—to be made anmi- long-established usage to make an annual report to

the .President of the transactions of the Post-Office
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Department and of the operations and financial affairs
of the postal service, with such recommendations as
shall appear to him proper, in time for the President's
consideration in preparing his annual message, and
this report is to be printed in time for delivery to the —to be printed.
Congress at the first mooting thereof.

2. It shall be the duty of the head of each Executive Department, —of condition of husi-
,, ~ ,' , n ,. , , ,- , £ ~ , ness to be made quar-or other Government establishment at the seat of government, tcriy.

j 7, 2 Supp., 787.
of each quarter of the fiscal year a written report to the President
as to the condition of the public business in his Executive
Department or Government establishment, and whether any
branch thereof is in arrears.

CHAPTEB 6.

DISBURSEMENTS MID ACCOUNTS OF THE POST-
OFFICE DEPARTMENT.

I.—APPROPRIATIONS—ACCOUNTS.

See. 98. All disbursements out of appropriations for Disbursements.
the compensation of the officers and employees, and
maintenance of the Post-Office Department; the publi-
cation of post-route maps and the Official Postal Guide,
and for postage on foreign correspondence not entitled
to free transmission under conventions, shall be made —how made.
by the Disbursing Clerk and Superintendent of •• the
Post-Office Department.

NOTE.—Annual appropriations are made by Congress for the Note- !
above expenditures. The amounts thus appropriated, which are j
distinct from the revenues and expenditures for the postal service, —Distinct from postal
are paid from the Treasury upon requisition of the Postmaster- service- j
General. See sec. 101. j

See. 97. Estimates of the appropriations needed for Annual estimates.
A L L See R. S., §§ 3660-

aries and compensation of all officers, clerks, and em- —for salaries,
ploj^ees of, and the purchase of all supplies for, the —supplies.
Department, and for the rental of departmental build- —rent of buildings.
ings, the printing of post-route maps and publication —post-route maps.
of the Postal Guide, will be prepared annually on or —Postal Guide,
before October fifteenth, to be submitted to Congress
through the Secretary of the Treasury.

See sec. 145 as to estimate for the postal service.

Sec, 08. The Disbursing Clerk and Superintendent j
shall prepare his accounts quarterly, and submit the
same to the Postmaster-General for examination and -examination of.
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for transmission to the Auditor for the Post-Office
Department.

2. The Disbursing Clerk and Superintendent shall
^ -1-

deposit monthly all moneys realized from the sale of
post-route maps in the Treasury to the credit of the
appropriation for "Post-route maps," and render a
quarterly account thereof, accompanied by 0, copy of
the duplicate statement furnished him by the Topog-
rapher of the Post-Office Department, showing the
orders received and filled, the duplicate to be filed in
his office. (See sec. 111.)

3- A11 moneys derived from sales of waste paper and
postalrevenue. other unserviceable material of the Post-Office Depart-

ment, under the supervision of the Disbursing Clerk
and Superintendent, will be deposited in the Treasury
as a part of the revenues of the postal service. (See
sec. 114.)

to be in 4< The accounts of the Disbursing Clerk and Super-
intendent shall be made in duplicate, and one copy
will be filed in the office of the Chief Clerk of the
Post-Office Department.

ftcSStes controlling 5. The preparation, examination, and certification of
the accounts of the Disbursing Clerk and Superintend-
ent shall be in accordance with the provisions of E. S.
§§ 3622, 3623; the acts of August 30, 1890, ch. 837, § 4,
I Supp., K. S. 794, and July 31, 1894, ch. 174, § 12, 2
Supp. E. S., 217.

v e r i f i c a t i o n of gec. 99, Qn Monday of each week a committee of
atoney in haads Of J

Disbursing cierk. three appointed by the Postmaster-General shall count
the cash in the hands of the Disbursing Clerk and
Superintendent, verify the amount with the sum re-
ported to his credit with the Treasurer, and certify
the result of their examination in writing to the Post-
master-General.

II. •—REQUISITIONS—PAYMENTS.

Requisitions for Sec. 100. Every requisition on the Treasury pre-
I110HCY*

-statement to accom- sented to the Postmaster-General for approval must be
accompanied by a statement of the condition of the ac-
count under the specific item of appropriation against
which the requisition is drawn, and the Chief Clerk of the
Post-Office Department will file and preserve all such
statements in his office. Requisitions for salaries will

—when to be made, be made at such time, and for such amount only, as
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may bo necessary to meet the customary semimonthly
payments, Requisitions for all other objects must be
made for no greater amount than will be required for
disbursement during one month from the date of the
requisition.

See. 101. All salaries shall be paid in cash upon Disbursements,
-*- J —how made.

monthly Day rolls, which will be first submitted to the Pay roiis.
>,, , , . . —approval of by Chief

Chief Clerk, who, after examination, will certify, cierk.
before payment is made, that the names and salaries as
therein stated are correct as shown by the records in
the office of the Appointment Clerk, and that the
amounts are severally due to the respective persons
named.

2. Payments for all sums of $10 and upward (except Payments except
salaries) shall be made by the check of the Superinten-
dent and Disbursing Clerk on the Treasurer of the
United States, and the appropriation from which the
payment is made shall be stated on the check.

See sec. 104 as to limitations on expenditures,

III. — CARE OF PUBLIC FUNDS.

Sec. 102. It shall be the duty of every disbursing officer having , Disbursing officers
, . to deposit.

any public money intrusted to him for disbursement, to deposit R. s., § 3620.
the same with the Treasurer or some one of the assistant treas- "~wit w om<

urers of the United States, and to draw for the same only as it
may be required for payments to be made by him in pursu-
ance of law (and draw for the same only in favor of the per-
sons to whom payment is made); and all transfers from the Transfers,
Treasurer of the United States to a disbursing officer shall be
by draft or warrant on the Treasury or an assistant treasurer of
the United States. * * *

Sec. 103. No exchange of funds shall be made by any disbursing Exchange of fuads-
„ , , , • , / • , , , j ^ . . . Iii hands of dlsburs^officer or agent of the Government, of any grade or denomination ing agents.

whatsoever, or connected with any branch of the public service, _forbiclclen51except
other than an exchange for gold, silver, United States notes, and
national-bank notes; and every such disbursing officer, when the
means for his disbursements are furnished to him in gold, silver,
United States notes, or national-bank notes, shall make his pay- Payments.
ments in the moneys so furnished; or when they are furnished to
him in drafts, shall cause those drafts to be presented at their Drafts.
place of payment, and properly paid according to law, and. shall ~to ̂  collected,
make his payments in the money so received for the drafts fur-
nished, unless, in either case, he can exchange the means in his
hands for gold and silver at par. * * *

IY. — RESTRICTIONS ON EXPENDITUEES.
See. 104. All sums appropriated for the various branches of Appropriations to to

I N • JT. vi • • T. n i v i T i 4 j-v expended only for ofc-expenditure in the public service shall be applied soiely to the loots specified."

1 Supp., 201; R. S., l
8690, 3691.
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Contingent fund.
— not to be expended
for clerical sen-ices, celianeous

See 1875, Mar. 3, ch. pip,,™] pn
129, 18 St. L. 367. li. clencai co
—written order for 3. No part of the contingent fund appropriated to any Depart-
expenditoes from. mcnt? Bureau, or office, shall be applied to the purchase of any

articles except such as the head of the Department shall deem
necessary and proper to carry on the business of the Department,
Bureau, or office, and shall, by written order, direct to be pro-
cured.

Note. NOTE. — R. S., §§ 3678, 3682, apply also to the postal service.
See sec. 92 as to annual report of expenditures from contingent
fund. See restriction as to purchase of books. B. S., 2 Supp., 735.

Expenditures not to 4. ]sro Department of the Government shall expend, in any oneexceed appropria- L l ' •'
tions. fiscal year, any sum, in excess of appropriations made by Congress

•o c! r° °A;~>'"5 "*" " '"'

^' '' s" '"' for that fiscal year or involve the Government in any contract
Contracts f o r future j- J T <• . ' ? • s i . , .

payments forbidden. *or "t"e future payment of money in excess 01 such appropriation,,

Note. NOTE, — This section yields to the special authority conferred
upon the Postmaster-General to enter into contracts for carrying
the mails. ( See Title Seven. )

fortiSf1 SCrViCe Sec< 105> No Department or officer of the United States shall
1884, May l, ch. 37, accept voluntary service for the Government or employ nersonal

lSupu.,427. : , ,, L - • 3 , ! ", • ,service in excess of that authorized by law except in cases of
sudden emergency involving the loss of human life or the destruc-
tion of property.

m^llTadTalce.*0 ^ Sec< 1&6' No advance of public money shall be made in any case
U.S., §3648. whatever. And in all cases of contracts for the performance of

any service, or the delivery of articles of any description, for the
—nor to exceed value use of the United States, payment shall not exceed the value of the
of articles, etc. service rendered, or of the articles delivered previously to such

payment. It shall, however, be lawful, under the special direc-
Advances _may _be tion of the President, to make such advances to the disbursing

officers when ulsmg officers of the Government as may be necessary to the faithful and
prompt discharge of their respective duties, and to the fulfillment
of the public engagements. * * * (See sec. 151.)

ployeesBCitated OB1" SeC' l®*' The appropriations * * * made for the officers,
1901, Mar. 3, ch. 830, clerks, and persons employed in the public service shall not be

§ 4, 31 Stat. L., 1009. ' , • c ,-, •—not to be paid. available for the compensation of any persons permanently inca-
pacitated for performing such service.

Note, NOTE. — The above clause is taken from the current appropriation
act, and merely refers thereto. A similar clause was included in
the act of April 17, 1900, ch. 192, 31 Stat. L., 134. See sec. 153 as
to similar provision relating to postal service; sec. 27 as to civil
pension roll, etc.

Extra compensation. See. 108. No allowance or compensation shall be made to any— as acting officer for- " " -1 „ J
bidden. officer or clerk, by reason of the discharge of duties which belong

TJ Q P 'I f-YM - - - - 7 t' - - r_> - - - - 2

'' " / ')"" to any other officer or clerk in the same or any other Department;
—for extra services and no allowance or compensation shall be made for any extra
forbidden, unless. . 1 , . , ™ , , , ' . ,

services whatever, which any officer or clerk may be required
to perform, unless expressly authorized by law.

—for performing du- 2. An officer performing the duties of another offi.ce, during
forbidden^ vacancy a vacancy, as authorized by sections one hundred and seventy-

is,. S.,§ 182. seven, one hundred and seventy-eight, and one hundred and
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seventy-nine (Revised Statutes, see sec. 7), is not by reason thereof
entitled to any other compensation than that attached to his
proper office.

NOTE.—These statutes overlap each other, but are both quoted Note.
for reference. R. S., § 170, is identical with part of § 1764, and
is not given. See sec. 154 as to similar provisions applicable to
the Departmental and postal service alike. The two sets of stat-
utes practically cover the same subject. See sec. 177 as to with-
holding salary where officer or employee is in arrears and suit
therefor. This provision applies to the Post-Office Department as
well as the postal service, though there are only a few officers in
the Department proper who handle funds or have an account vvith.
the Government.

See sec, 213 as to holding two offices.

V.—UNEXPENDED BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS.

See. 109. All balances of appropriations contained in the annual Balances of appro-
appropriation bills and made specifically for the service of any prj[t sTsego
fiscal year, and remaining unexpended at the expiration of such —to be used for pay-
fiscal year, shall only be applied to the payment of expenses ScuLedf

properly incurred during that year, or to the fulfillment of con-
tracts properly made within that year; and balances not needed
for such purposes shall be carried to the surplus fund. This sec- —carried
tion, however, shall not apply to appropriations known as per- func!"
manent or indefinite appropriations.

Sec. 110. • * * -»• The Secretary of the Treasury shall cause U n e x p e n d e d Mi-
all unexpended balances of appropriations which shall have re- fimls. ° "PPr°Pna"
maiiied upon the books of the Treasury for two fiscal years to be -, ̂ 4<June 20, ch. 328,
carried to the surplus fund and covered into the Treasury: * * * *' ""'-'-"*"' ""'

2. * * * And it shall be the duty of the several accounting Claims under ex-
officers of the Treasury to continue to receive, examine, and eon- able appropriations11"
sider the justice and validity of all claims under appropriations the „ ^878, June 14 ch. 191,
1 1 V t,- -U r. 1 i A j • 3 x XT. i § 4, 1 Supp., 180.balances ot which have been exhausted or carried to the surplus
fund under the provisions of said section (act June 20, 1874, supra)
that may be brought before them within a period of five years.
* * * (The Secretary of the Treasury shall, at the commence- —when allowed to be

e i - t r\ j-i < T i reported to Congress.ment of each session ot Congress, report the amount due each 1884, July 7, ch. 334
claimant whose claim has been allowed in whole or in part to the ^ SuPP-> 47°-
Speaker of the House of Representatives and the Presiding Officer
of the Senate, who shall lay the same before their respective
Houses for consideration): Provided, That nothing in this act shall—rejected, not to be
be construed to authorize the reexamination and payment of any ie°Pene > exceP'-
claim or account which has been once examined and rejected,
unless reopened in accordance with existing law.

NOTE,—The act of July 7, 1384, shown in parenthesis, is a sub- Note.
stitute for the omitted paragraph of the act of June 14, 1878. This
and the preceding sections apply also to balances of appropriations
for the postal service. See sec. 146. See see. 155 as to witnesses
in connection with claims against the Government.

VI, — POST-ROUTE MAPS.

Sec. 111. Post-route maps will bo prepared by and post,-rontemaps.
-, -, - ; . r> i m i" i> —Topographer to pre-printed under the supervision of the Topographer of pare and issue.

the Post-Office Department, and he will Issue the same
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—to be issued to offi- to the officers of the service reeularly entitled thereto
eers at request. 5> •*

upon their request and to all other persons, except pur-
chasers, only upon the order of the Chief Clerk of the
Post-Office Department. Once in two months the
Topographer will make a written statement to the
Postmaster-General showing the number of post-route
maps of each kind on hand at the last statement, the
number since published, the number issued and to
•whom, the number sold, and the number remaining on
hand, accompanied by the orders for their issue.

—when sold to be on 2. The Topographer will issue all maps sold throughorder D i sbu r s ing t ^ a i _ 1 o
cierk. the Disbursing Clerk and Superintendent of the Post-

Office Department upon his order.
Accounts of sales. 3, The Topographer will at the end of each month

make a statement in triplicate of all orders received
from the Disbursing Clerk and Superintendent of the
Post-Office Department, and filled, one copy to be for-
warded to the latter, one to the Auditor for the Post-
Office Department, the other to be transmitted to the
Chief Clerk accompanied by the original orders.

See sec. 71 as to contract for printing post-route maps.
maps? °f post'route Sec. 112. The Postmaster-General may authorize the sale of

1901, Mar. 8, ch. 830, post-route maps to the public at the cost of printing and ten per
—proceeds of sa les , centum thereof added, the proceeds of such sales to be used as a
how used, further appropriation for the preparation and publication of post-

route maps, * * *.

mappspto\yhom male! 2- Application for the purchase of maps and pay-
ment therefor will be made to the Disbursing- Clerk
and Superintendent, who will draw an order on the
Topographer for said maps.

NOTE.—The provision relating to the sale of post-route maps has
been repeated in appropriation acts for several years past, the last
one being referred to in the margin. The proceeds of sales are to
lie used "as a further appropriation" in addition to the regular
appropriation made by law.

CHAPTER 7.

REVENUES OF THE POSTAL SERVICE.

I.—SOURCES OF KEYENUE.

to be de- Sec. 113. Revenues from all sources, except so much
posited In Treasury. • x j , a* 1 ,1 j ;.-except, or the receipts at post-omces as may be needed to pay

the authorized expenditures thereof, will be deposited
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in the Treasury for the use of the Post- Office Depart-
ment.

NOTE. — The revenues for the maintenance of the postal service Note.
are derived from:

a Postage.
b Box rents.
c Money-order business.
d Dead letters.
e Fines and penalties.
/ Balances from foreign countries.
g Miscellaneous.
h Unpaid money orders more than one year old.
i Appropriations by Congress, when necessary, from the

Treasury.
Money-order funds are not part of the postal revenues. See sec. Money-order funds

1094, as to money-order funds; sec. 377, as to expenditures by Avenue? °f POStal
postmasters out of receipts of office; sec. 352, as to key-deposit
funds.

Sec. 114. Unclaimed money in dead letters for which no owner Miscellaneous re-
can be found; all money taken from the mail by robbery, theft, or "E. g'; § 4050,
otherwise, which may come into the hands of any agent or em- Z
ployee of the United States, or any other person whatever; all mails recovered,
fines and penalties imposed for any violation of the postal laws, —fines and penalties.
except such part as may by law belong to the informer or party
prosecuting for the same; and all money derived from the sale of
waste paper or other public property of the Post-Offiee Depart- —waste paper and am-
irient, shall be deposited in the Treasury, under the direction of
the Postmaster-General, as part of the postal revenue. And the
Postmaster-General shall cause to be placed to the credit of the
Treasurer of the United States, for the service of the Post-Office

•Department, the net proceeds of the money-order business; and — p roceeds f r o ma
i/u • A t j.i T-> A f\& r> • j. j • i - J.T. • ' money-orderbtisdness,the receipts 01 the Post-Omce Department derived trom this source
during each quarter shall be entered by the Auditor for the Post-
Office Department in the accounts of such Department, under the —account thereof,
head of "revenue from money-order business."

See sec. 194, as to collection of fines, penalties, and forfeitures,
and payment of half to informer; sec. 156, as to money stolen
from the mails; sec. 98 as to deposit of proceeds of sales of waste
material in Post-Office Department as part postal revenues; sec.
357 as to sale of waste paper and twine by postmasters.

See. 115. Eeceipts from the transportation of mails Receipts from trans** . A portation foreign
for foreign countries arising under the Postal Union maiL

Convention and other postal conventions, and the bal-
ances due the United States upon periodical adjustments
which are paid by remittances to the Post-Office Depart-
ment, will be deposited in the Treasury as ' ' letter post- -how accounted for,
ages paid in money."

II, — DISPOSITION OF REVENUES — DEPOSITARIES.

Sec, 116. All postmasters and other persons employed , Money to be paid t«
1 , depositaries.

in the postal service who collect or receive moneys of
any description connected with the business or opera-
tions of the postal service shall, as often as provided
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—as directed by post- by law or as directed by the Postmaster-General, pay
master-General. " , , i • i -i "̂

over all such moneys, not otherwise expended' as
authorized by law or by order of the Postmaster-
General, to their respective depositaries as provided by
law or as designated by the Postmaster-Genera!, to be
safety kept by the respective depositaries until other-
wise disposed of according- to law.

2. Depositaries shall issue two receipts for deposits;
the one marked "original" to be sent to the Auditor
for the Post-Office Department, to be placed to the
credit of the depositor in the audit of his account; the
other one, marked "duplicate," to be sent to tho
depositor to be retained by him as a voucher.

Note, NOTE.—Postal revenues collected by postmasters are to be ap-
Use of revenues for plied by them to the expenditures of the service, in accordance

offices.11 S6S ° po with law or specific order. All receipts not expended are to be
" ' deposited by postmasters with their respective depositaries, as

provided in sec. 363. The above section ia not a statute. There is
Deposits no *aw re(luiring the depositing of funds by postmasters in deposi-

tory post-offices, it is a method always followed by the Depart-
ment to centralize the surplus revenues of post-offices, so as to
deposit them more conveniently in the Treasury in large sums.
(See sees. 118 to 121.)

See sec. 368 as to deposits of postal funds by postmasters, sees.
122 to 129 as to treatment of deposits by depositaries; sec. 1110
as to remittances of money-order funds; sees. 1117 ah to deposita-
ries for money-order funds; sees. 124 as to receipts or certificates
of deposit.

See. 117. The Treasurer, and assistant treasurers of
the United States, such Government depositories as
may be specialty designated by the Postmaster-Gen-
eral, and postmasters at such post-offices as may be
specialty designated by the Postmaster-General, are
depositaries for postal funds,

See also sees. 1116 to 1121 as to depositories for money-order funds.

pifffSSTfroin SS£ SeCl ^18> Postmasters at depository offices will remit
pository post-omens, surplus postal f unds to the Treasurer or such, assistant

treasurer of the United States or Government depos-
itary as may be designated by the Postmaster-General.

r e^fifafs Intfttic Ssc> 118' The Postal revenues and all debts due theJPost-Office
Treasury. Department shall, when collected, be paid into the Treasury of

isW, Jan.22, ch. 17, 2 the United States under the direction of the Postmaster-General,
SlSeeV896 May 28 ch an'^ the Treasurer, assistant treasurer, or designated depository
252, § 5, 2 supp.,478. receiving such payment shall give the depositor a duplicate receipt

Duplicate receipts ^
for deposits. """'"' therefor, to be retained by him in his office as a voucher, and

shall forward the original to the Auditor for the Post-Ofiice Depart-
ment, to be placed to the credit of the depositor in audit of his
accounts.

Method of collecting NOTE. —The postal revenues are generally collected in depository
revenue. ••>-—- pOSt-omces, under the provisions of sec. 116; and by such depos-

itaries are remitted to the Treasurer, or an assistant treasurer, or
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Government depository (sec. 118), as provided above. Wher-
ever moneys are deposited in Government depositories, they are
remitted by such depositories to the assistant treasurer designated
by the Postmaster-General. Only one certificate of deposit is issued
incase of deposits of money-order funds (see sec, 1119). See sec.
1110 as to deposit of money-order funds.

See. 120. The Postmaster-General may transfer money belonging Transfer of money.
to the postal service between the Treasurer, assistant treasurers,
and designated depositaries, at his discretion, and as the safety of —when.
the public money and the convenience of the service may require.

NOTE.—Transfers of postal funds are made under the above
statute between the Treasurer and assistant treasurers in order to
meet the payment of warrants for expenditures for the postal
service drawn upon any particular assistant treasurer. When-
ever the postal revenues are insufficient to meet the current
expenses, the Postmaster-General makes a requisition upon the
Treasury, pursuant to the appropriations provided to meet such
deficiencies, and the amount is placed to the credit of the Post-
Office Department and then transferred by the Postmaster-General
to such assistant treasurers as may be necessary. All expendi-
tures for the postal service not settled directly by postmasters are
made by warrants drawn by the Postmaster-General and coun-
tersigned by the Auditor for the Post-Office Department, which
are paid by the Treasurer or different assistant treasurers drawn
upon, as stated above. (See sec. 148.)

Sec. 121. All deposits on account of the postal service shall be Bringing deposits
brought into the Treasury by warrants of the Postmaster-General, In]£ f.TIos7'
countersigned by the Auditor for the Post-Office Department; and —warrants for.
no credit shall be allowed for any deposit until such warrant has
been issued.

NOTE.—The revenues of the postal service are used to meet the
expenditures, but all such revenues, whether disbursed directly by
postmasters (see see. 152) or deposited with the Treasurer or
assistant treasurer and disbursed upon warrants (see sec. 148), are
brought into the Treasury by warrant of the Postmaster-General,
and all expenditures are charged against the proper appropriations.
(See sec. 146 as to appropriations for services.)

Sec. 122. Postmasters at depository post-offices must Deposits.
, „ —treatment of.

keep accurate accounts or all remittances received; and —account of.
the same rules in regard to the care of such funds must —care of.
be observed as in the case of the regular funds of the
office. (See sec. 856.)

2, All deposits will be treated in the same manner as —to be used same as
. , regular receipts.

the regular receipts of the depository post-omce, and
when such receipts are not sufficient to meet the author-
ized expenditures of the office so much of such de-
posits as may be necessary will be utilized for this
purpose.

NOTE.—The regulations concerning depositories for postal funds Note.
apply to depositories for money-order funds, except where the Dis t inc t ions be-
regulation applies specifically to postal funds, and as provided in ^iiey-oi-der funds11
sees. 1118 to 1121, relating to money-order depositories; the dis-
tinctions must be carefully observed.
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See sec. 118 as to remittances of surplus funds by depository
offices; sec. 375 as to entry of deposits in postal account; sec. 131
as to reports of deposits to Auditor.

Sec- 1{?3- EveiT depositary shall keep _his account of the
fi. S., § 3642.' money paid to or deposited with him belonging to the Post-Offiee

Department separate and distinct from the account kept by him of
other public moneys so paid or deposited.

NOTE.—This of course applies only to the Treasurer, assistant
treasurers, and Government depositories.

—a"cormt'o'/de osits ^eCl ^^' Depositaries and postmasters at depository
offices for postal funds must enter every deposit re-
ceived in the proper account (sec. 375, par. 2, g) and make

Duplicate certifi- out two certificates therefor. The duplicate certificate
—hvw treated. will be sent to the postmaster making the deposit (see

sec. 370) and the original will be kept until the end of
the week or transcript period in which the deposit is
received, when ail such, certificates will be transmitted
to the Auditor for the Post-Office Department for use
in the audit of the postmasters' accounts.

2- Certificates must not include deposits covering
different quarters; separate certificates must be issued,
specifying the quarter or period within a quarter for
which deposit is made.

Deposits for other 3 Where one postmaster makes a remittance for
postmasters. *
—how treated. another, the certificates will be made out in the name

of the postmaster for whom the deposit is made. (See
sec, 367.)

^' Certificates of deposit will be numbered consecu-
tively, without regard to a change of postmasters,
through each fiscal year, beginning with No. 1 from
the 1st day of July and ending on the 30th of June
following.

-additional, where 5, Whenever it is found that a certificate has been
issued for a less amount than the deposit, an additional
certificate should be issued for the difference.

NOTE.—In the case of deposits of money-order funds only one
certificate of deposit is made out and a "Memorandum of remit-
tances received" is forwarded to the Auditor. (See sec. 1119.)

SeCl 125< The amount of all deposits which reach de-
f receipt. pository post-offices during business hours must appear

in the account for that day, and the certificates of de-
posit must be issued the same day.

issue of certificates. ^ Where it is impracticable to issue and mail all
certificates during the same day in which the remit-
tances are received, they must be issued and mailed on

-to^bear date oi re- £}ie following clay, and will bear the date of the receipt
of the remittance.
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See. 126. Where a remittance is less or more than lel"sfsinremittaKce

the amount stated in the remittance letter, certificates
will be issued for the actual amount of the deposit.

See. 127. The Treasurer, United States, and assistant dr^ « * n o r i z e a
treasurer, United States, will not accept bank drafts,
warrants, or drafts of United States officers or dis- -report of use of.
bursing agents, but arrangements may be made with
post-office depositories for their acceptance at the risk
and cost of the remitting postmaster. Certificates for
such deposits will not be issued until the amount of
drafts or warrants has been collected.

2. Whenever a draft can not be collected notice will dj|jjure to collect

be immediately sent to the postmaster making the cle- ~~ notice of-
posit, and to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Postal Finance).

3= Where exchange has to be paid for the collection
of any draft, it will be deducted from the amount of
the deposit.

-i-. All inquiries concerning drafts should be addressed to whom

to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General (Division
of Postal Finance), in the case of postal funds. (See
sec. 1118 as to money-order funds.)

See, 128. Postmasters at depository offices will des- re^™lttances ln cnr"
ignate two employees who must be present and take
part in opening and counting the contents of each reg- —by whom opened.
istered package containing a remittance in currency.

2. When the envelope is opened, the contents must ̂ ^d.opened an<J

be examined and counted by both of these persons
simultaneously and compared by them with the remit-
tance letter. If any discrepancy is found in the — e r r o r s in to be

J s •' noted, how.
amounts, it must be carefully noted on the letter over
the initials of both witnesses. Where a note is of a NotPs of smaller de-n o m i n a t i o n than
smaller denomination than stated in the remittance stated m letter

—to oe marked ana
letter, it should be carefully marked so that it can be held-
positively identified, and retained until any controversy
concerning it shall have been settled.

3. In case of any deficiency in a remittance, a report ci^eport of deficien"
giving a description of the missing money, as entered
in the remittance letter, should be made to the Third
Assistant Postmaster-General, Division of Postal
Finance, in the case of postal funds, and also to the
Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General, Division of Post-
Office Inspectors and Mail Depredations, and the
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—how treated.

inspector in charge of the division in which the post-
office is located. (See sec. 1118 as to money-order funds.)

4:, TV here a remittance contains any apparently coun-
terfeit notes or coins, they should be submitted to the
nearest assistant treasurer of the United States or to
the proper officer of a national bank, for examination,
who will, if found to be counterfeit, stamp or brand
them in accordance with instructions from the Treas-
ury Department; and they should then be returned,
with a certificate for the remainder of the remittance,
to the remitting postmaster.

5. Postmasters making remittances must in all cases
be promptly notified by the depositary of any errors in
the same, and such errors must be clearly specified;
but no portion of a deposit will be returned.

See. 12B. Wherever a postmaster fails to forward a
remittance on the same day the remittance letter is
dated, or it is evident from the registry records or the

re- time in transit that a remittance was not actually made
on the date named in the letter; or where a remittance,
or the letter accompanying the same, is not prepared
in accordance with the instructions in sec. 367, a report •
giving* the office and date of remittance will be made
to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General (Division
of Postal Finance), in the case of postal funds. (See
sec. 1118 as to money-order funds.)

IV.—RETURNS OF DEPOSITS RECEIVED BY DEPOSI-
TARIES.

D e p o s i t a r i e s to S0C. 130. * * * Each depositary * * * shall make returnsmake returns of de- „ t
posits and pawftoaiB, to the * * * Post-Office Department of all moneys received

P '-? P '^v'i/; '
—Postmaster-General an(i paid by him, at such times and in such forms as shall be

Postmasters to be
notified of errors.

Errors; in re in 11
tance.

Antedating1 <
mittance letters

—to be reported.

to\uditorto be made
tory of postal funds will forward to the Auditor for
the Post-Office Department at the end of each, week or
transcript period, on forms furnished by the First
Assistant Postmaster-General, Division of Post-Office
Supplies, a transcript of deposits of postal funds
received and transfers or payments made during the
period,

NOTE. — The omitted parts of E. S. , § 3644, refer to the use of gen-
eral postal funds collected in the Treasury and subtreasuries for
meeting regular expenditures of the Government, which are to be
paid out upon warrant of the Treasurer and charged against the
regular appropriations. (See sees. 143 to 152.) Depositaries of
money-order funds are required- to make and forward to the
Auditor transcripts of all deposits, as provided in sec, 1119.
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Sec, 131. Postmasters at depository post-offices will ^fl^ffm^^
forward to the Auditor for the Post-Office Department ̂ s.returns of de-
at the end of each week or transcript period, on forms
furnished by the First Assistant Postmaster-General,
Division of Post-Office Supplies, a transcript of deposits
of postal funds received during' the period.

See sec. 1119 as to deposits of money-order funds.

CHAPTER 88

PESPAEAT101" AjIB DISTRIBUTION . OF POSTAGE
STAMPS, AND POSTAL
CAEUS.

I.—POSTAGE STAMPS.

See. 132. The Postmaster-General shall prepare postage stamps Postmaster-General
» . . , , , . , - 1 - 1 T , 7 -, i T M , '" to prepare stamps.oi suitable denominations, which, when attached to mail matter, K. g., § 3914.

shall be evidence of the payment of the postage thereon.

2. " Ordinary" postage stamps shall be used for the "°rdinaj-T" stamPs-
payment of postage on mail matter of the first, third, —how used.
and fourth classes, second-class matter mailed by others
than publishers and news agents, and for the payment
of fees on registered matter.

See. 183. Books containing postage stamps, inter- Boots of stamps.
leaved with non-adhesive paper, will be issued and sup- ~how PrePared-
plied to postmasters, for sale to the public. Such
books will be charged to postmasters at their postage ^tmastersrged to

value, and one cent additional for each book, to cover
the cost of the same.

See sees. 331 and 332 as to requisitions for books of stamps; sec.
329, sale of same by postmasters.

See. 184. * * * (The Postmaster-General shall * * * pre- Special stamps for
r collection ot postage

pare stamps) of such special design and denomination as (he) may due.
prescribe (to be known as postage-due stamps, for the collection § 26/l'supp., 249*' ~ '
of postage on insufficiently paid matter), and which shall in no
case be sold by any postmaster nor received by him in prepay-
ment of postage.

IToTE.—The balance of sec. 2!3 of the act of March 3, 1879, will Note.
be found under sec. 616. The words in brackets are to make the
text clear, and take the place of the words omitted as shown by
stars. See sec. 257 as to commissions on postage-due stamps can-
celed; sees. 616 to 623 as to use of postage-due stamps; sec. 668
as to use of postage-due stamps in collecting charge on advertised
letters: sec. 1580 as to penalty for failure to attach, cancel and
account for postage-due stamps.
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gtempsC.lal"delIVery See- 135' A special (delivery) stamp of the face valuation of ten
1885, Mar. 3, ch. 342, cents may be provided and issued, whenever deemed advisable or

§3, 1 Supp.,484; 1886, J '. i ' , ' .' . .
Aug. 4, ch. 901, § l, l expedient, in such form and bearing such device as may meet the
Bupp., oil. approval of the Postmaster-General, which, when attached to

•x- * -x- (mail matter) in addition to the lawful postage thereon,
—matter bearing, to be * * * (shall entitle such matter to immediate delivery aa pro-
entitled to immediate

NOTE.—The words in brackets show the amendments to the
original statute as indicated in the margin; the parts which are
superseded are omitted and shown by stars.

See sec. 769, note, for description of special-delivery stamp;
Title Four, chap. 2, "Special-delivery service."

Stamped envelopes, gee. 136, The Postmaster-General shall provide suitable letter
etci.

K.S.,§3915. _ and newspaper envelopes, with such watermarks or other guards
i M8/l'su^jL,llO;'lS95i against counterfeits as he may deem expedient, and with postage
Jan. 12, ch. 23, § 96, 2 stamps with such device and of such suitable denominations as
—Postmaster-General ^ie may direct impressed thereon; and such envelopes shall be
to provide. known as ''stamped envelopes/' and shall be sold as nearly as
—to to sold at cost, may be at the cost of procuring them (including all salaries, clerk

hire, and other expenses connected therewith), with the addition
of the value of the postage stamps impressed thereon; but no
stamped envelope furnished by the Government shall contain any

—not to contain print- lithographing or engraving, nor any printing (or advertisement),
except a printed request to return the letter to the writer. Letters
and papers inclosed in such stamped envelopes shall, if the postage
stamp is of a denomination sufficient to cover the postage properly
chargeable thereon, pass in the mail as prepaid matter.

Note- NOTE.—The clauses in brackets show the amendments to the
original statute as indicated in the margin. The statute has been
amended several times, but it is unnecessary to note such amend-
ments, as the last one left it in its original form, except as
indicated.

styles of envelopes. §ec. 137. The stamped envelopes Issued by the Post-
Office Department will be known as—

"ordinary." «" Ordinary," of various sizes, qualities of paper,
and denominations, and either '' plain" or bearing a
blank return request and termed "printed;" and,

- special request." J '' Special request," bearing a printed return request,
with name and post-office address of the writer, which
are furnished through postmasters upon special order,
without additional charge for the printing thereon,

"Officerequest," or "office request," with a blank line on which the
sender's name may be written, and printed name of
post-office and State. (See sec. 337.)

^Lettor-Biieet enyei- gec. 133, The Postmaster-General is hereby authorized to * * *
1879, Mar. 3, ch. 180, furnish for public use a letter-sheet envelope, on which postage

§32, lSupp.,250. ,'• . . . . T / A j \s of the denominations now in use on ordinary (stamped)

envelopes shall be placed. * * * and also to * * * furnish
Double-letter envel- for public use a double-letter envelope, on which stamps of the

denominations now in use may be placed, and with the arrange-
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ment for the address (that it may be forwarded and returned).
Said letter sheet and * * * double envelope to be issued under
such regulations as the Postmaster-General may prescribe; *' * *
And provided that no money shall be paid for royalty or patent
on any of the articles named.

NOTE.—No letter sheet and double envelopes are now issued. Note.

III.'—POSTAL CARDS.

Sec, 130. To facilitate letter correspondence, and to provide for Postal cards,
the transmission in the mails, at a reduced rate of postage, of ' '
messages, orders, notices, and other short communications, either
"printed or written in pencil or ink, the Postmaster-General is Postmaster-General
• * , - , . , , ,. , , , , . , , . , ,, ,,. .,, shall famish.
authorized and directed to furnish and issue to the public, with
postage stamps impressed upon them, "postal cards," manufac-
tured of good stiff paper, of such quality, form, and size as he shall
deem best adapted for general use; which cards shall be used as a
means of postal intercourse, under rules and regulations to be pre-
scribed by the Postmaster-General, and when so used shall be
transmitted through the mails at a postage charge of one cent each, —to be sold at one

cent upiece
including the cost of their manufacture. " " ~ ~ "

2. The Postmaster-General is * * * authorized to * * * Double oards.
, ,, , , , i - i t, -n T, 1879> Mar. 3, ch. 180,furnish for public use a double postal card, on which shall be § 32,1 Supp., 250.

placed two one-cent stamps, and said card to be so arranged for the
address that it may be forwarded and returned, said cards to be
Bold for two cents apiece; * * * Said * * * double postal —to be sold at two

-j * * * A £ • j i i i j.- ±u -n j. cents apiece,card * •• * to be issued under such regulations as the Post-
master-General may prescribe.

Sefi, 140, The Postmaster-General is hereby authorized to Postal cards for elr.
J dilation in foreign

.furnish and issue to the public postal cards with postage stamps mails.
impressed upon them, for circulation in the mails exchanged with j su^p.^245.8' ° ' 18°'
foreign countries under the provisions of the Universal Postal Union i860, June 11, ch. 206,
Convention * * * at a postage charge of two cents each, in- —tcPbe sold at two
eluding the cost of their manufacture. cents aPiece-

2. Postal cards with paid reply will be prepared and cajd°suble f o r e i & n

Issued to the public for circulation in the mails ex-
changed with foreign countries, in accordance with the
provisions of the Universal Postal Union Convention,
and sold at four cents each, including the cost of their ~^tsbae ?££• at four

manufacture.
NOTE.—The issue of postal cards with paid reply, for the foreign Note.

mails, is not specifically authorized by statute, but they have long
been issued under regulation.

IV.—MISCELLANEOUS PEOVISIONS RELATING TO STAMPS,
POSTAL CARDS, ETC.

See, 141. The Postmaster-General may, from time to time, adopt Postmaster-General
such improvements in postage stamps and stamped envelopes as he SentsatnP8tampsr°aiid
may deem advisable; and when any such improvement is adopted stamped envelopes.
it shall be subject to all the provisions herein respecting postage
stamps or stamped envelopes.
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personsiiotto°be placet ^efls 14&- ^"° portrait shall be placed upon any of the securitiea
of the United States while the original of such portrait is living.

NOTE.—Postage stamps, stamped envelopes, and postal cards are
securities of the United States. See sec. 1.591, as to penalty for issu-
ing or circulating-business or professional cards, etc., in likeness of
securities of the United States; sees. 1581 to 1587 as to offenses in
connection with postage stamps, etc.

Agencies for the ills- Sec. 143. Agencies will be maintained at the places
trlbutlon o f postage , . , " , , , ,
stamps, stamped envoi- of manufacture of postage stamps, stamped envelopes
opes, and postal cards. L ° *• ' i

and newspaper wrappers, and postal cards, to oversee
the manufacture and attend to the distribution of these
supplies. Sub-agencies for the distribution of stamped
envelopes and postal cards will be maintained under
the supervision of postmasters at central points to be
designated by the Postmaster-General.

Agents- 2, The Postmaster-General will appoint (1) a stamp
agent and assistants; (2) a stamped-envelope agent and
assistants, who, in addition to the distribution of
stamped envelopes, shall, when required, inspect and
distribute official envelopes, registered-package envel-
opes, and tags; and (3) a postal-card agent and as-
sistants.

—salary of. 3, The postage-stanip, stamped-envelope, and postal-
card agents will be allowed a salary of $2,500 per annum
each. The compensation of the assistants will be fixed
in each case.

eiSxpcnscs at agen" ^' ^ucn expenditures as may be necessary for the
maintenance and conduct of the postage-stamp, stamped-
envelope, and postal-card agencies will be allowed by
the Postmaster-General, within the limits of the appro-
priations provided by law.

Note. NOTE.—There has never been any specific statute authorizing
the establishment of these agencies, but the annual appropriation
acts for many years past have contained appropriations for the
compensation of the agents and their assistants, and the expenses
of the agencies. The last act is that of March 3, 1901 fch. 851.
31 Stat. L., 1106).

A g e n c i e s under See. 144. The postage-stamp, stamped-envelope, and
Third Assistant Post- „ -•- . te * - L

master-General. postal-card agencies shall be under the direct super-
vision of the Third Assistant Postmaster-General, who
shall issue rules for the conduct thereof.
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CHAPTEXl 9,

EXPENDITURES FOE THE POSTAL SERVICE.

I. — ESTIMATES.
See, 145. The Postmaster-General shall submit to Congress at Estimates for appro-

each annual session an estimate of the amount that will be re- R.S., §3668.
quired for the ensuing fiscal year, under each of the following "^^ submitted an'
heads :

First. Transportation of the mails. —classification.
Second. Compensation of postmasters.
Third. Compensation of clerks in post-offices.
Fourth. Compensation of letter-carriers.
Fifth. Compensation of blank-agents and assistants.
Sixth. Mail depredations and special agents.
Seventh. Postage-stamps and envelopes.
Eighth. Ship, steamboat, and way letters.
Ninth. Dead letters.
Tenth. Mail bags.
Eleventh. Mail locks, keys, and stamps.
Twelfth. Wrapping paper.
Thirteenth. Office-furniture.
Fourteenth. Advertising.
Fifteenth. Balances to foreign countries.
Sixteenth. Rent, light, and fuel for post-offices,
Seventeenth. Stationery.
Eighteenth. Miscellaneous.
Such estimates shall show the sums paid under each head, and —to show payments

,- f ,-, , i " • i , r , -. under each head andthe names of the persons to whom payments are made out of the out Of miscellaneous
miscellaneous fund; but the names of persons employed in detect- ~und-
ing depredations on the mail, and of other confidential agents,
need not be disclosed.

2. * * * In making his estimates for railway mail service, ~for. Railway M a i l
'—' * • rVcTYH^O

the Postmaster-General shall separate the estimate for postal-car 1879, Mar. 3, ch. iso,
service from the general estimates. 1 Supp-> 245-

3. The Postmaster-General shall * * * submit in the annual —for Free Del i ve ry
,. , r\ * • i • •- * , • -11 f Service, to be in de-estnnates to Congress estimates in detail as far as practicable for tail.

expenses of the Free Delivery Service. '3' °h' 385'
4. The Postmaster-General sh all * * -" submit in the annual — f or. M o n e y - O r d e r
, . , . n . , , Service, to be in cle-

estimates to Congress estimates in detail tor all expenses ot the tail.
money-order branch of the postal service. '' 2 supp.S 9> Ch' 386>

5. The Postmaster-General shall furnish a copy of his annual —through Secretary
estimates to the Secretary of the Treasury prior to the (fifteenth R. s.', § 414. 1901,
of October) in each year, which shall be reported to Congress by L^ioog011' 83°' 31 Stat>

the latter in his regular printed estimates. „ See 1875, Mar. s, ch,
See sec. 89 as to report of receipts and expenditures; see. 97 as ' ' ' •' ' "

to estimates for departmental service.

Sec. 146. The money required for the postal service in each year Appreciations oat
shall be appropriated by law out of the revenues of the service. of^eqen?4Sv4

NOTE.'—The following sections under chapter 6, this Title, "Dis- Note'
bursements and accounts of the Post-Office Department,'' apply also
to the postal service: Sec. 104, as to use of appropriations for object
specified and miscellaneous appropriations; sees. 109 and 110, as to
unexpended balances of appropriations and expenditures therefrom.



III. —DISBUESEMENTS.

Disbursements. Ssc. 147, The revenues will be applied to the main-

—how made. . teiianco of the postal service. Disbursements will be

made either,
—by wan-ant, (a) By warrants drawn upon the Treasurer of the

United States, countersigned by the Auditor for the

Post-Office Department. (See sec. 148.)

—by postmasters out (5) By postmasters retaining, out of the receipts of
of receipts. ^^ pOS^_ofjce their salaries, and such amounts as may

be allowed by order of the Post-Office Department for

clerk hire, the maintenance of the office and other au-

thorized expenses of the postal service. (See sec. 877.)

-by postmasters as (c) By payments by certain postmasters designated
disbursing officers. - , . , " . ^ £ -. , i j

as disbursing officers, of such sums as may be ordered

by the Post-Office Department to be paid its creditors

and postal employees. (See sec. 383.) Expenditures

chargeable to miscellaneous appropriations shall be

made only for items directly connected with the post-

office through which payment is made.

Payments by war- Bee. 148. Payments of money out of the Treasury on account of
"K.'S., §3874. the postal service shall be in pursuance of appropriations made by

—how drawn. lay/, by warrants of the Postmaster-General, registered and counter-
signed by the Auditor for the Post-Office Department, ana ex-

—to show appropria- pressing on their face the appropriation to which they should betion on which drawn. \
charged.

Designation of offl- gee. 149. The Postmaster-General may from, time to time desig-
1891, Mar. 3, eh, 647, nate any officer of the Post-Office Department, above the grade of

ibupp., . fourth-class clerk, to sign warrants in his stead, and such war-
rants when so signed, shall be of the same validity as if they had
been signed by the Postmaster-General,

—Third Asst. P. M. G. 2. The Third Assistant Postmaster-General, or who-

ever is acting in his stead, shall sign all warrants on

account of the postal service: Provided, That in the

discretion of the Third Assistant Postmaster-General

—cMef cierk. such warrants may be signed by the Chief Clerk to the

ceemofP°^Thirci Assistant Postmaster-General, or the Superin-
tendent of System of Postal Finance.

WarS« tule °n 3- The official title shall appear on all warrants after
the signature of the proper officer.

Payment of con- Sec. 150. The Postmaster-General may transfer debts due to the
balances * fau^' from Department from postmasters and others to such contractors as have
postmasters. given bonds, with security, to refund any money that may come into

their hands over and. above the amount found due them on the set-
tlement of their accounts; but such transfers shall only be in satis-
faction of legal demands for which appropriations have been made.

NOTE.—The practice authorized by this section is no longer pur-
sued; contractors being paid directly by warrant. (See sec. 1284.)
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See, 151. All payments on account of the postal service shall be Payments to be o*
, "". * -, ,, T. 11 i J.-J2 i A. i i certificate of Auditor*made to persons to whom the same shall be certified to be due j>. g.; § 4955.

by the Auditor for the Post-Office Department; but advances of Advances to post-
, , , '-, -, i ,, -n , , office inspectors,necessary sums to defray expenses may be made by the Postmaster-

General to agents employed to investigate mail depredations, —other agents,
examine post routes and offices, and on other like services, to be
charged to them by the Auditor, and to be accounted for in the —how accounted for,
settlement of their accounts. (See sec. 106.)

See sec. 377 as to payments by postmasters for expenses of their
offices; sec. 383 as to payments by postmasters as disbursing agents.

Sec. 152. Upon the certified quarterly statement by the Auditor Payments by post-
for the Post-Office Department of the payments by postmasters on m^ 1̂  406>

account of the postal service, the Postmaster-General shall issue his
warrant to the Treasurer to carry the amount to the credit of the —to be charged to ap-
postal revenues and to the debit of the proper appropriations upon pro?lia lons>

the books of the Auditor. (See sec. 377.)

IV.—EESTEICTIONS ON EXPENDITURES.

Sec. 153. The appropriations * * * for the officers, clerks, and Persons incapaci-
persons employed in the postal service shall not be available for ployed'in* postal serr-
the compensation of any persons permanently incapacitated for ice-

, f , J * x i v - u • / • -i • 11 1901, Mar. 3, cb. 851,performing such service. The establishment of a civil pension roll § 2, 31 St. L., 1107.
or an honorable service roll, or the exemption of any of the offi-
cers, clerks, and persons in the postal service from the existing
laws respecting employment in such service, is hereby prohibited.

NOTE.—The above section is temporary, and applies only to the Note,
appropriation act in which it is included, except possibly the
second provision concerning a civil pension roil, but such acts for
several years past have contained similar provisions. See sees. 27
and 107 as to similar provision relating to departmental service.

Sec. 154. No civil officer of the Government shall hereafter Extra compensation
receive any compensation or perquisites, directly or indirectly, ^perquisites forbid-
from the Treasury or property of the United States beyond his 18V4, June 20, ch,

i ,. -IT T I T 328, sv 3 , 1 Supp., 18 .salary or compensation allowed by law.
2. No officer in any branch of the public service, or any other —for disbursements

, i -, ~ , f, -, -, , and extra services.person whose salary, pay, or emoluments are fixed by law or regu- R. s., § 1755.
lations, shall receive any additional pay, extra allowance, or com-
pensation, in any form whatever, for the disbursement of public
money, or for any other service or duty whatever, unless the same
is authorized by law, and the appropriation therefor explicitly —unless,
states that it is for such additional pay, extra allowance, or com-
pensation.

See sec. 176 relating to withholding payment on judgment or
claim against the United States where the person in whose favor
the judgment was rendered or claimant is indebted to the Govern-
ment; sec. 177 as to withholding salary where officer or employee
is in arrears to the United States.

NOTE.—These sections overlap each other somewhat, but they are
both quoted for purposes of reference. The statutes are applicable
to the Departmental and Postal Service alike; but see sec. 108 for
similar provisions applicable solely to the Department. See sec. 213
as to holding two offices.

The following sections under chapter 6, this Title, "Disburse-
ments and accounts of the Post-Office Department," apply also to

309A—02 6
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the Postal Service: Sec. 104 as to expenditure of appropriations
for objects specified and miscellaneous appropriations; sec. 104 as
to expenditures in excess of appropriations; sec. 105 as to volun-
tary service and employment in excess of appropriations; sec. 106
as to advances of public money, payments on account of contracts,
etc.

V.—CLAIMS AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT.

Witnesses in claims. Sec. 155, Any head of a Department or Bureau in which a claim
—head of Department against the United States is properly pending may apply to any
may' apply for sub- juc[ge or cierk Of any court of the United States, in any State,
poena to judge or clerk J fe J , . . .
of United states court. District, or Territory, to issue a subpoena for a witness being \vitnm

the jurisdiction of such court, to appear at a time and place in the
subpoena stated, before any officer authorized to take depositions
to be used in the courts of the United. States, there to give full and
true answers to such written interrogatories and cross-interroga-
tories as may be submitted with the application, or to be orally
examined and cross-examined upon the subject of such claim.

Note. NOTE.—See R. S., § 185, as to fees to witnesses; E. S., § 186, as to
penalty for witness refusing to attend in response to subpoena; R. S.,
§ 187, as to attendance of counsel upon examination of witnesses;
R. S., § 188, as to report to Department upon suits in. Court of
Claims; R. S., §§ 5438 and 5454, as to penalties for presenting false
claims, etc. These provisions apply to claims arising in connec-
tion with the Departmental Service.

Stolen money or Sec. 158. Whenever the Postmaster-General is satisfied that
property received at . , .
Department. money or property stolen irorn the mail, or the proceeds thereof,

K. S., § 4058. kas been received at the Department, he may, upon satisfactory
owner ̂  aellvered to evidence as to the owner, deliver the same to him.

fr?mnemaiiCroVbere^ Sec- 157- Aii moneys received from mail robbers, or
etc- other offenders against the postal laws,' will be for-
—to be sent to cMef warded at once to the Chief Post-Officer Inspector, who
Inspector. . i

will, upon satisfactory evidence, restore the same to
the proper parties or owners, under the authorization
of the Postmaster-General.

See sec. 114 as to deposit of money recovered from mail robbers
as part of postal revenues.

CHAPTER 10.

AUDITING OF ACCOUNTS.

I.—SETTLEMENT OP ACCOUNTS.

co5nte?ment °f &C" See- 158> All claims and demands whatever by the United States
R. S.,§236. _ or against them, and all accounts whatever in which the United—by or against the ° '

United States. States are concerned, either as debtors or creditors, snail be set-
to Treasury Depart- tled and adjugted in the Department of the Treasury..oa
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iris and on bonds,
the Court of Claims alleging that he is or has been indebted to the contracts, e t c . , in

. r a-- ^ , xi f , • . f Court of Claims.
United States as an officer or agent thereof, or by virtue of any iss?, Mar. 3, ch.
contract therewith, or that he is the guarantor, or surety, or per- S59' ^ 8 > * Supp.,560.
sonal representative of any officer, or agent, or contractor so
indebted, or that he, or the person for whom he is such surety,
guarantor, or personal representative has held any office or agency
under the United States, or entered into any contract therewith,
under which it may be or has been claimed that an -indebtedness

,1 TT •., i ni j i • ^ • , T ,1 , i , i —may be had after
to the United States has arisen and exists, ana that he or the per- three years, where
son he represents has applied to the proper Department of the proper°i)epartmentm

Government requesting that the account of such office, agency, or
indebtedness may be adjusted and settled, and that three years
have elapsed from the date of such application and said account
still remains unsettled and unadjusted, and that no suit upon the
same has been brought by the United States, said court shall, due
notice first being given to the head of said Department and to the
Attorney-General of the United States, proceed to hear the parties
and to ascertain the amount, If any, due the United States on said
account. The Attorney-General shall represent the United States
at the hearing of said cause. The court may postpone the same
j. , - -, ,• i • , • i n " • mi • i , —final judgment to befrom time to time whenever justice shall require. The judgment conclusive?
of said court or of the Supreme Court of the United States, to
which an appeal shall- lie, as in other cases, as to the amount due,
shall be binding and conclusive upon the parties. The payment
of such amount so found due by the court shall discharge such

- , , . . . . ,. , ,, " L, TT ., -, a, . , Suit on judgment
obligation, -in action shall accrue to the United States against for amount found
such principal, or surety, or representative to recover the amount Gue'
so found due, which may be brought at any time within three
years after the final judgment of said court. Unless suit shall be
brought within said time, such claim and the claim on the original
indebtedness shall be forever barred.

Sec. 160. * * * The Auditor for the Post-Office Department Auditing of Post
T ,n . , . -,, , -, i • • - i j i Office Dept. and postalshall receive and examine all accounts of salaries and incidental accounts;

expenses of the office of the Postmaster-General and of all bureaus
and offices under his direction, all postal and money-order accounts
of postmasters, all accounts relating to the transportation of the
mails, and to all other business within the jurisdiction of the Post-
Office Department, and certify the balances arising thereon to the Certification of bal-

'-' R11CGS
Postmaster-General for accounts of the postal revenues and ex-
penditures therefrom, and to the Division of Bookkeeping and
Warrants for other accounts, and send forthwith copies of the
certificates in the latter cases to the Postmaster-General. * * "x"

NOTE.—See note, succeeding section, concerning this statute. , Note.

Sec. 161. The Auditor for the Post-Office Department * * * Auditor _ for Pos t
shall keep and preserve all accounts and vouchers after settle- R?^.,e§P2*77.
merit. He shall close the account of the Department quarterly, —duties of.

1 L J' —to make quarterly
and transmit to the Secretary of the Treasury quarterly state- settlements.
ments of its receipts and expenditures. He shall report to the —to report manner of
Postmaster-General, when required to do so, the manner and 1115 accoun-s>
form of keeping and stating the accounts of the Department, and
the official forms of papers to be used in connection, with its
receipts and expenditures. He shall report to the Postmaster-—to report delinquent
~ ,, T -.. . , , /' • , . j.1 •General all delinquencies of postmasters in rendering their
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accounts and returns, or in paying over money-order funds and
—to countersign war- other receipts at their offices. He shall register, charge, and
rants" countersign all warrants upon the Treasury for receipts or pay-

ments issued by the Postmaster-General, when warranted by law.
He shall perform such other duties in relation to the financial
concerns of the Department as may be assigned to him by the
Secretary of the Treasury, and make to the Secretary or to the

Reports. Postmaster-General such reports respecting the same as either of
them may require.

Note. NOTE. — The preceding section is an amendment to the above
statute. The part of the statute which is omitted as shown by
stars is superseded by the preceding section. See sec. 91 as to
report of Auditor; sec. 22 as to duties of Auditor's Office.

Quarterly Report to gee. 162. The Auditor for the Post-Office Department shallPostmaster-General of L
money disbursed by state and certify quarterly to the Postmaster-General an account
pos^inas ers.^ Q| ^Q money paid by postmasters out of the receipts of their

offices, and pursuant to appropriations, on account of the
expenses of the postal service; designating the heads under which
such payments were made.

See sec. 152 as to charging disbursements by postmasters to
appropriations.

False returns by Sec. 163. That in any case where the Postmaster-General shallpostmasters. J
1878, June 17, ch. be satisfied that a postmaster has made a false return of business,

o , upp., . ^ g^gji -^g within his discretion to withhold commissions on such
Postmaster-General returns, and to allow any compensation that under the circum-

iiaav fix compensation . , , „ ,,
n case of. stances he may deem reasonable. * * w

orders to be certi- 2. All orders of the Postmaster-General withholding;
fled to Auditor. . . . 'f

commissions and nxmg the compensation of any post-
master will be certified to the Auditor for the Post-
Office Department, who will make the proper charge in

collections where the account: and, wherever an account has been closed,
accounts are closed. . , . , , , ' , , , . ,. , , , , , ,

it will be reopened by the Auditor, and the balance due
the Government after making the charges provided in
the Postmaster-General's order will be collected in the
usual manner.

See sees. 257 and 258; sec. 1578 for balance of statute, which
provides a penalty for false returns.

olSdaiTCTybuSs" SeO-lM- * * * whenever, upon evidence deemed satisfactory
1886, Aug. 4, ch. 901, to him, the Postmaster-General shall determine that any * * *

— p t te o neral ̂ se return (of the receipt or delivery of any article of mailable
may fix compensation matter as being stamped with a special-delivery stamp, or of the
-vv en ma e. number of articles specially delivered) has been made, he may,

by order, fix absolutely the compensation, of the postmaster for
such special delivery during any quarter or quarters which he
shall deem affected by such false return, and the Auditor shall
adjust the postmaster's account accordingly.

—orders, etc., in case 2. The provisions of paragraph 2 of the preceding
section shall be applicable in case of false returns of
special-delivery business.

See sec. 1578 for balance of statute, which provides a penalty
for false returns of special-delivery business.
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See. 165, Whenever any postmaster is required to execute anew Application of pay-
J * l men Is after new bond.

bond, all payments made by him after the execution of such new R.s.,§ 3835,
bond may, if the Postmaster-General or the Auditor for the Post- gu} pf' 214.' ' c '
Office Department deem it just, be applied first to discharge any —How may be made,
balance which may be due from such postmaster under his old
bond. (See note, next paragraph.)

2. When a deficiency shall be discovered in the accounts of m^)g(ters'eaecou1nts)OSt"
any postmaster, who after the adjustment of his accounts fails R. S.,§3835.
to make good such deficiency, it shall be the duty of the Auditor supp',' 214.' ' * '"'
for the Post-Office Department to notify the Postmaster-General Fos
of such failure, and upon receiving such notice the Postmaster-
General shall forthwith deposit a notice in the post-office at Wash- —sureties to be noti-
ington, District of Columbia, addressed to the sureties respectively
upon the bonds of said postmaster, at the office where he or they
may reside, if known. But a failure to give or mail such notice
shall not discharge such surety or sureties upon such bonds.

NOTE.—Sec. 165 is E. S., § 3835, in its original form, and the act Note-
of February 4, 1879, was added as an amendment thereto.

Sec. 166. The several Auditors are empowered to administer of°aac*su^sfttlement

oaths to witnesses in any case in which they may deem it necea- R.S.,§ 297.
sary for the due examination of the accounts with which they
shall be charged.

2. Any mayor of a city, justice of the peace, or judge of any IJT 1̂10 may admmis'
court of record in the United States, may administer oaths, in R. S.,§298.
relation to the examination and settlement of the accounts com-
mitted to the charge of the Auditor for the Post-Office Department.

II.—MANNER OF KEEPING ACCOUNTS.
Sec. 167. The accounts of the postal service shall be kept in such ttCJ0a™tesr of keePln«r

a manner as to exhibit separately the amount of revenue derived E. S.,§4049.
from the following sources respectively:

First. Letter postage. ' ' -what to exhibit.
Second. Book, newspaper, and pamphlet postage.
Third. Registered letters.
Fourth. Box rents and branch offices.
Fifth. Postage-stamps and envelopes.
Sixth. Dead letters.
Seventh. Fines and penalties.
Eighth. Revenue from money-order business.
Ninth. Miscellaneous.
2. The Auditor for the Post-Office Department shall keep the rto sh°7 exP«ndi-•̂  r tares under each ap-

accounts in his office so as to show the expenditures of the Post- propriation.
Office Department under each item of appropriation provided „ /^|'uMar'7o'ch" 128>

by law. See 1890, Sept. 30, ch.
1126,1 Supp,,811.

NOTE.—The part of R. S., § 4049, which is omitted is superseded Note,
by the act of March 3, 1875, quoted.

Sec. 168. The Auditor for the Post-Office Department shall M o n e y - o r d e r ao
keep the accounts of money-order business separately, and in such R. s." § 293.
manner as to show the number and amount of money orders ~^, ̂ e tcpt sepa"
issued at each office, the number anbl amount paid, the amount —what to show,
of fees Deceived, and all the expenses of the money-order business.

/ See sec. 1035 as to permanent appropriation for payment of '' un-
paid money orders more than one year old;" Title Six, ch. 9, as to
money-order funds and accounts.
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two years.
Pv S § 4060

Note-

d SeCl 169< The Postmaster-General may dispose of any quarterly
returns of mails sent or received, preserving the accounts current
and all accompanying vouchers, and use such portions of the pro-
ceeds as may be necessary to defray the cost of separating and
disposing of them; but the accounts shall be preserved entire for
at least two years.

NOTE. — This statute evidently refers to the quarterly returns of
postmasters, which, while required to be made to the Postmaster-
General under sec. 392, are actually transmitted to the Auditor.

III. — ORDERS AND CONTRACTS AFFECTING ACCOUNTS.

ti?nsdtobe"S*ifleS1to Sec> 170f A11 orders and regulations of the Postmaster-General
Auditor. which may originate a claim, or in aiiv manner affect the accounts

R G § 4 0 5 j o
of the postal service, shall be certified to the Auditor for the
Post-Office Department.

IV. — REVISION OF AUDITOR'S SETTLEMENT.
Balances certified by

Auditor.
R.S.,§270.
1894, July 31, ch. 174,

§ 8, 2Supp.,215.

Secretary of Treas-
ury may direct reex-
aniination of ac-
counts.

Where payment is
accepted, revision can
not be had.

1894, July 31, ch. 174,
§ 8, 2 Supp., 215.

Secretary of Treas-
ury to fix time before
warrant issues.

Sec. 171. The balances which may from time to time be certified
by the Auditors to the Division of Bookkeeping and Warrants, or to
the Postmaster-General, upon the settlements of public accounts,
shall be final and conclusive upon the executive branch of the
Government, except that any person whose accounts may have
been settled, the head of the executive department, * * * or
the Comptroller of the Treasury, may, within a year, obtain a
revision of the said account by the Comptroller of the Treasury,
whose decision upon such revision shall be final arid conclusive
upon the executive branch of the Government: Provided, That
the Secretary of the Treasury may, when in his judgment the
interests of the Government require it, suspend payment and
direct the reexamination of any account.

See, 172. Any person accepting payment under a settlement by
an Auditor shall be thereby precluded from obtaining a revision
of such settlement as to any items upon which payment is
accepted; but nothing in this act shall prevent an Auditor from
suspending items in an account in order to obtain further evi-
dence or explanations necessary to their settlement. When sus-
pended items are finally settled a revision may be had as in the
case of the original settlement. Action upon any account or
business shall not be delayed awaiting applications for revision:
Provided, That the Secretary of the Treasury shall make regula-
tions fixing the time which shall expire before a warrant is issued
in payment of an account certified as provided in sections seven
and eight of this Act.

CHAPTER 11.

COLLECTION OF DEBTS, USES,
FOBFEITUBES.

I.—SUPERVISION OP COLLECTIONS.

tendeiotUectlousPerln" ^8C' ̂ ' The All(iitor for the Post-Office Department shall
E. S., § 292. "' superintend the collection of all debts due the Post-Office Depart-
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merit, and all penalties and forfeitures imposed for any violation See 1896, Feb. 20,ch.
' / i n . i 33, 2 Supp., 448.

ot the postal laws, and take ail such oilier measures as may be—to enforce payment.
authorized by law to enforce the payment of such debts and the
recovery of such penalties and forfeitures. He shall also super-
intend the collection of all penalties and forfeitures arising under
other statutes, where such penalties and forfeitures are the conse-
quence of unlawful acts affecting the revenues or property of the
Post-Office Department.

TNOTE.—See sees. 114 arid 191- as to deposit of fines in criminal
cases as part oj postal revenue,

See E. S., §§ 3466, 3467, as to priority of debts due United States.

Sec. 174. Whenever it shall be deemed advisable by collection drafts.
the Auditor for the Post-Office Department, drafts will
be issued by the Postmaster-General for the collection -issue of
of balances due by postmasters, late postmasters, and
others.

2. Immediately upon the receipt of a collection draft fIVofTmwnintoVhdee

by the postmaster in whose favor it is drawn, he must mand payment, etc.
charge himself in his postal account with the amount
thereof, and notify the party or parties upon whom
such draft is drawn, and demand prompt payment of
the amount thereof.

8. Upon the receipt of notice and demand, the post- —drawee to make
L -- . , . prompt payment.

master, or other person upon whom any collection
draft is drawn, should pay the amount thereof to the
postmaster in whose favor it is issued without delay
and without risk or expense to the United States.

4. Where a draft is collected, the postmaster shall —if collected, receipt
. . . ,. , . . „ to be sent Auditor,

immediately transmit to the Auditor nis receipt lor
the amount.

other person upon whom a draft is drawn, fail to
respond to the demand within the time named in the
Auditor's circular of instructions, notice will be sent
to the Auditor, accompanied by any reply received to
such demand, and immediate payment must then be Demand on sureties.
demanded of the sureties of the drawee.

6. Where a draft can not be collected from the drawee n Report where cob
lection can not be

or his sureties, the postmaster will so report to the made from drawee or
• j . i -i • • sureties.

Auditor, stating the residence and pecuniary circum-
stances of all the parties; and, if any are deceased, the
condition of their estates and the names and addresses
of their administrators or executors.

7. Circulars giving- detailed instructions, which ti(£!i,'culars of instmc-
should be iinplicity obeyed, will accompany every draft,
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te? tfusl dfiSefcollection of drafts,

-cause for removal.

—liability on bond,

Claims, etc., against

"s75, Mar.6!' ch. 149,
lSupp.,90.

— amount to be with-

indebtedertoCluSted
States.

-proceedings where
indebtedness denied..

Balance, _ how paid
ta ins J j u d g m e n t
against United states.

rears C6rS' 6tC"' lH ar"
K. s., §1766.

—no salary to.

suit upon bond of.

Note.

See- 175- Where a postmaster shall fail to use due
diligence in making collection of a draft drawn in his
favor, or, failing to make collection, shall neglect to
advise the Auditor for the Post-Office Department or
return the draft and proof of demand, or fail to give
anv information called for in relation thereto, such
failure or neglect shall be regarded as a cause for
removal and a breach of the conditions of the post-
master's bond, and the draft will be charged to his postal
account and he and his sureties held responsible for the
amount thereof.

See. 178. When any final judgment recovered against the United
States or other claim duly allowed by legal authority, shall be pre-
sen ted to the Secretary of the Treasury for payment, and the
plaintiff or claimant therein shall be indebted to the United States
in any manner, whether as principal or surety, it shall be the duty
of the Secretary to withhold payment of an amount of such judg-
ment or claim equal to the debt thus due to the United States; and
^ such plaintiff or claimant assents to such set-off, and discharges
his judgment or an amount thereof equal to said debt or claim,
the Secretary shall execute a discharge of the debt due from the
plaintiff to the United States.

But jf sucn plaintiff, or claimant, denies his indebtedness to the
r ' '

United States, or refuses to consent to the set-off, then the Secre-
tary shall withhold payment of such further amount of such judg-
ment, or claim, as in his opinion will be sufficient to cover all
legal charges and costs in prosecuting the debt of the United States
to final judgment.

And if such debt is not already in suit, it shall be the duty of
the Secretary to cause legal proceedings to be immediately com-
menced to enforce the same, and to cause the same to be prose-
cuted to final judgment with all reasonable dispatch.

And if in such action judgment shall be rendered against the
United States, or the amount recovered for debt and costs shall be
jegg tnan ^ne amount so withheld as before provided, the balance
shall then be paid over to such plaintiff by such Secretary, with
six per cent interest thereon for the time it has been withheld
from the plaintiff.

^8C" "^^" No money shall be paid to any person for his compensa-
tion who is in arrears to the United States, until he has accounted
for and paid into the Treasury all sums for which he may be
liable. In all cases where the pay or salary of any person is
withheld in pursuance of this section, the accounting officers of the
Treasury, if required to do so by the party, his agent or attorney,
shall report forthwith to the Solicitor of the Treasury the balance
due; and the Solicitor shall, within sixty clays thereafter, order
suit to be commenced against such delinquent and his sureties.

NOTE. — This section applies to officers and employees in the
Post-Office Department as well as the Postal Service. See sees. 108
and 154 as to restrictions on payment for extra services, etc.
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III. — LEGAL PROCEEDINGS TO COLLECT DEBTS.

See. 178. The circuit courts (of the United States) shall have Courts havlngjuris-
. . , . . , . , . , ,, „ „ „ _ ,, u. * * £ diction of suits.original jurisdiction as follows: * * * Fourth. * A K of c i rcu i t c o u r t s ,

all causes arising under the postal laws. on
0 -1- -hj. fo., § OZy.

See 1888, Aug. 13, ch.
866, 1 Supp., 611.

2. The district courts (of the United States) shall have juris- _ District c o u r t s ,
diction as follows: * * * Seventh. Of all causes of action R. s.( §563.'
arising under the postal laws of the United States.

3. * * * all suits arising under the postal laws, shall be Suits to be in name
& ^ ' of United States,

brought m the name of the United States. R. s., § 919.
4. All causes of action arising under the postal laws may be sued, . State and Territo-

* * * before the justices of the peace, magistrates, or other R. S., § 3833
judicial courts of the several States and Territories having
competent jurisdiction by the laws thereof, to the trial of claims
and demands of as great value, * * * ; and such justices,
magistrates, or judiciary shall take cognizance thereof, and proceed
to judgment and execution as in other cases.

NOTE.' — See sec. 1562 as to jurisdiction of courts in criminal
cases unded the postal laws.

See. 179. Upon the return of a collection draft drawn tufe^whSecoiie^tfon
upon a late postmaster, or any other person Indebted drafts arc unPald*
to the Post-Office Department, unpaid, the Auditor for
the Post-Office Department will at once prepare and
transmit to the Department of Justice certified copies
of all the accounts and other papers necessary for the
immediate institution of a suit against the principal
and sureties for the recovery of the "balance due the
United States.

See sees. 174 and 175 as to collection of drafts.

See. 180. If on the settlement of the account of any postmaster J{^ C a t i o n s in
it shall appear that he is indebted to the United States, and suit —on p o s t m a s t e r s '
therefor shall not be instituted within three years after the close R. s,', § 3838. ^
of such account, the sureties on his bond shall not be liable for
such indebtedness.

2. If, upon the statement of the account of any official of the ol
United States, or of any officer disbursing or chargeable with pub- c „ , „,_

. , looo, _A/Q|£. o, CH. /o7j
he money, by the accounting officers of the Treasury, it shall §2,1 Supp. ,605,
thereby appear that he is indebted to the United States, and suit
therefor shall not be instituted within five years after such state-
ment of said account, the sureties 011 his bond shall not be liable
for such indebtedness.

NOTE. — It is a question whether the first statute is not super- Notei
seded by the latter, but the matter has not been definitely set-
tled, so both are given. In neither of these statutes does the
limitation apply to a principal.

See. 181. In all cases where money has been paid out of the Fraudulent and hn-
funds of the Post-Office Department under the pretense that serv- R. s.,§'4057.
ice has been performed therefor, when, in fact, such service
has not been performed, or as additional allowance for increased
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service actually rendered, when the additional allowance exceeds
the sum which, according to law, might rightfully have been
allowed therefor, and in all other cases where money of the De-

—made upon fraudu- partment has been paid to any person in consequence of fraudu-
lent representations, , , , . •, ,, . , -, n • • -> ±mistakes, etc. lent representations, or by the mistake, collusion, or misconduct
—Postmaster-General of any officer or other employee in the postal service, the Post-
to bring suit to recover. master-General shall cause suit to be brought to recover such wrong

or fraudulent payment or excess, with interest thereon.
Interest on balances. See. 182. In all suits for balances due to the Post-Office Depart-
-"•-'-'• *-"-' ment, interest thereon shall be recovered, from the time of the

—rate of. default, at the rate of six per centum a year.

Judgment in postal Sec, 18S. In suits arising under the postal laws the court shall
K'.'S., §958. proceed to trial, and render judgment at the return term; but

return whenever service of process is not made at least twenty days
before the return day of such term, the defendant is entitled to

Continuances. one continuance, if, 011 his statement, the court deems it expedi-
—-where defendant eiit; and if he makes affidavit that he has a claim against the Post-
pSst-Offic1eni)epatgaillSt Office Department, which has been submitted to and disallowed

by the Auditor for the Post-Office Department, specifying such
claim in his affidavit, and that he could not be prepared for trial
at such term for want of evidence, the court, if satisfied thereof,
may grant a continuance until the next term.

Copies of quarterly Sec. 184. Copies of the quarterly returns of postmasters and of
returns of postmasters . . , , - , , . ,-, ,5 ,. ,, 4 -,.,
and money-order tran- any papers pertaining to the accounts in the office of the Auditor
asrevitoce! admltted for the Post-Offico Department, and transcripts from the money-

11. S., § 889. order account books of the Post-Office Department, when certified
Auditor. -•a"Cv" J- by the Auditor for the Post-Office Department under the seal of

his office, shall be admitted as evidence in the courts of the United
States, in civil suits and criminal prosecutions; and in any civil
suit, in case of delinquency of any postmaster or contractor, a state-
ment of the account, certified as aforesaid, shall be admitted in
evidence, and the court shall be authorized thereupon to give
judgment and award execution, subject to the provisions of law
as to proceedings in such civil suits.

NOTE.—Sec R. S., § 882, as to admission as evidence of certified
copies of any books, records, papers, or documents in any of the
Executive Departments.

Certified copies of See. 185. In all suits for the recovery of balances due from post-
statement of demanas , / x
as evidence. masters, a copy, duly certified under the seai ot the Auditor for

R. g., § 890. .Qie post-0£nce Department, of the statement of any postmaster,.
special agent (post-office inspector), or other person, employed by
the Postmaster-General or the Auditor for that purpose, that he
has mailed a letter to such delinquent postmaster at the post-
office where the indebtedness accrued, or at his last usual place of
abode; that a sufficient time has elapsed for said letter to have
reached its destination in the ordinary course of the mail; and that
payment of such balance has not been received within the time
designated in his instructions, shall be received as sufficient evi-
dence in the courts of the United States, or other courts, that a

What constitutes de- demand has been made upon the delinquent postmaster; but when
mand- the account of a late postmaster has been once adjusted and set-

tled, and a demand has been made for the balance appearing to
be due, and afterward allowances are made or credits entered, it
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shall not be necessary to make a further demand for the
ance found to be due.

Sec. 188. No claim for a credit shall be allowed upon the trial of Wheil claims to beallowed In suits.
any suit for delinquency against a postmaster, contractor, or other R, s.,§ 952.
officer, agent, or employee of the Post-Office Department, unless
the same has been presented to the Auditor for the Post-Oflice
Department and by him disallowed, in whole or in part, or unless
it is proved to the satisfaction of the court that the defendant is,
at the time of trial, in possession of vouchers not before in his
power to procure, and that be was prevented from exhibiting to
the said Auditor a eluirn for such credit by some unavoidable acci-
dent.

INTOTE.—See E. S. § 951, as to credits on account of claims, etc., Note.
in suits against others than postmasters.

Bee. 187, In all cases where debts are due from defaulting or Warrant of attach-
, ,. , , ™ , " ment in postal suits,
delinquent postmasters, contractors, or other omcers, agents, or R. g^ § 924.
employees of the Post-Office Department, a warrant of attachment
may issue against all real and personal property and legal and
equitable rights belonging to such officer, agent, or employee, and
his sureties, or either of them, in the following cases:

First. When such officer, agent, or employee, and his sureties, —may issue where
J parties are nonresi-

or either of them, is a nonresident of the district where such offi- dents,
cer, agent, or employee was appointed, or has departed from such
district for the purpose of permanently residing out of the same,
or of defrauding the United States, or of avoiding the service of
civil process.

Second. When such officer, agent, or employee, and his sure- —where property is to
' bo rpf^^-Yif""*ties, or either of them, has conveyed away or is about to convey ' " ~ " " ' ""'

away his property, or any part thereof, or has removed or is
about to remove the same or any part thereof from the district
wherein it is situate, with intent to defraud the United States.

And when any such property has been removed, certified copies —where property has
, ,, , ." -, " : ' " , , , , , i P , , -,. , • , • , been, removed, howoi the warrant may oe sent to the marshal of tiie district into executed.

which the same has been removed, under which certified copies
he may seize said property and convey it to some convenient point
within the jurisdiction of the court from which the warrant orig-
inally issued. And alias1 warrants may be issued in such cases
upon due application, and the validity of the warrant first issued
shall continue until the return day thereof.

Sec. 188. Application for such warrant of attachment may be Application for war-. . rant of attachment.
made by any district or assistant district attorney, or any other E, s., § 925.
person authorized by the Postmaster-General, before the judge, ^hoiJtoTe made, b7

or, in his absence, before the clerk of any court of the United
States having original jurisdiction of the cause of action. And
such application shall be made upon an affidavit of the applicant, —affidavit in support
or of some other credible person, stating the existence of either
of the grounds of attachment enumerated in the preceding sec-
tion, and upon production of legal evidence of the debt.

NOTE.—See R. S., §§ 926-933, as to proceedings under warrants of Note.
attachment.

Sec, 189. When proceedings at law for money due the Post-Office P r o c e e d i n g s la
1 u j ^ equity for money due

Department are fruitless, the Department of Justice may direct Post-Office D e p a r t -
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or circuit court, to set aside fraudulent conveyances or trusts, or
attach debts due the defendant, or obtain any other proper exer-
cise of the powers of equity to have satisfaction of any judgment
against such defendant.

ish^De-^rt^ent11^ ^8C' ^̂ ' ^n case of delinquency of any postmaster, contractor,
Justice in s u i t s or other officer, agent, or employee of the Post-Office Department,
against delinquents. • -, • -, . , . -, ^ , ,-> ' i j - , t .1 -r> , /-./^ T\B.S.,§ 296, in which suit is brought, the Auditor for the Post-Office Depart-

ment shall forward to the Department of Justice certified copies
of all papers in his office tending to sustain the claim.

c^to ^®C' ^"' ^n ^ie Prosecution of any suit for money due the
5>e_ obeyed in postal Post-Office Department, the United States attorney conducting the

R. S.,|381. same shall obey the directions which maybe given him by the
Department of Justice.

lnS?n%telPs7lte6d" S8C> 193< Each district attorney shall, immediately after the end
R. s.,_§ 775. of every term in which any suit for moneys due on account of the

make"10 &" ornejs ° Post-Office Department has been pending in his district, forward
to the Department of Justice a statement of any judgment or order
made, or step taken in the same, during such term, accompanied
by a certificate of the clerk, showing the parties to and amount of
every such judgment, y/ith such other information as the Depart-
ment of Justice may require. And the said attorney shall direct

Execution on judg- speedy and effectual execution upon said judgment, and the United
men i,s o e speecy. grates marshal to wvhoin the same is directed shall make returns

of the proceedings thereon to the Department of Justice, at such
times as it may direct.

Returns of marshal Sec. 193. Every marshal to whom any execution upon a judg-
to Auditor of proceed- . • , < > i , * ,1 T, , r\^ -r,
lusts on executions. ment in any suit for moneys due on account 01 the rost-Oriice Depart-

RtS-; i '92- ment has been directed, shall make returns to the Auditor for the
Post-Office Department, at such times as he may direct, of the
proceedings which have taken place upon, the said process of
execution.

IV. — COLLECTION OF PENALTIES AND FORFEITURES.
Eecovery of penal- Sec. 194. All penalties and forfeitures imposed for any viola-

M R. sad§S.itareS" tion of law affecting the Post-Office Department for its revenue or
—by action, how dis- property shall be recoverable, one-half to the use of the person in-

forming and prosecuting for the same, and the other half to be paid
into the Treasury for the use of the Post-Office Department, unless

Fines, how disposed a different disposal is expressly prescribed. All fines collected
of. for violations of such laws shall be paid into the Treasury for the

use of the Post-Office Department. -

Note. WOTE.' — Penalties and forfeitures are imposed for violations of
statutes which, pre- certain postal laws which are not made crimes or misdemeanors.

scribe penalties, etc.. These penalties and forfeitures are recoverable in a civil action invViTore amount is to .-, -r-r . , ^ ^ j , , * T i » ii < > > mi j.*
be divided with in- the United States courts as provided in the statute. The entire
former. amount of all fines for the violation of criminal statutes is to be

paid into the Treasury for the use of the postal service as provided
in sec. 114.

For the statutes which provide penalties or forfeitures for their
violations —

See sec. 223, postal employees interested in contract or acting as
agent for contractor;

Sec. 228, setting up or professing to keep an office bearing the
sign, name, or title of post-office without authority from the
Postmaster-General ;

Sec. 275, postmaser acting as agent for a lottery;
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Sec. 406, neglect of postmasters to render accounts.
Sec, 484, fraudulent attempt to evade the payment of postage;
Sec. 11313, establishing private express for the conveyance of let-

ters or packets, or aiding or assisting therein;
Sec. 1139, carrying persons on stage coach, railway car, steam-

boat, vehicle, or vessel who are employed as private express for
conveyance of letters and packets;

Sec. 1140 sending letters by private express, or delivering them
for transmission thereby;

Sec. 1141, stage coach, railroad, car, steamboat, etc., carrying
letters or parcels otherwise than in the mail; penalty on owner
and driver, conductor, etc. ;

Sec. 1146, failure by master of vessel to deliver all letters at the
nearest post-office on arrival within any post or collection district
of the United States;

Sec. 1147, carrying letters or packets on board a mail vessel other-
wise than in the mail;

Sec. 1152, forfeiture of package seized on mail vessel with con-
cealed letter;

Sec. 1246, failure by master of steamboat passing between ports of
the United States to deliver to postmaster letters and packets
brought by him ;

Sec. 1623, delaying passage of mail at a ferry by ferryman' s neg
lect or refusal to transport it;

See Title Nine as to offenses against the postal service, etc.
Sec, 195. If anv informer or plaintiff on a penal statute, to Liability of informer

, , , , , - , ... , . , . , - , , in action on penalwhom the penalty or any part thereof, if recovered, is directed to statute.
accrue, discontinues his suit or prosecution, or is nonsuited therein,
or if upon trial judgment is rendered in favor of the defendant, the It. S. J 975.
court shall award to the defendant his costs, unless such informer or
plaintiff is an officer of the United States specially authorized to
commence such prosecution, and the court, at the trial in open
court, certifies upon the record that there was reasonable cause
for commencing the same; in which case no costs shall be adjudged
to the defendant.

2. If any informer on a penal statute, to whom the penalty or —for fees of officers on
any part thereof, if recovered, is directed to accrue, discontinues ^Rjsf^gf™*' except

his suit or prosecution, or is nonsuited therein, or if upon trial
judgment is rendered in favor of the defendant, such informer
shall be alone liable to the clerk, marshal, and attorney for the
fees of such prosecution, unless he is an officer of the United States
whose duty it is to commence such prosecution, and the court cer-
tifies that there was reasonable cause for commencing the same; in
which case the United States shall be responsible for such fees.

Sec. 196. Whenever money is voluntarily turned over Money voluntarily
•> •-' . paid for violation of

to a postmaster, by a person who lias rendered himself penai laws.
liable to a penalty or forfeiture for a violation of any
of the postal laws,' for which no suit has been brought,
such amount will be immediately deposited on account —how disposed of.
of "fines, penalties, and forfeitures" with the regular
depository post-office (see sees. 116, 363, and 492).

2. The amount which might be imposed as a fine for Amount of fine for
. - , , . ,, . , i , , , • e , ' -, 1 1 violation of criminal

a violation or a criminal statute, it tendered by a per- laws to be collected
i . i T . , -, . , , . f -, * , , , only through courts.son who is charged with a violation ot such a statute,

must not be accepted. Fines for such offenses can
only be imposed and collected through the courts.
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m£Z.promlSe °f SmlS" Sec. 197. Whenever a judgment is obtained for a debt or damages
R.S., § 295. t]_ue £]ie Post-Office Department, and it satisfactorily appears that

such judgment, or so much thereof as remains unpaid, can not be
collected by due process of law, the Auditor for the Post-Office

—Auditor may make, Department may, with the written consent of the Postmaster-
with consent o f Post- „ , . , . , , , . ,. „ ,.
master-General. General, compromise such judgment, and accept in satisfaction

sloii, etc., of Hues, „ , , . , . , . , , „ -, , ,
pemilties, forfeitures, alleged liability for any sum of money by way of damages or other-

liaMii" wise, under any provision of law in relation to the officers, em-
ployees, operations, or business of the postal service, the Postmas-
ter-General may prescribe such general rules and modes of pro-
ceeding as shall appear to be expedient, for the government of
the Auditor for the Post-Office Department, in ascertaining the
fact in each case in which the Auditor shall certify to him that
the interests of the Department probably require the exercise of
his powers over fines, penalties, forfeitures, and liabilities; and

Auditor may make upon the fact being ascertained, the .Auditor may, with the
with consent of Post- * , s _ , ' • •>• •> T,
master-General. written consent of the Postmaster-General, mitigate or remit such.

fine, penalty, or forfeiture, remove such disability, or compro-
mise, release, or discharge such claim for such sum of money and.
damages, and on such terms as the Auditor shall deem just and
expedient.

Deposit to be made 2, Before the Auditor will entertain any proposi-
before offer of com- . , ,
promise will be enter- fclOD OI Compromise it must DQ Submitted 111 Writing

and the amount thereof deposited with the Treasurer
of the United States, Assistant Treasurer, or national
bank designated as a United States depository, in
Special Account Kb. 5 of the Secretary of the Treas-
ury. If the offer is rejected the deposit will be re-
turned.

Discharge of im- Sec. 199. The Postmaster-General may discharge from imprison-
prisoned judgment . „ , . . . , , , , . . 7 ,
debtors. ment any person connned in jail on any judgment in a civil case,

R. s., § 410. ^ obtained in behalf of the Department, if it be made to appear that
may order. ~~'^'~'~ ' the defendant has no property of any description.
—no bar to subsequent 2. The release provided for by the preceding section shall not

"U.S., §411. bar a subsequent execution against the property of the defendant
on the same judgment.

CHAPTER 12.

LOST WARRANTS AHB DRAFTS.

I.—"WARRANTS,

Application for <ju- Sec. 200. Application for the issue of a duplicate war-
lk'isle warrant, -• •

rant, on the ground that the original is lost or de-
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stroyed, must be made to the Auditor for the Post-Office —to Auditor.
Department. Such application must be accompanied —affidavit to aceom-

• * • _ • * • L pany,
by the affidavit of the applicant showing the time,
place, and all the circumstances attending the loss or
destruction of the warrant, its number, date, and
amount, in whose favor it was issued, and, if assigned,
to 'whom and how, with any other material particulars
within the knowledge of the applicant. The Auditor
will thereupon furnish a blank bond of indemnity, with to^gdiv°efn!n<iemnity

instructions for its execution. Such, bond must be re-
turned to the Auditor duly executed, together with
a letter or certificate from the officer on whom the certificate of paying

officer,
warrant was drawn, showing that the original has not
been paid, and that payment of it will not thereafter
be made to the owner or any other person whomsoever.

See. 201. A duplicate warrant, when issued, shall Effect. of duplicate
1 ' ~ warrant,

have the same tenor, force, and effect as the original;
except that in case of an assigned warrant the dupli- ment'may be payable
cate may, on production of due authority in writing to assl&nee-
from the payee for its issue, be made payable to the
assignee.

II.'—DRAFTS AND COLLECTION DRAFTS.

Sec. 202. Application for a duplicate of a lost draft Application for du-
1.i . plicate draft.

will be made in the same manner as in case ot a lost
required.

Sec. 203. Application for the renewal of a lost col- H^e$
lection draft must be accompanied by the affidavit of ^*"jjayittoaccom_
the postmaster to whom it was sent to the effect that $£*'• wlmt to con'
he never received the same, or that payment has been
requested and refused, or that the draft has been for-
warded or returned by mail, and that neither the whole
nor any part of such draft has been paid to him nor
to any other person, so far as he knows or is able to
ascertain. Forms for this affidavit will be furnished
by the Auditor.

CHAPTER 13.

LOSSES OF POSTAL AND MONEY-ORDER FUNDS,
POSTAGE STAMPS, AND STAMPED PAPER.

Sec. 804. The Postmaster-General * * * is hereby author- Postmaster-General
ized to investigate all claims of postmasters for the loss of money- c"ed\°t,riZ for t0 certain
order funds, postal funds, postage stamps, stamped envelopes, losses. ^

. " , _. 1888, May v, en. 261',
newspaper wrappers, and postal cards, belonging to the united i supp., 585.
States in the hands of such postmasters, resulting from burglary,
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—not due to negli- fire, or other unavoidable casualty, and if he shall determine
gence of postmasters. , * , , - , - , -,, 1 , f ,, ,. ,, , ,

that such loss resulted from no fault or negligence on the part 01
such postmasters, to pay to such postmasters, or credit them with.
the amount so ascertained to have been lost or destroyed, and
also to credit postmasters with the amount of any remittance of
money-order funds or postal funds made by them in compliance
with the instructions of the Postmaster-General, which shall have
been lost or stolen while in transit by mail from the office of the
remitting postmaster to the office designated as his depository, or
after arrival at such depository office and before the postmaster at
such depository office has become responsible therefor: Provided,

to1^ reported t^Con0- That no claim exceeding the sum of ten thousand dollars shall
gress. be paid or credited until after the facts shall have been ascer-

1896, June 11, ch. 424. j. • ^ •, .-, -n , t ^ ^ i j. i A /-s2Supp.,628. tamed by the Postmaster-General and reported to Congress,
together with, his recommendation thereon, and an appropria-
tion made therefor: And provided further, * * * that no claim

Claims to be filed in for losses * * * shall be allowed unless presented within six
six months. ,, , ,, , . ,, , ,

months from the time the loss occurred.
Reports. 2. It is hereby made the duty of the Postmaster-General to

report his action herein to Congress annually, with his reasons
therefor in each particular case. (See sec. 94.)

Note. NOTE.—No claims whatever, except those presented within six
months from the date of the loss, can be considered by the
Postmaster-General. The omitted parts of the section refer to
claims that arose prior to, or were pending at the time of, the
passage of the act of May 9, 1888, The act of May 9, 1888, pro-
vided that claims exceeding §2,000 should be reported to Congress;
this was increased to $10,000 by act of June 11, 1896.

stamps, etc., dam- gee, 205. Where stamps or other stamped paper are
aged beyond recogm- A r i i

««*». so damaged by fire, or other unavoidable casualty, that
the amount can not be identified from the face thereof,

—claim for. claim for credit will be made under the provisions of
—to be first sent to the above section, but before filiner such claim the
Third Assistant Post- ;

master-General. damaged supplies must be sent to the Third Assistant
Postmaster-General, (Division of Redemption of
Stamped Paper) as provided in sec. 341, who will
determine whether or not the value thereof can be
identified, and notify the postmaster.

Blanks for and cor- gee. 208. Blanks for claims f or losses by burglary,
respondence concern- . - , - , • , MI i <• • t i
ing claims. fire, or other unavoidable casualty, will be furnished
-how obtained. fey the Asgigtant Attorney-General for the Post-Office

Department, to whom all claims and correspondence
concerning1 the same should be addressed.
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CHAPTER 14.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS B.ELATING TO THE
POST-OFFICE DEPAETICENT AND POSTAL SEEVICE.

!.•—OATH OF OFFICE.
Sec. 207. The oath to be taken by any person elected or appointed Oath of office,

to any office of honor or profit * * * in the civil * * *
service * * * shall be as prescribed, in section seventeen hun- m?Bj;;
dred and fifty-seven of the Eevised Statutes. § 2; i Supp., 428.

2. Before entering upon the duties, and before they shall receive -—special, as employed
T 0.1 T» L ' . /-i i - i n ^ •• . in postal service,any salary, the Postmaster-General, and all persons employed in R. g., § 391.

the postal service, shall respectively take and subscribe before g^874, Mar, o, ch.46; i
some magistrate or other competent officer authorized to admin-
ister oaths by the laws of the United States, or of any State or Ter-
ritory, the following oath or affirmation.

3. The oaths required to be taken under the preced—form of.
ing statutes by the Postmaster-General and all other
officers and employees of the Post-Office Department
and the postal service will be combined in the following-
form:

I (name of appointee), having been appointed (designate office
or employment), do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support
and defend the Constitution of the United States against all ene-
mies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance
to the same; that I take this obligation freely and without any
mental reservation or purpose of evasion; and that I will well and
faithfully discharge the duties of the office on which I am about'to j
enter. So help me God, I do further solemnly swear (or affirm).
that I will faithfully perform all the duties required, of me and
abstain from everything forbidden by the laws in relation to the
establishment of post-offices and post-roads within the United
States; and that I will honestly and truly account for and pay over
any money belonging to the said United States which may come
Into my possession or control; and I also further swear (or affirm)
that I will support the Constitution of the United States. So help
me God. i

Sworn to and subscribed before me, a •
A. D. 19—.

NOTE.—Mail contractors, subcontractors, carriers, mail messen- Note-
gers, and other persons concerned in the transportation of the
mails, except employees of railroads and steamboats, must take
the special oath prescribed by the act of March 5, 1874, which is
the latter part of the above oath, beginning "I do further sol-
emnly swear," etc. Taken separately this special oath begins "I,
A. B., do solemnly swear," etc. Contractors can not receive pay
until such oath is taken and filed in the Post-Office Department.
(See sees. 1284 and 1327.)

See sec. 1323 as to disposal of oaths of mail carriers filed in De-
partment.

309A--02> 7
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Whom&y adminis- 4. The oath of office required by * * * (act of May 13, 1884)
—general. .may be taken before any officer who is authorized either by the

K. S,, § 1(58. laws of the United States or by the local municipal law to admin-
ister oaths in the State, Territory, or District where such oath may
be administered.

5. In all cases in which, under the laws of the United States,
oaths or acknowledgments may now be taken or made before any
justice of the peace of any State or Territory, or in the District of
Columbia, they may hereafter be also taken or made by or before
any notary public duly appointed in any State, District, or Terri-
tory, or any of the commissioners of the circuit courts, and, when
certified under the hand and official seal of such notary or com-
missioner, shall have the same force and effect as if taken or made
by or before such justice of the peace.

Sec. 208. (The) oath (of office) or affirmation (required by the
if. sT§ 892. ^ act of March 5, 1874) may be taken before any officer civil or

1 Supp., 5?1' ' ' "' military holding a commission under the United States, and such
officer is hereby authorized to administer and certify such oath or
affirmation.

^ote- -, , _, NOTE.—The general oath of office prescribed by the act of MayGeneral and com- m inn* i » T • i • •• • nn>- -^ ii • i >feined oath. 1»> Ioo4, which is combined in sec. 20/ with the special oath
required by the act of March 5, 1874, may be taken as provided
in this section. The special oath is to be taken in practically the
same manner; so that the combined oath may be taken before
any of the officers named in this section. Postmasters, post-office
inspectors, United States judges and district attorneys, United
States commissioners, United States marshals, collectors of cus-
toms and internal revenue, and all other officers, civil or military,
holding commissions under the United States, may administer the
oath.

See sec. 392 as to jurat to postal accounts.

p^teltsGrSaf Si Sec- 20a Tlie CMef Clerks of the several Executive Depart-
minister oaths. ments and of the various bureaus and offices thereof in Washington,
820, § i, i Supp., 791. ' District of Columbia, are hereby authorized and directed, on appli-

cation and without compensation therefor, to administer oaths of
office to employees required to be taken on their appointment or
promotion.

Clerks who are nota- ' r n« r „ ^
ries public not to &ec. 4lU. ~' * * ING officer, clerk, or employee of any executive
terin^oath " s" department who is also a notary public or other ofiieer authorized

Aug. jL9^ch. to administer oaths, shall charge or receive any fee or compensa-
tion for administering oaths of office to employees of such depart-
ment required to be taken on appointment or promotion therein.

wheiTfcmaic employ- Sec. 211. "Whenever any female employed in the
eosraarrj. postal service, either as postmaster or clerk, marries

she must take the oath of office anew.
Failure to take oath. oftn 010 T^ t ^ - <•• • -\ 1,111
U.S., § 3832. kSQ- «—•»• Every person employed in the postal service shall be

—rot cyerant from subject to all penalties and forfeitures for violation of the laws
penalties, etc., by. relating to such service whether he has taken the oath of office

Holding two offices See. fiI3. No person who holds an office the salary or annual
forbidden. L , ' ,

ii. S., § 17G3. compensation attached to which amounts to the sum 01 two tiiou-
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sand five hundred dollars shall be appointed to or hold any other *8;>4> July 8i£h'174>
office to which compensation, is attached unless specially hereto-—exceptions. '
fore or hereafter authorized thereto by law.

See sees. 108 and 154 as to extra compensation for discharging
duties of different offices, etc.

See. 214. No person holding an office under the Post- an|fe
Office Department, except postmasters at offices of the »»*gto b|̂ llc

fourth class, will be permitted to accept or hold any pfgenerative orders
office, under any State, Territorial, or municipal gov- ig™ary 17 and 28>

eminent (including the offices of alderman, councilman,
etc.), whether elective or by appointment, even though
no compensation may attach thereto; and the accept-
ance or continued holding of such office will be treated
as a resignation of the appointment under the Govern-
ment.

2. The offices of justice of the peace, notary public, —except.
commissioner to take acknowledgment of deeds or to
administer oaths, commissions in the militia of the
States and Territories, positions (which are not re-
garded as offices) on boards of education, school com-
mittees, committees or boards of public libraries, reli-
gious or eleemosynary institutions incorporated or es-
tablished or sustained b_y State or municipal authority',
in local or municipal fire departments where no com-
pensation is received, may be accepted and held by
persons employed in the postal service, if it does not
interfere with the proper discharge of the duties of the
Government office.

3. • Postmasters at offices of the fourth class may fourth^iasseSxc°eptede

accept and hold State, Territorial, and municipalunless-
offices, provided it does not interfere with their duties
as postmaster.

L The Postmaster-General will in all cases be the to dSS^whetfer
sole judge as to whether the acceptance or holding of f^wUh dud,elmter"
any other office or position of any kind by any one in
the postal service will interfere with the proper dis-
charge of his duties.

5. Employment as mail carrier, mail messenger, day memsfnot "offices0'^"
laborer, mechanic., or other similar employment is not
regarded as an "office."

Sec. 215. * * * All postmasters and persons employed in th e
transportation of the mail (and) ail ferrymen employed at any pioyees exempt from

1 \ j j t J J militia duty.
ferry 011 post roads * " * shall be exempted from militia duty. K. s., § 1629.
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-not exempt from 2. Postmasters and oilier employees of the postal
jury o r road duty, etc. . » , , • • ,

service are not exempt by reason 01 their employment
from jury or road duty, or any other obligation what-
ever as citizens arising under the laws of any State or
municipality.

lo *esrSnotaBto Ci"e ^6C> ^®' ^° Person ^n tne executive civil service shall use his
position for political official authority or official influence for the purpose of interfering
P!Civii-service Rules, with an election or controlling the result thereof.
Rule 2, "§2.

2. Officers and employees of the Post-Office Depart-
meiit and postal service are not precluded from exer-
cising their political privileges, but must not use their
official positions to control elections or political move-
ments.

forMfUicifto See- 217- No Senator, or Representative, or Territorial Delegate
solicit or receive con- Of tjie Congress, or Senator, Representative, or Delegate elect, ortribntlons from other a t . . .
officers or emjiloyecs. any officer or employee of either of said houses, and no executive,
§ lifl'Supp., 895. ' ' judicial, military, or naval officer of the United States, arid no

clerk or employee of any department, branch, or bureau of the
executive, judicial, or military or naval service of the United
States, shall, directly or indirectly, solicit or receive, or be in any
manner concerned in soliciting or receiving, any assessment, sub-
scription, or contribution for any political purpose whatever, from
any officer, clerk, or employee of the United States, or any de-
partment, branch, or bureau thereof, or from any person receiv-
ing any salary or compensation from moneys derived from the
Treasury of the United States.

See sec. 221.
Political centrum- g, n- jq ^T i -n • i, -u- • -i •tlons not to be solicited w®C. x51o. Wo person shall, in any room or building occupied in

C'°7 ^ie Discharge of official duties by any officer or employee of the
§ 12. l Supp.,396. United States mentioned in this act, or in any navy-yard, fort, or

arsenal, solicit in any manner whatever, or receive any con-
tribution of money or any other thing of value for any political
purpose whatever.

See sec. 221.
Immunity from offl- o--> 010 -»T «* ^ * j.i_ TT -j. i rn . j - ^cial compulsion to &8C, <sl». iNo otliceror employee of the united Stares mentioned

colltri" in this act shall discharge, or promote, or degrade, or in any
1883, Jan. 16, ch. 27, manner change the official rank or compensation of any other

§13, 1 Supp.,396. °, . ,, " , . .
officer or employee, or promise or threaten so to do, for giving
or withholding or neglecting to make any contribution of money
or other valuable thing for any political purpose.

See sec. 221.
Political contrifcu- gec. 22Q. No officer, clerk, or other person in the service of the

tions to officers or em-
ployees forbidden. United States shall, directly or indirectly, give or hand over to

?̂11' 27' any other officer, clerk, or person in the service of the United
States, or to any Senator or Member of the House of Representa-
tives, or Territorial Delegate, any money or other valuable thing
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on account of or to be applied to the promotion of any political
object whatever.

See sec. 221.

Sec. 231. Any person who shall be guilty of violating any pro- ti^of^our
vision of the four foregoing sections shall be deemed guilty of a sections.

• i i i, 11 - i - . i l t i, • T, i i, 1883, Jan. 16, eh. 27,misdemeanor, and shall, on conviction thereof, be punished by a § -\§t i supp.,396.
fine not exceeding five thousand dollars, or by imprisonment for
a term not exceeding three years, or by such fine and imprison-
ment both, in the discretion of the court.

See sec. 1562 to 1567 as to prosecutions for offenses.

V.—GIFTS TO SUPERIORS.

Sec. 222, No officer, clerk, or employee in the United States Gifts to superiors.
• i t » . " R ^ S 175v1

Government employ shall at any time solicit contributions from —superiors not to re-
other officers, clerks, or employees in the Government service for ceive.

... ' ' . " . . , ... . —subordinates not to
a gift or present to those in a superior official position; nor shall make.
any such officials or clerical superiors receive any gift or present
offered or presented to them as a contribution from persons in
Government employ receiving a less salary than themselves; nor
shall any officer or clerk make any donation as a gift or present
to any official superior. Every person who violates this section
shall be summarily discharged from the Government employ.

YI.—CONNECTION or EMPLOYEES WITH CONTRACTS.

Sec. 223. No person employed in the Post-Office Department ^^P^es of Post-1
1 L J x Oflico Department not

shall become interested in any contract for carrying the mail, or act to bo interested hi con-
as agent, with or without compensation, for any contractor or person R. g* § 412 "*'"
offering to become a contractor, in any business before the Depart- —not to act as agents.
ment; and any person so offending shall be immediately dismissed Pena *y-
from office, and shall be liable to pay so much money as would
have been realized from said contract, to be recovered in aii-action
of debt, for the use of the Post-Office Department.

See sec. 194 as to recovery of penalties; sec. 1161 as to postmas-
ters being interested in mail contracts; sec. 1597 as to penalty for
officers being interested in contracts, etc.

VII.—PAYMENT OF FEES TO- EMPLOYEES OP POSTAL
SERVICE.

Bee. 224. No person employed in the postal service shall receive Employees forbidden
P . . . . ,. ,-, -, , . , i ,. , to receive fees fromany fees or perquisites on account of the duties to be performed paMic.

by virtue of his appointment. I i iS-> i3858-
NOTE.—This section is somewhat ambiguous, but it is evidently Note.

intended to prohibit persons employed in the postal service from
accepting fees or perquisites from the public for the performance
of duties required of them by virtue of their appointment, except
for the execution of pension vouchers by postmasters at offices of
the fourth class as provided in sec. 281.

VIII.—INVESTIGATION OP FRAUDS OH THE GOVERN-
MENT, IRREGULARITIES, AND MISCONDUCT.

See. S25, Any officer or clerk of any of the departments lawfully Oaths to witnesses
, , . , , , . ;. , , , ;, , , , i 4.1 /-, la investigations,
detailed to investigate frauds on, or attempts to defraud, the Gov- K. s., § 183
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l90i,^Mar. 2, ch. 809, eminent, or any irregularity or misconduct of any officer or agent
—'officers and 'clerics of the United States, * * * shall have authority to administer
may administer.

NOTE. — -The part omitted, indicated by stars, refers to investiga-
tions by army officers.

See sec. 181 as to suits to recover fraudulent payments.

CHAPTEB 15.

GOVERNMENT TELEGRAMS.

ie.iit telegrams over Sec. 226. Telegrams between the several departments of the
certalH Government and their officers and agents, in their transmission over

K. s., § 5266. the lines of any telegraph company to which has been given the
See 1892, July 5, ch. . - , , , ±. -, ° , , . " , , , , v ,

147, 27, St. L., 82. right of way, timber, or station lands rroin the public domain,
Postmaster -General Q^H liaye priority over all other business, at such rates as the

Postmaster-General shall annually fix. And no part of any appro-
priation for the several departments of the Government shall be
paid to any company which neglects or refuses to transmit such
telegrams in accordance with the provisions of this section.

NOTE. — The rates for official telegrams may be obtained from
the annual orders of the Postmaster-General issued in accordance
with law.

lu?i>rMllges "tTftio Sec<- S27- Before any telegraph company shall exercise any of
acceptances with Post- the powers or privileges conferred by law, such company shall
:;^rtvp\p.y.,-^;/^0"-;:J; -

ll. S., § 5268. ' file their written acceptance with the Postmaster-General of the
restrictions and obligations required by law.

2. The Chief Clerk of the Post-Office Department
will file, with the date of filing indorsed thereon, and
preserve in the office of the Postmaster-General all
acceptances by telegraph companies.

3, A list of the companies which have filed accept-
ances "of the restrictions and obligations required by
law," and are bound to transmit official telegrams at
the rates prescribed by the Postmaster-General, will
be published in circular form, accompanying the annual
order of the Postmaster-General fixing the rates. The
Chief Clerk will furnish copies of this circular on
application.

NOTE. — For the privileges granted to telegraph companies accept-
ing " the restrictions and obligations required by law" seeE. S., §§
5263, 5264, 5265; as to penalty for failing to transmit official tele-
grams, E. S., § 5269; and as to use of lines for military a,nd postal
purposes, R. S., § 5267. See act of August 7, 1888, ch. 772, 1 Supp.
B. S,, 602, which requires all railroad and telegraph companies
which have been aided by the United States to construct and
operate telegraph lines.
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POST-OFFICES AND POSTMASTERS.

CHAPTER 1.

ESTABLISHMENT OP POST-OFFICES AND APPOINT-
MENT OF POSTMASTERS.

Sec. 328. The Postmaster-General shall establish post-offices at Post-offices.
all such places on post roads established by law as he may deem —Postmaster -General
expedient, and he shall promptly certify such establishment to to est

the Auditor for the Post-Office Department, and every person who. —penalty for setting
1 ' - L ' up without authority.

without authority from the Postmaster-General, sets up or pro-
fesses to keep any office or place of business bearing the sign,
name, or title of post-office, shall, for every such offense, be liable
to a penalty of not more than five hundred dollars.

win- Snmmer &M winter
resort post-offices.

ter resorts" shall be continued as offices, although no — to. be continued
. during year.

mail is received or dispatched during certain seasons.
2. The post-office property at a "summer resort " —property at, how

•*• A carea for,
or "" ' ' ..... " ' '" " ..... '
postmaster, or turned over for safe-keeping to the
nearest post-office; and at the close of each quarter
the postmaster must report "No business done "on the
regular postal-account blank, and forward the same to
the Auditor for the Post-Office Department, as directed
in sec. 392.

time of closing
postmaster at a "winter resort5' or "summer resort"
post-office must notify the Second Assistant Post-
master-General that the office is to be closed for the
season at a certain date, that necessary changes may
be made in the mail service, and also advise the Fourth
Assistant Postmaster-Genera,!, giving his post-office
address for the remainder of the year.

4, Twenty days prior to the proposed reopening of |̂n<i time of open-
a "summer resort" or "winter resort" post-office, the

103
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postmaster will notify the Second Assistant Postmaster-
General, that arrangements may be made for supplying
the office with mail, and also advise the Fourth Assist-
ant Postmaster-General.

Branch post-offices. See, 230, The Postmaster-General, when the public conven-
it. b., § oo/JL A

—may be established, ience requires it, may establish within any post-office delivery one
or more branch offices (stations or substations) for the receipt and
delivery of mail matter and the sale of stamps and envelopes; and
he shall prescribe the rules and regulations for the government
thereof. But no letter shall be seat for delivery to any branch
office contrary to the request of the party to whom it is addressed.

—limitations upon es- 2. No station, substation, or branch post-office shall be estab-
tablishment of. v -u i i j l-i A T M v j • t •*.

1896, June 9, ch. 386, hshed beyond the corporate limits or boundaries of any city or
2Supp., 510. town in which the principal office to which such station, substa-

tion, or branch office is attached is located, except in cases of vil-
lages, towns, or cities of fifteen hundred or more inhabitants not
distant more than five miles, as near as may be, from the outer
boundary or limits of such city or town in which the principal
office is located. * * *

Note. NOTE.—The second paragraph is an amendment of the original
act.

Designat ion , Of ««,,-, OOI "R^O'-i^Vi i-wM-f n-ffln^ri oKnll Kn Vi-^v^n oo " ofobranch ofiices. »6U. lol. JDltlllCll pOSL-OIHCeS Snail D6 K11OWI1 aS SCa-

tions" or "substations."
statlons- 2. Stations of post-offices will be designated hy let-

ters or local names, and shall receive, deliver, and dis-
patch mail, transact money-order and registry business,

substations. anc[ se]| pOSta] supplies; substations will be designated
by numbers, and shall transact money-order and reg-
istry business, but no mail matter shall be delivered
therefrom. Stations and substations are part of the
post-office with which they are connected, and will be
governed by the postal laws and regulations and by

attached. sistent therewith,
change of name of gse. 2-82. Names of post-offices shall only be changed

post-office. A j t>
by order of the Postmaster-General.

o£fflnc^™Ce °f Sec' 23S' The Postmaster-General may discontinue any post-
office where the safety and security of the postal service and rev-
enues are endangered from any cause whatever, or where the
efficiency of the service requires such discontinuance, and he shall

o promptly certify such discontinuance to the Auditor for the Post-
Office Department.

—at county seats for- 2. No post-office established at any county seat shall be abolished
bidden for purposes of - , • ' , . i , c TJ /• f 4- *r ^
consolidation. or discontinued by reason of any consolidation of post-orhces made

; b3r the Postmaster-General under existing law * * * : Pro-
vided, however, That this provision shall not apply to the city of
Cambridge, Massachusetts, or to Towson, Maryland.
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II,—APPOINTMENT AND QUALIFICATION OF POST-
MASTERS,

Sac. 234, Postmasters of the first, second, and third classes shall
be appointed and may be removed by the President, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate, and shall hold their offices
for four years unless sooner removed or suspended according to
law; and postmasters of the fourth class shall be appointed and _of fourtll class

may be removed by the Postmaster-General, by whom all ap-
pointments and removals shall be notified to the Auditor for the
Post-Office Department.

See. 235. A postmaster is required to execute a valid Eligibility tor ap-
bond and to subscribe to the oath of office. (See sees, master.
207 and 238.)

2. Minors and aliens are not eligible for appoint- Minors and aliens
" L 1 not eligible, except.

meat to the office of postmaster, but aliens who have
duly declared their intention to become citizens of the
United States may, however, be appointed.

3. A woman over eighteen years of age but under . women over is—ei-
to J " igible, when.

twenty-one may be appointed as postmaster in a State
where women are declared by statute of full age for
all purposes at eighteen.

4-. A married woman of full age may be appointed as mj^rr^f s jointed1

postmaster. (See sec. 238.) wl1^-
5. No person concerned in a contract for carrying ij^ri-ln °iaanrinot

the mails, either as contractor, subcontractor, or surety, eligible.
or any member of his immediate family, will be ap-
pointed postmaster. (See sees. 223 and 1161.)

6, No person engaged in the prosecution of claims ci^ms°notPeiigibieins

against the Government will be appointed postmaster.
See sec. 214, as to postmasters holding State or municipal offices

except in certain cases; sec. 213, as to holding more than one
office under the United States.

Sec. 288. Whenever a person is appointed postmaster No«ee 0? appoint-
1 * L s- uieiit.

notice thereof will be sent to him by the Fourth —now given.
Assistant Postmaster-General.

See sec. 239 as to oath and bond of postmaster.
Sec. 237. Every postmaster shall reside within the delivery of .Postmasters to re-

" x " side within delivery of
the office to which he is appointed. office.

"P Q g ,̂S^1

2. The delivery of a post-office is not affected by State —delivery not af-
J J- . , . . fected by State lines.

boundaries, and a postmaster may reside outside the
State where his office is located if he is within the de-
livery thereof.

III.—BONDS AND COMMISSIONS OF POSTMASTERS.

Sec. 288. Every postmaster, before entering upon the duties of KOH&& of postmas.
his office, shall give bond, with good and approved security, and J E.'s., §3834.
in such penalty as the Postmaster-General shall deem sufficient,
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conditioned for the faithful discharge of all duties and trusts im-
posed on him either by law or the rules and regulations of the
Department; and where an office is designated as a money-order
office, the bond of the postmaster shall contain an additional con-
dition for the faithful performance of all duties and obligations in

—at m o n e y - o r d e r connection, with the money-order business. On the death, regie-
nf';^ j'*cc 'v
..... """"" nation, or removal of a postmaster, his bond shall be delivered to

Bonds of married the Auditor for the Post- Office Department. The bond of any
married woman who may be appointed postmaster shall be bind-
ing upon her and her sureties, and she shall be liable for miscon-
duct in office as if she were sole.

NOTE. — The salaries allowed to postmasters are full compensa-
tion for the risks and liabilities incurred under their bonds as well
as for personal services. (Sec. 260.) See sec. 313 as to liability of
postmasters notwithstanding bonds are taken from clerks; sec. 966,
as to bond, where office is designated as a "money-order office."

m' to every person appointed postmaster at the same time
that he is notified of the appointment. (See sec. 235.)

path. ,.._. 2. The oath must be filled out and subscribed to as
—lio\ subscribed to.

provided in sections 207 and 208.
seaL 3. Where the oath is taken before an officer who

does not use a seal, except an officer of the United
States, his official character must be authenticated hy
the certificate of the clerk of a court of record.

—howdfliieci out and ^- The bond must be filled out, including the full
executed. christiaii names of all the parties, and executed by the

appointee and at least two sureties, the signatures to
be the same as in the body of the bond, and each
attested by a witness. The officer who administers
the oath of justification to the sureties as to their finan-
cial responsibility must certify to the sufficiency of
the bond,

oath and bond, to 5. After execution the oath and bond must be trans-
whorn sent.

nutted to the f ourth Assistant Postmaster-General.

.. . ,Examination
approval of bonds. fiiGS a bond and oath of office the same will be exam-

ined, and if in due form and the sureties on the bond
—by Fourth Assistant are sufficient such bond will be approved by the Fourth
postmaster-General. Assistant Postmaster-General, and the oath and bond

filed in his office. (See sec. 20.)
commiss!oisn of &3C. Ml. A commission will be issued to every person

—wheifissued. appointed postmaster upon the filing and acceptance of
—duties of office not his bond and oath of office. The duties of the office
r°ceiptaof.11Ined untl1 must not be assumed until a commission is received.

Former postmaster 2. After a postmaster has been commissioned the old
r tokes™argeUC" postmaster will continue to be recognized as such and

his requisitions will be honored until his successor has
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actually taken possession of the office. But in every togo^To report14"
case the postmaster holding over should notify the
Third and Fourth Assistant Postmasters-General of
the fact that he lias not been relieved, with the reasons
therefor.

Sec. 242, The commissions of all postmasters appointed by the issue or comims-
\ , A 0 t u n slons of postmasters.

President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, shall 1874 Mar ]8 o]l w

be made out and recorded in the Post-Office Department, and shall 1 Supp., 5.
. , 1 j. • ' i T j-i, —appointed by Tresi-be under the seal of said Department, and countersigned by the dent.

Postmaster-General, any laws to the contrary notwithstanding:
Provided, That, the said seal shall not be affixed to any such com-
mission until after the same shall have been signed by the Presi-
dent of the United States.

2. The commissions of all postmasters of the fourth —appointed by post-
1 master-General.

class shall be signed by the Postmaster-General, and
shall be under the seal of the Post-Office Department.

Sec. 243. Whenever any of the sureties of a postmaster notify the Release of suroties
, , , , . , . , , -, i * ,, . . Mid "renewal of post-Postmaster-General of their desire to be released from their surety- masters' bonds.

ship, or when the Postmaster-General deems a new bond necessary,
he shall require the postmaster to execute such new bond, with
security. When accepted by the Postmaster-General, the new Sureties released
bond shall be as valid as the bond given upon the original appoint- newlbonds.Pt'anCe °f

merit of such postmaster, and the sureties in the prior bond shall
be released from responsibility for all acts or defaults of the post-
master which may be done or committed subsequent to the last-
day of the quarter in which such new bond shall be executed and
accepted.

2. Applications of sureties for release should be ad-
dressed to the Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General.

Sec, 244. New bonds will be required from postmas- N<p bonds by post-
- *- masters.

necessary by the Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General:
a. Upon the death, insolvency, or other disability of

one or more of the sureties on the postmaster's bond.
Postmasters will promptly report to the Department
the occurrence of any such event, and failure to do so
will be deemed sufficient cause for removal.

I). Whenever any postmaster shall have remained in
office for four years from the date of taking effect of
his last official bond. The Fourth Assistant Postmaster-
General will notify postmasters when renewal is re-
quired under this clause. (See sec. 87.)

c. When the name of a post-office is changed. ^g Sgelp°st"
d. When a single woman who is postmaster is reap- ~^™sins!ewoman

pointed upon her marriage. (See sec. 211.)
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IV, — ACTING POSTMASTER DUEING- VACANCY IN
OFFICE OF POSTMASTEK.

Tac-ancics in post- Sec, 245. Whenever the office of any postmaster "becomes
filled. ° ° promp y vacant, the Postmaster-General or the President shall supply such

q" SYsGr8Mn ? i vacancy without delay, and the Postmaster-General shall promptly
177, § 5, 2 Supp., 419. notify the Auditor for the Post-Office Department of the change;

Auditor to be ad- •, , , -, , . , . , ,, , ., , -,vised of change. aiM* every postmaster and his sureties shall be. responsible under
Liability of sureties, their bond for the safe-keeping of the public property of the post-

office, and the due performance of the duties thereof, until the
expiration of the commission, or until a successor has been duly

—to continue till va- appointed and qualified, and has taken possession of the office;
cancy is filled, etc. j.n > • i .1 • ^ ^ t • . -i • i •except that in cases where there is a delay ot sixty days in supplying
—may _ be terminated a vacancy, the sureties may terminate their responsibility by giving
" "^ '' "" notice, in writing, to the Postmaster-General, such termination to

take effect ten days after sufficient time shall have elapsed to receive
a reply from the Postmaster-General ; and the Postmaster-General
may, when the exigencies of the service require, place such office

inspector may be in charge of a special agent (post-office inspector) until the vacancy
p u l q u e a rg . can be regularly filled; and when such special agent shall have

taken charge of such post-office, the liability of the sureties of the
postmaster shall cease. (See sec. 87.)

su re t i e s to t ake Sec. 24:6. Whenever the office of any postmaster
charge of ofilce where
racancy. becomes vacant by death, resignation, or removal tne

sureties will immediately take charge of the office
until a successor is appointed and qualifies, unless the
Postmaster-General shall place such office in charge of
a post-office inspector, as provided in section 247.

Acting postmaster 2, The sureties, or a majority of them, will desig-
to be designated. . ' -, J ' *7

nate one of their number, or some other person, as
acting postmaster, who before entering upon the dis-

— to take oath. charge of his duties vvill take the oath of office as
provided in sections 207 and 208.

oath and designa- 3 The designation of the sureties and the oath will
tion of sureties to be &

sent to Department. \ forwarded to the Fourth Assistant Postmaster-Gen
eral; and upon the approval of such designation by the
Postmaster-General the acting postmaster will be rec-

— if disapproved an- ognized. Should the designation be disapproved,other designation to to o Jri >
be macle- another acting postmaster must be immediately placed

in charge by the sureties, and his designation certified
to the Postmaster-General as in the first instance.

Abandonment treat- /j.. Where a Dostmastor voluntarily abandons his office
ed as resignation. *• J

such action will be regarded as a resignation of the
office.

See sec. 261 as to compensation of acting postmasters.

or? may be6 piS "in Sec- 24"/- Wherever a vacancy exists in the office of
charge «f post-omces. postmaster and there has been a delay 'of sixty days in

filling the same, and the sureties notify the Postmaster-
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General of their desire to be released from liability, a "Yetfes. °n requcst °f

post-office inspector will be detailed to take charge of
such post-office, as provided in section 245, until a reg-
ular postmaster is appointed and qualifies,

2. Whenever deemed necessary by the Postmaster-
General, a post-office inspector will be detailed as soon
as a vacancy occurs at any office to take charge thereof,
as provided in section 245.

NOTE.—Where a post-office inspector is in charge of a post-office
he is liable upon, his bond for the due discharge of the duties of
the office. See sec. 42.

Sec. 248. Where, upon the death, resignation, or re- ,„,!&£ ot actlng

moval of a postmaster, an acting postmaster is desig-
nated by the sureties upon the bond of such postmaster,
and takes charge of the post-office, he will sign all
papers, returns, accounts, requisitions, money orders,
etc., as "acting postmaster." -formof.

2, The accounts up to and including the day of the aotiJCgUJ?s1tnitaster
death or retirement of the postmaster will, however, takes charge.
unless they have been rendered by the assistant post-
master, be signed by the acting postmaster thus: ' 'A. B.,
acting postmaster for sureties of • , postmaster,
deceased" (or removed, resigned, as the case may be).

3. The requisitions of an acting postmaster will not. Requisitions of act
0 f ing postmaster not to

be honored until his designation is approved by tne *>« honored tin desig-
0 •*- l "J nation approved.

Postmaster-General.
•4. A post-office inspector who is temporarily in charge . Post-office inspector

sign all papers, returns, accounts, requisitions, money
orders, etc.: "A. B., post-office inspector in charge of
the post-office at — ."

Y.—PERFORMANCE OF DUTIES OF OFFICE DURING
ABSENCE OF POSTMASTER.

to manage office unless
manage the business of a post-office during the absence oth?renceie
of the postmaster, unless at money-order offices some na,te<i.
other clerk is designated for this purpose, as provided
in the following section. At money-order offices a
designation as provided in succeeding sections must
be made, even though the assistant postmaster is the
person designated.

See sees. 283 to 285, assistant postmasters and their duties; sec. 626
as to conduct of business of post-office where contageous disease
in postmaster's family.

See. 250. In case of the sickness or unavoidable absence from t i e^dur^g'
Ms office of the postmaster of any money-order post-office, he may, postmaster.
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with the approval of the Postmaster-General, authorize the chief
R. S., § 4031. clerk, or some other clerk employed therein, to act in his place, and

flees •monejr"order of" to discharge all the duties required by law of such postmaster; and
the official bond given by the principal of the office shall be held
to cover and apply to the acts of the person appointed to act in his
place in such cases; and such acting officer shall, for the time being,

Liability of postmas- be subject to all the liabilities and penalties prescribed by law for
the official misconduct in like cases of the postmaster for whom he
shall act.

Designation of cicrk gee. 851. The postmaster at every money-order
at money-order offices J j • •
to perform duties dur- post-office shall designate the assistant postmaster or any
ing absence of post- r s> i j
master, " clerk therein, subject to the approval of the Postmaster-

General, to perform the duties of the office during his
—how made. sickness or unavoidable absence. Such designation

must be made in duplicate on form 6834-, and forwarded
to the First Assistant Postmaster-General.

See sec. 154 as to provisions forbidding additional compensation;
sec. 626 as to conduct of business of post-office where contagious
disease in postmaster's family.

cicrt designated to Sec. 252. Whenever at any money-order office, a
perform duties of of- . ., , ' , " . .
flee. clerk, who is not assistant postmaster, is authorized,

with the approval of Postmaster-General, to take charge
of the office during the sickness or absence of the post-

—to take charge dur-master, as provided in section 251, such clerk shall,
ing absence of post- , '' -f , -, /" 't i >• '
master. whenever the postmaster is absent, assume the duties

of the post-office, and the assistant postmaster, and all
—instructions to be clerks and employees therein, will observe his instruc-
Obeyed. *• x] 4.1 f J ltions the same as those of the postmaster.

signing of papers, Sec. §58. Wherever an assistant postmaster is in
requisitions, etc., . -'
while assistant post- charge of the post-onice during the temporary absence
master or cleric is Is . , . «, . '
charge of office. or sickness of the posFiiiaster, he will sign ail papers,
—during absence of . . . . ,, , ''
postmaster. returns, accounts, requisitions, etc.: A. B., postmaster,
—upon death, or sus- by C. D., assistant postmaster. Where the postmaster
pension of postmaster. " ' . 7 , , '

cues or resigns, or is removed, the assistant postmaster
during such time as he conducts the business of the
office, before the designation of an acting postmaster,
will sign all papers, etc.: A, B., postmaster, deceased
(resigned, suspended, etc., as the case may be), by C,
I)., assistant postmaster.

2. V/liere a clerk, other than the assistant postmaster,
performs the duties of the office during the temporary
absence or sickness of the postmaster, under the pro-
visions of sec. —, he will sign all papers, returns,
accounts, requisitions, etc,: A. £>„, postmaster, by
E. F., clerk.
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3. All money orders will be signed by assistant post~ sî
masters or clerks while in charge of the post-office
in the usual waj^ with the name of the postmaster,
whether he is temporarily absent, deceased, or has been
removed, etc., as provided in section 996.

See sec. 248 as to signature of money orders by acting postmasters
and post-office inspectors in charge of offices; sees. 392 to 408 as
to rendering accounts.

CHAPTER 2.

CLASSIFICATION AND COMPENSATION OF POST-
MASTERS.

I.'—CLASSIFICATION or POSTMASTERS.

Sec. 254. Postmasters shall be divided into four classes, as C l a s s i f i c a t i o n of
postmasters.

follows: 1876, July 12, eh. 179,
The first class shall embrace all those whose annual salaries are «',.«£ ,vS?a'

••"—JJ.A B v ViclibSS.

three thousand dollars or more than three thousand dollars;
The second class shall embrace all those whose annual salaries —second class,

are less than three thousand dollars, but not less than two thou-
sand dollars;

The third class shall embrace all those whose annual salaries ~third class-
are less than two thousand dollars, but not less than one thousand
dollars;

The fourth class shall embrace all postmasters whose annual —fourth class.
compensation, exclusive of their commissions on the money-order
business of their offices, amounts to less than one thousand
dollars.

II.—COMPENSATION OF POSTMASTERS.

Sec. 255. The respective compensation of postmasters of the tef*1^1^^?0^11^
first, second, and third classes shall be annual salaries, assigned in first, second, and third
even hundreds of dollars, and payable in quarterly, payments, to c 'iUf'Msr. 3 eh. 142
be ascertained and, fixed, by the Postmaster-General from their 1 !HplV41J- 5. OOM

J See E. &., §§ 3852-
respective quarterly returns to the Auditor for the Post-Office 3856.
Department, or copies or duplicates thereof, to be forwarded to the ~~"'jTt il*~G •
First Assistant Postmaster-General, for four quarters immediately
preceding the adjustment, at the following rates, namely:

Gross receipts, forty thousand dollars, and not exceeding forty- —first class.
five thousand dollars, salary, three thousand dollars.

Gross receipts, forty-five thousand dollars, and not exceeding
sixty thousand dollars, salary, three thousand one hundred dollars.

Gross receipts, sixty thousand dollars, and not exceeding eighty
thousand dollars, salary, three thousand two hundred dollars.

Gross receipts, eighty thousand dollars, and not exceeding one
hundred and ten thousand dollars, salary, three thousand three
hundred dollars.
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Gross receipts, one hundred and ten thousand dollars, and not
exceeding one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, salary, three
thousand four hundred dollars.

Gross receipts, one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, and not
exceeding two hundred thousand dollars, salary, three thousand
five hundred dollars.

Gross receipts, two hundred thousand dollars, and not exceed-
ing two hundred and sixty thousand dollars, salary, three thou-
sand six hundred dollars.

Gross receipts, two hundred and sixty thousand dollars, and not
exceeding three hundred and thirty thousand dollars, salary, three
thousand seven hundred dollars.

Gross receipts, three hundred and thirty thousand dollars, and
not exceeding four hundred thousand dollars, salary, three thou-
sand eight hundred dollars.

Gross receipts, four hundred thousand dollars, and not exceed-
ing four hundred and fifty thousand dollars, salary, three thousand
nine hundred dollars.

Gross receipts, four hundred and fifty thousand dollars, and not
exceeding five hundred thousand dollars, salary, four thousand
dollar g.

Gross receipts, five hundred thousand dollars, and not exceed-
ing six hundred thousand dollars, salary, five thousand dollars.

Gross receipts, six hundred thousand dollars and upwards, sal-
ary, six thousand dollars.

Salary at New York. The salary of the postmaster at the city of New York, New
1875, Mar. 3, ch. 128. Ar , „ „ „ / , ,, , N . , . ,, , , ,,1 Supp 70. York " "* " (shall be) eight thousand dollars per annum.
See 1883, Mar. 3, ch,

142, §4, 1 Supp., 420.

Gross receipts, eight thousand dollars, and not exceeding nine
thousand dollars, salary, two thousand dollars.

Gross receipts, nine thousand dollars, and not exceeding ten
thousand dollars, salary, two thousand one hundred dollars.

Gross receipts, ten thousand dollars, and not exceeding eleven
thousand dollars, salary, two thousand two hundred dollars.

Gross receipts, eleven thousand dollars, and not exceeding thir-
teen thousand dollars, salary, two thousand three hundred dollars.

Gross receipts, thirteen thousand dollars, and not exceeding six-
teen thousand dollars, salary, two thousand four hundred dollars.

Gross receipts, sixteen thousand dollars, and not exceeding
twenty thousand dollars, salary, two thousand five hundred dollars.

Gross receipts, twenty thousand dollars, =and not exceeding
twenty-four thousand dollars, salary, two thousand six hundred
dollars.

Gross receipts, twenty-four thousand dollars, and not exceeding
thirty thousand dollars, salary, two thousand seven hundred
dollars.

Gross receipts, thirty thousand dollars, and not exceeding
thirty-five thousand dollars, salary, two thousand eight hundred
dollars.

Gross receipts, thirty-five thousand dollars, and not exceeding
forty thousand dollars, salary, two thousand nine hundred dollars.
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THIRD CLASS.

Gross receipts, one thousand nine hundred dollars, and not Third class,
exceeding two thousand one hundred dollars, salary, one thou-
sand dollars.

Gross receipts, two thousand one hundred dollars, and not
exceeding two thousand four hundred dollars, salary, one thou-
sand one hundred dollars.

Gross receipts, two thousand four hundred dollars, and not
exceeding two thousand seven hundred dollars, salary, one
thousand two hundred dollars.

Gross receipts, two thousand seven hundred dollars, and not
exceeding three thousand dollars, salary, one thousand three
hundred dollars.

Gross receipts, three thousand dollars, and not exceeding three
thousand five hundred dollars, salary, one thousand four hundred
dollars.

Gross receipts, three thousand five hundred dollars, and not
exceeding four thousand two hundred dollars, salary, one thou-
sand five hundred dollars.

Gross receipts, four thousand two hundred dollar*, and not
exceeding five thousand dollars, salary, one thousand six hundred
dollars.

Gross receipts, five thousand dollars, and not exceeding six
thousand dollars, salary, one thousand seven hundred dollars.

Gross receipts, six thousand dollars, and not exceeding seven
thousand dollars, salary, one thousand eight hundred dollars.

Gross receipts, seven thousand dollars, and not exceeding eight
thousand dollars, salary, one thousand nine hundred dollars.

NOTE.—Postmasters at first and second class offices are not ^ote-
allowed commissions on the money-order business; but see sec. 967 missions."0 C°m*
as to such commissions allowed to postmasters at offices of the
third class. Money-order fees are not included as a part of the
gross receipts in adjusting salaries under this act. The gross
receipts on which the postmaster's salary is based are the legiti-
mate, normal receipts of the office, and any abnormal or illegal
increase in the receipts, whether caused by the postmaster or per-
sons interested, will be disallowed in the adjustment of the salary
of the postmaster. (See sec. 163.) See sees. 765, 782, and 783 as
to compensation for special-delivery business at other than free- special - d e l i v e r s
delivery offices. business. *"' *

See. 256, The Postmaster-General shall make all orders rela- Readjustment of sal-
tive to the salaries of postmasters; * * * and the Auditor for «ĵ s «jCp0^ma*jfdthird
the Post-Office Department shall be notified of any and all changes classes.
t i • 1883, Mar. 3, ch. 142.

of salaries. § 3; l SuPP.,4i9.
2. The salaries of postmasters of the first, second and third _When to be made,

classes shall be readjusted by the Postmaster-General, * * * I b-> § 4.
to take effect * * * at the beginning of each fiscal year.

3. Readjustments will be made annually to take effect -period of.
at the beginning of the ensuing fiscal year (July 1)—to take effect juiyt
upon the basis of returns for the four quarters ending
March 31 preceding such adjustment.

4. Where the receipts at any office go below the —relegation to
OlfeRS

minimum required for the class to which it is assigned

309A—02 8
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it will be relegated to its proper class, but the status of
an office of the first, second, or third class shall not be
changed except at the regular readjustment period.

among^diflerent^s^ 5. Where two or more postmasters serve during the
masters, same quarter the salary of the office will be divided

pro rata among them.

Note. NOTE.—The part omitted in the first clause of the above statute
provides that "and any change made in such salaries shall not
take effect until the first day of the quarter next following the
order.'' This can only refer to offices of the fourth class, as it ia
contradicted in the succeeding clause as to offices of the first, sec-
ond, and third classes, and is therefore omitted here (but see
sec. 259). The omitted parts'in the second clause of the statute
merely referred to the first adjustment after the act took effect.

Compensa t ion of gee> 257, The compensation of postmasters -of the fourth class
postmasters at fourtli-
.ciass offices, shall be fixed upon the basis of the whole of the box rents col-

'ii 419. ' ' lected at their offices and commissions upon the amount of can-
See R. S., §§ 3852- Celed postage-due stamps (sees. 134 and 616), and on postage stamps,
Commissions on * * * stamped envelopes, postal cards, and newspaper and

cancellations. periodical stamps (see note) canceled, on matter actually mailed at
their offices, and on amounts received from waste paper, dead
newspapers, printed matter, and twine sold, at the following rates,
namely:

—rates of. Qn .Q)e -grs-;- -g£(-y dollars or less per quarter, one hundred per
centum; on the next one hundred dollars or less per quarter, sixty
per centum; on the next two hundred dollars or less per quarter,
fifty per centum; and on all the balance, forty per centum, the
same to be ascertained and allowed by the Auditor for the Post-
Office Department in the settlement of the accounts of such post-
masters upon their sworn quarterly returns:

Provided, That when the compensation of any postmaster of this
class shall reach two hundred and fifty dollars for four consecutive
quarters each, exclusive of commissions on money-order business,
and when the returns to the Auditor for four consecutive quarters
shall show him to be entitled to a compensation in excess of two
hundred and fifty dollars per quarter, the Auditor shall report

tolfglefclass!1 °ffiCe such fact to the Postmaster-General, who shall assign the office to
its proper class, and fix the salary of the postmaster as provided
by section one of this act (sec. 255):

Provided further, That in no case shall there be allowed to any
postmaster of this class a compensation greater than two hundred
and fifty dollars in. any one of the first three quarters of any fiscal
year, exclusive of money-order commissions, and in the last quar-
ter of each fiscal year there shall be allowed such further sum as
he may be entitled to under the provisions of this act, not exceed-
ing for the whole fiscal year the sum of one thousand dollars
exclusive of money-order commissions.

NOTE.'—Bcl°re a post-office of the fourth class is entitled to be
saryTcrbe^a^igned'to assigned to the third class, the gross receipts for the same period
higher class. during which the compensation has exceeded $250 per quarter for

four consecutive quarters must amount to $1,900 or over. (See
sec. 255.) The use of newspaper and periodical stamps referred

Newspaper and pe- to above was discontinued by act of June 13, 1898 (ch. 446, 2 Supp.
nodical stamps. R g _ ^ 77g^ and postage on second-class matter is collect 'collected in cash
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and duly accounted for. (Sec. 451. See succeeding section, para-
graph 3, as to commissions on amount of such, postage.)

See sec. 765 as to compensation for special-delivery business; sec.
967 as to commissions on money-order business; sec. 163 as to fix-
ing compensation in case of false returns of cancellations; sec. 1578
as to punishment for making false returns.

„ r-F-n f-\ • 4. i 1 - 1 1 Commissions of post-Sec. 258. Commissions must not be claimed DJ pos- mastersofiourthcWs.
P , - i n , • (. n i , -i —not allowed on offi-masters tor the cancellation 01 the penalty clause on ciai matter.

«-> • i i '" ' —or SDecial-deliveryofficial envelopes. stamps.
2. Credit will not be allowed for the cancellation of

special-delivery stamps.
o T> j L°' ' T I I 11 j • • j.1, •—on newspaper post-3. rostmasters will be allowed commissions on the age.

amount of newspaper and periodical postage collected
in money the same as on cancellations of postage
stamps. Such collections must be reported in a sepa-
rate statement, and not included in the transcript of
stamps canceled.

4. At offices of the fourth class the combined com-
pensation of two or more postmasters serving the frac-
tional parts of a whole quarter must not exceed the
amount that would be due one postmaster serving the
entire quarter:

a. Where the combined cancellations for the quarter
amount to less than $50, each postmaster will be allowed
the entire amount of his individual cancellations at 100
per cent; but in no case will he be allowed commission
on an amount in excess of his individual cancellations.

1). Where such cancellations amount to more than
$50 and not more than $150, each postmaster will be
entitled to his pro rata share of $50 at 100 per cent,
and of the balance at 60 per cent.

c. Where such cancellations amount to more than
|150 and not more than $350, each postmaster will be
entitled to his pro rata share of $50 at 100 per cent,
of $100 at 60 per cent, and of the balance at 50 per cent.

d. Where such cancellations amount to more than
$350, each postmaster will be entitled to his pro rata
share of $50 at 100 per cent; of $100 at 60 per cent; of
$200 at 50 per cent, and of the balance at 40 per cent,
unless the aggregate compensation for the quarter
amounts to more than $250, when each will be entitled
to a pro rata of that amount, and the excess will be sus-
pended and considered in adjusting the compensation at
the end of the fiscal year. (See last par, sec. 257.)

e. Each postmaster must debit himself with the
L
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himself with a pro rata of the entire amount collected
at the office during the whole quarter.

See sec. 377 as to deduction of compensation during quarter.
5. Postmasters may withdraw their earned compen-

riS^ow^ade. s& a" sation at any time during the quarter, but must not
withdraw more than their pro rata of the quarterly
compensation, to be determined in accordance with the
provisions of this section, and must have on hand at all
times an amount sufficient to meet the demands of the
Government, after credit is given for salary and all
other authorized expenditures.

Sec. 259. (Any order advancing an office of the fourth class to
fo?rthclaSssaofflceslnto a higher class) shall not take effect until the first day of the quar-
hlgher class. ter next following the order.

1883, Mar. 3, ch. 142, °
§ 3, i Supp., 419. NOTE.—See Note, sec. 256. The words in parenthesis are to make

~Not£ t0 take GffeCt' the Statute Clear"
Sec. 260, The salaries of postmasters, as fixed by law, shall be

tersatorbe fuiuom^en- deemed and taken to be full compensation for the responsibility
sation for all risks, an(j risk incurred and for the personal services rendered by them
liabilities, etc. L J

1894, Jan. 27, ch. 21, as custodians of the money-order and other funds of the rost-
§ 3,2 Supp., 167. Office Department.

NOTE.—Postmasters and their sureties are insurers to the Gov-
Note. eminent for the due conduct of the business of their offices and

the safe-keeping of the public funds, and the salaries or commis-
sions allowed them is declared by the above statute to be full com-
pensation for such risk. See sec. 238, as to bonds of postmasters;
sec. 204 as to credit for losses in certain cases.

Sec. 281. Any person performing the duties of postmaster, by
ln^OIostmastcr™0faCt" authority of the President, at any post-office where there is a

1879, Mar. 3, ch. 180, vacancy for any cause, shall receive for the term for which the
—to b^mmlar" com- duty *s performed the same compensation to which he would have
pensatiou of office. been entitled if regularly appointed and confirmed as such post-

master * * *

NOTE.—A person performing the duties of postmaster where
Note. there is a vacancy in the office, by designation of the sureties on

the bond of the late postmaster, is held to be acting by authority
of the President. (See sees. 245 and 246.) The omitted clause
relates to the settlement in cases arising prior to the enactment
of the statute and no longer has any bearing.

CHAPTER 3.

GENEEAL PEOVISIQNS EELATING TO POST-
OFEICES.

I.—LOCATION AND OPENING OF POST-OFFICES.

o raStasffltoected b° Sec. 262. Every postmaster shall keep an ofiice in which one or
Postmaster-General, more persons shall be on duty during such hours of each day as

-O Q g OG"Q X ^

-1"1-""5'" ' the Postmaster-General may direct, for the purpose of receiving,
delivering, making up, and forwarding all mail-matter received
thereat.
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Sec. 263. Post-offices must be kept open to the public
every week day during the usual hours in which the
principal business houses are open. Offices must not
be closed during meal hours. Postmasters must be
at their offices at such times as may be necessary in
addition to the regular business hours, to receive and
dispatch mails.

2. The delivery windows in post-offices should only Delivery windows,
be closed during the opening and distribution of a mail
when the clerical force is insufficient to attend to both
at the same time.

3. Post-offices must not be closed, except on Sun-
days and holidays as hereinafter provided, without
special authority is obtained from the First Assistant
Postmaster-General.

4. Postmasters must not maintain night service,
either at the main post-office or stations, where such
service involves any additional expense, without the
authority of the First Assistant Postmaster-General.
(Division of Salaries and Allowances.)

Sec. 264. Where mail arrives on Sundays post- opening of post-
J * offices on Sundays.

offices must be kept open for an hour or more for the
delivery thereof, if the public convenience requires it.
If the mail is received during the time of public wor- -during public wor-

° , ship forbidden,
ship the office need not be opened till after the close
of services. Offices need not be opened on Sundays if -not necessary where

* J no mail is received.
no mails are received between the hour of closing on
Saturday and 6 p. m. Sunday.

2. While post-offices are open on Sundays delivery Delivery of mail.
of mail must be made to all who apply, as well as to box
holders. Postage stamps may be sold; but money sale of stamps.

te L J _ ' "•' Money oraeio not to
orders need not be issued or paid. The registration be issued.
of mail matter and the delivery of registered matter Regis t ra t ion of

mail.
on Sundays is left to the option of each postmaster.
Special delivery mail must be delivered on Sundays as m^teecrial'aelivery

well as on other days, if post-office is open on Sundays.
3, The carriers' windows at free-delivery offices must carrier windows at

0 1 1 1 1 - 1 l • .a, i free-delivery offices.
be opened on Sundays and holidays during the regular
office hours for the delivery of mail matter.

See. 265, Postmasters may observe as holidays: New %<•«*»§ of post-
_ - . offices on holidays.

Year's Day (January 1); Washington's Birthday (Feb-
ruary 22); Decoration Day (May 30); Independence
Day (July 4); the first Monday in September, known
as Labor Day; Christmas (December 25); and such
other days as the President of the United States or the
governors of their respective States may set apart as
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fast or thanksgiving clays or that may be specially des-
ignated as holidays by proclamation of the governors
or by the statutes of the States in which their offices are
located.

-where holiday falls 2. Where a legal holiday falls upon a Sunday the
on Sunday. fe ,L J

following Monday may be observed, unless otherwise
specially provided by proper authority.

—to be sufficient to ac- 3. Post-offices must be kept open on holidays a suffi-
commodate public. . , , -, „ . , j .-." ,,.

cient length of time to meet the public convenience.
Mails will be made up and dispatched as on other days.

post-offices not to be Sec. 368. No post-office shall be located in a bar-
located in bar-rooms. .

room, or in any room directly connected therewith;
and mail must not be opened or mail matter delivered
in any room in which liquor is sold at retail, except
such liquors are sold by a druggist for medicinal pur-
poses only and not to be drunk on the premises. (See
sec. 268.)

cjw of site of geCt «67. The site or location of a post-office mustpost-ofece. i
thorFtyCforion f°* &u~ no^ ^DQ changed without authority. Application there-

for will be made to the First Assistant Postmaster-
General, Division of Salaries and Allowances, where
the office is of the first, second, or third class, and to
the Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General, Appoint-
ment Division, in cases of offices of the fourth class.

-what application to 3. The postmaster must state in the application the
distance and direction of the proposed site from the one
occupied; whether such change is satisfactory to the
patrons of his office, and whether the cost of transpor-
tation of the mails will be increased. Where at post-
offices on railroads the mails are delivered into the
office by the railroad company, it must be shown.
whether the change will remove the office beyond 80
rods from the railroad station and necessitate the em-
ployment of a mail messenger. (See sec. 1191.)

—notice of, to second 3. When a change of site is authorized notice should
Assistant Postmaster- , , , ., n " , , . , , -.--, , ~ , .,,General, where serv- be sent to the becond Assistant Postmaster-General, it
ice me^ca.seil or tie- , • „ - , . , , i -i -i j i -i
creased. the distance traveled by the man messenger or carrier

supplying such office is increased or decreased,
where site changed 4-. Where the site of an office is changed without

without authority ex- ,-, . , . - , -, -, , (, .-, .-,tra service to be pro- auiliority, the exchange and carrying of the mails must
vided by postmaster. -, .'-, -, (. -, ,-, , "', . , - , , , - , . , . -,be provided for by the postmaster without additional

expense to the Post-Office Department.

care of post-offices. See, 288. Post-offices must not be allowed to become
resorts for loungers or disorderly persons, or the scene
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of disputes or controversies. Smoking may be pro- -^mokingmaybefor-
hibited in the lobbies. Whenever necessary post-
masters should call on the civil authorities to preserve
order, and if they refuse to do so, the office should be
closed.

and orderly condition, so that they may be visited by
anyone without impropriety or embarrassment.

San OP.Q A rl-trcvTiic'cmToni-a Piw.nliTC rVI Q r»o Wi o l^nnr! Advertisements 111Deu. duo. xV-tivei labeiiientb, ciiM.iii.iib, pidcaicib, iidiiu.- i)ost-oflices
bills, cards, or notices relating to any private business, -not to be displayed,
and pictures, cartoons, or other documents of a political }nf£ence desefectu>ns
character, or concerning- any election, or designed to post-offices placed in

influence an election in favor of any candidate, shall
not be placed upon the walls of, or elsewhere for public
exhibition, within post-offices or the lobbies thereof, or
on any portion of the post-office premises.

2. Postmasters may, for the convenience of the pub- Bulletin board for
J " *• puplic notices, etc.

lie, allow bulletin boards to be placed in the post-office,
or may set apart some convenient place where notices
of public assemblies, political meetings, caucuses, or
conventions, judicial sales, and other like announce-
ments, whether printed or written, may be displayed;
but these privileges must be afforded without discrimi-
nation of party or sect.

III.-
Sec. 270. All regulations, instructions, and orders Regulations,orders,

--> ' - etc.
must be carefully examined and their requirements —to be examined.

- , . - , . , - , f-s • , -> i o " /r> <• Printed circulars,complied with. Printed circulars trom any oliice or
the Post-Office Department or the Auditor for the Post-
Oifice Department must be given the same attention as
personal communications.

2. Postmasters must file and. preserve in their offices
all records, books of regulations, guides, instructions,
circulars, and orders received from any officer of the
Department or the Auditor.

Sec. 271. Whenever postmasters are in doubt as to soj|ht of
a provision of law or regulation affecting a matter with ^ cases of doubt.
which they are to deal, they should, before taking
action5 ask instructions from the proper office of the
Post-Office Department. The Postal Laws and Regu-
lations and the Postal Guide should, however, be
thoroughly examined to ascertain whether the neces
sary information can not be found therein.
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promptly.

Telegrams,
sent.

how

Demeanor toward

Postmasters at of-
flees of the fourth classmay transact other

postmasters not to
Ye?twng1purposes.acl"

Postmasters not to
act as lottery agents.

R. s., § 3851.

—penalty,

Sec- 272- In a11 correspondence with the Post-Office
Department the name of the post-office, county, and
State mast be plainly written or printed at the head of
each communication, and the letter or indorsement
dated and signed. Postmasters at offices of the fourth
class should give an impression of the postmarking
stamps on all letters. Each letter will be confined to
one subject.

2- A11 communications from the Post-Office Depart-
ment must be answered promptly, and all letters of
inquiry, applications, or complaints which have been
addressed to the Department and referred to a post-
master for explanation or information must, as far as
possible, be regarded as confidential, and returned in
the same inclosure with the report or answer respect-
ing the same, which may be indorsed thereon when
convenient.

3. Postmasters should make official telegrams as
brief as possible. No unnecessary words should be
used nor any words omitted that are essential to make
the meaning clear. Telegrams to the Department
should be addressed to the official designation of the
officer, omitting the individual name, and must not be
prepaid but will be sent "Official Business, Collect
Government rate." Personal telegrams must be pre-
paid.

IV. — MISCELLANEOUS PEOVISIONS.

See, 273. Postmasters and their subordinates must
treat all the patrons of their office with courtesy and
consideration. The use of abusive or uncivil language
is strictly prohibited.

Sec. 274. Postmasters at post-offices of the fourth
7 „ ,

class may transact other business in the same room in
which the post-office is located; but such business must
be kept separate and distinct from that of the post-
office.

2. Postmasters must not use their official signatures
for advertising purposes, or stamp their own or any
other advertisement upon mail matter passing through
their hands.

Sec. 275. ISTo postmaster shall act as agent for any lottery office,
, 1 1or under any color of purchase, or otherwise, vend lottery tickets;

nor shall he receive or send any lottery scheme, circular, or ticket
free of postage. For any violation of this section the offender
shall be liable to a penalty of fifty dollars.

See sees. 499 and 503 as to lottery matter in the mails; sec. 194
as to recovery of penalties.

i
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Sec. 276. Postmasters must post in a conspicuous place p0rt|*tjier Bureau re"
Weather Bureau reports received at their offices. (See ~to be p°sted-
sec. 425.)

See. 277. Postmasters must carefully observe the pro- Political contribn-
J • *• tions and assessments.

visions of law relating to political assessments and the
collection and contribution of funds for political pur-
poses (sees. 217 to 221), and the regulation relating to
conduct in connection with political affairs (sec. 216),
and will also call the attention of the clerks and em-
ployees of their respective offices thereto.

Sec. 278. When a post-office has been robbed the
postmaster will immediately report all the facts to the
Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General, Division of Post- -to whom made.
Office Inspectors and Mail Depredations, and to the
post-office inspector in charge of the division in which
the post-office is located (see sec. 43). The report —what to show.
must state as fully as possible all the circumstances
connected with the robbery, the date, extent of loss,
whether of stamps, stamped envelopes, postal cards,
newspaper wrappers, letters stolen or rifled, postal
or money-order funds or other Government property,
and the amount of each class of property. If the loss
includes the mail key, the number should be given
(sec. 1385); and if registered or ordinary mail matter,
it should be stated whether the same was rifled in the
office or carried away. As to registered matter lost
or rifled, the report should specify the post-office where -as to registered mat-
mailed, date of mailing, number of letter and registered
package envelope, by whom written, to whom addressed,
and contents, if known. For the value of registered
or ordinary mail matter lost by robbery of post-offices,
the postmaster will be held responsible, if upon inves—postmasters liable
tigatiori it appears that due care was not taken for the
protection of the property. (Sec. 810.)

2. Any facts discovered after the report is made, and Additional facts to
material to the investigation, should also be reported
to the same officers.

See. 270. Brief telegraphic report of the robbery of a Telegraphic reports
post-office should also be made to the Chief Post-Office 0( robberles-
Inspector, and the inspector in charge, when practica-
ble, the telegram to be sent collect, and endorsed,
"Official Business, Collect Government rate."

See sees. 505 and 547 as to reports of losses of mail matter,
delays, etc.; sec. 1564 as to report of commission of offenses against
postal la\Ys; sees. 899 and. 900 as to indemnity for lost registered
matter; sec. 272 as to manner of sending telegrams.
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tSe Sec- S80< Postmasters must always require post-office
required. inspectors to exhibit their commissions before being

admitted to the post-office, in order to avoid imposture,
unless such officers are personally known to them.
(Sec sec. 44.)

Execution of pen- gec. 281.- .Fourth-class postmasters of the United States are
fou'rtli^ciass18 post- hereby required, empowered and authorized to administer any and
masters. ' ' all oaths required to be made by pensioners and their witnesses in

189-i, Aug. 23, tiic execution of their vouchers with like effect and force as officers
having a seal, and such postmaster shall affix the stamp of his of-
fice to his signature to such vouchers, and. he is authorized to charge
and receive for each voucher not exceeding twenty-five cents, to be
paid by the pensioner.

^. A f ourth-class postmaster can not refuse to authen-
ticate pension vouchers, provided the lawful fee be ten-
dered, but under the act he can execute pension vouchers

^ on^J' ^ ̂ -oes no» empower him to administer oaths relat-
ing to declarations or affidavits in claims for pensions.

—no report of fees 3. jsfo report of the money received bv postmasters
need be made. L J ' " L

for authenticating pension vouchers by fourth-class
postmasters need be made to the Department.

tering oath.f admims" 4. Any one may be sworn by requiring him or her to
hold up his or her right hand. Persons having religious
scruples against taking an oath may affirm. No par-
ticular set of words need be employed in administering
the oath or taking the affirmation, It will be sufficient,
in substance, to charge the persons swearing or affirm-
ing: " You do solemnly swear (or affirm) that the state-
ments contained in the vouchers signed by you are to
your knowledge true." But neither the oath nor affir-
mation should be administered or taken unless there-
shall have been strict compliance with the following
regulations of the Department of the Interior govern-
ing the execution of pension vouchers.

to^eenexhiwfedficates 5l T^e Pensi°n certificates must be exhibited to the
postmaster at the execution of each and every voucher
for the payment of any pension, and such exhibition of
the certificate shall be the first evidence of the pension-
er's identity. When the certificate is lost, or can not
for any other reason be exhibited to the postmaster, the
voucher may only be executed upon the exhibition to the
postmaster of a permit duly issued by the Commissioner
of Pensions, and, in such event, the postmaster must
carefully erase from his jurat the words "has this day
exhibited to me his pension certificate," and such per-
mit must be securely attached to the voucher.

•wSes1na?aenno0wit' ®' Wnen the pensioner writes his or her name to the
ness necessary- " voucher, the certificate of the officer before whom the
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voucher Is executed, and in whose presence it is signed,
shall be a sufficient attestation, but when the signature signature by mark

. l - i i < r required t o b e wit-
01 the pensioner to such voucher is by mark, the same nessed.
shall be attested by the signatures of two witnesses in
their own proper handwriting; but in every case the
signature of the pensioner to each receipt attached to toS}^^it^reSserireceipt

the voucher must be attested, by at least one witness in
his or her proper handwriting. It shall be competent
for the officer before whom the voucher is executed to.ne^tmastcrmaywit"
attest the signature • of the pensioner to the receipt.
These instructions shall apply to all guardians who are
authorized under existing laws to receive pensions as
such.

7. In case of a widow, minor children, dependent Deposition accom-
' L partying voucher for

mother, father, or any person who is under guardian- widow, minor, de-
. . . . pendent, etc.

ship, the form of deposition of two witnesses, provided
for in the vouchers, will be required.

8. A fourth-class postmaster can not execute his own Postmaster_ not to
e x e c u t e his o w n

voucher, not being competent to administer the oath to voucher,
himself.

9. Postmasters should add after their names, when , Title of .postmaster
5 to follow signature.

signed to the vouchers, the words "Fourth-class Post-
master."

10. Neither acting postmasters nor assistant post- vouchers not to be
•' •'• * authenticated by act-

masters are qualified bv the act of August 23, 1894, to ins or assistant post-
u - ° ' ' " " masters.

execute pension vouchers. Vouchers so executed will
not be accepted by the United States pension agent.

11. Information has been received from, the Com- pe^S^uS* ap~
missioner of Pensions that in some cases the impres-
sion made by the postmarking stamps on pension
vouchers are indistinct, illegible, and otherwise unsat-
isfactory, which necessitates the return of the vouch-
ers for proper authentication, thus causing delay in
their payment and reflecting upon the service. Post-
masters will be held responsible for carelessness in this
respect, and they are informed that the postmarking
stamp plainly impressed, showing the date of the exe- "^J
cution of the voucher, name of the post-office and State,
must in every case appear thereon.

12. Postmasters will be careful, in placing the post- ^t°db

mark on pension vouchers, to have the date on which
the voucher is executed, with the name of the post-
office and State, plainly indicated. Any other date,
subsequent to that of the actual execution of the
voucher, renders the offender liable to a fine not
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exceeding $500, or to imprisonment not exceeding
three years, or both. (See E. S., § 4746, as amended
1898, July 7, ch. 578, 2 Supp. K. S., 886.) (See sees.
1562 to 1567).

— w h e r e o m i t t e d , 13. A3 many postmasters execute pension vouchers
voucher not accepted. . . . , , . . ,, , ,

without using a postmarking stamp, they are hereby
informed that such vouchers will not be accepted by
the pension agent. Postmasters not having postmark-
ing stamps must make immediate application to the
Division of Post-Office Supplies therefor.

Vouchers not to be ĵ .. Penalty envelopes can not be used to transmit
transmitted in penalty J f
envelopes. ' executed vouchers to the United States pension agent;

they should be fully prepaid with postage stamps
affixed.

CHAPTER 4.

OBGAinZATION OF POST-OFFICES.

I.—SUPERVISION BY POSTMASTERS.

P o s t m a s t e r s at Sec, 282. Postmasters at offices of the first, second,
offices of first, second, -i / 1 • -i i , • ,1 • -i , < ' i • ,
and third classes to and third classes must give their personal attention to
ttoa to offices. a£l8a" the business of their offices, and will not absent them-

selves therefrom for a longer period than two days
without written authority from the Post-Office De-
partment.

—to visit stations. 2. Postmasters at offices where stations and sub-
stations are maintained must visit the same from time
to time.

A p p l i c a t i o n s for 3. Applications for leaves of absence should be
leaves' addressed to the First Assistant Postmaster-General

(Division of Salaries and Allowances). Telegrams ap-
plying for leave must be prepaid.

II. —ASSISTANT POSTMASTERS.

^ Assistant postmas- Sec. 283. Every postmaster shall appoint an assist-
—to' be appointed at ant postmaster, so that the post-office may not be left
ail0ffiCeS- M I , J 1 , - A V.C 1 • £without some one duly sworn and qualified to perform

the duties thereof in case of the necessary absence or
sickness of the postmaster, or before the sureties or a
post-office inspector can take charge of the office in
the event of removal, resignation, or death. (See sees.
249 to 253 and 996.)

^conf'cfafselr^v 2. At offices of the first and second classes the assist-
appomted. &n^ pOStmaster will be appointed by the postmaster,

I
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subject to the approval of the First Assistant Post-
master-General (Division of Salaries and Allowances).
Any change in the assistant postmaster will be reported
to the First Assistant Postmaster-General for his ap-
proval. (See sees. 287, 291, and 292.)

3. A person less than twenty-one years of age must ^enty_o£e yearad of
not be appointed assistant postmaster at an office of g=set a^ g^wi^ciass
the first or second class. offices.

4. Postmasters at offices of the third and fourth classes -fd* °f̂ cretsh ofcl^
must designate their principal assistant in the space pro- how aPP°inte<J-
vided for that purpose on the form of official bond
before it is returned to the Post-Office Department;
and where the office is of the third class notice of such
designation must also be given in a separate commu-
nication to the First Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Salaries and Allowances). Whenever
any change is made in the assistant postmaster notice
thereof must be sent to the First Assistant Postmaster-
General where the office is of the third class and to
the Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of
Bonds and Commissions) where it is of the fourth class,
and a new designation made upon the blank provided
for this purpose, and transmitted with the notice re-
ferred to. Assistant postmasters at offices of the third
and fourth classes ma}^ be selected without the approval
of the Department, notice of their appointment being
given, however, as herein provided. A member of the
postmaster's family or a surety on his bond may, if com-
petent, be appointed assistant postmaster.

5. Contractors or, subcontractors for carrying the asP

mail, mail messengers or assistant mail messengers, or ter-
persons concerned in the prosecution of claims against
the Government must not be appointed assistant post-
master or clerk in a post-office. At offices of the third ^nad
and fourth classes the wife, son, daughter, or surety of
the postmaster may, if competent, be the assistant.

See sec. 249, authority of assistant postmaster to perform duties
of office during absence of postmaster; sec. 251, designation at
money-order offices of some clerk besides the assistant postmaster
to perform duties of office during absence of postmaster; sec. 207,
as to oath of office; sees. 286 to 306, clerks in offices of the first and
second classes; sees. 307 to 311, clerical help at distributing offices
for extraordinary business.

Sec. 284. Assistant postmasters shall perform such Duties of assistant
r * postmasters.

duties as may be assigned to them by the postmaster at —to be prescribed by
1 / 0 i/ A postmaster.

the offices where they are employed, and during- the —£> take charge of
x J ' & office when postmas-

absence of the postmaster they shall discharge the ter is absent, except.
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duties of the office, as provided in section 24-9, unless,
at money-order offices, some other clerk is designated
by the postmaster to take charge of the office during his
absence, as provided in section 250,

—to conduct business 2. Whenever a postmaster resigns or dies, or is re-
of office during' va- - ° '
cancy,etc.,until sure- moved, the assistant postmaster at all offices, including
ties act. ,-, ,

money-order offices, will conduct the business thereof
until the sureties or a post-office inspector take charge
of the office, as provided in sections 24:6 and 24T, or
until a successor is appointed and qualifies.

postmasters may an- gee, 285. Postmasters may authorize their assist-tliorize assistants to .;
sign papers. ants to sign their names to such reports, letters, and
—except. papers as are not specially required to be signed by the

Form of signature, postmaster himself. The signature should be: John
Doe, postmaster, by Richard Roe, assistant postmaster.
The name of the postmaster may be either written or
stamped, but the signature of the assistant must be
in ink.

See- 286. T:he First Assistant Postmaster-General
—employment of to be may aW-°wtopostriiasters at offices of the first and second
authorized. classes such number of clerks and other employees as he

may deem necessary for the proper conduct of the busi-
ness of their offices, in accordance with the classification
provided, and within the limit of the appropriation
provided by law.

ciQde°alfd«lca?Berv" 2' The allowances for clerk hire made to postmasters of the first
ices. -•l--""i-'-'-1 •-"•-• "and second class post-offices by the .First Assistant Postmaster-

1894, Jan, 27, eh. 21, General, out of the annual appropriation for clerks in post-offices,
§ 3, 2 Supp.,167. shall coyer the cost of clerical services of all kinds in such post-

offices, including the cost of clerical labor in the money-order
business,

NOTE.'—E. S., § 3860, provided that the Postmaster-General
nii^ht allow to the postmaster at New York, and to postmasters

. ••- ,•„- , ,, ~-1 , -, 1 1 , <• A ^&t ornces 01 the tirst and second classes, our or the surplus
revenues of their offices, such sums for clerk hire as he deemed
necessary; sec, 4 of the act of March 3, 1883, ch. 123, 1 Supp. E. S..
406, authorized the Postmaster-General to allow postmasters at
money-order offices of the first class such number of clerks, and,
at such rates, as he might deem expedient, such allowances to be
fixed as nearly as may be on the basis of three and a half cents on
each order issued or paid at the particular office, and to be paid
out of the fees received for the issue of money orders, and at
money-order exchange offices additional allowances were au-
thorized for the employment of extra help needed by reason
of the foreign money-order exchange business. Under said sec,
4 of the act of March 3, 1883, postmasters at offices of the sec-
ond class received for the employment of clerical help three
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and one-half cents for each money order issued or paid. Part
of par. 1 of the act of March 3, 1885, ch. 842, 1 Supp. E. S.,
483, relative to payment of clerks engaged on money-order
work out of money-orderreceipts, isalso repealed by subsequent leg-
islation. The act of June 29/1886, ch. 569,1 Supp. E. S., 499, pro-
vided that the allowances for clerks in post-offices of the first and
second classes should be made out of the annual appropriations for
clerks in post-offices, and should cover the cost of all clerical labor,
including that necessary in the money-order business, such allow-
ances for money-order'business to be based upon the rates pre-
scribed in sec. 4 of the act of March 3, 1883, except that at inter-
national money-order exchange offices extra help could be author-
ized, as provided in sec. 4 of the act of March 3, 1883; and all laws
inconsistent with said act were repealed. Sec. 3 of the act of Janu-
ary 27, 1894, repealed the provision relating to extra allowances at
exchange offices and provided that allowances for all clerks at offices
of the first and second classes should be made out of the annual
appropriations for clerk hire, without regard to any of the limita-
tions as to clerks engaged on money-order work, as provided in
said act of March 3, 1883. Said act contained certain directory pro-
visions as to money-order clerks at exchange offices which are
meaningless in view of the general scope of the act. This is the
law as it now stands, and annual appropriations are made for clerk
hire at ail first and second class offices. (See sec. 967, note.)

See notes, sees. 317, 321, and 324, as to E. S., § 3860, in connection
with allowances to postmasters for rent, etc.; sec. 967 as to coin-
mission on money orders issued at third and fourth class offices.

Sec. 287. The Postmaster-General •• * * is hereby authorized Classification and
, -, ., i n : . ! . j; j.1 -i i i i . j i j salaries of clerks at of.to classify and fix the salaries of the clerks and employees attached flees of the first class.
to the first-class post-offices * * * as hereinafter provided. , ̂  ^1J, 2, ch. 374

1 1 1 Supp., 680.
Assistant postmaster, salary not exceeding fifty per centum of Assistant postmas-

tlie salary of the postmaster, as provided by act of March, third, ers'
eighteen hundred and eighty-three (sec. 255), graded in even hun-
dreds of dollars, from one thousand five hundred dollars to not
exceeding three thousand dollars per annum, except New York,.
New York, where the salary of the assistant postmaster shall be
fixed at three thousand five hundred dollars per annum, and that
of the second assistant postmaster at two thousand, dollars per
annum.

graded in even hundreds of dollars, from one thousand two hun- master.
dred dollars to not exceeding one thousand six hundred dollars
per annum.

Cashier, five classes, salary, graded in even hundreds of dollars,
at one thousand eight hundred dollars, two thousand dollars, two
thousand two hundred dollars, two thousand four hundred dollars,
and not exceeding two thousand six hundred dollars per annum.

Assistant cashier, three classes, salary, graded in even hundreds
of dollars, at one thousand two hundred dollars, one thousand
three hundred dollars, and not exceeding one thousand four hun-
dred dollars per annum.

Finance clerks, including book-keepers, six classes, salary, bo^tee-ers * °
graded in even hundreds of dollars, from one thousand two hun-
dred dollars to not exceeding one thousand seven hundred dollars
per annum.

Stamp clerks, ten classes, salary, graded in even hundreds of Stamp clerks.
dollars, from eight hundred dollars to not exceeding one thousand
seven hundred dollars per annum.

-x- * * * #
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Superintendents of Superintendents of mails, salary not exceeding forty-five per
centum of the salary of the postmaster, as provided by the act of
March third, eighteen hundred and eighty-three (sec. 255), graded
in even hundreds of dollars, from one thousand three hundred
dollars to not exceeding two thousand seven hundred dollars per
annum, except at New York, New York, where the salary of the
superintendent of mails shall be fixed at three thousand two hun-
dred dollars per annum.

Assistant super in- Assistant superintendent of mails, three classes, salary, gradedtendents of mans. x ' ' J ' e
in even hundreds of dollars, at one thousand two hundred dollars,
one thousand three hundred dollars, and not exceeding one thou-
sand four hundred dollars per annum.

Superintendents of Superintendents of delivery, salary not exceeding forty-five per
.-eivery. centum of the salary of the postmaster, as provided by the act

of March third, eighteen hundred and eighty-three (sec. 255),
graded in even hundreds of dollars, from one thousand three hun-
dred dollars to not exceeding two thousand seven hundred dollars
per annum, except at New York, New York, where the salary of
the superintendent of delivery shall be fixed at three thousand
two hundred dollars per annum.

tendents'of delivery1" Assistant superintendents of delivery, three classes, salary, graded
in even hundreds of dollars, at one thousand two hundred dollars,
one thousand three hundred dollars, and not exceeding one thou-
sand four hundred dollars per annum.

Superintendents of Superintendents of registry, salary not exceeding thirty-five per
centum of the salary of the postmaster, as provided by the act of
March third, eighteen hundred and eighty-three (sec. 255), graded
in even hundreds of dollars, from one thousand dollars to not
exceeding two thousand one hundred dollars per annum, except

—at New York, Chi- a% $GW yOrk, New York, Chicago, Illinois, and Washington, Dis-
cago, Washington. , . . , „ • , - , • -u ^ i e ̂  • ± j I * •tnct of Columbia, where the salary of the superintendent of regis-

try shall be fixed at not exceeding forty per centum of the salary
of the postmaster, as provided by the act of March third, eighteen
hundred and eighty-three (sec. 255).

tendents^f registryin" Assistant superintendents of registry, salary not exceeding
twenty-five per centum of the salary of the postmaster, as provided
by the act of March third, eighteen hundred and eighty-three
(sec. 255), graded in even hundreds of dollars, from one thousand
dollars to not exceeding one thousand five hundred dollars per

—New lork. annum, except at New York, New York, where the salary of the
first and second assistant superintendents of registry shall be fixed
at two thousand four hundred dollars and one thousand eight
hundred dollars per annum, respectively.

money"MerdivteionS Superintendent, money-order division, salary not exceeding
forty per centum of the salary of the postmaster, as provided by
the act of March third, eighteen hundred and eighty-three (sec,
255), graded in even hundreds of dollars, from one thousand dollars
to not exceeding two thousand four hundred dollars per annum,

—at New York. except at New York, New York, where the salary of the superin-
tendent of the money-order division shall be fixed at three thou-
sand two hundred dollars per annum.

tende^tani'on^^'ler Assistant superintendent, money-order division, ten (eleven)
divisons. ' classes, salary, graded in even, hundreds of dollars, from eight

hundred dollars to not exceeding one thousand eight hundred
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dollars per annum, except at New York, New York, where the —at New York,
salary of the first and second assistant superintendents of money-
order division and the chief bookkeeper shall be fixed at two
thousand four hundred dollars, one thousand eight hundred dol-
lars, and one thousand eight hundred dollars, respectively.

Superintendents of stations, ten (eleven) classes, salary, graded Superintendents of
in even hundreds of dollars, from one thousand dollars to not
exceeding two thousand dollars per annum, except at New York, —at New York.
New York, where the salaries of the superintendents of Stations
"A" and " D" shall be fixed at two thousand five hundred dollars
each per annum, and superintendents of Stations "E" and "F"
shall be fixed at two thousand two hundred dollars each per
annum.

Clerks in charge of stations, nine classes, salary, graded in even Clerks in charge of
stations

hundreds of dollars, from one hundred dollars to not exceeding
nine hundred dollars per annum.

Foremen of crews or working sections, six classes, salary, graded Foremen of working
SGCtlOllS GtC

in even hundreds of dollars, from nine hundred dollars to not
exceeding one thousand four hundred dollars per annum.

Mailing clerks, letter distributers, dispatchers, registry, money Mailing clerks, etc,
order, directory, and nixie clerics, nine classes, salary, graded in
even hundreds of dollars, from six hundred dollars to not exceed-
ing one thousand four hundred dollars per annum.

Separators and assorters, paper distributers, record clerks, gen- Separators, etc,
ral-delivery clerks, inquiry clerks, clerks for special-delivery
nail, raters of third and fourth class mail matter, weighers of
second class mail matter, stock or supply clerks, and timekeepers,
seven classes, salary, graded in even hundreds of dollars, from six
hundred dollars to not exceeding one thousand two hundred dol-
lars per annum.

Stampers and mail messengers, five classes, salary, graded in Stampers, etc.
even hundreds of dollars, from four hundred dollars to not exceed-
ing eight hundred dollars per annum.

Printers, four classes, salary, graded in even hundreds of dollars, Printers,
from nine hundred dollars to not exceeding one thousand two
hundred dollars per annum.

Pressmen, messengers, watchmen, laborers, janitors, porters,
firemen, carpenters, waste-paper examiners, and general-utility
clerks, four classes, salary, graded in even hundreds of dollars,
from four hundred dollars to not exceeding seven hundred dollars
per annum.

Auditor and draftsman at New York, New York, three thou- Auditor and drafts-
sand dollars and one thousand two hundred dollars per annum, mail> New York-
respectively. (See note.)

NOTE.—Stamp agents have not been provided for in appropria-
tions for several years and are omitted as shown by stars after
stamp clerks.

The act of March 3, 1901 (ch. 851, 31 Stat. L., 1102), provided
an appropriation of three thousand dollars for an auditor at
Chicago, 111.

«,--> OOQ mi T> , r 1 - 1 T xi • i .L i Classification ofDec. A&Q. Tne Postmaster-General is hereby authorized to cJas- clerks in offices of the
sify and fix the salaries of the clerks attached to second class post- ̂ i^f *$far.'2 ch. 374,
offices, * * * as hereinafter provided. 1 Supp. R. S., 682.

Chief clerk, (*) nine classes, salary, graded in even hundreds of Chief clerk.

809A—02——9
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dollars, from seven hundred dollars to not exceeding one thousand
five hundred dollars per annum.

Mailing clerics, letter distributers, dispatchers, registry clerks,
stamp clerks, and money-order clerks, five classes, salary, graded
in even hundreds of dollars, from six hundred dollars to not
exceeding one thousand dollars per annum.

Separators and assorters, paper distributers, general-delivery
clerks, and general-utility clerks, four classes, salary, graded in
even hundreds of dollars, from six hundred dollars to not exceed-
ing nine hundred dollars per annum.

messen- Stampers, messengers, porters, janitors, and watchmen, four
classes, salary, graded in even hundreds of dollars, from three
hundred dollars to not exceeding six hundred dollars,

Note. NOTE,—In the appropriation act of March 3. 1901 (ch. 851, 31
tio^eprovidingPfo°rPspe- Stat ̂ -, 1099), chief clerks at offices of the second class are designated
cific number of clerks, as assistant postmasters. This change is not permanent. See cur-

rent appropriation acts. The recent annual appropriation acts
have specified the number of clerks of each grade, as provided in
the preceding sections of the classification act, that could be
appointed at offices of the first and second class. Some grades not
covered by the classification have, however, been provided for in
recent appropriation acts.

Sec. 289. * * * It shall be the duty of the Postmaster-Gen-
27, eral to separately arrange in classes the several clerks and persons

employed, or in the public service, at each post-office, or under
any postmaster of the United States, where the whole number of
said clerks and persons shall together amount to as many as fifty.
And "- * * from time to time, on the direction of the President,
it shall be the duty of the Postmaster-General to arrange in like
classes the clerks and persons so employed in the postal service
in connection with any other post-office; and every such arrange-
ment and classification upon being made shall be reported to the
President.

—aii free delivery of- 9,. Under Rule III of the civil-service rules, approved
fices included in. ' A A

by the President, all post-offices where the regular
free delivery service is established will be included
in the classified postal service,

of 3. The classification of clerks in post-offices of the
first and second classes shall be as provided in section 23.

4> A11 tloe employees of a post-office at which the free
mcnt of free deii very, delivery service is to be established, whose names ap-

pear on the roster of said office approved by the Post-
Office Department, shall, on the date of the actual
establishment of the free delivery service, become
employees of the classified service, with all the rights
accorded by the civil-service law and rules.

-on consolidation 5< whenever, by order of the Postmaster-General,
any post-office shall be consolidated with and made a
part of another post-office where free delivery is estab-
lished, all the employees of the office thus consolidated,
whose names appear on the roster of said office ap-
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proved by the Post-Office Department, shall, from
the date of said order, be employees of said free deliv-
eiy office, and the person holding, on the date of said
order, the position of postmaster at the office thus con-
solidated with said free delivery office, may be assigned
to any position therein, and given any appropriate
designation under the classification act (sees. 287 and
288), which the Postmaster-General may direct.

ence is made to the civil-service rules, the local exam-ing'
ining boards, or the Civil Service Commission, Wash-
ington.

NOTE.—Examinations are held at all post-offices in the classified
service by an examining board appointed by the Ch7il Service
Commission, for the purpose of establishing an eligible register,
from "\vhich appointments in the several offices will be made.

Sec. 290. Postmasters at all post-offices under the correspondence with
. „ , . . , . .11 » i n • Civil Service Connuis-classified civil service will forward all communications sion.

, . ,, „, M ci • /-< • • • <. -• postmasters to sub-received from the Civil Service Commission, together mit to Department for
., ,, ,, . . , 1 , 1 , • "-<• . - coiisid«;atJo:o. a n dwith the replies thereto, with the exception 01 tne transmission.

monthly report of changes as required by the Com-
mission, to the First Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Salaries and Allowances) for consideration
and transmission to the Civil Service Commission.

Sec. 291, No clerk or employee fin any post-office of the first Clerks inflrst and sec-
1 ' - x • - ond class post-offices

or second class) shall be promoted or advanced in grade or salary not to be changed
. , , , ,-, i s j , ->•» , , ri i •* •«. •-'- ' "j without approval of

without tiie approval of tne Fostmaster-Geiieral, - •> " and postmaster-Goneral.
postmasters at offices of the first and second classes shall submit *889> M£f- 2> cll> 374!
rosters of the clerks attached to their respective offices to the Rosters.
Postmaster-General, to take effect from the first day of the fiscal
year, * -' * and no roster shall be considered in effect until
approved, by the Postmaster-General.

2. Postmasters will not submit complete rosters prior , complete rosters not
- - to be submitted an-

to the beginning of each fiscal year; but will reconi- nuaiiy but additions
< 3 ° _ •' J ana changes only to

mend to the First Assistant Postmaster-General, on be recommended,
Form A-45, such additional clerks, promotions, and
changes as are deemed necessary for the proper con-
duct of the business of their offices. None of such
recommendations shall be of any effect unless approved
by the First Assistant Postmaster-General, and an
allowance authorized in accordance therewith,

3. All allowances for clerks will continue from year tinue°lxcCTtto cou"
to year unless otherwise ordered, or as provided in the
preceding paragraph,

Sec. 892, The number orades and salaries of clerks A p p o i n t m e n t of
and yeo»M(5
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second classes, where allowance for clerk hire is made,
will be fixed by the First Assistant Postmaster-General.

-where classified. 2< At post-offices embraced in the classified postal
service under the civil-service act (see sec. 289) ap-
pointments will be made under the civil-service rules
from the eligible list furnished by the Civil Service
Commission.

jemporaryappoint- ^ Wherever at any post-office in the classified serv-
ice there is not a complete list of eligibles, temporary
appointments will be made.

lSnTpostmrastrer- 4. Postmasters will make no appointments to fill
GeneraL vacancies, or original appointments of clerks or other

employees, who are paid from the clerk-hire allowances
made by the Post-Office Department without first sub-
mitting a nomination to the First Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Salaries and Allowances), and
receiving his approval thereof.

Appointments and 5, jj} appointments of clerks and changes in pTade
changes to be certi- rr te o
ned to Auditor. or compensation will be reported to the Auditor for

the Post-Office Department by the First Assistant
Postmaster-General; and no payment on account of
salaries of clerks will be allowed, except where such
payments are made to persons employed by authority
of the First Assistant Postmaster-General.

See sec. 26, as to preference to be given to honorably discharged
soldiers and sailors, their widows and orphans.

iw subject gec_ ggg_ ^yj c]eriis anc| employees in post-offices
shall be subject to the direction and control of the
postmaster.

mSTrIntendcnts °f Sec- 294- Whenever it is deemed necessary at any
post-office of the first class, the Postmaster-General will
appoint from the classified postal service a superin-
tendent of mails who shall be selected by the First As-
sistant Postmaster-General with the approval of the
Second Assistant Postmaster-General; and when neces-
sary, at a post-office of the second class, a clerk therein
will be designated by the First Assistant Postmaster-
General to act as chief clerk of the mailing division.

--subject to postmas- 2_ The Sllperintendent of mails is subject to the direc-
tion of the postmaster at the office where he is em-
ployed, and is charged with the supervision of the

ce?p1t^Pftmaiis.nd ™' distribution and dispatch of all mails from the post-
office; the preparation and correction from time to
time of all necessary schemes or lists for distributions,
subject to the approval of the division superintendent
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of Railway Mail Service; the conduct of the case case examinations.
examinations prescribed in section 303, making report
thereof to the postmaster and division superintendent
of Railway Mail Service; the keeping-of a record of all Errors,
errors and irregularities checked, by or against each
clerk under his charge, making report thereof monthly,
or oftener if required, to the postmaster and division
superintendent of Railway Mail Service; and the ex-
amination of all slips returned to the post-office in which
errors are noted, comparing the same with the schemes
and orders, making a record thereof, and returning
them to the respective clerks by whom the distribution
was made, or in case checks were erroneously made,
to the division superintendent of Railway Mail Service,
in order that proper credit may be given.

Sec. 295. E"o removal shall be made from the competitive clas-

aucl the person sought to be removed shall have notice and be fur- n> § 8-
nished a copy of such reasons, and be allowed a reasonable time
for personally answering the same in writing. Copy of such
reasons, notice, and answer, and of the order of removal shall be
made a part of the records of the proper department or office.

2. Whenever in the opinion of a postmaster at any . charges to be pre-
A A J ferret! against persons

classified office any clerk should be removed on account sought to be removed,
of dereliction of duty, delinquency, misconduct, or in-
efficiency, he will transmit to the First Assistant Post-
master-General (Division of Salaries and Allowances),
written charges and specifications, detailing fully Ms
reasons for recommending removal.

3. The postmaster will furnish the accused with a .Accused to be ad-
copy of the charges and specifications, and advise the
First Assistant Postmaster-General thereof when the
charges are forwarded. The accused should be in- —to have opportunity

0 T I C i • ^°majle defense.
formed that such defense as he may desire to make
must be returned to the postmaster for transmission
to the Post-Office Department within ten days from
the receipt of the copy of the charges. Whenever
it is impracticable to present the copy to the accused
in person it should be sent l)j registered mail, and the
receipt preserved.

4. The defense must be in writing, and, after due Defense to be sui>
1 °7 1 mitted to Department.

examination by the postmaster, should be promptly
transmitted to the First Assistant Postmaster-General,
accompanied by an expression of the postmaster's
opinion thereon, and such recommendation as he may
desire to make.



enseis 5. if the accused fails to make any defense to the
charges preferred within the time specified, the case
as presented by the postmaster will be considered by
the Department,

eoml»eHS"l-'o ^classl- ^ec> ^ '̂ The reasons for any change in rank or compensation
ficd service. within the compctitiA7e classified service shall be made a part of

Civil-service Rule ,, -, , ., „,n § s, the recoras ot the proper department or onice.

'Mrst 2. Whenever it is deemed advisable to reduce or
change the grade or salaiy of any clerk or employee in
any post-office in the classified service, the postmaster
will make a report to this effect to the First Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Salaries and Allow-
ances) for his consideration and approval; and no such
change will be made without his authority.

f! Sec. 297. Where postmasters at second-class offices
fled service. not in t}ie ciassified servjce deem it to be for the best in-

terests of the postal service to remove, or change the
rank or compensation of, any clerk or employee in their
offices a full report, giving the reasons therefor, should
be submitted to the First Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Salaries and Allowances) for his approval,

aptprovaiaofen?st7Asst an(i no removal or reduction will be made without his
P-M.Gem. "authority.
-notice need not, t,e 2> No' notice or opportunity to be heard need be

given where it is sought to remove or reduce a clerk or
eniploj^ee not in the classified service.

Detail of clerks in ggg *>98, Postmasters (at offices of the first and second classes)
1885, Mar. 8, ch. 342; are authorized, Avith the approval of the Postmaster-General, to

1 Supp.. 483. . . , , , „ , . ' ." ~ ' assign at any time any clerk or employee 01 their respective post-
offices to duty in any branch thereof.

dutieskas directed^ 2. Clerks and employees in post-offices appointed
gard™o?o&rterdesigna- under a certain designation may, when in the opinion of
tlon- the postmaster the business of the office requires the

same, be detailed to, and when so detailed shall per-
form, the duties of any other clerk or employee in the
post-office in which they are employed, or the duties
attaching to any other position under any classification
designation whatever, whether anyone is employed in
said office under such classification designation or not.

in-nofpcfer!ks Bnd fln" Sec> ®99f Postmasters must not suspend clerks
tamSaShSoritv for S- w^hout authority f rom the First Assistant Postmaster-

General, except for a criminal act, or any act of such
a serious nature as to render an immediate suspension
from duty imperative. Such suspension must be imme-
diately reported to the First Assistant Postmaster-
General.
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Postmaster-
quency or misconduct, report should be made to the ggfra1' what to COQ-
First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Sal-
aries and Allowances), with a statement of all the facts
in the case and. a recommendation for such action as
the postmaster may deem necessary. In minor cases,
not sufficient to warrant removal but in which some
punishment is necessary, postmasters will recommend
a fine in even dollars and not to exceed ten dollars as
may be justified }yy the gravity of the offense, but
such fine must not be imposed until authorized by the
Department. When a greater penalty is deemed nec-
essary the Department will authorize a reduction in
the annual salary.

Sec. 800. * * * Clerks and employees attached to first and ^eayes of absence for
second class post-offices * * * (shall) be allowed leaves of 1890, Oct. l, oh. 12SO,
absence, with full pay, for not exceeding fifteen days in any one UPP-'

! 7-1 • 7 j mi j 1 1 i i -L 3 —not, till in service afiscal year: Iroviaea, iliat no clerk or employee be granted a year>

leave * * * until he has performed service for one year.

2. Postmasters must require the clerks at their offices —postmasters
1 range for.

to take their leaves at such times, and in such order, as
will least interfere with the service, and the business
of the office must be so arranged that it can be carried
on during the absence of the clerks on leave without
the employment of temporary clerks.

smaller offices of the second class without serious em- tutes may beployed. 'Vvj icn ,
barrassment to the service, authority will be given to
employ substitutes.

NOTE.—The omitted portion of the above statute refers to leaves Note,
for employees of the mail-bag repair shop, as to which see sec. 1395.

Sec. 301. The First Assistant Postmaster-General Substitute clerks.—may be employed
will, when necessary, authorize the employment of sub - f m el(Hk«on ]eay<J or' '*" attending court.
statutes at post-offices of the first and second classes for
clerks or employees on leave, or in attendance as wit-
nesses in United States courts in cases arising under
the laws of the United States, at a rate of compen-
sation not exceeding the compensation of such absent
clerks or employees, to be paid out of the appropriation
for substitutes and temporary clerks.

2. Applications for the employment of substitutes -applications for, in
1 -- r J _ case of clerks on

for clerks on leave in the cases referred to in section leave.
300, stating fully the reasons therefor, should be ad-
dressed to the First Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Salaries and Allowances).
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—postmasters to^em- g^ Whenever clerks are subpoenaed as witnesses in

nlssPe?narld make"™- United States courts, postmasters will, if necessary,
P°rt- employ substitute clerks to serve during the time the

regular clerks are actually absent attending court. A
full report of such employment, including the compen-
sation agreed to be paid, will be made to the First
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Salaries and
Allowances) for his approval.

_ NOTE.— The act of March 3, 1901 (eh. 851, 31 Stat. L., 1102), pro-
vides an appropriation for substitutes for clerks on vacation and
temporary clerks. The act of June 13, 1898, 2 Supp., 778, pro-
vided specifically for the employment of substitutes in lieu of
clerks subpoenaed as witnesses in United States courts, but such
substitutes can be now employed out of the appropriation for tem-
porary clerks, which is not limited in its uses, as in prior appro-
priation acts.

See sec. 298 as to assignment of clerks to different duties.

' Sec- 302. Wherever postmasters at offices of the
first and second classes can not satisfactorily perform
the work of their offices with the regular force at holi-
day or election periods, or at any other time on account
of unusual conditions, they should report such fact to
the First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of
Salaries and Allowances), with a statement as to what
temporary clerks are needed to meet such emergency;

re ul^force and *f tJie facts JllstiiT toe same tlle First Assistant
carticuitor timesrk at ^^master-General will authorize the employment of

temporary clerks.
nee-ssarllowed when 2- Temporary clerks must not be asked for and will

not be allowed except where absolutely necessary.
NOTE.—-Annual appropriations have been provided in the recent

appropriation acts for the employment of temporary clerks when
necessary.

"*dis" See< 3€lSl Postmasters at offices of the first and
second class will require distributing clerks to be ex-
amined from time to time on schemes of such States
as are to be distributed at their offices. Such exami-
nations, which will be conducted b}^ the Superintendent

ation of j\fajis at offices of the first class, will consist in the
distribution from memory of cards representing post-
offices, towns, or counties of any State for which dis-
tribution is made in the office. After such distribution
the cards will be examined, tested by the schemes, and
a record kept of the number of errors noted. Clerks
should also be frequently questioned as to the proper
routes on which mails are dispatched from their offices,
and as to the orders given them for making up the
mail. Incompetent distributing clerks will be removed.
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civil service boards.
secretaries or as members of boards of civil service

They are still subordi-
nate to the postmaster, and must not absent themselves ter
from their duties as post-office clerks to attend meet- attend meetings.
ings of the board or to transact the business of the
Civil Service Commission without special authority
from him.

2. Clerks who are members of boards of civil service ^° £e rmder^dijeo-
examiners are, in the performance of their duties as Commission> when.
such, under the direction of the Civil Service Commis-
sion. They must, however, render faithful and effi-
cient service as post-office clerks, and must not neglect asnc<ierk^eglectduties

their duties under the pretext of performing service
for the Civil Service Commission.

3. Postmasters will allow clerks who are members of cmfate1wOTkSo)°civii
the local board of civil service examiners ample time to servico boards-
attend to their duties as members of such boards during
the regular office hours, upon proper notice and appli-
cation, and will in everyway facilitate the. work of the
Civil Service Commission.

Sec. 305. Clerks in post-offices must not borrow ̂ "̂ 1 b/ciSE
money or contract debts which they have no reasonable fOTi)W<le»-
prospect of being able to pay; nor solicit, in person or
through others, contributions of money, gifts, or pres-
ents; or issue addresses, complimentary cards, prints, i^^adlresse?6*8 °r

publications, or any substitute therefor intended or
calculated to induce the public to make them gifts or
presents; or sell tickets for theaters, concerts, balls,
fairs, picnics, excursions, or places of amusement or
entertainment of any kind.

Sec. 306. In all post-offices where time recorders w™ recorders,
have been or may be furnished, the record taken from
the time recorder shall constitute the official time
record, and all other methods of time-keeping (except
carriers' trip reports) shall be discontinued.

2. The time recorder must be used by the assistant -a" employees to use.,
postmaster, superintendents, clerks, carriers, and all
other employees in reporting for duty, on leaving for
or returning from trips or meals, and at the close of
the day's work. This record must be taken at least
once daily, the aggregate time (total number of work-
ing hours and minutes served by each employee) en-—recordof timefrora-
tered in a time book, and the tapes with the original
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record securely pasted in a time book furnished by the
First Assistant Postmaster-General, Division of Post-

«ef to registerempl°y~ °®ce Supplies. The failure of an employee to register
will bo treated as a violation of the regulations, and
must be reported to the Department by the postmaster
for action.

IV.-

Aiiowances for cier- Bee, 807. The Postmaster-General is not authorized,
ical assistance at third .
and fourth class offi- except in certain cases isee sees, 308 and 309), to make
ces, only in certain l x , . 7;
cases. allowances for the employment of clerical assistance at
—postmasters mus t offices of the third and fourth classes. Postmasters
pay assistants.

must, therefore, arrange for the compensation of their
assistants (see sec. 283) or any clerks employed by them
unless allowances are made therefor as hereafter
provided,

commissions on 2, The commissions allowed, to postmasters at offices
money orders to cover « , - , , - , . - , -, f nclerical assistance, of the third and fourth classes on all money orders

issued are intended to cover the cost of all clerical
assistance necessary in the conduct of the money-order
business. (See sec. 967.)

Allowances for clerk Sec. 8
hire at distributing
offices of third and intersection of mail routes as distributing or separating office
fourth classes. -, -, n- • r Ji i-> • j r \ > i v59, where any suca oince is of the third (or) fourth ••" " -x

The Postmastei'-Genera] may designate offices at the
and
,

ciass
he may make a reasonable allowance to the postmaster for the
necessary cost of clerical services arising from such duties.

2. Applications for allowances for clerical assistance
at separating1 offices of the third and fourth classes must
be made to the First Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Salaries and Allowances), stating the
amount of mail handled for other offices and the rea-
sons why help is necessary in order to properly attend
to such distribution.

NOTE. — At the time the above statute was enacted there were
five classes of offices. The fifth is omitted, as shown by stars.

c a s a n c e v e r e wiienevcr unusual business accrues at any post-office,
unusual business ac- the Postmaster-General shall make a special order allowing rea-

KOTE. — The omitted clause refers to the allowance of an increase
in salary to the postmaster where unusual business accrues, but
this is repealed by the act of March 3, 1883, fixing the salary and
compensation of postmasters. (See sees. 255 and 257. )

This statute is inapplicable to offices of the first and second
classes, as the allowances for clerk hire at such offices are now
made out of regular appropriations at the discretion of the Post-
master-General (sec. 286), and the cost of all clerical assistance at
such offices must be paid out of these appropriations.
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an allowance is made
ical assistance at any post-office of the third or fourth ****** Eiails'etc-
class, the postmaster may employ any persons who are
competent and. can take the oath of office. (See sec, 207.)
No report of the person employed need be made to the
Post-Office Department. The person who is designated
as assistant postmaster, as provided in section 283, may
be employed under such allowances.

Sec. 311. All members of a postmaster's family and t^jyje^fiuS
other persons who are competent, and liable in his to h»«aieMi!iL

absence to be called upon to receive and deliver mail,
or perform other duties in the post-office, must take
the oath of office, (See sec, 207.)

2. An ex-postmaster must not be permitted to have Ex-postmaster,?,
access to or handle mail matter unless he takes the
oath of office anew.

V.—BONDS OF CLERKS IN POST-OFFICES.

Sec. 312. Assistant postmasters and cashiers at first, second, Bf»*s of filcrlts lu
1 ' ' post-offices.

and third class post-offices, and when deemed necessary by the 1898, June 13, ch. 446,
Postmaster-General for the better protection of the interests of ^ °' "' app'! "9"
the Government any other employees in such offices, shall, before
entering upon the duties of their office give bond to the United ~when required.
States with good and approved security, and in such penalty as —penalty of.
the Postmaster-General shall prescribe, conditioned for the faith- —what to cover,
ful discharge of all duties and trusts imposed upon them either
by law or the rules and regulations of the Post-Office Department.

NOTE.—Cashiers are allowed only at first-class post-offices. (See
sec. 298 as to assignment of clerks to performance of any duty in
the post-office where employed.)

Sec, 313. The taking of bonds by the United States mJJ^g J*ct^
directly from assistant postmasters and clerks in post- *"̂ f l)0uds from

offices does not in any wise affect the liability of post-
masters upon their official bonds for the proper discharge
of all the duties of their office and the due accounting
for all public funds which may be in, or como into, their
custody as postmaster; and postmasters and their sure-
ties are responsible on their official bonds to the same
extent as theretofore for the defaults and defalcations of
their subordinates. The bonds taken from assistants
and clerks in post-offices are simply additional security
of which the United States may avail itself in case of
loss.
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reqStoPgiyte"S! Ssc- 314- Gbief clerks who act as assistant post-
masters, finance clerks who act as cashiers, stamp
clerks, superintendents of money order and chief
money-order clerks, money-order issuing and paying
clerks, superintendents of stations, clerks in charge of
stations and substations, superintendents of registry
and all registry clerks shall give bond to the United
States in addition to assistant postmasters at first, sec-
ond, or third class offices, and cashiers at first-class
offices, none being employed at other offices.

" a11 2- Tlie bonds given to the United States by clerks
and employees in post-offices under their roster desig-
nation will be held to apply to and cover the faithful
discharge of all duties and trusts imposed upon them,
and the due accounting of all moneys which may come
into their possession while performing the duties of
any other clerk or employee, or of any position under
any other roster designation or classification whatever.

—new, w h e n re- 3, When recommendations are macle bv postmastersquired. t J l-
involving changes in such designations as assistant post-
masters, cashiers, finance clerks, money -order and reg-
istry clerks, and others from whom bonds are required,
the Department will call for bonds to cover the new
positions, and upon the receipt and approval of such
bonds the clerks will be regarded as permanent ap-
pointees under the new designations. The same pro-
cedure will obtain respecting bonds of stampers, dis-
tributors, mailing clerks, etc. , of whom it is optional
with the postmaster to require bonds.

others may be re- 4, Where other persons than those named handle
quired to give bond A

advice of post- Government funds they may be required to give bond
master. _ ,

if so recommended by the postmaster.
Amount of bond. 5. The amount of bond in each instance will be fixed

by the Post-Office Department, upon the advice of the
postmaster, according to a schedule that will be fur-
nished upon application.

See sec. 283 as to assistant postmasters at third-class offices.

©nFb0oiHis0ofaeierk".retr Seo> 315' AU bonds 'of assistant postmasters and
clerks in post-offices must be given to the United
States, and drawn in accordance with the forms pre-
scribed by the Department.

2. The Post-Office Department prefers that the bonds
of assistant postmasters and clerks in post-offices be
guaranteed by a surety company authorized to do busi-
ness under act of Congress approved August 13, 1894.
(See sec. 88.)
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3. Postmasters may represent the employees of their neg°tiSeSrates. may

offices in negotiating- premium rates with surety com-
panies, but must not solicit or accept commissions from
such companies, nor seek to compel their clerks to do
business with any particular company.

4. It is desired that in post-offices of the first and
second classes the clerks shall give a blanket bond to the
United States, guaranteed by a surety company. This
is not compulsory, but it will greatly facilitate the busi-
ness of the Department.

5. After the execution of a blanket bond no addi-
tional persons can be included. All subsequent bonds
given for clerks in the same office must be on a similar
form where there is more than one person to be bonded,
or where there is only one person upon a single form.

6. The proper designation of clerks in first and sec-
ond class offices must be given in their bonds, and the
names of all clerks in blanket bonds must be arranged
in alphabetical order.

7. In all cases the premium on bonds must be paid
by the clerks and employees, and where they are not
paid according to agreement the Department will take
proper action in the matter. Postmasters will report
to the First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of
Salaries and Allowances) where a clerk fails to pay the
premium on his bond within fifteen days after it is due.

8. Applications for forms for bonds and lists of fo^^ions for

surety companies that will be accepted thereon, and all
correspondence relative to bonds should be addressed
to the First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division
of Salaries and Allowances).

VI.—OATHS OF CLERKS IN POST-OFFICES.

Sec. 316. Assistant postmasters, clerks, and em- oaths.
L ' > —assistant postinas-

ployees in post-offices must, before entering upon the tga, clerks, etc., must
discharge of their duties, take the oath of office upon
the form furnished by the Post-Office Department (see
sec. 207), and postmasters will retain such oaths on the
files of their respective offices, except that the oaths of
assistant postmasters at offices of the third class will be
forwarded to the First Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Salaries and Allowances).
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CHAPTEE, 5.

ALLOWANCES AM3 FOE POST-OFFICES,

Expenditures for Sec. Sil. The Postmaster-General is authorized to
rent, light, and fuel , , ™ <« ,1 r- x i J
at first, second, and allow postmasters at ollices or the first, second, and
third class offices. , i • i i - i i «>
—how authorized. tnird classes sucli sum as he may deem necessary tor

rent, light, and fuel, except as provided in the follow-
ing statute at third-class offices, within the limit of
the appropriation provided by law. (See note.)

2. There shall not be allowed for the use of any third-class post-

31 St. L., 1102.

INOTE, — Under E. S., § 3860, the Postmaster-General was au-
thorized to allow to postmasters at offices of the first and second
classes, out of the surplus revenues of their offices, such sums as
he might deem necessary for rent, fuel, and light. This was
extended to third-class offices by the act of July 24, 1888 (ch. 702,
1 Supp. , 600) . The annual appropriation acts have for years past
contained an appropriation for "rent, light, and fuel," which
may be expended according to the discretion of the Postmaster-
General, except as limited at third-class offices; and by the pro-
visions of the act of July 24, 1888, supra, " the aggregate allowance
for rent (at all post-offices of the first, second, and third classes)
made in any year (shall not) exceed the amount appropriated
for such purpose." R. S., § 3860, is practically of no use in con-
nection with allowances for rent, light, and fuel, nor in the cn.se
of allowances for miscellaneous items, etc., as to which see note,
sec. 321. See also note, sec. 286, as to E. S., § 3860, in connection
with clerks in post-offices, and supplies.

r°en*t; SeCl 318< Applications for allowances for rent, light,
light, and fuel. an(j flie] at offices of the first, second, and third classes
-to whom sent. must be addressed to the First Assistant Postmaster-

General (Division of Salaries and Allowances). The
amount needed for each item should be specified.

Expenditures, how 2. Expenditures for rent, fuel, and lie-lit must not he
authorized. -L :< 5 o

made unless authorized by the First Assistant Post-
Allowances not to master-General : and the amount allowed for each itembe exceeded. '

must not be exceeded. Credit will only be allowed for
vouchers to be filed, the amount actually disbursed, and Touchers therefor

must be rendered to the Auditor for the Post-Office
Department. (See sec, 380.)

other°mrSPotetobl 3' Postmasters at offices where an allowance is. made
w5heoutf0approvaiffiof ^or ren^ Irms^ no^ rent a part of any room or store
Department. until a report has been made to the First Assistant

Postmaster-General and authority received from him
for such occupancy. The report must give a description
of the room or store and the class of business carried
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on by the occupant; what separation there will be be-
tween the post-office and the other part of the room,
and all other necessary Information.

4. Whenever the rental for an entire room or store for Premises rented by
Department not to be

the use of the post-office is paid for by the Post-Office sublet without au-
• • i P -i 1 - 1 thority.Department, no portion thereof must be sublet without

the consent of the First Assistant Postmaster-General.
If any such premises are sublet, the rental received
therefor must be accounted for as part of the revenues
of the office.

II.-

Sec. 319, The Postmaster-General is authorized to Leases for premises
for use of post-offlees.

enter into leases for the use of premises at post-offices —may be entered into
, „ - -, „ for not exceeding ieTi

of the first, second, and third classes lor a term not years.
exceeding ten years, payment therefor to be made
quarterly out of the appropriation for rent, fuel, and
lights. (See note.)

2. "Whenever any building or part of a building under lease No rent to be paid
, ,,, f ~ " , ,i> L i TI i - i j.-i under, when buildingbecomes unfit tor use as a post-ornce, no rent shall be paid uirai ,r,^r,i >';;r n:..z_
the, same shall he put in a satisfactory condition by the owner 1885, Mar. 3, ch. 342,
thereof for occupation as a post-office, or the lease maybe can- —lease'to terminate,
celcd, at the option of the Postmaster-General; and a lease shall w ieu-
cease and terminate whenever a post-office can be moved into a

NOTE.—Annual appropriation acts for several years past have iNTote.
contained a provision authorizing the Postmaster-General to apply
part of the appropriation for rent, light, paid fuel '' to the purpose
of leasing premises for the use of post-offices of the first, second,
and third classes at a reasonable annual rental," etc. (See act
March 3, 1901, ch. 851, 31 Stat. L., 1102.) The terms for which
euch leases could be entered into have varied, but for several
years past the period has been limited to ten years. The authority
to make these leases is only temporary, and unless made perma-
nent or repeated in subsequent acts the Postmaster-General would
not be authorized to enter into a lease which would be binding
on the Government beyond the term of the current appropriation.
(See sec. 10-i.)

Sec, 320. Whenever it is deemed expedient, leases Leases win i>e made
-. • , i , •, -ra when expedient.

for a term of years will be entered into by the Post-
Office Department on behalf of the United States for
premises for the use of post-offices of the first, second,
and third classes. Such leases will be made for a period
not exceeding five years, except that in such cases where
special advantages can be obtained the term will be
Increased to not exceeding ten j^ears.

2. All correspondence relative to the leasing of ^correspondence rei-
1 ^ ative to lease.

promises for post-offices- should be addressed to the
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First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Salaries
and Allowances).

See sec. 318 as to subletting any portion of post-office premises.

tttm«hine^ Ssc- 33L Tile Postmaster-General is authorized to
?rti£"««f 'it'mf ̂  allow to postmasters at offices of the first and second
officer"1 se€OIid class classes such sums as he may deem necessary for cancel-
OTTa"ttOTitvof Post- in» machines, advertising, and miscellaneous and inci-
master-General. dental items, including furniture and cleaning, within

the limit of the appropriations provided by law.

Allowances for mis- 2. The Postmaster-General, in his discretion, under such regu-
cellaneous items may ' . '
be expended without lations as he shall prescri be, may authorize any of the postmasters
whei? au tho r i t y ' of said offices to expend the funds he may allow them for such

.1901̂  Mar. 3, ch.85l, purposes (miscellaneous and incidental items, including furniture
and cleaning) without the written consent of the Postmaster-
General.

No*0- NOTE.—Under E. S., § 3860, the Postmaster-General is author-
ized to allow to postmasters at offices of the first and second
classes, out of the surplus revenues of their offices, such sums as
he deems necessary for '' furniture, printing, * * * inciden-
tals," etc. Recent appropriation acts have contained annual
appropriations for these and other items named except printing,
which is now classed as miscellaneous, and allowances therefrom
may be made to the different offices within the limit of the appro-
priation, according to the discretion of the Postmaster-General, so
that E. S., § 3860 is practically of no use in connection with these
allowances, nor in the case of allowance for rent, light, and fuel,
as to which see Note, sec. 317. See also Note, sec. 286, as to
E. S., § 3860, in connection with clerks in post-offices, and supplies.

Allowances for ad- gee. Q22. Applications for allowances for advertis-
verticinsr, miscellane- L i
ous, and incidental ing. (see secs< QQI anc[ QQty miscellaneous, andinciden-
Items. ° " " '
—applications for, to tal expenses at offices of the first and second classes

must be addressed to the First Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Salaries and Allowances). The
application should show each item or article separately,
with cost of each.

Expenditures, not g. Expenditures will be authorized by order of the
to be made without A J

authority. First Assistant Postmaster-General specifying the
allowance for each item and the period covered. Allow-
ances may be made at an annual rate. Credit will be
allowed only for expenditures authorized, and for the

—vouchers for, to be amount actually disbursed, and vouchers therefor must
be rendered to the Auditor for the Post-Office Depart-
ment. (See sec. 380.)

Fixed allowances 3. Fixed annual allowances for miscellaneous and
for miscellaneous . . , , , . , , . -, -, -, -, -, , , ,
items, when made, incidental items which may be expended by the post-

master without specific authority in each case, will
only be made at the larger offices of the first class.
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4. Applications for stamp-canceling machines must ^fj^es. cancelmg

be addressed to the First Assistant Postmaster-General -applications for.
(Division of Salaries and Allowances), and when sup-
plied will be furnished upon the direct order of the
Post-Office Department.

5. No allowances whatever can be made to offices of thM and^-Mtifclass
the third and fourth classes, except for separating the ofilces> except.
mails (see sec. 808), and for rent, fuel and light at
offices of the third class. (See sec. 317.)

Sec. 323. No allowance will be made to any post- ^VtoT"^Mesia
master for expenses incurred in payment of authorized ™fjftrf J^Bieilte or

expenditures by money order, check, or otherwise, or
in depositing or collecting moneys due the Post-Office
Department.

IV.—STATIONERY AND GENERAL SUPPLIES.

See. 324. ^Requisitions for supplies, including blanks, 0|̂ lies for post"
will be made to the First Assistant Postmaster-General hoTmll?ns f or '
(Division of Post-Office Supplies). Blank requisitions
will be furnished and must be carefully filled out, giving
the name of the office, county, State, and postmaster.

2. Supplies should be used only for official purposes ed f°r °llice

and must be properly cared for.
3. Wrapping paper and twine will be reused when

possible.
/( \ Tr,TTm->-i-/-.-i*TT nt>^-rrrJ«rt» -A k n n-mr\tir\4- ^.f n-4-n 4-5 r\~> r,-i*TT InVGll tOrV tO aCCOHl-•i. An inventory snowing me amount 01 stationery pany requisition,

on hand at the time each annual requisition is made
must accompany the same.

5. No blank books, letter heads, or printed matter of teSTott^be^ufSn
any kind furnished by the Post-Office Departmentblanks'etc"
shall have the name of the postmaster printed thereon.

6. Supplies for use in the money-order business will p£ney'order sup-
be obtained upon requisition to the First Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Money Orders).

NOTE.—Under R. S., § 3860, the Postmaster-General was author-
ized to make allowances to postmasters at offices of the first and
second classes for stationery, as in the case of rent and incidental
items, etc., as to which see Notes, sees. 317 and 321. Annual appro-
priations are now made for all stationery supplies for post-offices
which are furnished direct from the Department. (See sec. 628 as
to conduct of business of post-office where contagious disease in
postmaster's family.)

offices as may be necessary.
2. Wrapping paper and twine will be issued to . wrapping p a p e r ,i i » JL £ twine.

offices where gross receipts exceed $100 per annum;
300A—02 10



but at smaller offices the necessity therefor must be
shown in the requisition.

3. Offices where the annual gross receipts are $300,
or more, will be supplied with four-pound letter bal-
ances, and where second-class matter has to be weighed
the necessary scales will be furnished. Balances de-
nominated in grains of the metric system will be fur-
nished to post-offices exchanging mail with foreign
countries, and. such, other offices as may be necessary.
(See sec. 81.)

r k m g ^ Postmarking and rating stamps and ink will be
supplied to all post-offices. •

5. Stationery and general stationery supplies will be
furnished to post-offices of the first and second classes.

•th^fass* @- -&k offices of the third and fourth classes, post-
masters must supply themselves at their own expense
with printed reference slips of the same size as those
furnished to other offices by the Post-Office Depart-
ment, which is 3-| by 8 inches.

Sec. 328. Allowances will be made to postmasters ofed fiieiag- slips, SMS!

Be^oiMfcfas^offlwfs*113 ^ie ^rs^ am* second classes upon application to the
First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Post-
Office Supplies) for the purchase of printed facing

—application for or- slips and card slide labels. Orders therefor will be
t is.c'ft v. fj Oj i co.atriie to::s.

made by postmasters upon the contractor, whose name
and address appears in the Postal Guide, and pay-
ment will be made upon proper voucher out of said
allowances. (See sec. 380.)

postmasters at, other 2. Printed facing slips may be purchased by post-
offices m;-,y 'pu.v'elmee % , „ _ „ , i
printed slips. masters at offices of the tmrd and fourth classes, at their

own expense, of the regular contractor.
B l a n k s , record Sec. S27. Blanks, including record books and returns

books, etc. . - , - 1 . • i -i 11 • •!•—requisition for. will bo 1 uriiisheci to all postmasters upon requisition on
the regular forms.

2. Lists of the blanks and blank books supplied to
postmasters will be sent on application to the First
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Post-Office
Supplies).
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CHAPTER 6.

POSTAGE STAMPS, STAMPED ENVELOPES, AFJ3
POSTAL GABBS.

1=—SALE OF STAMPS, ENVELOPES, ETC.

be kept for sale at all post-offices; and each postmaster shall be r_Vokf finished and

See Title 1, chapter 8, as to preparation and issue of stamps, etc.
See sec. 287, note.

Sec. 329. No postmaster of any class, or other person connected T Jope/Vc ampS' eH"
with the postal service, entrusted with the sale or custody of post- 1878, June 17, ch. 259,

, -, , , , i T v ,. 1 Snpp., 187.age stamps, stamped envelopes, or postal cards, shall use or dispose see R. s., § 3920.
of them in the payment of debts or in the purchase of merchan- TiP cuT f\° * » °r

disc or other salable articles, or pledge or hypothecate the same,
or sell or dispose of them except for cash, or sell or dispose of
postage stamps or postal cards for any larger or less sum than the
Dairies indicated on their faces, or sell or dispose of stamped
envelopes for a larger or less sum than is charged therefor by the
Post-Office Department for like quantities, or sell or dispose of
postage stamps, stamped envelopes, or postal cards otherwise than
as provided by law and the regulations of the Post-Office Depart-
ment; and any postmaster, or other person connected with the —penalty for im-

. . . . proper.
postal service, who shall violate any of these provisions, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof,
shall be fined in any sum not less than fifty dollars nor more than
five hundred dollars or be imprisoned for a term not exceeding

2. Books of stamps interleaved with nonadhesive
paper (see sec. 138) will be sold at the face value of the
postage stamps contained therein, and 1 cent additional
to cover the cost of the book. Detailed information
concerning books of stamps can be obtained from the
current postal guides.

3. The prices at which stamped envelopes and news-
paper wrappers of the various sizes, qualities, and
denominations shall be sold to the public separately or
in quantities, will be fixed from, time to time by order
of the Postmaster-General. Circulars giving this
information will be issued and sent to postmasters.
Where the price of one or a quantity of envelopes —w!16,re. fraction m-

*- f * '- J -1 eluded m.
includes a fraction of a cent, postmasters must require
payment of the entire cent,

4. Postmasters, superintendents of stations, and other
clerks and employees at post-offices, stations, and sub-
stations must not solicit the purchase of stamps or other
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stamped paper at their offices Iry persons living- or
doing business within the delivery of another post-
office.

Note. NOTE.—The term stamped paper applies to adhesive stamps,
stamp books, and postal cards, as well as to stamped envelopes.

See sees. 1581-1587 as to penalty for unlawful use, counterfeiting,
etc., of stamps, etc.; see sec. 655 as to soliciting mailing of matter.

Exchange of stamps, SQC. 880. Postmasters must not redeem or exchange
eiSo, lorfeiddeiio ^ °

postage stamps or postal cards; nor stamped envelopes,
except as provided in section 339, and circulars of
instruction.

Foreign or mutilated 2. Postmasters should not accept foreign o-old or sil-
coins or currency. -1 ,
—not to be accepted, ver coj ns as they are not legal tender in the United States,
except. ' •' " '

or perforated, mutilated, or abraded coins, or mutilated
paper currency, except fractional silver coins "worn by
abrasion, which must be received so long as the super-
scription thereon can be distinguished.

Trade dollar. g. The "trade dollar" is not legal tender and shoulc
not be accepted, as it will not be received by the
Treasury as a deposit.

4. Minor coins—five, three, and one cent pieces, are
legal tender to the amount of twenty-five cents, and
fractional silver up to ten dollars.

5. Where counterfeit money is accepted the post-
master must bear the loss thereon.

6. Postmasters should provide themselves with a
sufficient amount of minor coins and bills of small de
nomination to enable them to make change for pur-
chasers of stamped paper. "When a postmaster is
unable to make change the purchaser must tender the
exact amount of his purchase.

See sec. 977, note, as to further explanation of "legal tender."

II.—REQUISITIONS FOE SUPPLIES.

Supply of stamps, geCi 33^ Postmasters must keep on hand a supply
Sis.'fV!51pC(i CUVClOpCS} -*• i. j. v

—to be kepfoifiiand °^ postage stamps of every kind, books of stamps (see
sec. 133), postage-due arid special-delivery stamps,
stamped envelopes, newspaper wrappers, and postal
cards sufficient to meet the public demands and the legiti-
mate needs of the service; but stamped paper must
not be ordered by any postmaster for use as currency,

-improper orders for. nor to supply persons or firms whose mailings prop-
erly belong to another post-office, for the purpose of
increasing the income of his office (see sees. 329 and
555), and postmasters must not solicit the purchase of
stamped paper at their offices by persons living or doing
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business within the delivery of another post-office.
Violations of this regulation will be regarded as cause
for removal.

See sec. 555 as to soliciting mail matter.

2. Requisitions must be made so that the stock will —requisition for.
not become exhausted, and at least three months' sup-
ply should be ordered in advance; but postmasters must
not make requisition on the Department for an amount
of stamped paper which, with the value of their stock
on hand, will exceed the amount of their official bonds.
Postmasters whose sales amount to $100 or less quarterly
will order a supply to last them three quarters at a time.

3. Postmasters of the first class may make requisi- —when to order,
tion at any time during the quarter; postmasters of
the second, third, and fourth classes may make requisi-
tion at any time except the first fifteen or the last ten
days of a quarter. This exception does not apply to
requisitions for special-request envelopes, which must
be forwarded to the Department the same day order is
taken from purchaser. (See sec. 336.)

-1. All stamped pacer is charged to postmasters in —when charged to
i i T- f-\> - T C I postmasters.the accounts of the Post-Office Department and of the

auditor in the quarter in which the invoice is dated,
even though the stock reaches the postmaster after the
close of that quarter.

5. Where supplies become exhausted, temporary pur- —temporary, may be
i i -J-, purchased from, other

chases may be made from other offices. Postmasters offices,
must not include such supplies in their quarterly re-
turns, and the amount thereof will not be reckoned in
the business of their offices.

6. Stamped paper must not be loaned by one post- Io.^mps not to be

master to another.

Sec. 832. Requisitions for postage stamps of all gtMn^stam ea *»T
kinds, books of stamps (see sec. 329), postage-due and veiopes, etc.
special-delivery stamps, stamped envelopes ("plain,"
"printed," or "special-request") (see sec. 336), news-
paper wrappers, and postal cards must be made to the
Third Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Post-
age Stamp Supplies) upon forms (Nos. 3201, 3202, 3203,
and 3285) which will be furnished upon application
to the First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division
of Post-Office Supplies). Telegraphic requisitions
are objectionable. Special care must be taken to -~how made out-
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fill in the blank form with the
office, county, and State, the date of the order, the
quantity and value of stamps, books of stamps, stamped
envelopes, and postal cards of eacli kind and denomi-
nation wanted, and already on hand, together with
the average quarterly sales. The requisition must be

with ̂ ^ wX}i inki jf it appears advisable to do so,
the Department will furnish more or less stamped paper
than the amount for which requisition is made by a
postmaster.

sheets, g.. Requisitions for "plain" and "printed" stamped
envelopes must be .made out on separate sheets (Form
3201) by postmasters at offices of the first, second, and
third classes in Michigan, Indiana, Kentucky, Tennes-
see, Alabama, and in all States and Territories west
thereof. Plain stamped envelopes will be supplied
to postmasters in these States from the Saint Louis
stamped-envelope subagency.

bTS 3t Unless the blank be properly filled out and signed
the requisition will not be honored, but will be returned
for correction.

See sees. 248 and 253 as to signing of requisitions by assistant
or acting postmaster, etc.

n ifhed poltmast-er un- 4. No postmaster will be supplied with stamped paper
mi commissioned. rmtil his commission shall have been duly issued.
~PlJ™!ess accounts 5. Where a postmaster fails to render any quarterly

returns to the Auditor for the Post-Office Department
his requisitions for supplies will not be filled until all
delinquent returns are received.

See sec. 241 as to postmasters holding over.

counting', of eup- Sec. 333. Packages of stamps, books of stamps, or
plies. i ° •• > , •

other stamped paper must, upon receipt, be opened
and the contents counted jointly by the postmaster
and a disinterested witness; and if the contents are cor-
rect, the receipt accompanying1 the package will be
dated and signed in the same manner as requisitions,
and transmitted promptly to the Third Assistant Post-
master-General (Division of Postage Stamp Supplies).

2. If the amount of stamped paper included in a
Excess to be held package is in excess of the amount stated in the receipt,

for instructions. ~ , . " '
the receipt will be signed for the amount shown thereon
without any alteration, and sent to the Third Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Postage Stamp Sup-
plies), with a separate letter stating the amount of
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excess. The postmaster will hold the excess stock
pending receipt of instructions for its disposition.

3. Where any deficiency is discovered in the contents
of a package, the receipt will be signed for the amount Deficiency,
stated thereon without any alteration, and sent to the
Third Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Post-
age Stamp Supplies), with a separate letter giving the —claim for.
date and number of the order as shown on the receipt,
the registry number, dates of mailing and arrival of
the package, and all the facts in the case; and if the
shortage is in stamps or postal cards the case or wrap-
per in which the supplies were received will be sent
direct to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General, but
where the shortage is in stamped envelopes the wooden
case, wrapper, and bottom, of the pasteboard box will
be sent to the Stamped-Envelope Agent. The affidavit
of the postmaster and witness, stating the amount of
the deficiency, must also be transmitted with the
receipt.

4. Postmasters must keep a record of the number
of the order, dates, address, and all the words on the —record and corre-

• spondence w h e r e
wrapper, label, or box, wnere claim is made on account claim for.
of a shortage, and in all correspondence on the subject
the date and number of the order, date of receipt of
supplies, and registry number will be given..

5. All shortages in packages should be reported to
the post-office inspector in charge as provided in sec-
tion 43.

Sec. 834. If an error is made by a postmaster in gtS^
ordering ordinary stamped envelopes, credit will be ̂ f^hen1 postagc

allowed at postage value only, when the envelopes are
returned to the Post-Office Department; and the envel-
opes must not be returned until permission has been
granted by the Third Assistant Postmaster-General.

Gee sec, S38 as to errors in special-request envelopes furnished.

Sec. 885, The number and date of Department's . Number and date of
-'- invoice.

invoice, as shown on the stub retained by the post-
master,, must alyfays be given when writing' about
stamped paper which has been furnished.
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^&£i$S££& See. 886. Requisitions by postmasters for special-
opes- request envelopes (see sec. 137) must be made, on blank

form No. 3202, promptly upon receiving orders and
payment therefor.

- ~ 2> Whenever money which has been paid to a post-
master upon an order for special-request envelopes is
lost or embezzled, the envelopes will be furnished;
and if the loss is due to the fault of the postmaster or of
his subordinates, he will be held responsible therefor.

- gee. 887. No advertisement, business cards, or
, i / m

devices of any kind wTill be printed on special-request
envelopes, in addition to the return card. The matter
jn &m^ carc|s will be limited to: "After • days,
return to," name of the writer (individual, firm, com-
pany, or corporation), street number, post-office, and
State. (See sec, 136.)

ti card not to include 2_ T|,e individual name must not include any title,
or business or professional designation, though a title,
without the person's name, may be included in a corpo-
rate address to designate a particular officer of the cor-
poration as the writer; as "Treasurer,T. &X. R. H. Co.'"

vo°cat3ioifeexceiptatlng 3t ^° secure the printing of corporate or firm names
in which there is any indication of the business or voca-
tion, the postmaster must know and state positively in
a letter attached to his requisition that the name is used
under corporate charter or formally executed articles
of agreement, so designating the firm, and that it is not
assumed merely as an advertisement of the business.

-or name of building, 4. >JO nanie of a place or building will be printed inexcept. _ i ^ t
lieu of a street or number, unless it is well known and
recognized, in the city directory.

Name of post-office. 5> r£ne name of the post-office where the envelopes
are ordered must always be a part of the card, and it
will be spelled as in the Official Guide.

Dumber of days for g, jf no number of days is given ~by the postmaster
in which the letter is to be returned if not called for,
the number of days will be left blank, No less than
three nor more than thirty days' limit will bo printed.

styl? "f, typ" to b" 7. No variation will be made in the style of type,prescribed by Depart- J •' -'- '
men*- ~ color of ink, or the form of request adopted by the

Post-Office Department, The redelivery of the letter
to the writer, if it fails to reach the addressee, is the
sole object of the return card.
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Clear copy to be

copy of the return card desired, and where it is not
furnished the postmaster will be held responsible for
any errors. A printed letter head or business card of
the purchaser should be pinned to his first order.

9. The extra printed cards attached to boxes of p^*rvaed^rd to b8

envelopes should be preserved by the postmaster, to be
pinned to subsequent requisitions.

10. Bequest cards will not be printed on newspaper OJf^ppe?g eteinted

wrappers or ungummcd envelopes for covering cir-
culars.

S°r. 33^ "Whe"'"p sr»Aeif*l-reauest envelopes are re- Errors in speciai-re-t,>:j..-i, <_;.-•• I-. ,1 -\_.-.. u K ^ J W X J i v<,| ; ~ i 1 ^ • ' quest envelopes.

fused by the party ordering them on account of mis-
printing or other mistake they should be sent by
registered mail, to the Third Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Redemption of Stamped Paper),
with a letter of advice giving the number and date of
Department's invoice on which they were furnished,
and the reason for returning them. At the same time
a new and correct requisition must be forwarded in a
separate envelope addressed to the Third Assistant Post-
master-General, Division of Postage Stamp Supplies.
If the error occurred through the fault of the Post- Departmerit "credit^
Office Department, or of the manufacturer of the en- fu l1 value-
velopes, credit for their full value will be given in the
postmaster's account. Where the mistake was made by po^mastefet^ credit
the postmaster, or the party ordering the envelopes, only for stamps,
credit will be allowed for their postage value only. \f to any other than the party for whom they were party ordenns-

ordered.

IV.—REDEMPTION OF STAMPED ENVELOPES.

See. 839. Postmasters may redeem stamped envel- stalled envelopes.0*
opes and wrappers when presented to them by any
responsible person, at their face value, either in—to be at face value,
postage stamps or postal cards, when they are in sub-
stantially a whole condition and have evidently never
been used. In any case of doubt, or where large —where large quan-

^ • " titles presented.
quantities are presented, the matter should be referred,
with a statement of all the facts, to the Third Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Redemption of
Stamped Paper) for instructions.

2. Stamped envelopes and wrappers that have been Enveiopesredeemed
i . „-,, . , to be returned.

redeemed must be sent by registered mail to the Third -to t>e registered.



Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Redemption
of Stamped Paper), accompanied by a letter stating the
number and amount of each denomination, when credit
will be allowed therefor. Such returns should not bo
made oftener than once a quarter, or until there is a

witness to dispatch, sufficient accumulation. A disinterested witness should
be present at the preparation and mailing of the pack- j
age, and where it is not registered credit will not be j
allowed for the envelopes and wrappers returned if it j
fails to reach the Post-Office Department.

Supplies damaged Sec. 84:0. Where any portion of a package of stamps
on receipt. , ; '; • j . . . . V

or other stamped paper received upon requisition is
found to be damaged the postmaster will sign the re-
ceipt for the whole amount, and write upon a separate
sheet of paper, to be pinned to the receipt, the number
and amount of stamps, envelopes, wrappers, or cards
unfit for use, and return them, together with., the
receipt and accompanying letter, to the Third Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Redemption of
Stamped Paper), who will give credit therefor. Receipts
for stamped paper must never be defaced or altered.

2. If the entire contents of the package are damaged,

—new requisition to and a requisition made on the proper blank for such
"'""""""' stamped paper as may be needed, with the indorsement

on the face thereof,'' To replace damaged stamped paper
returned."

preparation of pack- g_ Packages of damaged stamped paper must be pre-
pared for mailing, the contents thereof counted, and
such package registered and placed in the mails and
dispatched in the presence of a disinterested witness.
Where such packages are not registered and fail to
reach the Post-Office Department, credit will not be
allowed for the amount claimed.

aftc?r"eipt.damafe'ed Bsc- 84L Postage stamps or other stamped paper
that become unfit for use while in the possession of
postmasters or are damaged by fire or otherwise, should

-to be returned, how. })Q sent to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General"
—credit for. (Division of Redemption of Stamped Paper) for credit,

accompanied by a letter of advice giving the number of
each denomination of stamps or kind of stamped paper
returned, and evidence that such supplies are those
with which the postmaster is charged.
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2. Whoa the stamps are not in sheets they should be
separated by denominations, and put up in packages of
one hundred or less.

3. Packages of damaged stamped paper should be
prepared and dispatched in the presence of a disinter-
ested witness, as provided in paragraph 3 of the preced-
ing" section.

See sec. 204, an to credit for total losses of stamped paper, etc.,
or where the same is so damaged that the face value can not be
identified. Sec. 626 as to conduct of business of post-office where
contagious disease in postmaster's family.

CHAPTES To

LETTER BOXES, CALL AMD LOCK BOXES A2?D EEY
DEPOSITS.

See. 842. A letter box must be provided at third Letter drops at offices
1 ff , 1 , • , o* third and fourth

and fourth ciass post-oiiices, and constructed in the classes.

window or wall, so that it will be accessible to the pub-
lic at all hours. The bos should be at least 2 feet in -how constructed,
depth from the lower edge of the aperture, and not less
than 1 foot from, .back to front; the aperture for post-
ing letters to be horizontal, as shown by the diagram
in the margin, with the words "Letter Box" painted
above, with a ledge about 2 inches in width on the in-
side directly underneath the aperture inclining upward,
as shown, to prevent the contents of the box from
being seen or taken out. The box should be shut by
means of a door forming the entire back or side of the
box, the door to be always securely locked, and the |̂ebde kePJc securely
key kept in a safe place.
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r- Sec. 343, At post-offices of the second and third
nished by postmaster, c]asseg; where ̂ & box equipmeat fg not supplied by the

postmaster.
No'j8< NOTE,—Box equipments are furnished by the Government in

post-offices located in Government buildings; and in offices of the
first class, and generally in those of the second class, they are sup-
plied under the terms of a lease entered into by the Postmaster-
General. At offices of the third class leases are entered into which
will include the necessary boxes where it is to the advantage of
the Government. (See sec. 320.)

offle^s olffiufcL? Sec- S44- Box equipments will not be furnished or
rented by the Post-Office Department at offices of the
fourth class. Postmasters at such offices must furnish

bypostmasterarnlslied a^ ^G^f own expense such an equipment of call, de-
livery, paid lock-boxes as may be necessary to meet the
public demands.

BOX equipment of gee. 345. Postmasters are not required to purchase
predecessor. * l

—purchase of, not re- the box equimnent of their predecessors. A retiring1quired. "a j. i p
postmaster should not remove his boxes to the detri-
ment of the public service where his successor does

--when used, rental tunlty to obtain and install others. Where the boxes
must oe paid. J

of a predecessor are used at offices of the second or
third class and are not included in a lease to the Post-
Office Department, and at offices of the fourth class, the
postmaster must pay out of his own compensation a
reasonable rental to be agreed upon for such boxes.

Lock poxes may be gee. 846. Postmasters may allow box holders who desire to do
erected in post-offices
by_pairons. so to provide lock-boxes or drawers for their own use, at their

Ki •' § 4 j2- own expense, which lock-boxes or drawers, upon their erection

5tUnbited1SteatPeTPerty in anJ" post-office, shall become the property of the United States,
and be subject to the direction and control of the Post-Office

-rent therefor. Department, and shall pay a rental at least equal to that of other
boxes in the same office, or, if there be no other boxes in such
office, of boxes in other offices of the same 'class, which rental
shall be accounted for as other box rents. (See sec. 349.)

-only allowed at cer- 2. The erection of lock-boxes and drawers by the
tain fourth-class of- J

fices- patrons of post-offices will not be permitted except at
the smaller offices of the fourth class. Applications for
authority to erect private boxes must be submitted to
the First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of
Salaries and Allowances).

required9 to^fumish 3- Postmasters must not require the patrons of the
office to furnish their own lock-boxes or drawers, or
to contribute in any wise, beyond the payment of the
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regular rental for the use of a box, toward the pur-
chase or maintenance of an equipment of lock, call, or
delivery-boxes.

See. 347. The rate of rental for call and lock-boxes BOX rent rates.
, .-,-, -, f. , , , , -n. , . . . , , „ , ~to be fixed by De-• or drawers will be fixed by the First .Assistant Post-partment.

master-General, and may vary at different offices.
Postmasters must not change existing1 rates, but if
a change is desired application will be made to the —applications for

•—' - « - -« - change of,
First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Sala-
ries and Allowances), accompanied by a full statement
of the reasons therefor.

2. Postmasters must not require the patrons of their Patrons not to be re-
. - , - , , ,, JL quired to rent boxes.

oiaces to rent either lock or call boxes unless they so

different rates are prescribed.

Sec. 84.8. ]NO box at any post-office shall be assigned to the use Bent of boxes.
~R S § S901

of any person until the rent thereof has been paid for at least one • k •> s • • -
quarter in advance, for which the postmaster shall give a receipt.

2. Box rents must be collected at the beginning- of
each quarter for the entire quarter, but no longer, and
if a box holder fails to pay his rental within ten days
after the beginning- of the quarter, the box shall be
closed and offered for rent and the mail will be placed
in the general delivery,

3. Where a box is taken during- a quarter, rent must
be collected pro rata for the remainder of the quarter, —where taken or used

x . . for part quarter.
A box taken or in use at the beginning of a quarter
must not be rented for a shorter period than one quar-
ter. Where a box is surrendered during a quarter
no portion of the rental will be returned, and such box
must not be rerented until the beginning of the follow-
ing quarter. Boxes must not be assigned or trans-
ferred to others.

4. Where boxes are removed during a quarter, and change of box equip-o i 5 merit during quarter.
no others substituted in their place, a pro rata amount
of the rent paid must be refunded.
Where box equipments are changed during a quarter,
boxes bearing the same numbers, if possible, in the new
outfit will be assigned to box holders without payment
of additional rental.

5. Lock-boxes which can not be properly locked must Boxes out of ordcr-
not be rented until repaired; and where a box gets out
of order another one will be assigned in lieu thereof.
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Rent of boxes to mi- g_ Boxes must iiot be rented to minors or persons of
unsound mind, nor mail, placed therein, when their par-
ents or guardians, properly entitled to control their
mail, object thereto. (See sec, 643.)

Boxes for improper 7 Boxes must not be rented where a postmaster has
purposes. ' " " ' *•

good reason to believe that they will be used for
immoral and improper purposes (sec. 491). or for the
conduct of a fraudulent (sees. 499 and 500) or lottery
business (sec. 499); and. where it is found that boxes are

—not to be rented, being used for any of these purposes, or that the safety
of the mail is endangered by their continued use, the
Post-Office Department reserves the right to close such
boxes, and no portion of the rent paid therefor will
be refunded.

Boxes not cared for g. Boxes llllist 11 ot 1)6 1'61'ented to DerSOilS who do
or properly used net J-
to be rerented. not take proper care thereof or who disregard tne

rules concerning the use of boxes.
AccMutt of receipts gSCi 349 Postmasters at all offices, even where the

frosa box reius.
—to be rendered at aii ]3OX equipment is furnished by them, must account to
offices. .

the Auditor for the Post-Office Department at the end
of each quarter for the box rents collected during the
quarter, as part of the receipts of the oifi.ce (see sec.
251), and in case of retirement from office during a
quarter, the exact amount of box rents collected only
will be reported. Where different postmasters serve

of box in the same quarter, the division of the box rents, which
are a part of the compensation of the office, between
them will be adjusted by the Auditor, and proper credits
authorized (see sec. 258).

dot box how- geCt 350, Postmasters must keep in their offices and
how kept. deliver to their successors a list of box holders, with

the number of the box assigned to each, the time during
which it-has been used, the payments therefor, and the
quarter for which rent is prepaid.

ttdrcffissSoffi?S.and 2* At offices of the first, second, and third classes
this record must be kept as indicated in the '' Box and
Key Register," which will be furnished upon applica-
tion to the First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division
of Post-Office Supplies).

-at fourth-dags offl- g_ £t offices of the fourth class the record must be
kept in a neat and orderly manner in a book supplied
by the postmaster. The stubs of box-rent receipts will
be preserved at all oiSces.

overly predecessor1 ^:" Where no record is turned over to a postmaster
how postmaster to act. ]-,y njs predecessor, he must require box holders to pro-

ers.
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duce receipts or other satisfactory evidence of payment
of rent, and allow the use of the boxes for the remainder
of the period for which payment has been made.

See sees. 374, 375, and 378 as to accounts of box rents received.

Sec. 351. Postmasters must not disclose trie names N!li;sf» f iiox hold-
ers not to be disclosed.

of box holders to any person other than the clerks of
their respective post-offices and post-office inspectors.

See sec. 638 as to delivery of mail matter through call and lock
boxes, etc.

Ill. —KEY DEPOSITS.

Sec, 352. Postmasters at post-offices located in mib- *°y deposits.
A ^ —at what offices shall

lie buildings, and in premises leased by the Government be required
fc ' . '- , _ J ^ —amount ot.

where the equipment is furnished by the lessor, wrill
collect a deposit of twenty cents for each key issued
to a renter of a lock box or drawer, unless otherwise
instructed by the First Assistant Postmaster-General.

2. Whenever specially authorized by the First Assist-, At what offices may
, v be required if author-

ant Postmaster-General, other postmasters than those atif!Cd'
offices named in the preceding paragraph may also col-
lect deposits to secure the return of keys. Applica-
tions for such authority should be addressed to the First
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Salaries and
Allowances).

3. Renters of lock boxes and drawers", to whom keys
are issued, must be required to return the same, whether
a deposit has been made therefor or not, whenever the
box or drawer is surrendered.

4:. Postmasters must not permit renters of lock boxes
v

issued through the post-office.
Sec, 353. Postmasters will be held responsible under utility of post-

,1 • /•-. • T i i f ,1 0 1 • f T i masters for key-de-their official bonds for the saie-keeping ot, and due posit funds.
accounting for, all moneys heretofore, and which, may
be hereafter, received as deposits for ke}rs.

2. Key-deposit funds are not a part of the regular use of key-deposit
funds of the office, but are merely trust funds which
are held for the redemption of outstanding keys, and
where forfeited such funds will be used, according to
the direction of the First Assistant Postmaster-Gen-
eral, for the purpose of replacing keys that have been
lost or illegally withheld.

3. Key-deposit funds, as they are not public funds, Deposit of funds in
'' bank.

may be deposited in any national, State, or private
bank, at the risk of the postmaster, and in his official
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capacity; but no interest shall be demanded or accepted
from such deposit. (See sec. 358.)

See sec. 381 as to transfer of key-deposit funds to successor; sees.
355 and 356 as to care of public funds, which v,rill be observed in
regard to key-deposit funds; sec. 358 as to deposit of public
funds in banks.

Rules as to Key do- gec> 35^ AJ.1 postmasters who maintain a key-
posits. *- •>

tai°GuMfe"t^ in P°s" Deposit fund under the provisions of either paragraph
~iiedbwithrictly C°m~ °* ̂ e Preceding section must comply strictly with the

rules relative to the issue and use of keys, the collec-
tion of deposits therefor, the redemption of keys and
expenditure and disposition of key-deposit funds, as
published in the current edition of the Postal Guide,
and in monthly supplements thereof, and in the circu-
lar letters addressed to them from the Post-Office
Department.

CHAPTER 8.

OF PUBLIC AUD PEOPEETY —DE-
POSITS OF EUMDS.

I.—CAKE OF PUBLIC FUNDS AND PROPERTY.

joney to be safely g,8C- 355. Postmasters shall keep safely, without loaning, using,
K. S., § 3846. f depositing in an unauthorized bank, or exchanging for other funds,
Sec li, S., i 13847. - i - i j i I T n a. -i i j/i i • S • i.all the public money collected by them, or which may come into

Note. NOTE.—The regulations relative to the care of public funds apply
to money-order and key-deposit funds as well as postal funds.
(See sees. 352 to 354- and 1091 to 1098.) See sec. 1574 as to punish-
ment for violation of above section.

Care of public funds §ec, g5Q. Postmasters lllUSt 6X61*0186 all possible
and property. ^ _ .

care for the protection of the public funds and prop-
erty in their custody.

-to be removed from g. jf the post-office is not such a reasonably safe
office, when. L . . .

place as to warrant the postmaster in leaving his own
funds in it at night, or when the "building is unoccu-
pied, all moneys and postage stamps should be removed |
to a place of greater security. During business hours j
money and postage stamps should be kept in places!
inaccessible to the public and concealed from view. ;

-where there is no 3> ^hen funds or postage stamps are left at night1

kept in strong drawers or other fixed receptacles,
which must be securely fastened with good locks.
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and completely locked at night or when the office Is
left without occupants for any considerable length of
time. The common practice of closing safes with what
is termed a "day lock" or '"day combination" affords
no protection against experienced burglars; and in case
of loss resulting therefrom no credit will be allowed.

5. Postmasters upon taking charge of their offices

second hand, the combination must be immediately
changed; and the failure to make such change will be
considered UKprinia facie evidence of contributory neg—failure t<-
ligence on the part of the postmaster in any case where
claim is made for credit for money or other property
stolen from such safes, where they are opened without
resort to violence.

See sec. 204, reimbursement for losses.

See. 857. Postmasters must carefully preserve all waste paper MIL?
. twine.

waste paper, which includes dead and unclaimed domes—what included in.
tic printed matter (sec. 674),. registered package envel-
opes that have been used (sec. 896), applications for
money orders and money-order advices (sees. 98i and
1018), facing slips that have been used (sec. 609), and
any other useless paper, and all waste twine, which
embraces all remnants of twine unfit for use (sec.
551). As much as possible must be realized from this
waste matter, and when practicable it will be sold be-
fore the expiration of each quarter, and the proceeds
accounted for as postal funds. (See sees. I'M and 371- -_saie of.
to 376/1 Sales should be made in the neighborhood—proceeds of.
of the office if possible. Waste paper and twine can

Sec. St«8. Any postmaster, having public money belonging to Regular deposits IK
the Government, at an office within a county where there are no ni\ ̂ Yg",^8'
designated depositories, .treasurers of mints, or Treasurer or assist-
ant treasurers of the United States, may deposit the same, at his own _wj,en may ]3e E^Q
risk and in Ilia official capacity, in any national bank in the town, at risk of postmaster.



city, or county where the said postmaster resides; but no author-
ity or permission is or shall be given for the demand or receipt by

—interest on, not to be the postmaster, or any other person, of interest, directly or indi-
rectly, on any deposit made as herein, described; and every post-
master who malr.es any such deposit shall report quarterly to the
Postmaster-General the name of the bank where such deposits
have been marie, and also state the amount which may stand at
the time to his credit.

2, Wiiere temporary deposits are maintained by post -
masters in national banks, regular remittances must
be made to their depositories as provided in sections 362
to f>70.

NOTE.—"Public money" includes postal, money-order and oilier
funds.- See sec. 1108, as to temporary deposit of money-order
funds at offices where there is an assistant treasurer or a desig-
nated depository; sec. 379 as to use of checks in payment of
expenses of offices.

Special deposits in gee. §5$, _^_nv postmaster at an office within a
State or other basslis. A

county where there is no national bank, designated de-
pository, treasurer of mint, or Treasurer or assistant
treasurer of the United States may, at his own risk

—when may be made an(j expense, make a special deposit in any State or
at risk of postmaster. £ t i

private bank of any funds in his custody—that is to say,
—meaning of. such funds may be placed in a safe-deposit vault in such

bank, or otherwise Intrusted to it for safe-keeping,
but must not be used by the bank, or become a part
of its assets, or mingled 'with its regular deposits.

See sec. 1577, as to punishment of private banker vtiio receives
regular deposit of public funds.

c h a n g e o f p o s t -
masters or discontln- , ,.
uance of offices. duplicate inventories will be made of the public prop-

erty in the post-office. The several classes of property

stamps, etc. 73 - ~ ' , • i j va. Postage stamps, books of stamps, special-delivery
stamps, stamped envelopes, newspaper wrappers, pos-
tal cards, and postage-due stamps.

S. Records, Postal Guides, books of Posted Laws?
and Regulations, circulars, orders, blanks, rating
stamps, postmarking stamps, ink pads, and supply of
ink, and letter balances or scales, and stationery.

e. Desks, cases, safes, and other furniture or fix-
tures, books, and maps furnished by the Post-Office
Department.

d. Locks, keys, an.d mail bags.



2. The postmaster will give receipts according to Receipts to be given,
these inventories to the predecessor, who will transmit ~how treated-
one of the duplicates of class 1 to the Auditor for the
Post-Office Department, of classes 2 and 3 to the First
Assistant Postmaster-General, and of class 4 to the
Second Assistant Postmaster-General, retaining copies
of each.

8. Postmasters must not on taking1 charge receive Money not to be re-
te __ ; : ceived from predeces-

from their predecessors any .money belonging to the sors> except.
Department, except money-order funds (see sec, 113-1),
unless specially instructed to do so,

4:. Where an office is discontinued the above inven- Discontinuance of
office.

tories will be made and the property and supplies
etc.

nioi.it to receive the same, duplicate receipts being given,
which will be treated as provided in the case of a
change of postmasters. Oiiice-requcst stamped envoi-
opes (see sec. 137) bearing return card of the discon-
tinued post-office, must be sent to the Third Assistant
Postmaster-General, for credit at full value. Property
and supplies must not be returned to the Department,
but mail keys-must be forwarded by the postmaster Return of man keys
designated to receive the property to the Second Assist-
ant Postmaster-General, Division of Mail Equipment,
by registered mail, accompanied by a letter giving the
name of the office discontinued, county and State,
and the number stamped on the mail keys which are
enclosed.

5. Surplus funds will be deposited with the regular

Ollt of Disposal of funds on
«. ,1 /. n , ,. *, •, £ i T " , LI ,-, <*»«§•« of postiaas-office the full amount or postal funds due to the Gov- *<-'!•><•

,. , . —postal funds.
.eminent, accoramg to ms own account, and without
waiting to ascertain the exact balance on a final settle-
ment by the Auditor for the Post-Office Department
(see sees. 399 and -101), must be deposited with his
designated depositary, and not transferred or paid to
his successor.

2. Key-deposit funds will in all cases be transferred Key-deposit funds.
by the postmaster to his successor. Key-deposit funds
are not part of the regular funds of the office, but are
trust funds which are held by the postmaster.
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Sec, 362. The postmaster at Washington, and postmasters at
cities where there is an assistant treasurer, shall deposit the postal
revenues, and all money accruing at their offices, with such assist-
ant treasurer, as often as once a week at least, and as much oftener
as the Postmaster-General may direct.

NOTE.—There is no statute requiring the depositing of funds in
depository post-offices at offices where there is no assistant treas-
urer. The Postmaster-General is required to gather all funds into
the Treasury, and in this process the surplus funds at post-offices
are gathered first in depository post-offices. (See sees. 116 to 121 as
to method of gathering revenues into the Treasury.) There is no
statute directing how frequently funds shall be deposited at offices
other than above, but this is left to the discretion of the Postmaster-
General.

wit of p o s t a l gec> ggg_ Postmasters at cities where there is a
treasurer or assistant treasurer must deposit the
surplus postal funds with such treasurer or assistant
treasurer once a week, unless more frequent deposits
are directed to be made by special order.

2. All postmasters at offices of the first and second
classes, except in cities where there is an assistant
treasurer, must deposit on the 15th and the last day
of each month, except where otherwise Instructed by
special order, with the depositary designated by the
Third Assistant Postmaster-General.

3. Postmasters at offices of the third class must de-
posit monthly with the depositary designated by the
Third Assistant Postmaster-General.

—at f o u r t h - c l a s s 4.. Postmasters at offices of the fourth class must
offices. i i i «

deposit at the end of each quarter with tne depositary
designated in the Official Postal Guide for January
last preceding the date of the deposit, unless otherwise
specially instructed by the Third Assistant Postmaster-
General.

5, Where a change of depositaries will better suit the
convenience of postmasters application therefor should
be made to the Third. Assistant Postmaster-General.

six°(ipvsma(ie witMn 6. All postmasters must make their deposits within
six days after the time designated, and any postmaster
who fails to do so will be held liable for any loss that
may result from such delay.

when°no funds toi^- ^• Postmasters at Presidential offices who have no
mit- postal funds to deposit should, at the end of each month,

promptly notify the Auditor for the Post-Office Depart-
ment (Bookkeeping Division) by letter, briefly stating
the reasons therefor. If the surplus revenue has been
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transferred to the money-order account, the report re-
ferred to must be sent to the Auditor, in addition to the
usual "Notification of Transfer of Funds," Form 6024.
(See sec. 1102.) Where reports are not made as herein ~
required postmasters will "be treated as delinquents.

NOTE.—The regulations relative to the deposit of surplus funds
and preparation and dispatch of remittances apply to money-order
funds, except where a regulation applies specifically to postal funds,
and as provided in sees. 1109 to 1115 relating to money-order funds.

See sees. 1116 to 1121 as to depositories and treatment of deposits
therein; sec. 196, as to deposit of money paid to postmaster on
account of penalty or forfeiture.

,-,-f -,,0,^-;^- o->-.-iW!i-i« -fnnrln Remittances not to:«JL itmiij auipiuft -Luiius j,e sent to Department.
to the Post-Office Department or the Auditor for the —when sent to be at

. , . .,, -, risk of postmaster.
Department. Money sent in this manner will oe at the
risk of the postmaster, and IIYAJ be returned.

£!«,(-> ^(SK rFliQ a-rHvn r» m/^-.^- r\-f -Pi-i'Trie fl-'io. ni ^1-m Remittance to in00e. ooo. xiie enine amount 01 lunus ciue at die f.i,,(|,, eiitjF,8 amount
period prescribed for making deposits must be remitted. dtie>

2. "Where any balance is due a failure to deposit will pofftfure to make cle"
not be excused for want of funds, caused b}^ the sale of
stamps on credit (sec. 329), failure to collect box rents
in advance (sec. 348), the use or loaning thereof (sec.
355), or in any other manner, except as provided below.

3. Short remittances will not be excused for want of short remittances.
"change."' (See sec. 367.)

4. Postmasters who have suffered losses of money, where claim for loss
'"' ' pending, amount need

stamps, stamped paper, envelopes, newspaper wrappers, not be deposited.
or postal cards, by reason of fire, burglary, or other
unavoidable casualty, and have made claim for credit
or reimbursement (see sec. 204), will not be required
to immediately deposit the amount or the value of the
supplies. Any balance against a postmaster on account
of such loss may remain outstanding until his claim is
settled, and in each subsequent quarterly account ren-
dered to the Auditor for the Post-Office Department
a note should be made on the margin concerning the claim to be noted

0 a on accounts.
loss, specifying the date, cause, and amount thereof,
and stating that a claim for credit is pending. What-
ever balance is due after deducting such credit as the
Post-Office Department may alloy/ upon settlement of
the claim must be deposited at once.

due unknown,
due on account of postal funds, an amount sufficient to how to deposit.
cover all contingencies must be deposited, and if there
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for the succeeding quarter. Deposits must not bo
delayed for a statement of account from the Auditor.
(See sec, 401.)

requiring a deposit of the balance shown by the state-
ment., such deposit must be promptly made.

See sec. 1110 as to money-order funds.

Sec. 366. Remittances of surplus funds for deposit

in the form of currency, or coin, and be addressed to
the assistant treasurer, or postmaster at the post-office
designated as the depository.

ec. 887. Where remittances are made by means of

be present at the preparation and dispatch thereof.
Form of remittances. 2, Wherever it is convenient, remittances should be

made in paper currency of the highest denominations
that can be obtained ; and where coin is included in a
remittance it must be, if at a money-order office, in-
closed in coin bags, which will be furnished upon ap-
plication to the depository. If not at a money-order
office, it must be securely wrapped and Inclosed in a
strong envelope. Remittances are not to be delayed
to secure notes of large denomination -or to exchange
coin for notes.

3. The notes or coin comprising the remittance must
be counted by the postmaster or assistant who prepares
such remittance, in the presence of and also by the
witness.

—description of, to be 4. A letter must be made out in the case of postal
Ki.'or. in i-einiitauee . ,,„ "
letter. funds on .t oriii 3044A at offices of the first, second, and

third classes, and Form 30M- at offices of the fourth
class (see sec. 1110 as to Form 6021 to be used for money-
order funds), to accompany the remittance, in which
will be given in detail a description of the money in-
cluded in such remittance, according to said form arid
the provisions of this section.
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How to make de-
scription.

at present are $1, $2, $5, $10, $20, $50, $100, $500, and
81000. When United States notes are included in a—united states notes,
remittance, the series, the number, the " check letter"
and the denomination should be given, thus:

"U.S. note: series of 1880—Z712570; letter D, $10."
The United States Treasury number will be found

in the right upper corner arid left lower corner of the
note, except in-the $50 note of the series of 1874, where
the number will be found near the center of the upper
portion of the note. The United States Treasury
number is always preceded by a letter or character,
and when by a letter it must be given thus: A789897.
The "check letter"' is printed in two places on ever;/
note, one on the right and one on the left, and always
in black ink.

6. The denominations of gold certificates in use at ̂ ^nd silver cer"
present are $20, $50, $100, $500, $1000, $5000 and
$10,000. The denominations of silver certificates are
$1, $2, $5, $10. $20, $50, $100, $500 and $1000. When
certificates are included in a remittance, the series, the
number, the "check letter," and the denomination
should be given, thus:

"Gold certificate;. Department series—C1123-; letter
C, $100;" or "silver certificate; series of 1880—
A1121; letter A; $20."

On the first issue of silver certificates the series was
not given. The series will be found on all printed
since 1880. The United States Treasuiy number will
be found in the right upper corner and left lower
corner of the certificates of all denominations. The
'''check letter" is printed in two places on every certifi-
cate, one on the right and one on the left, and always
in black ink.

7. The denominations of Treasury notes issued under iifasmT notes ol

the act of July 11, 1890, in use at present are $1, $2,
$5,. $10, $20, $50, $100, $500 and $1000. The United
States Treasury numbers and the "check letter" will
be found as oh the United States notes or silver certifi-
cates.

8. The denominations of national bank notes in eir- —national bank notes,
dilation at present are $5, $10, $20, $50 and $100.
When national bank notes are included in a remittance,
the United States Treasuiy number, the "bank num-
ber," the name of the bank and the place where located,
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the charter number, tlie "checkletter"and the denomi-
nation should be given. On national bank notes the
United States Treasury number is printed in the right
upper corner. The "bank number" is in the left
lower corner of the note under the picture. The
charter number will be found in larger figures on the
right of the center of the note and below the Treasury
number. The " check letter" is printed in two places
on every note, one on the right and one on the left, and
always in black ink.

2 t-wenty-dollar gold pieces ..... . ..... . . ...... . ............ $40
3 ten-dollar gold pieces ........... .... ..... . ...... . ........ " 80
1 five-dollar gold piece ____ .......... ____ ..... ____ . ____ .... 5
20 silver dollars .......................... . . - . .......... . . . 20
10 silver dollars ..... .......... ....... ...... ............. . . 10

b^st^&JL™? witness ^' J^- COP37 '
and copy retained. ' £jie remittance letter should be kept on the files of the

office. The witness should sign the remittance letter
and also the copy retained in the post-office.

and then placed in a registered-package envelope, which
will be carefully sealed and addressed. (See sec. 838.)
The package must also be continuously under the obser-
vation of the witness until it is placed in the pouch, and
the pooch is locked and delivered to the mail carrier,
or other person authorized, to receive tiie same.

to be noted on letter.
aration and dispatch of a remittance, the postmaster
should make a record of the fact on the remittance
letter, and tiio copy retained in the office, giving the
reasons therefor.

noYhcompi1^edUCwitiis ^' Where a postmaster fails to comply with the
l^pl0;^0 raacle good' foregoing instructions, he must, if the money is lost,

make good the amount, unless the facts of which he
has neglected to provide the evidence are satisfactorily
established through other sources.

funds'for different pe- ^' Where by reason of previous neglect to deposit,
riods to be noted. or other cause, a postmaster should make a deposit of

postal funds covering more than the period prescribed
for an office of his class (see sec. 363), the letter of
transmittal should state the amounts due on each period,
so that separate certificates may be issued by the
depositary. (See sec. 124.)
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p o s t m a s t e r s to
postmaster he must so state, as separate certificates are noted-
required for each. (See sec. 124.)

Sec. 368. Where any notes or coin included in a tlS r̂f|!* "£«[
remittance are returned by the depositary branded or tetees-
marked as counterfeit, the postmaster will take credit
only for the amount named in the certificate of deposit,
and immediately make an additional remittance to cover
the amount due.

2. No reimbursement will be made to postmasters — to be made good by
i. i i -• ii , e > f • i- postmasters when re-ior losses occasioned by the acceptance or couneerreit turned by depositary.
money.

' Sec, 369. Deposits are properly made in United States ^character of aepos-
coin, Treasury notes, or national-bank notes. Neither
postage stamps nor foreign coins or notes, nor muti-
lated coins or paper, nor bank checks, are receivable.
Bank drafts may be deposited, however, if satisfactory may^e used* drafis

arrangements are made between the remitting post-
master and his depositary, but only at the postmaster's
risk of loss, and subject to deduction for any expense
of collection by the depositary.

See sec. 127 as to treatment of drafts, etc., by depositaries; sec.
1111 as to remittances of money-order funds by drafts of private
banks, etc.

Sec. 370, Postmasters must not take credit for de- credits for deposits
not to lie taken till

posits until the duplicate certificate is received from the certificates received,
depositary. Certificates must be examined on receipt,
and if any error is found therein such certificate must correction of errors,
be promptly returned to the depositary for correction.

acknowledgment of
registered package containing a remittance and a cer- remittance, etc., to bo

_ ;f> . . , , reported.
tificate of deposit are not received in due time from
the depositary, or any difficulty arises in correcting
errors in a certificate, the facts should be reported to
the Third Assistant Postmaster-General (Division, of
Postal Finance) in the case of postal funds; and a
report will also be made to the inspector in charge
of the division where the post-office is located in case
the receipt of a remittance is not acknowledged.

Sec. 371. Postmasters who fail to make deposits ac- . *'e«aity for faiinre
1 3 to pay over balances.

cording to instructions, or to pay a draft for any bal-
ance due when presented (see sec. 174), or to make
payment of such balance whenever demanded by a
post-office inspector or other duly authorized agent
of the Postmaster-General, will be liable to removal.
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CIIAPTIDE 9.

POSTMASTERS' ACCOTIKTS, LISBTTESEMESTTS, AMD
BETHELS.

Records at p o s t - See. 872. Every postmaster shall keep a record, in such form
iCs", § 3842. as the Postmaster-General shall direct, of all postage stamps,

—of stamps, envelopes, postal books, blanks, and property received from his
—of iiuppiies, etc, , f ,-, -<--,, , •/'..."'. <• • • c --ivrecU-eoiwor, or ironi the Department or any 01 its agents; ot all
—of receipts. receipts in money for postages and box rents, and of all other
—of expenditures. receipts on account of the postal service, and of any other trans-

actions which, may be required by the Postmaster-General; and
these records shall be preserved and delivered to his successor, and
shall be at all times subject to examination by any special agent of
the Department (post-office inspector).

2. Postmasters must keep the accounts of their offices
by quarters.

8. At money-order offices separate accounts will be
M o n e y - o r d e r ac- -s i i> n i i • /o - < - < r > r > \s to be separate, kept of the money-order business, (bee sec. 1123.)

See sec. 354 as to accounts of key-deposit funds.
Receipts at p o s t - gee, 8f/S. All postages, box rents, and other receipts at post-
11. S.,§ 4051. offices shall be accounted for as part of the postal revenues; and

—postmasters ac- cacri postmaster shall be charged yath and held accountable for
countable for. x

any part of the same, accruing at his office, which he hag neglected
to collect, the same as if he had collected it.

R e c o r d s ami sc- see. g'/vi,. Postmasters at offices of the first, second,
counts of ftrst, second, -•' ' >
ana third class offices. aiic[ third classes shall keep in suitable books and forms.

desks, cases, fixtures, furniture, canceling, postmark-
Ing' or rating stamps, ink pads, canceling ink, books,
maps, blanks, Official Guides, and other property of
the United States received from the predecessors or
furnished by or on account of the Post-Office Depart-
ment.

^- ^-n account of all postage stamps of every kind,
books of stamps, special-delivery stamps, postal cards,
and stamped paper, according to their respective kinds
and denominations, received from a predecessor or the
Department, and of all damaged supplies of the kind
returned to the Department.

G, A daily account of stamps and books of stamps
sold. The preceding accounts and the stock on hand
should be verified by count at least once a week.
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d. An account of all the boxes in the post-office, ~box rents-
showing the total number of all boxes and drawers
therein, the number rented, the period during which
each was rented, with the name of the renter and the
number of the box, the quarterly rate of rental, the
amounts due for rent, and the amounts collected.
(See sec. 350.)

e. An account of all sales of waste paper, twine, ̂ ^.from waste

or other Government property, giving quantity or
amount, date, price, and name of purchaser. (See
sec, 357.)

See. 375. Postmasters at offices of the first, second, Postal accounts »t
7 • " offices of first, second,

and third classes must keep the postal account in a suit- »"«* tMi'(1 classes.
able book to be closed at the end of each quarter.

2. In the postal account postmasters will charge Debits:
themselves with—

States.
close of the preceding quarter; but all balance remain-
ing at the close of such preceding quarter ought to
be deposited and the amount credited in the account
for that quarter. (See sees, 365 and 367.)

1). The amount of stamps and stamped paper of all —sales
kinds sold for the day, week, or month preceding the
entry, as shown by the stamp account in the record.

c. Tlie number and value of books of stamps sold, —sales of books of
/o yon x " stamps.
(bee sec. 329.)

d. Tiio amount collected for postage on newspaper —newspaper postage,
and periodical publications entered as second-class
matter. • (Sec. 451.)

e. The amount received from sales of waste paper —sales of waste paper;
1 -"- etc.

and twine, or other property.
f. The amount of box rents received for the period —box rents.

sin.ce the last entry, as shown by record of box rents.
g. Such deposits as may from time to time Le >m ;;:̂ ::;"itH &om r°S:

ceived from other postmasters, when the office is a de-
pository office.

h. Drafts received from the Auditor to be collected; ~coiiection.draft.se,
and when credit is taken at the close of the quarter for
an uncollected draft then on hand it should be recharged
on the debit side at the beginning of the next quarter.
(See below, p.)

i. Transfers from money-order funds to postal ~*Border f r o m

account.
j. Any moneys or debits on postal account from "^JP from ctlies

any other source.



If,. Corrections of former accounts as per statements
of Auditor, when the correction is in favor of the United
States.

credits: 3. Postmasters will credit themselves with—
-balances due post- a Any balance due them at the close of the Dreced-
mastcrs. _ •' ^

ing quarter.
-corrections. J. Corrections of former accounts as per statement

of Auditor thereof in favor .of the postmaster.
-ship letters, etc. c. Money's paid for ship and steamboat letters. (See

sees. 1246 to 1252.)
d. Amounts paid clerks in post-office, as per allow-

e. Amounts paid for rent, light, and fuel, as per
allowances. (See sec, 318.)

f. Amounts paid for advertising", as per allowance.
(See sec. 322.)

g. Amounts paid for office furniture (at first and
second class offices), as per specific allowance. (See
sec. 322.)

li. Amounts for miscellaneous expenses, as per spe-
cific allowance. (See sec, 322.)

-repairs, mail bags. ^ Amounts paid for repairs on mail bags. (See
sec, 1350.)

—transfer drafts. j_ Aiiiouiit of transfer drafts paid, drawn upon the
postmaster to be paid from postal funds. (See sec. 402.)

— r a i l w a y p o s t a l /['. Amount paid railway postal clerks, where post-
master is designated as disbursing agent. (See sec. 385.)

-man transportation. ^ Miscellaneous expenses of railroad transporta-
tion, and those incidental to the Railway Mail Service,
which the postmaster may be special]}7" authorized to

pay.
-free delivery. m. Amounts paid for f rec-deliveiy service, includ-

ing the salaries of letter carriers. (See sees. 382 and
715.)

—transfers to money n. Transfers to money-order funds from postal ac-
count. (See sec. 1100.)"

d drafts o. Amount of drafts returned uncollected. (See
vrecarucd

sec.
-drafts on hand. p. Amount of drafts on hand at the end of the

quarter uncollected.
-deposits. q. Deposits of postal funds in designated deposito-

ries for which certificates of deposit have been received.
— a l l o w a n c e s for r. Amounts, specifically allowed for postal funds,

postage stamps, or other stamped paper lost without
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5. Salary of the postmaster. —salary.
t. Fees for delivery of special-delivery articles, to —fees, etc., special

* ' delivery.
which postmasters are entitled; or, at free-delivery
offices, expenditures made for special-delivery service.
(See sees. 783 and 789.)

4. In rendering' the quarterly postal account, the Debits and credits
" to - , . to be collated.

debits and credits under each of the above items will
be collated, and their sum stated in the corresponding
item in the blank on which such account is made.

shall keep in a book provided for the purpose a record
and postal account as follows:

a. An inventory of all desks, cases, fixtures, furni- Record of mr
J supplies, etc.

rare, canceling, postmarking, or rating stamps, ink pads,
ink, books, maps, blanks, and Official Guides received
from their predecessors or furnished by the Post-Office
Department, according to the directions in the record
book.

?>. A monthly account of all postage stamps, books Account of stumps,
A ^ etc received

of stamps, special-delivery stamps, postage-due stamps,
stamped envelopes, newspaper wrappers, and postal
cards received from a predecessor or the Department,
and of all damaged supplies of the kind returned to the
Department, which must be entered at the time of the
receipt or return. . j

c. A daily account of stamps and books of stamps —stamps sow.
sold, (Sec. 329.) The preceding accounts and the stock
on hand should be verified at the end of the quarter.

d. A daily statement, made up by actual count, of --cancellations.
the cancellations of stamps on matter actually mailed at j
their offices, including postage-due stamps, and exclud-
ing special-delivery stamps. (See sec. 783; sec. 554,
as to cancellations at railroad stations.)

e. The amount collected for postage on newsrmDer —newspaper postage*
i O A. 1

and periodical publications entered as second-class
matter. (See sec. 451.)

/. A summary of all box rents, showing the rental —box rents,
rates and number rented at each rate, respectively, and
the total amount of the rents therefor, as indicated by
the forms and instructions. Tins summary should be

.
made up from the list of boxes kept as required by

should be combined in the quarterly returns according
to the instructions and forms provided therefor.
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matter ial"clel ivery ff- ^- daily account of the special-delivery system,
showing- number of special-delivery letters received,
delivered, and forwarded, separately, in appropriate
columns.

-sales of waste paper, ^ An account of a}} mOneys received from the sale
of waste paper and twine, or other sources of postal
revenues.

collection drafts. £ -j^ amoiin£ of evely draft transmitted by the
Post-Office Department or the Auditor for collection,
and. of any such drafts returned uncollected. (See see.

j. A statement of all transfers between money-order
and postal accounts on the date actually made. (See
sees. 1100 and 1101.)

Expenditures. ^ A. statement of all expenditures made on account
of allowances for the office, as a disbursing postmaster,
for repairs of mail bags and upon any other account,
in the manner indicated l)y the forms and instructions.
(See sees. 308, 383, and 1350.)

A l l o w a n c e s for in. Any amount specifically allowed by the Depart-
ment as a credit lor losses of postal funds, stamps, or
stamped paper, without fault or negligence on the part

rie/ami expenses from ^ee< ^™> The salary of a postmaster, and such other expenses
re-erfp«!-u of the postal service authorized by law as may be incurred by him,

—to be "under direc- 8I)(5i ^or Vvdiich appropriations have been made, may be deducted
tion of PosiRuiHEia- out of the receipts of his office, under the direction of the Post-
General.

master-General.

ret-ilifmoi^h'i^sal- ®ec' ^̂ ' -^° postmaster shall, under any pretense whatever,
ary or compensation have, receive, or retain for himself, in the aggregate, more than
and commissions al-
lowed.

K. S., § 3857.

Note. NOTE.—This statute does not prevent the payment of special-
delivery fees to postmasters. Postmasters at first and second class
offices are not allowed commissions 011 money-order business.

See sec. 967 as to commissions on money-order business; sees.
783 and 789 as to special-delivery fees, and as to pay mentsat free-
delivery offices on account of special-delivery service.

payments by check. gec§ 379. Payments are regularly made in cash, but
postmasters who maintain temporary deposits in
national banks, as provided in section 358, may make

—when may be made, payment of the expenditures of their offices by means
checks, how drawn, of checks drawn upon such banks, whenever it can be

done without expense to the Post-Office Department.
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2. The regular forms of checks issued by the bank
where the deposit is maintained may be used. The
signature of tlie postmaster must always be followed
by his official title.

See. 380. Vouchers for all deductions made by a postmaster Vouchers for expend-
out of the receipts of his office, on account of the expenses of the r^'' g «,Qr2

postal service, shall bo submitted, for examination and settlement —-to i.-.j "submitted to
to the Auditor for the Post-Office Department, and no such deduc- ' u^uu-'
tioii shall be valid unless found to be in conformity with law.

2. Vouchers or receipts for all payments to clerks,—to be taken in dupn-
J- , - cate for all payments.

employees, or other persons out ot the allowances
made by the Post-Office Department, and for ail other
expenditures which postmasters may be directed to
make, must be taken in duplicate on the forms fur-
nished by the Department.

3. Bills for articles purchased out of allowances must Bins, how made out
be fulty itemized and show the date of purchase and
the quantity and price for each item.

4. Postmasters must obtain and attach to the vouch- p^,;^"!™^"^^!
ers for payment of advertising accounts the affidavit coullts-
of the publisher that the rates do not exceed the com-
mercial rates charged to individuals, with the usual
discounts. (See sec. 8i.)

5. The duplicate of the clerks, letter carriers (sees, nucleate of vouch-
* t - \s to be filed in office.

381 and 382), special-delivery messengers (sec. 789),
and railway postal clerks (sec. 385) pay roll, and of each
voucher or receipt taken will be retained in the files of
the post-office, subject to inspection.

Sec. 381. At offices of the first and second classes , Pay r<>n of clerks at
flrat jmd second class

duplicate pay rolls will be made upon i orm 1500 ior oaices.
the clerks and employees therein, which will be signed
by them, the names and signatures corresponding, and
such pay rolls must show the capacity in, or official—how made out.
designation under, which each person is employed, the
names of clerks and employees being arranged in alpha-
betical order, annual salary, exact amount paid to each,
and days and period of service. Pay rolls, including
the seiTiinionthly, monthly, and quarterly rolls, must be
completely made out before being signed. (See sec. 292.)

i e n t s, when
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otherwise, his receipt for such payment will be taken
on a substitute pay roll.

-receipts from regu- A. Where a substitute is temporarily employed, tolar clerk. t L J i J i
be paid out of trie salary of an absent clerk, the latter
should receipt for the entire amount of his salary,
including the sum paid the substitute, without partic-
ular specification. The substitute must be paid by the
postmaster the full salary of the clerk for whom he per-
forms service, and his receipt for such payment will
be taken and retained on the files of the post-office.

Clerk8' 5- 'Where the employment of temporary clerks is
authorized, receipts for payments will be taken on tem-
porary clerks' pay roll or substitutes' pay roll, as may
be ordered by the First Assistant Postmaster-General.

Sec. 882. At post-offices where letter carriers are
employed, postmasters will pay their salaries out of the
postal funds.

2. Duplicate pay rolls must be made out on Form
1501, in alphabetical order, surnames first, and the
names and signatures should correspond, and must
show the amount paid for each month, or if the period
of service for which payment is made is less, the dates
must be given. (Sec sec. 727.) Pay rolls must be com-
pletely made out before being signed.

3. Payments may be made semimonthly, but in no
case must salary be paid in advance. (See sec. 106.)

^ r-ayment of substi- 4.. "When a substitute is employed in place of a car-
rier absent without pay, the substitute should be paid
the salary of the absent carrier, but the latter should
sign the pay roll. The postmaster will make the proper
deduction and payment to the substitute, retaining the
latter's receipt on file in the post-office. Substitutes
serving in the place of carriers absent with pay should
sign the substitute pay roll (Form No. 1501f), on which
the time and name of the carrier in whose place they
serve should appear.

Disbursing officers. gec> ggg. T}ie Postmaster-General is authorized to designate
1 Supp.! 467.6> Ch'234> postmasters at money-order post-offices as disbursing officers for
—postmasters may be the payment of the salaries of officers and employees of the postal
designated as. service, and for such other payments as postmasters are now

authorized to make from postal revenues.
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2. All postmasters at offices of the first, second, and ~^seymo?derS Offices
third classes, and at monej^-order offices, are designated ^^purposes18' f°r

as disbursing agents for the payment of the'salaries of:
such officers and employees of the Railway Mail Service,
and of such oilier amounts, as may be specifically
authorised by the Post-Office Department.

NOTE.—The payments made by postmasters for the regular ex- Note.
penses of their offices are made in their capacity of postmaster,
but in making expenditures of the character above referred to,
which do not relate to the business of their offices, they act as dis-
bursing officers under the above authority. They are liable on
their official bonds for such disbursements. (Sec. 238.) See sec.
154, as to no extra compensation for disbursements.

See. 384. Postmasters who ad
cers may, where temporary deposits are maintained in —when and nov/
national banks, as authorized by section 358, use checks
in making disbursements, as provided in section 379.

Sec. 885. The salaries of officers of the Railway Salaries of officers
•ur -i n • i -i I T - -n • -i i " f . clel'tes of KailwajMail Service and railway postal clerks will be paid by Man service.
the designated disbursing postmasters upon authority
and instructions from the Second Assistant Postmaster-
General.

2. When a clerk is aiypointed for a probationary -payment of, under
£* A •> TVTO nat.i nn a.TV nrmm n t-

postmaster will be instructed to pry him at a designated
rate per annum from the day he begins service, but no
payment will be made until the postmaster has been
advised b_y the division superintendent of the Railway
Mail Service that the oath of the clerk has been received
and that he has commenced service. No payment will
be made after the expiration of the probationary term
unless the postmaster is notified to continue the pay-
ments after such time.

3. Upon the permanent appointment of the clerk, -under permanent1 1 11 ' appointment.
the postmaster will be authorized to make regular pay-
ment of his salary, until otherwise instructed.

4. Upon the transfer of a clerk from one line to
another, the most convenient disbursing postmaster
will be authorized to pay his salary from the dato he
begins service on such new line.

5. Upon the promotion or reduction of a clerk the , Promotic* * ductions.
postmaster will be notified thereof, and the date when
such change takes effect.

6. Notice will be given of deductions from the pay, Fines, etc.
whenever imposed, to the postmaster and Auditor
for the Post-Office Department. But see section 387.

309A—02 12

t
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7. When a clerk has been granted leave of absence,
with or without pay for the whole or a part of the time,
notice will be given to the postmaster according^.

Payrolls to be made g_ Disbursing postmasters must make out duplicate
pay rolls on Form. 1546 of the railway postal clerks
paid at their offices, which, must be filled in as pre-
scribed in said forms., the names of the clerks arranged
in alphabetical order., and. their signatures must cor-
respond,

monthly within three days after the expiration of the
v month. Whenever the available funds of the office

are not sufficient to make such payments, application
should be made on Form 322 to the Auditor for the Post-
Office Department in time for him to supply the same,

See sees. 1396, 1397 and 1402 as to salaries of officers of Rail-
way Mail Service and postal clerks.

Record of arrivals gec> sflg. Disbursing postmasters must, when the
and departures. a •»-

record of arrivals and departures of railway postal
—to be examined clerks is kept in their offices, examine the same daily,
o;i)!;,', and failures re- , ". ,-,, ,. . . ' . , ,T
ported. and report to the division superintendent of Kailway

Mail Service at once all failures to sign the same and all
instances where it is signed in advance. When the
clerk fails to sign the record the postmaster will write
the words "No signature" in the line where the name
should have been signed, and the words ''Advance
signature" will also be noted where such Is the case.
Postmasters have no discretion in reporting failures,
but must promptly forward at the end of the mouth

° ^ie recorc<- keP^ in the office, with due entry therein of
every failure, whatever the circumstances, duly cer-
tified, to the division superintendent for inspection.

Preliminary dcsiac- Seo. 887. When disbursing postmasters receive a pre-
tlons for failures sad . . . , ,7 . . , „
fines. liminary notice rrom the division superintendent of
-to be made, when. J , . A „

Kail way Mail oer vice, or a copy of his report 01 failures,
or when they have forwarded the record kept in their
offices with failures reported for the month therein, a
sufficient sum will be withheld from the pay of the
clerk to cover all stoppages, fines, and forfeitures
reported or of which notice lias been received. (See
sec. 385.)

2. Postmasters will withhold for each failure to sign
the record of arrivals and departures not to exceed one
day's pay; for each failure to perform service, an
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amount equal to the pay of the clerk during the time
he was absent from duty, until specific instructions
are received from the Second Assistant Postmaster-
General.

b e n o e 0 n

authority for making the same, must be noted on the pay rol)-
pay roll.

Sec. 388. Acting clerks are employed temporarily tute rtllks?"1 snl>st!"
to meet the exigencies of the service or in place of
clerks on vacations, and no payment is to be made to cl^smeilt of acting

an acting clerk without specific authority from the
Second Assistant Postmaster-General,, and then only
for such service as shall have been, performed, as
shown by a monthly certificate from the division
superintendent of Railway Mail Service, and in no
case shall payment be made for a longer period than
that authorised by the Second Assistant Postmaster-
General. The vouchers taken from such acting clerk —vouchers for.
must be on a separate form (Form 1563), and forwarded
direct to the Auditor for the Post-Office Department,
with the authority for making payment noted thereon,
in order that the necessary credit may be given.
Where the acting clerk is serving during the absence
of a regular clerk with pay, on account injury received
while on duty, the voucher should be taken on Form
1563A. The names of acting clerks should never be
put on the regular pay roll.

2. Substitutes are employed by regular clerks to substitutes.
perform their duties during a temporary absence. All
payments to a substitute must be receipted for by the madements to> how

clerk for whom he serves; and the amount due such
substitute will be deducted by the postmaster and paid
to him and his receipt retained on the files of the post-
office.

removal of a railway postal clerk, final settlement will ttf clerks-
be deferred until the disbursing postmaster receives

. ee."t'i;.eate of
that all mail keys, records, and other property of the superintendent. •
Department have been turned over to him.
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employee in a post-office, officer or clerk of the Rail-
way Mail Service, or other person on any account
whatever, which is to be paid out of the revenue of
a post-office, or through such office, the postmaster

tora,1etcpaidto execu" should make payment of such amount to the executor
or administrator after his appointment and qualifica-
tion, taking duplicate vouchers therefor.

toleirs e™7 be pai<i ^' Wh.ere> however, the postmaster is satisfied that
there is to be no administration of the estate of the
deceased, he may make payment, provided the amount
is not more than one hundred dollars, to the widow

—certificate to vouch- or heirs, and should certify to the signature of the
ers for.

payees on the vouchers, to her or their relationship to
the deceased, and to the fact that there is no adminis-
tration.

—pay roii to be signed 3t Where payment is made on account of a deceased
carrier, the administrator or other payee should sign
the pay roll, and the postmaster should certify to the
signature as above.

toSng oScerSatodbe 4- Payments on account of the Railway Mail Service,
authorized. an(j S11C]1 payments as are made by postmasters as dis-

bursing officers, must be authorized by the Second
Assistant Postmaster-General in the usual manner
before being made to executors, widows, or heirs.

meVntshfor!e*uarteralo ^ec. 801. The business of each quarter must be
dertagdaccount! Kn' kept separate from that of every other quarter, and

postmasters must pay all authorized expenses in-
curred during the quarter on account of the Free-
Delivery Service, Railway Mail Service, Special-
Delivery Service, and all other expenditures author-
ized at their respective offices, and forward proper
vouchers for such expenditures to the Auditor for
the Post-Office Department with the postal accounts
for that quarter.

^ vouchers not to be 2. Vouchers must never be held to be forwarded
and credit therefor claimed in an account for a subse-
quent quarter.

See Title One, ch. 9, IV, "Restrictions on Expenditures" on
account of postal service.

Y.—QUARTERLY RETURN OP ACCOUNTS.

Quarterly return of Sec. 382. Every postmaster shall render to the Postmaster-Gen-
R. S., §3843. eral, under oath, and in such form as the latter shall prescribe, a

—to be rendered. quarterly account of all moneys received or charged by him or at
his office, for postage, rent of boxes or other receptacles for mail

i

:
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matter, or by reason of keeping a branch office, or for the delivery
of mail matter in any manner whatever.

2, Postal accounts must be sworn to before a notary oath, how taken.
public, justice of the peace, or other public officer au-
thorized to administer oaths.

NOTE.—All accounts are actually transmitted to the Auditor for Note,
the Post-Office Department. The statute requires postmasters to
render quarterly accounts of expenditures as well as receipts, and
under the provisions of sec. 380 vouchers for all such payments
must be submitted to the Auditor for settlement.

See. 888. The Postmaster-General may require a sworn state- Sworn statement to
, , - ] ' , . - A j. accompany accounts,ment to accompany each quarterly account ot a postmaster, when.

* * * The form of affidavit to be made by postmasters upon i%f'junef? "h 2*9
their returns shall be such as may be prescribed by the Postmaster- 1 Supp., 186.
General. * * *

NOTE.—The first part of the section of the act of June 17, 1878, Note,
quoted above, given as sec. 163, authorizes the Postmaster-General
to fix the compensation of a postmaster where he believes false
returns have been made; and the last part, given as sec. 1578,
" Offenses," makes it an offense for any postmaster to make false
returns.

Sec. 894. Postmasters must observe the following Quarterly returns.
directions in rendering the quarterly return of the
postal account:

a. The account must be made out and forwarded im- —manner of making,
mediately after the close of the quarter on the last day
of March, June, September, and December, upon the —when to be made.
blanks furnished by the Post-Office Department, a suffi-
cient supply of which should be kept on hand for one
year. Written returns will not be audited.

5. The name of the post-office, county, and State —name of office to bo
1 7 ^ ' given in.

must be written in the proper blank spaces in the account,
and the indorsement on the back of the account must
show the class and name of the office, the quarter for
which the account is rendered, and the name of the
postmaster.

c. The returns must be signed by the postmaster —signing of.
himself, or in case he is necessarily absent or sick, by
his assistant. (See sees. 24-8 and 253 as to acting and
assistant postmasters in charge of offices.)

d. The oath at the foot of the account must bo sub- —oath to.
"scribed and sworn to by the postmaster, or by the
assistant when the latter renders the account, before an
officer authorized to administer oaths; no allowance
can be made for fees paid for administering such oath.
At offices located, at a distance from any person author-
ized to take acknowledgments postmasters may render
accounts under their official oaths.
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e. The account must be made in duplicate, one copy
of which will be retained by the postmaster. At offices
of the fourth class the duplicate should be made upon
the form provided in the record account, book.

f. All statements accompanying the account and con-
stituting part of the return must be correct and accurate.

must ac- gt Vouchers for all. expenditures, including the
clerks' and special-delivery messengers' pay rolls at
offices of the first and second classes, must accompany
the account; and postmasters at offices of the first,
second, and third classes must transmit with their re-
turns a detailed statement on Form 1559 of the vouchers
accompanying the same, except vouchers on account of
the free-delivery service, which should be entered on
Forms 1504 and 1542.

fc^rs" IP- ^" Postmasters who act as disbursing officers must
include in their accounts all expenditures made in this
capacity; and all vouchers therefor, including railway
postal clerks' pay roll will accompany the account.

1. The return, with its accompanying papers, must
be inclosed in one package, in which no letter, receipt,
or other paper not relating thereto should be inclosed,
and addressed to the '' Auditor for the Post-Office De-
partment, Washington, D. C." The words "Quarterly
Return" should be plainly written on the package.
Postmasters at offices of the first, second, and third
classes will be furnished, on application to the First
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Post-Office
Supplies), with printed labels, which must be pasted
upon the package containing their quarterly returns.

of free- Sec, 895. All expenses of letter carriers, * * * or incident
• H i T f f l i

thereto, shall be kept and reported in a separate account. * * *

2. At all offices where free-delivery service is main-
tained separate returns must be made quarterly to the
Auditor for the Post-Office Department on blanks fur-
nished by the Department in the same manner as the
regular postal account.

3. Postmasters must certify under oath that all ex-
penditures made for this service were necessary, and
the prices paid reasonable.

NOTE.—The omitted portions of the statute refer to expenses of
branch offices and receiving boxes. These items were to be kept
separately and "shown in comparison with the proceeds from
postage on local mail matter at each office," so that the Postmaster-
General might be guided in making expenditures by the income
from the service. In view of the present practice of making an

1
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annual appropriation for each item of expenditure, which is to be
disbursed at the discretion of the Postmaster-General, there is no
necessity of keeping the accounts in the manner referred to. The
items referred to are to be included in the general account of the
office. The accounts of the free-delivery service are, however,
kept separately, so that the expenditures for the service can be
more readily determined.

3se, 888, In order to ascertain the amount of the poistal receipts Certified copies of
A returns.

of each office, the Postmaster-General may require postmasters to 1883, March 3, ch.
furnish the Department with certified copies of their quarterly ifml/'be required?'
returns to the auditor at such times and for such periods as he
may deem necessary in each case.

unless called for.
be required to furnish certified copies of their regular
returns.

Sec. 897. Where a postage-due bill is not returned claims for credit for
. postage-due stamps.

from the post-office to which sent, or is re-turned with-
out stamps, the postmaster may obtain credit for the
value of the postage-due stamps by making special
claim therefor. A duplicate postage-due bill must be
made out from the stub of the original, indorsed in the
blank space at the end: "Duplicate; original not re-
turned," or, "Original returned without stamps," and
attached to the regular dead-letter bill transmitted to
the Dead-Letter Office. (See sees. 632 and 684.)

2. Where postage-due stamps are attached to a
postage-due, bill and returned to the post-office frorn -°n bills sent Ollt-
which received, and the matter with which such bill
was received can. not be delivered, or where postage- ~°^ binadvertentfy
due stamps are inadvertently placed and canceled on P^ced on undelivered

A =j' -\ Ultl I LCi.

domestic mail matter which can not be delivered, spe-
cial claim for the amount of such stamps must be made
on the dead-letter bill for "postage-due stamps can-
celed on undelivered matter" at the time such matter
is sent to the Dead-Letter Office. (See sees. 622, 623,
and 684)

3. \ here domestic mail matter to which postage-due eci m returned to for-
T -i (Y> i ^ i i • j? • i i_ clgn country.stamps have been amxed ana canceled is forwarded to

a foreign country, special claim, should be made for the
amount of such stamps at the time the postage-due bill
is forwarded to the Dead-Letter Office, as provided in
section 632; and where postage-due stamps have been
affixed and canceled on foreign mail matter which can
not be delivered, special claim must be made for the
amount of such stamps at the time such matter is for-
warded to the Dead-Letter Office, as provided in sec-
tion 702.

4. The notice received from the Dead-Letter Office
stating the amount allowed for postage-due stamps must
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be kept on the files of the post-office. Credit for the
amount of such stamps must also be claimed in the quar-
terly postal account under item u D."

See. 388. .Every postmaster must render to the
Auditor for the Post-Office Department a postal account
for each quarter, even though during certain quarters
no business has been transacted (as in the case of offices
at some summer and winter resorts, see sec. 229), and
in such cases the postmaster should state that fact on
the regular postal-account blank, and forward the same
to the Auditor at the close of the quarter.

Sec. 399. Whenever a change of postmaster occurs,
the outgoing postmaster will render an account and
pay the employees of the office to and including the
day upon which the office is delivered to his successor;
and the successor will render an account and make pay-
ment to the employees for the remainder of the quarter.

2, No payments should be made by a postmaster for
any expenses extending beyond the day on which he
turns the post-office over to his successor.

3. The new postmaster must not render his account
for any time prior to the day next after the elate he
assumed possession under his commission.

Sec. 480, Whenever a person is designated by the
sureties of a postmaster to act as postmaster until a
successor is appointed and qualifies, as provided in
section 246, and has taken charge of the office, he must
render an account in the name of the late, suspended,
or retiring postmaster, up to and including the day of
the death, retirement, or suspension of such post-
master; and from that day, until a successor takes
possession of the office, he must render an account as
acting postmaster.

See sec. 248 as to signing of accounts.

Sec. 401. The accounts of all postmasters are exam-
ined and adjusted by the Auditor for the Post-Office
Department, and errors found therein are corrected.
Postmasters are notified every quarter of the condition
of their audited accounts, and no balance from a pre-
vious quarter should be entered by a postmaster, except
under instructions from the Auditor.

See sees. 163 and 164 as to withholding commissions and fixing
compensation wliere false returns are made.

Sec, 402. Where balances are found to be due to
postmasters at the end of a quarter on an audited
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account, and a report thereof is received from the
Auditor for the Post-Office Department, the amount of
such balances may be deducted from the' receipts in a ~^f be deducted

subsequent quarter. If quarterly balances are usually ^nsler draftfwhe^f
due to postmasters they may arrange with the Auditor
for their payment l)j means of transfer drafts on other
postmasters. (See sec. 375.)

Sec. 403. Whenever a postmaster, having mailed his r^^couifte1*01"*0

returns, is notified by the Auditor for the Post-Office
Department that they have not been received, he must
forthwith make out duplicate transcripts from the origi- —duplicates to be

f*- -*• > ^ made upon notice ot.
rial accounts retained in his possession, and inclose with
them the duplicate vouchers kept by him, of which' he
will make true copies and retain the same in his office.

Sec. 404. The execution of a new bond does not in NO change in returns
where now bond is

any way change the manner or time of rendering the s^en.
*/ *J C? O

quarterly return, as the sureties upon the former bond
are held responsible thereon until the last day of the
quarter in which the new bond is accepted. (See sec.
238.)

See. 405. Whenever the classification of an office is , Change of office from
fourth to third class.

changed from the fourth to the third class, such change
takes effect from the elate designated by the Postmaster-
General (see sees. 257 and 259); and until such time the
daily reports of cancellations must be kept and tran- ^^untn^dlrtakes
scripts thereof furnished to the Auditor for the Post- eti>ect-
Office Department, on which the compensation of the
postmaster will be determined.

Se-C. 406. Whenever any postmaster neglects to render his ac- ^ ^c'»3cj;t *° r«H':lcr

counts for one month after the time, and in the form and manner R.S., §3845.
prescribed by law and the regulations of the Postmaster-General,
he and his sureties shall forfeit and pay double the amount of the —postmasters may be

1 * . reraoved for.
gross receipts at such office during any previous or subsequent
equal period of time; and if, at the time of trial, no account has —penalty upon bond
been rendered, they shall be liable to a penalty of such sum as
the court and jury shall estimate to be equivalent thereto, to be
recovered in an action on the bond.

NOTE.—Accounts must be rendered immediately after the close Note-
of each quarter. (See sec. 394.) The above section does not give
postmasters one month in which to render accounts, but prescribes
a penalty in case the account is not rendered within that time.
See sec. 194 as to recovery of penalties.

VI.—KEPOBTS OF STAMPED PAPER RECEIVED, SOLD,
AND ON HAND, AND OF SECOND-CLASS POSTAGE.

Sec. 407. Postmasters at offices of the first, second, reSe?anfJa?mps

and third classes must make, on blanks furnished for ~to oSdCof0nfirsty

the purpose (Form 3240), monthly reports to the Third |Jf^, and thi r ( i



Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Postage
Stamp Supplies), of the amounts of each kind and de-
nomination of postage stamps, books of stamps, special-
delivery stamps, postage-due stamps, stamped envel-
opes, newspaper wrappers, and postal cards received
from the Post-Office Department, the amount of each
kind and denomination sold, and the amount of each
kind .and denomination remaining on hand at the close
of the month.

Report of second- Bee. 408. Postmasters must render to the Third
e*1: , " , Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Classification
•—to be made quar- __ x

toriy. " of Mail Matter), promptly at the close of each quarter,
on blanks furnished for the purpose and in accordance
with the instructions thereon, a statement of postage
collected from each publisher and news agent during
the quarter. In rendering his first statement a new post-
master will state, separately, the amount collected by
himself and that collected by his predecessor in the'sarne
quarter, giving the exact date, also when the change of
postmasters took effect. If a new paper has been es-
tablished or there has been a temporary or permanent
suspension of a newspaper or agency during the quarter,
•such fact, with the exact date when it occurred, must
be noted on the back of the statement immediately under
the words "Changes in publications."

-formg uEed for. 9,. Postmasters at offices of the first, second, and third
classes will make quarterly reports of second-class post-
age collected on Form 3551; postmasters at offices of
the fourth class will use Form 8551a.

Books and blanks
for records and as-
—how'obtained. rendition of all accounts, returns, and reports, and all

blank vouchers and pay rolls required will be furnished
to postmasters by the First Assistant Postmaster-Gen-
eral (Division of Post-Office Supplies) (see sec. 324);
and such books must be neatly and correctly kept
according to their design, and subject at all times to
examination by post-office inspectors.



TITLE THE1E

MAIL MATTER

CHAPTER 1.

DOMESTIC MAIL MATTER; CLASSIFICATION AMD
HATES OE POSTAGE.

I. —GENEBAL, PROVISIONS.

Sec, 410. Mailable matter shall be divided into four classes:
First, Written matter;
Second, Periodical publications;
Third, Miscellaneous printed matter;
Fourth, Merchandise.
Sec. 411. Postage on all mail matter must be prepaid by stamps

at the time of mailing, unless herein otherwise provided for.
See sec. 422 as to transmitting unpaid soldiers', sailors', and . j

marines' letters; sec. 421 as to transmitting first-class matter
when at least one full rate is prepaid; sec. 420 as to transmitting
certain letters paid at drop-letter rates; sec. 772 as to transmitting i
special-delivery letters upon which no postage is paid; sees. 423
and 424 as to ship and steamboat letters; see. 485 as to full prepay-
ment of second, third, and fourth class matter, and sec. 627 as to
forwarding mail matter. See the current annual Postal Guide for
instructions in connection with mail matter transmitted by rural
free delivery. j

BSO, 41M, * * * If any mail matter, on. which by law the BefleiKM-y hi post- j
postage is required to be prepaid at the mailing office, shall by "SR*. S., § 3898.
inadvertence reach its destination without airs'- -prepavroout, double ~~®^, , . , , •„ ; ••,-.,»„, , - , , - . , , > - , !
the prepaid rates shall be charged and collected on delivery. rates to be collected,

NOTE.—No matter except that which is wholly unpaid is to be Note.
rated with double postage.

The first part of K. S., § 3S98, is superseded by part of section
26 of the act of March 3, 1879, which is given as section 421. .

See sees. 614 to 623 as to collection of postage due; sec. 422 as to
soldiers', sailors', and marines' letters; sees. 4-23 and 424 as to
postage on ship and steamboat letters.

II,—MATTER OF THE FIRST GLASS.

Sec. 413, Mailable matter of the first class shall embrace let
ters, postal cards, and all matters wholly or partly in writing,
except as hereinafter provided.
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Private mailing cards ("postcards") conforming
regulations are embraced in matter of the first
(See sec. 418.)

3. All matter sealed or otherwise closed against in-
spection will be treated the same as first-class matter.

NOTE. — The exceptions relate to all classes of matter. See sees.
462, 471, 478, and 483 in relation thereto. See sec. 475 as to cor-
respondence in characters used by the blind.

Bate of postage 011 p *•.,. . „ „
first-class matter. "CO. 414. Upon all matter of the first class, "•" - * postage
l supp ^483' S'K hS34« snaU t>8 charged, * * * at the rate of two cents for each ounce
3903,3904. or fraction thereof ; and drop letters shall be mailed at the rate
—drop letters. , , , . , . , .

or two cents per ounce or fraction thereof, including delivery at
letter-carrier offices, and one cent for each ounce or fraction thereof
where free delivery by carrier is not established.

Note. NOTE. — A drop letter is one addressed for delivery at the office
at which it is posted. Such a letter is first-class matter. There is
no drop rate on any matter except letters. See Postal Guide for
rates of postage on drop letters deposited in rural delivery offices.

See sec. 627 as to forwarding matter of the first class; sec. 420
as to transmitting matter prepaid at drop rate in certain cases;
sec. 424 as to rates of postage on ship and steamboat letters.

po?tff card8P.°Stage °M Sec> 4*5. Postal cards slia11 be transmitted through the mails
1879, Mar. 3, ch. 180, at a postage charge of one cent each, including the cost of manu-

1 9, 1 Supp., 248. ,,
facture.

See sees. 139 and 140 as to postal cards.

~printoCgrorVriting Sec- 416- Postal cards issued by the Post-Office
on address side of . Department must not bear any additional printing or

writin on the address side other than the address.

. i \^el,s ?£• 2. Addresses upon postal carda * * * may be either written.1876, July 12, ch. 179, \
1 15, i Supp., no. printed, or affixed thereto, at the option of the sender.

3. When an address label is used it must not exceed
three-fourths of an inch by two inches in size, but may
be pasted to the message as well as the address side.

^d?ea^ oncluded in 4- The words "to be called for," or any proper de-
scription of the person addressed, or place of address
may be written on a postal card as part of the address.
(See sec. 491.)

iTyUnSamp?e affixed* ^- Any writing, mark, or seal not hereinbefore au-
when- thorized on the address side of a postal card, or any

mutilation thereof by splitting, defacing, enameling,
bronzing, or pasting foreign matter to either the ad-
dress or message side, renders the stamp impressed
thereon valueless. Where a postal card so mutilated
is offered for mailing, full postage at the proper rate
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must be prepaid by stamps affixed, viz: One cent if the
message is entirely in print, and two cents if it is wholly
or partially in writing.

6. Postal cards are first-class matter, and may be for- — are first-class mat-
..... " ." _ ' 'J > ter.

warded on the request of the addressee without addi-
tional charge, but must not be returned to the sender
when undeliverable. (See sec. 673.)

7. Postmasters must treat postal cards the same as ̂ edb1|tterrseated as

sealed letters. (See sec. 548.)

See sec. 479 as to addresses on unsealed circulars; sec. 618 as
to collection of double postage on postal cards when the stamps
impressed thereon have been rendered valueless by mutilation or
the addition of prohibited matter.

Sec. 417. It shall be lawful to transmit bv mail, at the postage Private M a i l i n g
, , , . I T T , , j . v . o 2 j i , 4 . - u j cards ("post cards")rateol a cent apiece, payable by stamps to be amxed by tne sender, authorized.

and under such regulations as the Postmaster-General may pre- 8' M 1 9 > c h - 347>6

scribe, written -messages on private mailing cards, such cards to be
sent openly in the mails, to be no larger than the size fixed by the
Convention of the Universal Postal Union, and to be approxi-
mately of the same form, quality, and weight as the stamped
postal card now in general use in the United States.

See. 418. Private mailing cards ("post cards") must Private m a i l i n g. . . cards ("post cards").
conform to the following conditions:

a. Each card must be an unfolded piece of cardboard size.
not exceeding the size fixed by the Convention of the
Universal Postal Union (9 by 14- centimeters, which is
approximately 3TV by 5TV inches) nor less than the
minimum size of domestic postal cards (2y| by 4-f
inches), as shown by the following diagram:
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Form, quality

that of the Government postal card of like size.
G. They may be of any color which does not Interfere

with the legibility of the address and postmark.
d. Each card must bear the words "Post Card" at

the top of the address side, unobstructed by any other
matter; said words to be placed thereon in conspicuous
letters and in such manner as not to interfere with a
perfectly distinct address and postmark.
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e. The address may bo in writing, printing, or by
means of a hand-stamp or adhesive label of not more
than f of an inch by 2 inches in size, and the sender
may, in the same manner, place his name and address
on the back or the face of the card. The message may
be in writing or in print.

2. Cards conforming to the foregoing conditions are
transmissible in the domestic mails (including the mails.\ i r>

island possessions) and to places in Cuba, Canada, and mails.
Mexico at the> postage rate- of one cent each, and in the
mails of the Postal Union at the postage rate of two
cents each, prepaid by stamps affixed.

BiOI;

in any language, appears to be a "Post Card," and withu.s.stamps,
conforms to the requirements of these regulations as to
size, form, quality, and weight, shall be admissible to
the mails (domestic or international) when prepaid in
United States postage stamps.

stationers for sale, they should, in addition to con- tioners.
formity with the requirements of these regulations,
also bear in the upper right-hand corner of the face an
oblong diagram containing the words "Place postage
stamp here," and across the bottom the words "This
side for the address."

5. Advertisements and illustrations in any color may Advertisements and
" J J illustrations,

be printed upon either or both sides of a post card, pro-
vided they do not, when placed upon the face thereof,
interfere with a perfectly distinct address and postmark.

6. The words "Post Card" are authorized only on unauthorized."rost
-, , . , „ , ,... «-. "; -, Cards ' ' smvj-c ' to jo t -cards which conform to the conditions prescribed by tor postage,

these regulations; other cards bearing these words, or
otherwise purporting to be issued under authority of
the act of May 19,1898, are unmailableas ''post cards,;'
and, whether the message be written or printed, are
subject to postage at the letter rate,

, ~ , —id sold as here-Work a discontinuance of the Government postal cards, tofore.
Those will be issued and sold the same as heretofore;
and in all correspondence will be designated "postal
cards " to distinguish them from il" post cards," provided
for in these regulations.

NOTE.—''Private Mailing Cards" conforming with the require- Note-
merits of _Departmental order No. 722, dated November 18, 1899, mSing°cards to con-
issued prior to the abrogation of said order (December 24,1901) are tiiiue maiiable.
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transmissible in the mails as heretofore. See sec. 416 as to Gov-
ernment postal cards; sec. 526 as to private mailing cards ("post
cards ") in foreign mails.

comWBation adver- gec, 419. Advertising cards and other third-class mat-
tisingr and private &
cards"! cards ("IM>8t ter arranged with a detachable part, such part bearing
—with detachable the words "Private mailing card," etc,, and intended to
part for replies. ^ s-> ? 3 9

be used as such for replies, may be transmitted in the
mails if, when originally mailed, the form thereof pre-
cludes any mistake and insures treatment only as third-
class matter.

—double. 2. Double advertising cards with detachable parts
intended to be used as reply private mailing cards ("post
cards ") will be accepted for mailing if arranged so as
to have the face, or address side, of the reply part within
the fold, so that the indicia of a private mailing card
('' post cards ") is not exposed while the card in its ori-
ginal form is passing in the mails as third-class matter.

Insufficiently pre- « A&n * .y .* T i - i - I T J . T J - . L c ipaid drop letters. &8C. *fasy. * •• •• in large cities arid adjacent districts ot dense
—to' S;> ^ 3f3r'-arded population, having two or more post-offices within a distance of
when. three miles of each other, any letter mailed at one of such offices

and addressed to a locality within the delivery of another of such
offices, which shall have been inadvertently prepaid at the drop
or local letter rate of postage only, may be forwarded to its desti-
nation through the proper office, charged with the amount of the
deficient postage, to be collected on delivery.

Nots- NOTE.—The first part of the above statute, relating to sending
unpaid matter to the Dead-Letter Office, is given aa section 569.

See sec. 672 as to return of drop letters to writer at some other
offi.ce; sec. 616 as to collection of postage due.

pJSd^Kfufma^ter Sec- 421- Ali mail matter of the first class upon which one
i o|7?'(?Iar' \AQ" 180> fr^l ra^e °^ postage has been prepaid shall be forwarded to ita
—when may be trans- destination, charged with the unpaid rate, to be collected on deliv-
mittcd and deficiency . # % #
collected. t1) ?

Note- NOTE.—The remainder of this statute relating to use of postage-
due stamps in collection of postage due is given, as sec. 616. So
much of the statute as is quoted above supersedes the first part of
E. S,, § 3898. See sec. 616 as to collection of postage due.

a»d°ffllrin'eV letterf' Sec. 422. The Postmaster-General may * * * provide, by
. q8!9^ Mar' ojP11'180> regulation, for transmitting unpaid and duly certified letters of
B. s. § 3902.' soldiers, sailors, and marines in the service of the United States
-transmission of un- ̂  ̂ eh degtination; to be paid on delivery.

—how marked. £. ^jj letters of officers and privates must be plainly
marked "Soldier's letter," "Sailor's letter," or "Ma-
rine's letter," as the case may be, and signed there-
under, giving the name and official designation, by a
field or staff officer, post or detachment commander, to
whose command the soldier belongs, or by a surgeon
or chaplain at a hospital where he maj^ be; and in the
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navy and marine service, by the officer in command of
the vessel, or executive officer, or paymaster, or surgeon,
or officer commanding a naval hospital or detachment
on shore. Letters so certified will be forwarded —p^sta&eon.howcoi-
charged with postage due at single rates only, to be
collected on delivery.

See sec. 621 as to collection of postage due.

Sec. 423. All letters conveyed by vessels not regularly employed 8h?piSterr8ta?e °m

in carrying the mail shall, if for delivery within the United States, K- s-> § 8913-
be charged with double postage, to cover the fee paid to the vessel.

See. 424. Ship letters will be charged with double B,Ja&?J.postBSe on

rates of postage, to be collected at the office of
delivery; but if such letter has been prepaid by United
States stamps at such double rate of postage no
additional charge will be made; and all United States
postage stamps affixed thereto will be recognized to the
extent of their value as part payment.

2. Letters and packets carried in a private ship or ^iter^eci^reda pel
vessel from one port to another in the United States, if 1>oad>

the whole of the water be a post road by law, will be
charged only with inland postage. If only a part of portio^T^he^wa*
the voyage be over water declared to be a post road over a post roa<L

such letters and packets will be subject to the ship-
letter rate of postage. (See sec. 1153.)

See sec. 1247 as to meaning of "ship letters;" sec. 1248 to 1251
as to fees to masters of vessels for carrying ship and steamboat
letters and payment thereof; see. 1250 as to printed ship matter;
sees. 557 and 558 as to treatment of ship matter in post-offices;
sec. 616 as to collection of postage due.

See. 425. Weather Bureau reports will be treated polvtes?tlier Bareaa re~
in all respects like letter mail, and must be promptly
dispatched whether sent by officers of the service under

-*- v : treated, like letter
penalty envelopes or by private persons and prepaid mail.
by stamps. .

See sec. 276 as to posting of weather reports received by post-
masters.

Sec. 426. Mutilated coin and paper currency be- pa{SSgJBgI* aBd

longing to individuals must not be transmitted to the
Treasurer of the United States for redemption except
as mail matter of the first class, upon which the regular ^jostage on to be pie-
postage must be prepaid.

See sec. 836 and 837 as to registration of packages of mutilated
currency, etc., without payment of fee. -

309A—02 13
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III.-

^Sccond-ciass m a t - gec< 4«^ Mailable matter of the second class shall embrace all

<• 11l7?'jsiar> \180) newspapers and other periodical publications which are issued atK 10, 1 Bupp.. 2:4.6, * J- -11 , ' .
JR. S. § 3877. stated intervals, and as frequently as tour times a year and are

—defined. within the conditions named in sections twelve and fourteen.

Note. JMoTM.—Sections 12 and 14 referred to are given as sections 465
and 428. There are two classes of second-class matter: (1) That
sent by publishers or news agents (sec. 448); (2) that sent by
others than publishers or news agents (sec. 455). See sec. 432
as to definiton of '''newspapers" and "periodical publications."

Conditions for ad- ' gec. 438. The conditions upon which a publication shall bemission as second- i - t
class matter. admitted to the second class are as follows:

1879, Mar. 3. cli. 180, -,-,. , Ti , -, -, -, , , , , , . L -, „
§ 14, i Supp.,246. ' -tirst.—It must regularly be issued at stated intervals, as ire-

Regularity of issue, quently as four times a year, and bear a date of issue, and be num-
bered consecutively,

publica- Second.—It must be issued from a known office of publication.
Third.—It must be formed of printed paper sheets, without

board, cloth, leather, or other substantial binding, such as dis-
tinguish printed books for preservation from periodical publica-
tions.

of con- Fourth.—It must be originated and published for the dissemi-
nation of information, of a public character, or devoted to litera-
ture, the sciences, arts, or some special industry, and having a
legitimate list of subscribers; Provided, however, That nothing here-
in contained shall be so construed as to admit to the second-class
rate regular publications designed primarily for advertising pur-
poses, or for free circulation, or for circulation at nominal rates.

See sec. 438 as to application for entry; sec. 1593, as to penalty
for submitting false evidence to secure entry of matter as second
class.

b b e C T o o r fra! Bec- 4S9' A11 periodical publications issued from a known place
ternai societies, insti- of publication at stated intervals and as frequently as four times a :
tutlons of learning, -1 1 , 1 • - i / t f L i • A
etc. year, by or under the auspices or a benevolent or fraternal society

1 i T i if i 1-r or 01*der organized under the lodge system and having a bona fide
2 Siipp., 196. > x " ' membership of not less than one thousand persons or by a regu-

larly incorporated institution of learning, or by or under the
auspices of a trades union, and all publications of strictly pro-
fessional, literary, historical, or scientific societies, including the

of State bulletins issued by State boards of health, shall be admitted to
- ^ie ma^s as second-class matter and the postage thereon shall

ond-class matter. be the same as on other second-class matter and no more: Pro-
vided, further, That such matter shall be originated and published
to further the objects and purposes of such society, order, trades
union, or institution of learning and shall be formed of printed
paper sheets without board, clcth, leather or other substantial
binding such as distinguish printed books for preservation from
periodical publications.

See sec. 438 as to applications lor entry.

Periodicals . issued See. 430, Ail periodical publications issued from a known place
l»y State departments , , ,. . \ , ~ , f ,.
of agriculture. of pu biication at stated intervals as frequently as tour times a year

1900, June 6, ch, 891. by gtate departnients of agriculture shall be admitted to the mails
—admission of as sec- as second-class mail matter: Provided. That such matter shall be
ond-ciassmatter. „ , , , - , . ,-, i • .- * ,

published only lor the purpose of furthering the objects of such
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not contain any advertising matter of any kind.
See sec. 439 as to applications for entry.
See. 431. Foreign newspapers and other periodicals of the same

general character as those admitted to the second class in the § 15, l'supp., 247,
United States may, under the direction of the. Postmaster-General,
on application of the publishers thereof or their agents, be trans-
mitted through, the mails at the same rates as if published in the
United States. Nothing in this act shall be so construed as to allow
the transmission through the mails of any publication which vio-
lates any copyright granted by the United States.

See sec. 440 as to applications for entry.

IV. GENERAL PROVISIONS AS TO THE ADMISSION OP
PUBLICATIONS AS SECOND-CLASS MATTES,

Sec. 432. A. "newspaper" is a publication issued at "peSKF.'S"
stated intervals of not longer than one week, for the —definition of,
dissemination of current news, whether it be of a Newsapers..
general or special character, and having* the character-
istics of second-class matter prescribed by statute.

2. A "periodical publication" is a publication not tiopnesriodical Publica-
embraced within the above definition of a newspaper,
issued at stated intervals as frequently as four times a
year, and having the characteristics of second-class
matter prescribed' by statute. '"Periodical publica-
tions" do not include publications having the 'char-
acteristics of books, but only such as consist of current
news or miscellaneous literary matter or both, not ex-
cluding advertising.

See. 433. LAJleged periodical publications produced stencil or hecto-
' . , , •*• „ i -i • graph publications in-

by the stencil or nectograph process will not be admit- admissible.
ted to the mails as second class matter.

Sec. 434. The regular periods of issue of a publi- Regularity of issue.
cation must be as prescribed in section 428, and
are to be shown by the publication itself; but no
publication regularly admitted shall be excluded by
reason of the omission to state such period in a partic-
ular issue.

2. Should an issue be omitted for unavoidable cause,
the first succeeding issue must bear the serial number
of the omitted number.

3. The periods of issue of a second-class publication
may be changed, as from monthly to weekly, weekly
to daily, or vice versa. (See sec, 443 as to reentry.)

4. Educational publications and those of colleges and
schools, otherwise admissible as second-class matter, catons during vaca-

. tion,
will not lose such privilege by suspension of issue
during vacation.
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5. Extra editions of a publication admitted as second-
class matter, manifestly issued for the purpose of com •
municating additional news or imparting* information
germane to the publication, and not for advertising
purposes, will be accepted at the second-class rates.

Known offlcoo* pub- gee. 435. A known office of publication is a public
lieatlon. L *
—definition of. office for the transaction of the business of the news-

paper or periodical, where orders may be received for
subscriptions and advertising during the usual business
hours, and such office must be shown by the publica-
tion itself.

2. In large towns the street and number of the office
-post-office box not. of publication must be given. A post-office box is not

a known office of publication.
^uwlcationc^nbeS - 3- Newspapers and periodicals may have more than
tered- one office for the transaction of business, but can be

entered and mailed as second-class matter at only one.
This office must be designated by the publisher, and
must be placed first and given greater prominence in
all printed notices relative to the places of publication,

when office of pub- 4. When a periodical publication is issued at a place
lication is not a post- A ± i
office. ' that is not a post-office, the post-office at which it is to

be mailed must be shown in publication.
subscription price See. 436. Postmasters must require satisfactoryand lists requisite un- * •>

i87oact °f Mar> 3' evidence that publications offered for entry as second-
-evidence of, to be ciags matter have, under section 428, a legitimate list of
required by post- ' • 5 to
masters. subscribers, approximating 50 per cent of the number

of copies regularly issued and circulated, by mail or
otherwise, made up not of persons whose names are
furnished by advertisers or by others interested in the
circulation of the publication, but of those who vol-
untarily seek it and pay for it with their own money,
although this rule is not intended to interfere with any
genuine case where one person subscribes for a definite
period of several issues for a limited number of copies
for another.

delmldripn°onminabie 2i Tiie subscription price of a publication must be
whcn> shown thereon, and will be deemed nominal within the

meaning of section 428 when—
—advertised as fur- a. The publication advertises or asserts that it is
nished to subscribers . . , - . , , . , , /,, . .. „
at no profit. furnished to subscribers at no profit, or irrespective of

payment of the subscription price;
meltereduceX°teo 1}' When it appears from the contents or from the
nominal. extrinsic inducements offered in combination with the

publication that the circulation of the publications is
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not founded on its value as a news or literary journal,
and that subscriptions are not made because of such
value, but because its offers of merchandise or other
consideration result, in effect, in its circulation at ap-
parently a nominal rate.

See, 437. "Regular publications, designed prima- _defiStion!fShcets'
rily for advertising purposes," within the meaning of
section 428, will include—

a. Those owned and controlled by one or several Business organs,
individuals or business concerns, and conducted as an
auxiliary and essentially for the advancement of the
main business or calling of those who own or control
them.

1). Those which, having few or no genuine or paid- frf"adCvertis^n- and

up subscriptions, insert advertisements free, on the
condition that the advertiser will pay for a number
of papers which are sent to persons whose names are
given to the publisher.

•c. Those which do advertising principally, and &£°wlLrs™!£n by

whose columns are filled with editorial puffs of firms
or individuals who buy a certain number of copies for
distribution.

d. Publications containing market quotations, and bu*SfCardsrts and

the business cards of various business houses opposite
the pages containing such quotations.

e. Publications devoted largely to advertising and fr4dcl?cuStfoTtsanfi

having a nominal list of bona fide subscribers, but
whose circulation is mainly gratuitous.

/. Publications which restrict advertisements to a Advertising restrict-
single one in a given line of business to the exclusion
of all competitors or which contain the price lists or
advertisements of certain business houses while refus-
ing similar advertisements of competing houses.

2. The question whether a publication is "primarily ti^
designed for advertising purposes" is one of fact and tennined.
will be determined in each case from the evidence.

3. The word "primarily" is intended to indicate Meaning of
, , . i, manly.

the chief or principal object of the publication, and
not its first object in any sense of time. The use of
the phrase, as applied to a publication, means one
principally intended for advertising purposes, and
not one the design or intention of which is that it
should be used incidentally for advertising purposes.
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*.r - of domcstic°mbu" ^eC- * '̂ "Wnen a publication, not included in sections
d!tter?ssecond"cias8 /J:29 and 43° (see sccs- 427 and /j:28)5 is offered for mail-

ing for the first time at the second-class rates of postage
3> the postmaster shall require the proprietor or his duly

authorized representative to make and present to him,
with two copies of the publication, sworn answers in
writing (on Form 3501) to the following interrogatories:

to be ^ How often is the publication issued?
(2) "Where is the " known office of publication ?" (If

in a city give street and number.)
(3) Where is it printed?
(i) Who are the proprietors ?
(5) Are they in any way interested pecuniarily in

any business or trade represented by the publication,
either in the reading matter or in the advertisements?
If so, what is the interest?

(6) Who are the editors of the publication, and how
is their compensation determined ?

(7) Have the editors any pecuniary interest in any
business or trade represented by the publication, either
in the reading matter or in the advertisements ? If so,
what is the interest?

(3) Can any house in good standing advertise in your
publication at the regular published rates ?

(9) Are advertisements of competitors accepted at
the usual rates?

(10) Have any of the business houses which advertise
in your publication any interest (either by past connec-
tion or special contract) therein respecting advertise-
ments or subscriptions? If so, what is the interest?

(11) What is the greatest number of copies furnished
to any person or firm advertising in your publication ?

(12) On what terms are these papers furnished?
(13) What number of copies do you print of each

issue ?
(14) What number of bona fide subscribers have you

for the next issue of your paper, made up as follows:
a. Direct individual subscriptions to publisher with-

out premium?
5. Direct individual subscriptions to publisher with

premium ?
c. Direct individual subscriptions in clubs or through

clubbing arrangements ?
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d. Copies regularly sold over publisher's counter to
purchasers of individual copies?

e. Copies regular!}7" sold by newsboys ?
f. Regular sales of consecutive issues by news

agencies ?
g. Bulk purchases of consecutive issues b_y news

agencies for sale without the rot-urn privilege?
Ji. Copies to advertisers, one to each to prove adver-

tisement ?
1. Bona fide exchanges, one copy for another, with,

existing second-class publications?
(15) What is the subscription price of your publica-

tion per annum?
(16) How many pounds weight will cover the papers

furnished to regular subscribers ?
(17) What average number of specimen copies with

each issue do you desire to send through the mails at
the pound rate?

(18) How are names of the persons to whom sample
copies are to be sent obtained?

(19) What disposition is made of the excess, if any,
of copies printed over those furnished to subscribers,
news agents, including newsboys, and as sample copies.

NOTE.—Except when the circulation of a publication is mainly Note.
through news agents (sees. 468 to 470), the postmaster must not
accept an application for entry under the act of March 3, 1879,
unless the publisher possesses a claimed list of legitimate sub-
scribers (as defined in question 14) approximating 50 per cent of
the number of copies regularly issued and circulated (see sec.
438), evidence of which the publisher may be required to furnish
by the submission of his subscription, book and original orders for
subscriptions for the postmaster's examination. See sec. 441 as
to further instructions relative to entry.

Sec. 439. Where entry of a publication is claimed Application for entry
^ J- of publications of be-

under sections 429 and 430 the postmaster will require nevoient or fraternal
,. . . societies, etc., bulle-

the person presenting the publication to make and pre- tins of state boards of
1 , 1 f» -~ i ,. . health and publica-

sent to him, with two copies of the publication, sworn tions of state depart-
7 - JL 7 ments of agriculture,

answers (on Form 3501b) to the following general and under acts July ie,
v ' ° 1894, and June 6,

special interrogatories. 1000
2. The following general questions will be answered Gencral questions.

b}7" all applicants:
a. Have you read carefully the acts of July 18, 1894,

and June 6, 1900, and extracts from opinions of the
Assistant Attorney-General, Post-Office Department,
printed, on the reverse side of this sheet ? -

1). Is the publication devoted exclusively to furthering
the objects and purposes of the organization or insti-
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tution publishing1 the same, without advertisements
foreign to said objects or purposes ?

c. What is the name of the organization or institution
publishing the periodical?

d. How frequently is it issued ?
e. Where is the known office of publication ?
f. Is the application signed by an official duly author-

ized to transact the business of the publisher ?
special questions as 3, jn connection with publications of benevolent or

to publications of be- o .
nevQient; or fraternal fraternal organizations, the following questions must
organizations. ° J o i -

be answered:
a. Is the organization, b}7 or under whose auspices

this publication is issued, benevolent or fraternal?
b. Is it organized under the lodge system, having

local or subordinate lodges (or their equivalent) and a
supreme or governing body ?

c. Has the order one thousand members?
d. Is the publication issued by or under the auspices

of the governing body (grand or supreme); and, if the
latter, lias a certified copy of the resolution or order
authorizing the same been furnished for transmission
to the Department?

topPiiebfeatlonSdu- 4- In connection with publications of educational
cationai institutions, institutions the following questions must be answered:

a. Is the institution by which this publication is
issued regularly incorporated ?

1), If so, has a certified copy of the charter, articles
of incorporation, or legislative act authorizing the
same been furnished for transmission with this appli-
cation ?

c. Is the institution conducted for the benefit of the
public or for the personal benefit of the owners, stock-
holders, or persons conducting the same?

special questions as 5. In connection with publications of trades unions
t o publ icat ions o f ,
trades unions. the following questions must be answered:

a. What trade or trades are represented by this
union ?

b. If not published by the union, but under its aus-
pices, has a certified copy of the vote or order author-
izing the same been furnished for transmission to the
Department ?

special questions as 0. Jn connection with publications of professional,
to publications of pro- J- L

fessionai, literary,his-literary, historical, and scientific societies the follow-torlcal, and scientific . J ' '
societies. jng questions must be answered:
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a. Is the society issuing this publication strictly
professional, literary, historical, or scientific? If so,
state which.

o>. Is the society regularly incorporated or otherwise
authorized by law?

c. If so, have you furnished a certified copy of said
authorization ?

d. If not specifically authorized by law, have you
submitted a certified copy of the constitution and by-
laws of the society, and the resolution, with date of
adoption, authorizing the publication?

7. In connection with bulletins of State boards of Jbuileiinf of K
health, and publications of State departments of agri- pubifcations^ofstot?
culture the following questions must be answered: cu?tnrrefents °f agn"

a. Have you furnished a certified copy of the legis-
lative act under which your board or department is
organized ?

5. Are advertisements of all kinds excluded from
the publication ?

8. Applications for entry to the second class of mail WhomPto bemade!1 by

matter of publications issued by organizations em-
braced in sections 429 and 430 must be made in the name
of the society, institution, organization, or State board
or department publishing the same, and be signed by
the person authorized to transact the business of the
publisher.

See section 441 as to further instructions relative to entry.

See. 440. When a newspaper or periodical pub- Appf"gions fwen.
lished in a foreign country is offered for mailing at the catio^as second-class
second-class rates (see sec. 431) by the publishers
thereof or their agents; the postmaster will require
satisfactory evidence that the publication has been duly
entered as second-class matter at a post-office in the
United States, or, if such evidence can not be furnished,
will require such agent to make (on Form 3501a) sworn
answers to the following interrogatories:

(1) Are you the publisher or his duly authorized —information to be
^ ', a r J included in.agent ?
(2) If the latter, have you submitted satisfactory evi-

dence of such authorization?
(3) Where is your place of business ? (If in a city,

give street and number.)
(4) Is the publication in question a newspaper or a

magazine ?
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(5) Where is it published?
(6) Does it possess the statutory characteristics of

domestic publications of the second-class? (Sec. 428.)
(7) Does the publication, either in the literary matter

or otherwise, violate any copyright granted by the
United States ?

(8) What is the subscription price of the publication
per annum

(9) What number of copies have you subscriptions
for at the present time, either from individuals or
through news agents?

See sec. 500 as to matter in violation of copyright laws. See
next section as to further instructions relative to entry.

Conditional admis- ffipn AA1 "Wharn oraon by postmasters of , ' "^J"° »v l i^ i- "
ond"ciass0niSattci- ssc" hereinbefore provided, for the entry of a publication as

. second-class matter, and a deposit is made of money
sufficient to cover postage at the third-class rate — one
cent for each two ounces, or fraction thereof — on ail
copies individually addressed offered, for mailing (for
which a special receipt must be given the publisher),
the postmaster will issue, on a form furnished therefor,
a permit, conditionally allowing the publication trans-
mission in the mails as second-class matter pending its

postage** °ftMrd~class classification. Deposits of postage at said rate must
be required on all issues mailed under such permit.
If the publication is accepted by the Post-Office Depart-
ment as second-class matter, the excess of the deposits
over the second-class rates of postage will be refunded;
if it is held to be third-class matter, the entire deposit
must be sent to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General
in canceled postage stamps, which will be accounted
for as sold, and at fourth-class offices also as canceled.

boA?oPrwCaarded toVe" 2. In all cases the postmaster will forward to the
partment. Third Assistant Postmaster-Genera,!, in the same envel-

ope, the application, affidavit, and other proofs pre-
sented by the publisher, with a copy of the publication,
and a statement of any facts or reasons known to him
for or against the admission sought, retaining one copy
of the publication to be kept in his office for such com-
parison with future issues as may be necessary.

publications? tion °f %- Before sending to the Department applications
for the entry of publications as second-class matter
under the foregoing sections, the postmaster will exam-
ine tho copies submitted, to ascertain whether they
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conform to the requirements of the regulations in the
following particulars:

a. Date of issue.
5. Regular periods of issue; that is to say, frequency.
G. Serial number.
d. Known office of publication.
e. Annual subscription price.
4. The foregoing indicia must be conspicuously —indorsement as to.

printed in the publication, and each item marked on
the copy submitted, as evidence that proper examina-
tion has been made by the postmaster. Where publi-
cations are printed in foreign languages, it is desirable
that the data indicated be given in English.

5. The application must be sworn to before an officer oath to applications.
duly qualified to administer oaths to the public, whose
seal (if required by law to have one) must be impressed
thereon. Postmasters have no authority to administer
oaths to publishers.

Sec. 442. The Third Assistant Postmaster-General AdmissibmtFofpub-lieatlons as second-
will in all cases decide upon the admissibility ofclass m^ter-
publications as second-class matter. He will examine
all applications, as soon as practicable, and upon being-
satisfied that a publication is entitled, to admission at

F
office to issue a certificate of entry therefor.

2. Upon notice from the Third Assistant Postmaster-
General the postmaster will issue a certificate on the
form furnished by the Post-Office Department.

3, The publisher shall, upon the issue of the certifi- try on°puWicatioien"
cate, print upon each copy of the publication so entered
the words, "Entered at the post-office at -—-—,
as second-class matter under act of • ." Such
words, or their equivalent, must not be printed on a
publication before entry, but pending the consideration
of an application by the Department the publisher may
print a notice that said application has been made.

Sec. 448. In case of a change of name,, or of the Re-entry of pubiica-
. , lions.

regular periods of issue, of a publication already en-—m case of change of
0 -*- - f i j name o r o f period o f

tered as second-class matter, or the removal of its office issue, to be required.
of publication to a post-office other than that of original
entry, the postmaster will require the publishers to ap-
ply for re-entry, the same as though the publication
were a new one.
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tW™teeo?Stej? Mr" Bee> 444' When any publication has been accorded seeond-
1901, Mar. 3, eh. 851, class mail privileges, the same shall not be suspended or annulled

—hearing to be given until a hearing shall have been granted to the parties interested.
before.

gSiISS See- 445> The Tuird Assistant Postmaster-General
~to°be kept by Third w^l cause a record to be kept of publications admitted
l-SSa' Postmaster" to the second-class rates of postage, giving the date of

entry and date when entry was revoked.
<-,iSf matter a~t See- 44g- Postmasters must keep a record of all
oiaccs° publications of the second class mailed at their post-

offices.
mftSd toTil«?eSfc Sec- 447- When a postmaster has reason to believe
— PPoltmwtOTS'to re- that a publisher has submitted to him, or to any post-
port< master, or to the Post-Office Department, any false state-

ment or evidence as to the character of his publication,
to secure its admission as second-class matter at any post-
office, he will report the case and ail the information or
evidence in his possession to the Third Assistant Post-
master-General.

See sec. 1593 as to penalty for submitting false evidence of
second-class publications.

VI. POSTAGE ON MATTES OF THE SECOND GLASS.

ei-fssSmftt T 8ccoad° ^ec> 4A&' A11 publications of the second class, except as pro-
1885, Mar. 3, ch. 342, vided iii section 25 of said act (of March 3, 1879, ch. 180, 1 Supp.,
RUisP''s§ 3605 3907 249), when, sent by the publisher thereof, and from the office of

39°8- publication, including sample copies, or when sent from a news
agency to actual subscribers thereto, or to other news agents, shall
* * * be entitled to transmission through the mails at one cent
a pound or a fraction thereof, such postage to be prepaid as now
provided by law.

Note. NOTE, — The exceptions referred to in this section are free county
publications (sec. 452) and publications (other than weekly news-
papers) deposited by publishers or news agents in letter-carrier
offices for local delivery by carriers.

Matter when trans- gec. 449. Periodical publications admitted to the
mltted by printer to L „
publisher. second-class rates of postage are not entitled to such—not entitled to sec- **- °
oiid-ciass rate. privileges until issued from a known " * office of publi-

cation;" such publications when sent by a printer to a
publisher must be prepaid at the third-class rate.

berfbanddftoftandnure- SeCi 45°- Unbound back numbers of a publication
—postage on may ^e Bailed at the second-class rate of one cent a

pound so long as the publication continues to be pub-
lished as second-class matter.

bera^eprints1* num ^' Bound back numbers and unbound reprints will
—postage on. i^ treated as books and must be prepaid as third-class

matter.
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See. 4-51. * * * Postage on second-class matter mailed on™tto- \ ̂ IcoM
shall be collected and accounted for under such regulations as the class.
_ „, , „ & 1898, June 13, ch. 446,
i ostmasier-uencral may presence. 2 Supp., 778.

See U.S. §§3884,3906.
2. The postage on all second-class matter mailed at the t™ney tefore dis"

rate of one cent a pound must be collected in money
before the matter is dispatched.

3. Whenever publications of the second class are ~g^ner of» and re"
presented for mailing by the publishers thereof, or a
news agent, the postmaster, after weighing the same,
as provided in section 560, will collect the proper post-
age thereon, and give the publisher a receipt from a
book of forms furnished therefor (Form 3539) showing
the weight of the matter mailed and the amount
collected.

4. For convenience, postmasters may receive from Advance deposits.
publishers a deposit of money in advance (for which a
special receipt must be given) sufficient to pay for more
than a single mailing. The deposit will be charged
with the proper amount of each mailing; but if the
amount on hand is not sufficient at any time to cover the
postage due on the entire mailing the excess must be
held until an additional deposit is made. Credit for
postage must never be allowed. (See sec. 329.)

5. A statement of the amount of postage collected at ̂ oiKd etc.post"
the rate of one cent a pound, together with the duplicates
of receipts issued, during the quarter, must be sent to
the Third Assistant Postmaster-General together with
the weight of free county matter, at the end of each
quarter in the special newspaper and periodical envelope
provided for that purpose. (Sec. 408.)

See sec. 453 as to including free county matter in statement.
Sec. 452. That publications of the second class, one copy to eacl ^i&uTln w&m&.

actual subscriber residing in the county where the same are class matter at letter-
. , . , , . ° , i v i i -. -n c j-u i, carrier offices.printed, in whole or in part, and published, shall go free through 1879, Mar. 3, ch. iso,

the mails; but the same shall not be delivered at letter-carrier
offices, or distributed by carriers, unless postage is paid thereon
at the rate prescribed in section thirteen of this act (the cent-a-
pound rate) : Provided, That the rate of postage on newspapers,
excepting weeklies, and periodicals not exceeding two ounces in
weight, when the same are deposited in a letter-carrier office for
delivery by its carriers, shall be uniform at one cent each; peri-
odicals weighing more than two ounces shall be subject, when
delivered by such carriers, to a postage of two cents each, and
these ,rates shall be prepaid by stamps affixed.

NOTE. — Section 11 (erroneously cited above as section 13) of the
act of March 3, 1879, fixed the regular rate of postage on second-
class publications when mailed by the publishers thereof, or by
news agents, at two cents a pound. This was reduced to one cent
a pound by the act of March 3, 1885. (See sec. 448. ) The latter
rate and the special rates prescribed by the proviso of section 25,
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of the act of March 3,1879 (given above as sec. 452), apply to copies
of such publications addressed to letter-carrier offices, and consti-
tute the exceptions to the transmission free of postage of such
matter to actual subscribers residing within the county of pub-
lication,

in^frefiounfyTat" See- 453- 1̂1 copies of a publication entitled to free
t0Fi-»e county pubii- c°^nty circulatiou must be presented for mailing sepa-
-£™tbe mailedseP- ratel7 from tllose oa whlcl1 postage is to be paid, and

when not so presented, postage must be charged on
the whole at the pound rate. Free county mat-
ter must be weighed and recorded in the post-office
records separately from that which is mailed at the
rate of one cent a pound; and in the postmaster's quar-
terly report of ''''newspaper and periodical postage col-
lected and amount of free county circulation and sample
copies^ the weight of free matter for each publication
must be shown in the space provided therefor, as is
required in the case of paid matter. (See sec. 451.)

2. Newspapers mailed by the publisher, at the nearest
post-office to the claimed office of publication, which
may be In an adjoining county, and addressed to sub-
scribers residing in the county where it is printed, in
whole or In part, and published, will be accepted for
mailing free of postage.

actual sub- g^ Only copies of second-class publications sent to
actual subscribers who reside in the county where
the same are printed in whole or in part, and pub-
lished, and who themselves subscribe for not exceeding
one copy each, and no others whatsoever, may be sent
free of postage.

4-. Copies of a publication addressed to subscribers
who live within the county where the same is "printed
in whole or in part, and published," addressed to the
post-offices at which they regularly receive mail, though
such offices may be outside of said county, will be
mailed free of postage, but copies addressed to sub-
scribers who do not reside in the county where the paper
is "printed in whole or in part, and published," will
not be accepted for mailing free, even though the post-
office of the addressee may be in the county where the
paper Is " printed in whole or in part, and published."

5. Second-class matter, mailed at a post-office where
free delivery is not established, if addressed to a free-
delivery office in the same county is liable to postage
at the pound'rate, and must be presented for mailing
in a separate package from the free county matter, and
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in the same manner as matter addressed to subscribers
residing outside the county is required to be mailed,

S'ee sees. 448, 452, and 455 as to rates of postage 011 second-class
matter; sec. 560 as to weighing and dispatch of second-class matter.

Sec. 454. All second-class publications mailed by the a/eSerSierltof-
publishers thereof or news agents at a free delivery £ t̂'e
office for local distribution through the boxes or gen- *°orx̂

era! delivery, or addressed to a free-delivery office fices-
other than that of publication, are subject to postage
at the rate of one cent a pound,

2. Weekly newspapers mailed by the publishers -rate on w e e k l y
thereof or news agents, whether deposited at a free- uc"""-'^-'-:"
delivery office for delivery by carriers or otherwise,
are subject to postage at the rate of one cent a pound.

3. Newspapers other than weeklies (without regard —rate on other than
• i j\T • T i • T j ' • weekly newspapersto weight) ana periodicals noc exceeding two ounces in and periodicals. not

. i , - I T T i T i i a ^ i e x c e e n gweight, mailed by publishers or news agents for local in weight.
delivery by carriers, are subject to postage at the rate
of one cent each, to be prepaid with ordinary stamps
affixed.

-i. Periodicals exceeding two ounces in weight, mailed —rate on periodicals
° , -i i T % weighing more than

by publishers or news agents for local delivery by car- 2 ounces.
riers, are subject to postage at the rate of two cents
each, to be prepaid, with, ordinary stamps affixed.

5. Weekly newspapers mailed for delivery at a free- —rate on w e e k l y
•, -,. yy> -,,-,' -i .ji . Ll , ~ f, - , - , ; iiewBwvpers for delif-
deiivery Office, although Within tile COUnty Of publlCa- eryat a letter-carrier
,. j. i • i > j.i 1 1 - " ' i> office other than thattion, must be prepaid at the second-class rate or one of publication.
cent a pound. (See sec. 452.)

6. Postmasters must prevent admission to the mails Proper postage to be
x prepaid.

of second-class matter addressed to free-delivery offices
without prepayment of proper postage.

See sec. 448 as to pound rate of postage on second-class matter.

Sec. 455. The rate of rjostago on newspaper and periodical E<lte Oil transient
, ,. . , , , , , , , , , publications.

publications ot the second class, when sent by others than the 1884, June 9, ch. 73,
publisher or news agent, shall be one cent for each four ounces or L.^^en'sent by others
fractional part thereof, and shall be fully prepaid by postage than publisher or

1 ' , - L - - - I , - ^ newsagent,
stamps affixed to said matter.

2. Newspapers and periodicals which have been ad-
mitted as second-class matter may be seat to any place
in the United States, Canada, Cuba, and Mexico, with-
out regard to the place of mailing or destination, at the
rate of postage herein provided,

3. Second-class publications sent by publishers to -^ sent b^ Pub'
others than subscribers, and extra copies mailed by
them in pursuance of a contract or agreement with an
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advertiser or other interested party, must be prepaid
at the transient rate herein provided.

—if portion of pubii- 4-. Partial or incomplete copies of second-class pub-
eation detached, tran- . . .
sient rate inappiica- lications can not be mailed at the rate of postage hereinblc. , tr o

provided, but postage must be prepaid thereon at the
third-class rate.

VII. SAMPLE COPIES OF PUBLICATIONS ADMITTED AS
SECOND CLASS MATTER.

-ldm?sleiw°iitesof ®QC' ^®" Sample copies, which may be sent by pub-
lishers from the office of publication at the second-class
rate of one cent a pound, are copies sent to persons
not subscribers for the purpose of inducing them to
subscribe or advertise or become agents therefor.

regular israesmilar to ^' Cample copies must be of the same general char-
acter as the regular issues, and exactly like the regular
edition of the same date sent to subscribers. When
enlarged by the insertion of advertisements or other
matter unusual in the regular issues, or otherwise so
changed that they are not fair samples of such issues,'
they are unmailable as sample copies.

—must be marked as 3. Sample copies must be plainly marked as such on
the exposed face of the publication or package (or on
its wrapper), and can not be sent to the same persons
at the pound rate of postage in excess of three times
consecutively or otherwise, during any one calendar
year.

wrapper1 ™ same ^' Several sample copies may be inclosed in a sin-
gle wrapper to one address, or may be sent in one
wrapper addressed to the post-office, and each paper
therein properly folded, addressed to some patron of
the office, and marked or printed "sample copy" on
the wrapper or on the exposed face of each of the
papers separately addressed.

-extra numbers not 5. Extra copies of a second-class publication sent by
sample copies, when, L r J

the publisher thereof acting as the agent of an adver-
tiser or purchaser, to addresses furnished by the latter,
are not sample copies; but postage thereon at the rate
of one cent for each four ounces or fraction thereof (see
sec. 455) must be prepaid, the same as if mailed by the
advertiser or purchaser himself; and, where a publisher
issues a large edition containing an article or articles
obviously intended to advance private interests, and
circulated directly or indirectly through some arrange-
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ments with the parties concerned, or where the period-
ical contains advertisements secured under an offer or
agreement to distribute a given number of copies in
excess of the number of subscribers, the extra copies
so issued will not be regarded as sample copies, but as
copies sent out in behalf of the advertisers or other
parties interested, and will be subject to postage at the
rate of one cent for each four ounces or fraction thereof
sent to a single address. (See sec. 455.)

6. The mailing by a publisher, as sample copies, of
a larger number of copies than actually subscribed, for
In order to maintain a given circulation, or the continu- when-
ous mailing of sample copies in excess of one hundred
per cent of the number issued to regular subscribers, or
of such copies continuously to the same persons, will be
deemed evidence that the publication is primarily de-
signed for advertising or free circulation (see sec. 4-28),
and the sample copies should be detained until the facts
can be ascertained. The postmaster will promptly
report the case to the Third Assistant Postmaster-
General.

7. Sample copies are not entitled to free county cir- —no^erftmJd^o ft&--
culation. (See Sec. 453.) ' ' county circulation.

8. Sample copies must not be inclosed in the same "
package with copies intended for subscribers.

9. Sample copies can not be mailed by news agents
at the pound rate of postage. (See sec. 470.)

VIII. SUPPLEMENTS TO, AND ILLEGAL INCLOSUKES WITH,
PUBLICATIONS ADMITTED AS SECOND CLASS MATTER.

See. 457. Publishers of matter of the second class may, with-
out subjecting it to extra postage, fold within their regular issues §16, l Supp.,247.

, j i j . - 11 J_T 1 1 1 i « J . T —admitted a s seconA-a supplement; but in all cases the added matter must be germane ciass mattcr.
to the publication which it supplements, that ia to say, matter
supplied in order to complete that to which it is added or supple-
mented, but omitted from, the regular issue for want of space, time,
or greater convenience, which supplement must in every case be
issued with the publication.

Sec. 458. A publication entirely distinct from and
independent of the regular issue, but complete in itself,
especially if it be not germane to the regular issue nor
connected there with, can not be adopted as a supple-
ment.

2. Circulars, handbills, show bills, posters, and other
special advertisements can not be adopted as supple-
ments. Advertising sheets consisting' entirely, of

309A—02 14
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pictorial matter and advertisements, issued by business
houses and furnished to publishers for the purpose of
being circulated with second-class publications, can not
be used as supplements or covers to such publications
when mailed at the second-class rates of postage.

s°up- 3- Matter printed elsewhere than at the office of
Paeiersnts to various publication, to be used, as supplements to various

newspapers for the purpose of securing" circulation to
advertisements of private business, or covers to such
publications, when mailed at the second-class rates of
postage, can not be used as supplements, even though
containing literary matter,

characteristics of Sec. 450. Publications of statutes, ordinances, pro-
permissible supple- L

ments. ceedmgs or public or deliberate assemblies, boards or
Municipal pubiica- conventions, advertisements of tax rates or other

tions, etc. „ ,
notices or advertisements required by law to be pub-
lished, whether gratuitously or for compensation, are
proper supplemental matter.

supplements must 2. Supplements must in all cases bear the full name
bear name of pubiica- f T , • -n i • i ti j- i i i j i
tion, etc, of the publication with which they are folded, preceded

by the words "Supplement to — —- — ;" and also the
date corresponding to the regular issue.

Maps, diagrams, etc. 3. Maps, diagrams, illustrations, etc., which form
a necessary part of a publication, are admissible thereto,
either loose or attached, as a part of the publication
itself, without the words "Supplement to ------- — -."

supplements not to 4, Supplements must not be combined with orders
carry orders for sub- , , . . i • -n • c i . .
scriptions, etc. tor subscriptions, or bills, or receipts tor subscriptions.

(See sec. 463.)
supplements must 5. Supplements must be folded "with the regular

be folded with issues . , . , .
supplemented. issues they purport to supplement. It mailed other-

wise, postage must be prepaid at the third-class rate
by stamps affixed.

NOTE.— The preceding rules will be employed when applicable
in determining whether loose inserts folded in publications are
within the statutory definition of supplements, but they do not
preclude other objections, within the law, which may be apparent.

See sec. 462 as to additional writing, etc,, permissible on
second-class matter.

Publications con- Sec, 460. Second-class publications containing loose
tabling Illegal eiiclo- • j_ j i < i • i '" • - M I T"sures, how rated. primed sheets which are not permissible supplements
— us third oiass mat- thereto, should be treated at the mailing office as third-
ter at mailing oifice. , . , , , ,, , • j .class matter, and prepayment or postage required at

said rate by stamps affixed. (See sees. 471, 560 and
619.)

I
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2. Where a publisher desires to appeal to the Third -appeal in case of.
Assistant Postmaster-General from the action of the
postmaster, he must make a deposit at the third-class
rate for the issue mailed, of which the excess over
second-class rates will be refunded, if the Department
decides the matter to be mailable at said rates.

3. Second-class publications containing illegal enclo-
sures of any character, arriving at any office of delivery
without evidence of prepayment by stamps affixed,
should be rated up at the first-class rate, and postage
collected on delivery, (See sees. 414,484, 560, and 619.

See. 461. All advertisements in periodicals must be
permanently attached thereto by binding, printing,
pasting, or otherwise, and the sheets containing the
same must be of the same size as the pages of the
publication.

2. Advertisements printed on sheets exceeding in
size the regular pages, are inadmissible, though folded ^*e!cations inadmis"
to the size of the regular pages.

IX.—ADDITIONS TO MATTER OF THE SECOND GLAS

Sec. 462. Mailable matter of the second class shall contain no Permissible writing,
writing, print, or sign thereon or therein in addition to the origi- on^s
nal print, except as herein provided, to wit: the name and address ter.

subscription book either printed or written, the printed, title of
the publication and the place of its publication, the printed or
written name and address without addition of advertisement of
the publisher or sender, or both, and written or printed words or
figures, or both, indicating the date on which the subscription
to such matter will end, the correction of any typographical error,
a mark except by written or printed words, to designate a word or
passage to which it is desired to call attention; the words "sample
copy" when the matter is sent as .such, the words "marked
copy" when .the matter contains a marked item or article. And
publishers or news agents may inclose in their publications, bills
receipts, and orders for subscriptions thereto, but the same shal|
be in such form as to convey no other information than the name
place of publication, subscription price of the publication to
which they refer and the subscription due thereon.

2, The words "If not delivered to the subscriber,.words "if not de-
livered, etc.

within one month the postmaster is required by sec-
tion 675 of the Postal Laws and Regulations to
promptly notify publishers, who will send postage
for its return," may be printed upon wrappers con-
taining second-class matter.

3. The words "Please exchange" and similar re-
quests or instructions must not bo permitted on the
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wrappers of second-class matter mailed at the second-
class rate of one cent a pound.

^f £9™ ̂  £™P- 4. Directions relative to delivery inconsistent with
p61 1 Giit ill V G CO (Icil v ~ *̂

ery prohibited, when, these regulations must not be written or printed on the
wrapper of second-class matter. For instance, direc-
tions to deliver to some indefinite address, as to a
"Druggist" or "Physician," if the matter be undeliv-
erable to the addressee, must be disregarded by the
postmaster at the office of address. (See sees. 491 and
4-92.)

paSSer°fCOpieSin 5- The number of copies inclosed may be indicated
upon the wrapper or face of a package.

tion™etc. lllustra" 6. Printed illustrations, including photographs not
in the nature of advertisements, may be pasted to the
pages of a publication admitted to the mails as second-
class matter.

inadmissfwe.coup°ns 7l Where perforated coupons which are intended for
detaching and subsequent use appear in second-class
publications, postage will be collected thereon at the
third-class rate.

maifed^ith pubuca6- 8. Binders intended for securing and preserving
tlons- periodicals are fourth-class matter, and when mailed

with second-class matter, postage must be charged on
the package at the fourth-class rate. (Sec. 481.)

TjfeTftc\Mrd-cilS 9- When matter roailable at second-class rates is
rates, printing on, etc. prepaid at the third-class rate, it shall be deemed

third-class matter and entitled to all the permissible
printing or writing authorized for matter of the third
class.

de?"ls'ete.c,eipMcom" Sec- 463- Bills or receipts printed or written in
StorS S8COMd"class substantially the following form may be inclosed with

second-class matter:

YOKE, — — — - - , 190
Office of - — - ,

The - Weekly,
37 Park Bow. P. O. Box 4295.

--- to the - Weekly, Dr.
-- , subscription, in advance.
Received payment for the Weekly from . to .

Biiis or receipts may 2. A bill or receipt for subscription may include the
include, what. r . . .

names of more than one publication and their regular
prices, provided they are all published by the same
individual or companj^, or sent by the same news agent,
and may also include any period of subscription or any
number of shipments to a news agent.

i
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3. Orders for subscription may indicate the term or Borders may include,
period for which the subscription is ordered. The
written or printed words or figures, or both, to indicate
when the subscription will end may be placed upon
the matter itself, or the wrapper or upon the bills,
receipts, or orders which may be inclosed therewith.

4. Postal cards with bills or orders for subscriptions 01^eSal Std permit
printed thereon can not be inclosed with second-class Slt>le-
matter.

5. The words "Please continue at regular rates un-
less I should notify you to the contrary," or words of
similar import, may be placed upon subscription blanks
inclosed with second-class publications, as indicating
the period of subscription.

6. Subscription blanks, otherwise conforming to
these requirements, may be mailed with second-class com permisslWe"
publications at the regular second-class rate of postage,
although printed on cardboard and arranged with a
receptacle for coin.

See. 464. No newspapers shall be received to be conveyed by 1
mail unless they are sufficiently dried and inclosed in proper etc.

J ' x ^ Rwrappers.

2. Wrappers should be such that they can be easily —wrappers for.
removed without destroying them, or injuring their
inclosures.

3. All publications should be properly folded for as- -manner of-
sorting and delivery, and addressed in a legible hand, or
plain type not smaller than long primer. Postmasters
will request publishers and news agents to fold their
publications to a size not larger than 9 b}̂  12 inches.

4. Publications of the second class which are not ^lance nwlthmregu-
wrapped and folded in accordance with the abovelatlons-
regulations will be liable to delay in transportation and
delivery, as postmasters are instructed to hold illegibly
addressed and improperly folded matter of this charac-
ter until all other is distributed. (See sec, 585.)

5. Separate packages must be made of sample copies, separate packages,
copies entitled to free county circulation, and copies
addressed to other subscribers, exchanges, etc., includ-
ing copies subject to postage within the county. (See
sec. 560.)

6. Individually addressed 'copies of a publication, drggpif£
intended for subscribers at the same post-office, must age-
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be wrapped in one package, and addressed to such
office. The name of the addressee of each copy must
be placed upon the upper right-hand corner thereof.

ciub subscribers. Copies of a publication intended for a club of actual
subscribers at any except a free-delivery office may be
sent to one address.

See sec. 635 as to delivery of such matter at office of address;
sec. 560 as to weighing of second-class matter and sec. 451 as to
collection of postage.

Bialfln™offlcae!1011 ** SeCl 463- Matter of the second class may be examined at the
1879, Mar. 3, ch. 180, office of mailing, and if found to contain matter which is subject

—for matter subject to a higher rate of postage, such matter shall be charged with
to higher rate of post- pOstage at the rate to which the inclosed matter is subject: Pro-

vided, That nothing herein contained shall be so construed as to
prohibit the insertion in periodicals of advertisements attached
permanently to the same.

»oteentitiodto's™oK Sec. 486. When the postmaster at the office of
fion.Sof prVe^rate1.60" mailing1 finds that a publisher or news agent has depos-

ited matter for mailing at the second-class rates of
postage, which, in his judgment, is chargeable with a
higher rate of postage, by reason of illegal enclosures
or additions, he must detain the same, notify the sender
and demand of him proper postage, to be prepaid by
stamps affixed.

cerreTanat0facts re- 2. When the decision of the postmaster is questioned
ported, when. he ma^ Qn receipt of a cieposit of postage at the

higher rate, dispatch the package as second-class mat-.
ter, and submit to the Third Assistant Postmaster-
General a sample of the objectionable matter, with a
full statement of the facts in the case. Should the
publication be held entitled to the second-class rates,
the excess of the deposit over the same will be refunded;
if the decision of the postmaster is sustained, the full

of de" amount of the deposit will be converted into ordinary
stamps, which should be affixed to a sheet of paper,
canceled, and at once mailed to the Third Assistant
Postmaster-General, with report of the facts. The
stamps so used will be accounted for as sold, and at
fourth-class offices also as canceled. (See sees. 374 to
376.)

golerifing^admission! ^ec. 467. Postmasters should frequently examine
pubficaSonsftfolr0n °f copies of publications entered at their offices as second-

class matter, to ascertain whether the publishers are
complying in all respects with the law and these regu-
lations.

JL
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2. Whenever the general character and manner of te?
issue of a periodical publication is changed in the in-
terest of the publisher, or of advertisers, or other per-
sons, by the addition of unusual quantities of adver-
tisements, or of matter different from that usually
appearing in the publication, or calculated to give spe-
cial prominence to some particular business or busi-
nesses, or otherwise — especially where large numbers
of copies are circulated by or in the interest of particular
persons — the issue will be held, and the matter reported —report of.
to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General for instruc-
tions.

3. When a postmaster has reason to believe that a ofCpSeationharacter

publication has, after admission as second-class matter,
so changed its character as not to be legally entitled
thereto, or is disregarding the requirements of the law
and regulations, the matter will be reported to the —report of.
Third Assistant Postmaster-General, together with a
statement of all the facts and any evidence supporting
the same known to the postmaster. If necessary, the
postmaster may require the publisher to furnish a
sworn statement as to his list of subscribers, which
should accompany the report.

See sec. 1593 as to penalty for submitting false evidence as to
second-class publications; sec. 444 as to annulment of certificate of
en trv.

boys, engaged in business as news dealers or sellers of
second-class publications. A mere local or traveling-
agent for a publication is not a news agent.

Sec. 469. When a person, firm, or corporation Application of ne
. ; * '. , Jc ; agents lor registry.

desires to mail second-class matter as a news agent at
the second-class rate of postage of one cent a pound,
formal application for the privilege must be made and
submitted to the local postmaster (on Form 3501-C).
Applicants for the privilege of news agents must make'
sworn answers to the following interrogatories printed
on the application forms:

(a) Have you carefully read the laws and regulations
printed on the reverse side of this sheet?

(I) Are you engaged in business as. a dealer in mis-
cellaneous second-class publications ?
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(c) Do you sell second-class publications at an estab-
lished place of business or on the street?

(d) If at an established place, where is it located?
(e) Are you financially interested in the publication

of any periodical of the second class ? If so, give the
name.

(f) Do you understand that a news agent's right to
mail second-class publications at the pound rate of post-
age extends only to actual subscribers thereto, and to
other news agents for sale, and agree to govern your-
self accordingly ?

(g) Do you understand that "actual subscribers" to
second-class publications are persons who personally
order the same for a period of at least three consecutive
issues ?

(A) Do you understand that unsold, copies returned
to other news agents, or to publishers, are liable to the
"transient" rate of postage—one cent for each four
ounces or fraction thereof—to be prepaid by stamps
affixed thereto?

(i) Do you understand that the inclusion, with your
mailings at the pound rate, of matter not properly
entitled to that rate will subject you to the penalties
prescribed by law? (See sec. 4:84.)

telted^anTISprUd 2- The application, when properly filled out and
postmaSate?.r°Ted by sworn to before an official authorized to administer

oaths to the public (postmasters are without this au-
thority), must be approved or disapproved by the
postmaster, and transmitted to the Third Assistant
Postmaster-General,

issue of certificate 3. If the application is granted by the Third Assistant
01 registry. i L ° J

Postmaster-General, a certificate will be issued allow-
ing the applicant to exercise the privileges of a news
agent so long as he conforms to the regulations.

See- 47°- Where periodical publications are pre-
sented by news agencies or agents for mailing at the

Evidence of entry, second-class rate of postage, postmasters must require
such agency or agent to furnish satisfactory evidence that
the publications offered are entitled to such rate, and
have been duly entered at the office of publication, and
are being sent to actual subscribers, or to other news
agents for the purpose of sale.

Printed notice evi- 2. A printed notice of entry will be regarded as suf-
dence of entry. . . . ,

ficient evidence that a publication is entitled to pass in
the mails at the second-class rates of postage. Post-

1
;.
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masters may refuse to mail at second-class rates publica-
tions which do not bear such a notice. (See sec. 442.)

3. Satisfactory evidence must also be furnished that otl^a^S^ce
the persons to whom bulk packages are sent from a of ageucy where.
news agency are also news agents, and the addresses
upon bulk packages sent to or from a news agency to
a news agent should show that the addressee is such
agency or agent,

4. A news agent must not be permitted to take beprueSl"iedTt pound
packages of newspapers or periodicals- out of a post- rate> exccPt

office, write an address on each copy, and return them
to the office for mailing or delivery without additional
prepayment of postage at the second-class rate of
one cent a pound, or at the rate prescribed in section
452, when mailed at a letter-carrier office for local
delivery by its carriers, except in the case of publica-
tions entitled to pass free to actual subscribers thereto,
under said section.

5. Postmasters must not open packages addressed to ti^noftobeTpene^
news agents and distribute any of the papers or peri- and distnbuted-
odicals therein, through the post-office or otherwise.

6. News a e n t s can not return unsold second-class to^e returned tor pub-
matter to either publishers or other news agents at the
second-class rate of postage of one 'cent a pound; but
when such matter is mailed for said purpose postage
at the rate of one cent for each four ounces or fraction
thereof must be prepaid by stamps affixed. (See sec.
455.)

7. When news agents desire to return to publishers
merely the head or small portions of each publication ̂ med at P°1md

as evidence that the copy has not been sold, such por-
tions are not entitled to pass at the rate of one cent a
pound or at the transient, rate, but must be rated as
third-class matter. (See sec. 4-71.)

8. On all copies sent by news agents either gratui- traifsTent^e! when7

tously, or to fill orders or otherwise, to persons not sub-
scribers or other news agents, postage must be prepaid
at the transient second-class rate, by affixing ordinary
stamps to the package at the rate of one cent for each
four ounces or fraction thereof. (See sec. 455.)

XII. — MATTER OF THE THIRD CLASS.

Sec, 471. Mail matter of the third class shall embrace books, Third-class matter.
* * * • • , t 4.1 j j i -r • • -L ( 4. • i i i —1879, Mar. ;!, ch. 180,,< -A „ circulars, and other matter wholiy in print (not included §nt isupp.,247.
in section twelve) , proof sheets, corrected proof sheets, and manu- gg^- S- §§ s878' 3o97'
script copy accompanying the same, and postage shall be paid at —defined.
• I ' x £ , , - , , ' <• .• i > j V ' —rate of postage on.the rate ot one cent lor each two ounces or fractional part thereof,
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NOTE.—The balance of this section of the statute relating to
books in the mails from foreign countries is given as section 546.
Section 12 referred to above is the section of the act of March
3, 1879, given as section 465, but this is undoubtedly an error,
and the section evidently referred to is section 10 of said act,
defining second-class matter given as section 427. The portion
of the statute omitted, as shown by stars, referred to transient news-
papers and periodicals. Under the act of June 9, 1884, given as
section 455, transient newspapers and periodicals, admitted as
second-class matter, are allowed a special rate.

See sec. 616 as to collection of postage due: sec. 477 as to post-
age on printed ship matter, and sec. 627 as to forwarding matter
of the third class and payment of new postage therefor.

Printed matter. gSCi 473. "Printed matter" within the intendment of this act
§ 19, i'supp.f'247.' 18°' iff define(l to be the reproduction upon paper, by any process ex-
—defined. cept that of handwriting, of any words, letters, characters, figures,

or images, or of any combination thereof, not having the character
of an actual and personal correspondence.

Circulars. Sec. 473. The term '' circular'' is defined to be a printed letter,
§ l|7i'supp' ^M?1' 18°' which, according to internal evidence, is being sent in identical
—definition and char- terms to several persons. A circular shall not lose its character as
acteristics. such, when the date and name of the addressee and of the sender

shall be written therein, nor by the correction of mere typo-
graphical errors in writing.

—rate of postage on 2. Where a name, elate, or anything1 clso is written
i n case o f written o r ' , , • , „ .
hand-stamped addi- or stamped by hand in the body of a circular to cona-
tions. x . , .

plete its sense, or to convey special information, post-

age must be charged thereon at the rate for matter of

the first class (sec. 414).

See sec. 478 as to permissible additions to matter of third class.

Printed matter. gee. 474. All impressions obtained upon paper or

cardboard, by means of printing, engraving, litho-

of graphing, or any other mechanical process easy to
definition, rules, etc. . , , •, , ., -s , ,recognize—except the typewriter, letter-press, or man-

ifold copy—are matter of the third class when not in
the nature of an actual and personal correspondence.

^Typewritten mat- g. Matter prepared by the typewriter (with carbon
or letter-press copies thereof) being an equivalent of
handwriting, is unniailable at the third-class rate of
postage. But facsimile copies of manuscript or type-
writing, obtained by a mechanical process,.such as the
printing press, electric pen, mimeograph, hektograph,
copy graph, etc., will be treated as matter of the third
class, provided they are presented for mailing at the
post-office windows and in the minimum number of
twenty perfectly identical copies separately addressed.
If mailed elsewhere, or in less number, payment of the
first-class rate of postage must be required.
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3. "Blue print" reproductions of hand-made orig- BH» prints, etc.
inals, photographs (bearing written additions author-
ized by law, see sec. 478), canvassing or prospectus
books containing sample chapters of, or other printed
matter relating to the publication for which such books
are used, copybooks for use in schools, containing printed
copy lines and instructions in the art of writing, are
matter of the third class.

4. A single blank or printed card or envelope with ^Is^etc.01 prmtea

written or printed address thereon may be inclosed
with third-class matter.

K -rt • i i (.: i • j i •! i f Samples of print-5. Printed matter sent in the mails as a sample 01 ing; third class.
the printing thereon is matter of the third class; but
samples of paper with printing thereon merely to
invite attention to the quality or price of the paper is
matter of the fourth class. (See sec. 480.)

6. Cards, wholly in print, folded with open ends and
having the outer edge or flap sealed with a sticker, in
such a manner that the entire inner surface may be easily
examined, will be treated as matter of the third class.

Sec. 475. All letters written in point print or raised characters tetters in "point
-, 1 1 1 n T , . . . i xi, i print" or characters

used by the blind, when unsealed, shall be transmitted through ascd by the blind.
the mails as third-class matter. * * * 2 sum^ooH 2> Ch' 362"

—to be transmitted
at third-class rates.

Sec, 476. The postage on each copy of the daily Congressional Postage on transient
— -, " - I P A-U -j- j TT TL- L J. LI copies CongressionalKeeord mailed from the city of Washington as transient matter Record.
shall be one cent.

See. 477. Printed matter delivered to a post-office r^tea ship matter.
by the master of a vessel arriving from a foreign port
and not regularly engaged in carrying the mail, which
is wholly unpaid, will be charged with double third- ~how treated-
class rates of domestic postage, to be collected on
delivery.

' See sec. 1247 as to "ship letters" and meaning thereof; sec. 424
as to postage on ship letters and rating thereof; sec. 557 as to
treatment of ship matter deposited in post-offices; sec, 1250 as to
nonpayment of fees on printed ship matter; sec. 816 as to collection
of postage due.

Sec. 478. Upon matter of the third class or upon the wrapper Permissible addl-
-, . , . , , , . , " , , , , , '-, , tlous' on third-class

or envelope inclosing the same or the tag or label attached matter.
thereto the sender may write his own name, occupation, and g -f8 ,̂̂ 1' |̂  c}l- 2>

residence or business address, preceded by the word "from," and
may make marks other than by written or printed words to call
attention to any word or passage in the text, and may correct any
typographical errors. There may be placed upon the blank leaves
or cover of any book or printed matter of the third class a sim-
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pie manuscript dedication or inscription not of the nature of a
personal correspondence. Upon the wrapper or envelope of third-
class matter or the tag or label attached thereto may be printed
any matter mailable as third-class, but there must be left on the
address side a space sufficient for a legible address and necessary
stamps.

Sprims b>~ hand 2. Imprints by hand stamp upon printed matter
of the third class will not affect its classification ex-
cept when the added print is in itself personal, or con-
verts that to which it is added into a personal commu-
nication; but when such appears to be the fact, in
either case, the presentation at one time at the post-
office or other depository designated by the postmaster,
of not less than twenty identical copies to separate
addresses, will be sufficient evidence of impersonal
character to entitle such matter to the third-class rate
of postage.

datesret^^on^ards 3. Printed cards bearing a hand-stamped, marked,
mat?on.certam inf°r" or punched date, giving information as to when the

sender will call, or deliver something otherwise re-
ferred to therein, or when some event will occur, or
some article was received, etc., when presented for
mailing in a less number than twenty identical copies
will be treated as personal communications, and post-
age at the rate for matter of the first class must be
paid thereon; but when not less than twenty identical
copies separately addressed are presented at the post-
office or other depository designated by the postmaster
they will be accepted for mailing at the third-class rate
of postage,

corrections of proof 4. Corrections in proof sheets may embrace the alter-
Btieets, etc. i J

ation of the text or insertion of new matter, as well as
the correction of typographical and other errors, and
also any marginal instructions to the printer necessary
to the correction of the matter or its proper appear-

—what may be done ance in print. Part of an article may be entirely re-
by way of. •*• . J J

written by way of correction, but not the entire article;
and such corrections must be upon the margin of or
attached to the proof sheets. Manuscript of one article
can not be inclosed with proof or corrected proof sheets
of another.

See sec. 473 as to definition of circular and additions thereto.

^is,eete!on8' rc° See. 479. The words "please send out," or upost
—not part of address. Up5» or other similar directions or requests not part of

the address nor necessary to delivery, can not be writ-
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ten upon the wrapper of a package of third-class mat-
ter without subjecting it to postage at the first-class
rate. (See sec. 414.) The words "personal," or "to
be called for," and return requests paid other directions
as to delivery, forwarding, or return, are deemed part
of the address, and permissible. (See sec. 491.)

XIII.—MATTER OF THE FOURTH CLASS.

Sec. 480. Mailable matter of the fourth class shall embrace all Fourth-class mat-
ter

matter not embraced in the first, second, or third class which is ig96, June 8, ch. 370,
not in its form or nature liable to destroy, deface, or otherwise 2 euplj;> |07;.™-,
damage the contents of the mail bag or harm the person of any —defined,
one engaged in the postal service, and is not above the weight
provided by lav/. * * . *

E"OTE.—The remainder of 'the above statute is given as sec. Note.
487, relating to limit of weight of mail matter. See sec. 658 as ,to
delivery of matter in excess of weight inadvertently dispatched;
sec. 493 as to determination of admissibility of matter to the
mails by General Superintendent Railway Mail Service; sees.
494 to 496 as to preparation for mailing of liquids, disease germs,
and matter liable to injure mails or persons; sees. 577 and 658 as
to treatment of dangerous matter excluded from mails; and sec.
627 as to forwarding of matter of the fourth class, and payment of
new postage therefor.

Sec. 481. All matter of the fourth class shall be subject to Postage on matter
examination and to a postage charge at the rate of one cent an ° igyg'Harwell ISO
ounce or fraction thereof, to be prepaid by stamps affixed. § 21> 1 Supp., 248.

f , j Examination.
See sec. 616 as to collection ot postage due.

See. 482. The postage on seeds, cuttings, bulbs, roots, scions, Seeds, bulbs,plants,
and plants shall be charged at the rate of one cent for each two 1888, July 24, ch. 702,
ounces or fraction thereof, subject in all other respects to the exist- —postage on
ing law.

2. All matter mailable under this section is of the -|Iteei, fourth-class
fourth class, notwithstanding that a special rate of
postage applies thereto.

3. Samples of wheat or other grain in its natural —what included in.
condition, seedling potatoes, beans, peas, chestnuts,
and acorns for. planting, will be transmitted at the
special rate herein provided.

4. Samples of flour, rolled oats, pearled barley, or —what not included
other cereals which can only be used as articles of food, '
or cut flowers, dried plants, and botanical specimens, -
not susceptible of being used in propagation, or foreign
nuts and seeds (such as the coffee bean) used exclusively
as articles of food, are not entitled to the special rate
herein provided, but must be paid at the regular rate
for matter of the fourth class.

See sec. 496 as to preparation of seeds, etc., for mailing.

Sec. 483. With a package of fourth-class matter prepaid at the Permissible addi-
1 ° x - tions to f earth-class

proper rate for that class, the sender mav inclose any mailable matter.
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1888> Jan. 20, ch. 2, third-class matter, and may write upon the wrapper or cover
' ^'-^-':-"' 'J~ '• thereof, or tag or label accompanying the same, his name, occu-

pation, residence or business address, preceded by the word" from,"
and any marks, numbers, names, or letters for purpose of descrip-
tion, or may print thereon the same, and any printed matter not
in the nature of a personal correspondence, but there must be left
on the address side or face of the package a space sufficient for a
legible address and necessary stamps.

Tag or label, 9,. The tag or label, with the printing or writing
authorized thereon, may be attached to the whole
package, or separate tags or labels, bearing the same,
may be attached to each of one or more articles con-
tained in the package.

XIV.—PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO THE SEVEEAL
GLASSES OF MAIL MATTES. .

Inclosing h i g h e r gec, 484. Matter of the" second, third, or fourth class contain-class in lower class . . . .
matter. ing any writing or printing in addition to the original matter
§ 2, i Supp'.f 578.iaP° ' other than as authorized in the preceding section shall not be ad-

R. s. § 3887. mitted to the mails, nor delivered, except upon payment of post-
age for matter of the first class, deducting therefrom any amount
which may have been prepaid by stamps affixed, unless by direc-
tion of the Postmaster-General such postage shall be remitted;
and any person who shall knowingly conceal cr inclose any mat-
ter of a higher class in that of a lower class, and deposit or cause
the same to be deposited for conveyance by mail, at a less rate
than would be charged for both such higher and lower class mat-
ter, shall for every such offense be liable to a penalty of ten dollars.

NOTE.—The "preceding section" referred to in above statute
relates to permissible additions to second, third, and fourth class
matter, and is given as sees. 462, 478, and 483. See sees, 194, 19.6,
and -192 as to collection, of penalty.

<&QG. 485. Second, third, and fourth class mail matter shall not
3d, and 4th class mat- i^g returned to sender or re-mailed until the postage hag been fully

1898, June 13,ch.440, prepaid 011 the" same: Provided,, That in all cases where undeliv-
—s'ender^o' be noti- cred matter of these classes is of obvious value, the sender, if
fled, when, known, shall be notified of the fact of nondelivery, and be given

the opportunity of prepaying the return postage.

See sec. 827 as to forwarding of second, third, and fourth class
matter; sec. 675 as to return of such matter.

mSSfiar8:eS(>nm8il Sec. 486, Postmasters can not remit overcharges on
mail matter.

HEIGHT OF MAIL MATTES.
Limit ^of weigLt of See. 487. * * * (The limit of weight of mail matter) ia
1896, June 8, ch. 370, hereby declared to be not exceeding four pounds for each package
IMS*'? 3879 thereof, except in case of single books weighing in. excess of that

—exceptions, amount, and except for books and documents published or circu-
lated by order of Congress, or printed or written official matter



emanating from any of the Departments of the Government or
from the Smithsonian Institution, or which is not declared noii-
mailable under the provisions of section thirty-eight hundred and
ninety-three of the Revised Statutes as amended by the act of
July twelfth, eighteen hundred and seventy-six, or matter apper-
taining to lotteries, gift concerts, or fraudulent schemes or devices.
(See sees. 497, 498, 499, and 500.)

2. Postmasters will decline to accept for mailing ̂
packages offered to them weighing in excess of the
limit provided by law, whether such packages are pre-
sented as free matter by officers of the Government,
under the penalty label, or prepaid, as third or fourth
class matter, except as provided herein and in the fol-
lowing section.

See sec. 658 as to delivery of matter in excess of weight inad-
vertently despatched.

Sec. 488. Mail matter of the first class fully prepaid oK$wS?
(see sec. 421), and matter of the second class prepaid ^Lfilsi and
at either the regular or transient rate, will be accepted classmatter-
for mailing at any post-office regardless of the weight
thereof.

2. Single books weighing in excess of four pounds, -puwfc documents,
and books and documents published or circulated by
order of Congress, without regard to the weight there-
of and whether wrapped separately or not, will be
accepted for mailing at any post-office.

o T> • i i • < < cr> • i ; i . . . , —official printed or3, 1 rintecl or written crucial matter weighing in written matter at
e ,, -, /> ' r-J ,-, Washington,excess or tour pounds, emanating from any 01 the

Departments of the Government or the Smithsonian
Institution, will be accepted for mailing at the post-
office at Washington, D. CL but not elsewhere.

may be sent in the mails from any post-office without
regard to the weight thereof, except as otherwise pro-
vided by special instructions.

in penalty envelopes or bearing penalty labels or en-
dorsements, addressed to the Director of the Census,
assistant director, chief clerk, supervisors, enumerators,
or special agents shall be accepted for mailing at any
post-office regardless of the weight thereof. (See
sec. 513.)

n -i-> i j» • i i j - , , . , „ -internal ••
fo. .Packages of internal-revenue stamps enclosed in stamps,

See 1876. Aug. 15,11 i i • 1 x 1 1 1 - I Tpenally envelopes or bearing penalty labels, mailed ci. as?, i supp., 119.
by and addressed to officers of the Internal-Revenue

f
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Service, will be accepted at any post-office regardless
of the 'weight thereof.

mattCTinaddrSgto ? . Matter relating to copyrights and addressed to the
Librarian congress. Likrarian of Congress, Washington, as provided in

section 518, when presented in its simplest mailable
form, shall be accepted at any post-office without regard
to the weight thereof.

See sees. 519, 527 to 530, 539, and 540 as to limit of weight of
matter in foreign mails.

XVI. — WRAPPING AND PREPARATION OF MATTER FOR
MAILING — ADDRESSING OF MAIL MATTER.

o f x a t i o n ! adml* Sec- 489- The Postmaster-General may prescribe, by regulation,
1879, Mar. 3, ch. 180, the manner of wrapping and securing1 for the mails all packages of
K,.' S., § 3881. matter not charged with first-class postage, so that the contents of

—otherwise postage to glic;h packages may be easily examined; and no package the con-
tents of which can not be easily examined shall pass in the mails,
or be delivered at a less rate than for matter of the first class.

thK aSd fourtifciass Sec- 49°- Newspapers and periodicals must be wrapped
Newspapers 'ln such manner that the wrappers can be removed and

replaced without destroying them or injuring their
inclosures.

Tiurd-ciass matter. 2. Third-class matter must be either placed under
band, upon a roller, between boards, in a case open at
one side or end, in an unsealed envelope, or wrapped so
as to be easily examined, or it may be tied with a string.
Address cards and all printed matter in the form of
an unfolded card may be mailed without band, envelope,
fastening, or fold.

—not easy of exam- g_ Printed matter inclosed in envelopes which do not
ination. . „ . . .

admit of easy examination of contents is subject to
postage at the first-class rate.

Fourth-class matter, A. Fourth-class matter must be wrapped or inclosed,
according to its nature, as prescribed in section 496,
in such manner that it can be easily examined.

Treatment of mat- 5. Whenever any package of matter other than first
ter closed against in- -V . 11 -j.i • ,i
spcction. class, offered xor mailing to any address within the

United States, is sealed or otherwise closed against in-
spection, or contains or bears writing not permissible
by sections 462, 478 and 483, it is subject to postage at
letter, or first-class, rates, and will be treated as a letter;
that is, if one full rate, two cents, has been paid, it will
be rated up with the deficient postage at letter rates; if
less than one full rate has been paid, it will be treated
as prescribed in section 571.

See also sec. 464 as to wrapping of matter of the second class.
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See. 491. In all cases directions for transmit (transmission), Directions for trans-
, ,, , , \ i mission, d e l i v e r y ,

delivery, forwarding, or return shall be deemed part or the etc., part of address.
-, i " *. * y. "' 1888, Jan. 20, ch. 2,

address. - * • § i, i SUPP., 578.

NOTE.—This statute refers to all classes of mail matter. Note-
See sees. 462, 478 and 483 as to permissible additions to second,

third, and fourth class matter.

Sec. 492. Space must be left on the address side of
all mail matter sufficient for a legible address and
for all directions permissible thereon, for postmark-left ior address>etc-
ing, rating, and any words necessary for forwarding
or return.

2. Watermarks or printing in light tints, which do p^n|rmarks Qy

not render the reading of the address difficult, will be
permitted.

3. Postmasters will carefully examine packages Examination,
before mailing, to ascertain that no matter chargeable
as of the first class is included, and that the require-
ments of sections 462, 478, 483 and 490 are complied
with.

4. Postmasters at the offices of address must exam- „ Postmasters at of.
flees of address to rate

ine such packages and rate up the same at the rate UP-
for matter of the first class whenever the provisions of
sections 462, 478, 483 and 490 are violated, and collect
such postage on delivery. If the addressee object to
the payment of such extra postage, he may deposit the Appeal m case os

1 J i o / j r supposed overcharge,
amount thereof with the postmaster, who shall give a
receipt therefor, and send to the Third Assistant Post-
master-General a statement of the case and the reason
of the charge. If, upon investigation, it appears that
the violation of the law was unintentional, or unim-
portant in character, the postmaster will be directed to
refund the deposit (see sec. 486).

5. Postmasters will report to the Auditor for the Report to Auditor m
••- case penalty has been

Post-Office Department all cases in which the penalty incurred.
has been incurred under section 484, giving the name of
the sender, if known, addressee, office, and date of
mailing, and a description of the package ana of the
matter inclosed or "concealed therein, and a statement
of the disposition made thereof. When not delivered
to addressee on payment of the rate for matter of the
first class, the package will be retained by the post-
master to be used as evidence, and he should be able to
establish its identity. If the penalty is voluntarily
paid, it will be disposed of as prescribed by section 196.

3Q9A—02 15
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XVII.—MATTER LIABLE TO DAMAGE THE MAILS OK
INJURE THE PERSON—PREPARATION AND PACKING
WHERE ADMISSIBLE,

General superin- Sec. 493. The General Superintendent of the Bail-
tendent Hallway Mail s

service to determine way Mail Service shall determine, subject to the laws
what matter shall be J ' •'
excluded as liable to anc| regulations, what matter should be absolutely
Injure mauls. ..,

excluded from the mails, as liable to destroy, deface,
or otherwise damage the contents of the mail bags or
harm the person of anyone engaged in the postal serv-
ice (see sec, 480), and what precautions should be

rft0apckfn?be manner ^served as to preparation and packing- where such
matter is admitted to the mails,' (See sec, 489.)

2. Postmasters will submit questions of this charac-
r j-o fae Qenera| Superintendent of the Railway Mail

Service with a full statement of the facts necessary to
a proper decision.

tendents toSreport im- ^• Division superintendents will report to the General
Slr^™881011 ^Superintendent if, in their judgment, any matter is

admitted to the mails which should be excluded there-
from, and such report must be accompanied by a state-
ment of any injury to the mails which may come to
their knowledge, caused by the admission of such mat-
ter, and the reasons which lead them to apprehend any.
damage from the continued admission thereof.

4< Inquiries regarding doubtful matter should in all
cases where possible be accompanied by a sample of the
same.

See sec. 480 as to authority for excluding matter liable to injure
mails, etc.

Liquids, explosives, gee. 494. Intoxicating liquors (ardent, vinous, spir-
Insectti, etc., in tlie » M v ? • •> t
n!aiisv , , , ituous, or malt), poisons, explosive or inflammable—what not to oe ad- ' /? ± ? r
mitted. articles, live or dead (and not stuffed) animals, insects,

and reptiles (except as proscribed in section 496), guano,
or any article exhaling a bad odor, must not under any
circumstances be admitted to the mails.

mitted arit^ov6 &&' ^' ^n^ ^(lll^ds5 no^ ardent, vinous, spirituous, or
malt, including samples of altar or communion wine
(used in church services), and not liable to explosion
or spontaneous combustion, or ignition by shock or
jar, and not inflammable (such as kerosene oil, naphtha,
benzine, turpentine, and other liquids of like charac-
ter), fruits or vegetable matter liable to decomposition,
comb honey, soft soap, pastes or confections, ointments,
salves, and articles of similar consistency, may be admit-
ted to the mails for transmission in the domestic mails
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when inclosed in packages in conformity with the con-
ditions prescribed in the next section.

See sees. 529and 539 as to liquids, explosives, etc., in foreign mails.

Sec, 495. Specimens of diseased tissues may be ad- .JSSJaSe?'
mittcd to the mail for transmission to United States,
State, or municipal laboratories, only when inclosed in
mailing packages constructed in accordance with this
regulation,

2. Liquid cultures, or cultures of micro-organisms -when not maiiabie.
in media that are fluid at the ordinary temperature
(below 450 C. or 113° P.) are unmailable. Such speci-
mens may be sent in media that remain solid at ordinary
temperatures.

3. Upon the outside of every package of diseased ̂ 1™^ npoa

tissues admitted to the mails shall be written or printed
the words "Specimen for- Bacteriological Examination.
This package to bo treated as letter mail." No pack-
age containing diseased tissues shall be delivered to any
representative of any of said laboratories until a per-
mit shall have first been issued by the Postmaster-
General certifying that said institution has been found
to be entitled, in accordance with the requirements of
this regulation, to receive such specimens.

4. Packages used for conveying through the mails 50Tonfnformaml|ra"
pathological specimens for bacteriological examination
for diagnosis in cases of suspected diphtheria, tubercu-
losis, and other communicable diseases, shall be con-
structed and prepared as follows:

a. The receptacle for moist specimens of diseased Moist specimens,
tissues shall be a strong glass vial or test tube having ~Tial or tube-
a capacity not greater than two drains. The vial shall
be covered and made water-tight by the use of a metal
screw cap and a rubber or felt washer which has been
immersed in melted paraffin, or, if a test tube be used,
it shall be covered with a tightly fitting rubber cap.

b, The vial or test tube shall be placed inverted in a -~inner *>°*.
circular tin box, which shall be made of I. C. bright
tin plate, and have flush or countersunk bottom and sol-
dered joints and not be smaller than one and one-eighth
inches in diameter and three inches long, nor larger
than two and one-quarter inches in diameter and five
and one-half inches long. This box shall be closed by
a metal screw cover and a rubber or felt washer, or
tightly fitting metal-sliding cover, and shall be so
packed with absorbent cotton, closely laid, that the
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-outer tin or wooden

glass or test tube contained therein shall be evenly
surrounded on all sides by cotton.

Cm The tin box shall be placed inverted inside of a
larger tin box similar to the one already described,
which should snugly receive the specimen box. Upon
the inside of the sides and bottom of this outer bos
there shall be a lining of compressed paper not less
than three-sixteenths of an inch in thickness. This
outer tin box shall be closed by a metal screw cap and
a rubber or felt washer. This outside box may also
consist of hard wood, in the form of a block with a
cylindrical hole bored in one end and extending to
within not less than one inch of the opposite end; the
open end to be closed with a wooden or metal screw
cap with a rubber or felt washer. Or the outside box
may be a cylindrical wooden box having a screw cap

.and washer. The thickness of the sustaining part of
the wooden tube must be not less than one-quarter of
an inch and be lined same as the tin box.

^7. The receptacle for dry specimens of diseased tis-
sues shall be a glass test tube, three inches in length
and one-half inch in diameter. This test tube shall be
enclosed in a circular tin box similar to those already
described but measuring two and one-quarter inches in
diameter and five and one-half inches in length,, and be
lined upon its sides and bottom with compressed paper
not less than one-quarter of an inch in thickness. The
test tube shall be closely packed in cotton, and the box
shall be closed by a metal screw cap and a rubber or
felt washer.

mSita-ao? "wtirtwi Sec> -96- 'Articles of the fourth class not absolutely
otherwise liable to excluded from the mails, but which, from their form
damage mails, etc. ' >

or nature, might, unless properly secured, destroy,
deface, or otherwise damage the contents of the mail
bag, or harm the person of anyone engaged in the
postal service, may be transmitted in the mails when
packed in accordance with the following conditions,
except as otherwise herein provided :

a "\Vnen not liquid or liquefiable, thev must bo
< 1 1 - - ? J

placed in a bag, box, or removable envelope, or wrap-
ping, made of paper, cloth, or parchment.

If. Such bag, box, envelope, or wrapping must again
be placed in a box or tube made of metal or some hard
wood, with sliding clasp or screw lid.

Dry specimens.
test tube.

tin box.

—manner of,
sot liquefiablc



. G. In cases of articles liable to break, the inside box, ~inner box> etc

bag, envelope, or wrapping must be surrounded by
sawdust, cotton, or other elastic substance.

liquid measure), pastes, salves, or articles easily lique- '"
fiable must conform to the following conditions:

a. When in glass bottles or vials, such bottles or —bottles, -5
vials must be strong enough to stand the shock of
handling in the mails and must be inclosed in a metal,
wooden, or papier-maclie block or tube not less than
three-sixteenths of an inch thick in the thinnest part,
strong enough to support the weight of mails piled in
bags and resist rough handling; and there must be pro-
vided, between .the bottle and said block or tube, a
cushion of cotton, felt, or some other absorbent, suffi-
cient to protect the glass from shock in handling; the
block or tube to be impervious to liquids, including
oils, and to be inclosed by a tightly fitting lid or cover,
so adjusted as to make the block or tube water-tight
and to prevent the leakage of the contents in case of
breaking of the glass,

'h. When inclosed in a tin cylinder, metal case, or — tmcyimc
. ; , _ ' case or tub

tube, such cylinder, case, or tube should have a lid or
cover so secured as to make the case or tube water-
tight, and should be securely fastened in a wooden or
papier-mache block (open only at one end) and not less
In thickness and strength than above described.

3. Manufacturers or dealers intending to transmit ti|gamples ir> "-
articles or samples in considerable quantities should
submit a specimen package, showing the mode of r-si , .., ..

1 Jr » 5 fe be submitted
packing, to the postmaster at the mailing office, who
will see that the conditions of this section are carefully
observed.

4, Where sharp-pointed instruments are offered for e{Jharp inst

mailing the points must be capped or encased, so that
they may not by any means be liable to cut through
their inclosure, and where they have blades, such blades

firmly attached to each other and within their handles
or sockets. Needles must be inclosed in metal or wooden
cases, so that they can not by any means prick through
or pass out of their inclosures.

5. Seeds or other articles not prohibited, which are . Seeds«ete-
liable, from their form or nature, to loss or damage,
unless specially protected, must be put up in sealed
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envelopes, made of material sufficiently transparent to
show the contents clearly without opening,

6. Ink powders, pepper, snuff, or other powders,
not explosive, or any pulverized dry substances, not
poisonous, may be sent in the mails when inclosed in
the manner prescribed herein for liquids, or when in-
closed in metal, wooden, or papier-mache cases in such
secure manner as to render the escape of any particles
of dust from the package by ordinary handling im-
possible, and of such strength as to bear the weight
and handling of the mails without breaking; the method
of packing to be subject to the approval of the General
Superintendent of the Railway Mail Service,

7. Queen bees and their attendant bees, the ''Aus-
tralian lady bird," and dried insects or reptiles, may
be sent in -the mails when property put up so as not to
injure the persons of those handling the mails, nor soil
the mail bags or their contents.

etc. 8. Hard candies or confectionery, yeast cakes, soap
in hard cakes, when wrapped in strong paper boxes or
heavy paper "wrappers adequate to prevent all injury
to other matter in the same mail bags, are admissible
in the domestic mails.

9. Pistols or revolvers, in detached parts, may be
sent in the mails; but the postmaster at the mailing
ofiiee will carefully examine such packages, and will
receive them only when sure they are harmless.

10. lio specific mode of packing is prescribed for sam-
ples of iiour, but they should be put up in such manner
as to certainly avoid risk of the package .breaking or
cracking or the flour being scattered in the mails, and
if this be not clone the samples should be excluded.

of 11. Articles of fourth-class matter must be so
wrapped that their contents may be easily and thor-
oughly examined by postmasters, both with reference-
to the safety of the mails and postal emploj^ees and to
the exclusion of matter chargeable as of the first class.
(See sec. 489.)

Exception as to pro- i«. Proprietary articles of merchandise (not in them-
prietary articles, _ . -, .

selves unmailable), however, such as pills, fancy soaps,
tobacco, etc., put up in fixed quantities by the manu-
facturer, for sale by himself or others, which may be

. sealed in such manner as to properly protect the arti-
cles, but to allow examination of each package in its
simplest mercantile form, will he accepted for mailing.

Examination
contents.
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XVIII. —URMAILABLE MATTEE.

Sec. 497. Every obscene, lewd, or lascivious book, pamphlet, Obscene matter.
T? Q S ^SQ l̂

picture, paper, letter, writing, print, or other publication of an 1888, sept. 25 ch.
indecent character, and every article or thing designed or intended 1039> § 2>l Supp., 621.
for the prevention of conception or procuring of abortion, and
every article or thing intended or adapted for any indecent or
immoral use, and every written, or printed card, letter, circular,
book, pamphlet, advertisement or notice of any kind giving infor-
mation, directly or indirectly, where or how, or of whom, or by
what means any of the hereinbefore mentioned matters, articles,
or things may be obtained or made, whether sealed as first-class
matter or not, are hereby declared to be non-mailable matter, and —nonmailable,
shall .not be conveyed in the mails nor delivered from any post-
office nor by any letter-carrier; and any person who shall know-
ingly deposit, or cause to be deposited, for mailing or delivery,
anything declared by this section to be non-mailable matter, and
any person who shall knowingly take the same, or cause the
same to be taken, from the mails for the purpose of circulating or
disposing of, or of aiding in the circulation or disposition of the
same, shall, for each and every offense, be fined upon conviction —penalty for deposit-
thereof not more than five thousand dollars, or imprisoned at hard mails,
labor not more than five years, or both, at the discretion of the
court. And all offences committed under the section of which
this is amendatory, prior to the approval of this act, may be pros-
ecuted and punished under the same in the same manner and with
the same effect as if this act had not been passed: Provided, That
nothing in this act shall authorize any person to open any letter
or sealed matter of the first class not addressed to himself.

2. Postmasters must not give opinions as to the mall- -rulings as to,
ability of any matter under the above statute. All
such questions will be referred to the First Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Correspondence) for
instructions.

NOTE.—Section 2 of the act of March 2, 1895 (ch. 191, 2 Supp., Note.
E. S., 4-35), "for the suppression of lottery traffic through national
and interstate commerce and. the postal service subject to the juris-
diction and laws of the United States,'' provides that all' ' provisions
of law * "" * for the suppression of traffic in or circulation of
obscene books or articles of any kind, shall apply in support, aid,
and furtherance of the enforcement of this act." (See sec. 1620.)

See sec. 1618 as to penalty for sending obscene matter by ex-
press, &c.; sec. 700 as to obscene matter in mails from foreign
countries; sec. 1619 AS to penalty for officer aiding in importation of
obscene matter; sec. 548 as to breaking seal of letters or packages
supposed to contain unmailable matter; sec. 573 as to treatment of
obscene matter at mailing offices; sec. 602 at offices in transit; sec.
624 at offices of delivery; sees. 1562 to 1566 as to prosecution for
offenses.

Sec, 40S, All matter otherwise mailable by law, upon the Scurrilous matter.
, , • i * i • i - ! 1888> Sept. 26, ch,envelope or outside cover or wrapper ot which, or any postal 1039, § 3, i gupp., 621.

card upon which, any delineations, epithets, terms, or language
of an indecent, lewd, lascivious, obscene, libelous, scurrilous, —nonmailable.
defamatory, or threatening character, or calculated by the
terms or manner or style of display and obviously intended to
reflect injuriously upon the character or conduct of another may
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be written or printed, or otherwise impressed or apparent, are
hereby declared non-mailable matter, and shall not. be conveyed
in the mails, nor delivered from any post-office nor by any letter-

—withdrawal of, from carrier, and shall be withdrawn from the mails under such regu-mails. . . °
lationa as the Postmaster-General shall prescribe; and any person
•who shall knowingly deposit, or cause to be deposited, for mail-
ing or delivery, anything declared by this section to be non-maila-
ble matter, and any person who shall knowingly take the same or
cause the game to be taken from, the mails, for the purpose of cir-
culating or disposing of, or of aiding in the circulation or disposi-
tion of the same, shall, for each and every offense, upon conviction

OT^taMnff fcom^mails thereof, be fined not more than five thousand dollars, or impris-
to circulate. oned at hard labor not more than five years, or both, at the dis-

cretion of the court.

—rulings as to g< Postmasters must not give opinions as to the
mailability of any matter under the above statute; all
such questions will be submitted to the First Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Correspondence) for
instructions.

See sec. 573 as to treatment of scurrilous matter, etc., at mailing
offices; sec. 602 at offices in transit, and sec. 624 at offices of de-
livery; sees. 1562 to 1566 as to prosecution for offenses.

cer^etc!8' Slft C°a" ^ec> ^^' ^° letter, postal card, or circular concerning any lot-
JVnS<> t.8894- tery, so-called gift concert, or other similar enterprise offering prizes
1890, Sept. 19, ch. -i . ' i j T • i 3 • 3 *908, l Supp., 803. dependent upon lot or chance, or concerning schemes devised for

the purpose of obtaining money or property under false pretenses,
and no list of the drawings at any lottery or similar scheme, and no
lottery ticket or part thereof, and no check, draft, bill, money,
postal note, or money order for the purchase of any ticket, tickets,
or part thereof, or of any share or any chance in any such lottery or

-matter relating to, gift enterprise, shall be carried in the mail or delivered at or
tminailable. , . „ , , ., , . - ,,

through any post-office or branch thereof, or by any letter-carrier;
—advertisements of, nor shall any newspaper, circular, pamphlet, or publication of any
m newspapers, etc. ^[u(^ containing any advertisement of any lottery or gift enterprise

of any kind offering prizes dependent upon lot or chance, or con-
taining any list of prizes awarded at the drawings of any such lot-
tery or gift enterprise, whether said list is of any part or of all of
the drawing, be carried in the mail or delivered by any postmas-
ter or letter-carrier. Any person who shall knowingly deposit or
cause to be deposited, or who shall knowingly send or cause to be
sent, anything to be conveyed or delivered by mail in violation of
this section, or who shall knowingly cause to be delivered by mail
anything herein, forbidden to be carried by mail, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction shall be punished by a

•—penalty for mailing £ne of no^ more than five hundred dollars or by imprisonment for
not more than one year, or by both such fine and imprisonment
for each offense. Any person violating any of the provisions of
this section may be proceeded against by information or indict-
ment and tried and punished, either in the district at which the

Venue> unlawful publication was mailed or to which it is carried by mail
for delivery according to the direction thereon, or at which it is
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NOTE —. Section 2 of act of March 2,1895 (eh. 191, 2 Supp. E. S., Note.
435), "for the suppression of lottery traffic through national and
interstate commerce and the postal service subject to the jurisdic-
tion and laws of the United States," provides that all "provisions
of law for the suppression of traffic in or circulation of any such.
tickets, chances, shares, or interests ("such" meaning "any paper,
certificate, or instrument purporting to be or represent a ticket,"
etc.) in or other matter relating to lotteries * * * shall apply
in support, aid, and furtherance of the enforcement of this act."
See sec. 1620 as to penalty for violation of section 1 of act of
March 2, 1895.

Section 3 of the act of March 2, 1895, provides that nothing
"contained (in said act) shall be deemed to repeal by implication
sections 3894, 3929, or'4041 of the United States Keyised Stat-
utes, or any part thereof, * * * nor any provisions of the
act of Congress of September 19, 1890, entitled 'An act to amend
certain sections of the Eevised Statutes relating to lotteries and
for other purposes.' " (See sees. 503 and 1010.)

See sees. 503 and 1010 as to forbidding delivery of mail matter
and payment of money orders to persons or concerns conducting
lotteries or fraudulent enterprises.

See. 500. Unmailable matter includes all matter classification *&&
. . . . . definition o f nnmall-

which is by law, regulation, or treaty stipulation pro- able matter,
hibited from being transmitted in the mails, or which,
by reason of illegible, incorrect, or insufficient address,
it is found impossible to forward to destination, Unmail-
able matter is divided into the following classes:

a. Matter which is insufficiently prepaid to entitle Held for postage,
it to be dispatched in the mail. This includes all do-
mestic matter of the first class which is not prepaid at
least one full rate of postage and all other domestic
matter not fully prepaid. (See sees, 421, 451, 452,
453, 471, 475, 476, 481, and 482.)

5. Matter without address or so incorrectly, insuffi- Misdirected.
ciently, or illegibly addressed that it can not be trans-
mitted to its destination. This includes "nixes," the
term applied to designate mail matter not addressed to
a post-office or addressed to a post-office without the
name of the State being given, or otherwise so incor-
rectly, illegibly, or insufficiently addressed that it can
not be transmitted. (See sec. 1514.)

c. Postmasters at the office of mailing should .dis- Matter t ea r ing
, , name of county and

paten matter addressed to a place not a post-omce, bin state, but unknown
* , , , . L , \J , , ' , , post-office, how dis-
bearmg the name of a known county and btate, to the patched.
county seat of the county addressed, unless there be a
card request showing the name of the sender of such
matter, in which case it should be returned to him for
proper address. (See sees. 570 and 571.)

d. Matter which from, its harmful nature is forbid- Destructive.
den to be in the mails. Among these are: Poisons, ex-
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'plosive or inflammable articles, live animals, insects, or
reptiles, fruits or vegetable matter liable to decompo-
sition, comb honey, guano, or any article exhaling a
bad odor, vinous, spirituous, and malt liquors and liquids
liable to explosion, spontaneous combustion, or ignition
by shock or jar (such as kerosene oil, naphtha, benzine,
turpentine, and other liquids of like character). (See
sees. 494 to 496.)

Mutilated, ^ Matter which is recovered from wrecked or
burned mail cars or vessels, or which has been so dam-
aged by any other means that it can not be forwarded
to its destination. This includes all matter of value
found loose in the mails, separated from the wrapper,
label, or envelope containing the address, so that the
destination can not be known, and all matter recovered
from depredations on the mails which the Postmaster-
General is required to restore to the owners when
ownership is proved. (Sees. 156 and 552.)

of weight ^ j3ackag,es of Ci0111estic third and fourth class mat-

ter more than 4 pounds in weight (except single books
• exceeding that weight, and printed or written official

matter emanating from the Executive Departments, and
books and documents published and circulated by order
of Congress) and of foreign matter which are in excess
of the weight or size fixed by the treaty stipulation as
the maximum for such matter. The limit of weight
does not apply to matter covered by section 488 (see sees.
539 and 540 as to foreign matter in excess of weight).

g. Obscene matter. This embraces: .Every obscene,
lewd, or lascivious book, pamphlet, picture, paper, writ-
ing, print, or other publication of an indecent character;
every article or thing designed or 'intended for the
prevention of conception or for procuring abortion;
every article or thing adapted or intended for 'any
indecent or immoral use; every written or printed card,
circular, book, pamphlet, advertisement, or notice of
any kind giving information, directly or indirectly,
where, how, or from whom, or by what means airy of
the hereinbefore mentioned matters, articles, or things
may be obtained or made; every letter upon the envel-
ope of which or postal card upon which indecent, lewd,
obscene, or lascivious delineations, epithets, terms, or
language may be written or printed. (See sec, 497.)
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A. Mattel' upon the envelope or outside cover or
wrapper of which, or postal card upon which, any delin-
eations, epithets, terms or language of an indecent, lewd,
lascivious, obscene, libelous, scurrilous, defamatory, or
threatening character, or calculated by the terms or
manner or style of display, and obviously intended, to
reflect injuriously upon the character or conduct of
another, may be written or printed. (See sec. 498.)

1. Letters and circulars known to be
lotteries, so-called gift concerts or other similar enter-
prises, offering prizes, or concerning schemes devised
and intended to deceive and defraud the public for the
purpose of obtaining money under false pretenses.
(See sec. 499.)
j. Matter declared nonmailable by section 502.
Jc. Publications which violate copyrights granted by

the United States. (See sees. 431 arid 440.)
See sec. 538, unmailable matter in foreign mails.

See. 501. The term "lottery," as used In section .Term" lot tery"de"J fined.
499 embraces all kinds of schemes, general or-local,
for the distribution of prizes by lot or chance, such as
gift exhibitions or enterprises, concerts, raffles, or the
drawing of prizes in money or property at fairs.

2. Section 499 applies to any letter, ordinary or Lottery matter.
J • •' -—what it includes.

registered, if it concerns any lottery, gift concert, or
scheme described in said section, and to lottery tickets,
checks, drafts, bills, money, postal notes, or money
orders for the purchase of lottery tickets, or any share
or chance in a lottery or gift enterprise, and to the list
of the drawings at any lottery or similar scheme.

3. The mailinp- of matter interdicted by section 499 Matter to lottery
0 . *• coniDanies unman-

by citizens to lottery companies and their representa- &ue.
tives is as clear a violation of the law as the mailing of
such matter by lottery companies to their customers
and other persons.

See sec. 548 as to breaking seal of letters or packages supposed
to contain unmailable matter; sec. 573 as to treatment of lottery
matter at mailing offices; sec. 602 at offices in transit; sec. 624 at
offices of delivery; sec. 696 as to lottery matter in foreign mails.

See. 502. All matter the deposit of which in the mails is bv Green soods,fi-aiidH-
. . . . , -,,-,, _ \ . . - , , . , -, , , -, .," lent and fictmomsthis act (see. 1617) made punishable is hereby declared non-mail- matter.
able; but nothing in this act shall be so construed as to authorize ,, l8̂ ,̂ 3"'̂ 011' 8S3>

any person other than an employee of the dead-letter office, duly —nonmailable.
authorized thereto, to open any letter not addressed to himself.



2. Postmasters should submit all questions arising
under this statute as to the maiiability of any matter
concerning which there is any doubt to the Assistant
Attorney-General for the Post-Office Department for
instructions.

NOTE. — R. 8., § 5480, as amended by the act of March 2,
1889, given as section 1617, makes it an offense to deposit in the
mails matter relating to any scheme or artifice to defraud, and
green goods or similar schemes. This is the "act" referred to in
the above section.

See see. 548 as to breaking seal of letters or packages supposed
to contain unmailable matter; sec. 573 as to treatment of fraud-
ulent matter at mailing offices; sec. 602 at offices in transit; sec. 624
at offices of delivery; sec. 696 as to fraudulent matter in foreign
mails; sec. 499 as to matter relating to schemes for obtaining
money by false pretense; sees. 503 and 1010 as to forbidding
delivery of mail matter and payment of money orders to persons
or concerns conducting fraudulent schemes.

Del ivery of in a;n Sec. 503. The Postmaster-General mav, unon evidence satisfac-
matter to person or / , , . , , , "- -, • -, ,.
concerns conducting tory to him that any person or company is engaged in conducting
"ll^rf.̂ ^^"183* aiiy lottery, gift enterprise, or scheme for the distribution of

E. s., | 3929. money, or of any real or personal property by lot. chance, or draw-
1890, Sept. 19, eh. 908, . , T - •/ ,-, 4 . " " • j ,•i 2, i Supp., 804. in§ °* any kind, or that any person or company is conducting any

—Postmaster- General other scheme or device for obtaining money or property of any
kind through the mails by means of false or fraudulent pretenses,
representations, or promises, instruct postmasters at any post-office
at which registered letters arrive directed to any such person or
company, or to the agent or representative of any such person or
company, whether such agent or representative is acting as an indi-
vidual or as a firm, bank, corporation, or association of any kind,

Return of matter to to return all such registered letters to the postmaster at the office
°en eis' at which they were originally mailed, with the word ' ' Fraudulent"

plainly written or stamped upon the outside thereof; and all such
letters so returned to such postmasters shall be by them returned
to the writers thereof, under such regulations as the Postmaster-

Sealed matter not to General may prescribe. But nothing contained in this section
oe opened. shall be so construed as to authorize any postmaster or other per-

Public advertise- son to open any letter not addressed to himself. The public adver-
agerfcy eTidence of tisement by such person or company so conducting such lottery,

gift enterprise, scheme, or device, that remittances for the same
may be made by registered letters to any other person, firm, bank,
corporation, or association named therein shall be held to be
prima facie evidence of the existence- of said agency by all the par-
ties named therein; but the Postmaster-General shall not be pre-
cluded from ascertaining the existence of such agency in any other
legal way satisfactory to himself.

^ Ordinary matter in- 2, The powers conferred upon the Postmaster-General by the
L 1895, Mar. 2, ch. 191, statute of eighteen, hundred and ninety, chapter nine hundred and
I 4, 2 Supp., -i36. eight, section two, are hereby extended and made applicable to all

letters or other matter sent by mail.

This statute is to be enforced at offices of delivery, and
then only upon the direct order of the Postmaster-General.

Section 2 of the act of March 2, 1895 (ch. 191, 2 Supp., 435),
"for the suppression of lottery traffic through national and inter-
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state commerce and the postal service subject to the jurisdiction
and laws of the United States," provides that B. 8., § 3929, as
amended, "shall apply in support, aid, and furtherance of the
enforcement of this act.''

See sec. 1620 as to penalty for violation of sec. 1 of act of March
2, 1895; note, sec. 499, as" to sec. 3 of act of March 2, 1895;
sec. 1010 as to forbidding payment of money orders to persons or
concerns conducting lotteries or fraudulent enterprises.

See sec. 889 as to treatment of registered matter under "fraud
order"; sees. 693 and- 1070 as to treatment of matter addressed
to, and money orders payable in foreign countries.

See. 504. The Postmaster-General may, upon evidence satis- Fictitious matter.
factory to him, that any person is using any fictitious, false, or §3, ISupp., 695. ""*
assumed name, title, or address in conducting, promoting, or car- Treatment of matter

' . °' 1 'J} addressed to fictitious
rymg on, or assisting therein, by means of the Post-Omce estab- names, etc., for pro-
lishnient of the United States, any business scheme or device in vio- ^si,^g.of unlawfu*
lation of the provisions of this act (sees. 502 and 1617), instruct
any postmaster at any post-office at which such letters, cards, or
packets, addressed to such fictitious, false, or assumed name or ad-
dress arrive to notify the party claiming or receiving such letters,
cards, or packets to appear at the post-office and be identified; and
if the party so notified fail to appear and be identified, or if it
shall satisfactorily appear that such letters, cards, or packets are
addressed to a fictitious, false, or assumed name or address, such
letters, postal cards, or packages shall be forwarded to the dead-
letter office as fictitious matter.

2. Whenever the Postmaster-General is satisfied that letters or —delivery of, from
packets sent in the mails are addressed to places not the residence p°Tsr°?f e> when'
or business address of the persons for whom they are intended,
to enable such persons to escape identification, he may direct
postmasters to deliver such letters only from the post-office upon
identification of persons addressed.

NOTE.—Section 2 of the act of March 2, 1889, given as part of sec.
1617, makes it an offense for any person to use or assume or request
to be addressed by any fictitious, false, or assumed name, title, etc.,
In and for conducting or carrying 011 by means of the Post-Office
establishment any scheme or artifice to defraud, green goods, or
similar scheme, or any "other unlawful business whatsoever."
This is the act referred to in the above section. For section 4 of
the above act see sec. 502.

See sec. 625 as to identification of persons claiming fictitious
matter.

XIX.—LOSSES OF

See. 505. Postmasters and other postal officials must
report without delay to the Fourth Assistant Postmaster- rel»tl™ thereto.
General, Division of Post-Office Inspectors and Mail
Depredations, on "Form 1510," or by other detailed
statement, and the reference of original papers when
said form is not applicable, every complaint made to — to be reported,
them or which comes to their knowledge, of loss, dam-
age, delay, wrong delivery, nondelivery, or improper
treatment by postal employees of any article of mail
matter, registered, ordinary, or parcel post, whether
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for delivery in the United States or transmitted there-
from for delivery in any foreign country, and the de-
laj", improper treatment, or loss of any mail matter in
transit across the territory of the United States from
one ^Yeign country to another. This shall include all
cases in which it is necessary to trace any article of
mail matter to determine whether the same has been
delivered or not, and also all cases where some form of
return receipt is required which has not been received.
Similar report on said form or other detailed statement
must be made to him of all losses or damage to mail
matter, foreign or domestic, forwarded in bags or in
bulk, and injured or destroyed in transit, by fire or
water, or by the wreckage or burning of cars or of
steamships, or by other accident; and also of all cases
relating to mail matter dispatched to or from the United
States which may be made the subject of bulletins of
verification issued by an exchange office on account of
alleged loss, or of the damaged condition of said mail
matter.

Timing, robbery, 9,. All cases of the iTllins', robbery, or burning of
burning of mail, etc., > °' J ' -,,
to be reported, mail, or post-offices, or postal cars, or any extraordi-

nary loss or destruction of mail matter, as well as any
accident or depredation of consequence requiring- the
immediate attention of inspectors, must be promptly
reported, by telegram if practicable, to the Chief Post-
Ofnce Inspector and also to the inspector in charge of
the proper division.

MSip°seSrviyc?ailhoaw 3< T^° reP°rts under this section by the Eailway
made- Mail Service shall be made through the respective

division superintendents of that service.

See sec. 547 as to similar reports in connection with foreign
mails; sec, 1544 as to reports in Eailway Mail Service where loss
is discovered in investigating delay; sec. 278 as to reports by post-
masters in case of burglary or burning of post-office; sec. 1584 as
to reports by postmasters of robbery of mail, and by postmasters
and others of all violations of the postal laws.

CI1APTEB 2. -

FEEE MATTES M THE MAILS,

I.—MATTER TO BE FRANKED.

mStsf eSSl°nal d0n'1" See< 50gl The Vice-President, Senators, Eepresentatives, and
1895, Jan. 12, ch. 23, Delegates in Congress, the Secretary of the Senate, and Clerk of

§85, 2Supp.,362. ,. T° " , T. s ' . .. J , . ' , , , ,.
—may be sent and re- the House of Representatives may send and receive through the
by whom! and whin*: mail (free) ail Public documents printed by order of Congress;
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and the name of the Vice-President, Senator, Representative,
Delegate, Secretary of the Senate, and Clerk of the House shall
be written thereon, with the proper designation of the office he
holds; and the provisions of this section shall apply to each of the
persons named therein until the first day of December following
the expiration of their respective terms of office.

See sees. 452 and 453 as to free county publications of the sec-
ond class; sec. 544 as to free matter in foreign mails.

See. 507. The Congressional Eecord, or any part thereof, or Congressional Sec-
speeches or reports therein contained, shall, under the frank of a 1375, Mar. 3, ch. 128,

carried in the mail free of postage, under such regulations as the under written frank
T, „ , .. "~ of member of Con-
Postmaster-Greneral may prescribe. gress or delegate.

See. 508. Seeds transmitted by the Commissioner (Secretary) Seeds and ugricul-
of Agriculture, or by any member of Congress or delegate receiv- 1875, Mar/3, ch. 128,
ing seeds for distribution from said Department, together with Lmaybe^sent free bv
agricultural reports emanating from, that Department, and so Secretary of Agricul-
, . . . T I T , T T ^ ,- ,-, -r, , ture, members of Con-
transmitted, shall, under such regulations as the .Postmaster- gress, and delegates,
General shall prescribe, pass through the mails free of charge.
And the provisions of this section shall apply to ex-members of
Congress and ex-delegates for the period of nine months after the
expiration of their terms as members and delegates.

See. 509. The Vice-President. Members and Members-elect of Official correspond-
, [ . . ence by members of

and Delegates and Delegates-elect to Congress shall have the pnvi- Congress.
lege of sending free through the mails, and under their frank, any 2 s
mail matter to any Government official or to any person, corre-
spondence, not exceeding two ounces in weight, upon official or
departmental business.

2:. Letters which exceed two ounces in weight, to be meffofficers, h o a d -
entitled to free transmission, must in every case be ad- Qressed-
dressed, upon official business, to a Government official,
whose title must be given in the superscription of the
letter, either with or without his name. The term '' any
Government official5' includes only officers of the United
States, Senators, Members and Delegates in Congress.

3. Where letters to other than Government officials, Letters to persons
' not Government offi-

weighing over two ounces, are mailed without postage cers-
thereon they will be held for postage and treated in the
same manner as other first-class matter deposited in a
post-office without any prepayment of postage and
the full amount of postage collected. (See sec. 571.)

4. The name of the Senator, Representative, or Del- frSdn
egate, written or impressed, must appear on the envelope envel°Pe<

of the letter, in connection with the initials of his office,
and be preceded by the word. "Free." For example,
"Free—John E. Smith, U. S. S.;" or "Free—Richard
Roe, M. C."

'5. When any person is suspected of being guilty or fj*>rgery or misuse of
known to be guilty of forging or misusing the frank of
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N t

je. °f

culifsS' ?rantl >,eceioob, June 2o, en.

66Liwretia'IK'81Qar.
fieseei88i D^C 20 ch
i, 22 stat. L., i.

use of f r a n k i n g
privilege.what matter may be
franked.

• Name and designa-
tion of person frank-
ing matter to be
affixed.

except when.

co™Si°onai°RPeceord!

except when.

Time during which
privilege may be used.

frimldnd without re~

any Senator, Representative, or Delegate, the fact
should be promptly reported to the Fourth Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Post-Office Inspectors
and Mail Depredations). No letter bearing the frank
of the Vice-President, Member, Member-elect, Dele-
gate, or Delegate-elect should be detained on the mere
suspicion that the frank is forged or misused.

NOTE.— This section does not affect sections 506, 507, and 508,
relating to the franking of public documents, the Congressional
Record, and seeds.

SeCl 510' A11 mail matter addressed to Julia D.
Grant, widow of the late President Ulysses S. Grant,

J *

anc^ Lucretia E. Garfield, widow of the late President
James A. Garfield, or sent by them under their respec-
tive written autograph signatures will, in pursuance
of the several acts of Congress, be conveyed free of
postage during their respective natural lives.

2. No signature or mark is necessary to the free car-
riage of mail matter to- either of the above-named per-
sons. The address is sufficient.

g@e. §u, J{o matter will be admitted to the mails
under an authorized frank unless admissible under the

. .
provisions of chapter 1 of this Title.

2. To entitle matter to free carriage, the word
. . „ r .

Free must be printed or written and signed with
\

the name and official designation, if any, of the person
entitled to frank it on the address face of the package,
except in case of matter addressed to the persons
named in the preceding section.

3- In franking copies of the Congressional Record,
the name of the Senator, Representative, or Delegate
must be written by himself; in other cases, the name
may be written by anyone duly deputed by him for
that purpose or a facsimile of his signature printed
thereon by the Public Printer.

4,. A Senator, Representative, or Delegate who
_ ' L . . ,

holds his certificate of election is entitled to the frank-
ing privilege from the commencement of his term.

5t ̂  franked matter will be forwarded like any
other; but such matter, when once delivered to the
addressee, can not be remailed unless properly franked
again. A bulk package of franked articles may be
sent to one addressee, who, on receiving and opening
the package, may place addresses on the franked arti-
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cles and remail them for carriage and deliveiy to the
respective addresses.

NOTE.—This section relates to matter entitled to free carriage
under sees. 506, 507, and 508; see sec. 544 as to franked matler in
foreign mails.

II.—OFFICIAL MATTER.

See. 512. It shall be lawful (for all officers of the United States Official or penalty
Government, not including members of Congress, and the Smith- 1377, Mar. 3, ch. IDS,
sonian Institution, the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Luge Slo?P'who enti-
rSoldiers, and the Bureau of the American Republics, established tied to.
• itr i • , \ • -j. j.i T .LI -i £ f <- 1884, July 5. ch. 234,m Washington) to transmit through the mail, tree 01 postage, any § 3> i supp., 467.
letters, packages, or other matters relating exclusively to the |886, July 2, ch. oil.
business of the Government of the United States (or of such 1894, 'Aug. 18, ch.
Institution, Home, or Bureau): Provided, That every such "1397 Feb!'20 ch.268,
letter or package to entitle it to pass free shall bear over the Ifu5p"' 558'nt

words "Official business" an endorsement showing also the
name of the Department, and, if from a bureau or office (or
officer), the names of the Department and bureau or office (or
officer), as the case may be, whence transmitted (with a state-
ment of the penalty for their misuse). And if any person shall —penalty for unlaw-
make use of any such official envelope to avoid the payment of
postage on his private letter, package, or other matter in the
mail, the person so offending shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanor, and subject to a fine of three hundred dollars, to be
prosecuted in any court of competent jurisdiction.

2. * * * Any Department or officer authorized to use the—£eturn, may be used,
WliGTl

penalty envelopes may inclose them with return address to any 1884, July 5, ch. 234,
person or persons from or through whom official information is * ' Supp., 468.
desired, the same to be used only to cover such official informa-
tion, and indorsements relating thereto: * * *

3_ * * * This act shall not extend or apply to * * * —not to be used by
_cv, T • .c -i n * j.- c xi officers receiving al-

omcers who receive a fixed allowance as compensation tor their lowanees for postage,
services, including expenses of postage. * * * Id-

NOTE.—The parts of the above section in brackets show the Note.
modifications of the original law; the exact words used in the
amendatory acts are not given, but such acts are referred to in
the margin. The section shows the existing law.

See sec. 615 as to deliver}'' of part-paid matter to Executive
Departments at Washington; sec. 544 as to free matter in foreign
mails; seca. 1562 to 1566 as to prosecutions for offenses.

See. 513. All mail matter, of whatever class, relative to the Census mall matter.
j jj n A ,n_ Vi r̂ ..i. TV • t 4.1. 1899, Mar. 3, ch. 419,census and addressed to the Census Omce, the Director 01 the § 27, 2 Supp., 986.

Census, Assistant Director, chief clerk, supervisors, enumerators,
or special agents, and indorsed '' Official business, Department of
the Interior, Census Office," shall be transmitted free of postage, —transmitted free.
* * * and so marked: Provided, That if any person shall make
use of such indorsement to avoid the payment of postage * * * Penalty for use oC

. xi j . • .-, -i indorsement for eva-
on his or her private letter, package, or other matter in the mail, sion of postage.
the person so offending shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and sub-
ject to a fine of three hundred dollars, to be prosecuted in any
court of competent jurisdiction.

NOTE.—The omitted parts as shown by stars relate to registered Note,
matter, and is given as part of sec. 801; see sees. 1562 to 1566, as to
prosecutions for offenses. Authority for use, and penalty for mis-

309A—02 16
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.m™1" Bec- 514' The name of tlie Executive Department,
penauy ciausfCe and and ^ ̂ rom a ^Iireail5 or office, or officer, the names of

the Department and bureau, or office, or officer from
whence transmitted, and thereunder the words "Offi-
cial business " must be printed on the upper left-hand
corner of envelopes and. labels intended for official use,
and the penalty clause will be placed in the upper right-
hand corner of such envelope or label in the following
or equivalent words: "Penalty for private use, $300."

—for census matter. 2, Matter relative to the census will be transmitted
free when 'addressed and indorsed as provided in sec-
tion 513,

—restrictions in. g_ Persons, not officers, writing to the Executive De-

partments or to officers of the United States concerning
the business of the writers with the Government can
not use the penalty envelope to transmit their corre-
spondence. Officers authorized to use such envelopes
should not furnish them, for use to contractors with
the Government.

Return penalty on- 4., Officers desiring official information from or
velopea, etc., to be ad- -^
dressed beforesending through persons not officers can furnish penalty envel-

opes or labels to cover the same only with return ad-
dress printed or written thereon. Where the infor-
mation is to be forwarded periodically, or on more than
one occasion, the envelopes or labels bearing printed
return address may be furnished in quantities for the
transmission of such information.

to°Snealt?°lnye^ 5' Th& ri£ht °f an °fficei' °f til6 United States to Use

after resignation, ex- j-j-^ penalty envelope ceases immediately upon his going
out of office; and he can not use such envelopes in
transmitting papers connected with the settlement of
his accounts or other business pertaining to the office he
has vacated, except as he may receive them with requests
for official information, with return address thereon,
from a Department or officer of the Governmet.

6, Postmasters must not stop census matter or any
eirveiowe etc nofto ma^ matter in an official penalty envelope or under a
be stopped on suspi- penalty label upon the mere suspicion that the penalty

envelope, label, or census indorsement is being used to
cover.private matter; but if they have good reason to
believe that any person is using" official envelopes or
labels in violation of law, they should promptly report
the matter to the Department for investigation.

See sec. 544 as to free matter in foreign mails.

CiOii.
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See. 515. One copy of (each of the annual reports required by Reports of certain
-" , v „ , • -, i ~ agricultural colleges,

law to be made to the Secretary ot the interior and me (Secretary etc.
of Agriculture, by such colleges as arc or may hereafter be estab- § 5> i2'st?L. 2>5of.' 13°'
lished for the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts in the o<i89P'q f^' 80'7 ch-

several States and Territories under the provisions of the act of July 'see 1866, July 23, cii.
2,1862, entitled "An act donating public lands to the several States 209' 14 st> L >> 208'
and Territories which may provide colleges for the benefit of
agriculture and the mechanic arts," and the acts amendatory
thereof) * * * shall be transmitted bv mail free, by each, to r*rfe when transmit-' ' •' ' tea to other such col-
all the other colleges which maybe endowed under the provisions leges, etc.
of this act (of July 2, 1862), and also one copy to the Secretary
of the Interior (and the Secretary of Agriculture).

2, Postmasters at offices where colleges are estab-. how mailed-

lishecl under the provisions of the act of July 2, 1862,
will receive from the officers thereof the reports re-
ferred to addressed, one copy each, to such other col-
leges and to the Secretary of the Interior and the Sec-
retary of Agriculture, and affix to each a penalty label
or official envelope of the post-office, and forward the
same free.

E"OTE.—The matter in brackets in connection with the text shows Note-
the present law, though the exact words of the statutes are not
given.

See. 516. Bulletins or reports (of progress, one copy to each Bulletins and re-
- , . , . , , , - ports of certain agri-

newspaper in the State or Territory in which the colleges here- cultural experiment
after referred to are located, and to such individuals actually s 'igg?,'Mar. 2, eh. 314
engaged in farming as may request the same) and the annual H,iSupp., 551.
reports (required by law to be published by the agricultural exper- § 5,12'St. L., 503.'
iment stations established under the provisions of the act of 2o|ei41|t6>L U2^)|3'Ch-

March 2, 1887, entitled "An act to establish agricultural experi- —may be sent free,
ment stations in connection with the colleges established in the
various States and Territories under the provisions of an act
approved July 2, 1862, and the acts supplementary thereto " for
the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts) (of said stations)
shall be transmitted in the mails of the United States free of
charge for postage, under such regulations as the Postmaster-
General may from time to time prescribe.

NOTE.-—The matter in brackets in connection with the text shows Note-
the existing law, though the exact words of the statutes are not
used. The words in italics are part of the text, but should be
omitted in reading, as the matter in brackets is an amplification
thereof.

See. 517. Agricultural experiment stations which mJnsTrKbuiietinsl and
claim the privilege of transmitting free through the
mails, under the provisions of the preceding section, bul-
letins., reports of progress, or annual reports, must make
application to the Postmaster-General, stating the date
of the establishment of such station, its proper name
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—restrictions.

or designation, its official organization, and the names
of its officers, the name of the university, college,
school, or institution to which it is attached, if any, the
legislation of the State or Territory providing for its
establishment, and any other granting it the benefits
of the provision made by Congress as referred to in
the preceding section (accompanied by a copy of the
act or acts), and whether any other such station in the
same State or Territory is considered, or claims to be,
also entitled to the privilege; and also the place where
such station is located and the name of the post-office
where the bulletins and reports will be mailed. The
application must be signed by the officer in charge of
the station.

Admission of buiie- 2. If such application is allowed by the Postmaster-
ins and reports. r r J

General the postmaster at the proper office will be in-
structed to admit such bulletins and reports to the mails
free of postage, and the officer in charge of the station
will be notified thereof.

3^ Only such bulletins or reports as shall have been
issued after an experiment station became entitled to
the privileges of the preceding section can be trans-
mitted free; and such bulletins or reports may be in-
closed in envelopes or wrappers, sealed or unsealed.
®n ̂ e exterior of e very envelope, wrapper, or pack-
ag-e must be written or printed the name of the station
and place of its location, the designation of the bulletin
or report inclosed, and the word "Free," over the sig-
nature or facsimile thereof of the officer in charge of
the station, to be affixed by himself, or by some one
duly authorized by him. There may also be written or
printed upon the envelope or wrapper a request that
the postmaster at the office of delivery will notify the
mailing station of the change of address of the addressee,
or other reason for inability to deliver the same, and
upon a bulk package a request to the postmaster to
open and distribute the "franked" matter therein, in
accordance with the addresses thereon.

Bulletins of Depart- 4 Bulletins' published by the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, •« .
mailed with station ment of Agriculture, and entitled to be mailed free
bulletins. & >

under the penalty envelope of that Department, may
also be adopted and mailed by agricultural experiment
stations, with such of their own publications as are
entitled to free transmission in the mails, under the
same regulations; and any bulletins or reports mailable

4Ialadedres°sin
mailing.
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free by any agricultural experiment station under these
regulations may be so mailed by any other station
entitled to such privilege.

5. If annual reports of an agricultural experiment stat ion repor t s
. . , CJ , . , . printed by State au=

station are printed by State authority, and consist in thority and contain-
, j, , , T , . , ,1 -. -, ' - , -,, , ing extraneous mat-part of matter relating to the land-grant college toter.etc.

which such station is attached, then said report entire
may be mailed free by the director of the station, pro-
vided, in his judgment, the whole consists of useful
information of an agricultural character. But the re-
ports of State agricultural departments or boards can
not be adopted by Agricultural Experiment Stations
in order to secure free circulation of such State reports.

6. The bulletins and reports of progress issued by po?tslletms and re'
agricultural experiment stations can only be sent free ~^ Thom may be

to the newspapers and persons stated in the preceding
section. The annual reports may be sent free to any
address. (See sec. 5M- as to sending annual reports
to certain foreign countries.)

IV.—PUBLICATIONS FOE COPYRIGHT.

Sec. 518. A printed copy of the title and not Books, e tc . , for* "J copyright.
exceeding two copies of any book, map, chart, dra- ~t° be.maij^d free to

fo . L . . „ . Librarian of Congress.
niatic or musical composition, engraving, cut, print,
photograph, or chromo, a description and not exceed-
ing two photographs of any painting, drawing, statue,
or statuary, or a model or design for a work of the fine
arts, and not exceeding two photographs thereof, in
connection with an application for or extension of a
copyright, or showing substantial changes in such
books or other articles protected by existing copyright,
as provided in Title Sixty, chapter three, of the
Revised Statutes, as amended by the act of March
third, eighteen hundred and ninety-one, chapter five
hundred and sixty-five, relating to copyrights (1 Supp.,
R. S., 951), will, when deposited in the mails of the
United States addressed to the Librarian of Congress,
at Washington, District of Columbia, be transmitted
free of postage.

2. Where matter of the character described is offered

enclose the same in a penalty envelope of his office, or
affix thereto a penalty label, addressed to the Librarian
of Congress, Washington, I). C., and such matter will
be accepted regardless of the weight thereof, provided —weight of.
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it Is presented in ife

The postmaster to whom such copyright book, title, or other—receipt for, when to

"it. s.,.§4:961. article is delivered, shall, if requested, give a receipt therefor; and
when so delivered he shall mail it to its destination,

Note. NOTE.—Articles referred to in paragraph 1 may be sent free by
registered mail to the Librarian of Congress by the postmaster to
whom they are delivered, but the registry receipt therefor must
be issued to the postmaster in his name as sender; not to the
individual depositing the article for copyright.

See sec. 431 as to foreign publications of the second class in
violation of copyright, and sec. 699 as to copyrighted musical
publications imported in violation of law.

CHAPTER 3.

FOBEICtM MAIL MATTER; OLASSIFICATIOH AMD
EATE8 OF POSTAGE.

Postal conventions Sec, 519. For the purpose of making better postal arrangements
with foreign conn- •,-, a , • , ' " , ,-, • -,tries. with ioreign countries, or to counteract their adverse measures

R. S., §i398x-at_d b affecting our postal intercourse with them, the Postmaster-General,
the Postmaster-Gen- by and with the advice and consent of the President, may negotiate

and conclude postal treaties or conventions, and may reduce or
increase the rates of postage on mail matter conveyed between
the United States and foreign countries.

Note. NOTE.—The limit of weight of domestic mail matter (sec. 487)
does not apply to conventions executed under the authority of
this statute. Sec sees. 531 to 535 as to rates of postage.

conventions0* °f ̂ Al SeCl 520' Tlie Postmaster-General shall transmit a copy of each
E. S. § 399. postal convention concluded with foreign governments to the

Secretary of State, who shall furnish a copy of the same to Hie
Congressional Printer for publication; and the printed proof sheets
of all such conventions shall be revised at the Post-Office Depart-
ment.

2. The Postmaster-General shall transmit a copy of every postal
convention to the Secretary of State for the purpose of being
printed, and the printed copy thereof shall be revised by the
Post-Office Department instead of by the Secretary of State.

3. The Secretary of State shall'furnish the Congressional Printer
with a correct copy * * * of every postal convention made
between the Postmaster-General, by and with the advice and
consent of the President, on the part of the United States, and
equivalent officers of foreign governments on the part of their
respective countries.

4. The Congressional Printer, on receiving from the Postmaster-
General a copy of any postal convention between the Postmaster-
General, on the part of the United States, and an equivalent
officer of any foreign government, shall immediately cause an
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accurate printed copy thereof to be executed and sent In duplicate
to the Postmaster-General. On the return of one of the revised
duplicates, he shall at once have the marked corrections made,
and cause to be printed, and sent to the Postmaster-General, any
number of copies which he may order, not exceeding five hundred,
and to be printed separately, and sent to the two Houses of
Congress, the usual number.

NOTE.—The above statutes overlap each other, but as they Note.
appear in the Revised Statutes of the United States all are given.

II.—EXCHANGE OF MAILS BETWEEN COUNTRIES FORM-
ING- POSTAL UNION, AND WITH COUNTRIES OUTSIDE
UNION.

See. 521. The foreign countries with which the .Classification of for-
25 eign countries.

United States exchanges mails will be divided into two
classes, namely: Those embraced in the Universal
Postal Union, and those not embraced in said union.

See sees 531 to 535 as to rates of postage.

Sec. 522. The countries in the Universal Postal Union
gj.p. * Union.

Argentine Republic, including eastern parts of Pata-
gonia and Terra del Fuego and Staten Island.

Ascension, Island of (British Colony).
Austria-Hungary, including the Principality of Liech-

tenstein.
Australia. (See the separate colonies in their alpha-

betical order.)
Bahamas.
Barbados, W. I.
Bechuanaland, British Protectorate of.
Belgium.
Bermudas.
Bolivia.
Bosnia-Herzegovina.
Brazil.
British Colonies on west coast of Africa (Gold Coast,

Lagos, Senegambia and Sierra Leone).
British'Colonies in West Indies, via: Antigua, Do-

minica, Montserrat, Nevis, St. Christopher, the Virgin
Isles, Grenada, St. Lucia, Tobago and Turk's Islands,

British Guiana.
British Honduras.
British India: Hindostan and British Burmah (Ara-

can, Pegu, and Tenasserim), and the Indian Postal
Establishments of Aden, Muscat, Persian Gulf, Gaudur,
Mandalay.
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Bulgaria, Principality of.
Canada.
Cayman Islands (British Colony).
Ceylon.
Chile, including western parts of Patagonia and

Terra del Fuego.
Colombia, Republic of.
Colony of the Cape of Good Hope, including Basu-

toland, Griqualand, Little Namaqualand, Pondoland,
Tembuland, Transkei, Walfish Bay, and Bechuanaland.

Congo, Independent State of.
Costa Rica. i \, Island of.

Danish Colonies of St. Thomas, St. Croix, and St.
John.

Denmark, including Iceland and the Faroe Islands.
Dominican Republic.
East Africa, British Protectorate of.
Ecuador.
Egypt.
Falkland Islands.
Fiji Islands, Colony of.
France, including Algeria; the Principality of Mo-

naco; the French post-office establishments in Morocco
(Tangier, Casablanca, El-Ksar-El-Kbir [Alcazar], Fez,
Larrache, Mazagan, Mogador, Rabat, Saffi, andTetaan);
at Shanghai (China); and in Zanzibar, Cambodia, Anam
and Tonkin.

French colonies:
1. In Asia—French establishments in India (Chan-

dernagore, Karikal, Mahe, Pondicherry, Ya-
naon); and in Cochin China (Saigon, Mytho,
Bien-Hoa, Poulo-Condor, Vingh-Long, Hatien,
Tschandok).

2. In Africa,—Senegal and dependencies (Gore,
St. Louis, Bakel, Dagana); Mayotte and Nossi-be,
French Congo-Gaboon (including Grand Bassam
and Assinie); Reunion (Bourbon); Madagascar;
Obock on the east coast, and the Comoro Islands
(Grand Comoro, Anjouan Mohele).

3. In America—French Guiana, Guadeloupe and
dependencies (Desirade or Deseada, Les Saintes,
Marie Galante, and the north portion of St. Mar-
tin), Martinique, St. Bartholomew, St. Pierre,
and Miquelon.
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French colonies—Continued.
4. In Oceanica—New Caledonia, Tahiti, Marquesas

Islands, Isle of Pines, Loyalty Islands, the Archi-
pelagoes of Gambler, Toubouai, and Tuamotou
(Low Islands).

Germany, including the Island of Heligoland and
the German post-offices at Apia (Samoan Islands), and
at Shanghai (China).

German Protectorates:
Territory of Cameroons (or Kameroun) (West coast

of Africa); German New Guinea (in Papua); German
South West Africa (Grand Namaqua, the Damaras
Country, and the southern portion of Ovambo, between
Cape Colony and Angola); Territory of Togo (Western
Africa); German East Africa; the Marshall Islands, in
the Pacific Ocean, and Kiautschau (China).

Gibraltar and its Postal Agencies in Morocco.
Great Britain and Ireland.
Greece, including the Ionian Isles.
Greenland.
Guatemala.
Haiti.
Honduras, Republic of, including Bay Islands.
Hong-Kong and the post-offices maintained by Hong-

Kong at Kiung-Chow, Canton, Swatow, Amoy, Foo-
Chow, Ning-]5o, Shanghai, and Hankow (China).

Italy, including the Kepublic of San Marino, the
Italian offices of Tunis and Tripoli in Barbary; Mas-
souah, Assab, Asmara, and Keren (in the Italian colony
of Eritrea—Abyssinia).

Jamaica.
Japan, -including Formosa, and Japanese post-offices

at Shanghai (China), and Fusam-po, Genzanshin, and
Jinsen (Corea).

Korea.
Labuan.
Liberia.
Luxemburg.
Malta and its dependencies, viz, Gozzo, Comino, and

Comlnotto.
Mauritius and dependencies (the Amirante Islands,

the Seychelles and Eodrigues).
Mexico.
Montenegro.
Natal, colony of, including Zululand.
Netherlands.
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Netherlands colonies:
1. In Asia—Borneo, Sumatra, Java (Batavia), Bil-

liton, Celebes (Macassar), Madura, the archipela-
goes of Banca and Rhio (KIoi.iv/), Bali, Lornbok,
Sumbawa, Flores, the S. W. portion of Timor,
and the Moluccas.

2. In Occanica—TheN.W. portion of New Guinea
(Papua).

3. In America—Netherlands Guiana (Surinam),
Curacao, Araba, Bonaire, part of St. Martin,
St. Eustatius, and Saba.

Newfoundland.
New Guinea, British colony of.
New South Wales, colon}7" of, including Lord. Howe

Island and the Norfolk Islands.
New Zealand, colony of, including Chatham Island.
Nicaragua.
North Borneo, British colon}" of.
Norway, including the post-office at Advent Bay,

on the west coast of Spitsbergen.
The Orange Free State. •
Paraguay.
Persia.
Peru.
Portugal, including the island of Madeira and the

Azores. *
Portuguese colonies:

1. In Asia—Goa, Dainao, Dili, Macao, and part of
Timor.

2. In Africa—Cape Verde, Bissao, Cacheo, islands
of St. Thome and Princes, Ajucla, Mozambique,
and the province of Angola.

Queensland, colony of.
Boumania (Moldavia and Wallachia).
Russia, including the Grand Duchy of Finland.
Salvador.
Sauioan (Navigators) Islands, German post-office at

Apia.
Sarawak, British protectorate of.
Servia.
Slam.
South African Republic (The Transvaal).
Spain, including the Balearic Isles, the Canary

Islands, the Spanish possessions on the north coast of

I
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Africa (Ceiita, Penon do la Goniera, Alhucemas, Melilla,
and the Chaffarine Islands), the Republic of Andorra,
and the postal establishments of Spain on the west
coast of Morocco (Tangier, Tetuan, Larrache, Rabat,
Mazagan, Casablanca, Saffi, and Mogador).

Spanish colonies:
In Africa—Islands of Fernando Po, Annobon,

and Corisco, on the Gulf of Guinea,
Straits Settlements (Singapore, Penang, and Ma-

St. Helena, island of (British colony).
St. Vincent, W. I.
South Australia, colony of.
South Rhodesia, colony ol
Sweden.
Switzerland.
Tasmania, colony of.
Trinidad, W. I.
Tunis, regency of.
Turkey (European and Asiatic),
Uruguay,
Venezuela.
Victoria, colony of.
West Australia, colony of.
Zanzibar. British protectorate of.

See sec. 531 as to rates of postage in Universal Postal Union.

See, 523. The Universal Postal Union Convention Coun t r i e s not in
Postal Union reached

provides for the exchange of correspondence between through intermediary.
any Postal Union country and any countiy not within
the Postal Union, by use of the mails of any Postal
Union country which has such relations with the coun- j
try foreign to the Union as to enable such Union j
country to exchange mails with the country foreign to
the Union. Those countries foreign to the Universal
Postal Union, reached through the intermediary serv-
ices of a Postal Union countiy, are the following:

(1) All African countries not within the Postal ~in AMca-
Union.

(2) China, the Empire of. -china.
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' III.—CLASSIFICATION OF MAIL MATTEE IN POSTAL
UNION AND KATES OF POSTAGE.

Sec. 524. Mail matter within the Universal Postal
union. Union is classified as follows:

a. Letters.
5. Postal cards, and postal cards with paid reply.
c. Commercial papers.
d. Printed matter of every kind.
e. Samples of merchandise.

cardts!1"aat!onal postal Sec- 528- Postal cards must be mailed without cover.
—address side. Nothing* may be placed on the address side but the

address, either written or printed, or on an adhesive
label not more than two inches by three-fourths of an
inch (see sees. 140 and 416).

—with raid reply. 9. pO8t,al cards with paid reply must not in any man-
ner be stuck or closed against inspection. Each of the
two halves must conform to the conditions prescribed
above for the single card; but the sender may indicate
his name and address on the address side of the reply
half, either in writing or by an adhesive label. The
reply half will be returned only to an address in the
country where it originated.

%• Engravings or advertisements may be printed on
the back of postal cards.

fed letter 4. Postal cards which do not conform to the forego-
ing conditions and private mailing cards (" post cards ")
which do not conform to the conditions prescribed in
section 418 will be treated as letters, and charged
accordingly.

—domestic, not ex- 5. Domestic postal cards not exceeding 51 inches in
ceeding limit of size, , . , . L , . . , , ° ' u .
may be used as, how. length and 3f inches in width may be used in tne for-

eign mails by the addition of a one-cent stamp.

See sec. 531 as to rates of postage; sec. 140 as to issue of postal
cards, and charge for; sec. 332 as to requisitions for postal cards.

ea?dV(T«'}^«iJi*'f SeCl 5S6' Private mailing cards ("post cards") which
in foreign mails. conform to the conditions prescribed in section 418

are admissible to the foreign mails prepaid with stamps
affixed. Any card of foreign origin which, from its
title in any language, appears to be a "post card" and
conforms to the requirements of section 418 is also
admissible to the mails (domestic or international) when
prepaid with United States postage stamps.

See sec. 531 as to rates of postage on private mailing cards in
postal union countries.
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See. 527. Commercial papers include all instruments _SSi5de wSat***0'
or documents, written or drawn wholly or partly
by hand, which have not the character of an actual
and personal correspondence, such as legal papers, deeds
of all kinds drawn up by public functionaries, way
bills or bills of lading, invoices, the various documents
of insurance companies, copies or extracts of deeds
under private seal written on stamped or unstamped
paper, scores or sheets of manuscript music, manu-
scripts of works or of newspapers forwarded sepa-
rately, tasks of pupils corrected without comment, etc.

2. Commercial papers must be mailed under band, mamngprepared for

so as to be open to easj^ examination, or in an open
envelope (sealed envelopes with the corners clipped off
are not opeti), and packets of such papers can not
exceed 4 pounds 6 ounces in weight, nor 18 inches in weightensions and

length, breadth, or thickness; except that commercial
papers put up in the form of BOLLS may measure not
to exceed 30 inches in length by 4 inches in diameter.

Sec. 528. The following will be classed as prints, Prlnted matter-
and will be received for mailing at the rate of post-
age applicable to "prints," viz: Newspapers and
periodical works, books stitched or bound, paraph- —admissible forms of.
lets, sheets of music, visiting cards, address cards,
newspaper clippings, attached to printed slips in which
are inserted, by means of a rubber stamp, the names
and addresses of the newspapers from which such
clippings are taken, cards entirely in print except
the address, and which do not bear the words "Postal
card " or their equivalent, proofs of printing with or
without the manuscripts relating thereto, papers with
raised points for the use of the blind, engravings, pho-
tographs, and albums containing photographs, pictures,
drawings, plans, maps, catalogues, prospectuses, an-
nouncements, and notices of various kinds, whether
printed, engraved, lithographed, or autographed, and
in general, all impressions or reproductions obtained
upon paper, parchment, or cardboard, by means of
printing, engraving, lithographing, and autographing,
or any other mechanical process easy to recognize,
except the copying press and the typewriter.

2. Facsimile copies of manuscript or typewriting missibie^vheif0'' ad"
obtained by a mechanical process (polygraphy, chrornog-
raphy, etc.) are assimilated to prints, but will not be
accepted at the rate of postage applicable to '' prints "
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unless mailed at the post-office windows, and in the
minim mil number of twenty perfectly identical copies.

3. Stamps or forms of prepayment, whether can-
celed or not, as well as all printed articles constituting
the sign of a monetary value, and printed articles the
text of which has been modified after printing, either
by hand or by means of a mechanical process, or which
bear any marks whatever susceptible of constituting a
conventional language, newspaper clippings, bearing
manuscript endorsements, and cards bearing the title
"Post-card"'can not be sent at the rate of postage
applicable to "prints."

4:. Printed matter must be either placed under band,
upon a roller, between boards, in a case open at one
side or at both ends, or in an unclosed envelope; or
simply folded in such a manner as not to conceal the
nature of the packet; or lastly, tied by a string easy
to unfasten. Address cards and all printed, matter
presenting the form and consistency of an unfolded
card may be forwarded without band, envelope, fasten-
ing, or fold. The front is reserved for postage stamps,
postmarks, and the address; but the sender may also
stamp his name and address there. The maximum
weight of any package of printed matter is fixed at 2
kilograms (4- Ib. 6 oz.), except single volumes of printed
books for Mexico, Canada, or Salvador, and packages
of "second-class matter" for Canada, The maximum
size is fixed at 45 centimeters (18 inches) in any one
direction, except that rolls of printed matter which do
not exceed 75 centimeters (30 inches) in length and 10
centimeters (4 inches) in diameter may be forwarded
by mail.

Sec- 5^9- Samples of merchandise must conform to
the following conditions:

^ They roust be placed in bags, boxes, or remov-
able envelopes in such a manner as to admit of easy
inspection.

—must not have saia- §. They must not have any salable value, nor bear
ble value nor bear ^ ^ - . .
writing, except. any manuscript other than the name or the social posi-

tion of the sender, the address of the addressee, a
manufacturer's or trade mark, numbers, prices, and
indications relating to the weight, size, and quantity to
be disposed of, and words which are necessary to pre-
cisely indicate the origin and nature of the merchandise.
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c. Packages of samples must not exceed 350 grams
(12 ounces) in weight, or the following dimensions: 30
centimeters (12 inches) in length, 2-0 centimeters (8
inches) in breadth, and 10 centimeters (4 inches) in
depth, except that when in the form of a roll a package
of samples may measure not to exceed 30 centimeters
(12 inches) in length, and 15 centimeters (6 inches) in
diameter.

2. Samples of liquids, fatty substances, and powders, samples of liquids.
whether coloring or not (except such as are dangerous,
inflammable, explosive, or exhale a bad odor), and also
live bees, specimens of natural history, and articles
of glass, will be admitted to the mails, provided, said
samples conform to the following conditions, viz:

a. Liquids, oils, and fatty substances which easily oils and. fatty sub-
liquefy must be placed in thick glass bottles hermetic- —which liquefy.
ally sealed; the bottles must be placed in a wooden
box which can be opened without withdrawing tacks,
nails, or screws, containing sufficient spongy matter to
absorb the contents if the bottles should break, and
this wooden box must be inclosed in a case of metal or
wood with a screw top, or of strong and thick leather,
in order that it may be easily opened for examination
of the contents. If perforated wooden blocks are used
measuring at least 2i millimeters (1-10 inch) in the
thinnest part, sufficiently filled with absorbent material
and furnished with a lid, it is not necessary that the
blocks should be inclosed in a second case.

J). Fatty substances which do not easily liquefy, such -winch do not iiq-j j i j •> uefy.
as ointments, resin, etc., must be inclosed in a box or
bag of linen, parchment, etc., and then placed in an
outside box of wood, metal, or strong, thick leather.

c. Dry powders, whether coloring or not, must be Dry powders,
inclosed in boxes or stout envelopes, which are placed
in an outside bag of linen or parchment. Samples of
flour, meal, or sand are transmissible to Great Britain,
provided they are inclosed in boxes or envelopes placed
in outside bags of linen or parchment.

d. Live bees must be inclosed in wooden boxes closed L«re bees-
with a wire screen, protected by an easily removable
wooden lid.

e. Specimens of natural history, such as dried or specimens of natu-
~ 1 . -, , , i • i • ral history.

preserved animals or plants, geological specimens, etc.,
which are not sent for commercial purposes, can be
admitted at the postage rate and under the conditions
of weight, size, etc., prescribed for "Samples.
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Fragile samples. y- "Samples" of articles composed of glass or other
fragile substances must be packed solidty in boxes in a
way to preclude the possibility of injury to postal em-
ploj^ees or the correspondence, in case the articles
should break.

See sec. 531 as to rates of postage; sees. 494 to 496 as to prep-
aration and. packing of liquids, specimens, etc., in the domestic
mails.

tiOT.esrmlsslWe ad<il" Sec> 530> Packets of printed matter, commercial
papers, and samples must not contain any letter or
manuscript note having the character of an actual and
personal correspondence, and must be made up in
such manner as to admit of being easily examined.

—in manuscript to 2. The following manuscript additions may be made to
"prints." .

"prints:" The name, business, and residence of the
sender; to visiting cards, the title and address of the
sender, and congratulations, thanks, etc., not to exceed
five words; the date of dispatch; the necessary correc-
tions on proofs of printing, and the "copy" may be
inclosed with the proof; correction of errors in print-
ing other than proof; the erasure and underscoring of
certain words; the insertion, or correction of figures
in price lists, advertisements, trade circulars,, and
prospectuses; the insertion of the name of the traveler,
the date and place of his intended visit, in notices
concerning the trips of commercial travelers; the dates
of sailing on notices relating to the sailing of vessels;
the name of the person invited, the date, object, and
place, on cards of invitation and notices of meetings;
a dedication on books, journals, photographs, Christ-
mas and New Year's cards; fashion plates, maps, etc.,
may be painted; to cuttings from journals, the title,
date, number and address of the journal from which
they were cut may be added.

andei'paperaiscinrione 3- Thero may be inclosed in the same package,
package. samples of merchandise, prints, and commercial papers,

but subject to the following conditions:
a. That each class of articles taken singly shall not

exceed the limits which are applicable to it as regards
weight and size.

5. That the total weight of the package must not exceed
2 kilograms (4 pounds 6 ounces).

c. That the minimum charge shall be five cents when
the package contains commercial papers and two cents
when it consists of printed matter and samples.

See sec. 531 as to rates of postage.
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Sec, 531. The rates of postage for the conveyance 0./̂ tsa^!'d 1>aymcllt

of articles throughout the entire extent of all Postal
Union countries, including delivery at the residence
of the addressee, where free-delivery service exists,
are as follows:

a For letters, five cents for each half ounce or —on letters,
fraction thereof if prepaid.

l> For postal cards and private mailing1 cards ("post —on postal cards.
i ,-n J," , i " -, » , i i • , ! • i —on private majung-cards ), two cents each; and tor postal cards with paid cards ("postcards"),

reply, two cents on each part.
c For printed matter of every kind, commercial—on printed matter.

papers, and samples of merchandise one cent for each
weight of 2 ounces or fraction thereof; but at least
five cents must be paid oa each packet of commercial
papers, and at least two cents on each packet of
samples of merchandise.

2. Letters will be forwarded without prepayment forwarding with-
t L ^ out prepayment.

of any postage; other articles will only be forwarded
if prepaid, in part; and in all cases of insufficient pre-
'payment double the amount of the deficiency will be
collected of the addressee.

articles are mailed. Articles (other than the reply-
half of double postal cards) mailed in one country ad-
dressed to another country, which bear postage stamps
of the country to which they are addressed, or of any
country other than the one in which they are mailed,
will be treated as if they had no postage stamps at-
tached to them. This will not apply to the United
States postal agency at Shanghai, China, at which
place United States postage stamps are valid for the
prepayment of postage. (Sec sec. 1312.)

4. All mailable matter will be reforwarded without —reforwarding.
extra charge within the limits of the Union, and the
deficient postage, if any, collected at the office of deliv-
ery. Matter erroneously or incompletely addressed
and returned to the sender for correction will not be
reforwarded except upon payment of postage therefor
anew.

5. If unpaid or short-paid articles are returned to —unpaid and short-
A A f paid matter.

the senders as undeliverable, the senders will be re-
quired to pay the amount which would have been
collected of the addressees if the article had been
delivered.

309A—02 17
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See sec. 535 as to rates of postage to countries not in the Uni-
versal Postal Union; sees. 532 to 534 as to domestic rates of post-
age on matter to and from Canada, Cuba. and. Mexico.

IV. — CLASSIFICATION OF MAIL MATTER BETWEEN
UNITED STATES, CANADA, CUBA, AND MEXICO,
AND KATES OP POSTAGE,

classified and admitted to the mails at the same rates
of postage and in all respects according to the domes-
tic regulations of the United States; and mails from
Canada will be received and delivered as domestic
mails, except as otherwise specially provided in these
regulations. (See sec. 455; also sec. 528 as to limit of
weight for printed matter.)

2. The rate of postage on packages of seeds, plants,
etc., destined for Canada is one cent per ounce.

3. "Commercial papers" (see sec. 527) and "sam-
ples of merchandise" (see sec. 529) are exchangeable
by mail between the United States and Canada at the
postage rate and under the conditions applicable to
similar articles (see sec, 531) in the mails exchanged
between this country and countries of the Universal
Postal Union.

4. Sealed packages other than letters in their usual
and ordinary form must not be dispatched to Canada,
even if postage is prepaid -thereon in full at the
letter rate.

5. Should any article be tendered for mailing at a
post-office In the United States, obviously with the
intent to evade the higher postage rate applicable to it
in Canada, it must be refused unless payment be made
of such higher rate. Postmasters on the Canadian
border, and at offices near that country, are especially
enjoined to carefully observe this provision.

—clarified11 and*'ad- ^ec> ^33i Articles of mail matter for Cuba will be
minsd as domestic classified and admitted to the mails at the same rates

of postage and in all respects according to domestic
regulations of the United States, and mails from Cuba
will be received and delivered as domestic mails.

packages g. Articles other than letters in their usual and ordi-
nary form must never be closed against inspection, but
must be so wrapped or inclosed that they may be
readily and thoroughly examined by postmasters and
customs officers.
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See. 584, Articles of mail matter for Mexico will-
be classified and admitted to the mails at the same rates
of postage and in all respects according to domestic
regulations of the United States, and mails from Mex-
ico will be received and delivered as domestic mails,
except as otherwise specially provided in these regula-
tions. (See '"Parcels-Post," sec. 540; sec. 528 as to
limit of weight of printed matter.)

2. Articles other than letters in their usual and ordi-
nary form must never be closed against inspection, but
must be so wrapped or inclosed that they may be readily
and. thoroughly examined by postmasters or customs
officers.

3. Should any article be tendered for mailing at a
post-office in the United States, obviously with the
intention to evade the higher rates of postage applica-
ble in Mexico, it must be refused unless payment be
made of such higher rates, it being designed to pre-
vent persons whose correspondence belongs to the
Mexican mails from availing themselves of the rates
of postage of the United States. Postmasters on .the
Mexican border, and at offices near that country, are
especially enjoined to carefully observe this provision.

Mails wills foreign
countries not in Pos-

Ilnion is tal union.
_, — hew eli;B?].fic«L

the same as that for countries within the Universal
Postal Union (sec. 5M), The current rates of Dost- —current rates put>-

v ' ' ' . 1 i s h e d in Official
age on the various articles of mailable matter to foreign Guide,
countries not in the Postal Union will be published to
postmasters through the Official Guide.

2. The table of special rates published in the Official
Guide should be carefully observed, and payment ex-
acted in accordance therewith.

See. 586, The rate of United States postage on mail matter Rates of postage to
,_ , • T f f i. • •li 1 - 1 TC.C j_ foreitfn countries notsent to or received trom foreign countries with which different ia postal Union.

rates have not been established by postal convention or other B. S., §3912.
arrangement, when forwarded by vessels regularly employed in
transporting the mail, shall be ten cents for each half ounce or
fraction thereof on letters, unless reduced by order of the Post- —may be reduced by
master-General; two cents each on newspapers; and not exceed-plM'Gtenl-

ing two cents per each two ounces, or fraction thereof, on pamphlets,
periodicals, books, and other printed matter, which postage shall
be prepaid on matter sent and collected on matter received; and
to avoid loss to the United States in the payment of balances, the
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Postmaster-General may collect the unpaid postage 011 letters from
foreign countries in coin or its equivalent.

See preceding section as to rates to countries not in the Uni-
versal Postal Union; sec. 523 as to exchanges through intermediary.

onEc*rt-5ii>rf or°eSifn Ss€' ^87t The Postmaster-General, under the direction of the
matter. President of the United States, is hereby authorized and empow-

' ^°" ered to charge upon, and collect from, all letters and other in.aila-
ble matter carried to and from any port of the United States, in

—when may be im.- aily foreign packet ship or other vessel, the same rate or rates of
fj ''''"{"" charge for American postage which the government to which such

foreign packet or other vessel belongs imposes upon letters and
other mailable matter conveyed to or from such foreign country
in American packets or other vessels as the postage of such, gov-
ernment, and at any time to revoke the same; and all custom-house
officers and other United States agents designated or appointed
for that purpose shall enforce or carry into effect the foregoing

Authority to open provision, and aid or assist in the collection of such postage, and
pac -agvs, w len. shall be lawful for such officers and agents, on sus-

picion of fraud, to open and examine, in the presence of two or
more respectable persons, being citizens of the United States, any
package or packages supposed to contain mailable matter found on
board such packets or other vessels or elsewhere, and to prevent,
if necessary, such packets or other vessels from entering, breaking
bulk, or making clearance until such letters or other mailable
matter are duly delivered into the United States post-office.

See sec. 1309 as to letters brought to United States on foreign
vessels.

Matter not admitted Sec. 588. The following articles are prohibited
to Postal Union malls. , . . . ., , -i i , n , •transmission in mails exchanged between me countries

of the Universal Postal Union, viz:
a. All articles, except letters, which are not pre-

paid, at least in part.
1), Printed matter, commercial papers, and samples

of merchandise, which contain any letter or manuscript
not having" the character of an actual and personal
correspondence.

c. Printed matter, commercial papers, and samples
of merchandise which are not made up in packets in
such manner as to admit of their being easily examined.

d. Matter printed by special processes mentioned in
section 528, when not presented as therein directed.

e. Samples of merchandise which have a merchant-
able value, or which exceed the prescribed weight or
size.

f. Packets of commercial papers and prints of all
kinds which exceed the prescribed weie'ht or size.
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g. All articles of a nature likely to soil or injure the
mails.

h. Letters or packets containing current coin.
i. Any packets whatever containing articles liable to

customs duty.
j. Gold or silver bullion, precious stones, jewelry,

or other precious articles to or through the mails of
any country whose legislation prohibits their being
placed in the mails or forwarded.

h The article "Foreign Mails" in the Postal Guide
for January of each year will be consulted for infor-
mation respecting articles which are prohibited the
mails for some countries but are mailable to others.

Sec. 589. All articles which are not wrapped or in- u«maiia.we matter.
, , • T T j i i i - 11 rv —includes what,closed as required by these regulations; all publica-

tions which violate the copyright laws of the country of
destination; packets which exceed 4 pounds 6 ounces
in weight; liquids, poisons, explosive or inflammable,
substances, fatty substances, those which easily liquefy,
live or dead animals (not dried), insects and reptiles,
confections, pastes, fruits and vegetables liable to de-
composition, substances which exhale a bad odor, are
un mailable.

2. All articles which are not admissible to the do- -under domestic reg-
ulrttionr., not atimiHsi-

mestic mails on account of the danger of damage to We to foreign mails,
the mails or injury to the persons handling the same,
unless wrapped as prescribed by regulation will not be
admitted to the foreign mails (sec. 496), and the stat-
utes forbidding the transmission in the mails of obscene
matter, or articles for indecent or immoral purposes
(sec. 497), of matter which contains on the outside cover
or wrapper, or postal cards, bearing scurrilous or de-
famatory words or language, etc. (sec. 498), of matter
relating to lotteries, or similar enterprises, including
newspapers, etc., containing advertisements of lot-
teries, etc. (sec. 499), and of matter relating to schemes
to defraud (sees. 499 and 500) apply also to such matter
in the foreign mails, but where such matter is merely in
transit across the territory of the United States it will
not be interfered with.
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See sec. 688 as to treatment of obscene, scurrilous, lottery, and
fraudulent matter at mailing office; sec. 702 at deliver}'" offices;
see. 696 at exchange offices; sec. 700 as to importation of lottery
and obscene matter; sec. 1619, as to penalty for officers aiding in
importation of obscene matter; sec. 1620 as to penalty for impor-
tation of obscene or lottery matter.

countries to which _ gec 540. Articles of miscellaneous mailable iner-
parccls may fee sent.

chandise may be sent by parcels post to the countries
and at the rates of postage named below, provided the
packages are not sealed and conform to the limits of

—conditions. g|ze an(j weight and to the other conditions provided
in these regulations.
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3. Postage must be prepaid at the rate hereinbefore Fractions of pound.
provided for each pound or fraction thereof.

4-. The sender of an unregistered parcel may obtain a fo^etu™ receiPts>fee

'' Return receipt" by paying an additional fee of five
cents. Where such receipts are asked for, the words

• ' ' Return receipt demanded" must be written on the
cover of the parcel.

5. Postage, and the return-receipt fee, where de- pP?fage and fees, how
nianded, must be prepaid in full by means of postage
stamps affixed to the parcel.

6. If a registered parcel is received at an exchange )0^jcicnt re§istere(i
post-office with the proper postage not prepaid in full,
postage stamps to cover the deficiency should be affixed,
pursuant to the provisions of section 959, except in the
case of articles mailed at and addressed to a United
States post-office which are afterwards forwarded to
the addressee in a foreign country, as to which see
section 954, under Registry System.

7. A postage charge of five cents will be collected on , Postage _ charge en
-*- ° £> _ > delivery ot parcels.

each single parcel, of whatever weight, received by par- —now collected,
eels post from any foreign country; but if the weight
exceed one pound, a charge of one cent for each four
ounces or fraction thereof will be collected; except that
on parcels received from the Danish West Indies a
maximum, charge of ten cents only will be collected,
and upon parcels received from British Guiana, the
Yvlndward Islands, Newfoundland, Trinidad, Chile,
Germany, Guatemala, Nicaragua, New Zealand, and
Venezuela not more than five cents will be collected on
the delivery of any one parcel. (See sees. 616, 621, and
622.)

See sees. 689 and 690 as to treatment of parcels-post packages at
mailing offices; sees. 703, 705, and 706 at receiving offices; sec. 940
as to registration of parcels-post matter.

of, to cer-
patched from the United States to Mexico is limited to tam p°st-°fflces-
4 pounds 6 ounces (2 kilograms), except that packages
weighing not more than 11 pounds (5 kilograms) may
be dispatched, when addressed for delivery at one of
the Mexican post-offices published in the list under
the article "Foreign Mails" in the Postal Guide for
January. (See sec. 540.)

Sec. 543. Anv article admissible to the domestic Matter admissiMe to
parcels post.

mails of the United States may be sent, in unsealed
packages, by parcels post to the countries given in section
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Prohibited articles. 540, except tlie following, which are prohibited trans-
mission: Publications which violate the copyright laws
of the country of destination; poisons, and explosive
or inflammable substances; liquids and substances which
easily liquefy; confections and pastes; live or dead
animals, except dead insects and reptiles when thor-
oughly dried; fruits and vegetables which easily de-
compose, and substances which exhale a bad odor;
articles which might in any way damage or destroy the
mails or injure the persons handling them (sec. 496);
obscene matter, articles intended for indecent or im-
moral use, etc. (sec. 497); matter which contains, on the
outside cover or wrapper, or postal cards bearing, scur-
rilous or libelous language, etc. (sec. 498); and matter
which relates to lotteries or similar enterprises (sec. 499)
or to fraudulent schemes (sec. 1617). (See sec. 539.)

spondence not fo"c-' 2- ̂ A letter or communication of the nature of ^per-
company articles. gonal correspondence must not accompany, be written

on, or inclosed with any parcel. Where such letters or
communications are found, they will be placed in the
mails if separable; and if the communication be in-
separably attached to the parcel the whole parcel will
be rejected. Should any parcels containing such com-
munications inadvertently be forwarded, the country
of destination will collect upon the letter or letters
double the letter rate of postage prescribed by the
Universal Postal Convention.

No parcel to contain o IST/T. v\m»^»nl -^-.n-r-r r,^%«fn4»-> -.^^l-- ,^^.r, ^/Mi..-^^/-,^1 -t-^ »-./->-,.pa-knles ftddrespcd to 6- .W o pared may eoaram paciiag OG nctdressed sopor-
othcrs- sons other than the person named in the outside ad-

dress of the parcel itself. -Where inclosed packages
are detected, they must be sent forward singly, charged
with new and distinct parcel-postage rates.

ofnpgarcedisprep" 4- Parcels must be securely and substantially packed,
so that they can be safely transmitted in the ordinary
mail sacks, and so wrapped or Inclosed that they can
be opened without damaging the cover and the contents
can be easily examined by postmasters and officers of
the customs. Boxes with lids screwed or nailed on
and bags closed by means of sewing or pasting may be
used, provided they are presented at the post-office
open for inspection, and are then closed by the send-
ers. Parcels wrapped in thin, flimsy paper must not
be accepted, as they are liable to become broken in
transit and the contents lost or damaged.

5. Parcels must be plainly directed, giving the name
and full address of the person for whom intended, and



must bear the words '' Parcels Post" conspicuously in
the upper left-hand corner, and the name and address
of the sender in such a position that it will not be mis-
taken for the address of the parcel.

must be presented at the post-office, to the person in
charge, between the hours of 9 a. m. and 5 p. m.

Sec, 543. Postmasters will make requisition upon v£^*^ parccls'
the Superintendent of Foreign Mails, Post-Office De-
partment, for supplies of blank '' Certificates of Mail-
ing" and "Customs Declarations,"

FORM 1.

A

Description of
parcel. [State
whether box,

basket, bag, &c.]

Date of posting, , 19—; signature and address of sender-!

Parcels-Post from .
The import duty assessed by an officer of customs on content

to I , which must be paid before the parcel is delivered.

c.
Parcels-Post from -—•—• • .
This parcel has been passed by an officer of customs and must be delivered

FREE OF CHARGE.
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FORM 2.

Parcels-Post.

Official correspond-
ence.

—to Canada,
and Mexico.

curiones how sei>T'7ice and exchanged between postal administrations,
between those administrations and the international
bureau, and between exchange post-offices of the coun-
tries of the union, will be transported in the mails free
of charge.

2. Official correspondence which is admissible to the
domestic mails under penalty envelope or label may also
be forwarded in the same manner to Canada, Cuba, and
Mexico. (Sea sees. 512 to 514.)

3. Public documents, the Congressional Record,
seeds, agricultural reports, and matter sent by the
Vice-President, Members, Members-elect of, Dele-

- gates, and Delegates-elect to Congress, on official busi-
ness, which are mailable free under sections 506, 507,
508, and 509, may also be sent free in the same manner

Cuba, to Canada, Cuba, and Mexico, but to no other countries.
4. The annual reports of agricultural experiment sta-

mcui- £jons rna^y be sent free to Canada, Cuba, and Mexico.
(See sec. 517.)

Sec. 545. The Postmaster-General or the Secretary of State isConsuls may pay for-
eign postage in cer-
tain eases on matter hereby authorized to empower the consuls of the United States to
for United States «e- J * ., ,
tained at foreign ports pay the foreign postage on such letters destined for the United
lor^want; of^postage. gtates as may be detained at the ports of foreign countries for the

nonpayment of postage, which postage shall be by the consul
marked as paid by him, and the amount thereof shall be collected
in the United States as other postage, on the delivery of the let-
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ters, and repaid to said consul, or credited on his account at the
State Department

See. 546. * * * Books which are admitted to the interim- Collection of dutyois books,
tional mails exchanged under the provisions of the Universal Postal 1879, Mar. s, cti. iso,
Union Convention may, when subject to customs duty, be delivered ' UPP->
to addresses in the United States under such regulations for the
collection of duties as may be agreed upon by the Secretary of the
Treasury and the Postmaster-General.

NOTE.—The first part of the statute provided that printed matter Note
received in the mails from foreign countries under the provisions
of postal treaties should be free of customs duties; but the Secre-
tary of the Treasury holds that this is superseded by the current
tariff act of July 24, 1897 (ch. 11, 2 Supp. E. S., 642), and that all
printed matter not otherwise provided for in said act is liable to
customs duty.

See sec. 708 as to collection of customs duty on books and cer-
tain, printed matter from foreign countries; see current edition
January Postal Guide as to articles liable to customs duties.

S ne> K/Sf A l l n/vmrVloin-fo on ir> rvv nnaoa f^f IOQC LOSS Of foreign mallec. v'kt, J^IL complaints at, 10, 01 cases 01, loss, Mattgr or coinplalnts

damage, wrong" delivery, or nondelivery, or improper relating thereto>

treatment of any article of foreign mail matter or mat-
ter in transit across tlie territory of the United States,
and all cases relating- to mail matter dispatched to or
from the United States which may "be made the subject
of bulletins of verification issued by an exchange officeJ c5

on account of alleged loss or the damaged condition of
said mail matter, will be reported to the Fourth Assist-
ant Postmaster-General, Division of Post-Office Inspec-
tors and Mail Depreciations.

GENERAL PROVISIONS AS TO TEEATMEMT OF
MAIL MATTEE IF FGST-OEFIC1S.

Sec. 548, Under no circumstances will any person W1^^li.of Iaatter

in the postal service, except those employed for that
purpose in the Dead-Letter Office, break or permit to
be broken the seal of any letter or other matter, while

masters, inspectors, employes of the Post-Office Depart- warrant

ment, nor officers of the law, without legal warrant
therefor, have authority to open a sealed letter while
in the mails, under any pretext; that it may contain
improper or criminal matter, or furnish evidence for
the conviction of offenders, is no excuse.

2. The seal of letters or packages suspected to con- sealed letters etc.,i o i not to be opened on
tain unmailable matter must not be broken to ascertain suspicion they con-tain unmailable mat-
that fact. ter-
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Unsealed matter
l'V.iy iOC '•j'^L-.l.ni if.: •.:•''-. i

when. 'K^'p^Kci to aocj circulars unsealed and all other unsealed mat-C3oruain uiimailable \: tor may, when suspected to contain umiiailable matter,

be examined for the purpose of ascertaining their
character.

See sec. 1605 as to penalty for improperly detaining, opening, or
destroying letters; sec. 1610 as to penalty for intercepting or
secreting letter; sees. 497 to 500 as to obscene, scurrilous, lottery,
and fraudulent matter. See current Annual Postal Guide for instruc-
tions in connection with mail matter for the Philippine Islands
and transmitted by rural free delivery.

Postmasters not to gee. 549. Postmasters and all others in the postal
give information re- , „ . , . , , . . . .
spouting mail matter, service must iiot furnish information concerning mail

matter received or delivered, except to the persons
to whom it is addressed or their authorized agents? or
post-office inspectors.

information to offi- 2. When the same can be done without interference
oers of the law. "i -i i i • c - 1 n-.with the regular business or me omce, postmasters

ma/, however, furnish to officers of the law, to aid
them in discovering a fugitive from justice, informa-
tion concerning- the postmarks and addresses of letters,
but must not delay or withhold the delivery thereof to
the persons addressed.

names or 3. Postmasters iiiusfc not furnish lists of the names-
of persons receiving mail at their offices; neither must
such information be furnished by members of post-
masters' families. When a request for such informa-
tion is received, accompanied by a postage stamp,, such
stamp should be returned.to the writer, under cover
of a penalty envelope, with the information that the
regulations forbid furnishing the information desired.
Lists of names sent to postmasters for revision must
be returned to the senders when postage stamps are
inclosed for that purpose; but no new names must be
added to the lists. Postmasters may, if they so desire,
however, cross off the names of those persons who have
moved away or are deceased.

who may jiave ac- Sec. 550. Postmasters must not permit any persons,
cess to mails. . . , , , , " f

except duly sworn assistants, clerks, letter carriers, and
post-office inspectors or other authorized representative
of the Department to have access to any mail matter
in the post-office. This prohibition extends especially
to mail contractors and their drivers.

Persons not author- 2. Mails should not be made up or handled within
ized to be excluded. _ , ~

reach ot unauthorized persons, and such persons should
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be excluded from the room appropriated to the use of the
post-office while the mails are being opened or made up.

See sees. 1361 and 1382 as to care of mail locks and keys.

See, 551. To guard against the possibility of loss of loss^Mau matfer!18

letters or other mail matter, the postmaster or one examineSTs?1 to

of his assistants should collect and examine waste "paper
which has accumulated therein before the post-office is
swept or cleaned,

See sec. 357 as to waste paper and disposal thereof.

See. 552. All money or other articles of value found valuable matter
. 1 found loose in the

loose in the mails received at post-offices located at mails and in post-
"- . . . „ 0£'I('03o

division headquarters of the Railway Mail Service—to ho retained three
1 month;-, at vrb.it ol'~

will, if unclaimed, be retained for three months. A fices.
complete record of such matter shall be kept,- showing —record of.
full particulars, such as may enable the rightful own-
ers to identify and receive their property without loss
of time. Such matter may be delivered to the proper
claimants, and their receipts will be taken therefor
upon blanks provided for the purpose, weekly reports
of all such cases being made in detail to the Dead-Letter
Office. Every effort will be made to match or identify
money or articles found with losses or deficiencies in
mail matter, and to deliver the same to the proper own- —effort to deliver.
ers at the same time as the letters or packages from
which they have become separated, or as soon there-
after as possible.

2. Any money or articles remaining at post-offices
located at, division headquarters of the Railway Mail
Service unclaimed at the end of three months must be
forwarded to the Dead-Letter Office, each article being — forwardme of, to

1 - , , , ' - 1 1 Dead-Letter Office.
inclosed in a separate envelope or wrapper, indorsed
with a full description and statement of when and
where found. The parcels must be numbered and de-
scribed upon an unmailable bill (Form 1522 or 1522!),
but returns of loose money and postage stamps must
not be Inclosed with matter of the third or fourth class.

3. Weekly returns will be made to the Dead-Letter -weekly returns of,
,r\_02 ^ , •. i. £¥> j i , i i i i at what offices.Omce 03^ postmasters at omces other than those located
at division headquarters of the Railway Mail Service
of all money or other articles found loose in the mails,
and received from the Railway Mail Service or other
sources. Such money or articles must not be returned
to claimants. All matter on hand at the time such
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—returns of, to
registered.
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returns are made will be Included therein, and such
returns will be prepared and made up as hereinbefore
provided.

4. All returns of money and stamps must be regis
tered when sent to the Dead-Letter Office.

See sec. 505 as to report of complaints, and damage, Joss, theft,
etc., of mail; sec. 278 as to report of robberies of post-offices.

CHAPTER 5.

TBEATMEHT OF MAIL AT
POST-OFFICES OF MAILING AMD AT POST-OFFICES
IM TEAMSIT.

Tims for closiisf? c/»/, KKQ A n i . L I i i , , j a^ ^ -,!• -imails. >JSQ. Ouo, All letters brouglit to any post-onice nail an hour
R, S., § 8840. before the time for the departure of the mail shall be forwarded

therein; but at offices where, in the opinion of the Postmaster-
General, more time for making up the mail is required, he may
prescribe accordingly, not exceeding one hour.

2. Mails at first-class post-offices will be closed not
—at other offices. more than one hour, and at all other offices not more

than half an hour, before the schedule time of depar-
ture of trains, unless such departure is between the
hours of 0 p. m. and 5 a. m., when they may be closed
at 9 p. in. At fourth-class offices the mails should not
be closed until it becomes necessary, allowing a reason-
able time for deliveiy at the train or to the carrier on
star routes.

—special exemptions. g_ This regulation does not apply to the post-office
at New York City, and any office may be exempted
therefrom by special order.

See sec. 605 as to opening of mails at intermediate offices;
sec. 1322 as to notice and record of arrival and departure of mails.

stSnps'aYraiiwaysta! Sec. 554. Postmasters may, for the convenience of
tioas- the public, erect boxes at railway stations for the re-

ception of mail matter and cancel the stamps on said
matter at the station. (See sec. 376.)

See sec. 596 as to postmasters delivering late letters after'
cancellation to postal clerks in person or by clerks, but not by
private hands.

Sec. 555. Postmasters must not solicit the mailing
of matter at their offices by persons living or doing
business within the delivery of another post-office.
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2. Violations of this regulation will be regarded as —Penaltyfor-
cause for removal.

See sec. 329 as to soliciting purchase of stamps.

Sec. 556. When matter is received for mailing, its Weight of matter.
• i j_ i i i i i ' l i i JLI x i —to be ascertainedweight should be ascertained and postage thereon rated and postage rated

up. The postage will be determined from the weight upon mai mg'
of matter at the time of mailing, as mail matter, from
various causes, frequently diminishes in weight during
transit.

See see. 421 as to rating and dispatch of first-class matter upon
which one full rate is paid; sec. 420 as to treatment of certain
matter paid at drop rates; sec. 422 as to unpaid soldiers and
sailors' letters; sec. 571 as to treatment of other matter upon
which postage is unpaid or insufficiently paid; sec. 572 as to
correcting misdirected matter; sec. 772 as to special-delivery let-
ters upon which no postage is paid.

See. 557. All shii) and steamboat letters and printed Treatment or ship
-, ,. -i - j. ' i f i j. _£ i aml steamboat mat-matter delivered into post-omces by masters of vessels ter.

will be rated with the postage due thereon, as provided
in sections -1-23 and 424, and indorsed "Postage due —
cents," and dispatched to destination.

See sec. 1247 as to ship letters and meaning thereof; sees. 1248
to 1250 as . to fees to masters of vessels for carrying ship and
steamboat letters and payment thereof.

Sse, 558. Letters brought by steamboats should be Account of ship ami
i ^ i.tc\L i < 11 '"'j-i < _ • f • • j.i steamboat letters tomarked steamboat at the time or receiving them, be Kept.

2. Postmasters will keep an account of both ship and
steamboat letters received and the postage chargeable
thereon.

See sec. 424 as to postage on such letters.

Sec. 559. Where wholly unpaid letters are delivered Tinpaw letters from
•' L ' steamboat routes.

into a terminal post-office by a postal clerk on a steam-
boat route, they will bo treated in all respects as other
unpaid letters. (See see. 571.)

See sec. 1251 as to nonpayment of fees in such cases.

See. 589. Second-class matter must be brought for . Secoad-class m a t-«s ter.
mailing to the post-office and there weighed in bulk.

2. Packages of sample copies, copies entitled to free —weighing of.
county circulation, and copies addressed to other sub-
scribers, exchanges, etc., including copies subject to
postage within the county (see sec. 453) must be
weighed separately.

3. In weighing second-class matter fractions must —fractions in weight
be treated as full pounds in all cases; for instance, 4-g-
pounds will be called 5 pounds.

309A—02 18
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agentsed by news ^- -Postmasters must examine carefully second-class
matter offered for mailing at the pound rate by news
agents to see that there is a strict compliance with the
regulations, and will report to the Third Assistant
Postmaster-General any violations thereof. Where
publications offered by news agents do not contain a
notice of entry postmasters may refuse to receive them
as second-class matter, (See sec. 470.)

infected man. gec 5gj Postmasters should refuse to receive into
—not to be received
for mailing. their offices mail matter brought by persons who are

inmates of or messengers from, houses containing
cases of contagious diseases, such as smallpox, yellow
fever, etc., when ordered to do so by a board of health
or other local authority having jurisdiction of matters
affecting the public health. If there be no such organ-
ization or official, the postmaster should be governed
by the advice of one or more reputable physicians.

2. Mail matter which is refused and returned under
the provisions of section 626 on account of contagious
diseases existing at the oifice of dispatch will be held
until the prohibition is removed, and shall, after being
properly fumigated under the directions of the proper
medical authorities, be dispatched to its destination.

See sec. 657 as to delivery of mail at houses containing cases
of contagious disease; sec. 626 as to conduct of business of
post-office where contagious disease in postmaster's family, and as
to destruction of stamps, supplies, blanks, etc., in case of contagious
disease.

ceildttorYinrnrgonaer '®8Ci ^''- W^ien matter bearing previously used
stomps. stamps is deposited for mailing (except as provided in

section 627 as to forwarding mail matter) and. the post-
master can identify the person so attempting .to use
them without breaking the seal of the matter, the case

-report to Fourth AS- should be reuoi'ted to the Fourth Assistant Postmaster-
sistant Pos tmas te r A

Generai. General, Division of Post-Office Inspectors and Mail
Depredations.

2. If the person mailing matter bearing previously-
used stamps can not be identified, it should be treated

-when to be for-as "held for postage." (See sec. 571,} Upon receipt
warded. • L • • - ' •*• A

of stamps to pa,y postage they should be affixed and
cancelled and the letter then forwarded under official
cover to the postmaster at the office of address, who
should make proper delivery, requesting the return of
the envelope and information as to name and address
of the sender. When the envelope is thus secured,
with name and. address of the sender, it should be
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forwarded with report to - the Fourth Assistant Post-
master-General, Division of Post-Office Inspectors and
Mail Depreciations. (See sec. 656 as to delivery of such
matter.)

3. Mutilated or defaced postage stamps, fractional ^S'Smpt" ;̂
parts of stamps, postage-due stamps, stamps cut from not valid for postage.
embossed stamped envelopes, newspaper wrappers, or
postal cards, or stamps other than postage stamps, can
not be used or counted in prepayment of postage, and
matter bearing such stamps must be treated as "held
for postage," except when bearing special-delivery
stamps, as to which, see section TT2.

4. A. postage stamp, to be acceptable for postage,
must be absolutely without defacement. When stamps

of its surface, the stamp thus covered will not be taken
into account in prepayment,

Sec. 563. Mail matter of the first class deposited in Matter unsealed or
L in 'aatl order.

any post-office unsealed, or in a mutilated or otherwise —now treated,
bad condition, must be stamped or marked with the
words "RECEIVED UNSEALED" or "RECEIVED IN BAD
CEDES," as the case may be, and be officially sealed
before being forwarded or delivered.

AT MAILING

See. 564. Postage stamps affixed to all mail matter or the _ Stamps to be de-
stamped envelopes in which the same is inclosed shall, when ' R. s., § 3921.
deposited for mailing or delivery, be defaced by the postmaster at
the mailing office, in such manner as the Postmaster-General may
direct; and if any mail matter shall be forwarded without the Report of deiin-

j ' i ' i • i f i 41 , . j 41 re quent postmasters.stamps or envelopes being so detaced, trie postmaster at the office

Sec. 585. Postmasters must cancel stamps on mail (.e**|inps' l!OW can"
matter by the use of black canceling ink. (See sec. 80.) Blackinktobo "se(1-

2. In applving the canceling ink to the face of the cancellation to be
L L J & fe> ^ thorough.

stamps the defacement must be thorough and complete,
so as to prevent the cleaning and reuse of the canceled
stamps.

celing instrument, except for the cancellation of stamps excePt-
at the delivery oiii.ce which were not canceled at the
mailing office.
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AII maiimatier other Sec. 566, All mail matter, except that of the second
than second class A
mailed without stamps class mailed bv publishers and news agems without
afilxed to 1)0 post- " x ., , . , ~° ,, .,.
marked. stamps afiixed, deposited in any post-onice tor mailing

must bear on the address side a postmark giving name
of post-office, name or abbreviation of the State, and,
on first-class matter, the date of dispatch, and hour
thereof if the office be supplied with an hour-dating

matte?atoest)eforpoftn stamP- Ail classes of correspondence addressed to
marked. foreign countries must be impressed at the mailing

office with a stamp indicating the office of origin and
date of posting. No offices are exempt from the require-
ments of this section.

—improper dating or 2. The willful impression on any mail matter of a
erasure of date pro- . ~ , .
Mbited. " postmark bearing any other date than that on which

such matter is dispatched, or the erasure of any date of a
postmark or back stamp, whether for purpose of fraud
or deception or to conceal a delay or detention of mail
matter or any other official error or delinquency, will
in all cases subject the offender to dismissal from the
service.

Daily impression of Sec. 587. The figures of postmarking- stamps must
postmarking stamp t o , e n i - j i j j i i . . ,, , Tbe kept. " ' be carefully adjusted at the beginning of each day; a

clear impression must be made in a book specially kept
for the purpose. Special care must be taken not to

how Ened bo°ks~ omit tue Sunday impression of the stamp if the office
is open on that day. A book will be provided for first
and second class offices, and the larger third-class
offices. Postmasters at the smaller offices of the third
class, and all offices of the fourth class, must supply
this record book themselves, or they may use blank
facing slips upon which to make such records.

change of dates. 2. Where the postmarking stamp is fitted with let-
ters and figures indicating the hour at which any
letter arrives or is dispatched, they must be changed
punctually at the appointed periods. An impression
must be made in the record book of every change made
throughout the day, and each impression should be
taken immediately after change is made, either in the
date or hour.

cleaning of stamp. 3, The impression of every official stamp should be
perfect; so made that each letter and figure of the
stamp may be distinct. To effect this the stamp must
be kept clean, which may be done by brushing it with
a stiff brush, slightly wetted and dipped in powdered
potash or soda. Alcohol, ether, concentrated lye, or
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coal (kerosene) oil, may also be used for this purpose.
The type after use must be cleaned before being
replaced in the box.

4. Postmasters must not use any other postmarking oi^efaiof stamps *pr"
stamps than those furnished by the Post-Office Depart- hi'f>ited-
ment.

5. The book or record of postmarks must be kept
-*- l

two years after the last impression of the stamp is
made in it, after which period it may be disposed of as
waste paper. (See sec. 357.)

Sec. 588. Postmasters must not use any other can- . c--lseflns' ililc aild
«•• II»K putts*

celing ink than that furnished by the Post-Office
Department.

2. Before using ink the pad must
and dirt, and ink that is caked or hardened on the
surface. Ink should be applied to pads at the close of
business hours so that it will become well absorbed
by the felt before morning. No more ink than is
necessary to make a legible postmark should be used;
the ink will not work well when more is put on the pad
than the felt will absorb. Y/here any of the ink is not
taken up by the felt, it should be thoroughly scraped
off before using the pad. If ink and pad do not work
well and stamp becomes choked with ink or felt from
the pad, a thin piece of cloth (muslin preferred) should
be placed over the pad, after it is inked. A fresh piece
of cloth can be used as often as required. The instruc-
tions on the label of ink cans should be observed; cans
should always be kept well corked.

3. Where new pads are received, the surface of the
felt should be singed over a light blaze before inking,
in order to remove the long fiber on the felt.

4. Pads when not in use should be placed in the box
made for them, face down. If the felt on pad becomes
hard and gummed with ink, a strong solution of con-
centrated lye should be prepared in a plate and the pad
placed therein, felt side down, using just enough of the
solution to cover the felt without reaching the compo-
sition base of the pad. The felt should be allowed to
soak an hour or more in this solution, and should then
be washed in water until all of the ink is removed, and
dried thoroughly, care being taken not to expose the
pad to a temperature sufficiently great to melt the
composition base. After cleaning and drying the pad,
coal oil should be applied on the felt to neutralize the
solution.
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5. When the composition forming* the base of the
inking pad. becomes hard and brittle and loses its elas-
ticity, or the felt is worn down to the composition
base, a new one should be obtained. (See sec. 325.)

III.-

See, 569. All domestic letters deposited in any post-office for
mailing, on which the postage is wholly unpaid or paid less than
one full rate as required by law, except letters lawfully free and
duly certified letters of soldiers, sailors, and marines in the serv-

l7ettereoffice Except" *ce °^ ^ie United States, shall be sent by the postmaster to the
Dead-Letter Office in Washington. * * *

See sec. 420 for balance of statute relating to forwarding in
certain cases of matter mailed at drop-letter rate.

Unpaid letters ac- gec. 57Q. Where a number of letters are depositedcompanled S»y money - . . . , . j-
insufflcient for one jn a letter box wholly unpaid by stamps affixed, and a
tail rate. ' ~ . . .

sum of money is found in such box which is not suffi-
cient to pay one full rate of postage on all of said
letters, they will, if mailed by the same person, and

returned to }lo js known and resides within the delivery of the

money.
2. Where such letters are mailed by different parties

they should be notified that the letters are held for
postage. If this can not be done, then the letters
should be treated as "Held for postage" and disposed
of as provided in the following section and the money
forwarded to the Dead-Letter Office, as provided in
section 552.

Sec, 571. When any letter or matter of the first
class wholly unpaid or prepaid at less than one full
rate (two cents), or any matter of the second or third
class of obvious value, such as sheet music, pictures,
photographs, books, or pamphlets likely to be of use or
value to the addressee, or any parcel of the fourth class
not fully prepaid but otherwise mailable, shall be
deposited in any post-office for delivery in the United

Ind bdeffcteSrke<3 States li wil1 be" postmarked with date of receipt, rated
postage noted. u^ &n(^ ^e amomi£ of deficient postage noted thereon.

2. If any unpaid or insufficiently paid letter or other
matter bear the card or address of the sender, or he be
known to or can be conveniently ascertained by the
postmaster, and is within the delivery of the office, the
letter or package will at once be returned to him for
proper postage.
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3. Where the sender of any unpaid or insufficiently d^^tTKnH1
*] -S- *J c.lU.U.1 ubStlt; LU Lit; liUti."

paid letter or other matter is not known or can not be flcd-
conveniently ascertained, such matter will, on receipt
thereof, be indorsed "HELD FOB, POSTAGE," the ad-
dressee notified by next mail, by an official card (Form
1543) or otherwise, of such detention and the amount
of postage required, and requested to remit the same.

4. Where the addressee of any unpaid or insuffi- ~time of holdin&-
ciently paid letter or other matter is notified to remit
the amount of such postage it should then be held not
longer than two weeks. Letters and other mail matter
directed to places so remote from the mailing office
that the notice can not be returned by the addressee
within two weeks may be held not longer than four
weeks, and in the Territory of Alaska such matter may
be held not exceeding ninety clays. If within the pro- ̂ S^
scribed time the required postage is received from the
addressee, stamps to the value thereof will be affixed to
such- letter or other matter so as to cover a portion of
the words "HELD FOB POSTAGE," and canceled, and the
matter dispatched.

5. Where the sender of any insufficiently paid letter ~JLti? pay
or other matter shall pay the postage, after dispatch of
notice to addressee, it will be indorsed "POSTAGE SUB-
SEQUENTLY PAID BY WRITER," the necessary stamps
affixed and canceled, and the matter dispatched.

6. Where the amount of unpaid or insufficiently paid ~S1^£ebdci,
postage on any matter is not received from the addressee
at the expiration of two weeks from, the date of mailing
of the notice, except as provided in paragraph 4, and
prepayment shall not have been made by the. sender, the
matter will be marked "UNCLAIMED" and sent to the
Dead-Letter Office in the manner provided in section 684.

See sec. 772 as to matter bearing special-delivery stamps, hut
without proper postage; sec. 614 as to treatment of unpaid or
insufficiently paid matter at offices of delivery; sees. 627 and 675 as
to payment of new postage on second, third, and fourth class matter
before return or forwarding; sec. 688 a.s to the treatment of for-
eign mail matter unpaid; sec. 674 as to matter without value, and
Title V, iiegistry System, as to registered matter.

7. When matter is deposited at any letter-carrier -delivery of
- ^ paid master at iree-

post-ofhce addressed to persons within the delivery of delivery offices.
such office, whose street and number are known or can

which the postage is inadvertently wholly unpaid or paid
less than the amount required by law, the sender being
unknown, notice of detention (Form 1543) will not be
sent, but such matter will be presented to the addressee
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Misdirected matter.
—addresses not to be
changed.

by the carrier, and the deficient postage collected on
delivery by means of postage-due stamps affixed to the
letter or parcel. (Sec. 621.) If the addressee refuses
to pay the postage and receive the letter or parcel, it
shall be sent to the Dead-Letter Office as other refused
matter. (See sees. 681 and 684.)

Sec. 572. Postmasters and others in the postal serv-
ice must not change the address upon matter in. the
mails or post-offices, except as provided in section 629.

to 2. Misdirected matter (see sec. 575) should be re-
turned to the sender, if he be known, with the words
stamped or written thereon, "RETURNED FOE, SETTEE
DIRECTION." And the sender should be informed of
the proper post-office address to be given, if it be known
at the mailing office; if not, the sender should be advised
to apply to the division superintendent of the Railway
Mail Service. Such matter may be returned, and will
be dispatched without a new payment of postage.

be 3. Where matter is obviously misdirected, the- cor
rect address may be supplied, as provided in section

—ifsendemot known, 629; but if the sender is unknown and the proper ad-
to Dead-Letter Office. -, , -, v i ±1 'jj. i i i i Jdress can not be supplied, the matter should be sent

to the Dead-Letter Office as unmailable.
See sec. 500 as to return to senders of matter bearing card

request addressed to known county and State but unknown post-
office.

Sec. 573. All matter which is manifestly obscene,
lewd, or lascivious, all articles intended for the pre-
venting of conception or procuring of abortion, and
all articles intended for indecent or immoral purposes,
which are unmailable under the provisions of section
497; all matter relating to any lottery, so-called gift
concert or similar enterprise offering prizes dependent
upon lot or chance, and all newspapers or other publica-
tions containing advertisements of any such lottery or
similar enterprise, or a list of the prizes, in whole or
in part, awarded at the drawing of any such lottery,
or similar scheme, which are unmailable under the
provisions of section 499; and all matter relating to any

Fraudulent matter scheme to defraud, or for obtaining money by means
of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations, or
promises, which is unmailable under the provisions of
sections 499 and 1617, will, when deposited in a post-
office, be withdrawn from the mails and sent to the Dead-
Letter Office, with a statement of the facts connected
therewith.

Msuer to be with-
drawn from malls.

Obscene matter.
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2. All matter which is manifestly unmailable, under scurrilous matter,
the provisions of section 498, relating to matter other-
wise mailable by law, upon the envelope or outside
cover or wrapper of which, or any postal card upon
which any delineations, epithets, terms, or language
of an indecent, lewd, lascivious, obscene, libelous,
scurrilous, defamatory, or threatening character, or
calculated by the terms, or manner, or style of display,
and obviously intended to reflect injuriously upon the
character or conduct of another, may be written or
printed, or otherwise impressed, or apparent, will be
withdrawn from the mails, and forwarded to the First ~dlsposltlon of-
Assistant Postmaster-General, with a statement of the
facts connected therewith.

3. When it is known at the time any matter is offered ,Mattfto be refused
J when known to be

for mailing that it is uninailable under any of the unmailable.
statutes referred to herein, the postmaster should
decline to receive the same.

See sees. 497, 498, 499 and 1617 as to statutes relating to obscene,
lottery, fraudulent and scurrilous matter; sec. 548 as to breaking
of seal of letters or packages supposed to contain unmailable mat-
ter; sec. 602 as to treatment 01 such matter in transit; sec. 624 at
offices of delivery.

„ ,_.„, -r-, , , , -i -i f ,-, ., Postmasters respon-feec, 574. Postmasters must exclude from the mails sifcic for admission of
-,-, M I T ±< T - i t i i t i •-! T i> unmailable matter.all unmailable matter, and will be held responsible ror

any failure to do so.
See sec. 500 as to unmailable matter generally; sees. 493 to 496

as to the admission of matter liable to injure the persons or dam-
age the malls; and admission of certain of such matter when
properly packed, etc.; sec. 487 as to matter in excess of weight.

Sec, 575. The following unmailable matter will be what nnmaiw>ie
* - ' < - i n T matter t o b e soiii t o

sent from the ounce where it is deposited tor mailing wead-Letier osice.
to the Dead-Letter Office:

a. " JJelcl for postage" matter which can not be re- "Held for postage"
4. i . i l l L I - 1 1 n matter.turned to sender ana has not been prepaid oy addressee,
as provided in section 571.

1). Misdirected -matter which can not be dispatched
to the addressee nor returned to sender, as provided in
section 572.

of domestic matter which exceed the weight or size
limited by law. (See sees. 487 and 488.)

d. Obscene and scurrilous matter declared nonmail-
able by sections 497 and 498.)

e. Lottery matter forbidden to be sent in the mails Lottery matter,
by sections 499 and 500.

f. Mutilated or damac/ed matter, or that which when Mutilated or dam-
T ., , . ,, , •' ,' ,. , , aged matter.
deposited in the post-onice is, or before dispatch may



become, so damaged that it can not be forwarded to
destination and can not be returned to the sender.
(See sec. 563.)

2. Held for postage and misdirected printed matter
(nixies) of no obvious value need not be sent to the
Dead-Letter Office, but may be disposed of as waste
paper, as provided in section 674 respecting: unclaimed
printed matter of like character upon which postage-
due stamps have not been affixed. Before such matter
is placed with the waste paper all postage stamps
thereon must be canceled and each piece carefully
examined, and if any is found to contain other matter
of a higher class inclosed it must be sent to the Dead-
Letter Office.

ab?eeti^tterfto1DleadI Sec< 578- ^* post-offices of the first class daily, and
Letter office. a£ a]j other post-offices weekly, returns must be made

to the Dead-Letter Office of all unmailable matter
deposited therein, in connection with other unmailable
matter, as provided in sections 682 to 687, unless other
disposition thereof is directed.

ti^'lm^nlhfr™^: See- 577. Postmasters must not, where any articleitvtj uiuijui.iitime iiiiiLEi >' «/

ter< of destructive mail matter (sections 480 and 494) is re-
ceived for forwarding or deposited in the post-office,

—sender to be noti- send the same to the Dead-Letter Office, but will notify
fied, when. . , ' '.'

the person mailing such package, whether he live within
the delivery of the post-office or not, that it can not be

—addressee to be noti- transported by mail. If the sender is not known, then
fled, when. '- J "

the postmaster should notify the party addressed of the
detention of the package, that it can not be transmitted
in the mails, and that he must provide some other means
for its being forwarded at his own expense, outside the
mails, If such packages are not taken from the post-
office by or for either the sender or addressee within

—report to 1st Asst. thirty days, the postmaster should report the facts to
P. Ivi. Genl., when. - ' -*- -*-

the First Assistant Postmaster-General (Dead-Letter
Office) and await instructions.

See sec. 653 as to delivery of dangerous matter reaching office
of

withdrawal of mat- See. 578. After Kuril matter lias been deposited in
ter before dispatch.

a post-office it can not be withdrawn except by the
sender, or, in case of a minor child, by the parent or
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guardian duly authorized to control the correspondence
of the writer.

2. Yv7here request is made for the withdrawal of any -care in permitting.
mail matter, the postmaster must ascertain whether the
person making the request is entitled to such matter.
The applicant should be required, if necessary, to
exhibit a written address in the same hand as that
upon the matter sought to be withdrawn, and such de-
scription of the matter, or other evidence, as will
identify the same and satisfy the postmaster that the
applicant is entitled to withdraw it.

3. Postmasters are responsible for the improper ^e'for^x^f11'011*1'
withdrawal of matter from the mails and its delivery
to any person not entitled thereto. Great care must,
therefore, be exercised.

4. The mail must not be delayed or the business of ̂ J^1^0* to be de°
the post-office retarded in order to search for mail
matter desired to be withdrawn.

Sec. 579. Where the
matter desires its return after it has been dispatched
from the mailing offi.ce, application must be made to the -applicationfor, how

,„ . made.
postmaster at the office of mailing, stating the reasons
for such request. The matter must be identified, the
application accompanied by proper proof in writing,
and a sum deposited with the postmaster sufficient to —deposit to cover ex-
cover all expenses incurred.

will telegraph a request to the postmaster at the office
of address, or to a railway postal clerk in whose custody
the matter is known at the time to be, for the return of
such matter to his office, carefully describing the same,
so as to identify it and prevent the return of any other
matter.

3. On receipt of a request for the return-of any arti-
cle of mail matter the postmaster to whom such request
is addressed will return such matter to the mailing post-
master in a penalty envelope, who will deliver it to the
sender upon payment of all expenses and the regular
rate of postage on the matter returned (except first-
class matter which is returned without additional charge
for returning), and on the envelope or cover thereof
postage-due stamps of the proper value must be placed
and canceled. (See sec. 616.)
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Miing- of appiica- 4. All applications for the recall of any article of
mail matter, together with the proofs submitted there-
with, the sender's receipt for such matter, and the en-
velope or wrapper in which it was inclosed, must be
carefully filed at the mailing office.

5. The following form may be used for making appli-
cation for withdrawal of mail matter after dispatch:

. ; 19_.
Postmaster, :

Please recall and deliver to myself or bearer a letter (or what-
ever article of mail matter it may be) deposited in •
on or about , , 19—, addressed to , and
described as follows: , and in the same handwriting as this
application, and which was written by me or by my authority, and
which I do not desire delivered to the addressee for the following
reasons: .

matter) is returned to me 1 will protect you from any and all
claims made against you for such return, and will fully indemnify
you for any loss you may sustain by reason of such action, and I
herewith deposit $— to cover all expenses incurred, and will de-
liver you the envelope (or wrapper) of the letter (or other article
of mail matter) returned.

[Name.] .
[Address.] •.

[Receipt.] Received , 19—, of the postmaster,

Koto. NOTE.—Telegrams sent in such cases must be paid for at the
regular commercial rates, and not at the rates established for offi-
cial business.

See sec. 1528 as to return of matter by postal clerks upon request
of postmaster; sec. 872 as to recall of registered matter; sec. 691
as to recall of foreign matter.

iMstr ibut ion and §ec. 530. Postmasters will be governed in the dis-
dlspatch of mails. ., ,

tribution and dispatch of mans at offices where a super-
intendent of mails is not employed (see sec. 294) by the

—to be governed by orders received from the General Superintendent of
orders from Gen'l nr -i rx • i» i - , . . . . , -,sup't R. M. s. Kailway Mail hervice or from the division superintend-

ent acting under him in whose division the post-office
may be located.

—in absence of in- g. In the absence of other instructions, postmasters
structions. " 1

whose offices are situated upon a railroad will mail all
matter direct to the cars, unless it be addressed to
post-offices directly connected with their own by star

!
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or steamboat routes. Postmasters at other post-offices
will mail to the nearest post-office upon a railroad all
matter which can not be sent direct to its destination by
star or steamboat route.

8. Postmasters at junction points must never change ^ig^ffspatchwith^
the dispatch of mails from one road to another except out special orders.
upon orders from the division superintendent.

See sec. 688 as to dispatch of foreign mails; sees. 807 to 835 and
912 to 916 as to registered mail; sec. 500 as to dispatch of matter
addressed to known county and State but unknown post-office.

eino fsQl TVv-i-h-rifi^-f/iTC! ni <-^ffi/>^" r\? I "K « -fivcf Tin rl Orders relative toDSO. sJti-Ao x osLuiasteiS at omces 01 iiie nibc aim _,„!.-]„,, ,,„ ..,,,< ,!.„IHJlKOag Up cllSU (SIS*

second classes will keer» an order book in which all i)!ltch-
A -,. .-, • — how kept,

orders relating to the making up ana dispatch of mails
at their offices arid changes in schemes which are
received from division superintendents Railway Mail
Service will be inserted or recorded; and distributing
clerks will be required to examine the same daily, and,
if necessary, to place their initials at the foot thereof
to indicate such examination. (See sec. 303.)

Vinf o o>-ir1uuie aiio. TOa}is
make up mails by the official schemes which may be fur-
nished them, and, will conform to any changes that may
be made in the same by the proper division superin-
tendent of Railway Mail Service, and will make up and
exchange only such pouches as he may order. Any
post-office may be excepted from this requirement by
the division superintendent.

2. No change in distribution or dispatch of mails wuMaXorit??6*
must be made without first obtaining authority from
the proper division, superintendent of Railway Mail
Service, except in cases of emergency; and in all such
cases an immediate report, giving the reasons for such
change, must be made to the division superintendent.

Sec. 588. A distribution or separation should be made D i s t r i b u t i o n Of
* mails by States, etc.

only of such mail for States or portions of States as
can be advanced thereby. All mail for States of which
no distribution is made must be made up "by Stales,"
and facing slips used as provided in section 591; that
is, letter and circular mail for each State must be
made up in packages, and newspaper mail in canvas
sacks by itself, and the name of the State marked
on the slip covering the package or tag attached to
the sack.

Sec. 584. Mail to be dispatched to local post-offices
on railroad or steamboat lines should be made up in l

packages addressed to the proper railway or steamboat
ues.
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office, and contain only the local mail supplied by that
line, as given in the official schemes. Post-offices on
railroad lines in making up local mail for such lines

smade up ln wiil niake for each line two packages, one for the train
going each way, and address the packages thus:
"——R, P. O. EAST No. 1" (WEST, NOIITH, or
SOUTH, as the case may be).

.-.-e.,,,e1,t.io.u, g^ Where there is not suflicient mail other than local
to justify making it up by States, then it may all be put
in one package, addressed with the name of the rail-
way (or steamboat) office in whose pouch it is dis-
patched, adding "1-To. 2," to indicate that it contains
other than local mail.

ond-class matter at
free-deUTerjr otfices. matter should be made up separately at the office of

publication, thp.t for delivery by letter carriers being
prit in one package or bundle, and each copy of the
paper or periodical therein properly stamped, and that
intended for delivery through the boxes of the post-
office by itself. If the separation is not made at the
office of publication each paper or periodical not prop-
erly stamped must be placed in the*boxes or in the
general delivery for delivery therefrom.

Letters for delivery
and distribution to be
in separate packages. mail for distribution at a post-office must always be

made.up in separate packages.
pirect packages. gee. 587. A direct package will be made UD by

—how made up, *• -• A

placing all letters for one. post-office in a package by
themselves, all faced one way, with a plainly addressed
letter on the outside, and a facing slip, bearing the
postmark of the office and the name or number of the
person making up the package, on the back of the same,
faced out. This regulation applies as well to offices
using printed slips as to those that do not.

,)ofch loose^ or SS See> 688' Letter and circular mail must always be
(stnii)S' properly "faced up" and tied in packages, and never

placed in the pouch loose.
-notice to messenger 2. After pouches are closed and dispatched from'a
in case ot. L x

post-office, letters must not be placed under the strap
or attached to the outside of the pouch. Where this
is done at the station, the postmaster should inform the
mail messenger that the practice must be discontinued.
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Sec, 589. Postmasters must not make up through
pouches to be dispatched by mail trains unless specially
instructed to do so.

Sec. 580. Not more than 150 pounds of mail matter
must be placed in a sack which is to be dispatched as
closed mail or to a railway post-office or post-offices
for distribution.

2. Postmasters will notify publishers, newsdealers,
and others shipping large quantities of matter by mail
of this requirement.

Sec. 591. Upon each package of letters or circulars,
and in each pouch or canvas sack of newspapers or on
the label holder, if any is attached thereto, must be
placed facing slips, bearing the postmark of the office,
with date and time of closing or dispatch and the name
of the person making up the package or pouch.

See see. 1505 as to form of facing slip; sec. 608 as to filing and
disposal of facing slips received.

Bee. 592. All facing slips received at any office, used
to address pouches and sacks, should be retained by
the postmaster for a period of ten days.

Sec. 598. When it is necessary to send circular mat-
ter inclosed, in envelopes similar to those used to cover
business letters, in canvas sacks, the label upon the
sack must read, in addition to the regular address,
"Circulars," whether the matter placed in the sacks is
wholly circular mail, or circular and second, third, and
fourth class mail.

See sec. 613 as to record of pouches received and shortage slips
at offices of destination; sec. 1322 as to record of arrival and de-
parture of mails; sees. 1187, 1228, 1485, and 1533 as to record of
pouches to be kept by railroad companies, by railway postal clerks,
by transfer clerks, by mail messengers.

Sec. 594. Hooks must not be used, in handling mail
bags.

See. 595. Postmasters at offices where a number of
mails are dispatched each day will keep a permanent
record of all pouches due to be dispatched, and such
pouches should be checked off on the record when dis-
patched, so that at any time accurate and specific infor-
mation can be furnished in regard to any losses or
delays to mail in transit. Where a pouch fails to be
dispatched, a shortage slip should be made out and for-
warded to destination in lieu of the missing pouch,
explaining the cause of failure,

See. 588. Postmasters must dispatch mail to railway
post-offices in the lock pouches provided for that pur-
pose, except as provided in sections 593 and, 597.

Through pouches by
mail trains.
—not to be made up,
except.

Limit of weight of
contents of mail sacks.
—150 pounds.

Retention of factng
slips by postmasters.

Circular matter in
canvas sacks.
—how labeled.

?so«>rd of pouches
dispatched.

IMspateh of mall
ui alter to railway post-
offices by postmasters.
—in. pouches.
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-by hand, when. 2. Where any mail matter is received too late to be
put in the lock pouch, the postmaster or sworn assist-
ant or clerk may, after postmarking and canceling the
same, deliver it in person to the railway postal clerk.

^tercanceiiationrsfor- 3. After the stamps are canceled upon any mail mat-
biddcn- ter it must not be returned to the person mailing it to

be taken to a railway post-office.
See sec. 554 as to canceling stamps at railroad stations.

dirfSctaSonstor Sec. 597- On each star route there shall be used one
routes- locked pouch which shall be opened at every post-oaace.

If the amount of mail is not too large, it should all be
carried in such pouch.

what matter in lock- 2. All mail matter of the first and fourth classes and
ed pouches.

books shall be carried on star routes in locked pouches;
other mail matter shall also be included unless the
quantity or bulk is so great as to make the use of tie
sacks for it advantageous.

3. Whenever in the judgment of the proper divi-
sion superintendent of Railway Mail Service the amount
of mail for any office on a star route is sufficiently
large to justify it, he maj* order a locked pouch made
up for and labeled to that office, which shall not be
opened by any other office; but such pouch shall not
contain any registered mail; and no such special pouch
shall be used unless authorized by the division superin-
tendent, who will notify the General Superintendent
of Railway Mail Service of every such order for the
information of the Second Assistant Postmaster-
General.

•i. In making up mail to be dispatched on a star
route, all letter mail for each office shall be tied out in
a direct package (see sec. 587); all other mail matter
for each office shall be tied out in packages in a similar
manner as far as practicable.

Di s t r i bu t i on by 5. Mail to be dispatched from an office on a star
route to points beyond the terminal oiEce thereon
should be made up, as far as possible, "by States"
(see sec. 583); or if not sufficient for that, then in one
package with the name of the terminal post-office
marked on the slip covering the same and the abbrevi-
ation "Dis" to indicate that the package is for distri-
bution.

Note. NOTE. — "Locked pouches," as used in this section, includes
horse mail bags as well as mail pouches. See sec. 1235 as to mean-
ing of "star route." See sees. 807 to 834, and 912 to 916 as to
dispatch of registered matter; sees. 1337 to 1393 as to mail bags,
locks and keys, and use thereof.
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Sec. 598. Postmasters must not deliver mail to car-
riers in advance of schedule time without express per-
mission from the Post-Office Department, nor permit
the mail to be taken from the post-office on the even-
ing before schedule day for departure to be kept in a
private house over night.

VI.—EXCHANGE OF MAILS AT CATCHER POST-OFFICES.
Sec. 599. Mail catchers and cranes will be used for

the purpose of exchanging mails between post-offices
at certain way and flag stations and railway post-offices
where trains do not stop or slow up,

2. Mail pouches to be exchanged by means of
mail catchers will be hung on a mail crane. The
pouch should be put on the crane not exceeding ten
minutes before the time of arrival of the train.

3. Canvas mail pouches, provided specially for catcher
exchanges (see sees. 1337 and 1343), and no others, will
be used.

4. Where only a small amount of mail is to be dis-
patched, the pouch will be strapped tightly around the
center and the mail placed in the top of the pouch, but
where a large mail is to be seat it should be divided
about equally between top and bottom. The strap
should be buckled around the center of the pouch at M
on the diagram. In case the strap is gone, the middle
of the pouch will be tied.

5. The pouch or mail bag will be hung on the crane
in the following manner:

Delivery to carriers
in advance of schedules
time prohibited.

Mail catchers and
cranes.
—when used,

Preparat ion ana
hanging of pouches;
on mail cranes.

A r r a n g e m e n t o f :
mail in pouch.

Manner of
pouches.

iriging;

309A—02 19



^Explanation of dia- g_ ^lie bottom of the pouch should be hung on the
upper iron S of the crane A, which will be turned
directly to the track; then the lower arm B will be
lifted and the iron S placed in the ring of the pouch,
the socket being slipped down the stem until there is
sufficient strain on the pouch to keep it from blowing
down. If a strong wind is blowing, the pouch should
be tied to the two irons S, by the rings, with one
strand of ordinary post-office twine. The pouch should
be hung lock end down.

7. YVhere the exchange of mails occurs at night and
a lamp is not affixed to the crane and kept in order as
provided in section 1200, the division superintendent
of Hailway Mail Service should be notified.

See sec. 1200 as to erection of mail cranes and furnishing of
lamp thereon; sec. 1225 as to watching of mail put on crane by
mail messengers; sec. 1191 when put on by agent of railroad; sees.
1337 and 1343 as to catcher pouches and use of.

in Sec. 600. Not exceeding fifty pounds of mail matter
must be placed in a catcher pouch. Letter mail will
be given preference; and where the mail matter to be

°° sent exceeds fifty pounds, such excess will be sacked
and sent b}7 local train to the nearest station at which
the mail train stops.

catch See. 601. Whenever there is a failure to catch the

fact to the division superintendent of the Railway Mail
Service, giving probable cause of failure—as, for in-
stance, when the mail messenger did not properly hang
the pouch, or that the crane was out of position.

2. Where a pouch is not caught from a mail crane,
and a pouch is put off the train, the extra pouch will
be returned by the next mail train. The regular and
extra pouches will be strapped or tied together at the
middle as one pouch.

Cranes out of repair. g_ Yfhere a mail crane is out of repair, report thereof
will be made to the division superintendent of Hallway
Mail Service.

VII.

Misdirected and mis- Bee. 603. Misdirected matter or matter which is
sent matter and na-
maiiawe matter. liable to injure the person or damage the mails; unless

prepared for mailing as prescribed in section 4-96, and
all matter which is manifestly obscene, etc., and matter
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which contains on the outside cover or wrapper, or
postal cards bearing, scurrilous or Kbelous language,
etc., and matter which relates to lotteries or similar
enterprises, or to fraudulent schemes, which was
through inadvertence dispatched from the post-office
of mailing contrary to the provisions of section 573,

any postmaster into whose hands the same ma3r come
in transit and treated as provided in said section.

2. Newspapers and other publications in transit, . Publications
1 J- . . . taming letter;

which contain lottery advertisements or lists of prizes vertjsemeuts,
J •'- treated.

drawn at a lottery, will be held and a report made to
the Assistant Attorney-General for the Post-Office
Department for instructions.

3. Any matter, except as above provided, which Matter not to be
- ' --- •*• \ withdrawn.

should have been detained at the office of mailing as
"held for postage," "excess of weight or size," must
not be stopped in transit, (See sees. 571 and 575)

4. Misdirected matter of the first class, if it bear th

and returned to him with the words written or stamped
thereon, "RETURNED FOE BETTER DIRECTION." (Sec-
sec. 572.)

5. Missent matter, or that which is plainly addressed,
but sent in the wrong direction, should, when discov-
ered, be placed in the first mail going in the proper
direction.

6. Postmasters and superintendents of stations will Examination
1 sent matter.

carefully examine the addresses of all mail matter
received and select therefrom any that may be found
directed to other post-offices of the same name in other
States, or which have in any manner been niisscnt to
their offices, and will at once plainly stamp or mark
such matter with the word " MissenV' als° with the
postmark of the office, and forward it by next mail to
its destination.

See sec. 572 as to misdirected matter.

Sec, 604. Matter dispatched from a post-office, on B0tnto bSicSTK
which the stamps are not properly canceled, must not t r iWWjW-
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be stopped in transit nor the stamps thereon canceled
at anj'- office but that of destination.

See sec. 564 as to defacing uncanceled stamps at office of
delivery, and reporting postmaster.

andrtosiX'atCir? Sec- 605' At a11 intermediate offices on star routes
mediate offices. where no time is specified, the mails must be opened

and closed within seven minutes. Should this time be
too short, the postmaster should apply to the Second

—extension of. Assistant Postmaster-General for an extension. On
railroad and steamboat routes there must be no more
delay than is necessary to receive and deliver the mails.

of^ouchunopened86 %- Whenever a pouch of mail in transit on a "star"
route is passed along without being* opened, a note
must be made on the postmaster's transit registry record
to show that the pouch was passed unopened to the
next office, giving the reason and the date.

See sees. 1837 to 1393 as to mail bags, locks, and keys, and use
thereof; sec. 1348 as to pouches which can not be opened; sec.
1350 as to allowance for repair of mail bags; sec. 1351 as to dis-
position of defective mail bags; sec. 1363 as to defective locks on
pouches and forwarding of mail bag which can not be opened; sec.
1279 as to time for exchange of mails on box or crane delivery
routes.

Carriers s t o p p i n g _ /»«,•» TTS-I M « , • i ,over uight to deposit bee. 606. VV here a mail carrier stops over night at
mail In post-office. , -, ,-. . , —. , - , ., ,

any place where there is a post-omce, the mail must
be kept in the post-office, except at points where trans-
fer clerks are on duty during the night in charge of
such mail, or where otherwise ordered by the Second
Assistant Postmaster-General. (See sec. 1326)

transit*opene<iuctoe?ad™ Sec. 607. When pouches are received addressed to
«acc- iHiMis, other offices or railway post-offices and are, on account

of being delayed, opened and the contents distributed in
order to advance the mail, the labels of such pouches
should be sent to the division superintendent, so that the
Pouc^ m^y be properly accounted for; and a shortage
slip should be made out and forwarded to the original
destination of the pouch.

See sec. 595 as to record of pouches dispatched and shortage
slips; sec. 613 as to record of pouches received at post-office; sees.
1187, 1228, 1485, and 1533 as to record of pouches kept by railroad
companies, by railway postal clerks, by transfer clerks, by mail
messengers.
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CHAPTER 6.

TREATMENT OF DOMESTIC MAIL MATTER AT
RECEIVING POST-OFFICES.

I. — OPENING OF MAILS.

Sec. 608. Upon the arrival of the mail at a post- opening of pouches.
office, the mail sacks and pouches addressed to that
office should be examined to ascertain if they are prop- Examination of

J i r pouch.
locked and are not cut or torn so that mail matter

could have been lost or abstracted therefrom, and shall
then be opened. Upon being1 emptied the pouch or
sack should, be carefully examined to see that no mail
matter is left therein. Only one sack or pouch should 8ack S be oP

be opened at a time, so that the responsibility for all time-
errors may be definitely fixed.

2. The address slips of all pouches should be care- Address slips
*- \ pouches.

fully removed, postmarked with date of receipt, and
kept on file at least ten days.

See sec. 579 as to return of mail matter upon request of post-
master at mailing office; sees. 1363 to 1389 as to procedure when
lock or key is defective and pouch can not be opened; sees. 847
to 853 as to registered matter; sec. 1322 as to notice and record of
arrival and departure of mails.

See. 609. Postmasters and other, employees will on lrj^f in" Vfrtri
opening and assorting- the mail examine the same for tion or m»li™s up.

•>• '-J •=> _ , _ to i^g noted,
errors in distribution and making up, which will be
noted upon the address slip and reported to the division
superintendent of Railway Mail Service.

2. All errors found in the distribution of any pack- ^™kaJS
age of letters or in any sack of newspapers must be newspapers.
noted on the reverse side of the slip covering or inside
of the same, giving the name of post-office, county, or
State, if included in the superscription, adding thereto
the name of the person noting the error, and postmark-
ing with date.

3. If any package or sack arrives without slips, the Package or sack
J *- & f ' without slips.

division superintendent must be promptly notified of
the fact, and the mailing office, if known, and the label
must be sent to him with report.

4. Any irregularities in the receipt or dispatch or irregularities in re-
J o - - • -'L •«• ceipt or dispatch to be

forwarding of any mail will also be promptly reported, ^ported.
5. Any mail received at any post-office which has not

been properly distributed or made up by railway postal
clerks should be promptly reported to the division
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superintendent and the slips covering or received with
the same should be sent with the report.

Missent packages; g. Missciit packages should be checked on the sliphow cheeked. L & i
that is on or in the package, as follows:

Missent pkg.
of letters,
all for
Jno. Smith. P. M.

[Postmark.]

and the slip should be forwarded to the division super-
intendent with the slip label of the pouch, or the loose
slip in the pouch if the pouch is not 'labeled. If there
is no slip on the package, check on a blank slip and for-
ward as above. If the pouch is not labeled that fact
should be stated.

pack- ^ Misdirected packages should be checked, in the same
manner as a missent package, except the word " Mis-
DIKECTED" should be substituted for "MISSENT," and
the label of the pouch will not be forwarded with
report.

rectedenPouchef isdor 8- Missent or misdirected ponchos and sacks should
sacits- be reported as prescribed in paragraph 6 for missent

packages. The labels are to be forwarded in all these
cases.

Facing slips to be 9. AJj. slips received upon packages of letter or cir-
sei'it to diviaio''! s&pcr- -*- L -*-
intendcnt. cular mail, or in sacks of newspaper mail, upon which

errors have been noted must be preserved and sent to
the division superintendent daily from first and second
class offices and weekly from all others.

Missent matter to be geCi gio. Whenever on opening- the mails at a post-promptly forwarded. . . .
office matter is found therein directed to other post-offices
of the same name in other States or which in any man-
ner has been missent to such office for delivery it will
at once be plainly stamped or marked with the words
" MISSENT," also with the/postmark of the office, and
forwarded by next mail to destination.

Man left in bag. 9,. If mail belonging to an intermediate office is found
in a pouch when opened, it must be seat back by the
return pouch.

See sec. 609 as to noting " missent packages " on slip.

Back-stamping. Sec. 611. Postmasters the gross receipts of whose
offices amount to $500 per annum and postmasters at
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separating offices will, immediately upon the receipt of
the mail, place the postmark of their offices on the — manner °f-
back of every letter received and upon the address side
of every postal card and private mailing card (' ' post
card") received, showing the date and the hour of the
day of such receipt; and postmasters at offices which
are not separating offices and the gross receipts of
which are less than $500 per annum will, immediately
upon receipt of the mail, back-stamp the month, the
chiy of the month, and the year upon the back of every
letter received and upon the address side of every postal
card and private mailing card ("post card") received,
using the postmarking stamp for that purpose. (See
sec. 564:, as to defacing un canceled stamps.)

2. All special delivery and registered mail of what-
ever class must be back-stamped as herein required.

those made up for railway post-office lines, in transit,
which may be pouched and connected through post-
offices. The imprint of the postmarking stamp should,
however, be placed upon the facing slips covering such
packages.

Sec. G1S. Mail matter of the first class received at . ™B«OT nnseaied orin bad order,
any post-office unsealed or in a mutilated or otherwise
bad condition must be stamped or marked with the
words " Sleeeivrscl unsealed" or " Wsosi'v eel im baa
order " as the case may be, and be officially sealed before —to be officially

• . " sealed.
being forwarded or delivered.

Sec. 613. Postmasters at offices where a number of K^O^I of pouches
received.

mails are received each day will keep a permanent
record of all pouches due to be received, and such
pouches should be checked off on the record when
received, so that at any time accurate and specific
information can be furnished in regard to any losses or
delays to mail in transit.

2. Shortage slips received at any office of destination shortage slips for
* -'- J ' ~ "~ missing pcmeb.es,

in lieu of missing pouches should be forwarded with-
out unnecessary delay to the proper division superin-
tendent of the Railway Mail Service with a statement
showing when and how the pouch subsequently arrived.

See sec. 595 as to record of pouclies dispatched and shortage
slips; sees. 1187, 1228, 1.485, and 1583 as to records of pouches kept
by railroad companies, by railway postal clerks, by transfer clerks,
and by mail messengers.'
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II.— MATTER INSUFFICIENTLY PAID, AND COLLECTION
OF POSTAGE DUE,

Bating up postage Sec. 614. Postmasters at the office of delivery may remove the
improperly rated?*1** wrappers and envelopes from mail matter not charged with letter

E. s., § 3882. postage, when it can be done without destroying them, for the pur-
pose of ascertaining whether there is upon or connected with any
such matter anything which would authorize or require the charge
of a higher rate of postage thereon.

Examination for 2. On opening the mail, postmasters will look over
matter underpaid. , -. , , "~ , . 1 , 1 , -i ,the letters and packages to ascertain whether the postage

thereon has been sufficiently prepaid, and will rate up
the amount found to he due on all matter, not free, dis-
patched inadvertently without any prepayment at
double its proper rate (sees. 412 and 618), and on all
first-class matter, prepaid at one full rate but not fully
prepaid (sec. 421) and on all other partially but insuf-
ficiently prepaid matter at full rates, according to its
class and weight, and note in writing or stamp the
amount due on each letter or parcel.

See sec. 556 as to deficient matter at mailing office; sec. 603
as to matter in transit upon which deficiency in postage; sec. 621
as to collection of postage due ; sec. 484 as to penalty for inclosing
higher-class in lower-class matter; and sec. 873 as to deficiency
on registered matter.

mXeat^hi2£±! S8C" 615' * * * All>T Part-paid letter or packet addressed
1884, July 5, di. 234, to either of said Departments or bureaus (the Executive Depart-

§ 3, 1 Sapp., 468. ;, , . v , , T I T , ,
merits or bureaus thereof and Public Printer) may be delivered

—delivered free, ex- free; but where there is good reason to believe the omission to
cept. '

prepay the full postage thereon was intentional, such letter or
packet shall be returned to the sender.

Note. NOTE. — This exemption from the payment of deficient postage
on matter addressed to the Executive Departments or bureaus
thereof before delivery applies only at the Washington, D. C., post-
office.

See sees. 512 to 514 as to official mail matter.

Collection of postage See. 816. No mail matter shall be delivered until the postage
°

—postage-due stamps 2. * * * Postmasters, before delivering * * * (any
1879, Mar. 3, ch. 180, matter of the first class upon which one full rate has been prepaid)

i 26, l Supp., 249. or anv article of mail matter upon which prepayment in full has
not been made, shall affix, or cause to be affixed, and canceled, as
ordinary stamps are canceled, one or more stamps equivalent in
value to the amount of postage due on such article of mail
matter, * * "' .

Note. NOTE.— The first part of section 26 of the act of March 3, 1879,
relating to forwarding first-class matter upon which one full rate
is prepaid, is given as section 421. The words omitted before the
brackets and the words in brackets are to make the meaning of
the section clear. The last part of the section, indicated by stars,
relates to the issue of postage-due stamps, and prohibits the sale

. thereof, and is given as section 134.
See sec. 257 as to commissions on postage-due stamps canceled.

at offices of the fourth class; sec. 1580 as to penalty for failure to.
collect postage due and affix, due stamps, etc.
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See. 817. When insufficiently prepaid matter is underpaid man mi-
i 3 T j- i i t , i \, 3 j • «lressod to postmas-addressed to a postmaster he need not pay the addi- tors,

tional necessary postage if the matter is not taken out
of the office, but it must be treated as "refused" mat-
ter; where, however, such matter is taken out of the —deficient postage

' • ' ' must be paid before
office the deficient postage must be paid. delivery.

Sec. 618. Double rate of postage will only be charged ̂
on matter reaching its destination with no evidence of
any prepayment whatever.

2. When it is apparent from the envelope or wrapper —when not to be
L *• L -"-•*• charged.

of mail matter that a stamp has been on it and has been
wholly or partially lost off, the postmaster may assume
the matter to have been prepaid. But the evidence
that the stamp has been affixed must be from the blank
in the impression of the canceling stamp. In such case
matter of the first class will be presumed to have been
prepaid one full rate only. (See sec. 421.)

3. Letters on which Dostasre-due stamps, but no other, —«n matter bearing
*• " ' *• ' o n 1 v postage-due

are affixed, arriving at the office of destination, must stamps,
be charged double rate on delivery. The mailing post-
master should in such cases be reported to the Third
Assistant Postmaster-General.

4. Postal cards which bear writing other than the —on postal^ cards
address on the address side, dispatched without pay-
ment of postage by stamps affixed, should be charged
with double the rates prescribed in section 416.

Sec sec. 412. as to double rate of postage and matter on which,
charged; sec. 420, as to collection of unpaid postage on certain
letters mailed at drop rate; sec. 422, as to soldiers', sailors', and
marines' letters; sec. 772, as to special-delivery letters.

Sec. 619. When a publication mailed as second- Detention of matter
•*• ^ . . not entitled to second-

class matter, without stamps affixed, arrives at a post- class rates.
office, and is found to be or to contain third-class
matter, the postmaster will rate thereon postage at
the first-class rate, and collect the same on delivery,
and also report the facts to the Third Assistant
Postmaster-General, and if in doubt, he may with-
hold delivery and forward a copy of the publication
with his report. (See sec, 484.)

Sec. 620. Where matter is closed against inspec- H a t t e r c l o s e d
. i <i i against inspection.

tion and postage has not been paid thereon at the rate
for matter of the first class, it must not be delivered —not to be delivered

except at first-class
except upon payment of the unpaid postage for matter rates.
of that class. (See sec. 489.)

i
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to Depart- 2. Where the addressee feels aggrieved at such
charge, lie may deposit the deficient postage and require
the package to'be sent unopened to the Third Assistant
Postmaster-General for his decision whether it be so
wrapped as to require it to be rated as matter of the first
class; and the postmaster shall promptly transmit it
accordingly, under penalty envelope, with proper letter
of advice. The postmaster must give the claimant a
receipt for his deposit,, the receipt to be returned to
him on the delivery of the article.

ftueSmS See. 621. Postage-due stamps must be used for the
collection of postage at the office of destination on
unpaid or part-paid matter of the first, third, and
fourth class, and of the second class when mailed by
others than publishers or news agents.

See sec. 424, as to use of postage-due stamps in collecting post-
age on ship letters; sees. 702 and 703 on foreign matter; sec. 614 on
matter improperly rated; sec. 668 as to collecting charge on adver-
tised matter.

n "t?ubl See' 622- Postmasters at all other than free-delivery
than free- post-offices will affix postage-due stamps to part paid

delivery S^queltoL01' unpaid matter when, and not until, the delivery
thereof has been requested. Such stamps must not be
affixed to matter forwarded by request of addressee,
returned to writer or sent to the Dead-Letter Office. .

S re- 2. At free-delivery post-offices postage-due stamps
will be affixed to all deficient matter as soon as received;
unless an order is on file for letters to be forwarded,
in which case, if practicable, it will be forwarded with-
out affixing such stamps.

due Stamps on°haifl" 3. When postmasters have no postage-due stamps on
hand they will collect the amount of postage due, and
so soon as they shall obtain such stamps an amount
equal to the postage collected will be affixed to a sheet
of paper, canceled, and forwarded to the Third Assist-
ant Postmaster-General with statement of the facts.

See sec. 632 as to attaching postage-due bill to matter forwarded
with postage-due stamps affixed; sec. 873 as to deficiency in post-
age on registered matter; and sec. 331 as to timely requisition for
stamp supplies.

co^USoto See. 6gg. Where matter is received at any post-
due !}!l1' office, returned to writer, or forwarded from another

office, on which postage-due stamps have been affixed
and canceled, and which is accompanied by a postage-

°" due bill, as provided in section 632, such bill will be re-
turned to the postmaster from 'whom it is received,
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accompanied by the amount of uncanccled postage-due
stamps named thereon.

2. Upon the delivery of such matter the proper —delivery of matter,
postage will be collected.

See sec. 897, as to claim for postage-due stamps canceled on matter
not delivered, forwarded to foreign country, or undelivered foreign
matter, where postage-due bills are not returned or returned with-
out stamps affixed, and where matter is forwarded to foreign
country.

III.—MATTER NOT TO BE DELIVERED AND UNMAIL-
ABLE MATTER AT RECEIVING POST-OFFICES.

Sec. 624. •- * * All matter declared nonmailable by section
thirty-eight hundred and ninety-three of the Revised Statutes as
amended, which shall reach the office of delivery, shall be held
by the postmaster at the said office subject to the order of the
Postmaster-General.

2. All matter received at offices of delivery which is
manifestly obscene, etc., and matter which contains on
the outside cover or wrapper, or postal cards bearing
scurrilous or defamatory language, etc., and matter
which relates to lotteries or similar enterprises, or to
fraudulent schemes, which was through inadvertence
dispatched from the mailing office contrary to the pro-
visions of section 573, will be withdrawn from the
mails and treated as provided in said section.

NOTE,—E. S., § 3893, as amended relates to obscene matter, and
is given as sec. 497. See sees. 688, 696, and 702 as to unmailable
matter of above character in foreign mails.

Sec. 625. Ordinary mail matter addressed to fictitious
persons or firms, to initials, or to no particular person iivere<tcr t<? fictitious
or firm, unless directed to be delivered at a designated !ld{hcshes-
place, as a post-office box, street and number, or to the
care of a certain person or firm within the deliver}7"
-of the post-office, must not be delivered and will be
sent to the Dead-Letter Office, as prescribed by section
€81 unless the envelope contain the card of the sender
•or a request to return, in which case such letters or
packages should be returned accordingly.

2. Whenever a postmaster lias reason to believe
that a street or number, designated place, box, or ad-
dress in care of another is being used by anyone for
conducting, under a fictitious address, correspondence
forbidden circulation in the mails, he should promptly
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report the fact and the reason for his belief to the
First Assistant Postmaster-General and await his in-
structions, giving notice at the same time at the place
where such mail matter has been received that, pend-
ing instructions from the Post-Office Department, the
claimant of such matter must call at the general de-
livery to receive it upon establishing his identity.
(See sees. 500 and 504.)

See sec. 634 as to mail addressed to a business name or title.

Man from iufected Sec. 628. A postmaster should refuse to receive into
localities, , . , , . . ,
— postmaster should his office mail matter brought to it by persons who are
refuse to receive, . '-' . .
when. inmates of, or messengers from houses containing cases

of contagious diseases, such as smallpox, yellow fever,
etc., when ordered to do so by a board of health, or
other local authority having jurisdiction of matters
affecting the public health. If there be no such organi-
zation or official, the postmaster should be governed
by the advice of one or more reputable physicians.

2, Mail matter arriving at an office addressed to the
inmates of such houses may be sent to them by the
hands of some responsible person known to the post-
master.

now postmaster 3, When a board of health serves upon a postmaster
shall proceed upon L '
service of declaration. a certified copy or a declaration or order duly made,

that mail matter from any other post-office is liable to
communicate a contagious disease prevailing at the
time, he should refuse to receive such mail matter from
any carrier or messenger and will deliver to the carrier
or messenger a copy of such order or declaration and
will report the facts at once to the First Assistant Post-
master-General, and the division superintendent of
Kailway Mail Service. If there be no board of health
the same action may be taken by the postmaster upon
the declaration of a regular county or citj^ medical so-
ciety, or, if there be none, upon the advice of a phy-
sician reputable in his profession. The mail so returned
shall be held until the prohibition is removed, and
shall, after being properly fumigated under the direc-
tions of the medical authorities, be dispatched to its
destination.

4- If a case °f SHiallpOX, yellow feVCl', Or Other COn-
tagious disease occurs in the family of a postmaster
occupying a building in which the post-office is kept.,
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the postmaster should notify his sureties to take pos-
session of the office and conduct it temporarily else-
where until the danger of contagion is passed.

5. When blanks, books, and supplies of a post-office Di spos i t i on of
' ,," ,. r, , blanks, supplies, and

become infected, so as to render them liable 10 commu- stamps.
nicate smallpox or other contagious disease, permission
will be given to burn them upon application being-
made to the First Assistant Postmaster-General, Di-
vision of Post-Office Supplies. The postage stamps
must be carefully counted in the presence of two dis-
interested witnesses, a statement of their classification
and amount sworn to and forwarded, together with the
letter authorizing said destruction of supplies, to the
Third Assistant Postmaster-General, Division of Re-
demption of Stamped Paper.

IV.—FORWARDING OF MAIL MATTER.

Sec. 627. Prepaid letters shall be forwarded from one post- Forwarding of mail
attcr.
R. 8., §-3940.office to another, at the request of the party addressed, without lua

additional charge for postage.

2. Mail matter which can be forwarded without addi- —without additional
,, • i i • charge, when.

tional charge lor postage, includes letters prepaid at —tree includes what,
one full rate (two cents), parcels fully prepaid at the
first-class rate, postal cards, private mailing cards
("post cards"), and official matter.

NOTE.—A change of street number to secure delivery at the Note.
office of address is not regarded as "forwarding" and does not
subject matter to additional postage.

3. Mail matter of the third and fourth classes may be —second, third, and
, , M i 11 f i n i , < -i j i 11 " fourth class matter,remaned or forwarded, but not unless the addressee, when additional post-
or some one for him, shall have prepaid additional post-
age thereon at the same rate at which the matter was
originally mailed, in which case the necessary stamps
shall be affixed by the forwarding postmaster and
canceled. Prepayment must be made every time the
matter is reforwarded. Matter of the second class
may also be "remailed" or forwarded, provided addi-
tional postage is prepaid thereon; but the rate of post-
age on such matter will be one cent for every four ounces
or fraction thereof, payable by stamps to be attached.
(Sec. 455.)

4. Requests to forward mail matter made by
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the person in whoso care the matter is addressed, will
be disregarded; the husband of an addressee will be
presumed her agent when she has not directed her mail
to be withheld from his control.

General requests to 5 A'Veiieral request to forward matter should be
be observed until re- " >-
T0ked- observed until revoked.

warded upon request as many times as may be necessary
to reach the addressee.

iyforweard0edeprompt" ^ Matter entitled thereto should be promptly for-
warded in the next mail.

iio^toabeusldfor°for- 8> Pena% envelopes must not be used to forward
warding. letters; but if there be insufficient space to write cor-

rection of address, a piece of paper should be attached
for the purpose.

See sec. 702 as to forwarding foreign matter; sec. 889 as to
registered matter; sec. 780 as to special-delivery matter.

Removal orders. See. 628. Changes of address for mail matter left
with postmasters by persons who have moved from
one place to another should be kept in the files or

—to be kept two years, records of the post-office not longer than two years.
—to be disposed of, 2. Any accumulation of books of removal orders
wiion. •*

over two years old, -may be disposed of as waste paper.
(Sec. 357.)

Misdirected matter. Sec. 629. A street directory will be furnished to
flees ad^fresfsup^ied" postmasters at free-delivery offices, for use in perfecting
llow- the address of such letters, parcels, etc., as may reach

their offices, but are manifestly intended for delivery
elsewhere.

—with corrected ad- 2. The address on all missent matter which, bv the
dress, to be stamped 7

when forwarded. aid of the street directory and other reliable books of
reference, it is reasonably certain can be delivered at
another office, will be corrected and forwarded to such
office. Each piece of mail matter so treated must bear
the postmarking stamp of the office where the address
is corrected with its current date below or following the
words "deficiency in address supplied by," or some
other stamp or indorsement giving like information.

—at other offices, 3, Postmasters at other than free-delivery offices
where address may . •'
be supplied. " will correct the address on, and forward to destination,

any matter of the first class which is received at their
offices through obvious mistake of the sender in
addressing it, but such destination should not bo
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guessed at, nor the matter forwarded on trial. Matter
thus forwarded should be postmarked and stamped as
bereinbefore provided.

has been supplied as herein provided is received at the
post-office to which directed and can not be delivered,
the postmaster will stamp the same "misdirected" and
include it with his next regular return of unmailable
matter to the Dead-Letter Office. Such an article of
mail matter must not be returned to the forwarding
office or sent to a new destination unless the postmaster
has a proper forwarding order from the addressee.

See sec. 572 as to correcting misdirected matter at office of
mailing; sec. 640 as to use of directories in connection with
delivery of mail.

Sec. 680. When any article of mail matter has been , Matter erroneously
doli veredor addressed.

erroneously delivered, it may, on being returned to the —when to be for-•-' ' j ? •• ~ to warded.
post-office, be forwarded upon due request, as if it had
not passed from the post-office.

2. Any matter proper to be forwarded free, ad-
dressed to the care of another, and returned by him
redirected, may be forwarded in like manner. Matter —opened by mistake

-• J ^ __ . . on misdelivery,
which has been opened inadvertently upon misdelivery
may be forwarded. Unopened letters properly read-
dressed for forwarding may be deposited in the post-
office originally addressed, or a letter box of such
office.

See sec. 1486 as to matter entitled to forwarding free deposited
in railway post-offices; and sees. 869 to 871 as to registered mail.

Sec. 681. Postmasters will forward all matter of the

which may be received under cover from any other
post-office with or without request to mail the same.
Before forwarding, they should cancel the stamps and —how treated.
indorse in writing- or stamp on such matter the follow-
ing: "RECEIVED AT • , UNDER COVER—to be stamped when

forwarded.
FROM THE POST-OFFICE AT .

Sec. 632. When at free-delivery offices matter to Forwarding of mat-
, - , ter to which due

which postage-due stamps have been amxed and canceled stamps have been at-
ilxed.

is forwarded to another post-office within the United—to,be accompanied
States, a numbered postage-due bill, stating amount
due and name of person from whom it is to be col-
lected, must be attached to and sent with the matter.
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-to foreign countries. 2. Where domestic mail matter on which postage-
due stamps have been affixed is forwarded to foreign
countries, the postage-due bill indorsed "Foreign letters
forwarded " should be attached to and sent to the Dead-
Letter Office with the "dead-letter bill." (See sec.
684.)

See sec. 681 as to disposition of refused, unclaimed, and unde-
livered matter; sec. 623 as to return of postage-due bill by post-
master receiving same; sees. 696 and 702 as to postage due on
foreign matter; sec. 397 as to credit for postage-due stamps affixed
to undelivered matter, etc., matter forwarded to foreign country
or undelivered foreign matter, and where postage-due bills are not
returned or returned without stamps affixed.

V.—DELIVERY OF MAIL MATTER.

Delivery of ordinary gec. §33. Mail matter must be delivered from post-
mail matter. ~
—must be from post- offices to which it is addressed, except as otherwise
oflices, except. . . »

provided in these regulations.
—addressed to discon- 2. Matter addressed to a discontinued office maybe
tinued office. 1 1 1 , . ^

delivered from the office nearest thereto,
—when delayed by 3. A postmaster at whose office mail matter in transit
casualties. . „ . - , , 1 1 ^ 1 i • 1 - 1 1

is lying delayed by floods or other casualties which have
made the mail route impassable, may deliver such mat-
ter to the parties addressed upon their personal or
written application and identification.

^^°^c-ejsnfnA,™: 4. Mail addressed to officers and soldiers of the United
ilSlctl Ulcll UI A.O1I.J<

service"7 ln active States Army in the field and officers, sailors, and ma-
rines of the United States Navy in active service may
be forwarded and delivered, in accordance with instruc-
tions from the proper military and naval authorities,
through the general or division superintendents of the
Railway Mail Service.

—to representatives of 5. Mail matter addressed to any ambassador or other
foreign governments. f •>

diplomatic representative of a foreign government may,
on his request, be delivered from any post-office through
which it may be passing, the postmaster being sure of
his identity.

in- 8. , Mail matter addressed to a post-office inspector
may be delivered from any post-office through which
it may be passing, or by any railway postal clerk, when
assured of the inspector's identity by inspecting his
commission.

See sec. 702 as to delivery of foreign matter; sees. 855 to 864
as to registered matter; sec. 778 as to special-delivery matter;
sec. 1527 as to delivery of matter by railway postal clerka.
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the person addressed or according to his written order. m^* person addressed-
Such order may be implied in some cases, as where the or to bls order-
addressee is in the habit of sending for or receiving his
mail through his clerk, servant, agent, or some mem-
ber of his family, and recognizing or acquiescing in
such delivery.

2. When a person requests delivery to him of the SOn€Tof Oliver pcto'•
mail of another, claiming that the addressee has ver- QJ™erof mail for an~"
bally given him authority to receive it, the postmaster,
if he doubts the authority, may require it to be in writ-
ing, signed, and filed in his office.

3. When a postmaster is in doubt as to the identity dl4(I^etity of ad'
of the addressee he may require proof, and should ex-
ercise great care, especially where mail matter appears
to be of value, to make proper delivery.

4. Where two or more persons of the same name re- Mali to two persons;-
A of same name.

ceive mail at the same office the postmaster should ad-
vise them to adopt some address or means by which
their mail may be distinguished. Postmasters will de-
liver such matter according to their best judgment, and
will not return it to the mailing office for better de-
scription of the addressee until, after inquiry, they are
unable to determine to whom it should be delivered.

_ care of another.
other should be delivered to the addressee, if he so
direct, and not to the person to whose care it is ad-
dressed. In the absence of such direction, it should be
delivered to the first of the two persons who may call
for it. (See next section.)

6. Mail matter addressed to several persons may be
delivered to any one of them.

7. Mail matter addressed to a public official or to an
officer of a corporation by his official title should be
delivered to the person actually holding the office des-
ignated in the address, the presumption being that
the matter was intended for the officer as such.

8. Matter addressed to persons as "agent" or TO agents, etc,
"agents," will be delivered to the person holding such
position when the agency is of some public matter or
of the business of some corporation, but not when the
agency is merely of an individual or firm.

9. Neither husband nor wife can control the delivery Neither husban*
. ," nor wife to control

of matter addressed to the other. W nen so instructed, delivery of man
a postmaster must refuse to deliver letters to the hus-
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band which are addressed to the wife, or those to the
'wife which are ad-dressed to the husband. In the ab-
sence of instructions to the contrary, the wife's letters
should be placed in the husband's box and delivered
to him with his own letters, unless they be known to
rive separately.

• See sees. 504 and 625 as to matter addressed to fictitious ad-
dresses used for unlawful business; sec. 858 as to delivery of
registered matter.

Packages or second- gee> §35. Where bulk packages of second-class
class mutter.
T separate copies to be mafter are. received at any post-office, addressed
delivered, 7 ., . -,

thereto, they will be opened and the separate copies of
the publication contained in such packages will be
delivered according1 to the addresses thereon. (See
sec. 464.)

2. Where a package of second-class matter is ad-
dressed to one person and intended for a club of actual
subscribers, the addressee may call at the post-office
and write addresses on the single copies, which will be
delivered without payment of additional postage (sec.
464): but the package can not be taken awajr from the
post-office and the copies returned again for delivery or
transmission in the mails unless additional postage is
paid at the rate for transient matter of the second class
(sec. 455), Postmasters may, if they so desire, and
it does not interfere with their official duties, open
packages of papers intended for clubs and write the
names of the several subscribers thereon.

Sec. 686. Letters having as a part of their address
, r^ . ° r.,

the words "Transient," "To be called for," or other
words indicating that they are intended for transient'
persons, must be placed in the general delivery, to be
delivered to the addressees on application and on proper
identification.

jr^_ free-delivery of- $. ^ti frco_dcliyeiy post-offices letters directed as
above must not be delivered by letter carriers, unless
on orders of the addressees.

Letters w i t h o u t 3. Letters without street and number, or box nuna-
street and number to , 3

be treated as "tran- bei', shall be treated as transient letters and placed in
the general delivery, unless at free-delivery offices they
are addressed to or to the care-of persons whose address
is known to the distributing1 clerks or to the letter

A
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(See sec, 64.0.)
•<£. At free-delivery offices, while an effort is being ~j£ deffvery0

made to supply complete addresses to letters without
street and number, either' by use of the directory or
examination of other records, they must be subject to
inquiry and delivery through the general delivery, A
trial delivery of a letter should not be attempted by a
letter carrier unless he is reasonably sure of deliver-
ing it.

See sees. 855 to 864 as to registered matter.

See, 637. Matter which the addressee has requested iiBJ t̂*efr.Jjl̂ ss»* re-
to be retained until called for should be marked —how treated.
"Specially held to be called for," and may be retained
for a period not to exceed ninety days, unless it bears
a return request, as to which see section 671, except
by special permission of the First Assistant Postmaster-
General.

Sec. 638. The use of a box is restricted to the renter
thereof and those connected with him. in a family or
business way.

2. Mail addressed to the members of the household ~by members of fam-uy, etc.
of a box holder, including visitors, servants, and tran-
sient and temporary boarders, or in his care, and mail
for confidential or official employees may be placed in
his box,

8. Where a box is rented by a firm it may be used —by firm.
by all the members of such firm, and if they consent
thereto, by the members of their families or households,
and by their employees.

4:. Where a box is rented by a corporation, associa- -by corporation, so-
,. . , -i .e •! cc • i i i -* cicty, etc.tion, or society, mail lor its officials may oe placed
therein.

5. Mail matter addressed to the students and em- —by colleges, public
-! , -,! . i i i - i i institutions, etc.ployees at a college, seminary, or school, who board

therein, or to inmates and employees of any public in-
stitution, may be placed in the box rented by such col-
lege, school, or institution, if consistent with the usage
and rules thereof.

6, Mail addressed to guests or transient boarders -by hotels-, boarding
at a hotel or boarding house, should be placed in the
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box number.ressed to 7- Mail addressed to merely the number of a box
may be delivered to the holder thereof so long- as no
improper or unlawful business is conducted in this
manner.

8- Bills an<* circulars must" not be placed in boxes by
postmasters for themselves or any one else without pay-
ment of regular postage thereon.

9- Postmasters may hand out mail from lock-boxes
or drawers where the holder or such person as may be
authorized to take the mail has forgotten the key or can
not open the box.

10. ]Slo discrimination must be made in the delivery
. . .

of mail, but each person must be served in his turn,
whether he rents a box or not.

See sec. 348 as to rental of boxes.

Discrimination m
handing out mail for-bidden.

—how treated

®ec> 889- ̂  ma^ addressed to residence and busi-
ness houses within the free-delivery limits of a city or
town must, as far as possible, be delivered by letter
carriers.

2, Mail addressed to street and number must be
delivered by letter carriers, unless the addressees direct
otherwise. Mail addressed neither to a box holder nor
to a street and number must be delivered by carrier, if
the proper address be known to him or can be ascer-
tained from the city directory otherwise it must be
delivered at the general delivery (see sec. 636).

Sec- 64°- Where at any free-delivery office a direc-
tory is published, it m us t be used when necessary to
ascertain the addresses of persons to whom letters are
directed, and it should also be used in the case of tran-
sient newspapers and other matter of the third and
fourth classes where the error in or omitting of the
street address is evidently the result of ignorance or
inadvertence; but when circulars, printed postal cards,
or other matter, except letters, shall arrive at any post-
office in large, quantities, mailed apparently by the
same person or firm, and from, which the street ad-
dresses have been purposely omitted, the directory
need not be used to supply such omissions, and all
such circulars, etc. , which can not be delivered through
boxes or by letter carriers shall be placed in the gen-
eral delivery to await call.

Sec< 64L At free-delivery post-offices packages too
heavy or bulky for delivery by letter carriers will be

i
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held in the office and the addressees notified by mail to
call for them.

t Offlcial l e t t e r s to
pensioners, claimants

Washington, addressed to a pensioner or a claimant for f?r or payees of pen-
63 ' & 81O11S.

pension, or a payee of the pension (in whole or in part) From Bureau of
of another person, are to be delivered to the addressee,
to the person in whose care they may be addressed, if
a responsible person, or to a member of the addressee's
family. Such letters must not be delivered to or
placed in the box of any other person, except as here-
inafter provided, even with the addressee's consent. If
the addressee has died or has been declared mentally —addressee deceased

or insane.
incompetent, they may be delivered to the executor or
administrator of his or her estate, or to the guardian,
as the case may be, or to a member of his or her family.

NOTE.—A payee of the pension of another person, may be the
wife (not widow) of a pensioner, the guardian of such wife or of
the pensioner or his minor children.

2= Letters from a United States pension agency ad-
dressed to a pensioner or a payee of the pension (in
whole or in part) of another person must be delivered
to the addressee or to some member of his or her
family specially authorized by him or her to receive
them. If, however, the addressee has been declared
mentally incompetent, they are to be delivered only to ~~addre

his or her duly oppointed guardian. If the addressee
leing a pensioner has died, they are to be delivered only ~addressee deceased-
to the duly qualified and acting executor or administra-
tor of his or her estate. If the deceased addressee was
not a pensioner but the payee of the pension of another
person, they are to be returned to the agency.

3. Postmasters must refuse the delivery of any let- —llot to be delivered
" on legal process.

ter sent to a pensioner irom a United btates pension
agency to any person claiming to hold a lien thereon,
or even to any marshal, sheriff, constable, or any other
officer of a court (except to a guardian or manager as
aforesaid), without first reporting to the First Assist-
ant Postmaster-General (Division of Correspondence),
the fact of the demand therefor, and receiving instruc-
tions from him.

NOTE.—Under B. S., § 4747, no part of the money due, or to Note-
become due, to any pensioner is liable to attachment, levy, or
seizure by or under any legal process whatever, and this applies
to letters containing pension checks. See sec. 977 as to cashing
pension checks out of money-order funds.
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,;j^";: ";,; ^torner" ^" Orders, written or verbal, from a pensioner, or a
etc- claimant for or payee of a pension, directing the de-

livery of his or her letters from the Bureau of Pensions
or a United States pension agency to an attorney,
claim agent, or broker, must be disregarded.

Bee, 6£8. Where minor children reside with their
parents, the father, or, If he be dead, the mother, gen-
eral^ is entitled to direct the disposition of mail mat-
ter addressed to such minors, and, unless the minors
be under guardianship, may authorize another to re-
ceive mail matter addressed to them, although they be
not residing with the parent, and postmasters will
deliver said matter accordingly, requiring directions in
writing if deemed necessary.

2. In the absence of directions from a parent or

•

ence of a minor, mail matter may be delivered to him
or her,

3. When a minor is not dependent upon a parent for
maintenance and support and does not reside with a
parent or guardian or with some one in whose charge
he may have been placed, such minor has the right to
control his or her correspondence.

•1-. Mail matter addressed to a deceased minor, who
up to the time of decease resided with parents or
guardian, may be delivered to the parent or guardian,;
but if the minor left a husband or widow, delivery may
be made to him or her.

5. At colleges and similar Institutions, where students
have been placed in charge of the principal by their
parents or guardians, and where the rules of the insti-
tution provide that the principal shall have control of
mail matter addressed to such students as are minors,
delivery will be made in accordance with the order of
the principal. If, however, the principal has not
authority from the parent or guardian to control the
mail of the children placed under his care (which
authority is understood by an acceptance of the rules,
that being one) the delivery must not be made to the
principal against the wishes of the scholar.

See sec. 348 as to renting "boxes to minors.

Sec. 644. Mail matter addressed, to a deceased per-



husband or widow, unless there be other claimants, in
which event the postmaster should report the facts of
the case to the First Assistant Postmaster-General and
await instructions.

2. Where there be no legal representative, surviving
husband, or widow, and others claim such mail matter,
it should be sent to the Dead-Letter Office with the
return of unclaimed matter, with a statement of the
facts.

Sec. 645. Mail matter addressed to a firm may be Mail addressed to
partnerships and cor-

delivered to any member thereof. porations.
2. Mail matter addressed to a corporation should be —delivery to agent.

delivered to the agent or officer conducting its corre-
spondence or to such person as is authorized by the'
corporation to receive it. (See sec. 638.)

3. Postmasters must not decide disputes between —postmaster not to
„ , - I T c • -i decide d^pj.tCH ,-:;• to

members or an existing firm as to delivery of its man. delivery of.
Where the mail has previously been delivered through
a box or general delivery, such delivery will be con-
tinued; if through carrier, the mail will be handed to
any of the members of the firm.

4-. Attempts to secure the mail of an established where same name is
c : ' 11 i ' i 1 , <• c used, delivery of.house, firm, or corporation tnrough tno mop'noa 01

a similar name should not be recognized. Where
disputes arise between individuals, firms, or corpo-
rations as to the use of a name or designation,
matter addressed to a street., number, or building
should be delivered according to such address. When
not so addressed, the mail will be delivered to the firm
or corporation which first adopted the name of the
address at that place.

5. When in doubt as to the firm or corporation for

is disputed, postmasters will withhold deliver)7' and
report the facts and any statements made by either
claimant to the First Assistant Postmaster-General for
advice.

Bee. 646. When a firm or company dissolves, and contention as to de-
contention arises as to whom the mail matter addressed solved"fi^or^coi^
to the former business firm or company, or its offi- v''mj'
cials, shall be delivered, the postmaster, being for-
bidden b}'- one party to deliver to another, should
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oiltin

is appointed; and if
no such receiver is appointed, or no agreement "between
the contending parties is reached before the expira-
tion of thirty days from the date when delivery ceased,
the mail in dispute, and all that may arrive thereafter
(until an agreement is made or receiver appointed),

—matter to be sent to shall be sent to the Dead Letter Office marked "In
Dead Letter Office
pending settlement of dispute." (See sec. 684.) If, however, such letters bear
aisDiite, except. .

card requests for their return if not delivered within
a certain time, they should be returned to the sender
direct at the expiration of the time named, marked
"In dispute."

corporate. <llssolTe<1 See, 647. Upon the dissolution of a corporation its
—how delivered. mail matter should be delivered to the receiver or legal

representative charged with the duty of winding up its
affairs.

Han for person, gec> 043. l^hen the business of a firm, corporation,
firm, or corporation _ ^ J

inlands of receiver, or Individual has passed into the hands of an assignee
or receiver, the mail matter addressed to such firm,
corporation, or individual should be delivered to the

cefveryeor Assignee" assig"nee or receiver when the instrument of assign-
when- rnent authorizes the assignee to receive it and a copy

thereof is filed with the postmaster, or when the order
of the court by which such receiver was appointed
directs him to receive it; or when the members of the
firm, officers of the corporation, or person to whom
the mail is addressed consent that he shall receive it; or
when the firm or corporation has not resumed business
under the same name, so as to have correspondence in
regard to business or property which did not pass to
the assignee or receiver; or when the receiver has been
appointed to take charge of, continue, or wind, up the
business of an existing corporation.

-delivery of to firm or 2. Mail matter should be delivered, to the firm or
pet-son instead oi as-
sipce 01? receiver, person and not to the assignee or receiver when the
when. -1 °

person making the assignment has not consented or
agreed that the assignee shall receive mail matter
addressed to him, the assignor, and arriving after the
assignment, or when it reasonably appears that the
matter does not relate to the business assigned; or
when the firm whose business has been placed in the
receiver's hands is engaged in conducting a new or
other business under the former name or has subse-
quently acquired or has other property that does not
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pass into the receiver's hands; or when the order of
the court by which the receiver is appointed directs
that the mail matter shall be delivered to the person,
firm, or some officer of the corporation, instead of the
receiver.

See. 649. When parties interested in mail matter toIJ1J.eemcnteofrdS?
enter into an agreement as to its delivery and instructties<

the postmaster in writing, if he so desires, as to whom
he shall deliver it, he will deliver accordingly until his
instructions are changed by mutual consent of the par-
ties, or until an order is made by a court of competent
jurisdiction for other disposition thereof.

Sec. 650, Where a business is sold, delivery of mail ̂ JL^Mcff SOM?
will be made according to the agreement entered into
by the parties. Postmasters must not construe con-
tracts or determine rights, but will make delivery of
mail according to such directions as may be given by the ^feivery of' how

vendor, or the plain provisions of contract of sale; and
in the absence of directions by the vendor, or any pro-
vision in the contract of sale, delivery will be made to
the addressee. The authority to the vendee to receive
mail is not revocable by the vendor if there be a right
to the mail in the vendee.

Sec. 651. Any number of citizens may employ an Dciircryto agent of
agent and give him a written order on the postmaster —to be'made on writ-
for their mail; and when such order is presented to the
postmaster the mail for such parties, and also mail
addressed to a person in care of any such parties, will
be delivered to the agent named. When mail is so
delivered the responsibility of the postmaster ceases.

Sec. 652. Mail matter of patrons of a post-office m]K™7le£ f0f\^.
maj7", at their request, be delivered to the mail carrier, dr«ssees.
to be carried out of the mail and handed to them on his
route before lie passes another post-office.

Sec. 653. Where mail matter is claimed by different injanctionsof courts
17 concerning delivery of

parties, and suit is instituted between them to deter- «iail matter.
mine their rights thereto, and an injunction is granted
restraining either or all parties from receiving or the
postmaster from making delivery to either or any
party such injunction and the decree of the court as—to be obeyed,
to the disposal of the mail will be obeyed.

Sec. 654. Where a letter intended for one person Letters "Opened
, ,. , . . , „ . -, T through mistake."

is delivered to another of the same name and re-
turned by him the postmaster will reseal the letter —to be reseaied and

•; l indorsed by party
in the presence of the person who opened it and opening.
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request him to write upon it the words ic Opened by
me through mistake," and sign his name; the letter will
then bo replaced in. the post-office. If the person who
opens the letter is unable to sign his name, the post-
master will make the indorsement and have the person
sign by "mark" in presence of a witness.

—to be treated as seal- r. ,•• T , , i T • • i L i j L I • *-,ed until proper deiiy- 2>. A letter opened by mistake must be treated until
"''"' its proper delivery as though it were sealed. Post-

masters must not examine the contents of such letters,
but must confine themselves to the information con-
tained upon the envelope or wrapper.

Valuable letters re- Sec. 655. When dead letters containing money or
ceivcd from Dead-Lot- • . ,
ter office, etc. other valuable matter are received from the Dead-Let-
—effort to deliver. ter Office for delivery to the owners diligent effort

must be made to deliver them to the proper party.
Such letters must be treated the same as if under seal,
and postmasters and their employees will maintain the

•^secrecy as to con- strictest secrecy as to their contents. "No exchange
must' be made for other funds of any money therein
contained,

2i If wliere letters received from the Dead-Letter
Office containing money or other valuable matter can
not be delivered, after holding them thirty days from
date of receipt, the reason for nondelivery will be
indorsed on the circular which accompanies each letter
and they will be returned to the Dead-Letter Office.
Such letters will be entered on one list, giving the Post-
Office Department letter, number, and book. This list
must be sent in duplicate, and when verified one copy
will be returned to the post-office. The package should
be Indorsed "Dead registered matter from "
[here add name of post-office], and be addressed "Dead-
Letter Office, Washington, D. C."

— - 0 , , . . P I
ters, when. 6. Letters containing articles of value, not money,

will not bo registered on return unless they were
received registered. No other letters must be sent
in the same package. Postmasters neglecting to regis-
ter packages containing returned dead letters requiring
registration will be held responsible for the contents
if lost.

! ,
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except.
without special permission of the First Assistant
Postmaster-General. If the whereabouts of the owner
be known, the letter will be returned immediately to

wiiii full information.
See. 658. Unclaimed card and request letters, pre- ofB^f:,'f'

paid one full rate, but not wholly prepaid, will, when returned.
returned to the office of mailing, be delivered to the
sender, and the amount of postage due collected thereon.
(See sees. 671 and 672.)

2. Unclaimed letters bearing the card of a hotel,
school, college, or other public institution returned to
the office of mailing in accordance with a special request
thereon will be presented to the hotel, school, college,
-or other institution, and if the writer or his address is
unknown such letters will be treated as other undeliy-
-erable matter. (See sec. 672.)

See. 657. Mail matter arriving" at an office addressed ._
to the inmates of houses containing cases of contagious ™ii^°lu !llfe(!te<1 Io-

diseases, such as smallpox, yellow fever, etc., may be
sent to them by some responsible person known to the , , v ,

A •"- -—now delivered.
postmaster.

See sec. 626 as to matter from infected localities. •

See.-658. # * * If any matter excluded from the mails by I>filivery of certain
n - • < • i \ '-< • . , j i , i i "-, unmallaMe matter,the preceding secuon (see note) of this act, except that declared 1379, A;;,.<-. a, c - i , ioO,
nonmailable by section thirty-eight hundred and ninety-three of b " &UPP-. 248.
the Revised Statutes as amended (see note), shall, by inadvertence, —when reaching of-

-j ,-, rf. , -, ,, , , L1 ' , ,. " fice of C.0sti:irril:.i/:...reach the otnce ot destination, the same shall be delivered in
accordance with its address: Provided, That the party addressed Name of sender .and
shall furnish the name and address of the sender to the post- lacts to bc reP.°rted-
master at the office of delivery, who shall immediately report the
facts to the Postmaster-General. If the person addressed refuse
to give the required information, the postmaster shall hold the
package subject to the order of the Postmaster-General.

; ' i -

to destroy, deface, or otherwise damage the contents of —matter la.we to m-
••' ' 5 * > jure or destroy.

mail bags or harm the person of anyone engaged in
the postal service, and all matter in excess of the —matter m excess of

t . ,. - weight.
weight prescribed by law (sec. 487) upon which post-
age is paid for its full weight, which inadvertently
reaches the office of address, shall be delivered under
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mlitp°rt to Depart" 3- Where any matter is delivered under the provi-
sions of this section a report thereof will be made to
the First Assistant Postmaster-General, giving the date
and office of mailing.

Note. NOTE.—The above statute is a part of section 21 of the act of
March 3, 1879, and the "preceding section" referred to is section
20 of the same act, which has several times been amended, the
last amendment being the act of June 8, 1896 (ch. 370, 2 Supp.
E. S., 507) and is given as section 480 as to unmailability of mat-
ter liable to injure the mails or persons, and section 487 as to the
limit of weight of mail matter. E. S., § 3893, amended, relating to
obscene matter, is given as section 497, as to the treatment of
which at offices of delivery see section 624.

VI.—ADVERTISEMENT OP NONDELIVERED MATTER.

Advertising of non- gee. 659. The Postmaster-General may direct the publication
delivered letters. • •'-

U.S.,§3930. of the list of non-delivered letters at any post-office by written
list posted in some public place, or, when he shall deem it for the
public interest, he may direct the publication of such list in the
daily or weekly newspaper regularly published within the post-
office delivery which has the largest circulation within such de-
livery; and where no daily paper is published within the post-

— in daily or weekly office delivery, such list may be published in the daily newspaper
atA"4MiX""' of any adjoining delivery having the largest circulation within the

delivery of the post-office publishing the list; and in case of dis-
pute as to the circulation of competing newspapers, the postmaster
shall receive evidence and decide upon the fact. Such list shall be

— frequency of publi- published as frequently as the Postmaster-General may deem
cation. - / •'

proper, but not ottener than once a week.

See sec. 665 as to including all valuable matter in advertise-
ments.

Advertising foreign gec. 680. The list of non-delivered letters addressed to foreign-
ji^VM'^-'srj, "

R. S., § 3931. born persons may be published in a newspaper printed in the lan-
guage most-used by them, which shall be selected in the manner
prescribed in the preceding section.

adTertisinSatl°n * ° * ^ee' ®® *' The compensation for publishing the list of non-deliv-
R. S.J3934. ered letters shall in no case exceed one cent for each letter so

— letters, , ,. . ,
published.

e compensation for matter, except letters, in-
cluded in the list of advertised matter will be the same
as for letters.

tis?npenot fto be^Tii- ^' ^° exPense whatever shall be incurred nor any
thorfty without au" amount claimed for advertising undelivered matter,

unless authority therefor is given in advance by the
First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Salaries
and Allowances.) (See sec. 322.)

Gratuitous publica- ,, « , /-r- i I T T /• mtion. 4. At othces where publishers or newspapers will
publish the list of undelivered matter gratuitously as
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local news matter, a copy must be furnished to such
publishers on the clays when lists are given out for
publication.

Sec. 662. Every postmaster shall post, in a conspicuous place Posting list of s<l-
, , . „ , , ,. , . , ,. , -, , , . i - , i vertised matter.in his ofiiee, a copy 01 each list of non-delivered letters immediately R, gv § 3933.
after its publication.

2. One or more printed copies of the list of non-de- —manner of.
iivered matter or a manuscript copy will be posted in
the post-office.

Sec. 868. Where no newspaper is published within when non.deiivemi
^ A . , matter to l»c advcr«

the delivery of a post-office or the publication of the tised by posting only.
list of nondeliverable matter is not authorized as pro-
vided in section 322, or is not published gratuitously
such matter will be advertised only by posting a list
thereof in the post-office as provided in the preceding-
section.

See. 664. At post-offices of the fourth class non-deliv- ^lien non-deiirered
J- matter to be advcr-

ered ordinary matter will be advertised monthly and as tised-
near the first day of the month as practicable; at all other
post-offices, weekly, and when practicable on the first
day of the week, but no matter should be included in
the advertised list unless the same has remained on call
in the office at least one week before advertising.

See sec. 682 as to returns to Dead-Letter Office of undelivered
advertised matter.

Sec. 665. All unclaimed matter of the first class (ex- _ Matter to i»eadver-
cept postal cards and private mailing cards (" post—unclaimed matter

j ?5\ i v i i-t- i it '' > i I '" i of first class.cards )), including letters and other matter returned—second and third
from the Dead-Letter Office direct to the sender, and ""J1" """
valuable matter of the third and fourth class, should be
included in the advertisement of nondelivered matter,
except registered matter, refused matter, fictitious
matter, card and request matter, hotel matter, matter
addressed to persons who call regularly at the post-office
or which there is special reason to believe will be called
for, matter indorsed, "To be held until called for,"
"Poste restante," or similar directions, and matter
which the addressee has requested to be retained.
(See sec, 637.)

NOTE.—The statute does not provide specifically for advertising Note,
any mail matter except letters. See sec. 637 as to holding;; matter
on request of addressee; sec. 671 as to return request letters.

Sec. 666. The names of persons to whom non- List or no
delivered matter is addressed must be arranged in the
list of nondelivered matter to be advertised in alpha—how made out.
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betical order; and when there is any quantity of matter
to be advertised, the names of men and •women must
be separate. Matter of the third and fourth class
should be separate from the letters, with appropriate
headings.

Amortised matter to gee< ggijr QU every letter or other mail matter
!>o mafKed.

advertised must be plainly written or stamped upon
— llcw- the address side the word "Advertised,"' together with

the date of advertising. The original address must
not be defaced.

Charge on advertise Bs~fl, Klo, All letters published as nondelivered shall be charged
R.S.,*§ 3935. with one cent.iii addition to the regular postage, to be accounted

of ib-° P°Lital reveiuie. (Seo see. 113.)

other advertised matter,
-how collected. 3, The charge on advertised matter shall be collected

on delivery, and accounted for as part of the postal
revenue.

o

uSd'tlmattlrlinaiHi Se°' 669< Tlie Postmaster-General may regulate the period dur-
return to Dead-Letter ing -which undelivered letters shall remain in any post-office, and

R.s'., § 3936. when they shall be returned to the Dead-Letter Office; * * *
See sec. 48 for balance of above statute as to return of matter

from Dead-Letter Office; sec. 684 as to returns to Dead-Letter
Office; and sees. 886 and 887 as to registered matter.

t^Return request let- gec> gm Wh(m the writer Qf any letter Qn which the pogtage

• K. s., § 3939. ^ ^ jg prepaid shall indorse upon the outside thereof his name and
tised. " address, such letter shall net be advertised, but after remaining

uncalled for at the office to which it is directed thirty days, or
the time the writer may direct, shall be returned to him without
additional charge for postage, and if not then delivered shall be
treated as a dead letter.

roXrt fetters!"™ of Sec- 671. The time named on the envelope within
qifeltol^uVer!011 re~ which letters are to be returned if not delivered may

be lengthened or shortened by the sender by subse-
quent directions in writing to the postmaster at the

d~avsheldatleastthree on^ce °^ destination; but such letters must remain for
delivery at least three days. Postmasters will comply
with such written directions, and return letters in
accordance therewith, without additional charge for
postage.

learcsgenerafreque'st ^* When the addressee has given general direction to
hold his letters until called for, and they are not called
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ivithin the time limited in ilia rotcm
should be returned to the scivdoi' :Li f..r,eo";r.;.s.;.. ~x.

See sec. 637 as to holding oi matter not bearing return request;
sees. 578 and 579 as to recall of mail matter.

Ssc. 672. Whenever any unclaimed matter of
first class bears the name and address of the sender, as
post-office bos, number and street, etc., without a re-
quest that the same be returned if not delivered, such
matter will be termed " Card matter," and must not be
advertised, but must be returned to sender at the expi-
ration of thirty days from the date of its arrival at the -*™st be held thirt>T

post-office of destination.
2. All official matter sent under penalty envelopes or Officiai matter,

labels, or the frank of .members of Congress, and re-
ports and bulletins sent out from State agricultural col-
leges and agricultural experiment stations in envelopes
franked by the directors thereof, will be treated as card
matter, and, if unclaimed, returned to the office of mail-
ing, if known; if the post-office of origin can not be
ascertained, it should be returned to the post-office at
Washington, D. C.

3. A request upon a drop letter for its return to the , "Drop letter" not
1 - ' ; to be returned to an-

writer at some oth
-. -. -.be respected unle
cents) of postage.

4-. Unclaimed letters bearing the card of a hotel, Hot,01 envelope
„ , , . must bear request for

school, college, or other public institution, which has return.
evidently been printed upon the envelopes to serve as
an advertisement, should not be returned to the place
designated in the cards, unless there' is also a request
therefor.

5. A. letter, which contains a card or return request, . Letters inadvertent-
- . , , , ,. A ' ly opened may be re-Opened inadvertently or upon a wrong delivery, will turned.

be returned to the writer without, additional charge.
(See sec. 654.)

6. Unclaimed card and request letters, prepaid one insufficiently paid
r. T, , -, , j i 1T t .1 -] i i ' :.:; i . letters unclaimed.full rate, but not wholly prepaid, will be returned to

dorsed with reason
returned to sender must bear on its face the reason for f°r return.
such return—such as "Refused," "Removed," "Pres-
ent address unknown," "Deceased," "Unclaimed,"
"Can not be found," etc., and must also, in every
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instance, be indorsed "Returned to writer," and bear
—matter to be re- the postmark of the office from which it is returned.
turned according to *
request. b. JNo article 01 undeuverable matter must be de-

tained at the office to which it is addressed for a longer
time than that named in the return request.

See sec. 704 as to mails between Canada, Cuba, and Mexico.

unclaimed postal Sec. 673. Unclaimed single postal cards and private
cards and private ° i n
aifliii-is- cards ("post mailing cards ( p o s t cards")-) wholly or partly in wr.it-
cards"). - A
—single.' ing, will be sent to the Dead-Letter Office with the

regular returns of unclaimed matter. (See sec. 684.)
—double. 2. Double postal cards, when unclaimed, will be

returned to sender when the address of the sender can
be ascertained; otherwise they will be sent to the
Dead-Letter Office. Care must be taken in indorsing
and returning double cards not to deface or destroy
the unused half.

Disposal of mi- Sec. 674. The Postmaster-General may provide, by regulations,
claimed pi one* ma - ̂  disposing of printed and mailable matter which may remain

E. s., §4061. jn any post-office, or in the Department, not called for by the
—-r^pTi • £i tlO^lS --1H tO, *"

party addressed; but if the publisher of any refused or uncalled-
for newspaper or other periodical shall pay the postage due
thereon, such newspaper or other periodical shall be excepted
from the operation of such regulations.

Matter without 2. Domestic printed matter obviously without value,
7alno to be treated as , . . - , . , , , , , , , ,
waste paper, except, including printed single postal cards, must not be sent

to the Dead-Letter Office when unclaimed, except that
upon which postage is due, but must be disposed of as
waste paper, and the proceeds taken up and accounted
for as other postal revenue. (See sec. 357.)

NOTE.—Printed matter of obvious value means such as sheet
music, pictures, photographs, books, or pamphlets, likely to be of
any special use or value to the addressee.

Return of other Sec. 675. Undelivered matter of the second, third,
than f i r s t - c l a s s mat- ,, . ., , i i . i e . j i
ter. and fourth classes may be returned, but only after the
-return postage to be postage for returning shall have been paid by the
—rateofSpostage for. sender oi' some one for him. The rate of postage for

returning matter of the third and fourth class will be
the same as for its first dispatch; but the rate for the
return of undelivered matter of the second class will be
one cent for every four ounces or fraction thereof,
payable only by stamps to be attached.

stamps to be affixed 2. When postage shall have been furnished for
and canceled. . A °

returning matter as herein provided, the postmaster
must apply and cancel the necessary stamps and
promptly return the matter.
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3, If matter of the second, third, or fourth class of Va^
obvious value remain undelivered at a post-office, the notified-
postmaster must notify the sender of the fact of non-
delivery "by card notice (Form 3540) and give him an
opportunity to provide the return postage.

4. Undelivered matter of the second, third, or fourth teSl
class turned in at a terminal office must be treated as treated-
if such office were the post-office of original address.

See sec. 485 as to statute requiring new postage; sees. 571 and . .
572 as to return of matter to sender before dispatch where postage
is unpaid or misdirected without payment of new postage; sec. 627,
note, as to sending local matter redirected to new address without
new postage,

Sec. 676. Upon every undelivered article of mail Beason for nonde-
L •' livery to be sliown om

matter must be indorsed or stamped the reason for matter,
nondelivery, such as "UNKNOWN," "REFUSED," "RE-
MOVED," "FIRM DISSOLVED," "DECEASED," " IN DIS-
PUTE," etc. When no other reason can be ascertained,
the matter will be indorsed "UNCLAIMED." In indors-
ing" or stamping undelivered matter the original address
or postmark must not be defaced or obscured. This
regulation must be strictly observed.

Sec. 677. When at free-delivery post-offices matter Betum of matter t«J i which p o s t a g e - d u e
to which postage-due stamps have been affixed is re- |̂ "|ps iiave beon &t~
turned to writer the provisions of section 632 relating
to forwarding said matter will be observed.

VIII.—REFUSED MATTER OF THE SECOND CLASS.

See. 678. Postmasters shall notify the publisher of any news- Publisher to be notl-
paper, or other periodical, when any subscriber shall refuse to take fuse^llCI1 matter re°
the same from the office, or neglect to call for it for the period of K. s., § 3885.
one month.

See. 679. Notice will be given when a newspaper or foti?,° of refusal of
& i x subscribers to take pa-

periodical is uncalled for or refused or when the sub- Pci's- .
1 > —now given.
scriber changes his address without notifying the pub-
lisher or ordering his mail forwarded. (See sec. 627.)
If the first notification be disregarded, a second may be gadded Second6 tlfbe
sent calling attention also to the fact of previous notice. sent>

2. Postmasters should make a record for their own —record of.
protection when a publisher is notified of the nonde-
livery of his paper to a subscriber. This record should
show the name of the publication, city or town in which
it is published, name of the subscriber, and the date
when the notice was sent.

3. Where copies of a publication issued under the when notice not re-
auspices of a benevolent or fraternal society, or by a
egulaiiy incorporated institution of learning, or by or

300A—02- 21
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in under the auspices of a trades union, or by professional,
literar}r, historical, scientific societies, or State depart-
ments of agriculture, or bulletins of State boards of
health, admitted to the mails as second-class matter
under sections 429 and 430, are refused or not taken from
the post-office by the addressees, notice of such fact will
not be sent to the publishers as hereinbefore provided
for other matter of the second class. Where such mat-
ter is of obvious value, however, notice will be sent to
the publishers as provided for other undelivered mat-
ter, (See sec. 675).

NOTE.—There is nothing in the postal laws or regulations con-
cerning the liability of a subscriber for the subscription price of a
newspaper or periodical. This is a matter between the publisher
and subscriber. See sec. 704 as to mails between Canada, Cuba,
and Mexico.

Disposal of refused Sso. 880. After a Diiblishcr has been notified, as
or uncalled for second- „ . '. , , , <• •> •
class matter. required in the previous section, that copies ot ins

publication are either refused or remain uncalled for
such matter will be held for thirty days, after which
the same and all copies of the publication subsequently
arriving similarly addressed should be placed with the
waste paper, (See sec. 357)=

See sec, 674 as to disposition of other refused or uncalled for
printed matter.

classification of dead Sec. 681, Dead matter, or such as is to be sent to
the Dead-Letter Office from the post-office of ad-dress,
will be classified as follows:

—unclaimed, (a) Unclaimed matter, which will include that
which is not called for and can not be delivered nor
returned as provided in sections 571, 672, 673, 674, and
675, other than matter of the second class, treated as
waste paper, as provided in sections 674- and 680.

—refused. (I)} Sefused matter, which will include that which
for any reason the parties addressed decline to receive,
other than matter of the second class and printed
matter, treated as waste paper, as provided in sections
674 and 679.

—fictitious. (c) Fictitious matter, which will include that which
is addressed to fictitious or assumed names or to initials,
or in any manner so that the person or persons for whom
it is intended can not be identified. (See sec, 625.)
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(d) Illegible matter, which will Include that which -"legible,
having reached the office of destination is so illegibly
or imperfectly addressed that it can not be ascertained
for whom it was intended.

(e) Hotel matter, which will include that which —hotel.
has been delivered at a hotel or public institution, or
to a consul, agent, or other public officer, or individual
who is in the habit of receiving mail for transient
persons, and which has been returned to the post-office
from such hotel, etc., as unclaimed. (See sees. 672,
and 684.

(/) Obscene and scurrilous matter, which will include -obscene and scumi-
that which inadvertently reaches the office of delivery,
but of which delivery is forbidden by sections 497
and 498. (See sec, 624).

(g) Lottery matter, which will include circulars. or —lottery,
other matter concerning lotteries, gift concerts, or
similar enterprises offering prizes, which are unmail-

the provisions of section 499.

52.) ~
See sec. 575 as to matter to be sent to .the Dead-Letter Office

from mailing offices.

THE

See. 682. Mail matter-which has been advertised Return of unclaimed
. . T i advertised matter.

either by publication or by only posting a list thereof —at fourth-class of-
J L /T» s once a month.

in the post-office will be held at post-offices of the fourth —at other offices once
class for one month and at all other offices for two a w e e '
weeks after date of advertisement, and then, if unde-
livered, will be sent to the Dead-Letter Office in regu-
lar periodical returns, to be made at post-offices of the
fourth class once a month, and at other post-offices
once a week.

See sec. 659 as to advertising undelivered matter.

2. Postmasters in the Territory of Hawaii will trans- -at. post-offices HO-
J wan, Porto Rico, and

mit to the postmaster at Honolulu; and postmasters in the Philippines.
Porto Eico to the postmaster at San Juan; and post-
masters in the Philippine Islands to the postmaster at
Manila, all matter and reports required by these reg-
ulations to be sent to the Dead-Letter Office.

See. 683. When at any post-office there is no mat- Notice to
i • -I j i "t '] LI -r\ T -L' r^a* A Tfliei1 ll° (ieter of any kind to be sent to the Dead-Letter Umce at to FJC seatc

the proper time for making the return of such matter,
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postage-due^teampsng

a statement should be sent (Form 1523), properly headed
and dated, and the words "No MATTER TO SEND" noted
thereon.

Sec. 684. In making up returns to be sent to the
-Po'tmarIlingmatter' Dead-Letter Office, every piece of mail matter should

be postmarked by stamp or hand with the name of the
post-office and the date of sending1 to the Dead-Letter
Office.

ngementin 2. Each class of matter should be arranged separately
and duly entered on the dead-letter bill (Form 1523) or
under its proper heading. (See par. 8.)

3. Matter bearing postage-due stamps which can not
be delivered (see sec. 622) will be tied in one package,
with a written statement as to the amount of such
postage-due stamps, and will be inclosed in a separate
wrapper or envelope plainly marked on the outside
' ' POSTAGE-DUE MATTER. " At free-delivery offices each
class of matter will be tied in separate bundles and a
facing slip will be put on each one, stating the num-
ber of pieces therein and the amount claimed for
postage. (See sec. 397 as to claim for credit for the
value of stamps and for value of stamps on postage-due
bills not returned or returned without stamps, and on
matter forwarded to foreign country, and on foreign
undelivered matter.)

^m The dead-letter bill and the copy of the advertised
list must be sent with every return. The advertised
list should give the name of the post-office, State, and
date of advertising. (See sec. 665.)

5l Ali matter delivered or otherwise disposed of since
advertising should be indicated b}̂  a mark drawn
through the name on the list.

6- •&• manuscript list of each piece of matter of the
tbird class of obvi°lls value, and of all matter of the
fourth class, whether advertised or not, should be sent
with such matter. This list may be made on blank
(Form 1522 or 1522^) for unmailable matter by changing
the word "UNMAILABLE" to "UNCLAIMED."

7= The whole return should be wrapped and securely
tied in one parcel and plainly addressed, " DEAD-LETTER
OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D. C.,"and indorsed, "EETUKN
OF UNCLAIMED MATTER FROM" (here add name of post-
office). A penalty envelope may be used for the ad-
dress label, but must be fastened securely to the parcel.
Where the return is too bulky to be tied in one parcel,

BUI and advertised

matter
madtte°r

sent-

Dispatch of return.
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a pouch must be used, so that all the matter will be
received together. Returns from free-delivery post-
offices will be registered.

8. Hotel and fictitious matter must be entered on a
list (Form 1522|-) and sent separately from other un-
claimed matter.

9. Postmasters at offices of the fourth class will use
dead-letter bills (Form 1523) printed on white paper;
at free-delivery offices the special form printed there-
for on blue paper will be used, and at all other offices
forms provided therefor printed on yellow paper will
be used.

Sec. 685. Postmasters at division headquarters of foXlnaSse

the Railway Mail Service receiving money or other "s and !

articles of value found loose in the mails, shall, if they
be unclaimed, retain the same for three months, and
shall keep a complete record of such matter, with full
particulars, such as may enable the rightful owners to
identify and receive their property without loss of time.
These postmasters are authorized to deliver such mat-
ter to the proper claimants, and to take receipts there-
for upon blanks provided for the purpose, making
weekly reports to the Dead-Letter Office of all such
cases in detail. They will also make every effort to
match or identify money or articles found, with losses
or deficiencies in registered or ordinary mail coming to
their knowledge, and, if possible, deliver the same to
the proper owners at the same time as the letters or
packages from which they have become separated, or
as soon thereafter as possible. Any articles unclaimed
at the end of three months must be forwarded to the
Dead-Letter Office, each article being inclosed in a sep-
arate envelope or wrapper, indorsee! with a full de-
scription and statement of when and where found.
The parcels must be numbered and described upon an
unmailable bill (Form 1522 or 1522i), but returns of
loose money and postage stamps must not be inclosed
with third or fourth class matter. Returns of money,
stamps, or other articles of value must be registered
when sent to the Dead-Letter Office.

2, Postmasters, other than those at division head- —at other offices
quarters of the Railway Mail Service, receiving money
or other articles found loose in the mails from the Rail-
way Mail Service or other sources, will make weekly
returns thereof to the Dead-Letter Office, and include
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therein all such matter on hand at the time of making
the returns. Each article of this matter must be in-
closed in a separate envelope.or wrapper, indorsed with
a description of the article and a statement of when and •
where found. The parcels must be numbered and de-
scribed upon an unmailable bill (Form 1522 or 1522-|-),
but returns of loose money and postage stamps must
not be inclosed with third and fourth class matter.
Returns of money and stamps must be registered when
sent to the Dead-Letter Office.

ab?eem3!ter* unmall- Sec. 688. Unmailable matter must not be held over
- first-ciass offices, to be advertised. At post-offices of the first class daily,daily; other offices, l " '
weekly, and all other post-offices weekly returns must be made

to the Dead-Letter Office of all unmailable matter re-
ceived through the mails and on hand at the time of
return (see sec. 624) which is not directed to be other-
wise disposed of.

See sec. 573 as to unmailable matter at mailing offices; sec. 602,
of offices in transit.

traiismittilg "returns ^eCi ®^' Each return of unmailable matter must
of umaaiiaMe matter. ̂  accompanied by a list of such matter on Form

List of matter re-1522, the full name and address on each article to be
nrnAn J

given as nearly as possible. Matter of the first class
should be entered on a list separate from matter of
the third and fourth class. ' •

into 2. Unmailable matter included in a return will be
separated into classes as provided in section 500.
Each class and subdivision must be arranged and en-
tered on the list alphabetically, and every piece and
the entry thereof must be numbered to correspond.

drStter withollt ad" Where matter of the third and fourth class is without
address, the pieces should be numbered and a descrip-

;ards ̂ on °~ each article given. Postal cards and private
mailing cards ("post cards") need not be entered on
the list except that a memorandum will be made thereon
giving the number of postal cards. .

3. Every piece of unmailable matter sent to the
Dead-Letter Office must have plainly written or
stamped upon it the specific reason therefor as pro-
vided in section 676, and must also bear the name of
the post-office and the date on which it was sent to
the Dead-Letter. Office, care being taken in indorsing
or stamping such matter not to deface the original
postmark or address.

J
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4. Returns of unmailable matter must be securely p^J^1*01 in ono

fastened in one package, with the list inclosed, ad-
dressed "DEAD-LETTER OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D. C.,"
and plainly indorsed, "KETTJBN OF UNMAILABLE MAT-
TES FROM" (here add the name of the post-office). All
matter should be included in the same return, unless
the quantity of matter of the third and fourth class is
too large to be conveniently made into one package,
in which case matter of the first class should be sent in
one parcel and. matter of the third and fourth class
in another, each accompanied by its proper list.

5. Duplicates of all lists and statements must be re- re^nedate liste to be

taincd by postmasters for reference in making searches
for missing matter.

6. Unmailable matter must not be sent with returns QP^,3?taailafble matter
fc>c|J«Sjl d tc 1 1' O IH llll-

of ordinary unclaimed matter. claimed matter.
See sec. 886 as to unclaimed registered matter; sec. 655 as to

delivery of valuable letters received from Dead-Letter Office,

CHAPTER 7.

TREATMENT III POST-OFFICES OF MAIL MATTER
ADDRESSED TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

(Y, , . , .1S . , - , , , . —examination.offices, postmasters will examine the same to ascertain
whether it belongs to one of the classes of matter ad-
missible to the international mails. (See sees. 524
and 538.)

2. Where postage on foreign mail matter is not suffi- -deficient postage.
ciently paid to authorize its dispatch (see sec. 531), it
should, Yfhere possible, be returned to the sender.

3. Unpaid matter addressed to a foreign country
where prepayment of postage is required will be sent
to the Dead-Letter Office at once, if the name of the
sender is unknown. (See sec. 538.) Notice of deten-
tion for postage must not be sent to addressees in such
cases.

4. All matter addressed to foreign countries, except
such as is merely in transit across the territory of the
United States (see sec, 539), which is obscene or contains
articles for indecent or immoral purposes, etc. (sec. 497);
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all matter which contains on the outside cover or wrap-
per, or postal cards or private mailing cards ("post
cards") bearing1 scurrilous or defamatory words or
language (sec. 498); all matter relating to lotteries or
similar enterprises (sec. 499), and all matter relating to
schemes to defraud (sees. 499 and 500) will be with-
drawn from the mails the same as domestic matter and
treated as provided in section 573. (See sec. 700 as to
matter from foreign countries under seal suspected to
contain obscene or lottery matter.)

bStter.°fadmi8Si~ 5- Matter properly admissible to the international
mails will be dispatched the same as domestic mail to
the exchange office designated in section 692 unless a
special request is indorsed on such matter that it be
sent through a particular exchange office, which will be
followed.

MexTco?or °anada °r 6. Postmasters whose offices are located on the rail-
way post-office lines named in section 692 or on mail
'routes contributory thereto will dispatch ordinary
mails for Canada or Mexico to the railway post-office
designated.

-local exchange of. ^ Postmasters at offices other than those designated
as exchange offices, authorized to make local exchanges
with post-offices in Canada or Mexico, will be so ad-
vised by instruction in the current January Postal
Guide.

See sees. 527 to 530 as to manner of wrapping and preparing
matter for foreign mails and weight thereof.

eeureaS>seite°d ?™r Sec° 689' Parcels offered for transmission by parcels
mamng i>y parcels pOS£ must be examined, weighed, and measured to

Examination. ascertain that all conditions prescribed in these regula-
tions are complied with, and that the proper amount of
postage is prepaid thereon. (See sees. 540 to 542.)

Measuring. f> t _^ parcel not over 3 feet 6 inches in length may
measure as much as 2 feet 6 inches in girth, or around
its thickest part. A shorter parcel may be thicker;
thus, if it measures no more than 3 feet in length
it may measure as much as 3 feet in girth, or around
its thickest part. The most convenient mode of meas-
uring is by means of a tape line 6 feet long. So,
much of the tape as is not used in measuring the length..
is the measure of the maximum girth permissible.,
This method of measuring will not, however, appty to
parcels for Colombia, Costa Rica, or Mexico, the length,
of which must in no case exceed 2 feet, no matter how
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small they may be in girth; and the girth must not ex-
ceed 4 feet, no matter how short the parcel may be.

3. A " Customs declaration," properly filled out, must customs declaration
, „, , , , "• " to be attached to par-
be afhxed to the outside cover of every parcels-post ceis.
parcel, and will be attached in such manner that it does
not practically seal the parcel. Two copies of the
"declaration" must be forwarded with each parcel
destined for Salvador, and three copies for each parcel
for Venezuela.

4. If a parcel not bearing a customs declaration is Parcel received not
" te bearing a customs

received at an exchange post-office, the postmaster at declaration.
the mailing office should be requested to procure and
transmit to the exchange office the necessary customs
declaration; and the parcel should be returned to the
mailing post-office only after the postmaster at that
office has neglected or refused to transmit the customs
declaration.

5. A "Certificate of mailing" must be filled out for
every parcels-post parcel and handed to the sender.

See this Title, chap. 3. as to foreign parcels post.

Sec. 690. Where senders of parcels by parcels post ̂ ^^ ll!ldeli¥"
for Jamaica, Barbados, British Honduras, the Leeward
Islands, British Guiana, the Windward Islands, Trini-
dad, Newfoundland, and New Zealand desire such par-
cels returned if undelivered, they must transmit with
their request the amount necessary to pay postage
anew at the same rate as when originally mailed, and
undelivered parcels will be returned from other coun-
tries and the postage due collected from sender. (See
sec. 706.)

Sec. 601. The sender of any article addressed for Becaii of matter or
J change of address.

delivery in a foreign country may cause it to be with-
drawn from the mails and returned, or have its ad-
dress changed before delivery to the addressee pro-
vided the legislation of the country of destination of
the article allows such withdrawal or alteration.
Where application is made for the recall of an article
or the change of the address thereon the conditions pre-
scribed in section 579 relative to withdrawing letters -how effected after
from the domestic mails, must be complied with; and,
in addition, the sender must furnish & facsimile of the
address of the article, and must pay^ (by means of post-
age stamps affixed to his application, which must be
canceled by the postmaster) 13 cents. When these
conditions have been complied with, the postmaster
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will forward the application, accompanied by ih& fac-
simile of the address, tinder registration, to "the Su-
perintendent of Foreign Mails, Washington, D, C.,'
who will request the foreign postal administration in-
terested to comply with the sender's directions. The
foregoing does not applj* to the recall of foreign regis-
tered matter before its dispatch from the United States.

lStJfected bef°re 2- Where application is made for the return of an
article, or the change of the address thereon, before it
has been dispatched from the United States, it will, if
unregistered, be returned to the'sender upon com-
pliance by him with the requirements of section 578.
(See sec. 953 as to recall of registered mail.)

compi^witii^equeste ^' Postmasters must not return, or change the ad-
for, how treated. dress of, articles for foreign countries; but they may,

upon request, forward an article to the same addressee
at another post-office. Requests to return matter to
sender or to change the address thereon should be re-
ferred to the Superintendent of Foreign Mails, and the
articles should be held until instructions concerning
them arc received.

-not allowed in cor- 4. The legislation of Great Britain and the British
tain countries. ^

colonies (except Cape Colony and the Australasian
colonies), Canada, and British India, also Venezuela,
Haiti, Japan, Bolivia, the Dominican Republic, and
Colombia (Republic of), does not allow senders of articles
to 'Withdraw them from the mails or to change their
address; consequently senders can not prevent the
delivery to the original addressees of articles sent by
mail from the United States to any of those countries,
nor from those countries and colonies to the United
States.

II.-

Sec. 692. Mails will be exchanged with foreign coun-
post-of- tries through certain post-offices designated as '"Ex-

change post-offices."
2. The following are designated as United States ex-

change post-offices, and mails will be exchanged through
such, offices with the countries named, to wit:

a. New York, N. Y., with North, South, and Central



America, the Y/est Indies, Europe, Africa, British
India, Straits Settlements, Siani, and the Dutch East
Indies.

1). Boston, Mass., with Canada, Great Britain, France,
Germany, Belgium, Italy, and Jamaica.

c. Philadelphia, Pa., with Great Britain, France, Ger-
many, Belgium, Italy, Cuba, Jamaica, and Newfound-
land.

d. Baltimore, Md., with Great Britain, Germany, Bra-
zil, The Argentine Republic, Paraguay and Uruguay,
the Island of St. Thomas, Barbados, Bahamas, Ber-
muda, Cuba, Jamaica.

e. Tampa, Fla., with Cuba.
f. Jacksonville, Fla., with Cuba.
g. Key West, Fla., with Cuba and the Bahama Islands.
h. New Orleans, La., with Mexico,, Cuba, Nicaragua,

Costa Eica, Guatemala, British Honduras, Republic
of Honduras, the Bay Islands, and the United States
of Colombia.

i. Laredo, Tex., with Mexico.
j. El Paso, Tex., with Mexico.
k. Eagle Pass, Tex., with Mexico.
I. Chicago, 111., with Canada, Great Britain, Ger-

many, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Austria, Italy, The
Netherlands, and Russia.

in. St. Louis, Mo., with Great Britain, France, Ger-
many, Sweden, and Mexico.

n. Detroit, Mich., with Canada.
o. San Francisco, Cah, with Canada, New Zealand.

Australia, Tasmania, the Fiji and Samoan islands, Ney/"
Caledonia, Japan, Shanghai, Hongkong and dependent
Chinese ports, and the East Indies, except British India,
Straits Settlements, Siarn, and the Dutch Settlements.

p. -Seattle, Wash., with Canada.
q. Tacoma, Wash., with Canada.
3. Mails for Canada will be exchanged through the

following railway post-offices: Caribou and Bangor,
-Boundary Line and St. Paul, Detroit and Chicago,
Malone and Utica, Newport and Springfield, New York
and Chicago, New York, Geneva and, Buffalo, Massena
Springs and Utica, Northport and Spokane, Ogdens-
burg and Utica, Pembinaand Winnipeg Junction, Port
Huron and Chicago, Port Huron and Detroit, Port-
land and Island Pond, Portland and San Francisco, Port
Townsend and Seattle, Rouses Point and. Albany, St.
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Albans and Boston, St. Albans and Troy, St. Paul and
Portal, Seattle and Portland, Seattle and Skagway, Sault
de St. Marie and Minneapolis, Spokane and Tacoma,
Sum as and Seattle, Sumas, New Whatcom and Seattle,
Yanceboro and Bangor.

Mails for Mexico. 4. Letters, postal cards, private mailing cards ('' post
cards"), and periodical publications for Mexico will be
exchanged through the following railway post-offices:
Texarkana and Laredo, Houston and Eagle Pass, Hous
ton and El Paso, Benson and 'Nogales, Albuquerque
and El Paso, El Paso and Los Angeles.

Note. NOTE,—The above are the general exchange offices. Other post-
offices are authorized to make local exchanges with post-offices in
Canada and Mexico, as to which see current January Postal Guide
and Supplements.

Dispatch of mails gee. 093. The dispatch of foreign mails outward
from exchange offices . .
to be under direction from exchange offices will be under the direction of
ot Super in tendent , ~ -i <> <•
Foreign Mails. the Superintendent of 1 oreign Mails. Mail tor for-

eign countries will be made up only by exchange post-
offices except as provided in section 695 relative to
closed mails for Germany and Great Britain.

maifsamina t ion °f ^' When mail matter is received at an exchange
office for dispatch to a foreign country each article
will be examined to ascertain whether it conforms to
the conditions prescribed for such articles in the mails
for the country to which addressed.

confoSg^vfthcon- 3> Where any matter does not conform to the condi-
ditions- tions prescribed it will be returned to the sender direct,

when mailed at the exchange office and the sender be
known; if received from another post-office the post-
mark of which is legible, it will be returned thereto
with the reason for return marked on the cover,

Parcels received 4. Where a par eels-post parcel is received from the
without customs dec- ~, ,, . -.. . . . , , , , .. .,
laration. office of mailing without a customs declaration, the

postmaster at the mailing office will be requested to
procure and transmit the same to the exchange post-
office; and if the postmaster shall refuse or neglect to
furnish such customs declarations, then the parcel shall
be returned to the mailing office.

5. All matter which is obscene, or contains articles
for indecent or immoral purposes, etc., all matter which
contains on the outside cover or wrapper, or postal
cards, private mailing cards ("post cards"), bearing,
scurrilous or defamatory words or language, all matter
relating to lotteries or similar enterprises, and all mat-
ter relating to schemes to defraud, which is inadvert-
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ently dispatched, from mailing offices, will be withdrawn
from the mails at exchange offices and treated the same
as at mailing offices. (Sec. 688; sec. 700 as to matter
under seal from foreign countries suspected to contain
obscene or lottery matter.)

6. Such articles as conform to the conditions pre-
scribed and are fully prepaid will be separated from.
those which are wholly or partly unpaid, and the short-
paid articles will be stamped with the number of rates
of postage to be paid, and the amount of deficient
postage will be marked thereon.

7. Paid letters, postal cards, and private mailing ..^»ran
cards ("post cards") will be tied in one package, and Paid" letters.
the unpaid and short-paid letters in another; and a
printed label bearing the words "PAID LETTERS" or
"SHORT-PAID LETTERS," as the case may be, will be
attached to such packages.

8. Letters, postal cards, and private mailing cards inWeighing and sack-
("post cards") except for Canada, or those sent over-
land to Mexico, will be weighed and the weights noted
and the packages will then be placed in a canvas sack
and a printed white label bearing the words "FROM
— , LETTER MAIL, FOE —• —• " (giv-
ing the name of the foreign exchange office) will be
attached thereto.

9. Articles other than letters, which are fully pre- fromothSrticie"618

paid, will be separated from those only partly prepaid,
each article of short-paid matter will be stamped with
a "T," and the number of rates of postage to be paid
and the amount of deficient postage will be marked
thereon. Printed matter, commercial papers, and sam-
ples of merchandise will be tied as far as practicable
in bundles, the fully prepaid articles being separated
from the short paid, and labeled "PAID" and "SHORT
PAID," respectively.

10. Each package of matter, other than letters, except. weighing and sack-
for Canada or those sent overland to Mexico, will be
weighed and the weight noted* and such packages will
then be placed in a canvas sack, to which will be attached
a buff label bearing the words '' FROM ,
PRINTED MATTER, etc., FOR —• •—-—."

11. A "letter bill" will be made out, except as to Letter tins.
mails sent overland to Canada or Mexico, on the blank
form furnished for such use, addressed to the foreign
exchange office to which the mail is dispatched, giving
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weights.

ssed

the dispatching1 office,, the receiving exchange office,
the steamer or other vessel by which forwarded, the
exact time of its departure, the number of sacks of
mail matter, and a list of the "closed mails" which
have been received from foreign offices and are for-
warded to their destination by the same dispatch. (See
sec. 958 as to including registered matter in bill.) The
letter bill will be placed around the package of registered
articles, or in the small sack provided for registered
articles. The letter bills for each foreign exchange
office will be numbered in an annual series, beginning
with No. 1 for the first mail dispatched in the year,

12. Mail sacks for foreign dispatch will be closed by
means of twine tied tightly in a hard knot about the
neck of the sacks, the ends of the twine being passed
through the holes in a small lead seal, to be used ex-
clusively for this purpose, when they will be again
tied and the seal pressed firmly together, and the seal
of the office impressed thereon with the pliers furnished
for the purpose. Sacks containing' only prints for
Canada need not be sealed.

18. A "waybill" of all mails will be made out in
duplicate, showing the number of sacks of letters and
other articles and of the empty sacks dispatched by
each steamer or vessel, where the mails were made up,
the destination of each, and the exact time of departure.
The waybills will be made out by postmasters at the
ports from which vessel sails,

14. A "statement of weights" of the mails con-
veyed by each steamer or vessel, except mails sent
overland to Canada or Mexico, will be made out in
triplicate, upon the blank form furnished therefor, giv-
ing the- net weights of the letters and other articles,
as ascertained before placing them in the sacks, stated
in grams of the French metric system (see sec. 81).
A copy of such statement will be sent to the Auditor
for the Post-Office Department, another to the Super-
intendent of Foreign Mails, and one retained in the
dispatching office.

See sec. 959 as to registered matter lor foreign countries.

15. Articles " specially addressed" to be forwarded
by a designated route (e. g., "via England") should be
dispatched by the route designated, if such route is
open for the transmission of mails.
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16. When a "bulletin of verification" is not re- caf^ftins of yerifl-
ceived from the foreign exchange office to which mails -wlien not received.
are dispatched, it is evidence that the mail was received
in good condition.

17. When a "bulletin of verification" is received
from a foreign exchange office it will, after examina-
tion, be returned to said office with any observations
deemed necessary.

Sec. 684. The reular • mails for Germany and
Great Britain to be dispatched by steamers on which ^regular, h0^ made
sea post-offices are maintained will be closed at the
post-office at New York, made up, and the net weights
reported as provided in section 693, but no separa-
tions will be made for the different German or British
exchange offices. Said mails will be delivered to the
sea post-offices, marked "weights reported."

2. All articles for Germany or Great Britain, re- ̂ 'dS after rcgu"
ceived after the close of the regular mails must be
postmarked and delivered to the sea post-offices in
bulk.

3. Closed mails dispatched via Germany or Great ^loscd' how made

Britain for countries beyond either, will be closed at
the post-office at New York, made up, and the net
weights reported, as provided in section 693. Said
mails .will be delivered to sea post-offices marked
"weights reported" and the letter bills and waybills
accompanying the same must be unsealed.

4. All articles for countries beyond Germany or ^f^Sa after reglj~
Great Britain received after the close of the regular
mails must be, when closed mails for said countries are
dispatched, postmarked and delivered to the sea post-
offices in bulk.

5. Closed mails and mails received at the post-office —received from other
. ,T ,-r ^ , , . ,r exchange offices after

at JS ew 1 ork too late to be included in the regular regular dosed,

Tort.
exchange post-offices of Germany or Great Britain —regular, not to be
which are to be handled by sea post-offices for dispatch m"""" dl"
to Germany or Great Britain direct, but articles for
Germany "specially addressed" to be forwarded via
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Great Britain will be dispatched in accordance with
their address.

p3elf' how dis" 2- Mails f°r Germany and Great Britain will be put
up in packages, the separations being made, and the
net weights reported as provided in section 693, but
such weights will not be stated separately for the dif-
ferent exchange offices. Such packages will be labeled
"Germany or Great Britain, weights reported," and
will be transmitted to the post-office at New York.

-dosed, how made 3, Closed mails for countries beyond Germany and
up. •> J

Great Britain will be made up at exchange offices other
than New York the same as at the latter office. Such
mails must be dispatched to the post-office at New
York.

patched. n°w dis" 4. Articles for German}?- and Great Britain, and
countries be3^ond, received after the close of the regu-
lar mails, but in time to reach New York before the
steamers sail, will be forwarded in packages plainly
marked "Germany or Great Britain."

CHAPTER 8.

TREATMENT IN POST-OFFICES OF MAIL MATTER
RECEIVED FROM FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

I.—FOREIGN MAILS EECEIVED AT EXCHANGE POST-
OFFICES.

Receipt of mails at Sec. 696. When mails are received at exchange post-
excliange office. „, , 1 1 1 < i i -n i > ioffices where vessels land the sacks will be counted,

comparison of sacks and, if found to agree with the waybills thereof, the
with waybills. ' . .-., , , .„

exact time of receipt will be entered on the waybill and
the same signed as a receipt of the mails, any errors
being noted on the waybill before signing.

opening of sacks 2. Sacks or packages containing foreign mail will be
and comparison with . •«• ° •=> °
letter Mils. opened at exchange offices and examined by two em-

ployees of the post-office to ascertain whether they
correspond with the entries in the accompanying letter
bills.

Errors or omissions 3. When errors or omissions are detected in letter
in letter bills. . „, . ,. , ,

bills, proper corrections will be immediately made
therein, care being taken to strike out erroneous entries
in such manner that the original entry may be read.

1
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The errors and corrections will then be entered in a
blank form designated a "Bulletin of verification," tioBn!Uetin °f

which will be signed in duplicate by the two employees
who opened the mail, the postmark of the post-office
will be impressed thereon, and a copy of the bulletin
will be sent by registered mail to the dispatching foreign
exchange office and the other copy retained on the
files of the post-office.

4. All sealed packages will be separated from, such paScf^ion of seale<i

as are supposed to contain articles liable to customs
duties, which will be disposed of as prescribed in section
698.

5. All matter from foreign countries, except that
merely in transit across the territory of the United
States (see sec. 539) which is obscene or contains arti-
cles for indecent or immoral purposes, etc. (sec. 497);
all matter which contains on the outside cover or wrap-
per, or postal cards, or private mailing cards ("post
cards") bearing, scurrilous or defamatory words or
language, etc. (sec. 498); all matter relating to lotteries
and similar enterprises (sec. 499) ; and all matter relat-
ing to schemes to defraud (sees. 499 and 500) will be
withdrawn from the mails the same as domestic matter,
and forwarded to the Dead-Letter Office as unmail-
able (sec, 686).

(See sec. 709 as to matter from foreign countries under seal
suspected to contain obscene or lottery matter. )

6. All sealed packages, other than letters in their
usual and ordinary form, forwarded to the United *°enf-onisiolls of con"
States in the mails from Mexico and Canada contrary
to the provisions of the Postal Conventions between
the two countries shall be immediately returned from
the United States exchange offices of receipt to the
Mexican or Canadian exchange offices from which they
were dispatched.

7. All prepaid matter not detained for customs duties Distribution of MIT
. . . . prepaid, matter.

will be distributed and forwarded to destination by the
most direct route.

8. All unpaid and short-paid articles will be rated Rating of unpaid
1 L and short-paid mat-

up. All such articles will also be indorsed " Postage ter-
due - cents," or "U. S. Postage charge to collect
-- cents," and forwarded to destination with as
little delay as possible.

9. Loose letters or other articles of mail matter deliv- J^^f^t Re
ered at a post-office from a vessel conveying a mail from ^^fd as "ship iet"
a foreign country will be treated as if they were in-

30 9 A— 02 - 22
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eluded iii the mails conveyed by said vessel. They
must not be treated as "ship letters." (See sec. 4-24.)

10. Postmasters at ports of arrival of mail from for-
eign countries may deliver any matter in such mail
directed to any other post-office, to the person addressed
upon being' satisfied of his identity.

Delivery to dipio- n. The Drovisions of section 633, as to the delivery
matic representatives > * -' . • .
etc- of domestic matter to ambassadors or other diplomatic

representatives at offices other than those of address.
will apply to matter for such persons received in the
foreign mails.

See Title Five, chap, 4, as to foreign registered matter.

Foreign dosed mails. Sec. 697. Mails made up in one foreign country ad-
-notto be °Pen8d- dressed to another, and sent to the United States to be

forwarded to destination across the territory of the
United States, must not be opened. (See sees. 539,
688, 696, and. '702.)

—examination as to 2. Foreign closed mails received at exchange offices
condition of.

will be examined, and if they are unsealed, or the seals
are damaged, or sacks or covers are torn or damaged,
the imperfections must be corrected or the damage re-
paired as far as practicable. The condition of such
mails will be reported to the foreign dispatching ex-
change office in the bulletin of verification. (See sec,
696.)

—to be entered on let- 3. Foreign closed mails will be entered on the letter
ter bill. *-:

bill in the proper place therefor, and forwarded intact
to destination. (See sec. 693.)

ml? Sec. 688. When postmasters at exchange offices
mitl" have reason to believe that letters, sealed packages, or

packages the wrappers of which can not be removed"
without destroying them, received in the mails from
foreign countries, contain articles liable to customs
duties, the officer of the customs of the district in
which the exchange office is located, or the customs
officer designated by the Secretary of the Treasury for
the purpose of examining the mails arriving from for-
eign countries, will be immediately notified of the
receipt of such letters or packages, and their several
addresses; and if any letter or package of this char-
acter be addressed to a person residing within the de-

chfarigeedffices at e2> ̂ Ver7 °-^ *ne exchange office notice will also be sent to
—for delivery at other the addressee, and the letter or package treated as
offices,

provided in section 70S at offices of delivery.
consuls.1 for forejffn 2. Letters and packages addressed to foreign consuls



in the United States, which bear the official seal of the
consul's government, shall be forwarded to destination
without being subject to inspection by officers of the
customs.

pers of which can not be removed without destroying; si,de delivery of es>
. . . . change office.

them, which are supposed to contain articles liable to
customs duties, and which are addressed to persons
residing outside the delivery of the United States
exchange office where they were first received from
abroad, shall be forwarded, without longer detention
than twenty-four hours, to their respective destinations
marked "Supposed liable to customs duties."

zl. Unsealed packages (except registered articles, see
sees. 951 and 960) received in the mails from foreign
countries, which are found, upon examination, by officers
of the customs, to contain articles liable to customs du-
ties, will be delivered, by postmasters at exchange offices
to the proper officer of the customs for the collection of
the customs charges due thereon, and notice of such de-
livery will be given to the person addressed. But
books received from countries or colonies of the
Universal Postal Union, and all unsealed packages
of merchandise received in mails from Mexico and
Canada, and all packages received by parcels post
from any foreign country which contain articles, liable
to customs duties shall, when addressed to a post-office
other than the exchange office cf receipt, be promptly
transmitted by mail to the addressees charged with the
amounts of customs charges levied thereon, resDec-

Facilities to
• n j • j- i -c 'i ' j ' i ii n toms officers.toms, specially designated for that duty by the Secre-

tary of the Treasury, such facilities as may be proper
to enable them to examine mail matter arriving1 from

See sec. 708 as to regulations for collection of duty on books;
see. 696 as to treatment of sealed matter, other than letters,
from Canada and Mexico. See sees. 951 and. 980 as to dutiable
foreign registered matter.

Sec. 699. Inasmuch as by the provisions of para- copyrighted musical
i i /%r> « j i , c T i ~ , -< ~nT . • , i i L L « publications Importedgrapn 403 of the act of July 24, 1897, entitled An m violation of law.

act to provide revenue for the Government and to en-
courage the industries of the United States" (ch. 1-1,
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2 Supp. E. 8., 687), music in books or sheets, except in
—to be withdrawn certain specified cases, is liable to customs duty, post-
from mails. -1 ' . . .

masters will carefully examine the mails from roreign
countries and forward all musical publications found
therein to the nearest customs officer. The mails, how-
ever, must not be unnecessarily delayed in order to
search for music or musical publications, nor is any
package under seal to be broken open in order to ascer-
tain its contents.

importation of ob- Sec. 700. Inasmuch as by the provision of section
scene and lottery mat- , * J- , ,
ter. 16 of the act approved July 24, 1897, entitled "An act

to provide revenue for the Government and to encour-
age the industries of the United States " (ch. 11, 2 Supp.
jl, S., 708), the importation from any foreign country
into the United States of any obscene book, pamphlet,
paper, writing, advertisement, circular, print, picture,
drawing, or other representation, figure, or image on or
of paper or other material, or any cast, instrument, or
other article of immoral nature, or any drug or medicine,
or any article whatever for the prevention of concep-
tion or for causing unlawful abortion, or any lottery

—prohibited. ticket or any advertisement of any lottery, is prohibited,
postmasters at exchange offices will watch the mails
received from foreign countries, and if any sealed let-
ters or packages therein are suspected to contain any of

sealed matter sus- said prohibited matter or articles they will be stamped
pected to contain pro- . -tan -, , , • ,, i •, • , i
Minted matter, how or indorsed, Supposed to contain matter prohibited
treated. . ' 1 L r

importation under section 16, of the act of July 24,
1897," and forwarded to destination, (See sec. 707.)

Matter in transit not 2. Matter originating in a foreign country and merely
to be interfered with.

' in transit across the territory of the United States to

NOTE.—This section relates to suspected obscene or lottery mat-
ter under seal; see sec. 696 as to treatment of such matter when
unsealed; sec. 698 as to matter containing dutiable articles and
treatment thereof; sec. 1819 as to penalty for officer aiding in
importing obscene matter; sec. 1620 as to penalty for importing lot-
tery matter.

iotf^cL«i3i€nt Sec> ^01< Whenever orders shall be issued to post-
coiicerus. masters at exchange post-offices by the Postmaster-

General, forbidding the forwarding of any mail matter
to any person or concern located in a foreign country,

—held on order of conducting a lottery or fraudulent enterprise, such mat-
Postraaster-General, » ./ i 7
how treated. ter will be treated as prescribed in said order (see sec.

503) except that matter merely in transit across the
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territory of the United States shall not be detained
under such orders.

See sec. 1070 as to order forbidding certification o! money
orders.

II.—TREATMENT OF FOREIGN MATTER AT DELIVERING
OFFICES—DELIVERY, FORWARDING, ETC.

See. 702. On receipt at the office of address of for- .Treatment of for-
L eign matter at offices

eign matter it will be delivered (sees. 634 to 658), for- of delivery.
0 v ' ' —manner of.

warded (sees. 627 to 633), or advertised as unclaimed
(sees. 659 to 667) the same as domestic mail matter, '
except as herein provided.

See sees. 946 to 954 as to registered matter.

2. All matter, except that merely in transit across ob^™
the territory of the United States (see sec. 539), which ter>etc-
is obscene or contains articles for indecent or immoral
purposes, etc. (sec. 497); all matter which contains on
the outside cover or wrapper, or postal cards or pri-
vate mailing cards ("post cards") bearing, scurril-
ous or defamatory words or language, etc. (sec. 498);
all matter relating to lotteries or similar enterprises
(sec. 499), and all matter relating to schemes to defraud
(sees. 499 and 500), which inadvertently reaches the
office of address, will be withdrawn from the mails the
same as domestic matter, and forwarded to the Dead-
Letter Office as unmailable (see sec. 686). (See sec.
700 as to matter from foreign countries under seal sus-
pected to contain obscene or lottery matter.)

postage due.
indorsed thereon at the exchange oince (see sec. 696),
will be collected by postage-clue stamps, the same as
in the case of domestic mail matter (see sec. 621.)

4. All undelivered or unclaimed foreign matter will unclaimed, unci
& liverecl matter, etc.

be forwarded to the Dead-Letter Office, the cause for
nondelivery being marked thereon; such returns to be
included with the regular returns of domestic matter,
as provided in sections 682 to 687. Undelivered or
unclaimed printed matter must be included in the re-
turns to the Dead-Letter Office, but no entry thereof
need be made on the dead-letter bill except where post-
age may be due.

See sec. 397 as to credit for value of postage-due stamps.
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SeSt !?03' On tlle delivery to the addressee of a
parcel received by parcels-post the postage charge
provided in section 540 will be collected by means of
postage-due stamps to the amount of such charge,
which will be affixed to each parcel and canceled before
delivery.

q£±?.. to cS; Sec. 704, Fully prepaid letters from Canada, Cuba,
orLettera'bearing re- or Mexico which bear requests by senders for their
q-uests- return in case of their nondelivery by a certain date

or within a specified time, must be returned without
charge directly to the dispatching" exchange office at
the expiration of the period for their retention indi-
cated in the requests.

reqS! not bearing 2, Fully prepaid letters bearing on the covers the
business card, names, addresses of the senders, or
designation of places in Canada, Cuba, or Mexico to
which they may be returned, as a post-office box,
street and number, etc., without requests for their
return in case of nondelivery within a specified time,
must be returned without charge directly to the dis-
patching exchange office at the expiration of thirty
days from the date of their receipt at the office of
destination. (See sec. T02.)

unclaimed and usi- gse 795 Yf hen parcels received by parcels-post
delivered parcels-post " -«- J L • r
Batter. caa not foe delivered or are refused the cause of non-
—treatment and re- delivery must be marked on the cover, such as i' un-
tv>in of

claimed," "refused," etc., and such parcels returned to
the exchange post-office from which dispatched (see
sec. 540) at the expiration of ninety days from the date
of their receipt at the office of destination in the case
of parcels for or from Colombia; and at the expiration
of thirty days in the case of parcels for or from Mexico,
Costa Eica, Salvador, the Danish West India Islands
(St. Thomas, St. Croix, and St. John), British Guiana,
the Windward Islands, Newfoundland, the Republic of
Honduras, Trinidad, Chile, Germany, Guatemala, Nica-
ragua, New Zealand, and Venezuela; and for such
return the sender will be required to pay a sum equal
to the postage collected on the parcel when it was first
mailed,

—from certain coun- 2. When parcels from Jamaica. Barbados, the Lee-tries,
ward Islands, Bahamas, and British Honduras can not
be delivered or are refused at offices of destination
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and an amount necessary to prepay the return postage
thereon Is not received from the sender, postmasters
will notify the Superintendent of Foreign Mails, giving
a full description of such parcels, and hold them
subject to the instructions of the superintendent.

See sees. 540 to 543 as to foreign parcels-post.

Sec. TOO. When parcels sent by parcels-post are ., Parcels returned
^ . from country of

returned from the foreign country of address undeliv- address.
ered the parcel will be delivered to the sender upon —delivery to sender.
payment of a sum equal to the postage collected on the
parcel when it was first mailed, The postage charge —postage on.
will be collected by means of postage-due stamps to the
amount of such charge, which will be affixed to each
parcel and canceled before delivery.

Sec. VU7. LJpon receipt at die office of delivery from Treatment at offices
L L • i of dellrery of matter

an exchange oriice or any sealed matter stamped or supposed to contain
. , , f, ~ -, , " , , . . f . , . . -, matter forbidden im-indorsed Supposed to contain matter prohibited portation.
importation under section 16 of the act of July 24,
1897," as provided in section 700, the postmaster will
at once notifv the nearest customs officer and the N°tice ,to customs

ofiicer and addressee.
addressee of the receipt of the letter or package and
name a time for the addressee to appear and open the
same in the presence of the customs officer. If the
postmaster is designated as a special customs officer,
and instructed by the Treasury Department to have the
letter or package opened in his presence as such officer,
he will be guided hy these instructions. If the customs
officer shall fail to appear, or the postmaster is not
designated as a special customs officer within twenty
days from the date of the notice, the postmaster will
forward the said matter to the customs officer with a
full explanation of the case.

See. 708. Upon the receipt at the office of delivery from Treatment at offices
1 - o f delivery o f matter

an exchange office of letters, sealed packages, or pack- ™tMesllls dutiable
ages, the wrappers of which can not be removed without
destroying them, marked "Supposed liable to customs 0£w
duties" (see sec. 698), notice of the receipt of such let-
ters or packages, and the addresses thereon, will at
once be given to the nearest officer of the customs.
Notice will at the same time be sent to the addressee
to appear at the post-office at a time designated, not
exceeding twenty days from the date of said notice,
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and receive and open the letter or package in the pres-
ence of an officer of the customs. (See sec. 951 as to
registered articles.)

Delivery in presence 2. When in response to the above notices an officer
of the customs and the addressee appear at the post-
office the letter or package will be delivered in the
officers' presence.

Delivery where offi- 3. When a reply is not received from the officer of
cer does not respond, .L ^

the customs within twenty days from the date of the
notice, the letter or package will be delivered to the
addressee without regard to the stamp " Supposed lia-

Opening in presence He to customs duties." But if the officer of the cus-
of postmaster, when. i 11 *. xi j . 11 J.T, itoms should request the postmaster to allow the pack-

age to be opened in his presence by the addressee, such
Report of value to request will be complied with. The letter or package

officer, and collection .-,-. -, , . -, -, ,-, , , •, "' , -n
of duty. will be retained by the postmaster, and a report will

be made to the officer of the customs of the nature and
probable value of the contents. When the officer of
the customs informs the postmaster of the amount of
the customs charges due upon said matter, such amount
will be collected upon the final delivery of the letter or
package. If, however, the officer of the customs shall
deem it inexpedient to determine, upon the postmas-
ter's report, the customs charges upon the contents of
any such letter or package, it may be sent, at his
request and under official registration, to the post-
master of the place at which the officer of the customs
is located, in whose custody it may be examined and
the duty rated up by the officer of the customs, after
which it shall be returned to the postmaster at the
oiEce of destination for delivery to the addressee upon
the payment of the duty thus assessed,

officers not to seize 4. Postmasters must not allow officers of the customs
sealed matter. . „ -

to seize or take possession of any letter or sealed pack-
age while the same is in their custody, nor until after
its delivery to the addressee. (See sec. 960 as to un-
sealed registered matter.) No letter or sealed package
shall be detained at the office of delivery a longer
period than may be necessary for the appearance of an
officer of the customs and the addressee, in pursuance
of the notices hereinbefore provided to be given. Let-
ters and sealed packages which remain unclaimed be-
yond the period named in the notices to the addressees
or on which the addressees refuse to pay the customs
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duties and any postage charges, will be treated as other
unclaimed and refused matter.

5. Upon the receipt at offices of delivery from ex- Books and matter
A „, , , , » n i from Canada or Mex-

chanp'e offices of books or unsealed packages from Canada ico with duty rated
*' ~' . thereon.

or Mexico, charged with the amount of customs duties
due thereon, such amounts will be collected of the
addressees on the delivery of such book or package.
In case of the refusal or neglect of addressees of
such books or packages of merchandise to apply for
them within a period of thirty days from the date of
their receipt and pay the customs charges and any
postage charges due thereon, they will be returned
under official registration, the cause of nondelivery
being indorsed thereon, to the collector of customs for
tlie district in which the exchange post-office from
which the matter was received is located; but in the
case of packages received liy parcels post from foreign
countries which appear to be undeliverable, report
will be made to the Superintendent of Foreign Mails,
Washington, at the expiration of thirty days from
date of their receipt, that said packages are undeliv-
erable, giving the reason therefor, and stating the
names and addresses of both senders and addressees
of the packages, dates and places of mailing, dates of
receipt, and what the packages are said to contain;
and the packages will be held subject to further orders,

6= Customs duties collected by postmasters must be Disposal of duties
promptly remitted, under official registration, to the
collector of customs for the district in which the ex-
change post-office from which the matter was received
is located. Customs duties must not be noted charged
or credited in the postal accounts.



TITLE FOUB.

FREE-DELIVERY SERYICE.

CHAPTER I.

OF BEIIYEBY.

I. —GENERAL PROVISIONS.

Free-dell very serv- Sec. 709. Letter carriers shall be employed for the free deliv-
1887, Jan. 3, ch. U, erv of mail matter, as frequently as the public business may

—establishment of re(lu"*e> a^ every incorporated city, village, or borough containing
when. ' a population of fifty thousand within its corporate limits, and may-

be so employed at every place containing a population of not less
than ten thousand, within its corporate limits, according to the last
general census, taken by authority of State or United States law, or
at any post-office which produced a gross revenue, for the preceding
fiscal year, of not less than ten thousand, dollars: Provided, This
act shall not affect the existence of the free delivery in places
where it is now established: And provided further, That in offices

—discontinuance of where the free delivery shall be established under the provisions
when, of this act, such free delivery shall not be abolished by reason of

decrease below ten thousand in population or ten thousand dollars
in gross postal revenue, except in the discretion of the Postmaster-
General.

Note- NOTE.—This statute supersedes E. S., § 3865. "Experimental
free-delivery'' and '' experimental rural free-delivery'' will be con-
ducted under special instructions in the current annual Postal
Guide and circulars, which see. These regulations do not apply
thereto. See sec. 395 as to account of expenses for letter-carrier
service.

cSrs' feef Jroh'S* Se0' ^'^' No extra PostaSe or carriers' fees shall be charged or
itetl. collected, upon any mail-matter collected or delivered bv carriers.

R n £ 0070 4 ^
. b., § 6bio.

Applications for es- gec. 711. Applications for the establishment of thetabllshmeiit of free ^~
service, free-cleliveiy service at any post-office entitled thereto

—MOW made. - under section 709 may be made by the postmaster,; by
citizens joining in a petition,, or by the municipal

authorities, and should be addressed to the First Assist-

ant Postmaster-General (Division of Free Delivery),

-what to show. 2. Applications should give the population of the
city, village, or borough, according to the last general

census, taken by authority of State or United States

law, and the gross revenue of the post-office for the

preceding fiscal year. They should also state the con-

dition of the sidewalks, and whether the houses are
346
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numbered, the names of streets posted up, and the city
properly lighted.

Sec. 712. Cities and towns where free-delivery serv- J '̂towns1.1^ °"'citie3

ice is established must be so districted as to secure the
full, equal, and most advantageous employment of the
carriers and the earliest practicable delivery and col-
lection of the mails. The limits of the free-delivery
service and the number of daily delivery and collection
trips to be made shall be fixed at the time of estab-
lishing the service, and must not be changed except by
authority of the First Assistant Postmaster-General.

2. The routes shall be laid out in such a manner that
none of the carriers will be required to work more
than eight hours a day,

3. Whenever a postmaster finds that changes in the asEto
carriers7 routes can be made so as to improve the serv-rolltes-
ice, or to extend the same, or to provide a more equi-
table division of the territory and a fairer distribution .
of the mail among the carriers, lie should at once submit
to the First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of
Free Delivery) his recommendation to that effect.

See, 71-3. Postmasters shall not reduce the number Prompt ami fro-
c T M I T T TI j • . • "i , j - . qaent deliveries re-or daily delivery and collection trips without the an- quired.

thority of the First Assistant Postmaster-General.
2. Letters must be frequently and promptly deliv-

ered by the carriers, so that citizens may have no oc-
casion to call at the post-office for mail; and the local
addresses of those receiving mail through the general
delivery should be secured and their mail delivered
by carriers to the greatest practicable extent.

3. When a carrier can not take out his entire mail on First-class matter to
, . ,, , -i . - , <• , i *De £lvcn Preference.a trip, he must give preference to man matter of the

first class.
Sec sec. 746 as to curtailing service and reducing collections or

deliveries to avoid overtime.

See. 714. Postmasters must see that superintendents supervision of d«-
c -i v • -i i , , i .,-> ,-, e livery service l>y post-01 delivery, carriers, and clerks connected with the tree- masters.

delivery service are fully informed as to their duties and
responsibilities.

2. All orders of the Post-Office Department affecting Filin§- of orders-
the free-delivery service or the duties of letter carriers
must be filed in a suitable book, and copies of all such
orders must be posted in conspicuous places in the
free-delivery division of the post-office and stations.

3. Postmasters must issue such instructions as are issue of instruc-tions.
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necessary to promote the efficiency of the free-delivery
service and maintain proper discipline, provided they
do not conflict with the postal laws and regulations.
(See sec. 718 as to issue of special rules.)

Testing of carriers. A. Postmasters must frequently test, at irregular in-
tervals, the efficiency of letter carriers in the collection
and delivery of the mail.

Expenditures for Ssc. 715, Postmasters must not make expenditures
free delivery service. , .-1-
— not to be made on account of the free deliverv service without first
without authority. . . " ^

obtaining authority from the iirst Assistant Post-
master-General (Division of Free Delivery), except in
cases of urgent necessity, when the First Assistant
Postmaster-General should be promptly notified.

See sec. 395 as to accounts of free delivery service.
Supplies tor free geCi 7jg

delivery service. ~
box posts, carriers' satchels, carriers' straps, route cards,
oaths and nomination blanks for carriers and substi-
tutes, collection time cards for letter boxes, and carriers'
furniture, when not otherwise provided, will be fur-
nished on application to the First Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Free Delivery). Carrier regis-
tration books and information cards will be furnished
by the Third Assistant Postmaster-General (Division
of Registered Mails).

Repair of satchels. 2i A|j carriers' satchels needing repairs must be sent
by mail to the satchel repair shop, as directed by the
First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Free
Delivery) and that officer advised of their shipment.

See sees. 324 to 327 as to requisitions for blanks and stationery
supplies; sees. 1373 and 1379 as to requisitions for locks and keys.

ceraS^frefdVTiTelT Sec< ll1 ' Postmasters must correspond with the
service> First Assistant .Postmaster- General (Division of Free

Delivery), on all matters relating to the free delivery
service and submit to him all 'questions pertaining to

Appointments, etc. the appointment, removal, and reinstatement of letter
carriers and substitute letter carriers instead of with
the Civil Service Commission.

p<3Sers?3es by See. 718. Postmasters who desire to promulgate
when! be l s s u e d > and enforce special rules for the guidance of letter car-

riers, not in conflict with these Regulations, should sub-
mit them to the First Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Free Delivery) for his approval.
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II. — LETTER BOXES.

See, 719. The Postmaster-General may establish, in places I^Ysm boxe8'
where letter carriers are employed, and in other places where, in
his judgment, the public convenience requires it, receiving-boxes
for the deposit of mail-matter, and shall cause the matter deposited
therein to be collected as often as public convenience may require.

2. No boxes for the collection of mail matter by carriers shall be
placed inside of any building except a public building, or a build- 1887, Mar. 3, ch. 388,t - , . , . , , - , , 1 1 r T % 1 - 1 i »upp., 067.ing which is freely open to the public during business hours, or a
railroad station.

See. 720. * * * The Postmaster-General is hereby author- ^Chutes^attachwl to
ized, in his discretion, to declare by official order that the chutes 1893, Jan. 23, eh. 41,
connected with mail boxes that are attached to any chute or device feupp., '6-
which may be approved by him are a part of said receiving boxes —may be d e c l a r e d
and under the exclusive care and custody of the Post-Office Depart- J

ment.

Sec. 721. Postmasters may locate boxes within the 1>0̂ f tion of lotter

free delivery limits in places where, in their judgment, -postmasters to con-
they are most needed.

See, 722. All letter boxes must be supplied with wl??xtf *? ̂ p"jypUed
a- -S- IT IliJJl till!" I/ til iSSe

time cards showing the exact hours at which collections
are made therefrom. Time cards will be furnished by
the First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of
Free Delivery) on schedules supplied by postmasters.

See. 723. A list of street letter boxes, giving' mini- care of street letter
, , , . j. V i L • J T j &• " boxes and keys.her and location, must be kept in the post-oniee, List of boxes.

2. Letter boxes must be kept' in repair and in neat
condition.

3. Whenever a letter box is broken or the time card Damaged boxes, re-port ot.
thereon defaced, the carrier on whose route the box is
located should promptly report the facts to the post-
master; and at the end of each month he should make
a report on the general condition of all the letter boxes
and time cards on his route.

4. Application for painting and repairing boxes, . Painting and repair-
when necessary, should be made to the First Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Free Delivery), who
will advise the postmaster how to proceed.

5. "When a box lock opens with difficulty the key BOX which does not
1 i i T , L I „ j , , , . . , ,, open readily.

should be tested on a perfect lock to ascertain whether
the difficulty is in the key or the lock.

6. The loss of a key should be reported to the First LOSS of keys.
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Free Deliv-
ery), giving the number of the key, the name of the
carrier who lost it, and a full statement of all the facts.
(See also sec. 1382.)
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7. No attempt should be made to repair, alter, or
tamper with a letter-box key.

care of keys. g_ Every carrier, while in possession of a key, must
keep the same securely attached to his person by its
chain. He is held strictly accountable for its proper
use and safety. This key must never be handled
nor examined by any person not authorized to use it.
Every carrier, at the end of his day's work, shall deliver
his key to the person designated by the postmaster to
receive it, the same to be returned to him the follow-
ing day or whenever his duties shall require its use
again. Carriers who make an early morning collection
on their way to the post-office may be permitted to
retain their keys over night. (See sec. 1382.)

Keys to house coi- 9, Keys to house collection boxes must be treated
lection boxes.

in the same manner and with the same care as street
letter-box keys.

Broken or unserv- 10, Broken or unserviceable letter boxes and package
iceable boxes. _ .

boxes that can not be easily and cheaply repaired must,
be thoroughly demolished and sold as junk. Post-
masters must charge themselves in the quarterly postal
account with the proceeds of such sales. (See sec. 357.)

boxefltc7 rep°rt °f H- At the end of each month postmasters shall
report to the First Assistant Postmaster-General (Di-
vision of Free Delivery), on the blank sup plied for that
purpose, the number of letterboxes and package boxes
erected during the month at new points within the
limits of the free delivery service of their respective
offices, the number erected in place of broken or
unserviceable boxes, and the number of broken or un-
serviceable boxes disposed of in accordance with the
provisions of paragraph 10 of this section.

See sees. 1373 to 1385 as to street letter-box locks and keys, care
and use thereof, and requisitions therefor.

House delivery and §eCi f §4, House-to-house collection and delivery
collection boxes.
—"so of. boxes may be used to facilitate the collection and

delivery of mail.
—patrons to provide 2. Postmasters and letter carriers should recmest
at their expense. . , . A

patrons to provide collection and delivery boxes, which
must, however, be at the latter's expense.

—only approved, to be 3. The collection of mail from private residences
recognized.

will be made only from the boxes approved by the
Post-Office Department.

lefter ?oxersotecti0!i °f Sec> 725> Postmasters must arrange with the police
rangtTor!ters to ar~ authorities of their respective cities for the arrest of all
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unauthorized persons found tempering with, defacing,,
or collecting matter from street letter boxes, and of all
persons wearing the carriers' uniform (including the
carriers) found tampering with or collecting from the
boxes at other than the usual and regular collection
hours, of which the police authorities must be kept in-
formed.

III.

Sec, 726. There may be in all cities which contain a popula- Ratification and
J -'- -~ salaries of letter-car-

tion ol seventy-five thousand or more three classes of letter-car- riers.
riers, as follows: Carriers of the first class, whose salaries shall be iggy ^an^s^h '14
one thousand dollars per annum; of the second class, whose sala- § 2> l Supp., 519,
lies shall be eight hundred dollars per annum, and of the third
class, whose salaries shall be six hundred dollars per annum.

2. In. places containing a population of less than, seventy-five r-K^JS68 1&ss tlian

thousand there may be two classes of letter-carriers, as follows:
Carriers of the second class, whose salaries shall be eight hundred
and fifty dollars per annum, and of the third class, whose salaries
shall be six hundred dollars per annum.

WOTS. — This statute supersedes R. S., § 3866. See sec. 382 as to
payment of salaries of letter-carriers.

See. 727. * * * The Postmaster-General '" * "•* is au- Substitute carriers.
, , . - , , • . - , , • , , - , , ' • -i 1882, Aug. 2 , eh. 373,thorized to appoint one or more substitute letter-carriers, whose § 4, i supp., 363.
compensation shall be one dollar per annum, and the pro-rata
compensation of the carriers whose routes they may be required
to serve.

Sec. 728. Appointments of letter-carriers in cities having two Appointments and
, T" I T i - i ' . - i i i j.i • • promotions of car-or more classes shall, be made to the class having the minimum riers.

rate of pay, and promotions from the lower grades in said cities „ l8̂ 2̂ 118"' og^h' 87a>

shall be made to the next higher grade at the expiration of one — liow made. j
year's service, on certificate of the postmaster to the efficiency
and faithfulness of the candidate during the preceding year. * * *

See. 729. Applicants for appointment as letter-car- Examination of ap- i
.,, , . , , ,, ,v MO • n • • pHcants for appoint. jriers will be examined by the Civil Service Commission, ment.

Applications for examination must be made on a blank
form prescribed by the Civil Service Commission, which
will be furnished, upon request, by the local board of
examiners. Examination will be open only to citizens
of the United States.

2. Every applicant for appointment must be between
18 and 45 years of age, must weigh at least 125 pounds,
and must be not less than 5 feet 4= inches in height. He
will also be required to undergo a physical examination
by a reputable physician, who will fill out blank Form
119 furnished by the Civil Service Commission through
the local board, of examiners.

1
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Appointments. Sec. 730. Letter-carriers and substitute letter car-
riers are appointed by the Postmaster-General on the
nomination of the postmaster.

—substitutes, 2. Selection of persons for appointment as substitute
letter-carriers must be made by the postmaster from
the carriers' eligible register in the manner prescribed
by the Civil Service Rules and the nominations sub-
mitted to the First Assistant Postmaster-General (Divi-
sion of Free Delivery), on Form 1101, together with the
certificate for original appointment, Postal Service,
Form 145, issued by the local civil service board.

—seniority in. 3. When two or more persons are nominated on the
same day for appointment as substitute letter-carrier,
their seniority shall be determined by their standing,
or rating, on the eligibile register, and not by the
order of their selection.

-of senior substitute 4 ^ vacancy in the regular force must be filled by
to regular. - , . -,

the promotion of the senior substitute whom the post-
master shall nominate for appointment on Form 1101.

-where no substitute. 5. When a vacancy occurs in the regular force and
there are no substitute letter-carriers the nomination
for appointment to fill such vacancy shall be made in
the manner prescribed in the appointment of substi-
tute letter-carriers.

dfic£TTfreedelivery 6l The selection of letter-carriers and substitute let-
ter carriers at new free delivery offices, upon their
establishment, is made from the carriers' eligible reg-
ister by the Postmaster-General.

Temporary appoint- 7. When a vacancy occurs or an emergency arises
ments. J . ° J

see civil Service necessitating the immediate appointment of a letter-Rule vin, § is. , f l y , .
where, and how carrier and there are no available substitutes, and

the eligible register contains less than three names,
the postmaster may -nominate, for temporary appoint-
ment not to exceed ninety days, any person of good
character who is within the age limitations and who
possesses the other qualifications named in section 729.

selection from m- 8. A postmaster is not required to, but may make a
complete register. •> *• £ v -i i • j. ± • • 'i J.T,selection from an eligible register containing less than

three names.
Reinstatements. gec. 731. Reinstatements to the service will only be

made in accordance with Rule IX of the Civil Service
Rules.

2. Applications for reinstatement to the service must
be made through the postmaster to the First Assistant
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Postmaster-General (Division of Free Delivery). If
the application be favorably considered, the First
Assistant Postmaster-General will make requisition on
the Civil Service Commission for a certificate for rein-
statement.

3. Where an applicant for reinstatement is an hon- soldiers, etc.
orably discharged soldier or sailor of the late civil war
or war with Spain he must give the number of the
company and regiment in which he served, and, if pos-
sible, transmit through the postmaster the certificate of
his honorable discharge from the military or naval
service.

Sec. 732. Transfers from the grade of clerk to that Transfers of carriers,
of carrier in the same office may be made, provided
they are effected by exchange of positions, and the clerks
to be transferred are physically able to perform the
duties of a carrier; but transfers from the clerical force ~^om clerk to car"
to vacancies in the letter-carrier force will not be per-
mitted except in cases where, in the judgment of the
First Assistant Postmaster-General, the best interests
of the service will be subserved.

2. The transfer of a carrier from one office to another ^f officetSnotST
will not be permitted unless it is shown by the sworn
statement of a reputable physician that the health of
the carrier or of a member of his immediate family
requires a change of climate, and that the transfer is
desired on that account. Applications for transfer
must be indorsed by the postmaster and transmitted
by him to the First Assistant Postmaster-General (Divi-
sion of Free Delivery), with a full statement of the
circumstances surrounding each case-

Sec. 783. Resignations of letter-carriers and substi- Resignation of ear..
0 riers.

trite letter-carriers must be made in writing and for-
warded to the First Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Free Delivery). No resignation requested
by the postmaster or by anyone for him, will be
accepted.

Sec. 734. Letter-carriers will not be removed except Removal of carriers,
for just cause, upon written charges filed with the —only for cause.
First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Free
Delivery), of which they shall be given due notice and
allowed full opportunity for defense. The charges
shall specifically set forth alleged delinquency or mis-
conduct, giving the date and place of the occurrence.

309A—02 23
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_Eaiuls of letter-car- Sec, 735. Every letter-carrier shall give bonds, with sureties,
R.' S., § 3870. to be approved by the Postmaster-General, for the safe custody and

delivery of all mail-matter, and the faithful account and payment
of all money received by him.

—amount of. 2. Each letter-carrier and substitute letter carrier
shall, at the time of his appointment, give bond in the

-by a u t h o r i z e d sum of one thousand dollars. It is preferred that
su re ty company , , , » . , , , „ ., , '" . .,
preferred. bonds furnished by one of the surety companies author-

ized to act as sureties on official bonds be given.
3. The original bonds of two or more carriers or

substitutes, appointed at the same time, may be given
on a blanket or schedule form.

to be filed 4.. Letter carriers transferred from one post-office to
another, and substitutes promoted to be regular car-
riers, must file new bonds, their former bonds termi-
nating on the date of such transfer or promotion,

—list of companies 5. A list of the companies authorized to act as sole
authorized to act as . .
surety on. surety on official bonds will be furnished upon applica-

tion to the First Assistant Postmaster-General (Divi-
sion of Free Delivery).

—filing of. Qf All bonds of carriers must be filed with the First
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Free
Delivery).

See sec. 88 as to companies authorized to act as surety on official
bonds; sec. 87 as to renewal of official bonds.

-Sfbe'takS" by let- Sec> ^36. Every carrier, before beginning active
ter carriers. service, shall take the official oath prescribed in sec-

tion 207, v/hich oath will be retained on the files of the
local post-office, subject to the call of the First Assist-
ant Postmaster-General or to inspection by a post-
office inspector or other officer of the Post-Office
Department.

IV.—UNIFORMS OP CARRIERS.

_Uniforms of car- See. 787, The Postmaster-General may prescribe a uniform
K.'s., § 3867. dress to be worn by letter-carriers, and any person not connected

with the letter-carrier branch of the postal service who shall wear
the uniform which may be prescribed shall for every such offense

or wearing ̂  pUn;g}ia]:)ie ^y a fme of no£ more than one hundred dollars, or

by imprisonment for not more than six months, or both.
See sees. 1562 to 1566 as to prosecutions for offenses.

See. 738. Letter-carriers and substitutes must pro-
cure uniforms at their own expense. Postmasters will
advise and assist them in obtaining well-fitting suits
of the prescribed material and at the best terms.
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Sec. 739. Uniforms made according to the following
specifications must be worn by all letter-carriers:

a. Coat.—A double-breasted, square-corner sack
coat, with lapels, and made of bluish, mixed cadet-gray
flannel, or a heavy bluish-gray worsted or serge, ter-
minating two-thirds the distance from the top of the
hip bone to the knee, with a pocket at each side and
one on the left breast, all outside, with flaps 2f to 3
inches wide, with, length to suit height of wearer, say
6f to 7 inches; coat to be piped, with best grade mohair
braid, 1-18 inch projecting, to be inserted between
edges; ten brass buttons with the designs of this De-
partment (letter-carrier in uniform with mail bag on
shoulder and letter in uplifted hand, or present design
with letters "P. O. D." beneath), down the front to
button to the neck, and cord piping around the sleeves,
2i inches from the bottom, to correspond with piping
on the edge; two circular buttons (vest size) on sleeve
of coat, equidistant below cord on sleeve; on right
shoulder a brass hook 1|- inches long by f inch wide,
to be two inches above sleeve seam, to retain strap of
mail bag in its position; coat to be lined with a dur-
able ail-wool flannel.

I). Trousers,—Of same material and color of coat,
with fine black broadcloth piping i inch wide down the
outside seam. Side and two hip pockets to be made
of strong durable material.

c. Vest.—A single-breasted vest of same material
and color as coat and trousers, with seven circular
brass buttons (vest size) with the letters UP. O. D."
upon the face. Four pockets on outside, two on
breast, and two at waist, and one on inside.

d. Overcoat or cape.—A reversible cape (detached
from the coat) reaching to the cuff of the coat sleeve
when the arm is extended, of the same material and
color on one side, and gutta-percha cloth on the other
side, with five buttons, the same as on the coat, down
the front, and bound entirely round with black mohair
piping; or an overcoat of the same material and color,
trimmed to correspond with the- coat, with five brass
buttons down the front of the same size and design as
the coat button. It shall not be obligatory on the car-
riers to wear either, but whenever additional covering

-for winter wear.

coat.
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—for summer wear.

trousers.

vest.

shirt waists.

is needed the postmaster of each' city will decide, in
accordance with the wishes of a majority of the car-
riers, which shall be worn, as both must not be worn in
the same city.

FOE SUMMER WEAR.

of car-

Service stars.

e. Coat.—Single-breasted, straight-front sack, with
square corners, skeleton made, of "bluish-gray flannel,
or a light-weight bluish-gray worsted or serge, and
terminating two-thirds distance from top of hip bone to
knee, with lapels (medium roll) made to button over
the breast; three pockets outside, with flaps, one on
each side and one on left breast. Coat to be bound
with black mohair piping, 1-16 inch projection, and
five buttons down front, four buttons to button, and
one at top under lapel of coat.

f. Trousers.•—Same material and color as coat, with
black-cloth cord \h wide down the outside seam.
Side and two hip pockets, to be made of strong and
durable material.

g. Vest.—Same material and color as coat and trou-
sers, piped same as coat, with collar cut to open same
height as coat, and five regulation buttons down the
front. Vest may be omitted in summer.

2. During the heated term, postmasters may permit
letter carriers to wear a neat shirt waist or loose-fitting
blouse, instead of coat and vest, the same to be made
of light-gray chambray, gingham, light-gray cheviot,
or other light-gray washable material, to be worn with
turn-down collar, dark tie, and neat belt, all to be
uniform at each office.

3. All garments must be sewed with pure-dye sewing-
silk, and the garments must be finished in a proper
and workmanlike manner, and goods thoroughly
shrunk.

Sec. 740. Carriers must be designated by number,
and nickel-plated figures nine-sixteenths of an inch in
length, surmounted by a metallic wreath, must be worn
on the hat, cap, or helmet, the design and pattern to be
uniform at all offices, and to be regarded as a part of
the carrier's uniform.

Sec. 741. Length of service as letter-carriers shall
be indicated on the carriers' uniforms by stars, as fol-
lows :

Five years' service, one black silk star.
Ten years' service, two black silk, stars.
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Fifteen y ears' service, one red silk star.
Twenty years' service, two red silk stars.
Twenty -five, years' service, one silver star.
Thirty years' service, two silver stars,
Thirty-five years' service, one gold star.
Forty years' service, two gold stars.
2. Ail stars will be three-fourths of an inch in diam- ~slze OI<

eter and placed one-half inch above black braid on
each sleeve, equidistant between seams.

3. Substitute carriers shall wear a black-cloth bar, distincti^mar^for?'
one-fourth inch wide and one and one-half inches long,
one-half inch above the black braid on each sleeve,
equidistant from seams.

Sec. 742. Postmasters at free-delivery offices will foSecU°n °* UHi"
cause a careful inspection of carriers' uniforms to be
made twice a year. A carrier should not be required
to buy a new suit or any part thereof, unless the post-
master, after inspection, decides that it is necessary in
order to maintain a uniform and neat appearance of the
force.

V.' — PERFORMANCE OF SERVICE.

Sec. 743. All letter-carriers at free-delivery offices shall be i^/c/UnV*Th%
entitled to leave of absence, not to exceed fifteen days in each, l Supp,, 448.
year, without loss of pay; * * 'x'

2. The words "each year" mean fiscal year (July 1st -annual, with pay.
to June 30th, inclusive), and carriers in the service on
the first day of July are entitled to receive fifteen
days' vacation, inclusive of Sundays and holidays, at
any time during the year when the postmaster can
best spare them. Carriers entering the service after
the first day of July are entitled to a pro rata leave of
absence during the remainder of the fiscal year, equal
to one and a quarter days for each month.

3. Carriers serving as members of local civil-service —during special serv-
boards during examinations, as members of the United
States militia of the District of Columbia, or as wit-
nesses for the Government in United States courts,
shall be given leave with full pay during necessary
absence occasioned by such service.

4. Postmasters may, in addition to the leave of absence
provided by law, grant a leave of absence without
pay to carriers in cases of illness, disability received
in the service, or other urgent necessity, such leave
not to exceed thirty days. An application for a leave
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Absence w i t h o u t
leave.

of absence to cover a longer period of time must be
made to the First Assistant Postnlaster-General (Divi-
sion of Free Delivery) and must, clearly state the reason
therefor.

Sec. 744. A letter-carrier absenting* himself without
leave will forfeit his pay during the time of such

-pay forfeited in ease absence, and will be reprimanded by the postmaster,
or reported to the First Assistant Postmaster-General

—further proceedings (Division of Free Delivery) for suspension with loss of
relative thereto. » -, ,, " ,-, . , ,pay, or for removal from the service, as the circum-

stances may require. (See sec. 751.)
See, 745. When regular carriers are absent from duty

for any cause, their places shall be supplied by sub-
stitute carriers.

Employment a n d
payment of substi-
tutes.

—in place of carriers
on leave with pay.

1884, June 27, ch.
126, 1 supp, 446.

Compensation
substitute.

of

2. •>:- -x- -x- The Postmaster-General is hereby authorized to em-
ploy, when necessary, during the time such (fifteen days') leave
of absence is granted (to a letter-carrier), such number of substi-
tute letter-carriers as may be deemed advisable, who shall be paid
lor services rendered at the rate of six hundred dollars per annum

3. Substitute carriers shall be assigned to duty by
the postmaster, or his representative, and must never
be called into service by carriers except in cases of
urgent necessity when it is plainly impossible to notify
the postmaster in time, either by telephone or mes-
senger.

4. Substitute letter-carriers will be paid—
a. One dollar per annum, payable quarterly.
1). At the rate of $600 per annum when serving in

place of carriers who have been granted annual leave
of absence.

c. The pro rata salary of carriers for whom they
serve who are absent without pa}r.

d. Also the pro rata salary of carriers who are
granted leave of absence with pay in order that they
may serve as members of local civil-service boards in
conducting examinations, as witnesses for the Govern-
ment in United States courts, or as members of the
United States militia of the District of Columbia.

substitutes to be 5. When substitutes serve for regular carriers on
paid full day for San- ^ -. -, /, , , j ? I Mday work, when, Sunday and perform the same amount or work the

regular carrier would have performed on that day,
they must receive a full day's pay.

• PaJ'meut Gf 6. Postmasters must see that substitutes are promptly
S. •*" A. V

and fully paid.
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7. Postmasters must see that the work for substitute wy°SvSede Imong
carriers is distributed as equitably as possible, without 8Ubstltutes,
regard to seniority or length of service.

See sec. 382 as to payment of substitute carriers.
Sffn vfA't* v » v I-,, i , ! 1 11 , - , L I ; i Hours o f service.bee. /*Lo. * ~K "••• Eight hours shau constitute a day s work isss, May 24, ck. 308,

for letter-carriers in cities or postal districts connected therewith, 1 Supp., 587.
1 . ' —not to exceed eight

for which they shall receive the same pay as is now paid as for a a day.
day's work of a greater number of hours. If any letter-carrier is
employed a greater number of hours per day than eight he shall ~ex ia> pa>

be paid extra for the same in proportion to the salary now fixed
by law.

carriers in their work, a time schedule made on the
basis of eight hours' work each day, and so arranged as
to provide only such time as is absolutely necessary for
the legitimate office duties of each carrier. The hours ~t̂ eed not be consec"
of daily service need not be consecutive. A copy of
the schedule must be submitted to the First Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Free Delivery) for ap-
proval, and any change of schedule must be promptly-
reported to him.

3. No carrier should be scheduled for more work than ovSffi &££.work

he can perform during" eight hours. Carriers need not
be required to consume exactly eight hours each dajr,
but as nearly such time as practicable, considering
the varying amount of mail to be handled on different
days. Postmasters must not direct or permit carriers fo^pSmnttng^ver
to work overtime, and will be held accountable therefor. eight hours> wort-
(See sec. 74-8.)

4. Each carrier must be, furnished with a copy of the
schedule under which he is required to work.

ing overtime at any office, the extent of the free-deliv- . . , , , , -
to , J ' ( m prescribed hours,

eiy service must be curtailed or the number of deliv-
eries and collections be reduced; the action taken by
postmasters in such cases will be reported to the First
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Free Deliv-
ery) for approval. (See sec. 713.)

Sec. 747. Postmasters must promptly forward at the MojitMy reports .i i t / overtime bv ('tirrlori
end of each month to the First Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Free Delivery) a statement of the
overtime made by letter-carriers during the month,
using the blank furnished for that purpose. If no
overtime was made during the month, that fact must
be noted on the report as f oilows: - ; No overtime made,"
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a i l f l See- */48- Letter-carriers must not report prior to
schedule time for the first trip of the day, nor for the
beginning of a trip following a " swing."

marrTirf office when" ^- Carriers must not remain at their desks nor in
the working room of the office during a "swing"or
interval between trips, nor during the dinner hour;
neither must the}^ remain in the post-office after com-
pleting the last trip of the day.

3, Carriers engaged exclusively in the collection
service must not be allowed to remain in the workroom
of the office except while depositing and facing the
mail collected by them,

ciock registers. ^ Carriers must register on the automatic-clock
register upon reporting, leaving, returning, and ending*
for each trip which begins and ends at the post-office.
The time from the clock tapes must be copied into the
time book or pasted into a suitable book and preserved,
and will constitute the official record of time. Should
the clock register be out of order the time recorded
by carriers on their daily trip reports will be entered
in the time book.

carrier not to regis- 5. 0ne carrier must not register on the clock for
t e r f o r another. . . .

another. If this rule is violated both the carriers con-
cerned will be removed.

portnstrhow°madep ™~ ®' ^ie ^me °^ ^porting, leaving, returning, and
ending for each trip must also be recorded by the car-o x «/

riers on their daily trip reports, the entries on these
reports must be made at the beginning and end of each
trip, and must not be deferred until the close of the day.

n wa^toofflc" ^ Wnen collections are made in the morning, on the
carrier's way to the office, the first and second entries
on the trip report must be the time of opening the first
box.

com- 8- When a carrier completes his delivery on his
pietmg trip route and does not return to the post-office the time re-

corded on his trip report for returning and ending on
that trip must be the time of delivery of his last piece
of mail.

pQ?tec[Mme to be re" ®' Carriers or superintendents of delivery or station
shall not conceal the fact that overtime has been made;

Carriers not to waste i n • i i j. • • t j.i • i ±.time. nor shall carriers whose duties require less than eight
hours a day expand the actual working time on their
routes, nor attempt to record unnecessary time in order
that their trip reports may show eight, or approxi-
mately eight, hours' work.
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10. Where carriers are unable to deliver all mail
matter taken out on the last trip of the day without
making overtime, they must return to the post-office
within the eight hours prescribed with the undelivered
mail; and such failure will be reported to the post-
master or the superintendent of the station, and a full
statement will also be made on the trip report of the
day. Carriers must be required to deliver all mail —exception.
taken out on the earlier trips even though such delivery
necessitates exceeding the time allowed l)j the schedule
for such trips, unless collections are made for an impor-
tant dispatch, in which event the latter must be met and
mail remaining undelivered will be delivered on the fol-
lowing trip. (See sec. 866, as to return of undelivered
registered mail by carriers.)

11. Every letter carrier must keep a route book, Route book.
which should be a complete directory of the persons
served by him, and all changes of address should be
posted daily.

12. Carriers must record daily in their log books the
disposition made of all undelivered mail. The for-
warding of mail, and notifying publishers of changes of
address, is clerical work and should not be performed
by carriers.

13. Carriers must not be permitted to perform cleri- pê }^J labor not

cal work. Their work must be confined to the collec-
tion and delivery of mail; the routing of mail for
delivery; the making up or "logging" of undelivered
matter; receipting for and the recording of registered
mail; posting route books; the facing of mail collected
by them, and, at offices where hand-feed cancelling ma-
chines are used, the facing of mail directly into such
machines, and to duty at carriers' delivery windows.

14. No letter-carrier must be designated as superin- , carrier must not& ^ i be designated snper-
tendent, foreman, captain, or sergeant of carriers, or intendent, etc.
given supervision of or authority over other carriers.

15. Postmasters must see that copies of these instruc- copies of section to
tions are conspicuously posted in the workrooms of the
post-office and postal stations.

See sec. 805, as to registration of mail by letter-carriers; sees.
885 to 868, as to delivery of registered matter by carriers; sec. 792,
as to special-delivery matter.

Sec. 749. Postmasters must require letter carriers to »o«te cards.
fill out route cards showing the order in which their
routes are served, and to file copies of the same in the
pest-office. New route cards must be filled out when-
ever changes are made.
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sOTvicrc!°rmance °f Ssc- 75°- In tllc performance of their duties letter
carriers must be civil, prompt, and obliging.

conduct of carriers. 2. Carriers will attend quietly and diligently to their
duties, and under no circumstances must they loiter or
stop to converse on their routes, and they will refrain
from loud talking, profane language, and smoking in
the office or on their routes.

Not to use intoxi- 3, Carriers must not drink intoxicating liquor while
cants while on duty. t . .

on duty, and should refrain from doing so in public
places while in uniform. Any carrier who becomes
intoxicated while on duty, or who is addicted to intem-
perance, will be removed from the service.

soliciting of gifts, /i. Carriers must not solicit, in person or through
etc., forbidden, ' i G

others, contributions of money, gifts, or presents; issue
addresses, complimentary cards, prints, publications,
or any substitute therefor intended or calculated to
induce the public to make them gifts or presents; dis-
tribute, offer for sale, or collect the proceeds of the
sale of tickets to theatres, balls, concerts, fairs, or any
other entertainments; issue for profit souvenirs or
postal handbooks, or in any manner cooperate with or
assist the publishers of souvenirs or postal handbooks
to secure the patronage of the public; compile city
directories for public use or assist publishers to com-
pile the same; borrow money from patrons on their
routes; or contract debts which they have no reason-
able prospect of being able to pay.

Carriers not to en- 5, Carriers must not engage in any business durinp'
gage in other business . . . , ^
when. their prescribed hours of service, or conduct any busi-

ness after hours which offers the temptation to solicit
patronage on their routes, or which, Iry reason of their
position, in the Government service, gives them special
advantage over competitors, such as book canvassing,
soliciting insurance, selling sewing machines, or other
kindred occupations.

Sec 214 as to holding State, Territorial, or municipal offices.

ri?4scipline °f car" ^ec> ^-' -^e^er carriers may be reprimanded, sus-
pended with loss of pay, or removed from the service

reg°uWontti0OTciera! for infractions of the Postal Laws and Regulations, of
c*c' orders of the Department, and of orders of postmasters

not inconsistent therewith, as the nature or gravity of
the offenses may require. All reprimands and sus-
pensions must be reported to the First Assistant Post-
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master-General (Division of Free Delivery) for approval
and entry in the carriers' efficiency record.

See sec. 734 as to removal of letter-carriers.

See. 75S. The regulations as to the delivery of mail Delivery ox man
i i « <• 1 1 matter.

matter will apply to the delivery of such matter by let—general regulations
; . - i • v i i J-T • to apply.ter carriers, except where inapplicable or as otherwise
modified herein.

See sees. 634 to 658, as to delivery of mail matter; sees. 639 and
641 as to matter to be delivered by carriers; sees. 865 to 868 as to
delivery of registered matter by carriers; sec. 792 as to special
delivery matter.

Sec. 753. Carriers must be careful to deliver mail Care in delivery of
mall.

to the persons for whom it is intended, or to some one
authorized to receive it. They will, in case of doubt,
make inquiry with the view of ascertaining the owner.
Failing in this, the mail will be returned to the office,
to be disposed of as the postmaster may direct.

See. 754. Carriers must not deliver" mail matter to CJS.ery of mal1 *y

patrons in the street, unless such delivery can be made ~1U the street

without unreasonable delay.
2. Mail matter must not be delivered by carriers in ~~in boxes-

boxes or other receptacles at premises not occupied in
whole or in part by the addressees unless expressly
ordered by the postmaster.

3. Carriers must not throw mail matter into windows "ĵ ** *
or halls, unless specially instructed to do so. They
must ring the bell, wait a reasonable time for an
answer, and deliver the mail to some one of the house-
hold in the habit of receiving it. Patrons who repeat-
edly fail to respond promptly to the carriers' ring
must be reported to the postmaster.

trips, except in the discharge of their official duties.
5. Mail matter must not be delivered by carriers i^offic^toTe^

which has not passed through the post-office or station liverecL

with which they are connected.
6. Mail matter intrusted to carriers must not be ex-, .Mf1,not to bc ex-hibited.

hibited to persons other than those addressed, except
on. the order of the postmaster or some one authorized
to act for him.

riers in tneir poc
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roSt?eranottoleave 8- Carriers must not deviate from their respective
routes.

meais to st°P for ^. Carriers must not stop for their meals while on
their trips,

thrown™ way to b° ^* Carriers must not throw away or improperly dis-
pose of mail matter, however trifling or unimportant it
may appear to them.

removed! not to be H- Stamps must not be removed from mail matter
of &nj class whatever, intrusted to carriers for delivery
or collected by them, for mailing.

See sec. 710 as to demanding fees for delivery of mails.

wutedmnien!1 *7 Sec< >*/55- Mounted carriers must dismount and de-
liver the mail at the doors of residences, except in
cases where the patrons on their routes consent to re-
spond to their call and receive the mail at the sidewalk.

w]FeraiTicLu8tdo1g0sIIiwe §ec- 756. Carriers are not required to deliver mail
Jcoptl at residences where vicious dogs are permitted to run

at large. Persons keeping' such dogs must call at the
post-office for their mail.

Collection of postage geo_ 757i Carriers must collect and promptly return
to the postmaster all postage due on mail intrusted to
them for delivery, as indicated by the postage-due
stamps attached. Such mail matter must not be deliv-
ered until the postage due shall have been paid.

See sec. 1580 as to penalty for failure to collect or to account
for postage due.

m-itter from receiTh" ^ec' '̂ ' When carriers, making collections from
boxes- letter boxes, find that it will be impossible on any one

trip to carry to the post-office the contents of all the
Preference to mat- boxes on their routes, preference must be given to

tcr of first class. ' L to

mail matter or the nrst class. Newspapers and. pack-
ages placed on the tops of letter boxes should be col-
lected when it can be done without overloading the
mail sacks and preventing the prompt collection of
mail matter properly deposited in the boxes.

Carriers to receive See. 759. Carriers must, while on their routes.
matter for mailing. „ f ' '

receive letters with postage stamps affixed, handed
them for mailing, but they should not delay their
deliveries by waiting for such letters. Money to p&y

Lowers. postage on letters handed them for mailing must not
be accepted, except as provided for in the use of the
stamp-selling envelope in connection with house-to-
house delivery and collection boxes.
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2. Carriers should also receive other small articles other matter.
of maiiable matter with postage properly prepaid, but
they should refuse to receive packages that are cum-
bersome on account of size, shape, or weight, especially
when the carrying of such packages would interfere
with the prompt delivery of mail and the collections
from letter boxes.

3. Carriers must receive and register all letters and . TO receive and reg-
0

packages of first-class matter that are not cumbersome
on account of size, shape, or weight, and properly
offered them for registration, and must give the regula-
tion receipt therefor. Carriers must encourage the
registration of valuable first-class matter by patrons
on their routes.

4. Postmasters may permit carriers to sell postage
stamps or stamped envelopes in limited quantities: but
their deliveries or collections must not be delayed in
making change.

See sec. 710 as to carriers demanding fee for letters collected;
sec. 805 as to registration of mail by letter carriers.

Sec. 760. Carriers must not return, under any cir- Matter collected or
' J „ received by carriers

cumstances, to any person any letter or letters said to nott° be returned to
' J A J senders.

have been deposited in a letter box, or which have
come into the custody of the carrier in a regular way.
An applicant for the return of such mail should be
directed to the postmaster. (See sees. 578 and 5T9.)

Sec. 701. After the last daily delivery carriers must Betum undelivered
. 1 . mail, satckels, etc.,

return to the post-oriice or station with which they are to office at night.
connected their satchels and all mail that can not be
delivered. Carriers may be permitted to take their —except,
satchels home with them direct from their routes when,
in the opinion of the postmaster, the interests of the
service will be promoted thereby, but undelivered mail
matter remaining in satchels must first be deposited in
the nearest letter box.
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CHAPTEB 2.

SPECIAL-DELIVEBY SERVICE.

I.—GENEEAL PROVISIWS.

i,,3"*" ecTaf^dellTer" ®QC' " '̂ * * * Mailable matter upon which * * * (a)
stamps. special (delivery) stamp * * * shall be duly affixed (in addi-
§ ifl Sumx', 511°. ' ' tion to the lawful postage thereon) shall be entitled to immediate
—immediate delivery delivery * * * within the carrier-delivery limit of any free-

delivery office, and within one mile of any other post-office which
the Postmaster-General shall at any time designate as a special-
delivery post-office.

Original service NOTE.—Section 3 of the act of March 3, 1885 (ch._342, 1 Supp.,
.,. L-, , „ _ o- „ , T>_ g i ; 484), under which act the special-delivery service was estab-

lished, limited such service to letters, and to free-delivery offices
and cities or towns having a population of over 4,000. The parts
omitted (shown by stars) merely confuse the meaning, and the
'words in parentheses are to make the text clear.

ofl?ccse.€ial"<IeliTery See. 763. Every post-office is designated as a special-
delivery office.

Persons employed in see. 784. Postmasters and all persons employed inpostal service to expe- *• .1 J
special-delivery £ne postal service must facilitate in every way the

prompt dispatch, transmission, and immediate delivery
of all special-deli very matter, and should give the
sender of such matter any information he may desire
as to its delivery. The success of the special-delivery
service will depend upon the care of postmasters to
secure in every case the desired delivery. No failure
in any instance where delivery is possible can be con-
sidered excusable.

of, to i3e re- 9. ^\_ny disregard of the regulations relative to the
special-delivery service, or failure to give proper atten-
tion to special-delivery matter, will be reported to the
First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Free
Delivery).

Special delivery of o«,, WOK /n-r> > - i -n i -T T £ / j imail matter. = bee. /bo. (Trie postmaster shall be responsible for "A" ''•' '•' (the
„ issc.Aug. 4, ch. 90, immediate delivery of every * * * article (bearing a special-
June 2, ch. '613/31 St! delivery stamp), and shall cause delivery to be made of all such,
—-pos tmas t e r s re- articles received at his office bearing such stamp and entitled to
sponsible for. delivery thereat, and may employ any persons, including clerks

* * * (and other salaried employees at his office) as messengers,
on such terms as he shall fix as compensation for such delivery;
and to defray the expense thereof such, postmaster shall be entitled,
upon the adjustment of his quarterly account, to eighty per cent
of the face value of all such special-delivery stamps received at his
office and recorded, according to said act and regulations of the
Post-Office Department during the quarter; and such allowance
shall be in full of all the expenses of such delivery: * * '•

NOTE.—The above section practically supersedes the whole of
sees. 5 and 6 of the act of March 3,1885 (see note, sec. 762), except
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the provisions in said sections relating to the receipts to he taken in
books upon the delivery of special-delivery letters (see sec. 790),
and the record to be kept of such letters (see sec. 776), both —parts, of still in
of which provisions are now applicable to all special-delivery mat- force-
ter; and that in sec. 6 limiting the compensation of any person
employed in the special-delivery service to $30 a month (see
sec. 789). The provision relating to receipts to be taken in books
only applies to free-delivery offices where special-delivery mes-
sengers are employed. The above section originally limited the —amendments.
employment of clerks and other employees to deliver special mat-
ter to second and third class offices; but see Note, sec. 785, as to
removal of this limitation by subsequent act. The clause in the
original statute has, therefore, been omitted, as shown by stars,
and the words in parentheses indicate the present law. The parts
omitted as shown by stars merely confuse the meaning, and the
words in parentheses are to make the text clear. See sec. 782, as to
delivery of special matter by postmasters themselves at other than
free-delivery offices; sees. 163 and 164, as to fixing compensation
where false returns of special-delivery business are made; sec.
1578, as to punishment for false returns.

Sec. 768. (The Postmaster-General) may contract for the im- d Jf^ Jj^* for si)ftclal

mediate delivery of all articles (bearing special-delivery stamps) 1886, Aug. 4, ch.ooi,
, , „, , . i ,? . , , j. _" . §l,lSupp.,512.irom any post-ornee at any price less than, eight cents per piece, —may be made.
when he shall deem it expedient.

2. Contracts will not be made unless specially author-
ized by the Postmaster-General.

See. 767. Tho expenses of the special-delivery serv- Expenses of special-
L . . . delivery service.

ice will be paid out of receipts of said service and — to. be Paid out of
r -*- receipts.

charged, against the appropriations for said service.
Sec. 768. The Postmaster-General shall prescribe suitable regu- Besrulations for_spe-

1 ° cial-delivery service.
lations, not inconsistent with the law, for the performance of the _ 1886, Aug. 4, ch. 901,
immediate-delivery service, the keeping of the records and render- ' uPP->° •
ing of accounts thereof, and all matters connected therewith, and

may prescribe.may prescribe the hours within which such immediate 'delivery Postmaster-General
shall be made at any post-office.

NOTE.—Sec. 4 of the act of March 3, 1885, prescribed the hours
within, which special-delivery letters should be delivered, but this
is superseded by the above section.

The provision in sec. 6 of the act of March 3, 1885, that post-
masters at special-delivery offices "shall keep a record of the num-
ber of letters received at such office(s) bearing special stamp(s),
which number shall correspond with the number entered in the
receipt books," is still in force, but the manner of keeping such
record is regulated by the Postmaster-General. (See sec. 776.)

Sec. 789, Ihe charge for the special delivery of mail Kate on spec
1 11 i , 4. » i • , 1 . , livery matter.matter shall be ten cents for each piece, to be prepaid

.—The following is a description of the special-delivery Note.
Stamp now in use: * ' ' .Description of spe-

- amPs"
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lT7g- inches; color, dark blue. Design: On the left an arched panel
bearing the figure of a mail-messenger boy running, and sur-
mounted by the words "United States;" on the right an oblong
tablet, ornamented with a wreath of oak and laurel surrounding
the words "Secures immediate delivery at any post-office."
Across the top of the tablet is the legend "SPECIAL POSTAL
DELIVERY, '' and at the bottom the words '' TEX CENTS, '' separated
by a small shield bearing the numeral "10."

prior to The issue of these stamps prior to 1888 bears the words
"Secures immediate delivery at a special-delivery office," and
this issue now entitles the letter or package bearing it to imme-
diate delivery at any post-office.

—of issues of orange The special-delivery stamps issued in 1893, and until May, 1894,
color- were of orange color. These stamps will be accepted in payment

of special-delivery postage the same as those of the current issue.

special-delivery Sec. 770. All postmasters should be supplied with
special-delivery stamps, and requisitions therefor will

-requisitions for, to be made upon the Third Assistant Postmaster-General
whom made. „ . . .

on a regular form or stamp requisition.
—how accounted for. 2. All special-delivery stamps received will be charged

in the regular postal account and accounted for quar-
terly with other postage stamps.

See sec. 332 as to requisitions for stamps.
Sale and use of spe- Sec. 771. Special-delivery stamps will be sold by

clal-delivery stamps. . A . 1 ^
postmasters in any required amount, buch stamps can
not be used in payment of postage or registry fees, nor
can any other stamp than the special-delivery stamp be
employed to secure immediate delivery.

deureragma°tterpecial" Sec> ̂ ' ^e lawful postage must be placed, on all
special-delivery matter in addition to the special stamp.

-omission to pay on o.. * * * The omission by the sender to place the lawful
letters, not to del ay -. • i •, v . itransmission. postage upon a letter bearing such special-delivery stamp and

otherwise entitled to immediate delivery under the provisions of
1889, Jan. 16, ch. 50, l this section (sec. 762) shall not hinder or delay the transmission

Supp.,638. \ • • , - , , • i . , i t iand delivery thereof as provided herein, but such lawful postage
shall be collected upon its delivery, in the manner now provided
by law for the collection of deficient postage resulting from the
overweight of letters. (See sec. 621.)

—must be prepaid, ex- 3. The foregoing provision permitting the dispatcheept on letters. , e e> x i o
of mail matter bearing a, special-delivery stamp without
prepayment of postage applies to letters only,

—of first class other 4. Mail matter of the first class other than letters,
than letters, part paid • i / . n / \» i
or wholly unpaid. when prepaid one full rate (two cents) by stamps affixed

in addition to the special-delivery stamp, must be dis-
patched with the deficient postage rated thereon; but
such matter with postage wholly unpaid, although bear-
ing a special-delivery stamp, must be held for postage.

-of other classes un- 5. Wholly unpaid and insufficiently prepaid matter
of the second, third, or fourth class, although bearing
a special-delivery stamp, must be held for postage.
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6. Due postage at the single rate only will be required postage due, how
of the addressee on special-delivery letters transmittedia"
without any prepayment of postage; but all other
special-delivery matter which through inadvertence
reaches its destination with no prepayment of postage
will be liable to due postage at double rates. (See
sees. 412 and 618.)

7. On partially prepaid special-delivery matter the -collection of, on de-
•, /j . . , "i • i • i I T it, livery-deficient postage must be required on delivery, the
same as on other short-paid matter.

8. Postage due on special-delivery matter will be use of postage-due
collected in postage-due stamps. (See sec. 621.)

III.—DISPATCH OF SPECIAL-DELIVEEY MATTEE.

See. 773. When special-delivery matter is dispatched
in a direct or express pouch from one post-office to ̂ ^^e office to
another, a separate package should be made when there anotner<
are five or more letters. When there are less than five
letters, they should be placed together on the outside
of the letter package, so as to be readily discovered by
the person opening the pouch.

2. When such matter is dispatched from a post-office H - to

to a railway post-office, a separate .package should be
made when there are five or more letters addressed to
the same post-office. When there are less than five
letters, they should be placed upon the outside of a
direct package, or immediately under the label slip of
a route or State package.

3. Whenever a package requires a facing slip, such
slip must be placed upon the package crosswise, the
lower third being turned in so as to inclose the special-
delivery matter, instead of being placed lengthwise on
the package, as is the ordinary custom.

4-. Matter of the second, third, and fourth classes,
1 J '

bearing special-delivery stamps, must be dispatched Patc]ied with lst-
with first-class matter. If possible, it should be tied
up in a bundle in such a manner as to disclose,its nature
immediately on the pouch being opened.

See sec. 1494 as to treatment of special-delivery matter in rail-
way post-offices, and sec. 818 as to dispatch of registered special-
delivery articles.

Sec. 774. Special-delivery stamps must be effectu- canceling of special-
„ , , , , , „ J . .,. . ,, delivery stamps.

ally canceled at the office of mailing in the same way
as ordinary postage stamps. (See sec. 565.)

309A—02 24
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Deliyery of special-
deliyery matter.
—not to be delayed.

—to be recorded be-
fore.

Record of special-
delivery matter.

1885, Mar. 3, ch. 342,
§6, ISupp., 484.

—how kept.

—requisition for book
or blanks for.

Note.

2. No commissions will be allowed on cancellations
of special-delivery stamps.

IV.—RECOKD AND DELIVEEY OF SPECIAL-DELIVERY
MATTES.

See. 775. Postmasters should, immediately after
opening the mails (see sec. 608) and upon the receipt
of local or drop matter in the post-office, separate the
matter bearing special-delivery stamps, and stamp with
the receiving stamp of the office, or write on the en-
velope or wrapper, the name of the office and the date
and hour when the matter arrives. The matter must
be numbered and entered according to number in a
record, as provided in. the following section, after
which it must be delivered immediately.

Sec. 776. The postmaster * * * (at every special-delivery
post-office) shall keep a record of the number of * * * (arti-
cles) received at such office bearing such special (delivery) stamp.

2. Postmasters must enter on the record in consecu-
tive numbers, according to the receipt thereof, each
letter, postal card, parcel, or other article of mailable
matter bearing a special-delivery stamp; and this rec-
ord will show, in columns under the appropriate head-
ings, the number, postmark, full address on the article,
date and time of its receipt at the office, the name of
the person who delivers or attempts to deliver it, and,
if delivered, the time when such delivery was made,
and the name of the person signing the receipt there-
for; and, under the head of "Remarks,"the reason for
its nondelivery, or for any delay in its delivery, if
either occurs, and a statement in each case of the sub-
sequent action taken. When an article is registered
that fact should be noted and a proper entry also made
in the regular record of registered matter.

3. Requisitions for the necessary books or blanks for
keeping the record of special-delivery matter should
be made upon the First Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Post-Office Supplies). (See sec. 324.)

NOTE.—The portion of section 6, of the act of March 3, 1885,
quoted at the beginning of the above section, and" the record re-
ferred to, was required to be kept by said act '' to provide for the
payment of such persons as may be employed for this (special
delivery) service," and this provision still remains by reference
thereto in sec. 1 of the act of August 4, 1886. (See sec. 768 and
note.)

See sec. 790 as to receipts for matter delivered at free-delivery
offices, and sec. 783 at other offices.
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See. 777. Special-delivery matter shall be delivered M«^fot s?ftcial t1e-
at free-delivery offices from 7 a. m, to 11 p. m., and at —at free-delivery om-

C6S
all other post-offices from 7 a. m. till 7 p. m., and until —at other offices.
the arrival of the last mail, provided this is not later
than 9 p. m. Special orders may be made fixing later
hours for delivery in particular cases.

2. Special-delivery matter shall be delivered at free—on Sundays.
delivery offices on Sunday, and at all other offices if
open on Sunday. Special delivery must be made at On holidays.
all offices on holidays. (See sees. 264 and 265.)

S "W"hf»n <3Tv*pi«l rSpliv^vv rniftpr orriTrpq nn ftatnrdnv Where no delivery Isa. vv nen speciai-uenveiy marxei ai rives on Ddiumay made on Sunday, how
night too late for delivery, or on Sunday morning, ex- matter is treated.
cept where deliveries are made on Sunday, the postmas-
ter should put a notice thereof in the addressee's box,
or in the general delivery, if he have no box, and deliver
the matter on call; and if such matter is not called
for prompt delivery should be made on Monday.

See sec. 768 as to authority to prescribe hours within which
special-delivery matter is to be delivered.

Sec. 778. Special-delivery matter must be delivered deK^afte?fecia1'
to the addressee, or to some one authorized to receive —to whom made.
his mail. Where the addressee or anyone having
special authority to receive his mail is absent, such
matter may be delivered to any responsible member of
the addressee's family, or any partner or responsible
person employed in his office. Whenever the addressee
is a guest at a hotel and is not in, delivery may be made
to the landlord.- If addressed to an occupant of a flat,
in the absence of the addressee, delivery may be made
to the janitor or other responsible person in charge of
the apartment house. Matter addressed to a firm,
incorporated, company, or public institution may be
delivered to any officer or agent thereof.

9 A l l -ppn^oT-ioKlo rvflpA^rq i^nct KA rrn/lo rr- rM^v^r ~~a11 reasonable ef-~i, xi.il iiitioOj-ittL'it; ciivHtb lij.ubu utj j-iiitu.u uu tioiiv^i fojtg to IJQ made to
special-delivery matter before it is placed in the regu- efiect-
la,]- mail for delivery in the usual way. If it is incor-
rectly addressed to street or number it should be
promptly delivered, if the correct address is known or
can be ascertained. Matter addressed to a party at his
place of business should be delivered at his residence,
if delivery at place of business be impossible, and
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de?iTois/mStto??cclal" Sec- 77a Where special-delivery matter is regis-
—iiow treated. tered the usual registry receipts, in addition to the

special-delivery receipts, must be taken, and all other
requirements of the registry system will be observed.

cifi3rerygmatter.e" S0Ct 78°- After special-delivery matter has been
taken out for delivery and returned with the informa-

speciai delivery at tion that the person addressed has removed to the
office of second ad- delivery of another office, and such matter is then

forwarded, it is not entitled to special delivery at
the office of second address. Such matter should be
indorsed by the forwarding postmaster, '' Forwarded,

-not to be made ex- delivery fee paid by office of first address." But
where a forwarding order has been given by the
addressee in advance of the arrival of the matter, so
that no attempt to deliver is necessary, it should be
forwarded with the indorsement, "Forwarded, fee
NOT claimed," and the postmaster at the office of final
destination will make special delivery and be entitled
to the regular fee therefor. Special-delivery matter
forwarded from one post-office to another without any
indorsement should be taken out for immediate deliv-
ery the same as if indorsed, "Forwarded, fee not
claimed," and the facts, with particulars, reported to
the First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of
Free Delivery). The failure of postmasters to properly
indorse special-delivery matter may deprive them of
the fee to which they would otherwise be entitled.

Matter other than 2, The regular postage due for forwarding must befirst class. » r- » &
—prepayment of post- prepaid upon all matter, except of the first class, bear-age on. l •'• * , ' L J

ing a special-delivery stamp (see sec. 628).
undelivered special- Sec. 781. SpecipJ-delivery matter which can not be

delivery matter. A ^ -
—disposal of. delivered will be treated in accordance with the regula-

tions governing the return of other undelivered matter.
(See sees. 670 to 677.)

V.—SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOE OTHEB THAN FBEE-
DELIVEEY OFFICES.

Special delivery at geCt 78g. Special-delivery mattei may be delivered,
other than iree-aellv- L J J

cry offices. at other than free-delivery offices, by the postmaster
—by whom made. J

or any assistant or employee, or other competent per-
son whom the postmaster may employ as messenger.
Postmasters must provide the means and pay the
expenses of such delivery, and will be allowed, by
whomever the delivery is made, the full compensation
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of eighty per cent of the face value of all special-
delivery stamps on matter recorded and delivered, or
attempted to be delivered. (See sec. 765.)

NOTE. — The provision in sec. 789 limiting the compensation of Note.
any one special-delivery messenger to $30 per month (sec. 6, act
March 3, 1885) applies to persons employed at all post-offices to
make delivery of special-delivery matter.

See sec. 762 as to limits of delivery at other than free-delivery
offices; sec. 765 as to liability of persons employed to deliver
special-delivery matter.

Sec. 783. Postmasters at other than free-delivery Receipts for special.
J delivery matter delir-

offices must take receipts on the forms provided forced.
all special-delivery matter specially delivered.

2. Postmasters will claim credit in their quarterly clffi§^M?oun5
postal account for the compensation due for all special-
delivery matter specially delivered or attempted to be
specially delivered during the quarter, at the rate of
eight cents for each piece. (See sees. 374: to 376.)

3. All receipts for matter delivered must be sent to , Receipts to be sent
1 to Auditor.

the Auditor for the Post-Office Department as vouch-
ers with the quarterly postal account. Where deliv-
ery is attempted, but is not made, the receipt will
be filled out in the usual way and a statement that statement w h e r e
delivery was attempted and could not be effected will delivery IB attempted.
be entered in the space provided for the signature of
the addressee.

4. Requisitions for blank forms (No. 3954) for Blank forms.
receipts should be- sent to the First Assistant Post-
master-General (Division of Post-Office Supplies).
(See sec. 324.)

VI. — SPECIAL- DELIVERY MESSENGER SERVICE.

See. 784. The Postmaster-General may, in his discretion, direct S p e c I a l-d e I ! very
f I T ^ -L ^ j. i j- " j i <! • • messengers.any tree-delivery omce to be excepted ironi the foregoing provi- 1886, Aug. 4, ch. 901,

sion (concerning the delivery of special-delivery matter by post- La* freePdelivery of-
masters' clerks or other persons, see sec. 765) , and require the fices.
delivery to be made entirely by special messengers, according to
the provisions of the act to which this is amendatory.

NOTE. — The provisions of the act of March 3, 1885, which is the Note.
one of which the above is amendatory, here referred to are those
in sees. 5 and 6 authorizing the employment of "such person or
persons as may actually be required for such (special delivery)
service," (see sec. 765, note), and relating to their compensation
(sec. 789); and also those provisions relating to receipts to be
taken in books for matter delivered (sec. 790) and the keeping
of a record of all matter so as ' ' to provide for the payment ' ' of
the messengers employed (sec. 776) .

See sec. 762 as to limits of delivery at free-delivery offices;
sec. 789 as to compensation of messengers.

Sec. 785. At free-delivery offices postmasters will, m

from time to time, employ as many messengers as ̂ tmasters to em-
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—suitable number to
"be on duty during
prescribed hours.

-oath to be taken by.

—substitute le t ter-
carriers may be em-
ployed as.

—clerks, etc., when
may be employed as.

—liability of persons
employed in making
delivery.

in their judgment may be necessary to secure the
prompt delivery of special-delivery matter. None but
trustworthy boys over I'd years of age should be
employed.

2. The force of special-delivery messengers in each
office should be so arranged that a suitable number
.may always be on hand to secure immediate delivery
of all special-delivery matter at any time within the
prescribed hours of the day.

3. Each messenger, before entering* upon his duties,
must take the oath prescribed by law (see sec. 207),
on the blank furnished.

4. Substitute letter-carriers, when not on duty in
place of regular carriers, may bo employed as messen-
gers in the special-delivery service, and receive the
same compensation as other messengers; but such em-
ployment must not interfere with the work of the post-
office or free delivery.

5. Where delivery of special-delivery matter can not
be promptly made by regular special-delivery messen-
gers, postmasters may cause such delivery to be made
by any regular clerk or employee, who will be allowed
the same compensation, and be paid and give receipt
therefor in the same manner as regular messengers.
(See sec. 765.)

6. Any person employed to make immediate deliv-
ery of letters or other mail matter shall be deemed an
employee of the postal service whether he may have
been sworn or not, or temporarily or permanently em-
ployed, and as such employee shall be liable to any
penalties or punishments provided by law for the im-
proper detention, delay, secretion, rifling, embezzle-
ment, purloining, or destruction of any letter or other
article of mail matter, or the contents thereof, intrusted
to him for delivery or placed in his custody. (See
sec. 212.)

NOTE.—Prior to the act of March 1,1899 (ch. 327, 2 Supp. E.
S., 958), only clerks and employees at third and fourth class offices
could be employed for the special delivery of mail matter; but
this act authorized also the employment of clerks at first and sec-
ond class offices for this purpose, "where such delivery can not
be made by reg-ular messengers;" and this same provision was
repeated in the acts of June 2,1900 (ch. 613, 31 Stat, L., 260), and
March 3, 1901 (ch. 851, 31 Stat. L., 1106). (See sees. 765 and 789.)

See sec. 765 as to liability of persons employed to deliver special-
delivery matter.

Sec. 786. Postmasters should not employ a greater
number of messengers than actually necessary.
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2. Combinations or arrangements between special- a-,50°n™ m
delivery messengers with a view to securing a division
of the total permissible compensation of the month
are forbidden; and postmasters should, by distribution
of work and assignment of hours of duty, equalize as
far as practicable the compensation of messengers.

3. A messenger should not always be. assigned to Assignments.
duty during the same periods of each day; but changes
will be made from time to time, whereby a messenger
employed during the busy hours of one day may be
assigned to the duller hours of another day.

See. 787. Orderly conduct of special-delivery mes- ^ conduct of
sengers while in the office and on their trips should be
strictl}r enforced; and no messenger should be retained
who is not di l ient and well-behaved.

in tho •r»Atd",-nffipfk -^°t *° kave accessm tn« pubt uiiico toother mail matter>

for the accommodation of the messengers, and it should
be so arranged as to prevent their access to other parts
of the office, and to mail matter other than that in which
they are immediately concerned.

Sec. 788. Special-delivery messengers need not be Messengers need not
A ~ ° bo uniformed.

uniformed, except in such special cases . as may be
ordered, but they should all be decently and comfort-
ably-clad. Substitute' letter-carriers, when employed
as messengers for special delivery,
carrier uniforms.

Sec. 789. (Postmasters will), at the end of each month, * * * payment of messea-
pay to such, person or persons employed (as messengers) a sum not 1885, Mar. 3, ch. 842,
exceeding eighty per centum of the face value of all such (special- —when made.'
delivery) stamps (on the matter) received and recorded during that —amount of, not to
month: Provided, That in no case shall the compensation so paid
to any one person exceed thirty dollars per month.

2. Messengers will be paid at the rate of not exceed-
ing eight cents for each piece delivered, or attempted
to be delivered. (See sec. 783.)

3. Postmasters must take receipts from each mes- Payroll,
senger, on a regular pay roll (Form 3950), showing the
name of the messenger (or substitute carrier, or clerk
employed as messenger), number of pieces delivered
or attempted to be delivered by him, as ascertained by
the messenger's book and postmaster's record, and the
amount paid; but the aggregate of the pay roll must
not exceed eighty per cent of the total value of the
special-delivery stamps on matter actually delivered or
attempted to be delivered during the month. The pay

i
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Note.

—how kept.

—to be left in post-
office when not in use.

Failure of messen-
gers to deliver special'
dellyery matter.

Notice to be left.

Deliver in ordinary
way,

roll will be in duplicate, one copy to be retained by
the postmaster and the other to be sent to the Auditor
for the Post-Office Department with the quarterly
postal account. (See sec. 380.)

NOTE.—The proviso in paragraph 1 limiting the compensation
of special-delivery messengers to |30 per month applies to all per-
sons employed to make delivery of special-delivery matter. (See
sec. 782.) See sec. 163 as to fixing compensation where false
returns of special-delivery matter are made; sec. 1578 as to punish-
ment for false returns.

Sec. 790. (Special-delivery messengers) upon the delivery of
* * * (every article) will procure a receipt from the party ad-
dressed, or some one authorized, to receive it, in a book to be fur-
nished for the purpose, which shall, when not in use, be kept in
the post-office, and at all times subject to examination by an in-
spector of the Department.

2. Delivery books for the use of special-delivery
messengers will be furnished upon requisition to the
First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Post-
Office Supplies). (See sec, 324.)

3. Each messenger will be furnished with a delivery
book in which must be entered the number and address
of each piece of matter received for delivery, the date
and hour of its • receipt by the messenger, and the
amount of postage due thereon.

4. The receipt of the person to whom any special-
delivery matter is delivered must be taken in the blank
space provided for this purpose in the delivery book.

5. Delivery books will be kept in the post-office
when not in use, and messengers must promptly return
them to the office after every tour. Whenever for any
cause a book is no longer used, it will be filed in the
post-office.

NOTE.—The first paragraph of the above section is taken from
sec. 5 of the act of March 3, 1885. (See sec. 784 and note.)

Sec. 791. Whenever special-delivery matter can not
be delivered because there is no person at the place of
address authorized to receive it, the messenger should
leave at such place, blank Form 3955, a supply of
which should alwaj^s be carried, properly filled out,
informing the addressee that attempt at delivery has
been made, and that the matter can be obtained by
calling at the office prior to the next delivery by carrier.
This notice may be placed in the addressee's post-office
box, if he has one.

2. If the matter is not called for in consequence of
this notice, delivery shall be made as soon as possible
thereafter in the manner of ordinary mail.
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Bee. 792. Whenever special-delivery matter can be ,J
cai
—when.

promptly delivered by a letter-carrier on his regular «arriers-
trip, it may be given to him for that purpose, but he
will not be entitled to any compensation therefor. The -rn° compensation
carrier should be provided with a delivery book, and
a receipt will be taken by him the same as in case of
delivery by messenger.

Sec. 793. Letter-carriers, whether assigned to de- cefvTng%eei!ii-<ieiiv"
livery or collection duty, and special-delivery messen- in|.matter tw liml"
gers shall receive all prepaid matter bearing a special-
delivery stamp which may be handed to them on their
trips; and shall keep such matter separate from other
mail, and deliver it to the proper clerk immediately
upon their arrival at the post-office. Letter-carriers —duty of.
must not turn over local matter for special delivery
directly to messengers, even though they may be satis-
fied that it will be more speedily delivered.

See. 794. Allowances will be made at post-offices of fa^at Offices *of first
the first class for car fare for special-delivery messen-class*
gers in emergent cases where immediate delivery in the
usual way is impracticable.

2. Applications for allowances for car fare should-applicatiou for-
be addressed to the First Assistant Postmaster-Gen-
eral (Division of Free Delivery). Such allowances
must be carefully expended and not used for any other
purpose.

3. Car fare should not be allowed to special-delivery -^expended.
messengers in all cases, but only where it is impossible
to make delivery in the usual way.

4. Postmasters will take vouchers for all expend!- pendtturea! f°r ex~
tures, noting thereon that the car fare is for special
delivery messengers in emergent cases, and forward
them to the Auditor with the quarterly account. (See
sec. 380.)

NOTE.—Eecent appropriation acts have contained appropriations Note-
for car fare for special-delivery messengers.

Sec. 795. Eeports of the special-delivery business
transacted at free-delivery offices must be made semi- !*toesbe made Men-
annually to the First Assistant Postmaster-General, ™to*wbom made.
(Division of Free Delivery), on the first of January and
first of July of every year. These reports will be
made on card Form 39525 which will be furnished upon
requisition to the First Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Post-Office'Supplies). (See sec. 324:.)
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REGISTRY SYSTEM.

CHAPTER 1.

REGISTRATION OF DOMESTIC MAIL MATTER.

I.—GENEEAL PKOVISIONS.

Establishment of See. 786. For the greater security of valuable mail matter the
system of regigtra- ^ rt - , , T 1 . 7 .» , , . ,tion Jrostmaster-Oreneral may establish a uniform system of registra-

K.S., §3926. tion< * * * '

See sec. 899 as to balance of R. S., § 3926, as amended by the act
of February 27. 1897, which relates to indemnity for certain lost
registered matter.

tered ma*W°f 1<esis" ^e8> ^^' ^e special security given registered mat-
—how obtained. £er jg obtained by the use of a distinctive cover, its

transmission in the custody of sworn postal employees,
and a system of records and receipts whereby it may
be traced from sender to addressee.

Regulations appii- gec. ygg. The regulations under this chapter apply
cable t o a l l registered t o . . .
matter. to all registered matter, except as otherwise modified

or superseded by the regulations relating to '' Registra-
tion of Foreign Mail Matter" (chap. 4, this Title) and
"Through Registry Service" (chap. 3, this Title),

eiicourTKe*erre Mra* ^ec- ^®®~ Postmasters must register all mailable mat-
tiou- ter properly prepared and offered for that purpose,

and they .must encourage, by all proper means, the
registration of valuable mail matter.

ciency^service efa' ^' Postmasters must make every legitimate effort to
promote the efficiency of the registry system, and must
report promptly to the Third Assistant Postmaster-
General any neglect or violation of these regulations
which may come to their knowledge.

Sec- 80°- Post-offices must be kept open for registry
business during ordinary business hours and a reason-
able time before and after the arrival and departure of
mail trains to meet the registry needs of the public.
Offices of the first class and their stations and substa-

I
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tions must be kept open for the receipt and delivery of
registered matter until 6 o'clock p. m. These hours —extension of.
may be extended in special cases if deemed advisable
by the Third Assistant Postmaster-General.

2. All postmasters at whose offices the stamp win- st^j^doi0 after
dow is kept open after the close of the registry window H^fl7 wmdow 1S

must, if it be possible to do so with safety, provide for
the registration of mail matter at the stamp window
until that also be closed.

P _ - 001 -tr -i . . i n i • x j i j.-i v Registration of mallbee. oUl. Mail matter snail be registered only on the apph- matter.
cation of the party posting the same, and the fee therefor shall not _^8''atp^fcatioii of
exceed twenty cents in addition to the regular postage, to be, in all party mailing same.
cases, prepaid (sec. 803); and all such fees shall be accounted for
in such manner as the Postmaster-General shall direct. But let-
ters upon the official business of the Post-Office Department ter.
which require registering shall be registered free of charge, and
pass through the mails free of charge.

2. * * * Any letter or packet to be registered by either of the —letters and packets
T1 - • T\ , T> 4i * - •• '•• i j.-- on official business ofExecutive Departments or Bureaus thereof * * * or by the Executive D e p a r t -

3. All mail matter, of whatever class, relative to the census and "~c|nsu{Imat3terhfr|f9
addressed to the Census Office, the Director of the Census, Assist- § 27,2 Suppi, 988.'
ant Director, chief clerk, supervisors, enumerators, or special
agents, and indorsed "Official business, Department of the Inte-
rior, Census Office,'' shall be transmitted free * ~A * by regis-
tered mail if necessary, and so marked: Provided, That if any per-
son shall make use of such indorsement to avoid the payment of
postage or registry fee on his or her private letter, package, or
other matter in the mail, the person so offending shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor and subject to a fine of three hundred dollars,
to be prosecuted in any court of competent jurisdiction.

NOTE.—The above statutes, except those which relate to matter Note.
upon the official business of the Post-Office Department, or the
Census, apply to such matter only as is registered at the seat of
government. Government officers located at Washington, D. 0.,
and whose official mail may be registered free there, under the
above statutes, may have such mail registered free elsewhere, when
they are temporarily away from Washington; but not those officers
who are permanently away from that city, or who are engaged in
field service for their respective Departments.

See sec. 513 for act of March 3, 1899, as to transmission of ordi-
nary mail relating to the census. Authority for use and penalty
for misuse of penalty indorsement and registry mark are com-
prised in same act; see sees. 1562 to 1566 as to prosecution for
offenses.

See. 802. Official matter otherwise entitled to free
registration, but weighing1 in excess of four pounds,
must not be registered. This limitation does not, how-
ever, apply to printed or written matter emanating
from any of the Executive Departments, when presented
at the post-office at Washington, D. C., or to census mat-
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ter, or matter relating to the business of the Post-Office
Department without regard to the office of mailing. All
such matter shall be registered free notwithstanding
the weight thereof.

—not to apply to rev- , 9,. The f our-pound limit of weight does not apply
en«e stamps. *- " *- i J

to parcels of internal-revenue stamps sent by or to
internal-revenue officers.

See sees. 836 and 837 as to currency for redemption and publi-
cations for copyright entitled to free registration; sees. 487 and
488 as to limitation of weight of mail matter.

Sec, SOS. The fee on registered matter, domestic or
foreign, shall be 8 cents in addition to the postage for
each letter or parcel, both to be fully prepaid with ordi-
nary postage stamps affixed to the article registered.
^wo or more letters or parcels addressed to, or in-

articles- tended for, the same person, unless inclosed in one
envelope or wrapper, can not be tied or otherwise fas-
tened together and registered as one.

See sec. 941 as to fee on foreign registered matter.

^Fees for registra- Sec. 804. The postage and registry fee on a regis-
—to be prepaid. tered letter or parcel are required to be prepaid with

stamps affixed to the letter or parcel, such stamps to
post°aitaccount.ered m be then canceled, but no special record of such items

should be made on the quarterly postal account ren-
dered by postmasters to the Auditor for the Post-Office

stampseyuseecdeiyteo fbe Department. Money received for stamps used for this
accounted for with purpose must be included in the receipts from the gen-

eral sale of stamps.
Registration by let- gee. 805. At f ree-deiivery post-offices letters or

tor-carriers. , .
—at free-delivery of- small parcels of nrst-ciass mail matter will be regis-

tered by letter carriers on their routes. (See sec. 759.)
—special instructions g. The registration of mail matter by letter carriers

and rural free-delivery carriers will be governed by
special instructions issued by the Third Assistant Post-
master-General.

correspondence rei- gee. 806. All correspondence or other business, as
atlve to the registry A '
system, etc. " well foreign as domestic, relating wholly to matters
—how conducted. of registration, shall be conducted through the office

of the Third Assistant Postmaster-General. (See sec.
952.) All papers coming into the possession of any
other branch of the postal service or other office of the
Department in connection with such business must be
referred, either entire or by copies or appropriate ex-
tracts, to the office directly in charge of the registry

reflations, etc!*8' ep" Astern; but all cases involving the loss, disappearance.
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or depredation of a registered article, and all inquiries
for missing registered matter, as well as cases of wrong
delivery, shall be referred or reported in the first
instance to the Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General,
Division of Post-Office Inspectors and Mail Depreda-
tions, for investigation. (See sees. 505 and 547.)

II.'—PKEPAEATION AND DISPATCH OF REGISTERED
MATTER.

Sec. 807. Postmasters, before receiving matter for preparation of mat-
registration, must require the sender to have it fully, regis

legibly, and correctly addressed, and the name and
address of the sender written or printed upon the en-
velope or wrapper, and the necessary stamps to pay
postage and fee must be affixed.

2. Letters must be placed in a firmly sealed envelope First-class matter.
strong enough to safely carry inclosures in the mails.
Third and fourth class matter for registration must be
so wrapped as to safely bear transportation, and easily
admit of examination, which the postmaster should
make before registering.

3. The letter covers for coin or heavy articles should 0AneIyyparticfies.coin

be as strong at least as the envelopes provided by the
Post-Oifice Department for inclosing coin. Letters
containing coins or heavy articles of small size must be
enveloped or wrapped so that the cover will be as strong
as the paper in registered-package envelopes. Silver
dollars, gold pieces, coin in bulk, or heavy articles of
medium or large size, when sent in registered letters,
must be sewed in canvas or covered with material of
equal strength and then wrapped in strong paper
pasted or wax-sealed in every part. No letter should Matter apparently
be accepted for registration the condition of which is accepted.
doubtful or which bears the appearance of having been
opened and resealed. Postmasters may recommend to
senders of registered letters to write their names
across the sealed flaps of envelopes or to seal them
with wax. (See sec. 808 as to responsibility for loss of
matter unfit for transportation.)

4r. Postmasters and their employees are forbidden to postmasters not to
^ ^ . . T , . T .i > i • ii address, etc., matter.address registered matter, place the contents in the

envelope, seal it, or affix the stamps.
5. Matter vaguely and indefinitely addressed, or vaguely and in-

addressed to fictitious names other than legitimate 'matter?y

trade names, to initials, or to box numbers simply,
must not be accepted for registration. (See sec. 63-i
as to right to use a trade name.)
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ti<5bS>k°n registra" 6. If the article presented for registration be mail-
able and properly prepared, the postmaster must fill
up the receipt in the registration book, giving the
name and address of the sender, name of addressee
and destination of letter or parcel, registry number
and date of mailing, and the class of the article
(whether "first class," "second class," "third class,"
or "fourth class"), filling- out the stub (where stubs

sender's receipt. are provided) and the registry receipt alike. The letter
or parcel must be numbered to correspond with num-
ber on the registry receipt, and the receipt must be
signed, removed from the registration book, and giyen

no^tobeacce 'techSf ^° ^ie sen(ler immediately. Eegistered pieces must
less receipts are given. no£ fog accepted unless receipts are given at the time

when the postmaster assumes the custody of the regis-
tered articles.

-hSv Seated61' ^' Official matter entitled to free registration (sees.
801 and 302) will be treated the same as other matter.

See sec. 940 as to registration of, and sec. 943 as to return
receipts for, matter for foreign countries; see chapter 2 for regula-
tions governing post-office stations.

Sec" 80a Postmasters disregarding section 807, by
admitting- to the mails and dispatching registered let-

— win lie with send- £ers in unsealed or imperfectly sealed envelopes, money
ing postmaster, when. * J ' 1 5 j

or valuable articles in registered-package envelopes,
without other cover, or in envelopes or wrappers which
are manifestly not strong enough to safely carry in-
closures, will be held responsible in cases where their
neglect causes loss or depredation which can not be
traced to another person.

teffSl^oSS Sec- 809- Betters and parcels found in the post-
JHaiL office drops for ordinary mail, with stamps attached
— where name, etc. of sufficient for registration, yet without the name and
sender not given, etc. ^ ° ; *'

adaress of the sender, must not be registered. If a let-
ter has been marked by the sender "Registered," and
then for proper cause it is not registered at the post-
office, the words "Not in the registered mail" should
be stamped or written across the envelope so as to pre-
vent detention while in transit.

—where name, etc., 2. Letters and parcels found in post-office drops,
of sender given etc. . A t f L ^ '

which arc not marked " special," or with words denoting
.mmediate dispatch, having- sufficient stamps attached
for registration, acceptable in other respects, and bear-
ing the name and address of a sender, should be regis-
tered. The employee registering such articles must
give a receipt to the mailing' branch of the office when
taking custody of them, and he must also mail in an
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official envelope to the address of the sender a registra-
tion receipt in usual form, together with a note to the
sender, warning him against mailing matter for regis-
tration in ordinary mail drops.

3. Whenever it appears that any sender, after due
notification, willfully and knowingly continues to use for registered matter.
the post-office drops for letters and parcels presumably
intended for registration, and refuses to present such
matter at registry window, then the said articles will
be dispatched as ordinary mail in which they have
been deliberately placed by the sender, and action in
each case should be reported to the Third Assistant
Postmaster-General,

< ? < . - ^ 0*8 A A l l - , ^ ™ T r,4-^t^^ -1 mr.4-4-.-v-, ~ ~-,-,-, r, ± ~k n l^-^i->-J- ~« , r. KCSf iStCFCd M,lttei".oee. oil). An registered matter must be Kept sepa- __to ge kept geparate

rate from ordinary matter, and properly protected from secure ordmary' and

accident or theft. No unauthorized person should
be permitted to have access to the place where regis-
tered matter is kept; and all persons employed in a
post-office who handle registered matter must be duly
sworn. The postmaster will be held accountable for-accountability for.
all registered matter coming into his post-office and
he must take such precautions as may be necessary to
safeguard it.

See sec. 278 as to responsibility of postmaster for negligence.

See. 811. A registry return receipt must be filled cefpet»lstry retims re'
out for and accompany every registered domestic letter
or parcel, addressed to any post-office in the United
States or Territories, On the face of such receipt must -how filled out

be written the name of the sender, street and number, or !' '
post-office box, name of post-office, county, and State. j
The space for postmark is reserved for post-office of
delivery. On the other side must be entered the reg- j
istry number, mailing post-office and State, office and }
State of destination, and address of the registered let-
ter or parcel. (See sec. 852.)

Sec. 812. Registration receipts, their counterparts JSS^^S^
or stubs, and the articles described in them must be
consecutive!}7 numbered, beginning with No. 1 on the
1st day of January and July, respectively, of each
year.

2. Registered package and tag envelopes must be ag^e^dr<tag envei-
similaiiy numbered, without regard to the numbers on numbered6 similarly

the articles inclosed in them unless special directions to
the contrary are given.
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See- 81S- Where a receipt has been inadvertently
given for a registered piece which, before dispatch, is
found to be unmailable, either because of noncompli-
ance with the requirements of the regulations, or be-
cause it is addressed to a place not listed in the Postal
Guide as a post-office, the address must not be changed,

sender be made by ^u^ ̂ o sender must be notified and the same precau-
tions taken for his identification before permitting him
to change the address as are prescribed for the recall of
registered matter before dispatch. (See sees. 858, 860,
and 872.)

staSo^tetemaile<a &t ^' IncolTect addresses, as to destination only, on reg-
istered articles mailed at stations or substations, and
which have been erroneously sent to the main office,
may be corrected thereat upon the written request of
the sender, verified, by the superintendent of the regis-
tering station or substation. No extra charge therefor
will be required, but all records and receipts given for
the articles must be changed to cover the new address.

original ̂ eceipt^and ^' ̂  corrections of address must be noted on the
on registry book. original receipt, which the sender should be required

to produce, also on the counterparts or stubs in the
registration book.

4. Unmailable registered articles for which receipts
office. CRStodyofpost" h-a^e been given must not be allowed to leave the cus-

tody of the post-office for correction of address or oth-
— except. erwise, unless the formalities for "Withdrawal by

writer," prescribed in section 872, are fully complied
with.

coSes^egMeS. b8" Sec< 814> Afte$r a receipt has been given therefor,
as prescribed in preceding sections, the letter or parcel
becomes registered, and must be guarded with the
utmost care.

stamnpse,nreg0istr°y Seo- 815< Ali stamps on registered matter must be
mark, »ua postmark effectually canceled with black ink, and the letter or

parcel marked " Eegistered," and plainly postmarked on
the address side with the date of its registration. Offices
provided with the postmarking stamps therefor must
postmark the hour, as well as the date, of registration.

See sees. 565 to 568 as to canceling and postmarking.

Registry wii. §SCi g^. Unless otherwise specially directed by the
Postmaster-General, a registry bill (Form No. 1550),
properly made out, must be inclosed with all registered
letters or parcels dispatched. (See sec. 852,)

—no blanks on. g. Blanks should not be left between entries on regis-
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try bills. A diagonal line should be drawn across the
bill from the last item to the place for signature.

Sec. 817, All registered matter dispatched in locked segistered-pactage-
• 1 1 4. -u • i "i, • j. i receipts.mail bags must be accompanied with a registered-

package receipt card (Form 1556) properly filled up
and describing each registered package. This receipt
card must be tied on top of the bundle of letters which — to be tied on top of

A bundle 01 ordinal™^
is to be first handled by the postmaster or postal clerk letters.
who next opens the pouch. Registered matter and
package receipts must never be inclosed in a newspaper
or tie sack.

2, In making out registered-package receipts the —how made out.
sending postmaster or his clerk will fill in the blanks
provided for the return address, and, on the reverse
side of the card, will enter, in the columns arranged
for the purpose, a description of the packages dis-
patched, giving the numbers of packages, the name
and date of postmark of the mailing office, and the
office of address. The receipt must be postmarked at
the lower left-hand corner with date of its dispatch.

3. The page of the postmaster's or postal clerk's-page of record to be
1 *= . entered on.

record must also be entered in the space provided
therefor.

•L Transit packages, as well as packages of local —transit and loeas
1 * s- - j / o packages o n .

origin, must be entered on the same receipt, (bee
sec, 826.)

5. No blanks should, be left between the entries where —no blanks between
entries on.

there are two or more items on a receipt; and after
the last entry a diagonal line should be drawn with the
pen from the left of the card to the lower right-hand
corner.

the sending postmaster the receiver should fill them
with waved lines made with the pen. Every such case
should be promptly reported to the Third Assistant
Postmaster-General.

NOTE.—Receipts made out by railway-postal clerks referred to
in section 1549 will be filled in as provided in above section.

Sec. 818. Registered-package envelopes must be used J^f£f (1"pa(*age

in preference to registered tag envelopes, whenever —when usefL

possible, to inclose registered matter between the office
of dispatch and the office of delivery. They must never tae°co!?ntoyent °ut °f

be sent outside the domestic service. (See sec. 944.)

309A—02 25



by penalty envelopes.
-when containing words "For special delivery" must be written by the
special-delivery let- „. . " .
ters. ' mailing" postmaster conspicuously across the registered-

package envelope when registered special-delivery mat-
ter is inclosed therein.

-how used. 2. The registered letter or parcel with registry bill
and registry-return receipt must be placed together in

. the registered-package envelope, addressed to the same
post-office as the letter or parcel. The number of the
registered-package envelope must then, and not before,
be entered in the proper place on the registration book
where such letters and parcels as are inclosed in the

-when special form enveloDe are described. Where the special form of
of mailing boot 1S .,, A „

mailing book is used, the number of the registered
package, or tag envelope, with a description of con-
tents and other particulars, should be recorded therein,

Responsibility for O T U • j i i i i j - j. i ilosses growing oiit of o. If a registered-package envelope be dispatched
failure t o seal envel- < > > rp 1 1 1 I T j Topes. .. rrom a post-ottice unaddressed, unsealed, or otherwise

in bad order, and a depredation be committed on such
package which can not be traced directly to the person
committing it, the mailing postmaster will be held
responsible for the loss because of his neglect of
duty (see sec. 808). Postmasters and postal clerks
should report every instance of this irregularity.

Krst-ciass m a t t e r 4.. First-class matter too large to be inclosed in resr-
too large to be m- _ « t'
closed in; how pro- istercd-package envelopes must be rewrapped in a

strong paper wrapper, sealed, and a registered-package
envelope split open and so pasted thereon as to expose
both front and back for address and record of transit.

5. Registered letters and parcels should be made up
for dispatch to other post-offices at rural free-delivery
stations the same as they are made up and dispatched
at post-offices. Receipts for registered packages dis-
patched from rural free-delivery stations may be taken
from the rural free-delivery carrier direct and receipts
should be taken by the rural free-delivery carrier from
the postmaster or railway postal clerk to wlioin the
registered packages are delivered. These receipts
may be taken upon the rural carriers registry delivery
book or upon the j^ellow registered-package card
receipt form,

en- Bse, 819. Third and fourth class parcels too large
"~

for inclosure in registered-package envelopes should
have registered tag envelopes tied to them in which
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will be inclosed registry bills and return receipts, but
nothing else. A separate tag envelope must be used
for each parcel. The tag envelope must be attached
to the registered parcel, always on the address side,
by passing a stout twine around the tag and then
through the eyelet holes, when it should be knotted
loosely and then tied firmly about or at the cross fasten-
ings of the parcel. Samples showing the manner of —how tied.
tying will be furnished by the Post-Office Department,
one of which should be posted up in every post-office.
Postmasters must promptly report to the Third Assist-
ant Postmaster-General all .cases where tags are not
tied according to the samples furnished.

2. Registered tag envelopes must be addressed, in- —to be treated the
1 A T I • j_ i same a s iegistered-

dorsed, and preserved on lile, the same as registered- package envelopes.
package envelopes, and be numbered in the same
manner. The tags must never be used, on sealed matter, —not to be used on

'° . i • i first-class matter.
nor should postmasters rewrap articles upon which
they are used, unless the original wrappers be in bad
condition.

See sec. 843 as to tag envelopes torn off or damaged in transit.

See. 820. Most of the official matter, other than let- t offlcuimatterresis.' _^ tered at Washington.
ters, registered at the post-office at Washington, D. C.,
will be prepared and dispatched in a special manner, —specially prepared.
labels being used in the place of registered package or
tag envelopes, and some other deviations from the fore-
going regulations being allowed. Postmasters at other
offices must not, however, register or dispatch matter
in like manner, unless specially directed to do so. (See
sees. 801 and 802.)

See. 821. Matter once properly registered can never Blistered matter
, • , i , i " . ' - ' j i i T retains its characterlose its character as such until it has been properly as sucti nntn properly

-, - , . i " delivered.
delivered.

2. Registered matter which has not been proDerly . undelivered, found
* g _ t _ x -"- J m ordinary mails.

delivered if found in the ordinary mails must be taken
up and given all the safeguards provided for registered —treatment of.
matter. ,Assistant Postmaster-
ordinary mails must be made in every instance to the General.
Third Assistant Postmaster-General.

packages should be tied in a separate bundle, and so —to be separate from
f. , *• ' ordinary matter.

placed in the mail pouch that they can be seen at once
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Delivery of regis- Sec. 823. Begistered packages or inner registered
tered packages or In- " L *=> & j - -
ner registered sacks sacks must not be delivered to a mail messenger or
to mall messenger or < "
carrier. . mail carrier without first being1 inclosed in a locked
— to be inclosed in to

locked pouch. pouch, nor must a pouch which contains registered
matter ever be intrusted to any one but an authorized
mail carrier, mail messenger, railway postal clerk, or
sworn employee of a post-office.

messengersrienot t̂o %• ^a^ carriers and mail messengers are not such
matter. for registered sworn employees as are authorized to receipt for

registered matter, within the meaning of the registry
regulations, and therefore they are not permitted to
receipt for or handle it outside of locked mail bags.

propVrVifpatc".011 to Sec- 824> Tlie postmaster, his assistant, or a duly
prepare! to make affu qualified clerk must be prepared at any time to make
dayit- affidavit that any particular package was either given

to an employee of the Railway Mail Service or left the
post-office in a pouch properly locked and labeled, and
was sent by the proper route. Where practicable two
persons should be present at the mailing of a registered
package and be prepared to testify as above in case it

-witness to dispatch, should be required. When two persons witness the
dispatch, they must write their initials in the Transit
Book or other proper record.

—witnessing of. g_ -j^ (jepOsjt of registered packages in a pouch,
and their removal therefrom, should be witnessed by
two employees in the office, if practicable, who must
write their names or initials as evidence thereof in the
Transit Book or other proper record. This is for the
protection of the office in case any packages should be
missing from the pouch when it is opened.

on^iKfofsteZ! Sec. 825. Postmasters at offices on railroad or
thereroLteSn°overaiiway steamboat routes over which there is no railway mail
— howCdispatehed. service must dispatch registered packages in pouches

which contain the ordinary letter mail, labeled in
accordance with the special orders given them. A

— recon o . record of such matter is to be kept and registered-
package receipts for the matter must be prepared,
sent, signed, and returned, as directed in section 817.
(See sees. 840 and 847, as to signing in transit and at
delivery office, and return of receipts.)

o^cel^rafiwafmaii Sec< 8'gS> Postmasters at offices on routes over which
routes- there is railway mail service must pouch or deliver

registered matter to the postal clerk in charge of the
^0by°e%Sre3stsdtSnt8 railway post-office. It must not be sent in a direct
cierk8Caexcinpgt p°stal Poucb labeled to a post-office on the route, or by an
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express train which does not carry a postal clerk, with-
out special authorization, and such special authoriza-
tion must not be given without the approval of the
Third Assistant Postmaster-General.

2. Where it is practicable, registered packages must ^Hand-to-hand re-
be delivered by the postmaster direct to the railway
postal clerk and his receipt obtained at once for them.
In such cases the packages—both local and transit—
shall be recorded and the receipt taken on the Transit
Book or other authorized record.

3. When hand-to-hand receipts can not be obtained,
the signature of the postal clerk should be obtained on
the registered-package receipt. (See sec. 817.)

See sec. 840 as to transit packages; sees. 839 and 918 as to record
of matter for which hand-to-hand receipts are received.

Sec. 827. Postmasters on "star" routes must dis-
patch registered matter by the route which offers the
best security.

2. Routes over which there is railway mail service ~V>L Voutes to be
J preterred,

are always to be preferred to "star" routes.
3. If unusual delay results from sending matter by Delays.

one route in preference to another, a report of the facts
should be made to the Third Assistant Postmaster-
General.

4. Matter of local origin, for dispatch by " star" ..^ar?.rfoute!fttterby

route, may be recorded in the Transit Book. (See sec.
839.)'

Sec. 828. All registered packages on a u star" ges e8d\spatciie/aOTer
route must be placed in one locked way pouch. Regis- "s ar' 10tttes'
tered packages dispatched from post-offices on '' star "
routes must not be placed in through mail bags
labeled so as to pass another office without opening.

2. Registered packages passing between authorized
brass-lock or inner-sack exchange offices are specially'J r j —-Qoj; iG pasg mter-
excepted from these requirements. (See sees. 910, 913 mediate offices.

i f\nr\.and 930.)
NOTE.—For list of brass-lock, inner-sack, and through registered- Note-

pouch offices, see current annual Postal Guide.

See. 829. Postmasters at offices on "star"routes at a from1*officesfHotatton
distance from a railway or steamboat line should never ^)iT8» star"** route,
send registered matter in through pouches direct to a maimer uf<

postal clerk, if other offices intervene, even though ordi-
nary mail be so sent. Such registered matter must be
sent in the regular way-pouch to be examined, recorded,
and receipted for at intermediate offices, and delivered
or pouched to the postal clerk by the postmaster at the



junction office connecting with the railway or steamboat
line. (See sec. 840 as to treatment of such matter in
transit.)

hSingroefqmlriiina! 2- The rule requiring that registered mail shall be
junction office. handled and recorded at junction post-offices, as de-

scribed in this section, must be strictly complied with,,
unless an exception, for special reasons is authorized
by the Third Assistant Postmaster-General.

—on railroad o r boat -n> . , i <_ i M I • i ,routes,manner of. o, Jrostmasters located on railroad or steamboat
routes, having a closed-pouch service only, should place
through registered mail in pouches labeled to offices at
terminals of such closed-pouch routes, or to junction
offices on such routes connecting with railway post-
offices.

te^ffi'JoMdS?8" Sec. 880. Postmasters at offices using a catcher
-how placed. pouch will place registered packages therein for dis-

patch the last thing, before locking, so that when the
pouch is hung for catching the registered packages will
rest at its mouth, thus avoiding the direct contact of
the postal-car mail catcher at the middle of the pouch.

—carcoL Sec. 831. Postmasters and mail messengers dispatch-
ing registered mail in catcher pouches must invariably
await the passing of the train to make sure that the
pouch has been safely caught and received thereon.

See sec. 599 as to exchange of mails by catcher pouches.

Eegistry sciicm.es. Seo. 882. Registry schemes, showing the hour,
when, and the routes by which, registered matte]1

—by whom furnished, should be dispatched, will be furnished by the author-
—must be complied ized officers of the Railway Mail Service, and theymust
witn. J

be strictly complied with.
—errors or suggested g. Postmasters must carcf ully examine these schemes,
cnanges in. _ ^ - . , .

and if an}'' errors are detected, or if improvement can
be made by any changes, the facts must be immediately
reported to the division superintendent of the Railway
Mail Service.

gee. 833, On the return of a registered-package
•-•' •'- fa

receipt or registry bill, the postmaster must at once
-*- <=> " -' *•

note the date of its return on the registration book
or other proper record, and file it for future reference.
If the return of the package receipt be checked on the
transit book, or the return of the bill be checked on the
mailing book, no further checking is required.

Failure to return Ssc. 834, Where a registered-package receipt is not
package receipt or <J L ^ ~
registry MIL promptly returned by the postmaster or postal clerk to

whom it was sent for signature, the postmaster who
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iate of p
apt to be :

thereof on registration book. Failure to return either
original or duplicate receipt in due season must be re-
ported to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General, and
will be treated as & serious delinquency.

2. In case the registry bill is not returned to the
mailing post-office in reasonable time, which should not
extend beyond the arrival of the second return mail, a
circular of inquiry, giving particulars of the package ~c™lellal of in(*uiry
and its contents, must be sent to the post-office to which
the package was addressed, and the date of mailing
such circular must be entered in the proper place
on the registration book. Failure to return registry
bills in due time is a grave neglect of duty, and must
be reported by every employee who observes it.

returned indorsed
the package has not reached its destination, or if the "Notreceived."
circular with a satisfactory reply is not received by the
third return mail at the latest, a full report of the case
.must be made to the Fourth Assistant Postmaster-
General (division of Post-Office Inspectors and Mail
Depredations), for investigation, and also to the inspec-
tor in charge of the division in which the post-office
is situated. (See sec. 43.)

See. 835. When a registered package of stamps, Tracers for stamp,
•^ l & • i i envelope, or postal-

envelopes, or postal cards has been dispatched and no
acknowledgment thereof Is received by due course of
mail, or the bill is.returned marked "Not received" or
"In bad order," a coupon tracer must be sent to ascer- —howsent.
tain whether the package reached its destination in
safety, or where and through whose fault it disappeared
or was damaged.

2, If through this means it should be ascertained ~when returned.
that the package reached its destination in good order,
the tracer may be retained when it returns; but should
it appear that the package was received in bad condi-
tion, or was lost or stolen in transit, the tracer must be
forwarded to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General.
Should the tracer be not returned in due season, a -when not returned.
duplicate must be sent to the post-office whence last
coupon was returned, or special inquiry sent until
package Is accounted for or loss ascertained, when
the tracer with full report of the facts must be sent to
the Third Assistant Postmaster-General.
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III. — KEGISTKATION OP CURRENCY FOB REDEMPTION
AND POSTAL OR MONEY-ORDER FUNDS.

Free registration of ««« Q"d TT i i •, ±- ^ -n > , <~< iUnited States curren- feec' vvo. Under sucn regulations as the Postmaster-General
y for'cnr^ may Prescribe, all postmasters are authorized to register in the

rency redeemed. manner prescribed by law, but without payment of any registra-
" D O P QQOO -1 */ O

' ° t > ' ' ' tioii fee, all letters containing fractional or other currency of the
United States, which shall be by them sent by mail to the Treas-
urer of the United States for redemption; and the postmaster at
the city of Washington, in the District of Columbia, shall register
in like manner, without charge, all letters containing new cur-
rency returned for currency redeemed, which shall be received by
him from the Treasurer, in sealed packages, marked with the
word ' ' register ' ' over the official signature of the said Treasurer.

cu^reS C03ltelnillg Sec, 887. Whenever letters containing- currency to
be sent to the Treasurer of the United States for

--registration of, redemption are offered for registration, postmasters
—contents to be ex- must require the contents of every such letter to be

exhibited to them, and a list must be furnished, giving
an accurate and detailed description of the money to be
remitted. In case of fractional currency, the number
and denomination of pieces will be sufficient; but of
currency of the denomination of f>l and upward, the
letter, number of series, and date of each note, as well
as the denomination, must be given.

—list of contents. 2. The list must be carefully examined and com-
pared with the money to be remitted, and when found
to be correct will be filed in the office, to be subject at
all times to the inspection of proper agents of the Post-
Office Department.

—preparation of, 3. The money must be inclosed and the letter sealed
in the presence of the postmaster, who., after postage
is prepaid by the sender, will mark plainly upon the
envelope the words "Accepted without registry fee
under section 836, P. L. and R. ," and then issue the
usual registry receipt therefor.

-additional security 4. The letter must then be disposed of in the manner
JIS to.

provided for other registered letters; but, for the sake
of further security, the postmaster must be ready to
prove beyond question in every case, by a competent
witness, that such letter was duty mailed in the mode
prescribed for registered letters; otherwise, should the
letter be lost, he may be held responsible therefor.

Remittances of pos- gee. 838. Where remittances of postal or money-
tal or money-order * . •'
find**- order funds are registered, the package will be pre-

pared as follows:
—how incased. a. If in bulk small enough to be inclosed in a reg-

istered-package envelope, the money should first be
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inclosed in a strong envelope (such as the Department
provides expressly for the purpose), which must be
securely sealed, addressed to the proper official, and
placed in the registered - package envelope, in the
proper manner, for dispatch.

5. If in coin in bags or in currency in envelopes too ~Jappecdoin'etc" how

large for inclosure in the registered-package envelope,
the bag or envelope should be rewrapped with strong
paper, and this additional wrapper thoroughly sealed
with mucilage. A split registered-package envelope
should then be pasted thereon in such a manner as to
expose address and record of transit. (See sec, 818.)

IV.—REGISTERED MATTER IN TRANSIT.

•kept at all offices.Sec. 889. A Transit Book must be kept at all offices, Transit book.
for recording registered packages (and also inner sacks
or registered pouches) addressed to some other office,
which may be received, whether in due course of trans-
mission or because missent; and all such matter must
be recorded in the Transit Book immediately upon its
arrival, every column being properly filled, showing
full particulars of arrival and dispatch, properly wit-
nessed, of every transit article, the hour of dispatch
being noted where there is more than one dispatch a
day over the same line of railroad.

2. The Transit Book must be carefully preserved in -open to
, . tion.

good order and be at all times open to examination by
post-office inspectors.

3. From the particulars shown by this record post- -f?r. answers to in-
1 J -1 qmries.

masters must be at all times prepared to make prompt
reply to any inquiry concerning outgoing local, transit,
or missent registered packages, pouches, or sacks.

4-. At large offices other arrangements as to the -other arrangements
" ^ at large offices.

Transit Books may be specially authorized by the Third
Assistant Postmaster-General.

5. Registered pouches or inner sacks, in transit, —registered packages» e 7 7 m pouches o r inner
should be recorded upon the Transit Book or other sacks not to be re-

1 corded in.
authorized record, by their labels and the serial and —pouch or sack to be

, , f . i . -, •, recorded in.
rotary numbers ot their locks.

See sec. 914 as to record o! registered articles inclosed in regis-
tered pouches or sacks; sec. 826 as to recording matter of local
origin for dispatch by "star" route or for hand-to-hand delivery
to postal clerks, and registered pouches or sacks, in Transit Book.
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Packages in transit. gee< g^ Where a postmaster, upon opening away
pouch, finds Inclosed a registered package addressed to
an office "beyond his own. he must sign and return the

—indorsement on. accompanying package receipt and Indorse the pack-
age as directed in section 84:3, He will then fill up a
new package receipt, returnable to his own post-office,
and describe thereon all the transit and other registered
packages to be dispatched. The packages, after being
properly recorded, must, with the new receipt card
therefor, then be deposited in the pouch, as described
in section 822, and sent forward by the same mail.

iayIedt.ternott°bedc" 2- Transit registered matter must not be delayed
from one mail to another, unless such delay is unavoid-
able.

Treatment of official 3. Where official matter registered at Washington,
matter from Washing- ,° . . .
ton, ~ D. C., in a special manner, is received in transit, it

must be treated in all respects as other registered mat-
ter. (See sec. 820,)

reSffofregistered SeCt 84L TllG Process °f examining, indorsing, re-
packages, cording, filling out package receipts anew, and deposit-

ing registered matter in pouch must be repeated by
oifroute. postmasters every postmaster on the route over which a way pouch

is carried.
Transit packages on See. 842. Postmasters on "star "routes must make

5 4 star" routes.
—record of, proper entries in the Transit Book of all packages in

transit from such packages and package receipts.
local matter dls-

for pacx- gsc. §43. When a postmaster or railway postal clerkages in transit. i J *-
signs a receipt for a registered package, he must care-

a Ika°sSe iaen t °n ^U^J examine the package and indorse upon it, in the
spaces provided therefor, the date of its receipt and the
name of his post-office or railway post-office. He must
also enter a statement of the facts over his signature
whenever a package is in-bad condition. The absence
of a mark in the space marked " condition" will be
deemed a certification that the article was In good con-

concfition63 in bad d^011- Whenever registered packages are in bad con-
dition the facts must be stated by the indorsing post-
master or postal clerk on the package itself, the pack-
age receipt, and other records.

stamds°rs°rnent by '"'• Stamps may be used for indorsing registered
packages if the impression covers no more than two
lines on the registered package envelope, but the post-
master's signature when required must be written.



3. If registered tag envelopes are torn off or dam- op^samaged tag enYel"
aged in transit, they must be securely reattaehed to
the parcels from which they became separated. (See
sec. 819.)

See. 844. Whenever a postmaster is compelled to
pass a way pouch unopened to the next office on the
route, as directed in sections 1365 and 1389, he must
make a note upon his Transit Book, stating the fact,
the cause, and the date, and advise the postmaster to
whom the pouch is forwarded.

SQC. 845. Transit registered packages must be deliv- toDp?st5y<aita?lai8e"
ered to railway postal clerks, and hand-to-hand receipts
obtained therefor, the same as local matter. (See
sec. 826.)

See. 848. Postmasters at terminal offices of routes teSStteStS-
on which there is railway-mail service must at all times aaloffices-
be prepared to receive and properly receipt for regis-
tered matter brought to their offices bjT railway postal
clerks. No delay of trains or unseasonable hours of
arrival will authorize a deviation from this regulation.

Sec. 847. Every postmaster who opens a pouch , Mattei" received forj i i x delivery.
containing registered packages must sign the package H^eOTgitrte?ird'
receipt, erasing the word "postal'clerk," so that his
official title will be correctly stated. He must write, in
words, within the rectangle after his signature, the
total number of packages described in the receipt and
received by him, postmark the receipt on the address
side, and raturn it by next mail, without cover of an
envelope or postage.

2. Before signing the receipt the postmaster must cor- —errors and irregu-
, . , . . , larities in connection

rect any errors which it may contain, and also note with.
upon it any irregularities observed in connection with
the packages described therein.

cclved with.
ceiving postmaster must himself prepare, sign, and
return one without delay.

Sec. 848. When a pouch that has been passed as pro-
vided in sections 1365 or 1389 on account of defective
lock is received and opened, the receiving postmaster
will retain the registered matter for the office or offices
passed and enter it upon his Transit Book. If the
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tion 1389, the postmaster will retain such matter until
he is advised that a new key has been received at the
office passed. If the pouch was passed for the rea-
sons stated in section 1365, the postmaster will return
the registered matter for the office passed in"the first
locked pouch sent to that office.

Registered pack- gec. 849. Postmasters in opening1 registered pack-ages. L o is t-
—how opened. ages containing matter for delivery at their offices will

cut the package envelope on the end with a knife, so as
not to detach any part of the envelope. The initials
of the person opening the package must be indorsed I

.-comparison of, with on the envelope and the articles found therein com-
—return of bill. pared with the bill, which, if correct, must be signed, j

postmarked, and returned by the first mail. j
—examination and re- 2. Letters and parcels must be examined as to their

condition, postmarked on the back with date and the
hour, where hour stamps are provided, of their receipt,
and recorded at once in the delivery book in the
order in which they appear on the bill, the follow- \g particulars being given: Date of arrival, date

of bill, class, registry number, registered-package j
envelope number, office of origin, and name of ad-
dressee, which latter must always be taken from the
letter or parcel itself and not from the bill.

—when billing office 3. When the office from which a registered letter or
other than office o f . , . ~, „ . .
origin. parcel is received is noc the omce of origin, the names

of both offices should be recorded if columns are pro-
vided therefor in the delivery book or other authorized
record, as in case of forwarded and foreign articles.

—return receipt for. 4. The return receipt must be attached with a wire
clip, a rubber band, or thread to the back of the letter
or parcel to which it relates.

Record and receipt 5. All official registered articles addressed to a post-
on delivery book of « • -. T i « , , , i
official articles. master, including packages or postage stamps, postal

cards, and stamped envelopes, must be recorded and
receipted, for on the delivery book by the postmaster.
(See sees. 807, 840, and 852.)

official matter from g. Official matter registered at Washington, D. C.,
Washington. ° & '

in a special manner, must be treated the same as other
registered matter, except as provided in section 852.
(See sec. 820.)

letter or parcel Sec. 850. When a registered-package envelope ar-
omitted from eiivel- . , - M I • j. -UMI i A
ope. rives at an onice with only a registry bill and return
—should be sought in .
ordinary mail. receipt mclosect, the postmaster must ascertain if the

letter or parcel to which bill and receipt refer has been
received in the ordinary mail, in which case he must, if

i
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possible, obtain the receipt of the addressee for it on
the delivery book and the return receipt. The bill and
receipt after being properly signed and postmarked
should be dispatched in the first outgoing mail. The
facts should be reported to the Third Assistant Post- -™P°rt of, to Depart-
master-General. In case the missing letter or parcel
has not been received by the addressee, the matter
must be reported to the Fourth Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Post-Office Inspectors and Mail
Depredations) without delay.

See. 851. If the sending postmaster has failed to wff™fd Stnn[l8S
properly fill up his registry bill or registry - return !!̂ e supplied by rl
receipt, the receiving postmaster must correct it, eeiving postmasters.
Before returning the registry bill he must note thereon,
over his signature, any error or irregularity.

Sec. 852. If, on opening a registered package, no Failure to send reg-
' * . . fe i :?,, istry bill or return

bill is found, the receiving postmaster must fill out receipt.
one, indorse it "No bill received," sign it, address it
properly, postmark it, and send it without cover to the
mailing post-office. If no registry-return receipt
accompanies a registered letter or parcel, the postmaster
opening the package must fill one out, attach it to the
letter or parcel, and mail it to the sender when signed.
(See sec. 811.) A report of every such case must be — report of, to Depart-
x . merit.
made to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General.

2. Where official matter registered at Washington, ~^VaSgtS?tter

D. C., in a special manner, is not accompanied by a
registry bill or return receipt, none need be supplied.
(See sec. 820.)

Sec. 853. Registered-package receipts, registry bills, Begistry bins ana
te *- to A -' & J ' receipts exempt from

and registry-return receipts, when mailed require no postage,
envelope or postage; they are simply to be postmarked
and mailed without delay.

Sec. 854. When a subordinate in a post-office re- signing of receipts.
-'• —by subordinates for

ceipts for registered matter he must sign as follows: postmaster.
«—^ . __5 p. M., by. , Ass'tP. M.,"
or Clerk. When the postmaster himself receipts for —by postmaster.
registered matter his name must be written. When
receipts are signed by a subordinate the postmaster's
name may be written or stamped, but the signature of
the assistant postmaster or clerk must be in writing.

2. On certain special forms, such as registered-pouch —b>T dispatching and
L ' tj •*• receiving clerks,

bills, registry route bills, and some other manifold wnen-
forms, the postmaster's signature or name is not re-
quired, but the signatures of the dispatching or receiv-
ing clerks are to be written in lieu thereof.

,
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VI.

Keturn receipt. Ssc. 855, A receipt shall be taken upon the delivery of any
—tobetaken'fromad- registered mail-matter, showing to whom and when the same was
dressee. _ delivered, which shall be returned to the sender, and be received

Delivery book and 2. The delivery book and the postmark on the re-
posiniarkiOf-hovs^date . . i i »
of delivery. turn receipt must in every case snow the actual date or

deliver of a reistered article.
Receipt to be re- o T'lip vpfnvn rp^-ai-nt Q-Frpr "h^ino" -nrrmprlv cno-rsprlturned invariably by °- -1-lAl, ItJUUIl leocipt, aitW UCillg pioptur) blglieu,

next mail. must invariably be mailed to the sender of the article
by the next mail.

See sec. 951 as to delivery of dutiable matter, and sec. 947 as to
foreign return receipts.

otJe^tiS ft?e"dee8iiv* Sec- 856' Immediately upon the arrival of a regis-
terecl letter or parcel at a post-office where there is no
letter-carrier service, the postmaster must notify the
addressee of its arrival. The standard form of regis-
try notice — Form 1525 — postmarked with the date of
issue must be used and placed in the general delivery or
the addressee's post-office box, if he have one, for
delivery.

2. If the letter or parcel be not delivered within
three days, a second notice, so marked, and postmarked
with date of issue, must be prepared and served in the
same way, and the letter or parcel indorsed or stamped,
"3d Notice Sent."

dorsed or to I)e ™" ?>- ^ne letter or parcel must always be indorsed with
the dates when such notices are served,

fr?eedei!vir"tfflceess.at Sec- 857- At free-delivery offices registry notices
for all pieces which do not bear a house or business
address, even though such address may afterwards be
supplied from the city or office directory, as it must
be, if possible, must immediately and invariably be
deposited without cover of an envelope in the general
delivery unless the addressee has a post-office box.

2. The standard form of registry notice — -Form 1525 —
will be provided for this purpose, and the name of the
office and State of issue, as well as of the addressee of
the registered article, must be written -upon it in the
proper place. (See sec. 892.) When the notice is for

al more ^ian one piece the total number of pieces held
for delivery must be written in words on the face of
the notice. On card-delivery notices. Forms 3849 and
3849a, the number of each article must appear.
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3. The clerk charged with depositing these notices ̂ £f^ •£*
must postmark them with the year, month, and day, alldllour-
and, where the office is supplied with stamps therefor,
with the hour when the notice is thus deposited.

4. When registry notices are sent to guests at hotels, -senttoguests.atho-
. , ' tels, or by carriers to

or when for any special reason it is necessary to send business hous
J- J T idences.

them by carriers to business places or residences, they
must be inclosed in sealed penalty envelopes.

should be advised to retain them, unless they are re-
turned bearing delivery orders, to meet any possible
question as to the time of their service.

6. Notices bearing delivery orders must be retained -bearing delivery or-
°a - ders to be filed.

on file in the post-office.
See. 858. Registered matter .must not be delivered telDefStcrf regl8'

to anyone but the person to whom it is addressed, or
the person to whose care it is addressed, without a
written order from the addressee, d-jly verified; and no
exception will be made to this rule because of relation-
ship of any nature between the addressee and the person
claiming the matter.

2, Written orders authorizing the deiiveiy of regis — written orders for.
tered matter to another than the addressee may be for
a specific letter or parcel, or they w&y cover all regis- -
tered articles addressed, to the person giving the order,
except those the delivery of which, to the addressee in
person has been demanded by the sender by an indorse-
ment upon the articles themselves.

3. Registered mail indorsed for delivery to the ad- -indorsed for
^ . er>r to addressee in

dressee in person must be delivered to no one but him, person,
not even upon his written order; and if it can not be so
delivered, it must be returned, after the expiration of
the proper period, to sender. The word "Personal"
is not to be construed as an indorsement so restricting
delivery. (See see. 64-2, relating to delivery of regis-
tered letters to pensioners.)

4. Persons in whose care registered mail is directed —addressed in care of
0 persons other than ad-

may receive and receipt for it without a written order dressee.
unless the addressee has specially directed otherwise.

5. Registered mail addressed to guests must never be ~~for hotel suests

delivered to the manager or clerk of a hotel unless it be
plainly directed to his care.

6. Where the addressee is dead or insane, delivery ̂
may be made to his legal representative only. (See sees,
861 and 862.)
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-where addressee is a 7. Registered mail addressed to a minor living with
or under the control of his parents is, as a general rule,
subject to the parents' control unless it be indorsed for.
personal delivery, when the special rule applies. (See
paragraph 3.) In such cases, if delivery be forbidden
by parents or guardians, the mail must be returned to
senders so indorsed.

—addressed to piibiic 8. Registered mail addressed to a public officer, or to
or corporation officer , . .
by title. an officer of a corporation, oy his title, should be deliv-

ered to the person holding the title addressed.
-where applicant is 9 Identification must always be required where the
unknown, identifica- _ ^ A
tion of before. applicant for registered mail is unknown, whether de-

livery is to be made to the addressee or to the sender
for any purpose; and in case of doubt, instructions
should be obtained from the Third Assistant Postmas-
ter-General (Division of Registered Mails).

—orders for, to t>e flied 10. All written orders for the delivery of registered
and observed until J
countermanded i n mail must be verified and placed among the permanent
writing1,

files of the post-office, and all general orders should be
complied with until countermanded in writing.

Delivery to person Sec. 859. When registered matter is delivered upon
oilier than addressee. t o T V

the order of the addressee, the person to whom delivery
is made must sign both the delivery book and the return

-how made. receipt with his own signature, followed by the words
"By order of (adding the addressee's name)."

—if in MS care. 2. If1 delivery be made to a person in whose care the
letter or parcel is addressed, that person should sign
his own name, followed by 4 ' For (adding the addressee's
name)."

stamped signature. 3, If a stamped signature of the addressee be used
b}̂  a person duly authorized in writing by the addressee
to use it, it should be followed by the signature of
such person: For instance, "Continental Insurance and
Banking Co., per John Smith."

Sec. 889. At any time prior to its delivery, a regis-^
tered article may be delivered to such person, other
than the addressee, as the sender may direct, in a writ-

— how made. ten order filed with the mailing postmaster, under the
following conditions :

-identity of sender to a. The sender must first satisfactorily establish his
be established. ^

identity as such, and the mailing postmaster must
certify thereto, over his- signature, on the order itself,
which must then be postmarked with the stamp of the
mailing office and be sent, at the sender's expense, to
the postmaster at whose office the article is held, who
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will then make delivery accordingly and file the order
as his voucher.

5. Deliveries of this character must not be made —not to be made on
.v j • . i telegraphic orders.

upon telegraphic orders, but articles described in sucn
orders may be withheld from delivery upon telegraphic
requests, until the receipt of a duly certified written
order from the sender. The name of the addressee of Name not to "be
articles so delivered must never be changed. c «mBe..

Sec. 861, Where it is satisfactorily shown that the , Disposition of mat-
•; ter when addressee !s

addressee of a registered article is dead, delivery may rte«d- , , ,
fe , „ —delivery to legal

be made to a duly qualified legal representative, such as representative.
his executor or administrator, upon satisfactory proof
of his character as such.

2. If there be no such representative, domestic let—if there be no leg&i
, -, • i J • representative, do-

ters or parcels should be returned as provided in sec- mestic articles to be
.. . .-.. returned to sender.

tion 880, unless the sender shall, through the mailing'
postmaster, request that they be delivered to some
relative of the deceased or other person who may apply
for them.

3. All articles withheld from delivery under para- —indorsement of rea-
, ,, , , i • i • i i -j.1 J.T f son for nondelivery,graph 2 must be plainly indorsed with the reason for

their nondelivery. If claimed by a relative of the —claim by relative.
deceased addressee, such relative may be furnished
with the name and address of sender, if possible.

See sec. 948 as to the disposition of foreign matter which can
not be delivered to legal representative of deceased addressee.

Sec. 882. Registered matter addressed to a person Disposition of mat-
1 1 , 1 1 - 1 1 1 i j i • i ter when addressee i swho has been legally declared to be insane may be insane.

-, -,. -, . , •, • j i i j_i j • —to be delivered todelivered to the person appointed by the proper tri- legal representative.
bunal to have charge of his estate. If there be no such —if no legal repre-
person, the matter should be properly indorsed with
the reason for its nondelivery and disposed of as
directed in the preceding section.

NOTE.—Sections 634 to 658 of these regulations, concerning the Note,
delivery of ordinary mail matter, apply to the delivery of regis-
tered matter in all cases where applicable, except as otherwise
modified by this chapter. (See especially sec. 858.)

Sec. 868. When registered matter is received from Matter received from
4-1^ T» A T j.. rwr -c a v • 4.1, J'i- Dead-Letter Office.the l)ead-_Let~cer (Juice for deliver}7 to the owner, dili-
gent effort must be made to deliver the same. Such
matter will be treated, as provided in section 655, and if
it can not be delivered must be returned to the Dead—delivery of.
Letter Office. All registered matter received from the —return of.
Dead-Letter Office must be registered when returned
thereto.

309A—02 26
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Sec. 884, Postmasters will be held personally re-
tered matter. sponsible by the Post-Office Department for the wrong

delivery, depredation upon, or loss of any registered
letter or parcel while in their custody, if such wrong

case of loss delivery, depredation, or loss be due to negligence or10-h iif>e-lie-fiTif',e. - ' . M i 1 t o f e >

their bond for an}7 damage resulting to the Department
on account of such wrong delivery, depredation, or loss.

VII.—DELIVERY OF REGISTERED MATTER BY LETTER-
CARRIERS.

Delivery by letter gec_ gg5_ Postmasters at free-delivery post-offices
carriers, - l

.Except, must, unless requested to the contrary by addressee,
deliver by letter carriers all registered letters and regis-
tered parcels except those whose weight and bulk make
it impracticable, when, such letters or parcels are ad-
dressed to street and number, or to parties whose house
or business address appears in the city or office direc-

mP°monl>s securities" ^ory. Registered packages and letters addressed to
desk delivery161*1 fOT banks, trust companies, and other institutions, or per-

sons, and known to or reasonably presumed by the
postmaster to contain, either singly or in the aggregate,
large sums of money or securities, the delivery of which
can not be made by carriers without unusual risk or
danger, will not be delivered in such manner, but the
addressee must be notified by the postmaster to call at
the post-offi.ce and receive and receipt for the same,

if addressee be box 3, Where the addressee is a box holder all of his
holder, matter to be
held for desk delivery registered mail should be held for desk delivery, unless
unless. ° .

he specially requests such matter to be delivered by
carrier, when, the request must be complied with unless
the letter or package is of extraordinary value, and
to so deliver it be incompatible with the provision
herein, concerning letters and packages of extraordi-

en^oSa<^edVery to be naiT value. Postmasters must encourage desk deliv-
eries of registered matter, especially where the number
of registered pieces to be delivered to a single patron
is considerable, or where, for other important reasons,
such deliveries are desirable.

teSffiSerSsaSS 3- Registered matter of the third and fourth classes
4th classes- shall have preference of delivery over matter of the

same classes not registered.
4. Rural free-delivery carriers must deliver regis-

tered mail at the house or place of business of the
addressee, if possible.
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Sec. 868. Letter-carriers must study and thor-
oughly understand the delivery rules herein prescribed
and comply therewith.

2, Carriers must not allow registered letters or par-
cels to be examined until the identification of the person
entitled to receive and receipt for them has first been
fully established, nor must they permit envelopes or
wrappers to be opened until after delivery has been
made and the proper receipts obtained,

3. Carriers must make as many attempts to deliver
registered articles each day as their arrangement of
trips will permit, unless it clearly appears after any
trip that delivery by them is impossible.

4, After each unsuccessful trial the carrier must
write in pencil, on the left end or back of the letter or
parcel, the reason for nondelivery, and sign it with his
initials and number.

5. Whenever, on any day, it be found impossible to
deliver a letter or parcel, it must be returned to the
post-office or carrier's station and delivered to the post-
master, superintendent, or authorized clerk, and his
receipt for the same taken upon the carrier's delivery
book or other authorized form. This must be done
also after the last trip each, day, and. after any trip
which is followed by the carrier's lay-oil,

f>. Undelivered letters and parcels returned by car-
riers must, at each return, be reentered on the post-
office or station delivery or retrial book, and every
time thereafter that they are taken out for delivery by
the carrier they must be receipted for by him, and he
must reenter them in his delivery book, unless they are
to be delivered under the tissue-receipt system.

7, Carriers are forbidden to change the address of
any registered letter or parcel, or to transfer it from
one district to another, except through the registry
clerk at the post-office or station, who must write the
new address in red ink if the change be made on a
written order, out if the order is verbal only it should
be so noted over the carrier's initials and number upon
the letter or parcel without changing its address.

8. Carriers, when indorsing registered matter "'For
notice at," must always add the post-office, as well as
the street and number address to which the addressee
lias removed, in accordance with the information given
them. If the addressee has removed to a new address

Delivery of regis-
tered matter by car-
riers.
—special rules as to.

Attempts to deliver.

Where delivery can
not be effected.

Undelivered matter,
how treated.

Forwarding.
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in the same city, effort to make delivery thereat must
be promptly made by carriers. If the new address
be unknown, this information must be given in the
indorsement on the registered article.

ow7 9< Carriers' delivery books must always show the
name of the carrier or substitute who delivers a given
registered letter or parcel.

hie£ikieand°tobienSudI 10- Entries in delivery books must be made in ink
name and address m an(j snoW5 jn eacn case, the registry number of the letter

or parcel, the name of the addressee, and his house
address, except in the case of well-known persons,
corporations, or firms. When an article is addressed
in care of another, the full address must be entered in
the book.

-two lines in, for each ^1> ^wo lines should be reserved in the delivery
book for each entry, for convenience in case the article
should be receipted for by an agent of, or person other
tha,n, the addressee.

--receipt on, before 12. jn delivering registered matter, carriers must
delivery. •=> <= "

take receipts therefor on both their delivery books or
other authorized form and the registry return receipts.
The signatures to such receipts must be in ink or
indelible pencil. The actual date of delivery must, in
each instance, be written in the carrier's book or deliv-
ery form.

pieces^one^^re1^! 13. Where there are several pieces to one address
entered consecutively on the delivery book, the ad-
dressee, or the person to whom deliveiy is made, should
be requested to sign his name opposite the last entry,
and write immediately above it, in words, not figures,
the total number of pieces thus receipted for.

Deposit ami ex- gec< g@7. _^.t free-delivery offices carriers must in-
iu!i hint ion of undeliv- J

emi matter, deitrery variably deposit undelivered registered matter, their
boots, and return . . . .
receipts. delivery books and registry return receipts in the post-

office, or at the delivery station to which they are
attached, after each trip preceding a lay-off and after
their last delivery trip. Such matter, with the books,
must then be examined and checked by the proper post-
office emploj^ee.

Registered special- geCi g^g. At free-delivery offices registered letters
delivery letters. . J & -
-delivery of. for special delivery should be intrusted only to adult

employees of a post-office, or, if this be not practicable,
only to sworn messengers of undoubted discretion and
good judgment. Postmasters may make delivery of
such letters in person.

See sec. 778 as to delivery of special-delivery matter.
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• VIII.—FOKWARDING AND RECALL, OF REGISTERED
MATTEE.

See, 889. All registered matter, except that which Forwarding matter
» . llP°n request of ad-

has once been properly delivered, may be forwarded, dressee.
without additional charge for registry fee, upon-^o a^(imoiiai
the written request of the addressee or of his agent,
authorized in writing to control such matter, and, in
cases of emergency, where the postmaster is satisfied
that no fraud is intended, a telegraphic order from the -telegraphic o r d e r
addressee may be honored.

2. No additional postage is chargeable for forward-
ing first-class matter, or matter inclosed in or sent mi-
der cover of official penalty envelopes or labels, but
additional postage is chargeable for forwarding all
other matter, and such additional postage must be pre-
paid with postage stamps which, when furnished, must
be affixed and canceled by the forwarding postmaster.
If such stamps or the money to buy them, do not
accompany the forwarding order, the addressee, or the
sender, as may be proper, must be notified to send
them, the amount required being given. If he fails to
do so within thirty days, the article is to be disposed
of the same as an undeliverable registered article.
(See sec. 886.)

3. In forwarding registered articles, the postmaster . Method of forward-
will change their address as to destination only, plainly
mark them "Forwarded," reregister them as if they
were mailed anew at his office, and dispatch them in a
properly prepared registered-package envelope, accom-
panied by the original return receipt and a registry
bill returnable to his office. The proper column of the bo^ry in delh?ery

delivery book in the forwarding office must always
show when and where a given article was forwarded.

4. At offices where the " Distribution Book" is used, tiS1S)kf1w]Sribu'
"missent," "forwarded," and "returned to writer,"
articles are recorded therein instead of being reregis-
tered on the registration book.

5. Forwarding orders must invariably be retained on to^erffltdding °rders

file as vouchers. (See sec. 628.)
Sec. 870. A registered letter or parcel may be for- JSSSSSS^aS?

warded from one post-office to another for delivery,
upon the written order of the sender, filed with the
mailing postmaster, under the following conditions:

1. The sender must first satisfactorily establish his
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identity as such and the mailing postmaster must cer-
tify thereto, over his signature and the postmark of
his office, on the order itself, which must then be com-
municated by the mailing postmaster to the postmaster
at whose office the article is held, either by mail or
telegraph, at the sender's expense.

compliance wi th 2. A postmaster who receives a duly certified for-
request. T i c j i • ^ . 7 - i •warding order or tins character, or a telegraphic re-

quest from another postmaster, based upon a written
order of the sender, must promptly forward the regis-
tered article described therein to such post-office as
may be designated, for delivery to the addressee, or
upon his written order, but to no other person.

Forwarding and re- £•„„ 07-1 Whpn fl roo-VpTPf! ivtifl« i^ mvrnf-rlvturn of matter after oelj> tjii' VV UCM II ICglbteiyU »I UCIC ib piOpoliy

delivery. delivered and receipted for its connection with the
registry service ceases, and it must not be again re-

—new fee to be paid, ceived in the registered mails without prepayment of a
new registry fee.

2. If a new fee be paid, such an article may be for-
3harge for

postage in every case where it might be so treated if it
had not been registered in the first instance. In such
a case it must be reregistered and a new registration
receipt issued bearing the words "Reregistered after
delivery." The article must be likewise marked.

3. The new receipt will describe the original ad-
dressee as the addressee under the new registration.

. indorsement on art- A. The name and address of the person requesting
the reregistration of the article will be indorsed upon
the article itself and appear as those of the sender in
the registration and return receipts.

Examination be- 5 When a registered letter once delivered is offered
lore rctegisiraiioiL &

for reregistration, it should be carefully examined to
ascertain its condition. If there be evidence that it has
been opened and rescaled, tampered with, or if other-
wise in bad. order, it should be refused, until it lias
been reenveloped by the sender, in which case new
postage as well as a new registry fee is chargeable.

with address changed. er}y delivered is afterwards found in the ordinary
mail drop, with address changed, to be forwarded, or
returned, it must be marked "Re-mailed after Deliv-
ery—Not in registered mail," and promptly dispatched
as a piec



dressed in care of a consul, and returned by that
official to the local post-office as unclaimed, must be
received and treated in the manner prescribed for unde-
liverable articles in eneral.

i fitter*
claimed or recalled by the sender at any time before
its delivery, upon compliance with the requirements
of this regulation.

2. Before dispatch the sender must—
a. If unknown, furnish satisfactory identification as identification,

such.
I. Write on the face of his registry receipt the cegforse

words " Withdrawn before dispatch" and sign his name-
thereto.

c. Surrender his registry receipt to the postmaster, cefuf'ender of r e ~
to be pasted to its stub or counterpart in the registra-
tion book.

__ . , master.
write or stamp the words !'~ Withdrawn before dispatch"
on the stub or counterpart of the receipt in the regis- |

, . , . , , Indorsement 011 re-
tration book, sign nis name thereto, and paste the ceipt stub.
surrendered receipt on the stub or margin of the
counterpart.

4. The postmaster or clerk must then write or stamp indorsement on. art-
"̂  iclc

the words "Withdrawn before dispatch " on the face of
the letter or parcel, to which must be added the post-
mark of his office. The letter or parcel may then be
returned to the sender. The postage stamps should
not be canceled; but if they have been, no reimburse-
ment can be made. j

5. After dispatch the sender must — Recall after dis-

identity as such.
1), File with the mailing postmaster, or his author-

ized clerk, a written request for the return of the letter
or parcel, giving name and address of sender, name
and address of addressee, and .the registry number of
the article to be recalled.

6. Upon receipt of such a request the mailing post- . Procedure at mail-
master must immediately send to the postmaster at the
office of address, in his own name, by mail or tele-
graph, at the sender's option and expense for postage
or telegram, a request for the return of the letter or
parcel, giving the sender's name and address, the ad-
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dressee's name and address, the registration number
of the article, date of its dispatch, and the number
of the registered-package envelope in which it was
inclosed.

of^ddrel™6 at offlce ^' Immediately upon receipt of such request the
postmaster at the office of address will return such let-
ter or parcel by registered mail.

whenlitional pOBtage' 8. No new postage is chargeable for returning first-
class matter (see sees. 670 and 672), but full postage is

registry fee is chargeable on any class. When other
than first-class matter is recalled, the sender must sup-
ply the money or postage stamps, to be remitted with
the postmaster's letter of recall, to cover the return
postage.

9. The same records must be made and the same
receipts taken for registered articles recalled after dis-
patch as are made and taken for s^ny other registered
matter returned to writer, except that the article it-
self, as well as all the records, must show that it was
"Recalled" or "Reclaimed." (See sec. 886.)

°f 8ender's 10- The sender's written request must be carefully
filed at the mailing office; and the postmaster's letter
or telegram of recall must be similarly filed at the office
receiving it, with a note of the action indorsed upon
it, giving the return registry number of the article
and the date of its return.

Liability of post- 11. A postmaster who fails to require satisfactory
identification of the sender will be held responsible if
a mistake results therefrom, and he will also be held
accountable if he fails to require a deposit sufficient to
fully cover all expenses of recalling a letter or parcel.

IX.—SHORT-PAID REGISTERED MATTER.

res!s" SeCl 873< When a registered letter or parcel is re-
ceived for delivery to the addressee or restoration to
the sender, and the postage and registry fee thereon

-collection of de- have not been fully prepaid, the postmaster will collectficiency on. j j. i •> r
—report of. the POSTAGE due fi'om the addressee or sender, as may

be proper, and report the amount due as REGISTRY FEE
to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General for collec-
tion from the dispatching postmaster, as a penalty for
his neglect.

See sees. 961 as to foreign registered matter.
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2. To ascertain the amount due for postage or f or
registry fee, the postmaster will credit the stamps of p°sta&e-
attached, first, to pay the postage, and then, if there
be a surplus, to pay the registry fee.

3. The amount of deficiency in postage should be ^ffi.loncy> how

plainly marked on the letter or parcel thus: u Postage
due, — cents." Postage-due stamps to the amount of to^lS^n. stamps

such deficiency in postage must be attached to the letter
or parcel, and canceled before delivery. (See sec. 621.)

4. Where the addressee refuses to pay the deficient -^esaecTent of> where

postage, the letter or parcel must be marked ' ' Re-
fused" and disposed of as such, either by being-
returned to sender, or, when refused by sender, by
being sent to the Dead-Letter Office, as directed in
sections 886 and 889.

5. If any matter upon which forwarding postage is ~4™ment: with°ut

chargeable has been inadvertently forwarded without
prepayment thereof, the delivering postmaster must
collect the amount from the addressee.

6. Reports of shortages in registry fees must be -weekly reports of.
made weekly to the Third Assistant Postmaster-Gen-
eral (Division of Registered Mails), and must show the
number and weight of the letter or parcel, the date of
mailing, the registered package envelope number, the
oifice and station or substation of origin, in alphabet-
ical order, the name of the reporting office, and the
amount of deficiency.

7. Postmasters and registry clerks must exercise —care as to,
special vigilance to detect and properly treat short-
paid registered matter.

See sees. 412 and 618 as to collection of double rates where no
postage is paid; sec. 772 as to postage due on special-delivery mat-
ter where no postage is paid; sec. 871 as to new registry fee on
forwarded or returned matter which has been once delivered.

X. — REGISTERED MATTER MISSENT, MISDIRECTED,
DAMAGED, UNSEALED, OR WITHOUT COVER.

Mlsscnt packages.
Sec. 874. Where a registered package is missent to

a post-office, its address being plain or its true destina-
tion manifest, the postmaster must make proper record

' -'• A r — to be resent,
of it on his transit book, and dispatch it to its address
by the proper route.

See sec. 799 as to reports of registry irregularities.

Sec. 875. When on opening a registered package Msseut letters or
parcels.

addressed to his post-office 'a postmaster finds therein a —how forwarded.
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registered letter or parcel addressed to another post-
office, he will indorse the bill "Missent," sign, post-
mark, and return it, file the registered-package envel-
ope, and enter the letter or parcel on his delivery book,
making a note in deliveiy column "Missent and
forwarded," reregister it free, using his own name as
the name of sender, and forward it to its proper des-
tination,

2. At offices where the use of the distribution book
is allowed the articles must be entered, thereon and
returned under their distribution number instead of
being reregistered on the registration book,

Sec. 878. Misdirected and unaddressed registered
packages, or packages addressed to a place not a post-
office, except as provided in section 878, must be re-
turned to the mailing office for better direction. The
postmaster detecting the error in any such case must
indorse the package "Returned for better direction,"
register, and place it under cover of a regularly num-
bered registered-package envelope, with a registry bill
describing it, and send it to the mailing post-office,
making- due note of the facts on his transit book. In
cases where, from absence or illegibility of postmarks,
or from any other cause, it is impossible for the post-
master receiving a misdirected or unaddressed package
to ascertain the office of mailing, he must send the
package with a letter of advice to the Third Assistant
Postmaster-General, by registered mail, after making
the proper entry on the transit book.

See preceding section for instructions for offices allowed to use
the distribution book, which apply to the treatment of articles
mentioned in this section, also.

2. A package plainly addressed to a post-office in
slight irregularities. opera.t{on must not be delayed simply because it is not

postmarked, or because some simple irregularity is
noted in connection with it. Registered packages or
inner sacks in transit or addressed to another post-
office must not be opened, except as provided in these
regulations, or by special order of the Third Assistant
Postmaster-General.

addressed*Tetters "or ^ec> ®^' Where a postmaster finds in a registered-
*>arcels> package envelope addressed to b is office first-class matter

not addressed, misdirected, or directed to a place not a
—how treated. post-office, he will record it in his delivery book,, with

the note, "Returned for proper direction," reregister
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"Returned for proper direction."
See preceding section for instructions for offices allowed to use

the distribution book, which apply to the treatment of articles
mentioned in this section also.

2, A misdirected or unaddressed article prepaid at fll^hc^sg°^SgS
other than the letter rate must be similarly recorded, and with return postage,
the sender must be notified to send stamps to prepay
return postage or it will be sent to the Dead-Letter
Office; and upon the receipt of the stamps the}r should
be attached to the article, which should then be reregis-
tered and returned, indorsed as above.

3, If the name of the mailjg oiSce of any such letter ingVofflnCeaSn°nSabe
or parcel can not be ascertained by careful examina- f^^retum °nof afur-
tion, such letter or parcel should be sent by registered ^l-Lette^offlce*to

mail to the Dead-Letter Office, accompanied by a letter
of advice. The same course must be followed if
stamps are not furnished for the return of third or
fourth-class parcels, within thirty days of the mailing
of the notice to the sender.

Sec. 878, Postmasters on receiving a registered B^JSlrtSp8,1etcfl.k"
package of stamps, envelopes, or postal cards, bearing
an incorrect or imperfect address, must record it on
the transit book, hold it, and at once notify the Third
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Postage
Stamp Supplies), giving the registry number, date of
postmark, and full address of the package, and await
instructions. When such package is disposed of under
instructions from the Third Assistant Postmaster-Gen-
eral, such disposition must be noted on the transit book.

Sec. 879. Damaged registered packages, or those Packages damaged
. "' ° . - ° J in transit or opened by

opened by mistake, must De at once reenveloped at the mistake.
' , ,, . . ,. , —must be reenvel-

post-omce where the injury occurs or is discovered. oped.
2. The original registered-package envelope must —how re-em-eioped.

not be removed or changed, but must be indorsed with
a full statement of the facts, signed by the postmaster,
or by the postal clerk from whom it was received. (See
sees. 843 and 1550.) It must be placed in a new package
envelope bearing the same number, postmark, office
of origin and. address, and the postmark of the office
at which the new envelope is supplied, and must be
indorsed "Re-enveloped at (name of office and State)."
A record of the facts must be made in the transit book.

3. Damaged packages too large for inclosure in —too large for incio-
, ' •• ~ • i , '" . . sure in package envel-package envelopes, and put up as prescribed in section ope.
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819, must be rewrapped and treated as prescribed
herein, except that the tag- envelope must be detached
before re wrapping, and the facts of the damage and of
the placing under cover indorsed thereon, after which
it should again be attached to the parcel.

Packages of postage apo opn T?po-iarprAr] na^lr'no-psi nf nndfao-p afarnr»Qstamps, stamped en- otjl" OOVl AUJglBieieu pdCUdgeh OI postage Sldlllph,
cSdles'damaged°stiH P°stal cards, or stamped envelopes which become dam-
—tobe'rewrapped re- ag'e^ must be securely re wrapped and sealed by the

postmaster who discovers the damage. A split regis-
tered-package envelope, plainly marked "Registered
postage-stamp package," "Registeredpostal-card pack-
age," or "Registered stamped-envelope package," as
may be proper, must bd pasted to the new wrapper,
and be numbered, postmarked, and addressed precisely
like the original label attached to the package, and the
following inscription must also be marked on it:
"Placed under cover at (giving- name of the office sup-
plying the new wrapper)."

2. The package must then be recorded upon the
transit book, whereon a note of the facts as to the dam-
age and the reenveloping must be made, and sent to

Report of. jts proper destination. A report of the facts must be
made in every case to the Third Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Postage Stamp Supplies).

eS'lTntad older! Sec- 88L Where a registered letter is received in
treatment of. faft order, it must be indorsed over the signature of the

postmaster, "Received in bad order," inclosed in an
appropriate, sealed penalty envelope, properly ad-
dressed, numbered and postmarked like the original
envelope (which must not be removed), and marked
"Have this examined on delivery," and recorded in the
delivery book. Special penalty envelopes are fur-
nished by the Department for this .purpose to the
presidential post-offices, and the directions printed
upon them must be strictly followed.

°in 2- At the office of delivery the addressee should be
requested, at the time of the delivery of such letter, to
open it in the presence of the postmaster or of the de-
livery clerk or letter carrier. If any of the contents
be missing, the envelopes (both letter and penalty)
should be obtained from the addressee, with his indorse-
ement of the facts, and sent, with the registered-pack-
age envelope in which ,the letter was received, to the

report of, when. Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Post-
Office Inspectors and Mail Depredations), accompanied
by a full report of the facts.
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Sec. 882. If a registered letter arrives at an office se^f s fonnd m"
unsealed, it must be indorsed "Received unsealed," ~howdelivered-
over the signature of the postmaster, the letter placed
in a penalty envelope, ordinary or special, as may be
appropriate, delivered as directed in section 881, and
the original envelope of the letter, obtained from
the addressee with his indorsement thereon stating1

whether the contents are correct or incorrect. If the
letter has been inclosed in a special form of the pen-
alty envelope, that envelope should be obtained and
the indorsement made thereon.

2. If the contents are found correct, a report of the -report of to Depart-. merit,
case, accompanied by the penalty envelope, must be
made to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General. If
found incorrect, the report and the envelopes (both
letter and penalty) and the registered-package envelope
in which the letter was received must bo sent to the
Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of
Post-Office Inspectors and Mail Depredations).

Sec. 883. If a
nothing when opened.
dorse the facts upon it and report them to the mailing facts and reported,
postmaster, the Third Assistant Postmaster-General,
and the Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General (Division
of Post-Office Inspectors and Mail Depredations).

See sec. 850 as to registered package containing only a registry
bill or return receipt.

Sec. 884. If a registered-package envelope contains Matter found with-
< ,1 L , j. • « i • i out cover in register-loose money, or other matter not inclosed in an envel- ed-paekage envelope.
ope, the receiving postmaster must note all the particu- ~ °w aea

lars on the registered-package envelope and have the
statement signed by two witnesses, if possible.

2. If the inclosure be a postal or money order remit — if a postal or money
- . order remittance.

tancc the postmaster will receipt for it and make proper
disposition thereof.

3. Where there is anything connected with the loose —must be delivered if
matter to indicate without doubt the name and address P0fcfe^ e'
of the person for whom it is intended, the matter may
be carefully inclosed in a sealed penalty envelope, ad-
dressed, and delivered as prescribed in section 881, and
a full report of the case made to the Third Assistant —report of.
Postmaster-General. In such case the postmaster must
not fail to collect the postage and report the deficiency
in registry fee as prescribed in section 873.
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erSSinstocttonlto 4- If the postmaster is in doubt as to the ownership
from ̂  of the mattor he must report the facts and await instruc-

tions from the Third Assistant Postmaster-General.
Ssc- 885" Special penalty envelopes for the treat-

" n se ai eT"gCan<i 'meiit and reiiiclosnre of matter received for deliver
istlre(i°mattcrer"reg" w^^c^ is damaged, unsealed, or without cover, will be

furnished to presidential- offices only. Other offices
must use the ordinal'}?" penalty envelope for this pur-
pose.

2. After inclosing such matter in the special envel-
ope, postmasters will carefully seal it first with, muci-
lage and then with wax.

3 • Postmasters receiving matter inclosed in the special
envelope provided for damaged or unsealed matter will
carefully note the condition of the envelope, and make
record of it in their delivery books from the particu-
lars on the envelope. It must not be opened except
by the addressee, or the sender, if delivery be not made
to the addressee, when the printed instructions at the
bottom of the envelope and the provisions of section
881 must be carefully observed.

4. Postmasters or employees authorized to witness
the opening of the special envelope, at the time of
delivery to the addressee, should request the addressee
to cut the envelope at the end and preserve the sealing
intact.

"XT.-

—to be held thirty whicl
days, unless return *x""
;^3;jer;t directs other- original address, or the office to which they have been

property forwarded, for thirty days after their arrival,
or such other period, not less than three nor more
than ninety days, as may be stated in a return request
on the envelope or wrapper, must be marked on the

' face with the reason for their nondelivery, and be dis-
posed of as hereinafter provided.

flcHi"enfrankCcdSS' OT ̂ ' Undelivered registered articles of first-class matter
nia\fer1re5usedtber'ad- an^ ̂ ose inclosed in penalty envelopes, or under official
ciressee, to^ .be^e- penalty labels or franks, as well as those the delivery

of which is forbidden by the Postmaster-General (see
sec. 888), and letters refused by the addressee, must
be returned to the mailing office, or be sent to the office
given in the sender's address, if that be not the mailing
office, by registered mail, free of extra charge.
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General must be returned immediately.

at other than the first-class rate of postage are chargeable
with return postage, and a notice must "be promptly
mailed to the sender, requesting him to send the stamps,
or monej7, to pay such return postage (but not registry
fee). When the stamps are received they must be
affixed to the article and canceled, and such article
must be reregistered and returned without delay. If ~0\ fu^hed^cfbl
the stamps or money be not furnished within thirty Q^ceto Dead--Letter

days the articles must be sent to the Dead-Letter
Office, indorsed with the reason therefor.

5. Undelivered articles returned must be marked Matter, how returned.
"Returned to writer," registered as if mailed anew,
and dispatched in the usual way by registered mail,
accompanied with the original return receipts and a
new registry bill, returnable to the office which
returns the article. A note of such return, with the ^very^ok™ °f in

date thereof, must be made in the receipt column of.
the delivery book, opposite the record of the article,
and the new registration number must be written
therein. The new registration receipt, prepared at
the returning office, will correctly describe the letter
but will describe the returning postmaster as the sender.
At offices furnished with the Distribution Book, "Re-
turned to Writer" articles must be recorded therein
instead of being reregistered on the window Registra-
tion Book. (See sees, 869, 875, and 905.)

6. The address on an article to be returned must be
changed as to office, street, and number of destina-
tion only—never as to the name of addressee, but the
registry bill must be plainly marked with the letters
"B. W.," to indicate that the article is returned to

~ Treatment of matter
"""' when returned to

which it is sent for restoration to sender, it must be mailins of f ice-.
recorded as billed, and be receipted for by the sender
as such on the delivery book, thus: "John Doe,
Sender;" but the letters " R. W." must appear in
every record of such letter to show its character. .The
original return receipt may be destroyed. Note must
be made on the original record of every letter or par-
cel returned to the mailing- office,, stating its return
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and date, with a reference to its new record on the
delivery book.

Matter once re- 8. After a registered letter or parcel has been re-turned for restoration ° x
to sender, addressee turned for restoration to the sender, the addressee has
has no further claim n . . '
to. no further claim upon it. After it has been returned

to the sender it must not be again received in the reg-
istered mail without prepayment anew of postage and
registry, and its reinclosure in a new envelope properly
indorsed and addressed. It must then be registered
anew. The same rule applies to a registered letter or
parcel which has been returned from another post-
office as undeliverable on account of its misdirection
by the sender.

turned1 an™aundeifv- ^' ^lere a returned registered letter or parcel can
aen^^^efl-Letter no^ ^e delivered to the sender within thirty days after
Office- its return, it must be sent to the Dead-Letter Office,

indorsed with the reason therefor.

kMownistteorc'le ^fde- Sec> ®^' W 1̂611 a postmaster positively knows that
—treatment of a reg'is^ered letter or parcel received at his office for

delivery can not be delivered, he should immediately
notify the mailing postmaster of the fact and give the
reason why delivery can not be made. Upon receipt
from the mailing postmaster of a request therefor, the
letter or parcel must be returned at once, provided
such request be accompanied with stamps or money to
pay return postage, if any be chargeable therefor.
(See see. 872.) When request is made as provided in
sections 869 and 870, the letter or parcel may be for-
warded to another office for delivery.

Fraudulent and lot- Sec. 888. The Postmaster-General may, upon evidence satia-
te ry Blatter. . • ' r

R. S. § 3929; 1890, factory to him that any person or company is engaged in conduct-
Supp.f 804.h' 9°8' § 2> 1 inS an7 lottery, gift enterprise, or scheme for the distribution of

money, or of any real or personal property by lot, chance, or draw-
ing of any kind, or that any person or company is conducting any
other scheme or device for obtaining money or property of any
kind through the mails by means of false or fraudulent pretenses,

—P.M. Gen'l may di- representations, or promises, instruct postmasters at any post-office
rec re urn o . ^ which registered letters arrive directed to any such person or

company, or to the agent or representative of any such person or
company, whether such agent or representative is acting MS an
individual or as a firm, bank, corporation, or association of any
kind, to return all such registered letters to the postmaster at the
office at which they were originally mailed, with the word

—-to be marked fraud- '' Fraudulent'' plainly written or stamped upon the outside thereof;
and all such letters so returned to such postmasters shall be by
them returned to the writers thereof, under such regulations as

be opened?8'11 n0t t0 t^ie Postmaster-General may prescribe. But nothing contained in
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this section shall be so construed as to authorize any postmaster
or other person to open any letter not addressed to himself.

NOTE.—By act of Congress approved March 2,1895, chap. 191, § Note.
4, 2 Supp. K. S., 438, the powers conferred upon the Postmaster-
General by B. S., § 3929, as amended, were extended and made
applicable to all ordinary mail matter. (See sec. 503.)

Sec. 889. A "fraud order" will be issued by the Fraud orders.
Postmaster-General, under the provisions of the pre-
ceding section, whenever the evidence and facts in any
case warrant said action. Registered matter is not to be —matter not to tie re-

, , i -I J. 11 -i M T i ^ -u turned except under,.marked Fraudulent" and returned to sender by any
postmaster unless he has express orders directed to
him from the Postmaster-General to so dispose thereof.
An order directing the postmaster at one post-office
to return registered letters as fraudulent does not
authorize the postmaster at another office to take simi-
lar action upon letters arriving at his office addressed
to the same persons or concerns. A " fraud order" is
not general to all postmasters, but special to particular
postmasters.

2. No extra postage or registry fee will be charged ^^ILt^uVect^
for returning registered matter of any class under the additional postage or
provisions of a " fraud order."

Sec. 890. When registered letters or parcels are sent Jitters or parcels.
0 i sent to Dead-Letter

to the Dead-Letter Office they must be postmarked °fco- ,
J "- —how prepared.

with the date of sending, indorsed with reason there-
for, be accompanied by duplicate lists specially pre-
pared by the postmaster or his authorized clerk,
showing the sending post-office and the number and
address of each letter and parcel, and. the lists, with
the articles described thereon, must be placed in an
official penalty envelope addressed to the Superinten-
dent of the Dead-Letter Office, Washington, D, C.,
indorsed "Inclosing registered matter." The packet -must be registered,
must then be registered as one free registered letter,
and placed with registry bill and registry-return receipt
describing it, not its contents^ under cover of a regis-
tered-package envelope addressed to the postmaster,
Washington, D. C.

2. The contents of a sealed packet of matter sent to •
the Dead-Letter Office must not be entered on the
registry bill, but only the packet itself as made up,

3. Postmasters must remember that undelivered caution,
domestic registered letters are never to be sent to the
Dead-Letter Office until after their failure of restora-
tion to the sender. (See sec. 886.)

309A—02 27
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See, 891, The following- registry records must be
kept -by all postmasters:

a. Registration book, showing a description of all
matter that is registered..

1). Delivery book, showing a description of all regis-
tered matter received for delivery.

c. Transit book, showing' a full description of all reg-
istered packages, inner registered sacks, and registered
pouches addressed to some other post-office.

2. No excuse will be accepted for failure to keep
these records. Books therefor may be obtained upon
application to the First Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Post-Office Supplies). ,

-special,at Presiden- 3. postmasters at Presidential offices mav be fur-
tial offices. _ _ v _ '[

nished specially arranged delivery and transit books,
as well as other special forms, with instructions for
exceptional treatment of registered mail at their offices.

BianksaiHienveiopes Sec. 892. The following blanks and envelopes must
for registry business -, -, , 1 1 1 < . /»
to be kept on hand, also be kept on hand by every postmaster for use
-—at every post-office. ~, , . . , " ,when occasion requires it, 10 wit:

a. Registry bills., registry-return receipts, regis-
tered-package receipts, registry notices, circulars of
inquiry, semiannual registry reports (Form 3848), requi-
sitions for registered package and tag envelopes (Form
3282), and registry tracers. All these forms may be
obtained upon proper application to the First Assist-
ant Postmaster-General (Division of Post-Office Sup-
plies).

5. Registered-package and registered-tag envelopes,
which may be obtained upon requisition from the
Third Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Post-
age Stamp Supplies).

c. Reports of short-paid registered letters and par-
cels, and registry irregularity reports, which may be
obtained from the Third Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Registered Mails).

2. In addition to the foregoing, the following forms

a. Letter carrier's delivery book (for registered
matter), which may be had from the First Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Post-Office Supplies).

0. Carrier's registration book (Form 3896R), and
information cards concerning carrier registration (Form
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3S99R), which may be had from the Third Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Registered Mails).

G. At offices having rural free-delivery carriers, ^ra^Tree^deUvery
rural-carrier registration books (Form 889TR) and rural- carriers.
carrier information cards (Form 3898R) are required
and may be obtained upon requisition from the
First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Free-
Delivery).

3. Requisitions for supplies of blanks and envelopes
must be made in time to receive the new supplies be- envelopes.
fore those on hand become exhausted. As a rule, one
month is required by the Public Printer for the prepara-
tion of printed blanks and circulars, and three months
for the preparation of books of all kinds.

4. Fourth-class postmasters must write, in ink, the
names of their offices on all registered-package envel- ̂
opes immediately upon their receipt from the Post- a

Office Department or the contractor. A special space
in the envelope is provided for this purpose.

5. The writing of the name of the post-office and ~
State on the envelope in advance does not relieve the ei"'el°Pes-
postmaster from legibly postmarking registered-pack-
age envelopes when dispatched with registered letters
or parcels inclosed.

6. Offices having stations or substations, and offices fof oiiiceTim?irfgst°an

authorized to use manifold books or receipts, will j™118 or substations,
obtain their registry supplies for such stations or sub-
stations and carbon paper cut to fit the manifold books
from the First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division
of Post-Office Supplies). (See Sec, 894).

Sec. 893. Postmasters at large offices will be fur- witnessing books.
" , . —at what offices used,

nished, on application to the First Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Post-Office Supplies), with a form
of record known as a witnessing book for purposes
mentioned in section 825.

2, Postmasters will require mailing clerks to enter—what to show.
in the book a description of all registered packages and
inner registered sacks which they deposit in or take
from locked mail pouches; also the hour when the
pouch containing the registered pieces is locked or
unlocked.

8. Where possible two clerks should enter their ini—to show dispatch
L. , . , . T f ,, , , . and arrival of mail.
tials in the appropriate column of the book as wit-
nesses to the dispatch or arrival of the registered
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pieces. At smaller offices the Transit Book must be
used for this purpose.

Receipts. 4-. Receipts must be given whenever registered
packages or inner sacks are transferred in either direc-
tion between registry clerks and mailing' clerks. Mail-
ing- clerks should receipt and return all registered-
package receipt cards arriving with registered pack-
ages, and should also note on the witnessing book the
date of return of similar cards originally dispatched
by them, after which they will file such return cards
for their own protection.

-in manifold. 5. Manifold books in duplicate and triplicate are sup-
plied to important post-offices, and when such books
are used mailing clerks can receipt through carbon
paper; detach and retain in mailing department the
manifold red sheets for proper entries thereon.

Special r e g i s t r y gee. 894. Registrv books and forms of a special
books and forms. ° i

character, and not known as standard forms, will be
furnished upon the authority of the Third Assistant
Postmaster-General only, and by "special allowance,"
when the volume of registry business transacted war-
rants it, or when, for other reasons, the registry business
would be benefited by the use of a special registry
book or form.

—atwimt offices fur- 2. The special forms allowed, and subsequently sup-
plied, by the Third Assistant Postmaster-General to
certain post-offices of the first, second, and third classes
are:

Manifold Registration Books for post-offices, sta-
tions, and substations, as well as for firms or patrons
who present many articles at one time.

Manifold Registry Route Book.
Manifold Witnessing Book.
Temporary Bulk Receipt.
Registry Statistical Book.
Desk Delivery Book used in the "Card Receipt De-

livery System."
Book showing lock numbers of registered pouches

received.
Books and forms of every description used at United

States foreign exchange post-offices in the exchange of
registered matter with foreign countries.

The following will be furnished by the First Assist-
ant Postmaster-General, Division of Post-Office Sup-
plies :
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Distribution Book.
Registry standing order blank.
Registry forwarding order blank.
Memorandum slips for "Received without bill."
Memorandum slips for "Split bills."
3. Standard registry books and forms, not ' ' specially standard forms and

/> IT • <» -i i i carbon sheets, how
allowed," and also carbon sheets for all manifold books, obtained.
will be furnished on requisition to the First Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Post-Office Supplies).
Exact sizes of carbon sheets required should be speci-
fied in requisitions.

4. Registration forms must never be changed by old forms not to be
. . - i i - i changed n o r n e w

postmasters in any particular, or new forms adopted forms adopted with-
•xi L • i j.i 'JL f ' ii mi • i * • , , out authority.without special authority from the ihira Assistant

Postmaster-General.
5. After due authorization books and forms with Boots and forms

/»; v j. i i i j- , c j-i in- , with office headings.office headings can be ordered direct from the First
Assistant Postmaster -General (Division of Post-Office
Supplies).

See. 895. Carbon sheets should be used only so long Manifold w r i t i n g
.,, . , _ • i i • with carbon sheets.

as they will give a good record, Jb or quick reading of —directions as to.
red-ink sheets, and also to save friction in writing,
black pencils no harder than No. 3 should be used.
Thin white paper sheets found between the carbon
sheets should never be used in writing with carbon to
prevent soiling of records, as such use destroys the
indelible character of the writing.

2, For manifold writing the pencil should be held
upright and a vertical handwriting used. The record
should be distinct and easily readable.

See. 896. Registered-package envelopes, wrappers used r e gist ere ii-
0 L ° . package eiiyolopes.

with registered-package envelopes pasted thereon —
with the seals and cord fastenings preserved as nearly
as possible intact, and registered-tag envelopes, all of
which have been emptied of their contents, must be
retained on file one year, and then disposed of as waste Zto be deposed of as

sec 3f*7 ) waste paper after one
k~ -:° J ' > ryear.

2. Package envelopes before being disposed of, as — *9 b<* carefully er-
fe> r & I i ammed and mutilated

herein directed, should be carefully examined to see before Disposed of.
that they contain nothing, and they should be so muti-
lated as to prevent their use again in the mails.

Sec. 897. The registry records of a post-office, in- segistry records.
dueling registration, delivery, and transit books, regis-
try bills and registered package receipts for matter
dispatched, and carriers' delivery books, are the prop- ^pmentperty°f Gw"
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—must be presorvec
among files of office.

the files of the post-office and 'turned, over by a retiring
bynoutgoin| postma^ postmaster to his successor. Under no circumstances
disposeddoafmeaxceept°r are they to be retained as private vouchers by outgoing

postmasters, or in any way damaged or disposed of
other than as herein directed,

—destruction of as 2, Where the circumstances require it, permission
waste paper, when. c _ . A .- , .

will be granted to- postmasters at Presidential post-
offices only, upon application to the Third Assistant
Postmaster-General, stating the reasons therefor, to
dispose of initial and final registry records, such as
the original stubs or copies of the registration receipts
given to senders, and the final receipts taken from ad-
dressees, after they are six years old, and other registry
records after they are three JQHYS old, in the manner in
which waste paper is disposed of; but no such records
shall be so disposed of without the special permission
therefor having first been obtained. (See sec. 357.)

3. All books, blanks, and other papers relating to
registry business received by a postmaster from any
discontinued neighboring office must be regarded by
him as a part of the records of his • own office, and must
be kept carefully, subject to call or examination by
the Post-Office Department or its authorized officials.

Sec- 898' Promptly on the first day of January and
every six months. July, respectively, of each year, postmasters must

send to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General, on
Form 384-8, reports showing the number of letters and
parcels, domestic, foreign, and free, registered at their
offices during the preceding six MONTHS of the year.
Registry reports of this character must not 1)6 Tendered
quarterly.

-at d i s c o n t i n u e d 9. Postmasters at offices which are discontinued
offices. " "

during such periods must send reports covering the
time their offices were in operation; but in all other
cases the reports must cover the registrations for the

—where name of entire six months, even though there may be a change
chanegerdpos'master l8 in the name of the office, or of the postmaster.

Indemnity for loss of Sec. 899. * •* * As a part ot such system (of registration)
f irst-c lass registered , ,.. „ , „ ,x - - I T i " i • - , .1
matter. he (the Postmaster-General) may provide rules under which the

2'?7 ch 340- sender or owners of first-class registered matter shall be indemni-
asupp'., 564. ' ' fled for losses thereof in the mails, the indemnity to be paid out of
— Postmaster-General , n . , , . . , , , " , i n ,
to provide rule for the postal revenues, but in no case to exceed ten dollars tor any
payment of. one registered piece, or the actual value thereof when that is less
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than ten dollars, and for which no other compensation or reim-
oursement to the loser has been made: Provided, That the Post- —limit of indemnity.
Office Department or its revenues shall not be liable for the loss
of any other mail matter on account of its having been registered.

Sec. 900, Claims for indemnity must be made within
one year from the date of the loss. matter.

2. l*To indemnity will be paid—
a. For the loss of official mail matter;
I), For the loss of any matter upon which the reg-

istry fee was not paid;
c. For the loss of any but registered first-class mat-

ter which originated in and was addressed to a post-
office in the United States; or even for registered,
first-class matter unless it was rightfully in the mails
and was lost while in the custody of the postal service,
and for which no other compensation or reimburse-
ment therefor had been made.

3. When the sender or owner of a lost piece of reg- —by sender or owner.
istered first-class matter desires to make a claim for
indemnity he must apply to the postmaster who
mailed the lost piece, who will obtain from the post-
office inspector in charge for the division in which, the
office is located, or from the Fourth Assistant Post-
master-General, Division of Post-Office Inspectors and
Mail Depredations, a blank form of application. This
form must then be properly filled out and returned to
the Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General, Division of
Post-Office Inspectors and Mail Depredations, without
delay, for the action of the Post-Office Department.

4. Applications for indemnity must show that claim

of' loss
a. They must give a correct description of the lost

registered piece, together with the particulars of its
disposition, certified to over the signature of the post-
master at the mailing office, whenever possible; and if
not possible then certified in his name by his authorized
assistant, over his signature for him,

1). The sender must, in the form of an affidavit,

article, the name of the owner, the fact of the loss,
and that no compensation or reimbursement on account
thereof lias been made.
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^nerSd° pr°°f oi c> Tlie owner must furnish an affidavit as to his
ownership of the lost article and its contents, that
according to the best of his knowledge and belief the
article and its contents have been lost in the mails, and
the value of same, and that no compensation or reim-
bursement has been made therefor.

beasItatedtinlaimed> to <*" The amount of the indemnity claimed must
always be plainly written in the application.

5, 1̂1 of the circumstances of the case will be care-
fully investigated by post-office inspectors to verify
the facts set forth in the application, and, if possible,
to recover the lost article or its value.

^' PaJmei1t of indemnity does not in any respect
relieve post-office inspectors from the duty of endeav-
oring by all legitimate means to recover the lost article
or its value.

Sutseqcllntreto0vpaeyd ^'• Lost articles which are recovered subsequent to
mem of claim. £ne payment of indemnity will be surrendered to the

owner upon reimbursement of the amount of indemnity
paid.

when article not g. If the article be not claimed and the amount of
claimed. . ' . ,

indemnity refunded by such owner within thirty days
of the date of notice given him for that purpose, the
lost article and its contents shall become the property
of the United States and be disposed of in such man-
ner as the Postmaster-General shall direct, and no
indemnity shall be paid until the claimant therefor
shall have signed an agreement to this effect.

XIV. —MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

beMs"rrenderednnt on ^eCt ^®^" Postmasters and other persons employed
service of legal proc- |n fjie postal service must not surrender registered

matter upon the service of process of attachment, gar-
Profnessler toservice°f nishrnent, or other legal process. A postmaster or

other employee served with such process will make
answer to the court from which it issues, setting forth
his official character and the fact that the matter in
dispute came into his hands by virtue of his official
authority. If, after such answer, the court direct the

—delivery d i r ec t ed delivery, the postmaster will request the suspension of
psPcSi*0 M Asst tne order until he can communicate with the Third

Assistant Postmaster-General by telegraph and obtain
further instructions.
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Sec. 902. Postmasters and employees of the postal ^TfactfJoStd
service are forbidden, under penalty of removal from ^PLy6!*rmf &orpora-
office, to disclose to any person but the sender, the tlon'or !Mi'vWual-
addressee, or the authorized agent of either, or to a
representative of the Post-Office Department, any facts
connected with the registry business of any corpora-
tion, firm, or individual.

Sec. 903. Postmasters must give immediate attention inquiries and tra-
C6TS

to all official inquiries or tracers regarding registered —to'be given imme-
, , , . . . , diate attention.

packages, letters, or parcels, and all inquiries as to
registry business.

Sec. 804. When postmasters are in doubt as to their Doubtful matters.
1 —to be submitted to

duty under any regulations relating to the Registry Sys- Department.
tern, they must submit the matter to the Third Assist-
ant Postmaster-General. Ignorance of the law or
regulations can not be accepted as an excuse for their
violation or for neglect of any duty therein prescribed.

CHAPTER 2.

EXCHANGE OF REGISTERED MAIL BETWEEN
POST-OFFICES AMD STATIONS THEREOF.

Sec. 905. Delivery stations are those not only where Delivery stations.
mail matter may be registered, but where registered ~ c^ "
matter may be delivered,

2. Each station shall be supplied with the usual form _t0 be supplied with
Of registration book. ' " registration book.

3. Unless specially directed otherwise, each station —to have separate
shall have a separate series of registration numbers, mim~'eib'
beginning with No. 1 on the first day of January and
July of each year.

4. Registry bills and registered package envelopes—not to make up Mils
must not be made up at the stations for dispatch to and enyelopes-
other post-offices, except by special authority from the
Postmaster-General.

5. Registry return receipts must be prepared at the —to prepare return
stations and attached with rubber bands or wire clips to ieceip 's>

the registered articles which they describe. The station
registration numbers must be written in the receipts,
and proper numbers afterwards supplied at the main
office must be written or stamped on the receipts just
above the station numbers.

6. In preparing registered matter for dispatch from —when to use regis-
i i i_ i • i 7i • 02 i j i • j i tered package enyel-tiie stations to the mam oihce, when the registered Opes.
articles are not to be sent under cover of inner resis-



tered sacks closed with rotary locks, superintendents
of stations must inclose the matter in registered pack-
age envelopes (two sizes of which are supplied and may
be used for this purpose) addressed to the main office.
Registered tag envelopes may also be used for this
purpose on large parcels of third and fourth class
matter, but not on first-class matter. The registered
package and tag envelopes should be consecutively
numbered, and manifold bills from the station bill
book should be inclosed in them with the matter trans-
mitted.

-exchanging inner 7. When inner registered sacks are exchanged be-
sacks with, mam of- o ° =>
flcc- tween the main office and stations, the matter must not

be inclosed in registered package or tag envelopes, but
must be recorded on the manifold bill, and after being
tied up in bundles in the order of the entries on the

• bill, must be placed with the bill in the sack, which
must then be securely locked. Except where clearly
inappropriate, chapter 3 of this Title of the regulations
must be complied with.

to'orToirf dispatch 8. When there is no registered matter to send to a
station or to the main office by any regular dispatch, a
signed, manifold bill giving the serial and rotary lock
numbers must nevertheless be prepared, indorsed
"Nothing sent," and transmitted at the usual time in
the inner sack,

inner sacks, ()_ Inner-sack dispatches must be made regularly and
reciprocally. Inner sacks must always be inclosed in
a locked mail bag before being intrusted to anyone but
a postal clerk, a letter carrier, or a sworn clerk of a
main office or station.

coupon68 °n W11 and 10- r^1® number of the registered-package envelope
(or the serial and rotary lock numbers when inner
sacks are used) should be entered on the bill and cou-
pon in the spaces provided therefor and all pieces sent
must be described in the proper columns of the bill.
Large parcels, which it may be found necessary to
send outside the registered-package envelope, should
be entered on the bill as ""outside pieces." The cou-
pons attached to the bills must be promptly signed,
postmarked, detached, and immediately returned, to
be pasted in the bill book over their counterparts.

byMc^kdispatched 11. If registered matter be dispatched to" the main
office or to a station by a letter carrier, the letter car-
rier should receipt for the registered-package envelope
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as made up (its exterior form), or for the inner sacks
by the serial letter and numbers of the lock attached
to them, on the stub of the special letter-carrier receipt
book, two forms of which are provided. The stub, as
well as the receipt attached thereto, should be filled up
by the clerk at main office or station. The carrier, after
comparing it with the stub and signing the stub, will
detach the receipt and obtain thereon his receipt at the
main office or station. These receipts are to be care-
fully preserved by carriers for their own protection.

12. When registered dispatches are made to the main
office or to a station by wagons of the mail-messenger
service, or by contractors or their employees, on foot
or by street cars, or when dispatches are made in express
mails on railroads to or from stations or the main office,
the inner sacks, as well as the registered packages con-
taining the matter dispatched, must be placed in locked
mail pouches and a registered-package receipt must be
inclosed therewith to be signed at the main, office or
station and. promptly returned by next mail.

13. When dispatches are made to or from stations ^ Matter dispatched
*- by crams,

or the main office by trains bearing postal clerks, the
locked mail pouch should he labeled to the railway
post-office, and the package receipt made up for signa-
ture and. return by the postal clerk therein,

14. When registered matter is deposited in locked. Record in" witness-
, . „ mg book.'

mail pouches, a record of such deposit, properly wit-
nessed, must be made in the "witnessing book."

15. Registered matter sent from the main office to " Main office mani-
.̂ - , , ,. i i • ,1 - fold Mil."stations should be dispatched in the same manner as

from stations to the main office, except that the main
office manifold bill must be used in the former case.
This bill has a column for the addressee's signature,
in case delivery be made at station; but if made by
carrier, the carrier must receipt on the bill in that col-
umn and obtain the addressee's signature on his car-
rier's delivery book. The coupons of these bills are to
be signed, postmarked, and returned at once to the
main office, but the bills will be pasted in the stub
scrapbook (one for each station), the first bill received
being pasted to the last stub in the book, the second
bill to the stub next to the last, and so on.

16. When a letter carrier fails to deliver registered Failure of carrier to
0 deliver matter from.

matter received from the superintendent 01 a station, station.
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it on his delivery book, and the superintendent will
then recorcJL it on a book called the "retrial book,"
upon which he will obtain addressee's signature, or the
carrier's, if the article is sent out again. (See sees.
866 and 867.)

Return of matter un- 17. Unless the superintendent of the station has posi-
delivered f o r s i x days. . . . . . , I T T • i •

tive information that he can make delivery within the
time limited by the regulations, he will return to the
main office all registered matter which remains unde-
livered at his station for the period of six days. Reg-
istered pieces bearing* requests for return in a shorter
period, letters to be forwarded, or which it is positively
known can not be delivered, should be returned to
main office immediately, or after the expiration of the
period stated in the return request. Superintendents
of stations must not change the address of a registered
piece except upon the written order of the addressee,
or of some one authorized in writing by him to give
such order, or of the person in wdiose care the article
is addressed, and then only to the extent and for the
purposes authorised by sections 869, 870, and 886. The
name of the addressee must never be changed in any
manner by a postmaster or postal employee.

Record m delivery ^g, Registered matter sent to stations for delivery
must not be recorded on the delivery book at the main
office but on the manifold bill sent to the station. If
such matter be returned to the main office for notice or
delivery it should be entered on the delivery book.

19. Where the use of a distribution book is author-

bers will be commenced therein beginning with number
10001 on the 1st day of January and July of each year.
In this book, unless special directions to the contrary
have been given, will be recorded all registered letters
and parcels received from stations, which letters and ;.
parcels will be numbered to correspond with the num-
bers given them in the book, but the original station
numbers should first be erased with a light stroke of I
the pen. The articles recorded in this book should be <
fully described, using only, however, such columns of
the book as may be necessary.

Forwarded matter, 20. The distribution book may also be used forrecord oi, . . . . . . . J

recording all registered letters and parcels forwarded
to some other office, all such as may have been missent
and all that are to be returned to offices for restoration >,

; ..
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to senders. When thus entered on the distribution
book, the pieces need not be reregistered and entered
on the registration book; but opposite the entries on the
delivery book the new number given to the entries on
the distribution book should be recorded.

21. In making up packages at the main office for Matter for dispatch
to x t ° . to other offices.

dispatch to other post-offices, and registry bills to
accompany them, matter registered at stations should
be included with that registered at the main office; but
the distribution, not the station, numbers should be
used for the station pieces on registry bills. When
stations are authorized to dispatch matter direct to
other offices, the station numbers must be used in
billing such matter. Matter registered at stations
should be included with that registered at the main
office, counting all as if registered at the main office, in
making semiannual registry reports on Form 8848,
required by section 898.

22. Superintendents of stations (except independent correspondence
x -i . -i * with postal officials

stations) are forbidden to correspond with postmasters forbidden.
or officers of the service outside of the main office
respecting registry matters of any kind.

23. Supplies of all the books and blanks herein men- supplies.
tioned, and any others that are necessary to the sys-
tem, will be furnished upon requisition to the First
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Post-Office
Supplies), accompanied by sample sheets of the book
of forms required; and the exact size of stub scrap-
books should be given.

24. Where postmasters at any time deem changes changes,
necessary in the manner of dispatching registered mat-
ter to or from stations, report thereof should be made to
the Third Assistant Postmaster-General for instruc-
tions.

Sec. 906. Substations are those where mail matter Registering or sub-stations,
may be registered, but where registered matter is not
delivered to addressees; and the instructions given in —rules as to.
the preceding section for the registration and dispatch
of matter at delivering stations will apply to the regis-
tration and dispatch of matter at substations.

Sec. 907. Postmasters at post-offices where sub- Dispatch of regts-
. , . . tered matter from

stations are maintained, which, from their location, substations.
are required to dispatch registered matter through
another station to the main office, should send the
letters or parcels under cover of registered-package
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Matter in transit to
main office.

Deliveries in district
of receiving stations.

Independent j> o s t-
ofiice stations.
—to handle registered
matter independently
of main offices.

envelopes, containing registered coupon bills (where
the use of grey card registry bills is not directed), ad-
dressed to the main office.

2. When sent by a letter carrier to a station en
route to the main office, a receipt for the registered-
package envelopes thus prepared should be given and
taken by such letter carrier on the blanks provided
therefor. Where stations handle registered, packages
while in transit such packages should be described by
their outward form on the station manifold-coupon
bills and included with the dispatches to the main
office.

3. If a letter or parcel registered at a substation is
intended for delivery at a station within whose district
the substation is located, it should be sent, with return
receipt arid a grey card registry bill, in a registered-
package envelope addressed to the delivery station.
The carrier's receipt at the delivery station, if delivery
be made there by carrier, must be taken on the form
known as the '' Retrial Book." If the substation dis-
patches direct to the main office, delivery will be made
with the service there provided.

4-, YvThe!i a letter or parcel is registered at a delivery
station and is to be delivered from the same station,
the registration receipt must be issued to the sender,
and the letter or parcel then recorded on the '' Retrial
Book or Delivery Record," whereon the receipt of the
addressee, or the carrier who makes delivery, will bo
taken.

Sec. 908. Post-office delivery stations so located on
lines of railway post-offices that the bulk of the regis-
tered matter handled at said stations can be dispatched
and received without passing through the main offices
to which such stations are attached, will hereafter be
known as "Independent" stations, when they are spe-
cially authorized to handle registered mail in that way,

2. Independent stations will so make up return re-
ceipts, registry bills, and registered-package envelopes
that they will not be confused with those of the main
office, and dispatch articles direct to the post-offices
mentioned in their addresses.

3. All postmasters registering matter directed to in-
dependent stations will inclose the same for dispatch in
registered-package envelopes, which they will address
to the name of the independent station followed by that
of the post-office to which such station is attached.
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4-, The superintendents of independent stations will —signature of super-
f- A . . intendents at.

sign registry bills for matter received with their own
names, thus: "John Smith, Superintendent, for Post-
master." In handling- registered matter they will be
guided by the regulations governing postmasters.

See. 909. In receiving mutter for registration em- unmaiiabie articles.
-,-, . •, '^ -. —to be refused.,

ployees at post-omee stations should carefully guard
against accepting articles that are unmaiiabie. (See sec.
500.) In case of any uncertainty as to whether the
office of address on a registered letter is a post-office,
the Postal Guide should be consulted before dispatch
from station to main post-office. If a registered arti- —inadvertently regis-
, M -i i j; " i, • 3 j j.1 i tered at post-officecle, unmaiiabie from any cause, has inadvertently been stations,

receipted for, it should be held at the station, and the -should be held and
. , , , ' sender notified.

superintendent thereof should, without delay, notify
the sender to present the registration receipt and com-
ply with the regulations for a correction of address or
withdrawal of the letter or parcel. The same precau-
tions must be taken at stations as are prescribed for
main offices in this class of cases.

CHAPTEB 3.

THROUGH-REGISTRY SERVICE.

L-

Sec. 910. Three special methods will be provided Through - registry
1 -L exchanges.

for the transmission of registered matter:
a. The registered-pouch service, for the exchange se^1estered"ponch

.of registered mail between offices, when hand-to-hand
receipts can be had over the entire route. (See sees.
1547 and 1551.)

~b. The inner-sack service, for the exchange of reg-
istered mail in through sacks closed with rotary locks,
between offices where hand-to-hand receipts can not be
had over the entire route. (See sees. 926 to 929.)

G. The brass-lock pouch service, for the exchange Brass-lock pouch
of registered mail in bags fastened with special brass
locks, between offices on and where the service is
mainly over star routes; also for the exchange of
ordinary through mail, when it does not interfere with
the proper transaction of the registry business. (See
sees. 930 to 939.)
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%reb<£ ^. Through-registry exchanges must never be con-
tion of Department. (jucted without special orders from the Third Assistant

Postmaster-Genera,!, and every unauthorized change in
such exchanges must be reported promptly to that
officer.

General regulations g> ^he general regulations relating to the registry
to apply, except. & & *-> .

system will apply to through-registry exchanges, ex-
cept where otherwise modified in this chapter.

internal revenue /jL_ Internal-revenue registered matter is dispatched
matter. . . .

from Washington, D. C., to certain selected offices in
registered pouches closed with rotary locks of the "T "
series. These pouches must be invariably returned
empty with the locks attached. Where .several are to
be returned at one time, one should be used to inclose
the remainder, and a pouch bill or a letter of advice,
describing all the pouches and locks thus returned,
should be sent to the postmaster at Washington.

8tSS. aMd ln" See. $11. When a post-office is authorized by the
Third Assistant Postmaster-General to dispatch "reg-
istered pouches or inner sacks " the postmaster will be
provided with the necessary pouches, sacks, locks,
keys, pouch bills, and labels, and with instructions as
to the office or offices with which he is to exchange and

pouches, sacks8,' etc? s' the time and frequency of dispatch. Such articles are
made expressly for the registry system; must not be
used for any other purpose, and must be securely
kept — the locks and keys in the safe, if the postmaster
has one, and the pouches, sacks, labels, and bills in
that part of the post-office set apart for the trans-
action of registry business. Under no circumstances
must any other pouches, sacks, or locks be used in
transmitting registered matter to post-offices with
which registered pouches or inner sacks are exchanged,
except by special direction of the Post-Office Depart-
ment. If a postmaster has no printed pouch labels he
must use written ones until a supply of the regular
kind can be obtained.

needmeof adStkma! 2' Timely notice of the need of additional registered
supplies. pouches, sacks, and locks must be given to the Second

Assistant Postmaster-General, by whom they are fur-
nished. Requisition for registered pouch bills, carbon
sheets for such bills, and labels must be made upon
the First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of
Post-Office Supplies).

I
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3. Distribution schemes for the dispatch of regis- ficj^4es r i b u t i ° B

tered matter in registered pouches or inner sacks are
furnished by the Second Assistant Postmaster-General
through the General Superintendent or other proper
officer of the Railway Mail Service.

II.—PREPARATION AND DISPATCH OF THROUGH REG-
ISTERED MATTER.

Sec. 912. Postmasters must make dispatches of reg- Exchanges to i»e i»-
-1 ~ variably made,

istered pouches and inner sacks as directed, whether
there is any registered matter to be sent in them or not.
In case there is no matter to be dispatched a pouch bill
marked, "No packages sent," properly filled up, " NO package sent"
signed, and postmarked, must be placed in the pouch
or sack, which must then be locked and regularly
dispatched.

Sec. 913. Registered matter passing between offices reSt
authorized to exchange registered pouches and inner ai!d hmer sacks-
sacks must be inclosed in such pouches and sacks, or
dispatched as otherwise directed by the General Super-
intendent of Railway Mail Service, according to the
schemes furnished therefor. Packages too large for Packages too large

-, • , i i i i i i for inclosure in, to be-
inclosure in the pouch or sack may be sent as hand sent as hand pieces.
pieces by the proper postal clerk.

Sec. 914. A pouch bill must be properly prepared preparation of mat--
and sent in each registered pouch or inner sack dis- tepourch°bmsS"
patched. A book of these bills, in manifold, with car-
bon paper for use therewith, will be furnished to
each exchange office upon requisition to the First
Assistant Postmaster-General, Division of Post-Office
Supplies. (See sec. 324.)

2. Carbon paper must be placed between the bill to -hcw prepared,
be written and its counterpart, and the following par-
ticulars must be written on the bill:

a. The bill number, beginning with No. 1, on the 1st Number.
day of January and July of each year, and continu-
ing consecutively through the following six months.

I. The name of the dispatching office. office of ^pstch,
c. The date of dispatch. Date.
d. The name of the office and State to which the office of address,

pouch or sack is to be sent.
e. The serial letter and number, and the rotary num.- Lock.

ber of the lock to be used.
f. A. full description of each registered article to be Description of arti-

_ cles.
dispatched in the pouch or sack.

309A—02 28
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g.
bill

tionsecial o b s e r v " g

k. When more than one sheet of the bill is required,
the bill number, with the page number in addition,
should bo written at the top of each bill sheet, and the
total number of packages sent by the same dispatch
must be entered in the body, as well as on the coupon
of the last page of the bill.

i. When more than one pouch or sack is sent to an
office by the same dispatch, the bill for the last pouch
must show also the total number of packages and
pouches sent, and a letter of advice, on Form 3891,
must be sent in the ordinary mail to the postmaster
to 'whom the pouches are sent, immediately preceding
or at the time of the dispatch of the pouches or sacks.

j. On the coupon of the bill must be written the
bill number, the lock letter and numbers, serial and
rotary, the total number of registered articles inclosed
in the pouch, and in the proper space must be plainly
stamped the postmark of the dispatching office, giv-
ing name of office and State, as well as date of dis-
patch.

signing and dis- fct The bill must be signed by the two dispatching
patch ot bill. ° J L °

clerks, and, with the coupon attached, must be torn
from the book along the perforated line at the left,
and inclosed with the registered articles in the pouch
which it describes.

counterpart of bm. 3. The counterpart of the bill must be retained in
the book, as the office record,

Labeling' and loci- gee. 915. Registered pouches or sacks must be prop-
111-01 })0UCll6S« o Jl JL l-

erly labeled before any packages are placed therein, and
the packages, tied together in bundles in order of entry
on bill, should be compared with the bill, and the bill with
the label of the pouch, the lock number proved correct,
and the bill and packages then placed in the pouch or
sack, which must be securely locked.

inspection of pouch See. 916. Before closing a registered pouch or inner
before closing. , ° '- *

sack i or dispatch, the dispatching clerks must be abso-
lutely certain that all the packages agree with the
entries upon the pouch bill and are inclosed, and that
the serial letter and. number and the rotary number of
the lock, as well as the total number of packages inclosed,
are correctly stated.

g^ rjiQ |nsure £}ie prOper locking of pouches and sacks,
the persons charged therewith must, after locking,
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shake and endeavor to tarn the shackle of the lock in
such a manner that they may be able to certify on oath,
if required, that the lock was securely fastened when it
left their custody. No rotary lock is to be used that ̂ Siflocks not

is broken or wanting in any of its parts, is imperfect
in the operation of its rotary numbers, or is difficult
to unlock; and all locks should be tested before use.
On delivery of the pouch or sack to the railway postal ̂ p^h on deuvery

clerk whose duty it is to receive it, receipt therefor
must be taken on the proper record of the office.

III.—THROUGH

Sec. 917. Registered pouches must be opened by 4ei?Jf jj*fc!lfs

two clerks, who must enter on the coupon the hour
when the pouch is unlocked, verify with the bill the
serial letter and. the numbers of the lock, and, after
emptying the pouch, inspect its interior to see that
nothing remain. The contents of the pouch must then
be checked against the entries on the pouch bill, and any
discrepancies, as well as the bad condition of any arti-
cle received, noted on both bill and coupon receipt.
Bill and coupon should then be postmarked and signed
])j the two clerks and the coupon detached and returned Return of coupon,
to the dispatching postmaster, under cover of a penalty
envelope, by the first registered mail. When thus
returned the dispatching postmaster will attach the
coupon with mucilage over its counterpart in the man-
ifold bill book.

2, Inner sacks and registered pouches must be de- bo^fcord on transit

scribed on the transit book, and other records, or re-
ceipts, by serial letter and number and rotary number,
and label as provided in section 339.

Sec, 918. At receiving offices, registered pouch bills cewSfoJB. a* re"
must be used for checking and indicating the distribu-
tion within the office, of the articles recorded in them,
and each entry showing such distribution must be
signed with the initials of the clerk who makes it and —to be signed,
records the articles thus distributed on any 01 the other
registry books in the office. The spaces under the
heading "Tracing at receiving office" must invariably
be properly filled out.

2. Registered packages for which hand-to-hand bo'^co^ed^ntmnsit
receipts are to be taken from postal clerks (known as book-
"hand pieces") and registered packages which are to be
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dispatched in mail bags other than registered pouches
or inner sacks, are the only packages received and re-
corded on pouch bills which need to be afterwards
recorded on the transit book or other similar record.
(See sees. 824, 825, and 826.) ?

pouch bills to be 3. The pouch bills, after being checked, must be filed
awa_y for future reference, should occasion require it.

IV.—DISCREPANCIES—MISSENT AND DAMAGED
POUCHES.

Discrepancies indis- Sec. 919. In every case of a discrepancy between
the number of pouches or sacks reported upon Form
3891 (see sec. 914) and the number actually received,

—to be telegraphed to the receiving postmaster must immediately telegraph
sending office. . ., , ,. , ,. , ,

notice of the discrepancy to the sending postmaster ..
(prepaying the telegram and claiming credit therefor
in his quarterly account), who, if the discrepancy be
due to clerical or other remediable error, will make im-
mediate explanation by letter to the receiving office; I
but if the discrepancy be such as to indicate loss or mis-

—to be reported to De- carriage of the matter, he must immediately telegraph
partm^nt

(collect) the facts to the Chief Post Office Inspector, and
to the inspector in charge of the division in which the
sending office is located, for investigation; and at the
same time he must report the facts by letter to the
Third Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Regis-
tered Mails) and to the General Superintendent of the

—when explained, to Railway Mail Service. Should the matter afterwards
be reported to Depart- ^
ment. arrive at its destination, or should discovery be made

otherwise than through the investigation herein re-
ferred to, information of the facts must be promptly
given by letter to the said officers by the postmaster
who first ascertains the whereabouts of the missing
matter or the cause of its miscarriage or delay. At
places where there are no telegraph lines reports must
be made by mail.

— n o n a r r i v a i of 2. The course prescribed in the preceding paragraph
iiouc ,cs aae. must also be pursued whenever an entire dispatch,

whether in one pouch or sack or more than one, fails
to arrive at the office of destination when due, unless '
the postmaster at such office shall have positive infor-
mation showing that it has been unavoidably detained
or delayed, or unless he shall have good, reason to be-
lieve that the missing dispatch will arrive within a
reasonable time.

See sec. 1555 as to delivery of blank by postal clerk, giving
reason for nonarrivai of pouches due.

j I
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3. Eveiy discrepancy between the serial or rotaiy ni]^s°^Pancy in lock

numbers of the lock attached to a registered pouch or
inner sack and the pouch bill received with it, should
be at once reported to the Third Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Registered Mails), as well as to
the dispatching postmaster. The lock, in every such
case, must be withheld from further use unless it is
certain that the discrepancy is due to clerical error.
If a damage to the lock shall appear in connection
with the discrepancy, a report of the facts, accom-
panied with the lock, must be sent ~by registered mail
to the Second Assistant Postmaster-General (Divi-
sion of Mail Equipment), in addition to the report
made to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General.

4. If the contents of a registered pouch do not agree • Discrepancy be-
. , , , , .„ , ,, , . . T X T , i twees -jontents and

with the pouch bill, the tact must be immediately noted wii.
thereon, as well as on the coupon, and a report sent by
mail to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General (Divi-
sion of Registered Mails). In addition, in case there
are entries on the bill for which no corresponding
packages are found, the discrepancy must be tele-
graphed to the dispatching post-office, in order that
the error may be rectified or immediate action taken
concerning the loss. When there are packages in the
pouch for which there are no entries on the pouch bill,
they should be entered on the bill with a note of ex-
planation ancl the particulars stated on the coupon
which must be returned to the mailing office with a
letter of explanation. The packages, if missent,
must be promptly sent to their proper destinations.

5. When a wrongly labeled pouch or sack is received, wrongly labeled
. , , . ., . pouch or sack.

entry thereof with explanation should be made on the
proper record (see sees. 921 and 922), and the same
precautions must be taken as to opening and verifying
lock numbers and contents, as are prescribed in sec-
tion 917. An explanatory note as to the mislabeling
and opening must be made on both bill ancl coupon, and
be signed by the opening clerks (see sec. 921). The
lock numbers must then be correctly written in the
bill and coupon, the original numbers being erased
with a light pen stroke, and the pouch or sack must
be properly labeled, locked, and sent to correct des-
tination.

6. If any of the articles inclosed can be expedited -articles in, may be
J t i dispatched, wften.

thereby, the Coupon may be signed and sent to the
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dispatching office, and all the articles may be distributed
and dispatched to their destination according to the
schemes of the office opening the pouch.

Postmaster to be 7. The postmaster at the office to which the mislabeled
pouch should have been sent must, however, be advised
of the facts by prepaid telegram, for which credit
should be claimed in the postmaster's quarterly ac-
count. The -facts most in any event be reported to the
Third Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Regis-
tered Mails).

E x a m i n a t i o n of gee. 920. Postmasters and all employees of the
pouches, sacks, and . , i • i
locks. ' postal service who receive or dispatch registered

pouches or inner sacks, in transit or otherwise, must
in every case carefully examine them and the rotary
locks attached to them that any damage to them, or
discrepancy in the lock numbers, may be detected
and properly treated.

poHcS* registere(1 Sec. 921. Where a transit registered pouch or sack
—treatment of, is received at an exchange office for which it is not

intended, it must be treated as follows:

boolcord in transit a- The pouch must be recorded in the transit book,
the hours of arrival and departure and the look nuni-

Receipts. bei's being given in every instance. The receipt given
or taken therefor should always be carefully com-
pared with the label and lock numbers, so that If
required at any time an affidavit may be made that the
lock numbers-were the same when it was dispatched as
when it was received, and that it was not in any manner
tampered with.

care of pouch. fa ^he pouch must not be opened, except for the
reasons hereafter stated, and special care must be taken
to protect it from depredation.

£• ^ the pouch or sack has been missent, or has
missed connection, the fact should at once be reported
to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General (Division
of Registered Mails) and to the Superintendent of the
Eailwaj7 Mail Service for the division in which the
receiving office is located.

^- -^ *ke Pouck or sack or the lock attached to it be
in bad condition it must be treated as directed in sec-
tions 919, 1365, and 1390.

e. If the pouch or sack has to be opened as directed
in those sections the original pouch- bill must be
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indorsed "Pouch delivered to this office because
(giving the reason) contents (correct, or not, as the
case may be; but if incorrect, the full details should be
given)," and such indorsement must be signed by two
clerks.
/. If a new lock has to be substituted because of New lock, note of.

damage to the original lock, the fact should be stated
in the original bill, and the new lock numbers, serial
and rotary, must be given. If a new pouch or sack
has to be supplied, that fact also should be stated in
the bill.

g. The articles should always be checked against cl^ecking of arti~
the pouch bill, and if any are found missing a report
of the fact, with all the circumstances of the case,
should be made to the dispatching postmaster and to
the Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of
Post-Office Inspectors and Mail Depredations).

h. The registered articles received in a pouch thus ftn¥di5atch.articles

opened must be recorded on the transit book, or other
proper record, and then, with the original bill properly
indorsed, repouclied. The pouch must then be locked
and dispatched to destination.

See sec. 1351 as to disposition of damaged pouches; sees. 919, 924,
and 1366 as to disposition of damaged locks.

Sec. 923. If a pouch in transit be so damaged as to paaaged pouches.
1 fe —in transit, to bo taken

endanger the safety of the contents it must be sent to ivto intermediate ex-
& J change oftice and con-

the next registered pouch or inner sack exchange office, tents repouched.
and there opened in the manner described in section 1365,
the contents repouched, and the pouch bill indorsed
"Pouch delivered to this office because of . Con-
tents ." (Correct or incorrect, as the case maybe, —discrepancies in

v ' -; • contents ot.
any discrepancy being stated.) If the contents do not
agree with the pouch bill a report of the facts must be —to be reported to
made by first mail to the Third Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Registered Mails), and to the
Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Post-
Office Inspectors and Mai! Depredations). (See sec. 1351.
See also sec. 921.) The pouch must then be forwarded
to the office of destination.

2. Upon the arrival of a damaged pouch at any office —at Destination.
having a rotary lock key, the receiving clerk must with- —Fjl0®1?* for> to be. . . J ' & withheld.
hold his receipt until the contents have been examined —contents to be ex-

1 . amined and checked
and checked with the entries on the pouch bill. Proper *? presence of postal

r 1 clerk.
facilities should be allowed the postal clerk to be pres-
ent at such examination; and if there be any discrep-
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ancy or if the contents be not In good order, the receipt
must state the fact.

See sec. 1351 as to disposition of damaged pouches; sees. 919,
924, and 1366 as to disposition of damaged locks.

V.—POUCHES, SACKS, LOCKS, AND KEYS.

Return of pouches, Sec. 923, Postmasters must invariably return with-
sacks, a n d locks. - 1 1 • j. j i i j ± 1 1out delaj^ registered pouches, sacks, and rotary locks

equivalent in number to those received from dispatch-
ing offices, in order that each office may preserve its
complement. The articles thus returned must be in-
closed in the next regular pouch or sack dispatch and
be recorded on the pouch bill.

Accumulation of 2. Postmasters must not allow an undue accumula-
locks, pouches, etc.

tion of locks, pouches, or sacks at their offices; yet
they must see that there is always on hand a sufficient
number to meet their needs.

Registry locks and Sec. 824. Registry locks and keys must be made
keys,

objects of special care by postal employees. When a
pouch or sack is opened at an office of destination the

-locks to be kept in lock must at once be placed in the safe of the registry
safe

branch and kept there until it is again needed. The
to^ale10 beattached keys used in opening registry locks must be attached
--may be detached £o the/safe b}̂  a chain, and may be detached therefrom

by only the postmaster or the clerk in charge, or by
a post-office inspector, when, in the course of investi-

—report of. gation, he may specially require it. In each case where
the key is removed by a post-office inspector the post-
master must make report of the fact at once to the
Second Assistant Postmaster-General.

niSSwi?hr0efceipPCte 2< ReceiPte for registered pouches or inner sacks
before signing. ' should never be signed until the lock numbers have

been compared with them and found correct, or dis-
crepancies noted.

—damaged to be with- 3. Damaged registry locks and keys must be with-
drawn from use, and -i /> * -, • T "* i ^sent to Department, drawn from use as soon as discovered, securely wrapped,

and sent by registered mail to the Second Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Mail Equipment),
except as provided in paragraph 3 of section 919.

Locks to be carefully Sec. 925. All persons charged with the duty of dis-
haiidled, „

patching or transferring registered pouches or sacks
are cautioned against violently handling them, or treat-
ing them in such a manner as to expose the rotary
locks on them to damage or loss. To injure design-
edly, or to tamper with rotary locks in any way, is a
serious offense.
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VI. — INNEE-SACK REGISTRY SEEYICE.

See. 926. In conducting inner-sack exchanges, post- cilaS"4r"safil1 C2>

masters and employees of the postal service will be
guided by the foregoing regulations relating to regis-
tered -pouch exchanges, whenever they are not mani-
festly inapplicable.

Sec. 927. None but the regular sacks and locks ex- only regular
63 and locks to be aged,

pressly furnished for the purpose may be used in con-
ducting inner registered sack exchanges.

Sec. 928. Where the quantity of registered articles inne r - sack ea
changes.• -, i i T .warrants it, inner registered sack exchanges may . b e — when and how es-
tatolisliGcl

authorized by the Third Assistant Postmaster-General
between offices and over wholly or partly railroad routes
on which it is impossible to transmit the sacks in the
special custody of a postal clerk and obtain direct re-
ceipts at every transfer, such, for instance, as where
one or both the offices is a nonterminal for a railway
post-office.

2. Inner sack exchanged may also be authorized in —in special cases.
exceptional cases when, in the judgment of the Third
Assistant Postmaster-General,. the best interests of the
registry service require them.

3. In applications or recommendations for excep- -application for es-
L *• L tablishment of. • •

tional cases all the facts must be reported to the Third
Assistant Postmaster-General, who will authorize the
exchange if he deem it expedient to do so.

Sec. 929. When an inner sack can not be delivered saScMllg of iMer

direct to a postmaster, or a railway postal clerk, and a
hand-to-hand receipt for it obtained, it must invariably
be inclosed with the other mail in a locked mail bag -with ordinai'y mail-
labeled to the proper post-office, in which case a regis-
tered package receipt describing the inner sack by its
label and lock letter and numbers must be inclosed
with it in the mail bag.

2. In receipting, each inner sack must be counted as ̂ ^uStel* Sckone
one registered piece in the totals written on registered Piece-
package receipts.

3. Inner sacks may be inclosed in registered pouches inclosed with other
with other registered packages when in transit, in which
case they must be entered on all bills and transit records
by the descriptions shown on labels and by the serial
letters and numbers and the rotary numbers of their
locks.
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Dispatch of pouches. gec< 939. Postmasters will dispatch registered mail
in brass-lock pouches to such offices only and at such
times only as. may be specified by the Third Assistant
Postmaster-General. (See sec. 910.)

brasfiockseandkk"ys! Sec- 931. Postmasters are enjoined to take especial
care of all brass locks and keys received at their offices.
The keys should as far as possible remain in the cus-
tody of one person in the office, and such a record kept
that it may be shown beyond question who had pos-
session of a key on any given day.

safeewhen notfifuse1 ^. When not in actual use the brass-lock keys should
be attached by a chain to the inside of the safe, if there
be one in the office.

oss of locks. g_ The |ogg Q£ ].jragg }oc}fs or keys, or carelessness in

the use thereof, so far as it may affect the security of
registered matter, will be considered a subject for
special action by the Post-Office Department.

fo?rordiiary K?gL Ssc- 932. Brass-lock pouches may be used for the ex-
—may be used when, change of ordinary through mail, provided it does not

interfere with the proper transaction of the registry
business.

pouch101'6 than °ne '̂. ^ more than one brass-lock pouch be required for
both the registered and ordinary letter mail in any one
dispatch, the postmaster will, as far as possible, avoid
a division of the registered portion of the mail, plac-
ing it all in one pouch or as few pouches as will con-
tain it.

^Separate receipts. gec_ 0g3i J^Q^ two or more bl'asS-lock pouches

are used in any one dispatch, separate registered-
package receipts should be inclosed in each pouch; and
jn sucn cases a note should be made at the foot of each
registered-package receipt specifying the number of
pouches sent, as follows: " brass-lock pouches
sent by this dispatch."

Sec< 934. If more than the usual number of brass-
look pouches are received at one time from any post-
office, the extra locks and pouches duly billed and re-
corded must be returned to the sending office by the
next mail, in order that each office may have its proper
complement of locks and pouches.

nottfpi°sCLSiS SeCl 935' Brass-lock pouches must not be exchanged
offu'es- with any other than the first brass-lock post-office on

the route nor must they be permitted to pass such
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office, and they should be properly labeled and regis-
tered-package receipts prepared for such office direct.

Sec. 986. Brass locks must never be used instead of
iron locks on bags sent to offices not
exchange brass-lock pouches. If, however, a postmas-
ter not authorized to exchange brass-lock pouches
receives a mail bag secured with a brass lock and la-
beled to his office, he will file or cut the staple to which
the lock is fastened, as provided in sections 1365 and
1390, and properly dispose of the contents of the bag.

2. In every such case the brass lock must be returned ̂ ^
and the postmaster who improperly used it must be
notified. The facts should also be reported to the
Third Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Regis-
tered Mails).

See, 937. Whenever a brass-lock pouch is brought 10Jispc0anr(.rh1*sB.eofbrass

to a brass-lock office, whether labeled thereto or not, -treatment in case of
it must at once be opened and the packages inclosed
checked against the entries on the package receipt,
indorsed as to condition, and recorded in the transit
book. If the pouch be labeled to some other office, the
registered package receipt must be indorsed "Pouch
delivered at this office because of [giving the reason];
contents [correct or not, as the case may be, but if
incorrect the details should be given]," and this indorse-
ment must be signed by the postmaster and postmarked
with the date thereof and the name of his office. The -receipts in case of.
registered package receipt must always be signed, post-
marked, and mailed to the postmaster who originally
dispatched the pouch, A new package receipt, return-
able to the postmaster who prepares it, must be dis-
patched with the registered packages to the post-office
for which the pouch was originally intended.

2. If a properly labeled brass-lock poach be left by rtreatment where no
„* , . key to open.

mistake at an office having no key to open it, it should
be forwarded, unopened, to its destination by first mail
thereafter.

Sec. 938. If possible, two persons should witness the witnes_sing' dispatch
-,. , , • , ( . • , ! T • i -, i alld reccipt oi brass-dispatch or receipt or registered packages in brass-lock lock pouches.
pouches.

Sec. 9S9. All discrepancies and irregularities in the Report of an irre&u-
1 '-' " " larities.

brass-lock service must be recorded, and' a report of
them sent by mail to the Third Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Registered Mails).
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CHAPTEK 4.

REGISTRATION OF FOREIGN MAIL MATTES.

I.—PREPARATION AND DISPATCH.

Begistration of for- gec. 940. Letters and parcels admissible to the Postal
eign matter. < x

Union mails are registered in the same way asd omes-
tic matter. (See sees. 538, 805, and 807.)

—forCanada, Mexico. 9,. Where letters or parcels are intended for Canada,
the Province, and for Mexico, the State, should be given
in the address.

-by parcels post. 3. Parcels sent by parcels post, addressed to any of
the countries mentioned in section 540, except Barbados,
may be registered the same as other matter; no charge
besides the regular registration fee will be made for the
return receipt.

See sees. 540 to 543 as to foreign-parcels post; sec. 547 as to
report of complaints of lost or damaged registered matter, etc.

Fee for registration Sec. 941. The fee for registering a letter or parcel,
of foreign matter. 1 , , , , , e •

or a parcel sent by parcels post, addressed to a foreign
country will be 8 cents, in addition to the postage,

—tow paid. and both must be invariably prepaid with ordinary
postage stamps attached to the article registered.

Eestrictions on reg- Sec. 942. Articles addressed to initials only, or with
improper ly ad- lead pencil, must not be accepted for registration.

dressed matter. A 7 . * °
Matter not admissi- 2. Articles not admissible to the domestic registered

ble to domestic mails. ., , . .., , , . , ... „
mails are not admissi Die to the registered mails for
foreign countries.

Matter prohibited 3. The following can not be sent in the foreign mails
transmission in the ,
foreign mails except except by pai'CeiS post:
by parcels post. A /• i T 11 . < i j.- i \. Articles liable to customs duties, and current

coin.
J. Gold and silver bullion, precious stones, jewelry,

and precious articles where their transmission in the
mails is forbidden by the legislation of the country of
destination. (See current annual Postal Guide under
caption "Foreign Mails.")

c. Explosive, inflammable, or dangerous articles,
and those likely to soil or injure the mails.

d. Articles which do not conform in size and weight,
or which are not prepared according to the require
ments of the Postal Union Convention.

See sees. 540 to 543 as to parcels-post matter.
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Sec. 948. If a return receipt is desired by the sender iietara receipt.
*' , , —none obtained un-

f or an article sent to a foreign country, he must less demand therefor
_ be written on envel-

wnte on the envelope or wrapper the words Jieturn ope or wrapper.
receipt demanded" otherwise none will be obtained.
Postmasters must inform' patrons of this regulation.

9, "Whpn flip ^Piiflp'1* rpnmpafq d rpfnrn I'pfpint f»f fpr — w h e n requested^. vviicn nit, senuei lequebts a, iciuiu itceipi anei aftgr dispatchHof the

the registered article has been dispatched, or when he registered article.
applies for a return receipt which has been regularly
demanded but not sent back, the mailing postmaster
will so inform the postmaster at the United States
exchange office to which the registered article was
dispatched, giving a full description of it and the par-
ticulars of its dispatch, and the postmaster at the
exchange office will take the action provided for such
cases by the Postal Union Convention.

See sec. 963 as to preparation of return receipts at exchange
offices.

Sec, 944. Eegistered letters and parcels for dispatch . Dispatch of reg.s-
° r . . tered foreign matter.

to foreign countries must be billed and inclosed in
registered-package envelopes addressed to the office
in the United States which is designated to exchange
registered matter with such countries, and be plainly
marked "Foreign" The exchange office will supply
the return receipt form when one is properly demanded,
Registry bills must be sent with all letters or parcels
sent to a United States exchange office for dispatch to
a foreign country.

2. A list of the exchange offices and the countries — list of exchange of-
& fices for.

with which they exchange will be found in the Postal
Guide for January each year, and modifications of such
list in the monthly supplements. New York is the
principal exchange office for trans- Atlantic mails, and
San Francisco for trans-Pacific mails.

3. Directions given in the address on registered mat- — d i r e c t i o n s as to
ter as to the route by which it shall be sent must, when-
ever practicable, be complied with. Such correspond-
ence is called u Specially addressed correspondence."

Sec. 945. Registered package envelopes must not be Registered
, , „ . ~, <i, , T , envelopes not to be

addressed or sent to foreign offices, ohould an envel- addressed to
offices.

ope thus addressed be received in transit, the postmaster
should forward it to the proper United States exchange
office, and report the sending office to the Third Assist-
ant Postmaster-General (Division of Registered Mails).
The postmaster at the exchange office will open such
envelope and dispose of the contents in proper manner.
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cels, including parcels by parcels-post, which origi-
nated in foreign countries, will treat such packages and
their contents the same as domestic registered matter
received for delivery, except as provided in sections
951 and 961.

See sec. 948 as to treatment of matter when addressee is dead;
sec. 705 as to foreign parcels post.

Eetum receipt. gee, 947. When a return receipt accompanies a
—to be signed by ad- •'- -L

dressee or his agent, letter or parcel from a foreign country it must be
signed by the addressee or his agent when delivery is
made, and then postmarked and returned by registered
mail, under cover of a penalty envelope, marked "For-
eign Registry Return Receipt," to the postmaster at
the United States exchange post-office from which the

Accompanying61'mat- ̂ ter or parcel was received. If no return receipt
ter- accompany the letter or parcel it may be assumed that

none is required, and the addressee's receipt upon the
delivery book or other authorized record will be suf-
ficient.

Undelivered foreign geo. 94g. Should a foreign letter or parcel remain
matter. to L

—to be held so days, undelivered at the expiration of thirty days from the
and then sent to Dead- *• .
Letter office. time of its receipt (unless it is specially directed to be

Exceptions. . .
held for delivery (see sec. 950) it must, even though
bearing the name and address of the sender or a return
request (unless it originated in Canada or Mexico, see
sec. 94-9), be indorsed with the cause of its nondelivery
and sent to the Dead-Letter Office, in the manner pre-

-retum receipt for. scribed by section 886. The return receipt, should
one accompany it, must be indorsed with the reason
for nondelivery, postmarked, and sent by registered
mail to the United States exchange office whence it came.

-where addressee 2< Letters or parcels of foreign origin which can not
be delivered to the legal representative of the ad-
dressee, where addressee is dead, must be sent to the
Dead-Letter Office, unless they bear the name and ad-
dress of the sender and originated in Canada or Mexico,
in which event they will be sent to the proper United
States exchange office shown by the Foreign Regis-
tered Mail Scheme published in the January Postal
Guide, to be transmitted to the country of origin. Such
articles must be plainly indorsed with the reason for
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their nondelivery. If claimed by a relative of the
deceased addressee, such relative may be furnished
with name and address of seader, if possible.

Sec. 949. Letters and parcels originating in Canada crfdetStc°rftoB?S;
or Mexico on which the names and addresses of the aild 5Icxic°«
senders appear, whether printed or written, should, in
case of nondelivery, be indorsed with the cause thereof,
reregistered free, and sent to the proper exchange office
in accordance with any return requests that may appear
upon them; or, if they bear no return requests they
should be so disposed of at the expiration of thirty days.
The return receipts for them must be disposed of as Return receipt.
directed in section 948.

Sec. 950. When a postmastei has o-ood reason to Matter specially held
, , . , . L . , j i <: <; • • for delivery.believe taat a registered letter or parcel or foreign ori-
gin remaining uncalled for can be delivered to the per-
son addressed, if held longer than thirty days, he ma.y
indorse it "SPECIALLY HELD FOE DELIVERY," and re-

to the Dead-Letter Office. Registered letters indorsed
"POSTE RESTANTE," Ol' " To BE CALLED FOE," and

those addressed to a sailor or a passenger on a vessel
expected to arrive, must also be held not longer than
three months.

See, 951. When a registered article stamped "Sup- Matter liable to cus-
. . . . . \ toms duties.

POSED LIABLE TO CUSTOMS DUTIES IS received at a post- -treatment of.

office, the postmaster will request the addressee to call,
receipt for, and open it at the post-office, in the pres-
ence of a customs officer, who will instruct the post-
master as to the collection of the proper duties. If it
be impossible for the customs officer to visit the post-
office, he should be notified of the arrival of the article
and be asked for instructions, upon receipt of which
the addressee should, be requested to call, receipt for,
and open the article, that the instructions thus received
may be followed.

2. If the customs officer shall deem it inexpedient to —when sent to an-
. , , , , other office for in-

determme, upon the postmasters report, the customs spection of customs
charges upon any such article, it may, at his request,
be sent, under official registration, to the POSTMASTER
at the place where the customs officer is located, to
be examined while in the postmaster's custody and the
duty rated by the customs officer, after which the POST-
MASTER will return-it by registered mail free to the
postmaster at the office of delivery, for collection of
the duties and delivery of the article.
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nm 3- Under no circumstances are registered articles of
delivered, fafe description allowed to be taken from the custody

of the postal service, or opened by anyone but the per-
son to whom they are addressed, or the person duly
authorized by him in writing, and by him only after
he has properly receipted for them.

^ j^ ^^ addressee refuses to pay the customs
charges, or if he refuses to receipt for and open the
article for the purposes stated herein, it must be marked
"Refused" and sent to the Dead-Letter Office, with a
report of the facts in the cace, after due notice to the
addressee.

Note- NOTE.—Section 708 should be carefully read and observed in
connection with this section. See sec. 960 as to treatment as sealed
matter of unsealed registered matter containing articles liable to
customs duty.

with foreign0officials? Sec, 952. Postmasters, except those at Exchange
—how conducted. /~\v > < i « j i /• • j i /v>Unices, must not correspond with foreign postal om-

cials on registry business. All matters of this kind
requiring foreign correspondence should be reported
to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General (Division
of Registered Mails), except where otherwise directed
herein. (See sec. 806.)

III.'—FOEWAEDING, RECALL, AND RETUEN OF FOEEIGN
REGISTERED MATTER.

Sec- 95S- A11 applications for the recall of regis-
°a fore!sn ar" tered letters or parcels sent to foreign countries, or for

the delivery of such articles to others than the persons
to whom they were addressed, should be made to the
Second Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of For-
eign Mails).

2- -"Registered articles may not be recalled from Great
c1aiieedmay not be r®~ Britain and the British Colonies (except Cape Colony

and the Australasian colonies), Canada, and British
India, Haiti, the Dominican Republic, the Republic of
Colombia, Japan, and Korea.

tJr™rti?fsTeVeed See- ^54. Registered letters or parcels of foreign
Inatter- origin may be forwarded to the addressee, for delivery at

any other post-office, either in this country or any other
-originating abroad, country in the Postal Union, without extra charge, upon
no additional fee. ^ ' '- 7 L

direct request of the postmaster at the office of origin.
Requests for return, 2. Requests for the recall of letters or parcels whichor change of ad- * -*-

dressee, how treated, have been dispatched to foreign countries, or for a
change in the name of the addressee, or for delivery
to some other than the addressee, must be referred

i
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to the Second Assistant Postmaster-General (Division
of Foreign Mails), for proper action.

3. When a request is received to forward a domestic i^^t
registered letter or parcel to the addressee in a foreign chargeable with ad-

o _ J- ° uitionai postage only,
country, additional postage should be required suffi-
cient, with that originally paid, to equal amount re-
quired had the article been addressed to the foreign
country at the time of its original registration, and if
stamps are furnished for that purpose, they should be
affixed and canceled before forwarding; otherwise the
amount will be collected from the addressee upon
delivery of the article. No additional registry fee is

* required in such a case.
i" 4. The sender of a registered article may make a re- Requests by sender

.^ -.. , , , . ^ ,, ; «? • n for change of address
! quest direct to the postmaster or a posi-oince in another or recall.
I country to which an article is addressed for delivery,
, to forward the article to the same addressee at any
) other post-office in the Postal Union, and such request

will be complied with. But if the sender wishes the
|i article to be forwarded or delivered to a person other

than the one named in the address of the article, or
that the article be returned to him, the request must
be made }jy the mailing postmaster through the Second
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Foreign
Mails). Such requests when received by United States
postmasters direct from persons in other countries,
must be referred to the Second Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Foreign Mails), and the article must
be held until instructions concerning it are received.

See sees. 869 and 870 as to forwarding domestic registered matter.

Postal Union Con-

offiees must procure from the Second Assistant Post- Te"iL"0iiu

master-General (Division of Foreign Mails) copies of the
Postal Union Convention, with Regulations of Detail and
Order attached, and see that their requirements are faith- —requirement* of to

; x be compiled with.
full}7' complied with, except as herein otherwise provided.

Sec. 958. Ail registered matter to or from foreign , Begisterea matter to
s ( ° l>& postmarked at ex-

countries, or in transit through 'the United States, change offices.
must be postmarked at exchange offices with the date
of dispatch or receipt, except transit matter sent in
sealed bags, as through matter, under article 4- of the
Postal Union Convention.

Sec. 057. Article XI of the Eegulations of Detail Label for registered
' r\ £ - u T> j T IT • r\- • foreign matter.ana Order of the Postal Union Convention requires

309A—02 29
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that a paper label bearing the letter " E," the name of
the office of origin, and the registry number, shall be
attached to each registered article dispatched to a
Postal Union country. If a new number is given the
article at the exchange office, all previous numbers
should be crossed out, taking care, however, to leave
them legible.

-Design. 2. A label bearing the letter " B," the words '' United
States of America," with the name of the exchange
office and its exchange number, or the spaces for both,
will be furnished by the Third Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Begistered Mails), and must be
attached by every United States exchange office to every

Canada and Cuba registered letter or parcel sent to foreign countries,
excepted. '-' , , *- °

except to Canada and Cuba.
Dispatch of foreign Sec. 958. Registered matter for dispatch to foreign

registered matter. » * «
countries must be made up at united States exchange
offices in the following manner:

a. The total number of registered articles, the total
number of packages or sacks containing these articles,
and the total number of "outside registered articles,"
if there be any, must be indicated at the head of the
letter bill.

—each article to be 5. Each registered article dispatched must be en-
tered on Table No, 1 of the letter bill, or if the number

—special lists. of articles requires it upon the special list provided by
the Postal Union Convention, both of which may be
obtained' from the Second Assistant Postmaster-Gen-
eral (Division of Foreign Mails).

—if special lists used, c\f special lists be used, the number of registered
fact indicated, how. . . ,, ,

articles entered on such lists, the number of lists, and
the number of packages or sacks containing the articles
must be entered on the letter bill.

teref article1 °fregis" ^' ^ll entering a description of the registered arti-
cles on either the Table No. 1 of the letter bill or the
special lists the following particulars must be given
unless special directions have been furnished:

(1) The United States exchange office number.
(2) The name of the office of origin of the article

and its number; OB
(1) The United States exchange office number.
(2) The name of the office of origin.
(3) The name of the addressee,
(4) The name of the office and country of des-

tination.
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the fact must be indicated in the "Observation" column cated> how-
of the bill, or opposite the entry of the article on the
special list, by the letters "A. R."

f. Return receipts of foreign origin, when sent back, ,rletu.rn X receipts
'J r . . . . °* ioreigii origin,

must be entered on the letter bill individually, if few,
or collectively, if many.

g. The return receipt must be tied crosswise to the
article for which it is demanded.

h. Under the caption " Official registrations" must
be entered the open letters on official business, the vari-
ous communications or registered letters from the dis-
patching office in connection with the service, as well
as the number of empty sacks returned, if any.

1. The registered articles, arranged in the order of sacks or packages.
entry on the letter bill or special list, with the return
receipts properly attached, and the special lists them-
selves (each inclosed in the sack or package of articles
which it describes) must be placed, in a separate sack
or package, which must be securely fastened and sealed
with the letter bill inclosed in a special envelope tied
crosswise by a string. The package or sack must then
be placed in the center of the ordinary mail.

2. Registered matter for Canada or Mexico must be ¥att*r for Canada
. . .' . or Mexico.

treated and dispatched as directed in the special con-
ventions entered into with those countries. In other
exceptional cases, or where matter is to be dispatched
in international registered pouches closed with telltale
or rotary locks, special instructions will be given.

>*} is received at an exchange office for clispi
to a foreign country,, the postmaster at the exchange
office will attach ordinary postage stamps sufficient to
cover the entire deficiency, and forward the letter or
parcel to its destination without unnecessary delay.

de to the Thirrl Credit allowed byiue IU cliv, .LLUiv,, Department.

Assistant Postmaster-General, in order that credit may
be given for the stamps so used and the deficiency
collected by the Post-Office Department from the post-
master who sent the letter or parcel to the exchange
office.

See. 860. Registered letters or parcels received , »»spatch of matter
'^ l irom exchange Gl«eeSc

from abroad must be dispatched by United States
Exchange Offices to their destination in this country,
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or to other United States Exchange Offices if they are
again to be dispatched to other countries, according to
the rules governing the domestic registry system,

T d u V v a " 2- Unsealed registered matter (except parcels-post
matter) containing articles liable to customs duty shall
be treated as sealed matter.

suort-paid matter g%« a.gi .Sho-'i-Twi/] roistered letters orfrom foreign coun- ~ -"" < -W J L > OiiUj- ^ P"1̂ *- it,gi&U3it;u ittti^is Ui

— uf'be treated as if or tliose which bear no postage stamps at all, received
fll!iv,?ie£faid' in the mails from Postal Union countries, must be— -lypoii ui. . '

treated by the postmaster at the exchange office as if
fully prepaid, but a full report of each case is to be
made by Bulletin of Verification to the administration
of the country from which the short-paid matter is
received. No charge for such articles must be exacted
by the delivering postmaster.

Articles receded gsc. ggg. Postmasters at exchaiip-e offices will, on
ircsn foreign coun- . - . .
tries to be recorded, receipt of registered articles addressed to or coining'
etc. . . •

from foreign countries, after carefully comparing the
articles with the accompanying bill, record them on
the special record furnished by the Post-Office Depart-
ment, giving the date when the articles are received,
and the office, country of origin, date of postmark,
name of addressee, anil post-office of address, original
number and United States exchange office number,
which latter should be of a series commencing January
1st and July 1st of each j^ear with No. 1. Registered
pieces thus received addressed to interior post-offices
of the United States should be sent to destination under
domestic registration, and under the domestic exchange
office numbers. The date of dispatch, the number of
registered-package envelope in which, dispatched, and
the date when the registry bill is returned, should be
entered on the special book above mentioned.

—renumbered for do- 2. When renumbering registered articles for delivery
mestic delivery. f ° J

or for domestic dispatch, care must be taken to strike
out all other numbers on the articles with light pen
marks.

See sees. 696, 698, 699 and 700; also sees. 881 and 882 as to
damaged or unsealed articles.

Eetnrn receipts. gec, 0@3. When demanded, return receipts for reg-
• — to oe prepared and ;

sent with, articles. ister.ed articles seat abroad must be prepared by the
United States exchange office and sent with the articles.
Such receipts must properly describe the registered
article, give its original number, office of origin, and
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date of mailing as well as the exchange office number
and postmark.

2, If such return receipts are asked for after the ~^ed for after dis~
articles have been dispatched, the exchange office will
prepare the forms and forward them, with proper
request, to the foreign office, as required by the Postal
Union Convention,

3. All return receipts for foreign matter sent to ~|cnt to interior
4- to offices.

interior post-offices must be accompanied with the form
furnished for the purpose, headed "Special instruc-
tions," which directs the delivering postmaster to obtain
proper signature and. return the receipts by registered
mail to the United States exchange postmaster from
whom the article described in the receipt was received.

Sec, 984. When a return receipt is demanded for a Kecord &iui sfestdi
* . of return recespis,,

registered letter or parcel received from or dispatched
to a foreign countiy, the postmaster at the. exchange
office of receipt must enter in the appropriate column
of the special record referred to in the foregoing sec-
tion the letters "A. R." (indicating return receipt), and
when the receipt is sent back from the delivering ofiice
lie must check the return on the record, inclose the re-
ceipt in an envelope, and dispatch it, registered, to the
office of origin of the article to which it relates. If
two or more return receipts are to be sent back to the
same office, they may be inclosed in the same envelope
and registered as one piece. All envelopes in which „ indorsement on en-
receipts are returned to foreign offices must bear the
following inscription: '' Return receipt returned. Post-
office of , countiy — ."

2. If interior postmasters do not send back such Failure of interior
* ^ postmasters m return

receipts by registered mail to the exchange office with- receipts to exchange
_ -r J *= ° t oiiice,

in ninety days, the facts must be reported to the Third
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Registered
Mails). ,

Detail and Order, Postal Union Convention, when re-
quested by United States postmasters to procure a
return receipt, after a registered article has been
mailed, or to reclaim a missing return receipt; but Missing receipt,
no extra charge is required, and no stamps need be
attached to the receipt form.



T I T L E SIX.

MONEY-ORDER SYSTEM.

CHAPTER 1.

GEHESAL PB.OVISIONS.

I.—ESTABLISHMENT OF SERVICE.

Authority for estafe- gee. 985. To promote public convenience, and to insure greaterllshineiit of money- . r * ' °
order system. security in the traiister oi money through the mail, the rostmaster-

R, s., § 4027. General may establish and maintain, under such rules and regu-
lations as he may deem expedient, a uniform money-order system,
at all suitable post-offices, which shall be designated as "money-
order offices."

NOTE,—Sec. 10 of the act of January 27, 1894 ch. 21 (2 Supp.,
K. S., 168), authorizes the Postmaster-General to establish "lim-
ited money-order offices" merely for the issue of money orders for
a sum not in excess of $5 each. All such offices heretofore in oper-
ation have been changed to regular money-order offices, and no
<climited" offices will hereafter be established. See chap. 5, this
Title, as to international money-order service; see current annual
Postal Guide for instructions in connection with the Philippine
Islands and rural free delivery money-order service.

Sec. 968. Any postmaster may, upon application in
the form of an ordinary letter addressed to the First
Assistant Postmaster-General, Division of Money
Orders, have his office designated as a "money-order
office," provided he first files in the Department a new
and satisfactory bond, conditioned for the faithful per-
formance of all duties imposed upon him by the laws
relating to the postal and money-order business. (See
sec. 238.) A printed form for such new bond will be
furnished by the Department after receipt of the
application. The penalty of the new bond will be
fixed according to the amount of business transacted at
the post-office.

A l l o w a n c e f o r Sec. 067. Postmasters at money-order post-offices of the first
|_gJ/JCJ3. *'

1894,' Jan. 27, cli. 21, and second classes may be allowed by the Postmaster-General to
employ such number of clerks in the transaction of their money-
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order business, and at such rates of compensation, respectively, as
he mav deem expedient. The allowances for clerk hire made ~?t lst and 2d classOffices.
to postmasters of the first and second class post-offices by the
Postmaster-General, out of the annual appropriation for clerks in
post-offices, shall cover the cost of clerical services of all kinds in
such post-offices, including the cost of clerical labor in. the money-
order business. And at all other money-order post-offices the—at other m o n e y -
compensation for the clerical labor in the money-order business order °aices-
shall be paid out of the fees received for the issue of money orders,
and shall be three cents for each domestic or international money
order issued (see sec. 307): Provided, That the Postmaster-General —at international ex-
may allow to the postmaster at each international exchange office c an°e

such additional amount in each case, out of the annual appro-
priation for clerks in post-offices, as he may deem expedient,
to enable these postmasters to obtain the .clerical labor necessary
for the performance of such special duties as are imposed upon
them by the operations of the money-order system and are not
required of other postmasters.

NOTE.—The compensation of clerks in post-offices of the first Note.
and second classes is based upon the classification provided by
law (see sees. 287 and 288). See note, sec. 286, as to clerks for
money-order business. The proviso relating to clerks at exchange
offices is of no effect, inasmuch as allowances for clerk hire for
all purposes are entirely within the discretion of the Postmaster-
General.

See sec, 260 as to salaries allowed postmasters being full com-
pensation for money-order business.

Sec. 08d, Post-offices of the nrsi class must be kept office hours.
« , , , ,. f - , - , . . • f — a t Ibt Ciiws offices,

open tor the transaction of money-order business from
9 a. m. until 5 p. in.; offices of the second class from —at 2<i class offices.
8 a. in. until 6 p. in,., and stations of offices of the first —at stations of 1st and

, , , „ ' .-, „ ., , :>G clam office?,
and second classes ironi 8 a. m. until 6 p. m. Additional —additional, when.
time, in the morning or evening, must be allowed by
the postmaster if necessary for the convenience of the
people transacting money-order business at such offices
or stations.

2. Third and fourth class post-offices doino- money- —?t sd and 4tl1 ciass
f- a " oriiees.

order business must be kept open for such business
during the hours for the transaction of postal busi-
ness thereat; and, as a general rule, money-order busi-
ness must be transacted during the period in which
stamps are sold.

See. 989, Postmasters are not required to transact ^f^sSl^y. basl"
any money-order business on Sunday. They should
not, however, refuse to pay a money order issued on
Sunday if it be in other respects regular.

at money-order offices must Postmasters not to
'- , suvi; as agents in com-

not accept from any express companj*, banker, bank- peti-sire business.
corporation or firm any
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agency for the issue or payment of money orders,
drafts, bills of exchange, or similar instruments for
the transmission of money, whether such individual,
company, or corporation transacts business within the
•United States only or between localities in the United
States and in foreign countries, except under special
permission of the First Assistant Postmaster-General.

Changes la lists of
money-order offices.

CorrespoadcHce.

-with Auditor.

of such office, may be permitted to transact business of
the character referred to in the preceding paragraph,
except as above provided for.

See. ©71. On receipt of each number of the Postal
Guide postmasters must observe all circulars and orders
concerning the money-order system and note in their
pamphlet lists of money-order offices ail changes given.

Sec. 973. Postmasters must observe the following
instructions in correspondence with the Post-Office
Department:

a. Money-order statements, requests for the return
of paid orders, or other matters pertaining to the
auditing of money-order accounts should be addressed
directly to the Auditor for the Post-Office Department.
Letters must not be inclosed with statements. In re-
questing the return of paid orders, postmasters will
state definitely the purpose for which the order is
desired.

5. Correspondence regarding other matters should
be addressed to the First Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Money Orders), and the envelopes inclosing
such communications must bear the letters u M. O. B.,"
written or printed.

Envelopes to be in- c. In every case the envelope inclosing a communi-
dorsed with "brief of * • i j. i ? p>contents. cation must bear, at the upper right-hand corner, after

the word "Contents," a brief description of the matter
inclosed.

General sallies for See, 978. When a post-office is designated as a
money-order business. L °
"artment64 ^ ^&~ money-order office, the postmaster will be furnished by

the Post-Office Department with the necessary record
books, blank forms, M. O. B. dating stamp, ink pad, etc.

2. When additional supplies of this kind are needed,
application therefor must be made to the First Assist-

. .

Postmaster-General,
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ant Postmaster-General (Division of Money Orders).
The blanks used in money-order business bear the num-
bers from 6000 to 0999, and in some cases letters are
also used. Blanks upon which money orders are drawn
are called ''forms" to distinguish them from ordinary
blanks.

See sec. 77 as to purchase and contracts for money-order forms,
supplies, etc.; sees. 997 to 1000 as to money-order forms and use of;
sec. 1122 as to records of money-order transactions; sec. 1134 as to
transfer of blanks, etc., to successor; sec. 626 as to destruction of
supplies in case of infectious disease.

See. 974. Postmasters must not incur any expense E x p e n d i t u r e s on
•f r money-order account.

whatever on account of the money-order business with- —special permission
J required for.

out special permission from the Department.
See. 075. Printed envelopes exclusively must be ^ Speciaiem-eiopesfor

used by postmasters in the transaction of money-order —no others to be used.
T . "' ' rr,, , -TI i <• - I T —obtained from 3d
business, Inese envelopes will be furnished upon req- Asst. p. M. G.
uisition to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General
(Form 308

CHAPTEK 2.

ISSUE.OF DOMESTIC MOIfEY OKBEBS.

L-

Ssc. 976. Domestic money orders may be drawn only 0ffiSes «P°« wM«h
* •' J money orders may bo

upon United States post-offices named in the lists of a*awn.
money-order offices furnished by the Post-Office De-
partment.

2. Money orders may be drawn upon and made pay — on office of issue.
able at the office of issue. (See sec. 993.)

NOTE. — The domestic form is to. be used in drawing orders on
offices in Canada, Cuba, and Newfoundland. There will be sent
annually, on July 1, to all offices, a pamphlet list of money-order
offices, and changes in this list will appear in the monthly postal
guides issued in August, September, October, November, and
December. The Postal Guide for January will contain a complete
list, corrected to January 1, of offices in operation at that date;
hence, two complete lists of offices are practically furnished in
each year.

See, 977, Postmasters must not receive or pay out
in the transaction of money-order business any money
that is not legal tender by the laws of the United States,
except national-bank notes and silver certificates. (See
sec, 330.)

2. Promissory notes must not be accepted in any
case for the issue of money orders; but Government accePted

of orders.
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Note: _

al tender n °*

Issue of money
o rde r s at b ra 11 cli
offices.

K, S.,§4029.

Waiver of identifies-
tio« of payee forbid-
dC3J.

. of re-
mitter who Is also
payee.
—by signature of re-
mitter 011 advice.

paper of any kind (pension checks, disbursing officers'
checks, Post-Office Department warrants, etc.) may be
received, from responsible persons, whose endorsement
thereon the postmaster is willing to guarantee, pro-
vided such paper will be accepted at par by the de-
pository to which the postmaster remits it as surplus
funds. (See sec. 1110.)

3. Postmasters must accept, and may pay out, the
silver, nickel, and copper coins of the United States
in amounts for which they are legal tender. (See sec.
330 as to mutilated money.)

NOTE.—Standard silver dollars of the United States are legal
tender at their nominal value for all debts and dues, public and
private, except where otherwise expressly stipulated in the con-';
tract; subsidiary silver coins—that is, the silver coins of denomi-
nations less than one dollar—are legal tender in sums not exceed-
ing ten dollars, in full payment of all dues, public and private;
the minor coins—copper, nickel, and bronze—are legal tender at
their nominal value for any amount not -exceeding twenty-five
cents in any one payment.

Postmasters are not permitted to cash paper of any kind with
postal funds, but, if necessary, such funds may be transferred to
money-order account and thereafter be used as provided in the
above paragraph.

See, 078. The postmaster of every city where branch post-offices
or stations are established and in operation, subject to his supervi-
sion, is authorized, under the direction of the Postmaster-General,
to issue, or to cause to be issued, by any of his assistants or clerks
in charge of branch post-offices or stations, postal money orders,
payable at his own or at any other money-order office, or at any
branch post-office or station of his own, or of any other money-
order office, as the remitters thereof may direct; and the post-
master and his sureties shall, in every case, be held accountable
upon his' official bond for all moneys received by him or his des-
ignated assistants or clerks in charge of stations, from the issue of
money orders, and for all moneys which may come into his or
their hands, or be placed in his or their custody by reason of the
transaction by them of money-order business.

NOTE.—B ran dies of post-offices are now designated as "sta-
tions" and "substations." See sec. 231. See see. 238 as to bonds
of postmasters; sec. 312 as to boada of post-office clerks.

S3C. 979. * * * Postmasters shall not issue any money
order conditioned that identification of payee, endorsee, or attor-
ney may be waived, nor shall any postmaster pay any money order
-x- -x- -x- without requiring identification of the payee, endorsee,
or attorney.

Sec. 880. Remitters of money orders are sometimes
also the payees thereof, having purchased them for pro-
tection against the risks of loss incident to travel. Post-
masters issuing orders in such cases should, if the re-
mitter believes he may not readily be identified at the
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office of payment, obtain his signature on the advice,
as a means of identification by the paying postmaster.
But postmasters are not thereby wholly relieved from ^masto^n^uek
responsibility for improper payment in such cases. cases-

II.—FEES AI\D LIMITATIONS.

Sec. 981. A money order shall not be issued for more than one ,Fees aBd iimita-
hundred dollars, and fees for domestic money orders shall be as 1894, Jan. 27, ch.2l,
follows in v-it- ' §2, Supp.,166.iOilOWE, to Wit . T£ S s ''?O^'<

For orders not exceeding two dollars and fifty cents, three cents. Single order limited
For orders exceeding two dollars and fifty cents and not exceed- Fees' for m o n e y

ing five dollars, five cents. orders.
For orders exceeding five dollars and not exceeding ten dollars,

eight cents.
For orders exceeding ten dollars and not exceeding twenty dol-

lars, ten cents.
For orders exceeding twenty dollars and not exceeding thirty

dollars, twelve cents.
For orders exceeding thirty dollars and not exceeding forty dol-

lars, fifteen cents.
For orders exceeding forty dollars and not exceeding fifty dol-

lars, eighteen cents.
For orders exceeding fifty dollars and not exceeding sixty dol-

lars, twenty cents.
For orders exceeding sixty dollars and not exceeding seventy-

five dollars, twenty-five cents.
For orders exceeding seventy-five dollars and not exceeding one

hundred dollars, thirty cents.

NOTE.—The above fees are also applicable to orders drawn on
Canada, Cuba, and Newfoundland. (See sec. 104-9.)

2. Money orders may be drawn by the Superintendent of the
Money Order System without the exaction of an additional fee for rorig^i
the purpose of correcting errors made by issuing or paying post- al/R|°- ,r , , „,„
masters. § 5, 2 Supp.] 959. '""'

8. No money order shall be issued for less than one , NO order to be issued
J ror tracticn of <i cent,

cent, and no order shall contain a fractional part of a
cent.

See sec. 1588 as to penalty for fraudulent issue of money orders;
sec. 1589 as to penalty for issue of orders without receiving money
therefor.

See. 982. If money orders amounting1 in the ag-gre- Aggregate of or-
- = ij v j ders more than $200.

gate to more than two hundred dollars should be drawn
in any one day on any one post-office of the fourth
class, notice thereof should at once be given to the First
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Money- —report of, when.
Orders) so. that arrangements may be made for their
payment in case the postmaster at the office drawn on
shall not have sufficient funds available for the DiirDose.

JL JL

2. In such exceptional cases the postmaster must Notice to remitter.
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inform the remitter that the Post-Office Department
can not guarantee immediate payment, but will endeavor
to effect payment with as little delay as possible.

NOTE.—This regulation does not apply to offices drawn on of
the first, second, and third classes. See sec. 1103 as to drafts for
Daymen! of orders.

III.—APPLICATION AND ISSUE.

Form
tions.

of appliea-

applicants.

See. 983. The Postmaster-General shall supply such money-
R. s., § 4033; u 1894, order offices, as he may deem expedient, with blank forms of appli-

Jan. 27, eh. 21, § 7, 2 , . , , . -, , , ,.
Supp., 108. cation tor money orders, in such form as he may direct.

bv See. 984. The applicant for a money order should
fill in the printed application (Form 6001) with the
particulars required to be stated in the money order
and advice, but this may be clone by another person.

NOTE.—If remitter is not a resident of the place where the order
is issued he should be' requested to enter his permanent (home)
address at bottom of his application.

2: When the order is payable in a city the post-
master must see that the full address of the payee
(street and number) is entered in the application; but
he must not decline to issue the order if the applicant
is unable to give such complete address.

3, Applications, after having been numbered to cor-
respond with the orders issued, must be filed for ready
reference and preserved for not less than four years.
At the end of this time such applications may be dis-
posed of as waste paper. (See sec. 357.)

Sec. 985. Money orders will be drawn from the
information contained in the application, as follows:

—list of offices to be a. The list of money-order offices will be consulted,
examined before. "

if necessary, to see that the name of the paying office
is given therein.

5. The number of the order to be issued must be
written in the space provided therefor on the applica-
tion.

Placing of carbon c "ĵ  order, and the corresponding advice with
between order and } r te>
advice, receipt for remitter, are on two separate sheets—the

order on one sheet and the advice and receipt on
another. Without detaching these forms from, the
book a sheet of carbonized paper, supplied for this
purpose, will be placed between the order and the
combined advice and receipt, and a strip of tin, also
provided for the purpose, will be placed under the
advice.

der
money or-
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d. In entering in the order the particulars contained tagjmt ordcr to con"
in the application full words must be used in the body
of the order to express the number of dollars; and the
amount must be repeated in figures on the right-hand
margin of the order. By means of the carbonized
paper the writing in the body of the order will be
reproduced en the advice, and that on the right-hand
margin of the order will be duplicated on the receipt.

e. The name of the postmaster should be signed at signing of order.
the proper place before the forms are detached or the
carbon paper removed. (See sec. 996.)

f. The "M. O, B." stamp will be imprinted upon " M.OB." stamp on^ r >- i order and receipt.
the order and receipt. Where a steel UM. O. B,"
stamp is used, the order and receipt may be stamped
simultaneously by means of the carbon paper; other-
wise, the two forms must be stamped separately, as a
rubber stamp will not produce a carbon copy. The
stamp must show the actual date of issue.

q. The application and order must be carefully com- Delivery of order toJ t i. J purchaser.
pared, and the order and receipt must be detached and
handed to the purchaser.

A. The name of the remitter and the address of the Advice.
payee will be written with pen and ink in the advice
after the forms have been detached from the book.

See sees. 993 and 994 as to "advices;" sec. 997 as to money-order
forms; sec. 1000 as to "not-issued" forms; sec. 998 as to signing
01 postmaster's name by clerks.

Sec. 988. An order should be made payable to only i,JrordSi?Bs!ndraw"
one person or one firm. An order must not be drawn madeepayab?uto one
in favor of "John Doe and Richard Roe," or of "John person or fim-
Doe or Richard Roe."

2>. If only the surname of the payee be given by the alf€e^esn wl^/not
purchaser the postmaster must decline to issue the to be issued.
order; but the order will be issued —

a. If the single name given is the business name of
the payee, as "Mason's," "Brentano's," " Johnson's businessDname.
Store," "Madam Saville";

I'. If the payee is designated only by an official
title indicative of the capacity in which he is to receive
payment, as "Receiver, U. S. Land Office,5' "Cashier,
First National Bank";

c. If the payee is . designated by a name adopted
under membership in a religious order, the name and
address being so combined as to clearly indicate the
person intended, as " Sister Theresa, Academy of
Visitation," "Brother Joseph, St. Anselmo's College."
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Stations, etc., of offi-
ces, how designated.

—remitters to be ad-
vised.

Spaces not used to
be tilled in with -~-~-~

Pencil not to be
used.

Record of money or-
ders,
—to include all par-
ticulars, and subse-
quent action.

POSTAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS.

3. All stations and substations are money-order
offices, but the word "sub" will not be prefixed to
the title, in money-order business, it having reference
to the designation of the station for postal purposes
alone. (See sec. 231.)

4. Money orders are not to be drawn on any station
whatever. If, for example, an application be made for
an order to be drawn on "Station A, Chicago, 111.,"
the name of such station is not to so appear in the
order, which is to be drawn on "Chicago, 111."

5. Intending remitters will be informed, when such
an application is made, that, as stations are merely
parts of the main office, orders presented at stations
may be cashed (the payees being identified) quite as
readily as at the respective main offices. The object
of the restriction is to cause all the advices, records,
etc., to be concentrated at the main offices, where there
are ample facilities for permanent preservation.

6. When an order is issued for a sum less than one
dollar, or for an amount in complete dollars, the space
for "dollars" in the body of the order must be filled in
with a waved line, so as to prevent any alteration in the
amount, thus: " ,~ _,._„._ dollars, 98 cents," or
"five—^-— -dollars." When issued for even
dollars the space for cents will be filled in with the
character #, and the same character will be used in tiie
margin at the right when the order is drawn for less
than one dollar.

7. The use of a pencil of any kind in issuing money
orders is forbidden. Pen and ink must be used. The
pen must be stiff enough to endure pressure sufficient
to produce a legible carbon copy.

Sec. 987. Postmasters must promptly record in the
'' Register of money orders issued" all the particulars
of orders issued at their offices, as shown by the appli-
cations therefor; and any subsequent action taken in
reference to any of these orders will be noted oppo-
site the entries thereof in the register under the head
of "Remarks."

NOTE.—This section is not applicable to offices authorized by
special order to use the "Filing system." See sec. 1122 as to
"Register of money orders issued,"
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IV.—EREORS AND CHANGES.
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Error after
patch of advice.

dis-

Order to be recalled
and repaid in form of
new order.

Fee for new order to
be paid by postmaster.

See. 088. If an error in an order is discovered before Jffi£$££.dellT"
delivery to the remitter, that order must not be cor- ~^lot to be corrected.
rected. The form bearing the next higher number -new form to be fille
must be filled in in its stead, as a new order, no addi-
tional fee being charged therefor, and the spoiled form
and the corresponding advice treated as "Not issued."
Any erasure, alteration, or change whatever of the par-
ticulars written in a money order is forbidden.

See sec. 1000 as to treatment of not issued orders.

Sec. 989. When, after the dispatch of the advice,
the postmaster discovers that the order has been drawn
upon an office not a money-order office, he must imme-
diately dispatch to the postmaster at the office drawn
upon a special notice, informing him of the error, and
requesting the return of the advice; after which he
roust endeavor to recall and repay the order by a new
order correctly drawn. And in this case, the original
order having been actually issued, the fee for the new
order must be paid by the postmaster, he being in
fault because of failure to consult the list of money-
order offices.

2. The same rule will be observed where an order
is returned by the remitter or payee of his own accord,
after the dispatch of the-advice, on account of the
office drawn upon not being a money-order office. If,
however, the error be otherwise, the fee is also to be
paid by the postmaster, if he made the error; by the
remitter if the error was in the application.

3. If the place of payment be incorrect and the
office erroneously named is a money-order office (the
postmaster being unable to recover the order from
the remitter), the original advice should, nevertheless,
be forwarded to the office named therein, accompanied,
however, ^y an explanatory letter briefly reciting the
facts. Record of the matter, showing name of office
to which the advice was sent, should be entered upon
the application and in the Register of Orders Issued.
It is probable that the order might be sent by the payee
to that office for collection. For example, an order
drawn on Brooklyn, W. Y.,} intended for a payee at
J3rocKj}ori, N, Y., is forwarded by the payee through
a bank to Brooklyn for collection.

See. SSO. If, after delivery of an order to the remit-
ter, but before dispatch of the advice, the postmaster

When order is drawn
on wrong money-or-
der office and not re-
covered.

Error after delivery
to remitter bat before
dispatch of advice.

1
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—order to be recalled
and repaid.
—advice to be with-
held.
—order to be treated
as "Not issued" and
repaid to remitter—
how.

If order repaid in
money, fee to be re-
funded.

If repaid by new
order, original fee to
apply thereto.

Same rule where or-
der returned by remit-
ter ol own accord.

Where order re-
turned after state-
ment rendered.

Order to be repaid to
payee only in form of
new order, and treated
as " Not issued."

Original fee to apply
to new order.

First order treated
as "Not issued."

Fee to be applied to
new order.
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should discover that the order has been drawn upon an
office which is not a money-order office, or that some
other serious error has been made in the order, lie
should endeavor to recall and repay it, withholding the
advice from dispatch. (See sec. 1021.)

2. Should the order be subsequently presented by
the remitter, prior to the rendering1 of the statement
in which the order is described in consecutive num-
ber, the order and corresponding advice should be
treated as "Not issued" and repaid in either of two
ways, as the remitter may desire:

a. In money; in which case the fee must be refunded.

1). In the form of a new order drawn upon such
money-order office as the remitter may designate; in
which case the fee already paid will be applied to the
new or-der.

3. The same rule will be observed where an order is
returned by the remitter of his own accord, before the
dispatch of the advice, on account of the office drawn
upon not being a money-order office, or for some other
reason.

4. If the order be not returned until after the state -
inent is rendered, it must be treated in all respects as
repaid, and the fee debited.

NOTE.—If treated as "not issued" after an entry of the amount
lias been made in the cash book, a corresponding credit entry
should be interlined on the credit side—not, however, to appear
in the statement.

5. Should the order duly receipted be returned by the
payee before the dispatch of the advice, such order
and the corresponding advice must be treated as ''" Not
issued " and replaced by a new order, drawn upon such
money Border office as the payee may designate, and sent
to him without charge for postage. And in such case
the fee already paid will apply to the new order.
See sees. 1021 to 1023 as to repaid orders.

Sec. SSI. If, before dispatch of the advice, an order
is returned by the remitter with a request for a change
in the place of payment, such order and the correspond-
ing advice will be treated as'' Not issued " (see sec. 1000),
and a new order issued in its stead, drawn upon such
office as the remitter may designate, the fee already
paid being applied thereto; a new application is, how-
ever, to be filed.
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2. The same rule will be observed where an order is orle^re^rnelM^y
returned l>y the payee, before dispatch of the advice, payee-
with a request for a change in the office of payment.

See. 982. After a money order has been, issued, if the purchaser . Bequest for change
J x in place of payment

desires to have it modified or changed, the postmaster who issued after dispatch of ad-
the order shall take it back and issue another in lieu of it, for % *£' S- ^ 4033.
which a new fee shall he exacted. ~by remitter.

be°reS|L°drdan™r-
rendered-

2. If, after the dispatch of the advice and during
the period of validity (see sec. 1035), an order is re-
turned by the remitter with a request for a change in
the place of payment, the postmaster shall first require fe^™
that it be duly receipted, and will then issue a new order mitter.
in its stead, drawn upon such money-order office as the
remitter may designate, exacting the usual fee therefor.

3. The same rule must be applied in case the order —by payee
is returned by the payee during a like period with a
request for a change in the place of payment.

4. In either of the above cases the postmaster must o^re^yment and re-
transmit, by the first mail, a special notice (Form £S toSu^n?ffice

6036) to the postmaster at the office first drawn upon,
informing him of such repayment and requesting the
return of the advice.

See sec. 1014 as to treatment of advice of first order where new
order issued to change place of payment; see sec. 1127 as to attach-
ing recalled advices to statements.

Sec. 983. The postmaster issuing a money order shall send a Advices—origin
notice thereof by mail, without delay, to the postmaster 011 whom """ u*'
it is drawn.

2. The advice of an order will be filled in, except the ~llow madc out-
name of remitter and address of payee, by means of
carbon paper, at the time the order is written. (See maiipatchcd by

sec. 985.) The name of the remitter and address of
payee, as shown in the application, should be added to
the advice with pen and ink.

3. The advice will be stamped with the "M. O. B."
stamp and dispatched in a sealed envelope to the office
of payment by first mail.

•I. When the order is drawn upon the office of issue
the advice must be filed among the unpaid advices, and
treated exactly as though it were regularly received
from another office. (See sec. 976.)

5. If an original advice is spoiled, the words u Not
issued" must be written across it and one of the spare
advices, headed "Second advice" (Form 6006), substi-

309A—02-—30



Both advices to be
mailed to office of
payment.

—to be made on spare
advice where carbon
can not be had.

—to be c a n c e l l e d
when corresponding
order not used.

Order actually "is-
sued " when advice is
dispatched.

Advices—second or
"duplicate."

Remitter to request
correction, when.

When remitter can
not be found.
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tuted, by changing the heading to "First advice;" and
in such case both advices should be fastened together
and mailed to the office of payment.

6. When a'postmaster has no carbon paper, or when
the reproduction is not distinct, or is illegible, an advice
should be made out separately with pen and ink on one
of the forms headed "Second advice" (Form 6006), the
heading being changed to " First advice," which should
be attached to the original advice form, and both mailed
to the office of payment. An attempt to trace an
illegible advice with either pencil or pen must not be
made.

7. Where the corresponding order of an advice is
cancelled for any reason, such advice must not be used,
but will be endorsed "Not issued" and disposed of in
the same manner as the order. (See sees. 999 and
1000.)

8. The order becomes actually "issued" at the mo-
ment of dispatching the advice to the office of payment.

See. 994, When a second (duplicate) advice is re-
quired where the original advice is reported not to
have reached its destination, or when it is necessary to
furnish additional information regarding any reported
discrepancy in number, name of payee, or amount, one
of the spare advice forms headed "Second advice"
(Form 6006) must be used.

2. Whenever the issuing postmaster receives a
".Letter of inquiry" from the office drawn upon, in
case of "discrepancy between the advice and the state-
ment of the payee," he will carefully examine the
original application, and if it agrees with the state-
ment of the pa3~ee, or holder, make out a second advice
from the application. If, however, the application
agrees with the first advice, the issuing postmaster
will,- when practicable, ascertain from the remitter
what correction, if an;/, is required in the application,
and draw the second advice accordingly.

3. The postmaster drawn upon also, when the name
given in the advice differs from ttat of the person
claiming to be the payee, should advise the holder to
write to the remitter, requesting the latter to make such
amendment as may be necessary in the application, so
as to enable the issuing postmaster to furnish a correct
advice. In case the remitter can not be readily found,
the postmaster will simply draw, in accordance with
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the. particulars contained in the application, a second
advice, and write thereon the words REMITTER. NOT
FOUND, adding thereto any information he may have
regarding the matter.

NOTE.—The remiiter's application must always be examined for
the correct .particulars of an order. Special caution should he taken
to see whether the remitter's application was for an order to he
drawn on the office from which the inquiry Avas received.. A sec-
ond advice must not be sent to any office other than that named
in remitter's- application. Whenever a second advice is issued
always note that fact in the application as follows: Second advice
sent to (Office)—(date).

VI.-

Sec. 995. A special dating .stamp, known as the
"M. O. B." stamp, will be furnished by the Depart-
ment to postmasters for stamping money orders and
advices. This stamp bears the name of the post-office
and the State or territory, and the letters "M. O. B."
(money-order business) arranged in a circle, with the
date in the center.

2. The M. O. B. stamp is also to be used upon
requisitions for books, blanks, and other money-order
supplies.

3. The M, O. B. stamp must never be used in stamp-
ing envelopes.

4. When a M. O. B. stamp is lost, stolen, or de-
stroyed, the ordinary postmarking stamp may be used
temporarily.

See. 8-06. Postmasters may authorize any clerks
employed in their offices to sign their names to money
orders and advices. The name of the postmaster must
be written, not stamped, and underneath it the clerk
will put his own initials.

2. Acting postmasters may authorize clerks in their
offices to sign their names to money orders and advices
the same as postmasters.

3. Where an assistant postmaster, or other clerk
designated by the postmaster, is in charge of the post-
office during the temporary absence or sickness of the
postmaster, or upon his death or resignation before
an acting postmaster takes charge, all money orders
should be signed in the name of the postmaster the
same as if he were present. An assistant postmaster
or clerk designated by the postmaster may, while in
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Note.

"M. 0. B." stamps.

-how supplied.

—when lost, stolen, or
destroyed, ordinary
stamp may be used.

Signature of post-
waster to orders.
—by clerks, may be
authorized-

Signing of orders
when assistant post-
master or clerk in
charge of office.

—to be in name of
postmaster.
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Note.
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charge of the office, select the clerks that shall be au-
thorised to issue and sign money orders.

NOTE.—Where a clerk is authorized to sign the name of the
postmaster to money orders, the postmaster and his sureties are
responsible for any loss to the Government by the improper exer-
cise of such authority. (See sees. 238 and 313.) See sec. 245 as
to acting postmasters; sees. 249 and 250 as to performance of duties
of office during temporary absence of postmasters; sec. 285 as to
signing of papers, etc., by assistant postmasters in name of post-
master.

VII.—TREATMENT OF MONEY-ORDER FORMS.

ECIer§4034r f°rmS' Sec' ":/< Th.e Postmaster-General shall furnish money-order
1894,'Jan. 27, ch. 21, offices with, printed or engraved forms for domestic money orders,

^ No order' vS'id un- * * * and no money order shall be valid unless drawn upon
less on regular form, guch foi*m.

Note- NOTE.—E. S., § 4034, as amended by the act of January 27,
1894, prescribed the forms for money orders, but this part of the
section was repealed by the act of March 1, 1899 (ch. 327, § 5, 2
Supp. R. S., 959), which provided that "the Postmaster-General
shall prescribe the forms for the issue of money orders." See sec.
1591 as to penalties for issue of advertisements, circulars, business
or professional cards, etc., in likeness of money order.

-postmaftereriincSs"Pon- Sec. 998. Postmasters must keep their stock of
for. blank money-order forms in their own custody, under

lock and key, in some place of security to which unau-
thorized persons can not have access, and the}'- will be
held responsible for any loss which the Department
may suffer arising from fraud made possible through
a disregard of this regulation.

Blank forms. ec. 999, Forms for money orders, and advices with
attached receipts, bear consecutive numbers for each
money-order office,

—must be accounted 2. Every blank money-order form sent to a post-
for. . . *-

master for issue at his office must be duly accounted
for in its proper numerical order in the statements of
money-order business transacted by him.

for 3. Books of money-order forms supplied to an office
should be examined immediately upon receipt, and all
irregularities therein reported promptly to the First
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Money
Orders).

4. Where a form is omitted from any book the post-
master will make a note of the fact opposite the proper
consecutive number in the statement in which the order,
if supplied, would have been reported as issued, and a
similar note in the "Register of orders issued."

5. Where any form is defective or mutilated it will
be treated with the corresponding advice and receipt
as "Not issued."

—defective or muti-
lated.

:
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6. Where two forms bear the same number one of —Duplicated,
them will be cancelled by writing across the face
thereof the words "Number duplicated," and returned
with the corresponding advice and receipt to the First
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Money Or-
ders).

Sec. 1000. A form is to be treated as " Not issued'1— "Notissued"forms.
a. When a mistake is discovered in it "before it is —Defined.

delivered to the remitter;
1). When a mistake is discovered in it after delivery

to the remitter but before dispatch of the advice;
c. When a blank form or the corresponding- advice

is not lit for use through defective printing, mutila-
tion, or disfiguration.

2. No fee will be charged for a "Not issued" order. ~^
3. A form falling within any of the classes named

above must be canceled by writing the words "Not
issued " across the face of the form and the correspond-
ing- advice and, receipt, and transmitted, together with
such advice and receipt, to the Auditor for the Post-
Office Department with the next statement, in which
statement it must be entered in its proper numerical
order, with the words "Not issued" written opposite
the entry, the particulars being left blank. A similar
entry must be made in the register of money orders
issued.

See sec. 1128 as to attaching "Not issued" forms to accounts.

CHAPTEK

PAYMENT OF DOMESTIC MONEY 0BBEES.

I.—GENESAL PROVISIONS.

Sec. 1001. Postmasters will provide as far as possi- orj£*pt ™'-nmt ot

ble against delay in the payment of money orders on
presentation.

2. Should a postmaster who has sufficient funds, R e f u s a l to pay
, , . . n i wncii funds sufficient

whether arising from the issue of money orders or deemed cause for re-
•* moral.

from postal receipts, in his hands, refuse to pay money
orders dravra upon his office, such refusal will be
deemed cause for removal, as will also failure to make nî 1'1?ronJ?11 "it™

' J.JI U-i-i-l.jp u UJJjJiî ti HUH

for ciraft.
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of receipt of adriee.
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prompt application to the Post-Office Department for a
draft when necessary for the payment of orders.

See sec. 1100 as to transfer of postal funds to money-order ac-
count; sees. 1103 to 1105 as to applications for drafts for payment
of money orders and credit on New York; sec. 1108 as to supply-
ing funds at stations.

See, 1062. Cashing of money orders in advance of
the receipt of the corresponding original or second
advice may be made—•

a. When the Department gives authority therefor in
specific cases;

~b. When the order is plainly drawn upon the office
receiving it, bears no evidence of erasures or altera-
tions, and is presented by a responsible person.

2. In either case the order is not to be considered as
paid until the original or second advice shall be received,
when formal credit may be taken for the payment.
The date when the amount is advanced will be indicated
by so stamping' the 'back of the order; the date when
formal cred.it is taken by so stamping the face of the
order.

Sec. 1003. Postmasters must not pay orders not
drawn upon their own offices, and must not cash them
except when a mistake has evidently been made by the
issuing- office in drawing' the order upon an office not
authorized to transact money-order business; upon an
office that does not exist; or in writing- the name of
office, State or Territory drawn upon. In either such
case the order may be cashed and transmitted to the
superintendent of money order system for reissue under
the provisions of section 981. In case the advice
corresponding to such an order shall have been re-
ceived such advice must be pinned to and forwarded
with the order, but in no case may a postmaster request
the advice of an order drawn on another office.

2. In such a case payment may not be made upon a
second advice at any office other than that named in the
order as the office of payment.

See. 1004. When a money order is presented for
payment the postmaster must examine it to see that it
is properly drawn, signed, and stamped; that it corre-
sponds exactly with the advice, and that it is signed by
the payee or by the person authorized by the payee to
receive payment. The signature must be that of the
person who presents and receives payment of the order.

2. Unless the applicant for payment is personally
known by the postmaster or paying- clerk to be the
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rightful owner of the order, he should be required to
prove his identity. (See section 980 as to payee who
is also remitter.)

3, If an order be paid to the wrong person through
lack of precaution on the part of the postmaster, the
latter will be held accountable for the amount of the
order.

4, The amount of an order must not be paid until
the original order, or a duplicate thereof issued by the
Department, is presented,

5, If the payee or the person applying for payment
be unable to write, his mark must be witnessed in writ-
ing, in the presence of the postmaster, by a person
known to the latter. Neither the postmaster nor the
paying clerk is permitted to act as witness.

6, YvThen the payee is-a society or corporation, the
person who has authority to receive payment of moneys
due such payee should receipt the order in his official
capacity, and, if occasion arises, the postmaster may
require satisfactory proof of such authority.

7, The use of a stamped signature in receipt may be
authorized by the First Assistant Postmaster-General,
upon request by a business house, provided an agree-
ment be duly executed and filed whereby the payee
becomes responsible for the unauthorized use of such
stamp, and when orders bearing such stamped signa-
ture are deposited in a bank for collection.

Sec. 1005. After payment of an order the date of
payment must immediately be stamped upon the order
and advice, and. also entered opposite the record of the
latter in the register of advices received.

to attaching paid orders to accounts as
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paying postmaster for
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paid until original or-
der or duplicate is re-
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thorized by First As-
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Paid money orders
to toe stamped and
recorded.

Sec, 1096. After an

Department will not be liable to any further claim
therefor, but in case of wrong payment it will endeavor in^
to recover the amount for the owner, provided such ment-
wrong payment was not brought about through the
fault of the remitter, payee, or endorsee.

II. -PAYMENT OF OBDEES TO OTIIEB THAN PAYEES.

Sec, 1007. The payee of a money order may, by his written Transferor orders,
indorsement thereon, direct it to [be] paid to any other person, —upon" payee's in-
and the postmaster on whom it is drawn shall pay the same to dorsement-
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More than one in-
dorsement invali-
dates order.

When order is in-
validated by indorse-
ments, how secured.

Payment to others
than persons named.
—on indorsement.

—upon assignment.

—in case of death of
payee.

—to concern which
has ceased to exist.

the person thus designated, provided he shall furnish such proof
as the Postmaster-General may prescribe that the indorsement ia
genuine, and that he is the person empowered to receive payment;
but more than one indorsement shall render an order invalid and
not payable, and the holder, to obtain payment, must apply ia
writing to the Postmaster-General for a new order in lieu thereof,
returning the original order, and making such proof of the gen-
uineness of the indorsements as the Postmaster-General may
require.

See sec. 1030 as to payment by duplicate of order invalidated by
more than one indorsement.

Sec. 1008. A money order must not be paid to a sec-
ond person without written transfer or indorsement of
the same to such person, by the payee, In the pre-
scribed form provided on the order, unless the payee
has, by a duly executed power of attorney, designated
and appointed some person to collect moneys due or to
become due him (in which case the attorney should be
required, before payment is made to him, to file at the
office of payment a certified copy of such power of at-
torney), or unless the payee has given a separate writ-
ten order, addressed to the postmaster at the office
drawn upon, and filed with the latter, authorizing pay-
ment to another person, and designating such person
by name as the one to receive payment of and to re-
ceipt for any specified order, or for all orders payable
by the same postmaster to the payee.

2. When a person or firm makes an assignment, and
the assignor intends that money orders payable to him
shall be paid to the assignee, he should execute a power
of attorney, or give such written order separate from
the instrument of assignment, to be filed in the post-
office. The person receiving payment as attorney, or
as agent designated in separate written order, should
receipt the money order as such, indicating beneath
his signature the capacity in which he acts.

3. In case of the death of the payee the money order
is to be paid to his "legal representative," whether
executor or administrator, who should be required to
present to the paying postmaster satisfactory evidence
of his authority to act In such capacity, and to sign the
receipt to the money order as executor or administra-
tor, as the case may be.

4-. A money order payable to a firm, bank, or com-
pany which has ceased to exist must be paid to the
legal representative thereof.
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5. The stamp impressions which banks ordinarily Bank indorsements.
place upon orders left with or sent to them for collec-
tion, are not to be regarded as indorsements within the
meaning- of the law transferring ownership of the
orders. (See note.)

6 Tj> i I ' l l i • i i i • Order presented by. if an order which has been indorsed twice or first indorsee.
oftener is presented for payment by tlw first indorsee
it may be paid to him if regular in all other respects;
or if presented by the payee at the issuing or the pa^ying
office, it may be paid, and the inconsistent indorsements
may .but need not necessarily be stricken off.

7. When an order is presented for payment by the pa

payee, it is immaterial what signatures appear at the
place for receipt or what indorsements there may be
on the order; payment should be made if the order
is otherwise regular and there is space for the payee
to sign his name below or near the words '' .Received
payment."

8. In case of payment to the payee of an order tu

variously receipted or indorsed, or both, inconsistent out-
or unnecessary signatures or indorsements need not
necessarily be crossed out.

0. The payee or the remitter of an order (but no s u b s t i t u t i o n of
, . " * " , ,, , . i j - j , ,1 name written in errorone else) may be allowed to substitute any other name by payee or remitter.

for one which he has already written by mistake in the
body of a first indorsement thereon, and payment may
be made on due presentation of the order liy the
person whose name has thus been substituted, if the
order be not irregular in other respects.

10. When a money order purporting to have been Payments to banks.
receipted by the payee, or first indorsee, is deposited
in a bank for collection, the postmaster at the office
drawn upon may effect payment on due presentation
of the same thereat by the bank, provided there be a
clear understanding and guarantee on the part of the
bank that the latter will refund the amount if it after-
wards appear that the depositor was not the owner of
the order. A mone}7 order thus paid should bear upon
its back the impression of the stamp of the bank. The
person receiving payment in the bank's behalf on a
money order thus receipted, the signature of the payee
or endorsee being left undisturbed, ma}?", if the post-
master deem it advisable to secure such additional evi-
dence of payment, be required to execute a separate
manuscript receipt, to be filed with the advice.
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Payment to remit- 11. A money order may bo paid to the original pur-
chaser (remitter) thereof at the office on which it is
drawn, if presented by him thereat, when that office is
not the office of issue, provided it be a money-order
office. (See sec. 1021.)

Note- NOTE. —At offices where the '' Clearing House system'' is author-
ized, special instructions concerning the same will be given, which
may modify or supersede the above section.

Payment of orders
withheld.

—when order
one rear old.

—when name given
by payee differs from
that in order and ad-
vice.

—when stamp of issu-
ing office and date
missing.

III.-

See. 1009. Payment of money orders must be with-
held under the following' circumstances:

a. When the order is presented after the expiration
of one year from the last day of the month of its issue.
(See sec. 1035. as to payment of such orders.)

1). When the person presenting1 the same is a second
or subsequent indorsee. (See sec. 1030, as to payment
of such orders; also, see sec. 1008, as to disregard of
indorsements when presented by original payee; sec,
1021, by remitter, for payment.)

c. When the name given by the payee does not cor-
respond with that given in the order and the advice.
In such case the postmaster at the paying- office must
immediately address a letter of inquiry (Form 6006) to
the issuing postmaster, giving full particulars; and
pending* the receipt of a second advice in response to
such inquiry he should withhold payment. If the name
given in the second advice disagrees with, that entered
in the body of the order, but is that of the person or
firm claiming to be the payee, the postmaster, upon
payment to such person or firm, should write or stamp
across the back of the order the words ' 'Paid in accord-
ance with second advice."

d. When the stamp of the issuing office is missing
from, the order. In such case the paying postmaster
must immediately address a letter of inquiry (Form
6006) to the issuing postmaster, as in the preceding
paragraph, provided the order and advice both are
regular in all other respects. In a case of the kind
first stated, pending the receipt of the second advice
properly stamped and dated, the postmaster may, if the
payee is known to him to be a responsible person, ad-
vance the amount of the order, holding' the receipted
order as a corresponding amount in cash.
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e. When the amount named in figures in the margin —if amounts cHssimi-
lar, and second ad-

oi the order duffers from that named in toe body office names e i t h e r
the order or of the advice. Under no circumstances
can an order be made a voucher for a larger amount
than that written in full in the body, or indicated by
the figures on the right-hand margin thereof; but in
any case of discrepancy between the amount written in
the body of the order and the amount indicated by the
figures in the margin payment may be made on due
presentation after receipt of a second advice naming
either of those amounts, if the order be not otherwise
irregular. Pending the receipt of the second advice
in such case, the smaller amount may be paid, if the
payee so desires. In such event the paying postmaster
should take from the payee a manuscript receipt for
the amount paid in advance, and should hold the same
(with the order) as representing a corresponding sum
in cash until the second advice is received. The for-
mal receipt of the payee for the true amount should
then be obtained on the order itself, and the same
should be forwarded in the usual way, as the voucher,
with the statement in which credit is taken for the
payment. Across the back thereof, before it is thus
forwarded, the paying postmaster should write or stamp
a statement of the amount paid, thus, "Paid $ , in
accordance with second advice."

f. If the amount named and repeated in the order is —if amounts not simi-
" i -, i • j i -i • i • i lar'an<^ advice namesgreater than tne amount named in the advice (which greater amount.

may be the case when the advice is not filled in l)j the
carbon process and a second advice used instead), the
smaller amount may be paid at once if the payee desires
it, the postmaster taking a receipt from the payee for
the amount thus paid, and holding the same (with the
order) as cash on hand until the second advice is received
and the formal receipt of the payee for the true amount
is obtained on the order itself. If the amount named
in. the second advice and paid, be less than the amount
originally named in the order, the paying postmaster
should, before forwarding the order to the Depart-
ment as a voucher, write or stamp across its back the
words, "Paid $ ,, in accordance with second
advice," naming the true amount.

q. When the amount named and repeated in an order is —if amounts not simi-
, " . , . i . , t . i i lar, and advice names
less than tiie amount named in the advice (win en also may less amount.
be the case when the advice is not filled in by the carbon
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—when allegations of
fraud in obtaining of
order.

process, and a second advice used instead), application
must immediately bo made for a second advice, but the
smaller amount may be paid, and the payee's receipt
taken on the order, at once. Across the back of the orig-
inal advice, upon payment, should be written or stamped
the words, " Paid $ , the amount named in order."
Credit should then also be taken for the amount paid,
and the order should be forwarded with the next state-
ment as a voucher for that amount. If the second
advice, when received in such case, agrees with the
original advice in naming the larger amount, the post-
master should report the case by letter, inclosing both
advices, to the First Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Money Orders), so that the Department
may direct the issue of an additional order for the dif-
ference between the amount named in the original
order and the advices thereof.

h, When request is made, by the issuing postmaster or
by the remitter, that payment be withheld for sufficient
time to enable the remitter to furnish the paying1 post-
master with proof that the order was purchased by him
through false representations or other fraudulent action
of the payee, who is furthermore alleged by him to be
engaged in conducting a scheme or device for obtaining
money through the mails by means of false or fraudu-
lent pretenses, representations, or promises, the case,
together with the proof furnished, must be forwarded
to the First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of
Money Orders), so that the Postmaster-General may, if
the evidence is satisfactory to him, forbid the payment of
all orders drawn to the order of said payee, as provided
in sec. 1010. Where the payment of a money order is
not forbidden by the Postmaster-General, under the
provisions of sec.—, the payee is entitled to payment,
"notwithstanding the protest of the remitter of the
money order; and the remitter of a money order can
not forbid the payment of it by any notice to the post-
office at which it is made payable before it has been
paid."

See. 1010. The Postmaster-General may. upon evidence satis-orders to persons or , , . , . , , , . , . , ,.
eoaeeras conducting factory to aim that any person or company is engaged in conducting
iotteri'cs"etc.S<!SiemCS' any lottery, gift enterprise, or scheme for the distribution of

K. s., §4041. money, or of any real or personal property by lot, chance, or draw-J890 Sept. 19 ch. 908 f i j j ^ > ^
|3,1 Supp.,'804. ' ' ing of any kind, or that any person or company is conducting any

other scheme for obtaining money or property of any kind through
the mails by means of false or fraudulent pretenses, representa-

Paviaent of monej
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tions, or promises, forbid the payment by any postmaster to said
person or company of any postal money-orders drawn to his or
its order, or in his or its favor, or to the agent of any such per-
son or company, whether such agent is acting as an individual or
as a firm, bank, corporation, or association of any kind, and
may provide by regulation for the return to the remitters of the
sums named in such money-orders. But this shall not authorize
any person to open any letter not addressed to himself. The pub-
lic advertisement by such person or company so conducting any
such lottery, gift enterprise, scheme, or device, that remittances
for the same may be made by means of postal money-orders to any
other person, firm, bank, corporation, or association named therein
shall be held to be prima facie evidence of the existence of said
agency by all the parties named therein; but the Postmaster-Gen-
eral shall not be precluded from ascertaining the existence of such
agency in any other legal way.

NOTE.—Sec. 1 of the act of March 2, 1895 (ch. 191, 2 Supp. E. S.,
435), provides for the punishment of any person who shall cause
to be brought into the United States for the purpose of disposing
of the same, etc., or shall cause to be carried from one State to
another, any lottery ticket or advertisement (see sec. 1620); and
sec. 2 of said act provides that sec. 4041, as amended, "shall apply
in support, aid, and furtherance of the enforcement of this act."
See sec. 889 as to return to writers of registered letters addressed
to persons or concerns conducting lotteries or fraudulent enter-
prises; sec. 499 as to punishment for mailing lottery matter; sees.
499 and 1617 as to mailing fraudulent matter; sec. 1070 as to inter-
national money orders.

Sec. 1011. When a postmaster receives by mail a
letter containing a domestic order drawn upon him,
purporting to be receipted on the face by the payee
thereof, or to be made payable to such postmaster by
the indorsement of the payee, with a request to trans-
mit to the payee by mail, in money or ~by draft, the
amount of the order, the postmaster should decline to
comply with this request, and should notify the payee
that he will, however, if desired, issue -a new order,
drawn in favor of the latter, at any money-order office
which he may designate, for the same amount, less the
fee for the new money order. Across the back of the
advice of this new order should be written a statement
of the transaction after this form:

Drawn in lieu of order No. . Issued at -, on this office,
— -, 190—•. Eemitter, . Sent to this office, purporting
to be receipted by the payee (or indorsed by the payee to me, as the
case may be), for issue of new order in his favor.

—may be
when.

forbidden.

—orders payable to
agents may be in-
cluded.

Amount of orders to
be returned to remit-
ters.

What constitutes eT=
idence of agency.

Note.

Payment by issue of
a new order.

—at request of payee.

Postmaster.

2. If the payee declines, in a case of this kind, to give
his consent to the issue of a new order in his favor, the
postmaster will send back to him the receipted or in-
dorsed order.

If payee declines
new order.



3. If the order is sent by the indorsee with request
for a new order, the postmaster, unless satisfied of the
genuineness of the signature of the payee to the indorse-
ment, mast return the order to the sender, advising
him that his request will be complied with if he will have

signature to be guar- the signature guaranteed by the postmaster where lie
resides. Such guarantee should be written on the back
of the order, thus: "Endorsement guaranteed,

•, P. M. •—^ ^ ," followed by the stamp

anteed.

of the office.

IV.—ADVICES.

Defects In advices.

Missent advices—to
be stamped and for-
warded.

Delayed advices-
how treated.

Advices drawn on
'' second advice " form
not accompanied by
original form, how
treated.

Missinsr advice.

Examination of flies
upon receipt of second
advice.

Sec. 1012. Every advice should be examined by the
postmaster, immediately upon receipt, to ascertain
whether it is drawn upon his office. If it is not so
drawn, he should write the word "Missent" at the
tipper margin of the advice, stamp the face with the
M. O. B. stamp, and mail it to its proper destination.

2. Advices drawn on offices that are not authorized to
transact money-order business, or on offices that do not
exist, must be endorsed "-Not a M. O. office," or "I'-To
such office," and returned to issuing office.

3. If an advice bears a date indicating unusual delay
in its receipt, the postmaster should ascertain whether
there is among the paid advices a second advice upon
which payment has already been made. If such paid
advice be found it should be attached to the original
advice and filed without further action.

4. Where an advice is received in the first instance
drawn upon a "second advice" (Form 6006), and the
original advice form is not attached, the postmaster at
the office of issue should be requested to forward the
same, as provided in section 903, which should be
attached to the advice and filed with it. Where
the advice is otherwise correct payment should not be
withheld on account of failure to attach the original
advice form.

Sec. 1013. Upon presentation for payment of a
money order, the advice for which has not been re-
ceived, a letter of inquiry (Form 6006) must be addressed
to the issuing postmaster, and. a record of the date made
in the space provided for that purpose on the dummy
advice (Form 6647).

2. Upon receipt of a second advice,, the register and
the file of paid and unpaid advices must be carefully
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examined to see whether an original, or a second ad-
vice corresponding thereto, has not already been re-
ceived. This precaution should be observed in every
case, even though the advice be the result of a letter of
inquiry to the issuing office.

3. When a second advice is received, of which there
is no original on file, it must be treated as if it were
the original advice.

4. If a second advice is received which gives the
name of another office as that drawn on, the facts must
be reported to the First Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Money Orders), and instructions awaited.

See. 1014. Where the office upon which drawn is
changed by the issue of a new order, as provided in
section 992, the advice of the first order will be treated
the same as the advice of a paid order.

Sec. 1015. The correspondence regarding an order
is a part of the official record, and should be attached
to the advice. Employees must not destroy such cor-
respondence until the advice of which it forms a part
is destroyed under the provisions of section 1018.

See. 1016. Where a second advice is received, cor-
recting the name of payee, or amount of the original
advice, the entiy of the latter in the register should
be altered accordingly, and the second advice should
be attached to the original and placed on file.

See. 1017. As soon as practicable after the close of
each day's business, all advices received during the day
must be arranged and filed in alphabetical order, accord-
ing to the State and name of the issuing post-office, so
that, whenever needed, they may be referred to without
difficulty. The advices of paid orders must be kept
separately from the advices of unpaid orders.

Sec. 1018. Paid advices should be retained on file f or
a term of four years, at the expiration of which time
they ma^7 be disposed of as "waste paper." (See
sec. 357.)

See sec. 1132 as to report of unpaid advices more than one
year old.

When second advice
received for which 110
original is on file.

When second advice
gives name of another
office as place of pay-
ment.

Advice of o r d e r
wliewe oli«e of pay-
ment changed by neTV
order, how treated.

Correspondence part
of advice.

Second advice to be
entered when received.

Advices to be filed.

—paid and unpaid to
be" filed separately.

P —how disposed of.

Sec. 1019, Once in the course of each week post-
masters must make examination of the dates of all un-
paid advices in their possession, and in every case where
an order has remained unpaid for the space of two

money



Record of notice.

Notice to issuing-
postmaster and to re-
mitter.

Second notice to is-
suing postmaster and
to remitter.

If order is lost, re-
mitter to apply for du-
plicate.

weeks or more the postmaster must notify the payee
(Form 6075) that there is on file an advice of an un-
paid order in his favor purchased by (the remit-
ter), at •——— (the issuing office), and request him to pre-
sent the order for payment, or, if he has not received
it, to communicate with the remitter and ask him to for-
ward it, or, in the event of its-loss, to make applica-
tion, through the issuing- office, for a duplicate. A rec-
ord of every such notice, giving the date, must be
made on the back of the advice and opposite the orig-
inal entry of the order in the "Registerof Advices
Received."

2. At the end of the following week, if meanwhile
the order shall not have been presented, the postmaster
at the office upon which the order is drawn will address
the issuing postmaster (Form 6089), advising him of
the fact of nonpayment, and requesting hira to com-
municate with the remitter, and cause the latter, if the
order is still in his possession, to present it for repay-
ment or forward it to the payee: or, if it has already
been mailed to the payee, to write to the latter and
urge him to present it for payment. Upon receipt of
such letter (to which reply must be made within 10
days of receipt) the issuing postmaster will at once
communicate with the remitter (Form 6092), inclosing
an addressed official penalty envelope for reply.

3. The date of dispatch of Form 6089 must be noted
on the advice; and if a reply thereto shall not have
been received within twenty dajrs from that date the
paying postmaster, unless the order shall have been
presented meanwhile, will fill in another such notice,
marking the same "Second Request," and will forward
it, with a statement of the facts, to the First Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Money Orders) for
transmission to the issuing postmaster. For orders
issued in Alaska, Plawaii, Porto Rico, or remote points
in United States a longer period must be allowed.

4. In case it appear that the order has been lost, in
transit or otherwise, the remitter should make applica-
tion for a duplicate, in accordance with section 1025.

5. If it appear from the reply made ~by the issuing
postmaster on Form 6089 that the remitter can not be
found, the paying postmaster may, without further
delay, if he knows the payee personally, or is satisfied
as to his identity, receive and forward his application
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for a duplicate (sec. 1025) to be issued in his own favor,
and will at once send him notice to that effect (Form
6075), changing the request therein so that it shall read,
"You are hereby requested to present the corresponding
order for payment, if it be in your possession, or if you
have not received it, to make application through this
office for a duplicate.'1''

6. If the payee, after notice of unpaid advice shall ̂
have been sent him, make application on his own ac- cate-
count for a duplicate thereof, the postmaster will de-
cline to receive such application, and request him to
cause application to be made through the issuing office
by the remitter, unless the payee can produce satisfac-
tory evidence that the original was actually mailed to
him by the remitter and lost; but these instructions
shall not preclude the payee from making voluntary
application for duplicate, to be drawn in his own favor,
before he shall have been notified of unpaid advice.

7. At the end of two months from the date of issue inWau

of the order, if application for duplicate shall not have for duPllcate-
been made by the remitter, such application may be
received, from the payee by the postmaster at the office
of payment. The Post-Office Department, however,
reserves the right in all cases, before issuing a dupli-
cate of a lost order to the payee, to exact from him a
bond of indemnity in a penal sum double the amount of Bond of indemnity,
the order, the condition of such bond being that if after
payment of a duplicate issued to the payee any other
person shall establish a valid adverse claim to the orig-
inal order, the amount paid on the duplicate shall be
refunded by the payee to the Post-Office Department
upon demand.

See sec. 1132 as to monthly statement of unpaid advices more
than one year old.

Sec. 1020. Except as provided for in the preceding contents of advicesA- i i " » not to be revealed.
section, postmasters and their clerks are forbidden to
reveal to any person the information contained in advices
in their possession of orders drawn upon their respective
offices.

—31
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Bepay Htent upon ap-
luipiitiou of remitter.

R. &., § 4039.
Fee not to be re-

turned.

Conditions u p q n
which repayment will
bo made.

W h e r e endorse-
ments erased.

Endorsements and
signatures immate-
rial.

Recall of letters of
advice.

CHAPTER 4.

REPAYMENT OF, AND DUPLICATE, MONEY OEDIES.
PAYMENT OF IFVALID QBBEES BY WASEAHT.

I.—REPAYMENT OP DOMESTIC ORDEES.

See. 1031, The postmaster issuing a money order shall repay
the amount of it upon the application of the person who obtained
it, and the return of the order; but the fee paid for it shall not be
returned.

2. An order upon which repayment is requested
will be duly receipted; must be presented within one
year from the last day of the month of its issue, and
shall not bear more than one endorsement, and it may
not then be repaid if a duplicate of it has been issued.
See sec. 1035 as to repayment of orders more than one
year old, Repayment may be effected upon presenta-
tion of order without awaiting the return of the advice.

3. If an order which has been endorsed twice or
oftener is presented by the remitter at the issuing
office for repayment, with all the endorsements stricken
off, it may be repaid. (See sec. 1008.)

4. Where an order is presented for repajnaient by
the remitter it is immaterial what signatures appear
at the place for receipt or what endorsements there
may be on the order; repayment should be made if the
order is otherwise regular and there is space for the
remitter to sign his name below or near the words
'' Received payment."

5. In case of repayment, of an order variously re-
ceipted or endorsed, or both, inconsistent or unneces-
sary signatures or endorsements may be crossed out
with the pen.

6. The issuing postmaster upon repayment of any
order will at once dispatch a special notice (Form
6036), advising the postmaster at the office drawn
upon of the fact and date of repayment of such order,
and requesting the return of the advice thereof. The
postmaster drawn upon must at once comply with such
request. If two or more advices of the same repaid
order have been received, all of them must be returned
at the same time. The advice, if drawn on a money-
order office, must not be recalled until repayment has
been actually effected.
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7. If the original advice of the repaid order has certificate m lieu of
been lost, the certificate to that effect (Form 6028) of letter of advice lost

the postmaster at the office drawn upon must be sub-
stituted therefor, and in such case it will be his duty
to furnish the issuing- postmaster, on receipt of notice
of repayment of the order, with such certificate.

8. If the original advice has not been received at certificate incase of
, . , . - , - , letter o f advice n o t

the paying office, the postmaster must give his certiu- received,
cate (Form 6028) and make full entry in the regis-
ter of the particulars of the order, together with the
record of repayment, in the same manner as if the
advice had been regularly received. In a case of this
kind the postmaster must be careful to see that the
"Notice of repayment" is addressed to his office, before
giving the certificate, as it may have been missent.

9. A repaid order will not be accepted as a com- RCP,
1 £ conipl.

plete voucher unless accompanied by the advice thereof, except
or the proper certificate of loss in the form above
prescribed.

10. The actual date of repayment must be stamped
on the back of the order; but credit for the repayment
must not be taken until the corresponding advice shall
have been recalled and received, or, in case of loss of
the advice, until the required certificate of loss shall
have been received from the office drawn upon, and
the date shall have been stamped on the face of the
order in the space provided therefor. The advice or
certificate should then be attached to the repaid order
and forwarded to the Auditor for the Post-Office
Department with the statement in which credit for the
repayment is claimed.

Tl. If the advice has not been returned or a certifi- —ln case advice or
certificate not re-

cate of its loss furnished before rendition of the state- ceived.
ment for the period within which the repayment was
made, the repaid order must be regarded as part of
the "cash on hand," and the amount thereof thus ac-
counted for in that statement.

12. When the amount reported in the statement as Entry m statement.
" cash on hand" includes the amount of a repaid order,
the postmaster should make a note to that effect on
the margin of the statement, giving1 the amount of the
order.

See sec. 1128 as to attaching advices of repaid orders to ac-
counts. See current annual Postal Guide for instructions in con-
nection with Philippine Islands and Rural Free-Delivery Money-
Order Service.
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Repayment to other
than remitter. Sec. 1022. Every order repaid should be presented

by the remitter or person who procured it. But if he
should be unable to present it in person repayment
can be made to another party, in which case the remit-

tadolemcntde upon ter wiii fil1 in tlie indorsement upon the back with,the
name of the person to whom he wishes the repayment
made, and sign his own name thereto, substituting the
word "Remitter" for that of "Payee" where the lat-
ter occurs. Postmasters must, however, exercise the
greatest caution in repaying an order to a second person.

-in case of payee or % j£ mav occasionally happen that an order is pre-
mdorsee, how made. •-' J I i I

sented for payment at the office of issue by the payee
or indorsee. The issuing postmaster is at liberty to
pay the order in such case, and treat it as "Repaid,"
provided he is satisfied as to the identity of the payee,
or the genuineness of the signature of the payee to the
indorsement, as the case may be. (See sec. 1008.)

—in ease of, how or- g_ Across the back of orders' repaid in accordance
ders to be indorsed. r

with the terms of this section should be written these
words: REPAID TO THE INDORSEE, OR PAYEE, as the
case may be, and a special "Notice of repayment"
should be forwarded to the office on which the order
was drawn.

Sec. 1028, In the column of "Remarks" in the "Reg-
ister of Orders Issued," against the particulars of every
repaid order, and across the face of the remitter's ap-
plication, the postmaster should write the date of pay-
ment and the words "Repaid to remitter," " Repaid to
indorsee," or "Repaid to payee," as the case ma}^ be;
and in the column of remarks in his "Register of Ad-

~at office drawn up- vices Rcceivedj» the postmaster who receives a special
notice of repayment of an order by the issuing post-
master will write the words "Repaid at " (naming
the place and date) "to remitter," "to indorsee," or "to
payee," as the case may be. A like inscription must

Return of^advice to a|so foQ written on the original advice, which must be
promptly mailed to the office of issue.

See sec. 1122 as to " Register of Orders Issued."

Record of repaid or
ders.

II.—APPLICATIONS FOR, AND ISSUE OF, DUPLICATE
ORDERS.

Lost valid orders. gpe 1024 Whenever a money order has been lost within one
T> O fi 4CMO MVV. AMA/^K.. J

1894,'Jan. 27. 'ch. 21, year from the last day of the month of issue the Postmaster-Gen-
§ 11, 2 supp., 169. eral, upon the application of the remitter or payee of such order,
tilfeate1011* °* by &U~ may cause a duplicate thereof to be issued, without charge, provid-
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ng the person losing the original shall furnish a certificate from
the postmaster by whom it was payable that it has not been, and
will not thereafter be. paid; and a similar certificate from, the Certificate of issuing

, . . i ,- , , • , -i j. i 1 - 1 1 and paying postmas-postmaster by whom it was issued that it has not been, and will ters.
not thereafter be, repaid.

NOTE.-—The part of the above act of Jan. 27, 1894, relating to Note.
payment by warrant of money orders that have not been paid
within one year, is given in sec. 1035.

Sec. 1025. An application for a duplicate of a lost ^fi&. °f lost

money order may be received bjr either the issuing or
the paying postmaster, within one year from the last day
of the month of issue of such order. Such application -application for, how
should be made on Form 6002, and should be filled in
by the postmaster, who, after signing the certificate on
the back, will mail it to the postmaster at the office of
issue, or of payment, as the case may be, for his certifi-
cate, after which it should be sent direct to the First
Assistant- Postmaster-General (Division of Money
Orders).

See sec. 1035 as to applications for warrant where orders more
than one year old.

2. A duplicate in lieu of a lost order can be made Duplicate payable to
payable only to the payee, or,-in case of indorsement,
to the indorsee of the original, unless the written con- consent of payee or
sent of the pajTee or indorsee to the repayment of the 1Ildoisoe-
order, by duplicate to the remitter, shall have been
obtained by the latter or by the postmaster upon whom
it was drawn, and duly filed in the Department.

3. The written consent of a payee or indorsee to the certificate of genu-
„ , " , ineness of such, eoii-

repayment by duplicate of a lost order must bear a sent,
certificate as to its genuineness from the postmaster at
the place where the payee resides. Issuing and paying
postmasters must aid the remitter, as far as they may
be able, in obtaining the consent required by this sec-
tion. If the payee or indorsee is dead, the written if payee is dead.
consent of his legal representative must be obtained,
who should be required to exhibit to the postmaster
who certifies to such consent the proper documentary
evidence of his authority to act in that capacity. If
the payee or indorsee, or his legal representative, can
not, after the lapse of a reasonable time, be found, sat-
isfactory evidence of that fact should be forwarded
to the Department, with application for duplicate,
if he desires repayment. A blank bond of indem- Bond of indemnity.
nitj", in a penal sum of double the amount of the lost
order, will then, if necessary, be sent the remitter, to
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be executed and returned to the Department, the condi
tion of such bond being- that if, after the issue and pay-
ment of a duplicate to the remitter, any other person
establishes a valid adverse claim to the original order,
the amount so paid by duplicate shall be refunded to the
Department upon demand.

Sec. 1026. When an application f 01 a duplicate money
order is made or received at the paying office, the
postmaster must, before certifying to nonpayment,
examine all entries in the register of advices received
subsequent to and including' the date on which the
order was issued, to ascertain if the original order has
been paid, and special care should be taken to sec that
the number of the order on the application for a
duplicate is identical with that on the advice. A
search must also be made among the paid advices to
ascertain whether the order has been paid on a second
advice before receipt of the original advice.

2. In case two consecutively numbered advices with
the same particulars are received from an office, special
inquiry should be made of the issuing postmaster, as
to whether both orders were intended to be drawn.
on the office making1 the inquiry, before certifying
to an application for duplicate of either order.

3. In case no advice has been received, a second ad-
vice should be applied for at once, but the certificate
of nonpayment should not be made until such advice
shall have been received. When the second advice is
received it should be treated in the same manner as an
original.

4. When the certificate of nonpayment is made, the
advice should be filed with the unpaid advices, and the
following* should be written or stamped across the face
of the advice, and under the entry thereof in the reg-
ister of advices received: "Duplicate applied for in
favor of (payee or remitter), 19—," the
date to be inserted being- that of the certificate.

5. Upon receipt of "Special notice of repayment,"
by duplicate (Form 6036), from the issuing post-
master, the advice should be returned to him, the
notice of repayment filed with the paid advices, and
the fact of repayment noted in the '' Register of Ad vices
Received."

Sec. 1027. When an application for a duplicate
money order is made at the office of issue the post-
master must enter on said application the particulars of
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the order from the original application on which the
order was issued, and. not from the register.

2. When an application made at the paying office
is received at the issuing office, the postmaster must
compare the particulars of the order as entered in the
application with the remitter's application on which
the order was issued, to see if the number and all other
particulars are correctly given and whether the order
should have been drawn on the office where the appli-
cation for duplicate originated. Postmasters will be
held strictly accountable for errors or loss resulting
from negligence of this precaution.

3. The "Register of Orders Issued7' should also be
examined for any record of repayment before the cer-
tificate of nonrepayment is given.

4. When an application for a duplicate is certified at
the issuing office the following should be written or
stamped across the remitter's original application, and
under the entry of said order in the "Register of Orders
Issued5': "Duplicate applied for in favor of •
(remitter or payee), , 19—. Original not to be
repaid."

Sec. 1028. When, in case an application is made for Loss of «.<iviee.
a duplicate of a lost order, the advice is lost, the issu-
ing postmaster will, upon receiving notice from the
paying postmaster of the loss or nonreceipt of the
advice, forward, to him a "Second advice," giving all
the particulars of the missing advice.

See. 1029. Should a money order alleged to have
been lost come into the possession of the remitter,
payee, or indorsee thereof, after application for a dupli-
cate has been made, the postmaster to whom the order
is presented should notify the Post-Office Department
of the fact. Permission will then be given to pay or
repay, as the case may be, such original order, provided
no duplicate has been issued in lieu, thereof. In case a
duplicate of such original order has been issued, the
postmaster to whom the order is presented will write
across it the words, -" Canceled—Duplicate issued." If
the person who presents the order requires the postmas-
ter to return it to him, he may do so; but if not, the
order should be sent to the Department for disposal.

Sec. 1030. An origina1 or duplicate order bearing
more than one endorsement is invalid. (See sec. 1007.)
The holder of such an order, if he is the second or any
subsequent indorse^ to obtain the amount thereof, must

Recovery of lost or-
der.

Payment of, before
duplicate is issued.

Cance l la t ion of,
after duplicate issued'.

Payment of orders
invalidated by en-
dorsement.
—when presented by
second or subsequent
indorsee.
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made.
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make application for a duplicate or triplicate, as the
case may be, and furnish such proof as the Post-Office
Department may require relative to the genuineness
of the endorsements.

2. Application for a duplicate of an illegally indorsed
order will be made on Form 6002, and may be received
at either the issuing or paying office. The order must
in all cases accompany the application, which will be
transmitted by the postmaster directly to the First
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Money
Orders).

Issue of
orders.

Offices upon w
duplicates may
drawn or paid.

duplicate See_ 103L Delicate orders will be issued only by
the Superintendent of the Money-Order System.
Postmasters are not permitted to issue them under
any circumstances.

Sec. 1032. A duplicate order will be drawn upon
the issuing or the paying office of the original order,
only, and can be paid or repaid in same manner as
could the original order which it represents.

III.—PAYMENT AND REPAYMENT OF DUPLICATE
OEDEES.

Record of payment
by duplicate.
—liow made.

Record of repayment
by duplicate.

•—how made.

See. 1083. When an order is paid by duplicate the
following should be written or stamped across the
face of the advice and in the "Register of Advices
Received" opposite the entry of the advice in the col-
umn "Remarks:" "Paid by duplicate No. , ,
19—,"and the number of the duplicate should be writ-
ten in addition to the original number in the money-
order statement. The advice should be stamped and
filed among the paid advices.

Sec. 1034. When an order is repaid by duplicate, the
following must be written in the "Register of Orders
Issued" in the column of "Remarks," opposite the
entry of the original order: "Repaid by duplicate No.

, 19—." A special notice (Form 6036) must also
be dispatched promptly to the postmaster on whom the
original order was drawn, informing him of repayment
and requesting the return- of the advice which is to
be forwarded by the issuing postmaster to the Auditor
for the Post-Office Department, together with the du-
plicate, the same as when repayment is made on an
original order. (See sec. 1021.)
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Invalid money or-
ders.

1894, Jan. 27, ch. 21,
§ 4, 2 Supp., 168.

R. S. § 4036.
—p a y a b 1 e only by
warrant.

2, In taking credit for repayment by duplicate in-credtt for

the money-order statement the postmaster will enter
the number of the original order, and also that of the
duplicate, thus: "By Money Order No. , repaid by
Duplicate No. , $ ."

See sec. 1035 as to payment of duplicate invalid orders by
warrant.

IV.—INVALID ORDERS AND POSTAL NOTES PAT ABLE
BY WARRANT.

Sec. 1G35. Domestic money orders shall not be paid at the
upon which they are drawn, or at the offices of issue after one
year from the last day of the month of issue of such money or-
ders; but such money orders shall be sent to the Post-Office De-
partment and shall be paid by a warrant of the Postmaster-General
countersigned by the Auditor for the Post-Office Department out
of any money in the Treasury to the credit of the Post-Office
Department, to the extent of the moneys paid in on this account,
the payments so made to be charged to an appropriation account
hereby created to be denominated "Unpaid money orders more
than one year old."

2. The Postmaster-General, upon evidence satisfactory to him,
and under such special regulations as he shall prescribe, may cause
payment to be made in the manner prescribed in sections four and
eleven of the act approved January 27, 1894 (see note), of the
amount of any money order remaining unpaid after the lapse of
seven years from the date of issue.

8. Duplicate money orders are invalid if not pre- Duplicate orders.
sented for payment within one year from the last day
of the month of issue of the original order.

4:. In order to obtain payment of the amount of an
original or duplicate order which is more than one
year old from the last day of the month of issue, the
holder must present the same to the postmaster at any
post-office (not necessarily the office of issue or of
payment), who will forward it to the First Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Money Orders) with an
application (Form 6003a) for a warrant.

5. Upon receipt of the application, if the Post-Office issue of warrant,
Department is satisfied that the order has not been paid,
a warrant for the amount of the original order, drawn
upon the Treasurer of the United States, will be issued
without charge to the applicant and mailed to his
address.

6. The regulations governing application for and
payment of duplicate orders will apply to orders com-
ing1 under this section.

—more than seven
years old.

1894, July 16, ch. 137,
§ 4, 2 Supp., 196.

1897, Mar. 3, ch. 385,
2 Supp,, 599.

Regulations appli-
cable.

NOTE.—Under the provisions of the. first part of sec. 4 of the act Note.
of January 27, 1894, given as sec. 1024, postmasters are required to
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render statements to the Auditor for the Post-Office Department of
unpaid advices more than a year old, and the amount of such ad-
vices may from time to time be turned into the Treasury by the
Postmaster-General, and the moneys paid in on this account are
used to meet the appropriation referred to, denominated "Unpaid
money orders more than one year old." The payment of money
orders more than seven years old provided for in paragraph 2 may
be made notwithstanding the destruction of paid orders as pro-
vided in sec. 1133. Sees. 4,and 11 of the act of January 27, 1894,
referred to in paragraph 2, are given in. paragraph 1 above and
sec. 1036, respectively.

orders invalid money Sec- 1036. * * * Whenever a money order, which has not
R. S., § 4040. been paid within, one year from the last day of the month of issue,

§ 11 2 Sum, 169? *' ' ^ias ̂ eeu lost, the Postmaster-General, upon the application of the
— w a r r a n t for pay- remitter or payee of such order, shall issue a warrant for the pav-ment 01, issued on *• • ' 1 •'
application. ment thereof, as provided for in section four of this Act, without

charge, on the certificate of the Auditor for the Post-Office Depart-
—proof_ of noiipay- ment, or upon such other proof satisfactory to the Postmaster-

General, that the order has not been paid,
—application for war- 2. Application 'for the issue of a warrant in lieu of
rant for, how pre- , . 1 - 1 , 1 1 \ \ n i j i
sauted, an order invalidated by age, which, is alleged to be

lost, must be made in accordance with the preceding
section. Satisfactory proof of such loss must be sub-
mitted to the postmaster, who will transmit the same
to the Post-Office Department with the application for
the warrant,

Note.

Postal notes.
—issue of, d i s c o n -
tinued.

—unpaid, invalid,
—payment of.

Note.

NOTE.—See sec. 1024 as to first part of above statute regarding
payment of lost orders within one year from date of issue. Sec.
4 of the above act is given as part of sec. 1035.

Sec. 1037. The issue of postal notes was discontinued
in pursuance of the act approved January 27,189-i, ch.
21, § 1, 2 Supp. E. S., 166; and all postal notes remain-
ing unpaid are invalidated by age. The holder of an
outstanding postal note, to obtain payment thereof,
must surrender the note, forwarding it, through any
postmaster, to the First Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Money Orders), with an application (Form
6003b) for a warrant. Upon receipt of such applica-
tion a warrant for the amount, drawn upon the Treas-
urer of the United States, will be issued h}^ the Third
Assistant Postmaster-General, without charge, to the
applicant, and mailed to his address.

NOTE.—The warrants referred to in the preceding sections are
negotiable at banks and among business people generally. Post-
masters can not employ them as vouchers to be sent with their
^statements to the Auditor for the Post-Office Department, nor take
credit for their payment in such statements; but at money-order
offices they may be cashed from money-order funds, and used in
making money order remittances, in lieu of coin or bank notes.
See sees. 1109 to 1113 as to deposits and remittance of money-
order funds and sees. 363 to 371 as to deposits and remittance of
postal funds.

i
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Establishment or in-

CHAPTER 5.

IHTEEHATIONAL MOMEY-OKDEE SERVICE.

I.—GENERAL, PROVISIONS.
Sec. 1088. The Postmaster-General may conclude arrange-

ments with the post departments of foreign governments with
which postal conventions have been or may be concluded for the R.S., § 4028.

, i , , . T , £ 1 1 4! 4. 1889, Jan, 30, oh. 100,exchange, by means of postal orders, ot small suras of money, not i supp., 638.
exceeding one hundred dollars in amount, at such rates of Conventions.
exchange * * * and under such rules and regulations as he
may deem expedient; and the expenses of establishing and con-
ducting such .systems of exchange may be paid out of the proceeds
of the money-order business.

.NOTE.—Money-order conventions have not been made with all
foreign countries. Some do not transact money-order business as
part of their postal systems; with others negotiations are in prog-
ress. When conventions are concluded, due notice of the details
thereof will be given to postmasters at offices authorized, to issue
international, money orders, either through the Postal Guide or by
circular. The clause omitted and shown by stars refers to " com-
pensation to postmasters.'' This provision is in conflict with sec. 3
of the act of January 27, 1894, given as sec. 260, which provides
that the salaries allowed to postmasters shall be in full compensa-
tion for services in connection with the money-order business, and
the Post-Office Department does not allow extra compensation to
postmasters for international business; see sec. 967 as to commis-
sions allowed to postmasters for issue of orders at third and fourth
class offices. See also sees. 286 and 307.

Sec. 1089. So far as is practicable, the regulations t;i^inestlc re&'llla-
concerning domestic money-order business will be
followed in the transaction 'of international business, nalonff\t4icf«-"
except as otherwise modified herein or by specialcept-

money-order conventions.
See. 1040. The transaction of international money-

order business will be authorized at all post-offices of
the first and second classes, and at such offices of 'the
third and fourth classes as may be designated by the
First Assistant Postmaster - General (Division of
Money Orders).

2. Applications for the establishment of interna-
tional money-order service will be addressed to the
First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of
Money Orders).

3. Money orders payable in Canada, Cuba, or New- nOrde™ payable in^ J ' ' Canada, Cuba, or
f oundland may be issued at any post-office authorized Newfoundland,
to transact domestic money-order business. (See sec.
1049.)

Sec. 1041. No new or additional bond is required New bond not rr
, . quired.

of a postmaster whose office is made an international
money-order office.

International mon-
ey-order offices.

Applications for es-
tablishment of service.
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Notice to the public
of establishment of

Compensation for
transaction of inter-
national business.

Sec. 1042. When authorized to conduct international
international service. money-order business, publicity of the fact should be

given ~by the postmaster through local newspapers and
otherwise, without expense to the Department, and by
posting the placards furnished by the Department for
that purpose.

Sec. 1043. Postmasters at offices of the third and
fourth classes will be allowed for clerical work three
cents for each order issued. Postmasters at first and
second class offices do not receive any specific com-
pensation for the transaction of international business.
(See sec. 286.)

NOTE.—The compensation for the clerical labor in connection
with international money-order business at offices of the third
and fourth classes is fixed by the act of January 27, 1894, ch. 21,
§ 3, 2 Supp. R. S., 167, at three cents for each order issued. (See
sec. 967.)

Sec. 1044. Postmasters at international offices must
render to the Auditor for the Post-Office Department
statements of the business transacted at their re-
spective offices during the periods named in the sched-
ule furnished them annually. (See sees. 1124-to 1132.)

II.—DIKECT AND INDIRECT EXCHANGE—EXCHANGE
OFFICES.

Direct exchanges. See. 1045. Direct exchange of money orders will be
made between the United States and the following-
named countries:

Statements.

-when furnished.

—list of countries with
which maintained.

APIA, SAMOA.
AUSTRIA.
BAHAMA ISLANDS.
BELGIUM.
BERMUDA.
BOLIVIA.
BRITISH GUIANA.
BRITISH HONDURAS.
*CANADA.
CAPE COLONY.
CHILE.
*CUBA.
DENMARK, ICELAND, AND

FAROE ISLANDS.
EGYPT.
FRANCE, ALGERIA, AND

TUNIS.
GERMANY AND HELIGO-

LAND.
GREAT BRITAIN AND IRE-

LAND.
GREECE.
HONDURAS, REPUBLIC OF.
HONGKONG, CHINA, BRIT-

ISH COLONY OP.

HUNGARY.
ITALY.
JAMAICA.
JAPAN, including FORMOSA.
LEEWARD ISLANDS.
LUXEMBURG, GRAND DUCHY

OP.
MEXICO.
NETHERLANDS (HOLLAND).
*NE WFOUNDL AND.
NEW SOUTH WALES.
NEW ZEALAND.
NORWAY.
PORTUGAL, THE AZORES,

AND MADEIRA ISLANDS.
QUEENSLAND.
RUSSIA.
SALVADOR.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
SWEDEN.
SWITZERLAND.
TASMANIA.
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO.
VICTORIA.
WINDWARD ISLANDS.

Note. *NOTE.—Orders payable in Canada, Cuba or Newfoundland are
issued on the domestic form. See sees. 1048, 1050, 1053, 1054, 1063,
1064, 1068, 1069, for special instructions.
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not

Sec. 1046. In addition to the direct exchange of in- Direct exchange.
ternational orders with the countries enumerated above,
orders may be issued in the United States for payment
in certain other countries and places through the inter-
mediary of the post-office departments of other coun-
tries with, which a direct exchange is in operation.
This method of exchange will be termed "indirect" as
distinguished from the '' direct" exchange.

2. A list of countries and places with which an indi- —with .what coun-
-'- t ^ tries maintained.

Ted exchange of orders is maintained will be published
annually in the Postal Guide for January, and. post-
masters are directed thereto for detailed information.

See. 1047. A. small deduction from the value of each charges for inter.
mediary service,

order is made by the Post-Office Department, which acts
as intermediary in the case of orders forwarded through
Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Sweden, or Switzerland.
No deduction will, be made, however, in the case of or—cases where

. made.
ders payable at the German post-offices in Heligoland; at
Klein-Popo, Lome, and Victoria (Kameroons), Africa;
at the British postal agencies at Constantinople and
Panama: and at the Italian post-offices at Assab, Mas-
sowah, and Tripoli. Africa.

2. The amounts thus charged for intermediary —amount of.
service are as follows:
Great Britain: Pence.

Charges for suras not exceeding £2 sterling 3
Chai'ges for sums exceeding £2 sterling but not exceed-

ing £6 ..... 6
Charges for sums exceeding £6 sterling but not exceed-

ing £10 9
Italy: Centimes.

Charges for every 10 francs or fraction thereof 10
Sweden:

Deducts from the face value of the order one-half of 1 per
centum thereof, in round figures, for orders payable in
Finland.

Switzerland:
Charges for every 25 francs or fraction thereof (but the

deduction on a single order is not less than 50 centimes). 25

See. 1048.. Postmasters in the United States must Postmasters not to
. . transact business di-

not transact money-order business directly with foreign rectiy, except,
countries, except with Canada, Cuba, and Newfound-
land.

2. The following " exchange offices" in all other cases
will act as intermediary agencies in the conduct of in-
ternational monev-order business, viz:

Exchange offices.
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Honolulu.

New Orleans.

Laredo.

POSTAL LAWS AKD EEGTJLATIONS.

a. New York: For all countries with which, the
United. States exchange orders, except British Hon-
duras, Canada, Cuba, Mexico, Newfoundland, and those
named under the head of Honolulu, San Francisco, and
Seattle.

1). San Francisco: For Apia, Hongkong, Japan, New
South Wales, New Zealand, Queensland, South Aus-
tralia, Tasmania, Victoria.

c. Seattle, Wash.: For Japan, for all offices in
Alaska, Idaho, Minnesota, Montana,, North Dakota,
and Washington.

d. Honolulu: For all offices in the Territory of Ha-
waii for orders payable in trans-Pacific countries.

e. New Orleans, La.: For British Honduras.
f. Laredo, Tex.: For Mexico.

1

Fees.

CHAPT.ES 6.

ISSUE OF INTESKATIQHAL HOMEY ORDERS.

I. —FEES—APPLICATIONS.

For sums not exceeding $2.50.. . 3 cents.
Over $2.50 and not exceeding $5 5 cents.
Over $5 and not exceeding $10 8 cents.
Over $10 and not exceeding $20 10 cents.
Over $20 and not exceeding $30 12 cents.
Over $30 and not exceeding $40 , 15 cents.
Over $40 and not exceeding $50 , 18 cents.
Over $50 and .not exceeding $60. 20 cents.
Over $60 and not exceeding $75 25 cents.
Over $75 and not exceeding $100 30 cents.

JL.1
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countries.

International rates.

For sums not exceeding $10
Over $10 and not exceeding $20 -
Over $20 and not exceeding $30
Over $30 and not exceeding $40
Over $40 and not exceeding $50 •
Over $50 and not exceeding $60
Over $60 and not exceeding $70
Over $70 and not exceeding $80
Over $80 and not exceeding $90
Over $90 and not exceeding $1 00

When pay-
able in

Bolivia or
Mexico.

5 cents.
1 0 cents.
15 cents.
20 cents.
25 cents
30 cents.
35 cents.
40 cents.
45 cents.
50 cents.

When pay-
able in all

other foreign
countries.

TO cents.
20 cents.
30 cents.
40 cents.
50 cents.
60 cents.
70 cents.
80 cents.
90 cents.
1 dollar.

See. 1050. The applicant for an order payable in a Applications for or-
, . , - i • '" • • clcrs.foreign country must give the particulars in writing, on —how made.

the special form of application (Form 6701) furnished
postmasters for the purpose, and in accordance with
the instructions printed on such forms.

2, Applications for orders payable in Canada, Cuba _0r Canada, Cuba, or
or Newfoundland will be made on Form 6001, the same
as for domestic orders.

See. 1051. A postmaster may advise an applicant for Postmasters proiub-
. . | , , - , ,. /m • ,T * ited from filling in ap-an international order, but should not nil in the torm of plications,

application. If the applicant is unable to write, he
should request some one not connected with the post-
office to prepare the application. Should, a postmaster
disregard this caution, and an improper payment abroad
be occasioned by his stating the address imperfectly,
he will be held accountable for the amount.

Sec. 1052. Upon receiving an application for an P a r t i c u l a r s to be
L T given in application.

international order the postmaster should examine it
carefully to see that the necessary particulars are
plainly given therein, and that there is no misunder-
standing between him and the applicant in regard
thereto.

2. The full name and exact address of the payee Name and address
should be stated, including the name of the city, town,
or village, and country, and also the name of the canton,
department, or district, as the case may be.



—if a soldier.

—if a woman.

Interpreter.
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3. TVhea the payee resides in a town or city, the
name of the street and the number of the house should,
if possible, be given,

4. If the person to whom the money is to be sent is
a soldier, his rank, company, regiment, and the arm of
the service (infantry, cavalry, artillery, etc.) to which
he is attached should be stated, in addition to the name
of the place where he may be stationed.

5. If the payee is a sailor, his rank or rating and
the name of the ship on which he is serving should be
stated, besides the name of the place where the vessel
was stationed at latest accounts.

6. If the payee is a woman, it should be stated
whether she is single, married, or a widow. If mar-
ried, her maiden name should be given, as well as her
name by marriage.

"7. In case of the inability of the applicant to con-
verse with the postmaster intelligibly, in a common
language, recourse should be had to the services of an
interpreter.

II.—ISSUE OF ORDERS—ADVICES.

Form of order. Sec. 1053. The forms for the issue of all interna-
tional orders except Canada, Cuba and Newfoundland

•—advice and receipt. ^yin be the same, and consist of the coupon order,
advice, and receipt, which are numbered consecutively
for each office and are bound in books. (See sec. 973.)

2, Money orders payable in Canada, Cuba or New-
foundland will be drawn on the domestic money-order
forms.

See. 1054, From the items contained in the applica-
tion, the coupon, order, advice, and receipt will be pre-
pared, according to the form of each.

2. The country in which paj^ment is to be made must
be indicated by writing at the top of the coupon and
receipt, in the space provided for the purpose, the words
"Great Britain," "Germany," etc., as the case may be,

3. The carbon process will be used, the particulars
as written in the coupon being reproduced in the
advice; those which are written in the order being-
duplicated in the receipt.

4. Orders payable in Canada, Cuba or Newfound-
land will be drawn in the same way as domestic orders.

See 985 as to use of carbon process in issue of domestic orders.

—for Canada, Cuba, or
Newfoundland.

of issue.

Country of
meat.

Carbon process.

Canada, Cuba, or
Newfoundland.
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Sec. 1055. The amount, the name of the paying Coupon and advice.
office, and the name and residence of the payee must —to be legiwy writ-
be written in the coupon in a neat and perfectly legibleten>

hand, and all proper names must be spelled correctly,
or at least as spelled by the remitter, if the issuing
postmaster is unacquainted with the correct orthog-
raphy thereof.

2. If the address furnished by the remitter is so
written that it can not be copied accurately the remit-
ter may write, in his • own language, the payee's address
on Form 6083, which should be attached to the advice
and forwarded to the exchange office. This is particu-
larly important in the case of orders payable in Russia.
Unless the name and address of the payee are written
in English letters, and are unusually distinctly written,
a slip written by the remitter in Russian characters
should be obtained and attached to the advice. The
payee's name and address on such slip m ust not be
written in Hebrew characters inasmuch as the Russian
office will not accept or consider communications writ-
ten in that alphabet.

Sec. 1058. For each order Dayable in Apia or Ger- , orders drawn on
•*- J L Apia or Germany.

many the postmaster must prepare an additional form,
printed on cardboard, and called, technically, to distin- —special form of ad-
* ' ) j •> vice tor.
guish it, the "Card order" (Form 6309), which should
be forwarded with the advice to the exchange office.

2. Special care should be exercised in entering all —caution.
the particulars of the payee's address on the card order,
because payment is made in Germany on such order.

3. Postmasters should scrutinize closely the applies—to be carefully made
tions for orders payable in Germany, for the reason
that in that country the delivery and payment of orders
is commonly made at the same time by letter-carriers,
and no greater precautions are observed than in the
delivery of valuable letters. If erroneous payment
occurs, unless proof of neglect on the part of the pay-
ing officer be quite clearly established, the rightful
claimant is without redress from the country of p&y-
ment.

Sec. 1057. International money orders will be drawn
directly upon the office designated by the remitter, in
the case of France, and Great Britain and her colonies,
provided such office is authorized to transact inter-
national money-order business.

Foreign offlces 911
which orders may oc

309A—02- -32



Designation of office
of payment by foreign
administration.

—preparation of ad-
vice in case of.

—drawing of coupon
and order in caso oi.

POSTAL LAWS A1STD KEGULATIGNS.

2. The pamphlet'' International List of Money-Order
Offices in Foreign Countries," and supplements thereto,
which are published by the Department and furnished
to postmasters at international offices, should be con-
sulted to ascertain whether the office designated is au-
thorized to transact international money-order business.
For Canada, Cuba, and Newfoundland the pamphlet
known as the "Domestic List" should be consulted.

NOTE.—As a general rule for the guidance of issuing clerks it
may be stated that—

a. In orders drawn on English-speaking countries the name of
the office of payment is designated by the issuing postmaster, in
accordance with the application of the remitter.

b. This rule applies also to France and Algeria (although not
'' English-speaking countries "), by special arrangement made with
that postal administration.

c. In orders drawn on all non-English-speaking countries (France
and Algeria excepted), the place of payment is designated by the
postal administrations of such countries. (See table following
sec. 1065.)

See. 1058. Where the name of the paying office is
to be designated by the postal administration of the
country upon which the order is drawn, as shown in sec-
tion 1065 (no list of money-order offices in such countries
being furnished to'postmasters), it is only necessary
for the remitter to give the correct residence and ad-
dress of the payee. Upon this information the money-
order office most conveniently located is authorized by
the foreign post department to pay the amount of the
order.

2. Only the address of the payee should be entered
in the advice of an order where the office of payment is
to be designated by the paying country, and in the case
of orders payable in Apia or Germany in the card order
also.

3. Postmasters are strictly enjoined not to omit from
the advice or card order any portion of the payee's
address contained in the application.

4. The coupon and order will, where the office of
payment is to be designated by the paying country, be
drawn upon-the "Exchange Office, New York," QJL~
cepting in the case of orders payable in Apia or Japan,
which will be drawn upon the "Exchange Office, San
Francisco, Cal.," or "Seattle, Wash.," as the case may
be; and Mexican orders, which will be drawn upon the
'' Exchange Office, Laredo, Tex."

5. The nationality of the order—that is, whether
French, German, Italian, etc.—should never be omitted
from the face of the coupon or order.



Sec. 1059, International money orders drawn for
payment in any of the countries or localities named in
the indirect exchange list should be drawn in the man-
ner prescribed for money orders payable in the country
which, in each case, acts as intermediary.

2. No lists of money-order offices in any of the coun-
tries with which the United States maintains an indirect
exchange will be furnished.

NOTE.—See Indirect Exchange, pamphlet "International list of
money-order offices in foreign countries."

Sec. 1080. A combined conversion table will be fur-
nished by the First Assistant Postmaster-General (Divi-
sion of Money Orders) for use in issuing interna-
tional orders. One portion shows the equivalent in
United States currency of sums in sterling money, and
the other is used for all currencies except sterling.

2. An application having been presented for an order,
reference to this table will show the amount in foreign
money for which the order may be drawn on any one of
the countries mentioned in the table for the sum paid
therefor in United States money.

3. Orders payable in Great Britain and Ireland and
British 'Colonies, except British Honduras and Hong-
kong, are drawn in sterling (pounds, shillings, and
pence), and must contain amounts in United States
money for which exact equivalents in British money can
be paid to the payees. It will be observed that there
are no exact equivalents in British money for $1, $2,
$5, $6, $20, $40, $45, $48, etc., so that it is always nec-
essary when persons desire to send one of these amounts
to inform them that they will have to send a cent more
or a cent less in order that an exact equivalent in
British money may be paid to the payees.

See. 1061. Fractions of a cent, of a penny, of a derni-
decime (5 centimes), of -i ore, of 10 reis, of a copeck,
of a pfennig, etc., must not be included in the amount
of an international order.

Sec. 1062. The coupon and order, after being filled
in, should be carefully compared with each other and
with the remitter's application, to ascertain whether
they fully agree and are regular in all respects.

Sec. 1063. The advices of orders issued on the inter-
national form must not be sent by the issuing postmaster
direct to the office of payment, but will be sent for
certification through one of the exchange offices as des-

499

Money orders for
payment In any of the
countries named In
the indirect exchange
list.
—how drawn.

Conversion table.
-how prepared.

OrderR payable in
Great Britain.

Fractions of a cent
inadmissible.

Comparison of cou-
pon and order.

Advices.
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—to be listed at ex-
change offices.

Orders payable in
Canada, Cuba, or

Special envelopes for
advices.

—how procured,
•—to 'be rilwiws used.

Advices for Canada,
Cuba, or Newfound-
laud.

Directions and pre-
cautions concerning
Issue of foreign or-
ders.
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ignated in section 1048. International advices will be
numbered and listed by nationality at exchange offices.

2. The pamphlet "International list of money-order
offices in foreign countries," and all supplements there-
to, must also be consulted as to the exchange office to
which the advice of an order must be sent.

8. Advices of money orders payable in Canada, Cuba,
or Newfoundland will be sent direct to the paying post-
office. (See sec. 1048.)

See. 1064. The utmost care must be observed in dis-
patching advices to the proper exchange office by the
earliest mail after the issue of the corresponding orders.

2. Special envelopes may be obtained upon applica-
tion to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General for cov-
ering international advices and German card orders
transmitted to the several exchange offices. Post/mas-
ters should ~be careful to use these envelopes and no others
for international advices and German card orders.

3. Advices of orders drawn on Canada, Cuba, or New-
foundland will be inclosed in envelopes such as are used
in domestic business.

See. 1065. Postmasters will refer to the subjoined
table to ascertain:

a. The foreign countries with which the United
States maintains a direct exchange of money orders.

5. The currency in which such orders should be
drawn.

c. Whether the conversion into foreign money is to
be effected by the issuing postmaster in accordance
with the conversion table furnished to him, or by the
foreign post-office department.

orders may be issued in this country.
e. Whether the issuing postmaster or the foreign

post-office department designates the paying office.
f. The disposal to be made of advice by the issuing

postmaster.
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treated after

Seo, 1066. If a mistake is made in filling in either Errors,
the coupon or order, which is observed before delivery of
ike order to the purchaser, the next following coupon,
order, advice, and receipt form must be substituted
therefor.

2. Spoiled blanks (coupon, order, advice, and receipt),
must be detached from the book of forms, marked
" Not issued," and sent to the Post-Office Department
with the next statement. (See sec. 1128.)

3, In no case, however, should cm international order
1)6 canceled or treated as '' Not issued" after either the
order ^ advice, or the receipt has passed beyond the con-
trol of the issuing postmaster. In case an error has
been made in filling in the original advice, which is not
detected until after the corresponding order has been
delivered to the remitter and lias passed beyond the
control of the issuing office, a duplicate advice must he
issued, and the original advice will be destroyed to pre-
vent its ever reaching the exchange office. In that
case the words '' Original advice spoiled in issuing and
destroyed" should be written in red ink across the face
of the duplicate advice, or in the margin at the top.
Such duplicate advice should be made out on Form •
6702.

See, 1067. If an error is discovered after the certifica-
tion of an advice, or if a remitter desires to alter the
particulars of the name or address of a payee, notice
of the correction must be given to the exchange office
to which the advice was sent; a second advice form
must not he used for this purpose.

2. Form No. 6T60 will be used for the above notice
for all countries.

Sec. 1068. Upon receipt by a postmaster in the
United States of a notification from an exchange post- united states tor pay-

, • , . , - 1 , .- ,, . . ,. , , . , meat in f o r e i g nmaster that the advice of an international order issued countries.
by the former has not been received by the latter, a
duplicate advice should be issued and forwarded to the —duplicate of.
exchange office. Such duplicate advice must bear the
same number as the original, which it replaces. The
name of the issuing office must he written at the top of
the form, The impress of the money-order stamp
should indicate the actual date of issue of the dupli-
cate advice, but the written elate in the body of the
form should be that of the original advice. For such
duplicate advice Form 6702 should be used.

Corrections of errors
alter certification.

Missing advices of
orders Issued in tlie
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—duplicates of, pay-
able in Canada, Cuba,
or Newfoundland,

—care in issue of du-
plicate of.

—issue of duplicate
of, on request of ex-
change office.

—issue of duplicate of,
on other information.

Inquiries about pay-
ment of International
orders.

•—for Canada, Cuba,
or Newfoundland.

Non or wrong pay-
ment of orders drawn
on certain countries.

•—inquiries
Ing.

2. Duplicate (second) advices of orders payable in
Canada, Cuba, or Newfoundland will be furnished on
receipt of applications from the office drawn upon, and
will be forwarded in the same manner as the original
advice. (See sec. 1063.) Such duplicate advice is to
be drawn on Form 6006.

3. Postmasters must exercise the utmost care in the
issue of duplicate advices. Should a double payment
result from lack of due precaution in the issue of a
second advice, the postmaster at fault will be held
responsible for the amount overpaid.

4. As a general rule, a duplicate advice must not be
issued except upon formal application from the ex-
change office to which the original was sent. In such
case the application for an advice should be returned to
the exchange office accompanied by the duplicate asked
for. A memorandum of the action taken should also
be noted upon the register of orders issued and the
remitter's application.

5. Should information reach the issuing postmaster
from other sources, however, indicating the loss of the
original advice, he should take immediate steps, by
communicating with the exchange office, to ascertain
whether the loss occurred between that office and the
place of issue or upon foreign territory, and at the same
time forward a duplicate advice, being careful to cau-
tion the exchange office against possibility of double
certification.

Sec. 1089. Inquiries concerning payment of inter-
national money orders will be addressed to the exchange
post-office through which the advice was transmitted
on Form 6684, but such inquiries concerning orders
drawn on Canada, Cuba, or Newfoundland will be for-
warded directly to the paying post-office on Form 6089
or 6193, as the case may be.

2, Complaints of alleged non or wrong payment
of money orders drawn on Austria, Denmark, Ger-
many, Hungary, Luxemburg, Netherlands (and Dutch
East Indies), Norway, liussia, Sweden, and Switz-
erland, will not be considered unless such applica-
tions, inquiries, or complaints are made within one
year from the date of payment of the order, if that
date be known, or within one year from the date on
which the order, if unpaid, would have become invalid
by reason of age.
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Sec. 1070. Where orders are issued to postmasters at ee?tu"atiJatbiider
exchange offices forbidding the certification under the fran<1 order-
provisions of section 1010 of money orders addressed
to any particular person or concern in a foreign country,
the offices of issue will be notified to repay said orders.
Exchange offices receiving advices of orders drawn in
favor of persons to whom payment of money orders
has been forbidden by the Postmaster-General will
return such advices to the issuing office with notice to
that effect, and. with instructions to apply for repayment.

See. 1071. A memorandum of all action taken in „
regard to a money order, such as the issue of a dupli-
cate advice, application for repayment, inquiry as to
payment, etc., should be made by the issuing postmas-
ter on the remitter's application, to prevent the possi-
bility of conflicting action being taken in the future.

Note of action in re-
gard to orders.

—to be made on ap-
plication.

CHAPTER 7.

PAYMENT OF INTESNATIOHAL MGMEY 0EBERS.

I.—GENERAL PROVISIONS.

Sec. 1072. The regulations relative to the payment of Payment of orders,
domestic money orders will, except where inapplicable
or otherwise modified, apply equally to international
orders. Greater care must be exercised in regard to~~carein-
the latter class of orders because of the increased
liability to error arising from the inability, in many
instances, of the persons presenting such orders to
speak the English language.

2. When an order is presented for payment, the de^j^^vices°f °r"
postmaster will carefully examine the same to see that
it is in proper form and agrees as to date, number, and
amount with the advice.

See sec. 1079 as to defects in advice.

3. If the order and advice are in proper form, and
the postmaster is satisfied that the person presenting
such order is entitled to receive payment thereon, the
same will be pp id.

See sec. 1004 as to precautions to be observed as to identity of
applicants for payment of orders.

See. 1073. Payment of an international order should Payment of orders
, , , - , , t o b e withheld.
be refused:

a. When no advice has been received. —no advice.
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5. When the advice has not been certified by the
exchange office — Canada, Cuba, and Newfoundland ex-

—more than one in-
dorsement.
—more than one year
old.

Irregularities which
do not affect payment.

01

Error in office of
payment.

Payment to person
not residing at money-
order office.
—when and how ef-
fected.

Payment to indors-
ees, attorneys, or the
legal representatives.

stated on the advice.
c. When the name stated in the advice differs from

that of the person presenting or indorsing* the order.
d. When either order or advice contains any erasure

or -alteration affecting the name of the payee or the
amount of the order.

e. When the order bears more than one indorsement.
f. When a longer period than one year has elapsed

since the date of issue.
See. 1074. Payment of an international money order

should not be refused solely for any of the following
irregularities, provided the order is regular in all other
respects, and that the advice has been duly certified to,
Canada, Cuba, and Newfoundland excepted, and is in

possession of, the postmaster of the office at which
payment is claimed :

c*. When, for example, the payee signs the receipt
form as Jean Lafitte, whereas the advice is drawn as
payable to Lafitte, Jean. In money orders and other
official documents drawn on the Continent of Europe
the given and family names of persons mentioned are
frequently transposed.

1). When the order or advice lacks the stamp of the
issuing office, but is not otherwise defective.

c. When the order is drawn on an office other than
the one at which it is presented. In such case the
postmaster after effecting payment should write across
the face of the order, in red ink, the words uA.»viCB
CERTIFIED TO THIS OFFICE," if such be the case.

See. 1075. When international money orders are sent
to an International money-order office, with directions
to forward the money for the same to the payee,
who resides at a place where there is no money-order
office, the postmaster at such international money-order
office should, if satisfied that the applicant is the person
intended and named in the advice, inclose the amount
of the order in a penalty envelope (duty registered) to
the party entitled, to receive the same, without charg-
ing the usual registry fee.

Sec. 1076. The laws and regulations which govern the
payment of domestic orders to indorsees, attorneys, and
the legal representatives of deceased payees apply also
to international orders.
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2. No printed form of indorsement appears upon —how effected.
most orders of foreign issue, but an indorsement may
be written similar to the form printed on the back of
the domestic order.

3. When an order is presented by an indorsee or -identification in
attorney he occupies precisely the same position as the
payee were the latter to claim payment in person, and,
if unknown, should be required to establish his identity
to the satisfaction of the postmaster, furnishing such
proof as the postmaster may require as to the gen-
uineness of the indorsement.

See sec. 1008 as to indorsement and payment of domestic order
to other than payee.

II.—ADVICES.

Sec. 1077. When an order is presented for payment,
if no advice has been received immediate application
must be made (Form 6752) for an advice to the exchange
office in this country through which the advice should
have passed.

2. If a money order issued, in Canada, Cuba, or New-
foundland is presented for payment and the correspond-
ing advice has not been received, the postmaster at the
office drawn on should apply for an advice to the issuing
postmaster on Form 6006.

3. Postmasters must use, in applying for missing
advices to the exchange offices at Laredo, Now Orleans,
New York, and San Francisco, Form 6752.

Sec. 1078. When a postmaster receives an interna-
tional advice which has not been certified, he should
promptly return it to the proper exchange office with
the request that the omission be rectified. (For list of
exchange offices see sec. 1048.)

2. When an uncertified card order of foreign issue
is received by a postmaster, or presented to him for
payment, it should be forwarded to the First Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Money Orders) for
proper disposal, accompanied by a statement of the
facts in the case if the holder is willing to surrender
it. The latter should be informed that the card will be
returned to the issuing postal administration, and will,
in due time, be replaced by a formal international
money order.

Missing advices of
orders payable in the
United States.
—application for, to
exchange offices.

—issued in Canada,
Cuba, or Newfound,
land.

Disposal of uncerti-
fied advices and card
orders.

Return of advices.

Forwarding of card
orders to Dept.
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Correction through
exchange offices.

—direct, in case of
Canada, Cuba, or New-
foundland.

JRecall of advices of
orders issued in Can-
ada, Cuba, or New-
foundland.

Disposal of void ad-
Tices.

Rate of conversion
for orders parable in
the United States.
—fixed by country of
origin, except.

—in use by foreign
departments.

Orders and advices
sent to United States.

—list of countries from
which orders, etc.,
sent.
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See. 1070. In case of a difference between the name
of the payee as stated in the advice and that given by
the applicant, or in the event of an alteration or erasure
affecting the value of the order, the proper exchange
office must at once be notified of the facts by means of
Form 6751 and requested to obtain a correction.

2. Application for the correction of a defective order
issued in Canada, Cuba, or Newfoundland will be made
direct to the issuing1 office on Form 6006.

Seo. 1080. Where notice is received from the issu-
ing office in Canada, Cuba, or Newfoundland of repay-
ment of a money order payable in the United States,
the paying postmaster should attach the corresponding
advice to the notice and, return it to the issuing office,
but if the advice is not in his possession, or payment
has been made on a duplicate order, he should report
the fact.

2, I valid advices of orders issued in Canada, Cuba, or
Newfoundland will be forwarded to the First Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Money Orders) for
disposal.

Sec. 1081. The rate of conversion for the amounts of
international money orders payable in the United States
is fixed by the post-office department of the country of
origin, except that in the case of orders issued in Rus-
sia, and in countries in which the currency is sterling
(pounds, shillings, and pence), the rate of conversion
will be the same as for orders issued in the United
States and payable in said countries.

2. With the exceptions mentioned the rates now used
by the foreign departments are not the same as those
used by this department; further, that in the case of
advices drawn abroad in sterling money the amount
certified to the United States for payment is frequently
one cent less than the eqivalent of the same sterling
amount, as given by the conversion table furnished by
this department. This is due to the taking account of
or dropping fractions of a cent.

See. 1082. Orders issued in the countries named be-
low are forwarded to the payee in the United States.
The corresponding advices will be sent through the
proper exchange office or directly to the paying offices,
as the case may be.

2. The countries from which orders and advices are
sent are: Bermuda, British Guiana, British Honduras,
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Canada, Cape Colony, Cuba, France, Algeria and Tunis,
Hongkong, Great Britain (including also orders issued
in Constantinople), Jamaica, Leeward Islands, New-
foundland, New South "Wales, New Zealand, Queens-
land, South Australia, Tasmania, The Bahamas, Trini-
dad and Tobago, Victoria, and Windward Islands.

NOTE.—The advice of every order originating in a foreign coun-
try, except Canada, Cuba, or Newfoundland, for payment in the
United States is sent by the issuing postmaster to the exchange
office in his country. There the advices are verified and the par-
ticulars entered upon descriptive lists, a special international num-
ber in a current series being assigned to each order in addition to
the original or printed number which appears thereon. In the
exchange of orders with France the office at New York acts for both
countries, certifying the advices of orders issued in France, Algeria,
and Tunis, as well as the advices of the United States orders.

Sec. 1083. Where orders are issued in any of the coun- when orders arc re-
, f • /», 7 T , j • • ,•> i Issued in the Unitedtries hereinafter named a list containing the particulars states.

of such orders is sent by the exchange office of the
country of origin to that at Laredo, New York, or San
Francisco, as the case may be, and the United States
exchange office'will make out new (termed "reissued")
orders and advices in. accordance with the particulars
contained in such list. The forms used will be printed
upon distinctive paper.

2. The countries from which orders and advices are
not sent are: Apia, Austria (Bosnia and Herzegovina), , List of countries

•*•. N a /? from which orders,
Belgium, Bolivia, Chili, Denmark (and the Faroe etc-. not sent.
Islands and Iceland), Egypt, Germany (and Heligoland
and the German Protectorates of Africa), Greece, Hon-
duras (Republic of), Hungary, Italy, Japan, Luxem-
burg, Mexico, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal (and
the Azores and Madeira Islands), Russia, Salvador,
Sweden, and Switzerland.

Sec. 1084. Orders issued in Great Britain or in the wium value of order
. . . In United States money

British colonies (except British Honduras and Kong- tobe«ndorsedthereon.
T , , , ., T, . . . , , , . ., i -r —orders issued inkong), and by the British dependencies through Lon-Great Britain, etc.
don, are drawn in sterling money. At United States
exchange offices the value of such orders will be written
in United States money upon the corresponding advice.
The paying postmaster must make a similar entry of
the amount in the upper margin upon the face of the
order, writing the same in figures in red ink.

2. The New York exchange office will note in red
ink on the advices of all orders issued in France the
amount thereof in United States money; and a similar
indorsement must be made by the paying postmaster
on the face of the order.

-orders
France,

issued in
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Stamping, etc.,
paid orders. af See. 1085. The date of payment should be stamped

upon the advice as well as upon the order.
2, The international number, stamped on the back

of the advice (except when issued in Canada, Cuba, or
Newfoundland, these not being certified), must also
be written in red ink on the face of every paid order,
except such as are issued by the exchange offices at
Laredo, New York, and San Francisco, which bear the
reissued number printed on and the international num-
ber written or stamped on the face.

unclaimed iiitema- Sec. 1088, At the end of each, month the postmaster
tional orders. 1 1 1 i -a j.i » " • ±

Notice to payee. &t each omco should notify the payee o± every inter-
national order (Form 6706) the advice of which re-
mained unpaid at the close of the previous month to
apply for payment.

invalid orders. geCi j_QS7. gy ̂ e terms of the conventions with the
various foreign countries with which the United States
exchanges money orders the amounts of orders which
remain unpaid for one year from the date of is.sue re-

—return of advice of. vert to the country of origin. Postmasters must, there-
fore, send promptly to the First Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Money Orders) the advices of all
international orders which become- invalid by reason
of age, Such advices should not he inclosed with the
statement^ hut should- he placed in separate envelopes
marked '' Invalid international advices."

CI1 AFTER 8.

OF, ASB DUPLICATE, INTERNA-
TIONAL ORDERS.—INVALID ORDERS.

I.—REPAYMENT OF INTERNATIONAL ORDERS.

Repayment of inter- Sec. 1088. Repayment of the amount of an interna-
nationnl orders. , . 7 7 , . ' ,—not to be made uonatj money order must not, in any case, except as pro-
iv,i,.L,ou, ,-A.U,IOH .>. V'i^eci in section 1089 for orders payable in Canada, Cuba,

or Newfoundland, l>e made without the express authority
therefor of First Assistant Postmaster- General (Divi-
sion of Money Orders], to whom formal application
should he made (Form 6759).

—applications for au- 2. Application f or the repayment of an international
order, except when issued in Canada, Cuba, or New-
foundland, must be made on Form. 6759 and trans-
mitted to the exchange office to which the correspond-
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ing" advice was sent for certification, and such office will
forward the same to the First Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Money Orders).

3. If the order or the advice, or both, are in the hands be* attached
of the issuing postmaster they should be attached to the «ationfOT>
Form 6759. If the advice is held by the exchange office
the postmaster of the latter will attach it to the appli-
cation for repayment,

tL After the advice has been certified by the exchange ^certified!0

office and forwarded to the country drawn upon, the
formal consent of the postal administration of that
country must be obtained before permission for repay-
ment can be granted.

Sec. 1089. Repayment of a money order payable in
Canada, Cuba, or Newfoundland may be made on pres- b"a' or

entation of the original order (provided an application
for a duplicate order has not been certified, sec. 1090).
The advice should be recalled, from the paying office
(Form 6036). See sec. 1021 as to taking credit for
repayment.

06 has

ORDERS. —INVALIDII.-

Sec. 1090. Duplicates of international orders, pay- »wp"e»tes of ordersJL ' .'- J payable m the United
able in the United States, in lieu of orders roissent, states.
lost, or destroyed, will ~be issued by or through the Post-
Office Department except as noted in next paragraph.
Application for such duplicates must be made on Form —application for.
6753 by the postmaster of the office drawn upon to the —issue of.
First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Money
Orders).

2. Where a duplicate order is needed to effect pay-—issued in Canada,
. -1 " Cuba, or Newfound-

nient of a money order issued in Canada, Cuba, or land.
Newfoundland, the paying postmaster will receive the
payee's application therefor on Form 6002, execute the
certificate of the paying postmaster and forward it to
the First Assistant .Postmaster-General (Division of
Money Orders.)

Sec, 1091. Duplicates of lost or destroyed orders Duplicates of orders
„ - , . . * - * ' tSBSIod HI l'T'̂ ;Tsiri\
issued in France will be furnished by the country of issue
and. not l)j the country of payment. Applications for —application for.
duplicates of such lost or destroyed orders payable in
this country will be made (Form 6753) to the First As-
sistant Postmaster-General (Division of Money Orders),
who will apply for such duplicates to the postal admin- —issue of.

i
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payable In
countries.

istration of the country of origin. Upon receipt of such
duplicates the}" will be transmitted to the paying post-
master in this country.

Duplicates of orders See, 1092. Should the remitter of an international
monej7" order, the advice of which has been forwarded
to its destination, notify the issuing postmaster in this
country that the order was lost, or was not received by
the payee; or should he make complaint that payment
was made to a person other than the rightful claimant;
or for a sum less than the correct amount, the remitter's
written statement on the subject should be obtained
on Form 6684, which should be forwarded to the First
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Money Or-
ders), through the exchange office to which the advice
was sent for certification.

2. If the order was payable in France, Algeria, or
Tunis, application for a duplicate should be made by
the remitter on Form 6753a.

3. Where a remitter of a money order drawn on an
office in Canada, Cuba, or .Newfoundland requests for
any sufficient reason- the issue of a duplicate order in
favor of the payee, or if a duplicate order is needed to
effect repayment, the issuing postmaster should receive
the remitter's application (Form 6002), execute the cer-
tificate of the issuing postmaster attached thereto, and
forward it to the First Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Money Orders).

Duplicates of invalid See. 1093. If application be made to a postmaster
orders. -, • •
—applications for. for payment of an order issued in any foreign country

which has become invalid b}̂  reason of being more than
a year old, the order should be attached to Form 6753
and sent to the First Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Money Orders), who will arrange for set-
tlement of the case.

—issue of. 2. Application for authority to pay the amount will
be made to the issuing country, if it be found that the
order has 'not been reported to the country of issue as
void and that repayment has not been authorized.

Orders paj
France, etc.

Orders payable
C a n a d a , Cuba,
.Newfoundland.
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CHAPTER 9.

MONEY-ORDER FUNDS, ACCOUNTS, AND RECORDS.

I.—MONEY-ORDER FUNDS—GENERAL PROVISIONS.

Sec. 1094. All money received for the sale of money orders, Money-order funds.
including all fees thereon, all money transferred from the postal ' ''
revenues to the money-order funds, all money transferred or paid
from the money-order funds to the service of the Post-Office
Department, and all money-order funds transferred from one post- money in the Treas-
master to another, shall be deemed and taken to be money-order ury>

funds and money in the Treasury of the United States. * * *

NOTE.—Money-order funds are not part of the postal revenues.
See sec. 1116 as to balance of above statute; sees. 1098 to 1102 as

to transfers of funds.

Note.

Sec. 1095. All regulations under subdivision 1, "Care a
of public funds and property," chapter 8, Title Two,
will apply to money-order funds unless they specifically ord°erajKmds%xcept.y"
refer to postal funds or are otherwise modified in this
chapter.

Sec. 1096. The regulations and special instructions bSSSSStSfirtS
from the Post-Office Department with respect to the Ss<rules as post'al

disposal of quarterly balances due to the United States
arising from the sale of stamps, stamped paper, etc.,
do not apply to money-order funds, but only to postal
funds.

Sec. 1097. Postmasters must keep their money-order
cash apart from all other cash whatsoever, and a spe-
cial drawer should 'be provided therefor. All receipts,
whether for orders issued, fees therefor, or remittances
from other postmasters, and all postal money trans-
ferred to money-order account, should be deposited
therein; and all disbursements, whether payments of
orders, remittances made to other postmasters, or
transfers to postal account, should be made therefrom.

II. — TRANSFERS OF MONEY-ORDER FUNDS.

tioney-

4042

Sec. 1098. All payments and transfers to and from money-order fefsayof "'moi^y-order
offices shall be under the direction of the Postmaster-General, funds.
He may transfer money-order funds from one postmaster to an- ' ''
other, and from the postal revenue to the money-order funds, t] 1̂3®
and he may transfer money-order funds to creditors of the De- General
partrnent, to be replaced by equivalent transfers from the postal
revenues.

See sees. 1570 and 1574 as to penalty for embezzlement of, and
failure to properly remit, money-order funds.

309A—02 33
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Transfers by war-
rant from postal reve-
nues to money-order
account.

R. S., §4043.

Transfer of postal
lands to money-order
account.

and • when

-authority far.

Transfer of money-
order funds to postal
account.
•—authority for.

Transfer not to be
made at stations.

Record of transfers
of funds.
—postal to money-
order account.

—money - order to
postal account.

Sec. 1099. The Postmaster-General may transfer to the post-
master at any money-order office, by warrant on the Treasury,
countersigned by the Auditor for the Post-Oifice Department, and
payable out of the postal revenues, such sum as may be required
over and above the current revenues at his office to pay the
money orders drawn upon him.

NOTE.—See sees. 1103 to 1106 as to credits on New York: sees.
1116 and 1117 and note as to accounts of money-order funds with
assistant treasurers and depositories.

Sec. 1100. Postmasters at all money-order offices will
transfer to the money-order account such available
postal funds as in ay be needed for the payment of
orders, whenever the money-order funds on hand are
not sufficient. Every such transfer should be made
in complete dollars.

2. If, having1 duly transferred a certain sum, it is
found that a portion of the money will not be required
for money-order purposes, the residue should be de-
posited as money-order funds, the same as other sur-
plus money-order funds.

3. No permission from the Department other than
this regulation is necessary for making- transfers from
the postal to the money-order account.

Sec. 1101. Postmasters may transfer funds from the
money-order to the postal account to provide for pay-
ment of expenses on postal account, or for reimburse-
ment for sums transferred from postal account in
excess of the amount found due the Government in
closing up the postal account for a quarter.

2. Superintendents of stations are not to transfer
funds from either account to the other under any cir-
cumstances. In cases of emergency they are supplied
with funds from the main office for the payment of
money orders, as provided in section 1106.

Sec. 1102. In making a transfer of funds from the
postal to the money-order account, postmasters will
debit themselves therewith in the money-order cash
book, enter the transaction under its proper head in
the money-order statement following such transfer,
and make a corresponding credit entry in the general
postal account.

2. In the case of transfer from the money-order to
the postal account the amount must be entered on the
credit side of the money-order cash book, and a corre-
sponding entry made on the debit side of the general
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Entry of transfer,

how

postal account — the transfer to be noted in the money-
order statement, as provided in the preceding paragraph.

3. All entries pertaining- to a transfer must appeal'
1 & ,

only in the accounts for the quarter in which the trans-
fer is made. For example, if $100 is transferred from
the postal account on March 31, the debit entry must
appear in the statement rendered March 31, in the
cash-book record for March 31, and in the postal ac-
count for the first quarter.

4. A notification (Form 6024) should in all cases
be sent to the Auditor for the Post-Office Department
immediately after a transfer of funds from either
account.

See sec. 1098 as to authority for transfers of tunds from one ac- —entries
count to another; sec. 1100 as to disposal of balance of funds trans- made-
ferred from postal to money-order account, where not needed.

III. — MONEY-ORDER DRAFTS AND CREDITS ON
YORK.

Sec. 1103. Whenever it appears from the advices in Special money-order
the hands of a postmaster that he will probably be —when issued.
called upon to pay orders in excess of the amount of
his money-order and available postal funds (see sec.
1001), he should (if he has no credit on money-order
account with the postmaster at New York, N. Y.)
at once make application to the First Assistant Post-
master-General (Division of Money Orders), Form 6033
(or, lacking that form, by letter), for a special draft on
the postmaster at that office for the necessary amount.

2. The application for such special draft should not -application for.
be delayed until the orders are presented for payment.
Postmasters must provide funds in anticipation of the
presentation of orders the advices of which are in their
hands. Superintendents of stations in emergencies of
this kind will be governed by the provisions of section
1106. They are not authorized to transfer funds from
the postage to the money-order account, (See sec. 1001.)

3. If a postmaster is willing to advance from his m^rTtc0ePayordert
private funds the amount required to pay an order he
may do so. In that event the postmaster should cause
the order to be indorsed in his favor and hold it as his
personal property until he shall have received the
draft he has applied for or until he has procured
sufficient funds from the sale of orders to reimburse
himself. An order so paid must not be entered in the
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cash book, register, or statement as paid, nor should it
be stamped on the face as paid, until the debit side of
his account is sufficiently large to cover the amount.

Sec. 1104. Whenever the payments at any office con-
tinuously exceed the money-order receipts thereat, the
First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Money
Orders) will grant the postmaster at such an office a
credit, on money-order account, for a specific amount,
with the postmaster at New York, N. Y.

2. When at any office having a credit on New York
the funds arising from the business are insufficient to
pay the orders presented the postmaster will draw a
draft, against the amount placed to his credit, for such
a sum as may be necessary to meet the exigency, and no
more. The entire amount must not be drawn imme-
diately unless the whole of it is needed at once for the
payment of orders.

3. A postmaster having a credit account with the
postmaster at New York should exhaust both Ms
money-order funds and Ms available postal funds before
drawing against such credit, (See sees. 1001,1098, and
1099.)

4. The amount of a draft must be entered by the
postmaster to his debit in the cash book upon the day
it is drawn, and also in the money-order statement,
when rendered.

5. Where a credit on New York allowed to any office
is about to become exhausted the postmaster should
make timely application to the First Assistant Post-
master-General (Division of Money Orders) for a re-
newal thereof. (Form 6035.)

Sec. 1105. A book of blank drafts, consecutively num-
bered, will be supplied to each postmaster having a
credit on New York.

2. In the margin of a book of blank drafts must be
entered the amount of the credit allowed, and each draft
and the amount thereof must be noted in such margin,
so that the available balance will always be apparent.

3. Each draft will bear a coupon which the post-
master drawing the draft will fill in, date, and sign,
and which the postmaster at New York will transmit
to the First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of
Money Orders) when the draft is paid.

4. Postmasters must not draw drafts in manuscript
or upon any form other than the engraved one sup-
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not be
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plied by the Department. Drafts must invariably be
signed by the postmaster if he is present, or if it be
impossible for him to personally sign them they must
be signed in his name by the authorized clerk. (See
sec. 250.)

5. Where a postmaster is unable to negotiate a draft
in the vicinity of his office he will promptly notify the
First Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Money
Orders). If at the time a credit is applied for the
postmaster believes that he can not cash a draft in his
vicinity he should so state in his application.

6. Where a draft can not be negotiated by a post-
master, and notice is given as herein provided, the
postmaster at the nearest large office will be authorized
to negotiate such draft, and the amount thereof will be
returned in bank bills by registered mail to the post-
master from whom the draft is received.

Sec. 1106. Stations in need of funds for the payment ntsXiffi?
of money orders exceeding in amount the money- !
order funds on hand thereat are supplied differently.
Instead of making application to the First Assistant
Postmaster-General on Form 6033 for a draft, the
superintendent of the station, in an emergency of the
kind mentioned, forwards an application (Form 6034)
to the postmaster at the main office for the necessary
amount, and is supplied therewith by the postmaster
from money-order funds of the main office. For the
amount furnished on such application the superintend-
ent gives a receipt on Form P — Acknowledgment of Receipts.
Funds Received — and enters the same on the debit
side in the cashbook of the station and in the next
statement of money-order business transacted thereat.
Such acknowledgment is retained on file at the main
office, and credit for the amount named therein is taken
by the postmaster in the cashbook and in the sum-
mary of the next weekly statement of the office.

See Sec. 1101 as to Superintendents of stations being forbidden
to transfer from postal to money-order account.

IV. — TEMPORARY DEPOSITS OF MONEY -ORDER
FUNDS.

Sec. 1107. * * * Nothing herein contained shall be con- Deposits in national
strued to prohibit any postmaster depositing, under the direction ^ec^taify o^T
of the Postmaster-General, in a national bank designated by the R. s. §'4046.
Secretary of the Treasury for that purpose, to his own credit as
postmaster, any money-order or other funds in his charge, nor
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in remitting funds.

prevent his negotiating drafts or other evidences of debt through
such bank, or through United States disbursing officers, or other-
wise, when instructed or required to do so by the Postmaster-Gen-

Use of drafts, etc., eral, for the purpose of remitting surplus money-order funds from
one post-office to another, to be used in payment of money orders.
Disbursing officers of the United States shall issue, under regula-

lost tioiis to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, duplicates
of lost checks drawn by them, in favor of any postmaster on
account of money-order or other public funds received by them
from some other postmaster.

NOTE. — The first part of the above statute relates to the embez-
zlement of money-order funds, and is given as sec. 1571. See sec.
358 as to deposit of public funds in national banks, etc. ; sec. 1111
as to remittance of money-order funds by bank drafts, etc.

National banks designated by the Secretary of the Treasury to
receive deposits of money-order funds under the provisions of this
statute are distinct from regular Government depositories. De-
posits are made in such banks in the name of the postmaster, and
are maintained by the Department at various points and in such
amounts as may be necessary to meet the needs of the service,
such as the settlement of drafts, clearing-house balances, etc.
(See sees. 1098 and 1099.) Whenever a balance exceeds the
authorized reserve such excess is to be remitted to the depository
designated. Such deposits are different from those maintained
at post-offices as provided in sec. 1108 for the use of the particular
offices.

The provision relating to the issue of duplicates of lost checks
drawn by any disbursing officer, on account of money-order funds
received by them, is applicable where drafts are obtained by post-
masters from disbursing officers for use in making remittances.
(See sec. 1111.)

Temporary deposits gee. 1108. Postmasters may deposit the money-order
of money-order funds. ^ t . .
—how may be made, funds of their offices in a national bank, or may make

a special deposit thereof foi safe-keeping' in any other
bank, as provided in sections 358 and 359.

—at offices where 2. At offices where there is an assistant treasurer or
Government deposi-
tory may be made in national bank designated as a Government depository,
other national banks. ° . -, f T I

postmasters will deposit the money-order funds of
their offices in any other national bank if directed
to do so by the First Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Money Orders).

Regular remittances 3. Where postmasters maintain temporary deposits,
to be made. .f l £ i

regular remittances or surplus funds must be made as
provided in section 1110.

NOTE. — See preceding section, note, as to deposits in national
banks in name of postmasters maintained to meet needs of service.

V.— DEPOSIT OF SURPLUS FUNDS — EEMITTANCES — •
RESERVES.

General regulations
as to deposits. Sec. 1109. All regulations under Subdivision IV,

Preparation and dispatch
Title Two, will apply to

"Deposit of surplus funds
Y~ of remittances," chapter 8
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money-order funds, unless they specifically refer to
postal funds or are otherwise modified in this chapter.

See. 1110. All postmasters at money-order offices
must remit daily to the depository designated by special
instructions to each office (see sec. 1117) all surplus
money-order funds, unless the amount is less than $50,
in which case no remittance is required. (See sec. 1113.)

2. Remittances must consist of complete dollars only
and not include fractions of a dollar. Small coins may
be used in making' remittances, but should amount to
even dollars. Where drafts, checks, etc., are used in
making remittances the total of the remittance need not
necessarily be in even dollars.

3. Remittances must be prepared and dispatched
after the close of the money-order business for the day,
but this is not to be construed as limiting remittances
to that time. If, for example, the mails are regularly
dispatched from an office on Monday at 3 p. m., the
postmaster should prepare and transmit a remittance
at that hour, including therein the surplus which at
that time had accrued. The remittance next made,
on Tuesday at 3 p. m., will of course include the sum
which accrued between the hours of 3 p. m. Monday
and 3 p. m. Tuesday. Where, however, there is not
sufficient time to properly prepare a remittance (see
sec. 367), or it can not be sent by registered mail (see sec.
838), it must be dispatched by the first mail leaving the
office after the beginning of business on the following
day.

4. In some cases national banks are designated as
depositories for money-order funds. (See sec. 1117.)

5. Money-order funds are not always to be remitted
to the same depository as postal funds; this distinction
must be observed.

6. Whenever a postmaster is in doubt as to the proper
depository for money-order funds, application should
be made to the First Assistant Postmaster-Genera,!
(Division of Money Orders) for instructions.

7. Where surplus funds are not remitted in accord-
ance with the regulations, credit will not be allowed for
the amount thereof in case of loss. (See sec. 204.)

See sec. 367, as to preparation and dispatch of remittances; sec.
1113, as to what surplus money-order funds consist of; sec. 1114 as
to reserves; sec. 1575 as to penalty for failure to remit or pay over
money-order funds as instructed.
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Deposit of money-
order funds.

Remittances not to
include fractions of a
dollar.

—may be in national
banks, when.

—not always at the
same place as postal
funds.

Instructions as to
depository, when in
doubt.

Losses in transit.
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R e m i t t a n c e s by
drafts, checks, etc.

—of national banks.

-of other banks.

—of private parties.

Sec. 1111. Remittances of surplus money-order funds
may be made by means of drafts drawn by a national
bank upon a national bank of the city where the post-
office designated as the depository is located, or by
means of drafts drawn by a national, State, or private
bank, upon a State bank or private banking institution
of that city, or by a State or private bank upon a
national bank there located.

2. Where it is not practicable to use drafts such as
are described in the foregoing paragraph, and post-
masters are able to procure the checks of a reliable
firm or individual, to be used for a like purpose, the
use of such checks may be authorized, provided the
postmaster and the sureties on his bond shall enter
into a special agreement (Form 6848b) whereby they
obligate themselves to be responsible for the payment
of any check so used for the purpose named.

3. Postmasters who desire to remit by means of
dmfknational bank drafts other than those of national lanlcs drawn upon

national banks, or by checks of firms or individuals,
however, must apply to the First Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Money Orders) for special per-
mission and instructions.

Application for au-
thority to use other

Note. NOTE.—See sec. 1107 as to statute (E. S., § 4046) under which
drafts other than those of national banks may be used in making
remittances of money-order funds; such drafts can nol be used to
remit postal funds. See sec. 1120 as to treatment at depository
offices of unauthorized drafts.

Credit for remit-
tances before certifi-
cate is obtained pro- poo]-,
hibited. cdsii

Entry of amounts for
which no certificate
has been received.

Surplus funds.
—how ascertained at
offices not allowed a
reserve.

Sec. 1112. Postmasters must not take credit in their
>ks or in their statements for the amount of

any remittance until a certificate of deposit is received
therefor from the depository to which it was sent.

2. The amount of each remittance for which no cer-
tificate has been received must appear in the cash book
and in the statement as a part of the '' cash balance on
hand," exactly as though no remittance liad been made;
but it should be entered with its proper date in the blank
space provided for such entries at the bottom of the
statement.

Sec. 1113. At offices where a reserve is not author-
ized the amount of "surplus funds" on hand at a given
time is to be ascertained by deducting from the amount
of the balance any amounts previously remitted, for
which certificates of deposit have not been received,

;
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and the amounts of repaid orders awaiting return of
corresponding advices. For example:
If the balance at the close of business be $178. 32
And of this amount a remittance, say of $73.00, had been

made, for which a certificate had not been received, the
amount of this remittance is to be reckoned as in transit
and deducted....................................... 73. 00
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advices,
amount of,

may be retained.

The surplus is, therefore, the difference between the
balance and the aggregate of the remittances in
transit 105.32

Hence the amount to be remitted is the even dollars 105. 00
Or if a reserve is allowed, say of $50.00, the amount of

such reserve is to be deducted 50.00

And the sum to be deposited is 55. 00

No remittance of less than $50 need be made.
Sec. 1114. At such offices as it may be deemed neces- Allowance''and use

sary by the First Assistant Postmaster-General, on of-
account of the fluctuating character of the business, to
keep on hand a sum of money to insure the prompt
payment of money orders on presentation, he may allow
a "reserve," the amount thereof to be determined by
him.

2. Postmasters to whom a " reserve" is allowed may WhereaM

retain from deposit the amount thereof, and no more.
3. From the amount of funds on hand at the close of dcStaedmids> h°w

business each day the postmaster may deduct the amount
of the "reserve" allowed his office; the remainder
will be the amount of surplus funds; every dollar of
which must be remitted to the designated depository.
(See sec. 1110.) No remittance, however, need be made
for any sum less than $50, as provided in the preceding
section.

Sec. 1115. Where a reserve is authorized it is not J(eA S'V'6^*
obligatory upon postmasters to retain all or any portion neecssary-
of such reserve. The authorization simply permits the
sum named therein to be retained, if it be necessary
in order to provide for the payment of orders. If the
entire amount of the reserve be not needed, no part
thereof need be retained; if a portion be needed, such
portion only is to be retained. Postmasters must exer-
cise good judgment in this matter, and act accordingly.

VI.—DEPOSITARIES AND DEPOSITORY OFFICES
MONEY-ORDER FUNDS.

FOR

Sec. 1116. * * And it shall be the duty of the assistant Deposit of money.order funds with as-
treasurer of the United States to open, at the request of the Distant treasurers,
Postmaster-General, an account of '' money-order funds'' deposited ' ' §
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General regulations
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of deposits.

—form of.

—duplicate of, how
and when issued.
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by postmasters to the credit of the Postmaster-General, and of drafts
against the amount so deposited, drawn by him and countersigned
by the Auditor for the Post-Office Department.

NOTE.—Money-order funds are not part of the postal revenues,
and such funds, when deposited with assistant treasurers, may be
paid out or transferred upon the draft of the Postmaster-General.
(See sec. 1098; see sec. 1094for first part of above statute.)

See, 1117. Depositories for money-order funds will
be designated by special instructions from the First
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Money Or-
ders). (See sec. 117.)

NOTE.—Assistant treasurers, national banks designated as Gov-
ernment depositories, and postmasters at certain offices are depos-
itories of money-order funds. Such funds are generally collected
in the various depository post-offices, and are thence transmitted
to larger depository offices. After passing through various depos-
itory offices all surplus money-order funds finally reach the
post-offices at Chicago and New York, where they are deposited
with the assistant treasurers at those places to meet the needs of
the service. (See sec. 1116.) As a rule, the funds deposited with
the assistant treasurer at Chicago are not drawn upon, but after
reaching a certain amount are transferred to the assistant treas-
urer at New York. Money-order funds deposited by postmasters
directly with assistant treasurers and Government depositories are
transferred by means of checks drawn by the Treasurer of the
United States to the order of the postmaster at New York or Chi-
cago. (See sec. 1116.) Money-order funds are never covered into
the Treasury, but are held in post-offices and by the assistant treas-
urers at New York and Chicago for the payment of money orders.
The fees for the issue of money orders are used for the expenses
of the service, and the balance is deposited in the Treasury as the
"net proceeds of the money-order business," which forms a
part of the postal revenues. (See sees. 11.3 and 11.4.) The amount of
unpaid money orders more than one year old may be deposited in
the Treasury under the direction of the Postmaster-General, and
the amount of such deposit constitutes an appropriation for the
payment of unpaid money orders more than one year old. (See
sec. 1132.)

See. 1118. All regulations under Subdivision III,
"Treatment of depositaries," in chapter 7, Title One,
will apply to depositories of money-order funds, unless
they specifically refer to postal funds or are other-
wise modified in this chapter.

See. 1119. Postmasters at depository offices for
money-order funds must enter every deposit of money-
order funds in the proper account and on a "Memo-
randum of remittances received on money-order ac-
count" (Form 6025), which will be forwarded daily to
the Auditor for the Post-Office Department.

2. A certificate of deposit will be issued for every
deposit and sent to the postmaster making- such deposit.

3. The certificates of deposit for money-order funds
(Form Ol) will be numbered consecutively. A special
form (O) will be provided, to be used wdien the original
has been spoiled in process of issue, when the remit-

I
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ji

Unauthorized checks
used in remittances.

ting postmaster fails to receive the original, when a
post-office inspector requires a certificate of deposit
to cover a collection, or when the supply of regular
blank certificates becomes exhausted, in which case the
consecutive number will be continued and written on
the forms, and when the regular certificates are received,
those corresponding in number with the special forms
issued must be destroyed.

See sec. 124 as to certificates of deposit for postal funds.

See, 1120. Where a remittance contains any checks
or drafts other than those of national banks, the receiv-
ing postmaster will issue a certificate of deposit upon
collection of the same, but, unless previously author-
ized to accept them, will report the facts to the First ~rcport of-
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Money
Orders).

See sec. 1111 as to money-order remittances by drafts other
than those of national banks, and sec. 369 as to remittances by
drafts of deposits of postal funds.

Sec. 1121. All money-order funds received at de-
pository post-offices will be treated as money-order ^®dgsaine as rcs»lar

funds accruing at such office, and should be used
whenever necessary for the payment of money orders
drawn on such offices.

2. Postmasters at depository offices will remit all
surplus funds accruing at their offices and received from
other postmasters, such surplus to be ascertained in
the usual manner as provided in sections 1113 and 1114.

VII.—MONEY-ORDER BECOBDS, ACCOUNTS, AND
STATEMENTS.

Deposits of money-
order funds to be nsei5

Remittances by de-
pository postmasters.

Sec. 1122. The following records must be kept at
the smaller money-order offices, at which the "filing
system" is not authorized:

a. A register of orders issued, in which must be
recorded daily the particulars of all orders issued.

1). A register of advices received, in which the par-
ticulars of every advice are to be entered upon receipt,
and in which the date of payment of the corresponding-
order must be recorded.

c. A cash book, showing the debit and credit trans-
actions of each day.

2. These books, which contain explicit printed in- —;
structions, should furnish a complete record of the

Record books.
—at smaller offices.

Cash book.

e recofMnish com"
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Daily adjustments of
accounts.

All business of day
to be entered.

business of the post-office. The registers, being the
property of the Department, must be retained on file
in the post-office as permanent records.

NOTE.'—Special instructions will be issued to such offices as are
authorized by order of the First Assistant Postmaster-General to
use the "filing system."

Sec. 1123. The money-order accounts must be kept
separately from all other accounts, and must be ad-
justed at the close of each day's business in order that
the balance of funds on hand may be accurately ascer-
tained.

2. Postmasters must wait until they are positive that
all business for the day has been transacted before they
close the account or change the date in M. O. B. stamp.
(See sec. 995.) Should it become necessary to issue or
to pay an order after the account of the day has been
closed, such account must be reopened and made to
include the transaction.

M o n e y - o r d e r ac- gec. 1124. It shall be the duty of postmasters at post-officescounts. . J * x
K. s.,§ 4044. authorized to issue money orders to render to the Auditor for the

§ 8,U2 Supplies. '" 'Post-Office Department monthly, semimonthly, weekly, semi-
weekly, or daily accounts of all money orders issued and paid, of
all fees received for issuing them, of all transfers and payments
made from money-order funds, and of all money received to be
used for the payment of money orders or on account of money-
order business.

NOTE.—Money-order accounts are known as "money-order
statements.''

Note.

Money-order
inents.
—how numbered

—to be sent to Audi-
tor.

—semimonthly

—monthly.

state- geCi H25. The statements for offices which are di-
rected to render monthly statements will be numbered
consecutively according to the month rendered, for
example:—No. 1, January; 2, February; 6, June; 9,
September, etc. On January 1 of each year the post-
masters at all other money-order offices will be fur-
nished with a '' schedule of rates and numbers of state-
ments " to be rendered during such calendar year. These
schedules will not be alike for all such offices, but will
be arranged to meet the special requirements of the
service.

2. Money-order statements will be sent to the Audi-
tor for the Post-Office Department.

3. Statements will be rendered ^uee^dy at all offices
of the first and second classes, and at offices of the
third class authorized to issue and to pay international
orders; semimonthly at offices of the third class where
international business is not transacted, and monthly

j
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at all offices of the fourth class authorized to trans-
act money-order business, whether domestic only or
domestic and international.

4. Weekly statements of the business transacted at -^stations, how ren-
the international money-order stations, and monthly
statements of the business at stations where the issue
and payment of domestic orders only is authorized, will
be rendered. Statements from stations must be for-
warded, not directly to the Auditor, as from other
offices, but to the main offices, there to be examined by
the postmaster, and after such examination transmitted
by him to the Auditor for the Post-Office Department.

Sec. 1126. Postmasters required to render weekly
statements will be careful to enter therein neither more business'
nor less than the transactions of one week, and the week
will commence on Monday and end on Saturday. But
at the expiration of each quarter of the year, viz, 31st ats<?ioseof qmrter
of March, 30th of June, 30th of September, and 31st of -*>w rendered. '
December, should either of these days not fall on Sat-
urday or Sunday, a statement must be made up and
forwarded of the business transacted from the last Sat-
urdajr but one in the month up to the close of the last
day of that month and quarter. The next succeeding1

statement must embrace all the business transacted on
and after the first day of the first month of the next
quarter up to the close of the second Saturday of said
month.

Sec. 1127. It shall be the duty of the postmasters to attach to OTiS2<to be^atSed
their accounts rendered to the Auditor for the Post-Office Depart- to accounts,
merit the letters of advice, or if lost evidence of that fact, recalled 1394''jln03^ Ch 21
from the post-office to which originally sent for all repayments of § 6, 2 Supp., 168.
domestic money orders provided for in this section and in section
four thousand and thirty-eight of the Eevised Statutes of the
United States.

NOTE.—The above section is an amendment to E. S., § 4039,
given as sec. 1021, relating to repayment of money orders; R. S., §
4038, given as part of sec. 992, refers to issue of new orders in case
change or modification is desired by purchaser. See sec. 1021 as
to recall of advices in cases of repayment.

Note.

not Vouchers to .accom-
pany statements.Sec. 1128. The paid orders, together with the

issued" (spoiled) forms and the repaid orders, with
their corresponding advices, must invariably accom-
pany the statement in which they are entered. The
statement will not be considered complete without
them.

Sec. 1129. Every postmaster at a domestic office ady™e""n hLd'tol
must in making up his statements enter therein the notcd In statcm"»ts.
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amount of unpaid advices in his hands. In case no
unpaid advices are on hand at the close of the period
covered, by the statement, the fact should be noted
therein by writing the words "no unpaid advices on
hand" in the space reserved at the foot of the state-
ment for that purpose,

NOTE.—This section does not apply to an international office.

See. 1130. If no business has been transacted during
the period for which a postmaster is required to for-
ward a statement, he will send forward the usual state-
ment form weekly, semimonthly, or monthly, as the
case may be, giving the last "balance^ and bearing
the words "No business" written across the face of the
blank.

2. The cash balance, however small, remaining on
hand at the close of the period covered by the pre-
ceding statement must be brought forward and ac-
counted for in the usual way, and from week to week,
fortnight to fortnight, or month to month, as the case
may be.

Sec. 1131. Postmasters at third and fourth class
post-offices will take credit in their cash books and in
the summary of each statement rendered by them for
the amount of commissions which have become due f or
the orders issued during the period covered by the
same statement. The amount of commission due is to
be ascertained by multiplying 3 cents by the number
of orders actually issued within that period.

2. No entry is to appear in the money-order accounts
of payments made for clerk hire, notwithstanding the
time of certain employees may have been wholly occu-
pied in that branch. Such entries are to appear in the
postal accounts alone.

See sec. 967 as to commissions for money-order business;
sec. 286 as to clerk hire at money-order offices of first and second
classes.

Sec. 1132. * * * It shall be the duty of postmasters at all
money-order offices to render to the Auditor for the Post-Office
Department a monthly statement * * ~x~ of all domestic money
orders payable at their respective offices, as evidenced by advice,
remaining unpaid for one year from the last day of the month of
issue, such statement to be accompanied by the advice, * * *
and the amount of money represented by the Auditor's statement
and by the monthly statements of the postmasters, as certified to
the Postmaster-General by the Auditor, shall be turned into the
Treasury by the Postmaster-General for account of the Post-
Office Department to be used as current revenues.
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2. The statement of advices of unpaid orders more
than one year old will be made out promptly at the
close of each month, on Form 6686.

NOTE.—The omitted portion of the statute shown by stars Note.
was merely temporary, and is therefore omitted. The first para-
graph of sec. 4 of the act of January 27,1894, relative to the pay-
ment of orders more than one year old, is given as sec. 1035. See
sec. 1019 as to unclaimed orders.
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bee 1183. The Secretary of the Treasury and the Postmaster- Destruct ion of
^ i i -n L I T . T • T, xi money-order s t . i t e -Geiieral shall cause to be destroyed in such manner as they may meats and paid orders.
deem best all money-order statements rendered by postmasters ,. 4894g^]y ^ge^iggy'
and all paid Money Orders and paid Postal Notes accompanying Mar. 3,ch, 385,2 Supp.i
the same, now filed in the office of the Auditor for the Post-Office
Department, or which may hereafter be filed therein, after seven
years shall have elapsed from the expiration of the period covered
by such statements.

NOTE.—Postal notes are no longer issued. (Bee sec. 1037.) Note.
See sec. 1035 as to payment of orders more than one year old

after the lapse of seven, years from the date of issue, and note.

VIII.—CHANGE or POSTMASTERS AT
OFFICES. '

See. 1134. When the postmaster at a money-order outgoing- postmas
office turns the office over to his successor he must de — must deliver mone
v j .n i 11 i, 11 i £ i j-i order funds in cash.liver to the Latter in cash all money-order lunds then
due to the United States, where there is not a sufficient
amount on hand to require a remittance and take a
receipt therefor on Form 6994, which must be for- —receipt for a
warded to the Auditor for the Post-Office Department
with his final statement, and a credit for a like amount casl1

should be entered in the cash book.
2. An outgoing postmaster must transmit to the Au-

ditor the final statement of business transacted since
the date of his last completed statement up to and in-
cluding the clay of his retirement from the office, even
if the period embraced is only a fractional part of a
week, fortnight, or month. A statement for such frac-
tional period should be given a fractional number. For
example, the final statement rendered by a retiring
postmaster at a fourth-class office for the first ten days
of February should be numbered 1 -̂ instead of 2, the
number to be borne by the first statement of the incom-
ing postmaster, which will be for the remainder of the
month.

3, In the summary of the final statement the out-
going postmaster must take credit for the amount of

credit in final state-
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funds actually turned over to his successor in cash,
after the following form:

"By cash turned over to my successor, John Doe, per his receipt
herewith, $ ."

Receipt for surplus 4, Where an outgoing- postmaster has made a remit-
funds sent to depos- « » r
itmv- tance of surplus funds to his depository for which he

has not received a certificate of deposit on the day of
his retirement, his successor must not receipt for the
amount of such remittance, nor make any entry thereof
in his accounts. The outgoing postmaster must, in
such case, dela}7" forwarding his final statement until he
shall have received the certificate, and take credit for
the amount thereof in that statement, thus closing the
account.

5. A postmaster must, upon his retirement from of-
fice, deliver to his successor all record books covering
the entire period subsequent to the establishment of
money-order business at the office, forms, blanks, dat-
ing stamps, circulars, and instructions which have been
received from the Department, and all advices on hand
of money orders drawn upon the office—paid or un-
paid. For the forms and record books a receipt (Form
6993) is required, and such receipt must show the first
and last numbers of the forms so delivered.

Sec. 1135. Upon taking charge of a money-order
office the incoming postmaster must debit himself in
the cash book and in his first statement with the

cash received from amount of funds received in cash from his predecessor
after the following form:

'' To cash received from my predecessor, Richard Roe, per my
receipt to him, $ ."

2. If the outgoing postmaster has been furnished
with a general credit on the postmaster at New York
on money-order account (see sec. 1104) the new post-
master must apply at once by letter to the First
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Money
Orders) for a transfer to himself of the unexpended
balance of such credit, or, if there be no balance, for
a renewal in his favor.

3. Where the outgoing postmaster fails to comply
with the provisions of the preceding section such fact
shall be reported to the First Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Money Orders).

Incoming postmas
ters.

predecessor

General credit on
New York.

Failure of outgoing1
postmaster to comply
witli instructions.
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TRANSPORTATION OE THE MAILS.

CHAPTER 1.

GOVERNMENT MONOPOLY OE MAIL TRANSPORTA-
TION.

I. —PRIVATE EXPKESS—EXCEPTIONS.

Sec. 1136. No person shall establish any private express for the
conveyance of letters or packets, or in any manner cause or pro-
vide for the conveyance of the same by regular trips or at stated
periods, over any post route which is or may be established by
law, or from any city, town, or place to any other city, town, or
place between which the mail is regularly carried; and every person
so offending, or aiding or assisting therein, shall for each offense
be liable to a penalty of one hundred and fifty dollars.

2. Nothing contained in (this) section * * * shall be con-
strued as prohibiting any person from receiving and delivering to
the nearest post-office or postal car mail matter properly stamped.

NOTS.—The Congress, under authority of the Constitution (sec. 1)
has vested in the Post-Office Department an absolute monopoly of
the transportation of letters and packets by regular trips or at
stated periods over all post routes. The above proviso and sec-
tions make certain exceptions to the general statute. The term
"packet," as used in this and following statutes, means a packet
of letters; therefore the Government monopoly does not extend to
all matter admitted to the mails, but only to letters. Letter-carrier
routes are post routes. (Sec. 1153.) See sees. 1622 and 1623 as to
penalty for obstruction and detention of mails; sec. 1621 as to
penalty for use of sign " U. S, Mail," etc.; sec. 194 as to recovery
of penalties.

Sec. 1137. Nothing herein (meaning the Eevised Statutes) con-
tained shall be construed to prohibit the conveyance or transmis-
sion of letters or packets by private hands without compensation,
or by special messenger employed for the particular occasion only.

Sec. 1138. All letters inclosed in stamped envelopes, if the post-
age stamp is of a denomination sufficient to cover the postage that
would be chargeable thereon if the same were sent by mail, may
be sent, conveyed, and delivered otherwise than by mail, provided
such envelope shall be duly directed and properly sealed, so that
the letter can not be taken therefrom without defacing the envel-
ope, and the date of the letter or of the transmissio.n or receipt
thereof shall be written or stamped upon the envelope. But the
Postmaster-General may suspend the operation of this section

Conveyance of mail
matter by private ex-
press forbidden.

K, S., § 3982.

Penalty.

Exception.
1879, Mar. 3, ch. 180,

1 Supp., 245.

Note.
Government mo-

nopoly of transporta-
tion of letters.

Definition of "pack-
et."

309A—02- -34

Transmission of let-
ters without compen-
sation or on special
occasions.

R. S,, § 3992.

When letters maybe
carried out of the
mail.

R. S., § 3993.
—in stamped envel-
opes.

Suspension of this
section.

529
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upon any mail route where the public interest may require such
suspension.

NOTE.—"Stamped envelopes" means Government stamped
envelopes. (See sec. 136.)

1139. The owner of every stagecoach, railway car, steam-Transportation of
persons unlawfully
conveying mail for- boat, or other vehicle or vessel, which shall, with the knowledge
bidden. '

R, S,, § 3983.

Transmission of let-
ters by private ex-
press forbidden.

K.S.J 3984.

Penalty.

of any owner, in whole or in part, or with the knowledge or con-
nivance of the driver, conductor, master, or other person having
charge of the same, convey any person acting or employed as a
private express for the conveyance of letters or packets, and
actually in possession of the same for the purpose of conveying
them, contrary to the spirit, true intent, and meaning of this
Title (meaning Revised Statutes, Title XLVI, "The Postal Serv-
ice "), shall, for every such offense, be liable to a penalty of one
hundred and fifty dollars.

See sec. 194 as to recovery of penalties.
Sec, 1140, No person shall transmit by private express or other

unlawful means, or deliver to any agent of such unlawful express,
or deposit, or cause to be deposited, at any appointed place, for
the purpose of-being transmitted, any letter or packet; and for
every such offense the party offending shall be liable to a penalty
of fifty dollars.

See sec. 194 as to recovery of penalties.

II.—CARRYING OF LETTERS OUTSIDE OF MAIL BY COM-
MON CARRIERS, VESSELS, MAIL CARRIERS, ETC.—•
EXCEPTIONS.

Sec. 1141. No stagecoach, railway car, steamboat, or other
vehicle or vessel which regularly performs trips at stated periods
on any post route, or from any city, town, or place to any other
city, town, or place between which the mail is regularly carried,
shall carry, otherwise than in. the mail, any letters or packets,
except such as relate to some part of the cargo of such steamboat
or other vessel, or to some article carried at the same time by the
same stagecoach, railway car, or other vehicle, except as provided
in section three thousand nine hundred and ninety-three (sec.
1138); and for every such offense the owner of the stagecoach, rail-
way car, steamboat, or other vehicle or vessel shall be liable to a
penalty of one hundred dollars; and the driver, conductor, master,
or other person having charge thereof, and not at the time owner
of the whole or any part thereof, shall for every such offense be
liable to a penalty of fifty dollars.

See sec. 1138 as to transportation outside of mail of letters in-
closed in stamped envelopes; sec. 1246, as to ship letters; sec. 194
as to recovery of penalties.

Letters which may gee. 1142. A railroad or steamboat company or other
J>e earned by com- L J

man carrlers outsWe common carrier may carry letters written and sent by
its officers and agents which relate to its business only,
without inclosing the same in stamped envelopes. Such
letters may be to other of such carriers' officers and

Illegal carrying of
letters outside of mail.

U.S., I 3985.

Penalty on owner.

Penalty on driver.
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agents, to those of connecting' lines, or to anyone else,
so long as no other carrier intervenes.

2. Letters of a company or carrier addressed to offi-
cers or agents of a connecting line on business relating to
such company or carrier and delivered to an agent of
the latter at the point of connection may be carried, and
such carriage continued by the connecting company or
carrier.

3. Letters written by a railroad company and
addressed to the manager of an eating house operated
by such company, or written by him and addressed to
the company, may be carried.

4. No company or earner, or any officer or employee
thereof, may carry letters which are neither written
by the company or carrier, nor addressed to it. The
fact that letters relate to through business over the
lines of all companies or carriers transporting the same
does not warrant a company in carrying such letters
from one of its connecting lines to another.

Sec. 1148. Any person concerned in carrying the mail, who
shall collect, receive, or carry any letter or packet, or cause or
procure the same to be done, contrary to law, shall, for every such
offense, be punishable by a line of not more than fifty dollars.

Sec. 1144. Contractors or mail carriers may convey, out of the
mail, newspapers for sale or distribution to subscribers.

NOTE.—Postage on such newspapers when placed in post-office
must be paid by stamps affixed at the transient second-class rate.
(See sec. 455.) The United States only assumes a monopoly of
the transportation of letters and packets. (See sec. 1136.)

See sees. 1562 to 1566 as to prosecutions for offenses.

Sec, 1145. Every * * railway postal clerk or other carrier of
the mail shall receive any mail matter presented to him, if properly
prepaid by stamps, and deliver the same for mailing at the next
post-office at which he arrives, but no fees shall be allowed him
therefor. \l postal cars and mail apartments in cars and steam-

boats are post-offices for the distribution of mail in. transit, and
mail matter placed therein is deposited in a post-office. The term
"route agent" omitted from, above section is obsolete.

See sec. 1486 as to acceptance of mail from public by railway
postal clerks.

Sec, 1146. No vessel arriving within any port or collection-dis-
trict of the United States shall be allowed to make entry or break
bulk until all letters on board are delivered, at the nearest post-
office, and the master thereof has signed and sworn to the follow-
ing declaration, before the collector or other proper customs
officer:

"I, A B, master of the •, arriving from. • —, and now
lying in the port of , do solemnly swear (or affirm) that
I have, to the best of my knowledge and belief, delivered, at
the post-office at , every letter, and every bag, packet or,

—f or connect ! ng
lines.

-for eating houses.

Letters which, can
not be carried.

Illegal carrying of
mail by carriers and
others.

R. 8., §3981.
Penalty.

Newspapers may be
e u r r i e d out of tlie
mall.

Carriers to receive
and deposit properly
prepaid matter pre-
sented to them.

R, 8., §3980.

Vessels not to make
entry until letters are
d e l i v e r e d at post-
office.

U.S.,§8983.

Oath.
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Penalty for break-
ing bulk before de-
livery.

Carrying letters out
of the mail on hoard
vessels.

R. S.,§3986.

Penalty.

Postmasters and of-
fleers to report viola-
tions.

Officers of Post -
Office Department may
be specially author-
ized to make searches.

R. S., § 4026.

—of any ear or ve-
hicle.

—of store or building.

Agents of Depart-
ment and customs col-
lectors authorized to
search vessels a n d
make seizures.

K.S.,§3989.

POSTAL LAWS AND EEGULATIOISTS.

parcel of letters, which were on board the said vessel during her
last voyage, or which were in my possession or under my power
or control."

And any master who shall break bulk before he has delivered
such letters shall be liable to a penalty of not more than one hun-
dred dollars, recoverable, one half to the officer making the
seizure, and the other to the use of the United States.

See sec. 1246 as to delivery at post-office of letters by master of
vessel and payment therefor; sec. 1309 as to penalty for foreign
vessels not delivering letters at post-office on arrival, etc.; sec. 537
as to retaliatory postage on letters carried to or from U. S. on for-
eign vessels; sec, 423 as to postage on ship letters.

Sec. 1147. No person shall carry any letter or packet on board
any vessel which carries the mail otherwise than in such mail,
except as provided in section three thousand nine hundred and
ninety-three (sec. 1138); and for every such offense the party
offending shall be liable to a penalty of fifty dollars.

See sec. 194 as to recovery of penalties.

III.—SEARCHES FOR AND SEIZURE OP LETTERS
UNLAWFULLY CARRIED.

See. 1148. Whenever a postmaster, or other officer
of the postal service, receives information or has good
reason to believe that letters are illegally brought to
or sent from any city, town, landing,, station, or place,
whether by steamboat, railroad, private carrier for
hire, or any other mode of conveyance, or in any way
in violation of law, he will give immediate notice of
such violation of law to the Postmaster-General, with
all the facts concerning it in his possession.

Sec. 1149. The Postmaster-General may, by a letter of author-
ization under his hand, to be filed among the records of his
Department, empower any special agent or other officer of the
Post-Office Establishment to make searches for mailable matter
transported in violation of law; and the agent or-officer so author-
ized may open and search any car or vehicle passing, or having
lately before passed, from any place at which there is a post-office
of the United States to any other such place, or any box, pack-
age, or packet, being, or having lately before been, in such car or
vehicle, or any store or house, other than a dwelling house, used
or occupied by any common carrier or transportation company,
in which such box, package, or packet may be contained, when-
ever such agent or officer has reason to believe that mailable
matter, transported contrary to law, may therein be found.

Sec. 1150. Any special agent of the Post-Office Department,
when instructed by the Postmaster-General to make examinations
and seizures, and the collector or other customs officer of any
port, without special instructions, shall carefully search all vessels
for letters which may be on board or which have been conveyed
contrary to law.
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Sec. 1151. Any special agent of the Post-Office Department,
collector or other customs officer, or United States marshal or his
deputy, may at all times seize all letters and bags, packets, or par-
cels containing letters which are being carried contrary to law on
board any vessel or on any post route, and convey the same to the
nearest post-office, or may, by the direction, of the Postmaster-
General or Secretary of the Treasury, detain them until two months
after the final determination of all suits and proceedings which
may, at any time within six months after sxich seizure, be brought
against any person for sending or carrying such letters.

See. 1152. Every package or parcel seized by any special agent
of the Post-Office Department, collector, or other customs officer,
or United States marshal or his deputies, in which any letter is
unlawfully concealed, shall be forfeited to the United States, and
the same proceedings may be had to enforce the forfeiture as are
authorized in respect to goods, wares, and merchandise forfeited
for violation of the revenue laws; and all laws for the benefit and
protection of customs officers making seizures for violating reve-
nue laws shall apply to officers making seizures for violating the
postal laws.

See sec. 60 as to return, to sender of letters or other matter
seized or detained for violation of law. (See sec. 194.)

CHAPTER 2.

POST-ROADS AND ESTABLISHMENT OF MAIL
SERVICE.

I. —POST-ROADS.

Agents of Depart-
ment or collectors may
seize or detain letters,
etc., Illegally carried.

R.S.,§3990.

Period of detention.

Seized packages un-
lawfully containing
letters to be forfeited
to tiie United States.

E. S., § 3991.

Proceedings to en-
force forfeiture.

Post-roads.
E.S., §8964.

—waters of United
States.

-railroads.

-canals.

-plank roads,
•roads to court-

Sec. 1153. The following are established post-roads:
All the waters of the United States, during the time the mail is

carried thereon.
All railroads or parts of railroads which are now or hereafter

may be in operation.
All canals, during the time the mail is carried thereon.
All plank-roads, during the time the mail is carried thereon.
The road on which the mail is carried to supply any court-house

which may be without a mail, and the road on which the mail is OUbes'
carried under contract made by the Postmaster-General for ex-
tending the line of posts to supply mails to post-offices not on any
established rotite, during the time such mail is carried thereon.

All letter-carrier routes .established in any city or town for the —letter-carrier routes,
collection and delivery of mail matters.

2. All public roads and highways while kept up and maintained—Public roads and
as such are hereby declared to be post-routes. issl, Mar. i, ch. 9, i

NOTE.—Prior to the act of March 1, 1884, all post-roads were ^p'!'
established by specific acts of Congress; but inasmuch as all public
roads and highways, while kept up and maintained as such, are now
post-routes, this is no longernecessary. R. S., § 3972, authorizing
the Postmaster-General, where there is more than one road between
places designated by law for a post-road, to designate which shall
be the post-road, is obsolete in view of the act of March 1,1884.

Post-roads.



Change of terminus
of post-roads.

R. S., § 3973.

Note,

Postmaster-General
to provide for carrying
mail on post-roads.

R.S.,§3965.

County seats to be
supplied with mail.

K:S., §3966.

Contracts for trans-
portation of mail to
and from post-offices.

E.S., §3975.

Transportation of
d o m e s t i c mails
through foreign coun-
tries.

R. S., § 4008.

Sec. 1154. The Postmaster-General may change the terminus of
post-roads connecting with or intersecting railways when the serv-
ice can. be thereby improved.

NOTE.—Inasmuch as all public roads while kept up and main-
tained as such are post-routes, any change in the terminus of a
mail route by the Postmaster-General does not divest the aban-
doned road of the character of a post-route.

II.—ESTABLISHMENT ov MAIL SERVICE.

Sec. 1155. The Postmaster-General shall provide for carrying
the mail on all post-roads established by law, as often as he, having
due regard to productiveness and. other circumstances, may think
proper.

NOTE.—As under the act of March 1, 1884 (sec. 1153), all public
roads while kept up and maintained as such are now post-roads,
the statute must be read in the light of this fact. The statutes
under this chapter authorizing contracts for mail service apply to
the various classes of transportation, which see. See chap. 3, this
Title, as to transportation on railroads; chap. 4 as to electric-car
service; chap. 5 as to mail-messenger service; chap. 6 as to inde-
pendent contract wagon service; chap. 7 as to steamship, steam-
boat, and star routes; chap. 8 as to foreign mail service.

See, 1156, The Postmaster-General shall cause a mail to be car-
ried from the nearest post-office on any established post-road to
the court-house of any county in the United States which is with-
out a mail.

Sec. 1157. The Postmaster-General may, when he deems it
advisable, contract for the transportation of the mails to and from
any post-office. * * *

NOTE.—The latter portion of this section provided that where
service "is performed over a route not established by law,'' the
Postmaster-General '' shall report the same to Congress, * * *
and such service shall cease at the end of (its) next session
* * * unless such route is established as a post-route," is
obsolete in view of the fact that all public roads while kept up
and maintained as such are now post-roads (see sec. 1153). See
sec. 1237 as to carrying the mail on plank roads; sec. 1238 on
canals; sec. 1239 as to extending line of posts.

Sec. 1158. The Postmaster-General, after advertising for pro-
posals, may enter into contracts or make suitable arrangements for
transporting the mail through any foreign country, between any
two points in the United States, and such transportation shall be by
the speediest, safest, and most economical route; and all contracts
therefor may be revoked whenever any new road or canal shall be
opened affording a speedier, more economical, and equally safe
transportation between the same points; but in case of the revo-
cation of any such contract, a fair indemnity shall be awarded to
the contractor.

When the amount of mail matter to be carried on
any mail route is so great as to seriously retard the progress or
endanger the security of the letter mail, or materially increase the
cost of carriage at the ordinary rate of speed, the Postmaster-

—when letters may be General may provide for the separate carriage of the letter mailcarried separately. -1 \£ ..., , , , „ . ,
at the usual rate of speed; but the other mail matter shall not be

1
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delayed any more than is absolutely necessary, having due regard
to the cost of expedition and the means at his disposal for effecting
the same.

See. 1160. Whenever, in the opinion of the Postmaster-General,
the postal service can not be safely continued, the revenues col-
lected, or the laws maintained on any post-road, he may discon-
tinue the service on such road or any part thereof until the same
can be safely restored.

Ssc. 1161. TSTo postmaster, assistant postmaster, or clerk em-
ployed ha any post-office shall be a contractor or concerned in any
contract for carrying the mail.

2. No postmaster, assistant postmaster, or clerk in a
post-office, nor any member of the immediate family of
a postmaster or assistant postmaster, will be permitted
to become a bidder, contractor, or subcontractor, or to
receive compensation for carrying the mails. (See
sees. 223 and 1201.)

See sec. 1597 as to penalty for being interested in contract or
acting as agent for contractor.

Sec. 1161J. The Secretary of Agriculture, in cooperation with
the Postmaster-General, may arrange a plan by which there shall
be displayed on all cars and other conveyances used for transport-
ing United States mail suitable flags or other signals to indicate
weather forecasts, cold-wave warnings, frost warnings, and so forth,
to be furnished by the Chief of the Weather Bureau.

>35

Discontinuance o t
service 011 any road.

R,S,,§3974.

Postmasters and
employees not to be
contractors.

E. 8., 8 3850.

—nor bidders.

Display of weather
signals on cars and
vehicles transporting
the mail.

1896, Apr. 25, ch. 140,
2 Supp.,459.

I.

CHAPTER 3.
TRANSPORTATION OF MAILS BY RAILROADS.

CONTRACTS AND COMPENSATION FOR RAILROAD
SERVICE.

Railroad routes
^_ g ŝ§ 3997,

Sec. 1162. The Postmaster-General shall arrange the railway
routes on which the mail is carried, including those in which the
service is partly by railway and partly by steamboat, into three
classes, according to the size of the mails, the speed at which they
are carried, and the frequency and importance of the service, so
that each railway company shall receive, as far as practicable,
a proportionate and just rate of compensation, according to the
service performed.

NOTE. — This provision was taken from the act of June 2, 1872. Note.
The acts of March 3, 1873, and March 3, 1875, incorporated in
the Revised Statutes as § 4002, and the acts amendatory thereof
(sec. 116-1), fix the rate of compensation for carrying the mails at
not exceeding a certain amount, according to the weight of such
mails. Under chapter 7, this Title, "Transportation of mails oil
steamship, steamboat, and star routes ' ' will be found certain
statutes which apply to transportation of the mails generally.

Sec. 1163. The Postmaster-General may enter into' contracts Postmaster- General
,. • T .T . , ., • • 1 T • • may contract without
tor carrying the mail, with railway companies, without advertising advertising,
for bids therefor. ' K.S.,§3942.

See sec.. 1158 as to contracts for carryin
foreign territory.

domestic mails over
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Adjustment of com-
pensation ; conditions
and rates.

E. S., § 4002.
Conditions.

Compensation re-
duced ten per cent.

1876, July 12, ch. 179,
$1; ISupp., 110.

Compensation r e -
duced five per cent
more.

1878, June 17, ch. 259,
S1; 1 Supp., 187.

Mails, how and
when to be weighed.

1875, Mar. 3, ch. 128,
S 1; 1 Supp., 70.

POSTAL LAWS AND EEGULATIONS.

Sec. 1164, The Postmaster-General is authorized and directed
to readjust the compensation * * * to be paid for the trans-
portation of mails on railroad routes upon the conditions and at
the rates hereinafter mentioned:

First. That the mails shall be conveyed with due frequency and
speed; and that sufficient and suitable room, fixtures, and furni-
ture, in a car or apartment properly lighted and warmed, shall be
provided for * * * (railway postal clerks) to accompany and
distribute the mails.

Second. That the pay per mile per annum shall not exceed the
following rates, namely: On routes carrying their whole length an
average weight of mails per day of two hundred pounds, fifty dol-
lars; five hundred pounds, seventy-five dollars; one thousand
pounds, one hundred dollars; one thousand five hundred pounds,
one hundred and twenty-five dollars; two thousand pounds, one
hundred and fifty dollars; three thousand five hundred pounds,
one hundred and seventy-five dollars; five thousand pounds, two
hundred dollars, and twenty-five dollars additional for every addi-
tional two thousand pounds, the average weight to be ascertained,
in every case, by the actual weighing of the mails for such a num-
ber of successive working days, not less than thirty, at such times,
after June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, and not
less frequently than once in every four years, and the result to be
stated and verified in such form and manner as the Postmaster-
General may direct.

2. The Postmaster-General * * * is hereby authorized and
directed to readjust the compensation to be paid from and after
the first day of July, eighteen hundred and seventy-six, for trans-
portation of mails on railroad routes by reducing the compensa-
tion to all railroad companies for the transportation of mails ten
per centum per annum from the rates fixed and allowed by the
first section of an act entitled "An act making appropriations for
the service of the Post-Office Department for the fiscal year end-
ing June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-four, and for
other purposes," approved March third, eighteen hundred and
seventy-three (R. S., § 4002), for the transportation of mails on
the basis of the average weight.

3. The Postmaster-General * * * is hereby authorized and
directed to readjust the compensation to be paid from and after
the first day of July, eighteen hundred and seventy-eight, for
transportation of mails on railroad routes by reducing the compen-
sation to all railroad companies for the transportation of mails five
per centum per annum from the rates for the transportation of
mails, on the basis of the average weight fixed and allowed by the
(preceding paragraph) first section of an act entitled "An act mak-
ing appropriations for the service of the Post-Office Department
for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
seventy-seven, and for other purposes," approved July twelfth,
eighteen hundred and seventy-six.

4. * * * (The Postmaster-General) is hereby directed to have
the mails weighed, as often as now provided by law, by the em-
ployees of the Post-Office Department, and have the weights stated
and verified to him by said employees under such instructions as
he may consider just to the Post-Office Department and the rail-
road companies.
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Note.
Legislation concern-

. 5 . Out of the appropriation for inland mail transportation the Expenses of taking
Postmaster-General is authorized hereafter to pay the expenses of w^nts-
taking the weights of mails on railroad routes.

NOTE. — The rate of compensation fixed by act of March 3, 1873,
incorporated in E. S., § 4002, was reduced 10 per cent by the act
of July 12, 1876, and a second reduction of 5 per cent was made
by the act of June 17, 1878; the net result of these reductions is
indicated in the table given in note to the following section.

The act of March 3, 1875, merely provided that the weighing of
the mails should be done by employees of the Post-Office Depart-
ment, and that the expenses of such weighing should be paid out
of the appropriation for inland transportation on railroad routes,
as shown. The provision in this act concerning the stating of the
weights is differently worded from that in the original statute,
though the meaning is practically the same.

See sec. 1592 as to penalty for padding mails during weighing
period; sec. 1332 as to fines and deductions; sec. 1178 as to reduc-
tion of pay for failure to furnish railway postal cars; sec. 1203 as
to transportation of official matter by freight or express.

Sec. 1185. All railway companies to which the United States
have furnished aid by grant of lands, right of way, or otherwise,
shall carry the mail at such prices as Congress may by law provide;
and, until such price is fixed by law, the Postmaster-General may
fix the rate of compensation.

Sec. 1166. Railroad companies whose railroad was constructed
in whole or in part by a land grant made by Congress on
the condition that the mails should be transported over their road
at such price as Congress should by law direct shall receive only
eighty per centum of the compensation authorized by this act.

NOTE. — The maximum compensation for general railroad service
and for service over land -grant railroads is shown in the following
table :

Laud-grant roads.
E. 8., §4001.

—compensation to be
fixed by Congress.
—by Postmaster-Gen-
eral when Congress
fails.

Land-grant roads.
1876, July 12, ch. 179,

§ 13,18upp., 110.
—rate of compensa-
tion to.

Note.

Pay per mile per annum.

Average weight of mails
per day carried over
whole length of route.

200 pounds .
200 to 500 pounds
500 pounds
500 to 1 000 pounds .

1,000 pounds
1 ,000 to 1,500 pounds
1 500 pounds
1 500 to 2 000 pounds
2 000 pounds
2, 000 to 3,500 pounds
3, 500 pounds
3, 600 to 5,000 pounds
5 000 pounds
Tor every additional 2,000

pounds
Over 5,000 pounds

Rates
allowable
under sec.
4002, R.S.,

(act of
March 3,

1873).

$50 00

75.00

ioo. 66
125 00

150. 00

175. 00

200, 00

25.00

Rates
allowable
under acts
of July 12,
1876, and
June 17,

1878.

$42 75

64.12

85.50

106 87

128. 25

149. 62

171.00

21.37

Rates
allowable to
land-grant
railroads,

being 80 per
cent of

allowance to
other rail-

roads.

$34 20

51.30

68.40

85 50

102. 60

119. 70

136.80

17.10

Intermediate roads.
weight war-
ranting al-

lowance of
$1 per mils
under the

custom of the
Department,
subject to
acts of July

12, 1876,
and June 17,

1878.

Pounds.

12

20

20

20

60

60

80

Table of maximum
rates for transporta-
tion of mails by rail-

No allowance is made for weights not justifying the addition of $1.
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Special t r a n s f e r
service at St. Louis
(Mo.) and East St.
Louis (111.).

1899,'Mar. 1, ch. 327,
§ 3, 2 Supp., 958.

—compensation for,

Rates of compensa-
tion for mail trans-
portation on I'afiifto
railroads.

1862, July 1, ch. 120,
12 St.L., 493.
—how determined.
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Sec. 1167'. The Postmaster-General is hereby authorized, in his
discretion, to pay from appropriations for transportation by rail-
road routes for the special transfer and terminal service between
the Union Station at East Saint Louis, Illinois, and the Union Sta-
tion at Saint Louis, Missouri, including the use, lighting, and heat-
ing of mail building and the transfer service at Saint Louis, at the
rate of not exceeding fifty thousand dollars per annum.

Sec, 1168. The grants aforesaid (to aid in the construction of a
railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific
Ocean, see note) are made upon the condition that said company
shall * * * transport mails * * * upon said railroad
for the Government, whenever required to do so by any Depart-
ment thereof, and that the Government shall at all times have the
preference in the use of the same for all the purposes aforesaid (at
fair and reasonable rates of compensation, not to exceed the
amounts paid by private parties for the same kind of service).

•

N i i to b? 2. Th-e Secretary of the Treasury is directed to withhold allwithheld on account J J
of interest on bonds payments to any railroad company and its assigns, on account of
railroads ' &K freights or transportation over their respective roads of any kind, to

K. s.,§ 5260. the amount of payments made by the United States for interest
upon bonds of the United States issued to any such company, and
which shall not have been reimbursed, together with the five per
centum of net earnings due and unapplied, as provided by law.

Note. NOTE. —Several railroad companies took grants under the pro-
List Pacific rail- visions of this act, to wit: Union Pacific Railway Company, Cen-

roads- tral Pacific Railway Company, and Sioux City and Pacific Railway
Company. The omitted portion of the statute provided that the
compensation due the bond-aided railroads for mail service should
be applied to the payment of the bonds issued by the Government
to aid in the construction thereof. The act of July 1, 1864 (eh. 216,
13 Stat. L., 356), reduced the amount of compensation that should
be retained to one-half, but the provisions of the original statute
were restored by the act of May 1, 1878 (ch. 96, 20 Stat. L., 420),
which, however, directed that one half only be directly paid on
the bonds and the other half placed in a sinking fund for the ulti-
mate redemption of all outstanding bonds. Inasmuch as a settle-
ment has been made of practically all the bonds issued, the
provisions concerning the retention of pay will soon be entirely
obsolete.

Sec, 1169. Where the main-line train carries onto a
spur or lateral line mail matter which has no relation-
ship therewith beyond the fact that the operations of
the two are part of one railroad organization or train

-how computed. system, only such of the mails as are directly associ-
ated with and are dependent upon such spur or lateral
line for advancement or distribution shall be taken ac-
count of in computing the average daily weight carried
thereon.

mIiriT/othfri0meang Sec- 117°- If the Postmaster-General is unable to contract for
than railroad when carry ins the mail on any rail way-route at a compensation notrates demanded ex- J * ' j j r
ceed maximum. exceeding the maximum rates herein provided, or for what he

"p Q s °QMQ
•• • k ' - > & • • ' • • • may deem a reasonable and fair compensation, he may separate

the letter-mail from the other mail, and contract, either with cr

Weights upon spur
or lateral lines.
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without advertising, for carrying such letter-mail by horse-express
or otherwise, at the greatest speed that can reasonably be obtained,
and for carrying the other mail in wagons, or otherwise, at a
slower rate of speed.

See sec. 1164 as to rates for railroad service; sec. 1332 as to
fines and deductions.

See. 1171. As soon as service is commenced on a Payment for serTice.
route the railroad company should appry to the Aud-
itor for the Post-Office Department for instructions
as to the designation of an officer authorized to indorse
warrants in payment for the service.

2. All communications relative to the rate of pay "co^rllpondence
for railroad service should be addressed to the Second with Department.
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Railway
Adjustment), and all communications relative to the
settlement of accounts should be addressed to the
Auditor for the Post-Office Department.

II.—LAP SERVICE—SERVICE ON NEW
EXTENSIONS.

ROADS AND

Sec. 1172. The Post-Office Department will not 'favor L<lJZSati°u '°r

the authorization of more than one mail route over the
same railroad. Where, however, it becomes necessary
to authorize more than one route, the second route will
be at the lap rate; i. e., at a rate of compensation per
mile per annum equal to the difference between the
rate earned by the average daily weight of the first or
original route and the rate which would be earned if
the average daily weight of the lap route were added
thereto.

2. The Department will not favor the recognition of Tij£f^0 fnciMe^
lap service originating during1 the term where such formance of service.
claim arises by reason of a grant or lease of trackage
lights to another by a company operating a mail route.
In all cases where such relations arise it is expected
that the grantor or lessor will stipulate with the grantee
or lessee that the former's obligation to carry the
mails over the established post route shall be assumed
and fulfilled by the latter for said grantor or lessor so
far as it becomes desirable to forward mails by trains
of the latter.

Sec, 1173. Where railroads are extended or trains Mails not to i>e car.
ried beyond a ter-

run beyond the terminus of the route on which the >nilius without autiior-
J ity.

transportation of mails is authorized, the mails must
not be carried beyond such terminus until service is
ordered by the Second Assistant Postmaster-General.
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Sec.Service on new or
extended railroad.
—investigation of. rOEu

—report and
mendation.

—personal inspection
as to.

—commencement of.

Tfcw service.

—compensation
how determined.

1174. Before service is placed upon a new Tail-
or an extension of an existing road the Second

Assistant Postmaster-General will, where he deems it
advisable, refer the case to the General Superintendent
of the Railway Mail Service (Form 2529) for report
as to the necessity of service being- placed on such line.

2. The General Superintendent will refer the case to
the proper division superintendent, who will make his
report and recommendation. At the same time the
superintendent will make a separate report respecting
the necessity for the appointment of railway postal
clerks, giving the number required.

3. Superintendents or their assistants should pass
over the lines and learn from personal observation as
to the necessity for the service before making report.

4. Division superintendents will not arrange for the
commencement of service on new or extended routes,
either regularly or under waivers, until the same has
been authorized by the Second Assistant Postmaster-
General.

Sec. 1175. When a new railroad route shall be au-
thorized after the regular weighing of mails for the

for> section in which it is located has begun, the compensa-
tion for service thereon, until the beginning of the
next term for which the succeeding general weighing
shall be had for the section in which said route is
located, shall be fixed by agreement at such rate, not
exceeding $42.75 per mile per annum, as the impor-
tance and character of the service will warrant.

III.—RAILWAY POST-OFFICE CAR SERVICE.

Additional pay for
r a i l w a y post • office
lines.

E. S., § 4004.
—rates of.

Note.

Style, character, and
equipment of p o s t -
«fflce cars.

Sec. 1176. Additional pay may be allowed for every line com-
prising a daily trip each way of railway post-office cars, at a rate
not exceeding twenty-five dollars per mile per annum for cars
forty feet in length; and thirty dollars per mile per annum for
forty-five-foot cars; and forty dollars per mile per annum for fifty-
foot cars; and fifty dollars per mile per annum for fifty-five to
sixty-foot cars.

NOTE.—This statute does not authorize a pro rata compensation
to be paid for cars which are less than forty feet in length.

Sec. 1177. All cars or parts of cars used for the Railway Mail
Service shall be of such style, length, and character, and furnished

246-h' 18°' m sucn manner, as shall be required by the Postmaster-General,
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and shall be constructed, fitted up, maintained, heated, and lighted
by and at the expense of the railroad companies.

NOTE. — This statute supplements E. S., § 4005. The next section Note
prescribes different articles that shall be included in the equipment
of a car.

541

Failure to provide
and *° Pr°perly

-penalty for.

See. 1 ITS. * * * When any railroad company fail or refuse to
provide railway post-office cars when required by the Post-Office
Department, or shall fail or refuse to provide suitable safety heaters 188]., Mar. i, ch. 96,
and safety lamps therefor, with such number of saws and axes to
each car for use in case of accident as may be required by the
Post-Office Department, said company shall have its pay reduced
ten per centum on the rates fixed (by law) ~x" * * (See sec. 1164.)

NOTE. — E. S., § 4003, provides that "in case any railroad
company now furnishing railway post-office cars shall refuse to
provide such cars, such company shall not be entitled to any
increase of compensation under the provisions of the next section. ' '
The section was only applicable to conditions at the time of its
enactment, and the additional compensation referred to is only to
be allowed for lines comprising railway post-office cars. The
above statute imposes a direct penalty on a company for failure to
provide railway post-office cars in the shape of a reduction of its
pay. The omitted part merely recites R. S., § 4002, as amended by
the acts of June 12, 1876, and June 30, 1877. (See sec. 1164.)

Sec. 1179. No payment for railway post-office cars Jfu11 railway post-
A . ' i oiflce cars and pay

can be allowed unless full cars of the length authorized therefor.
(inside measurement), fully equipped in accordance with
the requirements of the General Superintendent of
Hallway Mail Service, are furnished and used exclu-
sively for post-office purposes.

2. The assignment of space in cars used partially for . Assignment of space
~' i * J in cars.

other than railway post-office purposes will not entitle
the railroad company to railway post-office car pay.

3. A line consists of a car or cars sufficient to per- what line consists
form a daily round trip over the whole route, and full
pay therefor will only be allowed where such car or
cars are accompanied by an employee or employees of
the postal service in the discharge of the duties of dis-
tributing and handling the mails, as contemplated by
the use of such ca s in the service.

4:. No pay shall be allowed for railway post-office car when pay to com-
1 J " r mence.

service or for railroad mail service prior to the date
upon which the service is authorized to commence; and
in every case the authorization of the establishment of
the service must have been made by a preceding order.

5. All postal cars must be built upon plans and speci-
fications furnished by the General Superintendent
of Railway Mail Service, and such cars will be sub-
ject to his inspection before being accepted by the
Department.

Cons t ruc t i on of
cars.
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Reports as to full Sec. 1180. Division superintendents of Railway Mail
railway post-office -, „, ,,
service. Service will report to the General Superintendent all
—where f u l l c a r s -i <• I T -i i rt* 1 1needed. cases where mil railway post-ollice cars are needed 011

lines in their divisions. Such reports should show the
. amount of mail carried, pouches and sacks separately,
for a period of thirt}7 clays; the quantity of mail for
distribution and the through mail for which simply
storage space is needed, separately, and the number of
separations made in letters and papers, Superintend-

•s notents will also report cases where railway post-office
cars are in use and are not needed—that is, where the
mail could be worked in a 30-foot apartment or less.

—where smaller cars Superintendents will also report cases where a railroad
than contracted fur- f , -. -, .,
nished. company, lor any reason, substitutes smaller cars than

the Post-Office Department is paying for.

—where
needed.

Postmaster-General
to decide what trains
shall carry mails.

1879, Mar. 3, ch. 180,
§3, lSupp.,246.

Mail to I>o carried
on any train.

Mails to be carried
on fastest trains.

1884, July 5, ch. 234,
1 Supp., 467.

Pcsst - office inspect-
ors, agents, supplies,
etc.
—to he carried with-
out specific charge.

Transfer at place of
•wreck or washout.

Specific r e q u i r e-
mciits of the service.

IV.—GENERAL PERFORMANCE OP SERVICE.

Sec. 1181. The Postmaster-General shall, in all cases, decide
upon what trains and in what manner the mails shall be conveyed.

Sec. 1182, Every railway company carrying the mail shall
carry on any train which may run over its road, and without extra
charge therefor, all mailable matter directed to be carried thereon,
with the person in charge of the same.

NOTE.—This section contemplates the carrying of mails on any
train with or without an employee of the postal service in charge.

Sec. 1188. * * * If any railroad company shall fail or refuse
to transport the mails, when required by the Post-Office Depart-
ment, upon the fastest train or trains run upon said road, said
company shall have its pay reduced fifty per centum of the amount
provided by law.

See sec. 1332 as to fines and deductions.

Sec. 1184. Railroad companies are required to con-
vey upon any train, without specific charge therefor,
all mail bags, post-office blanks, stationery, supplies,
and all duly accredited agents of the Post-Office De-
partment and post-office inspectors upon the exhibition
of their credentials.

See. 1185. Whenever a railroad cornpairy finds it
necessary to transfer at the place of a wreck or wash-
out, its officials and employees will be expected to see
that the mails and railway postal clerks are promptly
transferred, and every possible convenience furnished
the clerks for working their mails.

Sec. 1188. The rate of compensation for railroad
service is computed upon the average weight of mail
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Apartments in cars.

Quarters at transfer
stations.

per clay carried the whole length of the route; but it
is essential that not only a certain weight of mail be
carried, but also that it shall be carried with due
frequency and speed, and that suitable apartments,
equipped with necessary fixtures and furniture, prop-
erly lighted and heated, provided with ice water, and
built in accordance with plans and specifications to be
furnished by the General Superintendent of Railway
Mail Service, shall be provided for railway postal
clerks to accompany and distribute the mail, as acces-
sories to the weight of mails.

2. Railroad companies, at stations where transfer
clerks are employed, will provide suitable and suffi-
cient rooms for handling and storing* the mails, and
without specific charge therefor. These rooms will be —how equipped.
lighted, heated, furnished, supplied with ice water,
and kept in order by the railroad company.

3. The specific requirements of the service as to clue Department to de-
t: . . t e r m i n e r e q u i r e -

frequency and speed, space required on trains or at ments.
stations, fixtures, furniture, etc., will at all times be
determined by the Post-Office Department and made
known through the General Superintendent of Railway
Mail Service.

See sec. 1177 as to railway post-office cars.

See. 1187. Railroad companies will require their em- Railroad companies
., , to keep a record of

ployees who handle the mails to keep a record of all pouches.
i i , i • i i- , i T , , i i Irregularities to bepouches aue to be received or dispatched by them, and reported.

to check all pouches when received or dispatched. In
cases of failure to receive any pouch due, a shortage shortage sups.
slip should be made out, explaining cause of failure,
and forwarded in lieu of the missing pouch. If cause
is not known, the employee, in addition to making out
the shortage slip, should notify his superintendent at
once by wire, who, without delay, will notify the divi-
sion superintendent of Railway Mail Service. Specific
instructions in regard to the use of shortage slips will
be given by the General Superintendent of Railway
Mail Service.

See sees. 597, 1228, 1485, and 1533 as to record of pouches to be
kept in post-offices, by railway postal clerks, by transfer clerks, by
mail messengers.

Sec. 1188. Railroad companies shall forward time- iiaiiroad companies
,. . . \o f u r n l s h t i m e -

tables to the division superintendents and local omcers tables.
of Railway Mail Service in time to reach them twenty-
four hours before taking effect. If for any reason a ofTSjg h£' £°g£
train is to be annulled or train service temporarily cur- when'



Notice of schedules
to postmasters.
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tailed or suspended, telegraphic notice shall -be imme-
diately given to the division superintendent and other
local officers of the Eailway Mail Service.

2, At places where railroad companies have agents,
such agents shall notify the postmasters as soon as pos-
sible after receipt of any change in schedule of mail
trains.

Superintendents to Sec. 1189. Division superintendents will promptly
notify railroad com- , . „ ,, cc Jt -i i • £panics .of change in notify the proper officers of railroad companies of any

changes in the list of closed pouches to be handled by
railroad employees.

Letter boxes at ran- Sec. 1190. When it appears that the public conven-
road depots. . 1 i l . L .
— c o m p a n i e s may ience will be subserved, the (jreneral buperintendent or
place, when. - 1 1

Railway Mail Service may authorize railroad companies
to place letter boxes in their depots for the receipt of
mail matter other than that for local delivery.

See sec. 1529 as to taking of mail from boxes by railway postal
clerks; sec. 554 as to erection of boxes at depots by postmasters.

Receipt and delivery
of mails Ity railroad
companies.
—at terminal offices.

—at intermediate of-
fices.

When Department
will provide for re-
ceipt and delivery.

V.—RECEIPT AND DELIVERY OF MAILS.

Sec. 1191. Every railroad company is required to
take the mails from, and deliver them into, all terminal
post-offices, whatever may be the distance between the
station and post-office, except in cities where other pro-
vision for such service is made by the Post-Office
Department. In all cases where the Department has
not made other provision, the distance between terminal
post-office and nearest station is computed in, and paid
for, as part of the route.

2. The railroad companj^ must also take the mails from
and deliver them into all intermediate post-offices and
postal stations located not more than eighty rods from
the nearest railroad station at which the company has an
agent or other representative employed, and the com-
pany shall not be relieved of such duty on account of
the discontinuance of an agency without thirty days'
notice to the Department.

3. The Department will provide for the carriage of
mails to and from intermediate post-offices and postal
stations located more than eighty rods from the nearest
railroad station; and also to and from intermediate
post-offices and postal stations located eighty rods or less
from the railroad station when the railroad company
has no agent or other representative emploj^ed at such
station.
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4.

ion of
or "repre-

In all cases the distance between the railroad sta- Measurement of dis-tance between post-
tion and the post-office or postal station must be meas- office and station.
ured by the shortest route open to public travel, avoid-
ing angles, from the nearest door of the baggage room
to the nearest door of the post-office building where
the receipt and delivery of the mails is practicable. In
case there is no baggage room or station the measure-
ment shall be made from the middle of the station
platform where mails are exchanged. The route need
not be a way regularly dedicated to public use; and if
it be over private property, no prohibition against the
Government will be recognized which shall not also
have been made and enforced against the general public.

5. Any person acting for an advantage to himself or D e f i n i t
"agent" 01

another, by authority or consent of the railroad com- sentative."
pany and representing in any manner the interests of
the company or railroad in its business transactions
with the public, will be regarded as the company's
agent or representative.

See chap. 5, this Title, as to mail messenger service.

Sec. 1192. At connecting points where railroad sta- Transfers between
0 A < connecting trains.

tions are not over eighty rods apart a company having —how made.
mails on its train to be forwarded by the connecting
train will be required to transfer such mails and deliver
them into the connecting train, or, if the connection
is not immediate, to deliver them to the agent of the
company to be properly dispatched by the trains of said
company.

Sec. 1193. At places where railroad companies are Employees of rail-
required to take the mails from and deliver them into
post-offices or postal stations or to transfer them to
connecting railroads the persons employed to perform
such service are agents of the companies and not em- —not postal
ployees of the postal service, and need not be sworn;CGl3'
but such persons must be more than sixteen years old —qualifications of
and of suitable intelligence and character. Postmasters
will promptly report any violation of this requirement.

Sec. 1194. Where it is desirable to have mails taken
from the post-office or postal station to train at a ter-
minal point where the terminal service devolves upon
the company, in advance of the regular time of closing
mails, the company will be required to make such ad-
vance delivery as becomes necessary by the require-
ments of the service.

Advance delivery l>y
companies.

made when

309A—02- -35
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When messenger can
not wait for delayed
train.
—wliat company to
do.

Arrival of mail at
late hour at nig'lit.
—care of mails.

Dispatch of mails at
late hour of night.

Mail cars to be ac-
cessible.

Mail trains must not
leave when mails .ire
being loaded.
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Sec. 1195. When a messenger employed by the Post-
Office Department can not wait for a delayed train
without missing other mails, the railroad company will
be required to take charge of and dispatch the mails
for the delayed train, and will be responsible for the
inward mail until delivered to the messenger or other
authorized representative of the Department.

See. 1196. Whenever the mail on any railroad route
arrives at a late hour of the night the railroad company
must retain custody thereof by placing the same in
a secure and safe room or apartment of the depot or
station until the following morning, when it must be
delivered at the post-office, or to the mail messenger
employed by the Post-Office Department, at as early an
hour as the necessities of the post-office may require.

Sec. 1197. When a train departs from a railroad sta-
tion in the night time later than 9 o'clock, and it is
deemed necessary to have the mail dispatched by such
train, the division superintendent of Eailway Mail
Service will, where mail is taken from and delivered
into the post-office by the railroad company, request
the company, or where a mail messenger or carrier is
employed by the Post-Office Department will direct
him, to take the mail to the railroad station at such
time as will best serve the interest of the mail service.
Such mail will be taken charge of by the agent or other
representative of the railroad company, who will be
required to keep it in some secure place until the train
arrives, and then see that it is properly dispatched.

2, The division superintendent of Railway Mail Serv-
ice will give reasonable advance notice to the proper
officer of the railroad company, in order that the agent
or representatives of the company may be properly
instructed.

See, 1198. Railroad companies will be expected to
place their mail cars at points accessible to mail mes-
sengers or contractors for wagon service. If cars are
not so placed the companies will be required to receive
the mails from and deliver them to the messengers or
contractors at points accessible to the wagon of the
messenger or contractor.

Sec. 1,1.09. A mail train must not pull out and leave
mails which are in process of being loaded on the car
or which the conductor or trainman has information are
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of speed

Lights on cranes.

of aPProach

being trucked from wa|
to the cars.

Sec, 1200. At all points at which trains do not stop
where the Post-Office Department deems the exchange
of mails necessary a device for the receipt and delivery
of mails satisf actor}" to the Department must be erected
and maintained; and pending the erection, of such
device the speed of trains must be slackened so as to
permit the exchange to be made with safety.

2. In all cases where the Department deems it o

necessary to the safe exchange of the mails the railroad
company will be required to reduce the speed or stop
the train.

3. When night mails are caught from a crane the
railroad company must furnish the lantern or light to
be attached to the crane and keep the same in proper
condition, regularly placed and lighted; but if the
company has no agent or employee at such station,
the company must furnish the light, and the care and
placing of same will devolve 'upon the Department's
carrier.

4. The engineer of a train shall give timely notice, O

by whistle or other signal, of its approach to a mail
crane.

See sec. 1343 as to catcher pouches; sec;. 599 to 601 as to use of
mail cranes and catcher pouches.

VI. — TEMPORARY SERVICE .

Sec. 1201. When a postmaster at a post-office Temporary service,
. . employment of, when

dependent on a railroad for its mail supply deems railroad service tails.
temporary mail service necessary because of a failure
of the railroad service, he should ascertain the lowest
rate at which he can obtain such temporary service
and Immediately report the facts, by telegraph., if Report to
necessary, to the superintendent of Railway Mail
Service in whose division the office is located, stating
the cause and probable duration of the failure, the
point from which temporary service is desired, and
the lowest obtainable rate for such service.

2, The superintendent of Railway Mail Service will m^c

take the matter up immediately with the railroad com-
pany and endeavor to arrange for the resumption of the
regular service, thereby rendering temporary service
unnecessary. Failing in this, he will report the facts,
without delay, to the Second Assistant Postmaster-

to Depart-
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General and make such suggestions and recommenda-
tions for the temporary service as may to him seem

porary seryice°r tem" necessary. If it be deemed advisable by the Depart-
ment, the Second Assistant Postmaster-General will
authorize the postmaster to employ the temporary
service.

mustmffratftbe autho^ ^. ^° temporary service rendered necessary b}̂  the
lzed- failure of railroad service may be employed by a post-

master until he has first obtained authority therefor
from the Second Assistant Postmaster-General.

ld 4. No postmaster, assistant postmaster, clerk in a
post-office, or any member of the immediate family of
a postmaster or assistant postmaster can be paid by
the Post-Office Department for carrying the mail.
(See sec. 1161.)

Companies to fur-
nish Department with
data relative to opera-
tions.

1879, Mar. 3, ch. 180,
§ 6, 1 Supp., 246.

Postmaster- General
to make recommen-
dation on such infor-
mation.

Official matter may
be transported by ex-
press.

1892, July 13, ch. 165,
§ 5, 2 Supp., 34.

— f r a n k e d Congres-
sional matter except-
ed.

Free transportation
for railway postal
clerks.

1896, June 9, ch. 386,
2 Supp., 510.

VII. —MISCELLANEOUS PKOYTSIONS.

Sec. 1202. The Postmaster-General shall request all railroad
companies transporting the mails to furnish, under seal, such data
relating to the operating, receipts and expenditures of such roads
as may, in his judgment be deemed necessary to enable him to
ascertain the cost of mail transportation and the proper compen-
sation to be paid for the same; and he shall, in his annual report
to Congress, make such recommendations, founded on the infor-
mation obtained under this section, as shall, in his opinion, be
just and equitable.

See. 1203. The Postmaster-General is authorized to provide for
the transportation of official matter of any Department of the
Government, over any railroad or express company, whenever he
can do so at a saving to the Government and without detriment to
the public service: Provided, That nothing in this section shall
apply to official matter franked by members of Congress.

Sec, 1204. All railway companies carrying mail may furnish
free transportation on the line of their respective roads to railway
mail clerks.

CHAPTER 4.

TRANSPORTATION OF MAILS ON ELECTRIC AND
CABLE CARS.

I.—ESTABLISHMENT or SEKVICE-
PROVISIONS.

-GENEKAL

Bates of componsa- gee> igQ5. The rates for the transportation of the
tlon for electric or *?
easee i9oieMa,re'3 ch ma^s ^y electric and cable car routes shall not exceed
85i,e3ist. i,, libs.'C1' the following, to wit:
-in independent cars First. For space the f ull width and height of inside
or apartments in inde- * to

pendent cars. of cai-5 anc[ not exceeding sixteen feet in length, au-
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thorized to be used in independent cars, or in apart-
ments in independent cars, seventy-five hundredths of
one cent per linear foot for each mile run in the per-
formance of service; for additional space, not exceeding
four feet in length, three hundred and seventy-five
thousandths of one cent per additional linear foot for
each mile run in the performance of service; for addi-
tional space thereto, eighteen hundred and seventy-five
ten thousandths of one cent per additional linear foot
for each mile run in the performance of service.

Second. For space the full width and height of inside
of car, and not exceeding twenty feet in length, author- cars-
ized to be used in trailer cars or in apartments in
trailer cars, three hundred and seventy-five thousandths
of one cent per linear foot for each mile run in the
performance of service; for additional space thereto,
eighteen hundred and seventy-five ten thousandths of
one cent per linear foot for each mile run in the per-
formance of service.

Third. For closed-pouch service not performed in
independent or trailer cars or apartments thereof, not
exceeding the following rates, namely: At the rate of
one hundred and fifty dollars per annum for miles run
in the performance of service at the rate of not more
than two thousand miles per annum; at the rate of one
hundred and seventy-five dollars per annum for miles
run in the performance of service at the rate of more
than two thousand and not more than three thousand
five hundred miles per annum; at the rate of two hun-
dred dollars per annum for miles run in the perform-
ance of service at the rate of more than three thousand
five hundred and not more than five thousand miles per
annum; at the rate of two hundred and fifty dollars
per annum for miles run in the performance of service
at the rate of more than five thousand and not more
than eight thousand three hundred and thirty-three
miles per annum; at the rate of three cents per mile
run for miles run in the performance of service at the
rate of more than eight thousand three hundred and
thirty-three miles per annum.

The act making appropriations for the postal serv-
ice for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1902, includes
an appropriation for transportation of mail by elec-
tric and cable cars, and provides "that the rate of
compensation to be paid per mile shall not exceed the

— f o r closed - pouch
service.

See 1901, Mar. 3, ch.
851, 31 Stat. L., 1105.
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rate now paid to companies performing said service."
Similar provisions have been included in appropriation
acts for several years past. Under this authority the
Postmaster-General may make contracts without ad-
vertising- for bids therefor.

NOTE.—The rates for electric and cable car service were origi-
nally fixed by the Postmaster-General. Appropriation acts have
subsequently provided that compensation shall not exceed such
rates. Certain of the statutes classified under chapter 7, this Title,
"Transportation of mail on steamship, steamboat, and star routes,"
appl_y to the transportation of the mail generally.

Following is a table of rates for service by electric and cable

Electric and cable railway postal car service.

Length of car, iii-
side measure-

ment.

Feet.
5
6 ,.
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Independ-
ent car,
or apart-
ment in
same.

Cents per
mile run.

3.75
4.50
5 25
6.00
6. 75
7.50
8.25
9.00
9.75

10.50
11.25
12.00
12.37
12.75
13. 12
13.50

Trailer car,
or apart-
ment in
same.

Cents per
mile run.

1.87
2.25
2.62
3.00
3.37

4. 12
4, 50
4.87
5. 25
5. 62
6.00
6.37
6.75
7.12
7.50

Closed-pouch service.

Service at rate of miles
run per annum.

2 000 or less
More than 2,000, and

not more than 3, 500.
More than 3,500, and

not more than 5,000-
More than 5,000, and

notmorc than 8,333.
More than 8,333

Rate of pay
per annum.

§150.

8175.

$200.

$250.
3 cents per

mile run.

Service authorized
only by Department.

If the Department should deem it necessary to authorize service
in a car more than 20 feet in length, the rate per foot for the excess
in length of car above 20 feet would be limited to one-half of the
rate per foot of length between 16 and 20 feet.

Sec. 1206. Mail service on electric and cable car lines
will be established only by direct order of the Post-Office
Department, and no increase, decrease, or change in
the service, as ordered, shall be made without first
securing authority therefor from the Second Assistant
Postmaster- Gen eral.

Sec. 1207. In case of failure on the part of an elec-
tric or cable car company to provide for the carriage
of the mails in accordance with the requirements of

—temporary service the Department, temporary mail service, by some
may be authorized by - 7 x - ^
Department. other mode of conveyance, may be authorized by the

Second Assistant Postmaster-General.
2. In case of failure in such service the action of

postmasters will be governed by the provisions of
section 1201 applying to failure of service on steam
railroads.

Failure of service.

•—action of postmas-
ters in case of.
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Compensation in-
cludes carriage of em-
ployees and inspec-
tors.

See. 1208. Any person employed by an electric or pan™f.lOFees

cable car company and designated by such company
to handle the mail is an agent of the company and not
an employee of the postal service and need not be
sworn as an employee of the postal service.

II.—PERFORMANCE AND REQUIREMENTS OF SERVICE.

See, 1S09. The rates prescribed in section 1205 for
the transportation of the mails by electric and cable car
service shall include the transportation, in cars carry-
ing the mail or on trips designated by the Post-Office
Department, of such, employees of the postal service as
accompany the mail or are necessary for and actually
engaged in distributing and routing the same, and of all
post-office inspectors or other accredited agents of the
Post-Office Department in the discharge of their duties.

Sec. 1210. All independent and trailer cars, or apart-
ments in the same, used in the transportation of the mails
on electric and cable car routes shall be of such style and
so constructed, painted, lettered, equipped, furnished,
heated, lighted, and maintained by the companies per-
forming such service as required by the Second Assist-
ant Postmaster-General and without expense to the
Post-Office Department.

Sec. 1211. No part of the space authorized in a full
car or a mail apartment of a car, on an electric or cable
car line, ma}r be used for other than mail purposes.
No person other than the duly authorized clerks, car-
riers, messengers, inspectors, or officers and. agents of
the Post-Office Department shall be admitted thereto^
and these may be admitted only upon presentation of
the proper credentials.

Sec. 1212. Every electric or cable car company over
whose line the transportation of mails is authorized
will be required to take the mails from and deliver
them to each terminal post-office, railroad depot, mail
car, or mail station (except where the Post-Office De-
partment provides for such terminal service by contract
wagon, or other service), to deliver the mails to, and
take them from, each intermediate post-office or mail
station, wiien the same is located directly on the street
or road along which the cars pass.

of

Style and equipment
of cars.

—to be prescribed by
Department.

Mail space In cars—
restriction of use.

Unauthorized per-
sons not to be ad-
mitted to.

Terminal and side
service.

Mails to be taken
from and delivered to
offices by companies,
when.



Service to be per-
formed by Depart-
ment, when.

Service to be per-
formed by company,
when.
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2. At all points where service is not required to be
performed by the company, when the distance to be
traveled is not too great, the postmaster will be ex-
pected to carry, or to require the post-office employees
to carry, the mails between the cars and the post-office
or mail station without expense to the Post-Office De-
partment. Where the intermediate post-office or mail
station is located a considerable distance from the point
of exchange with the cars, the Department will make
provision for the carriage of the mails. But when the
conditions as to train service, agency, etc., are similar
to those found in railroad service, the provisions of
section 1191, relative to the exchange of mails at inter-
mediate offices, shall, where practicable, apply.

See. 1213. Electric and cable car companies trans-
porting the mails will be expected to carry all mail,
whatever its size, weight, or character, on the trip by
which it is ordered by the proper officers of the postal
service to be carried.

Sec. 1214. Every electric or cable car company on
whose line mail service is authorized is held responsi-
ble for the safety and security of the mail while in the
care of its employees.

Sec. 1215. For the purpose of securing a safe ex-
change of the mails, electric or cable cars carrying mail
will be required to stop at such points as may be desig-
nated by the Post-Office Department.

Sec. 1216. The use of the sign "U. S. Mail" or
"United States Mail" will be permitted on cars only
when they are actually carrying the mails. Such sign
m&y be painted on cars used exclusively in the trans-
portation of the mails. Portable signs bearing the
words "United States Mail," or letters or characters
of like import, ma}r be displayed on cars, only when
United States mail is being actually transported
therein.

See sec. 1621 as to penalty for unlawful use of sign " U. S.
Mail."

Sec. 1217. The use of letter boxes and the carriage
of mails therein on electric or cable cars can not be
considered such mail transportation as is contemplated
by the law providing for mail service on electric and
cable car lines.

Power for canceling Sec. 1218. When canceling machines are used in
machines. _ ,
-on electric lines, to postal cars on electric lines, the company furnishing
be provided. L ' *• J a

All mall to be car-
ried.

Safety of malls.
—companies to pro-
vide for.

Points of stoppage
of cars.
—to be designated by
Department.

Use of sign "U S.
Mail."
—restricted.

Letter boxes on cars.
—mail therein, how
considered.
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the cars will be required to provide, without additional
expense to the Post-Office Department, such power as
may be necessary to properly operate them.
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CHAPTER 5.

MAIL-MESSENGEE SERVICE.

I. —EMPLOYMENT OF MAIL MESSENGERS-
PROVISIONS.

-GENERAL

Sec. 1219. The Postmaster-General * * * is hereby author-
ized to employ such mail-messenger service as may be necessary
for the carriage of the mails in connection with railroad and
steamboat service, transfer service between depots, over bridges
or ferries, between post-offices, post-offices and branch offices or
stations, in cases wThere by the laws and regulations of the Post-
Office Department, railroad companies, steamboat companies, and
the masters of vessels are not required to deliver into and take
from the post-offices the mails carried on their lines or vessels.

See. 1220. Where mail-messenger service is deemed
necessary by the Post-Office Department the postmas-
ter at the office to be supplied will be authorized, by
special instructions, to advertise for ten days for sealed
proposals to perform the service in accordance with
the specifications prepared by the Department, and
named in the notice of advertisement.

2. The postmaster must post the notices or advertise-
ments in the most conspicuous places in the post-office,
and at such other public points as will bring the mat-
ter to the attention of those who will be likely to bid
for the service. He must call attention to the fact
that the service is under advertisement, and give the/ fj

same the utmost possible publicity, in order that full
and fair competition may be secured.

3. The postmaster will receive such bids as may be
offered and, when the time of advertisement has
expired, forward all of them unopened and inclosed
in one envelope, together with a full report of his
action in the matter, a copy of the notice posted, and
a statement of the manner of giving it publicity, to
the Second Assistant Postmaster-General.

4. The postmaster will also forward at the time he
transmits the bids a report showing the character and
suitability of the bidders. Bidders may forward bids

Authority for em-
ployment of mall-
messenger service.

1887, March 3, chap.
346, 1 Supp., 557.

Advertisement
proposals.

Posting of notices.

Postmaster t o re-
ceive a n d forward
bids, etc.

Postmaster's report
on bidders.
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direct to Post-Office Department, but should inform
postmaster so that he may make proper report.

Designation of mail Sec. 1221. Proposals for mail-messenger service will
be opened by the Second Assistant Postmaster-General,
and the lowest bidder, if in all other respects accept-
able, will be designated as mail messenger. The right
is reserved to reject any and all bids.

Postmaster to notify
party designated.

Mail messenger not
designated for fixed
period.

Extension of service
forbidden without au-
thority.

2. Notice of the designation of a mail messenger will
be sent to the postmaster, who, on its receipt, should
immediately notify the party designated to begin serv-
ice on the date mentioned in the notice. A formal
written contract, with bond, is not required.

3. A mail messenger will not be designated for a fixed
period unless the specifications expressly so provide;
but he will be expected to continue the performance
of service at the same compensation until his employ-

No increase of pay meiit is terminated by proper notice or order. No in-
for additional service. ,, , ., , . .. -111 --! i «crease or pa}r under the designation will be allowed for

additional trips performed or for increase in the weight
of mails carried between the points named in the order
designating the mail messenger.

Sec. 1222. The postmaster must not extend the service
of a mail messenger beyond the limits of that named in
the advertisement and notice of designation without
express authorization from the Post-Office Department.

II.—PERFORMANCE OF SERVICE—TEMPORARY SERVICE.

Sec. 1228. The postmaster will instruct the mail mes-
senger in regard to the performance of his duties, pre-
scribe schedules of arrivals and departures for the serv-
ice (allowing reasonable running time for the trips), and
will require the messenger to receive and deliver the
mails in case of delayed, incoming or outgoing trains or
boats.

2. The postmaster must keep accurate record of all
failures to perform trips, and of all other delinquen-
cies or irregularities, and the resulting delays or inju-
ries therefrom, and report the same to the Second
Assistant Postmaster-General.

3. Postmasters must report promptly to the Second
Assistant Postmaster-General whenever the mail-mes-
senger service ceases or becomes unnecessary; also,
whenever the conditions change so that the distance is
not over 80 rods from a point central between the
points where mails should be taken off and put on

Duties of postmas-
ters in connection with
service.
—to instruct messen-
ger and p r e s c r i b e
schedule.

—to report failures,
delinquencies, etc.

—to report cessation
or lack of need of
service.

—to report when dis-
tance less than 80 rods.
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trains to the nearest door of the post-office building
where the receipt and delivery of the mails is practicable;
or when the distance between post-office and steamboat
landing- is not over 80 rods; and when cost of service
can be reduced by a readvertisement of the route.

4. If a mail messenger die, resign, or abandon the
service, the postmaster must at once report the fact to
the Second Assistant Postmaster-General. The De-
partment will then advertise the route or take such
other action as may be deemed advisable.

See sec. 1191 as to taking of mails from, and delivery of same
into, post-offices by railroads.

Sec. 1224. Mail messengers must be over sixteen
years of age, and suitable to be intrusted with the care
and custody of the mails.

2. No bid for carrying the mail 011 a mail-messenger
route will be considered unless the bidder resides on
or contiguous to the route on which the service is to
be performed, or shall file with his bid an agreement
that in the event of the service being awarded to him
he will reside on or contiguous to said route, and
will give his personal attention to the performance of
the service.

3. The mail messenger is permitted to employ at his
own expense assistant mail messengers at any time
they may be needed. Said assistants shall conform in
all respects to the requirements applying to the mail
messenger himself.

4. Before entering upon his duties the mail messen-
ger and his assistants must take the oath given in sec-
tion 207. The postmaster will at once forward the
certificate of the oath to the Second Assistant Post-
master-General (Division of Inspection).

5. No person can be paid by the Post-Office Depart-
ment for mail-messenger service unless the employment
of such service has been previously authorized.

6. No postmaster, assistant postmaster, clerk in a
post-office, or any member of the immediate family of
a postmaster or assistant postmaster will be paid by
the Department for carrying the mail. (See sec. 1161.)

7. A mail messenger may resign at any time bj7"
giving the Second Assistant Postmaster-General written
notice thirty days before the time he intends to cease
service.

—to report cl e a t h,
resignation, or aban-
donment of service.

Qualifications a 11 d
restrictions as to mes-
sengers.
—limit of age.

•—messenger must re-
side on or contiguous
to the route.

Mail messenger s
may employ assist-
ants.

No payment to post-
master, etc.

Resignation,
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Messenger can not
assign or sublet.

Duties of mail mes-
sengers.
—-to receive and de-
liver mail.

—perform service in
a c c o r d a n c e wi th
schedules.

—to guard mail and
observe orders and in-
structions.

—to see mail caught
from, cranes.

T e m p o r a r y n e w
mail-messenger serv-
ice.

—authorization of.

Temporary m a i 1-
messenger service.

—how employed.

—when can not be ob-
tained at regular rate.

8. A mail messenger can not assign or sublet the
service-

See. 1225. Mail messengers must receive the mail
from and deliver it into the post-office, mail cars, and
on board steamboats when such cars or boats are ac-
cessible. When cars or boats are not accessible mails
must be delivered to the railroad or steamboat em-
ployees at nearest accessible point. The service must
be performed in accordance with the schedules of
arrivals and departures prescribed by the postmaster.

2. The mail messenger must guard the pouches and
sacks in his custody from theft or injury, and must
observe all orders and regulations or special instruc-
tions from the Post-Office Department or the post-
master affecting the messenger service.

3. Where the pouch is hung on a mail crane, either
during the day or night, the mail messenger must re-
main near the crane until the pouch is caught by the
mail train. If there is a failure to catch the pouch it
must be taken back to the post-office.

See sec. 599 as to exchange of mails by catcher pouches; sec.
1200 as to lights on mail cranes.

See. 1226. Where temporary service becomes neces-
sary prior to the establishment of mail-messenger
service, the postmaster must apply to the Second
Assistant Postmaster-General for authority to employ
such service, stating the necessity for the same and
the lowest obtainable rate per annum at which it can
be secured. The Second Assistant Postmaster-General
will, if it is deemed necessary, issue instructions to the
postmaster authorizing the employment of such service.

2. In the event of the failure of a mail messenger to
provide reasonable service on an established route, the
postmaster may employ such temporary service as may
be necessary; but in the employment of such service
the rate at which service on the route has been author-
ized must not be exceeded without special permission
from the Second Assistant Postmaster-General.

3. If necessary temporary service on a route can not
be secured at the rate at which the messenger is desig-
nated, the postmaster must ascertain the lowest obtain
able rate for such necessary temporary service, and
report the same at once, with a statement of its neces-
sity., to the Second Assistant Postmaster-General. The
postmaster must not employ service at a rate higher



Payment for mail-
messenger service.
—how made.
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than that of the designated mail messenger until au-
thority is received from the Second Assistant Post-
master-General.

4. An immediate report of the employment of tern- —report of empioy-
i i n * i merit of.porary service must be made to the becond Assistant

Postmaster-General.
5. When a mail messenger is absent from duty for substitute to be paid

. . . b y regular messenger.
short periods, and a substitute carrier is employed, his
services should be paid for by the regular messenger.

Sec. 1227. Mail messengers will be paid quarterly
by Treasury warrant, direct from the office of the
Third Assistant Postmaster-General, as soon after the
close of each quarter as their accounts can be adjusted.
No settlement can be made until the postmaster's re-
port of the service has been received.

Sec. 1228. Mail messengers must keep lists of all
pouches due to be received and dispatched by them, patched*
and will verify all pouches by the lists at the time of
receipt or dispatch. In cases of failure to receive any
regular pouch a shortage slip, explaining the cause of
failure, must be made out and forwarded to destination
in lieu of the missing pouch; and if the cause of the
failure is not known the division superintendent or
chief clerk of Railwaj^ Mail Service must be notified
by telegraph.

See sees. 1187,1485, and 1533 as to record of pouches to be kept
in post-offices, by railroad companies, railway postal clerks, and
transfer clerks.

Record of pouches to
be received and dis-

-report of failures.

CHAPTER 6.

INDEPENDENT CONTRACT WAGON SEE VICE IN
CITIES.

I.—GENERAL, PROVISIONS.

Sec. 1229. Such mail-messenger, transfer, or inde- M a l i - m e s s e n g e r
i , • , • / 1-1 ,-1 M 1 i j. • transfer, and inde-pendent city service (other than railroad, electric or pendent city service.

cable car, or pneumatic-tube service) shall be author-
ized as may become necessary for the carriage of the
mails in connection with railroad or steamboat service —character of.
over bridges or ferries, between post-offices, postal
stations, substations, railroad stations, steamboat land-
ings, cable or electric cars or points of exchange with
same, route terminals or other points, or between any ^J^led may be au"
of them, in cases where by law or regulation said serv-



Establishment of
contract wa^osi serv-
ice.
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ice docs not devolve upon railroad, electric or cable
car or steamboat companies, masters of vessels, or other
contractors or carriers, and in such other cases where
the efficiency, dispatch, or general interests of the serv-
ice will be promoted thereby.

Note. NOTE.—This class of service is usually performed under a formal
written contract, with bond, and in accordance with specifications
prescribing the equipment and the requirements of the service.
Such mail-messenger and transfer service as is herein indicated is
distinguished from the " mail-messenger service " provided for in
chap. 5, this Title, in the above particular.

reSSg conffctT SeCl 1S30> T]ie general provisions relating to contract
mail service under chapter 7, this Title, except as herein

—to apply except. modified, will, as far as pertinent, apply to this class
of service.

NOTE.—Certain, of the statutes classified under chapter 7, this
Title, "Transportation of mails on steamship, steamboat, and star
routes," apply to the transportation of the mails generally.

Sec. 1231. Contract wagon service will be estab-
lished after formal advertisement in which special
instructions with regard to the requirements of the

contract with bond servioe and the contract will be stated. A contractrequired.
with bond will be required.

—exception. ^. In some of the smaller cities where the service is
authorized to be performed in screen wagons it will be
let the same as ordinary mail-messenger service, with-
out a formal written contract and bond, and the rules
and regulations governing that service will apply
thereto,

unnecessary service. Sec. 1232. When service becomes unnecessary, for
-report of, to Depart- any reasOili) the postmaster must report the facts to the

Second Assistant Postmaster-General; and if the reduc-
tion of service is only temporary, that fact should be
stated, and the probable date of resumption given.

See sec. 1228 as to record of pouches to be kept, etc.

II.—EXTRA AND TEMPORARY SERVICE.

Extra service. gee. 1233. No additional trips shall be required of
contractors for service on regulation or screen wagon
routes by postmasters or superintendents of Railway
Mail Service without first securing authority therefor

c^fpttnibemerlencyc! from tlie Second Assistant Postmaster-General, except
in case of emergency, in which event the service may

to Depart-]36 required of the contractor; but the fact must be
reported immediately to the Second Assistant Post-
master-General for approval. When permanent acldi-
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tional service becomes necessaiy, application therefor,
including a full statement of the facts, must be made
to the Second Assistant Postmaster-General.

2. Postmasters are expected to arrange the dispatch
of mails so that the contractors will not be required to
perform unnecessary service, and, where possible -with-
out detriment to the service, to combine two or more
mails in one wagon trip.

See. 1234. When a contractor fails to begin service
under his contract, or, having begun service, fails to
continue the same, the postmaster must employ tem-
porary service at the lowest obtainable rate (but in no
case at a higher rate than the amount of the bond speci-
fied in the advertisement) until the contractor, in per-
son or by agent, appears with proper equipment and
takes charge of the route or until otherwise ordered.
Postmasters must report promptly to the Second As-
sistant Postmaster-General any employment of tempo-
rary service, and are forbidden to pay for such service.

2. In the performance of temporary service post-
masters must not permit the use of any of the equip-
ment owned by the contractor, subcontractor, or
bondsmen of either, nor employ the subcontractor or
bondsmen of the contractor or subcontractor. If such
equipment is used or such person employed, service so
performed will be considered as being performed for
the contractor or subcontractor, and will not be recog-
nized by the Post-Office Department as temporary
service.

3. Postmasters must not require wagon contractors
to perform service in lieu of electric or cable car serv-
ice which has failed, unless specially authorized by the
Second Assistant Postmaster-General so to do.

See chap. 4, this Title, as to electric or cable car service.

—application for,
when permanently
necessary.

—postmasters to ar-
range schedules so as
not to require.

Temporary service.

—to be employed
y/hen regular service
fails.
—rate of compensa-
tion for.

—where electric serv-
ice, etc., fails.

CHAPTEB 7.

TEAKSPOSTATIOH OE MAILS ON STEAMSHIP,
STEAMBOAT, AMD "STAB" BOUTES.

I.—'' STAR-ROUTE " SERVICE.

Sec. 1235. The term "star route" shall mean a post
route on which the mails are carried under a formal
contract awarded to the lowest bidder tendering suffi-
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Contracts for star-
route service.
—provisions affecting.

Carrying the mail
OH plank roads.

R. S., § 3968.
—contracts for.
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cient guaranty for faithful performance, without other
reference to the mode of transportation than may be
necessary to provide for the due " celerity, certainty,
and security" thereof. (See sec. 12(58.)

NOTE.—Under this chapter are grouped certain statutes which
apply to the transportation of the mails generally, but they are so
classified as they are referred to more frequently in connection
with this class of transportation.

Sec. 1236. Contracts for service on "star routes1'
will be controlled by the general statutes and regula-
tions included in this chapter.

See sec. 1159 as to separating letter and other mail; sees. 1160
and 1277 as to discontinuing mail service.

Sec. 1237. The Postmaster-General may contract for carrying
the mail on any plank-road in the United States when the public
interest or convenience requires it.

NOTE.—There is no general statute, similar to above, relating to
contracts on star routes, but sec. 1155 directs the Postmaster-
General to provide for carrying the mails on all post-roads, and
sec. 1157 authorizes him to contract for carrying the mails to and
from any post-office; see sec. 1158 as to contracts for transporting
domestic mails across foreign territory.

Sec. 1238. The Postmasters-General may contract for carrying
the mail on the navigable canals of the several States, when, in his
opinion, the public interest or convenience requires it.

Sec. 1239. The Postmaster-General may enter into contracts for
extending the line of posts to supply mails to post-offices not on
any established route, and, as a compensation for carrying the
mail under such contracts, may allow not exceeding two-thirds of
the salary paid to the postmaster at such special offices.

See sec. 1156 as to supplying mail to county seats.

II.—STEAMSHIP AND STEAMBOAT SEEVICE.

Carriage of mails by Sec. 1240. The Postmaster-General may cause the mail to besteamboat or vessel. . .
R. S.,§ 3969. carried in any steamboat or other vessel used as a packet on any

of the waters of the United States.

Carrying the mail
on canals.

R. S., § 3967.
—contracts.

Temporary malls to
offices not on estab-
lished routes.

R. 8., §3971.
Compensatioii to

carriers.

Mail s e r v i c e in
steamships between
United States ports.

R.S.,§3970.
—contracts for.

Contracts for service
upon domestic water
routes where service
Is new.

1878, May 17, ch. 107,
§6,18upp.,165.
—how made.

—duration of.

Note

Sec. 1241. The Postmaster-General may, if he deem it for the
public interest, make contracts for any period not exceeding one
year, for carrying the mails in steamships between any of the ports
of the United States.

See. 1242. * * * The Postmaster-General may contract with
the owners or masters of steamships, steamboats, or other vessels
plying upon the waters or between ports of the United States for
carrying the mails upon such routes where no mail service has
previously been performed, without advertising for proposals there-
for; but no contract for such new service shall be for a longer time
than one year.

NOTE.—So much of E. S., §§ 3943, 3956, and 3970, as conflict
with this section were specifically repealed by above act.
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Contracts for service
npon domestic water
routes where service
has previously been
performed.

1878, May 17, ch. 107,
§ 5,1 Supp.,165.

—duration of.
—how made.

Compensation

Note.

Combined inland and
foreign service.

1885, Mai. 3, eh. 342.
lSupp.,483.
—contracts for, when
may be made.

Sec. 1243. When from any cause it may become necessary to
make a new contract for carrying the mails upon any water route
between the ports of the United States, upon which mail service
has previously been performed, the Postmaster-General may con-
tract with the owner or master of any steamship, steamboat or
other vessel plying upon the wraters or between ports of the United
States, for carrying the mail upon said route for any length of time
not exceeding four years and without advertising for proposals
therefor whenever the public interest and convenience will
thereby be promoted; but the price paid for such service shall
in no case be greater than the average price paid under the last
preceding or then existing regular contract upon the same route.

NOTE.—E. S., § 3943 was repealed by above act.

Sec. 1244. * * * The Postmaster-General is authorized to
contract for inland and foreign steamboat mail service, when it can
be combined in one route, where the foreign office or offices are
not more than two hundred miles distant from the domestic office,
on the same terms and conditions as inland steamboat service,
and pay for the same out of the appropriation for inland steamboat
service.

See chap. 8, this Title, Foreign Mail Service.

Sec. 1245. On routes where steamboat service is in
operation contractors will be required to furnish steam-
boats which are safe, suitable, and satisfactory to the
Postmaster-General.

2. As a postal clerk may be placed on boats to take
entire charge of the mails, the contractor may be re-
quired to fit up on each boat employed in the service
a room suitable for an office, with a sleeping apart-
ment attached, for the exclusive use of the postal
clerk, and to furnish first-class board to such clerk
without charge.

III.—SHIP AND STEAMBOAT LETTERS.

Sec. 1246. The master of any steamboat passing between ports ,
or places in the United States, and arriving at any such port or K. s.,§3977.
place where there is a post-office, shall deliver to the postmaster,
within three hours after his arrival, if in the daytime, and if at
night, within two hours after the next sunrise, all letters and pack-
ets brought by him, or within his power or control and not relat-
ing to the cargo, addressed to or destined for such port or place, for
which he shall receive from the postmaster two cents for each
letter or packet so delivered, unless the same is carried under a
contract for carrying the mail; and for every failure to so deliver
such letters and packets, the master or owner of the steamboat
shall be liable to a penalty of one hundred and fifty dollars.

See sec. 423 as to postage on ship letters; sec. 557 as to treat-
ment of such letters in post-offices; sec. 194 as to recovery of pen-
alties.

Steamboats used in
mail service.

-character of.
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Tt ters steam-

in de-

for failure
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—addressed to foreign

Sec. 1247. The term "ship letters and packets"
em brace the letters and packets brought into the United
States from foreign countries, or carried from one port
in the United States to another, in any ship or vessel
not regularly employed in carrying the mail, and in the
latter case over a route where the mail is not regularly
carried, before such letters have been mailed.

2, Foreign letters brought loose on a vessel which
brings also a mail from abroad* are not embraced in
the category "ship letters." They are to be treated
as though the}" were included in the mails brought by
the carrying vessel. (See sec. 696.)

NOTE.—The term "packet" means a packet of letters. (See
sec. 1136, note.)

Sec. 1248. The Postmaster-General may pay, to the master or
owner of any vessel not regularly employed in carrying the mail,
two cents for each letter carried by such vessel between ports or
places in the United States, or from any foreign port to any port
in the United States; but all such letters shall be deposited in the
post-office at the port of arrival.

Sec. 1249. Postmasters at offices where ship letters
are delivered will obtain from the master of the ship or
vessel a certificate specifying the number of letters,
with the name of the ship or vessel, and place from
which she last sailed; and upon each letter which has
not been before mailed, and which shall be delivered
into his post-ofli.ee for mailing or delivery, he shall pay
to the said master or owner two cents, and take his
receipt therefor.

See sec. 557 as to manner of rating postage.

Sec. 1250. If a ship letter is addressed to any point
in a foreign countiy, no fee will be allowed thereon by
the postmaster to the carrier. Such letters, however,
should all be marked " SHIP."

2. Where ship letters are delivered into the post-
office by a passenger or sailor, and not in behalf of the
master, nothing is to be paid for them.

3. No fees will be allowed to any vessel, or master
thereof, or to any person on board any vessel which
carries the mail, nor to any mail carrier on any mail
route by land or water.

4. No fees will be allowed to the master of a vessel
who delivers into a post-office letters which were car-
ried over a water declared by law to be a post route.
(See sec. 1153.)
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5. Where printed matter is delivered to a postmaster —on printed matter,
by the master of a vessel arriving from a foreign port,
and not regularly engaged in carrying the mail, which
is wholly unpaid, no fee shall be paid therefor.

See sec. 477 as to treatment of printed ship matter; sec. 423 as to
postage on ship letters; sec. 557 as to treatment of all ship matter
at post-offices.

Sec. 1251. All letters placed on a mail steamboat, on Letters on ma
which the mails are in charge of a postal clerk, should —how disposed of.
be delivered to such clerk; and on' these letters the
master of the vessel is not entitled to receive any com-
pensation. None but letters on which at least one full
rate of postage has been paid should be received on
such steamboat, and these should be duly mailed.

Sec. 1252. The record of ship and steamboat letters Eecord of fees paid.
1 —how kept.

required to be kept by postmasters, as provided in sec-
tion 558, must also show the sums paid for such letters.

IV.—ADVERTISEMENTS FOE PROPOSALS
SERVICE.

FOE MAIL

Sec. 1253. The United States shall be divided into contract sections,
four contract sections. A general letting for one of
these sections will occur every year, and contracts will
be made for four consecutive years, commencing on the —division of united
first day of July. The sections and their current con-
tract terms are—

a. Maine, New Hampshire,Vermont, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, Now York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, District of Colum-
bia, Virginia, and West Virginia; current term, Jul}r 1,
1901, to June 30, 1905.

o. North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Porto
Eico; current term, July 1, 1900, to June 30, 1904.

c. Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Iowa, and Missouri; current term, July 1,
1899, to June 30, 1903.

d. Arkansas, Louisiana,. Texas, Indian Territory,
Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico,
Arizona, Utah, Idaho, Washington, Oregon, Nevada,
California, Alaska, and Hawaii; current term, July 1,
1898, to June 30, 1902.

See. 1254. The Postmaster-General shall cause advertisements of til^lieral mail let"
all general mail lettings of each State and Territory to be conspicu- issi, Mar. i, ch. 96,1
ously posted in each post-office in the State and Territory embraced _^^ertls'ement of
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Note.
Prior statutes.

in said advertisements for at least sixty days before the time of
such general letting; and no other advertisement of such lettings
shall be required; but this provision shall not apply to any other
than general mail lettings.

NOTE.—R. S., § 3941, providing for advertising for proposals
for carrying the mails, was superseded by the act of May 17, 1878
(ch. 107, § 11 Supp. E. S., 164), which was in turn repealed in part by
the act of March 1,1881, above. See following section as to repeal of
balance of act of May 17, 1878; sec. 1627 as to penalty for failure
to enter into contract after award.

m!ul Sec. 1255. After providing by general advertisement for the

Term of contracts,

Note,
—previous statutes.

Miscellaneous mail
lettings defined.

Miscellaneous
lettings.

1892, July 26, ch.249, transportation of the mails in any State or Territory as authorized
—before general ad- by law, the Postmaster-General may secure any mail service that
vertisement. may become necessary before the next general advertisement for

said State or Territory by posting notices, for a period of not less
than ten days, in the post-offices at the termini of any route to be
let, and upon a bulletin board in the Post-Office Department,
inviting proposals, in such form and with such guaranty as maybe
prescribed by the Postmaster-General, for the performance of the
proposed service. The contract for such service shall be made to
fun to the end of the contract term under the general advertise-
ment, shall be made with the lowest bidder whose proposal is in
due form, and who, under the law, is eligible as a bidder for such
postal service.

NOTE.—The act,of May 17,1878 (ch. 107, §11 Supp., R. S., 164),
was in part superseded by the act of July 26, 1892, above. For
repeal of balance of sec. 1 of act of May 17, 1878, see preceding
section. This act also supersedes E. S., § 3957. See sec. 1293 as
to employment of temporary service where bidder or contractor
under above section fails; sees. 1292 and 1294 as to other temporary
service.

Sec. 1256. The lettings of service upon new mail
routes, established pursuant to law in any contract
division of the United States during- a contract term,
and upon routes where the contractor has failed or
abandoned his contract, will be denominated '' miscel-
laneous mail lettings." Such lettings will be made
under bulletin advertisement to cover the mail service
on such routes until the expiration of the contract term,
when the service, if continued, shall be embraced in the
general advertisement.

V.—PROPOSALS FOE CAEKYTNG THE MAILS.

Sec. 1257. Proposals for carrying the mails must
be made on the forms prescribed by the Post-Office
Department; and bidders for service on star routes
must propose to transport the mails with "celerity,
certainty, and security." (See sec. 1268.)

2. A proposal altered in any of its essential terms
can not be considered in competition with proposals
submitted in proper form. Nor can a proposal, after
having been submitted, be modified.

Form of proposals.

—not to be altered.
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Proposals to be ac-
companied by bond.

E. S., § 3945.
1874, June 23, ch.456,

§12, lSupp.,44.

Sec. 1253. Every proposal for carrying the mail shall be accom-
panied by the bond of the bidder, with sureties approved by a
postmaster, and in cases where the amount of the bond exceeds
five thousand dollars, by a postmaster of the first, second, or
third class, in a sum to be designated by the Postmaster-General
in the advertisement of each route; to which bond a condition
shall be annexed, that if the said bidder shall, within such time
after his bid is accepted as the Postmaster-General shall pre-
scribe, enter into a contract with the United States of America,
with good and sufficient sureties, to be approved by the Postmas-
ter-General, to perform the service proposed in his said bid, and,
further, that he shall perform the said service according to his
contract, then the said obligation to be void, otherwise to be in
full force and obligation in law; and in case of failure of any bid-
der to enter into such contract to perform the service, or, having
executed a contract, in case of failure to perform the service,
according to his contract, he and his sureties shall be liable for
the amount of said bond as liquidated damages, to be recovered
in an action of debt on the said bond. No proposal shall be con-
sidered unless it shall be accompanied by such bond, and there
shall have been affixed to said proposal the oath of the bidder,
taken before an officer qualified to administer oaths, that he has
the ability, pecuniarily, to fulfill his obligations, and that the bid
is made in good faith, and with the intention to enter into contract
and perform the service in case his bid is accepted.

NOTE.—Where a bond is executed by a surety company, author-
ized to do business under the act of August 13, 1894, the approval
of a postmaster is not required. (See sec. 88.) See sec. 1626,
as to penalty for false approval of bond by postmaster.

Sec. 1259. Before the bond of a bidder (for carrying the mail) wf-}er*ics on bCBds of

* * * is approved, there shall be indoi'sed thereon the oaths of E.g., §3946.
the sureties therein, taken before an officer qualified to administer i gupp., ?fti. '° '
oaths, that they are owners of real estate worth in the aggregate a —oatn to be taken by.
sum double the amount of said bond, over and above all debts due —qualification of.
and owing by them, and all judgments, mortgages, and execu-
tions against them, after allowing all exemptions of every char-
acter whatever. Accompanying said bond, and as a part thereof,
there shall be a series of interrogatories, in print or writing, to be
prescribed by the Postmaster-General, and answered by the sure- —interrogatories to be
ties under oath, showing the amount of real estate owned by them, ' " * x ' J '
a brief description thereof, and its probable value, where it is
situated, in what county and State the record evidence of their
title exists. And if any surety shall knowingly and willfully swear penaity for f a l s e
falsely to any statement made under the provisions of this section swearing.
he shall be deemed guilty of perjury, and, on conviction thereof,
be punished as is provided by law for commission of the crime
of perjury. (See R. S., § 5392.)

NOTE.—Where a bond is executed by a surety company author- Note_
ized to do business under the act of August 13, 1894, the above —surety companies.
oath and interrogatories are not required. (See sec. 88.)

Conditions of bond.

—that service shall be
performed.

-liability for failure.

Proposals without
bond not to be con-
sidered.

Oath of bidder.

—what to contain.

Note.
—surety companies.
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Approval of sureties
by postmaster.

No oath when sure-
ty company qualifies.

Postmasters to act
personally.

Bidders to Inform
themselves as to con-
ditions of service.

Distances.

Sec. 1260. In considering approval of the sureties
upon a bidder's bond, postmasters are required:

a. Not to sign the approval until the bidder and his
sureties have signed the bond, and the sureties have
duly signed and sworn to the oath accompanying the
bond.

b. Not to accept sureties until due diligence has
been exercised and their sufficiency is known or ascer-
tained.

c. Not to accept married women, minors, or persons
under guardianship or other disabilities as sureties;
nor any persons mentioned in sections 223 and. 1161.

d. To see that the bonds are properly filled out, and
that in the oath the description of the real estate fully
complies with the requirements of section 1259.

e. Not to divulge to any person the amount of any
proposal certified by him.

2, When a surety company authorized to do business
under act of August 13, 1894 (see sec. 88), qualifies on
the bond of a bidder, no oath of surety, answers to
interrogatories, or certificate of postmaster as to surety
is required.

3. The approval of the sureties must be by a post-
master, and the certificate must be signed by him in
person. An assistant, or clerk, or acting postmaster
is not authorized to approve the sureties of a bidder,
either in his own name or in the name of the post-
master.

See sec. 1626, as to penalty for false approval by postmasters of
bond or certificate.

See. 1261. Bidders for mail service must inform
themselves of and consider the weight of the mail, the
likelihood of its increase, the fact that foreign as well
as domestic mails, and also post-office supplies, must be
carried; the condition of roads, hills, streams, etc., also
whether there be toll bridges, ferries, or obstructions
of any kind increasing the cost of service. No claim
for extra pay can be allowed for alleged mistakes or
misapprehension as to the degree of service, nor for
increased distance by reason of destruction of bridges,
discontinuance of ferries, or other obstructions, occur-
ring during the contract term.

2. The distances stated in the advertisements are
given according to the best information; but no increased

a ? - will be allowed should the distance be reater than
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advertised, if the points to be supplied are correctly
stated.

3. Post-offices established during the contract term
are to be visited without extra pay if the distance be
not increased, and at pro rata pay for any increase.

Sec. 1262. Bids for carrying the mail should be for
service strictly according to the advertisement, notwith-
standing changes made in the existing service sub-
sequent to the date of the advertisement.

2. But one route should be included in a proposal.
Consolidated or combination bids (proposing one sum
for two or more routes) can not be considered.

3. The route, the service, the yearly pay, the name
and residence of the bidder (that is, his usual post-office
address), and the name of each member of a firm, where
a company bids, should be distinctly stated.

4. Bidders should carefully examine their bids to
see that they are in accordance with the requirements
of the advertisement, and retain copies of them.

See. 1263, No bidder for carrying the mail will be
accepted who is under twenty-one years of age, or who
is a married woman, or who is disqualified in any manner
from entering into a valid, binding contract.

See sec. 1161 as to postmasters or members of family being con-
tractors; sec. 223 as to acting as agent, etc.

Ssc. 1264. Proposals for carrying the mail shaH be delivered
sealed, and so kept until the bidding is closed, and shall then be
opened and marked in the presence of the Postmaster-General,
and one of the Assistant Postmasters-General, or of two of the
Assistant Postmasters-General, or of any other two officers of the
Department, to be designated by the Postmaster-General; and
any bidder may withdraw his bid at any time before twenty-four
hours previous to the time fixed for the opening of proposals, by
serving upon the Postmaster-General, or the Second Assistant
Postmaster-General, notice in writing of such withdrawal.

Sec. 1265. Bids, under a general or miscellaneous
advertisement, received at the Post-Office Department
after the time fixed in such advertisement for the re-
ceipt of bids, will not be considered. If sent by mail
or express ample time should be allowed for their
transit, as they can not be deemed to be received at the
Department until actually delivered at the office of
the Second Assistant Postmaster-General. Neither can
bids be considered which are without the bond, oath,
or other essential part of the form prescribed by the
Department.
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2. The Postmaster-General reserves the right to sus-
pend the award under a general advertisement of serv-
ice on any route for a period not exceeding thirty days
after the date set in such advertisement, with a corre-
sponding allowance of time for the execution of the
contract; to reject all bids on any route whenever in
his judgment the interests of the service require it;
and to disregard bids accompanied by bonds on which
there appears as surety the name of a person who is
barred from bidding by reason of being a failing bid-
der or contractor, or for any other reason.

See. 1266. Bids or interests in bids can not be trans-
ferred or assigned to other parties.

2. Bidders will be required to enter into contract to
perform the service awarded to them, and will be liable
for failure, even though the contract of an assignee be
tendered in lieu of their own.

See sec. 1296 as to assignment of contracts; sec. 1627 as to penalty
for failure to enter into contract.

Sec. 1267. The Postmaster-General shall have recorded, in a
book to be kept for that purpose, a true and faithful abstract of
all proposals made to him for carrying the mail, giving the name
of the party offering, the terms of the offer, the sum to be paid,
and the time the contract is to continue; and he shall put on file
and preserve the originals of all such proposals until the end of
the contract term to which they relate, after which the proposals
that were nojt accepted may be destroyed or disposed of as waste
paper. * * *

See sec. f323 as to balance of statute relating to disposition of
certain reports of arrivals and departures of the mails.

VI.—CONTRACTS—PERFORMANCE OF SERVICE.
See. 1268. All contracts for carrying the mail shall be in the

name of the United States, and shall be awarded to the lowest
bidder tendering sufficient guarantees for faithful performance,
without other reference to the mode of transportation than may be
necessary to provide for the due celerity, certainty, and security
thereof; but the Postmaster-General shall not be bound to con-
sider the bid of any person who has willfully or negligently failed
to perform a former contract.

See sec. 1278 as to new sureties 011 contracts.

2. A contractor for service on star, screen, or regula-
tion wagon route must live on or contiguous to the
route, and must give his personal supervision to the
performance of the service thereon.

See. 1269. No contract for carrying the mail shall be made for a
longer term than four years. * * #

NOTE.—The balance of this section provided that "no contract
for carrying the mail on the sea shall be made for a longer term,
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than two years," but this part was repealed by the act of May 17,
1878 (ch. 107, § 5, 1 Supp. E. 8., 166). _ (See sec. 1304.) This sec-
tion is only applicable to domestic service in cases where there are
no statutes providing special limitations.

Sec. 1270. No contract for carrying the mail shall be made with
any person who has entered, or proposed to enter, into any com-
bination to prevent the making of any bid for carrying the mail,
or who has made any agreement, or given or performed, or prom-
ised to give or perform, any consideration whatever to induce any
other person not to bid for any such contract; and if any person
so offending is a contractor for carrying the mail, his contract may
be annulled; and for the first offense the person so offending shall
be disqualified to contract for carrying the mail for five years, and
for the second offense shall be forever disqualified.

See sec. 1161 as to persons disqualified as mail contractors;
sec. 1596 as to members of Congress being interested in contracts.

Sec. 1271. Contracts for carrying the mail must be
executed in duplicate, and both copies filed in the
Post-Office Department on or before the day specified
therefor in a general advertisement; and within thirty
days after acceptance of a proposal under a bulletin ad-
vertisement. Accepted bidders neglecting to observe
this requirement will be considered as failing.

2. A contractor can obtain a copy of his contract
by application to the Second Assistant Postmaster-
General.

Sec. 1272. * * * After any regular bidder whose bid has , . . , ., . J enter into contract or
been accepted shall fail to enter into contract for the transportation contractor to com-
of the mails according to his proposals, or having entered into con- mRl.c| *esr395i*.
tract shall fail to commence the performance of the service stipu- 1876, Aug. ll.ch. 260,
lated in his or their contract as therein provided, the Postmaster—new contract in case
General shall proceed to contract with the next lowest bidder or ° '
bidders in the order of their bids, for the same service, who will
enter into a contract for the performance thereof, unless the
Postmaster-General shall consider such bid or bids too high, and
in case each of said bids shall be considered too high, then the
Postmaster-General shall be authorized to enter into contract, at
a price less than that named in said bids, with any person, whether
a bidder or not, who will enter into contract to perform the service
in accordance with the terms and provisions prescribed for the
execution of other contracts for similar service; and in case no satis-
factory contract can be thus obtained, he shall re-advertise such
route.

NOTE.—E. S. §§ 3952, 3953, were repealed by act of September Note.
30, 1890 (ch. 1123, 1 Supp. E. S., 810).

Copies of contracts
furnished by .Depart-
ment.

Sec. 1273. * Failure of contrae-* If any bidder whose bid has been accepted, tor to perf orm service.
and who has entered into a contract to perform the service accord- 1876, Aug. 11, ch. 260
ing to his proposal, and in pursuance of his contract has entered
upon the performance of the service, to the satisfaction of the Post-
master-General, shall subsequently fail or refuse to perform the
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service according to his contract, the Postmaster-General shall pro-
ceed to contract with the next lowest bidder for such service, under
the advertisement thereof (unless the Postmaster-General shall con-
sider such bid too high), who will enter into contract and give bond,
with sureties to be approved by the Postmaster-General, for the
faithful performance thereof, in the same penalty and with, the
same terms and conditions thereto annexed as were stated and con-
tained in the bond which accompanied his bid; and in case said
next lowest bidder shall decline to enter into contract for the per-
formance of such service, then the Postmaster-General may award
the service to, and enter into contract with, any person, whether
a bidder 011 said route or not, who will enter into contract to per-
form the service and execute a bond of like tenor and effect as that
required of bidders, in a penalty to be prescribed, and with sure-
ties to be approved by the Postmaster-General, for the perform-
ance of the service contracted to be performed at a price not
exceeding that named in the bid of the said next lowest bidder;
and if no contract can be secured at the price named in said next
lowest bid, then the Postmaster-General shall proceed to secure a
contract, at a price not considered too high, with any person who
will execute such contract in accordance with the law applicable
thereto, giving, in all cases, the preference ±o the regular bidders
on the list whose bids do not exceed the price at which others
wTili contract therefor; and if no satisfactory contract can be thus
secured, the route shall be readvertisecl.

Sec, 1274. The Postmaster-General shall deliver to the Audi-
tor for the Post-Office Department, within sixty days after the
making of any contract for carrying the mail, a duplicate copy
thereof.

See. I$s75. Whenever it becomes necessary to change the terms
of an existing contract for carrying the mail otherwise than as pro-
vided in the preceding section, notice thereof shall be given and
proceedings had thereon the same as at the letting of original
contracts.

NOTE.—The "preceding section" to the one above quoted, or
E. S., § 3957, is evidently not the one intended to be referred
to. _ In the act_of June 3, 1872 (ch. 335, 17 Stat. L., 315), the
section from which R. S., § 3958, was taken, reads, "otherwise
than as provided in sections 261 and 262." Those sections reap-
peared in the revision as 3960 and 3961, and are here given as sec-
tions 1287 and part of 1288. The above section is also qualified by
the act of Aug. 3,1882 (see sec. 1286), authorizing extension of serv-
ice, and sec. 1277, under which service is discontinued or curtailed.
The provision, '' the same as at the letting of original contracts,'' is
qualified by the act of July 26,1892 (see sec. 1255), in relation to bul-
letin advertisements for service needed before the general lettings.

See, 1276. * * * ^n a^ cases of regular contracts hereafter
made, the contract may, in the discretion of the Postmaster-Gen-
eral, be continued in force beyond its express terms for a period
not exceeding six months, until a new contract with the same or
other contractors shall be made by the Postmaster-General.

Sec. 1277. The Postmaster-General may discontinue
or curtail the service on any mail route, in whole or in
part, in order to place on the route superior service,or
whenever the public interests, in his judgment, shall
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require such discontinuance or curtailment for any
other cause, he allowing as full indemnity to the con- -indemnity m case
tractor, one month's extra pay, on the amount of serv-
ice dispensed with, and a pro rata compensation for
the amount of service retained and continued.

See sec. 1280 as to causes for annulment of contracts; sec. 1297
as to annulment of contract sublet without permission; sec. 1298
as to annulment of contracts and new contract with subcontractors.

Sec. 1278, The Postmaster-General, whenever he may deem it
consistent with the public interest, may accept or require new
surety upon any contract existing or hereafter made for carrying
the mails, in substitution for and release of any existing surety.

Sec. 1279. All mail contractors will be required—
a. To carry the mail with certainty, celerity, and

security, using- therefor such means as may be neces-
sary to transport the whole of the mail, whatever may
be its size, weight, or increase during* the term of the
contract, and without additional pay; to carry the mail
by the schedule of departures and arrivals stated in the
advertisement under which contract is made, and
within the running time fixed therein, until said
schedule is altered by the authority of the Postmaster-
General of the United States, and then to carry accord-
ing* to such altered schedule: Provided, That when
more than seven minutes (or in case of box or crane
delivery ten minutes) are taken for opening and closing
the mails at any office (sec. 605) the additional time so
taken will be allowed in addition to the time fixed in said
schedule, unless otherwise provided in the contract;
in all cases to carry the mail in preference to pas-
sengers and freight, and to their entire exclusion if
its weight, bulk, or safety shall so require; and to
carry the mail, upon demand, by any conveyance which
the contractor regularly runs, or is concerned in run-
ning, on the route, beyond the number of trips specified
in the contract, in the same manner and subject to the
same regulations as are provided concerning- regular
trips.

5. To carry the mail, if in a vessel, in a safe and
secure manner; if on a horse, under a sufficient rubber,
oilcloth, or canvas, so as to protect the same from wet
or other injury; if in a coach or other vehicle, in a
boot or covered receptacle under the driver's seat/so
as to protect the same.

c. To take the mail and every part thereof from,
and deliver it and every part thereof at, each post-office

Ten minutes for ex-
change on box or
crane delivery routes.

Extra trips by regu-
lar conveyances,

Taking mail from
and delivering into
post-offices.
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on the route, or that may be established on the route
(and where box or crane service is required, to deliver
mail into or place same thereon), and into the post-office
at each end of the route, and into the post-office, if one
is there kept, at the place at which the carrier stops for

night6 °f mail °ver the night (see sec. 606); and if no post-office is there kept
to lock it up in some secure place, at the risk of the
contractor. When horses are employed, the driver will
not be required to leave them for the purpose of deliv-
ering the mail at a way post-office, but must drive as
near the office as practicable and deliver the mail to
the postmaster. In no case should the mail be thrown
on the ground.

Liability for carrier. ^ To be accountable and answerable in damages for
the person to whom the contractor shall commit the
care and transportation of the mail, and responsible for
his care and faithful performance of the obligations
assumed by the contractor and imposed by law; to com-
mit the care or transportation of the mail to no person
under sixteen years of age, nor to any person not author-
ized by law to be concerned in contracts for carrying
the mails; to discharge any carrier of the mail when-

Transportation of ever required so to do by the Postmaster-General; to
inspectors, supplies, A J '
etc- cany post-office blanks, mail locks and bags, and other

postal supplies, and also post-office inspectors and
other special agents of the Department on the exhibi
tion of their credentials, if a coach or other suitable
conveyance is used, without additional charge.

e. Where the service on a star route terminates at
a railroad station, to make the exchange of mails, de-
livering the pouch to and receiving it from the postal
clerk on the train; where crane and catcher service is
used, to hang the pouch on the crane and remain in
charge of it until it is on board the train, and to take
charge of the pouch immediately on its being thrown
from the mail car.

See sec. 1624, as to penalty for deserting the mail; chap. 10, this
Title, as to inspection of service, deductions, and fines; sec. 1322 as
to record and report of arrivals and departures.

Sec. 1280. The Postmaster-General may annul a con-
tract for the following delinquencies on the part of the
contractor, and other causes:

-repeated failures. a>. por repeated failures, or for failure to perform
service according to contract; for violating the postal

—disregardof instruc- jaws Or regulations; for disobeying the instructions of
the Post-Office Department; for refusing to discharge

Exchange of mails
at terminus on rail-
road.

Catcher service.

Annulment of con-
tract for delinquen-
cies.
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a carrier, or any other person having charge of the
mail by his direction, when required by the Depart-
ment so to do; for subletting service without the con-
sent of the Postmaster-General, or assigning or trans-
ferring his contract, or for combining to prevent others
from bidding for the performance of postal service;
for transmitting commercial intelligence or matter
which should go by mail, contrary to the stipulations
of his contract, or for transporting persons so engaged;
whenever the contractor shall become a postmaster,
assistant postmaster, or member of Congress, or other-
wise legally incompetent to be concerned in a contract;
whenever, in the opinion of the Postmaster-General,
the service can not be safely continued.

5. When the service on any route has been sublet
for less than the contract price, as provided in section
1298, or in violation of any of the conditions of the per-
mission to sublet.

c. For failure to furnish a new surety when required
under section 1278, and for any other cause specified in
the contract or any statute.

See sec. 1277 as to annulment of contracts; chap. 10, this Title,
as to inspection of service, deductions, and fines.

Sec. 1281. No person under sixteen years of age will
be permitted to carry the mails.

Sec. 1282. Where carriers of the mail can not leave
their horses to deliver the mail into intermediate post-
offices, postmasters must arrange to take the mail from
them.

See sec. 605 as to time to be taken in changing mails.

Sec. 1283. Wherever in these regulations the post- O f f i c i a l h e a d of
0 / route.

master or post-office at the '" head of a route" is re-
ferred to, it shall mean the post-office first named in—what offices are.
the statement of the service, whether originally the
initial point or subsequently made so by reason of
change of the route. An office from which a mail car-
rier starts to make his trip is not necessarily '' the
head of the route."

Sec. 1284. No person whose bid for carry ing the mail is accepted tr^*yment 011 COIt"
shall receive any pay until he has executed his contract according R. S., § 3959.
, 1 T n i ,• £ ±1 ^ j s. —not to be made until
to law and the regulations 01 the iJepartment. contract la executed.

2. * .* * Where any person, corporation, or partnership shall — w i t h h o l d i n g of,
have contracts for the performance of mail service upon more than 1882, May 4, ch. lie, i

, , , .,, , , ,, . ,. , Supp., 339.
one route, and any failure to perform the service according to con-
tract on any one or more of such routes shall occur, no payment shall
be made for service on any of the routes under contract with such

Subletting without
consent.
—assignments, com-
binations.

Transmitting com-
mercial intelligence,
etc.

Contractor becom-
ing disqualified.

Subletting for less
than contract price,
etc.

Violation of con-
tract.

Failure to furnish
new sureties.

Persons under six-
teen not to be carriers.

When postmasters to
meet carriers.
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Note.

Changes o f sched-
ules.

—no increase of pay
for, except.

—applications f o r ,
when not granted.

Extension of servlee
ou route under con-

1882, Aug. 3, ch. 379,
§1,1 Supp.,372.
—compensation for.

-limited.

Additional service.
K.S.,§ 3960.
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person, corporation, or partnership until such failure has been
removed and all penalties therefor fully satisfied.

3. Payments will be made by warrant on the Treas-
ury direct from the Department, after the expiration
of each quarter, and as soon as accounts can be settled,
if required evidence of service has been received.
(See sec. 1324.)

NOTE.—Contractors for carrying the mail can not receive pay
until the oath prescribed in sec. 207 is taken and filed in the
Department. (See sec. 1327.)

VII.—CHANGES IN SEEVICE—ADDITIONAL SERVICE,
ETC.

See. 1285. The Postmaster-General may change
schedules of departures and arrivals in all cases, with-
out increase of pay, provided the running time be not
abridged. An application for change of schedule will
not, however, be granted—

a. Without the assent of the postmasters at the
ends of the route, except in case of manifest necessity.

5. Without the approval of all postmasters when a
radical change is asked.

c. If more than the prescribed running time be
asked.

d. If it provides for less than the contract running
time without the consent of the contractor and his
sureties.

e. If it break connection with any other route.
f. If it put the mail on a wrong day for newspapers

circulated over the route.
g. If it prevent or lessen any existing postal accom-

modation to the public.
li. If the contracts be not executed and on file in

the Post-Office Department.
i. If it fail to show a good reason for the change.
Sec. 1286. The Postmaster-General is hereby authorized, in

cases where the mail service would be thereby improved, to ex-
tend service on a mail route under contract, at not exceeding pro
rata additional pay, for any distance not exceeding twenty-five
miles beyond either terminal point named in said contract: Pro-
vided, That no service shall be extended beyond the original ter-
minal points more than once during the term for which the
contract shall have been made.

Sec. 12-87. Compensation for additional service in carrying the
mail shall not be in excess of the exact proportion which the
original compensation bears to the original service; and when any
such additional service is ordered, the sum to be allowed therefor
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shall be expressed in the order, and entered upon, the books of the
Department; and no compensation shall be paid for any additional
regular service rendered before the issuing of such order.

Sec. 1288. No extra allowance shall be made for any increase of
expedition in carrying the mail unless thereby the employment
of additional stock, and carriers is made necessary, and in such
case the additional compensation shall bear 110 greater proportion
to the additional stock and carriers necessarily employed than the
compensation in the original contract bears to the stock and car-
riers necessarily employed in its execution.

2. The Postmaster-General shall not hereafter have the power
to expedite the service under any contract either now existing or
hereafter given to a rate of pay exceeding fifty per centum upon
the contract as originally let.

Sec. 1289. Whenever it shall become necessary to
increase the speed by which the mail is carried on any
route, the contractor shall have the option of continu-
ing service upon the expedited running time, with the
consent of his sureties, without additional compensa-
tion; but if after offer he does not promptly agree to
so continue the service, it shall be readvertisecl for the
expedited running time required.

See sec. 1277 as to annulling contracts, and sec. 1255 as to secur-
ing service required before general advertisement.

Sec. 1290. Upon application to the Second Assistant
Postmaster-General permission may be given to post-
masters to provide for the gratuitous exchange of mails
by sworn carriers, between their offices, either by sep-
arate route, or by additional trips on an existing route.
Until such permission is given postmasters are forbid-
den to dispatch or receive mail more frequently than
required by the schedule of the route on which the
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Expedition of serv-
ice.

R.S.,§ 3961.
—when authorized.

—compensation for.

—limitation u p o n
compensation for.

1880, Apr. 7, ch. 48,
§2, lSupp.,280.

Increased celerity.

—contractor refusing
to meet demand for.

Gratuitous exchange
of mails.
—postmasters may
arrange, in addition
to regular s e r v i c e ,
when.

VIII. —TEMPORARY SERVICE.

See. 1291. Whenever an accepted bidder shall fail to enter into S^u^lfcrf 260
contract, or a contractor on any mail route shall fail or refuse to lSupp.,117; 1879, June
perform the service on said route according to his contract, or _Where' bidxfer' fails
when a new route shall be established or new service required, or to si§'n contract.

* ' —on. nevvr route, etc.
wnen, from any other cause, there shall not be a contractor legally
bound or required to perform, such service, the Postmaster-General
may make a temporary contract for carrying the mail on such —n°w secured.
route, without advertisement, for such period as may be necessary,
not in any case exceeding one year, until the service shall have
commenced under a contract made according to lav/: Provided,
however, That the Postmaster-General shall not employ temporary —cost of.
service on any route at a higher price than that paid to the con-
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Note,
-former statutes.

Temporary service.
1882, Aug. 3, ch. 379,

§2, lSupp.,372.
—where cont r a c t o r
fails to perform serv-
ice,
—cost of, limited.

—cost of, to be charged
to contractor.

Temporary service.
1892, July 26,ch.249,

§l,2Supp.,48.
—where bidder or con-
tractor under bulletin
advertisement fails.

Employment of tem-
porary service l>y post-
masters.
—when authorized.

—rate for.

—to be charged to con-
tractor.

—report of, to Depart-
ment.
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tractor who shall have performed the service during the last
preceding contract term.

NOTE.-—The original statute limited temporary contracts to six
months, but said statute down to the proviso, which is part of act
of Aug. 11, 1876, was repeated in the act of June 12, 1879, and
the limitation increased to one year as noted.

Sec. 1292. Whenever a contractor for postal service fails to
commence proper service under the contract, or, having commenced
Service, fails to continue in the proper performance thereof, the
Postmaster-General may employ temporary service on the route,
at a rate of pay per annum not to exceed the amount of the bond
required to accompany proposals for service on such route, as
specified in the advertisement of the route, or at not exceeding
pro rata of such bond, in cases where service shall have been
ordered to be increased, reduced, curtailed, or changed, subsequent
to the execution of contract; the cost of such temporary service
to be charged to the contractor, and to continue until the con-
tractor commences or resumes the proper performance of service,
or until the route can be relet, as now provided by law, and serv-
ice commenced under the new award of contract. All acts or
parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this act being
hereby repealed.

Sec. 1293. * * * Temporary service rendered necessary by
reason of the failure of any bidder or contractor to perform the
service awarded him under this act (meaning the act of July 26,
1892—see sec. 1255) may be employed by the Postmaster-General
without advertisement, at a rate wThlch he may deem reasonable,
at the expense of any such failing bidder or contractor.

Sec. 1294. When any contractor fails to begin the
performance of mail service under his contract, or,
having1 begun service, fails to continue the same, the
postmaster at the head of the route (i. e., the post-office
first named in the advertisement and contract, see sec.
1283) will employ temporary service at the lowest rate
possible, but in no case at a higher rate per annum than
the amount of the bond required to be given by the con-
tractor, as specified in the advertisement of the route,
or, in cases where service shall have been ordered to be
increased, reduced, curtailed, or changed, subsequent
to the execution of contract, at not exceeding pro rata
of such bond; the cost of such temporary service to be
charged to the contractor, and to continue until the
contractor commences or resumes the proper perform-
ance of service, or until the route can be relet.

2. Postmasters should immediately report to the
Second Assistant Postmaster-General any action taken,
in connection with the employment of temporary
service, and must not pay for such service.

See sec. 1161, as to persons who will not be paid for performing
mail service.
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Sec. 1295. After the expiration of a contract, and .Postmasters not to
, -r» /-x i i i • i employ temporary

until the Jrostmaster-Cjrenerai has decided upon a new service after «xpim-
1. . . . tlon of contracts.

contract or upon the expediency of discontinuing the
post-office, postmasters are prohibited from employing
any. special service, unless expressly authorized to do
so by the Second Assistant Postmaster-General.

See. 1298. No contractor for transporting the mails within or Assignment of con-
between the United States and any foreign country shall assign or r^. s.prs°3963. '
transfer his contract, and all. such assignments or transfers shall
"be null and void.

NOTE.—This section is not in conflict with the provisions of the Note.

Postmaster-General, make a subcontract with another for the per- iettrng
forrnance of the service undertaken by him, but he continues as con-
tractor and is responsible for the due fulfillment of his contract.
Under the above statute a contract can not be assigned or trans-
ferred to another. (See following section, note, as to subcontracts;
sec. 1302, as to contracts for transporting foreign mails.)

Sec. 1297. No sub-letting or transfer of any mail contracts shall Subletting of cca-
be permitted without the consent in writing of the Postmaster- 187s! May 17, ch. 107,

Postmaster-General that any contractor has sub-let or transferred may authorize.
i • . . . . . . . . - . 1 jY e j.i T> j- • r-i i —in case of> withouthis contract, except with the consent of the Postmaster-General permission, to be an-
as aforesaid, the same shall be considered as violated and the nulled-
service may be again advertised as herein provided for; and the
contractor and his sureties shall be liable on their bond to the
United States for any damage resulting to the United States in
the premises.

NOTE.—Contractors can not assign or transfer their contracts so as Note. _
to relieve themselves from liability. (See preceding section, Liability of contract-

\ ii • • i i j. j.i • - i - i - j . P ,1 -, ' ors when service sub--note. ) When the service is sublet their responsibility lor the due iet.
fulfillment of all the provisions of their contracts is in no wise
affected. The term '' transfer'' as used in this section has been
regarded as qualified by "subletting," and as meaning the same
thing; and only subcontracts are ever authorized by the Post-
master-General.

Sec. 1298. Whenever any contractor or subcontractor shall sub- Subletting for less
than contract price.

let his contract for the transportation of the mail on any route for 1882, May 4, ch. lie,
a less sum than that for which he contracted to perform the serv- l StlM>-> 338-
ice, the Postmaster-General may, whenever he shall deem it for
the good of the service, declare the original contract at an end, and —contract to be void,
enter into a contract with the last subcontractor, without adver- Contract with sub-
tising, to perform the service on the terms at which the last
subcontractor agreed with the original contractor or former sub-
contractor to perform the same: Provided, Thai such last subcon-
tractor shall enter into a good and sufficient bond and that the
original contractor shall not be released from his contract until a
good and sufficient bond has been made by such last subcontractor
and accepted by the Post-Office Department: Provided further,
That when a contract hereafter made is declared void on account
of its having been sublet, the contractor shall not be entitled to
one month's extra pay as provided for by law. (See sec. 1277.)

Contractor not to
have indemnity.
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Be"' ̂ ^ Wb-G- a:o-y person of persons being under contract
3878, May 17, eh. 107. -with the Government of the United States for carrying the mails,

shall lawfully sub-let any such contract, or lawfully employ any
other person or persons to perform the service by such contractor
agreed to be performed, or any part thereof, he or they shall file
in the office of the Second Assistant Postmaster-General a copy of
his or their contract; and thereupon it shall be the duty of the

Auditor to be noti- Second Assistant Postmaster-General to notify the Auditor for the
Post-Office Department of the fact of the filing in his office of such.
contract. Said notice shall embrace the name or names of the
original contractor or contractors, the number of the route or
routes, the name or names of the sub-contractor or sub-contractors,
and the amount agreed to be paid to the sub-contractor or sub-

Auditor to pay sub- contractors. And upon the receipt of said notice by the Auditor
for the Post-Office Department, it shall be his duty to retain, out of
the amount due the original contractor or contractors, the amount
stated in said notice as agreed to be paid to the sub-contractor or
sub-contractors, and shall pay said amount, upon the certificate of
the Second Assistant Postmaster-General, to the sub-contractor or
sub-contractors, under the same rules and regulations now govern-
ing the payments made to original contractors: Provided, That
upon satisfactory evidence that the original contractor or contract-
ors have paid off and discharged the amount due under his or
their contract to the sub-contractor or sub-contractors, it shall be
the duty of the Second Assistant Postmaster-General to certify
such fact to the Auditor for the Post-Office Department; and there-
upon said Auditor shall settle with the original contractor or con-
tractors, under the same rules as are now provided by law for such
settlements.

subcontracts. gec< jgQQ^ • Contractors must in all cases secure the
permission of the Postmaster-General before making a

to subcontract on any route. The application to sublet
must be made separately for service on each route, speci-
fying- the number and terminal points thereof.

2. A subcontract must embrace but one route, must
be executed in triplicate for service upon the whole
route, and for a period not less than one -year, or for
the balance of the contract term when less than one
year, and one copy thereof must be filed in the office of
the Second Assistant Postmaster-General within thirty
days after the time when the service is to begin under
it; and the subcontractor, if he desires to avail himself
of the protection afforded by section 1299, should sat-
isfy himself that this provision is complied with by the
contractor,, or should file a copy of the subcontract
himself.

g_ Subcontracts iniist be executed in the form pre-
scribed by the Postmaster- Gen era!, and must specify
the rate to be paid per annum under it in case the
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service shall be changed; must stipulate that the sub-
contractor shall assume liability for fines and deduc-
tions, and that he shall receive pro rata of the one
month's extra pay allowed the contractor for curtail-
ment, reduction, or discontinuance of service.

4-., IS! one of the stipulations in the form of subcon-
tract prescribed by the Post-Office Department are to
be eliminated therefrom, and no collateral stipulations
of any character whatever are to be added thereto.

5. No subcontract can be recognized unless made with
the original contractor.

6. The subcontractor must be a resident of a locality
upon or contiguous to the route.

7. The execution of a subcontract on any route with-
out permission, or, if after permission is given, in
violation of these instructions, renders the original
contract liable to annulment.

8. Neither the permission to sublet, nor the recogni-
tion of the subcontract made in pursuance thereof, shall
be construed as releasing the contractor from any of
the obligations of his contract with, the United States.

9. Contractors who desire credits for payments to sub-
contractors of record, are required to file, in the office
of the Second Assistant Postmaster-General (Division
of Inspection), before the expiration of the quarter to
which such payments or proposed payments relate,
notice of their intention to make such payments, and
to file in such office, within thirty days after the expi-
ration of the quarter, the prescribed receipt showing
the payment.

10. The evidence of payment of a subcontractor by
a contractor, provided in the preceding paragraph,
must be the receipt of the subcontractor, authenticated
by a postmaster on the mail route on which the service
was rendered, and on a form prescribed by the Second
Assistant Postmaster-General.

11. If the subcontract rate of pay is greater than that
named in the contract, the Department can pay the sub-
contractor at the latter rate only, and for the remainder
he must look to tFe contractor.

12. Should it become necessary to file a copy of a
subcontract, such copy must be certified to be a true
copy of the original by a postmaster at one of the ter-
mini of the route therein sublet.

—in excess of regular
contract, how paid.
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See' 1
contractors.

lSupp.,339. ' " ^ '
serv^eeto have0™1"^

ib- ' If any person shall hereafter perform any service for
any contractor or subcontractor in carrying the mail, he shall, upon
filing in the Department his contract for such service, and gatis-
fact°ry evidence of its performance thereafter, have a lien on any
money due such contractor or subcontractor for such service to the
amount of the same; and if such contractor or subcontractor shall
fail to pay the party or parties who have performed service as
aforesaid the amount due for such service within two months alter
the expiration of the quarter in which such service shall have been

payment of amount performed, the Postmaster-General may cause the amount to be
paid said party or parties and charged to the contractor, provided
that such payment shall not in any case exceed the rate of pay per
annum of the contractor or subcontractor.

CHAPTER 8.

FOREIGN HAIL SERVICE.

I. —CONTRACTS—GENERAL PROVISIONS.

Transporting mails Sec, 1362. The Postmaster-General mav. after advertising forbetween Dinted States •" .,
and foreign countries, proposals, enter into contracts ior the transportation of the mail

i88l''Mar°3, eh. 342, between the United States and any foreign country whenever the
§ l, 23.St. L., 387. public interests will thereby be promoted.

See sec. 1244 as to combining foreign and inland steamboat serv-
ice; see. 1298 as to assignment of foreign mail contracts; sec. 1158
as to contracts for transporting domestic mails over foreign terri-
tory; Title III, chap. 3, as to foreign mails; chap. 9, this Title,
as to sea post-offices; sec. 1625 as to penalty for offenses in con-

. nection with foreign mails.

Foreign mails.
U.S., §4008.

—how transported.

Limit of contracts.
1878, May 17. ch. 107,
5, 1 Supp., 180.

Discontinuance of
foreign mail trans-
portation contracts.

E.S.,§4011.

Sec. 1308. The mail between the United States and any foreign
port, or between ports of the United States touching at a foreign
port, shall be transported in steamships; but the Postmaster-
General may have such transportation performed by sailing ves-
sels when the service can be facilitated thereby.

Sec. 1804. * * *

Compensation for
transportation of for-
eign mails.

li.S.,§4009,

Bee. 1305. Every contract for transporting the mail between the
United States and any foreign country shall contain, besides the
usual stipulation for the right of the Postmaster-General to discon-
tinue the same, the further stipulation that it may be terminated
by Congress.

NOTE.—This provision does not apply to the ocean mail-subsidy
service (sec. 1307), which was authorized after its enactment.

Sec, lullG. For transporting the mail between the United States
and any foreign port, or between ports of the United States touch-
ing at a foreign port, the Postmaster-General may allow as com-
pensation, if by a United States steamship, any sum not exceeding
the sea and United States inland postage; and if by a foreign
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steamship or by a sailing vessel, any sura not exceeding the sea
postage, on the mail so transported.

NOTE.—In view of the provisions of the Universal Postal Union Note.
sation in view of Fos-

States steamships receive the whole of the postage collected on tal Union Convention,
the articles contained in the mails conveyed by said vessels; and
foreign vessels are paid any sum not exceeding the rate of postage
fixed for a single maritime transit by the Universal Postal Union
Convention in force at such time. See see. 1307 as to compensa-
tion for "ocean mail service;" sec. 1333 as to fines for delinquen-
cies, etc.

See, 13G7. The Postmaster-General is hereby authorized and ?c«f" »!a!* service.1891, Mar, 3, cli. o!9,
empowered to enter into contracts for a term not less than five nor l Supp.,905,

lishinent of.
United States and such ports in foreign countries, the Dominion
of Canada excepted, as in hia judgment will best subserve and
promote the postal and commercial interests of the United States,
the mail service on such lines to be equitably distributed among
the Atlantic, Mexican Gulf, and Pacific ports. Said contracts
shall be made with the lowest responsible bidder for the perform-
ance of said service on each route, and the Postmaster-General
shall have the right to reject all bids not in his opinion reasonable
for the attaining of the purposes named.

2. Before making any contract for carrying ocean mails in ac- , Advertisement for
cordance with this act the Postmaster-General shall give public
notice by advertising once a, week, for three months, in such daily
papers as he shall select in each of the cities of Boston, New York,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, New Orleans, St. Louis, Charleston, Nor-
folk, Savannah, Galvcston, and Mobile, and when the proposed
service is to be on the Pacific Ocean, then in San Francisco, Tacoma,
and Portland. Such notice shall describe the route, the time when
such contract will be made, the duration of the same, the size of the
steamers to be used, the number of trips a year, the times of sail-
ing, and the time when the service shall commence, which shall
not be more than three years after the contract shall be let. The
details of the mode of advertising and letting such contracts shall
be conducted .in the manner prescribed in chapter eight of title
forty-six of the Revised Statutes for the letting of inland mail con-
tracts so far as the same shall be applicable to the ocean mail
service.

of this act shall be American-built steamships, owned and officered
by American citizens, in conformity with the existing laws, or so
owned and officered and registered according to law, and upon
each departure from the United States the following proportion of
the crew shall be citizens of the United States, to wit: During the
first two years of such contract for carrying the mails, one-fourth
thereof; during the next three succeeding years, one-third
thereof; and during the remaining time of the continuance of
such contract at least one-half thereof; and shall be constructed
after the latest and most approved types, with all the modern
improvements and appliances for ocean steamers. They shall be
divided into four classes. The first class shall be iron or steel —first class.
screw steamships, capable of maintaining a speed of twenty knots
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an hour at sea in ordinary weather, and of a gross registered ton-
nage of not less than eight thousand tons. No vessel except of
said first class shall be accepted for said mail service under the
provisions of this act between the United States and Great Britain.
The second class shall be iron or steel steamships, capable of
maintaining a speed of sixteen -knots an hour at sea in ordinary
weather, and of a gross registered tonnage of not less than five
thousand tons. The third class shall be iron or steel steamships,
capable of maintaining a speed of fourteen knots an hour at sea in
ordinary weather, and of a gross registered tonnage of not lesa
than two thousand five hundred tons. The fourth class shall be
iron or steel or wooden steamships, capable of maintaining a speed
of twelve knots an hour at sea in ordinary weather, and of a gross
registered tonnage of not less than fifteen hundred tons. It shall.
be stipulated in the contract or contracts to be entered into for the
said mail service that the said vessel may carry passengers with
their baggage in addition to said mails and may do all ordinary
business done by steamships.

4- A11 steamships of the first, second, and third classes employed
into auxiliary naval as above and hereafter built shall be constructed with, particular
"""'" J ~" reference to prompt and economical conversion into auxiliary naval

cruisers, .and according to plans and specifications to be agreed
upon by and between the owners and the Secretary of the Navy,
and they shall be of sufficient strength and stability to carry -and
sustain the working and operation of at least four effective rifled
cannon of a caliber of not less than six inches, and shall be of
the highest rating known to maritime commerce. And all vessels
of said three classes heretofore built and so employed shall, before
they are accepted for the mail service herein provided for, be
thoroughly inspected by a competent naval officer or constructor
detailed for that service by the Secretary of the Navy; and such
officer shall report, in writing, to the Secretary of the Navy, who
shall transmit said report to the Postmaster-General; and no such
vessel not approved by the Secretary of the Navy as suitable for
the service required shall be employed by the Postmaster-General
as provided for in this act.

5. The rate of compensation to be paid for such, ocean mail serv-
ice of the said first-class ships shall not exceed the sum of four
dolla-rs a mile, and for the second-class ships two dollars a mile,
by the shortest practicable route, for each outward voyage; for
the third-class ships shall not exceed one dollar a mile, and for
the fourth-class ships two-thirds of a dollar a mile for the actual
number ox miles required by the Post-Office Department to be

Deduction for fail- traveled on each, outward bound voyage: Provided, That in the
case of failure from any c3Ai.se to perform the regular voyages
stipulated for in said contracts or any of them, a pro rata deduc-
tion shall be made from the compensation on account of such
omitted voyage or voyages; and that suitable fines and penalties
may be imposed for delays or irregularities in the due performance
of service according to the contract, to be determined by the
Postmaster-General: Provided further, That 110 steamship so em-
ployed and so paid for carrying the "United States mails shall
receive any other bounty or subsidy from the Treasury of the
United States.
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6. Upon each of said vessels the United States shall be entitled
to have transported, free of charge, a mail messenger, whose duty
it shall be to receive, sort, take in charge and deliver the mails
to and from the United States, and who shall be provided, with
suitable room for the accommodation of himself and the mails.

7. Officers of the United States Navy may volunteer for service
on said mail vessels, and when accepted by the contractor or con-
tractors may be assigned to such duty by the Secretary of the Navy
whenever in his opinion such assignment can be made without
detriment to the service, and. while in said employment they shall
receive furlough pay from the Government, and such other com-
pensation from the contractor or contractors as may be agreed
upon by the parties: Provided, That they shall only be required
to perform such duties as appertain to the merchant service.

8. Said vessels shall take, as cadets or apprentices, one American-
born boy under twenty-one years of age for each one thousand
tons gross register, and one for each majority fraction thereof,
who shall be educated in the duties of seamanship, rank as petty
officers, and receive such pay for their services as may be reasonable.

9. Such steamers may be taken and used by the United States
as transports or cruisers, upon payment to the owners of the fail-
actual value of the same at the time of the taking, and if there
shall be a disagreement as to the fair actual value of the same at
the time of the taking, and if there shall be a disagreement as to
the fair actual [value] between the United States and the owners,
then the same shall be determined by two impartial appraisers,
one to-be appointed by each of said parties, they at the same
time selecting a third, who shall act in said appraisement in case
the two shall fail to agree.

Sec. iSOS. The Postmaster-General may. by and with the ad-
vice and consent of the President, make any arrangements which
may be deemed just and expedient for allowing the mails of Can-
ada, or any other country adjoining the United States, to be
transported over the territory of the United States from one point
in such country to any other point in the same, at the expense of
the country to which the mail belongs, upon obtaining a like
privilege for the transportation of the United States mail through
the country to which the privilege is granted; but such privilege
may at, any time be annulled by the President or Congress from
and after one month succeeding the day on which notice of the
act of the President or Congress is given to the chief executive or
head of the post-office department of the country whose privilege
is to be annulled.

See sec, 1158 as to contracts for transporting domestic mails over
foreign territory; see. 519 as to authority of .Postmaster-General to
make postal conventions with foreign countries.

Transportation and
a c c o m m o d a t i o n of
postal clerk.

T r a a s p o r t a t1 o n
through United States
of mails of Csw.uirta and
countries adjoining
tlio United Status,

R, S., § 4012.

068. Io09. All letters or other mailable matter conveyed to or Foreign vessels car-
s • t j.-i TT • , 3 O.L . . f i , rying mail to or fromfrom any part of the United States by any foreign vessel, except u. s.
such sealed letters, relating to such vessel, or any part of the cargo E- S-> § 4016'
thereof, as may be directed to the owners or consignees of the ves-
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Carriage by vessels
of mall not received
from post-office for-
bidden.

E,S.,§3987.

Officer of port to re-
quire oath o! .master
of vessel not to violate
this section.

sel, shall be subject to postage-charge, whether addressed to any
person in the United States or elsewhere, provided they are con-
veyed by the packet or other ship of a foreign country imposing
postage on letters or mailable matter conveyed to or from such
country by any vessel of the United States; and such letters or
other mailable matter carried in foreign vessels, except such sealed
letters, relating to the vessel, or any part of the cargo thereof, as
may be directed to the owners or consignees, shall be delivered
into the United States post-office by the master of such vessel when
arriving, and be taken from a United States post-office when depart-
ing, and the postage paid thereon, justly chargeable by this Title
[XLVI, K. S.], and for refusing or failing to do so, or for con-
veying such letters or any letters intended to be conveyed in any
vessel of such foreign country over or across the United States, or
any portion thereof, the party offending shall be punishable by a
fine of not more than one thousand dollars for each offense.

NOTE.—If the words "taken from a United States post-office
when departing" can be construed as compulsory, so much of the
statute is apparently repealed by the act of June 26, 1884 (eh.
121, see. 23, 1 Supp. Ji. S., 444). The reference to the postage due
on letters "justly chargeable by this Title" meant the rates of
postage as then fixed by law, but wherever such rates have been
changed by subsequent legislation, such reference would apply to
the rates of postage prescribed by existing law. See sec. 1246
as to delivery of letters into post-offices by masters of other than
foreign vessels; sees. 1247 to 1250 as to payment for ship letters.

Sec. 1310= No vessel departing from the United States for any
foreign port shall receive on board or convey any letter or packet
originating in the United States which has not been regularly
received from the post-office at the port of departure, and which
does not relate to the cargo of such vessel, except as provided in
section three thousand nine hundred and ninety-three (of the
Revised Statutes (sec. 1138); and every collector, or other officer
of the port empowered to grant clearances, shall require from the
master of such vessel, as a condition of clearance, an oath that he
has not received on board, has not under his care or control, and
will not receive or convey any letter or packet contrary to the
provisions of this section.

NOTE.—Letters inclosed in stamped envelopes as provided in
sec. 1138 can be carried without emanating from a post-office.

Agencies in foreign
countries.

E. S., § 4021:

—expenses of

Sec. 1811. The Postmaster-General may establish resident mail
agencies at the ports of Panama and Aspinwall, in New Granada
[Colombia]; Havana, in Cuba; at St. Thomas, and at such other
foreign ports at which United States mail-steamers touch to land
and receive mails, as may, in his judgment, promote the efficiency
of the foreign mail-service; and may pay the agents employed by
him at such ports, out of the appropriation for transportation of the
mail, a reasonable compensation for their services, and the neces-
sary expenses for office-rent, clerk-hire, office-furniture, and other
incidentals, to be allowed him at each of such agencies.
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Bee. lola The Postmaster-General may establish, in connec- Agency in China or
tiori v.rith the mail-steamship service to Japan and China, a general' a*!ig* $ 40?3
postal agency at Shanghai, in China, or at Yokohama, in Japan, —branches of.
with such branch agencies at any other ports in China and Japan
as he shall deem necessary for the prompt and efficient manage-
ment of the postal service in those countries; and he may pay the
postal agents employed thereat a reasonable compensation for Agents.
their services, in addition to the necessary expenses for rent, —expenses of.
1'nrniture, clerk-hire, and incidental expenses.

NOTE,—A general agency is maintained at Shanghai, the consul- Note.
general of the United States being the postal agent, but no
branches have been established.

Bee. 1318. The Postmaster-General may appoint an agent in Agents on
charge of the mail on board of each of the mail-steamers on the 'R."S.,§ 1022.
routes between San Francisco, Japan, and China; between San —on what routes.
Francisco and Honolulu, in the Hawaiian Islands, and between
New York and Bio Janeiro, who shall be allowed, out of the
appropriation for transportation of the mail, a salary of two thou—compensation of.
sand dollars a year. ,

See sec. 1318 as to sea post-office clerks.

Sec. 1814. Any Postal Union country may send by HJf*{J $£nS£
the postal transportation service of other Postal Union ««™tries.
countries both closed mails and admissible correspond-
ence in open-mail, according to the requirements of
trade and the convenience of the postal service, either
by sea or land-

See Title Three, chap. 3, as to list of Postal Union countries and
classification of mail matter and rates of postage; see sec. 1158 as
to contracts for transporting domestic mails over foreign country.

See. 1315. Each Postal Union country whose trans- Postal union trans-
. portatloii charges.

portation service is employed oy any oiner country oi
the Union is entitled to be paid b}^ the transmitting
country the following transit charges, viz:

a. For territorial conveyance, 2 francs (88T6-f)- cents) an^fTitorial convey-.
per kilogram (2 pounds 'and 3 ounces) oS: letters or
postal cards, and 25 centimes (5 cents) per kilogram
of other matter.

o. For the entire sea conveyance within the Postal Entire sea convey-
. ance.

Union, 15 francs (§2.S9-|) per kilogram of letters and
post cards and 1 franc (19T3-0- cents) per kilogram of
other articles; subject, however, to the condition that Proviso,
a single trans-Atlantic or trans-Mediterranean transit
shall not cost more than 5 francs per kilogram of letters
and post cards and 50 centimes per kilogram of. other
articles.



gratuitous, when.
dred nautical miles is gratuitous if the administration
furnishing it is already entitled, on account of mails or
correspondence receiving the benefit of such convey-
ance, to the compensation for territorial transit above
provided; otherwise for such sea conveyance it receives
the rate of territorial transit therefor.

Return postal eards
official mail, etc.

•—how made.

rate provided in the second paragraph (&) to be shared
between the administrations pro rata for the distances
traversed, unless different arrangements are made
between the parties interested.

e. The foregoing rates do not apply to conveyance
by countries foreign to the Postal Union, nor to the
expedited service of the East India mail, transportation
of closed mails by the United States between the
Atlantic and Pacific oceans, or railroad transportation
between Colon and Panama, all of which are regulated
by mutual agreement between the countries concerned.

f. No charge is made for conveyance of correspond-
ence of the postal administrations of the different
countries with each other, for the return of postal
reply cards to the country of origin, for articles for-
warded or misseet, undeliverable articles, return-re-
ceipts, post-office money orders, advices of the issue of
orders, or any other document relative to the postal
service.

Sec. 181'3. Settlement of transportation charges is
made upon the basis of statistics taken during a period
of twenty-eight days.

NOTE.—As to detailed provisions, including a reduction, upon a
sliding scale, of tb.e transit charges, see Postal Union Convention.

CHAPTER 9.

SEA POST-OFFICSS.

Sea post-offices. gec. 1317. Sea post-offices operated between the
—united states-Ger- United States and Germany will be designated in the

direction from the United States to Germany "United
States-German Sea Post-Office. New York-Bremen"
(or "New York-Hamburg''); and in the direction from
Germany to the United States, "German-United

many.

;



i

States Sea Post-Office, Bremen- (or Hamburg) ISew
York"; and sea -post-offices operated between the
United States and Great Britain, in both directions,
will be designated "United States Sea Post-Office.
New York-Southampton" or "Southampton-New
York," as the ease may be.

2. Sea post-offices operated between the United -management of.
States and Germany will be conducted in accordance
with the "Instructions for Sea Post-Offices," issued by
the Post-Office Department of the United States and
the postal administration of Germany, jointly, and these
regulations; and sea post-offices operated between the
United States and Great Britain will be conducted
solely by the Post-Office Department of the United
States in accordance with these regulations and special
instructions.

Sec. 1-318. Hereafter the Postmaster-General shall be authorized Sea postal clerks.
, ' ! • / ! < ! - - > 1901, Mar. 3, ch. 851,to expend such sums as may be necessary, not exceeding fitty-live 31 st L HOP

compensation, and expense of clerks to be employed in assorting
and pouching mails in transit on steamships between the United
States and other postal administrations of the International Postal
Union.

expenses of.

See. 1819. Clerks in sea post-offices between the
United States and Germany will be furnished jointly
by the postal administrations of the United States and
Germany; and clerks in sea post-offices between the
United States and Great Britain will be employed solely
by the United States.

2. Vacancies in sea post-office service shall be filled vacancies.
- • — now filled.

by transfer from the Railway Mail Service or classified
post-offices, under the provisions of section 30.

3. United States sea post-office clerks will receive — compensation of.
pay at the rate of $1,200 per annum, each, and in addi-
tion will be entitled to first-cabin board on the steamers
to which assigned and to commutation for board and
lodging at rates fixed by the Post-Office Department
while in a foreign port. Clerks will be subject to the
ship's discipline. While on duty such clerks will, wear
a cap of the form prescribed by the Post-Office Depart-
ment, except that it shall bear on the front, in the place
of the letters "K. M. S.," the words " U. S. Sea Post."

4. Clerks will immediately upon their arrival at New ~to report, how.
. York report with the mails to the postmaster in that
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city, and at Bremen or Hamburg to the director of
posts; and while in port thej will also report daily to
the postmaster or director of posts, unless excused by
that officer. Clerks will be in their offices on board
the vessels at least twenty-four hours before the steam-
ers sail, for the purpose of receiving mails and the per-
formance of other duty.

5. Clerks will keep on hand for sale while in New
York and on the voyage to Germany and to and from
Great Britain a supply of United States postage stamps,
international postal cards, and stamped envelopes and
wrappers. United States postage stamps will be valid
for the prepayment of postage on all articles mailed on
the high seas in sea post-offices on the voyage from the
United States and on the return voj^age from Great

• Britain; but on the voyage from Germany only Ger-
man postage stamps will be valid.

itafeffnd Gemanvd (5' ®n ̂ e ^'1W ffi"om Germany the United States sea
post-office clerk and his assistants will act as assistants
to the German clerk and under his directions until the
steamer arrives in American waters. But just prior to
arrival at New York the mails must be closed, and the
United States clerk must receipt to the German clerk
for the sacks of malls and registered articles, and there-
after he will be responsible for their safe custody and
proper delivery. On the trip from New York the
United States clerk will be in charge; the German clerk
and assistants will be under his direction until the vessel
arrives in German waters.

Treatment of regu- gec> iggQ. All mails passing through sea post-offices
i;ll' IBId elGMW? EUHia 13: ^ ^ _ » -1

Bea post-offices. w[i\)G treated, in the case of mails between the United
States and Germany, in accordance with the distribu-
tion schemes issued by the Post-Office Department of
the- United States and by the postal administration of
Germany, respectively; and in the case of mails be-
tween the United States and Great Britain in accord-
ance with the 'distribution schemes issued by the post-
master at IS! ew York.

Regular, mail a and g. All mails addressed to the Post-Office of New
closed iuai is to 0 a!ie;i , _ M '
NcweYorkdressed to ¥~ork ma-d<? up in Germany and Great Britain, and, as

far as possible, those made up in countries beyond
Germany and Great Britain, and those delivered to
steamers at ports of call, must be opened in sea post-
offices, the entries upon the letter bills verified, the
letter bills postmarked with stamp of the sea post-
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offices, which "bills will be filed in the post-office at
New York, and the contents of the mails (except as
hereinafter noted) distributed, made up into packages,
bagged, and labeled in accordance with the "Distribu-
tion Schemes." For this 'bagging, United States can-
vas sacks must be used for letters and postal cards, the
same to be securely tied with twine and sealed with
lead- seals; and the ordinary domestic jute sacks will
be used for "prints" and "'samples;" but on sea post-
offices operating between the United States and Ger-
many, German sacks will be used exclusively for all
other purposes.

3, All unpaid letters, short-paid articles of every paYdart4iesnd short"
kind, sealed packages which from their appearance
give reason to suppose that they may 'contain articles
liable to customs duties, and all unsealed packages of
printed matter and samples must be turned in to the
post-office at New York for rating of postage due and
for inspection by customs officers.

other than New York
than Neio YoTk must not be opened in sea post-offices, officenottobeopened.
but will be forwarded intact to their destinations.

ain or beyond the United States in sea post-offices and Great Britain.
operating between United States and Great Britain
must not be opened, but will be forwarded intact to
their destinations.

See sees. 694 and 695 as to preparation and dispatch of mails from
exchange offices to sea post-offices.

ance with schemes furnished })j the postmaster at New
York, and in Great Britain in accordance with the
instructions of the Superintendent of Foreign Mails.

additions to the way bills made out by the post-office at
New York in red ink, i. e., they will enter thereon the
number of sacks of mail for Germany and Great Britain,
and.of "supplementary mails" made up in the sea post-
offices. (See next section, paragraph 2.)

See. 1821. All letters and other articles for Ger- Treatment of bulk
and loose mall in sea

many and Great Britain and countries beyond received post-offices.
in sea post-offices loose or in bulk from post-offices,
the public, or other sources, or collected from boxes,
must be weighed, and the weights reported \yj sea



post-office clerks, as provided in section 693, at ex-
change post-offices, Immediately on their return to
the 'United States. Such articles must be examined
to see that they are admissible to the foreign mails,
and all unpaid letters and short-paid articles will be
stamped "T" and rated with the deficient postage.
(See sec. 531.) Articles mailed on the wharf or on
steamers must in addition be postmarked,

s u p p l e m e n t a r y %. All articles and letters for countries beyond Ger-
ma.iLs, when closed _ - . . . .
mails arc dispatched, many and Great Britain must be made up Into ''sup-

plementary malls" for the proper foreign exchange
offices when closed mails for said offices are dis-
patched. The necessary entries respecting said sup-
plementary mails will be made in red ink by sea
post-office clerks, as additions to the letter bills re-
ceived with the regular mails. (See preceding section,
par. 7.)

\vhen no closed ^ Letters and articles for countries beyond Ger-
rnails dispatched. *

many and Great Britain for which no closed mails have
been received will be included, in the regular mails for
Germany or Great Britain, in accordance with the
"Distribution Schemes" in force.

Loose matter on re- 4-. All letters and other articles received loose or in
turn trips from Great > . .
Britain. bulk in sea post-OHices operating between the United

States- and Great Britain, on the homeward voyage,
will be treated the same as on the outward trip, except
that supplementary closed mails will not be made up
for countries beyond the United States. (See preced-
ing section.) •

wharvefonofinail!lt 5- Sea post-office clerks must collect at the latest
moment before steamers sail mail from boxes placed
on the steamers' wharves; and all mailable articles ten-
dered for mailing during the voyage will be accepted.

CHAPTER 10.

OF MAIL gEBTXCE, JDEDUGTIOJiS, A3O
FIMES.

T 1A n j SERVICE—GENERAL PROVISIONS.

Sec. 1323. The Postmaster-General shall furnish to the post-
masters at the termination of each route a schedule of the time of
arrival and departure of the mail at their offices, respectively, to



be posted in a conspicuous place in the office; and he shall also
give them notice of any change in the arrival and departure that
may be ordered; and he shall cause to bo kept and returned to the
Department, at short and regular intervals, registers, showing the
exact times of the arrivals and departures of the mail.

Sec, 1823. * * * The reports of the arrivals and departures
of the mails on mail routes made and sent by postmasters to the
Second Assistant Postmaster-General, on which no fines or deduc-
tions from the pay of contractors for carrying the mails have been
based, and the certificates of oaths taken by carriers on mail.
routes, may be disposed of as waste paper alter the expiration of
one year from the end of the contract term to which they relate.

See sec. 1267 as to first part of statute relating to record of pro-
posals for carrying the mail, and destruction thereof; sec. 1327 as to
oath of mail carriers.

See. 1324. - Postmasters at terminal offices on mail
routes, and at such other post-offices as the Postmaster-
General may designate as reporting offices, will be fur-
nished, by the Second Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Inspection), with blank forms upon which
they will report the performance of the service strictly
in accordance with the instructions printed thereon.

2. Standard (railroad), time must be observed by con-
tractors in performing, and used by postmasters in re-
porting, service on all routes.

3. The regular reports above required must be sent
by the first mail after the close of each month,-or at
the close of each quarter if quarterly reports are re-
quired, to the Second Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Inspection), and a duplicate of each report
must be retained by the postmaster and carefully pre-
served, to be turned over to his successor. In case of
failure to receive the report at the Post-Office Depart-
ment in due time, a duplicate will be called for, which
must be promptly sent.

4. Neglect to send reports or duplicates when sent
for will be deemed ground for removal, as obstruction
to the service and delays in making payments to con-
tractors are caused thereby.

See. 1825. Every postmaster shall promptly report to the Post-
master-General every delinquency, neglect, or malpractice of the
contractors, their agents or carriers, which comes to his kno.wl-

Ileports of mall
service.

See. 1828. Special report should be made in each
case to the Second Assistant Postmaster- General (Divi-
sion of Inspection) :

Delinquencies
K, S.,§ 3849.

-report of.

sPecial
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Failure to deposit
mail in post-office over
mriit.

Mails, failure to take
all.

Mails or equipment
mistreated.

Report of extraor-
dinary failures.

Postmasters to fur-
nish general informa-
tion.

a. Where the mail is brought to the post-office by a
person who has not taken the oath prescribed in sec-
tion 207.

1}. Where the mail is brought to the post-office by a
person under 16 years of age. (See sec. 1281.)

c. In every instance in which, a mail carrier in charge
of the mail becomes intoxicated or calls for the mail
when he is intoxicated. The postmaster will in such
case suspend the carrier and employ another for the
trip or to complete the trip at the lowest obtainable
rate, but in no event exceeding the rate of the bond as
named in the advertisement. Carriers becoming in-
toxicated while in charge of the mail will be lined or
removed, or both.

d. In case the carrier stops over night where there
is a post-office and does not deposit the mail therein.
(See sec. 606.)

e. Where the mail arrives without a lock, and where
it can be ascertained who is at fault, the name will be
included in the report.

f. In every case where mails are left exposed to
damage or depredation,

g. Where mails that are sent from or received at
the post-office are not properly protected from the
weather. The postmaster will call the carrier's atten-
tion to such delinquencies and see that they are cor-
rected.

A. In case the carrier fails to take all the mail on
each trip.

1. Where mails are unnecessarily thrown upon the
ground, or mail pouches or sacks (or contents) are dam-
aged by being dragged about, or otherwise injured.

j. In case any postmaster, assistant postmaster, or
clerk employed in any post-office, or any member of
the immediate family of a postmaster or assistant
postmaster, is interested in any mail contract, or em-
ployed, either regularly or temporarily, as carrier of
the mail. (See sees. 223 and 1161.)

It.. In case of any extraordinary failures, interrup-
tions, or abandonment of service.

2. Postmasters will from time to time furnish all
information that may aid the Post-Office Department
in enforcing' the strictest performance of duty on the
part of contractors, and securing for the community
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mail car-

the greatest possible regularity, safety, and efficiency
in the mail service.

3. All reports should state the terminal points of the pa^orts' how pre-
route, and its number, if known.

4. The attention of postmasters is specially directed maf^messenlers, Pfu-
to section 12Y9, relative to the requirements of con-ties of-
tractors, and to section 1225, relative to the duties of
mail messengers.

See sec. 598 as to delivery of mail to carriers in advance of
schedule time.

Sec. 1327. All mail carriers, except employees of a ri^tl! of

railroad company when carrying mail for such coni-
pany, must, before entering upon their duties as such,
take the oath prescribed in section 207.

2. Postmasters must see that the requirements of
this section are strictly complied with.

See. 1S28. Where a mail at any time fails to arrive
at the end of a route, or at any intermediate post-office
where the time of arrival is fixed, within the time
specified in the contract or schedule, the contractor
must immediately, by himself or agent, send his excuse,
if he lias any, to the Second Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Inspection), setting forth, partic-

i i j i e LI £ •! A •/• • Specific excuse fovmarly, the cause or the failure. A speciiic excuse is each delinquency.
required for each delinquency, and mere general allega-
tions will not be considered. If bad roads be alleged,
a specific report must be made of what portion of the
road was so bad as to obstruct the mails and what its
peculiar condition was; if high waters, it must be
shown what water courses were impassable. If only
part of the trip was performed, the report must show
what part, and give the distance traveled, and the
reason, fully detailed, for failure to make the other

Excuses for delin-
quencies l>y contract-
ors.
—how Biade.

See. 1329. When the mail is carried in a vehicle »eii™ry of man to
way offices.

drawn by horses the driver will not be required to
leave his team in order to deliver the mail to way post-
offices, except where the carrier remains over night, in
which case he must deposit the mail in the post-office.
(See sees. 006 and 1282.)

Sec. 1330. Railroad companies must furnish quar-
terly, to the division superintendent of K,ailwajr Mail
Service, statements on the form prescribed by the
Post-Office Department, and affirmed under the oath of
their respective principal transportation officers, show-

309A—02—-38

Ilallroad companies
to report failures.
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ing by routes all failures of trains carrying the mail;
also, when called, upon to do so, railroad companies

reported*when to be w^ ^>o re(P"re<^ to furnish monthly statements, certi-
fied as above, of all delays, and their causes, to trains
which the Department regards as being of special im-
portance as mail trains.

^certification ofscrv- gee> i33L Before service can be certified to the
Auditor for the Post-Office Department for payment,
full evidence of the performance of such service and of
any delinquencies therein must be received from post-
masters as required by section 1324.

Mn- ®'ec> 1832. The Postmaster-General may make deductions from
the pay of contractors, for failures to perform service according to
contract, and impose fines upon them for other delinquencies.
He may deduct the price of the trip in all cases where the trip ia
not performed; and not exceeding three times the price if the
failure be occasioned by the fault of the contractor or carrier.

See sec. 1183, as to reduction, of pay for refusal of railroad com-
pany to carry mails on fastest trains; sec. 1178, as to reduction of
pay for refusing to furnish railway post-office cars or equip them.

Fia.es OK contractors o»« i QOQ rm T> > > ^ i • s.for foreign mails. oQQ, l«5<x>. The .rostmaster-LTeneral may impose fines on con-
R. 8. §4010. tractors for transporting the mail between the United States and

any foreign country, for any unreasonable or unnecessary delay in
—maximum amount -^g departure of such mail, or the performance of the trip; but the

fine for any one default shall not exceed one-half the contract
price for the trip.

NOTE.—Fines may be imposed for failures and delinquencies in
connection with the ocean mail subsidy service. The provision
authorizing the same is included in the act providing for said serv-
ice. (See sec. 1307.)

III.—DEDUCTIONS.

See. 1384. Deductions will be made within the limit
fixed by law (sec. 1332), the amount thereof to depend
upon the nature or frequency of the failure and the
importance of the mail.

por t ioned among 2- The compensation for service on each route shall
trains- be apportioned, as nearly as practicable, among the

several trains carrying mail, according to the average
weight of mail carried by each train.

^Failure to perform g_ Deductions will be made for failure to perform
any trip, or a part thereof, on the basis of the mileage
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and the average weight of the mail carried by
train.

4:. A train will be considered as failing to perform vvhat consti tutes
& J failure.

service when it becomes twenty-four hours, or more,
late, and will be charged with failure from the point
where it became twenty-four hours late to the end of
its run, or to the point at which it becomes less than
twenty-four hours late.

5. If a train carrying mail is made up, and covers special trains, when
. . . , credit allowed for.

any part of toe failing train's run within the twenty-
four-hour limit, and is in addition to the regularly
scheduled trains performing mail service, such service
will be credited in lieu of the train which is twenty -
four hours, or more, late.

6. Unless it is shown to the satisfaction of the Post- Deduction, amount
of, now determined.

Office Department that the failure was unavoidable, the
deduction will be made at pro rata, or one hundred per
cent of the amount due to be earned by the failing train
between the points of failure. If the failure is una- -
voidable and the route is reopened without unnecessary
delay, the mail service being promptly reestablished,
fifty per cent of said amount will be deducted. Where,
however, there is a total suspension of train service
over all or any part of a route for a period of six days, -
or more, deduction will be made for the entire period
at one hundred per cent of pro rata, without regard to
the cause of the failure.

7. In case of an interruption of sufficient duration to Mai l s forwarded
^ over other lines.

make it necessary for the Post-Office Department to
forward the mails over other lines, no compensation will
be allowed.

8. A pro rata deduction will be made for ail failures Fai lures to run~ . postal cars.
to run railway post-office cars, the deduction being
made for the actual mileage omitted.

9. When a car is not run on its regular train, but is ia?K*rnnonrcgn'
run later on another train and in use for mail service,
that is, not deadheaded, no deduction will be made.

10. No deduction will be made for detours of railway Detours of cars,
post-office cars, when they are used during such detours
by the Post-Office Department.

11. When a train is detoured a deduction will be
made, based upon the estimated value of the local serv-
ice omitted—that is, the service between the points of
detour; but in no case will the deduction be in excess
of fifty per cent of the value of the train's service be-
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tween such points. If, however, satisfactory provision
is made for such local service, no deduction will be
made.

Trains of special irn- 12. Trains-which the Department regards as being
portance to observe * .
schedule. of special importance as mail trains will be subject to

deductions for failure to arrive at junction and termi-
nal points at the time fixed by schedule unless held for
mail connections, or unless satisfactory explanation be
given in due time.

Applications for re- 13. Applications froin railroad companies for rernis-
missions; when to be . .
flled- sion of deductions made from their compensation for

carrying mail will not be considered unless filed in the
office of the Second Assistant Postmaster-General
within six months from the date of notice by the Post-
Office Department to the railroad company that such
deduction has been ordered.

ELECTRIC AND CABLE CAR SERVICE.

lo ^ The value of the mileage lost will be deducted in
every case of failure to run the cars and carry the
mails, without reference to the cause thereof.

"STAR" AND BOAT SERVICE.

Deductions; when 15. jn a]| cases a deduction of the mice of a trip
m a d e and how .
amount of deter- wjj| "ke made when the trip is not run. If the failure
mined. *

is occasioned by the fault of the contractor or carrier,
not more than three times the price of the trip will be
deducted. When the arrival is so far behind time as
to miss connection with a depending mail or letter-
carriers' deliveiy, at least one-fourth of the price of
the trip will be deducted.

IV.—FINES.

Fines? how and for gec, 1335. Fines will be imposed, unless satisfactory
what imposed. A ; J

excuse be made in due time, for each of the following
delinquencies on the part of a contractor, to wit:

Failure to take or a. Failure to take the mail, or any part of it, from
deliver mail. . . ., ,

a post-office, or to deliver it thereto, or to deliver it
immediately upon arrival. (Note exceptions in sec.
606.)

5. Suffering the mail, or any part of it, to become
wet, lost, injured, or destroyed, or conveying' or keep-
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il for

Failure to observe
schedule.

ing it in a place or manner that exposes it to depreda-
tion, loss, or injury.

c. Refusing, after demand, to transport mail by any Refusal to transport
coach, car, boat, or other conveyance which the con-
tractor runs or is concerned in running on the route.

d. Leaving or putting aside the mail, or anv part Leaving mai
0 *• & ' J r passengers, etc.

of it, for the accommodation of passengers, baggage,
express, freight, or other matter.

e. Habitual failures to observe schedule.
/. Other delinquencies or violations of the terms of ci°*her delin<5ue11-

the contract, or the requirements or regulations of the
Post-Office- Department.

2. The fine will in each case be such sum as the
Postmaster-General may impose, in view of the grav-
ity of the delinquency, and will be deducted from the
contractor's pay for the service on the route on which
the delinquency occurred.

Sec. 1886. In addition to the foregoing general causes,«_J <_3 <z? J

fines will be imposed for the following delinquencies in
the different classes of service, to wit:

"

careish

re to sound

a. Leaving mail which arrives at the station before Leaving man.
the departure of the train or car for which it is intended.

1}. Failure to use the first practicable means of for-
warding mail which is delayed en route.

c. Failure to furnish suitable apartments in which a

to distribute the mail, when called upon by the Post-
Office Department to do so.

d. Failure to sound proper signal when approach- siFn1|]
ing mail crane.

e. Failure to furnish proper accommodations for the Failure to furnish
, .. ~ AU J- i. M A- „ proper accommoda-handling, storage, and n necessary, the distribution of tions in depots.

mails in depots.
"STAB" SERVICE.

/. Failure to arrive or depart at time fixed by sc^duiee to obserye

schedule, without satisfactory excuse.
g. Intoxication of carrier while in charge of mail. _ intoxication of car-
li. Employing a carrier under sixteen years of age. * carrier under age.
i. Failure to deposit all mail in the post-office at care of mail over

i i j.i • j. • i 4. night.any place where the carrier stops over night.
j. Employing either as subcontractor or carrier any 0fficePem1k^ees post"

postmaster, assistant postmaster, clerk in a post-office,
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BOAT SERVICE.

to observe ^ ^ajlure to arrive at time fixed by schedule with-"
out satisfactory excuse,

jo furnish ^ Failure to furnish necessary facilities for the
distribution of mail.

m. When a grade of service is rendered inferior to

sufficient equipment, n. Failure to provide and maintain in good condi-
tion sufficient equipment (wagons, horses, and harness)
to perform the service properly.

r r y
mails in prescribed

for unnecessary delays in receiving or delivering mails,
or to comply with any or all other terms of the con-
tract.

Failure t o ca.rr y fA Failure to carry the mails in the prescribed wagons,

CHAPTER 11.

MAIL EQUIPMENTS.

Term "mall bags."
-what it includes.

Mail pouches.

Sec. 1337. The term "mail bags" will include:
a. Mail Pouches (used for every mode of convey-

ance excepting horseback), of four sizes, the largest
being No. 2. Dimensions laid flat are: No. 2, length,
41 inches; width, 24 inches; No. 3, length, 36 inches;
width, 21 inches; No. 4, length, 30 inches; width, 18
inches; No. 5, length, 26 inches; width, 14 inches.

1). Horse Mail .Bags (for horseback service only), of
three different sizes, the largest being No. 1. Dimen-
sions laid flat are: No. 1? length, 48 inches; width,
widest part 21 inches, narrowest part 12i inches; No.
2, length, 45 inches; width, widest part 18 inches, nar-
rowest part 12 inches; No. 3, length, 42 inches; width,
widest part 16 inches, narrowest part 11 inches.
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c. Mail- Catcher Pouches (of one size onl;f), designed
exclusively for exchange of mails on railways by catch-
ers and cranes. (See sec. 13-1-3.)

d. Through Registered Mail Pouches, for use, where
authorized, in making exchanges of direct pouches of
registered matter only. Sizes 1, 2, and 3, -No. 1 being
the largest.

e. Inner Registered Mail Sacks, for use, where au-
thorized, for direct bagging of registered matter only.
Sizes 2, 3, and i-, No. 2 being the largest.

f. Canvas Mail /Sacks (not locked, but secured with
cord fasteners), designed for second, third, and fourth
class matter not registered. Sizes 1, 2, and 3, No. 1
being the largest. This style of equipment should not
be requested for use on star routes when all of the mail
can be carried in the regular way pouch.

g. Foreign Mail Sachs (of blue striped cotton can-
vas), used for dispatching mail to foreign countries
only. Sixes 0, 1, 2, and 3, No. 0 being the largest.

h. Foreign Registered Mail Sacks (of red striped
cotton canvas), used for dispatching registered matter
to foreign countries only. Sizes 0, 1, 2, and 3, No, 0
being the largest.

1. Coin Mail Sachs, one size, for sending money-
order funds in coin.

See. 1338. Mail bags will be made of leather, can-
vas, and other suitable materials. No such article as
a waterproof mail bag, nor a waterproof covering for
a mail bag, will be provided by the Post-Office Depart-
ment,

2. Requests for the exchange of canvas for leather
mail bags, or vice versa, will not be granted unless the
bags in question are unserviceable.

Sec. 1339. Mail bags are manufactured for the Post-
Office Department, under contracts, securing uniformity
of pattern, quality, and size. They w ill be furnished by
the Department for the needs of the postal service, and
must not be purchased by postmasters or mail contract-
ors; and no allowance will be made for such purchases
by them unless made under special instructions from
the Department.

Katcrial for mail
bags,
—what kinds.

5Iail bags,
—how provided.

postal Service of —experimental use of
forbidden, except.

alleged improvements in mail bags or other mail equip-
ments, patented or not, is forbidden, unless spe-
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Postmasters to see
routes properly pro-
Tided with bags.

Postmasters at head
of '' star " routes to
order mall bags.

D i s p o s a l of dis-
placed bags.

Appl i c a 11 o n s for
mail bags.
—for general use.

—for "star" route.

Separate l o c k e d
pouches for offices on
"star" routes not fur-
nished.

Use of mall bugs.
—restricted.

POSTAL LAWS AND EEGULATIOJSTS.

cially authorized by an order from the Postmaster-
General.

See sec, 1358 as to supply of mail locks.

See. 1340. Postmasters, especially those at the heads
of routes, will see that mail routes are alwajrs provided
with suitable mail bags in good condition, and will
make application for such as are needed before those
in. use become so defective as to endanger the safety of
the mail.

See sec. 1342 as to ordering mail bags; sec. 1359 as to mail locks;
sec. 1380 as to mail keys.

Sec. 1341. When a mail bag is needed on a "star"
route, it must be ordered by the postmaster at the "of-
ficial head office" (see sec. 1283) of the route; and when
a postmaster whose office is at the foot of, or intermediate
on, a route requests the postmaster at the head of the
route to replace a defective bag or lock then in use by
a serviceable one, and the request is not complied with,
the fact should be reported at once by letter to the
Second Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Mail
Equipment).

2. Replaced defective mail, bags will be promptly
forwarded to the Mail-Bag Repair Shop, Washington,
D. C., plainly labeled to that address, and the reverse
side of the facing slip must show the postmark or name
of the dispatching office.

See sec. 1351 as to disposition for mail bags; sec. 1352 as to
disposition of surplus bags.

Sec. 134.2. Requests for mail bags should be ad-
dressed to the Second Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Mail Equipment), and should state the style
and size of bags wanted and why needed.

2. A request for mail bags for use on a "star" route
should be similarly addressed, but must be made by
the postmaster at the "official head office" of the
route (sec. 1341).

3. Each request should state the style and size of
bags wanted, why needed, and the terminal points and
number of the route for which the bag or bags may be
required.

4. Separate locked pouches for offices on ' 'star " routes
are not furnished, except as designated in section 597.

Sec. 1343. The legitimate use of mail bags is re-
stricted to the transmission of mailable matter while
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ge of rec-
Srbidden.

Catcher pouches.

Care of inner regis-
tered sacks.

under the care, custody, and control of the Post-Office
Department, through its postmasters and other author-
ized agents. Their application to any other uses than
those of the Department is forbidden.

2. Mail bags must not be used for storing records,
waste paper, etc., or for personal convenience. Post-
masters should make investigations of their offices from
time to time to see that no mail equipment is being
improperly used.

3. Catcher pouches must not, under any circum-
stances, be sent out upon any "star" route, or used
for any other purpose than to exchange mails where
trains do not stop. Catcher pouches must not be
allowed to accumulate at post-offices, but must be
returned to mail trains promptly. (See sec. 599.)

4. As inner registered sacks are put into pouches
containing ordinary mail matter, they should not be
dragged on the ground or platform, as this soils them
and the mail matter inside, and needlessly wears them
out.

See sec. 1367 as to care of mail locks; sec. 1382 as to mail keys;
sec. 1600 as to penalty for stealing and conveying away mail bags,
etc., or appropriating same to other than proper use, etc.; sec. 1601
as to penalty for damaging mail bags or strap or staple, etc.

Sec. 1344. Exchanges of locked pouches between Exchange of locuea
0 J , pouches between post-

post-oiiices should be as nearly equalized as circum- offices.
L , i • ~~to ke equalized
stances will admit, and all extra pouches received must when possible.
be promptly returned whence they were received,
whether there is mail matter to be sent in them or not.

Sec. 1345. Whenever, in post-offices in large towns toL*
or cities, it is necessary to extend to publishers or as*nl

news agents the privilege of taking canvas sacks to
their offices to be there filled, with printed matter for
the mails, the postmaster must keep an exact account -postmasters to keep
with each publisher or news agent of the number of
sacks taken from and returned by him to his post-office
on every occasion. Besides the account kept in the
post-office for that purpose, pass books should be used
between the several offices and the post-office. No
sacks should be delivered to any publisher or news
agent except on presentation of his pass book, in which
he is to be debited with the number of sacks intrusted
to him and credited with the number returned; and
each publisher shall be held responsible for the due
return of ail sacks so intrusted to him.

See sec. 613 as to record of locked pouches to be dispatched and
received.

strict account of.



Canvas sacks con-
taining public docu-
ments, etc.

Foreign niall bags.
-return of.

Permissible mutila-
tion of mail bags.
—strap not to be cut.

•—disposition of bag
when staple is cut.

Cutting, or tying
into hard knots, of lac-
ing cords prohibited.

Damage to mail bag's
in transit.

•—to be r e p a i r e d ,
when.

Repair of mail bags
on "star" routes,

.—avoidance of.

Sec. 1346. Postmasters who may receive canvas mail
sacks containing public documents sent from Wash-
ington, D. C., or sacks containing" post-office supplies,
will see that such sacks are promptly emptied and dis-
posed of as directed in section 1352.

Sec. 1847. Mail bags received from and belonging"
to foreign countries must be promptly returned empty,
pursuant to the international postal regulations; and
all postmasters, other officers, or employees are pro-
hibited, from using* such bags.

Sec. 1848. Postmasters must never cut the fastening
strap of a mail pouch.

2. Whenever a mail bag has a damaged or defective-
lock upon it, which can not be opened with the proper
key, in good order, the pouch staple to which the lock
is attached may be filed or cut asunder as directed in
section 1365. No other mutilation of the bag- is per-
missible, except by railway postal clerks, as authorized
in section 1459.

3. When the staple is cut, the bag should be forwarded
to the mail-bag- repair shop, Washington, D. C., un-
less there is no good bag available, in which case the
postmaster may have a staple put in at a reasonable
cost.

4:. The cutting, or tying into hard knots, of regula-
tion lacing cords on mail sacks, or the willful detach-
ment of the fasteners therefrom, is forbidden.

Sec. 1349. If a mail bag becomes damaged en route,
so as to be unsafe, the postmaster first discovering the
defect, if he has a serviceable bag to substitute for it,
should at once forward the defective one to the mail-
bag repair shop, Washington, I). C., for the neces-
sary repairs; but if he has no serviceable bag with
which to replace the unserviceable one, lie will at once
have the defective one repaired at a reasonable cost
and detain the mail (if absolutely necessary) until this
is done.

See see. 1351 as to disposition of defective mail bags; sec. 1362
as to repairs of mail locks; sec. 1389 as to repairs of mail keys;
sec. 1350 as to allowance for repairs of mail bags; and sec. 1351 as
to damaged registered pouches.

Sac. 1850. Postmasters whose offices are located on
"star" routes will avoid the necessity for having mail
bags repaired themselves by ordering new bags before
those in use become unserviceable.
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2. The continued use of mail bags on "star" routes
until they become defective from natural wear will be
considered negligence, and will be deemed sufficient
ground for disallowing any claim for credit in quar-
terly accounts arising from the repair of such bags.

3. A postmaster whose office is located on a "'star"
route may have a mail bag repaired (no serviceable bag
being at hand to substitute in its place) when the same
has been damaged by unusual accident in transit, or
Vfhen it becomes necessary to replace a lock staple which
has been cut in order to remove a defective lock. (See
sec. 1365.) When repairs have been made under such
circumstances, the postmaster at the head of the route
should be informed of the repairs by the postmaster who
has them made, and he should make requisition for
another mail bag, and upon its receipt should return
the repaired bag (registered), together with an explan-
atory letter, to the office of the Second Assistant Post-
master-General (Division of Mail Equipment).

4. The receipted bill for money paid by the post-
master for such repairs should be sent to the Auditor
for the Post-Office Department with the quarterly
returns, as a proper voucher for the allowance of the
moneys so paid and charged by him. The bill must
state clearly the nature and the price of the work done.

5. Postmasters must not have tie sacks or handles
on pouches repaired.

Sec. 1351. Defective mail bags of all kinds, and from
all offices, should be promptly sent to the mail-bag
repair shop, Washington, D. CX, except in extraordi-
nary cases, as provided for in preceding section. It is
not necessary to send bags by registered mail to the
mail-bag repair shop.

3. Mail bags which are mutilated as a consequence
of depredation upon the mails should always accom-
pany the report made to the nearest post-office in-
spector in charge (see sees. 279, 505, and 547). After
the case has been closed, or when the inspector has no
further use lor such bags in connection with his inves-
tigation, they should be sent to the mail-bag repair shop.

3. Defective mail bags sent to the repair shop are
never returned unless a request to that effect is made;
and when so made it should be clearJy stated why the
bag is needed, the style and size wanted, and the num-
ber of route to be used on (if for star-route service), as
directed in sections 1341 and 1342,

-when permissible.

—allowance for.

Disposition of de-
fective mall bags.
—to be sent to repair
shop, when.

—in mail depredation
cases.

Request for return
of bags from repair
shop.
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equfpmenfregistered ^. If a through registered pouch or inner registered
sack has the slightest rip or smallest hole in it, it must
be sent in for repairs.

bagsbtobep?a!neiryadg 5- Labels covering bags sent to the repair shop
dressed- should be plainly addressed, and the reverse side thereof

should bear a distinct imprint of the postmarking stamp
of the dispatching office.

See sec. 1366 as to return of defective mail locks; see. 1390, de-
fective mail keys; sees. 924 and 1372 as to damaged rotary locks.

Surplus man bags. Sec. 1852. In order that the mail service may be
regularly and promptly supplied with mail bags, it will
be necessary for postmasters, exco.pt at depository
offices, to see that not a single bag is allowed to lie idle

—when to be shipped, in an office. All bags not actually needed in the regu-
lar dispatch of mail must be shipped each day as here-
inafter directed. Mail bags must not be held for
emergencies, such as late trains, floods, wrecks, etc.,
unless special permission has been granted to do so.

2. Empt}7" mail bags forwarded to depositories must
be plainly labeled, and the reverse side of facing slip
show the postmark or name of dispatching office.
Bags in transit to depositories must not be disturbed.

3. It is not necessary to send bags by registered, mail
to depository offices.

offices 4. Enipty bags will be forwarded to depository offices
as follows:

a. From post-offices in Maine, New Hampshire, Ver-
mont, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island, to the post-
master at Boston, Mass.

~b. From post-offices in Connecticut, New York, New
Jersey, and Pennsylvania, to the postmaster at New
York, N. Y.

c. From post-offices in Delaware, Maryland, District
of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina,
and South Carolina, bags to the " Mail-Bag Storehouse,
Washington, D. C.," and pouch locks to " Second Assist-
ant Postmaster-General (Division of Mail Equipment),
Washington, D. C."

d. From post-offices in Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi, and Louisiana, to the postmaster at
Atlanta, Ga.

e. From post-offices in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, and
Tennessee, to the postmaster at Cincinnati, Ohio.

f. From post-offices in Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois,
Iowa, South Dakota, Nebraska, Utah, Wyoming, Idaho,

—how shipped.

—need not be regis-
tered.
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Nevada, and Washington, to the postmaster at Chi-
cago, 111.

g. From post-offices in Minnesota, North Dakota, and
Montana, to the postmaster at St. Paul, Minn.

h. From post-offices in Missouri, Arkansas, Texas,
Indian Territory, Oklahoma, Kansas, Colorado, New
Mexico, and Arizona, to the postmaster at St. Louis, Mo.

1. From post-offices in California, Oregon (with excep-
tion of post-ofiiees on the Huntingdon and Portland
K. P. O. in Oregon, which go to Cincinnati, Ohio), and
Alaska, to the postmaster at San Francisco, Cal.

See sec. 1367 as to depository offices for mail locks; sec. 1353 as
to care of bags at depository offices; sec. 1392 as to report of bags
on hand.

Sec. 1353. Postmasters whose post-offices are depos- Accounts of deposi-
itories for mail bags and locks should duly receive each
day all mail equipment addressed to them (not allowing
any of it to be taken charge of by the .Railway Mail
0 e 4.1 \1 i j. 4.1 cc j? 4.1 —how and. to whomService tor them), and should render -co the orhce of the rendered.
Second Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Mail
Equipment) an account at the end of every month show-
ing the number of each kind of mail locks and of each
size of the several kinds of mail bags on hand at the be-
ginning of, and received during, the month, of those
furnished to other post-offices, of those in actual use in
their post-offices, and of those remaining on hand not in
use, but ready for distribution. Blanks for this purpose
will be furnished, on application to the Second Assist-
ant Postmaster-General (Division of Mail Equipment).

Sec. 1354. Postmasters whose offices are designated M;lil !)a^s »>«' io<*«
a at depositories.

as depositories for mail bags and locks must keep all
1 " 1 1 1 1 '4. i -j-i 41 4. i j- —to be kept separatebags and locks deposited with them separate and apart from current stock,
from those for the current use of their offices.

2. Mail bags and locks will be distributed by post- —Distribution of.
masters at depository offices as may be directed by the
Second Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Mail
Equipment). For all mail bags and locks so distributed—receipts for with-

/ -,. ^ drawalsof.
receipts will be obtained, which are to be transmitted
immediately to the Post-Office Department. Postmas-
ters nia}7 withdraw mail bags and locks from the surplus
stock on deposit to supply the wants of their own post-
offices, and to fill requisitions of the liailwa}7 Mail Serv-
ice, but not to supply other post-offices, without special
instructions except in emergencies admitting of no
delay. For mail bags so withdrawn from deposit, the
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postmaster's certificate in the former ease, and receipts
in the latter, must be transmitted to the Department,
where, when received, they will be entered to his credit.

Form and treatment 3. The blank receipts furnished for the use of depos-
of receipt for with- , . , ,. „ , .
drawai. itoiy offices are in duplicate form. After being dated

and signed by the postmaster at the receiving- office,
the original should be returned to the forwarding
office and the duplicate to tho Second Assistant Post-
master-General (Division of Mail Equipment).

Posts:!asters to pre-
vent misuse of mail
bags.

"crs iu"3 Scc- 13S'5- A11 cord-fasteners and label-cases which
may accidentally become detached, or which may have
been removed from worn-out sacks, should be promptly
sent to the Second .Assistant Postmaster-General (Divi-
sion of Mail Equipment).

Sec. 1356. Postmasters and other agents of the Post-
Office Department will prevent, wherever possible, any

—to report theft, etc., improper use or abuse of mail bags, and will report
every instance of which they may be aware of theft or
illegal use of such bags.

See sec. 1369 as to report of improper use of mail locks; sec.
1382, of mail keys; sees. 1600 and 1601 as to offenses in connection
with mail bags.

II.—MAIL LOCKS.

'• mail locks
t includes.

Sec. 1357. The term " mail locks" includes—
a. Locks used for closing mail pouches, horse-mail

bags, and mail-catcher pouches, in which first-class
mail matter is conveyed. The Eagle lock is the one
in general use.

I). Registry locks, consisting of (a) rotary or through
register locks, used on through register pouches and
inner register sacks, which contain registered matter
only and are used only between offices that are specially
authorized to use them by the Third Assistant Post-
master-General; (7>) brass mail locks, used on star
routes to secure mail bags containing registered mail
and ordinary through mail, between offices at which
the use of these locks has been specially .authorized by
the Third Assistant Postmaster-General.

letter-box <?. Street letter-box locks are used to secure street
collection boxes in use in connection with the free-
deli very systems, and also for collection boxes used by
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special permission of the First Assistant Postmaster-
General at other offices.

See. 1858, Mail locks will be furnished by the Second _*S Ki
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Mail Equip-
ment).

See sec. 1342 as to supply of mail bags; sec. 1380 as to supply
of mail keys.

inr5ana

bag's on the route are supplied, with proper locks.
2. Application for general mail locks should be made Application for gen-

o i • l" T> /"( i /•»> . - • ' erai mail locks.to- the Second Assistant I ostmas-ter-G-eneral (Division
of Mail Equipment), and with each application the
reason for the need of such locks must be given. If a
lock is wanted for use on a star route, the application
must be made by the postmaster at the ' * official head
office " of the route. (See sec. 1283.)

See sec. 1342 as to applications for mail bags; sec. 1380 as to
applications for mail keys; sec. -1370 as to application for brass
locks; sec. 1373 as to application for street letter-box locks.

See. I860. Before dispatching a mail bag, the lock b J*** ̂  ™*^ locks

should be properly attached, and the shackle firmly
pressed until the click of the locking bolt is heard or
felt. If either the shackle or the inside opening in the
lock where the shackle enters, has become rusted, the
rust, may cause the shackle to cling and appear locked
when it is not. When the click is heard, or felt, the
lock is locked, and can not be jarred open by pounding,
jolting in transit, or otherwise than by the use of a
fey.

Bee. 186-1, The loss of a mail lock from a pouch in LOSS of man IOC.KS.
transit is generally due to carelessness on the part of
the dispatching office. In the event o-f such loss, and -actiou in case of,
iiO' other Eagle lock is at hand to replace it, application
for a new one should at once be made as directed in
section 1359, and an inexpensive padlock used tempo-
rarily, as indicated in section 1364:. The postmaster-
responsible for the loss of the mail lock must employ
all possible means (without expense to the Post-Office
Department) to recover it. Tho lost lock, when recov-
ered, provided it has been replaced by another mail
lock, should be forwarded, duly registered, to the Sec-
oad Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Mail
Equipment),

See sec. 1343 as to care of mail bags; sec. 1382 as to care of
mail keys.
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Repairing, etc., of Sec. 1362. The repairing of mail locks, or the appiica-
mall locks forbidden. . x ° . . .

tion to them or oil, grease, or other matter, is forbidden;
and under no circumstances will the breaking of locks
be excused.

See sec. 1350 as to repairing mail bags; sec. 1389 as to repairing
mail keys.

Brass locks. gec. 1363. Brass locks must not be used on pouches
—not to be used where x

brassiock system not dispatched to post-offices to which the brass lock system
extended. .

of exchange has not been extended.
-treatment of when 2. If a bag secured with a brass lock is received at
received at offices not &

having keys therefor. any office to which a key to the same has not been
issued, the lock should not be tampered with, but the
pouch should be returned, unopened, to the post-office
from which it was dispatched, or sent to the nearest
post-office at which the brass lock exchange system is
in operation, with the request that an Eagle lock be
substituted for the brass one. In either case the post-
master at whose post-office the irregularity occurred
will be advised of his mistake by the postmaster at the
office to which the pouch was addressed, and if there is
a repetition, it must be reported to the Second Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Mail Equipment).

See sees. 1370 and 1371 as to brass locks.

Mali pouches with- gsc. 1S64. When a pouch of mail in transit is re-out locks. ^ . i
ceived at an office without a lock and the postmaster
has no mail lock to put on it, he will lock such pouch
with any safe padlock he may have, and send the key
in a sealed envelope b_y the carrier to the next post-
master, who will, if he has no mail lock, use the same
padlock on the pouch and forward the key in the same
manner.

2. The first postmaster who has a mail lock must
attach it to the pouch and immediately return the pad-
lock to its owner,

3. If a postmaster lias no mail lock or private lock
and key with which to secure the mail, he must pur-
chase an inexpensive padlock and key. The bill for
such lock and key is to be presented like other accounts,
in his quarterly statement to the Auditor for the Post-
OiSce Department, if he desires credit for the same.
When the price of a purchased lock and key is claimed
and intended to be included in the u quarterly state-
ment " such lock and key must be promptly forwarded,
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after discontinuance of its use, to the Second Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Mail Equipment),

609

unlocked.

See, 1865. When a lock attached to a pouch can not 0®cf^gtt^etrSt °"
be opened the staple of the pouch, to which the lock is
attached may be cut by the receiving postmaster at an
intermediate office on a star route, provided lie can
readily and promptly have a new staple affixed to the
pouch, to which lie can attach another mail lock, if he
has one. or a safe padlock which he may purchase, in
accordance with the preceding section, to meet the
emergency.

and lock which can be temporarily used for the pur-
pose, he must transfer the mail to it and forward
same to destination.

be complied with, the pouch will be passed unopened
to the next post-office on the route and so on until
action is taken accordingly.

4, In case a pouch to which a defective lock is
attached should reach either terminal office unopened,
the postmaster at such office will release the mail by
cutting the pouch staple, and either provide a new
staple and lock or another bag and lock, as above pro-
vided, in order to protect the mail on the return trip.

See see. 1348 forbidding cutting of strap.

Sec. 1368. When a lock is found to be worn or de-
fective it must be immediately withdrawn from use
and forwarded by registered mail to the Second Assist-
ant Postmaster-General (Division of Mail Equipment).

See sec. 1371 as to return of defective brass locks; sec. 1378 as
to return of defective street letter-box locks; sec. 1351 as to dispo-
sition of defective mail bags; sec. 1390 as to defective mail keys.

Sec. 1867. General mail locks must not be allowed surplus icciss.
to lie idle at post-offices. They must be disposed of —disposal of.
promptly. (See sec. 13M as to exchange of pouches.)

. 2. Any locks not needed for immediate exchanges of —depository offices
mail are considered surplus equipment, and should be
promptly sent to the depository offices, as follows:

a. From post-offices in Maine, New Hampshire, Ver-
mont, Massachusetts, and Ehode Island, to the post-
master at Boston, Mass.
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1). From post-offices in Connecticut, New York, New
Jersey, and Pennsylvania, to the postmaster at New
York, N. Y.

c. From post-offices in Delaware. Maryland, District
of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina,
and South Carolina, to the Second Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Mail Equipment), Washington,
D. C.

d. From post-offices in Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi, and Louisiana, to the postmaster at Atlanta,
Ga.

e. From post-offices in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, and
Tennessee, to the postmaster at Cincinnati, Ohio.

f. From post-offices in Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois,
Iowa, South Dakota, Nebraska, Nevada, Utah, Wyo-
ming, Idaho, and Washington, to the postmaster at
Chicago, 111.

g. From post-offices in Minnesota, North Dakota,
and Montana, to the postmaster at St. Paul, Minn.

A. From post-offices in Missouri, Arkansas, Kansas,
Texas, Indian Territory, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Colo-
rado, and Arizona, to the postmaster at St. Louis, Mo.

i. From p- st-offices in California, Oregon, (with ex-
ception of post-offices on the Hunting-ton and Portland
R. P. O. in Oregon, 'which go to Cincinnati, Ohio), and
Alaska, to the postmaster at San Francisco, Cal. •

See sec. 1352 as to disposition of surplus mail bags; sec. 1353 as
to care of locks at depository offices; sec. 1392 as to report of mail
locks on hand.

aiaii locics and Keys. g-se. 1868. Mail locks and keys will not be sent f rein
-&£'returned sepa" the Post-Office Department in the same package, nor

should they be returned together. (See sec. 138-1.)
unlawful use of mail Sec. 1369. Postmasters and agents of the Post-Office

leeks. .
—to be reported. Department will reclaim and transmit to the office of

the Second Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of
Mail Equipment) all mail locks found to be in improper
hands or applied to any other than their lawful use.

See sec. 1343 as to care of mail bags; sec. 1382 as to care of mail
keys; sec. 1601 as to penalty for damaging mail locks; sec. 1602
as to penalty for stealing or forging mail locks, etc.; sec. 1600 as to
penalty for conveying away post-office property, etc., or appro-

, priating same to any other than its proper use.

Eotary and brass Sec. 1370. Applications for rotary (or through reg-
—applications for. ister) locks and brass locks should be addressed to the

Second Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Mail
Equipment), and should state fully why the locks are
needed.
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See Title Five, ''Registry System," as to special instructions
relative to the safe-keeping, proper handling, and use of rotary
locks; and as to special instructions .as to the safe-keeping, proper
handling, and use of brass locks.

Sec, 1371. All surplus and defective brass locks must
be returned without delay to the Second Assistant Post-
master-General (Division of Mail Equipment).

See sec. 1368 as to return of defective general locks; sec. 1367
as tc surplus locks; sec. 1378 as to street letter-box, locks; sees.
1351 and 1352 as to return of surplus and defective mail bags; sec.
1390 as to return of defective keys.

Sec. 1S7S. Postmasters must not keep more "rotary"
registered mail locks on hand than required for the
proper transaction' of registry business. All defective
and unnecessary surplus locks must be promptly for-
warded by mail, duly registered, to the office of Second
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Mail Equip-
ment),

Sec. 1373. Street letter-box locks will be furnished
by the Second Assistant Postmaster-General (Division
of Mail Equipment), to whom application for same
should be made.

See.'1374. Each application for street letter-box
locks must state explicitly why the locks are needed,
and must give the number of locks in use on boxes, the
number of surplus locks on hand, and the number of
defective ones returned with the application to the
Post-Office Department. Locks for new boxes must
not be asked for till the boxes are being put up.

61.1

Surplus and defect-
ive brass locks.
—disposal of.

fiotary locks.
—surplus and defect-
ive, how disposed of.

Sec. 1875. 'Whenever street letter-box locks are sent
to an office a circular letter of advice with a blank
form of receipt and inventor}'" attached will accompany
the same. The blank receipt and .inventory must
always be cut off and carefully and correctly filled out
and returned without delay to the Second Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Mail Equipment).

2. Postmasters must keep an accurate account of all
street letter-box, locks issued to their respective offices.
The inventories submitted with each receipt must agree
with such account and with the last inventory, and any
discrepancy must be fully explained by letter accom-
panying the inventory in which it appears

Sec. 1376. Postmasters at free-delivery offices having
in use sixty collection boxes or less may keep on hand
a surplus of live street letter-box locks not in actual

Receipts anil inven-
tories of street letter-
box locks.

Surplus street let-
ter-box locks.
—number allowed.
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—at offices east of
Rocky Mountains.

—at offices west of
Rocky Mountains.

Return of street let-
ter-box locks.
—when in excess of
number allowed.
—when defective.

use, which number is to include all the good and defect-
ive street letter-box locks in the office.

2. Offices east of the Rocky Mountains having more
than sixty collection boxes in use may keep on hand in
the office a 'Surplus stock of locks (including all the
good and defective) equal to eight per cent of the
number of locks in use oa boxes.

3. Postmasters at offices west of the Rocky Moun-
tains (on account of their distance from the source of
supply) may keep a surplus stock of locks equal to ten
per cent of the number in use on. boxes.

4. No postmaster shall have on hand at any time
more than his allotted surplus of these locks.

5. All surplus street letter-box locks must be kept
in a safe, or in some other secure place, and when any
of the same are issued to replace defective ones the
employees to whom they are issued must promptly re-
turn the replaced defective locks and be given credit
therefor.

Sec. 1877. All letter-carriers should be expressly in-
structed (through the superintendent of carriers) that it
is forbidden (i) to put oil or grease in locks, (2) to pry
open the case of a lock, (3) to injure the letter box in
order to remove a defective lock.

2. The shackle of a lock may be pried when it is on
a letter box and can not be opened with a key, but this
should not be done until the carrier has reported the
matter to the postmaster, or such subordinate as the
postmaster may direct, and a new 'key from the post-
office has been tried on the lock.

3. In cold climates, where trouble is experienced
from water freezing in locks, alcohol may be injected
into the locks, which will prevent freezing, or cause
the ice to thaw.

See, ISyS, All street letter-box locks in excess of the
number allowed at an office, and all defective ones must
be returned without delay, by registered mail, to the
Second Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Mail
Equipment), together with an application for locks to
replace them, or for such number of locks as may be
necessary to maintain the allotted surplus.

Loss or theft of street
letter-box locks.
—reports of.

See. 1379. If a street letter-box lock is lost or stolen,
a report, stating the facts and circumstances relating
to such loss or theft, must be made to the Chief Post-
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OfEee Inspector, and also to the Second Assistant Post-
master-General immediately after discovery of the fact.

See sec. 1600 as to penalty for stealing locks.

III.—MAIL KEYS.

Sec. 1380. Mail keys will be furnished "by the Second Man i^ys.
, . . i T-» ; , <-i i /r \  •  •  (• -s/r -i r-i • —how furnished.Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Mail .Lqurp-

Sec. 1881. Mail keys will be furnished to post- Lawfai issue <* mail
J t * keys.

masters, postal clerks, post-office inspectors, and such
other subordinates of the Post-Office Department as
are by the Postal Laws and Regulations entitled to
use* them.

Sec. 1882. The safe-keeping of mail keys is essential car« -of man keys.
to the integrity of the postal service.

2, Mail keys must never be exposed to public observa-
tion nor placed where they may be lost or stolen, nor
suffered to pass, even for a moment, into the hands of
any person not authorized by the Post-Office Depart-
ment to use them. The safe-keeping of the mail key
is one of the expressed conditions of the official bond
of every postmaster, and the loss thereof, as it may
afford peculiar facilities for stealing from,the mails, is
an act of carelessness likely to be more pernicious to
the service than almost any other a postmaster or agent Penalty for loss of
of the Department can commit, and will be deemed keys'
sufficient cause for removal.

3. To afford adequate means for the safe-keeping of use of safety chains.
mail keys, and leave no possible excuse for their being
lost or even mislaid by postmasters, safety chains have
been provided by the Post-Office Department to be
used in the Hollowing manner:

a. Every mail key must be kept attached, to the ,K?y attached to
^ . . cliarn. •

safety chain, from "which it must never be removed
until the key, from defect, damage, or other cause, is
to be returned to the Post-Office Department.

1). Every post-office must use a table upon which Mai l bags to be
-, ., " . ., , . , 1 j. i • i n opened on. table.the mails received are to be emptied, and to which all

locked mail bags are to be brought for opening.
G, One end of the safety chain must always be kept chain attached to

tabie,
screwed fast to the inside of the drawer of such table,
and both the chain and the key are to be kept therein
when not in actual use.



Contra o t o r s, car-
riers not to handle
keys.

Extra keys.
—care of.

Mall keys and locks.
—to be returned sepa-
rately.

Specific numbers of
mall keys.

Record, of keys.

d. Such table (with a drawer) must- be provided in
every post-office of the third or fourth class, without
expense to the Department, and in every case of refusal
or failure on. the part of a postmaster to so provide
and use such table the post-office will ~be discontinued
rather than suffer the mail key to be exposed to risk of
being lost or mislaid by a disregard of this requisite
precaution for its safety.

e. The safety and care of registry mail keys is
referred to under section 924-, and brass lock ke^ys
under section. 931.

4. Mail contractors, drivers, or mail messengers are
not permitted to handle mail keys.

5. Postmasters and employees of the postal service
will report to the Second Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Mail Equipment) all instances of the unlaw-
ful or improper use of mail keys that may come to
their knowledge.

6. Where a letter carrier loses his key, the fact mast
be immediately reported by the postmaster to tho of-
fice of the Second Assistant Postmaster-General (Di-
vision of Mail Equipment), with a full statement of
the circumstances, together with the number and com-
bination of the lost key.

See sec. 1392 as to report of mail keys on hand; sec. 1451 as to
care oif mail keys by postal clerks; sec. 723 as to care by letter
carriers; sec. 1602, as to penalty for stealing, forging,'or obtaining
keys by false pretenses, etc.; sec. 1800 as to penalty for carrying
away mail key, etc., or appropriating same to any other than its
proper use, etc.

Sec. 1383, Whenever extra keys are furnished they
should be locked up in a safe place in the post-office,
accessible to only the postmaster and his assistant.
Such keys are intended solely for use in cases of
emergency.

See sees. 1376 and 1378, as to care of extra street letter-box locks.

See. 1384. Mail keys and locks will not be sent from
the Post-Office Department in the same package, nor
should they be returned together. (See sec. .1368.)

See. 1385. Each mail key bears a different number.
Every postmaster or employee to whom such keys are
intrusted will be charged therewith and held to a strict
account therefor. On the receipt of any such mail'
key by a postmaster he should make a record, to be
kept in his post-office, of the date of its receipt, to-
gether with the number of the key. In case of letter-
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box keys the combination should be shown on the
record.

2. Receipts will be taken from letter-carriers for
keys issued to them, which will be filed in the office.

3. Whenever any mail key is referred to in any com-
munication to the Post-Office Department, its number
must invariably be specified.

4. Every loss of or accident whatever to a mail
key must be promptly reported to the Second Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Mail Equipment).

Sac. 1888. No mail key shall be transferred or ex-
changed except to a successor in office, nor be furnished
nor loaned without special instructions from the Post-
Office Department.

Sec. 1387. No key not obtained directly from the
Post-Office Department or from a predecessor in office
shall be kept or detained, but must be promptly re-
turned to the Second Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Mail Equipment), with a full report of facts
in relation thereto. If a mail key be received from a
discontinued post-office or elsewhere, it must be sent,
without delav, to the Department by the postmaster
receiving it, stating when and from whom it was
received, and giving number or numbers stamped upon
the key or keys, together with name of post-office,
county, and State.

1-ToTE.—No receipts are sent from the Department for keys re-
turned, the registry return-receipt cards, when properly made out,
being deemed sufficient for the purpose.

See. 1883. Whenever a retiring postmaster turns
over a mail key to his successor he must obtain and
transmit to. the Second Assistant Postmaster-General
(Division of Mail Equipment) a receipt for the same,
specifying the number stamped upon it, in order that
he may receive due credit on the books of the Post-
Office Department, and he and his sureties be released
-from all further responsibility therefor.

2. When a mail key is received from the Post-Office
Department the receipt accompanying the key should
be filled up, signed, and returned immediately to the
Second Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Mail
Equipment).

See. 1889. No attempt shall be made to have a mail
key repaired.

2. If the only mail key in an office be broken or so
defective as not to open all the locks, the bags should

Tr?;?isfer or ex-
change of HI all keys,
—prohibited except.

Keys not obtained
from Department.

-co be returned,

Receipts for mall
keys.
—from retiring post-
masters.

Repairing1 of mall
keys forbidden.

T r o a t in e n t o {
pouches when mail
key defective.
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Worn and defective
keys,
—timely notice of, to
Department.

Broken keys to be
returned to Depart-
ment.

be passed unopened to the nearest office, with a written
request to the postmaster to take out the letters for
said office and send them back by the mail carrier in a
sealed package outside the bag, until a new key be re-
ceived from the Post-Office Department.

See sec. 1365 as to opening pouch when lock is defective.

See. 1380. When, a mail key is perceived to be dam-
aged and becoming- defective, timely notice should be
given of the fact to the Second Assistant Postmaster-
General (Division of Mail Equipment).

2. Where a key which fails to open a lock is not
broken the fault is in the lock, and the postmaster
will in such case be guided by section 1365, in refer-
ence to defective locks. If, however, the key is broken
or damaged it should be forwarded at once to the
Post-Office Department, duly registered, as directed in
section 881, and. a new key ordered by telegraph.

3. In applying for a new key to replace a defective
one, care should be taken to state the number stamped
upon the old key, together with the name of the post-
office, county, and State from which it is sent. The
defective key must be forwarded by registered mail to
the Post-Office Department immediately after receipt
of the new key.

4. Damaged or defective mail keys must not be kept
in post-offices, but will be returned to the Post-Office

. Department as herein directed.

Mall Jteys found
astray. Sec. 1301, If a mail kerv be found astray, it must be

returned, duly registered, to the Second Assistant
Postmaster-General (Division of Mail Equipment) with
an explanatory letter, without attempting to ascertain
the loser, or to advise him of its recovery.

See see. 1369 as to return of stray mail locks.

Statements of stock
of bags, locks, etc., In
post-offices.
—by whom made.
—when made.

and third classes are required to forward on the 1st
day of January, March, May, July, September, and
November of each year to the Second Assistant Post-
master-General (Division of Mail Equipment) complete
statements of all mail bags, locks, keys, etc., ia their

L_



offices, specifying-the number in use and the surplus of
every size and kind.

2. It will be unnecessary for postmasters to make -forms for, how sup-
J L plied.

application for blanks for these statements; all offices
will be supplied with such blanks lay the 1st day of
January.

Sec, 1888. All communications and mail locks and eominunieatiostr, re-
, -, •, j, , ,. , , > j j - ikeys required by these regulations to be sent to the
Post-Office Department must be addressed to the Second
Assistant Postmaster-General (Division of Mail Equip-
ment). Such communications must invariably give the
name of the post-office, county, and State from which
they are sent, and must not embrace any other subject.

OE MAIL BAGS

See. 1894. A mail-bag and mail-lock repair shop and
a mail-bag storehouse will be maintained in the city of
Washington; and there shall be employed therein such
number of persons as may be necessary within the lim-
its of the annual appropriations provided by Congress.

2. The Second Assistant Postmaster-General shall
have charge and control of said repair shop and store-
house and shall make all needful rules for the manage-
ment thereof, and shall appoint all persons employed
therein. The Chief of the Division of Mail Equipment
in the oiSce of the Second Assistant Postmaster-General
(see sec. 18) shall have immediate supervision of the
repair shop and storehouse, subject to the orders of
the Second Assistant Postmaster-General.

See. 1895. * * * The employees of the mail-bag repair
shops connected with the Post-Office Department of the United
States, whether employed by the month, day or otherwise, (shall)
he aJowed leaves of absence, with full pay, for not exceeding
fifteen days in. any one fiscal year: Provided, That no * * *
employee be granted a leave * * * until he has performed
service for one year.

2. Applications for leave of absence will be pre-
sented to the superintendent of the shop to which the
applicant is assigned, who will transmit the same, with
his recommendation, to the Chief of the Division of
Mail Equipment for action.

3IaSl bag and lock
repair shop.
—to be maintained at
Washington.
—employees in.

—to be under imme-
diate supervision of
Chief Equipment Di-
vision.

Leaves of absence lor
employees of repair
ghOp.

1890, Oct. 1, eh. 1260,
1 Supp., 878.



TITLE EIGHT.

RAILWAY MAIL SEBVICE.

CHAPTER 1.

ORGANIZATION OF THE RAILWAY MAIL SIEYIGE.

I

I.-

General
tendent.

teSe'nTiaiiSSMlSi SeC' 1396' (The Postmaster-General may appoint a) General
Service. ' Superintendent (of Railway Mail Service), at (a salary of) three

1901 Miv;' 3 <>}-• SJv ' '
31 St. L.,1104.' """' ' thousand live hundred dollars (per annum); one Assistant General
superintend enY' & ~ ^{ Superintendent, at (a salary of) three thousand dollars (perannum),

phief clerk Railway one chief clerk, office of General Superintendent at (asalary of) , two
Mail Service. , , , -, ,, , •, , ,. . . . ' ,Division superin- thousand dollars (perannum); eleven division superintendents, at
eiidents. f a gaiaryof) two thousand seven hundred dollars (per annum) each;

superintendent'^1 °n (anc^) eleven assistant division superintendents at (a salary of) one
thousand eight hundred dollars (per annum) each; * * * .

NOTE.—The appropriation act for the year ending June 30, 1902,
approved Mar. 3, 1901, made appropriations for the compensation
of the officers of the Railway Mail Service as .indicated. The
first classification of the officers of the Railway Mail Service was
in the appropriation act for the preceding year.

Superin- R< g _ ? § 4020) authorized the appointment of two agents to
superintend the Railway Mail Service, at a salary of §2,500 each.
The act of June 17, 1878 (ch. 259, 1 Supp. R. S., 186), provided
that only one agent should thereafter be appointed, at a salary
of $3,500. R. S., § 4020, was-also amended by act of Mar. 3,

. 1897 (ch. 385, 2 Supp. R. S., 598), and by an oversight that part
of the section relating to the agents to superintend the Railway
Mail Service was repeated as in the original statute, which pro-
vided for two agents, at §2,500 each. The act of Mar. 3,1897, was
held, however, not to repeal the act of June 17, 1878.

While not' so designated by law until the present appropriation
act, the agent appointed to superintend the Railway Mail Service
has always been known as the "General Superintendent of the
Railway Mail Service." See act Mar, 1, 1881 (ch. 96, 1 Supp.
R. S., 319).

The appointment of an assistant general superintendent, at a
salary of §3,000, and chief clerk of Railway Mail Service, at §2,000
per annum, was authorized by the act of Apr. 16, 1890 (ch. 85, 1
Supp. R. S., 715).

The appointment of division superintendents of the Railway
Mai! Service was first authorized by the act, of June 17, 1878 (ch.
259, 1 Supp. R. S., 186). This act provided for the appointment
of "nine assistant superintendents of division of Railway Mail
Service, who may be detailed to act as superintendents of Rail way
Mail Service, at a salary of §2,500 each." The number was in-
creased by the act of Feb. 29, 1888 (ch. 18, 1 Supp. R, S., 581),
which authorized the appointment of "two division superintend-
ents of Railway Mail Service in addition to those heretofore au-
thorized," at the same salary. The act, of Mar, 3,1901, increased
the salary of division superintendents to §2

618

Division
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The authority for the appointment of the General Superintend-
ent, assistant general superintendent, chief clerk, and eleven
division superintendents is not affected by the act of Mar. 3,1901,
and is therefore permanent. The salary of $2,700 allowed division
superintendents, under appropriation is not, however, permanent,
but subject to subsequent appropriation acts, which see.

The appointment of assistant division superintendents has never
been authorized before. Such appointments are subject to subse-
quent appropriation acts, which see, as the authority therefor is
not permanent.

Sec. 1397. (The Postmaster-General may appoint) twenty-two Assistant
assistant superintendents (at a salary of), one thousand six hundred
dollars (per annum) each; (and) ninety-five chief clerks, at (a salary
of) one thousand six hundred dollars (per annum) each; "- * *

NOTE.—Prior to the act of June 2, 1900 (ch. 613,31 Stat. L., 259),
assistant superintendents of Railway Mail Service were appointed
under the pro visions of R. S., § 4017*, which authorizes the employ-
ment of such number of " special agents as the good of the service
m ay require," at " a salary at the rate of not more than one thousand
six hundred dollars a year each." Post-office inspectors are ap-
pointed under the same statute (see sec. 35). Assistant superin-
tendents of Railway Mail Service have never been so designated by
law until the act of June 2, 1900, except that in the act of Mar. 3,
ir;:)7 (ch. 385, 2 Supp. R. S.,598), it is provided that the salaries of
''assistant superintendents of the postal railway service" shall be
charged to trie appropriation for the transportation of the mails.
The number of assistant superintendents is subject to change in the
annual appropriation acts, which see, and unless the number is
again limited and a special appropriation made therefor, the
Postmaster-General may appoint as many as he thinks proper, to
be paid out of the appropriation for the transportation of the
mails, for R. S.. § 4017, under which they have been appointed, is
permanent.

The act of June 2, 1900, for the first time provided by law for Chief clerks.
the appointment of chief clerks. Heretofore the General Superin-
tendent of Railway Mail Service has been authorized by the
Postmaster-General to designate such railway postal clerks as he
deemed necessary to act as "chief clerks of Railway Mail Service."
The only recognition of such, chief clerks by law was in recent
appropriation acts, authorizing the payment of expenses of '' chief
clerks * * * traveling on duty," etc. The appointment and
number of (thief clerks is subject to the annual appropriation acts,
which see, as the authority for such appointments is not perma-
nent.

See. 1398. The (general) superintendent of railway mail service Traveling expenses
* * * shall be paid * * * (his) actual expenses while {^din"?™1 Superln'
traveling on the business of the department. 18S1- Mar- J > cl1- S6»

ft 1 Supp., 319.
2. (The) assistant general superintendent and chief clerk (office _0f~assistant general

of General Superintendent) * * * (shall) be also paid their superintendent and
, ., ,. chief clerk,

necessary and. actual expenses while traveling on the business oi 1890, Apr. 16, ch. 85,
the Department. l Supp" 715'

3. (Division superintendents and assistant division superintend—of division and as-
ents shall be paid their actual and necessary expenses) while fut^ndents.81011 super~~
actually traveling on business of the Department arid away from ,,,1??1']M!H\f' ch-851

their several 'designated headquarters.

NOTE.—Prior to the act of June 2, 1900, the payment of the
actual and necessary expenses of division superintendents was
not specifically authorized by law, but such expenses have always
been paid and approved by the Comptroller of the Treasury. The
clause relative to the payment of such expenses, and those of
assistant division superintendents, ia taken from the annual appro-
priation act.
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Expenses of assist-
ant sujwrhitendeuts.

1901, Mar. 3,ch. 851,
SIStat. L., 1105.

—chief clerks and
postal clerks.

Bcties of general
superintendent.
—Management of
service.

Divisions of the
Railway fell Service
1—superintendents of.

—Firs

—Fifth.

—Sixth.

Se-3. 1899. Assistant superintendents (of Kail way Mail Service)
may receive a per diem allowance in lieu of actual and necessary
traveling expenses, at the rate of four dollars per day while actu-
ally traveling on business of the Department away from their
several designated headquarters.

2. (Chief clerks ana railway postal clerks shall be paid their
actual and necessary expenses) while actually traveling 011 busi-
ness of the .Department and away from their several designated
headquarters.

NOTE.—The appropriation for expenses of chief clerks and rail-
way postal clerks has been repeated in all recent appropriation
acts. The expenses of postal clerks while engaged on their runs
can not be allowed out of this appropriation; it relates to expenses
incurred while traveling under special orders. See sec. 1204 as to
railroad companies furnishing transportation to postal clerks.

Sec. 1400. The general superintendent of the Bail-
way Mail Service is charged with the general man-
agement of the Railway Mail Service and. the employees
thereof.

See sec. 18 as toother duties of General Superintendent; sees. 493
to 496 as to preparation of matter for mailing, to be under direction
of general superintendent; and sees. 1174 and 1180 as to establish-
ment of new or additional railroad and postal-car service.

Sec. 1401. The, Railway Mail Service will he divided
into eleven divisions, each in charge of a division super-
intendent, as follows:

First division, comprising the New England States :
Office of superintendent, Boston, Mass.

Second division^ comprising New York, .New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, the Eastern Shore of Mary-
land, Accomac and Northampton counties, Va., and
Porto Rico: OiEce of superintendent, New York, N. Y.

Third division, comprising Maryland (excluding the
Eastern Shore), Virginia (excepting Accomac and
Northampton counties), West Virginia, North Caro-
lina, and District of Columbia: Office of superin-
tendent, Washington, D. C.

Fourth division, comprising South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and that portion of
Louisiana east of the Mississippi River: Office of
superintendent, Atlanta, Ga.

Fifth division, comprising Ohio, Indiana,, Kentucky,
and Tennessee: Office of superintendent, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Sixth division, comprising Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska,
Wyoming, and the Black Hills district of South
Dakota, consisting of the counties of Butte, Choteau,
Ouster, Ewing, Fall River, Harding, Lawrence, Mar-
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—Tenth.

tin, Meado, Pennington, Einehart, Shannon, Wagner,
and Washington: Office of superintendent, Chicago,
111. f s _

/Seventh division, comprising Missouri, Kansas, Col-
orado, and New Mexico: Office of superintendent, St.
Louis, Mo,

Eighth division, comprising California, Nevada,
Oregon, Alaska, Arizona, Idaho, Utah, Washington,
and Hawaii: Office of superintendent, San Francisco,
Cal.

Ninth division, comprising the through mails via •
Buffalo, Suspension Bridge, Toledo, and Detroit, the
lines of the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Itail-
road, the main line of the New York Central and
Hudson River Railroad, and the Lower Peninsula of
Michigan: Office of superintendent, Cleveland, Ohio,

Tenth division, comprising Wisconsin, Northern
Peninsula of Michigan, Minnesota, North Dakota,
South Dakota (except the Black Hills district), and
Montana: Office of superintendent, St. Paul, Minn.

JElevenih division, comprising Arkansas, Indian Ter—Eleventh.
ritory, Oklahoma, Texas, and that portion of Louisiana
west of the Mississippi River: Office of superintendent,
Fort Worth, Tex.

II. -

Sec. 1402. The Postmaster-General may appoint clerks for the Railway p o s t a l
purpose of assorting and distributing the mail in railway post- ' &_ g°t § 4025.
offices * * * (who) shall * * * be designated as railway ^ iS82,jui_y3i,ch. 331,
postal clerks, and (be) divided into five classes, whose salaries
shall not exceed the following rates per annum:

First class, not exceeding eight hundred dollars;
Second class, not exceeding nine hundred dollars;
Third class, not exceeding one thousand dollars;
Fourth class, not exceeding one thousand two hundred dollars;
And fifth class, not exceeding one thousand four hundred

dollars;
Provided, That the Postmaster-General, in fixing the salaries of Clerks in same class

, , . j-, -.. ,.„ , , ,, ,.,, , -i • F -i - may be paid differentclerks in the different classes, may fix different salaries for clerks salaries.
of the same class, according to the amount of work done and the
responsibility incurred by each, but shall not, in any case, allow a
higher salary to any clerk of any class than the maximum fixed
by this act for the class to which such clerk belongs.

NOTE.—The part of the above section authorizing the appoint- Note.
merit of clerks in railway post-offices is taken from K. S., §4025;
the remainder of the section is an amendment included in the act
of July 31, 1882. The proviso in the act of July 31,1882, is some-
what modified by the appropriation act for the year ending June
30,1902, approved March3, .1901 (ch. 851, 31 Stat. L., 1105), which
provides for a specific number of clerks at one thousand, twelve Salaries of postal
hundred, and fourteen hundred dollars per annum, and a certain clerks.

1 Supp.,
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Bal l w a y pos ta l
clerks appointed by
Postmaster-Ge n e r a 1
n n rt e r eml- service
rules.

Vacancies filled by
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tute.
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be in class 1 for pro-
bationary period for
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No reappointment
except upon exami-
nation.

number at not exceeding eight hundred and nine hundred dollars
per annum. If these clauses are continued in appropriation acts,
the Postmaster-General can under the proviso in the act of July
31,1882, above, only assign different salaries within the maximum
to clerks of classes one and two.

Sec. 1403. All original appointments to the position
of railway postal clerk will be made by the Postmaster-
General under the civil service rules and regulations.

2. One substitute may be appointed for every ten
clerks in each State, and any vacanc}^ in the regular
force of clerks will be filled by the appointment of tL.e
first substitute in the State entitled by proper apportion-
ment to the appointment, who lives in any county on or
supplied from, the road upon, which the vacancy exists.

3, All vacancies in the substitute force will be filled
by certification of the Civil Service Commission from
the railway mail service register of the State in which
the vacancy exists.

4:. All appointments to the regular force shall be in
class 1, and for a probationary "period of six months
from the elate of appointment, less such time as the
clerk may have performed service as substitute.

5. .No reappointment will be made unless the appointee
shall have passed a satisfactory examination covering
the duties of his position, and shown himself fully com-
petent to perform the same,

6. Applications for appointment should be addressed
to the Civil Service Commission, Washing-ton, D. C.

Sec. 1404. No clerk will be allowed a larger salaiy
than is assigned for the duties actually performed by
him, except when _ ordered in cases of emergency to
perform duties of a lower grade than those attaching
to Ms class.

See. 1405. Resignations must be sent to the Post-
Office Department through the division superintendent,
and as long prior to the date on which they are intended
to take effect as possible.

wf/fenfeo-i<LEail" Sec- 1406- A-11 promotions'in the Railway MaiLServ-
^iti^ci^ii-Tcr™^! *ce s^a^ ^e ma(le in conformity with the civil service
mles- rules and regulations.

Board of promotion. 2. The General Superintendent, the assistant general
superintendent, and the chief clerk of the Railway Mail
Service shall constitute the board of promotion, subject
to the provisions of section 3 of Civil Service Rule XI.
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3. For the purpose of defining the order of promo-
tion under these regulations, the officers and employees
shall be classified as follows:

a. The classification up to and including- class 5 shall
be as provided in section 1402.

b. Class 5 shall include clerks in charge of full railway
post-offices, clerks assigned to duty in the various
offices of the service and receiving' a salary of $1,400
per annum.

c. Class 6 shall include clerks receiving salaries of
$1,600 and assigned to duty as chief clerks.

d. Class 7 shall include all assistant division superin-
tendents and assistant superintendents.

-e. Class 8 shall include the assistant general superin-
tendent, superintendents of divisions, and the chief
clerk in the office of the General Superintendent.

f. Class 9 shall, include the General Superintendent.
4. Ail vacancies above those in the lowest class, not

filled by reinstatement, transfer, or reduction, shall be
filled by promotion. If there is no person eligible for
promotion or if the vacant position requires the exer-
cise of technical or professional knowledge, it may be
filled'through certification from the Civil Service Com-
mission.

5. A vacancy in anj7" class, except the lowest, up to and
including class 5, shall be filled by the promotion of an
eligible from the next lower class of the same railway
post-office. When a vacancy exists the board of pro-
motion shall certify to the Postmaster-General the
names of the highest three eligibles, and from these
names a selection shall be made, If there shall be in
the same railway post-office less than three eligibles in
the class next below that in which the vacancy exists
and if the Postmaster-General shall require a full cer-
tification, the board of promotion shall certify, in
addition, as man}" as necessary of the highest eligibles
in the corresponding class of the connecting or adjacent
railway post-offices in the same division-, whose clerks,
by reason of the character of the mail handled therein,
are, in the opinion of the board, best qualified.

6. A vacancy in any class except the lowest, up to and
including class 5, in an office of the Bail way Mail Serv-
ice other than a railway post-office, shall be filled by
the promotion of an eligible from the next lower class
of the same office. When such vacancy exists the board

Vacancies in any
class except lowest,

by promotion
from next class in
same li. P. O.

—board of promotion
to certify eligibles to
the Postmaster-Gen-
eral.
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of promotion shall certify to the Postmaster-General
the names of the highest three eligibles, and from these
names a selection shall be made. If there shall be in
the same office less than three eligibles in the class next
below that in which the vacancy exists, and if the
Postmaster-General shall require a full certification, the
board of promotion shall certify, in addition, as many
as necessary of the highest eligibles in the corresponding
class of the railway post-offices of the same division.

T. When a vacancy exists in class 6, the board of
promotion shall certify to the Postmaster-General the
names of the highest three eligibles in class 5 in the

—when certifications
may be made from
other divisions.

Vacancy in class 9
to be filled from next
lower by Postmaster-
General.

Clerks in office of
general superintend-
ent, how considered
for promotion

names the Postmaster-General shall make his selection.
If there shall be in the division less than three eligibles
in class 5, and if the Postmaster-General requires a full
certification,, the board of promotion shall certify in ad-
dition as many as necessary of the highest eligibles in
the corresponding class in other divisions.

8. When a vacancy exists in class 7, the board of
promotion shall certify to the Postmaster-General the
names of the highest three eligibles in class 6 in the
division in which the vacancy exists, and from these
names the Postmaster-General shall make his selection.
If there shall be in the division less than three eligibles
in class 6, and if the Postmaster-General requires a full
certification, the board of promotion shall certify in ad-
dition as many as necessary of the highest eligibles in
the corresponding class in the other divisions. Where
the duties to be performed in the vacant position are
not confined to any division, the board of promotion
shall certify the three eligibles in the service who, in its
opinion, are best qualified for the duties'to be per-
formed and for the responsibilities of the office.

9. When a vacancy exists in class 8, the board of
promotion shall certify to the Postmaster-General the
names of the three eligibles in class 1 who are best
qualified for the duties to be performed and for the
responsibilities of the office, and from these names the
Postmaster-General shall make his selection.

10. When a vacancy exists in class 9, the Postmaster-
General shall promote any person from the next lower
class whom he may consider qualified.

11. Clerks who are detailed to duty in the office of the
general superintendent shall be considered for promo-
tion in the divisions from which they are detailed.
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12. No clerk below class 6 shall be eligible for pro-
motion who has not passed an examination on the States
or cities he is required to be examined upon, with a
standing of 95 per cent or better, within three years
next preceding the date of vacancy; and to determine
his eligibility his last examination on each State shall
alone be considered.

13. No person shall be promoted by detail or transfer
to a position which may be filled by the promotion of
any employee who is eligible under these regulations.

14:. No clerk shall bo eligible to promotion to a higher
grade until he has served at least three months in the
grade he is then in.

15. The case examination and car record of a clerk
shall constitute the examination for promotion to any
position In a railway post-office. No reexamination
shall be required for promotion to higher positions,
eligibility for promotion being determined by the board
of promotion after considering such qualities as judg-
ment, character, ability, and general qualifications of
the person competing. Records of efficiency and case
examinations shall be made in such manner and on such
forms as may be prescribed by the board of promotion,
after consulting with the Postmaster-General, and shall
embrace the elements which are essential to a fair and
accurate determination of relative merit.

16. When in the opinion of the board of promotion
the qualifications of eligibles are practically equal, they
shall be certified in the order of their appointment to
the class and line, or office, to which they are assigned.

No clerk eligible for •
promotion who has
not passed examina-
tion with 95 per cent
in 3 years preceding
vacancy.

When qualifications,
equal to be certified in
order of appointment-

Sec. 1407. The General Superintendent nitty assign clerks.
chief clerks of Railway Mail Service to duty at such
points as lie may deem advisable, and place them in
charge of one or more lines.

2. When necessary, railway postal clerks may be
detailed by the General Superintendent as assistants
to chief clerks.

3. Chief clerks will see that the clerks

D u t i e s of ch ie f

—to see that clerks
perform all duties re-

their charge perform all the duties required of them iuired-
promptly and thoroughly; that the schemes furnished
are kept corrected, and. that all orders Issued by the
General Superintendent and division superintendent

309A— 02 40
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arc promptly executed. All irregularities, insubordi-
nation, inefficiency, and lax morality occurring on
routes under their charge must be reported to the
division superintendent at once,

4:. Orders from, a chief clerk to the clerks oa lines
under his charge will be obeyed the same as though
emanating from the division superintendent,

Sec. 140€. The General Superintendent Railway
Mail Service may, when necessary., detail clerks for
duty at important junctions, to be designated "transfer
clerks."

2. Transfer clerks shall look after the handling and
transfer of the mails at railroad depots, and perform
such other work pertaining to the Kail way Mail Serv-
ice as may be required; and when more than one clerk
is needed for such duty at the same depot, the additional
clerk shall be below class four; but in no case shall
more than one clerk of the same class, above class two,
be detailed at the same depot.

-3. Certain duties usually performed by chief clerks,
such as filling runs, furnishing supplies, conducting
examinations, etc., may be assigned to transfer clerks.

See sees. 1531 to 1543 as to transfer service.

Sec. 1409. When on any line but one railway postal
clerk is assigned to a car, and the average daily distance
run is one hundred miles or more, such clerk will be of
class three, at one thousand dollars per annum; if the
average daily distance run is less than one hundred and
not less than ninety miles, the clerk will be of class two,
at nine hundred dollars per annum; if the average
daily distance run is less than ninety and more than
eighty miles, the clerk will be of class two, and the
salary will be at the rate of ten dollars per annum for
each mile of the daily average of miles run; if the aver-
age distance run daily is eighty miles or less, the clerk
will be of class one, and the salary will be ten dollars
per annum for each mile of the daily average-of miles
rim.

2. On lines that have been known as full railway
post-office lines, or that may hereafter be established
as such, where two clerks to a crew are needed, there
may be one of class five, at fourteen hundred dollars
per annum, and one of class four, at twelve hundred
dollars per annum.
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3. On lines where three clerks to a crew are needed,
there shall be 0.0.0 of. class five, at fourteen hundred
dollars per annum; one of class four, at twelve hundred
dollars per annum, and one of class three, at one thou-
sand dollars per annum.

4. On lines where four clerks to a crew are needed,
there shall be one of class five, at fourteen hundred
dollars per annum; one of class four, at twelve hun-
dred dollars per annum; one of class three, at one
thousand dollars per annum, and one of class two, at
nine hundred dollars per annum.

5. On lines where five or six clerks to a crew are
needed, there may be one clerk of class five, at fourteen
hundred dollars per annum; one clerk of class four, at
twelve hundred dollars per annum; two clerks of class
three, at one thousand dollars per annum; all remain-
ing clerks to be of classes two and one.

6. On lines where seven clerks to a crew are needed,
there may be one clerk of class five, at fourteen hun-
dred dollars per annum; one clerk of class four, at
twelve hundred dollars per annum.; three clerks of
class three, at one thousand dollars per annum, and
two clerks of class- two, at nine hundred dollars per
annum.

7. Where more than one car is run on the same
train, and the number of the clerks in the crew is six
or more, there may be one clerk of class five, at four-
teen hundred dollars per annum; one clerk of class
four, at twelve hundred dollars per annum, for the first
car, and two for each additional working car; one clerk
of class three, at one thousand dollars per annum for
each working car; all remaining clerks to be of classes
two and one. The maximum number of clerks of
classes four and three shall not be allowed, however,
unless there be at least three clerks for each car, and
the cars run in service in both directions.

See sec. 1432 as to clerks in charge of crews.

Sec, 14,10. Railway postal clerks on steamboat lines
will be of class one, at a salary not exceeding seven
hundred and twenty' dollars per annum; the salary to
be determined by the amount of work to be performed
and the importance of the line..

See. 1411 All regular assignments of clerks to rail-
way post-office lines will be made upon order of the—Qen'isupt. to order.
General Superintendent.

Clerks on steamboat
Haes to bo of class one.

A s s i g n m e n t of
clerks.
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A s s i g n in ea t of
clerks in emergencies,
—division superin-
tendents may make,
for thirty days.

Emergency assign-
ments.

—to be made by writ-
ten order.

—order to be accepted
as authority to assign
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when.

Helpers nifty be as-
signed 05s lines not full

—not to receive, higher
salary than clerks.
—not to be above class
two.

Cap or badge to be
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1879, Mar. 3, ch. ISO,
1 Supp. 245.

Style of badge.

Every postal clerk,
except, to wear badge.

2. Division superintendents of Railway Mail Service
must not extend the runs of clerks over extensions of
railroads, or place them upon new lines, until authority
to do so is obtained from the General Superintendent.

See. 1412. Where emergencies arise division super-
intendents of Railway Mail Service may make any as-
signment of clerks in their respective divisions which
will he for the benefit of the service; but such assign-
ments must not be for a longer period than thirty con-
secutive days, and will be at once reported to the Gen-
eral Superintendent.

Sec. MIS. Whenever the necessities of the service
require the temporary assignment of an extra railway
postal clerk to a crew, the order of assignment must,
when possible, be in writing, and will be presented to
the clerk in charge of the railway post-office to which
the clerk is assigned. This order will be accepted as
authority to admit the clerk to the office and assign
him to duty. When it is impossible to give a written
order an order by telegraph, or telephone, or an oral
one must be accepted.

Sec. 1414. When it becomes necessary to furnish
assistance on any line not a full railway post-office the
clerk assigned to such duty will be designated a
"helper," whether he runs over the entire line or only
a portion of it; but such helper shall not be of a higher
class nor receive a higher salaiy than the clerk to whom
he is assigned as a helper, and. in no case shall the sal-
ary of such helper exceed that of a clerk of class two.

Sec. 1415. (Railway) postal clerks * * * shall not be re-
quired to wear uniform other than a cap or badge.

2. The railway postal clerk's badge shall be in the
form of a metal ellipse, around the edge of which shall
appear the words "Post-Office Department, Railway
Mail Service;" in the center the initials "U. S.," in
monogram, surrounded by stars; on the top of the el-
lipse a spread-eagle, and on the bottom a scroll bearing
a number.

3. Every railway postal clerk, except those detailed to
clerical duty in offices, must wear this badge on the out-
side of the outer garment, over the left breast. Clerks
running on lines, and transfer clerks, must put on their
badges at the time they record their departure before
going on duty, and wear the same continuously until
they record their arrival and go off duty.
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4. Clerks must keep their badges in good condition, C0unf|fsforto be ac"
and turn them in with other Government property
when leaving the service. A clerk losing his badge
will be required to pay therefor; and a record of all
badges, with the names of the clerks holding them,
must be kept by each division superintendent.

5. Clerks will not be required to wear a uniform cap. caps not required.

See, 1418. All clerks (employed in the Eailway Mail Service Residence of postal
" cl°vk«and performing duty in railway post-offices) * * * shall reside 1395' peb. 28, ch. 140,

at some point on the route to which they are assigned; but railway ^_?UEP- K' ?•' ?82-

postal clerks * * * appointed prior to February twenty-
eighth, eighteen hundred and ninety-five, and now performing —exception.
such duty shall not be required to change their residence.

See, 1417. The Postmaster-General may fine, or sus-
pend from duty without pay, any railway postal clerk
for dereliction of duty or misconduct.

2. All violations of the regulations by, or miscon-
duct of, railway postal clerks shall be reported to the
division superintendent, who will transmit such report,
with his recommendation as to the proper action to be
taken thereon, to the General Superintendent of the
Railway Mail Service.

3. Wherever a clerk commits an offense of such a
serious character as to warrant an immediate removal
the division superintendent may temporarily suspend
him until he can make a report to the General Super-
intendent, and final action is taken thereon.

4. Superintendents and chief clerks must not impose
fines on clerks, or suspend them temporarily from duty
except in the cases referred to, without the approval
of the General Superintendent.

S u s p e n s i o n a M d
fining of railway postal
clerks.

Clerks not to be
fined or suspended
without approval of
General Superintend-
ent, except.

week, fifty-two weeks per year, an annual vacation of fifteen 31 St. L.,liOo.
days, with pay.

2. Leaves of absence for fifteen (15) days will be -when granted,
granted to all railway postal clerks who run six days
or more per week, fifty-two weeks per year, with the
following exceptions: -exceptions.



—Sundays and holi-
days not'counted in.

Clerks not to bo ab-
sent without leare.

—not to leave during
periods of rest without
notice.

Arrangements with
substitutes to be in
writing.

a. Clerks who have not been assigned to a run en-
titling them to the benefits of this section at least one
year preceding the application for leave.

1). Clerks who run daily for their own convenience,
as- where they elect to run one way over a line which
might be doubled and thus give the clerk every other
day off,

c. Clerks employed jointly by the Post-Office Depart-
ment and railroad, steamboat, or express companies.

£>. Sundays and holidays will not be counted in
leaves of absence.

4. Applications for leave of absence under this sec-
tion should be made to the division superintendent,
or the chief clerk,

5. This section will apply to clerks detailed as transfer
clerks, but shall not apply to clerks detailed to clerical
duty in the office-s of the General Superintendent
Railway Mail Service, division superintendents, and
chief clerks.

See. 1419, A railway postal cleric must not absent
himself from his line, or exchange runs with a clerk
on the same or any other line, without the written per-
mission of the division superintendent; nor shall a clerk
leave his home (.luring his periods of rest without noti-
fying the division superintendent or chief clerk of his
exact whereabouts, so that he can be reached by letter
or telegram.

2. Any clerk to whom a leave of absence is granted,
except under sections 1418 and 1424, will be required to
furnish a suitable and competent substitute, at his own
expense. Certified substitutes must be given prefer-
ence. If a certified substitute is not available, the clerk
can make arrangements with the- other clerks on Ms
line to perform his duties during his absence.

3. Any arrangement, either with, a regular clerk or
certified substitute, must be evidenced by a memoran-
dum in writing, signed by all the parties concerned,
which shall be filed with the division superintendent
or chief clerk; and the clerk shall place in the hands
of the division superintendent or chief clerk an order
on the paying postmaster in favor of said substitute
covering the amount of compensation due.

4. No clerk or transfer clerk shall be absent more
than thirty consecutive days, nor in any calendar year
more than sixty days in the aggregate, without special
authority from the Post-Office Department.

!
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5. In case of absence on account of sickness, either
of the clerk himself or any member of his family, a
physician's certificate will be required.

Sec. 1420. When a railway postal clerk has been
absent from duty more than thirty consecutive days,
on account of sickness or other cause, the division
superintendent will report 'the same to the General
Superintendent Railway Mail Service,

Sec. 1421. Division superintendents will send a pre-
liminary notice to the postmaster who is designated as
a disbursing-officer for the payment of salaries of rail-
way postal clerks, in case of the death, resignation,
removal, suspension, or change of paying office of a
railway postal clerk; or when a clerk has been absent
from duty more than thirty consecutive days on account
of sickness or other cause.

In case of sickness,
certificate to be filed.

Absences of. more
titan 80 days.
—to be reported.

See. 14S2. When trips are made by one railway pos-
tal clerk for another the clerk for whom such, trips are
made will be required to pay for the same in money
and out of his salary for the month in which the serv-
ice is rendered.

2-. A clerk performing substitute service for another
clerk will be entitled to the same pay that the clerk for
whom he runs receives for the same period.

3. A certified substitute shall be paid at the rate of
$800 per annum, or at the same rate as the regular
clerk if the pay of the latter is less man $800 per
annum; and if he runs more than one tour of duty,
and protects the run during* the intervening lay off, he
will be entitled to pay for the entire time.

4:. New appointees are responsible f 01 their runs from
the date they commence to draw pay.

Ssc, 1428. No person who has been discharged from
the service for causes affecting his character and stand-
ing as a clerk or & citizen can be employed as a substi-
tute or in any other capacity.

See. 1424. Whenever a railway postal clerk shall be
disabled while in the actual discharge of his duties by
a railroad or other accident beyond his power to con-
trol, he shall send to the -division superintendent a cer-
tificate of his attending physician or surgeon, sworn
to before an officer authorized to administer oaths, who
has an official seal, setting forth the nature, extentj and

Clerks discharged
from service 011 ac-
coinit of character.
—not to act as substi-
tutes.

Absences on account
of disability incurred
in service.

Evidence as to na-
ture of disability, etc.

—to be submitted to
division superintend-
ent.
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Leave with pay not
exceeding one year,
when granted.

C1 e r It s subpoenaed
as witnesses in Halted
States) court.
—salary to continue.
—expenses of, to bo
paid.

Clerks exempt from
militia duty.
—and arrest on civil
process, when.
—other duties g o v -
erned by State laws.

cause of his disability, and the probable duration of
the same; and such further evidence as to the character
of the disability as may be necessary shall be furnished.

2. The division superintendent will forward the cer-
tificate, with his recommendation, to the General Super-
intendent of the Railway Mail Service, who will sub-
mit the matter to the Postmaster-General, who nia^y, in
his judgment, the facts justifying such action, grant such
disabled clerk leave of absence with pay for periods of
not exceeding sixty days each, and not exceeding one
year in all.

3. A sworn certificate from the attending physician
must accompany every application for additional leave.

4. When it becomes necessary for the Post-Office
Department to employ an acting clerk by reason of the
absence of an injured clerk, the acting clerk shall be of
class one, at an annual salary of not exceeding $800 per
annum,

See. 1425. Whenever a railway postal clerk is sub-
poenaed to attend a United States court, as a witness
for the Government, his salary will continue, and he-
will be paid by the United States marshal his necessary
and actual expenses incurred going to and returning
from, and while in attendance on the court, such ex-
peases to be stated in items and sworn to. (See S. S.,
§ 850.)

2. When clerks reside at the place at which the court
is held they are not entitled to expenses.

3. When clerks are in attendance at court as witnesses
for the Government, it is the duty of the remaining
clerks on the line to keep up their runs without ex-
pense to the Post-Office Department or the clerk. If
such clerks are unable to perform the service, an acting*
clerk will be employed.

4. A recommendation for the payment of an acting
clerk in place of a regular clerk subpoenaed by a United
States court must be accompanied by an official certifi-
cate of the clerk or other qualified officer of the court
issuing the subpoena, showing the number of days the
clerk was in attendance on the court.

Sec. 1426. .Railway postal clerks are exempt from
militia duty (see sec. 215) and from arrest on civil
process while on duty. They will be governed in their
other duties as citizens by the laws of the State in
which they reside.
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Sec. 1427. Railway postal clerks will be examined Ci»s« examinations.
J L —what to include.

from time to time, upon the official schemes of distribu-
tion furnished them, the connections of trains, and such
other instructions and orders as relate to the service.

2. Clerks will also be examined as to their knowl- ..^traettons0"8 °n

edge of the "Instructions" at least once a jear.
3. After surrendering the case to the examiner the a^n^oyn°iyaexam-

clerks will not be allowed to make any changes with a iners-
viev/ to rectifying errors, but will, if possible, remain
at the case while the distribution is being reviewed.
The examiner will, for the information of the clerks,
show them the errors found therein.

4. On the completion of each examination the clerk clerk t,°-bc ^.ven
L statement of exaiiuna™

examined will be given (on blank R. M. S., 5003) a state- t ion>ctc-
ment of the result of his examination, and following the
words "action taken" will be written the State on which
he will next be examined and the nature of such exam-
ination.

5. A record of all examinations will be kept in the
offices of division superintendents of Railway Mail
Service.

See. 1428. Railway postal clerks may volunteer for tJn°lunteryexam!na"
examination at any time, and division superintendents ^fletj^ may take at

of Railway Mail Service will afford them every reason-
able facility for this purpose.

Sec. 1429. Probationary clerks will be examined as -Probat ionary ap-
J polntees.

often as practicable.
2. The examinations of probationary clerks will —examination of.

cover a knowledge of the instructions and railroad
connections, and such distribution as may have been
assigned to them.

3. The result of these examinations, together with a —permanent appoint-
' => mentis to be based on

statement of the clerk's general qualifications and ca- examinations, etc.
pacity, will be forwarded by the division superintend-
ent of Railway Mail Service to the general superin-
tendent at the expiration of the clerk's probationary
term, and upon this report will depend his permanent
appointment in the service.

Sec. 1.480. Substitute railway postal clerks will be _eXaSinyttionerks'of
examined on the distribution assigned to them; and
also upon the instructions and railway connections as
often as practicable; and a record of such examinations
will be kept 'by the division superintendent of Railway
Mail Service.
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BAILW'AY POST-OFFICES.

Railway pest-offices.
—postal cars, etc., des-
ignated as.

Cleric In charge.
—clerk of highest
class in car to be.
—to have control of
car.

Examination of post-
al cars.
—no mail to be left
therein.

Absences from postal
cars,
—only for meals, and
necessity.

Protection of postal
cars,
—to be kept locked.
•—not to be left un-
locked unless a clerk
therein.

Nig'lit lines.
—part of clerks may
sleep when work is
done.

One clerk to always
be on duty during day
or night.

Sec. 1481. All railway postal cars and mail apart-
ments in cars and steamboats are designated as "railway
post-offices," for the distribution of mail matter in
transit.

See, 1482. Where there is more than one railway
postal clerk assigned to duty in a car the one of the
highest class will be designated the clerk in charge.
He will have charge of the ear and be accountable for
all property belonging* in or pertaining thereto; and
will require each clerk of his crew to comply with all
instructions, regulations, and orders relating to the
service; have all necessaiy reports made; and see that
all mails are properly made up and dispatched.

Sec. 1488. The clerks in a railway post-office will
implicitly obey the orders of the clerk in charge.

See. 1484, Hallway postal clerks will thoroughly ex-
amine their cars upon entering and before leaving
them, to see that no mail has been or is left therein,

2. Mail locks must not be left in postal cars, except
to secure drawers and closets or the car itself when this
is a matter of necessity,

See, 1435, Railway postal clerks must not leave their
cars during a run except for meals, to examine letter
boxes at stations, or for purposes of urgent necessity
in the interest of the service, and then only for brief
periods.

See. 1438. Railway postal clerks must keep the doors
of their cars locked, especially at nighttime. A clerk
must not under any pretense leave his car without lock-
ing it unless another clerk is left on duty therein. .

Sec. 1437. When there is any mail to be distributed,
or work to be done on night lines, every clerk must be
awake and do his full share. When the distribution is
entirely finished and all of the work done, a part of the
crew may sleep, but at least one clerk must always be
awake and on duty. This precaution is necessary for
the proper protection of the registered and other mail
against accident, fire, or robbery; and it will also be
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observed on long lines where it is essential for some of
the clerks to sleep during the daytime.

Sec. 14S8. When an accident occurs to a mail train
the clerk in charge will at once make a full report of
the same to the division superintendent of Railway
Mail Service. The report must include the following
particulars: The date and hour of occurrence; number
of train or direction moving; the place; the cause of
the accident, and its effects, as to injuries to the clerks^
mails, or car, and such data respecting the origin and
destination of an}'" mail that may be lost, destroyed, or
damaged, as may be practicable; also the extent of the
delay. In case of fire, the report must show whether
the fire originated from the stove or the lamps. This
report is in addition to notation on trip report.

2. Whenever any of the railway postal clerks are
killed or seriously injured, or the mails are burned or
damaged, the clerk i.n charge will make a brief tele-
graphic report to the General Superintendent and also
to the division superintendent Railway Mail Service;
but in no case will this relieve such clerk from making
a full report in writing to the division superintendent.

Sec, 1489. Whenever a railway postal clerk becomes
so ill on his run as to be unable to discharge his duties,
he should call upon the nearest clerk for assistance,
who will promptly respond and complete the trip. The
occurrence, however, must be entered on the trip report
and a special report made to the chief clerk or division
superintendent Railway Mail Service.

Ssc. M'10. Railway postal clerks must use extraor-
dinary vigilance in guarding the mails under their
charge, especially in making transfers where there is
considerable portage between trains, and they must not
be left for a moment exposed, day or night.

2, Whenever clerks become aware that the mails are
exposed at any time or place, they will note the fact
upon their trip report, for the information of the
division superintendent.

Accidents to JK s, 11
trains.
—report thereof to su-
perintendent.

Death, serious in-
juries, destruction of
mails, etc., to be re-
ported by wire.

Illness of e l c r lE
while on ran.

Guarding t!>c mails.
•—vigilance in.

See. 1441, The railway postal clerk who takes charge
of the registered mail must accompany the mails to and
from the initial and terminal post-offices of his run
unless otherwise instructed by his division superintend-
ent after due authorization. When accompanying the

Accompanying mails
to anrt from post-
offices.
—clerks to watch bags
in.
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mail on other than regulation wagons he should always
sit in such a position as to he able instantly to discover
the loss of a pouch or sack. (See sec. 1535.)

ciismses in railway See. 1442. Railway postal clerks should notify their
post-offices. . . . . " A / .
—cierka to advise su- division superintendent 01 any changes needed in their
perin tendon t of any L , ,• - - i
needed. cars, but must not make requests or suggestions to the

railway companies as to what changes they think should
be made.

«are of cars. Sec. 1443. Railway postal clerks must not deface or
—not to be damaged . . ,-, j i " " j i i i> j i -i ior defaced. in] ure the postal cars or other property of the railroad

company furnished for the use of the service. The
doors of stoves and heaters should be kept closed and
fastened when trains are in motion.

II. -

ArriTals and depart-
ures,

at
by superintendent.

Sec. 1444. A record of arrivals and departures of
•record of, to be kept railway postal clerks will be kept at each terminal post-
: points designated ^ ,. , ,, -, , , , . »

omce or at some other place at each terminus 01 a
run, to be designated by the division superintendent
Railway Mail Service.

2. Each railway postal clerk will sign the record in
his own handwriting, giving his full name and the date,
the schedule and actual time of arrival and departure
of the train, and of his own arrival at and departure
from the post-office or other place where the record
is kept, Wherever there is a delay the cause therefor
should be noted in the column of remarks. The record
of arrivals should be made without unnecessary delay.

8. Any railway postal clerk wlio fails to properly
sign the record will forfeit one day's pay for each
failure, except where more than one failure occurs
during a trip, when only one day's pay will be deducted.

—how may be remit- 4.. Railway postal clerks may be relieved from the
forfeitures herein imposed upon application, showing
good reason for the omission to properly sign the
record, addressed to the division superintendent, who
will forward, the same to the General Superintendent
with his recommendation.

_ substitutes, how to 5. A substitute will sign his own name and that of
—when working. the clerk for whom he is working thus:

"JOHN SMITH, Cleric,
"By WILLIAM JONES, Substitute"

Penalty for failure
to sign record.
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6. When certified substitutes are running with clerks
for the purpose of instruction the entry on trip report
should be as follows:

"JoiiN JONES, Cert. 8uo. under instruction"
Sec. H45. The person in charge of the record of

Pol'rivals and departures must fill up the blank spaces at
the head of each page before signatures are placed
thereunder.

See, 1448. Whenever a railway postal clerk does not
perform duty over the whole length of the route, the
portion over which he performed duty must be noted
on the record and on trip report.

Sec. 1M7. All failures of railway postal clerks to
sign the record of arrivals and departures must be
reported to the division superintendent Railway Mail
Service, and no discretion is allowed the person in
charge of the records in reporting such failures on
account of any peculiar circumstances attending the
case.

2. Division superintendents will promptly report to
the General Superintendent Railway Mail Service all
failures, except where for any reason the train to which
the clerk is assigned does not run over the whole or
any part of the road.

Sec. 1448. Where the record of arrivals and depar-
tures is not kept in the post-oifice where the railway
postal clerks whose records are entered thereon are
paid, the division superintendent Railway Mail Service
will forward a copy of his report of failures to the
proper postmaster who is designated as a disbursing
officer for the payment of salaries of railway postal
clerks.

See sees. 385 to 389, payment of clerks by postmasters; see. 1421
as to report of death, removals, absences, etc.
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llccord book.

Partial performance
of duty.
—to be noted on rec-
ord.

Report of failures.

—to division superin-
tendent.
—no discretion al-
lowed person making.

—to General Superin-
tendent K a i l w a y
Mail Service.

Record of failures.

See. 1449. Railway post-offices are private, and clerks
in charge must not admit unauthorized persons. t

2. Only the following persons will be permitted to fi
enter railway post-offices hereafter: The Postmaster-
General, Assistant Postmasters-General, officials of the
Railway Mail Service and post-office inspectors and
special agents upon the presentation of their commis-
sions or proper credentials, clerks actually on duty,
transfer clerks in the performance of their official duties

rail"
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onl}r, such as supervising; the loading and unloading of
mails, receiving" and delivering registered matter; con-
ductors and other railroad emplo_fees in the perform-
ance of their official duties only, and those presenting

Permits,duration of. permits properly signed. Such permits are good only
during the year in which they are issued unless other-
wise limited or extended; and whenever any void per-
mit is presented it will be taken up by the clerk in
charge and forwarded to the. division superintendent,

—t» railroad employ- g. Permits issued to railroad employees will be lion-
ees, when to oe lion- _ -- _;'
°reci. ored only on mail trains not provided with a baggage

car or coach, except as heretofore noted.
-not good for trans- 4.. Permits will not entitle the holder to transporta-
porultio'i, . - - . . , ' . ,

tion. Whenever any person is riding in . a railway
post-office upon a permit the clerk in charge must
notify the conductor of the train,

cierks off duty not 5. Railway postal clerks not on duty, though accred-
to be admitted. . \ .

ited to the line over which they are passing, are not-
entitled to ride in the railway post-office, without spe-
cial permission.

-trip™" be taken tip See. 1450. Permits will be taken up by the- railway
and fory;>\u1e-I to su- ,,,,,-, O A ' J n~i,,~,,,:~i~,- °-:r, n}-.,^-,,•,,•.,-, T,,"i,,-~ -„--?"!! «.-Pff-w- I,,",.-., -.-, ,-,,--:->- -,--,]-- ^.r°-ti
perintendent, postal CleiK in CDElge, WHO Will affix HIS pOStliiaiK, Wltll

date, and his full name, on the reverse side, and for-
ward the same to the division superintendent Railway
Mail Service with his trip report, noting thereon the
points between which the person rode in his office.

—annual, to be noted 2. Annual permits will not be taken up, but their
number and the full name of the holder, and the points
between which he rode in the railway post-office,
should be noted on the trip report,

Keys

Loss
cient
moral.

of man keys. Sec. 1451. Railway postal clerks must always wear
the mail kejr securely attached to their clothing by the
safety chain.

See. 1452. Mail keys must never be exposed to pub-
not to- i>a ex- ]4C observation or placed where they may be lost or

stolen; nor allowed to pass even for a moment into the
hand of any person not a sworn officer of the Post-Office

of keys sum- Department. The loss of a mail key, as it may afford
cause for re- - * • _ . . . . » .

peculiar facilities for stealing from the mails, will be
regarded as a very serious offense, and the clerk so
offending will be liable to dismissal from the service.
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2. Railway postal clerks should take such precautions J^jf \ YrfsuTe
as will insure the absolute safety of the keys in their ™fety of keys-
charge, as no excuse will be accepted when they are lost.

Sec, 145-3. Every railway postal clerk will hold his Man keys in possos-
«; -J -1 > sioii of clerks.

mail key so lonp1 as he shall continue to be connected —to be held wirue in
J " <= " same R. P. O.

with the same railway post-office, unless such keys are
called in and new ones are furnished in lieu thereof.

2. Mail keys must not be transferred or exchanged —not to be trans-
. i , ! , ,. -• i • J.S j ferred, etc., except.except as provided by regulations, nor loaned without

special instructions from the division superintendent
Railway Mail Service.

3. Mail keys which are not obtained as provided by —improperly obtain-
-, , . " -i • -i • T f 'T L' * i ec*>ilow Disposed of.regulations, or winch are received from discontinued

post-offices, or elsewhere except as provided by regu-
lation or special order, or found astray, must not be
kept or detained, but should be promptly forwarded
to the division .superintendent Railway Mail Service,
with a full report of the facts in relation thereto—
where known the name of the person from whom the
key was received must be given,

4. Where a railway postal clerk makes application —to be turned in
" x J- L where clerk absent

for leave of absence for sixty days, he will turn in his °>'er 60 days-
mail key to the division superintendent Railway Mail
Service, who will give a receipt for such key, and take
charge thereof while the clerk is absent from duty,

5. When a vacancy occurs in a railway post-office —tc

from one railway post-office to another, which ar*
temporary, there should be a corresponding exchange
of mail keys and receipts.

See. 1454. No attempt must be made to have a mail flammed man
. . an<l iseys.

key or mail lock repaired, nor to prv into the internal —ciorks not
J -, . 1 1 " repaired.

mecnamsm or any lock.
2, Damaged or defective mail keys will not be kept rke^s to be returned

0 J L to division superm-
by clerks, but each key as soon as it becomes damaged tender,t.
or defective must be promptly returned to the divi-
sion superintendent Railway Mail Service with an ex-
plan atoiy letter.

3. With every application for a new mail kev in lieu —if broken, parts to
*; * * -' be returned.

of one broken the parts thereof must be inclosed and
the number of the broken key given.

See. 1455. When a mail key is worn and becoming teM|frn Slld defecti7fr

defective timely notice should be given of the fact, ^end^nt* to super'
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—new key to bo fur-
nished.

Mall bagfl Incomin
damaged in transit.

—mail to be trans-
ferred to another bap.

Surplus equipment.
—how disposed of.

Report of failure to
return c a t c h e r
pouches.

—except for transmis-
sion of mail, forbid-
den.

Mutilation of isiall
bags.

Staple or strap may
be cut where neces-
sary to open bag with
defective lock.

—no other mutilation
allowed.
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stating the'number of the key. A new key will be
furnished to the clerk, who will return the old one to
the division superintendent Railway Mail Service,

Sec. 1456. Whenever a mail bag in transit becomes
unfit to convey the mail with safety to the end of the
route,.the railway postal clerk first discovering its con-
dition must transfer the mail to another bag and turn
in the unsound one according to instructions, noting
on the trip report number and kind of bag turned in.

Sec. 1457. All surplus mail bags, sacks, and locks
must be forwarded to the depository designated, by the
division superintendent Eailway Mail Service, and all
mail bags and sacks will be carefully examined before
dispatch to see that no mail is left therein. The sacks
inclosing such equipment must be properly labeled so
as to show the railway post-office from which dispatched
and the name of the clerk making up the same.

2. Empty mail bags and sacks in transit to a deposi-
tory or to the mail-bag storehouse must in all cases be
sent forward to the place addressed. Railway postal
clerks must secure all the equipment needed from their
designated depository. (See sec. 1352.)

3. All pouches and sacks labeled to any railway post-
office must be returned as soon as possible to the line
or post-office whence they were dispatched. The only
exception to this rule allowed is in the railway post-
offices when such pouches or sacks are needed for im-
mediate use.

4. Railway postal clerks must report to the division
superintendent Railway Mail Service where postmasters
fail to return catcher pouches delivered to them.

Sec. 1458. The legitimate use of mail bags is re-
stricted to the transmission of mailable matter while
under the care, custody, and control of the Post-Office
Department, through its postmasters and other author-
ized agents. Their use for any other purposes is ille-
gal and strictly forbidden.

See. 1469. When a mail bag has a damaged or de-
fective lock which can not be opened with the proper
key, such lock should be removed by. filing or cutting
asunder the staple of the bag to which the lock is
fastened, if practicable; otherwise the strap may be
cut. No other mutilation of a mail bag is permissible
under such or any other circumstances. When the
staple is cut, the mail bag must not be used again until
a new staple shall have been supplied.
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2. The fastening strap of a mail bag must not be cut
if the bag can be opened by cutting the staple, nor
spliced or repaired in any way, but will be replaced,
when necessary, with a new one.

Sec. 1460. The use of hooks in handling mail bags
is forbidden.

See. 1461. The use of mail sacks for personal pur-
poses, or any mutilation thereof, is strictly prohibited.

Sec. 1482. Under no circumstances are any printed
card labels or slides to be defaced, mutilated, or de-
stroyed. Clerks receiving any defaced or mutilated
card labels must forward them to their division super-
intendent with a special report giving any information
they may be able to obtain, showing by whom the
mutilation or defacement was done. Any addition or
erasure is a defacement.

Sec. 1463. Waste paper and twine must be preserved
and turned in at the terminal post-office. Before being
sent from the car it will be carefully examined and the
label of the sack containing the same shall bear the
word "waste," the postmark, with date, and full name
of railway postal clerk in charge.

2. Due economy must be observed in the use of both
large and small twine, and when left in the car it
should be safely locked up.

Sec. 1464. On the resignation, suspension, or removal
of a railway postal clerk he shall turn over to the divi-
sion superintendent Railway Mail Service the mail keys,
photographic commissions, and all other property and
records belonging to the Post-Office Department in his
possession (including the records of registered matter
received and forwarded).

Sec. 1465. When a railway postal clerk is transferred
to another line In the same division, the person to whom
the post-office property in his possession is delivered
will send to the division superintendent an itemized
duplicate receipt for such property.

V. — INSTRUCTIONS, ORDERS, AND SCHEDULES.

-straP not to be Cllt-

Use of hooks forbid-
den.

Personal use or mu-
tilation of mail sacks
forbidden.

Card labels must not
be defaced.

Reports, when.

Waste paper and
twine.
—disposition of.

Economy in use of
twine.

Mail keys, supplies,
and other property.
—clerks must turn in
upon resignation, re-
moval, etc.

Person r e c e i v i n g
property from clerk to
send receipt to super-
intendent.

sc!lcd-See, 1466. Every railway postal clerk in charge,
when on duty, must carry a copy of the Instructions mustrcarry! cha rge

to Postal Clerks, schemes of distribution, the January
Postal Guide for the current year, the latest monthly

309A— 02— 41
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—ignorance of, no ex-
cuse for violation.

Doubtful questions,
to whom referred.

Errors in Postal
Guide.
—to be reported to
superintendent.

Changes of sched-
ules of trains.
—report of,to superin-
tendent.

Orders and coin-
miiiiicatiOBS,
—clerks to obtain, at
terminal offices.

guide, and copies of such schedules of mail trains as
may be necessary. Ignorance of instructions will not be
considered an excuse for violation or disregard thereof,
either of which is a sufficient cause for removal,

2. Wherever there is any doubt as to the meaning
of any regulation, the division superintendent or chief
clerk Bail way Mail Service should be consulted.

Sec. 1467. Every railway postal clerk, must report at
once to his division superintendent any errors lie may
discover in the Postal Guide, that they may be reported
to the Post-Office Department for correction.

Sec, 1468. Railway postal clerks must notify their
division superintendents of all changes of schedules or
running of trains upon their respective lines.

Sec. 1489. Railway postal clerks must, immediately
before departure and after ' arrival at their terminal
offices, examine all order books or orders left there
for their guidance, and call for all communications
addressed to them.

VI. — OFFICIAL

Official communica-
tions.
—replies to.

—signature -to.

Official teles-rains.

-form of.

Sec. 1470, Each railway postal clerk is required to
date and sign with his official signature and promptly
dispatch replies to all official inquiries and other com-
munications. The name of his line- is a part of the
clerk's official signature. The signature should be
made thus:

"GEO. W. PUTNAM,
"R. P. Cl&rk, N. T. & Chi. R. P. 0."

Sec. 1471. Clerks should make official telegrams as
brief as possible. The following form is given as an
illustration :

FOXTOWN, N. Y., July 1, 1900.
BRADLEY, Supt., New York:

Prairieville and Sumac train four collided with freight train ten
miles west of Troyburg, eight this morning. Smith killed; Adams
injured; postal car demolished; mail badly damaged.

SHEFFIELD, Clerk.

No unnecessary words should be used, nor any words
omitted that are essential to make the meaninp* clear.to -- - -

and The division superintendent should be addressed in
telegrams by his surname only, with "Supt." and. his
address added. The clerk should always sign with his
surname only, adding the word "Clerk." If there are
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two or more clerks on a line having the same name,
each will sign his full name to telegrams.

2. Telegrams should never be sent except in urgent ^"^ j£S(^e sent in

cases, and all telegrams of a personal nature should be to^p?elLid8legmiM

prepaid. Telegrams asking that runs be provided for
are personal.

VII.—TIME AND PERSONAL CONDUCT OF RAIL-WAY
POSTAL CLERKS.

See, 1472. The compensation paid to railway postal Time of clerks.
. , , -—entire, at disposal of

clerks is for daily service, whether they are on duty or Department.
not, and therefore their entire time is subject to the
control of the Post-Office Department. Lay-off periods
are granted for rest and study, and must not be utilized cierks must not en-

& . . gage in other business.
by clerks for the purpose of engaging in other business.
Clerks disregarding this rule will be liable to removal.

2. The carrying of freight in railway postal cars or ~not to carry freight•' & c> - J i on cars.
iraffic in merchandise by clerks while on duty is strictly
prohibited. •

Sec. 1473. Railway postal clerks must remain on cierks to remain on
duty the whole length of their allotted runs. When ran! <iLl"*°

/» i . j i , i • i. i n i. j i "~to P-otect vacanton duty the}7 are expected to protect any run that they runs.
are advised is vacant.

Sec, 1474. Railway postal clerks must keep their Address of ciorks.
J *• ' —divis ion supenn-

division superintendent and chief clerk advised of their tendent and .chief
i- clerk to be advised of.

full address. Address must also be noted on record of
arrival and departure, {See sec. 1444.)

Sec. 1475. Railway postal clerks must observe, in Conduct of clerks.
J r , ' —must be courteous.

their official intercourse with the public and with one
another, the strictest courtesy, and must endeavor, by
active and intelligent effort, to promote the interest of
the service. Discussion and loud talking when at work
should be avoided.

Sec. 1476. The use of intoxicating" liquors by clerks i n t o x i c a t i n g '
0 J •' liquors.

when on duty is absolutely prohibited, and the f re- —«?e of. on du*y pro-
" L ' lubited.

quent and excessive use of the same while off duty-excessive use of, off
, . . . duty.

will be sufficient cause for dismissal -from the service.
Sec. 1477. Railway postal clerks are expected to pay Debts of p o s t a l

all their just and honest debts, and a persistent and—expected to be paid.
. , , „ , , , . - , . , -11 i i i -J f —penalty for failurewillful failure to do so will be deemed evidence of to pay.

untrustworthiness sufficient for removal.
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Post-offlce Inspect-
ors.
—to toe given assist-
ance.

•—presence of, on train
not to be reported.

Information concern-
Ing mall matter.
—not to be given ex-
cept to persons enti-
tled thereto.

Postage stamps.
—clerks to keep sup-
ply for sale.

—not to be sold for
more than face value.

Vacancies and pro-
motions.
—clerks not to give
information of.

Kiiles of railroad
companies.
—to be observed when
not in conflict with
these regulations.

Clerks not to request
presents, or sell tick-
ets, etc., for their
benefit.

POSTAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS,

' VIII.—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

Sec. 1478. Post-office inspectors presenting proper
credentials must in all cases be given such official as
sistance as they may require, and in no case will the
fact of a post-office inspector being on the train or
having ridden thereon be communicated by a railway
postal clerk to any person whatever at any time, either
during or after the run. Neither should entry of the
fact be made on the trip report or the record of the
arrivals and departures. No excuse will be taken for
any violation of this section.

Sec. 1479. No information must be imparted con-
cerning letters or other mail matter passing through
the hands of railway postal clerks in the process of dis-
tribution, except to persons wTho are entitled thereto
under the regulations. (See sec. 549.)

Sec. 1480. Railway postal clerks are required to
keep constantly on hand a supply of postage stamps of
the denomination of two cents, for the accommodation
of the public at the car; and such stamps must not be
sold for any more than their face value.

Sec. 1481. Railway postal clerks must not give in-
formation' regarding actual or probable vacancies in
the service, nor take any part in securing appointments
or promotions for other clerks.

See. 1482. The rules and regulations of the railroad
companies over whose lines a railway postal car passes,
not in conflict with these regulations, must be respected
and obeyed.

Sec. 1483. Bailway postal clerks are forbidden to
request proprietors of newspapers to send copies of
their papers to them free; to solicit in person, or
through others, contributions, gifts, or presents; to
issue addresses, complimentary cards, prints, or publi-
cations, or any substitute therefor, intended or calcu-
lated to induce the public to make them gifts or pres-
ents; to sell tickets for theaters, concerts, balls, fairs,
picnics, excursions, or entertainments of any kind
gotten up for their own benefit.
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CHAPTER 3.

01' WAIL III
THE RAILWAY MAIL SEEVICE.

I. — RECEIPT OF MAIL AT POSTAL CARS. •

Sec. 1484. The regular mail should be delivered at Delivery of man
0 matter at railway

railway post-offices in pouches or sacks duly locked or post-offices.
fastened.

2. Mail should never be placed in a postal car unless ~n^ttot °1efkmade ex~
there is a clerk on duty to receive and care for it.

3. Kail way postal clerks may accept from a post-
master or sworn assistant loose mail matter on which Jtc* not

the stamps have been canceled; but no matter bearing
canceled stamps will be accepted from mail messengers
or the public, except matter of the first class readdressed
for forwarding. (See sec. 596.)

Sec. 1485. A correct list of all pouches due to be
received and dispatched should be kept, and checked J k e p t a p d

off as the pouches are delivered from or received into checked.
the mail car, except at local offices, where not more than
one pouch is exchanged. Whenever a railway post-
office or a post-office makes up two or more pouches
for the same address, the clerk making them up must
mark upon the pouch-slip label the number the pouch
occupies in the series; thus, the first pouch 1, second
pouch 2, third pouch 3, the label of the last pouch to
bear in addition to its proper number a cross, thus (x),
which cross will indicate that the last pouch made up
for the same address has been received. In case of
failure to receive any regular pouch a shortage slip
explaining the cause of failure must be made out and
forwarded to destination in lieu of the missing pouch;
and if the cause of the failure is not known the division
superintendent or chief clerk Railway Mail Service
should be notified by telegraph. Upon arrival at des-
tination shortage slip should be immediately forwarded
to the division superintendent inclosed with trip report.

See sees. 595, 1187, 1228, and 1533 as to record of pouches to be
kept in post-offices, by railroad companies, by transfer clerks, by
mail messengers.

Sec. 1486. Railway postal clerks may accept from ft£™5ffiS™ of ma"
the public, except where otherwise ordered (see sec.
1145), all mail matter upon which the proper rate of
postage is paid; all matter in penalty envelopes or
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free matter. bearing the frank of any person entitled thereto by
S' and Bailors' law; soldierg> and sai}ors> fetters unpaid when duly certi-

- fiecl5 aud matter of the first class upon which the
ing- stamps are canceled when readdressed for forwarding.
de?1£PreoflTpouch," Sec- 1487- Railway postal clerks must make a sopa-
— report of, to super- ra^e report In each instance where letters or postal
mtendent. cards are received under the strap or attached to the

outside of pouches, giving name of post-office, with
county and State.

SR.0s.'!"§C3889-Uatter' Sec> 1488< The Postmaster-General may provide by order the
—Postmaster- General terms upon which railway postal clerks may receive from pub-
may provide for re- ,. , '" '. , . . - ' I T T ,-,
eeipt and delivery of, ushers or any news agents in charge thereof, and deliver the same
by postal clerks. ag f[irected, if presented and called for at the mail-car or steamer,

packages of newspapers and other periodicals not received from
or intended for delivery at any post-office.

cierLbwheneac- %' Railway postal clerks may receive • newspapers
16" an(^ .periodicals from publishers and news agents only

when accompanied b_y a certificate from the postmaster
at the office of publication that the postage has been
paid.

^ Matter received in this manner will be delivered
according to the instructions on the package.

to ^. Second-olass matter marked to be delivered out-
side the mails will be so delivered only when addressed
to news agents.

e~mplo7eelbyrailroad ^. Whenever delivery is effected by railroad employ-
ees or others not connected with the service, it must
be with the consent of the publisher or news agent, and
with the understanding that the Post-Office Department
is not responsible for such matter after it passes out of
the hands of its employees; and mail sacks must not be
used in making such deliveries.

II. — CANCELLATION AND POSTMARKING,

c a n c e l l a t i o n of gec. 1489. Postage stamps affixed to mail matter andstamps. ~ -'•
all stamped envelopes, newspaper wrappers, and postal

to°raUva"'er olToliceCl car^s Deposited in railway post-offices must be, imme-
diately and effectually canceled by the use of black ink.

^amp°fo?0fortMde"ag ^ie lise °^ ^ie postmarking stamp as a canceling instru-
ment is strictly forbidden. Matter dispatched from a

—on uncanceled mat- post-office on which the stamps were not property can-
ter dispatched from , -, . , i • « • , '"" .-t .
post-offices forbidden, celed is not to be stopped in transit nor the stamps

thereon canceled at any office but that of destination.
(See sec. 604.)



Sec. 1490. All mail matter except that of the second
class deposited in a car for mailing must be post- car for mailin&
.marked. (As to manner of postmarking see sees. 566
and 567.)

•2. All special-delivery matter handled by railway ~attesrpecial"delivery

postal clerks must be postmarked on the back, except
such as is in made-up "packages."

_• trip, when.
marking stamp during the entire trip should show the
date of starting.

4-. The •continued violation by a postmaster of section tersEto postmark^
566, requiring the legible postmarking of all matter ter to be reP°rted-
of the first class before dispatch, will be reported to the
division superintendent Railway Mail Service, who
will in turn make report thereof to the General Super-
intendent.

Ill,—MAKING UP AND DISTRIBUTION OP MAILS.

Sec. 1491. All mail for States of which no distribu-
tion is made must be put up "by States,"and facing-
slips used in accordance with section 1505; that is, letter
and circular mail for each State must be made up in
packages when there are ten or more letters for the
State, and where second, third, and fourth class matter
is not excessive it should be pouched with the first-class
matter; in other cases in canvas sacks, and the name
of the State marked on the slip covering the package,
and also on the slip in the label holder of the sack.

See. 1492. Mail for deliver}7 and mail for distribution
at a post-office must always bo made up in separate
packages, except when the division superintendent
Bairway Mail Service orders it combined in one pack-
age, in which case the slip covering the package should
bear the name of the post-office and State, followed by
the letters " D. &D."~

Sec. 1493. "Making a direct package" is placing all
letters for one post-office in a package by themselves,
all faced one way, with a plainly addressed letter on
the outside and a facing slip covering the back oi' the
package. The slip must be postmarked and bear the
name of the clerk making the package and the direc-
tion moving. When necessary to include circular mail
in a direct letter package, a letter must be put on the
outside of the package.

M a i l f o r States
where no distribution.
—to be made up "by
States."

Mail for delivery
aisd distribution.

—to be in separate
packages, except as
otherwise ordered.

—circular mail in,
how made up.
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Special - d e l i v e r y
matter.

0. to post-office.

—dispatch of, from one
K. P. O. to another.

Sec. 1494. Where special-delivery matter is dis-
rectSpouch frorn^R/p" P^ched in a direct pouch from a railway post-office to

a post-office, a separate package should be made where
there are five or more letters. When there are less
than five letters, they should be placed together on the
outside of the letter package, so as to be readily dis-
covered by the clerk opening the pouch.

2. When such matter is dispatched from one railway
post-office to another, a separate package should be
made where there are five or more letters addressed to
the same post-office. When there are less than five let-
ters, they should be placed upon the outside of a direct
package, or immediately under the label slip of a route
or State package.

3. Matter of the second, third, and fourth classes
treated same as first, bearing special-delivery stamps must be treated, the

same as first-class matter. If possible, it should be
tied up in a bundle in such manner as to disclose its
nature immediately on the pouch being opened.

See sec. 774 as to.cancelling special-delivery stamps; and sec. 773
as to facing slit)s on such matter.

—of second, third, or
fourth class to be

Direct packages for
Washing-Ion.
—when and how
made.

- Letters and circu-
lars.
—to be properly tied.

Official matter.
—to be treated as first
class except.

Weather reports.
—to be treated as first
class.

Second-class matter
to be treated as care-
fully as letter mall.

-not to be opened
except to learn desti-
nation.

Sec. 1495. All railway post-offices sending more than
one long and one short letter by the same dispatch for
Washington, D. C., will make separate direct packages
of the long and short letters and place addressed slips
thereon.

See. 1496. Letters and circular mail must always be
properly tied in packages, and never placed in the
pouch loose.

Sec. 1497. All official matter emanating from any of
the Departments or officers of the Government must
be treated in every respect as first-class matter, unless
the wrapper or envelope distinctly states that the inelo-
sures are printed matter.
- Sec. 1498. All Signal Service weather reports,
whether inclosed in penalty envelopes or prepaid by
ordinary stamps, must be treated in all respects as first-
class matter.

Sec. 1499. Newspapers and periodicals sent to regu-
lar subscribers must be promptly dispatched to desti-
nation, and will be treated by railway postal clerks with
as much care as letter mail. Such matter should not
be withdrawn from its wrapper except to ascertain its
destination.
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See. 1500. Railway postal clerks will carefully dis-
tribute and make up mails by the official schemes which
may be furnished them, and will conform to any
changes that may be made in the same by the division
superintendent Railway Mail Service.

2. Only such pouches as may be ordered by the
division superintendent will be made up and exchanged.

Sec. 1501. Railway postal clerks will complete the
distribution of the contents of one pouch or sack before
opening another, so that any errors in distribution or
missent mail may be correctly noted and reported.

2. The address slip must be removed from a pouch
or sack when it is opened.

See. 1502. When emptying and before using a pouch
or sack great care must be taken that no mail is left
therein; and to be certain of this the pouch must be
held so that the whole interior can be seen and examined.

Sec. 1503. Special reports must be made of all serious
irregularities in the transmission of mails. The exact
postmark, including the hour, on all letters should be
given, and in the case of newspapers the report should
show whether they were received in a pouch or a sack,
and, if a sack, whether it contained all second-class, all
third-class, or mixed matter, and if they are all one
publication the name and date thereof should be stated.
In all cases the date, place, time of receipt, and train
by which such matter was received will be given. The
slip of the missent or misdirected pouch or sack must
be sent with the report to the division superintendent,
Railway Mail Service.

Sec. 1504. Mail matter must under no consideration
be carried outside of the regular mail bags, except
second-class matter designed and marked for outside
delivery, as provided in section 1488, or matter the form
of which prevents it from being carried in the mail
bag.

Sec. 1505. Facing slips must be securely tied upon
all packages of letters and circulars, and also placed in
the label-holder of all pouches and sacks, with the ad-
dress or destination of the package, pouch, or sack, the
name of the railway post-office, and number of train
from which dispatched, the postmark of the line, the
date of starting on the trip, direction moving, and the
full name of the clerk making up the same, as indicated
in the diagram. Where connection is made with any

Offlcl.il schemes.
—mails to be distrib-
uted and made Up by.

—pouches to be made
up and exchanged as
ordered.

Distribution of mall
In one pouch to be
c o m p l e t e d before
opening another.

Slips to be removed
f r o m sack when
opened.

E x a m i n a t i a n of
pouches.
—to be made on emp-
tying, etc.

Irregularities hi
transmission of mail.
—special reports of,
what to contain.

Report and slips to
be sent to division su-
perintendent.

Matter to lie carried
In mall bags,
—except certain sec-
ond-class and bulky
matter.

Facing' slips,
—when and how used,
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ery letters.

•—not to be used sec-
ond time.

Card slide labels.

line at a point distant from the office making up the
pouch the name of the junction or other point at which
the connection is made should also be shown on the
address label.

2. Placing the address upon direct slips is optional,
except upon packages for Washington, D. C.

3. Facing slips on packages containing special-deliv-
ery letters must be placed across the package so as to
expose the special-delivery stamp, the lower third of
the slip being turned in so as to inclose the special-
delivery matter.

4. Facing slips must be of uniform size, 5 by 3yV
inches, and will be prepared before going on duty.

5. Facing slips must not be used a second time.
Railway postal clerks will note on their trip reports
every instance of a violation of this rule by postmasters,
inclosing in the report one of the slips as evidence.

6. Card slide labels may be used only upon direct
exchange pouches between post-offices and upon through
registered Douches and inner sacks.

Diagrams.

JOHN SMITH.
* WEST.

[Postmark.]

* Or train number.
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* Or train number.

See. 1506. All errors found in the distribution of a Errors in making up
, - * i - j • i i £ an(l dispatchingpackage of letters or in a pouch or SRCK ot newspapers mails.

must be noted on the reverse side of the slip, giving -how noted.
the name of the post-office and State, and the county
when included in the address, the full name of the clerk
noting the errors, and postmark with date, and direc-
tion moving, as follows:

1 Omaha, Nebr.

: South Bend, Ind.

1 St. Louis, Mo.

Wm. Brown.

PAPERS.

1N.Y..N.Y.

IPhila., Pa,

iBalto.,Md.

2 Wash.,D.C.

1 Richmond, Va.

* Or train number.

and the slip should be sent to the division superintend- —report of.
ent inclosed with the trip report.
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issent packages. 2< Missent packages should be checked on the slip
that is on or in the packages, as follows:

—how checked aucl
reported.

Misdirected pack
ages.
—how checked and
reported.

Missent and misdi-
rected pouches, etc.
—how reported.

Mails dispatched,
etc., c o n t r a r y to
schemes.
—to be checked as
errors.

—errors i n ,
charged.

how

Missent pkg.
of letters,

all for
JNO. SMITH,
[Postmark.]

and the slip, with the label of the pouch, or the loose
slip in the pouch if the pouch "is not labeled, should be
forwarded to the division superintendent Railway Mail
Service with the trip report. If there is no slip on
the package, clerks will check on a blank slip and for-
ward as above. If the pouch is not labeled the fact
should be stated and the name of the office, or, where
it is a railway post-office, the number of the train or
direction moving from which the pouch is received,
should be given. When checking errors found in a
package made up for a post-office and bearing an un-
adclressed slip, the office should be noted at the foot of
the slip over the signature of the clerk, as follows:
"Found in package for ."

3. Misdirected packages should be checked in the
same manner as a missent package, except the word
"misdirected" should be substituted for "missent,"
and the label of the pouch need not be forwarded.

4. Missent or misdirected pouches and sacks should
be reported as above. The labels will be forwarded in
all these cases. In relabeling a missent or misdirected
pouch, the new label should contain the correct desti-
nation as well as the name of the post-office or railway
post-office by which the bag was originally made up,
and the slip should bear the postmark of the railway
post-office to which missent.

5. Railwaj^ postal clerks must check as errors all
mails dispatched or distributed contrary to orders and
schemes, and which are thereby dela37ed in reaching
destination, regardless of the extent of the delay.

6. Mails dispatched or distributed contrary to schemes
or orders, but which are not thereby delayed, must be
checked and made the subject of special report. The
errors will be charged against the clerk or post-office
milking up the mail, and slips upon which such errors
are noted will be returned, to the clerk or post-office
making them, with instructions as to how such matter
should be distributed or dispatched.

!
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7. Where there are no slips on packages or in pouches
or sacks, report thereof should be made to the division
superintendent Railway Mail Service, stating, if possi-
ble, the line or post-office from which the mail was
received.

8. All slips on which no errors have been noted, after
being counted, will be thrown into the waste.

9. Failure of railway postal clerks to note errors will
be deemed sufficient cause for removal.

Sec. 1507. Each letter or paper missent to a line
must be plainly stamped on the face, MISSENT, and
the postmark of the line also stamped thereon. (See
sec. 1558 as to registered matter.)

Sec. 1508. In counting mail worked each letter slip
will be counted as a package of letters and each label
on sacks as a sack of newspaper mail. Packages and
sacks merely opened for the purpose of consolidating
or verifying the contents should not be counted.
count will only include matter actually distributed.

Sec. 1509. Trip reports, together with all slips upon
which errors have been noted, must be property filled
out and promptly sent to the division superintendent
Railway Mail Service at end of each trip.

2. All the information called for by the trip report
should be given, and a duplicate of each report will be
kept for one year. Trip reports will bear the date on
which the trip commenced.

Sec. 1510. A monthly report of mail distributed,
registered matter handled, and errors checked, must
be sent to the division superintendent Railway Mail
Service, properly folded and indorsed, promptly upon
the close of each month.

Sec. 1511. Clerks whose runs cover more than one
contract route will keep a record of arrivals and de-
partures at the termini of each route, and in entering
on the trip report irregularities or delays they will
state upon which route they occurred and give the
cause thereof.

IV.—MATTER INADMISSIBLE TO THE MAILS—UNPAID
AND IMPROPERLY ADDRESSED MATTER—NIXES.

Sec. 1512. Railway postal clerks shall detain and turn Matter and articles
., , . , . to be withdrawn from

in at the terminal office of their run all domestic matter the mails.
What to be turned

whollv unpaid (see sec. 571), all matter of the first in at terminal office.
*- ^ ' 7 , . —wholly unpaid ruat-

class on which less than one full rate ot postage is paid ter.

Report to be made
where there are no
slips on packages, etc.

Where no errors
slips to be put in
waste.

Failure to note er-
rors, cause for re-
moval.

Missent matter to be
stamped.

Counting mail.

T1-, a —what to include.
-X i-lVv

Trip reports.
—to be p r o m p t l y
made out and sent to
superintendent.

—duplicates of.

Monthly reports.
—to be made of mail
distributed, registered
matter handled, and
errors checked.

Hans covering more
than one c o n t r a c t
route.
—record of a r r i v a l
and d e p a r t u r e on
each, etc.
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—insufficiently paid
first-class matter.
•—spe c i a 1 - d e 1 i v e r y
matter.
—matter bearing in-
valid stamps.

•—insufficiently paid
third and fourth class
matter.

What to be turned
in to superintendent,
—liquids, explosives,
poisons, etc.

—matter without ad-
dress.
—articles loose in
mails.

—identical m o n e y
"when found to be
turned in.

Division s u p e r i n -
tendents to turn over
matter to postmaster.

Certain matter im-
properly dispatched
not to be detained.

Matter received in
bad order to be so
stamped.

(sec. 4-21), all matter except letters bearing a special
delivery stamp on which no other postage is paid (sec.
772), all matter bearing stamps that have been previ-
ously used or cut from stamped envelopes or wrappers
(sec. 562), and all matter of the third or fourth class
not fully prepaid, which shall be deposited in their
offices for mailing.

2. Railway postal clerks will also withdraw from the
mail all liquids not admissible to the mails under sections
494 and 496, gunpowder and other explosives, live
or dead animals (except queen bees and their attendant
bees, and dried insects), poisons, and any articles liable
to injure the mails or the persons handling' the same,
and which have been declared unmailable by the rul-
ings of the Post-Office Department (sec. 494), and turn
the same into the terminal post-office accompanied by
the pouch or sack label and a report giving the name
of the post-office or other source from which such mat-
ter was received, and at the same time will make a
special report of the matter to their division superin-
tendent. All matter on which the addresses have
become detached or erased, all articles found loose in
any pouch or sack, they will forward under cover to the
division superintendent Railway Mail Service, accom-
panied by the pouch or sack label, with a special report
giving the name of the post-office or other source from
which such matter was received.

3. When money is found loose in the mails the iden-
tical notes or coin found must be turned in. No sub-
stitution of other notes or coin is allowed, as it is often
necessary to have money found in the mails identified.

4. Division superintendents Railway Mail Service
will turn all matter and articles received by them over
to the postmaster at division headquarters not less
frequently than once a week. (See sec. 552.)

5. Matter which should have been detained at the
mailing office as "held for postage," "excess of weight
or size," "coin," or "lottery," should not be stopped
in transit. (See sec. 575.)

6. Mail matter of the first class deposited or received
in a postal car unsealed or in a mutilated' or other-
wise bad condition must be stamped or marked with
the words "Received unsealed," or "Received in bad
order," as the case may be, together with the post-
mark of the line, and where necessary such matter will
be sealed.
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7, Railway postal clerks will report to the division
superintendent Railway Mail Service, the receipt of
any matter which from its character or form they think
is liable to injure the mails or the persons of those hand-
ling them. Any injury caused by the admission of such
matter which may come to the knowledge of postal
clerks will also be reported. Division superintendents
will forward all such reports to the General Superin-
tendent.

Sec. 1513. Rail way postal clerks on steamboat routes
". T -. T T . 1 1 - 1 1to whom duly prepaid letters are delivered should place

the same in the mails. Letters wholly unpaid should —how treated.
not be accepted, but if they come into the possession
of a clerk they will be deposited in the -post-office at
the terminal of the route.

i^oose letters on
steamboat routes.

See sec. 1251, as to treatment of such letters on steamboats,

Sec. 1514. Under the general term "nixes" is em-
braced all mail matter not addressed to a post-office, or
addressed to a post-office without the name of a State
being given, or otherwise so incorrectly, illegibly, or
insufficiently addressed that it can not be transmitted.
Whenever such matter, dispatched from a post-office or
mailed upon the cars, comes into the hands of postal
clerks for distribution, it should be withdrawn from the
mail and sent to the division superintendent Railway
Mail Service, or to such office as he may designate.
The following exceptions to this rule, however, will be
observed:

a. Mail addressed to military or naval posts and sta-
tions of the Signal and Life-Saving Services which are
not post-offices should be sent to the proper post-office,
if known,

1). Mail addressed to discontinued post-offices or to
offices wHose names have been changed, and to watering
places and summer resorts which are not post-offices,
should be sent to the nearest post-office known.

c. Mail addressed from the Post-Office Department
to new post-offices, marked on the envelopes ''nevf
office," will be sent to destination in the best manner
practicable, in the absence of definite instructions.

d. Nixes sent from a post-office by inadvertence,
which reach a line from which they can be delivered,
should be delivered.

"Nixes."
—meaning of term.

—to be sent to division
superintendent.

—matter for military
and naval posts, etc.

—matter for discon-
tinued, resort offices,
etc.

—matter from Depart-
ment to "new office."

—nixes sent by inad-
vertence which can be
delivered.
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—nixes addressed to
local to line on which
mailed.

— m a t t e r wi thout
State, where office is
known.

—matter addressed
county and State.

Mail of foreign ori-
gin same as domestic.

Incorrect spelling
not to be taken ac-
count of.

Supposed nixes to be
verified with. Guide,
etc.

Second-class nixes,
how to be treated.

—report of to superin-
tendent.

*' Nixes " forwarded
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tendent.
—how marked and
slipped.

Matter Improperly
treated as nixes.

—to be noted as error.

Treatment of matter
not addressed to, but
via, a post-office.
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e. Nixes mailed upon a line addressed to a local to
that line should be delivered to the post-office which
has been designated to receive mail so addressed.

f. Matter addressed to a post-office without the name
of the State being given, which is known to be intended
for the principal city of that name, being, for instance,
addressed to a well-known citizen, firm, newspaper,
corporation, or institution of such city, or to a street
and number which can only be found therein, should be
forwarded accordingly.

g. Matter addressed to a place not a post-office, but
bearing the name of a known county and State, should
be allowed to go forward to the county seat of the
county addressed.

h. Mail of foreign origin addressed to persons in the
United States is to be treated in the same manner as
domestic mail.

i. Mail should not be treated as nixes on account of
incorrect spelling when the destination is undoubted.
j. All matter supposed, to be nixes must be verified

with the latest January and monthly Postal Guide and
general orders.

A'. Second-class nixes will be treated as prescribed by*
the regulations and orders, Where railway postal clerks
find any second-class matter improperly directed—that
is to say, addressed to the wrong post-office or State—•
they must not change the address or course of the pack-
age, but will report the fact on the trip report, and the
division superintendent Railway Mail Service will
notify the publisher. <

See. 1515. All nixes forwarded to the division super-
intendent Railway Mail Service must be postmarked
on the back and be accompanied by slip addressed to
the division superintendent, bearing the full name of
the clerk sending the same, the postmark of his line
with the date, and the word " nixes " in the upper left-
hand corner.

See. 1516. Wherever mail matter is treated as
"nixes," and the address thereon is found in the latest
January or,monthly Postal Guide or in the general
orders, it will be noted as an error on the slip accom-
panying the same and charged against the clerk.

Sec. 1517. When mail matter addressed to a place
which is not a post-office contains upon it a direction to
send via a post-office, the matter should be sent to the
post-office indicated.
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Sec. 1518. Railway postal clerks must not change *$£
the address upon any mail matter nor make any indorse-forbidden-
ment upon a letter or addition to the address, in pencil
or ink.

V.—FOREIGN AND DUTIABLE MATTEE,

65T

Sec, 1519. When mail matter addressed to foreign
countries is specially addressed to go by way of a par-
ticular route, railway postal clerks will forward the
same, as far as practicable, in accordance with such
superscription.

Sec. 1520. Whenever mail matter addressed to foreign
countries other than Canada is received in mails from
Canadian offices made up for distribution, postal clerks
will return the same, by the first opportunity, directly
to the Canadian offices from which they received it,
under labels marked u Missent.—Should go in Cana-
dian mails made up for New York or San Francisco
post-office."

Sec. 1521. Clerks in railway post-offices exchanging
mail with Canada must carefully examine all Canadian
mails, and turn into the nearest exchange post-office
where there is a customs-house officer all books, and
merchandise known or supposed to be liable to customs
duty, and all musical compositions in any form, found
in such mails, in order that such action roay be taken
by the postmaster and the customs officer as the case
may require. (See sees. 698 and 699.)

Sec. 1522. All closed mails to or from foreign coun-
tries, whether made up by United States post-offices
or received from abroad and in transit through the
United States, will be accompanied by a waybill stating
the destination and number of sacks forwarded. (See
sec. 693.) , ,

2. Way bills., are to be prepared by the first United
States post-office of receipt (see sec. 693), but where
such waybills are not furnished by postmasters they
will be prepared by the first railway postal clerk receiv-
ing the mail. All failures to supply waybills must be
promptly reported to the division superintendent.

3. This section does not apply to mails regularly
exchanged between the United States and Canada or
Mexico, but closed mails passing through the United
States to or from Canada or Mexico must be accompa-
nied by waybills.

309A—02-—42
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Exchange of letter
mail.
-—to be by locked
pouches.
—with Canada and
Mexico.

Division super! n-
tendents to issue in-
structions about de-
livery at catcher sta-
tions.

Catcher stations.
—delivery of mails at,
how made.

Care in delivery
from moving trains.

See. 1588. Exchange of letter mails must always be
made in locked pouches, except exchanges with Canada
and Mexico, which will be made in sealed canvas sacks.
A pouch, duly locked, must be furnished whenever one
is due, whether there is any letter mail or not.

2, Division superintendents of the Railway Mail
Service will issue special instructions regarding the
delivery of mails at stations where trains do not stop,
to prevent accidents which might occur by reason of
the clerks failing* to properly throw the mail from the
cars.

See. 1524, Where cranes are erected at catcher sta-
tions for the exchange of mails without slacking the
speed of trains, the pouch must never be kicked off,
but will be thrown off by hand to a distance of at least
ten feet from the track, downward and outward, but
not upward, so as to prevent it from being drawn under
the train.

2. Under no circumstances should mail be thrown
on a station platform, from a train in motion, except
by special instruction of the division superintendent
Railway Mail Service. The utmost care will be taken
in deliveries to avoid injury to person or property.
Where the amount of mail is greater than one clerk
can deliver with safety, it must be divided and put out
in separate pouches from different doors. Only catcher
pouches will be used, except in cases of ^ absolute
necessity.

egistered boxes at catcher

Local exchanges.
—clerks in charge to
see to.

Mails not to be deliv-
ered except at post-
offices.

Delivery of mail in
transit.
—clerks mus t not
make.

—may be made to post-
office inspectors and
army and navy offi-
cers, etc., when.

See, 1525. Railway postal clerks in charge must see
that all local exchanges are properly made.

See. 1526. Mail must not be delivered at any place
not a regularly established post-office.

Sec. 1527. Railway postal clerks must not make
delivery at the postal car of mail in transit, although
it be known to them that the applicant therefor is the
person named in the address.

2. Mail for a post-office inspector may, however, be de-
livered as provided in section 63i; and all matter ad-
dressed to officer3 and soldiers of the United States
Army in the field, and officers, sailors, and marines of



the United States Navy in active service, should be
forwarded and delivered in accordance with instruc-
tions from the proper army and naval authorities,
through the General Superintendent or division super-
intendents of the Railway Mail Service.

Sec. 1528. Whenever a request is received by a tJ^™££mat'
railway postal clerk from a postmaster, chief clerk, or -when may be made,
division superintendent Railway Mail Service to with-
draw certain, unregistered matter from the mails and
return it to the office of origin, as provided in section 579,
such request will be complied with, and a record thereof, ~ record of,
giving the address on the letter or other matter, return
card, post-mark, etc., will be made on the trip report,
and the original telegram or letter requesting the with-
drawal will be transmitted with the report. If the
matter requested is not in the office, a telegram to that
effect will be sent, and the proper record made on the
trip report.

See. 1528. Railway postal clerks will visit the letter fr^f
boxes maintained in depots by railroad companies (see ^pots-
sec. 1190) and collect mail therefrom at the last moment
practicable before the departure of their respective
trains,

Sec. 1580. Letter boxes in railway post-offices should Letter boxe
, , i i ! !>e overfilled.never be overfilled or packed, as tnereby letters are

liable to be damaged and torn and have the appearance
of having been tampered with.

Transfer of jaa.tls.
„ .1 , . ,, , „ „ -to be superintended.

tend and assist, as rar as possible, in the transfer of all by transfer clerks.

inform the m s e 1 v e s
themselves thoroughly in relation to the routes over a!30ut routes.
which mails should pass that are transferred at that
point, in order that they may be able, in cases where
mails are inissent or incorrectly put off, to dispatch
them by the proper trains; to keep themselves correctly -*
informed of the hours of arrival and departure of all
trains upon which mails are carried, and to notify the
division superintendent Railway Mail Service, in writ-
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ing, of any change of schedule whereby railroad con-
nections may be made or missed.

See sec. 1554 as to registered mails.
pouches SeCi 1533> A record should be kept by transfer clerks

of all pouches handled, and all pouches will be verified
porf re° a^ ^ne time of receipt or dispatch. The labels upon all

mails must be closely examined upon receipt and before
—report of failure to delivery, so as to guard against missending. In cases
TP.omvA nnnp.hes. J > & » to

of failure to receive any pouch due a shortage slip
must be made out and forwarded in lieu of the missing
pouch; and if the cause of the failure is not known the
division superintendent or chief clerk should be
immediately notified by wire.

See sees. 597, 1187, 1228, and 1485 as to record of pouches to be
kept at post-offices, by railroad companies, by railway postal clerks,
by mail messengers.

Sec. 1534. Division superintendents Railway Mail
Service will keep a record of all errors in forwarding
mail made by transfer clerks in the same manner as
the record of other clerks. At the end of every month
a statement will be sent to each transfer clerk, showing1

the errors made in forwarding the mail from the point
at which he is stationed.

Sec. 1535. Transfer clerks .must use extraordinary
vigilance in guarding the mails under their charge,
which must not be left for a moment exposed, day or
night, especially in making transfers where there is
considerable portage between trains. Transfer clerks
should accompanjr the mails upon the wagon in all
cases possible where there is no authorized clerk in
charge of the same. (See sees. 1441 and 1552.)

See. 1586. Transfer clerks may, when specially in-
structed to do so by the General Superintendent of the
Railway Mail Service, deliver mail to the party
addressed.

Sec. 1537. Transfer clerks will carefully observe the
manner of performance of messenger service, and will
report to the division superintendent ' Railway Mail
Service every irregularity therein which conies to their
knowledge.

2. Wagons delivering mail must not be allowed to
depart until they have been carefully inspected by
transfer clerks to ascertain whether any mail has been
left therein.

list oi pouches to Sec. 1588. A correct list of all pouches due to be
patched.™' &na d 8" received and dispatched at transfer stations should be
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kept and checked off as the pouches are received and
dispatched.

See. 1539. Transfer clerks must keep a daily record
of the arrival and departure of mails, mail trains, and
mail wagons at their stations, and make a daily report
to the division superintendent Railway Mail Service
of ail failures of railroads to make their regular mail
connections, and of all irregularities in the transmission
of the mails and in the service by mail wagon.

2. Where there are no failures in any class of serv-
ice, a daily report properly made out, with the state-
ment "No failures," should be seat in.

Sec. 1540, Transfer clerks will be examined from
time to time concerning their knowledge of the current
titles and numbers of trains arriving at and departing
from their stations, the mails to be transferred, the
correct terminals of routes with which they ought to be
conversant, the connection of trains as shown in the
" schedule" of mail trains, the "instructions," and such
orders as relate to the service.

2. Case examinations will be made from time to time
upon the official schemes of distribution furnished to
transfer clerks.

3, On the completion of each examination the clerk
examined will be given (on blank R. M. S., 5008) a
statement of the result of his examination. (See sec.
1427.)

. See. 1541. A record of arrivals and departures must
be kept at each station where a transfer clerk is
assigned. Transfer clerks and their assistants will enter
therein the time of going on duty and leaving1 each day.
At the end of each month this record, will be sent to
the division superintendent Railway Mail Service, who
will, after inspection, return it to the transfer station
for permanent file. (See sec. 14,-M.)

See. 1542. Transfer clerks must keep clean and in
good order the rooms which may be assigned for their
use by railroad companies, and the gas and water must
not bo wasted. The books and all Government and
railroad property must be maintained in good order.
Pouches and sacks must not be allowed to lie about.

See. 1543. In addition to these special instructions
for transfer clerks, they will also be governed by the
general instructions to postal clerks, when applicable.

—to be kept and
checked.
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—transfer clerks to
make.

what to contain.

—where no failures.
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VIII.—LOSSES or MAIL MATTES.

investigation of ge0i 1544, Division superintendents Bail way Mail
losses of mail matter, > . T .
—not to be conducted Service must not investigate cases of loss of mail matter.
by division superin- °
tendent. ' 2, If, in investigating the causes of a delay or other
_ cases where losses irregularity in his division, a superintendent finds thatinvolved to be report- & J ) c
ed to General super- a }oss of mail matter is involved in the case, he should
miendent. " 9

at once discontinue the investigation and forward the
papers, together with all the information obtained by
him, to the General Superintendent Railway Mail Serv-
ice, to be referred to the Fourth Assistant Postmaster-
General, Division of Post Office Inspectors and Mail

—when may notify Depredations. If, in the judgment of the division
inspector. . . . ,

superintendent, immediate action should be taken, he
may show the papers to the inspector stationed in the
same city in which his office is and, if necessary, give
him a copy thereof.

Reports, how made, 3. When losses are reported to a division superin-
tendent Railway Mail Service he should immediately
refer the same to the General Superintendent and, if
in his judgment necessary, notify the local post-office
inspector, as above indicated, and also the inspector in
charge of the proper division,

CHAPTEK 4S

UT 01 aiGISTIBlB IilTfES IM THE
11AILWAY MAIL SEEVICE.

General registry See. 1545. The regulations governing registered mai-
regolatlons. ;• L j« j i L • "i T TIter must be carefully studied and strictly complied j
—to be f o l l o w e d , with bv railway postal clerks, except where clearly
when " 7 r • j

inapplicable. (See Title Five.) ]
See sec. 1510 as to reports of registered matter handled.

calling for matter at Bee. 1540. Before leaving a terminal post-office, rail- !
terminal offices. ° !- - , ' . _ ,

way postal clerks must apply for, receive, and receipt j
Receipts. for all registered pouches, inner sacks, and registered

packages to be dispatched by their lines, and become
personally responsible for their safety and care until
tliQy are disposed of and receipted for according to the
regulations.

Examination before 2. Before receipting for registered pouches, pack-'
receipt.

ages, or inner sacks, clerks must be certain that they
are in good condition and that accurate descriptions
thereof are entered upon the receipts. In every case
careful examination and comparison with receipts must
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be made, and locks tried and their numbers proved
correct.

3. Receipting for registered pouches, packages, or
sacks by totals is forbidden.

663

See. 1547. Through registered poaches must invari-
ably be delivered direct into the hands of a connecting
railway postal clerk, or at a post-office, and receipts
obtained for them at the time of such delivery. Such
pouches must never be pouched to or from a post-
office.

Bee, 1548. Railway postal clerks must in all cases
obtain receipts for registered matter fr.otn the persons
to -whom it is delivered. In delivering registered pack-
ages they must be arranged in the order in which they
are entered on the registry book, card receipt, or mani-
fold bill. (See sec. 1557.)

2. Registered-package receipts should be filed by
days and months, so as to be readily found when
needed, and should be inspected from time to time by
chief clerks or examiners. Records of registered
matter handled by postal clerks should be turned in
to their division superintendents when the clerks leave
the service. Certificate of final service will not be
issued to the paying postmaster until these records
are turned in.

See. 1549. On the return of registered-package re-
3__J i. C5

ceipts, properly indorsed and signed, railway postal
clerks must check the date of return on the registry
book or registry route bill, and retain the receipt for
future reference. Should a receipt not bo returned
within a reasonable time, a duplicate must be prepared
and sent to the postmaster for signature. If neither
the original nor the duplicate receipt is returned within
a proper time, a report of the case, with all the
particulars, must be promptly made to the division
superintendent Railwa_y Mail Service.

Sec, 1550. Where a registered-package receipt is
unaccompanied by a registered package, it must be
marked "Not received" and returned to the post-
master, and the facts immediately reported to the divi-
sion superintendent Railway Mail Service, giving; a
full description of the missing package.

2. Where a registered package is unaccompanied by
a registered-package receipt, a receipt must be filled

Through registered
pouches.

Receipts for matter
delivered.

Registered - package
receipts.
—return of, to be
checked on registry
book.

Registered package
receipts.
—unaccompanied by
package.

—when not accom-
panying package.
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•—improperly m a d e
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when.
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out and sent to the postmaster from whom the package
was received, and the facts reported immediately to
the division superintendent Railway Mail Service.

3. Where a registered-package receipt is not filled
out as required by section 817, a correct receipt
should be made out, signed, and returned, and the facts
reported to the division superintendent Railway Mail
Service.

4. To protect themselves against fraud in the matter
of receipts for registered matter, railway postal clerks
may affix the imprint of their postmarking stamps on
each receipt as many times as there are packages, and
return the package receipts by next mail to the post-
master or railway postal clerk.

5. Postal clerks must carefully compare the entries
on receipts to be signed with the registered articles
received therewith and examine as to the condition of
all registered packages, pouches, or sacks delivered to
them. If bad, the facts must be indorsed on both
article and receipt, before the latter is signed and
returned, and be noted in the postal clerk's record.
Ail articles receipted for will be presumed to be in
good condition, unless the receipts given for them
state otherwise.

6. Receipts, except on manifold forms, when carbon
paper is used, must always be signed with pen or in-
delible pencil. Stamped signatures are forbidden.

Sec. 1551. When it is impossible for railway postal
clerks to call at terminal offices because of lack of time
between the arrival and departure of trains, or for other
good reason, the General Superintendent of Railway
Mail Service will report the facts to the Third Assist-
ant Postmaster-General, who may authorize the regis-
tered mail (always excepting registered pouches, which
must be delivered direct—sec. 1552) to be pouched to and
from the terminal office, accompanied by proper receipts.

2. When registered matter can not be delivered direct
to a postmaster or railway postal clerk on a connecting
car, and has to be placed in a pouch for delivery to a post-
office, a registered-package receipt to accompany it must
be made out and placed in the package of letters to be dis-
tributed at the post-office. Registered matter in such
cases must be placed in the same pouch, which must be
securely locked and labeled to the post-office. Where
there are two or more clerks in a car the pouching' of
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registered matter should always be witnessed. . Reg-
istered matter should not be placed in a pouch until the
pouch is ready to be locked up.

3. Registered matter must not be pouched direct from
one railway post-office train to another. This prohibi-
tion applies to "go back" or "exchange" registered
matter between two trains on the same line, as well as
to exchanges between trains on different lines.

4. Eegistered matter must not be pouched to distant
offices so as to pass junction offices without examina-
tion and record, unless special authorization therefor is
given by the Third Assistant Postmaster-General.

5. In conveying matter to and from the terminal
office and the postal car a locked pouch must be used
(so far as the size of the packages will permit), which
must be kept in the personal charge of a railway postal
or transfer clerk who must accompany the wagon on
which it is conveyed. (See sees. 1537 and 1552 as to
mail being accompanied by postal or transfer clerk.)

See. 1552. Where railway postal clerks make direct
connections at junction or terminal points, they must
deliver to the connecting clerks all registered matter
for their lines. Should they fail to meet the connect-
ing clerk, such matter should be, where it is impossi-
ble to make delivery direct and obtain, a hand-to-hand
receipt from a transfer clerk or a postmaster, pouched
into the junction post-office. At terminal offices such
matter must be delivered direct and proper receipts
obtained, unless otherwise specially authorized as pro-
vided in section 1551.

2. Registered pouches, as well as inner sacks not
inclosed in outer locked mail bags, must invariably be
accompanied by a railway postal clerk and be in his
personal custody, as well in transit as between post-
offices and postal cars; and they must never leave his
custody until they are delivered to a postmaster, his
authorized clerk, or a connecting railway postal or
transfer clerk, whose receipt for them at the time of
transfer must invariably be obtained. (See sec. 1441.)

3. Railway postal clerks must not deliver registered
matter to employees of any railroad company, nor to
mail carriers, unless specially authorized so to do by
the Post-Office Department.

4. Return registers must be transferred at meeting
points by hand-to-hand receipt and delivery, or car-
ried to a terminal office, unless they can be turned back

—direct from train to
train forbidden.

—to distant offices for-
bidden.

Care in conveying
pouches.

Delivery of matter at
junctions and termi-
nus of route.
—to connecting clerk
or to terminal office.

When direct deliv-
ery impossible, matter
may be pouched.

Care of registered
pouches, etc.

Delivery to railroad
employees or mail
carriers forbidden.

Transfer of
registers.
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Transfer of regis-
tered matter.

—wlicn and how to
be made by transfer
clerks.

Noudispatch of reg-
al :ir matter by termi-
nal office.

—entry of explana-
tion en registry book.

Damaged 5»OHcIics.

—treatment of.

—record of facts con-
cerning.
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from some point where hand-to-hand receipt and de-
livery can be effected through a post-office or transfer .
clerk.

Bee, 1558, Where clerks have registered boxes for
catcher stations the}' should not throw them off, but
cany them on to the first station whore the train stops,
to be returned by the next mail train, or in charge of
railroad employees if no mail train stops at the catcher
station.

See. 1554. Transfer clerks are required to receipt
for, transfer, and deliver registered packages. Where
such delivery is made, the registers must be entered in
a record book which will be furnished for that pur-
pose, and a receipt obtained from the postmaster or
postal clerk to whom the packages are delivered.

Sec. 1555. Railway postal clerks must ascertain what
registered pouches or inner sacks are to be daily trans-
mitted over their routes, and must not leave their ter-
minal offices without such regular pouches or, in the
absence thereof, the regular blank explaining their
nondispatch.

2, When the regular dispatch is not made, the rea-
sons given in the blank and the date must be entered
upon the registry book or Registry Route Bill, and
such information must in every case be reported to
the postmaster at the office to which the dispatch should
be made. The same coarse must be pursued with
regard to pouches or inner sacks which should regu-
larly be received from connecting railway post-offices.

3. Postal clerks must note on the registry book, or
other authorized record, all failures to receive pouches
or sacks due in the course of transmission; and com-
municate such failure to the next postal clerk or post-
master who would ordinarily handle the pouch or sack,
until they are finally communicated to the office of
destination.

See. 1556. Where railway postal clerks receive reg-
istered pouches or sacks in bad condition, or bearing
damaged or defective locks, their receipts must show
such fact, and such pouch or sack must be taken into
the first office on the route, which exchanges registered
pouches or inner sacks, at which a hand-to-hand delivery
can bo made, where it will be treated as directed in
section 922. Care must be taken that none of its con-
tents are lost. Postal clerks must keep a record of the
facts in such cases for future reference.
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postmark

Registry books.
-how obtained.

by division superintendents of the Railway -Mai] Serv-
ice with registiy books. They must guard these books
against damage or loss, and must not relinquish pos- —must be guarded.
session of them except upon leaving the service. (See
sec. 14:6*,.)

2. Postal clerks must enter ia their registry books
or on Registry Route Bills the number, postmark, date,
and address of every registered package, as well as the
Jock numbers and label of every registered pouch or
inner sack, passing through their hands, such entries to
be made from the package, pouch, or sack itself, and
not from any accompanying memoranda, unless other-
wise directed by the Post-Office Department. If pos-
sible, receipts for registered matter must be taken in
the book or on .Registry Route Bills at the time of
delivery.

Sec. 1558, The first recipient of a registered package
bearing an illegible postmark must write on the pack-
age the name of the office or railway postal car from
which it was received.

2. Registered matter missent to a line must be plain!}7'
stamped on the face, ''Missent," and must have the •
postmark of the line also stamped thereon.

Sec. 1559. Manifold registry route books are sup- Manifold r e g i s t r y
- route books.

plied, by the Third Assistant Postmaster-General (Divi- -when supplied.
sion of Registered Mails). Requisitions for such books
must be made through the General Superintendent of
Railway Mail Service, and give full information of the
special conditions under which their use will save labor
or add to the security of registered matter. The —description.
bocks are printed in six styles, viz: Ten-line duplicate,
fifteen-line duplicate, twenty -]ine duplicate; ten-line
triplicate, fifteen-line triplicate, twenty-line triplicate.

Quadruplicate books are provided in special cases.
2. Triplicate books may be used where registered -tripiicate,how used.

pieces are to be transferred from a post-office through
a transfer clerk to a railwaj7" post-office, or from a rail-
way post-office through a transfer clerk to a post-office,
or to another railway post-office. The book, should be
signed by the transfer clerk through the carbon paper,
his name thus appearing on all three sheets. A receipt
should be taken on one of the sheets from the party to
whom the matter is subsequently delivered, the third
manifold sheet being given to said .party as an invoice
of the pieces transferred.
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—duplicate,how used

—carbon sheets for.

—substitutes for tran-
sit book.

Postal slnrfe registry
route book.
—specially author-
ized.

-how used.

Substitution of man-
ifold bills for card re-
ceipts.

Manifold bills.
—how made out.

3. Duplicate books may be used where the quan-
tity of registered matter passing regularly between a
post-office and a railway post-office, or between two
railway post-offices, is so great, or where the time is
so short, that checking in detail is impracticable or
difficult.

4. Carbon sheets of the exact size of the books can
be obtained on requisition to the First Assistant Post-
master-General (Division of Post-Office Supplies).
Carbon sheets should be used no longer than while
giving a good copy with a No. 3 pencil.

5. When used in post-offices the manifold registry
route books are intended as substitutes for the transit
book., so far as the entries made in manifold for outgoing*
dispatches are concerned.

See. 1560. Registry route books are to be used on
specially authorized, routes only. Those for postal
clerks' use are of duplicate and triplicate forms, 10-line
and 15-line sizes. Postal clerks should carefully read
all instructions on fly leaf, and on the bills.

2. All registered pieces "through" and "way" for
terminal offices should be entered in front of book on
manifold bills numbered consecutively from No. 1.
The post-office registry clerk will sign opposite the
last entry through carbon, and write the total, in
words, immediately above his signature. He will then
detach and retain the red manifold sheet. Bills may
also be made if the number of pieces warrants it where
hand-to-hand receipts can be obtained from postal clerks
of connecting railway post-offices, or from transfer
clerks or way postmasters.

8, Where the daily average of registered pieces to
be pouched to a way post-office is eight or more,
special authority can be obtained from the Third
Assistant Postmaster-General to substitute the mani-
fold bill for the (green-card) package receipt.

4. Where the privilege to substitute manifold bills
for card package receipts is granted, postal clerks
should place the manifold bill, together with an empty
official envelope addressed to themselves, in another
official envelope marked '' Keg. Receipt," addressed to
the postmaster at the way office, and the bill thus made
up and inclosed should be tied on top of the bundle of
letters which is first to be handled by the next official
receiving" the same.



5. Registered pieces received at way offices addressed t
to other way offices along the line of the route should
be recorded in the back of the registry route book,
commencing at the last page and working toward the
front of the book, both red and black sheets being
used consecutively, but without carbon pa/per. Regis-
tered package receipts should be used for such pieces,
unless direct receipts can be obtained on the book.
The dates should be written across the page as a sub-
heading for each day's work. The date of return of
signed green-card registered package receipts should
be checked in last column of registry route bills.

Bee. 1581. At post-offices where the use of post-office Post-office
T I T . 1 1 i • i route books.

registry route books has been specially authorized,
railway postal clerks will sign for all registered pieces
for any given dispatch through a carbon sheet on the
manifold bill describing the pieces. The thick or black
sheet of the bill thus signed will be delivered to the
postal clerk. This sheet is so arranged as to serve as
a record for postal clerks and to enable them to take
receipts thereon for packages delivered to connecting
clerks or at a post-office. Clerks, when making up —kow used,
green-card package receipts for pouching on way post-
offices will, for convenience in subsequent checking,
place the name and number of bill on the upper left-
hand corner of green card — e, g. , "Chicago bill 42."
When a signed card is returned it will be checked by
date of return in right-hand column of the registry
route bill. In the same column can bo taken hand-to-
hand signatures, and notation should there be made of
terminal or other pieces transferred to postal clerk's
registry route book — e. g., "Trans, to bill 8." At the
end of run postal clerks should fold their terminal bills
lengthwise and indorse them — e. g., "Chicago bill 42,
June 8-96," and preserve them on file the same as
green-card package receipts.
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OFFENSES AGAINST THE POSTAI SEEYICE,

I.

Courts haying Jnrls-
diction oi postal of-
fences.

Dis t r i c t cour t s
United States.

E. S., § 563.

C i r c u i t c o u r t s
United States.

E. S., § C29,
See Aug. 13,1888, ch.

866,1 Supp., 611.

Preliminary
ceedings,

B. S.; § 1014.
—before whom.

pro-
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Sec, 1568. The district courts (of the United States) shall have
jurisdiction as follows:

First. Of all crimes and offenses cognizable under the authority
of the United States, committed within their respective districts, or
upon the high seas, the punishment of which is not capital. * * *

2. The circuit courts (of the United States) shall have original
jurisdiction as follows: * * *

Twentieth. Exclusive cognizance of ail crimes and offenses cog-
nizable under the authority of the United States, except where it
is or may be otherwise provided by law, and concurrent jurisdiction
with the district courts of crimes and offenses cognizable therein.

3. '- * * All offenders against the same (postal laws) may
be prosecuted before the justices of the peace, magistrates, or
other judicial courts of the several States and Territories having
competent jurisdiction by the laws thereof, to the trial of * * '-
prosecutions where the punishments are of as great extent; and such
justices, magistrates, or judiciary shall take cognizance thereof, and
proceed to judgment and execution as in other cases.

See sec. 178 as to jurisdiction of courts in civil cases under the
postal laws,

S"3C. 1563. For any crime or offense against the United States,
the offender may, by any justice or judge of the United States, or
by any commissioner of a circuit court to take bail, or by any
chancellor, judge of a supreme or superior court, chief or first judge
of .common pleas, mayor of a city, justice of the peace, or other
magistrate, of any State where he may be found, and agreeably to
the usual mode of process against offenders in such State, and at
the expense of the United States, be arrested and imprisoned, or
bailed, as the case may be, for trial before such court of the
United States as by law has cognizance of the offense. Copies of
the process shall be returned as speedily as may be into the clerk's
office of such court, together with the recognizances of the wit-
nesses for their appearance to testify in the case. And where any
offender or witness is committed in any district other than that
where the offense is to be tried, it shall be the duty of the judge
of the district where such offender or wit ess is imprisoned, sea-
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Sec. 1564. Postmasters and all other employees of imports of violations
the postal service will report to the Fourth Assistant -how made.
Postmaster-General (Division of Post-Office Inspectors
and Mail Depredations) and the post-office inspector in
charge of the division in which their offices are located
any violations of the postal laws, or other laws herein
referred to, that may come to their notice.

See. 1565. If a postmaster has reason to believe that D e p r e d a t i o n on
a mail has been robbed or stolen, in whole or in part,
in the vicinity of his post-office, and that the person
committing it can be arrested by speedy action, he will —special reports of.
at once report all the facts and evidence to the nearest
United States marshal or deputy marshal, as well as to
the Chief Post-Office Inspector and inspector in charge
of the division in which his office is located.

See sec. 278 as to report of robbery of post-office; sees. 505 and
547 as to reports of loss, damage, delay, wrong delivery, nonde-
livery, or improper handling of mail matter.

Sec. 1586. Yflien an arrest for the alleged violation Arrests tor viola-
0 tlons of postal laws.

of any postal law is made at the instance of a postmas- —when made at iu-
• , j . -, i - i i j • • i C J I T T ' J I stance of postmaster.per, the prisoner should be put in custody of the U mted

States marshal for the proper district, or his deputy,
at the earliest possible moment.

2. Persons arrested for mail depredations or other -preliminary hear-
f ings in case of.

violations of the postal laws should be taken before a
United States court commissioner or district or circuit
judge for examination or commitment.

3, If examination of the accused can not conveniently H e a r i n g b e f o r e
u i i i ~> • f ±1 TT "L -t whom.be had before a judge or commissioner of the United
States, he should be taken before a justice of the peace,
or some other State officer authorised to examine and
hold to bail, and if such officer lias any doubt as to his
jurisdiction his attention should be called to section
1014: of the lievised Statutes, given as section 1563.

See. 1567. When, a criminal is apprehended by other Report of arrests
than a United States marshal or deputy marshal, the United spatesTmceA"
United States attorney for the district in which the
offense was committed must be promptly informed of
the facts, and his advice and, if necessary, his personal
attention be obtained.
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Embczz! e IB e n t of
money of the United
States, etc.

1875, Mar. 3, ch. 144,
1 Supp., 88.

Having in posses-
sion or carrying into
a n o t h e r d i s t r i c t
money embezzled,
—penalty.

Embezzlement of
money or property not
otherwise punishable.

1879, Feb. 3, ch.42,1
Supp. ,218.

POSTAL LAWS AND EEGULAT1ONS.

—penalty.

BeeelrlBg
money or pr

1875, Mar.
I 2, ISupp.,

-penalty.

See. 1568. Any person who shall embezzle, steal, or purloin any
money, property, record, voucher, or valuable thing whatever, of
the moneys, goods, chattels, records, or property of the United
States, shall be deemed guilty of felony, and on conviction thereof
before the district or circuit court of the United States in the dis-
trict wherein said offense may have been committed, or into which
he shall carry or have in possession of said property so embezzled,
stolen, or purloined, shall be punished therefor by imprisonment
at hard labor in the penitentiary not exceeding five years, or by a
fine not exceeding five thousand dollars, or both, at the discretion
of the court before which he shall be convicted.

Sec. 1569. * * * Any officer of the United States, or any
assistant of such officer, who shall embezzle or wrongfully convert
to his own use any money or property which may have come into
his possession or under his control in the execution of such office
or employment, or under color or claim of authority as such officer
or assistant, whether the same shall be the money or property of
the United States or of some other person or party, shall, where
the offense is not otherwise punishable by some statute of the
United States, be punished by a fine equal to the value of the
money and property thus embezzled or converted, or by imprison-
ment not less than three months nor more than ten years, or by
both such fine and imprisonment.

NOTE.—This statute was enacted as an addition to E. S., § 5497,
which is given as sec. 1577. Part of the statute is omitted, as it
merely relates to embezzlements and wrongful conversions by in-
ternal-revenue officers. There is no general statute relating to
embezzlement of postal funds, or moneys coming into the posses-
sion of an employee of the postal service. The above and the pre-
ceding general statutes are applicable to such cases. See sec. 1571
as to embezzlement of money-order funds; see. 1600 as to embez-
zlement of post-office property; sec. 1572 as to false vouchers; see.
1573 as to failure to account for money received; sec. 1574 as to
loaning or using of money; sees, 1575 and 1576 as to failure to make
deposits.

Sec. 1670. If any person shall receive, conceal, or aid in conceal-
ing, or have, or retain in his possession with intent to convert to
his own use or gain, any money, property, record, voucher, or
valuable thing whatever, of the moneys, goods, chattels, records,
or property of the United States, which has theretofore been em-
bezzled, stolen, or purloined from the United States by any other
person, knowing the same to have been so embezzled, stolen, or
purloined, such person shall, on conviction before the circuit or
district court of the United States in the district wherein he may
have such property, be punished by a fine not exceeding five thou-
sand dollars, or imprisonment at hard labor in the penitentiary
not exceeding five years, one or both, at the discretion of the court
before which he shall be convicted. And such receiver may be
tried either before or after the conviction of the principal felon,
but if the party has been convicted, then the judgment against
him shall be conclusive evidence in the prosecution against such
receiver that the property of the United States therein described
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Embezzlement of
money-order fnnds.

B.S.J4046.

lias been embezzled, stolen, or purloined,
tion, note.

See. 1571. Every postmaster, assistant, clerk, or other person
employed in or connected with the business or operations of any
money-order office who converts to his own use, in any way what-
ever, or loans, or deposits in any bank, except as authorized by
this Title, or exchanges for other funds, any portion of the money-
order funds, shall be deemed guilty of embezzlement; and any
such person, as well as every other person advising or participat-
ing therein, shall, for every such offense, be imprisoned for not —penalty.
iess than six months nor more than ten years, and be fined in a
sum equal to the amount embezzled; and any failure to pay over or —what constitutes,
produce any money-order funds intrusted to such person shall be
taken to be prima facie evidence of embezzlement; and upon the
trial of any indictment against any person for such embezzlement,
it shall be prima facie evidence of a balance against him to pro-
duce a transcript from the money-order account books of the
(Sixth) Auditor (for the Post-Office Department). (See sec. 5.)

NOTE.—The balance of this statute is given as sec. 1107 and
authorizes deposits of money-order funds in certain banks, and the
use of certain drafts and other evidences of debt in making remit-
tances of money-order funds. See sec. 1094 as to money-order
funds being "money in the Treasury of the United States; see
note, sec. 1107.

Sec. 1572. Every officer charged with the payment of any of
the appropriations made by any act of Congress, who pays to any
clerk, or other employee of the United States, a sum less than
that provided by law, and requires such employee to receipt or
give a voucher for an amount greater than that actually paid to
and received by him, is guilty of embezzlement, and shall be
fined in double the amount so withheld from any employee of the
Government, and shall be imprisoned at hard labor for the term
of two years. (See sec. 1569, note.)

See. 1573. Every officer or agent of the United States who, hav-
ing received public money which he is not authorized to retain
as salary, pay, or emolument, fails to render his accounts for the
same as provided by law, shall be deemed guilty of embezzlement,
and shall be fined in a sum equal to the amount of the money
embezzled, and shall be imprisoned not less than six months or
more than ten years. (See sec. 1569, note.)

Sec. 1574. Every officer or other person charged by any act of
Congress with the safe-keeping of the public moneys, who fails to
safely keep the same, without loaning, using, converting to his
own use, depositing in banks, or exchanging for other funds than
as specially allowed by law, shall be guilty of embezzlement of
the money so loaned, used, converted, deposited, or exchanged;
and shall be imprisoned not less than six months nor more than
ten years, and fined in a sum equal to the amount of money so
embezzled.

See sees. 358 and 359 as to deposits of postal funds in banks; sec.
1108 as to deposit of money-order funds in banks; sec. 1577 as to
penalty where bankers receive unlawful deposits. See sec. 1569,
note.

False vouchers and'
seelpts.
K. S.,§ 5483.

—penalty for filing, ID,
case of smaller pay-
ments than, given.

Failure of officer to
account for money re-
ceived.

U.S., §5491.

-penalty.

Loaning, using, or
unauthorized deposit.
of public moneys.

R. 8., §5490.

—penalty.

309A—02- -43
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Failure to deposit
with proper deposl-

—penalty.

Failure to deposit
postal revenues.

E.S.J4053.

Failure to account
for, and improper
sales of, stamps, etc.

—penalty.

Acceptance of un-
lawful deposits by
bankers, etc.

B. S., § 5497,
—penalty.

Note.

See, 1575. Every person who, having moneys of the United
States in his hands or possession, fails to make deposit of the same
with the Treasurer, or some assistant treasurer, or some public
depositary of the United States, when required so to do by the
Secretary of the Treasury, or the head of any other proper Depart-
ment, or by the accounting officers of the Treasury, shall be deemed
guilty of embezzlement thereof, and shall be imprisoned not lesa
than six months nor more than ten years, and fined in a sum equal
to the amount of money embezzled. (See next section; see sec,
1569, note.)

See. 1576. Any officer, agent, postmaster, clerk, or other person'
employed in any branch of the postal service having temporary
custody of any money taken from dead letters; any money derived
from, the sale of waste paper or other public property of the Post-
Office Department; or any money derived from any other source
which by law is part of the postal revenues, who shall willfully
neglect to deposit the same in the Treasury of the United States,
or in some other depository authorized to receive the same, shall
be deemed guilty of embezzlement, and be punishable by a fine of
not more than double the sum so retained, or by imprisonment for
not more than three years, or both. And any person intrusted by
law with the sale of postage stamps or stamped envelopes, who
shall refuse or neglect to account for the same, or who shall pledge
or hypothecate or unlawfully dispose of them, for any purpose
whatever, shall be deemed guilty of embezzlement, and shall be
punishable by the like fine and imprisonment as are provided in
this section for the embezzlement of money,

See sec. 358 as to deposits of postal funds; sec. 1108 as to de-
posit of money-order funds; sees. 1581 to 1587 as to offenses con-
cerning postage stamps, etc. See sec. 1569, note.

See. 1577. Every banker, broker, or other person not an author-
ized depositary of public moneys, who knowingly receives from
any disbursing officer, or collector of internal revenue, or other
agent of the United States, any public money on deposit, or by
way of loan or accommodation, with or without interest, or other-
wise than in payment of a debt against the United States, or who
uses, transfers, converts, appropriates, or applies any portion of
the public money for any purpose not prescribed by law, and
every president, cashier, teller, director, or other officer of any
bank or banking association, who violates any of the provisions of
this section, is guilty of an act of embezzlement of the public
money so deposited, loaned, transferred, used, converted, appro-
priated, or applied, and shall be punished as prescribed in section
fifty-four hundred and eighty-eight.

NOTE.—This statute was amended by the act of February 3,
1879 (ch. 42, ISupp. E. S., 213), by adding certain pro visions relating
to embezzlement or wrongful conversion of money or property by
officers of the United States or the Internal-flevenue Service.
Part of said amendment is given as sec. 1569. The punishment
prescribed in R. S., § 5488, above referred to, is "imprisonment
with hard labor for a term not less than one year nor more than
ten years, or by a fine of not more than the amount embezzled or
less than one thousand dollars, or by both such fine and impris-
onment."

See sec. 1574 as to unlawful deposits in banks; sees. 358 and 1108
as to authorized deposits of postal and money-order funds.
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Sec. 1578. * Any postmaster who shall make a false re- ,)0v£istpr»tRrMS 1>J

False returns of spe-
l very business
Aug.' 4, oh. 901J

512>

turn to the Auditor, for the purpose of fraudulently increasing his 1878, June 17, eh.. 259,
,. 3 ,, . / , ,, . J ,, , , 11 lSupp.,186.

compensation under the provisions of this or any other act, shall —penalty,
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof,
shall be fined in a sum not less than fifty nor more than five hun-
dred dollars, or imprisoned for a term not exceeding one year, or
punished by both such fine and imprisonment, in the discretion
of the court.

2. That any postmaster, or any assistant postmaster, clerk, or
employee of a postmaster, who shall make any false return or record
of the receipt or delivery of any article of mailable matter as being U
stamped with a special-delivery stamp, or shall make any false
return of the number of articles specially delivered from his office,
for the purpose of increasing his compensation under the provi-
sions of this act, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
on conviction thereof, shall be fined not less than one hundred
dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, or imprisoned for a
term of not less than thirty days nor more than one year, or both
such fine and imprisonment, at the discretion of the court. * * ~x"

NOTE.—The first paragraph of above section refers to any false Note,
return made by a postmaster for the purpose of increasing his com-
pensation under the provisions of the act of June 17, 1878, or any
other act. This section was included in an appropriation act which
contained an appropriation for compensation of postmasters, but
said act did not in anywise regulate the rates of compensation as
there fixed by law. See sec. 163 as to first part of statute from
which above paragraph is taken; sec. 967 as to compensation of
postmasters for postal money-order business; and sec. 765 as to
compensation for special-delivery business.

See sec. 164 for balance of section authorizing Postmaster-
General to fix compensation in case of false returns of special-
delivery business.

See. 1579. If any postmaster, or other person authorized by the Demand or receipt
Postmaster-General to receive the postage of letters, shall fraudu-
lently demand or receive any rate of postage, or gratuity, or re-
ward, other than is provided by this section, for the postage of
letters or packets, he shall be punishable by a fine of one hundred —-penalty.
dollars.

NOTE.—R. S., § 3899, was taken from the act of June 8, 1872, ch. Note.
335, § 296; 17 St. L., 322, which prescribed certain rates of postage;
and when the provision was incorporated in the Revised Statutes
the words " this section" were not changed to correspond with the
arrangement of the revision. The rates of postage referred to,
therefore, are those prescribed by law.

of unlawful postage.
E.S.,§3899.

fese. l£)80. Any postmaster or other person engaged in the postal
service who shall collect, and fail to account for, the postage due due.

,. , , .-, , , 1 - - I 1 j v -j-i 4. 1879, Mar. 3, ch. 180,upon any article of mail-matter wInch he may deliver, without § 27, isupp., 249.
having previously affixed and canceled such special stamps, as
hereinbefore provided, or who shall fail to affix such stamp, shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, penalty.
shall be punished by a fine of fifty dollars.

NOTE.—The term " as hereinbefore provided " refers to sec. 26 of Note,
the act of March 3,1879, given as part of section 616. See sec. 134
as to postage-due stamps; sec. 621 as to collection of postage due.
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Sec. 1581, Any person employed in any branch of the postalUnlawful removal of
stamps l>y persons in
postal service. service who shall willfully and unlawfully remove from anv mail

E.S., §3922.

-penalty.

Use, for postage, of
stamps which have
been before Esed.

E.S., § 3923.

-penalty.

which hare been be-
fore used.

R.S.,§3924.

Eemoval of cancel-
Ing marks, etc.

-penalty.

matter any postage stamp affixed thereto in payment of the post-
age, shall be punishable by a fine of not more than one hundred
dollars, or by imprisonment for not more than six months. (See
note, sec. 1585.)

Sec, 1582. Any person who shall use or attempt to use, in pay-
ment of the postage on any mail matter conveyed by mail or
otherwise, any postage stamp or stamped envelope, or any stamp
cut from any such stamped envelope, which has been before used
for a like purpose, shall be liable to a penalty of fifty dollars.
(See next section; also note, see. 1585.)

Use, by persons in gee. 1583, If any person, employed in any department of the
postage of s tam ps Post-Office establishment of the United States shall willfully and

knowingly use, or cause to be used, in prepayment of postage, any
postage stamp, postal cards or stamped envelope issued, or which
may hereafter be issued, by authority of any act of Congress, or of
the Postmaster-General, which has already been once used for a
like purpose, or shall remove, or attempt to remove, the canceling
or defacing marks from any such postage-stamp, or stamped en-
velope, or postal card, with intent to use or cause the use of the
same a second time, or to sell, or offer to sell, the same, or shall
remove from letters or other mail matter deposited in or received
at a post-office the stamps attached to the same in payment of
postage, with intent to use the same a second time for a like pur-
pose, or to sell, or offer to sell, the same, every such offender shall
be deemed guilty of felony, and shall be imprisoned for not less
than one year nor more than three years. (See note, sec. 1585.)

Use for postage of See. 1584, If any person, although not employed in any clepart-
fceen before used, and merit of the Post-Office establishment of the United States, shall
marksfetc! caucelillff commit any of the offenses described in. the preceding section

E, S., § 3925. (j>. g.; | 3924) every such person shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
—pena „}•. demeanor, and be punishable by imprisonment for not less than

six months nor more than one year, or by a fine of not less than,
one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars, for each
offense, or by both.

Note. NOTE.—E. S. § 3923 (sec. 1582), seems to cover part of the
offenses included in the above. (See note, sec. 1585.)

Unlawful use of Sec. 1585. Any person who shall use. or attempt to use, in pay-
stamps, and removal J j r - . , * ,
of canceling marks ment of postage, any canceled, postage-stamp or postage-stamps,
'iST^Mar 3 ch 180 whether the same have been before used or not, or who shall by

§ 28, l Supp., 249. any means remove, or attempt to remove, or assist in removing,
marks from any postage-stamp or postage-stamps, with intent to
use the same in payment of postage, or who knowingly shall have
in his possession any postage-stamp or postage-stamps canceled,
with intent to use the same, or from which such cancellation
marks, have been removed, or who shall sell or offer to sell any
such stamp or stamps, or who shall use or attempt to use the same
in payment of postage, or who shall remove the superscription
from any stamped envelope or postal card that has once been used
in the payment of postage, with, intent to again use the same for a
like purpose, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall,
on conviction thereof, be punished by imprisonment for not less



Forging or counter-
feiting postage
stamps, dies, etc.

R.S., §5464.
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than six months nor more than one year, or by a fine of not less
than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars for
each offense, or by both such fine and imprisonment, in the dis-
cretion of the court.

NOTE.—This act was evidently intended to supersede R. S., §§ Note.
3922-3925, but some of the provisions in these sections are not
incorporated in the above act, and. as they were not specifically
repealed are all cited for comparison and reference as sees. 1581
to 1584.

Sec. 1586. Any person who shall forge or counterfeit any post-
age-stamp, or any stamp printed upon any stamped envelope,
postal card, or any die, plate, or engraving therefor; any person
who shall make, or print, or knowingly use or sell, or have in
possession, with intent to use or sell, any such forged or counter-
feited postage-stamp, stamped envelope, postal card, die, plate, or
engraving; any person who shall make, or knowingly use or sell,
or have in possession, with intent to use or sell, any paper bearing
the water mark of any stamped envelope, postal card, or any
fraudulent imitation thereof; any person who shall make or print,
or authorize or procure to be made or printed, any postage-stamp,
stamped envelope, or postal card, of the kind authorized and pro-
vided by the Post-Office Department, without the special author-
ity and direction of the Department: any person who shall, after
such postage-stamp, stamped envelope, or postal card have been
printed, and with intent to defraud the postal revenue, deliver
the same to any person not authorized by an instrument of writ-
ing, duly executed under the hand of the Postmaster-General and
the seal of the Post-Office Department, to receive them, shall be
punished by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars, or by —penalty,
imprisonment at hard labor not more than five years, or by both
such fine and imprisonment.

NOTE.—See R. S., § 5453, as to penalty for offense of secreting or
removing tools or material used for printing postage stamps, etc.

Sec. 1587. Any person who shall forge or counterfeit or know-
ingly utter or use any forged or counterfeited postage stamp of
any foreign Government, shall be punished by imprisonment at
hard labor of not less than two nor more than ten years.

Sec, 1588. Any person who shall, with intent to defraud, falsely
forge or counterfeit the signature of any postmaster, assistant post-
master, chief clerk, or clerk upon or to any money-order or postal
note, or blank therefor provided or issued by or under the direc-
tion of the Post-Office Department of the United States or of any
foreign country, and payable in the United States or any material
signature or indorsement thereon, or any material signature to
any receipt or certificate of identification thereon; any person
who shall falsely alter, or cause or procure to be falsely altered in
any material respect, qr knowingly aid or assist in falsely so alter-
ing any such money-order or postal-note; any person who shall,
with intent to defraud, pass, utter, or publish any such forged or
altered money-order or postal-note knowing any material signa-
ture or indorsement thereon to be false, forged, or counterfeited,
or any material alteration therein to have been falsely made; any
postmaster, assistant postmaster, or clerk employed in any post-
office or branch post-office who shall issue any money-order or

Note.

Forging or fonnter-
f Biting foreign post-
age stamps.

R. S., § 5465.
—penalty.

Forging, counter-
feiting, or unlawful
issne of money orders.

R. S., § 5463.
1888, June 18, eh.

394, § 2,1 Supp., 693.

Alteration of order.

Pass ing , etc., of
forged or altered or-
ders, etc.
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Unlawful issue of postal note, without having previously received or paid the full
orders. "

amount of money payable therefor, with the purpose of fraudu-
lently obtaining or receiving, or fraudulently enabling any other
person, either directly or indirectly, to obtain or receive from the
United States, or any officer or agent thereof, the sum of money
specified in such money-order or postal-note; any person who,
with intent to defraud the United States, transmits, or presents to,

Presen ta t ion of or causes or procures to be transmitted to or presented to any ofli-
forged or unlawfully - , " J
issued orders, etc. cor, or at any omce oi the Grovernnient of the united States, any

money-order or postal-note, knowing the same to contain any
forged or counterfeited signature to the same or to any material
indorsement, receipt, or certificate thereon, or material alteration
therein unlawfully made, or to have been unlawfully issued with-
out previous payment of the amount required to be paid upon
such issue, shall, upon conviction, be punishable by fine of not
more than five thousand dollars, or by imprisonment at hard labor
for not less than one year and not more than five years,

NOTE.—Postal notes are no longer issued. (See sec, 1037.)

Issuing- m o n e y Sec. 1589. Any postmaster who issues a money-order withoutorders on credit. , . ' - . '
JR. s.,§ 4.030. having previously received the money therefor shall be deemed

—penalty. guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be fined not less than fifty nor
more than five hundred dollars.

Note. NOTE.—The preceding section makes it an offense to issue any
order without receiving the money therefor with intent to defraud
the United States.

Counterfeiting oral- Sec. 1580. If any person shall falsely make, alter, forge, or
terlng bonds, records, , * ' • * . " " ± i t i \ -u i e ~ jetc.. counterfeit, or cause or procure to be falsely made, altered, forged,

K.S., §54/9. or counterfeited, or willingly aid or assist in the false, making,
altering, forging, or counterfeiting, any bond, bid, proposal, guar-
antee, security, official bond, public record, affidavit, or other

Uttering, publish- writing for the purpose of defrauding the United States ; or shall
counterfeitedeSorltial? u^ter or publish as true, or cause to be uttered or published as
tered bonds, etc. true, any such false, forged, altered, or counterfeited bond, bid,

proposal, guarantee, security, official bond, public record, affidavit,
or other writing, for the purpose of defrauding the United States,
knowing the same to be false, forged, altered or counterfeited ; or
shall .transmit to, or present at, or cause [fe>] [or] procure to be
transmitted to, or presented at, the office of any officer of the
United States, any such false, forged, altered, or counterfeited
bond, bid, proposal, guarantee, security, official bond, public
record, affidavit, or other writing, knowing the same to be false,
forged, altered, or counterfeited, for the purpose of defrauding the

—penalty. United States, shall be punishable by a fine of not more than
one thousand dollars, or by imprisonment at hard labor for not
more than ten years, or by both such punishments. (See E. 8.,
§5418.)

A d v e r t i s e m e n t s , , gee. 1591. It shall not be lawful to design, engrave, print, or in
etc., in likeness of , . , , . ,. , ., ,
obligations of the any manner make or execute, or to utter, issue, distribute, circu-.
Uiute_d States. late, or use, any business or professional card, notice, placard,

circular, handbill, or advertisement, in the likeness or similitude
of any bond, certificate of indebtedness, certificate of deposit,
coupon, United States note, Treasury note, fractional note, or
other obligation or security <3f the United States, which laas been
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or may be issued under or authorized by any act of Congress here-
tofore passed or which may hereafter be passed; or to write,
print, or otherwise impress upon, any such instrument, obligation,
or security, any business or professional card, notice, or advertise-
ment, or any notice or advertisement of any matter or tiling what-
ever. Any person violating this section shall be liable to a penalty
of one hundred dollars, .recoverable one-half to the use of the
informer.

NOTE,—E. 8., § 5413, defines the words "obligations or other
security of the United States" to mean all stamps, etc., and repre-
sentatives of value issued by authority of Congress. Postal cards,
money orders, etc., are "representatives" of value issued by
authority of Congress.

Sec. 1592. Any person or persona who shall place or cause to be
placed any matter in the mails during the regular weighing period,
for the purpose of increasing the weight of the mails with intent to
cause an increase in the compensation of the railroad mail earner
over whose route such mail matter may pass, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, on conviction thereof be
fined not less than five hundred dollars nor more than twenty
thousand dollars, and shall be imprisoned at hard labor not less
than thirty days nor more than five years.

Sec. 1593. Any person who shall submit, or cause to be sub-
mitted to any postmaster or to the Post-Office Department or any
officer of the postal service any false evidence, relative to the char-
acter of any publication, for the purpose of securing the admission
thereof at the second-class rate for transportation in the mails,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and for every such
offense, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by a fine of not
less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred dollars.

See. 1594. If two or more persons conspire either to commit
any offense against the United States or to defraud the United
States in any manner or for any purpose, and one or more of such
parties do any act to effect the object of the conspiracy all the
parties to such conspiracy shall be liable to a penalty of not more
than ten thousand dollars, or to imprisonment for not more than
two years or to both fine and imprisonment in the discretion of
the court,

Sec. 1595. Every person who, with intent to defraud either the
United States or any person, falsely assumes or pretends to be an
officer or employee acting under the authority of the United States,
or any Department, or any officer of the Government thereof, and
who shall take upon himself to act as such, or who shall in such
pretended character demand or obtain from any person or from
the United States, or any Department, or any officer of the Gov-
ernment thereof, any money, paper, document, or other valuable
thing, shall be deemed guilty of felony, and shall, on conviction
thereof, be punished by a fine of not more than one thousand dol-
lars, or imprisonment not longer than three years, or both said
punishments, in the discretion of the court.

Sec. 1596. Every member of Congress or any officer or agent of
the Government who, directly or indirectly, takes, receives, or

-penalty for Issue of.

Paddina' the mails.
1898, June 13, ch.

4-1(5, 2 Supp., 778.
Increasing weight

with intent to cause
increase in compen-
sation.

False evidence as to
character of publica-
tion to secure entry
as second-class.

1888, June 18, ch.
394, 1 Supp., 593.

Conspiracy to de-
fraud the United States
or violate statutes.

R. 8.,§5440.
1879, May 17. ch. 8,1

Supp., 264.

False personation of
United States officers.

1884, Apr. 18, ch. 26,1
Supp., 425.

Procuring office or
contract for consider-
ation.
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agrees to receive, any money, property, or other valuable consid-
eration whatever, from any person for procuring, or aiding to pro-
cure, any contract, office, or place, from the Government or any
department thereof, or from any officer of the United States, for
any person whatever, or for giving any such contract, office, or
place to any person whomsoever, and every person who, directly
or indirectly, offers or agrees to give,, or gives, or bestows any
money, property, or other valuable consideration whatever, for
the procuring or aiding to procure any such contract, office, or
place, and every member of Congress who, directly or indirectly,
takes, receives, or agrees to receive any money, property, or other
valuable consideration whatever after his election as .such member,
for his attention to, services, action, vote, or decision on any ques-
tion, matter, cause, or proceeding which may then be pending, or
may by law or under the Constitution be brought before him in
his official capacity, or in his place as such member of Congress,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be imprisoned
not more than two years and fined not more than ten thousand
dollars. And any such contract or agreement may, at the option
of the President, be declared absolutely null and void; and any
member of Congress or officer convicted of a violation of this sec-
tion, shall, moreover, be disqualified from holding any office of
honor, profit, or trust under the Government of the United States.
(See sec. 223.)

Sec. 1597. No Senator, [Representative, or Delegate, after his
election and during his continuance in office, and no head of a
Department, or other officer or clerk in the employ of the Govern-
ment, shall receive or agree to receive any compensation what-
ever, directly or indirectly, for any services rendered, or to be
rendered, to any person, either by himself or another, in relation
to any proceeding, contract, claim, controversy, charge, accusa-
tion, arrest, or other matter or thing in which the United States
is a party, or directly or indirectly interested, before any Depart-
ment, court-martial, Bureau, officer, or any civil, military, or naval
commission whatever. Every person offending against this sec-
tion shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be
imprisoned not more than two .years, and fined not more than
ten thousand dollars, and shall, moreover, by conviction therefor,
be rendered forever thereafter incapable of holding any office of
honor, trust, or profit under the Government of the United States.

See sec. 223 as to penalty for person employed in Post-Office
Department acting as agent for any contractor before the Depart-
ment.

See. 1598. Every officer of the United States, or person holding
ing or aiding in, pros- any place of trust or profit, or discharging any official function
edition of claims. ", . ,. .,, T1 " ,. -r. , , ? ,,R. S..§5498. under, or in connection with, any .hxecutive Department of the

Government of the United States, or under the Senate or House
of Representatives of the United States, who acts as an agent or
attorney for prosecuting any claim against the United States, or in
any manner, or by any means, otherwise than in discharge of his
proper official duties, aids or assists in the prosecution or support
of any such claim, or receives any gratuity, or any share of or
interest in any claim from any claimant against the United States,

—penalty.
Contrae ts.unla wf ul

ly procured may be
annulled, etc.

Officers, etc., re-
ceiving compensation
for matters in which
United States is inter-
ested.

R. 8., §1782.

—penalty.
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with intent to aid or assist, or in consideration of having aided or
assisted, in the prosecution of such claim, shall pay a fine of not —penalty,
more than five thousand dollars, or suffer imprisonment not more
than one year, or both.

IV.—OFFENSES AGAINST PROPERTY BELONGING TO,
OR IN USE BY, THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT.

Sec. 1599. Any person who shall forcibly break into, or attempt ontertlag'post-omc*™
to break into any post-office, or any building used in whole or in K. S.,§ 5478.
part as a post-office, with intent to commit therein larceny or
other depredation, shall be punishable by a fine of not more than —Penalty
one thousand dollars, and by imprisonment at hard labor for not
more than five years.

See. 1,600. Any person who shall steal, purloin, or embezzle any J^™l j," g carrying
mail bag or other property in use by or belonging to the Post- iiv/&lf post-office prop-
Office Department, or who shall, for any lucre, gain, or con- E.'s., § 5475.
veiiience, appropriate any such property to his own or any other
than its proper use, or who shall, for any lucre or gain, convey
away any such property to the hindrance or detriment of the pub-
lic service; if the value of the property be twenty-five dollars or
more, the offender shall be punishable by imprisonment at hard
labor for not more than three years, and if the value of the prop-
erty be less than twenty-five dollars, the offender shall be punish-
able by imprisonment for not more than one year, or by a fine of
not less than ten dollars and not more than two hundred dollars.

Sec. 1601. Any person who shall tear, cut, or otherwise injure 10JSi"tef maU bSSS'
any mail bag, pouch, or other thing used or designed for use in B- s-> § 5476-
the conveyance of the mail, or who shall draw or break any staple,
or loosen any part of any lock, chain, or strap attached thereto,
with intent to rob or steal any such mail, or to render the same
insecure, shall be punishable by a fine of not less than one huii- —Penalty-
dred dollars and not more than five hundred, or by imprisonment
at hard labor for not less than one year and not more than three
years.

Sec. 1602. Any person who shall steal, purloin, embezzle, or ^g™1 ̂ VrfSTrf
obtain by any false pretense, or shall aid or assist in stealing, pur- mall locks and keys.
loining, embezzling, or obtaining by any false pretense, any key """ ''
suited to any lock adopted by the Post-Office Department, and in
use on any of the mails or bags thereof; any person who shall
knowingly and unlawfully make, forge, or counterfeit, or cause to
be unlawfully made, forged, or counterfeited, or knowingly aid or
assist in making, forging, or counterfeiting, any such key;, any
person who shall have in his possession any such mail lock or key,
with the intent unlawfully or improperly to use, sell, or otherwise
dispose of the same, or to cause the same to be unlawfully or im-
properly used, sold, or otherwise disposed of; or any person en- Delivery of keys or
gaged as contractor or otherwise in the manufacture of any such lo™™° unauthorized
mail locks or keys who shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, any
finished or unfinished lock or key used or designed for use by the
Department, or the interior part of any such lock, to any person
not duly authorized, under the hand of the Postmaster-General
and the seal of the Post-Office Department, to receive the same,
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unless the person receiving is the contractor for furnishing the
same, or engaged in the manufacture thereof in the manner
authorized by the contract, or the agent for such manufacturer,

—•penalty. shall be punishable by imprisonment at hard labor for not .more
than ten years.

Ira1 aid " laulthil SeC> 1603- EveiT person who willfully and maliciously injures,
carriers. tears down, or destroys any letter box, pillar box, or other recep-

" '' t > 5 > ' ' tacle established by the Postmaster-General for the safe deposit of
matter for the mail or for delivery, or who willfully and maliciously
assaults any letter carrier, when in uniform, while engaged on his
route in the discharge of his duty as a letter carrier, and every

—penalty. person who willfully aids or assists therein, shall for every such
offense be punishable by a fine of not less than one hundred dol-
lars, and not more than one thousand, or by imprisonment for not
less than one year and not more than three.

See sec. 1611 as to injuring mail matter in letter boxes, etc.

V.—OFFENSES AGAINST THE MAILS.

Embezzlement by See. 1604. Any person employed in anv department of the pos-persons in postal serv- . ,
ice of letters contain- tal service wno shall secrete, embezzle, or destroy any letter,

iaCl°" packet, bag, or mail of letters intrusted to him, or which shall
come into his possession, and which was intended to be conveyed
by mail, or carried or delivered by any mail canier, mail messen-
ger, route agent, letter carrier, or other person employed in any
department of the postal service, or forwarded through or deliv-
ered from any post-office or branch post-office established by au-
thority of the Postmaster-General, and which shall contain any
note, bond, draft, check, warrant, revenue stamp, postage-stamp,
stamped envelope, postal card, money order, certificate of stock,
or other pecuniary obligation or security of the Government, or of
any c 'Seer or fiscal agent thereof, of any description whatever;
any bank-note, bank post-bill, bill of exchange, or note of assign-
ment of stock in the funds; any letter of attorney for receiving
annuities or dividends, selling stock in the funds, or collecting the
interest thereof; any letter of credit, note, bond, warrant, draft,
bill, promissory note, covenant, contract, or agreement whatsoever,
for or relating to the payment of money, or the delivery of any
article of value, or the performance of any act, matter, or thing;
any receipt, release, acquittance, or discharge of or from any debt,
covenant, or demand, or any part thereof; any copy of the record
of any judgment or decree in any court of law or chancery or any
execution which may have issued thereon; any copy of any other
record, or any other article of value, or writing representing the
same; any such person who shall steal or take any of the things
aforesaid out of any letter, packet, bag, or mail of letters which
shall have come into his possession, either in the regular course of
his official duties or in any other manner whatever, and provided
the same shall not have been delivered to the party to whom it is
directed, shall be punishable by imprisonment at hard labor for
not less than one year nor more than five years.

See sec. 1609 as to similar offenses by persons not in postal
service.
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Sec, 1805, Any person employed in any department of the Retaining, opening,
- *• -*• J -, Oi' destroying of let-

postal service, who shall unlawfully detain, delay, or open any ters by persons In pos-
letter, packet, bag, or mail of letters intrusted to him, or which aR*grY§C889i.
has come into his possession, and which was intended to be con-
veyed by mail, or carried or delivered by any mail carrier, mail
messenger, route agent, letter carrier, or other person employed
in any department of the postal service, or forwarded through, or
delivered from any post-office or branch post-office established by
authority of the Postmaster-General; or who shall secrete, embez-
zle, or destroy any such letter, packet, bag, or mail of letters,
although it does not contain any security for or assurance relating
to money or other tiling of value, shall be punishable by a fine of —penalty.
not more than five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment for not
more than one year, or by both. (See sec. 1608.)

See sec. 1610 as to similar offenses by persons not in postal
service.

Sec. 1608. The fact that any letter, packet, bag, or mail of letters , Meaning of "in-•' ' -'- ' &' ^ tended to fee conveyed
has been deposited in any post-office or branch post-office estab-by mall,"
lished by authority of the Postmaster-General, or in any other ' ' '*° &1

authorized depository for mail matter, or in charge of any post-
master, assistant clerk, carrier, agent, or messenger employed in
any department of the postal service, shall be evidence that the
same was '' intended to be conveyed by mail'' within the meaning
of the two preceding sections.

NOTE.—The "two preceding sections," E. S., §§ 5466 and 5467,
are given as sees. 1611 and 1604.

Sec. 1607. Any person employed in any department of the Stealing, detaining,
. ^ ., x i j j. • 1 1 i i i or destroying news-

postal service who shall improperly detain, delay, embezzle, or de- papers.
stroy any newspaper, or permit any other person to detain, delay, ^-s" § °' < •
embezzle, or destroy the same, or open, or permit any other person
to open, any mail or package of newspapers not directed to the
office where he is employed, shall be punishable by a fine of not
more than fifty dollars. And if any other person shall open,, em-
bezzle, or destroy any mail or package of newspapers not being
directed to him, and lie not being authorized to open or receive
the same, he shall be punishable by a fine of not more than
twenty dollars. And any person who shall take or steal any
mail or package of newspapers from any post-office, or from any
person having custody thereof, shall be imprisoned at hard labor —penalty.
for not more than three months.

Sec. 1608. Any postmaster who shall unlawfully detain in his Unlawful detention
re •, , ,-, - i , , , , , . ' ; . , . , . , of mail matter by

office any letter or other mail-matter, the posting of which, is .not postmasters.
prohibited by law, with intent to prevent the arrival and delivery Ri Sv § 389tK

of the same to the person to whom it is addressed, shall be
punishable by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars, and penalty.
by imprisonment for not more than six months, and. he shall be
forever thereafter incapable of holding the office of postmaster.
(See sec. 1605.)

Sec. 1609. Any oerson who shall steal the mail, or steal or take Stealing or frauds-
t f " .3 L re , -, , ~ ,1 lently obtaining mail
from or out, of any mail or post-office, branch post-office, or other matter.
authorized depository for mail-matter, any letter or packet; any R' s > > § °469'
person who shall take the mail, or any letter or packet there-
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from, or from any post-office, branch post-office, or other author-
ized depository for mail-matter, with or without the consent of

sz- the person having custody thereof, and open, embezzle, or de-
' stroy any such mail, letter, or package which shall contain any
note, bond, draft, check, warrant, revenue stamp, postage-stamp,
stamped envelope, money order, certificate of stock, or other
pecuniary obligation or security of the Government, or of any
officer or fiscal agent thereof, of any description whatever; any
bank-note, bank post-bill, bill of exchange, or note of assignment
of stock in the funds; any letter of attorney for receiving annu-
ities or dividends, selling stock in the funds, or collecting the
interest thereof; any letter of credit, note, bond, warrant, draft,
bill, promissory note, covenant, contract, or agreement whatso- j
ever, for or relating to the payment or the delivery of any article
of value, or the performance of any act, matter, or thing; any
receipt, release, acquittance, or discharge of or [from any debt,
covenant, or demand, or any part thereof; any copy of record of
any judgment or decree in any court of law or chancery, or any
execution which may have issued thereon; any copy of any other
record, or any other article of value, or any writing representing
the same; any person who shall, by fraud or deception, obtain,
from any person having custody thereof, any such mail, letter, or
packet containing any such -article of value shall, although not

—penalty. employed in the postal service, be punishable by imprisonment
at hard labor for not less than one year and not more than five
years.

See sec. 1604 as to similar offenses by persons in postal service.

Sec. 1610. Any person who shall take any letter, postal card, or i
packet, although it does not contain any article of value or evi-
dence thereof, out of a post-office or branch post-office, or from a
letter or mail carrier, or which has been in any post-office or
branch post-office or in the custody of any letter or mail carrier,

Prying into secrets before it has been delivered to the person to whom it was directed,or obstructing corre-
spondence of another, with a design to obstruct the correspondence, or to pry into the
ClC' business or secrets of another, or shall secrete, embezzle, or de-

stroy the same, shall, for every such offense, be punishable by a
—penalty. |]ne of 110£ mOre than five hundred dollars or by imprisonment

at hard labor for not more than one year, or by both.

ter iif "clter^boxcs," ^eCt 1611. Any person who shall willfully or maliciously injure,
deface, or destroy any mail-matter deposited in any letter box,
pillar box, or other receptacle established by authority of the
Postmaster-General for the safe deposit of matter for the mail or
for delivery, or who shall willfully aid or assist in injuring such
mail-matter, shall be punishable by a fine of not more than five
hundred dollars, or by imprisonment for not more than three years.

See sec. 1606; sec. 1603 as to injuring letter boxes, etc.

tat'nfalTmatter S**al" ^ee' -^^' Every accessory after the fact to the offense of steal-
R.S.,§5535. ing or taking any letter, or other mail matter, or any inclosure

—punishment of. therein, shall be fined not more than one thousand dollars, and be
imprisoned not more than five years. (See sees. 1604 to 1610.)

ist5cn1romgtheftmiii«! SeCl 3613< An>r Person w!l° shal1 ^y, receive, or conceal, or
K. S., § 5470. aid iii buying, receiving, or concealing, any note, bond, draft,

check, warrant, revenue stamp, postage stamp, stamped envelope,
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postal card, money order, certificate of stock, or other pecuniary
obligation or security of the Government, or of any officer or
fiscal agent thereof, of any description whatever; any bank note,
bank post bill, bill of exchange, or note of assignment of stock in tlie
funds; any letter of attorney for receiving annuities or dividends,
selling stock in the funds, or collecting the interest thereof, any
letter of credit, note, bond, warrant, draft, bill, promissory note,
covenant, contract, or agreement whatsoever, for or relating to
the payment of money or the delivery of any article of value, or
the performance of any act, matter, or thing; any receipt, release,
acquittal, or discharge of or from any debt, covenant, or demand,
or any part thereof; any copy of the record of any judgment or
decree in any court of law or chancery, or any execution which
may have issued thereon; any copy of any other record, or any
other article of value or writing representing the same, knowing
any such article or thing to have been stolen or embezzled from
the mail, or out of any post-office, branch post-office, or other
authorized depository for mail matter, or from any person having
custody thereof, shall be punishable by a fine of not more than —penalty,
two thousand dollars, and by imprisonment at hard labor for not
more than five years. (See sees. 1604 to 1610.)

Sec. 1614. Any person who shall rob any carrier, agent, or other Koltbery of tlic
person intrusted with the mail, of such mail, or any part thereof, B.S.,§ 5472.
shall be punishable by imprisonment at hard labor for not less
than five years and not more than ten years; and if convicted a —penalty,
second time of a like offense, or if, in effecting such robbery the
first time, the robber shall wound the person having custody of —use of dangerous., ., . , . , . , . . , , ,, , , weapon in, penalty inthe mail, or put his life in jeopardy by the use of dangerous case of.
weapons, such offender shall be punishable by imprisonment at
hard labor for the term of his natural life.

NOTE.—The act of Feb. 15, 1888 (eh, 10, § 2,1 Supp., 579), rela- Note.
ting to robbery or burglary in the Indian Territory, does not affect
the above statute.

Bee, 1615, Any person who shall attempt to rob the mail by as- Attempting to rofo
saulting the person having custody thereof, shooting at him or his E. S.,|*6473.
horse, or threatening him with dangerous weapons, and shall not
effect such robbery, shall be punishable by imprisonment at hard —penalty.
labor for not less than two years and not more than ten years.

See. 1616. Every accessory after the fact to any robbery of the
carrier, agent, or other person intrusted with the mail, of such
mail or of any part thereof, shall be fined not more than two
thousand dollars, and be imprisoned at hard labor not more than
ten years.

See. 1617. If any person having devised or intending to devise
, ,.,. , i ,. -, , IT T e iany scheme or artifice to defraud, or to sell, dispose of, loan,

exchange, alter, give away, or distribute, supply, or furnish, or
procure for unlawful use any counterfeit or spurious coin, bank
notes, paper money, or any obligation or security of the United
States or of any State, Territory, municipality, company, corpora-
tion, or person, or anything represented to be or intimated or held
out to be such counterfeit or spurious articles, or any scheme or
artifi.ce to obtain money by or through correspondence, by what
is commonly called the "sawdust swindle," or "counterfeit-money
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fraud," or by dealing or pretending to deal in what is commonly
called "green articles," "green coin," "'bills," "paper goods,"
"spurious Treasury notes," "United States goods," "green
cigars,'' or any other names or terms intended to be understood
as relating to such counterfeit or spurious articles, to be effected
by either opening or intending to open correspondence or com-
munication with any person, whether resident within or outside
the United States, by means of the Post-Office Establishment of
the United States, or by inciting such other person or any person
to open, communication with the person so devising or intending,
shall, in and for executing such scheme or artifice or attempting
so to do, place or cause to be placed, any letter, packet, writing,
circular, pamphlet, or advertisement in any post-office, branch
post-office, or street or hotel letter-box of the United States, to be
sent or delivered by the said Post-Office establishment, or shall
take or receive any such therefrom, such person, so misusing the
Post-Office establ.ishni.eiit shall, upon conviction, be punishable by

—penalty for use of a fine of .not more than five hundred dollars and by imprisonment
-venue.C°ndUCt °f' * or not more than eighteen months, or by both such punishments,
—indictment for. a^ ^e discretion of the court. The indictment, information, or

complaint may severally charge offenses to the number of three
when committed, within the same six calendar months; but the
court thereupon shall give a single sentence, and shall proportion
the punishment especially to the degree in which the abuse of
the Post-Office establishment enters as an instrument into such
fraudulent scheme and device.

2. Any person who, in. and for conducting, promoting, or carry-
ing on, in any manner by means of the Post-Office establishment
of the United States, any scheme or device mentioned in the pre-
ceding section, or any other unlawful business whatsoever, shall
use or assume or request to be addressed by any fictitious, false,
or assumed title, name, or address, or name other than his own
proper name, or shall take or receive from any post-office of the
United States any letter, postal card, or packet addressed to any
such fictitious, false, or assumed title, name, or address, or name
other than his own lawful and proper name, shall, upon conviction,
be punishable as provided in the first section of this act.

See sees. 449, 500, and 503 as to iionmailability of green goods and
fraudulent matter; sec. 504 as to identification of persons claiming
mail bearing fictitious addresses, etc.

—using f i c t i t i o u s
names, etc., in promo-
tion of.

Id., § 2.

Sec. 1618. It shall be unlawful for any person to deposit withSending1 obscene
matter by common car-
rier from one State to any express company or other common carrier for carriage from

1897, Fob. 8, ch. 172, one State or Territory of the United States or the District of
Columbia to any other State or Territory of the United States or
the District of Columbia, any obscene, lewd, or lascivious book,
pamphlet, picture, paper, letter, writing, print, or other matter of
indecent character, or any article or thing designed or intended
for the prevention of conception or procuring of abortion, or any
written or printed card, letter, circular, book, pamphlet, adver-
tisement, or notice of any kind giving information, directly or
indirectly, where, how, or of whom, or by what means any of the
hereinbefore mentioned articles, matters, or things maybe obtained
or made; and any person who shall knowingly deposit, or cause
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to be deposited, with any express company or other common car-
rier for carriage from one State or Territory of the United States
or the District of Columbia to any other State or Territory of the
United States or the District of Columbia, or who shall take from
such express company or other common carrier with intent to sell,
distribute, or circulate any matter or thing herein forbidden to be
deposited for carriage, shall for each offense, upon conviction
thereof be fined not more than five thousand dollars or imprison- —penalty,
ment at hard labor not more than five years, or both, at the discre-
tion of the court.

NOTK.—This statute refers to transporting obscene matter by Note.
interstate commerce, but it grew out of efforts to avoid the postal
laws by sending such matter by express and other carrier, and has
therefore been generally enforced by the Post-Office Department.

See sec. 497 as to obscene matter, etc., in the mails.

See, 1619. Whoever, being an officer, agent, or employee of the , Offl^rs aiding in' *= . . Importation or circa-
Government of the United States, shall knowingly aid or abet any latiou of obscene mat-
person engaged in any violation of any of the provisions of law "igoy, juiy 24, ch. ll, §
prohibiting importing, advertising, dealing in, exhibiting, or send- 17g^Sllsspfg7o^cl 18 Of
ing or receiving by mail obscene or indecent publications or repre- this act.
sentations, or means for preventing conception or procuring abor-
tion, or other articles of indecent or immoral use or tendency,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall for every
offense be punishable by a fine of not more than five thousand —penalty,
dollars, or by imprisonment at hard labor for not more than ten
years, or both.

See sec. 497 as to obscene matter in the mails; see. 700 as to
importation of obscene matter.

See. 3 620. Any person who shall cause to be brought within the Importation and cir-
TT • i -, r, , t i T £ ,-, £ j • • s: i-u eulafion by interstateUnited States from abroad, for the purpose of disposing of the commerce, etc., of
same, or deposited in or carried by the mails of the United States,
or carried from one State to another in the United States, any
paper, certificate, or instrument purporting to be or represent a
ticket, chance, share, or interest in or dependent upon the event
of a lottery, so-called gift concert, or similar enterprise, offering
prizes dependent upon lot or chance, or shall cause any advertise-
ment of such lottery, so-called gift concert, or similar enterprise,
offering prizes dependent upon lot or chance, to be brought into
the United States, or deposited in or carried by the mails of the
United States, or transferred from one State to another in the
same, shall be punishable in the first offense by imprisonment for
not more than two years or by. a fine of not more than one thou- —penalty
sand dollars, or both, and in the second and after offenses by such
imprisonment only.

NOTE.—This statute also grew out of the efforts to avoid the
postal laws relating to lotteries, and has therefore been enforced by
the Post-Office Department. See sees. 499 and 503 as to use of the
mails in promotion of lotteries, etc., and punishment therefor. See
also notes to these sections.
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VI.—OFFENSES rsr CONNECTION WITH THE TRANSPOR-
TATION OF THE MAILS.

Printing1 upon ves-
sels, vehicles, etc.,
"United States Mail."

R. 6., §3979.

Unlawful publica-
tion that vessel or
vehicle is used in
transporting mail.

Obstructing the
mails.

K.S.,53995.

—penalty.

Deserting- the mail.
R; 8., §6474.

-penalty.

Foreign mails while
in transit across terri-
tory of United States.

R. 8., § 4013.
—to be deemed mail
of United States.

—punishment of of-
fense against.

Unlawful approval,
by postmaster, of bond
or certificate of bid-
der.

R. S., § 3947;
1874, Juno 23. ch.

456, § 12,1 Snpp.,45.

Sec, 1621. Any person who shall paint, print, or in any manner
place upon or attach to any steamboat or other vessel, or any stage-
coach or other vehicle, not actually used in carrying the mail, the
words "United States mail," or any words, letters, or characters
of like import; or any person who shall give notice, by publishing
in any newspaper or otherwise, that any steamboat or other vessel,
or any stage-coach or other vehicle, is used in carrying the mail,
when the same is not actually so used; or any person willfully
aiding or abetting therein, shall, for every such offense, be pun-
ishable by a fine of not less than one hundred dollars nor more
than five hundred dollars.

Sec. 1622. Any person who shall knowingly and willfully ob-
struct or retard the passage of the mail, or any carriage, horse,
driver, or carrier carrying the same, shall, for every such offense,
be punishable by a fine of not more than one hundred dollars.

See. 1623. Any ferryman who shall delay the passage of the
mail by willful neglect or refusal to transport the same across any
ferry shall, for every ten minutes such mail may be so delayed,
be liable to a penalty of ten dollars.

NOTE.—Mail carriers are not exempt from the obligation to pay
toll or ferriage.

Sec. 1834. Any person who shall have taken charge of the mail
and shall voluntarily quit or desert the same before he has deliv-
ered it into the post-office at the termination of the route, or to
some known mail carrier, messenger, agent, or other employe of
the Post-Office Department authorized to receive the same, shall
be punishable by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars,
and by imprisonment for not less than three months nor more
than one year.

Sec. 1625. Every foreign mail shall, while being transported
across the territory of the United States under the provisions of
the preceding section, be deemed and taken to be a mail of the
United States, so far as to make any violation thereof, or depre-
dation thereon, or offense in respect thereto, or any part thereof,
an offense of the same grade, and punishable in the same manner
and to the same extent as though the mail was a mail of the
United States; and in any indictment for any" such offense, the
mail, or any part thereof, may be alleged to be, and on the trial
of any such indictment it shall be deemed and held to be, a mail
or part of a mail of the United States.

NOTE.—The " preceding section " in the above section refers to
E. S. § 4012, which is given as section 1308. (See Title Seven, ch.
8, "Foreign Mail Service."

See. 1626, Any postmaster who shall affix his signature to the
approval of any bond of a bidder, or to the certificate of sufficiency
of sureties in any contract before the said bond or contract is
signed by the bidder or contractor and his sureties, or shall know-
ingly, or without the exercise of due diligence, approve any bond
of a bidder with insufficient sureties, or shall knowingly make any
false or fraudulent certificate, shall be forthwith dismissed from
office, and be thereafter disqualified from holding the office of
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postmaster, and shall also be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
on conviction thereof, be punished by a fine not exceeding five thou-
sand dollars, or by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both.

See see. 1258 as to bond to accompany bids for transporting the
mails; sec. 1259 as to swearing falsely as to responsibility of bidder.

Sec. 1627. Any person or persons bidding for the transportation
of the mails upon any route which may be advertised to be let,
and receiving an award of the contract for such service, who shall
wrongfully refuse or fail to enter into contract with the Post-
master-General in due form to perform the service described in
his or their bid or proposal, or having entered into such contract
shall wrongfully refuse or fail to perform such service, shall, for
any such failure or refusal, be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and be punished by a fine of not more than five thousand dollars,
and by imprisonment for not more than twelve months. And the
failure or refusal of any such person or persons to enter into such
contract in due form, or having entered into such contract the
failure or refusal to perform such service, shall be prima facie evi-
dence in all actions or prosecutions arising under this section that
such failure or refusal was wrongful.

NOTE.—All statutes relating to offenses against the postal service
could not properly be grouped under this title, inasmuch as many
of them contain provisions relative to the civil administration of
the postal service. These statutes will be found under their ap-
propriate headings, as follows:

SEC. 194. Offenses for which penalty is recoverable by suit.
SEC. 217. Soliciting or receiving assessments or subscriptions

for political purposes.
SEC. 218. Soliciting or receiving assessments or subscriptions for

political purposes in any public office, etc.
SEC. 219. Discharging, promoting, degrading clerk or employe",

or threatening so to do, for making or refusing to make a polit-
ical contribution.

SEC. 220. Making a political contribution to, or the receiving of
a political contribution, by, an officer or employe.

SEC. 281. False dating of pension vouchers by fourth-class post-
masters.

SEC. 329. Selling stamps, etc., for more or less than the lawful
price chargeable therefor.

SEC. 497. Depositing to be sent by mail or receiving obscene,
lewd, or lascivious books, pamphlets, pictures, papers, writings,
prints, or indecent publications.

SEC. 497. Depositing to be sent by mail or receiving any article
or thing designed or intended to prevent conception or procure
abortion, or adapted for any indecent or immoral use, or any
written or printed card, circular, book, pamphlet, advertisement,
or notice of any kind giving information, directly or indirectly,
where or how, or of whom, or by what means, such books, etc.,
articles, or things may be obtained.

SEC. 498. Depositing to be sent by mail or receiving any letter
upon the envelope of which, or postal card upon which, indecent,
lewd, obscene, or lascivious delineations, epithets, terms, or lan-
guage is written or printed.

SEC. 498. Depositing in the mails, or taking from the mail any
matter containing scurrilous, indecent, or threatening language
upon the outside thereof.

SEC. 499. Depositing to be sent by mail or receiving letters or
circulars concerning lotteries, etc.

SEC. 512. Using penalty envelope to avoid payment of postage
on private matter.

309A—02 44

Failure to enter hit®
or perform contract
for mail service.

K. S., § 3954.
1876, Aug. 11, ch. 260,

lSupp.,118.

-penalty.

Prima facie e v i -
dence of violation,
what to constitute.

Note.

Other statutes re-
lating to o f f e n s e s
against the postal
service.
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SEC. 513. Using penalty indorsement for census matter to avoid payment of postage.
SEC. 737. Unlawfully wearing the uniform of a letter carrier.
SEC. 801. Using registration indorsement for census matter to avoid payment of

registry fee.
SEC. 1143. Illegal carrying of mail by carriers and others (E. S., § 3981).
SEC. 1259. Swearing falsely as to responsibility of a surety on a bidder's bond, etc.
SEC. 1309. Foreign vessel carrying mail, failure to deliver into post-office.
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XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVT
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI

Chap.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
l
i
1
i
i
i
i
i
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
3
3
3
8
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

See.

3735
3737
3739
3741
3786
3789
3797
3803
3804
3806
3828
3829
3830
3831
3832
3833
3833
3834
3835
3835
3836
3836
3837
3838
3839
3840
3841
3842
3843
3844
3845
3846
3847
38-18
3849
3850
3851
3852
3852
3853
3853
3854
8854
3855
3855
3856
3856
3857
3858
3859
3860
3860
3860
3860
3861
3862
3863
3864
3865
3866
3867
3868
3869
3870
3871
3872
3873
3874
3875
3876
3877
3878
3879
3880
3881
3882
3883
3884
3885
3886

Supp. R. S.

Vol. Page.

Stat. L.

Vol. j Page.

i " "

i

P. L. &
R.

Sec.

66
65
63
63
83
83
83

520
520
520
84

228
234
237
212
178

1562
238
165
165
87

245
24.3
180
262
553

1322
372
392
393
406
355
358
362

1325
1161
275
255
257
255
257
255
257
255
257
265
257
378
224
308
286
317
321
324
377
380
309
233
709
726
737
719

1603
735
230
452
710
395
410
413
427
471
487
81

489
614
464
451
678
462

Remarks.

Note.

Ref.

*••

Note.
Ref.

Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref,
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.

Note.
Note.
Note.
Note.

Note.
Note.

Ref.



POSTAL LAWS AND EBGULATIONS.

Act of Congress.

Revised Statutes ..
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do . . .
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do . ...
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do.
Do
Do .....
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do .....
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do • ....
Do
Do
Do
Do
"Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do '......".'.

Title.

XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI

Chap.

3
3
3
3

8
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

' 7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Sec.

3887
3888
3889
8890
3891
3892
3893
3893
3893
3894
3895
3896
3897
3898
3898
3899
3900
3901
3902
3903
3904
3905
3906
3907
3907
3908
3910
3911
3912
3913
3914
3915
3916
3917
8918
3919
3920
3921

- 3922
3922
3923
3923
3923
3924
3924
3925
3925
3926
3926
3927
3928
8929
3929
8930
3931
3932
3933
3934
3935
8936
3936
3936
3937
3937
3937
3988
3938
3939
•3940
3941
3942
3943
3943
3944
3945
8946
3947
3948
3948

Supp. R. S.

Vol. Page.

Stat. L.

Vol. Page.

P. L. &
R.

Sec.

484
1144
1488
1608
1605
1610
497
624
658
499

60
411
471
412
421

1579
616
348
422
414
414
448
45]
448
452
448
471
480
536
423
132
136
139
141
328
328
329
564

1581
1585
1385
1582
1584
1585
1583
1585
1584
796
899
801
855
503
503
659
660
836
662
661
668
46
48

669
46

420
569
46
53

670
627

1254
1163
1242
1243
1264
1258
1259
1626
1267
1328

Remarks.

Note.

Note.

Ref.

Ref.

Ref.

Ref.
Ref.

Note.
Note.

Note.
Note.

Note.

Note.

Mote.

Note.

Note.

Note.

Note.
Note.
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Act of Congress. Title.

Revised Statutes. . .
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do .
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do.
Do
Do.
Do. ...
Do
Do.
Do
Do
Do. ......
Do
Do.
Do
Do.
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do.
Do
Do.
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do.
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do.
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do.....".....".'.

XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI '
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XL VI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI

Chap.

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8'
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

10
10
10
10

. 10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
1]
12
12
12
12
12

Sec.

3949
3950
3951
3952
3953
3954
3955
3956
3956
3957
3957
3958
8959
3960
3960
3961
8961
3962
3963
3964
3965
3966
3967
3968
3969
3970
3970
3971
8972
3973
8974
3975
3977
3978
3979
3980
3981
3982
3983
3984

• 3985
3986
3987
8988
3989
3990
3991
3992
3993
3994
3995
3996
3997
3999
4000
4001
4002
4002
4002
4003
4004
4005
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4017
4017
4018
4019

Supp. R. S.

Vol. Page.

|

,

. „ „ . . „ „ .

Stat. L.

Vol.

.

Page.

P. L.&
T>

Sec.

1268
1270
1272
1272
1272
1627
1278
1242
1269
1255
1275
1275
1284
1275
1287
1275
1288
1332
1296
1153
1155
1156
1238
1237
1240
1241
1242
1239
1153
1154
1160

• 1157
1246
1248
1621
1146
1143
1136
1139
1140
1141
1147
1310
1146
1150
1151
1152
1137
1138
1159
1622
1623
1162
1170
1182
1165
1162
1164
1178
1178
1176
1177
1158
1302
1303
1306
1333
1305
1308
1625
1625
545
537

1309
35
40

1397
42
41

Remarks

Note.
Note.

Note.

Note.
Note.

Note.

Note.

Note.

Note.

Note.

Note.
Note.

Note.

Note.

Note.
Note.
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Act of Congress.

Revised Statutes. . .
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do. .
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do ,.
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do .........
Do
Do
Do .
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do.
Do .
Do..
Do. ..
Do
Do ...
Do
Do
Do ...
Do
Do
Do ...
Do
Do
Do. .
Do
Do
Do. . . .
Do
Do. . . .
Do
Do. .
Do.. ...........

Title.

XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
XLVI
LVII
LVII

LX
LX

LXIV
LXV
LXV
LXV
LXV
LXV
LXV
LXV
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX

Chap.

12
12
12
12
12

12
12
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
18
13
18
13
13
13
13
13
13
33
13
18
14
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

3
3

.

.........

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Sec.

4020
4020
4021
4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030
4031
4032
4033
4034
4035
4036
4037
4038
4038
4039
4039
4040
4040
4041
4041
4042
4043
4044
4045
4045
4046
4046
4046
4047
4048
4049
4050
4051
4052
4053
4054
4055
4056
4057
4058
4059
4060
4061
4746
4747
.

4961
5260
5263
5264
5265
5266
5267
5268
5269
5392
5413
5413
5418
5438
5438
5440
5454
5153
5463
5464
5465
5466
5467
5468
5469
5470
5471

Supp. R. S.

Vol. Page.

...

"

Stat. L.

Vol. Page.

I

i

........

....

........

i

P.L.&
R.

Sec.

35
1396
1311
1313
1312
1402
1402
1149
965

1038
978

1589
250
981
983
997
993

1035
3007
992

1127
1021
1127
1024
1036
499

1010
1098
1099
1124
1094
1116
1107
1111
1571

967
77

167
114
373
346

1576
.146
151
150
181
156
194
169
674
281
642
518
518

1168
227
227
227
226
227
227
227

1259
142

1591
1590
155
380

1594
155

1586
1588
1586
1587
1611
1604
1606
1609
1613
1607

Remarks.

Note.
Note.

Ref

Note.

Note.

Note.

Ref.

Ref.
Note.
Ref.

Note.
Note.
Note.

Note.

Note.
Ref.
Ref.
Note.
Ref.
Note.
Note.

Note.
Note.
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Reference index to the Revised Statutes and Statutes of the United States, etc.—Continued.

Act of Congress.

Revised Statutes . . .
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do.......
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do.. ..
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

1 July 1862
2 July 1862

1862
1 July 1864

23 Julv 1866
1866

31 Jan., 1868. . . .
5 Mar 1874

1874
18 Mar., 1874.
24 Mar., 1874
20 June, 1874

1874..
1874

23 June. 1874.
1874
1874

3 Mar., 1875
1875
3875. . .
1875 ;
1875
1875.
1875
1875
1875
1875

12 July, 1876
1876 A

1876
1876
1876
1876.
1876

11 Aug., 1876.......
1876
1876
1876
1876
1876

15 Aug., 1876
3 Mar., 1877

1877
1 May, 1878

17 May, 1878
- 1878

1878
1878
1878
1878
1878
1878

14 June, 1878
17 June, 1878

1878
1878
1878 ,

Title.

LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX
LXX

LXXIII
LXXIII

Chap.

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
8
8

120
130
130
216
209
209

46
46
57

328
328
328
456
456
456
128
128
128
128
129
129
130
144
144
149
179
179
179
179
179
179
179
260
260
260
260
260
260
287
103
103
96

107
107
107
107
107'
107
107
107
191
259
259
259
259

Sec.

5472
5473
5474
5475
5476
5477
5478
5479
5480
5480
5480
5483
5488
5490
5491
5492
5497
5497
5498
5534
5535
5579
5585

5
5

3
5

12
12
13
1
4
5
7

3

2

1
4
5
6

13
14
15

3
2 4

5

1
1
2
3
5
5
5
5
4

Supp. R. S.

Vol. Page,

::....
;:

1
1
j
i. ... .

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1-
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

'•

5
5
5

18
18
44
45
45
70
70
70
70

88
89
90

110
110
110
110
110
110
110
116
116
117
117
117
118
120
135
135

164
164
165
165
165
165
166
166
180
186
186
186
187

Stat. L.

Vol.

is
12
12
13
14
14
15

18
18

18

20

Page.

493
503
503
356
208
208
346

286
96

367

420

i

P. L. &
R.

Sec.

1614
1615
1624
1600
1601
1602
1599
1590

46
502

1617
1572
1577
1574
1573
1575
1569
1577
1598
1616
1612

12
12

1168
515
516

1168
515
516
66

207
208
242

66
92

154
110

1258
1626
476

1164
167
507
508
104
145
97

1568
1570

176
1164

91
254
234

1166
136
416

1259
1272

1276
1291
1627

26
67

512
1168
1254
1255
1297
1299
1242
1243
1269
1304
110

O,l

40
163
329

Rei

Note.
Note.

Note.

Note,

Note.

Note.
Ref.
Ref.
Joint

Joint
Ref.

Ref.
Ref.
Ref.

Note.
Note.
Note.

Note.

Note.
Note.
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Reference index to the Revised Statutes and Statutes of the United States, etc.—Continued.

Act of Congress.

17. June 1878 ... .
1878
1878
1878

19 June, 1878
20 June, 1 878 . . .

1878
3 Feh 1879 .

1879 ..
1879

3 Mar., 1879
1879
1879
1879
3879
1879
1879. .
1879
1879
1879. ...
1879
1879 .
1879. ...
1879
1879 . . .
1879
1879
1879 .. .
1897
1879 ..
1879
1879 ..
1879
1879
1879 . .
1879
1879 .
1879. ..
1879
1879
1879 ..
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1879

17 May, 1879
12 June, 1879
7 Apr 1880. ,.
11 June, 1880......

1880.......
1 Mar. 1881 . . .

1881
1881
1881 ...
1881

3 Mar., 1881
20 Dec., 1881.. ..
4 May, 1882 ...

1882...
1882..

31 July, 1882
2 Aug 1882 . .

1882
3 Aug., 1882

1882 . .
1882

5 Aug. , 1882
16 Jan., 1883

1883.. ..
1883
1883
1883
1883
1883
1883

3 Mar., 1883
1883
1883...,.,,,

Title. Chap.

259
259
259
259
329
359
359
42
42
45
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180

. 180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
8
20
48
206
206
96
96
96

96
130
1

116
H6
116
361
373
373
379
379
379
389
27

27
27
27
27
27
27
123
123
123

Sec.

1

3
4
6
7
8
9
9
10
11

14
15
16
17
17
18
19
21
21
21
2*1
25
26
26
26
26
27
28
30
31
32
32

2

4
4
I
1
2
4
6
6
7
11
12
13
14
15

.......

2

Supp. E. S.

Vol.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
]
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
I

1
1
1
1
1

-j

11

j

1
1
1

]
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Page.

186
186
186
187
201
203
202
213
213
214
245
245
245
245
245
246
246
246
246
246
246
246
246
246
246
246
247
247
247
247
247
247
248
248
248
249
249
249
249
249
249
249
249
250
250
250
250
264
266
280
296
296
319
319
319
319
319
320

339
338
339
362
363
363
372
372
372
374
395
895
395
395
396
396
396
396
406
405
405

Stat. L.

Vol. Page.

22 1

P. TJ. &
E.

Sec.

393
1396
1578
1164
104
80
85

1569
1577
165
90
140
145
1136
1415
1181
1177
1202
410
413
415
422
427
452
465
428
431
457
471
546
473
472
481
624
658
489
452
134
412
421
616
1580
1585
1278
261
138
139
1594
1291
1288
35
140
88

1178
1254
1396
1398
75
510
1284
1298
1301
1402
727
728
1275
1286
1292
25
23
289
24
217
218
219
220
221
286
66
77

Remarks.

Note.

Kef.

Note.

Note

Note.

Note.

Eef.

Note.

Note.
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•Continued.

15 Feb.,
29 Feb.,
9 May,

24 May,
18 June

24 July,

8 Aug.,
13 Aug. Ref.

Ref.
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Reference index to the Revised Statutes and Statutes of the United States, etc,—Continued.

Act of Congress.

26 Sept., 1888
1888

16 Jan., 1889
80 Jan., 1889
16 Feb., 1889
2 Mar., 1889 .

1889
1889
1889
1889
1889
1889
1889. ...
1889
1889
1889.. ..
1889

16 Apr., 1890
1890. .. .

11 Julv 1890
29 Aug., 1890

1890.
30 Aug 1890

1890
19 Sept., 1890. .

1890
1890

30 Sept., 1890.
1890

1 Oct., 1890
1890. .

3 Mar., 1891
1891.
1891. . .
1891
1891.
1891
189]

5 Julv, 1892
13 Julv, 1892.. ..
26 Julv, 1892

189?
1892

23 Jan., 1893
21 Dec., 1893. . .
22 Jan., 1894
?7 Jan., 1894

3894
1894
1894

Title.

1894 1
1894
1894.
1894
1894.
1894
1884
1894
1 894
1894
1894
1894
1894
1894

21 April, 1894
16 July, 1894.

1894
1894
1894. . .

31 Julv, 1894
1894
1894.. ..
1894
1894.
1894.

13 Aug., 1894
18 Aug., 189-1
23 Aug., 1894
12 Jan , 1 895

1895

Chap.

1039
1039
50
100
171
374
374
374
374
393
393
393
393
393-
393
393
393
85
85
667
820
820
837
841
908
908
908
1123
1126
1260
1260
519
519
541
541
547
547
565
147
165
249
249
249
41
6
17
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

21
21
21
21
21

21
22
61
137
137
137
137
174
174
174
174
174
174
282
301
319
23
23

Sec.

2
3

1
1
2
2
3
4
5

2
1
1
4
3

2
3

5

1

1
2

3
3
3
3
4
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
11
11

2
4
4
2
3
7
8
8
12

73
73

Supp. R. S.

Vol.

. i
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
]
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

« 1

' 2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
9

2

Page.

621
621
638
638
644
682
680

, 682
682
694
694
694
694
694
695
695
695
715
715
773
791
791
794
799
803
804
804
810
811
878
878
905
905
927
926
932
932
951

34
47
47
48
76
165
166
166
166
167
167
167
167
167
168
167
168
168
168
168
168
169
169
169
169
180
196
196
196
196
212
212
214
215
215
217
237
257
264
356
356

Stat. L.

Vol.

27

Page.

82

P. L. &
R,

Sec.

497
498
772
1038
75
66
287
288
291
46
502
1617
504
1617
504
502
504
1396
1398
93
209
210
98
515
499
503
1010
1272
167
300
1395
1305
1307

3

149
34
518
226
1203
1255
1275
1293
720
67
119
1037
981
260
286
967
1038
1043
1035
1132
1127
983
1124
997
965
1024
1035
1036
72
72
429
82

1035
1133
213
5

160
171
172
98
88
512
281
83
89

Remarks.

Note.
Note.

Note.

Note.

Ref.

Note.
Kef.

Note.

Ref.

Note.
Ref.
Ref.

Note.

Note.

Note.

Note

Ref.
Ref.

Ref.
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Preference index to the Revised Statutes and Statutes of the United States, etc.—Continued.

Act of Congress.

12 Jan 1895
1895
1895

28 Feb 1895
2 Mar 1895

1895
1895
1895
1895
1895
1895
1895
1895
1895
1895

26 Feb 1896
25 Apr 1896
28 Mav 1896

1896
1896

8 JuiK3 1896
1896
1896.

9 June 1896
1896
1896
1896

11 June 1896
8 Feb 1897
20 Feb., 1897
27 Feb 1897
3 Mar., 1897

1897
1897
1897
1897
1897
1897

24 July, 1897
1897
18S7
1897

15 Mav., 1898
1898
1898
1898
1898

19 May 1898
18 Juii'p '<B"8

1898...
1898
1898
1898
1898
1898
1898
1898
1898

7 July, 1898
1898

24 Feb., 1899
1899
1899

1 Mar., 1899.......
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899

2 Mar., 1899
3 Mar., 1899

1899
17 Apr., 1900
2 June, 1900

1900
1900
1900
1900

6 June, 1900 „

Title. Chap.

23
23
23
140
177
177
177
191
191
191
191
191
191
191
191
33
140
252
252
252
370
370
370
386
386
386
386
424
172
268
340
385
385
385
385
385
385
385
11
11
11
11
68
68
68
68
68
347
446
446
446
446
446
446
446
446
446
446
571
578
187
187
187
327
327
327

327
327
327
362
419
419
192
613
613
613
613
613
801

Sec.

85
96
96

5
5
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
4

3

par. 403
16
17

7
7
7
9

2
2
3
4

4
4

3
5
5
5

27
27

Supp. R. S.

Vol.

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
9

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

" 2
2

2
2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2

Page.

362
364
364
392
417
418
419
435
435
435
435
435
435
435
436
448
459
477
478
477
507
507
507
510
510
509
510
528
547
558
564
598
598
598
599
599
598
598
642
687
687
708

' 735
736
737
737
738
766

778
778
778

H8
778
778
779
779
882
886
946
946
946

958
958
958
959
95°
959
965
986
986

Stat. L.

Vol. Page.

30

30

31
31
31
31
31
31

444

965

134
260
260
260
260
259
660

P. L. &
R.

Sec.

506
79
136
1416
66
87
245
1010
1620
497
499
503
1010
499
503
173
1161 1
66
119
28
480
487
658
145
230
233
1204
204
1618
512
899
35
89
145
1035
1133
1396
1397
546
699
700
1619
104
31
32
95
29
417
40
257
301
451
609
1592
1267
1323
312
485
32
281
8
27
32
34
40
785
1167
979
981
997
475
513
801
107
34
40
765
785
1397
430

Remarks.

Note.

Note.
Note.
Note.
Note.
Note.

Ref.

Ref.

Note.

Note.

Note.
Note.
Note.
Ref.
Ref.

Note.
Note.
Note.

Ref.

Note.
Note.
Note.

Note.

Note.
Note.
Note.

Note.
Note.
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Act of Congress.

2 Mar 1901
3 Mar., 1901

1901
1901 . .
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901'
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901.
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
1901
190]
1901
1901

Title, ' Chap.

809
830
830
830
830
830
830
851
851
85]
851
851
851
851
851
851
851
851
851
851
851
851
851
851
851
851
851
851
851
851

Sec.

3

4

2

Supp. R. S.

Vol. Page.

---•-•-•"--•--••
" "

„ .

.

Stat. L.

Vol.

11
31

&

11
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
o-i

31
31
*>-J

31
81
31
31
31
31
31

31
81
31
31

Page.

951
1003
1004
1004
1003
1009
1009
1103
1103
1107
1106
1107
1106
1102
1099
1102
1102
1102
1103
1107
1106
1105
1106
1104
1105
1105
1105
1105
1105
1107

P. L. &
E.

Sec.

225
6
10
19
97
145
107
6
9
34
37
40
143
2S7
288
301
317
319
321
444
2oc/8o
1205
1318
1396
1397
1398
1399
1402
1438
153

Remarks.

Ref.
Note.

Ref.

Ref.
Note.

Note.

Note.
Note.
Note.
Note.

Note.

Note.
Ref.

Note.



INDEX

POSTAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS.
EDITION OF 1002.

[NOTE.—The index is prepared principally under the several titles used in the regulations, to wit,
Free-Delivery System, Mail Matter, Money-Order System, Offenses against the Postal Service, Post-
OSice Department and Postal Service, Post-Offices and Postmasters, Railway Mail Service, Registry
System, and Transportation of the Mails, and these are connected by general headings in large type.
Where a subject is not found under a general heading, the appropriate title, subdivisions of which
are in full-face small type, should be referred to.]

ABSENCES. (See also Free-Delivery System-
carriers; Post-Offices and. Postmas-
ters—postmasters'; Post-Of/ice Depart-
ment and Postal Service; Railway
Mail Service, )

leaves of, for clerks at first and second
class offices, when may be allowed.

for employees mail-bag repair shops ...
postmasters, first, second, or third class,

absences of more than two days
without authority from Post-Office
Department forbidden

ACCIDENTS. (See Railway Mail Service.)
ACCOUNTS. (See Free-Delivery System;

Money- Order System; Post- Offices and
Postmasters; Post-Office Department
and Postal Service.)

ACTIM OFFICERS. (See Post-Office De-
partment and Postal Service—Post-
Office Department.)

ACTING "POSTMASTERS. (See also Post-
Offices and PoslmasferK—-postmasters.)

daring vacancy in office of postmaster
ACTIONS. (See Courts.)

to collect debts due Department
ADDRESS SLIPS. (See Mail Matter; Kail-

way Mail Service.)
ADVANCES

of public money forbidden
wJieu made to inspectors find agents .

ADVERTISED MAT'FEK. (See also Mail
Matter—domestic, foreign.)

extra charge on
fee on, to be collected by postage-due

stamps
list to be posted in conspicuous place in

post-office
unclaimed, return of, to Dead-Letter

Office, when to be made
statute relating to

ADVERTISEMENTS. (See Post-Office De-
partment and 'Postal Service; Trans-
portatian of the Mails.)

ADYEETfGISLKKTS M SISflONB - CLASS
PUBLICATIONS. (See also Mail
Matter—second class; Publications.)

must be permanently attached
ADVERTISING SHEETS. (See also Mail

matter—second class; Publications.)
definition of, in connection with period-

ical publications ..,
ADVICES. (See Money-Order System.)
AGENCIES. (See also Post-Office Department

mid Postal Service—Transporianoi^ of
the Mails.)

for distribution of stamps, stamped envel-
opes, and postal cards

postal, "in foreign countries

Sec-
tion.

216

173

4.61

AGBICUI/riTBAL COLLEGES. (See also
Mail Matter—free.)

reports of, when may be transmitted free.
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STA-

TIONS. (See also Mail Matter—free.)
bulletins and reports of, when may be sent

free T.
ALLOWANCES. (See Post-Offices and Post-

masters. )
ALLOWANCES FOR CLERK HIRE. (See

also Post-Offices and Postmasters.)
statutes relative to, n

APPOINTMENT CLERK. (See Post-Office
Department and Postal Service.)

APPOINTMENTS, DIVISION OF. (See Post-
Office 'n^riarimeiri and Postal Service.)

APPROPRIATIONS. (See Post-Office De-
partment and Postal Service.)

AEEESTS. (See Offenses.)
ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES. (See Sail-

way Mail Service; Transportation of
the Mails.)

ASSISTANT ATTORNEY-GENERAL FOE
POST - OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
(See Post-Office Department and
Postal Service.)

ASSISTANT POSTMASTERS - GENERAL.
(See Post-Office Department and
Postal Service.)

ASSISTANT POSTMASTERS. (See also Post-
Offices and Postmasters.)

to manage office during absence of post-
master, except at money-order
offices where another clerk is desig-
nated

ATTACHMENT,
warrants of, in postal suits

AUDITOE FOB POST-OFFICE DEPART-
MENT. (See Post-Office Department
and Postal Service.) "

BACK STAISPIN G. (S ee also Mail Matter.)
Tfheii and !iow, to be done at receiving

offices
BAGS. (See Transportation of the Mails-

mail equipments.)
BALTIMORE," Ml)..,

exchange posi-office for certain countries
BANK DRAFTS. (See also Money-Order

System—funds; Post- Offices and Post-
masters—postal funds.)

may fee accepted by depositories, when ...
used, for remittances of money-order

funds, when
used for remittances of postal funds,

when
of unauthorized biiuks to be returned by

depositories
703

516

286

611

127

1111

369

127
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Sec-
tion.

'BAKES. (See also Post-Offices and Post-
masters, )

deposits in, of money-order funds 1107
of postal funds 358

penalty for acceptance of unlawful depos-
its by 1577

BENEVOLENT OR FRATERNAL SOCI-
ETIES, ETC. (See also Mail Mat-
ter—second class.)

publications of, information required in
application for entry as second-class
matter 439

BIDS. (See Post-Office Department and
Postal Service.; Transportation of the
Mails.)

BILLS, RECEIPTS, ORDERS, ETC. (See
Mail Matter—second class.)

when may be inclosed with second-class
matter

BLANKS, SUPPLIES, ETC.
requisitions for
when infected by contagious disease, de-

struction of
BOAT SERVICE. (See Transportation of

Mails.)
BONDS. (See also Free-Delivery Service;

Post-Offices and Postmasters; Post-
Office Department and Posted Service;
Offenses against Postal Service.)

counterfeiting or altering, penalty for ... 1590
of bidders for mail contracts,

conditions of 1258
sureties on 1259

of clerks in post-offices,
form of, and surety on 815
to cover any duty performed 314
when required 312
who may be required to give 314

of letter carriers, statute and regulations
relating to 735

of postmasters, statute relating to 238
new, when required 244
unlawful approval of, by postmasters, pen-

alty for 1626
BONDS AND COMMISSIONS, DIVISION OF.

(See Post-Office Department and
Postal Service.)

BOOKS. (See also Hail Matter; Post-Office
Department and Postal Service.)

collection of duty on, when admitted to in-
ternational mails, statute relating to 546

not to be purchased from contingent or
general appropriations 104

single, weighing in excess of 4 pounds,
may be accepted for mail 488

BOOKS; OF STAMPS. (See also PoKt-Offices
and Postmasters—stamps.)

use of 329
requisitions for 332

BOSTON, MASS.,
exchange post-office for certain countries 692

BOX BENTS. (See also Post-Offices and
Postmasters.)

how accounted for when two postmasters
serve during same quarter 258

regulation of 347
BOXES, CALL AND LOCK. (See also Post-

Offices and Postmasters.)
regulations relating to use of 638
rental of 347

BRANCH POST-OFFICES. (See also Post-
Offices and Postmasters.)

establishment of 230
BRASS LOCK POUCHES. (See also Registry

System; Transportation of the Mails.)
dispatch of 930

BRASS LOCK REGISTRY SERVICE. (See
also Registry System.)

regulations relating to 930
BULLETINS AND REPORTS. (See also

Mail Matter—-free.)
Of agricultural stations, when may be sent

free 516
BURGLARY, LOSSES BY. (See also Post-

Offices and Postmasters; Post-Office
Department and Postal Service.)

Claims for 204

Sec-
i tion.

BURGLARY OF POST-OFFICES. (See also
Post-Offices and Postmasters.)

report of 278
CABLE CAR SERVICE. (See Transportation

of the Mails—electric and cable car

CALL BOXES. (See also Post-Offices and •
Postmasters.)

regulations relating to use of 638
rental of 347

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.,
post-office at, may be consolidated, not-

withstanding prohibition affecting
county seats 233

CANADA. (See also Mail Matter—foreifjn;
Money-Order System; Registry Sys-
tem.)

classification of mail matter between
United States and 532

dispatch of mall for, from mailing offices,
how to be made 688

dutiable articles from, treatment of un-
sealed packages containing, at ex-
change offices 698

local exchanges with, postmasters at
other than exchange offices author-
ized to make, will be advised in
Postal Guide 688

mail matter far, contrary to provisions of
convention, treatment, of at ex-
change offices of receipt 696

malls for, list of railway post-offices
through which may be exchanged.. 692

prepaid letters from, bearing address of
sender, but no return requests,

• treatment of at receiving offices
when undeliverable 704

registered matter for, the Province should
be part of address 940

return of undelivered registered matter
to 949

return request matter from, treatment of
at receiving offices 704

CANCELLING INK,
regulation relating to use and care of 568

CANDIES. (See Mail Matter.)
CARDS, POST. (See Post Cards.)
CARDS, POSTAL. (See Postal Cards.)
CATCHER POST-OFFICES. (See also Mail

Matter.)
exchange of mail at 5S9

CENSUS MATTER. (See also Mail Matter-
free.)

may be mailed free 513
registered free 801

penalty for use of indorsement to avoid
payment of postage 513

for use of registry indorsement to avoid
registry fee 801

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT.
for money order funds 1119
for postal funds 116

CHICAGO, ILL.
exchange post-office for certain countries 692

CHIEF CLERK POST-OFFICE DEPART-
MENT. (See Post-Office Depart-
ment and Postal Service.)

CHIEF POST-OFFICE INSPECTOR. (See
Post-Office Department and Postal
Service.)

CIRCULARS. (See also Mail Matter.)
definition and characteristics of 473

CITY DIRECTORIES,
use of 640

CIVIL SERVICE BOARDS. (See also Post-
Offices and Postmasters.)

clerks in post-offices serving on, relation
of to Post-Office Department 304

CIVIL SERVICE, CLASSIFIED. (See also
Post-Offices and Postmasters.)

at free-delivery offices 289
changes Sn grade or compensation of per-

sons in 296
examination for, at post-offices note 289
removal from, how made 295
to what post- offices it applies 289
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Sec-
tion.

CIVIL SEBYICE COMMISSION,
correspondence with postmasters 290

CLAIMS. (See also Post-Offices and Postmas-
ters; Mail Matter.)

for losses by fire, burglary, etc 204
for postage-due stumps on undelivered or

forwarded matter 397
penalty for officers acting as agents for or

assisting in prosecution of 1598
CLASSIFICATION AND SALARIES OF

CLEKKS. (See also Post-Offices and
Postmasters.)

at first-class offices 287
at second-class offices 288
in Post-Office Department 23

CLASSIFICATION OF MAIL MATTER,
DIVISION OF. (See Post-Office De-
partment and Postal Service.)

CLASSIFICATION OF POSTMASTERS 254
(See also Post-Offices and Postmas-

ters. )
CLASSIFICATION OF POST-OFFICES 254

(See Post-Offices and Postmasters.)
CLERICAL ASSISTANCE. (See also Post-

Offices and Postmasters.)
at third and fourth class offices, to be al-

lowed only in certain cases 307
CLOSED MAILS, FOREIGN. (See also

Mail Matter.)
In transit across United States not to be

opened at exchange offices 697
transit charges for 1315

CLOSING MAILS. (See also Post-Offices
and Postmasters; Mail Matter.)

time of, at different offices 553
CLUB SUBSCRIBERS. (See Mail Matter-

second class.)
COMMISSIONS ON MONET-ORDER BUSI-

NESS. (See also Money-Order Sys-
tem) note 255

allowed to postmasters at third and fourth
class offices 967

COMMERCIAL PAPERS IN FOREIGN
MAILS. (See also Mail Matter—
foreign.)

definition of .. 527
minimum charge on 531
permissible additions to packets of 530
rate of postage on, for transmission to

Canada 532
to other countries 531

COMPENSATION OF POSTMASTERS,
at first, second, and third class offices— 255
at fourth-class offices 257

COMPLAINTS,
relating to mail matter 505

COMPROMISES. (See PostrQffice Depart-
ment and Postal Service.)

CONGRESS, MEMBERS OF,
official correspondence of, statute relating

to franking 509
CONGRESSIONAL DOCUMENTS,

statute relating to franking of -506
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD,

franking of, statute relating to 507
transient postage on 476

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES. (See also Mail
Matter; Poet-Offices and Postmasters.)

conduct of post-office where in post-
master's family 626

disposition of supplies 626
CONTRACTORS. (See Transportation of the

Mails.)
CONTRACTS. (See also Post-Office Depart-

ment and Postal Service; Transporta-
tion of the Mails.)

clause to he inserted in, that no member
of Congress interested 63

for transportation of mails unlawfully
procured may be annulled 1596

giving or receiving compensation for pro-
curing, penalty for 1596

not to be made unless authorized 66
: not to exceed appropriations nor be made

for future payments in excess of
appropriations 104

309A—02- 45

Sec-
tion,

CONTRACTS— Continued.
penalty for failure to enter into or per-

form, for mail service .............. 1627
CONTRACTS, DIVISION OF. (See Post-

Office Department and, Postal Service.)
COPYRIGHT MATTER ADDRESSED TO

LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS. (See
also Mail Matter— free. )

may be mailed free ....................... 51S
registered free ......... .............. note 518

CORRESPONDENCE, DIVISION OF. (See
Post- Office Department and . Postal
Service. )

COUNTERFEIT MONEY. (See also Post-
Offices and Postmasters.)

postmasters must hear loss where ac-
cepted .............................. 33©

COURTS. (See also Actions; Post-Office
Department and Postal Service; Of-
fenses. )

jurisdiction of civil cases ................. 178
of criminal cases ........................ 1552

CRIMES. (See Offenses against Postal Serv-
ice.)

CUBA. (See also Mail Matter— foreign; Mon-
ey- Order System. )

exchange offices for mails with ............ 692
mail matter will be exchanged with,

under domestic classification and
rates of postage. . . . ................. 533

prepaid letters from, bearing address of
writer but no return request, treat-
ment of, at receiving offices when
undeliverable ......... . ............ 704

return-request matter from, treatment of,
at receiving offices ................. 704

scaled packages other than letters not to
• be received for transmission to ..... 533

CUSTOMS DECLARATIONS,
to he attached to packages in parcels post. 689

CUSTOMS DUTIES COLLECTED. (See also
foreign Mail Matter; Mail Matter —
foreign.)

disposal of ................................ 70S
CUSTOMS OFFICERS. (See also Foreign

Mail Matter; Mail Matter— foreign.)
proper facilities for examining mail mat-

ter to be extended to . , ............. 698
DEAD-LETTER BILLS,

forms of, to be used in making returns of
dead matter ........................

DEAD-LETTER OFFICE. (See also Post-
Office Department and, Postal Service.)

making returns to, time of ...............
DEAD LETTERS, DIVISION OF. (See Post-

Office Department and, Postal Service. )
DEAD MATTER. (See also Mail Matter.)

at receiving offices, classification of ......
manner of making returns to Dead-Letter

Office ...............................
treatment of, at receiving offices ......... 68i

DECEASED PERSONS,
mail addressed to, regulations relating to

delivery of ......................... 644
DEFICIENCIES IN POSTMASTERS' AC-

COUNTS,
to be reported by Auditor ................. 165

DELIVERY OF MAIL,
by carriers ........ ....................... 752
general directions for ....... . ............ 634
ergistered matter ......................... 858

DELIVERY OFFICES. (See also Mail
Matter.)

treatment of mail matter at .............. 60S
DELIVERY OF POST-OFFICES,

not affected by State boundaries ......... 237
postmasters niust reside within .......... 23?

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
bulletins of, may be inclosed with agricul-

tural experiment station reports
and transmitted free ............... 517

seeds and reports transmitted by, free . . . 508
•weather signals, display of, on convey-

ances transporting mail, may be ar-
ranged with ........................ 1161|

DEPOSITORIES. (See also Money-Order
System; Post- Offices and Postmasters.)

684

682

682
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DEPOSITORIES—Continued.
for money-order funds 1117
for postal funds 117

DEPOSITS. (See also Money-Order System;
Post-Offices and Postmasters.)

failure to make with proper depositary,
penalty for 1575

of money-order funds 1110
of postal funds 363
unlawful, penalty for acceptance of, by

bankers or others
DETROIT, MICH.,

exchange post-office for Canada
DIRECTORIES,

city, use of 640
street, use of 629

DISBURSING CLERK AND SUPERINTEND-
ENT OF BUILDINGS. (See Post-
Office Department and Postal Service.)

DISCHARGE OF DEBTS AND PENALTIES.
(See Post- Office Department and Postal
Service).

DISCONTINUANCE OF POST-OFFICES,
authority for 233

DISEASED TISSUES. (See also Mai
Matter.)

preparation of, for mailing 495
DISPATCHING OFFICES. (See also Mail

Matter.)
treatment of mail matter at 553

DIVISION SUPERINTENDENTS RAIL-
WAY MAIL SERVICE. (See Rail-
way Mail Service.)

DIVISIONS OF OFFICE OF AUDITOR FOR
POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT. (See
Post-Office Department and Postal
Service.)

DIVISIONS OF POST-OFFICE DEPART-
MENT. (See Post-Office Department
and Postal Service.)

DOMESTIC MAIL MATTER. (See Mail
Matter).

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. (See also
Money-Order System.)

general provisions relating to issue of 976
DOUBLE POSTAGE. (See also Mail Matter.)

when charged 412
DOUBLE POSTAL CARDS,

issue of 139
unclaimed, may be returned to sender if

address is known 673
DRAFTS. (See Bank Drafts.)
DROP LETTERS. (See also Mail Matter.)

postage on 414
unclaimed, not to be returned to another

office imless prepaid full rate 672
DRY POWDERS,

how to fee packed for transmission in
domestic mails 496

in foreign mails 529
DUTIABLE ARTICLES. (See also Foreign

Mail Matter; Mail Matter—foreign.)
foreign mail containing, treatment'of, at

exchange offices
treatment of, at delivery offices of mail

containing
in mails from Canada by railway postal

clerks.. .,
EAGLE PASS, TEX.,

exchange post-office for Mexico
EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL., AND ST. LOUIS,

KG.,
special transfer service at 1167

ELECTRIC-CAR SERVICE. (See Transpor-
tation of Mails—electric and cable car
service).

EL PASO, TEX.,
exchange post-office for Mexico 692

EMBEZZLEMENT. (See Offenses against
Postal Service.)

EPIDEMICS. (See Contagious Diseases.)
ESTIMATES. (See Post-Office Department

and Postal Service,)
EXAMINATION O F DISTRIBUTING

CLERKS,
to fee in charge of superintendent of mails. 294
what to consist of 303

EXCESS COMMISSIONS,
at fourth-class offices, in any quarter, dis-

position of
EXCHANGE OF REGISTERED MAIL. (See

also Registry System.)
between main post-offices and stations ...

EXCHANGE POST-OFFICES. (See also
Foreign Mail Matter; Mail Matter—
foreign; Money-Order System; Post-
offices and, Postmasters; Pcfji&iry
System; Transportation of Mails.)

Canada, mails for, list of railway post-
offices through which exchange
may be made

for foreign registered matter
for international aioney-order business ..
for parcels-post with foreign countries,

tabie of
list of United States
Mexico, mails for, list of railway post-

offices through which exchanges
may be made

note on
EXPENDITURES. (See Posi> Office Depart-

ment and, Postal Service; Post-offices
and Postmasters.)

EXPERIMENT STATIONS. (See Bulletins,
and Reports.)

EXTRA EDITIONS OF PUBLICATIONS.
(See also Mail Matter—second class.)

when may be admitted as second-class
matter

FACING SLIPS. ' (See also Mail Matter;
Railway Mail Service.)

regulations relating to use of
FACSIMILE COPIES. (See also Mail Mat

ter.)
when admissible as printed, matter in

foreign mails ,
when entitled to third-class rite

FICTITIOUS ADDRESSES,
mail matter not to be delivered to
suspected, to be reported by postmaster..

FICTITIOUS MATTER,
at receiving offices, what is included in..
statute relating to treatment of
unmailaMe, statute relating to

FICTITIOUS NAMES,
penalty for using in promotion of fraudu-

lent and green-goods schemes or
other unlawful business

FILES AND RECORDS, DIVISION OF. (Seo
Post-Office Department and Postal

FINES AND DEDUCTIONS."'" (See Transpor-
tation of Mails.)

FIRE, CLAIMS FOR LOSSES BY. (See also
Post-Office Department and Postal
Service.)

how made
FIRST ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GEN-

ERAL. (See Post-Office Department
and Postal Service.)

FIRST-CLASS MAIL MATTER. (See also
Mail Matter.)

definition of
postage on

FIRST-CLASS POSTMASTERS. (See also
Post-Office Department and Postal
Service; Post-offices and Postmasters.)

salary of
readjustment of

FIRST-CLASS POST-OFFICES. (See Post-
Office Department and Postal Service;
Post-offices and Postmasters.)

FORFEITURES. (See Penalties and Forfeit-
ures.)

FOREIGN MAIL MATTER (see also Mail
Matter—foreign; Registry System—
foreign; Transportation of Mails).

authority to open packages, when may be
allowed

bearing postage stamps of country to
which addressed, how to be treated

books, collections of duty on, statute relat-
ing to

Sec-
tion.

692
944

1048

cm
S92

434

591

474

681
604
502

1617

204

413
414

25B
256

,
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FOREIGN MAIL MATTER—Continued.
Canada,

commercial papers, rate of postage on.
evasion of payment of f\ill rate, regula-

tion relating to
how classified and admitted
official correspondence with, what is

admitted
samples of merchandise, rate of postage

on
scaled packages other than letters not

to be admitted for transition to
seeds, plants, etc., rate of postage on...

classification and rates of postagre
between United States, Canada, Cuba,

and Mexico
to countries outside postal union

classification of 'foreign countries for ex-
change of mails

commercial papers,
definition of
dimensions and weight of
how prepared for mailing
minimum charge on
rato of postage on

complaints relating to, how to be
reported

consuls may pay foreign postage in cer-
tain cases on matter for United
States detained at foreign ports for
want of postage

countries forming universal postal uuioii,
list of

countries not in postal union reached
through intermediary, list of

Cuba,
official correspondence with, what is

admitted
rate of postage on same as for domestic

mails
sealed packages other than letters not

to be admitted for transmission to..
deficiency in prepayment of postage,

when double the amount will be
collected

domestic postal cards, may be used, how.
exchange of mails between countries

forming postal union and with
countries outside of union

forwarding of, regulation relating to
free,

official correspondence to Canada,
Cuba, and Mexico, what may be
admitted

official correspondence to countries of
postal union, how limited

International postal cards,
engravings or advertisements on
not conforming with conditions, how

to be treated
what may be on the address side
with paid reply, conditions relating to.

letters, rate of postage-pn
may be dispatched without prepayment

of postage
loss of, how to be reported
merchandise, prints, and papers in one

package, conditions under which
may be transmitted

Mexico,
evasion of full rate of postage, regula-

tion relating to
official correspondence with, what is ad-

mitted
sealed packages other than letters not

to be received for transmission to.,
to be classified and admitted as domes-

tic mails
miscellaneous provisions relating to
parcels-post,

addressing of packages, regulation relat-
ing to

blanks for service may be had upon
requisition

certificate of mailing, blank forms may
be had upon requisition

form of...........'.,......,...,,.

Sec-
tion.

582
535

521

545

522

523

521
531

544

544

525

531
547

534

544

534

534
545

542

543

FOREIGN MAIL MATTER—Continued,
parcels-post—continued,

countries to which parcels may be sent,
customs declarations, blank forms may

be had upon requisition
form of

matter admissible to
Mexico, weight of, to certain post-

offices
packages addressed to persons other

than the one named on outside
address, not to be included in

must be presented at post-office
personal correspondence not to accom-

pany articles
postage and fees, how paid
postage charge on delivery of parcels,

how collected
postage must bo prepaid for pounds

and fractions thereof
prohibited articles
return receipts for unregistered parcels,

fee for
table of countries, rates of postage,

limit of dimensions and weight, and
exchange offices

unregistered parcels not prepaid in full,
how to be treated at exchange
offices

wrapping and preparation of packages,
regulation relating to

permissible additions to packets of
post cards, rate of postage on
postage on, conditions of prepayment

prepayment of, to be made by stamps
of country in which articles are
mailed

postal cards, rate of postage on
postal conventions,

copy of, to be sent to Public Printer ...
copy to be printed in duplicate by Pub-

lic Printer ,
copy to be sent to Secretary of State
publication of —
with foreign countries to be negotiated

by Postmaster-General
Postal Guide will be consulted for infor-

mation respecting articles prohib-
ited

postal union,
classification of mail matter in
matter not admitted to, what shall in-

clude
printed matter,

admissible forms of
excluded forms of
facsimiles, etc., when admissible
how prepared for mailing
maximum weight of
rate of postage on

prints, permissible manuscript additions
to

private mailing cards,
are admissible when
not conforming to conditions to be

treated as letters
rate of postage on

rates and payment of postage on
rates of postage to countries not in postal

union,
maybe reduced by Postmaster-General.
statute relating to

registration of, regulations relating to...
registry exchange offices, regulations re-

lating to
retaliatory postage on certain kinds of,

when may be imposed
samples of merchandise,

conditions relating to admission
dimensions and weight of packages —
dry powders, how to be packed
fragile articles, how to be packed
glass, etc., how to be packed
liquids, etc., how to be packed
live bees, how to be packed
minimum charge on

519
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Sec-
tion.

FOREIGN MAIL MATTER—Continued.
samples of merchandise—continued,

must not bear writing except as per-
mitted 529

must not have salable value 529
oils and fatty substances, how to be

packed 529
rate of postage on 631
specimens of natural history, when may

be sent as 529
short-paid matter if returned as uiide-

liverable, senders required to pay
amount of postage due

treatment of, at mailing offices
unmail.ible

what shall include
unpaid, if returned as undeliverable,

sender required to pay amount of
postage due 531

FOREIGN MAIL SERVICE. (See also Trans-
portation of the Mails) 1302

FOREIGN" MAILS. (See also Mail Matter;
Transportation of Mails.)

deemed United States mails while in
transit across territory of United
States, punishment of offenses
against 1625

FOREIGN MAILS, DIVISION OF. (See
Post-Office Department and Postal

FOREIGN MAILS, SUPERINTENDENT OF.
(See Post-Office Department and
Postal Service.)

FOREIGN OR MUTILATED COINS OR CUR-
RENCV,

not to be accepted by postmasters 330
FOREIGN PARCELS POST. (See also For-

cign Mail Matter; Mail Matter—-for-
eign.)

countries to which parcels may be sent
and conditions relating to 540

FOREIGN PUBLICATIONS. (See also Matt
Matter—second class.)

applications for entry as second-class mat-
ter, information to be included in.. 440

conditions of entry as second-class matter 431
FOREIGN REGISTERED MATTER. (See

also Registry System.)
forwarding, recall and return of, regula-

tions relating to 953
receipt and delivery of, regulations relat-

ing to 946
registry fees on 941

FORWARDING OF MAIL MATTER. (See
also Mail Matter.)

statute relating to 627
FOURTH ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GEN-

ERAL. (See Post-Office Department
and Postal Service.)

FOURTH-CLASS MAIL MATTER. (See also •
Mail Matter.)

definition of 480
postage on 481

FOURTH - CLASS POSTMASTERS. (See
also Post-Offices and Postmasters—
postmasters.)

compensation of, how fixed 257
FOURTH-CLASS POST-OFFICES. (See

also Post-Offices and Postmasters-
post-offices. )

compensation may be taken out of re-
ceipts at, when 258

correspondence of, with Department
should have impression of post-
marking stamp 272

division of compensation at, where more
than one postmaster serves during
quarter 258

form of dead-letter 1)111 to be used in
making returns 684

orders assigning to higher class, when to
take effect 259

other business may be transacted by post-
masters of 274

FRACTIONAL SILVER,
legal-tender value of 330

Sec-
tion,

FRAGILE ARTICLES,
how to be packed for transmission in—

domestic mails 496
foreign mails 529

FRANKING PRIVILEGE. (See also Mail
Matter—free.)

by members of Congress, regulations re-
lating to 509

matter which is entitled to transmission
by 506

misuse of 509
special agents of, to whom made 510

FRAUD ORDERS. (See also Mail Matter.)
money orders forbidden certification to

foreign countries under, how treated 1070
forbidden payment; under, howtreaied. 1010

statutes authorizing issue of 503,1010
treatment of foreign matter at exchange

offices, forbidden dispatch under... 693
of registered matter under, at offices of

delivery 889
F R A U D U L E N T A N D GREEN-GOODS

SCHEMES,
penalty for using mails for 1617

FRAUDULENT ENTERPRISES,
delivery of mail matter to persons con-

ducting, statute relating to 503
FRAUDULENT MATTER. (See also Mail

Matter.)
regulations relating to, when registered.. 886
statute relating to treatment of 503
to be included in returns to Dead-Letter

Office 686
unmallable, statute relating to 502

FREE COUNTY PUBLICATIONS. (See also
Mail Matter—second class.)

regulations respecting 453
statute relating to 452

FREE DELIVER!, DIVISION OF. (See
Post-Office Department and Postal
Service.)

FREE DELIVERY, GENERAL SUPERIN-
TENDENT OF. (See Post-Office De-
partment and Postal Service.)

FREE - DELIVERY OFFICES. (See also
Free-Delivery System; Post-Offices and
Postmasters.)

form of dead-letter bill to be used in mak-
ing returns 684

Insufficiently addressed circulars, printed
matter, etc., treatment of 640

list of blanks, forms, etc., to be kept on
hand for registry business 892

misdirected matter, supplying of ad-
dresses to 629

opening of carriers' windows on Sundays
and holidays 264

packages too large for delivery by car-
riers, treatment of 641

provisions to be observed in return of
matter to which postage-due stamps ,
have been affixed 677

separations of second-class matter at, how
made 585

FREE-DELIVERY SYSTEM 709
accounts of, how to be rendered 395
applications for establishment of—

how made 711
what to show 711

carriers and substitute carriers 726, 727
carriers,

absence, employment and payment of
substitutes during 745

absence without leave, penalty for 744
applicants for appointment as, to be ex-

amined by Civil Service Commis-
sion 729

appointments and promotions, how
made, statute relating to 728

appointments, how made 730
appointment, removal, and reinstate-

ment of, questions pertaining to, to
be submitted to First Assistant Post-
master-General 717

as members of local civil-service boards,
leave of absence with full pay...... 743
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FREE-DELIVERY SYSTEM—Continued,
carriers—continued.

as members of United States militia.
District of Columbia, leave of ab-
sence with full pay

at new free-delivery offices, selection of,
how made

authority over other carriers not al-
lowed

bonds, amount 11.000
authorized surety company preferred,
list of companies authorized to act as

surety on, will be furnished
new, to be filed when promoted or

transferred
of two or more may be given on

blanket form
statute relating to
to be filed with First Assistant Post-

master-General
classification and salaries of, statute re-

lating to
clerical labor not to.be performed by.,
clock register, each to register per-

sonally
use of

collection of mail from receiving boxes,
preference given to first-class mat-
ter

collection of postage due
collection service, those engaged in, not

allowed to remain in workroom ex-
cept while depositing and facing-
mails collected

conduct of, while on duty
delivery of mail, care to be taken in,

what mail will be returned to office.
general regulations to apply
houses not to be entered

where vicious dogs are kept
in boxes at premises not occupied by

addressees forbidden unless ordered
by postmaster

letters for delivery not to be carried in
pockets

mounted carriers
no matter to be thrown away
not to be made in street if delay is

caused
in windows or halls without special

instructions
not to deviate from their respective

routes
not to stop for meals on trips
removal of stamps from mail forbid-

den
deliveries not completed within sched-

ule time, mail to be returned to
office when

discipline of
duties of in office
employment and time of
hours of service, not to exceed eight a

day
leaves of absence, authority for

during special service
entitled to fifteen days annually
in urgent cases, applications for more

than thirty days must be made
to First Assistant Postmaster-Gen-
eral

may be granted without pay for
term not exceeding thirty days..

pro rata, for those entering service
after beginning of fiscal year

mail matter collected or received by,
not to be returned to senders

handed to them on routes to be ac-
cepted

not to be shown to persons other than
those addressed, except by special
order

to be. received for registration
money for postage on letters to be

mailed not to be accepted, except in
connection with stamp selling en-
velope

Sec-
tion.

748
735
735

726
74.8

748
748

754

754

759

Sec-
FREE-DELIVERY SYSTEM—Continued.

carriers—continued.
not to remain in office during office

hours 748
not to report prior to schedule time 748
numbering of 740
numbers, specifications for 740
oath to be kept on file at local post-

office 736
to be taken by, before beginning

active service 736
only mail received from office to be de-

livered 754
other business, when must not engage

overtime, delivery service may be cur-
tailed to keep within eight-hour
day 746

making of, not to be concealed 748
monthly reports of, to be made ....... 747
postmasters will be held accountable

for allowing 746
to draw pay for, at same rate 746

packages for mailing to be received by,
unless it interferes with delivery of
mail 759

penalties for violating regulations, etc. 751
performance of service 750
qualifications necessary to appointment. 730
reinstatement, application for, how

made .... 731
if applicant is a veteran of civil war or

late war with Spain, conditions to
be fulfilled 731

to service made in accordance with
civil-service Rule IX 731

removals, due notice of charges and
opportunity for defense will be
given 734

will be made only for just cause ... 734
written charges filed with First Assist-

ant Postmaster-General necessary .. 734
resignations of, how made 733

not to be requested by postmaster or
by anyone for him 733

return to senders of matter collected
by, not allowed 760

route books to be complete directories
of persons served 748

to be kept by 748
route cards to be filled out and filed.... 749

what to show 749
salaries of, statute relating to 726
satchels, etc., to be returned to office at

night, except by direction of post-
master 761

repair of, to be sent to satchel repair
shop as directed 716

schedules, copies of, to be furnished
each carrie r 746

how prepared 746
hours of service need not be consecu-

tive 746
not to be for more than eight hours

work 746
service stars for 741
soliciting of gifts forbidden 750
stamps or stamped envelopes may be

sold by, in limited quantities 759
substitutes, authority for employment

and payment of,'during absence of
regular carriers 745

compensation of 745
distinctive mark for uniforms 741
division of work among, to be equi-

table 745
not to be called into service by car-

riers except in cases of urgent
necessity 745

Sunday work, when to be paid full
day for 745

to be assigned to duty by postmaster
or his representative 745

to be paid fully and promptly 745
temporary appointments,when and how

made -.- 730
tests of efficiency to be made frequently. 714
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Sec-
tion.

750

732

'48

FREE-DELIVERY SYSTEM—Continued.
carriers—continued-

tickets to entertainments not to be dis-
tributed or sold by

transfers from clerk to carrier may be
made under certain conditions

from one office to another will be
made only for reasons of health-
conditions nece_ssary to be fulfilled,

trip reports, collections made on way to
* office, time of opening first box to

be entered
deliveries completed on route, time

of making last delivery to be en-
tered

entries to be made at beginning and
end of each trip ."

undelivered matter, record of, to be kept
to be returned to office at night

uniforms, carriers arid substitutes to
provide, at own expense

distinctive mark for substitutes
inspection to be made twice a year..
numbers a part of
penalty for wearing of, by persons not

in letter-carrier branch of postal
service

postmasters to advise and assist in
obtaining

Postmaster-General may prescribe...
service stars

how worn
shirt waists may be worn during heat-

ed term .
specifications for summer wear

for winter wear
vacancy in force, how filled
vacation, fifteen days annually
will not be required to work more than

eight hours a day
witnesses for Government in U. S. courts,

leave of absence with full pay
correspondence concerning, to be with

First Assistant Postmaster-General.
delivery and collection trips, number to

be fixed at time of establishment... 712
deliveries, first-class matter to be given

preference 713
number of, not to be reduced without

authority of First Assistant Post-
master-General

prompt and frequent, required
discontinuance of, authority for
districting of cities and towns, how to be

made 712
establishment of, authority for 709
expenditures for, not to be made without

authority 715
experimental, will be conducted under .

special instructions in current an-
nual Postal Guide note 709

extra postage or carriers' fees prohibited. 710
general provisions relating to 709
Instructions, postmasters to issue such as

are necessary 714
letter boxes 719

authority for establish ing 719
broken or unserviceable, demolished

and sold as junk
proceeds of sale of, how to be charged.

care of
chutes attached to, may be declared

part of box
damaged, report to be made of, by car-

rier
house delivery and collection only from

boxes approved by Post-Office De-
partment

to be provided at the expense of pa-
trons

use of
keys, loss of, to be reported

regulations relating to care of, by car-
riers

repair of, not to be attempted
to be tested
to house collection boxes, care of

746

717

Sec-
tion,

FKEE-DELITEEY SYSTEM—Continued.
letter boxes—continued,

location of, to be controlled by post-
master V'21

monthly reports concerning condition
to be made by carrier 723

to First Assistant Postmaster-General. 723
not to be placed inside buildings except

as permitted 719
painting and repairing, application for,

how made... 723
police protection for, postmaster to pro-

vide 725
time cards to be supplied 722

limits of, not to be changed, except by
authority of First Assistant Post-
master-General. 712

to be fixed at time of establishment. 712
new oiiiees, selection- of carriers at, how

made
orders affecting, to be Sled and posted...
routes, how to be laid out

recommendations as to changes in, how
to be made 712

rural, will be conducted under instruc-
tions in Annual Guide note 709

special-delivery messenger service 784
assignments of, how to be arranged 786
at free-delivery offices 784
clerks may be employed as, when neces-

sary ' 785
combination among, forbidden, post-

master to assign hours of duty..... 786
compensation, limitation on note 789
conduct of, while on duty 787
delivery books, how to be kept 790

requisitions for, to whom made 790
delivery by employees at all offices.. note 785
delivery receipt books, authority for use

of 790
not to have access to other mail matter. 787
number and assignment of 786
oath taken by 785
payment, rate of 789

receipts for, to be taken on pay roll in
duplicate 789

statute relating to 789
persons employed as, to be deemed

employees of postal service 785
postmasters to employ 785
substitute letter carriers may be em-

ployed as 785
suitable number to be on duty during

prescribed hours 785
uniforms, regulations relating to. 788

special-delivery service,
allowances for car fare at offices of first

class 794
amendments to statutes, note 765
any person employed to make delivery

of special-delivery matter to be
deemed employee of postal service. 785

authority for 762
canceling of special stamps 774
car fare, regulation relating to allow-

ances for 794
compensation for ,

to be claimed in accounts
contracts for, authority for making,...

to be especially authorized by Post-
master-General 766

delivery—•
at office of second address, when

made 780
at other than free-delivery offices, by

whom made 782
by carriers, how to be made 792

when made, no compensation for.. 792
compensation for 782
hours of note 768,777

Postmaster-General may prescribe . 768
how made 765
if not effected statement to be made. 783
in ordinary way, when made 791
reasonable efforts to be made to effect. 778
to whom made 778
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FREE-DELIVERY SYSTEM—Continued.
special-delivery service—continued,

dispatch—
facing slips, how placed on packages. 773
from one office to another; manner

of making up 773
of second, third, and fourth class mat-

ter with first. 773
to railway post-offices, manner of

making up 773
dispatch and delivery to be facilitated

by employees 764
every post-office designated as special-

delivery office 763
expenses of, to be paid put of receipts.. 767
failure of, delivery notice to be left 791
former statutes relating to note 765
forwarding of matter 780

other than first-class, prepayment of
postage on 780

general provisions relating to 762
insufficiently paid matter, first-class,

other than letters, prepaid one full
rate, may be 'dispatched 772

what to be held for postage 772
no commissions on cancellations of spe-

cial stamps 774
original service, note on 762
postage 772

omission to pay on letters bearing
special stamp not to delay trans-
mission 772

postage due, double rate when required 772
single rate when required 772
will be collected in postage-due stamps 772

postmasters responsible for delivery 765
rate for 769
receipts for delivery to be sent to Audi-

tor 783
to be taken on forms provided 783

receipt forms, requisitions for, to whom
sent 783

records note 776
how to be kept 776
of letters received note 768
statute relating to
w_hat to contain

registered matter, treatment of
regulations for, to be prescribed by Post-

master-General ,.
reports of, at free-delivery offices, how

made
requisitions for books, blanks, etc., to

whom made
short-paid matter, deficient postage

required on delivery 772
special instructions for, at other than

free-delivery offices 782
special matter, dispatch of 773

dispatch of, from post-office to railway
post-office; manner of making up .. 773

stamps, description of
how accounted for
requisitions for, to whom made
sale and use of 771

Sunday and holiday hours 777
Sunday, if matter not delivered on,

treatment of 777
undelivered matter, disposal of 781
unpaid matter, first-class, other than

letters, to be held for postage 772
what to be held for postage 772

special rules by postmaster to be sub-
mitted to First Assistant Postmaster-
General .... 718

substitute carriers,
appointment and compensation, stat-

ute relating to 727
selection of, how made 730
two or more nominated on same day,

seniority to be determined by rat-
ing on eligible register 730

supervision of, by postmasters 714
supplies for, how to be obtained 716

FREE MATTER IN FOREIGN MAILS. (See
also Foreign Mail Matter; Mail Mat-
ter—foreign; Registry System.)

what may be admitted 544

795

776

Sec-
tion.

FREE MATTER IN THE MAILS. (See also
Mail Matter—free.)

books and articles for copyright 518
bulletins of agricultural experiment sta-

tions 516
census matter 513
Congressional documents 506
Congressional Record 507
matter entitled to free registration 801,836
official correspondence members of Con-

gress 509
ofllcisil matter 512
reports of certain agricultural colleges... 515
seeds, reports of Department of Agricul-

ture 508
special grants of franking privilege 510

GARFIELD, LUCRETIA_ R.,
special grant of franking privilege to 510

GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT RAILWAY
MAIL SERYICE. (See Railway Mail

GENERAL SUPPLIES. (See also-Free-De-
livery System; Money-Order System;
Post-Offices and Postmasters; Registry
System; Transportation of the Mails—
mail equipment.)

requisitions for, how made 324
GIFT CONCERTS, ETC. (See also fraud

Orders; Lotteries.)
matter relating to, unmailable when 499

GLASS, ETC.,
how to be packed for transmission in

domestic mails 496
In foreign mails 529

GOVERNMENT MONOPOLY. (See also
Transportation of the Mails.)

of transportation of letters and packets... 1136
GRANT, JULIA I).,

special grant of franking privilege to 510
GREEN GOODS. (See Fraud Orders;

Fraudulent Matter.)
unmailable, statute relating to 502

HAWAII,
dead letter service for 47
unclaimed advertised matter to be sent

to postmaster at Honolulu 682
HOLIDAYS,

days which may be observed as, by post-
masters 265

not to be counted in leaves of absence of
clerks in .Department 32

provision for, if legal holiday falls on
Sunday 265

to be included in leaves of absence of
letter carriers 743

HONOLULU, HAWAII,
dead-letter service to be conducted at— 47
exchange office for conduct of inter-

national money-order business with
certain countries 1048

HOTEL MATTER AT RECEIVING OFFICES,
what is included in 681

ILLEGIBLE MATTER AT RECEIVING
OFFICES,

what is included in 681
INDEMNITY FOR LOSSES OF REGISTERED

MATTER. (See also Registry System) 899
INFECTED LOCALITIES. (See also Con-

tagious Diseases.)
mail from, how treated at receiving

offices 626
INFECTED MAIL. (See also Contagious Dis-

eases; Mail Matter.)
not to be received for mailing 561
treatment of, when returned to mailing-

office 561
INJUNCTIONS OF COURTS,

concerning delivery of mail matter to be
obeyed 653

INK PADS,
regulations relating to use and care of... 568

INNER SACK REGISTRY SERYICE. (See
also Registry System.)

regulations relating to 926
INSPECTION, DIVISION OF. (See Post-

Office Department and Postal Serv-
ice. )
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LETTER- CARRIERS'
(See also Free-Deliv-

Sec-
tion.

INSPECTION OP
UNIFORMS.
cry System.)

to bo made twice a year 742
INSPECTION OP MAIL SERVICE. (See

Transportation of Mails.)
INSPECTORS OF POST-OFFICE DE-

PARTMENT. (See also Post-Office
Department and Postal Service; Post-
Office Inspectors.)

credentials of, to be required by post-
masters 280

liability of, when in charge of post-office,
note on 247

may be placed Iii charge of post-offices 247
INSTITUTIONS OP LEARNING. (See also

Mail Matter—second class.)
applications for admission of publica-

tions of, as second class 439
INSUFFICIENTLY ADDRESSED MATTER,

CIRCULARS, ETC. (See Mail Mat-
ter. )

INSUFFICIENTLY PREPAID FIRST-CLASS
MATTER. (See also Mail Matter.)

statute regarding' transmission of 421
INTERNAL-REVENUE STAMPS,

limit of weight does not apply 488
INTERNATIONAL MAIL SERVICE. (See

Mail Matter; Transportation of Mails.)
INTERNATIONAL MONEY-ORDER SERV-

ICE. (See Money-Order Si/stem.)
JACKSONVILLE, FLA.,

exchange post-office for Cuba 692
JUDGMENTS. (See Post-Office Department

and Postal Service.)
JURISDICTION OF COURTS IN OFFENSES

AGAINST POSTAL LAW. (See also
Courts) 1562

KEY DEPOSIT. (See Post-Offices and Post-
masters. )

KEYS. (See also .Free Delivery St/siem; Post-
Offices and Postmaster's; Railway
Mail Service; Registry Si/stern; Trans-
portation of the Mails—mail equip-
ment.)

for mail bags 1380
letter boxes 1380
lock boxes 352

KEY WEST, FLA.,
exchange post-office for certain coun-

tries 692
KNOWN OFFICE OF PUBLICATION (See

also Mail Matter—second class.)
definition of 435

LAND-GRANT RAILROADS. (See Trans-
portation of Mails.

LAREDO, TEX.,
exchange office for conduct of interna-

tional money-order business with
certain countries 1048

exchange post-office for Mexico 692
LAW BOOKS,

not to be purchased from contingent or
general appropriations note 104

LEASES FOR POST-OFFICE PREMISES.
(See also Post-Offices and Postmas-
ters. )

limit of term of years of 319
LEAVES OF ABSENCE. (See also Absences;

Free-Delivery Service; Post-Offices and
Post-masters; Post-Office Department
and Postal Service.)

mail-bag repair shop, employees of, enti-
tled to 1395

LETTER BOXES. (See also Free-Delivery
System, Post- Offices and Postmasters). 719

at railroad depots, companies may place
for public convenience 1190

penalty for Injuring 1603
mail matter in 1611

LETTER-CARRIER OFFICES. (See also
Free-Delivery System; Mail Matter.)

rates 011 second-class matter at 452
LETTER CARRIERS.- • (See also Free-De-

livery System—carriers.)
applicants for appointment as, to be ex-

amined by Civil Service Commis-
sion 729

Sec-
tion.

793

597
505

1010

LETTER CARRIERS—Continued.
appointments and promotions of, how

made, statute relating to 728
classification and salaries of, statute rela-

ting to 726
delivery of ordinary mall by 752

registered matter by
penalty for assaulting
qualifications necessary to appointment..
special-delivery matter received to be

promptly delivered to proper clerk.
special rules as to delivery of registered

matter v. 8G6
LETTERS. (See also Mail Matter.)

penalty for detaining, opening, or de-
stroying, by persons in postal service 1605

for intercepting or secreting 1610
postage on, in domestic mails 414

in foreign mails 531
LIQUIDS,

how to be packed for transmission in
domestic mail 496

in foreign mails 529
LIVE BEES,

how to be packed for transmission in
domestic mail 496

in foreign mails 529
LOCAL MAIL. (See also Mail Matter.)

for railroad and steamboat lines, how to
be made up 584

LOCKED POUCHES AND DIRECT PACK-
AGES ON STAR ROUTES. (See also
Mail Matter.)

matter to be contained In
LOSSES OF MAIL MATTER
LOTTERIES. (See Fraud Orders; Fraudu-

lent Matter.)
matter relating to, unmailable 499
payment of money orders to persons con-

ducting
statute relating to delivery of mail matter

to persons conducting 503
LOTTERY AGENTS,

postmasters not to act as, penalty for 275
LOTTERY MATTER. (See also Mall Matter.)

at receiving offices, what is included in.. 681
definition of 501
penalty for importation and circulation

of, by interstate commerce 1620
registered, regulation relating to treat-

ment of, when forbidden delivery..
MAIL. (See also Mail Matter; Transporta-

tion of the Mails.)
penalty for unlawful delay of, at ferry 1623

unlawful detention of, by postmaster... 1608
unlawful obstruction of 1622

MAIL BAGS, LOCKS, ETC. (See also Trans-
portation of Mails—mail equipment.)

penalty for injuring 1601
MAIL DEPREDATIONS. (See Mail Matter;

Post-Office Inspectors; Post-Offices
and Post-musters.)

MAIL EQUIPMENT, DIVISION OF. (See
Post-Office Department and Postal
Service.)

MAIL EQUIPMENTS. (See Transportation
of Mails—mail equipment.)

MAIL LOCKS AND KEYS. (See also Trans-
portation of Mails—mail equipment.)

penalty for stealing, embezzling, or forg-
ing of 1602

MAIL LETTINGS. (See also Transportation
of the Mails.)

advertisements for general 1254
for miscellaneous 1255

preparation of advertisements for, as-
signed to Second Assistant Post-
master-General 18

reception of proposals, preparation of
orders of award, and execution of
contracts for, assigned to Second
Assistant Postmaster-General

MAIL MATTER. (See also Foreign Mail Mat-
ter; Registry System)
address of, directions for transmission,

delivery, etc., are part of 491
advertisement of unclaimed or undeliv-

ered. (See Unclaimed Matter; Unde-
livered Matter.)

889

18

410



INDEX.

MAIL MATTER—Continued,
at delivering offices, treatment of, when to

fictitious addresses
bad order, treatment of, in
bearing canceled postage stamps, dispatch

of, when postage received from ad-
dressee

bearing name of kiiowu county and State
but no post-office to be dispatched
to county seat

bearing special-delivery stamp must be
delivered to proper clerk by letter

• carrier
bees, insects, etc., how to be packed
boxes. (See Receiving Offices.)
candy, soaps, etc., how to be packed
classification of domestic
closed against inspection, treatment o f . - _
deficiency in postage on
directions for transmission, delivery, and

forwardiUg are part of address
diseased tissues, dry specimens, manner

of packing
indorsement required upon wrapper...
when to be mailable

domestic, treatment of, in post-offices,
advertised matter, extra charge on

fee on, to be collected by postage-due
stamps

list of, to be posted in conspicuous
place in post-office

unclaimed, return of, to Dead-Letter
Office, when to be made

bearing canceled or improper stamps—
report to be made to Fourth Assistant

Postmaster-General
when to be held for postage

bearing mutilated stamps, treatment^,
at post-offices

boxes. (See Receiving Offices.)
cancellation of stamps—

at railway stations, postmasters may
arrange for

black ink to be used
regulations relating to
to be thorough
use of postmarking stamps for this

purpose prohibited, except at deliv-
ery offices

canceling and postmarking at mailing
offices

canceling ink—
how applied to pads
no other to be used than that fur-

nished by Post-Office Department..
catcher post-offices—

cranes out of repair to be reported ...
extra pouches, how to be returned..,
failure to catch pouches to be reported
light on crane at night
mail in pouch, how to be arranged ..
pouches, manner of hanging.
preparation and hanging of pouches

on cranes
special pouches to be used
weight o_f mail in pouches

circulars in canvas sacks, how to be
labeled

damaged, disposition of
delivery offices (see Receiving Offices).
delivery to mail carriers not to be made

in advance of schedule time without
special permission

to mail cars may be made by hand,
when

to mail cars by postmasters, when to
be made in pouches

to mail cars by private persons not to
be made after stamps are canceled,

deposited in. post-office when unmaila-
ble—

fraudulent matter, treatment of
lottery matter, treatment of
obscene matter, treatment of
scurrilous matter, treatment of
when may be withdrawn from mails,

deposit of mail matter not to be solicited
by postmasters

direct packages, how to be made up ...

Sec-
tion.

713

Sec-
tion.

582

ft/o
599

MAIL MATTER—Continued,
domestic, treatment of, etc.—continued,

dispatch of local mail for railroad and
steamboat lines-

exceptions to regulations relating to. 584
how to be made up 584

dispatch of mails—
absence of instructions, how to be

made in case of 580
orders relative to, how to be kept — 581
postmasters at junction points not to

change without special orders 580
distribution and dispatch of mails at

mailing offices 284
when to be governed by orders from

General Superintendent Railway
Mail Service 580

distribution of mails by States, etc.,
when to be made 583

change in, not to be made without
authority 582

to be made according to official
schemes ."

exceeding limit of size and weight, dis-
position of

exceptions to regulation requiring mat-
ter to be sent to Dead-Letter Office,

exchange of mails at catcher post-offices
facing slips received to be retained for

ten days 592
to be used on packages and pouches.. 591

failure to dispatch, shortage slips when
to be used 595

for delivery and distribution to be in
separate packages 586

general provisions as to treatment of, in
post-offices 548

handling of mail bags, hooks must not
be used 594

held for postage, disposition of 575
infected mail not to be received by

postmasters 626
treatment of, when returned to mail-

ing office 561
information to officers of the law, what

may be given 549
ink pads—

how to be cleaned 568
how to be kept 568
new, requisitions for, when to be

made
to be singed before using
to be kept in good condition

insufficiently paid-
addressee to be notified,when 571
if addressee pays postage within re-

quired time, treatment of 571
if sender subsequently pays postage,

treatment of 571
time of holding, exceptions in regard

to ." 571
time of holding for postage 571
to be returned to writer, when 571
when to be marked "unclaimed" ... 571

known to be unmailable, must be
refused 573

limit of weight of contents of sacks 590
postmasters to notify shippers of

large quantities of mail matter .... 590
lists of names or addresses not to be fur-

nished by postmasters 549
locked pouches-

note on definition of 597
what matter to be carried in 597
Avhen may be used on star routes 597

locked pouches and direct packages on
star routes 597

lottery matter, disposition of 575
mail catchers and cranes, when used .. 599
misdirected—

address may be corrected, when 572
addresses not to be changed in post-

offices 572
disposition of 575
supplying of addresses at post-offices. 629
to be returned to sender if possible .. 572
to be sent to Dead-Letter Office, when 572
treatment of, in post-offices 572

mutilated, disposition of 575
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Sec-
tion.

MAIL MATTEtt— Continued.
domestic, treatment of, etc. — continued.

iiondefacemeiit of stamps on mail mat-
ter; delinquent postmasters to be
reported by postmaster at office of
delivery ............................

not to be attached to outside of pouch .
obscene, disposition of ..................
offices in transit —

carriers stopping over night, to deposit
mail in post-office unless otherwise
ordered .............................

first-class matter misdirected, treat-
ment of .............................

fraudulent matter, how treated . .....
lottery matter, how treated ..........
misdirected matter, how treated .....
missent matter, examination of ......

how treated ........................ 602
obscene matter, how treated ......... 602
postage-due matter, not to be stopped 603
publications containing lottery adver-

tisements, how treated ............. 602
scurrilous matter, how treated ....... 602
time for opening and closing at inter-

mediate offices ..................... 605
uncanceled stamps not to be can-

celed ............................... 604
unmailable matter, how treated ..... 602
unopened pouches, record of passage

to be made on transit registry ..... 605
what not to be withdrawn ........... 602

penalty for soliciting deposit of mail. . . 555
postage stamps to be acceptable must

be without defacement ............. 562
rates of, on first-class matter ......... 414

second-class matter .......... 448, 452, 455
third-class matter ................... 471
fourth-class matter ................. 481

postmarking of, improper dating or
change of date prohibited .......... 566

postmarking stamp-
change of date to be made punctually 567
cleaning of, how to be done ........ . , 567
daily impression of, to be kept ....... 567
impression books, how obtained ..... 567

to be kept two years after last im-
pression ..........................

impression to be made in book every
time change is made in stamp ......

Sunday impression not to be omitted
if office is open ..................... 567

use of other than official stamp pro-
hibited ............................. 567

postmasters not to give information re-
specting, except to addressees or
post-office inspectors. ............... 549

pouches dispatched, records of, to be
kept by postmasters ................ 595

pouches in transit, misaddressed,
opened to advance mails, report to
be made of ....................... . . 607

receipt of, at mailing offices ............ 553
receiving offices —

addressed to care of another, and re-
turned redirected, may be for-
warded ...........................

to discontinued office maybe deliv-
ered from nearest office ..........

to public officials, etc., by title, to
be delivered to person actually
holding office designated .........

address slips missing, report to be
made of ...... . _____ .................

advertised matter, extra charge on,
how collected and accounted for. 668

how to be marked .................. 667
postage-due stamps not to be affixed

until fee has been collected ..... 668
agreement of two or more parties as

to delivery, postmasters to follow
instructions unless order made by
court, for other disposition ........ 649

back stamping, how to be done ..... - 611
when to be done ................... 611

boxes, addressed to box numbers may
be delivered if there is no unlaw-
ful business ...................... 638

567

567

630

633

609

MAIL MATTER—Continued.
domestic, treatment of, etc.—continued,

receiving offices—continued,
boxes, mail may be handed out from

lock boxes by postmasters
mail without postage not to be put

in _
members of family may_ use
rented by colleges or institutions,

mails for students and employ-
ees may be placed therein

by corporations or societies, mails
"for officials may be placed
therein

by firm, may be used by all rncrn-
'bers and their families

by hotels, boarding houses, etc.,
mails for guests and transient
boarders may be placed therein-

restriction of use
Changes of address to be kept on file

not more than .two years
closed against inspection not to be

delivered except at first-class rates...
collection of postage due, stamps to

be used in
statute relating to

contagious diseases, action to be taken
by postmaster when notice is re-
ceived from board of health

dead matter, bill and advertised list
to be sent with return

classification of.
delivered after advertisement, to be

indicated on list
dispatch of, returns, how sent to

Dead-Letter Office
form of bill to be used in returns of.
fourth-class, list of, to be sent
hotel and fictitious matter to be

separated
manner of making returns to Dead-

Letter Office
notice to be given when there is

none to send
pestage-due matter,manner of mak-

ing up, for return
third-class matter of obvious value

list of, to be sent -
to be arranged in classes

deceased persons mail addressed to,
when to be sent to Dead-Letter
Office

matter addressed to, to be delivered
to legal representative— ,

delayed by casualties, may be deliv-
ered in transit to parties addressed.

delivery, addressed to several persons
may be delivered to any one of
them .'

insufficiently addressed letters at
free-delivery offices subject to
general delivery pending comple-
tion of address

letters without street and number
to be treated as transient, when.,

mail carriers may receive for ad-
dressees

must be maae from office of address
except as otherwise ordered

neither husband nor wife to control
delivery of mail to the other

postmasters may require proof of
identity of addressee

second-class matter, bulk packages
foi' clubs, postmasters may open
and write names of subscribers,

bulk packages not to be taken
away from office and returned
for delivery without payment of
additional postage

bulk packages, separate copies to
be delivered

for club subscribers, names may
be written by addressee on sepa-
rate papers

should be made to person addressed
or his order

Sec-
tion.

628

620

616
616

626

681
681

684

684
684
884

684
684

644

644

633

634

636

636

652

633

634

634

635

635

634
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Sec-
tion.

MAIL MATTER—Continued.
domestic, treatment of, etc.—continued,

receiving offices—continued,
delivery, to'agent of several persons,

postmaster may require written
order for 651

to agents, etc., when to be deliver-
ed to person holding position des-
ignated 634

to business names, may be deliv-
ered if business is legitimate 634

to officers and enlisted men of Army
and Navy in active service 633

to person in care of another in ab-
sence of directions may be deliv-
ered to first who may call 634

to persons of mail for another, post-
masters may require authority in
writing 634

to post-office inspectors may be
made from any office in transit or
by railway postal clerk 633

to representatives of foreign gov-
ernments may be made from any
post-office in transit 633

transient letters at free delivery
offices not to be delivered by car-
riers unless on orders of ad-
dressees 636

transient letters, treatment of 636
two or more persons of the same

name, precautions to be taken .. - 634
detention of matter not entitled to

second-class rates 619
of nondelivered matter, Postmaster-

General to regulate period of 669
direct packages to be postmarked on

facing slips only 611
disputed delivery, in ease of doubt

postmaster will report to Depart-
ment 645

dissolved firm, mail for, how treated. 647
mail for, may be sent to Dead-

Letter Office when 646
postmaster may require appoint-

ment of receiver in case of dis-
pute as to delivery 646

double postage to be charged on let-
ters bearing only postage-due
stamps or no other evidence of
prepayment 618

when to be charged 618
when to be charged on postal cards. 618

drop letters unclaimed not to be re-
turned to another office unless pre-
paid full rate 672

erroneously delivered or addressed
matter, when to be forwarded 630

errors and irregularities in distribu-
tion or making up, how to be noted
at 609

errors by railway postal clerks, how
to be reported 609

examination of all matter to detect
deficiencies in postage 614

examination of matter not charged
with letter postage, statute relating
to 614

exemption from payment of deficient
postage 011 official matter applies
only at Washington, D. C., post-
office note 615

facing slips of mail matter on which
errors have been noted to be sent to
division superintendent 609

fictitiousaddresses. mail matter not to
be delivered to unless directed to
a designated place 625

matte)' addressed to, to be sent to
Dead-Letter Office 625

suspected to be, reported by post-
master 625

fictitious matter, definition of 681
firm in the hands of receiver, delivery

to firm or person instead of as-
signee, when to be made 648

regulation relating to delivery of
mail . , 648

Sec-
tion.

MAIL MATTER—Continued.
domestic, treatment of, etc,—continued,

receiving offices—continued.
forwarding of mail matter 301

at free-delivery offices of matter to
which postage-due stamps have
been affixed and canceled, post-
age-due bill to accompany 632

general request for, to be observed
until revoked 627

matter entitled to. to be promptly
sent 627

may be done as often as necessary
for delivery 627

penalty envelopes not to be used for 627 .
postage-due matter to foreign coun-

tries, indorsement of postage due-
bill 632

prepayment of postage must be
made every time matter of the
second, third, and fourth classes
is remailed or forwarded 627

statute relating to 627
unopened letters properly read-

dressed may be deposited in office
or letter box 630

when additional charge for 627
may be done without additional

charge 627
request for may be disregarded .. C- 627

free-delivery offices, packages too
large for delivery by carriers, treat-
ment of 641

hotel matter, definition of 681
unclaimed, not to be returned unless

bearing request therefor 672
infected localities, mail for, may be

delivered by some responsible per-
son 657

treatment of mail received from 626
injunction of courts concerning de-

livery of mails to be obeyed 653
illegible matter, definition of 681
insufficiently paid letters unclaimed,

may be returned on payment of
postage due G72

insufficiently paid matter, treatment
of 571

irregularities in receipt or dispatch to
be reported 609

letters, bearing postage-due stamps
only, mailing postmaster to be re-
ported 618

inadvertently opened bearing card
request to be returned 672

under cover to postmasters, how to
be treated 631

lottery matter, definition of 681
mail belonging to intermediate office

found in pouch to be sent back 610
mail held at request of addressee,

treatment of 687
matter in transit to be back stamped,

except 611
minors, at colleges and institutions,

principal may control delivery
with consent of parents or guar-
dian 643

deceased, delivery may be made to
parent or guardian 643

delivery to, may be controlled by
parents or guardians 6-43

may be delivered to, in absence of
directions 643

not dependent may control delivery 643
misdirected matter at free-delivery

offices, street directories will be
furnished postmasters for use in.
perfecting addresses 629

deficiency in address supplied, sent
to Dead-Letter Office when deliv-
ery is impossible 629

packages, how to be checked and
marked 609

to be stamned when forwarded 629
missent matter to be promptly for-

warded 610
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Sec-
tion.

HAI1 MATTER—Continued.
domestic, treatment of, etc.—continued,

receiving office_s—continued,
missent or misdirected pouches, how

to be reported 609
mutilated matter, treatment of, at... 612
iiondeliveredmatter. (See undelivered

matter.)
obscene and scurrilous matter, defini-

tion of 681
official letters to pensioners, precau-

tions to be taken in delivery 642
official matter unclaimed, disposition

of 672
•opened by mistake, to be sealed and

indorsed by party opening 654
to be treated as sealed until proper

delivery is made 654
opened inadvertently upon misde-

livery may be forwarded 630
opening: of mails 293

address slips on pouches, how
marked and kept 608

only one pouch to be opened at
a time 608

partnerships and corporations, mail
addressed to firm may be de-
livered to agent or authorized
person 645

4 may be delivered to any member.. 645
disputes as to delivery not to bo

decided by postmaster 645
having identical names, delivery of

mail to 645
pension letters, if addressee insane, to

whom may be delivered 642
if deceased addressee was not a pen-

sioner, but the payee, letters to
be returned to the agency 642

not to be delivered on legal process
without instructions 642

notto be delivered to attorney or
claim agent 642

when may be delivered to execu-
tors '. 642

postage-due bills, delivery of matter
accompanied by 623

how to be returned 623
postage due, collection of, when 110

postage-due stamps are on hand.. 622
matter, forwarding of, note on ..... 616
matter to which postage-due stamps

have been affixed, provisions to
be observed at free-delivery
offices 677

stamps at free-delivery offices,
when to be affixed 622

at other than free-delivery offices. 622
on what matter to be used 621

postal cards, when to be charged
double postage 618

pouches, opening and examination
of 608

duo to be received, record of, to be,
kept 613

rating up of postage, appeal to Depart-
ment against, how to be made ... 620

treatment of matter by postmaster
when addressee appeals 620

refused matter, definition of 681
notice of, how given 679
of second-class, casesin which notice

of refusal or nondelivery will not
"be sent

publisher to be notified
record to be kept of
regulation relating to disposal of...
statute relating to

registered matter to be back stamped.
(See also Registry System) 611

removal orders, books of, when may
be disposed of as waste paper 628

to be kept on file not more than two
years 628

returned matter to be indorsed with
reason for 672

return request letters, disposition of
after return 670

Sec-
tion.

MAIL MATTER—Continued.
domestic, treatment of, etc.—continued,

receiving offices—continued,
return request letters, disposition of,

when addressee has given direc-
tions to hold until called for . 671

not to be advertised 670
time to be held 671

second-class matter may be for-
warded, rate of postage for 627

second-class rates, detention of matter
not entitled to 619

shortage slips for missing pouches to
be forwarded with statement ...... 613

special-delivery matter to be back
stamped 611

stamps lost from mail matter, what is
evidence of 618

third and fourth class matter may be
forwarded when additional postage
is paid 627

treatment at, of matter to be sent to
Dead-Letter Office 681

treatment of unmailable matter at... 624
trial delivery by carriers not to be at-

tempted unless reasonably sure of
delivery 636

Unclaimed matter, advertised matter,
return of, to Dead-Letter Office,
when to be made. 682

where to be sent from offices in
Hawaii, Porto Rico

card matter to be held thirty days.
definition of
double postal cards may be returned

to sender if address is known... 673
first-class matter bearing card re-

quest, treatment of 671
bearing name and address of

sender without return request to
be termed card matter, disposi-
tion of

when returned, treatment of .....
first-class, return of, to senders— 6'
letters bearing card of hotel or in-

stitution not to be returned un-
less there is a request therefor.. 672

postal cards to be sent to Dead-Letter
Office 673

printed matter, statute relating to
disposal of 674

without value may be treated as
waste paper unless postage is
due thereon 674

private mailing cards to be sent to
Dead-Letter Office 673

second, third, and fourth class, re-
turn of, to senders, when postage
paid 675

"What may be advertised 665
when to be advertised 664

undelivered matter, expense for ad-
vertising not to be incurred with-
out authority 661

first-class, may be returned free 670
gratuitous publication of, copy to be

furnished publishers 661
list of, how to be made out - 666

to be posted 662
not to be detained for longer time

than named in return request 672
of obvious value, sender to be noti-

fied , 675
other than first class, regulations re-

lating to return of 675
Postmaster-General to regulate pe-

riod of detention 669
reason for nondelivery to be in-

dorsed thereon 676
second, third, and fourth class, at

terminal offices, how treated... 675
may be returned if sender pays

postage on 675
statute, establishing rate for adver-

tising 661
relating to advertising of... 659

When to be advertised 664
by posting only 663



INDEX.

Sec-
tion.

MAIL MATTER—Continued.
domestic, treatment of, etc.—continued,

receiving offices—continued,
underpaid matter, addressed to post-

masters, treatment of 617
examination of mail for 614
manner of returning postage-due

bills 623
when postage-due stamps are to be

affixed at free-delivery offices.. 622
at all other offices 622

underpaid official matter at Washing-
ton , statute relating to 615

unmailable matter, duplicate lists to
be retained 687

inadvertently reaching office of ad-
dress, when may be delivered..

report to be made to Department.
received, statute relating to no
return of, reason for to be given ...
returns of, to Dead-Letter Office, how

to.be made
from first-class offices to bo made

daily
from other offices to be made

weekly
to be made in one package
to be separate from unclaimed

matter
separation, into classes for retxirn to

Dead-Letter Office
statute relating to delivery of cer-

tain kinds 658
treatment of 624

unsealed matter, treatment of, at 612
valuable letters from Dead-Letter

Office, delivery to be made if pos-
, sible 655

if not delivered within thirty days,
disposition of ' 655

not to be forwarded without special
. permission 655

to be treated as sealed matter.. 655
. .undelivered, to be registered, when 655
valuable matter found loose in mails,

treatment of 685
treatment of, at division headquar-

ters, Railway Mail Service 685
when business has been sold, delivery

of .mail, how to be made 650
returns of money and stamps to Dead-

Letter Office must be registered 552
safeguard against loss of, waste paper

to be examined 551
scurrilous, disposition of 575
sealed, not to be opened except on war-

rant 548
second-class matter—

improperly folded and addressed,
treatment of 585

mailed by news agents, treatment of,
at post-offices 560

to be weighed in bulk at post-office.. 560
weighing of, at post-offices, regula-

tions relating to 560
weighing of, fractions must be

treated as full pounds 560
when to be weighed separately 560

separations of second-class matter at
free-delivery offices, how made 585

ship and steamboat letters, account of,
to be kept by postmasters

treatment of, at post-offices
shortage slips, when to be used
stamps affixed to mail matter must be

defaced by postmasters
stamps must not be affixed so that one

overlies another
star routes—

distribution by States, when to be
made 597

locked pouches and direct packages
on 597

mail to be tied in packages 597
steamboat letters to be marked at time

of receiving 558
unpaid, treatment of, at post-offices.. 559

through pouches not to be made up
without special instructions 589

717
Sec-
tion.

MAIL MATTEK—Continued.
domestic, treatment of, etc.—continued,

time for closing mails, statute relating to 553
time for opening and closing mails at

intermediate offices, extension may
be had on application 605

to be postmarked, except second-class
matter 566

to be properly '' faced up'' and tied.... 588
transit. (See Offices in Transit.)
treatment of, at post-offices in transit... 602

at post-offices of mailing 653
at receiving post-offices 608

unauthorized persons to be excluded
fromroom when mailsare made up. 550

unclaimed matter. (See also Receiving
Offices.)

forwarding of, to Dead-Letter Office . 552
treatment of, at 669

undelivered matter. (See also Receiving
Offices.)

expense for advertising not to be in-
curred without authority 661

gratuitous publication of, copy to be
furnished publishers 661

list of, how to be made out. 666
to be posted 662

Postmaster-General to regulate period
of detention 669

statute establishing rate for advertis-
ing 661

statute relating to advertising of 659
when to be advertised 664

by posting only 663
unmailable matter. (See also Receiving

Offices.)
at mailing offices page 278
classification and definition of 500
destructive—

addressee to be notified when...... 577
disposition of, at post-offices 577
report to First Assistant Postmaster-

General, when 577
sender to be notified, when 577

postmasters responsible for admission
to mails ,.. 574

returns of, to Dead-Letter Office, when
to be made 576

what to be sent to Dead-Letter Office. 575
unpaid letters—

addressee to be notified, when 571
except free matter, to be sent to Dead-

Letter Office 569
if addressee pays postage within re-

quired time, treatment of 571
if sender subsequently pays postage,

treatment of 571
or insufficiently paid matter, treat-

ment of, at post-offices 571
time of holding for postage 571

exceptions in regard to 571
to be returned to writer, when 571
treatment of 570
when to be marked "unclaimed" 571
when to be treated as held for postage. 570

unsealed matter may be examined
when suspected to contain unmail-
able matter 548

or in bad order, treatment of, at post-
offices 563

valuable matter found loose, returns of,
when to be made. 552

treatment of 552
weight of matter to be ascertained at

time of mailing 556
who may have access to 550
withdrawal of, after dispatch—

application for, how made 579
applications for, and proofs submitted

therewith, to be filed at mailing
office 579

deposit to be made to cover expenses
of 579

form to be used in making applica-
tion 579

postmaster receiving request for, will
return to mailing postmaster in
penalty envelope 579

request for, to be telegraphed, when.. 579
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Sec-
tion.

MAIL MATTER—Continued.
domestic, treatment of, etc.—continued,

withdrawal of, after dispatch—continued,
telegrams sent, in such cases to be paid

at regular commercial rates note 579
withdrawal of, before dispatch—

at mailing offices 578
conditions to be complied with before

allowed 578
mail not to be delayed for 578
postmasters, responsible for error in.. 578

enclosing higher class in lower class,
statute relating to and penalty
for 484

examination of, by postmaster beforemail-
ing 492

examination of contents must be possible 496
explosives not to be admitted to 494
firearms in detached parts 496
first-class matter. (See also First-class

Matter.)
all sealed matter to be treated as 413
definition of 413
double advertising cards, how to be

arranged 419
drop letters-

definition of, note 414
insufficiently prepaid, when may be

forwarded 420
postage on 414

insufficiently prepaid, when to be for-
warded 421

limit of weight does not apply if post-
age fully prepaid 488

mutilated coins and paper currency
sent to the Treasury must have pos-
tage prepaid.. 426

postal cards—
postage on 414

address labels on, restrictions regard-
ing 416

may be forwarded on request but not
returned to sender 416

printing or writing on address side
of 416

rate of postage on 415
to be treated as sealed letters 416
when unmailable, except by stamps

affixed 416
post cards (see private mailing cards) ... 419
private mailing cards 413

authorization for 417
combination advertising and .... 419
conditions which must be conformed

to 418
of foreign origin ma liable when pre-

paid with United States stamps 418
rate of postage in domestic mails 418
subj ect to letter postage, when 418

•rates of postage on 414
ship letters, double postage on, when.. 423

rating of postage on 424
when to be charged only with inland

postage 424
soldiers', sailors', and marines' letters,

how to be marked 422
postage on, how to be collected 422
when may be transmitted unpaid 422

Weather Bureau reports to be treated as
letter mail 425

for insane persons, how treated 644
foreign matter. (See also Foreign Mail

Matter.)
advertising nondelivered letters, statute

relating to 660
all classes to bear stamp indicating of-

fice of origin and date of posting.. 566
at exchange offices, forbidden dispatch

under fraud orders, treatment of... 693
at mailing offices, regulations as to treat-

ment of domestic matter to apply
to, except as otherwise provided... 688

Canada mails for, list of railway post-
offices through which may be ex-
changed 692

change of address, conditions neces-
sary to 691

how effected after dispatch 691
before dispatch 691

Sec-
tion.

MAIL MATTER—Continued.
foreign matter—coiitinaed.

change of address, not allowed in cer-
tain countries 691

request for, to be referred to Superin-
tendent Foreign Mails 691

classification and rates of postage .. page 246
damaged letters, delay, etc., reports of,

to include same information <as in
connection with domestic matter.. 547

deficient postage, treatment of, at mail-
ing offices 688

delivering offices—
customs duties collected, disposal of . 708
dutiable articles—

books, and matter from Canada or
Mexico with duty rated on, treat-
ment of 708

customs officers not allowed to seize
sealed matter 708

delivery, in presence of customs offi-
cer, when to be made 708

when customs officer does not re-
spond to notice 708

notices to be sent to addressee and
customs officer 708

opening in presence of postmaster,
when to be done 708

report of value to customs officer
and collection of duly 708

treatment of mail containing 708
unclaimed, treatment of 708

matter prohibited importation, treat-
ment of mail supposed to contain. 707

parcels post, collection of postage
charge on delivery of parcels 703

returned from country of address,
treatment of 706

from foreign country, postage
charge on, how to be collected. 706

unclaimed and undelivered, treat-
ment of 705

when to notify Superintendent of
Foreign Mails 705

postage-due matter, treatment of 702
prepaid letters from Canada, Cuba, or

Mexico bearing return requests,
treatment of „ 704

treatment at 702
unclaimed matter, treatment of 702
undelivered matter, treatment of 702
unmailable matter, treatment of 702

dispatch of, from mailing offices, how to
be made 688

exchange offices 692
bulletin of verification, nonreceipt of,

evidence that mail was received
in good condition 693

treatment of, when received 693
Closed mails from foreign countries, to

be examined 697
in transit across United States, not

to be opened 697
will be entered on letter bill and

forwarded 697
closing of mail sacks, how to be done. 693
customs officers, facilities to be ex-

tended to 698
dispatch of mails from, to be under

direction of Superintendent For-
eign Mails 693

dutiable articles—
books, etc., treatment of 698
copyrighted musical publications,

treatment of 699
for delivery at other offices, treat-

ment of - 698
in unsealed packages, treatment of . 698
treatment of matter containing 698

examination of mails before dispatch. 693
foreign consuls, matter for, not sub-

ject to inspection 698
in transit across United States not to

be interfered with, at 688
letter bills, how to be made out 693

to be numbered in annual series... 693
will be made out except for mail

sent overland to Canada or Mexi-
co..................... 693
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MAIL MATTER—Continued.
foreign matter—continued,

exchange offices—continued,
letters to be separated from other ar-

ticles
lottery matter, treatment of
mail matter forbidden dispatch under

fraud orders, treatment of
mails received, bulletin of verifica-

tion, correction of errors in let-
ter bills to be entered in

how to be made out
delivery to diplomatic representa-

tives, etc., may be made
to person addressed may be made

by postmaster at ports of arrival,
when

fraudulent matter, treatment of
from Canada or Mexico contrary to

provisions of convention, treat-
ment of

loose matter from mail vessels not
to be treated as ship letters

lottery matter, treatment of
obscene matter, treatment of
opening of sacks and comparison

with letter bills
prepaid matter not detained for cus-

toms duties to be forwarded by
most direct route

sealed packages, separation of .
short-paid matter to be rated up

and forwarded
treatment of
unmailable matter treatment of
unpaid matter to be rated up and.

forwarded —
New York, articles for countries be-

yond Germany or Great Britain
received after close of regular
mails, treatment of

articles for Germany or Great Bri-
tain received after close of regu-
lar mails, treatment of

closed mails, how made up at
mails received from other ex-

change offices, after dispatch of
regular closed mails, treatment of

regular mails for sea post-offices,
how to be made up

obscene matter in foreign mails, treat-
ment of

other than New York, articles received
after close of regular mails, how
to be dispatched

closed mails for countries beyond
Germany and Grea.t Britain, how
to be made up

regular mails for Germany and
Great Britain, how to be dis-
patched

for sea post-offices, riot to be made
up at

paid and short-paid letters to be made
up in separate packages

parcels post packages without cus-
toms declaration, treatment of

printed matter, commercial papers,
etc., to be tied in bundles

weighing and sacking of
receipt of mails, letter bills, errors or

omissions in to be corrected.
return of matter not conforming with

conditions
separation of mail into classes
short-paid matter, treatment of
specially addressed matter to be dis-

patched by designated route if pos-
sible

statement of weights, to whom sent..
to be made in triplicate

unmailable matter, treatment of
unsealed packages for Mexico and

Canada, treatment of
waybills of all mails to be made out

in duplicate
what to include

weighing and sacking of letters and
postal cards

Sec-
tion.

693

696

694

Sec-
tion.

MAIL MATTER—Continued.
foreign matter—continued,

exchange offices—continued,
weight of mail, statement of, to be

made out in triplicate, exceptions.. 693
for Canada or Mexico, dispatch of, from

mailing offices, how to be made 688
local exchanges with Canada and Mex-

ico, postmasters authorized to make
mailing offices, dispatch of, from ......

treatment of, at —
Mexico, what kinds of matter may be

exchanged through designated rail-
way post-offices. 692

mails for, list of railway post-offices
through which exchanges may be
made 692

packages may be forwarded to same
addressee at another office 691

parcels post-
certificate of mailing to be filled out

for every package 689
customs declarations to be attached

to parcels 689
when not attached, treatment of, at

exchange post-offices
measuring of parcels, how to be done.
rates of postage on parcels
return of undelivered parcels, condi-

tions necessary to 690
treatment of matter presented for

mailing by 689
postmasters must not return or change

address of articles for foreign, coun-
tries 691

private mailing cards inadmissible un-
less conforming to conditions pre-
scribed 526

recall of, conditions necessary to 691
how effected after dispatch 691

before dispatch 691
rates of postage on 417
receiving offices. (See Delivering Offi-

ces.)
return of, request for, to be referred to

Superintendent Foreign Mails 691
return-request matter from Canada,

Cuba, or Mexico, treatment of .....
treatment of, at delivering offices

at mailing offices
when mailed at other than exchange

offices 688
unmailable, treatment of, at mailing

offices 688
' unpaid, treatment of, at mailing offices. 688

withdrawal of packages from mails
not allowed in certain countries... 691

forwarding1 of first-class matter 627
franked matter, regulation relating to. 511
second, third, and fourth-class matter.. 627

fourth-class matter. (See also Fourth-class
Matter.)

definition of 480
permissible additions to 483
prepayment of postage on, when re-

turned 485
rate of postage on 481
seeds, bulbs, plants, etc.,rate of postage

on 482
what included in 482

tags and labels upon 483
undelivered, sender to be notified if of

obvious value 485
wrapping and preparation of, for mail-

ing 490
free matter. (See also Franking Privilege;

Free Matter in the Mails.) page 238
agricultural experiment stations-

application for free transmission of
reports, how to be made 517

bulletins and reports of, when may
be sent - 516

to whom may be sent 517
bulletins of Department of Agricul-

ture may be inclosed with reports.. 517
reports, etc., manner of wrapping, ad-

dressing, and mailing 517
restrictions on free transmission of. 517
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509

Sec-
tion.

MAIL MATTER— Continued.
free matter — continued.

agricultural experiment stations— c't'd.
when may adopt reports of State agri-

cultural departments ............... 517
bulk package of franked matter, treat-

ment of. ............................ 511
census matter, to be transmitted free . . 513

penalty for use of indorsements for
evasion of postage .................. 513

Congressional documents, statute re-
lating to franking of ............... 506

Congressional Record, statute relating
to franking of ...................... 507

transient rate of postage on .......... 476
forgery or misuse of frank .............. 509
franking privilege, name and designa-

tion of person franking to be
affixed ................ . ............. 509

Government official, definition of term. 509
official correspondence—-

by members of Congress, statute relat-
ing' to ...............................

how to be addressed ..................
limit of weight .......................
name of person franking to appear on

envelope ...........................
to persons not Government officers,

when to be held for postage ........
official matter ..........................

of census .............................
official or penalty envelopes —

for return to be addressed before send-
ing out .................... * ........ 514

indorsements required upon ........ 512, 514
matter in, not to be stopped on sus-

picion ............................... 514
not to be used by officers receiving

allowance for postage .............. 512
officers not entitled to use of, after res-

ignation, except in special cases . . . 514
penal ty for unlawful use of .......... 512
restrictions in use of .................. 514
return, when may be used ........... 512
statute relating to ........ . .......... . 512

public documents, statute relating to
franking of ........................... 507

publications for copyright —
how prepared for mailing ........... . : 518
receipts for, when to be given ........ 518
registration of, free ................ note 518
regulation relating to transmission. . . 518
weight of ............................. 518

reports of certain agricultural colleges,
when to be transmitted ............ 515

seeds and agricultural reports, franking
of, statute relating to ............... 508

special grants of franking privilege, to
whom made ........................ 510

what may be franked by members of
Congress, regulations relating to ... 509

Insects, how to be packed for mailing ---- 496
liable to damage mails,

doubtful matter, sample must accom-
pany inquiry regai'ding ............ 493

improper admission of, division super-
intendents to report ................ 493

or to injure person, General Superin-
tendent of Eailway Mail Service to
determine what shall be excluded .

preparation of, for mailing .............
what excluded .........................

limit of weight,
does not apply to census matter ........

to copyright matter addressed to Li-
brarian of Congress .................

to first and second class matter .......
to internal-revenue stamps, when ----
to official matter relating to postal

service ............................
to official printed or written matter

at Washington .....................
to public documents ..................
to single books ............. .... ......

statute relating to ...................... 487
liquids, when may be admitted and how. 494
losses and complaints ....... . ......... page 237

Sec-
tion.

MAIL MATTER—Continued,
losses and complaints—continued,

improper treatment by postal em-
ployees, reports regarding how to be
made 505

robbery or burning of mail, reports of,
how to be made 505

moist specimens, manner of packing 495
overcharge on, appeal in case of 492

not to be remitted by postmasters 486
packages must admit of examination 489
penalty for injuring, in letter boxes 1611

for stealing or fraudulently obtaining .. 1609
pistols In detached parts 496
postmasters at office of address to rate up. 492
post cards. (See also Domestic and Foreign

Matter.) 413
postal cards. (See also Domestic and For-

eign Matter.)
postage-due stamps placed on undelivered

matter sent to Dead-Letter Office,
claim, for credit, how made 397

postage stamps on, when defaced and
damaged not acceptable for post-
age 562

powders, how to be packed 496
preparation of matter for mailing.... 492
prepayment of postage on 411

on returned second, third, and fourth
class 485

private mailing cards. (See also Domestic
and Foreign Matter) 413

proprietary articles of merchandise in
fixed quantities, exceptions in re-
gard to 496

provisions applicable to several classes
of page 222

punishment of accessory to stealing .. 1612
received from foreign countries, treatment

of, in post-offices page 336
received under penalty envelopes, how re-

turned 672
report to auditor in case penalty for in-

closing higher in lower class matter
has been incurred 492

revolvers in detached parts 496
robbery of mails, reports of 505
samples of flour 496
samples in quantities, specimen package

to be submitted 496
second-class matter. (See also Publica-

tions; Second-class Matter,)
admissibility of publications as, final de-

cision, by whom made 442
advertising sheets, character of, how de-

termined 437
meaning of "primarily" as applied

to 437
applications for entry of publications as 438
bills, receipts, orders, etc., may be in-

closed, when 463
collection of postage, advance de-

posits 451
manner of making 451
statement of, to be sent to Third As-

sistant Postmaster-General.. 451
collection of proper rate where matter

not admissible as, regulation re-
lating to 466

conditions for admission as 428
definition of 427
deposit to be received when decision of

postmaster is questioned 466
detention of, if not entitled to second-

class rate 466
directions on wrapper relating to de-

livery, when admissible 462
domestic, information to be included in

application for entry 438
educational publications, suspension of

issue during vacations , 434
examination of, at mailing office 465
extra copies sent by publishers subject

to transient rate 455
foreign publications, applications for

entry as, how made 440
conditions of entry — 431
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MAIL MATTER—Continued,
second-class matter—continued.

free county matter
postage on, when sent to free-deliv-

ery offices
regulations respecting
subscribers must live within the

county
to be mailed at nearest post-office —

sent to actual subscribers
weight of, to be reported to Depart-

ment
general provisions relating to admission

of publications paj
limit of weight does not apply if postage

fully prepaid
news agents-

application of, for registry, how to be
made

application for registry to be properly
attested and approved by post-
master

certificates of registry, issue of
definition of
mailing of publications by, evidence

of entry required
matter addressed to other agents, evi-

dence of agency required
. packages of publications for, not to be

opened and distributed by post-
masters

portions of unsold publications not to
be returned at pound rate

publications not to be remailed at
pound rate, exceptions

to pay transient rate on publications,
when

unsold matter not to be returned to
publisher or agents at pound rate.,

newspapers and periodicals—
definition of :

pO'dodxciMSi :'saucd by State rUvpa.ce-
ments of agriculture, conditions
relating to admission of

periodical publications, definition of ..
permissible writing or printing or addi-

' . tioiis to
postage on

at letter-carrier offices
transient, or mailed by others than

publishers
postal card bills or orders, not to be in-

closed with
prepayment of postage on, when re-

turned
publications—

advertisements in, to be permanently
attached

advertising pages in, to be of same
size as regular pages

advertising sheets, definition of
not to be admitted as supplements.

appeal of publisher from action of
postmaster, deposit at third-class
rate to be made

applications for entry, of foreign pub-
lications

must be sworn to
of publication of benevolent or fra-

ternal societies, etc
of regular publications
to be forwarded to Department

benevolent or fraternal societies, in-
stitutions of learning, etc

information to be included in ap-
plication for entry

binders not to be mailed with
bulletins of State boards of health, in-

formation to be included in appli-
cation for entry

cancellation of certificates of entry,
hearing to be given before

certificates of entry, how issued
change in period of issue
changes in character of single issues,

action of postmaster in case of
circulars, hand bills,etc., not to be

admitted as supplements

469
469

470

470

470

470

470

470

470

432

!'&•

448
454

461

461

460

438
44:

439
462

439

444
442
434

Sec-
tion,

MAIL MATTER—Continued.
second-class matter—continued,

publications—continued. ,
conditional admission by postmasters 441
conditions relating to regularity of

issue 434
club subscribers, copies for 464
deposit of third-class postage, when to

be made 441.
educational institutions, special ques-

tions to be answered in application
for entry 439

endorsement, of entry on how made. 442
of postmasters as evidence of exam-

ination, how made 441
examination of, by postmasters, con-

ditions to be conformed with . 441
for violation of rules governing ad-

mission 467
extra editions 434
false evidence submitted to secure

entry must be reported by post-
masters ...... 447

foreign, entry of 431
illegal enclosures, at mailing office,

how treated 460
at office of delivery, how treated ... 466
render matter subject to third-class

rates 460
incomplete copies subject to third-

class rate , 455
indications of period of subscription,

when may be included 463
known office of publication, defini-

tion 435
mailing of, by news agents, evidence

of entry required 476
maps, diagrams, and illustrations,

when may be admitted as part of .. 459
matter printed elsewhere than at

office of publication not to be ad-
mitted as supplement 458

number of copies in packages may be
indicated ,

omission of issues
perforated coupons inadmissible
printed illustrations, etc., may be ad-

mitted when 462
professional, literary, historical, and

scientific societies, special questions
to be answered in application for
entry 439

records to be kept by Department ... 445
reentry of, when to be made 443
reprints, postage on 450
separate packages, when to be made. 464.
spurious supplements, characteristics

of 458
State boards of health and depart-

ments of agriculture, special ques-
tions required to be answered in
application for entry 439

State departments of agriculture, in-
formation to be included in appli-
cation for entry 439

stencil or hectograph,not admissible as 433
subscription blanks; "with receptacle

for coin permissible 463
subscription orders, what may include 463
subscription price, when will be

deemed nominal 436
subscription price and lists, evidence

of, to be required 436
supplements, characteristics of per-

missible 459
may be inclosed 457
must bear name of publication 458
must be folded with issues supple-

mented 459
not to contain orders for subscrip-

tion 459
rules relating to note 459

trades unions, special question to be
answered in application for entry.. 439

transmitted by printer to publisher
not entitled to second-class rates. „. 44Q

unbound back numbers of 450
wrapping and folding', manner of 464

309A—02- 46
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Sec-
tion.

MAIL MATTER—Continued.
second-class matter—continued,

rates of postage oil-
when mailed, by publishers or news

agents 448
by publishers at letter-carrier offi-

ces 454
by others than publishers or news

agents 455
( records' of, at post-offices 446

sample copies—
extra numbers not sample copies,

when 456
mailing of excess copies or continuous

mailing of sample copies prohibited,
when

must be plainly marked as such
similar to regular issues

not entitled to free county circula-
tion

not to be enclosed with regular copies.
mailed by news agents at pound

rate
regulations relating to admissibility..
several in one wrapper

third-class postage, when to be re-
quired 441

to others than subscribers subject to
transient rate

transient publications, rate of postage on
undelivered, sender to be notified, when
unpaid, postmasters to prevent admis-

sion to mails of, at free-delivery
offices for delivery thereat, not
properly paid 454

weekly newspapers, postage on at free-
delivery office 454

when prepaid at third-class rates en-
titled to privileges of third-class
matter 462

wrapping and examination of 464
wrapping and preparation of, for mail-

ing .. 490
seeds, bulbs, and plants. (See Fourlh-

Class Matter) \2
seeds, etc., how to be packed -. 496
space to be left sufficient for legible ad-

dress 492
third-class matter. (See also Third-Class

Matter.)
blank o_r printed cards 474
blue prints, etc 474
circulars, definition and characteristics

of • 473
rate of postage on, in. case of written

or stamped additions 473
Congressional Record, transient copies

of 476
definition of -471
letters, in characters used by the blind. 475

in " point print" 475
permissible additions to 478
prepayment of postage on, when re-

turned 485
printed cards bearing hand-stamped

dates, classification of 478
printed matter—

• cards folded and sealed with, sticker.. 474
definition of 472
directions, requests, etc., not part of

address 479
further points of definition 474
imprints by hand stamp, effect upon

class! ii cation , , 478
proof sheets, corrections of 478
return requests, etc., not part of ad-

dress are permissible 479
samples of printing 474
typewritten and fac simile copies 474

printed ship matter, how treated 477
rate of postage on 471
undelivered, sender to be notified if of

obvious value 485
wrapping and preparation of, for mail-

ing 490
unmailable matter and matter not to be

delivered page 231
classification of 500
definition of... 500

Sec-
tion.

MAIL MATTER—Continued.
unmailable matter, etc. —continued,

delivery of mail matter to persons or
concerns conducting lotteries or
fraudulent enterprises, statute re-
lating to 503

fictitious matter, identification of per-
sons may be required before de-
livery of 504

statute relating to treatment of 504
fraudulent and fictitious matter, statutes

relating to, note on 502
green goods, fraudulent and fictitious

matter, rulings as to niailability of,
by whom given 502
statute relating to 502

lotteries, gift concerts, etc., newspapers
containing advertisements of, uu-
mailable 499

penalty for depositing in,or withdraw-
ing from mails, matter relating to.. 499

statute relating to 499
lotteries or fraudulent enterprises, pub-

lic advertisement, evidence of
agency 503

sealed matter supposed to relate to,
not to be opened 503

statute relating to delivery of regis-
tered matter for, extended and made
applicable to ordinary matter 503

lottery companies, matter a.ddressed to 501
lottery matter, definition of 501

rulings as to admlosifoility of, by whom
made 502

obscene matter, penalty for posting in,
or taking from mails 497

rulings as to mailability of, by whom
given 497

statute relating to 497
return of forbidden delivery, to senders 503
scurrilous matter, penalty for depositing

in or taking from mails 498
rulings as to mailability of, by whom

given 498
statute relating to - 498

Weather Bureau reports to be promptly
dispatched ,... 425

weighing more than limit provided by law
not to be accepted for mailing,
special exceptions 487

what may be admitted and how to be
packed 494

withdrawal of mail matter after dispatch. 579
before dispatch. 578

TH-apping and preparation of, for mailing 489
MAIL-MESSENGER SERVICE. (See Trans-

portation of Mails—mail-messenger

MAILDJtt OFFICES. (See also Mail Matter.)
receipt of domestic mail matter at 688
treatment of foreign matter at. 553

MAIL POUCHES, SACKS, LOCKS, ETC.
(Seealso Tiviixporiaiion of theHails—

mail equipment.)
issuing of, assigned to division, of mail

equipment 18
SAIL SERVICE. (See also Transportation

of the Mails.)
on railroads and inland steamboat routes

general conduct of, assigned to di-
vision of railway mail

penalty for fiiilnre to enter into or per-
form coatracts for

statistics and reports of, to be prepared
by division ci contracts.

MAIL STEAMERS. (Sec also Transportation
of the McuilK.)

preparation of schedules of, assigned to
division, of foreign malls ........... 18

MAIL WEIGHERS,
appointment of, assigned to Second Assist-

ant Postmaster-General 18
MAILS. (See also Transportation of the

Mafils.)
.accessory to robcry of, punishment of 1616
money found loose iii,

how treated at post-offices at division
headquarters Railway Mail Service. 552

at other offices 552
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MAILS—Continued,
money found loose In—continued,

to be returned from, post-offices, when.,
may be delivered to claimant, when...
manner and time of return to Dead-

Letter Office
offenses against. (See also Offenses Against

Postal Service,') '.
padding of, for purpose of increasing

weight, penalty for
penalty for attempting to rob

for delaying, at ferry
for deserting
for obstructing
for receiving articles stolen from
tor robbery of

MANILA,
dead-letter service for Philippine Islands

to be conducted through
MAI'S. (See Post Route Maps.)
MARINES, LETTEKS
METRIC SYSTEM,

balances in, will be furnished when nec-
essary

MEXICO. (See also Foreign 'Mail Matter;
Mail Matter—foreign.)

dispatch of mail for, from mailing offices,
how to be made

dutiable articles, treatment of unsealed
packages containing, at exchange
offices

local exchanges with, postmasters author-
ized to make, how advised

mail matter for, contrary to provisions of
convention, treatment of, at ex-
change offices of receipt

mails for, what may be exchanged
through designated railway post-
offices

list of railway post-offices through
which exchanges of, may be made,

parcels post, weignt of packages to cer-
tain post-offices

prepaid letters from, not bearing return
requests, treatment of, at receiving
offices

registered matter for, the'State should be
part of address

return of undelivered registered matter
to

sealed packages other tlnm letters not to
be admitted for transmission to

MILITIA DUTY,
exemption of certain employees from

MINOR COINS, ~ '
legal-tender value of

MINORS. (See also Mail Matter.}
regulations relating to delivery of mail

addressed to
MINORS AND ALIENS,

not eligible to appointment as postmas*
ter

MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS,
how deposited in Treasury

MISDIRECTED MATTER. ' (See also Mail
Matter; Registry System.)

how checked and reported in railway
postal cars

treatment of, at Dead-Letter Office
at offices iii transit
at mailing offices
at receiving offices

MISDIRECTED REGISTERED MATTER.
(Res ncpistri: Si/stem.)

MISSENT MATTER." (See also Mail Matter.)
how checked and reported in railway

postal cars
to be promptly forwarded from receiving

offices
treatment of, at offices of transit

at receiving post-offices
MISSENT REGISTERED MATTER. (See

alGO RegiMry System) ,
registered pouches., treatment of

MONEY-ORDER BUSINESS. (See also
Money-Order System; Post-Offices and
Postmasters.)

1592
1615
1623
1624
1622
1613
161-1

47

422

696

723

Sec-
tion,

324
MONEY-ORDER BUSINESS—Continued.

supplies, requisition for, how made
MONEY-ORDER FUNDS. (See also Money-

Order System; Post-Offices and Post-
masters.)

embezzlement of, penalty for 1571
remittances of surplus 1110

MONE Y- ORDER OFFICES. (See also Money-
Order System; Post-Offices and Post-
masters. )

commissions at note 255
during absence of post mater designation

of cleric to take charge of office mast
be made 249

MONEY ORDERS. (See also Money-Order
System; Post-Offices and Postmasters.)

commissions on, at third and fourth class
offices intended to cover cost of
clerical assistance 307

forging, counterfeiting, or unlawful issue
of, penalty for 1588

issuing of, on credit, penalty for 1589
not to be issued 031 Sunday 264

MONEY ORDERS, DIVISION OF. (See
Post-Office Department and Postal

MONEY-ORDER SYSTEM,
additional supplies, how obtained 973
advices. (See Domestic orders, issue of,

payment of.)
duplicate, inquiry to be made in case

of 1026
allowances for clerical services at 967
applications for and issue of duplicate

orders page 484
for money orders. 983

clerks,
note on compensation of 967
statute relating to allowances for 967

competitive business,
employees in offices not to act as agents

for 970
postmasters not to act as agents for 970

conduct of money-order business page 455
correspondence in regard to money-order

business, instructions relating to .. 972
destruction of blanks, etc., where infected

by contagious disease 626
domestic orders, issue,

acting postmasters' signatures to 996
advices—•

letters of inquiry regarding discreroan-
cies 994

order actually issued when advice is
dispatched 993

original, how made out 993
original and duplicate, regulations
• relating to 993
second or duplicate, when necessary. 994
to "be canceled when corresponding

order not used
when order is drawn on office of issue.
when spoiled, spare advice to be used.

aggregate of orders 982
more than two hundred dollars, when

notice to be sent First Assistant Post-
master-General 982

application for issue, regulations re-
lating to page 460

applications—-
form of, to be prescribed by Postmas-

ter-General 983
particulars necessary in 984
to be filed for reference 984
to be filled out by applicant 984

branch offices, statute relating to issue
of orders at 978

change in place of payment, request for,
after dispatch of advice 992

request for, before dispatch of advice. 991
domestic form will be used in drawing

orders on Canada, Cuba., and New-
foundland note 976

drawing of orders, to conform with in-
formation contained in application 985

duplicate numbers on orders, one to be
canceled ,..,.,,,.,,..,..,,,... 999
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See-

MONEY-OBDER SYSTEM—Continued.
domestic orders, issue—continued,

errors,
after delivery of order to remitter but

before dispatch of advice, action to
be taken by postmaster in case of. 990

order to be treated as not issued,
manner of repaying 990

after dispatch of advice, how correct-
ed 989

order to be recalled and repaid in
form of new order 989

and changes, regulations relating
to page 463

before delivery of order to remitter
not to be corrected, now form to be
filled out 988

fees to be refunded, when 990
if order returned by remitter before

dispatch of advice, rule to be fol-
lowed 990

order drawn on wrong money-order
office and not recovered, action to
be taken in case of 989

order duly receipted and returned by
payee before dispatch of advice to
be treated as not issued 990

• repayment to payee, how accom-
plished 990

fees and limitations 981
form to be followed in drawing 985
fractional part of 1 cent not to be in-

cluded in order 981
general provisions relating to page 457
identification of remitter who is also

payee, how obtained 980
legal tender note 977
may be drawn to correct errors without

additional fee 981
money-order blanks, stamps, how sup-

plied, and use of. 995
money-order dating stamps and signa-

natures to money orders, regulations
relating to 995

money-order forms—
defaced or mutilated, to be treated as

not issued 999
examination of, for irregularities 999
if omitted, note to be made of fact... 999
must be accounted for 999
postmasters responsible for safety of. 998
to be furnished by Postmaster-Gen-

eral 997
1' not-issued'' forms-

definition of 1000
fee not chargeable for 1000

not to be drawn on stations or sub-
stations , 986

office hours for conduct of business 968
offices, changes in lists of money order, .

must be rioted 971
up_on which may be drawn 976

original fee to apply to new order,when 990
payment for, how to be made 977
pen and ink must be used in drawing.. 986
precautions to be taken in drawing 986
record of, to include all particulars and

subsequent action 987
responsibility of postmaster and sure-

ties when clerk is authorized to
sign , note 996

signature of postmaster to, how written
signing of

by acting postmaster
when assistant postmaster or clerk is

in charge of office
spaces not used to be filled in with

waved line
spoiled form to be treated as not issued
stations and substations are merely

parts of main office
subsidiary coin may be used in amounts

for which they are legal tender
treatment of money-order forms, regu-

lations relating'to
waiver of identification of payee for-

bidden
what may be received in payment for..
"limited" offices

986

986

977

997

979
977

Sec-

MO ATEY-OEDEK SYSTEM—Continued.
domestic orders, payment,

advices page 478
contents of, not to be revealed 1020
correspondence is part of, and not to

be destroyed 1015
defects in 1012
delayed, how treated 1012
drawn on second advice form not ac-

companied by original form, how
treated 1012

- examination of files upon receipt of
second 1013

missent to be stamped and forwarded. 1012
missing, inquiry for, how made 1013
paid, disposition of 1018
second, when correcting original,

treatment of 1016
to be filed in alphabetical order 1017
treatment of, when office of payment

is changed by new order 1011
when second advice gives name of

another office as place of payment,
facts to be reported 1013

is received, for which no original is
on file, treatment of 1013

applications for draft for 1001
at office not drawn upon forbidden 1003
by issue of a new order, when, may be

made 1011
credit for payment not to be taken until

advice is received 1002
Department not responsible after pay-

ment !. 1006
failure to make prompt application for

draft when necessary may be
deemed cause for removal 1001

fraudulent schemes or lotteries, pay-
ment of, to persons conducting 1010

general provisions relating to pa ge 469
identification of applicant for payment 1004
in advance of receipt of advice may be

made when 1002
indorsed for payment to post-master—

treatment of 1011
with a request for new order, treat-

ment of .- 1011
indorsement, more than one invalidates

order 1007
invalidated by, how amount may be

secured .' 1007
not to be paid until original order or

duplicate is received 1004
of orders, when to be withheld 1009

on power of attorney or order 1008
paid orders to be stamped and recorded 1005
payee a society or corporation, who

should receipt 1 1004
precautions in 1004
prompt payment should be made 1001
refusal to pay when funds are sufficient

deemed cause for removal 1001
signature of payee, how taken if unable

to write....' 1004
stamped signature in receipt may be

authorized 1004
to others than payees 1007

upon payee's indorsement 1007
to others than persons named—

bank indorsements 1008
in case of death of payee 1008
original purchaser, when payment

may be made to 1008
signatures to be crossed out, when... 1008
substitution of name of indorsee, or

one written in error, may be made
by payee or remitter '. 1008

to firms that have ceased to exist 1008
upon assignment 1008
when presented, by first indorsee 1008

by payee or remitter 1008
when to be refused 1009

unclaimed, duplicate of, bond of indem-
nity may be required for 1019

when payee may in any event apply
for 1 1019

may not apply for 1019
issuing post-master and remitter to be

notified, when 1019
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MOXE1-ORBEB SYSTEM—Continued. •
domestic orders, payment—continued,

unclaimed, lost order, payee to apply
for duplicate if remitter can not be
found 1019

remitter should make application
for duplicate 1019

money orders 1019
pavee to be notified, when 1019
second notice to issuing postmaster

and remitter, when to be sent 1019
withholding payment—-

for fraud if allegations made in obtain-
ing order 1009

if amounts are not alike and advice
names greater amount 1009

are not alike and advice names less
amount 1009

are not alike and second advice
names either sum 1009

if stamp of issuing office and date
missing 1009

on fraud orders, treatment of 1010
when must be done 1009
when name given by payee differs

from that in order and advice 1009
order more than one year old 1009
presented by second or subsequent

endorsers 1009
wrong payment—

recovery of amount in case of 1006
responsibility of postmaster for 1004

domestic orders, repayment 1021
advices-

certificate in lien of lost advice ...... 1021
or certificates not received, entry to

be made in statement 1021
recall of 1021
return of, to office of issue 1023

credit for, how taken 1021
indorsements and signatures imma-

terial 1021
order not complete voucher unless ac-

companied by advice 1021
record of—

at office drawn upon 1023
of issue 1023

to other than remitter—
indorsements in case of 1022
may be made upon indorsement 1022

to payee or indorsee, how made 1022
upon application of remitter, conditions

upon which will be made 1021
duplicate orders,

advice, treatment of, where certificate
of nonpayment is given 1026

when second, to be applied for 1026
applications for, and issue of 1024

at office of issue 1027
at paying office - - - - 1026
how made 1025

bond of indemnity may be required for
issue of 1025

credit for repayment by, how taken 1034
duplicate advices, inquiry to be made

in case of 1026
invalidated by indorsement, applica-

tion for, how made 1030
payment of, how made 1030

issue of, not permitted to postmasters .. 1031
issued by Superintendent of Money-

Order System only 1031
issuing office, application for, at, how

made 1027
comparison and examination ot par-

ticulars to be made 1027
examination of register for record of

repayment 1027
record of applications for 1027

loss of advice, when second advice to
bcsent 1028

lost order, recovery of, after application
for duplicate has been made out,
how treated 3029

lost valid orders, payment of, by dupli-
cate 1024

offices at which may be paid 1032
upor which may be drawn 1032

MONEY-ORDER SYSTEM—Continued.
duplicate orders—continued,

payable to otherthan payee or indorsee,
when may be made 1025

paying office, application for, at, how
made .. 1026

payment and repayment of 1033
payment by, record of, how made 1033
repayment by, credit for, how taken... 1034

record of, liow made 1034
when notice of, received from issuing

postmaster advice should be re-
turned 1026

to whom payable 1025
establishment of money-order offices, ap-

plication for, how made 966
establishment of service, authority for... 965
expenditures on money-order account,

special permission required for 974
fraud orders forbidding payment of orders,

how treated 1010
funds, money-order,

accounts, statute relating to keeping of. 1124
advances by postmasters to pay orders

may be made 1103
advices of repaid orders to be attached

to accounts 1127
cash to be kept separately 1097
certificates of deposit—

duplicates, how and when issued 1119
form of 1119

change of postmasters at money-order
offices, regulations relating to 1134

compensation for money-order business,
how obtained 1131

credit for remittances before certificate
is obtained prohibited 1112

credits on New York-
drafts against, when to be made 1104
entries of amount of drafts 1104
not to be used until other funds are

exhausted 1104
renewal of, timely application for, to

be made 1104
transfer of, on change of postmasters. 1135
when allowed 1104

daily adjustment of accounts 1123
depositary and depository offices for

money-order funds, regulations re-
lating to 1116

depositories—
for note on, 1117

to be designated by special in-
structions 1117

general regulations for postal funds,
to be applied to, except as modified 1118

method of collecting in note on, 1117
reports by, to whom made 1119

deposits, accounts and report of, how
made 1119

general regulations to apply to 1] 09
may be made in national banks desig-

nated by Secretary of the Treasury. 1107
remittances for deposit, not to include

fractions of dollars 1110
surplus funds, regulations relating to. 1109
to be made daily ....- 1110

used the same as regular funds 1121
when to be made 1110
with assistant treasurer, statute re-

lating to. ....-? 1116
drafts against credit—

coupons to be forwarded to Depart-
ment • 1105

entries to be made 1105
form of 1105
negotiation of 1105
to "be drawn on forms furnished by

Department 1105
drafts for remitting, use of 1107
general regulations as to postal funds

to apply except when modified — 1095
incoming postmasters, cash received

from predecessor to be debited 1135
losses in transit, credit for, not allowed

if remittance is not made in accord-
ance with regulations 1110

lost checks, duplicates of, how issued-.. 1107
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MONET- OKDEll SYSTEM—Continued.
funds, money-order—continued,

money-order drafts and credits on New
York, regulations relating to 1103

monthly statements to be numbered
consecutively 1125

no business, statement of, to be ren-
dered 1130

not always subject to same rules as
postal funds 1096

outgoing postmaster—
credit in final statement, how taken. 1134
final statement of, to Auditor 1134
receipt for surplus sent to depository

when not received 1134
records and supplies, delivery of, to

successor 1134
to deliver cash on hand 1134

payments and transfers of, to be under
direction of Postmaster-General

record books, what to be kept at small
offices .

records, accounts, and statements, regu-
lations relating to 1122

records to include all business of day.. 1123
remittances by depositary postmasters. 1121

by drafts, checks, etc 1111
by other than national-bank drafts,

"application for authority to use 1111
letters of transmittal to accompany .. 1109
when and how made 1110

reserve, allowance and use of 1114
need not be retained unless necessary. 1115

special money-order drafts, application
for, when to be made 1103

when issued 1103
special statements at close of quarter,

how rendered " 1126
statements, destruction of, statute re- •

lating to 1133
when to be rendered 1125

stations in need of, for payment of
money orders, how supplied 1106

superintendents of stations not to trans-
fer funds 1101

surplus, how ascertained at offices not
allowed a reserve 1113

on account of transfer, how disposed
of 1100

temporary deposits—
at offices where there is Government

depository
how may be made -
regular remittances to be made
regula.tions relating to stations need-

ing funds
to be considered money in the Treasury,
transfers of—

by warrants from postal revenues to
money-order account

entries pertaining to, must appear
only in accounts for quarter in
which transfers are made

money-order to postal account, au-
thority for

record of, how made
notice to be sent to Auditor
postal to money-order account, how

and when made
record of, how made

regulations relating to
to be under direction of Postmaster-

General 1098
unauthorized checks used in remit-

tances, report of 1120
unpaid advices on hand, account of, to

be noted in statement 1129
unpaid orders, disposition of money

represented by '. 1132
one year old, monthly statements of. 1132

vouchers to accompany statements 1128
weekly statements to include only busi-

ness of week
general provisions relating to
general supplies, how obtained
International money-order service,

application for establishment of, at, post-
offices 1040

MONEY-OBDEK SYSTEM—Continued.
International money-order service—c't'd.

conventions for establishment of, note
on

direct exchange, list of countries with
which maintained

direct and indirect exchange, exchange
offices for

domestic regulations to be followed,
except as otherwise modified

exchange offices, which are intermedi-
ary agencies in conduct of interna-
tional business

expense for establishment, how paid ..
general provisions relating to
indirect exchange, countries with

which maintained
intermediary service, charges made for.
new bond not required
notice to public of establishment of....
offices at which, may be authorized
postmasters not to transact business di-

rect! y with foreign countries, except
Canada, Cuba, and Newfoundland,

statements of, to be rendered to Auditor,
statute authorizing establishment of.. .

International orders,
advices—

for Canada, Cuba, or Newfoundland to
be inclosed in envelopes such as
used in domestic business

list of exchange offices to be consulted
before sending

of orders payable in Canada, Cuba, or
Newfoundland will be sent direct to
paying post-office

special envelopes for,how procured.,
special form for orders payable in Apia

or Germany ."
amount for which order is to be drawn

shown by conversion table
applications for, how made

particulars which must be given in ..
postmasters prohibited from .filling in.

carbon process, use of, in issuing
changes after certification, how made..
compensation for issue of
complaints of wrong payment, when

must be made
conversion table will be furnished
country of payment to be inserted at

top of coupon and receipt
coupons and advice, how made out
coupon and order to be carefully com-

pared after filling in
designation of office of payment by for-

eign administration, details to be
followed in case of

directions and precautions concerning
issue of

duplicate advices—
care to be taken in issue of.
how made out
of orders payable in Canada, Cuba, or

Newfoundland when furnished
issue of, on request of exchange office,
responsibility of postmaster in case of

error ."
duplicate orders,

French, application for, how made ..
invalid orders, applications for, how

made
issued in Canada, Cuba, or Newfound-

land, application for, how made .
payable in "Canada, Cuba, or New-

foundland, application for, how
made

in foreign countries, application for,
how made

how obtained
in United States application for,

how made
regulations relating to -

errors, corrections of, and certification,
how made

treatment of, after delivery
before delivery '.

fees for

1038

1045

1046

1039

1092
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MONEY-OBDER SYSTEM—Continued.
international order—continued,

for Canada, Cuba, or Newfoundland to
be drawn in same way as domestic
orders 1054

to be drawn on domestic form 1019
for Mexico arid other countries to be

drawn on international form 1049
foreign offices on which may be drawn. 1057
form of 1053
form giving address written by remitter

may be attached to_ advice 1055
for payment In countries named in in-

direct exchange list, how drawn... 1059
fractions of a cent not admissible 1061
fraud orders forbidding certification,

offices of issue to be notified 1070
general rule for issuing note 1057
inquiries about payment of, how made. 1069
issue of 1053

manner of 1054
list of money-order offices in foreign

countries, published by Department 1057
missing advices of orders issued in

United States for payment in for-
eign countries, duplicate of, when
to be issued 1068

payable in—
Canada, Cuba, or Newfoundland, may

be issued at any office authorized
to transact domestic money-order
business 1040

to be drawn on domestic form 1053
Great Britain, drawn in sterling and

must contain amounts for which
exact equivalents can be made 1060

payment of—•
care to be taken in 1072
corrections through exchange offices,

wiien made 1079
disposal of uncertified advices and.

card orders 1078
form, of, to be used in applications

when missing 1077
general provisions relating to 1072
international number, when to be

written on face of paid orders 1085
invalid orders, return of, how made.. 1087

terms of postal conventions relating
to 1087

irregularities which do not affect pay-
ment 1074

list of countries from which orders are
not sent 1083

from which orders are sent to payee
in United States 1082

of orders originating in foreign coun-
tries 1082

payable in United States, applications
for advices when missing 1077

rate of conversion for orders payable
in United States fixed by country of
origin except as named 1081

recall of advices of orders Issued in
Canada, Cuba, or Newfoundland,
action in case of 1080

regulations relating to 1077
reissue of orders in United States,

when made 1083
stamping of paid orders 1085
to indorsees, attorneys, or legal repre-

sentatives, how effected '.... 1076
to person not residing at money-order

office, when and how effected 1075
uncertified card orders of foreign is-

sue, treatment of when received... 1078
unclaimed, notices to be sent to payee. 1086
value in United States money to be

indorsed on orders in certain cases. 1084
. void advices of orders issued in Can-

ada, Cuba, or Newfoundland, dis-
posal of 1080

withholding of payment, when may
be done 1073

precautions to be taken in issuing
of 1065

record to be kept of all action in regard
to 1071

727
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MONEY-ORDER SYSTEM—Continued.
international orders—continued,

repayment of,
application for authority for, how

made 1088
drawn on Canada, Cuba, or New-

foundland, how made 1089
not to be made without authority 1088
order and advice to be attached to

application form 1088
regulations relating to 1088
when advice has been certified 1088

special care to be taken in making out
orders payable in Germany 1056

table of information for consultation in
issuing ,.. 1065

to be forwarded to exchange offices 1063
Invalid orders and postal notes,

payable by warrants 1035
application for warrant, to pay, how

made 1035
for payment of lost orders, how made. 1036

appropriation out of which payable 1035
duplicate orders, invalid if not pre-

sented within one year 1035
payable only by warrant 1035
payment of, when lost, how obtained.. 1036
postal notes, issue of, discontinued 1037

unpaid, payment of, how obtained.. 1037
regulations applicabl e to., 1035
statements rendered to auditor note 1035
warrants for payment, of, how issued... 1035
when payable by warrant 1035

money-order funds. (See funds.)
office hours for conduct of money-order

business 968
offices, changes in lists of money-order,

must be noted , 971
remittances of money-order funds. (See

also funds) _ 1110
special envelopes for money-order busi-

ness, how obtained 975
stations and substations of money-order

offices 986
Sunday business, postmaster not required

to transact 969
supplies for money-order business 973

MONEY-ORDER SYSTEM, SUPERINTEND-
ENT OF. (See Post-Office Depart-
mcnt and Posted Service.)

MUSICAL PUBLICATIONS. (Sec also Mail
Matter.)

copyrighted in mails for foreign coun-
tries, treatment of, at exchange
offices 698 and 699

MUTILATED COINS AND PAPER CUR-
KENCY,

not to be transmitted from individuals to
Treasury for redemption, except as
prepaid first-class matter 426

MUTILATED MATTER. (See also Mail
Matter.)

treatment of, at receiving offices 612
NEW ORLEANS, LA.,

exchange office for conduct of interna-
tional money-order business with
certain countries , 1048

exchange post-office for certain countries. 692
NEW YOIIK CITY (N. Y.),

closed mails for seajjost-offices,dispatched
via Germany or Great Britain, how
made up at 694

exchan go office for certain countries 692
for conduct of international money-

order business with certain coun-
tries 10-18

regular mails for sea post-offices, how
made up at 694

salary of postmaster 255
NEWS AGENTS. (See also Mail Matter—

second-daw.)
application of, for registry, how made... 469
definition of 468

NEWSPAPER AND PERIODICAL POSTAGE.
(See also Mail Matter—second-class.)

collected in money, commissions on, al-
lowed 258

use of stamps for, discontinued note 257
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See-

NEWSPAPER. (See also Mail Matter—
second-class.)

definition of 432
penalty for stealing, detaining, or destroy-

ing 1607
wrapping and preparation of, for mailing. 490

NIXIES. (See also Mail Matter; Railway
Mail Service.)

meaning of term 1514
NONDELIVEREB LETTERS. (See also

Mail Matter.)
statute establishing rate for advertising'.. 661

NONDELIVERED MATTER. (See also
Mail Matter.)

advertised,
extra charge on C68
how to be marked 667

list of, how to be made out 666
returned, to be indorsed with reason for.. 672
when to be advertised 664

by posting only 663
OATH OF OFFICE. (See also Post-Office

Department and Postal Service; Post-
Offices and Postmasters; Free -Delivery
Service; Railway Mail Service; Trans-
portation of the Mails.)

form of 207
who required to take it note 207

OBSCENE MATTER. (See also Mail Matter.)
penalty for officers aiding in importation

or circulation of 1619
for sending by common carrier 1618

statute relating to posting or taking from
mails 497

what is included in 681
OCEAN MAIL SERVICE. (See also Trans-

portation of the Mails.)
authority for establishment and condi-

tions of 1307
OFFENSES AGAINST THE POSTAL SERV-

ICE. (See also Penalties and Forfei-
tures.

acceptance of unlawful deposits by bank-
ers or others, penalty for 1577

accessory to robbery of the mails, penalty
for 1616

stealing mail matter, penalty for 1612
accounting of sales of stamps, etc., pen-

alty for failure to make 1576
advertisements in likeness of obligations

of the United States, penalty for... 1591
arrest and reports of offenses 1564
arrests at instance of postmaster,

custody of prisoner 1566
preliminary hearings in case of 1566

arrests by other than united States officers,
United States district attorney to be
notified 1567

assaulting letter carriers, penalty for. 1603
assessments, soliciting or receiving by

officers or in public offices for polit-
ical purposes, penalty for 221

attempt to rob mails, penalty for 1615
bonds of bidders, surety on, swearing

falsely, guilty of perjury 1259
unlawful approval of, by postmaster,

penalty for 1626
bonds, records, etc., penalty for counter-

feiting or altering 1590
breaking and entering post-offices, pen-

alty for 1599
canceled stamps, use of, for postage, pen-

alty for 1585
carriers, carrying letters outside of mail,

in violation of law, penalty ior 1143
census endorsement, use of, to avoid pay-

ment of postage 513
use of, to avoid payment of registry fee 801

certification of bonds of bidders, unlaw-
ful approval of, by postmaster,
penalty for 1626

claims, penalty for officers acting as
agents for, or assisting in prosecu-
tion of 1598

conspiracy to defraud the United States
or to violate statutes, penalty of 1594

Sec-
tion.

OFFENSES AGAINST THE POSTAL SERV-
ICE—Continued.

contracts,
penalty for failure to enter into or per-

form 1627
receiving compensation for procuring,

penalty for 1596
unlawfully procured, may be annulled. 1596

correspondence, penalty for obstructing
or prying into 1610

counterfeiting or altering bonds, records,
etc., penalty for 1590

deposit of postal revenues, penalty for
failure to make 1576

deposits, penalty for acceptance of unlaw-
ful, by bankers or others - 1577

depredation on mails, special reports of,
when to be made 1565

deserting the mail, penalty for 1624
detaining, opening, or destroying mail

by persons in postal service, pen-
alty for 1605

detention of mail matter by postmaster,
penalty for unlawful 1608

embezzled money, having in possession
or carrying into another district of,
penalty for 1568

embezzlement, by persons in postal service
of letters containing valuable in-
closures, penalty for 1604

of money of the United States, pen-
alty for.. 1568

of money-order funds, what consti-
tutes, penalty for 1571

of money or property not otherwise
punishable, penalty 1569

embezzling or carrying away post-office
property, penalty for. 1600

failure to account for money received,
penalty for 157,3

to deposit with, proper depositary, pen-
alty for 1575

false evidence as to character of publica-
tion, penalty for 1593

personation of United States officers,
penalty for 1595

returns by postmasters,
for purpose of increasing compensa-

tion, penalty for 1578
of special-delivery business 1578

vouchers and receipts, penalty for filing. 1572
fictitious names, penalty for using in pro-

motion of fraudulent and green-
goods schemes 1617

foreign mail while in transit across ter-
ritory of United States deemed
United States mails, punishment of
offense against 1625

postage stamps, penalty for forging or
counterfeiting 1587

vessel carrying mails, penalty for failure
to deliver into post-office 1309

forging, counterfeiting, or unlawful issue
of money orders, penalty for 1588

forging or counterfeiting postage stamps,
dies, etc., penalty for 1586

fraudulent and green-goods schemes,
penalty for using fictitious names
in promotion of 1617

penalty for use of mails in conduct of. 1617
green-goods schemes, penalty for use of

mails in conduct of 1617
improper sales of stamps, etc., penaltyfor. 1576
"intended to be conveyed by mail,"

meaning of
Intercepting1 or secreting1 letters, penalty

for
Jurisdiction of courts,

circuit courts 1562
district courts 1562
State courts 1562

| letter boxes,
penalty for injuring 1603

lor injuring mail matter in 1611
letters containing valuable iuclosures, pen-

alty for embezzlement of, by per-
sons in postal service 1604

penalty for intercepting or secreting. 1610
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Sec-

OFFENSES AGAINST THE POSTAL 8ERV-
ICE—Continued.

libelous, scurrilous, defamatory, or
threatening matter on envelope or
postal card, penalty for mailing or
taking from mails to circulate 498

loaning, using, or unauthorized deposit of
public moneys, penalty for 1574

lottery matter, penalty for importation
and circulation by interstate com-
merce 1620

penalty for mailing 499
mail bags, locks, etc., penalty for injur-

ing '.... 1G01
locks and keys, penalty for stealing,

embezzling, or forging 1602
mail matter,

in letter boxes, penalty for injuring 1611
penalty for opening and embezzlement

of 1609
for stealing or fraudulently obtaining. 1609
for unlawful detention of, by post-

masters 1608
punishment of accessory to stealing 1612

mail service, penalty for failure to enter
into or perform contract for 1627

mails,
penalty for attempting to rob 1615

for deserting 1624
for robbery of 1614
for receiving articles stolen from 1613

robbery of, punishment of accessory to. 1616
money-order funds, penalty for embezzle-

ment of 1571
money orders,

issue of, on credit, penalty for 1589
penalty for forging, counterfeiting, or

unlawful issue of 1588
newspapers, penalty for stealing, detain-

ing, or destroying 1607
obligations of the United States, penalty

for advertisements in likeness of... 1591
obscene matter,

depositing in or taking from mails, pen-
alty for 497

on envelopes or postal cards, penalty for
mailing or taking from mails to cir-
culate 498

penalty for officers aiding in importa-
tion or circulation of 1619

for sending by common carrier 1618
obstructing the mails, penalty for 1622
officers receiving compensation for serv-

ices in matters in which United
States is interested, penalty for 1597

official matter,
' use of census endorsement to avoid

payment of postage 513
registry endorsement to avoid pay-

ment of registry fee 801
official or penalty envelopes, to avoid

payment of postage, penalty for 512
opening'or destroying of letters by per-

sons in postal service 1605
other statutes not enumerated hereuiider

relating to offenses against postal
service note 1627

padding the mails for purpose of increas-
ing weight, penalty for 1592

penalty envelopes used to avoid pay-
ment of postage, penalty for ... 512

political assessments, soliciting or re-
ceiving by officers of the United
States, or in room or building used
as offices 218

post-offices, penalty for breaking and
entering 1599

postage, unlawful, penalty for demand
or receipt of 1579

postage due, failure to collect or account
for, penalty for 1580

postage stamps, "etc., failure to account
for, deemed embezzlement . 1576

penalty for unlawful removal of, by
persons in postal service 1581

unlawful use of, penalty for 1585
postal revenue*, penalty for failure to de-

posit 1576

See-

OFFENSES AGAINST THE POSTAL SERV-
ICE—Continued.

postal service, other statutes not enumer-
ated hereuiider relating to offenses
against note 1627

preliminary proceedings in criminal of-
fenses, before whom held 1563

printing upon vessels, vehicles, etc.,
" U. S. Mail," penalty for 1621

procuring office, receiving or giving com-
pensation for, penalty for 1596

prosecution of claims, officers acting as
agents for or assisting in, penalty
for ' 1598

prosecution of offenses under postal laws. 1562
public moneys, penalty for loaning, using,

or unauthorized^ deposit of 1574
publications, false evidence as to charac-

ter of, penalty for 1593
receiving articles stolen from mails, pen-

alty for 1613
compensation by officers for matters in

which United States is interested,
penalty for 1597

stolen money or property, penalty for.. 1570
removal of canceling marks, etc..

from stamps by persons not in postal
service, penalty for 1584

from stamps by persons in postal serv-
ice, penalty for , 1583

removal of offenders, warrants for, how
issued and executed 1563

removal of postage stamps by persons in.
postal service, penalty for, when un-
lawful 1581

reports of violations of laws, how made .. 1564
robbery of mails,

penalty for 1614
use of dangerous weapon in, penalty

in case of ". 1614
scurrilous, libelous, defamatory, or

threatening matter on envelope or
postal card, penalty for mailing or
taking from mails to circulate 498

special reports of depredation on mails,
when to be made 1565

stamps, etc.,
penalty for failure to account for 1576

for improper sales of 1576
sale of, at more than face value 329
use of, in payment of debts or purchase

of merchaiidise, etc 329
stealing, detaining, or destroying news-

papers, penalty for 1607
embezzling, or carrying away post-

office property, penalty for 1600
embezzling, or forging of mail locks

and keys, penalty for 1602
or fraudulently obtaining mail matter,

penalty for 1609
stolen money or property, pe nalty for re-

ceiving 1570
unlawful deposits, acceptance of, deemed

embezzlement 1577
postage, demand or receipt of, penalty

for 1579
used stamps,

penalty for use of, for postage 1582
use of,'for postage by persons in postal

service, penalty for 1583
violations of laws, reports of, how made.. 1504

OFFICIAL ENVELOPES. (See also Mail
Matter.}

statute relating to use of 512
OFFICIAL MATTER. (See also Mall Matter—

free'matter.)
commissions not allowed for cancellation

of 258
statute relating to 512

OFFICIAL MATTER AT WASHINGTON.
(See also Mail Matter.)

limit of weight, does not apply to 488
underpaid, treatment of, statute relating

to 615
OFFICIAL MATTER RELATING TO POS-

TAL SERVICE,
limit of weight does not apply 488

!



POSTAL LAWS A!NT> "REGULATIONS.

OFFICIAI SIGNATURES. (See also Post-
Offices and Postmasters.)

must not be used by postmasters for art-
vertising purposes

OILS AND FATTY SUBSTANCES. (See also
Mail Matter.)

how to be packed for transmission,
in domestic mails
in foreign, mails -

OPENING AND CLOSING OF MAILS. (See
Mail Matter.)

OPENING AND CLOSING OF POST-
OFFICES. (See Post-Offices and
Postmasters.)

OVERCHARGES ON MAIL MATTER. (See
also Mail Matter.)

not to be remitted by postmasters
PARCELS POST. (See also Foreign Mail

Matter; Mail Matter—foreign.)
dimensions and weight of packages, table

of
rates of postage for exchange with foreign

countries, table of
treatment of matter presented for mailing

by '.
PARCELS-POST SERVICE. (See also for-

eign Mail Matter; Mail Matter—for-
eign. )

supervision of, assigned to division of for-
eign mails

PARDONS,
applications for, for crimes against postal

laws to be considered by Assistant
Attorney-General

PARTNERSHIPS AND - CORPORATIONS.
(See also Mail Matter.)

regulations relating to delivery of mail
addressed to

PAY ROLLS. (See Post-Office Department
and Postal Service; Post-Offices and
Postmapf.firs.)

PENALTIES AND FORFEITUBES. (See
also Offenses Against Postal Service.)

collection of
offenses for which penalties and forfei-

tures imposed
for carrying letters outside of mail, by

common carriers
on board mail vessel
for conveyance of mail matter by private

express
for delaying the mail at a ferry
for employee of Post-Office Department

interested in contract
for failure of master of steamboat to de-

liver letters to postmaster
for inclosing matter of a higher class in

that of a lower class
for master of vessel ftUh'.ngto deliver let-

ters to post-office before breaking
bulk....,

for postmaster acting as lottery agent..
for postmaster's neglect to render his ac-

counts
for setting up office bearing post-office

sign without authority.
for transmission of letters by private ex-

press
for transportation of persons unlawfully

carrying mail :
seised packages unlawfully containing

letters forfeited to the United States.
PENALTY ENVELOPES. (See also Mail

Matter.)
indorsements necessary for use of
not to be used for forwarding mall matter
statute relating to use of

PENSION LETTERS. (See also Mail Matter.)
precautions to be taken in delivery of, to

addressee
PENSION VOUCHEES,

execution of, before fourth-class postmas-
ters

PERIODICALS. (See also Mail Matter—sec-
ond class.)

conditions for admission as second-class
matter

definition of

Sec-
tion.

496
529

18

Sec-
tion.

PHILADELPHIA, PA,,
exchange post-office for certain countries 692

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS,
correspondence with Post-Office Depart-

ment, copies to be received, record-
ed, and filed by division of corre-
spondence 17

POLICE PROTECTION FOR LETTER
BOXES,

postmasters to arrange for 725
POLITICAL CONDUCT. (See Post- Office De-

partment and Postal Service; Post-
Offices and Postmasters.)

POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS. (See Post-
Office Department and Postal Service;
Pout-Offices and Postmasters.)

PORTO RICO,
dead-letter service for 47
unclaimed advertised matter to be sent to

postmaster at San Juan 632
POST CARDS. (See Mail Matter—private

mailing cards; Private Mailing
Cards.)

rate of pastage on, in domestic mails 417
in foreign mails , , 531

POST liOADS. (See Transportation of the
Mails.)

POST BOIITE. (See Transportation of the
Mails.)

POST-ROUTE MAPS. (See Post-Office De-
partment and Postal Service.)

preparation and distribution of 1.11
sale of 112

POSTAGE. (See also Mail Matter.)
unlawful, penalty for demand or receipt

of 1579
POSTAGE DUE. (See also Mail Matter.)

collection of 621
by carriers 757

failure to collect or account for, penalty
for 1580

special stamps for collection of 134
POSTAGE-DUE BILL. (Sec also Mail Mat-

ter.)
if not returned, how to obtain credit for. 397
use of 632

POSTAGE-DUE MATTER. (See Mail Mat-
ter.)

POSTAGE-DUE STAMPS. (See also Mail
Matter; Post-Office Department and
Postal Service.)

claims for credit by postmasters
not to be affixed to advertised matter until

fee has been collected
OH what matter to be used at office of desti-

nation
requisitions for

used on short-paid matter
when attached to matter forwarded to

foreign countries "postage-due
bill" to be sent with "dead-letter
bill" 632

POSTAGE STAMPS. (See Mail Matter; Post-
Office Department and Postal Service-
Post-Offices and Postmasters; Of-
fenses. )

agency for distribution of 143
autharlty for destruction of, when affected

by contagious disease, ho\ ob- ,
tained

dies, etc., forging or counterfeiting of,
penalty for ,

failure to account for deemed embezzle-
ment

foreign, penalty for forging or counterfeit-
ing

issue of
misdirected registered packages of, treat-

ment of.. '
removal of, by persons in postal service,

penalty for when unlawful
removal of canceling marks from,

by personsin postal service, penalty for. 1583
not in postal service, penalty for 1584

requisitions for 332
unlawful use of, penalty for 1585
used,

penalty for use of, for postage 1582

!
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Sec-
tion.

POSTAGE STAMPS—Continued,
used—continued,

use of, for postage by persons in postal
service, penalty for. 1583

POSTAGE STAMP SUPPLIES, DIVISION
OF. (See Post-Office Department
and Postal Service.)

POSTAL ACCOUNTS. (See Post-Offices and
Postmasters.)

POSTAL AGENCIES, CHINA AND JAPAN.
(See Transportation of the Mails) 1312

POSTAL AGENCIES FOB DISTEIBUTIOs
OF STAMPS, STAMPED ENVEL-
OPES, AND POSTAL CARDS. (See
Post-Office Department and Postal
Service) page 73

POSTAL CAB SERVICE. (See also Railway
Mail Service—Transportation of the
Mails.)

estimates for expenditures to be separate
from general estimates 145

increase or diminution in, reasons of to
be given by Postmaster-General in
annual report 90

POSTAL CABDS. (See also Mail Matter; Pri-
vate Mailing Cards; Post Cards.)

agency for distribution of 143
printing or writing 011 addressed side of.. 416
rate of postage oil, in domestic mails 415

in foreign mails 531
requisitions for 332
unclaimed, to be sent to Dead-Letter Of-

fice 673
POSTAL CLEBKS. (See Railway Mail Serv-

POSTAL CONVENTIONS WITH FOREIGN
COUNTRIES. (See also Foreign Mail
Matter; Mail Matter—foreign.)

publication of, statute relating to 520
statute relating to 519

POSTAL FINANCE, DIVISION OF. (See
Post-Office Department and Postal

POSTAL FINANCE, SUPERINTENDENT OF
SYSTEM OF. (See Post-Office De-
partment and. Postal Service.)

POSTAL FUNDS. (See Post-Offices and Po&
masters—funds.)

POSTAL GUIDE. (See Post-Office Depart-
ment and Postal Service.)'

POSTAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS. (See,
Post-Office Department and Postal
Service.)

POSTAL MAPS. (Soe Potst Route Maps.)
POSTAL NOTES. (Sec Money-Order Sys-

tem,.)
payment of, bow obtained 1037

POSTAL REVENUES. (See PosirOffice De-
partment and Postal Service; Post-
Offices and Postmasters.)

failure 'to deposit, penalty for 1576
POSTAL UNION. (See also Foreign Mail

Matter; Mail Matter-—foreign.)
countries forming, list of 522

transportation of mails by 1314
exchange of mails between, countries

forming, and with count-das outside
of 521

POSTMARKING STAMPS. (See also Mail
Matter.)

regulations relating to use and cars of ... 587
POSTHASTEE-GKNEIUL. (See Pout.-Office

Department and Postal Service.)
POSTMASTERS, (See Post-Office Depart-

ment and Postal Service; Post-Offices
and Postmasters.)

POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND POSTAL
SEBTICE,

absences,
j additional sick leave 32
applications for leave—

how to be made 33
on account of sickness, how to be

made 33
chief clerk, of each bureau to report

daily to chief clerk of Department. 31
for portion of a day may be granted by

chief c? division „ „ „ „ . . „ . , . . , , 33

Sec-

POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND POSTAL
SERVICE—Continued.

absences—continued.
in excess of leave without pay 32
leaves of, to be exclusive of Sundays

and legal holidays 32
must be taken, within calendar year ... 33

accounts,
deficits in, to be reported to Postmaster-

General by Auditor 165
if payment is accepted revision can. not

be had 172
money-order, to be kept separately by

Auditor 168
oaths may be administered by Auditors

in settlement of 166
orders and regulations affecting, shall

be certified to Auditor for Post-Office
Department 170

reexamination of, may be ordered by
Secretary of Treasury 171

settlement of, to be adjusted in Depart-
ment of the Treasury 158

in Court of Claims 159
settlement of suit or judgment for

amount found due...' 159
sureties to be notified in case of de-

ficiency 165
to be preserved two years 169
warrants for payment of , Secretary of

Treasury may fix time for issue of.. 172
acting officers,

may be named by President, when 7
of bureaus 7
of Post-Office Department 7

advance payments,
from public moneys, forbidden 106
to disbursing officers, may be made,

when 106
to post-office inspectors and agents,may

be made, when 151
agencies for distribution of postage

stamps, stamped envelopes, and
postal cards,

accounts of, to be adjusted and prepared
by pay division Auditor's office 22

expenses of, to be allowed by Post-
master-General 143

statutory authority for note 143
Third Assistant Postmaster-General to

have charge of -. 144
appointment clerk, duties of 16
Appointments, Division of,

appointment of postmasters, prepara-
" tiou of cases assigned to 20

change of name or site of post-offices,
preparation of cases for, assigned
to.: 20

chief of division in charge of , 20
duties of 20
section clerks to be -in charge of di-

visions oi national territory..,, , 20
to indorse, file, and brief papers relat-

ing to of noes in their territory — 20
appropriations,

balances of—•
how used 109
remaining unexpended, disposal of.. 110

claims upon exhausted and unavail-
able, disposal of 110

for postal service, to be made out of
revenues of service 145

arrears,
officers and others who are in—

no money to be paid to 177
suit upon bond in case of 177

of public business, heads of executive
departments may require extension
of hours of service 31

assessments or contributions for political
purposes 217

assignment of clerks in departmental
service .*_ 28

assistant attorney, duties of 21
Assistant Attorney-General for Post-Office

Department,
appeals from heads of offices of the De-

partment upon questions of law to
be prepared and submitted by 21
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See-

POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND POSTAL
SERVICE—Continued.

Assistant Attorney-General for Post-Office
Department—Continued.

appointment of 4
certifications by Auditor of proposed

compromises to be considered by... 21
claims o_f postmasters for losses to be

considered and submitted by 21
contracts of the Department to be exam-

ined by 21
correspondence with Department of

Justice affecting postal service to be
kept and prepared by 21

crimes against postal laws, applications
for pardon for, to be considered by. 21

drafting of contracts, when necessary
assigned to 21

duties of 21
frauds and lotteries, hearing and prepa-

ration of cases relating to, in charge
of 21

officers in office of 6
opinions on questions of law to be given

by 21
remission of fines, penalties, and forfeit-

ures to be considered by 21
salary of 4

Assistant Postmasters-General,
appointment of
salary of
term of office of

assistant superintendents division of sal-
aries and allowances,

per diem for , 9
to make personal investigations and re-

ports 17
assistant superintendents free delivery,

per diem, for 8
to make personal investigations and

reports. 17
assistant superintendents registry system,

per diem for 10
Auditor's Office, Assorting and Checking

Division,
chief of division in charge of 22
comparison of money orders received

from inspecting division, assigned
to 22

duplicate money orders, applications
for, to be considered by 22

duties of 22
money orders more than one year old,

warrants for payment of, to be con-
sidered by ". 22

auditing of accounts
Auditor for Post-Office Department,

appointment of
auditing of accounts of Post-Office De-

partment assigned to
balances certified by, to be final, excep-

tions 171
due Post-Office Department-

collection of, to be supervised by... 22
to be certified by 22

chief clerk, duties of 22
compensation of contractors for carry-

ing mails to be adjusted by 22
daily reports of contracts affecting ac-

counts for mail transportation to be
made to 18

disbursing clerk, duties of 22
disbursing clerk and superintendent,

Post-Office Department, accounts of,
to be settled by 22

divisions of office of (assorting and
checking division, bookkeeping di-
vision, collecting division, inspect-
ing division, pay division, recording
division) 22

duties of -. 22
is officer of Treasury Department 22
law clerk, duties of 22
penalties and forfeitures, collection of,

to be supervised by 22
postal and money order accounts of post-

masters to be settled by 22
post-office inspectors' and special agents'

accounts, to be settled by 22

POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND POSTAL
SERVICE—Continued.

Auditor for Post-Office Department—C't'd.
reports of amounts of damaged and un-

salable stamps, etc., sent for re-
demption to be made to

salary of
schedules, reports of, respecting trans-

portation service to be made by
Second Assistant Postmaster-Gen-
eral to

suits on account of indebtedness to
Post-Office Department, preparation
of cases assigned to

supplies for postal-service, accounts of,
to be settled by

warrants upon Treasury for receipts and
payments to be countersigned by ..

auditors, for Post-Office Department,
depsity,

appropriations for furniture and mis-
cellaneous items, control of, as-
signed to

certificates of settlement of accounts to
Postmaster-General to be signed by.

duties of
warrants, collection and transfer drafts

to be signed by
auditor's settlement,

if payment is accepted revision can not
be had

revision of
balances due, by postmasters, collection

by drafts and and other means
interest allowed on
suits for recovery of. (See Post-Office

Department)
transfer of, for payment of contractors..

balances of appropriations, how used
bids, committees to examine
blanks for claims in case of losses of

money, stamps, etc., by burglary, fire,
etc

bond of indemnity to be given in case of
application for duplicate warrant.,

bonds,
disbursing clerk and superintendent to

give bond
liability of, to cover period of service...
limitation in suits on, of postmasters

and others in postal service
of employees who are not required to

give bond under specific provision
of law

of postmasters may be approved and
signed by Fourth Assistant Post-
master-General

new bonds, application of payments
after execution of

surety companies not to be accepted
sole suretv

Sec-
tion.

22

22

22

22

22
22

22

172
171

174
182

185
150
109
70

206

200

180

86

67

165

post-office inspectors to give bond
settlement of, in Court of Claims
superintendent of division of postal

finance to give bond
to be examined every two years

in nameof United States".
renewed every four years or oftener..

Bonds and Commissions, Division of,
appointmentsof postmasters, records of.

to be kept by
bonds and oaths, when executed, to be

examined and submitted by
chief of division in charge of
daily report of changes of postmasters

to division of postage stamp sup-
plies

duties of
establishment, discontinuance, and

change of name of post-offices, rec-
ords of, to be kept by

instructions with blank bonds and
oaths to be prepared and transmit-
ted to postmasters by

letters of appointment to postmasters
to be prepared and transmitted by..

oaths and bonds of postmasters to be
filed by
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Bonds and Commissions,Division of—c't'd.
postmasters' commissions to be prepared

and transmitted by
statistics of transactions to be prepared

and transmitted to auditor's office..
sureties on bonds of postmasters to be

recorded by
Bookkeeping Division, Auditor's Office,

accounts of disbursing clerk and super-
intendent of Post-Office Depart-
ment, receipt and settlement of, as-
signed to

chief of division in charge of
duties of
ledger accounts of postal service as-

signed to
mail contractor's accounts, keeping of,

assigned to
postal accounts of postmasters, receipt

and settlement of, assigned to
postmasters' accounts, keeping of, as-

signed to
record of appointments and salaries of

railway postal clerks, letter carriers,
arid clerks in first and second class
post-offices, _keeping of, assigned to.

reports of receipts and expenditures,
preparation of, assigned to

settlements with foreign countries,
keeping of, assigned to

transfer drafts of Postmaster-General,
registering of, assigned to

warrants drawn on reports made by_pay
division, registering of, assigned to.

box-rent rates, regulation of, in charge of
division of salaries and allowances.

breach of contract, rights of action for,
reserved to United States

Bureau of Engraving and Printing, Di-
rector of, to submit estimates for
blank forms, etc., for use in postal
and money-order service

canceling machines, allowances for, in
charge of division of salaries and
allowances

carriers. (See Letter Carriers.)
chief clerk Post-Office Department, duties

of
chief clerk to Auditor-

correspondence in charge of
requisitions for supplies, consideration

of, assigned to
time record of employees of bureau to

be kept by
chief clerk to first Assistant Postmaster-

general, duties of ,
chief inspector post-office, appointment

of
exp_enses of, authority for payment

circuit courts, jurisdiction of, in causes
arising under postal laws

circulars of Instruction to accompany col-
lection drafts

civil pension roll, establishment of, in
departmental service prohibited ...

civil service examination for appointment
in Post-Office Department

Civil Service Commission, preparation of
communications to.

claims and demands, all accounts in
which the United States are con-
cerned to be adjusted in Depart-
ment of the Treasury

claims against United States,
amount to be withheld if claimant is

indebted to United States
balance, how paid, when claimant ob-

tains judgment
if claimant is indebted to United States,

proceedings Avhen indebtedness is
denied

witnesses in, may be summoned to ap-
pear

claims for credit for losses by fire, bur-
glary, etc

Sec-
tion.

158

176

176

176

155

205
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claims upon exhausted and unavailable
appropriations, disposal of 110

classification of clerks, Post-Office De-
partment,

authority for 23
classified post-offices, transfers of clerks

from, to departmental service SO
classified service, vacancies in, to be filled

by transfer, when 30
clerical departmental service, Post-Office

Department, classification of 23
Classification of Mail Matter, Division of,

chief of division in charge of 19
classification of matter admissible to

mails assigned to 19
collection of postage, supervision of,

assigned to 19
duties of 19
franking privilege, right to, determined

by 19
penalty envelopes, use of, determined

by 19
postmasters' statements of second-class

postage collected to be examined by 19
records of second-class postage collected

to be kept by 19
Collecting Division, Auditor's Office,

balances due from postmasters, collec-
tion of, assigned to 22

chief of division in charge of 22
postal accounts, adjustment and final

settlement of, assigned to 22
collection drafts,

action upon, by postmaster in whose
favor drawn 174

circulars of instruction will accompany. 174
drawee to make prompt payment 174
duplicate application for, how made... 203
if collected, postmaster to send receipt

immediately 174
if not collected, demand on sureties in

case of 174
from drawee or surety, report to be

made to Auditor 174
report to be made to Auditor 174

neglect of postmasters to use diligence
in collecting, liability for 175

suits to be instituted where unpaid 179
Postmaster-General may issue 174

collection of fines, penalties, and for-
feitures 173

legal proceedings for 178
where accounts are closed, action of

Auditor in case of 163
commissions of postmasters, orders of

Postmaster - General withholding,
will be certified to Auditor for Post-
Offtce Department 163

compromises, remission or discharge of
debtors 197

consolidation of post-offices, in charge of
division of salaries and allowances. 17

contagious disease, leaves of absence in
case of 32

contingent fund,
detailed statement of, to be reported to

Congress by head of each Depart-
ment 92

not to be used for payment of employees
in departmental service unless spe-
cifically provided for 25

to be expended only on written order
. of head of Department 104

contracts,
advance payments on, forbidden 106
breaches of, rights of action reserved to

United States 65
committees to examine 70
connection of employees with 223
for Post-Office Department, signing of . 67
if assigned, causes annulment 65
not assignable 65
not to exceed appropriations 104
payments on, not to exceed value of

service rendered 106
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contracts—continued.
settlement of, in Court of Claims 159
to bear true date 64
to be examined and, when necessary,

drafted by Assistant Attorney-Gen-
eral 21

to be in name of United States 63
Contracts, Division of,

chief of division in charge of 18
duties of 18

reports to Auditor for Post-Office De-
partment, preparation of, assigned
to 18

star and steamboat service, preparaiion
of advertisements for, assigned to.. 18

contracts, orders, etc., not assignable ... 65
contractors for postal service, payment

of, by transfer of balances due from
postmasters 150

Correspondence, Division of,
chief of division in charge of 17
construction of postal regulations, re-

plies to inquiries to be prepared by. 17
copies correspondence between Post-

Office Department and Philippine
Islands to be received, recorded, and
filed by 17

disputed ownership of mail matter-
questions concerning, to be consid-
ered by 17

duties of 17
instructions to postmasters and others

upon miscellaneous questions to be
prepared by 17

obscene, scurrilous, or defamatory mat-
ter, questions in regard to, consid-
ered by 17

Postal Guide, general supervision of,
rulings for 17

weight of mail matter, enforcement of
statute relative to, in charge of 17

counterfeits in remittances in currency,
how treated 128

courts,
circuit and district, of United States,

jurisdiction of, in causes arising
under postal laws 178

state and territorial, jurisdiction of, in
causes arising under postal laws... 178

customs duties, inquiries concerning
charges on, assigned to division of
foreign mails 18

damaged ami unsalable stamps, etc., re-
/ ceipt, examination and destruction

of, assigned to division of redemp-
tion of stamped paper 19

dead letter bills, treatment of 50
Dead-Letter Office. (See Dead Letters;

Dead Letters, Division of.)
superintendent of 6

dead letters,
disposition of matter containing valu-

able inclosures 53
foreign dead matter, disposal of 62

treatment of, subject to conventional
stipulations 61

hotel and fictitious matter, treatment of 50
important inclosures, drafts, deeds, etc.,

treatment of 56
letters detained for violation of law,

disposition of
letters without valuable in closures,

treatment of
magazines, periodicals, etc., disposition,

of
matter containing money to be re-

ceipted and accounted for by each
employee 55

matter forbidden delivery under fraud
orders, disposition of 60

misdirected matter, treatment of 50
money found in letters or other matter

subject to reclamation 55
opening of , , 52
perishable articles, liquids, etc., treat-

ment of 57 i

Sec-
tion.
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dead letters—continued,
postage stamps found in dead matter,

treatment of 56
printed matter, disposition of 59
record of all letters and matter con-

taining money to be kept 55
recovery of mail matter, applications

for 51
registered matter to be returned to

sender 49
returns of, to senders 48
returns of unmailable, misdirected, and

unclaimed matter, how treated 50
sales of dead matter, accounts to be kept

of proceeds
service for Hawaii

for Philippine Islands
for Porto Rico

third and fourth class matter at Dead-
Letter Office, treatment of

unmailable, disposition of
unclaimed matter, from free-delivery

offices, treatment of '.
from other than free-delivery offices,

returns of, how treated
sale of, at expiration of prescribed

time
undeliverable matter, domestic, to bo

returned to senders
foreign, treatment of

undelivered matter, errors in treat-
ment of, by postmasters to be noted.

foreign matter, treatment of /
unmailable matter, how treated

Bead Letters, Division of
claims for credit by postmasters for

postage due, to be verified by 17
correspondence relating to undelivered

matter in charge of 17
duties of 17
examination and return of undeliv-

ered letters in charge of 17
foreign matter, inspection and return

of undelivered, in charge of 17
in charge of superintendent 17
undelivered matter in charge of 17
unmailable matter in charge of 17
valuable inclosures, recording and res-

toration of, in charge of 17
accounting and disposal of, in charge

of 17
deaths, resignations, or changes of post-

masters to be reported to Fourth
Assistant Postmaster-General by
section clerks 20

debtors, compromises, remission and dls-
cliararc ol 197

debts,
collection of. Auditor to superintend .. 173
legal proceedings to collect 178

defaulting or delinquent postmasters, con-
tractors, or others, warrants of at-
tachment may issue in suits against. 187

delinquent postmasters to !>e reported by
Auditor 161

Department of Justice, instructions of, to
be obeyed in postal suits , 191

Department officers may be employed as
inspectors on authority "of Post-
master-General '. 41

departmental building's,
care of '... 16
purchase of supplies for 16

depositaries for postal funds, keeping of
accounts by (see n.Iso Money-Order
System) 123

enumeration of 117
depository post-offices,

deposits and treatement of 122
remittance of surplus funds from 118

deposits,
at depository post-offices, care of 122
brought into Treasury, warrants for, on.

account of postal service, how made. 121
for key: of lock boxes in charge jf divi-

sion of salaries and allowances 17
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disbursements,
by postmasters as disbursing officers ----

out of receipts ........................
by warrants on United States Treasurer.
for maintenance of postal service, how

made ...............................
for postal service, payments by warrant,

liow drawn .........................
disbursing clerk and superintendent of

buildings,
accounts of, to be filed with chief clerk

Post-Office Department ......... ----
bond of .................................
duties of .......... .....................
receipt and settlement of accounts of,

;:, , , assigned to bookkeeping division,
'• "' Auditor's office .....................
to make sales of useless property .......
to superintend collection and sale of

waste paper ........................
disbursing clerk to Auditor, appropriations
i for salaries of employees of Auditor's

office to be disbursed by ............
disbursing officers,

advances to, when to be made ..........
not allowed to exchange funds ........
to make payments in the money fur-

nished ..............................
district courts, jurisdiction of, in causes

arising under postal laws ..........
divisions of post-office inspectors, head-

quarters of, and territory comprising
domestic mails, transportation, manage-

ment of, assigned to Second Assist-
ant Postmaster-General ............

double-letter sheet envelopes, Postmaster-
General authorized to furnish ......

double postal cards .......................
drafts, duplicate, application for, how

made ...............................
duplicate money orders (see also Money-

Order System), applications for, to be
considered by, assorting and check-
ing division, Auditor's Office .......

duplicate warrants, (See Post-Office De-

Sec-
tion.

74.

103

178

43

138
139

application for .........................
force and effect of, same as original, ex-

cept in case of assignment .........
errors in remittance, to be reported ......
estimates of expenditures,

annual estimates to be submitted to
Secretary of Treasury prior to Octo-
ber 15 ...............................

what to show .........................
for free-delivery service to be in detail..
for money-order service to be in detail.
for postal-car service to be separate from

general estimates ...................
for railway mail service ................

exchange post-offices, special instructions
to be prepared by division of foreign
mails ..................... ..........

expenses of officers and clerks for travel-
ing .................................

extension of free-delivery service, prepara-
tion of cases for, in charge of division
of free delivery. ... .................

extra compensation,
as acting officer, forbidden .............
for performing duties during vacancy,

forbidden .........................
no allowance for, unless authorized by

law .................................
false returns by postmasters, action of

Postmaster-General in case of ......
of special-delivery business, action of

Postmaster-General in cwso of .......
Files, Mails, and Records, Division of,

chief of division in charge of ...........
copying and. mailing of letters assigned

to ...................................
correspondence, keeping files and in-

dexes of, assigned to ...............
distributing of mails assigned to .......
duties of ................................
receipt and opening of mails assigned to

145
145
146
145
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fines. (See also Post-Office Department.)
collection of, auditor'to superintend... 173
for delinquencies in transportation serv-

ice to be imposed by Second Assist-
ant Postmaster-General.

for violation of criminal laws to be col-
lected only through courts

First Assistant Postmaster-General,
appointment of 3
authorizations of allowance for rent,

etc 17
chief clerk, duties of 17
correspondence of Department 17
divisions of office of 17
duties of 17
officers in office of 6
official correspondence in office of 17
organization of clerical force—

correspondence, division of 17
dead letters, division of 17
free delivery, division of 17
juon ey orders, division of 17
post-office supplies, division of 17
salaries and allowances, division of.. 17

salary of 3
to act as Postmaster-General, when 7

first-class post-offices,
advertising' unclaimed letters 17
canceling machines 17
clerical force, appointment of 17

bonding of 17
matters pertaining to 17

furniture, allowances for, in charge of
division of salaries and allowances,

leases, arranging for, in charge of di-
vision of salaries and allowances ..

location of, in charge of division of sal-
aries and allowances 17

rent, fuel, and light, allowances for, in : , , . , ;
charge of division of salaries and :";r''
allowances 17

foreign dead matter, .-;•/ :•'•• ;
disposal of 62
treatment of, at Dead-Letter Office . 62
treatment of, subject to conventions 61

Foreign Division, Auditor's Office, * . ., .• .-• ."•••
chief of division in. charge of 22
duties of 22
money-order and postal accounts with •.-... ..

foreign administrations, adjustment
of, assigned to 22

transportation of foreign mails, ac-
counts with steamship companies
for, to be kept by 22

foreign mail service,
accounts with steamship companies for,

to be kept by foreign division, Aud-
itor's office 22

double postal cards for 140
postal cards for circulation in, Postmas-

ter-General authorized to furnish... 140
receipts for transportation, how dis-

posed of ._ 115
supervision of, assigned to Second As-

sistant Postmaster-General 18
transportation, authorization and man-

agement of, assigned to Second As-
sistant-Postmaster-General 18

Foreign Mails, Division of,
accounts of vessels carrying foreign

mails to be examined by 18
blank forms for e_xchange of mails, prep-

aration, and issue of, assigned to 13
duties of 1 18
exchange of moils with foreign coun-

tries, arranging details of, assigned
to 18

foreign mail matter, consideration and
preparation of cases relative to,
assigned to , 18

fraudulent postage stamps, complaints
relating to use of, on foreign mail
matter, to be referred to 18

general correspondence with foreign
countries, except relating to money-
order system, preparation of, as-
signed to 18
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Foreign Mails, Division of—Continued,
international postal service, consider-

ation of inquiries regarding, as-
signed to 18

ocean transportation, arrangements for,
assigned to 18

postal treaties and conventions, except
those relating to international
money orders, preparation of, as-
signed to 18

rates paid by foreign countries for trans-
portation of mails in transit, adjust-
ment of, assigned to 18

recognitions for payments of amounts
due to vessels carrying foreign
mails, preparation of, assigned to.. 18

return to senders of, or change of ad-
dress on, foreign mail matter, in-
quiries concerning, assigned to 18

schedule of mail steamer sailings, prep-
aration of, assigned to 18

sea post service and parcels post service,
supervision of 18

special instructions to United States ex-
change post-offices to be prepared by 18

Superintendent in charge of 18
translation of documents in foreign lan-

guages assigned to 18
United States customs duties, inquiries

regarding charges on, assigned to.. 18
forfeitures,

collection of 194
Auditor to superintend 173

Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General,
appointment of 3
appropriation for salary of 3
chief clerk to, duties of 20
duties of 20
officers in office of 6
organization of clerical force—

appointments, division of 20
bonds and commissions, division of.. 20
post-office inspectors and mail de-

predations, division of 20
to act as Postmaster-General, when 7

fourth-class matter. (See also Fourth-
Glass Matter; Mail Matter; Post-
Offices and Postmasters.)

at Dead-Letter Office, treatment of 56
unmailable, disposition of, at Dead-Let-

ter Office 60
fourth-class post-offices (see also Post-

Offices and Postmasters), separating,
allowances for, in charge of division
of salaries and allowances 17

fraud orders (see also fraud Orders; Mail
Matter; Money-Order System; Registry
System), matter forbidden delivery
Tinder, disposition of. at Dead-Letter
Office 59

frauds, cases relating to (see also As-
sistant Attorney-General) 21

frauds, irregularities, and misconduct,
> investigation of 225
fraudulent payments, suit to be brought.. 181
fraudulent postage stamps, complaints

relating to use of, on domestic mail
matter to be referred to division of
postage stamp supplies 19

on foreign mail matter, to be referred to
division of foreign mails 18

free delivery (see also Free-Delivery Sys-
tem) , per diem for assistant superin-
tendents of 8

Free Delivery, Division of,
assistant superintendents of, to make

personal investigations and reports. 17
carrier delivery, furniture allowance

for, in charge of 17
carriers' equipments, allowances for, in

charge of 17
collection wagon service, allowances

for, in charge of 17
extension of service, preparation of

cases for, in charge of 17
general superintendent in charge of... 17

POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND POSTAL
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Free Delivery, Division of—Continued,
incidental expenses, allowances for, in

charge of
letter carriers, to prepare cases for ap-

pointment of
new service, preparation of cases for

establishment of, in charge of
rural carriers, to prepare cases for ap-

pointment of
free-delivery system. (See Free-Delivery

System.)
contracts for supplies not assignable...
estimates of expenditures to be in detail
regulations for government of, to be pre-

pared by division of free delivery..
stationery, supplies for

gifts to superiors. (See Post-Office De-
partment. )

Hawaii, Territory of, dead-letter service

Sec-
tion.

for.
Honolulu, dead-letter service for Hawaii

to be conducted through
hotel and fictitious matter at Dead-Letter

Office, treatment of
hours of service,

heads of Executive Departments may
require extension of

not ]ess than seven hours daily in Post-
Office Department

incapacitated employees
Inspecting Division, Auditor's Office,

chief of division in charge of
duties of
money-order statements of postmasters,

receipt and examination of, as-
signed to

reserve funds record of, to be kept by..
Inspection, Division of,

certifications of mail service to Auditor,
preparation of, assigned to

chief of division in charge of
contractors and carriers, preparation of

cases for deductions and fines as-
signed to

correspondence relative to iionperform-
ance of contract for carrying mails,
preparation of, assigned to

duties of
payments to railway postal clerks, prep-

arations of orders authorizing, as-
signed to

reports of postmasters of service by
contractors assigned to

inspectors. (See Poet-Office Inspectors.)
accounts of, to be adjusted and prepared

by pay division, Auditor's office
authority for appointment of field in-

spectors
of inspectors in charge
of local inspectors

bonds of
chief post-office inspector
clerks in the office of, how to be paid ..

to be appointed by Postmaster-Gen-
eral

commissions of, issued by Postmaster-
General

Department officers may be employed
as, on authority of Postmaster-
General

divisions of, headquarters and territory
comprising

duties of
employees of service to be subordinate

to, when
expenses of, for various purposes
may open and examine mails
organization into sixteen divisions
personal expenses of, what to include..
salaries of, payment, how to be made..
special regulations in regard to
term of original appointment

inspectors in charge
traveling expenses of, to be allowed

inspectors in the field,
per diem allowance, authority for

65
145

47

47

50

31

31
108

22
22

18

35
34
34
42
6

37

37

44

41

43
44

44
36
44
43
36
36
45
36
34
39

40
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inspectors in the field—continued,

remuneration fo_r attendance at court
in cases of violation of postal laws
not allowable

investigation'of post-offices to be made by
post-office inspectors

key deposits, regulation of, in charge of.
division of salaries and ollowances.

letter-sheet envelopes, Postmaster-Gen-
eral authorized to furnish

local inspectors
traveling expenses of, to be allowed

location of post-offices first, second, and
third classes, in charge of division of
salaries and allowances

lock boxes, deposits for keys in charge of
division of salaries arid allowances.

lotteries, cases relating to, see Assistant
Attorney-General

leases of post-offices, arranging for, in
charge of division of salaries and
allowances

leaves of absence, application for, by
clerks and employees

ledger accounts of postal service, keeping
of, assigned to bookkeeping divi-
sion, Auditor's office

legal holidays, not to be included in an-
nual leaves of absence

letter carrier delivery furniture, allow-
ances for, in charge of division of
free delivery

letter carriers' equipments, allowances
for, in charge of division of free de-
livery

letter carriers, record of appointment find,
salaries to be kept by bookkeeping
division, Auditor's office

laborers not to do the same work as clas-
sified employees

law clerk to Auditor,
cases requiring action of Comptroller of

Treasury, preparation of, assigned
to

certification under seal of, official pa-
pers assigned to

civil suits in the United States courts
for collection of debts, preparation
of cases assigned to

compromise, offers of, to be examined
by

legal opinions on questions arising in
settlement of accounts to be ren-
dered by

penalties and forfeitures for violation
of postal laws, preparation of cases
assigned to

mail bag and mail lock repair shops, gen-
eral supervision of, assigned to Sec-
ond Assistant Postmaster-General..

mail contractors, accounts of, to be kept
by bookkeeping division, Auditor's
Office

mail depredations, accounts of, to be ad-
justed and prepaid by pay division,
Auditor's Oifi.ce

mail distribution, direction of, assigned
to Second Assistant Postmaster-
General

mail equipment (see also Transportation
of tlte Mails—mail equipment), fur-
nishing, repair, and distribution of,
assigned to Second Assistant Post-
master-General

Mail Equipment, Division of,
accounts of purchase or repair of mail

equipment to be examined by
advertisements and specifications for

furnishing materials, preparation
of, assigned to

chief of division in charge of
drafting of contracts for repairs and

materials assigned to
.duties of ............................

309A—02- -47

18
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Mail Equipment, Division of—Continued.
inspection and examination of mate-

rials furnished under contract
assigned to

mail-bag and mail-lock repair shops,
general management of, assigned

18

18
mail pouches, sacks, locks, etc,, issuing

of, assigned to 13
purchase in open market of materials,

preparation of orders for, assigned
to 18

records of receipt and issue of articles
furnished to be kept by 13

mail lettiugs,
preparation of advertisements for, as-

signed to Second Assistant Post-
master-General 18

reception of proposals, preparation of
orders of award, and execution of
contracts for, assigned to Second
Assistant Postmaster-General 18

mail service on railroads and inland
steamboat routes (see also Trans-
portation of Mails), general conduct
of, assigned to division of railway
mail 18

statistics and reports of, to be prepared
by division of contracts 18

mail steamers (see also Transportation of
Mail), preparation of schedules of,
assigned to division of foreign
mails 18

mail weighers, appointment of, assigned
to Second Assistant Postmaster-Gen-
oral. 18

Manila, dead-letter service for Philip-
pine Islands to be conducted
through 47

militia duty, exemption of certain em-
ployees from 215

miscellaneous receipts, how deposited... 114
misdirected matter at Dead-Letter Office,

treatment of 5@
money-order accounts,

to be kept separately 168
what to show 168

money-order business, proceeds of, how
deposited 114

money-order funds,
losses of, credit for. in certain cases 204
money-order and postal funds, distinc-

tions between, note on 122
not part of postal revenue 113
reserve funds, record of, to be kept by

inspecting division Auditor's Office. 22
money orders. (See also Money-Order Sys-

tem. )
accounts with foreign administrations,

adjustment of, assigned to foreign
division, Auditor's office 22

comparison of, with stubs, assigned to
assorting and checking division,
Auditor's office 22

quarterly and annual reports of trans-
actions, statements of, to be pre-
pared by recording division, Audi-
tor's office 22

warrants for payment of, more than one
year old to be considered by assort-
ing and checking division, Auditor's
office 22

Money Orders, Division of,
conventions for exchange of money

orders with foreign countries to be
prepared by superintendent of 17

duties of 17
superintendent in charge of 17
supplies for service, in charge of 17

Money-Order Service,
blanks, blank books and printed matter,

Public Printer and Director Bureau
Engraving and Printing to submit
estimates for 7J
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Money-Order Service—continued,
estimates of expenditures to be in de-

tail 145
supplies for, how to be obtained 76

money-order statements of postmasters,
receipt and examination of, assigned
to inspecting division Auditor's Of-

fjcc _ _ 22
money-order supplies, contracts for 66
money-order system, 'stationery supolies

for 17
money-order transcripts. (SeePost-Off ice

Department.)
money recovered from iasil robbers, dis-

position of 157
money stolen from mails, may be de-

livered to owner if recovered 157
new free-deilvery .service, preparation of

cases for, in charge of division of
free delivery 17

new railroads, establishment of service
on, to be investigated by division

•; of railway mail... 18
: oath of office. (See Post- Office Department.)
! oaths iu settlement of accounts, officers
;' who may administer 166

obscene, lottery, and fraudulent matter at
Dead-Letter Office, disposition of .. 60

obscene, scurrilous, and defamatory mat-
ter, questions in regard to, to be
considered by division of corre-
spondence 17

offenses, criminal, prosecution of, in-
:. spectors to aid in . 44

official daily bulletin, issue of, assigned
: to division of railway mail 18

official seal,
custody of 13
use of 13

orders and regulations, affecting accounts
of postal service shall be certified to
Auditor for Post-Office Department. 170

orders, memoranda, etc., to bear true
date 64

Pay Division, Auditor's Office,
advertising expenses, miscellaneous

items, accounts for, to be adjusted
by .' 22

accounts for transportation of mails,
adjustment of, assigned to 22

of post-office inspectors to be adjusted
by 22

of supplies for postal service to be ad-
justed by 22

chief of division, in charge of 22
duties of 22
mail depredations, accounts for, to bo

adjusted by 22
payment for debt or damages to Post-

Office Department, may be com-
promised 197

penalties and forfeitures,
collection of 194
to be supervised by Auditor for Post-

Office Department 173
postage stamp agent aud assistants 143
postage stamp),

agencies for distribution of, will be
maintained at places of manufacture 113

to be in charge of Third Assistant
Postmaster-General 144

are securities of United States note 142
books of stamps, how charged to post-

masters 133
how prepared 133

claims for credit in case of damage to.. 205
improvements and changes in, Post-

master-General may adopt 141
losses of, credit for, in certain cases 204
'' ordinary'' stamps, how used 132
portraits of living persons not to be

placed on 142
Postmaster-General to prepare : 132
special stamps for immediate delivery

of matter .1.35
for postage due 134

stamped envelopes 136

Sec-
tion.

POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND POSTAL
SEKVICB—Continued.

Postage Stamp Supplies, Division of,
accounts of contractors for furnishing

stamped paper, etc., to be examined
and verified by 19

of stamp supplies and official envel-
opes furnished postmasters, to be
kept by 19

duties of 19
fraudulent United States postage stamps,

consideration of cases relating to
use of, assigned to 19

general saperrfcion of agencies, assigned
to 19

losses incurred by fire, burglary, etc.,
preparation of estimates assigned to. 19

loss, miscarriage, or detention of stamp
supplies, preparation of investiga-
tion assigned to 19

orders on contractors to be made by 19
requisitions from postmasters for sup-

plies, consideration of, assigned to.. 19
superintendent in charge of 19

postal accounts. (See Post-offices and Post-
masters. )

adjustment and final settlement of, as-
signed to collecting division, Audi-
tor's office 22

certification of balances 162
foreign administrations, adjustment of

accounts with, assigned to foreign
division, Auditor's office 22

of postmasters, receipt and settlement
of, assigned to bookkeeping division,
Auditor's office 22

postal and money-order funds, distinctions
between note 122

postal card agent and assistants, salary of. 143
postal cards,

agencies for distribution of, to be in
charge of Third Assistant Post-
master-General 144

will be maintained at place of manu-
facture 143

are securities of United States note 142
double cards for circulation in foreign

mails 140
double, Postmaster-General authorised

to furnish 138
for circulation in foreign mails, Post-

master-General authorized to fur-
nish 140

Postmaster-General authorized to fur-
nish 139

subagencies for distribution of 143
transportation of, by freight, authoriza-

tion of, assigned to Second Assistant
Postmaster-General 18

Postal Finance, Division of,
accounts of expenditures under appro-

priations for postal service to be
kept by 19

with Treasury, subtreasmies, and de-
positories to be kept by 19

bond of superintendent, system of 19
collection and deposit of postal revenue

assigned to 19
delinquencies and false returns, prep-

aration of cases for investigation
assigned to 19

duties of 19
drafts and warrants for payment of

indebtedness, preparation of, as-
signed to 19

irregularities and false returns, consid-
eration of, assigned to 19

receipt and deposit of moneys coming
directly to Department assigned to. 19

records of drafts and warrants to be
kept by 19

superintendent in charge of 19
warrants for covering moneys into

Treasury, preparation of, assigned
to '. 19

postal funds. (See Post-offices and Post-
masters. )

accounts, of deposits 124
to be kept by depositories 123
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POST-OFFICE D1PAST MENT AJ\ POSTAL
SERVICE—Continued,

postal funds—continued,
certificate of deposit, additional, in case

of error — 124
date of 125

<* how treated 124
depositories for, designation of 117
deposits from other postmasters, how

f- " treated 124
drafts, failure to collect 127

inquiries concerning, to be addressed
to Third Assistant Postmaster-Gen-
eral 127

errors in remittance 120,129
exchange expenses on drafts to be de-

ducted from amount of remittance. 127
losses of, credit for, in certain cases 204
postmasters at depository offices to make

returns to auditor 131
record of deposits 125
remittances, postmasters to be notified

of errors 128
counterfeits in, how treated 128
how opened and verified 128
in currency antedating remittance

letters to be reported , 129
report of deficiencies in 128

reports of deposits to be made to Audi tor 130
returns of deposits, Postmaster-General

to prescribe time and form 130
unauthorized drafts, use of, in remit-

tances, to be reported 127
Postal Guide,

annual estimates of amount necessary
for, to be made to Congress 97

contract for furnishing 66
general supervision of rulings in charge

of division of correspondence 17
preparation of 16
printing of, to be supervised by chief

clerk of Post-Office Department— 71
Postal Laws and Regulations. (See

Regulations.)
postal receipts, accounts of, to be kept by

Third Assistant Postmaster-General 19
postal revenues,

method of collection note 119
payment of, into Treasury 119
use of, foi expenses at post-offices... note 116

postal service,
accounts, manner of keeping 167

what to exhibit 167
advances for expenses may be made by

Postmaster-General to agents '. 151
advertisements and proposals for sup-

plies, officers assigned supervision of 78
blanks, blank books, and printed mat-

ter, how to be obtained 76
Public Printer and Director of Bureau

of Engraving and Printing to sub-
mit estimates for money-order 77

canceling ink, Postmaster-General
authorized to adopt 80

machines. Postmaster-General author-
ized to adopt 80

civil pension roll, not to be established

contracts for supplies, awarding of, to
be under supervision of 78

delivery of supplies by contractors,
Postmaster-General authorized to
prescribe points of 82

deposits on account of, to be carried into
Treasury by warrants of Postmaster-
General 121

detail of clerks from, to Departmental
service forbidden 29

disbursements for maintenance of—
by postmasters as disbursing officers.. 147

out of receipts 147
by warrants on United States Treas-

urer 147
duplicate receipts, how treated 116
employees not exempt from obligations

as citizens 215
estimates for expenditures classified

under 18 heads 145

POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND POSTAL
SE R VICE—Continued,

postal service—continued,
estimates for expenditures, to be sub-

mitted to Secretary of Treasury prior
to October 15 145

what to show 145
exemption of employees, from laws re-

specting employment forbidden — 153
exigency purchases, bids for 76
expenditures, estimates for, to be sub-

mitted to Congress annually 145
extra compensation forbidden unless

explicitly authorized by law 154
fees, employees forbidden to receive... 221
furnishing- supplies for 17
general direction of 16
metric postal balances furnished to cer-

tain officers 81
miscellaneous receipts 114
money required to be appropriated out

of revenues of service 140
official envelopes, Postmaster-General

to contract for, 79
orders and regulations affecting ac-

counts of, shall be certified to Audi-
tor.., 170

original receipts, how treated 116
payments by postmasters 152

by warrant, how drawn 148
of contractors by transfer of balances

due from postmasters 150
perquisites forbidden 154
persons incapacitated not to be em-

ployed in 153
receipts for deposits, liow treated 116

for transportation of mails for .foreign
countries, how accounted for 115

remittance of surplus funds from de-
pository post-offices 118

revenues, disposal of 116
for maintenance of .. note 113
money-order funds not part of 113-
note on use of 121
to be deposited in Treasury 113
to be paid to depositaries as directed

by Postmaster-General 116
supplies for, proposals to be invited by

advertisement 76
transfers of money belonging to 120

method of note 120
warrants on account of, official title

must appear after signature of
proper officer 149

Postmaster-General may designate
officer to sign 149

proviso in regard to signing 149
to be signed by Third Assistant Post-

master-General 149
postal suits,

continuances 183
in case, defendant has claim against

Post-Office Department, 183
judgment in, to be rendered at return

term, exceptions 183
Postmaster- General,

appointment of 2
appointments by 16
duties of 12
matters assigned to office of 15
notice of deficienees in postmasters'

accounts to be sent to sureties by .. 165
officers in office of 6
official seal 1.3
regulations prescribed by 14
salary of 1 2
special duties of 16
term of office of 2

postmasters. (See also Post-Offices and
Postmasters.)

accounts of, sureties to be notified in-
case of deficiency 165

to be preserved two years 169
balances due from collection of, by

drafts and other means 174
commissions of, orders of Postmaster-

General, withholding, will be certi-
fied to Auditor for Post-Office De-
partment 163
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POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT AM) POSTAL
8EBV1CM—Continued.

postmasters—continued,
commissions, to be prepared and trans-

mitted, by division of bonds and
commissions .,

compensation of, orders of Postmaster-
General fixing will be certified to
Auditor for Post-Office Department,

deficiencies in accounts of, to be re-
ported to Postmaster-General

false returns by, action of Postmaster-
General in case of

money-order statements, receipt and
examination of, assigned to inspect-
ing division, Auditor's Office

new bonds, application of payments
after execution

postmasters at first-class offices,
adjustment of salaries of
leave of absence of

postmasters at second-class offices,
adj ustmeiit of salaries of
leave of absence of

postmasters at third-class offices,
adjustment of salaries of
leave of absence of

Post-Office Department,
absences, applications for, how to be

made
chief clerk of each bureau to report

daily to chief clerk of Department..
for portion of a day, chief of division

may grant
in excess of leave without pay
on account of sickness, applications

for, how to be made
accounts, certification of balances

disbursing clerk to prepare and sub-
mit quarterly

for Government telegrams
for supplies furnished, how to be cer-

tified
must show expenditures under each

item of appropriation
acting officers of
advertising, authority fpr

rates for, not to exceed commercial
rates charged to private individuals.

annual reports of Auditor for
of Postmaster-General to be printed..
required of Postmaster-General

applications for leave of absence of
clerks.

appointment clerk, duties of
appropriations, estimates of amounts

needed to be submitted to Congress
annually

for furniture and miscellaneous items,
control of, assigned to deputy audi-
tor

made annually by Congress for ex-
penditures

to be expended only for object speci-
fied

arrears of public business, heads of ex-
ecutive departments to require ex-
tension of hours of service

assessments or contributions, officers
and employees not to use positions
for political purposes

assignment of clerks
assistant attorney for
Assistant Attorney-General for
auditing of accounts by Auditor
Auditor

delinquent postmasters to be reported
by

duties of
quarterly report of money disbursed

by postmasters, to be made by
quarterly settlements by

balance due from postmasters, no de-
mand to be made on late postmasters
for new balance, when

suits for recovery of, certified copies of
statement of demands as evidence .

what constitutes demand for

Sec-
tion.

162
161

Sec-

POST- OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND POSTAL
SERVICE—Continued.

Post-Offlce Department—Continued.
bids and contracts for supplies, com-

mittees to examine 70
blanks for claims in case of losses of

supplies 206
bonds; and contracts to be in name of

United States 63
bonds of. employees, who are not re-

quired to give bond under specific
provision of law 86

of officials of United States, limita-
tions in suits on 180

of postmasters, limitations in suits on, 180
may be approved and signed by
Fourth Assistant Postmaster-
General 67
suits on note 180

requiring two or more sureties, sur-
ety companies may execute 88

breach of contract, rights of action re-
served to United. States 65

certificates of settlement of accounts to
Postmaster-General to be signed by
Deputy Auditor 22

chief post-office inspector 84
civil pension roll, establishment of, pro-

hibited 27
civil-service examination for appoint-

ment, authority for 24
civil suits, copies of quarterly returns

and money-order transcripts to be
admitted as evidence in 184

claims in suits for delinquency not to
be allowed unless presented to and
disallowed by Auditor, exceptions . 186

classification of clerks, authority for ... 23
authority for revission of 23

clerks in offices of inspectors, how to be
paid 87

to be appointed by Postmaster-Gen-
eral 37

collection drafts, affidavit to accompany
application fpr duplicate 203

duplicate application for, how made. 203
collection of penalties and forfeitures.. 194
compromise of judgments for debt or

damages to, may be made • 197
compromises, deposits to be ma.de before

offer will be entertained 198
contingent fund not to be used for pay-

ment of employees unless specific-
ally provided.fo'r 25

contract or purchase on behalf of United
States not to be made unless author-
ized by law 66

contracts, assignment of, causes annul-
ment 65
connection of employees with 223

employees not to be interested in .. 223
for supplies, bids of bona fide dealers

only to be considered 65
not to exceed one year 66

orders, etc., not assignable 65
penalty for employees acting as agent

for contractor 223
contributions, officers and employees

forbidden to solicit or receive 217
corporate surety not to be exacted 88
criminal prosecutions, copies of quar-

terly returns and money-order tran-
scripts to be admitted as evidence. 184

day for opening proposals to be desig-
nated by Secretary of Treasury 72

debtors, Postmaster-General may order
discharge imprisoned j udgment — 199

delinquent postmasters, contractors, or
other persons, claims not to be al-
lowed in suits for, unless presented
to or disallowed by Auditor, excep-
tions 186

papers to be furnished Department of
Justice in suits against 190

Department officers may be inspect-
ors .' 41

detail of clerks from postal to depart-
mental service forbidden 29
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POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND POSTAL
SERVICE—Continued.

Past-Office Department—Continued.
disabilities imposed may be compro-

mised —
disbursements for salaries, how made..

out oi appropriations for employees,
to be made by disbursing clerk and
superintendent

disbursing clerk and. superintendent,
accounts of, to be in duplicate

duties of
payments to be_ made by check, when.

discharge of imprisoned judgment
debtors, Postmaster-General may
order

no bar to subsequent execution
distribution of business of

of clerks to be altered only by written,
order of head of Department, and
not to exceed one hundred and
twenty days

drafts, duplicates, application for, how
made

employment in departmental service to
be only as appropriated for

establishment of, authority for
exchange of funds in hands of disburs-

ing agents forbidden except
exemption from penalties not secured

by failure to take oath
of certain employees from militia

duty
of officers or clerks from existing laws

respecting employment prohibited.
expenses of chief inspector, authority

for payment of
of officers and clerks for traveling...'.

exigency purchases, requisitions to be
made for

fees, employees forbidden to receive ...
to employees IK,

of postal service, payment of, for-
bidden

financial condition to be shown by re-
port of Auditor

fines for violation of criminal laws to be
collected only through courts

imposed, how disposed of
may be compromised

First Assistant Postmaster-General
forfeitures imposed may be compro-

mised
Fourth Assistant Postmaster-General...
frauds, irregularities, and misconduct,

investigation of
oaths to witnesses in investigation of.
officers and clerks may administer

oaths to witnesses
fraudulent payments, suit to be brought
gifts, subordinates not to make to supe-

riors
superiors not to receive

heads of departments to report to Con-
gress detailed statement of contin-
gent fund

holding two offices forbidden except in
special cases

hours of service
informer inaction on penal statute, lia-

bility of, for costs in failure of suit,
inspectors, authority for appointment of

bond of
commissions of, issued by Postmaster-

General
communications and orders to be

given through inspector in charge..
compensation of
employees, subordinate to inspectors,

when
headquarters of, and territory com-

prising divisions
may open and examine mails
payment of salaries, how to be made.
special regulations in regard to

inspectors in charge, authority for ap-
pointment of

103

212

215

POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND POSTAL
SERVICE—Continued.

Post-Office Department—Continued.
inspectors in the field, remuneration

to, for court attendance in cases of
violation of postal laws not allow-
able 36

investigation of post-offices to be made
by post-office inspectors 44

j ournals and records, custody of 1C
laborers not to do same work as classi-

fied employees 24
leaves of absence, additional sick leave 32

contagious disease in family of clerks. 32
head of any department may grant

thirty days annual leave with pay.. 32
to be exclusive of Sundays and legal

holidays 32
when to'be taken 33

liabilities imposed may be compromised 198
liability of informer in action on penal

statute for fees of officers on failure
of suit 195

local inspectors, traveling expenses of,
to be allowed 39

losses from burglary, lire, etc., blanks
for claims will be furnished by
assistant attorney-general for Post-
Office Department 206

claims, correspondence concerning, to
be addressed to assistant attorney-
general for Post-Office Department 206

in excess of $10,000 to be reported to
Congress 204

Postmaster-General to report annu-
to Congress 204

to be filed within six months 204
lost warrants and drafts 200
mail bags, stamps, etc., contracts for... 66
marriage of female employees, new

oath required in case of 211
miscellaneous payments 16
money due, proceedings in equity for.. 189

in prosecution of suits for, instructions
of Department of Justice to be
obeyed 191

money in hands of disbursing clerk to
be verified weekly 98

voluntarily paid for violation of penal
laws, how disposed of ...: 196

money-order funds, losses of, Postmaster-
General authorized to allow credit
for, in certain cases 204

supplies, contracts for 66
transcripts, copies of, to be admitted

as evidence in sui ts 184
oath of office, chief clerks of depart-

ments may administer 209
clerks who are also notaries public

not to charge for administering 210
failure to take oath does not consti-

tute exemption from penalties . 212
form for mail contractors, subcon-

tractors, etc note 207
general and combined note 208

to be as prescribed by statutes— 207
who may administer 207

new oath required when female em-
ployees marry 211

special, form of 207
who may administer 207

officers of 6
offices, certain employments not....... 214

State, territorial, and municipal office
not to be held by persons employed
in postal service) exceptions 214

official bonds, liability of, to cover
period of service 87

may be executed by surety companies
if authorized by Attorney-General. 88

to be examined every two years 87
to be renewed every four years "or

of tener 87
official seal 13
orders, contracts, etc. to bear the true

date 64
organization of 15
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204

Sec-

POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND POSTAL
SEBVICK—Continued.

Post-Office Department—Continued,
payments for debt or damages to, may

"be compromised 197
for waste paper, how collected and

deposited 74
penalties imposed may be compro-

mised 198
penalties and. forfeitures imposed for

violation of postal laws note 194
recoverable bv action, how disposedof : ; 194

personal expenses of post-office inspect-
ors, what to include 36

political conduct of officers and em-
ployees 216

political contributions, immunity from
official compulsion to make 219

~no officer, clerk, or other employee to
make, to another .'_ -,". 220

not to be solicited in public omcen... 218
penalty for violation of regulations

concerning 221
postage stamps and damaged supplies

must be sent to Third Assistant
Postmaster-General before claim is
filed 205

postage stamps damaged beyond recog-
nition, claim for credit 205

• losses of, Postmaster-General author-
ized to allow credit for, in certain
cases

postal funds, losses of, Postmaster-Gen-
eral authorized to allow credit for,
in certain cases ,. 204

Postal Guide, advertisements for pro-
posals 71

contract for 66
printing of, to be supervised by chief

clerk "....... 71
postal suits, continuances 183

executions of judgments to be speedy 192
returns by marshal to Auditor of

proceedings on 193
in case defendant has claim against

Post-Office Department 183
instructions of Department of Justice

to be obeyed in 191
judgment to be rendered at return

term, exceptions;.... 183
reports of proceedings in, to be sent to

Department of Justice 192
warrants of attachment, application

for affidavit in support of 188
application for, to whom and by

whom made 188
may issue 187
when parties are nonresidents 187
where property has been removed . 187

postmasters' bonds, surety companies
not accepted as sole surety

postmasters, indebtedness of, limitations
in suits on account of

not exempt from obligations as citi-
zens —

to be exempt from militia duty
post-office inspectors (see also Inspector),

duties of
expenditures of
in charge, traveling expenses of, to be

allowed
in the field, authority for per diem

allowance
organization of, into sixteen divisions
salary of
term, of original appointment

post-roads, ferrymen employed at fer-
ries on to be exempt from militia
duty

post-route maps, advertisements for
"proposals for,

contracts for
proceeds from .sale of, how deposited

preparation of pay rolls
of Postal Guide

printing and binding for Executive De-
partments not to exceed amount of
appropriation

88

180

POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND POSTAL
SERVICE—Continued.

Post-Office Department—Continued,
printing and binding for Executive

Departments to be done only on
requisition ,

no document to .be printed unless
authorized by law —

reports of mail contracts not to be
printed

proposals for certain supplies to be
called for at the same time by all
departments

for supplies, bidders to be notified of
time and place of opening bids

members of board to consider
prosecution of criminal offenses, in-

spectors to aid in ,
public money for disbursement, how

deposited
how drawn upon
transfers of, how made

purchases and contracts for supplies or
services, advertising for

quarterly returns of postmasters, copies
of, to be admitted as evideiice in
suits

reduction of force, soldiers and sailors
.and their widows ;i ad orphans are
to be retained if possible

reports, of condition of business by
heads of Departments to be made
monthly to heads of Executive De-
partments
to President to be made quarterly..

of employees by heads of Executive
Departments

to Congress, stated time for making.,
to President by Postmaster-General to

be made annually
requisitions for printing and binding..

for salaries, when to be made
on. Treasury must be accompanied by

statement of condition of the ac-
count

restrictions on holding other offices
salaries, payment of, how made

to be paid in cash upon monthly pay
rolls

sale of waste paper
and unserviceable material, proceeds

for, how deposited
Second Assistant Postmaster-General ..
sickness, leaves of absence in case

of
signing of contracts, officers authorised

to sign
soldiers and sailors to be preferred for

appointment when capacities are
satisfactory

stamped paper, losses of, Postmaster-
General authorized to allow credit
for, in certain cases

stationery supplies for
in charge of division of post-office sup-

plies
statutes controlling accounts...
suits for balances due, interest on

in chancery to set aside fraudulent
conveyances, etc., may be brought,

on account of fraudulent payments.,
of indebtedness of postmasters, limi-

tations in
supervision clerical force

of expenditures
supplies, advertisements inviting pro-

posals for, to be published prior to
the beginning of each fiscal, year...

for free-delivery service, contracts for.
telegrams.

acceptances of telegraph companies to
be filed by chief clerk Post-Office
Department

companies accepting privileges to file
acceptances with Postmaster-Gen-
eral

list of companies which have filed ac-
ceptances to be published in circular
form .... . . . , . . . . . , ,„..,. . . .„.... .„,,

Sec-
tion.

44

184

26
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POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND POSTAL
SERVICE—Continued.

Post-Office Department—Con tinned,
telegrams—eon tinned.

rates for, to be fixed by Postmaster-
General

special privileges for Government
messages over certain lines

Third Assistant Postmaster-General
Topographer, duties of
transfers of clerks from railway mail

service or classified post-offices to
departmental service

useless papers, how disposed of
property and material, sales of, to "be

made by disbursing clerk and super-
intendent

violations of law to be investigated by
post-office inspectors

of penal laws, money voluntarily paid
for, how disposed of

warrants, applications for duplicates,
how to be made

bond of indemnity in application for
duplicates

certificate of paying officer to accom-
pany executed bond of indemnity,

collection and transfer drafts to be
signed by deputy auditor

duplicates, application for, to be ac-
companied by affidavit

force and effect of, same as original,
except in case of assignment

of attachment in postal suits may
issue

waste paper and material, disbursing
clerk and superintendent to super-
intend collection and sale of

proposals for sale of, to be invited by
advertisement

post-office inspectors. (See Inspectors;
Post-Office Department.)

appointment and salary of
per diem and expenses of, regulations

relating to
Post-Office Inspectors and Mail Depreda-

tions, Division of. (See Inspectors.)
accounts of inspectors to be examined

by
of the Department for expenditures

in this service, to be kept by
chief clerk, duties of
complaints and inquiries relating to

mail matter between United States
and foreign countries, assigned to.,

correspondence relating to depreda-
tions, foreign and domestic, as-
signed to

duties of
foreign mail matter passing across ter-

ritory of United States, complaints
and "inquiries relating to, assigned
to

government and assignment to duty of
post-office inspectors, assigned to...

in charge of chief post-office inspector ,
investigation, preparation, and issue of

cases for, assigned to
losses and irregularities, investigation

assigned to
money or property received by inspec-

tors to be in custody of
records and statistics of inspectors to be

kept by
restoration to owners of property, cases

for, to be prepared by
Post-offices. (See also Post-Offices and-

Postmasters.)
authority of Congress to establish
box-rent rates, regulation of, in charge

division of salaries and allowances.
consolidation of, in charge of division

of salaries and allowances
furnishing general supplies for
lock boxes, deposits for keys of, in

charge of division of salaries and
allowances

management of
penalty for breaking and entering

Sec-
tion.
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POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND POSTAL
SERVICE—Continued.

Post-Office Supplies, Division of,
accounts for expenditures with con-

tractors, postmasters, and others to
be kept by 17

advertising for supplies in charge of ... 17
contracts for supplies in charge of 17
in charge of superintendent 17
inspecting supplies in charge of 17
ordering and receiving from contractors

in charge of 17
purchase in open market may be made

if necessary '. 17
requisitions of postmasters and officers

to be examined by 17
on Public Printer for Wanks, etc., to

be prepared by 17
specifications for supplies in charge of. 17

post roads, authority of Congress to estab-
lish 1

post-route maps,
accounts of sales Ill

to be rendered quarterly 98
annual estimates of amounts necessary

for, to be made to Congress 97
applications for purchase of, to whom

made 112
12
66

98

contracts for
duplicate statement of orders received

and filled to be furnished by topog-
rapher

prepared and printed under supervi-
sion of topographer Ill

proceeds of sales, how used 112
provision relating to sale of, note on... 112
sales of, how made 112
to be issued to officers upon request 111

Public Printer,
requisitions on, for blanks, etc., for pos-

tal service to be prepared by divi-
sion of post-office supplies

to submit estimates for blank forms,
etc., for use in postal and money-
order service

Railway Adjustment, Division of,
duties of
mail service, statistics and reports of,

to be prepared by
miscellaneous expenditures for weigh-

ing of mails, etc., authorization of,
assigned to

preparation of cases for adjustment of
allowances for carrying mails and
postal cars assigned to

proposals for wagon and messenger serv-
ice, preparation of advertisements
for, assigned to

railway postal-car service, establish-
ment of and changes in, assigned to

transportation of mails, preparation of
cases authorizing, assigned to

under supervision of Superintendent..
weighing of mails on railroads, prep-

aration of orders for, assigned to...
Railway Mail, Division of,

distribution and dispatch of mails at
post-offices, instructions to postmas-
ters, relative to, assigned to

duties of
establishment of service on new rail-

roads investigations and reports to
be made by

general superintendent in charge of
mail service on railroads and inland

steamboat routes, general conduct
of, assigned to

mail weighing, conduct of, assigned to.
miscellaneous expenditures and credits

for Railway Mail Service, prepara-
tion of cases for, assigned to

official daily bulletin, issue of, assigned
to

regulations for government of Railway
Mail Service, preparation of, as-
signed to

17

77

18

18

18

18

18
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POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND POSTAL
SERVICE—Continued.

Railway Mail Service. (See also Railway
Mail Service.)

estimates for expenditures
records of persons deserving and desir-

ing transfer to departmental service
to be kept in each division

supervision of, assigned to Second Assist-
ant Postmaster-General

transfer of clerks from, to departmental
service

twine and facing slips for, in charge of
division of post-office supplies

railway postal-car service,
establishment of and changes in,

assigned to division of railway ad-
justment

railway postal clerks,
payments to, authorization of, assigned

to Second Assistant Postmaster-Gen-
- eral .
preparation of orders authorizing, as-

signed to division of inspection
record of appointments and salaries to

be kept by book-keeping division
Auditor's office.

Recording Division, Auditor's Office,
chief of division in .charge of
duties of ,
money-order accounts, .auditing and

adj usting of, assigned to
quarterly and annual reports of money-

order transactions, preparation of
statements of assigned to

settlement of .accounts of late postmas-
ters assigned to

recovery of mail matter,
from Dead-Letter Office, applications

for . ...
Redemption of Stamped Paper, Division of,

chief of division in charge of
damaged and unsalable stamps, etc, re-

ceipt, examination, and destruction
of, assigned to

duties of
reports of amount of damaged and un-

salable stamps sent for redemption
to be made to Auditor for Post-
Office Department.

Registered Mails, Division of. (See also
- Registry System.)

claims for indemnity for lost registered
matter to be considered by

correspondence in relation to registry
system in charge of

with foreign offices relating' to for
eigii registry system conducted
through Second Assistant Post-
master-General

duties of
instruction to postmasters relative to

registry service assigned to
records and statistics of registry busi-

- ness to be kept by
superintendent in charge of
through exchanges of registered mail

establishment and control of as-
signed to

registry system. (See also Registry Sys-
tem.)

per diem for assistant superintendents
of

superintendent of
supervision of, assigned to Third Assist-

ant Postmaster-General
regulations,

amendments to
authority for promulgation of
new
Postmaster-General may prescribe
printed in Postal Guides
promulgation of
publication of
record of
to be noted in current issue Postal Laws

and Regulations
rent fuel, and light, allowances for, in

charge of division of salaries and
allowances ,

Sec-
tion.

19

10

POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND POSTAL
SERVICE—Continued.

rent of buildings, annual estimates for
amounts necessary for, to be made
to Congress 97

rcs>orts,
amount expended in Department for

preceding fiscal year to be made by
Postmaster-General 89

chief clerk of each bureau to report ab-
sences daily to chief clerk of De-
partment 31

heads of departments to report annually
to Congress detailed statement of
contingent fund 92

of claims for losses by fire, burglary,
etc., to Congress 204

of finances of department to be made
by Postmaster-General , 89

of money-order transactions, statements
for quarterly and annual, to be pre-
pared by recording division Aud-
itor's Office 22

of public business to be made monthly
to heads of Executive Departments. 31

Postmaster-General to make annual re-
ports to Congress 89

quarterly reports of persons deserving
or desiring transfer to departmental
service to be made to Postmaster-
General 30

requisitions for supplies,
chief clerk to Auditor to consider 22
to be examined and issued by division

of post-office supplies 17
revenues of postal service, general super-

vision of collection and deposit of,
assigned to Third Assistant Post-
master-General 19

rights of action for breach of contract
reserved to United States 65

roster of Officers and Employees to be
kept, by whom 16

rural free-delivery service note 709
salaries, requisitions for, when to be

made 100
Salaries and Allowances, Division of,

assistant superintendents of, to make
personal investigations and reports. 17

general superintendent of, in charge... 17
per diem, for assistant superintendent

Of 9
salaries of postmasters, adjustment of 17
sale of unclaimed mail matter at Dead-

Letter Office at the expiration of
prescribed time 57

San Juan, dead-letter service for Porto
Rico to be conducted through 47

schedules,
changes in, to be authorized by Second

Assistant Postmaster-General 18
reports respecting, to be made by Second

Assistant Postmaster-General to Au-
ditor for Post-Office Department 18

sea post service, supervision of, assigned
to division of foreign mails 18

Second Assistant Postmaster-General,
appointment of 3
chief clerk to, duties of 18
contracts for transportation of mails,

making and executing of, assigned
to 18

duties of 18
full railway postal cars, authorization

of and allowance for, assigned to .. 18
mail bag and mail lock repair shops,

general supervision of, assigned to. 18
mail distribution and course of mails

assigned to 18
mail equipment, furnishing, repair, and

distribution of, for transportation of
mails assigned to 18

mail lettings, preparation of advertise-
ments for, assigned to 18

reception of proposals, preparation of
orders of award, and execution of
contracts for, assigned to 18

mail weighers, appointment of, assigned
to 18
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Sec-

POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND POSTAL
SERVICE—Continued.

S e c o n d A s s i s t a n t P o s t m a s t e r -
Geiieral—Continued.

officers in office of 6
payments of railway postal clerks, au-

' thorization of, assigned to 18
postmasters' reports as to performance

of transportation service to be re-
ceived and examined by 18

preparation of orders because of iionper-
forruance of and imposing flues for
delinquencies in transportation
service, assigned to 18

Railway Mail Service and foreign-mail
service, supervision of, assigned to.. 18

salary of S
schedules, authorization of changes in

and making of reports respecting',
assigned to 18

to act as Postmaster-General, when 7
transportation of postal cards, etc., by

freight, authorization of, assigned to 18
weighing of mails, direction of, assigned

to 18
second-class post-offices. (See also Post-

Offices and Postmasters.)
advertising unclaimed letters 17
cancelling machines 17
clerical force—

appointment of 17
bonding of 17
matters pertaining to 17

furniture, allowances for, in charge of
division of salaries and allowances. 17

leases, arranging for, in charge of divi-
sion of salaries and. allowances 17

location of, in charge of division of sal-
aries find allowances 17

rent, fuel, and light, allowances for, in
charge of division of salaries and
alloAvances 17

settlement of accounts, oaths may be ad-
ministered by auditors 166

sick leave applications for, how to be
made 33

sickness, leaves of absence in case of 32
soldiers and sailors,

preferred for departmental service
when capacities are satisfactory 26

retaining of, when reduction of force is
necessary 26

special agents (see Inspectors Post-Office
Department; Post-Office Inspectors},
accounts to be adjusted and pre-
pared by pay division Auditor's
Office 22

special-delivery business, false returns of,
action of Postmaster-General in case
of 164

Special delivery service, management of. 17
stamps 135

special regulations in regard to Post-
Office inspectors 45

special request envelopes 137
stamp agent and assistants, salary of 143
stamp books,

how charged to postmasters 133
how prepared 183

stamped-envelope agent and assistants,
salaries of 143

stamped envelopes,
agency for distribution of, will be main-

tained at place of manufacture 143
to be in charge of Third Assistant,

Postmaster-General 144
are securities of United States note 142
improvements and changes in, Postmas-

ter-General may adopt _ 141
Postmaster-General to provide 136
subagencies for distribution of 143
to be known as "ordinary" and "spe-

cial request" 137
transportation of, by freight, authoriza-

tion of, assigned to Second Assistant
Postmaster-General 18

stamped paper, losses of, credit for, in
certain cases. 204

Sec-

POST.OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND POSTAL
SERVICE—Continued.

star-route service. (See also Transporta-
tion of Mails.)

advertisements for, preparation of. as-
signed to division of contracts 18

contracts, drafting of orders for, as-
signed to division of contracts ] S

Third Assistant Postmaster-General,
appointment of 3
chief clerk to, duties of 19
duties of 19
officers in office of 6
organization of clerical force, division

of classification of mail matter,
division of files, mails, and records,
division of postal finance, division
of postage-stamp supplies, division
of redemption of stamped paper,
division of registered mails 19

payments from Treasury, subtreasuries
and depositories, accounts of, to be
kept by 19

postal receipts, keeping accounts of,
assigned to 19

registry system, supervision and man-
agement of, assigned to 19

revenues of postal service, supervision of
collection and deposit of, assigned to 19

salary of 3
to act as Postmaster-General when 7
warrants for covering into Treasury

moneys derived from service to be
drawn by 19

for payment of indebtedness of the De-
partment, drawing of, assigned to.. 19

POST-OFFICE INSPECTORS. (See In-
spectors; Post-Office Department and
Postal Service.)

POST-OFFICE INSPECTORS AND MAIL
DEPREDATIONS, DIVISION OF.
(See Post-Office Department and
Postal Service.)

POST-OFFICE SUPPLIES, DIVISION OF.
(See Post-Office Department and
Postal Service.)

POST-OFFICES AND POSTMASTERS. (See
also Free-Delivery System; Mail Mat-
ter; Money-Order System; Offenses;
Post-Office Department and ' Postal
Service; Transportation of the 3Iails.)

absence, leaves of, for clerks at first and
second class offices, when may be
allowed 300

of postmaster, performance of duties of
office during 249

to secure authority for 282
accounts of acting postmasters, manner

of signing 248
acting postmaster. (See postmasters.)
advertising. (Seepostmasters, advertising.)
assistant postmasters. (See postmasters,

assistant.)
bond, blank form of, and official oath to

be sent to every person appointed
postmaster 239

bonds aad commissions of postmasters... 238
bonds of postmasters. (See postmasters,

bonds.)
conditions of 238
examination and approval of 240
for married women appointed as 238
how filled out and executed 239
money-order offices 238
new, when required 244
relea.se of sureties on 243
renewal of 243
to whom sent 239

box rents. (See call and lock boxes; post-
masters ; box rents.)

braiicli post-offices may be established,
when 230

call and lock boxes.
box equipments 343

at first-class offices -note 343
at fourth-class offices must be fur-

nished by postmasters 344
at second and third class offices 343
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POST-OFFICES AND POSTMASTEBS—C'td.
call and lock boxes—continued.

box equipments—continued.
change of, during quarter
of predecessor, purchase of, not re-

quired
lock boxes may be erected in fourth-

class offices by patrons
minors not allowed, to rent if parents

or guardian:-! obj ect
names of box holders must not be dis-

closed
out of order, regulations relating to
patrons not required to furnish

not required to rent
rates for rent of, to be fixed by Depart-

ment
record of box holders at first, second,

and third class offices, how to be
kept

at fourth-class offices, how to be kept,
if not turned over by predecessor, ac-

tion in case of
rent of, for improper purposes forbidden

to persons who disregard rules con-
cerning forbidden

to be collected at beginning of quar-
ter

where used for part of quarter
rents—

account of receipts for, to be rendered
division of, when different postmasters

serve in same quarter
care of public funds and property.
classification of postmasters into four

classes •.
clerical assistance at offices of third and

fourth class...
clerks at offices of first .class

at offices of second class
payments of —

commissions of postmasters,
issue of, to those appointed by Post-

master-General >. ."
to those appointed by 1'resdent

when issued
disbursing officers,

payments by check, when and how
made

postmasters may be designated as
disbursing postmasters,

acting and substitute postal clerks—
payment of
vouchers for payments to

authorized, paym en ta for quarter to be
made before rendering account

balances clue deceased employees-
certificate to vouchers for payment..
how to be paid „
when may be paid to heirs

deductions from payments to postal
clerks for failure to sign record

failures of postal clerks to sign record
to be reported by

payments by, to executors, widows, or
heirs to be authorized by Second
Assistant Postmaster-General

record of arrivals and departures of
railway postal clerks to be examined
daily

resignation, removal, etc., of postal
clerks, payments, how made

substitute postal clerks, how paid
disbursements by postmasters,

for expenses of office
of salaries of officers and employees of

Railway Mail Service
discontinuance of post-offices, authority

for
key deposits,

account of
funds may.be deposited in any bank at

postmaster's risk
not part of regular funds of office

liability of postmasters for
no interest to be demanded or accepted

for deposit of funds
rules relating to
what offices may require, if authorized.

Sec-
tion.

348

348
348

242
242
241

391

390

POST-OFFICES A.KI) POSTMASTERS—C'td.
keys,

renters of boxes allowed to "use only
keys issued through post-office

must return
letter boxes, specifications for, at third

and fourth class offices
letter carriers,

pay rolls for, to be in duplicate
salaries of—

how paid
when may be paid

substitutes, payment of
married women, bonds of, as postmasters.
money-order offices,

bonds of postmasters at
designation of clerk to perform duties

during absence of postmaster, sub-
ject to approval of Postmaster-
General

money orders, manner of signing during
absence of postmaster _

newspaper wrappers,
circulars of information as to prices

will be issued
stamped, prices to be fixed by] Post-

master-General
sale of

postage stamps. (See Stamps.)
to be furnished and kept for sale at all

offices
postal accounts,

advertising, amounts paid for, included
in

affidavit to accompany, form of, to be
prescribed by Postmaster-General..

allowances for losses, how noted in
balances due postmasters

due United States, disposition of
box rents, amount received for
clerk hire
collection, drafts
correction of
credits to postmasters
debits and credits to be collated
deposit of funds in depositories ....
deposits from postmasters
drafts on h and —
free-delivery service, amounts paid for.
furniture, amounts paid for
mail transportation, miscellaneous ex-

penses of ,
miscellaneous expenses, amounts paid

for
money from other sources
money paid for ship and steamboat let-

ters
newspaper postage collected
quarterly returns to be made according

to directions
railway postal clerks, amounts paid to.
rents, etc,, amounts paid for
repairs of mail bags, amounts paid for..
salary of postmaster
sales of stamps
sales of stamp books

of waste paper
special delivery, fees for
sworn statement to accompany quar-

terly
to be sworn to before notary public or

other officer
transfer drafts paid
transfers from money-order funds

to money-order funds
uncollected drafts returned

postal funds,
care of, by postmasters (see public

funds)
if there is no safe at office

claim for loss to be noted on margin of
accounts

how made
combination of safes, when to be

changed
deposits, amount due, shown by state-

ment of Auditor, to be promptly re-
mitted

Sec-
tion.

329

393
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375
375

375
375

394
375
875
375
375
375
375
375
375

392
375
375
375
375
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Sec-
tion.

POST-OFFICES AND POSTMASTERS—C'td.
postal funds—continued,

deposits—
at cities where there is a treasurer or

assistant treasurer 363
at depository post-offices note 362
at iirst and second class offices 363
at fourth-class offices 363
at third-class offices 363
correction of errors in certificate of.. 370
credit for, not to "be taken until cer-

tificate is received 370
failure to make, regulation relative

to 365
for different periods, to be noted 387
how to be made, if actual amount due

is unknown 365
in national banks, remittances of 358
interest not to be received on 358
made for other postmasters to be

noted 367
need not be made if claim for loss is

pending -. 365
on change of postmasters, how made. 361
penalty for failure to make, or pay

over'balances 371
to be made within six days after

designated time 363
to include entire amount due 365
what may consist of 369
where depository is in same city as

post-office 366
failure to make deposits or pay over-

balances, penalty for 371
key deposits, disposal of, on change of

postmasters 361
regular deposits in national banks,

statutes relating to 858
regulations relative to care of, apply

equally to money-order, key depos-
its, and postal funds note 355

remittances of—
counterfeit money, credit in case of.. 368

no reimbursement to postmaster for
losses on account of 368

description of, to be given in letter... 367
failure to comply with instructions,

penalty for 367
to receive acknowledgment to be

reported 370
form of 367
gold certificates, denominations now

in use 367
description of, how to be made 367

if witness can not be secured, record
of to be made on letter 367

in currency, coins, denomination of,
to be given 367

letter to be signed by witness and
copy retained 367

national-bank notes, description of.
how to be made 367

package to be registered and dis-
patched in presence of witness 867

regulations relative to 367
silver certificates, description of, how

to be made 367
to Department forbidden 364
treasury notes, denominations now in

use 367
description of, how to be made 367

United States notes, denominations
now in use 867

description of, how to be made 367
reports to be made when there are no

funds to deposit 363
special deposits in bank, when made at

postmaster's risk 359
statute relating to keeping of 355
surplus—

disposition to be made of, on discon-
tinuance of office 360

not to be sent to Department 364
remittances of, how to be made 366
statute relating to depo. vt of 362

temporary deposits in baniis 358
to be removed from office, when 356

Sec-
tion.

POST-OFFICES AND POSTMASTERS—C'td.
postmasters,

abandonment of office by, treated as
resignation 246

absence of—
for more than two days without

authority from Post-Office Depart-
ment forbidden to first, second, or
third class 282

liability of acting officer during 250
manner of signing money orders dur-

ing 253
of signing papers by assistant 253

performance'of duties during 250
who may be appointed in charge 250

accountable for receipts 373
accounts—•

balances from previous quarters, how
disposed of 401

books and blanks for keeping, how
obtained 409

disbursements and returns 872
kept by quarters 372
money order to be separate 372

acting—
accounts, manner of si gning 248
by designation of sureties, regarded

as acting by authority of President,
note on 261

compensation of, to be regular com-
pensation of office 261

designated by sureties, when 246
during vacancy in. office 245
liability of sureties in case of 245

may be terminated by notice 245
manner of signing papers by assistant

or clerk in charge of office.. 253
not qualified to execute pension

vouchers 281
oath of office to be taken 246
oath and designation of sureties to be

sent to Department for approval ... 346
requisitions of, how treated 248
signature of, to papers, etc., form of.. 248

advertising, affidavits of publisher to
accompany accounts for '. 380

advertisements not to be stamped upon,
mail matter passing through their
hands 274

amounts to bejetainod by. ,. 373
appointed by Postmaster-General, issue

of commissions to 242
by President, issue of commissions

"to 242
appointment and qualification of 234

and removal, manner of 234
appointments of clerks at first and sec-

ond class offices not to be made
without approval of First Assistant
Postmaster-Gen eral 292

assistant-
duties of 284
bond must be given before entering

upon duties 312
•change of, at fourth-class offices, to be

reported to Fourth Assistant Post-
master-General 283

first and second class offices, how ap-
pointed '.. 283

manner of signing papers, etc., while
in charge 253

may be authorized to sign papers 285
not qualified to execute pension

vouchers 281'
persons eligible as 283
signature to official papers, form of... 285
third and fourth class offices, may be

selected without approval of De-
partment 283

to be appointed at all offices 283
to manage office during absence of

postmaster except at money-order
offices, where another clerk is des-
ignated 249

balances due, how to be adjusted 402
bond and oath to accompany notice of

appointment 239
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POST-OFFICES AM) POST-MASTERS—C'id.
postmasters—continued,

bonds—
conditions of
examination and approval of ....
hoy/ filled out and executed
married women
money-order offices

bonds and commissions of
box rents, how accounted for when di-

vision of compensation is made
civil-service boards, to facilitate work of
change in class of, when to be made ...
change of—

at third-class offices must report name
of assistant to First Assistant Post-
master-General

accounts, how to be rendered
disposal of key-deposit funds
disposition of public funds arid prop-

erty, how to be made
money, except money-order, funds,

'not to be received from predecessor
without special instructions

postal funds, how to be disposed of ..
surplus funds, how to be treated

claims for credit for losses by fire, bur-
glary, or other unavoidable casu-
alty....

for credit on postage-due stamps
notice from Dead-Letter Office of

amount allowed to be kept on file..
on matter forwarded or returned to

foreign countries
placed on undelivered matter

classification of, into four classes
classification and compensation of
commissions—

excess in any quarter at fourth-class
offices ."

on newspaper postage allowed
on official and special-delivery matter

not allowed .*
when issued

communications from Post-Office De-
partment to be promptly answered.

compensation, division of—•
at fourth-class offices where more

than one postmaster serves during
quarter, how made

box rents, how accounted for
compensation of—

at fourth-class offices .'
when may be withdrawn from re-

ceipts
compensation of persons supplying va-

cancies
continue in office until successor has

actually taken possession
correspondence with Civil Service Corn-

mission, disposal of
with Post-Office Department, require-

ments in regard to
counterfeit money, must bear loss for

accepting
credentials of post-office inspectors to

be required by
credit for losses of postal or money-

order funds or stamped paper, claim
may be made therefor

for postage-due stamps special claim
may be made therefor.

death or insolvency of sureties, new
bond required

death or resignation of, sureties to take
charge of office

death or suspension of, manner of sign-
ing papers by assistant

demeanor toward patrons
designated as disbursing officers, when

may be
designation of clerk at money-order

offices to act during absence of, how
made

disbursements, by miscellaneous provi-
sions relative to

duties of office not to be assumed until
commission is received

258
804
256

397
397
254
254

258
241

POST-OFFICES AND POSTMASTERS—C'td.
postmasters—continued.

eligibility for appointment as 235
ex-postmasters not to have access to

mail matter unless they take oath
of office anew 311

first and second class—
authorized to make detail of clerks to

any duty 298
commissions on money-order business

not allowed note 255
first, second, and third class-

appointment and removal of 234
issue of commissions to 242
personal attention to offices must be

given 282
salaries of, how fixed 255

foreign or mutilated coins or currency
not to be accepted by 330

fourth class—
appointment and removal of 234
assignment to higher class, when and

how to be made 257
commissions not allowed on official

and special delivery matter 258
compensation of, how fixed 257
correspondence of with Department

should have impression of post-
marking stamp 272

division of compensation where more
than one serves during quarter,
how made 258

excess commissions of, in any quarter 257
gross receipts necessary for assign-

ment to higher class note 257
issue of commissions to 242
other business may be transacted

by .' 274
rates of compensation 257
required to administer oaths for exe-

cution of pension vouchers 281
holidays which may be observed 265
hours of business—

directed by Postmaster-General 262
during week clays 263
on holidays 265
on Sundays 264

instructions to be sought of Depart-
ment in cases of doubt 271

liability of—
for key deposit funds 353
not affected by taking' bonds from

clerks 313
lottery agents—

not to act as 275
penalty for acting as 275

making change, if unable to, purchaser
must tender exact amount of pur-
chase ,

married women may be appointed
may authorize assistant to sign papers..
minors and aliens not eligible, excep-

tions
miscellaneous provisions
must appoint assistant

provide themselves with minor coins
sufficient for purposes of making
change 330

name of, not to be printed on any sup-
plies furnished by Department 324

new bonds—
every four years 244
no change in returns where given ... 404
when name of office is changed 244
^^hen required 244
when single woman marries 244

New York City, salary of 255
night service 263
not to use office for ad vertising purposes 274
notice oi appointment-

how given 286
to be sent by Fourth Assistant Post-

master-General 236
oath of. how subscribed to 239
oaths for execution of pension vouchers

only to be administered by fourth-
class '. 281

oaths and boids, to whom sent 239
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POST-OFFICES AND POSTMASTEKS-C'td.
postmasters—continued,

official signatures not to be used for ad-
vertising purposes 274

payments by check—
how drawn 379
when may be made 879

payments made when acting as dis-
bursing officers note 383

pension vouchers-
acting and assistant postmasters not

qualified to execute 281
date of execution must be distinct

and correct 281
execution of, by fourth-class 281

for widows or persons under guar-
dianship, form of deposition nec-
essary 281

if certificate is lost 281
impression of postmarking stamps

must be distinct 281
fourth-class postmaster not to exe-

cute his own 281
no report of money received need be

made 281
pcnsion certificate must be exhibited

to 281
signatures necessary in execution of. 281

persons engaged in carrying mail not
eligible 235

prosecuting claims not eligible 235
political contributions and assessments,

provisions of law regarding, to be
carefully observed 277

postal accounts-
debits to be charged to postmaster ...
first, second, and third class offices-..
fourth-class offices

quarterly returns of accounts-
books and blanks for keeping and ren-

dering, how obtained 409
certified copies may be required 396
disbursing officers to include expendi-

tures made in this capacity 394
failure of Auditor to receive, what ac-

tion to be taken 403
free-delivery service, certificate to ac-

company 395
how to be forwarded and addressed.. 394

to be made 394
rendered if office is in charge of

sureties 400
must be made, even if no business is

done 398
neglect to render, penalty for 406
uo change in, where new bond is

given 404
oath to accompany 394
of free-delivery service to be separate. 395
of outgoing and incoming postmas-

ters, how rendered 399
second-class postage, form for 408
signing of 394
time of rendering note 406
to be made by 392

in duplicate 394
vouchers for expenditures to accom-

pany 394
when to be made 394

readjustments of salaries—
period of 256
when and by whom to be made 256

recommendations regarding changes
and promotions in employees at
first and second class offices to be
approved by First Assistant Post-
master-General 291

regulations, records, etc., to filed and
preserved by 270

renewal of bonds 243
report of robberies to be made immedi-

ately to Fourth Assistant Postmaster-
General 278

what must show 278
reports of stamped paper received and

sold to be made monthly at what
offices 407

residence must be within delivery of
office , 237

Sec-

POST-OFFICES AND POSTMASTERS—C'td.
postmasters—continued,

risks and liabilities incurred under
bond note 238

robberies of offices, postmaster liable.
when -.,..-• I 278

salaries—•
changes in note 256
division of, when two or more post-

masters serve 256
first, second, and third classes 255
full compensation for all risks, liabili-

ties, etc 260
readjustment of, by whom to be made 256

^yhen to be made. 256
soliciting or accepting commission from

surety companies on bonds forbid-
den 315

stations and substations must be visited
by 282

sureties—•
applications for release of, should

be made to Fourth Assistant Post-
master-General 243

manner of release 243
telegrams, requirements in regard to .. 272
vouchers for deductions made to be

submitted to Auditor 380
or receipts to be taken in duplicate .. 880

Weather Bureau reports to be posted
by • 276

women more than 18 years of age, when
may be appointed 235

post-Office inspectors, credentials of, to be
required 280

post-offices,
abandonment of, by postmasters treated

as resignation , — 246
absences, application for leaves of, to

be addressed to the First Assistant
Postmaster-General 282

advertising, allowances for, may be
authorized by Postmaster-General . 321

advertising and miscellaneous items,
vouchers for expenditures to be filed 322

allowances and supplies 317
applications for, how made 822
for advertising and miscellaneous

items 321
for clerk hire 286,307
for clerk hire on account of unusual

business 309
for clerks to continue year after year

unless otherwise ordered 291
legislation on note, 321
none to be made for expenses in mak-

ing payments or collecting money.. 323
statute does not refer to first and

second-class offices note 309
appointment of clerks in 2t2
assistant postmasters, appointment of . 283

duties of 284
salaries of, at first and second class

offices 287,288
blanket bonds—

desired from clerks , 315
names of clerks to be arranged in

alphabetical order 315
bonds of clerks 812

amount of, to be fixed by Post-Office
Department 314

do not affect liability of postmaster .. 813
form of, and surety on 315
may be required of any person who

handles Government funds 314
premiums on, to be paid by clerks ... 815
to contain proper designation 315
what to cover 314
when changes in designations are

made 314
who are required to give 314

branches may be established, when 230
to be known as stations or substations 231

bulletin board for public notices may be
placed in 269

canceling machines—
allowances for, may be authorized by

First Assistant Postmaster-General. 321
applications for, how made 322
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Sec-

POST-OFFICES AND POSTMASTERS—C'td.
post.-offices—continued.

care of 268
postmasters may call on civil authori-

ties to preserve order if necessary... 268
smoking may be prohibited in lob-

bies 268
to be clean and orderly 268

carrier windows at free-delivery office,?,
opening of, on Sundays and holidays 264

case examinations, conduct of, in charge
of superintendent of mails ,- 294

cashiers to give bond before entering
upon duties of office 312

changes-and removals at offices not in
classified service 297

changes, in clerks, recommendations
regarding, to be submitted by post-
masters 291

in employees not to be made without
approval of First Assistant Post-
master-General 291

fourth to third class, cancellations to
be kept until order takes effect 405

classification, change in, wlien to be
made 256

classified civil service—
appointments to be made under civil-

service rules 292
change in grade or compensation of

clerks, record of 296
correspondence regarding, how dis-

posed of 290
-examination for, at post-offices note 289
removal from, accused to be advised

of charges 295
accused to have opportunity to

make defense 295
defense, how made 295

temporary appointments may be
made if list of eligibles is not com-
plete 292

•to what offices shall be applied 289
clerical assistance at third and fourth

class offices, on account of unusual
business, allowances may be made
for, when '. 309

clerk hire-
allowances for, to continue year after

year unless otherwise ordered 291
at" distributing offices of third and

fourth .class, allowances for 308
at first, second, and third -class offices. 286

clerks and employees—
number, grades, and salaries to be

fixed by .First Assistant Postmaster-
General, when 292

to be subject to direction of postmas-
ter 293

clerks-^-
appointments and changes of, to be

certified to Auditor, w_hen 292
appropriations for substitutes, note on

legislation regarding 301
changes in designation of, when new

bonds required 314
conduct of. 305
leaves of absence, postmasters must

arrange for. 300
-oaths of 316
postmasters may represent, in nego-

tiating premium rates with surety
•companies ". 315

serving on. civil-service boards, rela-
tion of, to Post-Office Departiuout. 301

when to be under direction of Civil
Service Commission 304

soliciting by, of gifts from public,
forbidden 305

suspension and fining of, postmasters „
must obtain authority for 299

to perform duties as directed by post-
master without regard to roster
designation 298

closing of. 263
conduct of business of, where conta-

gious disease in postmaster's family. 252
consolidation of, with free-delivery of-

fices, effect on employees 289

Sec-
tion.

POST-OFFICES AND POSTMASTERS—C'td.
post-offices—continued,

county seats—
.abolishment of offices at, for purposes

of consolidation forbidden 233
exceptions 233

delivery of, notaffected by State bound-
aries 237

delivery windows, closing and opening
of . 263

disbursements for expenses page 174
discontinuance of—

authority for 233
inventories to be made 360
or change of postmasters, classes of

property to be listed separately 360
dispatch, and receipt of mails, superin-

tendent of mails in charge of 294
displaying of advertisements, etc., for-

bidden 269
distributing clerks—

examina tion required., 303
what to consist of 303

duplicates of vouchers to be filed in 380
election notices not to be displaj-ed 269
errors and irregularities of clerks—

record of, to be .kept by superintend-
ent of mails 294

how disposed of — 294
establishment of, authority for 228
expenditures—

bills to be fully itemized , 380
deductions of, from receipts 377
vouchers for, to be submitted to Au-

ditor 380
first class-

assistant cashier, classes and salary of, 287
assistant postmasters, salary of 287
assistant superintendents of delivery,

classes and salary of 287
assistant superintendents of mail,

classes and salary of 287
assistant superintendent of money

orders, classe.s and salary of 287
assistant superintendents of registry,

.salary of 287
auditor at Chicago, appropriation for

salary 1 note 287
.auditor and 'draftsman at New York

City, salary of 287
cashier, classes and salary of 287
•clerks, classification and salaries of .. 287
clerks in charge of stations, classes

and salary of 287
deposit of postal funds, how to be

made 366
finance clerks and bookkeepers, classes

and salary of 287
foremen of working section, classes

and salary of 287
mailing clerks, etc., classes and sala-

ries of ,. 287
pressmen, messengers, etc., classes

and salary of 287
printers, classes, and salary of 287
record of box holders, how to be kept. 850
secretary and stenographer, classes,

and salary of 287
separators, assorters, etc., classes and

salaries of : 287
stamp agents, no appropriation for,

note 287
stamp clerks, classes and salary of 287
stamped paper, postmasters to make

monthly reports of 407
stampers and mail messengers, classes

and salary of 287
.superintendents of delivery, salary of. 287
superintendents of mails, how ap-

pointed 294
superintendents of mails, salary of 287
'superintendents of money orders,

salary of 287
superintendents of registry, salary of. 287
superintendents of stations, classes

and salary of ,.. 287
first and second class—•

assistant postmasters, how appointed. 283
must be not less than 21 years of age. 283
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Sec-
tion.

POST-OFFICES AND -POSTMASTERS—C'td.
post-offices—continued,

first and second class—
clerks, allowance for, to include all

clerical services .. 286
and other employees at 286
First Assistant Postmaster-General

may authorize employment of ... 286
not to be changed without approval

of First Assistant Postmaster-Gen-
eral 291

statutes relative to a l l o w a n c e
for - note 286

detail of clerks may be made to any
duty 1 298

facing slips and card labels, allow-
ances will be made for printing 326

leaves of absence for clerks, when
allowed 300

payments of salaries, when may be
made 381

pay roll of clerks to be in duplicate .. 381
stationery and general supplies will

be furnished 325
substitute clerks, compensation of,

how paid 301
may be employed, when 301

supplies, printed facing slips, and
card labels, applications for, how
made 326

temporary clerks, application for,
how made — 302
note on legislation regarding appro-

priations for '. 302
when may be authorized 302

first, second, and third class—
postal accounts at 375
rent, light, and fuel, application for

allowances, to whom sent 318
fourth class—

accounts at. 376
allowances can not be made 318

none ca;n be made, except for sepa-
rating mails. 322

box rents, summary of 376
cancellations, daily statement of 376
change to higher class, when orders

assigning to take effect 259
collection drafts, amount of 376
corrections by Auditor 376
deposit of postal funds, how to be

made 363
expenditures, statement of.; 376
losses, allowances for 376
newspapers, postage collected on 376
records at 376

of boxholders, how to be kept 350
records, furniture supplies, etc 376
rent, no allowance for 318
special delivery matter, account of... 376
stamps received, account of 376

sold, account of 376
transfers between money-order and

postal accounts 376
waste paper, sales of 376

free-delivery offices—
classification of employees on estab-

lishment of 289
included in classified civil service 289
opening of carriers' windows at, on

Sundays and holidays 264
fuel, allowance for, at first, second, and

third class 317
gross receipts, amount of, necessary for

assignment of fourth-class office to
higher class note 257

holidays—
tours of opening to be adapted to pub-

lic convenience 265
mails to be made up and dispatched

as on other days 265
provision for, if legal holiday falls on

Sunday 265
to be observed 265

hours of business-
directed by Postmaster-General 262
during week days 263
on holidays to be adapted to public

convenience 265
on Sundays 264

POST-OFFICES AM* POSTMASTERS—C'td.
post-offices—continued,

inventory of stock on hand to accom-
pany" each requisition for supplies . 324

leases—
correspondence relative to, to be ad-

dressed to First Assistant Postmas-
ter-General 320

for period not exceeding five years '
except in case of special advant-

age 320
of premises for use of, may be made

for term of years 319
legislation regarding note 319
to terminate when post-office can be

moved into Government building . 319
will be made when deemed expedi-

ent .. 320
legislation for allowances for rent, fuel,

and light. note 317
letter carriers, salaries of, how paid 382
light, allowances for, at first, second,

and third class 317
location and opening of 262
location—

application for change of, how made. 267
if changed without authority postmas-

ter to provide extra service 267
notice to be sent to Second Assistant

Postmaster-General if change of, in-
creases or decreases service 267

not to be changed without authority. 267
not to be in barroom 266
what must be shown in application

for change of 267
loungers, etc., to be kept out 268
losses by burglary, fire, or unavoidable

casualty 205
miscellaneous items-

fixed allowances for, to be made only
at large offices of first class 322

Postmaster - General may authorize
postmasters to expend allowances
for 321

miscellaneous provisions relating to ... 273
money-order accounts to be separate .. 372
money-order offices—

clerk designated to perform duties of
office to be in full charge, when 252

commissions at note 255
during absence of postmasters, desig-

nation of clerk to act must t>e
made 249

performance of duties during absence
of postmaster 250

money orders not to be issued on Sun-
day 264

names of, to be changed only by order
of Postmaster-General 232

night service at 263
oath of office to be taken by persons lia-

ble to handle mail ." 311
opening of, on holidays 265

on Sundays 261
on week days 263

payments by check. 379
penalty for setting up, without author-

ity ....'. 228
political documents, cartoons, etc., not

-to be displayed 269
receipts at, postmasters accountable for. 373
records and accounts at 372
records—

box rents 374
furniture and supplies 374
stamps received 374

sold 374
to be kept at 372

waste paper, receipts for 374
rent, allowances for first, second, and

third class offices 317
premises paid for out of allowances

not to be sublet without authority , 318
rent, light, and fuel-

expenditures for, how authorized 318
vouchers for, to 'be filed 818

requisitions for stationery and general
supplies, how made — 324

for supplies, inventory of stock on
hand to accompany 324
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863

300

Sec-
tion.

POST-OFFICES Ai\D POSTMASTERS—C'td.
post-offices—continued,

robberies—
claim for credit for losses l>y
reports regarding "
telegraphic reports, how to be made,
to be reported immediately to Fourth

Assistant Postmaster-General
what report of, must show
when postmasters are liable

room occupied for, not to be used by
other parties without approval o"f
Department 318

sale of stamps, en velopes, etc 328
schemes for distributions subject to ap-

proval of division superintendent
Railway Mail Service 294

second class—
chief clerks and assistant postmas-

ters note 288
chief clerks, classes and salary of 288
classifica tion of clerks in 288
clerks, appropriation acts regarding

number of ..'...' note 288
Postmaster-General authorized to

classify 288
deposit of postal funds, how to be

made
mailing clerks, etc., classes and sal-

ary of
postmasters to make monthly reports

of stamped, paper
record of box holders, how to be kept,
separators, assorters, etc., classes and

salary of
stampers, messengers, etc., classes

and salary of ....."
substitutes for clerks on leave may be

employed, when
superintendents of mails, how ap-

pointed 294
stationery and general supplies 324
stations, designation of 231
stations and substations are subj ect to

postmaster at office to which at-
tached 231

must be visited by postmasters in
cha.rge 282

substations, designation of 231
substitute clerks—

absent clerk to receipt for entire
amount of salary 381

application for, in case of clerks on
leave 301

postmasters may employ, where clerks
are summoned, as witnesses to
court 301

to report employment and compen-
sation of 301

receipts to be taken from 381
when, may be employed 300

substitute letter carriers, payment of.. 382
Sunday hours of business 264

registered matter, receipt and deliv-
ery of, at option of postmaster 264

special-deli very matter to be delivered
on Sunday if office is open 264

summer resort—
care of property at 229
postmasters to report time of closing , 229
time of opening, notification to be

sent to Second Assistant Postmaster-
General 229

to be continued during year 229
superintendent of mails, duties of 294
supplies-

balances and scales will be supplied
when annual gross receipts are $300
or more 325

balances in metric system, when fur-
nished 325

blanks, record books, etc., list of, will
be sent on application 327

will be furnished to all postmasters 327
facing slips, printed, may be pur-

chased of regular contractor by
third and fourth class postmas-
ters 326

blank, will be furnished when nec-
essary 325

See-

POST-OFFICES AND POSTMASTERS—C'td.
post-ofiiccs—continued,

supplies—continued,
money-order business, requisitions for,

how made 324
post marking and rating stamps and

ink supplied to all offices 325
stationery and general stationery sup-

plies will be furnished to offices of
first and second class 325

to be used for official purposes only.. 324
wrapping paper and twine will' be

issued when gross receipts exceed
$100 per annum 325

suspension or fining of clerks, report of
postmaster regarding 299

temporary clerks, receipts for payments
of, to be taken on temporary pay
rolls 381

third class—
allowances only for separating mails,

rent, fuel, and light 322
deposit of postal funds, how to be

made 363
record of boxholders, how to be kept. 350
rent, light, and fuel, maximum al-

lowed for '... 317
third and fourth class—

allowances for clerical assistance, who
may be employed under 310

what applications for, must contain 308
when to be made 307

assistant postmasters, how appointed. 283
assistants at, may be appointed with-

out approval of Department 283
clerical assistance, commissions on

money-orders intended to cover cost
of...." 307

printed reference slips must be furn-
ished by postmasters 325

third-class postmasters to make monthly
reports of stamped paper 407

time recorder-
employees must register on 306
failure of employees to register, how

to be treated
how to be used
records of, how kept

time records at
vacancies—

inspector may be placed in charge
to fill vacancy temporarily 245

may be placed in charge on request
of sureties 247

signing of papers by 248
when in charge of post-office .liable

under bond note 247
oath and designation of sureties to be

sent to Department for approval 246
sureties to take charge of office 246
to be filled promptly 245

vouchers to be taken in duplicate for
all payments 380

Weather Bureau reports to be posted at. 276
when name is changed, new bonds re-

quired 244
winter resort—

care of property at 229
postmaster to report time of closing.. 229
time of opening, notification to be

sent to Second Assistant Postmaster-
General 229

to be continued during year 229
wrapping paper and twine will be re-

used when possible 324
public funds and property. (See also postal

funds.)
care of
discontinuance of office, how disposed of
disposal of, on change of postmasters..
receipts for, upon change of postmasters,

how to be treated 360
public money, note 011 meaning of 358
public property,

waste paper and twine—
care of 357
sale of 857

registered matter, receipt and delivery of,
on Sunday optional with postmas-
ter ". 264

fir

I
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POST-OFFICES AND POSTMASTERS—C'td.
regulations,

guides and correspondence
orders, etc., to be carefully examined

and complied with
printed circulars to receive same atten-

tion as personal communications...
stamps, etc. (See also Postage Stamps.)

books of, price ,
counting of supplies—

how to be done
witnesses to

damaged supplies
deficiency in amount sent, claims for,

how to be made
exchange of by postmasters forbidden,

except as provided
excess over amount invoiced to be held

for instructions.
improper orders for, regulations regard-

ing
not to be used by postmasters for pay-

ment of d_ebts
penalty for violation of laws relative to

sale of
receipts for supplies of
record of orders and correspondence re-

garding, to be kept ,
request cards will not be printed on

newspaper wrappers or ungummed
envelopes.,

requisitions for—-
blank forms will be furnished
Department may furnish more or less

than asked for
how made
not honored unless properly filled out
not to be filled unless quarterly ac-

counts are filed
regulations regarding
when to be made

Kale of—
counterfeit money, postmaster must

bear loss for accepting
foreign or mutilated coins or currency

not to be accepted in payment for..
fractional silver legal tender to the

amount of 810
minor coins are legal tender to the

amount of 25 cents
trade dollar not to be accepted in pay-

ment for
shortages in packages to be reported to

post-office inspector in charge
sold at face value only
soliciting purchase of, forbidden
special-request envelopes-

card not to include title or professional
designation, except as provided

corporate or firm names indicating
nature of business, requirement to
secure printing of

errors in ordering, disposition of „
regulations relating to credit for....
new requisition in case of

extra card to be preserved by post-
master

form of card to be printed on
name of post-office where ordered must

be part of card
not to be sold to any one but party for

whom, ordered
number of days for return,if not given,

to be left blank
limitations relating to

provisions reia.ing to address to be
printed on

requisitions for, how made
must be accompanied by clear copy

of return card
responsibility for, where money is lost
style of type to be prescribed by De-

partment ."
(stamp books, requisitions for

sale of
stamped envelopes-

circulars of information as to prices
will be issued

309A—02 48

337
337

337
337

337
336

337
332
329

POST-OFFICES AND POSTMASTERS—C'td.
stamps, etc.—continued,

stamped envelopes—continued,
error in ordering, when credit may be

allowed
for redemption, regulations relating

to dispatch of ,
to be sent by registered mail

prices to be fixed by Postmaster-Gen-
eral

regulations relating to redemption of.
requisitions for, when to be made on

separate sheets
to be furnished and kept for sale at

all offices —
stamped paper-

correspondence regarding, number
and date of invoice to be given —

must not be loaned from, one postmas-
ter to another

note on meaning of term
supplies damaged after receipt—

preparation of, for return
regulation relating to credit for

to return of
supplies damaged on receipt-

how to be prepared for return
regulations relating to disposition of.

supplies of—
must be kept on hand ,,. —
will not be furnished to postmaster

until his commission has been issued
temporary purchases, when may be

made from other offices
when charged to postmasters

sureties,
death or insolvency of, new bonds re-

quired from postmaster
release of, applications for, to be made

to Fourth Assistant Postmaster-
General

surplus funds (see also postal funds),
regulations relating to deposit of..

vacancies, post-office inspector may take
charge at discretion of Postmaster-

'' PRIMARILY.'"'"" (See also" 'Mail 'Matter-
second class.)

definition of, as applied to advertising

PRINTED MATTER.""(Seealso JfaifMatter.]
defined
In foreign mails, admissible forms of

permissible additions to, for trans-
mission

rate of postage on
unclaimed, statute relating to disposal of.

PRIYATE EXPRESS. (See Transportation
of the Mails.}

PRIVATE MAILING CARDS ('' Post Cards ").
(Seealso Mail Matter; Postal Cards.)

conditions as to form, size, etc
rate of postage on, in domestic mails ....

in foreign mails
unclaimed, to be sent to Dead-Letter

Office
PROCEEDINGS IN EQUITY. (See Courts.}

for money due Post-Oflice Department....
PROPERTY. (See also Post: Office Depart-

ment and Postal Service; Post-offices
and Post-offices and Postmasters.)

care of, in post-offices
record of, in Post-Office Department to be

kept
stolen from mails may be delivered to

owner
PROPOSALS. (See Post-Office Department

and Postal Service; Transportation of
the Mails.)

PUBLIC DOCUMENTS. (See also Free mat-
ter in the mails; Mail Matter—free.)

limit of weight does not apply
PUBLIC MONEYS. (See also Money-Order

System—funds; Post- Offices and Post-
masters—postal funds, 'public funds.)

care of
loaning, using, or unauthorized deposit

of, penalty for.

334.

S39-.
SSfr

829
386-

331
32C-

341
341
341

340-
340

332

332,

247'

437

474-
628-

530
531
674

41§
417
531

67&

188-

358

48&
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Sec-
tion.

PUBLIC MONEIS—Continued.
payments of, not to be made in advance. 106

PUBLICATIONS. (See also Mail Matter—
second class.)

admissibility of, as second-class matter,
final decision, by whom made 442

advertising sheets, definition of 437
certiftcates of entry as second-class mat-

ter, how Issued 442
conditional admission as second-class mat-

ter 441
conditions for admission as second-class

matter 428
containing advertisements of lotteries, gift

concerts, etc., unmailable 499
deposit of third-class postage, when to be

made 441
extra editions of, when may be admitted

as second-class matter 434
false evidence as to character of, penalty

for submitting 1593
foreign newspapers and periodicals, con-

ditions of entry as second-class
matter 431

free county, regulations respecting 453
general provisions relating to admission

as second-class matter 432
independent, can not be adopted as sup-

plements 458
indorsement of entry as second-class mat-

ter,' how made on 442
known office of publication, definition of. 435
mailing of, by news agents, regulations

relating' to 470
may be sent free In county 452
of benevolent or fraternal societies, insti-

tutions of learning, etc., conditions
for admission as second-class matter. 429

permissible supplements, characteristics
of 459

professional, literary, historical, and sci-
entific societies, special questions
to be answered in application for
entry as second-class matter 439

reentry of, as second-class matter, when to
be made 443

regularity of issue, conditions prescribed
for 1 434

regulations relating to freo transmission
of publications for copyright 518

sample copies of publications admitted as
second-class matter, regulations re-
lating to 45G

stencil or hectograph, not admissible as
second-class matter 433

supplements may be inclosed with 457
PURCHASES,

not to he made unless authorized 66
QUARTERLY RETURNS OF POSTMAS-

TERS. (See Post-Offices and Post-
masters; Postal Accounts.)

directions for making 394
QUEEN BEES. (See Matt Matter.)
RAILROADS. (See Transportation of the

Ma.ils.)
RAILROAD SERVICE. (See Transportation

of the Mails.)
RAILWAY ADJUSTMENT, DIVISION OF.

(See Post-Office Department and Pos-
tal Service.)

RAILWAY MAIL, DIVISION OF. (See Post-
Offlce Department and Postal Service,)

RAILWAY MAIL SERVICE,
absences. (See postal clerks.)
appropriations for note 1396
arrivals and departures of railway postal

clerks, record of 1444
assignments iii emergencies, how made.. 1413
assistants to chief clerks, clerks may bo

detailed as, by General Superin-
tendent 1407

assistant superintendents, appointment
of note 1397

statute authorizing appointment 1397
traveling expenses, statute relating to

allowances for 1399
board of promotion, who will constitute. 1406
case examinations, regulations relating

to . „ . „ „ , . , „ . , , , „ „ 1427

RAILWAY MAIL SERVICE—Continued,
certifications from other divisions, when

may be made
change of address or indorsement on mail

matter forbidden
changes of train schedules to be reported

to Superintendent
chief clerks, duties of

in charge of lines, statute authorizing
appointment of

note on appointment of
orders to be obeyed on lines under his

charge
traveling cxpe nses of

clerks in office of General Superintendent,
how considered for promotion

closed malls to or from foreign countries
must bo accompanied by waybill ..

delivery of mail at railway post-offices
departures, arrival and, record of
division headquarters, valuable matter

found loose in the mails, treatment
of, at

division of
division superintendents, offices of, where

located
dultaMe matter hi mails from Canada to

be sent to exchange office
eleven divisions of, location of headquar-

ters
emergency assignments, how made
expenses of officers, statutes authorizing.
foreign and .dutiable matter, regulations

relating to
foreign mail addressed via particular

routes to be sent when practical ...
specially addressed mail, treatment of,

by railway postal clerks
full railrriiy post-office lines, clerks on,

how graded
general superintendent, duties of
inadmissible matter, treatment of, by rail-

way postal clerks
what to be turned in at terminal office.

insufficiently paid matter, treatment of,
by railway postal clerks

losses of mall matter, investigation of, not
to be conducted by division super-
intendents

regulations relating to
when post-office inspectors to be notified

mail matter. (See postal cars, treatment
of mail in; Registered Matter.)

addressed via a post-office, treatment of.
for foreign countries in mails from Cana-

da, treatment of
inadmissible to the mails, regulations

relating to
mail exchanged with Canada and Mexico

not to have waybill
musical compositions to be sent to ex-

change office
nixies, exceptions to rule relating to

forwarded to division superintendent,
how marked and slipped

matter improperly treated as, to be noted
as error

meaning of terra
treatment of ..

official communications, treatment of, by
postal clerks

officers of, regulations relating to
official telegrams, form for

to be sent only in urgent cases
organisation of
postal cars, treatment of mail in. (See

also Registered Matter.)
cancellation of stamps, regulations re-

lating to —
canceled mail may be accepted from

postmasters but not from mail mes-
senger or the public, except

card slide labels, when may be used...
catcher stations, delivery of mails at,

how made -
certain matter improperly dispatched

not to be returned
change of address on mail matter, or

indorsement on, forbidden

1407

685
1401

1401

1521

1401
1413
1393

1519

1519

1519

1409
1400

1512
1512

1512

1514
1544
1544

1517

1520

1512

1522

1521
1514

1516
1514
1514

1470
1396
1471
1471
18955

1484
1505
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BAILWAY MAIL SERVICE—Continued.
postal cars, treatment of mail in—eout'd.

circular mail, how made up in direct
packages

clerks whose runs coyer more than one
contract route will make record on
each route

counting mail, what to include
delivery of mail from cars, regulations

relating to
from trains in motion not to be made

except by special instructions
in transit forbidden
not to be made at any place not a reg-

ularly established post-office \...
to post-office inspectors, when

direct packages, how made up
for Washington, D. C., when and how

made
distribution of mail in one pouch to be

completed before opening another.
errors in dispatch or distribution, how

charged
in making up and dispatching mails,

how noted
examination, of pouches on emptying..
facing slips, diagrams of

when and how used
failure of clerks to note errors may be

sufficient cause for removal
of postmaster to postmark matter must

be reported
irregularities in transmission, special

reports of, what to contain
letter-mail, how exchanged
letters and circulars to be tied in pack-

ages
local exchanges of mails
mails dispatched or distributed con-

trary to schemes to be checked as
errors

for delivery and distribution to be in
separate packages except as ordered

for States where no distribution is
made must be made up by States ..

making up and distribution of mails,
regulations relating to

mail matter must not be carried outside
of mail bags except as provided

for army and naval officers, treatment
of

received under strap of pouch to be re-
ported to superintendent

matter received in bad order to be so
stamped

misdirected packages, how checked
and reported

misseiit and misdirected packages,
treatment of

missent packages, how checked and re-
ported

missent matter to be plainly stamped
on face

monthly reports, what to include
official matter, treatment of..
official schemes of distribution to be

followed
postmarking, regulations relating to ...

special-delivery matter
pouches received and dispatched to be

recorded
to be opened only one at a time

record of pouches, how made up
second-class matter can be accepted by

clerks only when accompanied by
certificate of postmaster

delivery, how made
statute relating to receipt and delivery

of ".
treatment of

shortage slips in lieu of missing pouches,
treatment of

treatment of mail in, acceptance of mail
f rom public
pouch, treatment of

trip reports, duplicates of, to be kept
for one year

to be promptly made out and sent to
superintendent

Sec-
tion.

1523

1524
1527

1526
1527
1493

1606
1502
1505
1505

1506

1492

1491

1491

1504

1527

1487

1512

1506

1506

1506

1507
1510
1497

1500
1490
1490

1488
1499

1485

Sec-
tion.

RAILWAY MAIL SERYICE—Continued.
postal cars, treatment of mail in—cont'd.

unaddressed matter, treatment of, by.. 1512
weather reports to be treated as first-

class matter 1498
withdrawal of matter from mails, when

may be made. 1528
postal clerks,

absence, applications for, to whom
made 1418

from duty, regulations relating to 1418
limit of 1419
of more than thirty d ays to be reported 1420
on account of disability incurred in

service 1424
statute relating to 1418

acting clerks in place of clerks absent
as witnesses, -pay of 1425

in place of injured, class and salary of 1424
address of, to be left with division super-

intendent and chief clerk 1474
appointments as, for probationary period 1403

not to be made except upon examina-
tion , 1403

note on, statute authorizing 14C2
appointed by Postmaster-General, under

civil-service rules 1403
arrivals and departures, failure to sign

to be reported 386
record to be examined daily 386
to be recorded at designated points... 1444

assignment in emergency, division su-
perintendent may make 1412

to lines will be made by general super-
intendent.. .„, 1411

authority for appointment of, and sala-
ries 1402

cap and badge to be worn by 1415
case examinations, what to include... 1427
certified substitutes, rate of payment for 1422
classification and salaries of 1402
clerk in charge, to carry copy of instruc-

tions, schemes of distribution, Jan-
uary Postal Guide, latest monthly
Guide and copies of such train
schedules as may be necessary 1466

conduct of, to be courteous 1475
debts must be paid 1477
discharged from service on account of

character, not to act as substitutes. 1423
entire time at disposal of Department.. 1472
errors in Postal Guide to be reported by 1467
examinations of instructions, when

made 1427
exempt from arrest on civil process

while on duty 1426
from militia duty 1426

expenses of ". 1399
failures to sign record to be reported to

division superintendent 1447
when to be reported to paying post-

master , 1448
helpers may be assigned on lines not

full railway post-offices 1414
salaries of 1414

how graded on lines 1409
intoxicating liquors not to be used on

duty 1476
leaves-6f-absence law not to apply to

clerks detailed to clerical duty in
offices 1418

when granted 1418
with pay not exceeding oneyear, when

granted 1424
loose letters on steamboat routes, treat-

ment of 1513
manner of signing record of arrivals

and departures 1444
money found loose in mails, identical

pieces to be turned in 1512
must collect mail from boxes in railroad

depots 1529
not to be absent without leave 1419

carry freight on cars 1472
engage in other business 1472
request presents or sell tickets for

theaters, concerts, etc., for their own
benefit, etc 1483

official correspondence, treatment of... 1470
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Sec-
tion.

RAILWAY 'MAIL SERVICE—Continued,
postal clerks—continued.

on steamboat lines, class of 1410
orders and communications must toe

obtained at terminal offices 1469
organization and assignment of... , 1407
partial performance of duty to be noted

on record 1446
•paying postmasters to be notified of

deaths, resignations, absences, etc . 1421
permanent appointments to be based on

examination 1429
probationary clerks to be examined as

often as practicable 1429
examination of, what to include..... 1429

promotions, board of, to certify eligibles
to Postmaster-General 1406

by detail or transfer forbidden 1406
case examination and car record of

clerks to be considered 1406
certifications, when can be made from

other railway post-offices 1406
clerks to serve three months in each

grade 1406
eligibility for 1406
qualification of equals to be certified

in order of appointment 1406
regulations relating to 1406
to be in conformity with civil-service

rules 1406
vacancies to be filled by, except when

filled in higher class by original
appointment 1406

when to be filled by promotion from
next class 1406

record of arrivals and departures, blank.
space to be properly filled in by
person in charge 1445

bow signed 1444
by substitutes 1444

penalty for failure to sign 1444
report of matter liable to injure mails.. 1512
residence of, statute relating to 1416
resignations, how tendered 1405
salaries, regulated by duties assigned .. 1404
statement of, examined clerk to be given 1427
style of badges 1415
substitutes, arrangements with, to be in

writing 1419
substitute service, payment for, how

made 1422
summoned as witnesses in United States

courts, expense of, to be paid 1425
suspension and fining of, regulations re-

lating to 1417
suspension of, by whom made. 1417
time and personal conduct of, regula-

tions relating to 1472
to remain on duty during night run.... 1473
to wear badges, except those detailed to

clerical duty in offices 1415
uniforms of 1415
vacancies filled by appointment of sub-

stitute 1403
vacant runs to be protected when off

duty 1473
violations of regulations or misconduct

to be reported to superintendent... 1417
voluntary examinations may be taken

at any time 1428
railway postal clerks, appointment of

(see also Postal clerks) 1402
jallway post-offices,

absences from postal cars, when allowed 1435
accidents to mail trains to be reported

by telegram, when 1438
to be reported to superintendent 1438

care of cars 1443
of mail bags, locks, keys, supplies, and

other property, regulations relating
to 1451

card labels not to be defaced 1462
catcher pouches, failure to return to be

reported 1457
changes in cars, clerks to advise super-

intendent of when needed 1442
clerks in charge, class of 1432

off duty not admitted to cars without
special permission 1449

RAILWAY MAIL SERVICE—Continued.
railway post-offices—continued.

clerks in charge, to accompany regis-
tered mails to and from post-offices.

to obey clerk in charge
to report exposure of mails

equipment in transit to a depository
not to be interfered with

guarding the mails, vigilance to be
taken in

hooks must not be used in handling
mail bags

illness of clerk while on runs, action
to be taken

information concerning mail matter
not to be imparted except to per-
sons entitled to it

Instructions, orders, and schedules, reg-
ulations relating to

saail bags damaged in transit, treat-
ment of

mutilation of, when _allowed
personal use of, prohibited
use of, except for transmission of mail,

forbidden
mail keys, broken, to be returned

care of
defective, to be reported to superin-

tendent
Improperly obtained, disposal of .
loss of, sufficient cause for removal...
not to be exposed to public observa-

tion
transferred or exchanged, except as

provided for.
to bo exchanged, when

held by clerks while in same rail-
way post-office

transferred to successor
turned in if clerk is absent more than

sixty days
mail locks and keys damaged not to be

repaired
mail supplies, disposition of, by clerk

upon resignation or removal
turned in by clerk, receipt for, to be

sent to superintendent
management and care of, regulations

relating to
miscellaneous provisions relating to
night lines, one clerk to be on duty

always
permits for admission to, do not entitle

holder to transportation
duration of
railroad employees, when to be hon-

ored
treatment of, by clerk in charge

postal cars and apartments in, desig-
nated as ,

must be kept locked
thorough examination of, to be made,

postal clerks forbidden to request pres-
ents or sell tickets, etc

postage stamps to be kept on hand
post-office inspectors must be assisted.,

presence of, on train not to be re-
ported

protection of postal cars, care to be
taken in

pouches and sacks, return of
rules of railroad companies to be ob-

served
surplus equipment, disposal of
vacancies and promotions, information

of, must not be given by clerks
waste paper and twine, disposition of...
who may be admitted to

receipt of mail at postal ears, regulations
relatin g to

registered matter, treatment of, in railway
post-offices,

back of book, when to be used
care of registered pouches

to be observed in conveying pouches,
comparison of package and accompany-

ing receipt
damaged pouches, treatment of

Sec-
tion,

1457

1440

1460

1439

1479

1466

1456
1458
1461

1458
1454
1451

1455
1458
1452

1462

1453
1453

1453

1454

1464

1465

1431
1478

1437

1449
1450

1431
1436
1434

1436
1457

14,82
1457

1481
146E
1449

1484

1560
1552
1551

1650
1556
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BAILWAY MAIL SEBTICE—Continued.
registered matter, treatment of, in railway

post-offices—continued.
delivery of, at junctions and terminal

points 1552
to railroad employees or mail carriers

forbidden 1552
duplicate books, how used 1559
examination of, before receipt for 15-16
failures to dispatch regular matter to be

noted 1555
general registry regulations to be fol-

lowed 1545
illegible postmark on packages, treat-

ment of 1558
manifold bills, how made out 1560

registry route books, when supplied.. 1559
missent matter, treatment of 1558
nondispatch of regular pouches by ter-

minal offices, explanation to be
obtained 1555

postal clerks—
must call for, at terminal post-offices. 1546
registry route book, form of 1559

how used 1560
specially authorized , 1560

post-office registry route books, how used 1561
pouches received in bad condition, how

treated „ 1556
pouching by railway postal clerks 1551

direct from train to train forbidden.. 1551
to distant offices forbidden 1551
when maybe authorized 1551

protection for 1551
quadruplicate books will be provided

in special cases.. 1559
receipting by totals forbidden 1546
receipts for matter delivered must be

obtained 1548
to be signed, stamped signatures for-

bidden 1550
registered boxes for catcher stations,

how delivered 1553
registered-package receipts, duplicates

of, when prepared 1549
improperly made out, treatment of.. 1550
return of, to be checked on registry

book 1549
to be riled 1548
unaccompanied by package, treat-

ment of 1550
registry books, how kept 1557

how obtained 1557
regulations relating to 1545
substitution of manifold bills for card

receipts 1560
through registered pouches, how deliv-

ered 1547
transfer of, when and how made by

transfer clerks 1554
transfer of return registers, how made.. 1552
transit book, substitutes for 1559
triplicate books, when used 1559

salaries of officers 1396
of railway postal clerks 1402

statute authorizing appointment of rail-
way postal clerks 1402

authorizing appointment of officers 1396
steamboat lines, clerks on, class of 1410
substitute clerks, employment of 1422

examination of, what to include... 1430
transfer clerks, care of Government and

railroad property by 1542
case examinations, to be made from

time to time 1540
daily reports of, what to contain 1539
delivery of mails to parties addressed,

when to be made 1536
duties of, general statement 1408,1532
errors by. to be kept on record 1534
examination of, what to include 1540
failure to receive pouches to be re-

ported 1533
general instructions to postal clerks, to

be followed by 1543
guarding the mail's, vigilance to be used

in.. 1535
irregularities in messenger service to

be reported by 1537

tion,
RAILWAY MAIL SERVICE—Continued.

transfer clerks—continued,
labels on mails to be verified by........ 1533
list of pouches due to be received and

dispatched to be kept and checked
by 1538

may be detailed for duty at junctions.. 1408
record of arrivals and departures to be

signed by 1541
record of pouches handled to be kept

by 1533
to be under division superintendent.. „ 1581

transfer serfice, regulations relating to.. 1581
traveling expenses, allowances for note 1898

appropriations for note 1399
treatment of ordinary mail matter, regu-

lations relating to. 1484
of registered matter 1545

unpaid matter, treatment of, by railway
postal clerks 1512

vacancies in other ofiices of, to be rilled
as in railway post-offices.... —.... 1406

when may be filled from railway post-
offices 1406

waybills for closed foreign malls, when to
be prepared by rail way postal clerks. 1522;

RAILWAY POST-OFFICES,
Canada, malls for, list of offices through.

which exchange may be made..... 692
Mexico, mails for, list of post-offices

through which exchanges may be
made 692

RAILWAY STATIONS,
cancellation of stamps at 554

RECALL OF MAIL MATTER. (See With-
drawal of Nail Matter.)

RECEIVING OFFICES. (See also Mail
Matter.)

treatment of domestic mail matter 608
of foreign matter ... 946
of matter to be sent to Dead-Letter

Office 681
of registered matter 647

RECORDS. (See also Free Delivery System;
Money Order System; Post-Office De-
partment and 'Postal Service; Post-
Offices and Postmasters; Registry
System.)

penalty for counterfeiting or altering !5§0
REDEMPTION OF STAMPED ENVELOPES,

regulations relating to 889
REDEMPTION OF STAMPED PAPER, DI-

VISION OF (see also Post-Office De-
partment and Postal Service) IS

REFUSED MATTER AT RECEIVING OF-
FICES. (See also Mail Matter.)

•what Is included in 681
REFUSED REGISTERED MATTER. (See

also Registry System.)
regulations relating to 886

REFUSED SECOND-CLASS MATTER,
regulations relating to disposal of 686

REGISTERED MAILS, DIVISION OF (see
also Post-Office Department and Postal
Service) 19

REGISTERED MATTER. (See also Registry
System.)

delivery of 855
dispatch Of 807
foreign 940
treatment of, in Railway-Mail Service,

regulations relating to 1646
REGISTERED PACKAGE RECEIPTS,

regulations relating to 817
REGISTERING STATIONS,

rules as to business at , 80S
REGISTRATION OF DOMESTIC MAIL MAT-

TER,
general provisions page 878

REGISTRATION OF FOREIGN MAIL MAT-
TER,

regulations relating to $40
general provisions page 444

REGISTRY BILLS AND RETURN RE-
CEIPTS,

are exempt from postage 853
REGISTRY EXCHANGE OFFICES FOR

FOREIGN MATTER,
regulations relating'to.- 965
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Sec-
tion.

REGISTRY RETURN RECEIPTS,
how ftllftrt out 811

REGISTRY SYSTEM,
authority for establishment of
brass-lock-pouch service
correspondence relative to, how conducted
damaged packages,

postage stamps, stamped envelopes, etc.,
treatment of

treatment of
Dead-Letter Office,

contents of sealed package sent to, not
to be entered on registry bill

domestic letters, caution about sending
misdirected matter, when to be sent to.
preparation of letters or parcels sent to,
registered matter sent to, must be regis-

tered 890
delivery of registered matter page 398

addressed in care of persons other than
addressee. 8B8

addressee a box holder, disposition of
matter when 86B

dead, disposition of matter when 861
insane, disposition of matter when... 862

books and postmark to show actual
date of delivery 855

by letter carriers 865
except when impracticable 865

Dead-Letter Office, disposition of mat-
ter received from 863

endorsed for delivery to addressee to be
given to no one else, even upon
written order

free-delivery offices, notices, when to be
sent out

general provisions as to
identification required if applicant is

unknown
letter carriers—

change of address not to be made by,
except through registry clerk at
office

delivery books, what to show
deposit and examination of carriers'

delivery books and return of re-
ceipts 867

forwarding of matter by 866
receipts to be taken before delivery.. 866
return of matter to office if delivery

not effected 866
special rules as to , 866
undelivered matter, how treated 866

money and securities, packages con-
taining, to be held for desk deliv-
ery

nondelivery, indorsement of reasons
for

notices, dates of serving to be indorsed
on letter or parcel

form of, and what to show
to be sent addressee at other than free-

delivery offices
when to be sent at free-delivery

offices 857
orders for, to be filed and observed until

countermanded in writing 858
receipt to be returned by next mail.... 855
regulations concerning delivery of ordi-

nary matter to apply to registered
matter, when note 862

responsibility of postmasters for regis-
tered matter 864

return of matter to sender if addressee
is dead and there is no legal repre-
sentative

return receipts to be taken from ad-
dressee

rural free delivery, carriers to deliver,
if possible

special-delivery letters, by whom de-
livered

telegraphic orders not accepted
third and fourth class matter to have

preference of delivery over matter
of same classes not registered

to addressee only, except on written
order

858

858

866

865

856

861

REGISTRY SYSTEM—Continued.
delivery of registered matter—continued.

to legal representative if addressee is
dead

if addressee is insane
to minors, regulations relating to
to persons other than addressee, man-

ner of signing for
to public or corporation officers
upon order of sender.

delivery offices,
errors in registry bill and return receipt

to be supplied by receiving post-
masters

missing articles to be looked for in ordi-
nary mail, report to Department...

official matter from Washington to be
treated like other matter, except...

opening packages, details of
pouch passed by another office, treat-

ment of
receipts—

errors and irregularities in, to be cor-
rected

how to be signed
tojae prepared if none is received

received matter, treatment of
recording of letters and parcels received
registry bill—

errors in, omissions to be supplied ...
failure to send

registry bills and receipts are exempt
from postage

return receipt—
errors in, omissions to be supplied ..,
failure to send
how attached

treatment of matter received
delirery stations,

bills and package envelopes not to be
made up at, except by special
authority

changes in manner of dispatching, re-
port to Third Assistant Postmaster-
General for instructions

denned
dispatch by carrier, receipt how filled

out
to other offices, treatment at main

office of packages for
by trains
by wagon or mail messenger, how

made up
distribution book, use of
entries to be made on bill and coupons,
exchange of inner sacks with main

office
failure of carrier to deliver, record to be

made in retrial book
forwarded matter, distribution book

may be used for recording
if no dispatch made, manifold bill to be

prepared and indorsed " Nothing
sent"

inner sack dispatches to be made regu-
larly and reciprocally

main office, manifold bill, when used..
matter sent to, not to be recorded on

delivery book at main office unless
returned

registered-package envelopes, when to
.be used at

registration book to be supplied
numbers, separate series at each .

return, receipts to be prepared at.
superintendents of, correspondence

with postal officials in regard to
registry matters forbidden

supplies for, how furnished
undelivered, matter, superintendents

not to change address without writ-
ten order of addressee

to be returned to main office after six
days

witnessing book record in
disclosure of facts connected with regis-

try business, penalty for
discrepancies

Sec-
tion.

861
862
858

848

847
854
84.7
847
849

851
852

905
905

905

905
905

905
905
905
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Sec-
tion.

REGISTRY SYSTEM—Continued.
dispatch of registered matter (sec regis-

tered matter) 807
doubtful matters to "be submitted to De-

partment 904
exchange of registered mail between main

post-offices and stations 905
fee for registration of mail matter 801
foreign matter,

Canada, the province should be part of
address 940

Canada or Mexico, matter for, must be
treated and dispatched as directed
in the special conventions entered
into with those countries 958

change of address, requests for—
how made 954
how treated 954

correspondence with foreign officials,
how conducted 952

customs duties-
matter liable to, not to leave custody

of postal service 951
treatment of matter liable to 951

when refused by addressee 951
when matter liable to, is to be sent to

another office for inspection by cus-
toms officer 951

dispatch of—
directions as to route to be complied

with 944
exchange offices 960
how made 914

exchange offices—
dispatch from, of matter received

from abroad 960
distribution of articles, particulars to

be given 958
how made up for dispatch 958
letter bill, how made out 958
list of, to be procured from Second

Assistant Postmaster-General 955
will be found in Postal Guide for

January 944
official registrations 958
received from, to be: recorded 962
renumbering for delivery or domestic

dispatch 962
return rocolts: asked for after dis-

patch, how obtained 963
for articles sent abroad to be pre-

pared and sent with 963
for matter sent to interior offices to

be accompanied by form of spe-
cial instructions 963

if demanded fact to be indicated... 958
indorsement on envelope 964
record and dispatch of 964
requests for, after dispatch of article 964

sacks and packages, preparation of... 958
short-paid from foreign countries to

be treated as if fully prepaid 961
special lists, for dispatch .._ -958

use of, to be indicated 958
unsealed registered matter, treatment

of 960
fee for registration 941
for Mexico, the State should be part of

address 940
forwarding, recalling, etc., applica-

tion for, how made 953,954
recall and return of, regulations relat-

ing to 953,954
when may be done without extra

charge 951
label for, what to show 957
originating abroad, no additional fee

for forwarding 954
in United States, additional postage

charged when forwarded 954'
parcels post, to what countries raay be

sent 940
postmarked at exchange offices, except

where sent as through matter 956
preparation and dispatch, regulations

relating- to 940
prohibited transmission, what articles,

except by parcels post 942

Sec-
tion.

REGISTRY SISTEM-Continued.
foreign matter—continued,

recall of, countries which do not allow. 953
requests for, how made 953,954

receipt and delivery of, regulations re-
lating to .' 946

registered package envelopes not to be
addressed to foreign offices 945

registration of, same as if domestic
matter 940

registry exchange offices, regulations
relating to. 955

restrictions on registration 942
return receipts—

none obtained, unless demand there-
for be written on envelope 943

to be signed by addressee or his agent. 947
when requested after dispatch of reg-

istered article, how obtained 943
return of, requests for, how treated — 954
short-paid-for postage abroad, to be

fully paid at exchange office 959
specially held for delivery,treatment of. 950
treatment of, for delivery 946
undelivered—

return of, to Canada and Mexico 949
return receipt to be indorsed with

reason of nondelivery 948
to be held thirty days and then sent

to Dead-Letter Office, except as
otherwise provided 918

treatment of, if addressee is dead — 948
forwarding,

after delivery-
additional postage not required 871
examination of matter, before reregis-

tration 871
foreign articles in care of consul, dis-

position of 871
matter found in ordinary mail drops,

disposi tion of 871
new registry fee required 871
receipt in case of, form, of 871

distribution book, use of 869
entry in delivery book, what to show.. 869
method of 869
no additional charge for registry 869
orders for, to be filed 869
order of sender, conditions necessary .. 870
telegraphic order for, may be honored. 869

forwarding and recall of registered mat-
ter 869

fraud orders,
issue of 889
matter returned under, not subject to

additional postage or fee 889
fraudulent matter,

not to be so marked and returned ex-
cept under fraud orders 889

statute relating to treatment of 888
free matter,

currency for redemption
of census
official
publications, for copyright
weight of

indemnity tor losses 899
applications for, to show what 900

must show claim, made within one
year 900

claims for, how made 900
limit of 899
losses of first-class matter, statute relat-

ing to 899
lost articles recovered subsequent to

payment of, when surrendered to
owner 900

when, become property of United
States 900

inspectors to investigate in case of loss. 900
payment of, does not relieve inspectors

from duty of endeavoring to recover
lost articles 900

when none will be paid -. 900
independent stations,

definition of 908
matter registered to, how dispatched .. 908
may dispatch matter direct 908
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REGISTRY SYSTEM—Continued.
Independent stations—continued,

signature of superintendents of, and
now made

•to handle registered matter independ-
ently of main offices

Inner sack service
Inquiries and tracers to receive imme-

diate attention
legal prcess,

answer to service of
not to be surrendered upon service of...
report to Third Assistant Postmaster-

General, when made
letter carriers, delivery of registered mat-

ter by
letters found unsealed,

how delivered
report to Department

letters received in bad condition, treat-
ment of

losses, indemnity for
lottery matter, statute relating to, treat-

ment of
matter found without cover,

report of
treatment of

misdirected matter, treatment of
first-class, treatment of
other than first class, chargeable with

return postage
when to be sent to Dead-Letter Office,

misdirected packages,
not to he delayed because of slight ir-

regularities
of stamps, treatment of
treatment of

Hiisseut letters and parcels, how for-
warded

use of distribution book for entry
missent package, treatment of
packages in transit, treatment of
recall of matter,

procedure by postmaster
surrender of receipt

recall after dispatch,
additional postage when necessary
identification necessary
liability of postmasters for mistakes in.
method of
no additional registry fee required
procedure at mailing office

at office of address
records to be made in case of
senders' requests to be filed

recall before dispatch
procedure in case of

receipt of registered matter at offices of
delivery

records and reports
records,

are property of Government
blanks and envelopes, list of, to be kept

on hand
books for, how obtained

and forms with, office headings may be
authorized

destruction of, as waste paper, when al-
lowed

free-delivery offices, blanks, etc., list of,
to be kept on hand

fourth-class postmastera to write name
of office upon registered-package
envelopes.

manifold writing with carbon sheets,
directions as to

of discontinued post-offices, treatment of
registered-package envelopes after used

to be kept on file one year
requisitions for supplies of blanks and

envelopes, when to be made
rural free-delivery carriers, blanks and

forms to be kept on hand
special arrangement, books may be fur-

nished special offices
special books and forms, list of those

furnished by First Assistant Post-
master-General

Sec-
tion,

881
900

875
875
874
840

872
872
872
872
872
872
872
872
872
872
872

847
891

897

896

892

892

891

894

REGISTRY SYSTEM—Continued,
records—continued,

special books and forms, list of those
furnished by Third Assistant Post-
master-General

when furnished
standard forms, how obtained
supplies for offices having stations or

substations, how obtained
to be kept on file at office
witnessing books, at what offices used .

regulations as to use of
registered matter. (See registration of

Matter,}
accountability for
address—

correction of, before dispatch, how
made
to be made on original receipt and

registry book
if vague and indistinct, not to be ac-

cepted
at intermediate offices, how treated,

when received from offices on star
routes

becomes registered, when
before dispatch, not to leave custody of

post-office
cancellation of stamps, etc
catcher pouches-

packages, how placed in
registered mail in, must be watched

until passing of train
circular of inquiry returned indorsed

"not received,'' report to be made.
coins or heavy articles, how prepared.,
delays in sending, report to be made
deposit of registered packages in pouch,

witnessing of
dispatch of, on railroad or boat routes,

manner of
not on railroad or boat routes, man-

ner of
postmaster to be prepared to make

affidavit as to proper
drop boxes, use of, for, regulation relat-

ing to
entry on registration book, how made -
first-class matter, how prepared
found in drop boxes, treatment of
fourth-class matter, how prepared
hand-to-hand receipts for, when prac-

tical
incorrect addresses on matter mailed at

• stations, how corrected
in transit
junction offices, rule requiring han-

dling of mail at
loss of matter unfit for transportation,

responsibility, when to lie with
postmaster

mail carriers and mail messengers not
authorized to receipt for or handle
outside of locked mail bags

missent, misdirected, damaged, un-
sealed, or without cover.

not to be accepted unless receipts are
given

official matter for free registration,
treatment of

registered at Washington, preparation
of

on railway-mail routes, treatment of...
package and tag envelopes, numbering

of ".
package receipts—

blank spaces left on, to be filled by
receiver and reported

failure to return, duplicate to be sent.
bow madeout
to be tied on top of bundle of ordi-

nary letters
when'to be used

package receipts and bills, return of, to
be checked

packages, or inner registered sacks, to
be closed in locked leather pouch
before delivering to mail, messenger
or carrier

810

840
814

813
815

830

831

834
807
827

824

829

829

824

826

813
839

829

808

823

874

807

807

820
826

812

817
834
817

817
826

823
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Sec-
tion.

BEGISTRY SYSTEM—Continued,
registered matter—continued,

postmasters and employees forbidden
to address .. 807

pouching of, to be separate from ordi-
nary matter 822

preparation and dispatch of 807
preparation of, for'registration 807
publications sent to Librarian of Con-

gress for copyright may be regis-
tered free note 518

Railway Mail Service routes to be pre-
ferred to star routes 827

receipts, stubs, etc., to be numbered
consecutively 812

record of, by star routes may be made
in transit book 827

registry bill—
failure to return, circular of inquiry

for 834
to be inclosed with 81(5

registry schemes—
errors or suggested changes in 832
showing hours and routes to be fur-

nished by authorized officers Rail-
way Mail Service 8S2

retains its character as such until prop-
erly delivered 821

return receipts, how filled out 811
sender's receipt. 807
star routes—

dispatch on, how made 829
packages dispatched over, how sent.. 828
record of matter sent by, may be en-

tered in transit book 827
third-class matter, how prepared 807
to be delivered only to authorized em-

ployees 823
kept separate from ordinary matter . 810
sent by most secure route 827

tracers for stamped-envelope or postal-
card packages—

how sent 835
report to Department, when 835
when returned, treatment of 835

not returned, treatment of ., ... 835
transit and local packages to be entered

on same receipt 817
treatment of, under fraud orders at

offices of .delivery 889
undelivered, found in ordinary mails,

treatment of 821
unmailable, treatment of, if receipt has

been inadvertently given 813
use of penalty indorsement of Census

Bureau to avoid pavment of fee,
penalty for ". 801

witnessing of deposit in and removal of
packages from pouch 824

registered matter in transit 840
condition of packages, when bad, state-

ment of facts to be made on pack-
age, receipt, and records 843

damaged tag envelopes to be reattached 843
defective locks on pouches containing,

treatment of 844
delivery of packages to railway postal

clerks, hand to hand receipts re-
quired 845

examination and indorsement of pack-
ages 843

and receipt for registered packages to
be repeated by all postmasters on
route 841

indorsement of packages 840
may be done with stamps, when 843

not to be delayed 840
official matter from Washington to be

treated like other matter 840
packages, indorsement of and receipts

for 840
pouches or inner sacks, boAV recorded.. 839
receipt for, at terminal offices, post-

masters to be prepared at all times
to, 846

record of, to be kept in transit book 839
star routes, record of packages on 842

Sec-
tion.

REGISTRY SYSTEM—Continued.
registered matter in transit—continued,

terminal offices, postmasters at, must at
all times be prepared to receive and
receipt for 846

transit book—
special arrangements for, may be

authorized at large offices 839
to be kept at all offices 839

open to examination by post-office
inspectors 839

registered-package envelopes,
first-class matter too large for inclosure

in, preparation of 818
found empty when opened, indorse-

ments to be made on 883
losses, responsibility for, on account of

failure to seal 818
regulations relating to use of 818

registered packages, liow dispatched on
railroad or steamboat routes over
which there is no railway mail
service 825

registered pouch service 910
registered-tag envelopes,

not to be used on first-class matter 819
regulations relating to use of 819
to be treated same as registered-package

envelopes 819
registering stations, rules as to 906

statute relating to 801
registry bills, how made out 8.16
registration of matter. (See also registered

matter.)
at stamp window after registry window

is closed 800
by letter carriers at free-delivery offices

to be governed by special instruc-
tions ...'.'— 805

census matter to be registered free of
charge 801

currency—
additional security as to 837
contents of letters containing, to be

exhibited and listed 837
for redemption, free registration of .. 836
preparation of letters containing re-

mittances of postal or money-order
funds 838

fee for 803
not to cover two or more letters or

articles 803
how accounted for 804
to be prepaid 803

foreign mail matter 940
free registration on official matter 801
hours for, at post-offices 800
money-order funds—

if in coin, how to be wrapped 838
preparation of packages 838

official matter 801
entitled to free registration note 801
limitation as to weight of 802

postal funds, if in coin, how to be
Avrapped 838

postmasters must encourage 799
publications for copyright note 518

reports of business to be rendered every
s_ix months 898

of discontinued offices, to be made for
time offices were in operation ...... 898

security of, how obtained 797
short-paid matter,

collection of deficiency, how made .... 873
deficiency, how marked 873
inadvertently forwarded without pre-

payment, delivering postmaster to
collect 873

postage-due stamps to be used on 873
stamps on, to be first credited to pay-

ment of postage 873
special care as to 873
treatment of, where refused 873
weekly reports of, to be made 873

special books and forms, at what offices
furnished 894

special penalty envelopes,
manner of opening. 885
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REGISTRY SYSTEM—Continued,
special penalty envelopes—continued.

record of condition
use of, for damaged and unsealed, mat-

ter .'
stations, unmallable articles inadvertent-

ly registered at, treatment of
substations,

deliveries in districts of receiving sta-
tions, how made

delivery stations, delivery from same
stations at which registered, re-
ceipt, how issued

dispatch of matter from
matter in transit to main office, receipts

from
registration receipts, when issued to

sender
rules as to
sender's receipts, when issued

tliroiigli exchanges, special methods pro-
vided for

through service,
additional supplies, timely notice must

be given of need for
brass locks—

errors in use of, to be reported to De-
partment

not to be sent to offices not authorized
to exchange them

regulations relating to
brass locks and keys—•

care of
list of

brass-lock pouches—
accumulation of, prohibited
dispatch of receipt of, to be witnessed.
errors in use of, to be reported
not to pass brass-lock offices
receipts for, how endorsed
separate receipts for, when to be

closed
treatment in ca.se of wrong delivery of

at brass-lock offices
when maybe used for ordinary mail,

damaged poiiehes—
discrepancies in contents to be re-

ported to Department
treatment of, at destination

in transit
discrepancies between contents and

bill, action to be taken in case of...
in dispatch, report to Department ...

notice of, to be telegraphed to send-
ing office

in lock numbers—
I lock to be withheld from use, when.

to be reported
nonarrival of pouches due, when to

be reported
distribution schemes for, how fur-

nished
examination of pouches, sacks, and

locks
exchanges to be made by direction of

Department
to be invariably made whether any

matter to be sent or not
general provisions relating to
general regulations to apply except as

modified .'
inner sack exchanges, application for

establishment of, how made
general regulations to apply to, except

as provided
when and how established

inner sacks, pouching of, with ordinary
mail

inner sack registry service, regulations
relating to

inner sack to be counted as one piece..
internal-revenue matter dispatch from

Washington, D. C., return of pouches
locks and keys to be objects of special

care
matter dispatched to be inclosed in

pouches and. sacks according to
schemes furnished

907
907

907

911

931
931

919
919

919

911

920

910

REGISTRY SYSTEM—Continued.
through service—continued,

missent pouches-
care of
checking of articles in
new lock, note of, if substituted for

original ,
pouch bill, indorsement of
receipts for
record of articles and dispatch
report of, to Department, when

packages too large for inclosure may be
sent as hand pieces

pouch bills—
coupon of what to show
how prepared
second sheet of, how made out
signing and dispatch of
to be filed for reference
treatment of, at receiving offices
two or more pouches to same office,

how made out
what to show

pouches-
labeling and locking of
inspection after locking

before closing
return of

.pouches, sacks, locks, and keys-
damaged, to be withdrawn from use.
lock numbers to be' compared with

receipts before signing
locks to be carefully handled
regulations relating to

pouching of inner sacks with ordinary
mail ".

preparation and dispatch of registered
matter.

preparation of matter for pouches
receiving offices—

contents of pouches to be checked...
hand pieces to be recorded in transit

book
inner sacks and registered pouches,

how described on records
opening of pouches at
return of coupon

sacks and locks of regular kind to be
used

supplies and instructions for, how ob-
tained

through registered matter at receiving
offices

wrongly labeled pouch or sack, action
taken when received

unaddressed matter, treatment of
imdeliveraMe matter,

change of address on articles returned,
first-class, official, or franked, to be re-

turned without charge
fraudulent matter to be returned with-

out charge
how returned
mailing office, treatment of, when re-

turned to
other than first class, sender required to

furnish postage for return
refused by addressee to be returned

without charge
returned for restoration to sender, ad-

dressee has no further claim to
undeliverable to sender to be sent to

Dead-Letter Office
sent to Dead-Letter Office, when
to be held thirty days unless return re-

quest directs otherwise
treatment of, when known to be

undelivered, refused, fraudulent, and un-
mailable matter

REGULATIONS. (See Post- Office Department
and Postal Service.)

REMISSIONS. (See Post-Office Department
and Postal Rervir.e.}

REMITTANCES OF SURPLUS FUNDS. (See
also Money-Order System; Post-Offices
and Postmasters.)

money-order funds
postal funds
preparation of

Sec-
tion.

1110
363
367
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898

Sec-
tion.

REPORTS. (See Post-Office Department and
Postal Service.)

REPORTS OF -PROPERTY IN DEPART-
MENT AND SALE OF USELESS
PROPERTY TO BE MADE ANNU-
ALLY 75

REPORTS OF REGISTRY BlfSOSSS 'TO BE
RENDERED EVERY SIX MONTHS .

RESERVES. (See Money-Order Susiem.)
RETURN OF MAIL MATTER. (See Mail

Mailer; Kcijisiry System.}
RETURN-REQUEST LETTERS,
statute relating to disposition of 670

RETURNS OF ACCOUNTS. (See Post-Offices
and Postmasters.)

RETURNS TO DEAD-LETTER OFFICE,
manner of making 682

RISKS AND LIABILITIES,
salaries of postmasters to be full compen-

sation of 260
ROBBERIES OF POST-OFFICES,

report of, to be made immediately to
Fourth Assistant Postmaster-Gen-

ROBBERY," LOSSES" BY."'"(See "also' Posi-
Ojjices and Postmasters.)

Claims for 204
RURAL FREE DELIVERY,

experimental, will be conducted under
special instructions in current an-
nual Postal Guide note 709

RURAL FREE-DELIVERY CARRIERS,
special instruction to fee given as to treat-

ment of registered matter by 805
to make delivery of registered matter if

possible 865
RURAL FREE-DELIVERY OFFICES,

list of blanks, forms, etc., to be kept on
hand for registry business. 892

SAILORS' LETTERS,
payment of postage 422

SALARIES AND ALLOWANCES, DIVI-
SION OF. (See Post-Office Depart-
ment and Postal Service.}

SALARIES AND ALLOWANCES, GENERAL
SUPERINTENDENT OF. (See Post-
OMce Department and Postal Service.}

SALARIES OF POSTMASTERS,
based upon their respective quarterly re-

turns 255
to be full compensation for all risks, lia-

bilities, etc 260
SAMPLE COPIES OF PUBLICATIONS. (See

also Mail Matter — publications,
second class; Publications.)

admitted as second-class matter, regula-
tion relating to 456

SAMPLES OF MERCHANDISE.. (See also
Foreign Mail Matter; Mail Matter-
foreign.)

conditions of admission to foreign mails . 529
minimum charge on 531
permissible additions to, for admission in

foreign mails 530
rate of postage on,

for transmission to Canada. 532
in fore'&'ii mails 531

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., >
exchange office for conduct of interna-

tional money-order business with.
certain countries 1048

exchange post-offltt for certain countries. 692
SCURRILOUS MATTER. (See also Mail

Matter; Obscene Matter.}
statute relating to 497,498

SEA POST-OFFICE CLERKS 1319
SEA POST-OFFICES. (See also Transpor-

tation of the Mails) 1317
closed malls dispatched Tia Germany or

Great Britain, how made up at New
York 694

regular mails for,
how made up at New York 694
not to be made up at exchange offices

other than New York 695
SEALED PACKAGES. (See also Foreign

Mail Matter; Mail Matter—domestic,
foreign.

SEALED PACKAGES—Continued,
domestic mails to be charged first-class

postage
other than letters Hot to be received for

transmission,
to Canada
to Cuba ,

SEATTLE, WASH.,
exchange office for conduct of inter-

national money-order business with
certain countries

exdiange office for Canada.
SECOND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GEN-

ERAL. (See Post-Office .Department
and Postal Service.) "

SECOND-CLASS MAIL MATTER. (See also
Mail Matter, second-class; Publica-
tions.)

conditions for admission as 4'
forwarding of,

additional postage must be paid
rate of postage for

improperly folded and addressed, treat-
ment of, at post-offices

refused
regulation relating to disposal of

separations of, at free-delivery offices,
how made

rates of postage on publications excepting
weeklies when deposited in letter-
carrier offices for delivery by car-
riers

when mailed by other than publishers.
by publishers

undelivered, regulation relating to return
of

SECOND-CLASS POSTAGE,
report of amount collected to be made

quarterly
SECOND-CLASS POST-OFFICES. (See also

Post-offices and Postmasters.)
clerks and other employees at

SECOND-CLASS POSTMASTERS,
salary of, how fixed

SECOND-CLASS PUBLICATIONS. (See also
Mail Matter—second-class; Publica-
tions; Second-class Mail Matter.)

free in county not to be delivered at let-
ter-carrier offices unless postage is
paid

when may be sent
SEEDS. (See Free Matter in Mails.)
SEEDS, PLANTS, ETC. (See Mail Matter-

domestic, foreign.)
SERVICE STARS FOR LETTER CARRIERS
SHANGHAI, CHINA,

United States postal agency, United
States postage stamps are valid for
prepayment of- postage at

SHARP INSTRUMENTS, MAILING OF.
(Bee Mail Matter.)

BMP LETTERS. (See also Transportation
of Mails—ship letters.)

double postage on
rating of postage on

SHIP MATTER,"
treatment of, at rsost-ofBccs.

SHORT-PAID MATTER,
in domestic mails
ia foreign mails

SHORT-PAID REGISTERED MATTER,
filiations relating to

Sec-
tion.

489

28-431

454
455
448

286

256

SOLDIERS', SAILORS', AND MARINES'
LETTERS,

stwtssio relating to transmission of , , . , , . . , .
SPECIAL DELIVERY. (See also Free Deliv-

er i/ Si/sic'nt,—-special-delivery service.)
special instructions for, at other than free-

delivery offices
SPECIAL-DELIVERY MATTER. (See also

Free-Delivery System—special-deliv-
ery service.)

commissions not allowed for cancellation.
dispatch of
record and delivery of
to Ise delivered on Sunday if office is open .

SPECIAL-DELIVERY OFFICE,
every post-office designated as

741

531

423
424

557

614
531

873

422

253
773
775
264

768
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Sec-

SPECIAL.DELIVERY SERVICE. (See also
' Free-Delivery System; Special Deliv-

ery.)
general provisions 762

SPECIAL-DELIVERY STAMPS,
requisitions for, to whom made 770

SPECIAL PENALTY ENVELOPES,
use of, for damaged and unsealed regis-

tered matter 885
SPECIAL-BEQUEST ENVELOPES. (See

also Post-Office Department and Postal
Servcie; Post- Offices and Postmasters-
stamps. )

requisitions for, how to be made 336
SPECIMENS OF NATURAL HISTORY,

when may be sent ill foreign mails .... 529
ST. LOUIS, SIO. (See also East St. Louis,m.)

exchange post-office for certain countries. 692
STAMPED ENVELOPES. (See also Post-

Office Department; Post-Offices and
Postmasters—stamps.)

agency for distribution of. 143
Issue of 136
requisitions for 332

STAMPED PAPER. (See also Post-Offices
and Postmasters—stamps.)

received, sold, and on hand, reports to be
made monthly by postmasters at
first, second, and third class offices. 407

STAMPS. (See also Postage Stamps; Post-
Office Department and Postal Service;
Post-Offices and Postmasters.)

agency for distribution of 143
Issue of 132
newspaper, when discontinued note 257
requisitions for 332

STAR ROUTES,
Intermediate offices on, time for opening

and closing mails at 605
locked pouches and direct package on,

what shall be carried in 597
meaning of 1235
registered packages, record of 842

STAR-ROUTE SERVICE,
regulations relating to 1235
flues, how and for what imposed 1336

STATE AND TERRITORIAL COURTS,
suits may be brought before those having

competent jurisdiction 178
STATE BOARDS OF HEALTH,

bulletins of,
information required in application for

entry as second-class matter 439
special questions required in applica-

tion for entry as second-class mat-
ter.. 439

STATE DEPARTMENTS OF AGRICULTURE,
publications of,

conditions of admission as second-class
matter 430

information required in application for
entry as second-class matter 439

special questions required in applica-
tion for entry as second-class mat-
ter

STATIONERY,
requisitions for, how made

STATIONS AND SUBSTATIONS. (See also
Post-Offices and Postmasters.)

establishment of
STATUTES CONTROLLING ACCOUNTS OF

POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT .....
STEAMBOAT LETTERS. (See also Trans-

portation of Mails—ship letters.)
unpaid, treatment of, at post-offices

STEAMBOAT LINES. (See also Transporta-
tion of Mails.)

local mail for, how to be made up
STEAMBOAT MATTER. (See also Trans-

portation of Mails—ship letters.)
treatment of at post-offices 557

STEAMBOAT ROUTES. (See also Trans-
portation of Mails.)

treatment on, by railway-postal clerks of
loose letters 1513

439

324

231

88

559

584

Sec-
tion.

STEAMBOAT SERVICE. (See also Trans-
portation of Mails.)

advertisements for preparation of, as-
signed to division of contracts . IS

contracts, drafting of orders for award of,
assigned to division of contracts 18

STEAMSHIP COMPANIES. (See also Trans-
portation of Mails—foreign service.)

accounts with, for transportation of for-
eign mails, to be kept by foreign
division, Auditor's Office.". 22

STENCIL OR HECTOGRAPH PUBLICA-
TIONS,

not admissible as second-class matter.... 433
STREET DIRECTORY,

use of .... 629
STREET LETTER BOXES. (See also Free-

Delivery System.)
authority for establishing

SUBAGENCIES,
for distribution of stamped envelopes and

postal cards
SUBSCRIBERS,

publications for club of, may be sent to
one address except at free-delivery
offices 464

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE AND LISTS OF
PUBLICATIONS,

evidence of, to be required 436
SUBSTATIONS. (See also Post-Offices and

Postmasters.)
establishment of 231

in charge of division of salaries and al-
lowances 17

rules as to registry business at 906
SUBSTITUTE CLERKS. (See also Post-

Offices and Postmasters.)
when, may be employed at second-class

offices for clerks on leave 300
SUBSTITUTE LETTER CARRIERS. (See

also Free-Delivery System.)
appointment and compensation of, stat-

ute relating to 728
compensation of 745
division of work among, to be equitable. 745
may be employed as special-delivery

messengers 785
Sund.iy work, when to be paid full day for 745

SUITS, (Bee &lsp Actions.)
courts having j urisdiction of. „ 178
to be brought In name of United States ... 178

Instituted in case collection drafts are
unpaid 179

SUITS AGAINST DELINQUENTS. (See also
Actions; Post-Office Department and
Postal Service.}'

papers to be furnished Department of
Justice in.. 190

SUITS ON BONDS OF POSTMASTERS AND
OFFICIALS,

limitations in 180
SUNDAYS,

not to be included in annual leaves of
absence 32

SUPERINTENDENT AND DISBURSING
CLERK. (See also Post-Office De-
partment and Postal Service.)

bond of 16
SUPPLEMENTS TO PUBLICATIONS. (See

also Mail Matter—second class.)
admitted as second-class matter 457
characteristics of spurious 458

SUPPLIES. (See also Post-Office Department
and Postal Service; Post-Offices and
Postmasters.)

annual estimates of amounts needed for
purchase of, to be made to Congress. 97

bidders to be notified of time and place
of opening bids 69

contracts for,
bids of bona fide dealers only to be con-

sidered 66
not to exceed one year 66

for departmental buildings 15
postal service 76
Post-Office Department, advertising for 68
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tion.
SUPPLIES—Continued.

members of board to consider proposals
for , " 72

opening of proposals for, day to be desig-
nated by Secretary of Treasury 72

SURETIES, (See also Free-Delivery System;
Post-Office Department and Postal
Service; Post- Offices and Postmasters.)

Insurers to Government for due conduct
of business , _ note 260

SURETY COMPANIES,
may execute official bonds if authorized

by Attorney-General 88
SURPLUS FUNDS. (See also Money-Order

System; Post-Offices and Postmasters.)
from depository post-offices 118
money-order funds 1110
postal funds 363

SUSPENSION AND FINING OF EMPLOY-
EES. (See Free-Delivery System;
Post-Offices and Postmasters; Railway
Mail Service.}

TABLE OF COUNTRIES, BATES OF POST-
AGE, LIMIT OF DIMENSIONS AND
WEIGHT, FOR PARCELS POST
WITH FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND
EXCHANGE OFFICES 540

TABLE OF ELECTRIC AND CABLE CAR
PAY 1205

TABLE OF GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR
ISSUE OF I N T E R N A T I O N A L
MONEY ORDERS 1065

TABLE OF RAILROAD PAY 1166
TACOMA, WASH.,

exchange post-office for Canada 692
TAMPA, FLA.,

exchange post-office for Cuba 692
TELEGRAMS,

government,
accounts for , 16
statute relating to.. 226

official,
requirements in regard to 272

report of robberies, when and how to be
madeby 278

TELEGRAPH COMPANIES,
form to be observed before accepting

privileges conferred by law 227
rates and special privileges for Govern-

ment messages 226
TERMINAL OFFICES,

treatment at, of undelivered second,
third, or fourth class matter 675

THIRD ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GEN-
ERAL. (See Post-Office Department
and Postal Service.)

THIRD-CLASS MAIL MATTER. (See also
Mail Matter.)

additions to 478
at Dead-Letter Office, treatment of 57
defined 471
forwarding of, additional postage must

be paid 627
rate of postage on . 471
undelivered, regulation relating to return

of : 675
nnmallable, disposition of, at Dead-Letter

Office 60
THIRD-CLASS POST-OFFICES. (See also

Post-Offices and Postmasters.)
advertising "unclaimed letters 17
canceling machines 17
clerk hire, allowances for, in charge of

division of salaries and allowances. 17
leases, arranging for, in charge of divi-

sion of salaries and allowances 17
location of, in charge of division of sala-

ries and allowances 1. 17
rent, fuel, and light, allowances for, in

charge of division of salaries and
allowances 17

THIRD-CLASS POSTMASTERS. (See also
Post-Offices and Postmasters.)

salaries of, how fixed 256
THROUGH POUCHES BY MAIL TRAINS,

not to be made up without special in-
structions .... 589

THROUGH REGISTERED MATTER. (See
also Registry System.)

Sec-
tion.

THROUGH REGISTERED MATTER—C't'd.
at receiving offices, regulations relating

to 917
preparation and dispatch of 912

THROUGH REGISTRY SERVICE. (See also
Registry System.)

general provisions relating to 910
TIMS CARDS. (See also Free-Delivery Sys-

tem. )
to be affixed to letter boxes 722

TIME RECORDER. (See also Free-Delivery
System; Post-Office Department and
Postal Service; Post-Offices and Post-
masters.)

record of clerks in post-offices to be kept
on 306

use of, at post-offices 306
TIME RECORDS,

how kept at post-offices 306
TOPOGRAPHER. (See Post-Office Depart-

ment and Postal Service.)
TOWSON, MB.,

prohibition respecting consolidation of
offices at county seats does not ap-
ply to 233

TRADE DOLLAR,
not legal tender, not to be accepted in

payment for stamps, etc 330
TRADES UNIONS. (See also Mail Mailer-

second class.)
publications of, special questions to be

answered in application for entry as
second-class matter 439

TRANSFER CLERKS. (See Railway Kail
Service.)

TRANSFER DRAFTS. (See Post-Office De-
partment and Postal, Service.)

TRANSFER SERVICE. (See Railway Mail
Service.) -

TRANSFERS OF CLERKS,
General Superintendent of Railway Mail

Service to give notice of regulation
regarding -...-.. 30

records of persons deserving or desiring,
to be reported quarterly to Postmaster-

General 30
to be kept at post-offices having fifty or

more employees 30
subjects to be contained in records of

persons desiring transfer to depart-
mental service 30

TRANSIENT LETTERS. (See also Mail
Matter.)

treatment of, at receiving offices 636
TRANSIENT PUBLICATIONS. (See Mail

Matter—second class.)
rate of postage on 455

TRANSIT, MAIL AT OFFICES IN. (See
also Mail Matter.)

treatment of 602
TRANSPORTATION OF FOREIGN MAILS.

(See also Transportation of Mails—
foreign service.)

receipts for, how disposed of 115
TRANSPORTATION OF MAILS 1136,1268

accounts for payment, adjustment and
preparation of, assigned to pay divi-
sion, Auditor's office 22

with steamship companies for foreign
mails to be kept by foreign division,
Auditor's office 22

advertisements for proposals for mail
service 1253

annulment of contract,
assignment and combinations 1280
contractor becoming disqualified 1280
disregard of instructions 1280
failure to furnish new sureties 1280
for certain delinquencies 1280
repeate_d failures to perform service 1280
subletting for less than contract price.. 1280

without consent 1280
transmitting commercial intelligence.. 1280
violation of conditions 1280

arrivals and departures, register to be
furnished and posted 1322

assignment of contracts and subcontracts 1296
canals, contracts for carrying mails on... 1238
carriage of mails by steamboat or vessel.. 1240



TRANSPORTATION OF MAILS—Continued.
carriers must be at least 16 years of age. 1281

to receive and deposit properly prepaid
matter presented to them 1145

carrying letters outside of mail,
by common carriers, vessels, mail car-

riers, etc., exceptions 1141
on board vessels, statute relating to — 1147
statutes and regulations relating to. 1186-1147

carrying mail on post roa.ds, PostDiaster-
Geiieral to provide for 1155

changes in service—additional service,
page .. 574

additional service, rate of compensation
for 1287

compensation for extension of service
on contract route 128G

expedition of service, limitations, on
compensation for 1288

extension of, on contract route, limits
to

on contract route, statute relating to.
schedules, when may be -changed
schedule changes, conditions to be ob-

served in making application for .. 1285
combination to prevent bidding on con-

tracts prohibited — 1270
contracts,

assignment of, regulations relating to.. 1298
awarded to lowest bidder 1268
terms, how affected 1275

copies of, will be furnished by Depart-
ment 1271

distinction between assignment and
subletting 1296

duplicate to be delivered to Auditor... 1274
extension of, may be authorized 1276
failure of bidder to enter into 1272
for carrying to and from post-offices

may be made by Postmaster-General 1157
indemnity in ease contract is sublet 1298
liability of contractors when sublet,

note on 1297
limited to fou r years 1269
manner of subletting 1299
may be annulled for certain delin-

quencies , 1280
must be executed in duplicate 1271
new sureties on, may be required 1278
not to be made with persons entering

combination 1270
payments on—

how made 1284
may be withheld, when 1281
when to be made 1284

penalty for entering combination to
prevent bidding on 1270

service performed under may be lien
upon pay of contractor 1301

shall be in name of the United States .. 1268
statute prohibiting assignment of 1296

relating to subletting 1297
for less than contract price 1298

subletting—
for less than contract price may cause

annulment of 1298
of, may be authorized by Postmaster-

General 1297
statute relating to 1299
term, of 1269
time of execution and filing of 1271
without permission may be cause for

annulment of
contractor,

fines, how and for what imposed
to live on route

contracts and conijmtwaiion for railroad
service, regulations relating to

.contracts and performance of service
contract sections and current contract

terms 1253
for carrying mail, division of United

States into four 1253
conveyance by private express,

forbidden except as provided 1136
penalty for 1136

county seats to be supplied with mail 1156
deductions, how and' lor what made . — 1334:

1297

1163
1268

TRANSPORTATION OF MAILS—Continued.
delinquencies, imposing fines for, as-

signed to Second Assistant Post-
master-General 18

which may cause annulment of con-
tracts .'. 1280

discontinuance or curtailment of service,
indemnity in case of — 1277

on any route may be made by Postmas-
ter-General ' 1277

when may be made 1277
domestic mails through foreign countries,

contract may be made for carrying. 1158
electric and cable car service,

all mail to be carried 1213
authorized only by Department 1206
cancelling machines, power for opera-

tion of, to be provided by company
without additional expense

compensation includes carriage of em-
ploy ees and inspectors

deductions, car service, value of mile-
age lost, to be deducted without ref-
erence to cause 1334

employees of, handling mails not
employees of postal service 1208

establishment of Service 1205
failure of, action to be taken by post-

masters 1207
letter boxes on cars, mail therein, how

considered 1217
performance and requirements of, regu-

lations relating to 1209
point of stoppage to be designated by

Department ." 1215
rates of compensation for 1205
safety of mails, companies responsible

for 12,14
space in cars, restriction of use 1211
style and equipment of cars to be pre-

scribed by Department 1210
table of rates of compensation 1205
temporary service may be authorized

on failure of regular service.. 1207
terminal and side service to be per-

formed by companies except as
otherwise provided. 1212

unauthorized persons not to be admitted
to cars 1211

use of sign "U. S. Mail" restricted to
cars actually carrying mails 1216

employment of mail messengers, general
provisions relating to 1219

equipment for, furnishing, repair, and
distribution of, assigned to Second
Assistant Postmaster-General 18

establishment of mail service, regulations
relating to 1153

expenses of weighing, how paid 1164
failure of contractor to begin service, new

contract in case of 1272
to perform service, action to be taken.. 1273

fines,
boat service, how and for what imposed 1336
general service, how and for what im-

posed j.335
in particular classes of service 1338
mail messenger service, how and for

what imposed
railroad, electric, and cable car service
regulations relating to
star service, how and for what imposed
wagon service, how and for what im-

posed 1336
foreign service. (See also Sea Pout-Offices) 1302

agencies in China or Japan, authority
for establishment of 1312

in foreign countries, authority for es-
tablishment of 1311

agents in foreign countries, how paid.. 1311
on ocean steamers, authority for ap-

pointment of ." 1313
authority for establishment of 1302
carrying by vessels of mail not received

from post-office forbidden, statute
relating to .. 1310

officer of port to require oath of mas-
ters not to violate statute regarding. 1310
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foreign service—continued,

compensation of agents on ocean steam-
ers

note on
statute relating to rate of

contracts limited to two-year term
may be terminated by Congress

delivery into and taking letters from
post-offices by masters of foreign
vessels

fines on contractors, authority for im-
posing

foreign mails, how teinsporte.d
foreign vessels carrying mail to or from

United States, statute relating to.
general provisions
mails of Canada and countries adjoin-

ing United States may be carried
through under arrangements with
Postmaster-General

mails on foreign vessels—
note on statutes relating to

how treated on arrival
penalty for violation of statute.
postage to be paid, when

ocean mail service-
advertisement for proposals, how

made
authority for establishment of
cadets, number that may be taken on

vessels performing
classification of vessels performing...
compensation for, rate of
construction for conversion into aux-

iliary naval cruiser, when may be
required

deductions from pay for failure to per-
form service

fines for irregularities
naval cruisers, construction for con-

version into auxiliary, when may
be required

naval officers may volunteer for serv-
ice on vessel y performing

postal clerks, transportation and ac-
commodation to be provided for ....

transports and cruisers, vessels per-
forming service may be taken and
used by United States

vessels performing, divided into lour
ocean mail subsidy service, note on....

classes
postal agencies, regulations relating to.
right of transportation by postal-union

countries
transportation charges by postal union

countries, rate of
settlement of. how made
of mails by postal union countries...

vessels and requirements of
geijeml mail lettings, advertisements of,

to be posted
.gratuitous exchange of mails, postmasters

may arrange for, by permission
head of route, what is meant by term
illegal carrying of letters outside of mails,

statute relating to.
of mail by carriers and others

Increased speed may be required without
extra pay

Indemnity in case of change in service...
Independent contract wag-on service in

cities
inspection of mail service, deductions,

lines, regulations relating to
general provisions

land-grant roasls, compensation for, how
fixed ."

compensation to
letters ha stamped envelopes may be car-

ried out of the malls.......'.
may be carried by common carriers out-

side of mail, when
may be carried, when

liens upon pay on contractors and sub-
con tractors, statute relating to

Sec-
tion.

1307
1307

1307

1307
1307

1307

1305
1317
1311

1314

1315
1316
1314
1307

1254

1141
1143

1289
1277

1229

1138

1142
1159

Sec-
tion.

TRANSPORTATION OF 3IAIIS—Continued.
mail equipments,

bag and lock repair shop, chief of equip-
ment division to have immediate
supervision of 1394

in charge of Second Assistant Post-
master-General 1394

leaves of absence, applications for,
.how made 1395

for employees, statute relating to 1395
to be maintained in Washington 1394

bags, applications for, how made, can-
vas mail sacks 1342,1337

catcher pouches 1337
instructions in use of 1343

canvas sacks containing public docu-
ments, etc., disposal of 1346

loan of, to publishers or news agents,
when to be made ,... 1345

coin mail sacks 1337
cord fasteners arid label cases de-

tached, disposal of 1357
damaged registered equipment to be

sent in for repairs— 1351
damage to, in transit, when to be re-

paired 1349
defective, disposition of 1351

requests for return from, repair shop. 1351
displaced, disposal of 1341
experimental use of, forbidden unless

specially authorized 1339
foreign mail sacks 1337

registered mail sacks. 1337
return of 1347
use of, forbidden .... 1347

horse mail bags, specifications for 1337
how provided 1339
Inner registered mail sacks 1337

care of 1343
lacing cords not to be cut or tied in

hard knots 1348
locked pouches, exchange of, between

offices to be equalized... 1344
locks, and keys, communications re-

garding, how addressed 1.393
mail pouches, specifications for 1337
material for, kinds to be used 1338
miscellaneous provisions relating to.. 1392
misuse of, to be prevented by postmas-

ters and agents 1356
mutilation of, when permissible 1348
postmasters at head of star routes to

order when needed 1341
to see routes properly provided with 1340

repair of ,011 star routes, allowance for,
how obtained 1350

to be avoided 1350
when permissible 1350

separate lock pouches on star routes
not furnished except as designated. 1342

statements of stoek, when to be made. 1392
storage of records, etc., in, forbidden. 1343
surplus, account of, at depository of-

fices, how and to whom rendered. 1353
at depositories, receipts for with-

drawal from and treatment of 1354
depository offices for 1352
how shipped : 1352
stock at depositories to be kept

separate 1354
to be obtained 1354

through registered mail pouches 1337
use of, restricted — 1343
what term includes 1337

communications regarding, how ad-
dressed 1393

keys, application for new, how made, .. 1390
broken, to bereturned to Department. 1390
care of 1382
damaged, to be returned to Depart-

ment 1382
defective, treatment of pouches, when 1389
extra care of, when furnished 1383
found astray, to be returned to De-

partment 1391
how furnished 1880
issue of, to whom made 1381
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mall equipments—continued,

keys and locks to be returned sepa-
rately 1384

losses of, to be reported 1385
not obtained from Department to be

returned 1387
penalty for loss of 1382
receipts for, from retiring postmasters 1388

to be taken from carriers for keys
issued 1885

record of numbers to be kept 1385
regulations relating to 1380
repairing of, forbidden 1389
specific numbers for 1385
transfer or exchange of, prohibited

except as directed 1386
use of safety chains for 1382
worn and defective, timely notice to

be sent to Department 1390
looks, applications for, how made 1359

brass, application for, how made 1370
mail, when used 1357
not to be used where brass-lock sys-

tem is not extended 1363
surplus and defective, disposal of.. 1371
treatment of, when received at

office, not having keys therefor.. 1363
breaking of, inexcusable 1362
defective, on pouches in transit,

treatment of 1365
withdrawal of 1366

depository offices for 1367
how furnished 1358
locks and keys to be returned sepa-

rately , 1368
loss of, action to be taken 1361
postmaster to see that bags are pro-

vided with 1359
pouches in transit without, treatment

of 1364
registry, kinds of. 1357
regulations relating to 1357
repair of, forbidden 1362
rotary, application for, how made 1370

surplus, disposal of 1372
when used 1357

street letterbox, account of, to be kept 1376
applications for, to state reasons

why needed • 1374
care of 1377

of surplus 1376
how furnished 1373
loss or theft of, to be reported ...... 1379
receipts and inventories of 1375
return of, how made 1378
surplus, number allowed 1376
use of 1357
when, may be broken 1377

surplus, how disposed of 1367
test of, before dispatch 1360
unlawful use of, to be reported 1369
what term includes 1357

regulati ons relating to 1337
mall messenger service 1219

advertisements for proposals to be au-
thorized when, necessary 1220

authority for employment of 1219
bidders, report on, to be made by post-

master 1220
bids for, to be received and forwarded

by postmaster 1220
cessation or lack of need of, to be re-

ported by postmaster 1223
death, resignation, or abandonment of

service by messenger to be reported
by postmaster 1223

designated person to be notified by post-
master 1221

designation of mail messengers 1221
duties of messengers 1225

of postmasters 1223
extension of, without authority forbid-

den ; 1222
failures and delinquencies to be re-

corded a.nd reported by postmaster. 1223
messengers may employ assistants 1224

not designated for fixed period, unless
expressly so provided 1221

Sec-
tion,

TBANSPOBTATI0N OF MAILS—Cont'd.
mail messenger service—continued,

messengers, to guard mail and observe
orders and instructions 1225

to receive and deliver mail 1225
to reside on or near to the route 1224
to see mail caught from cranes 1225

no increase of pay for additional serv-
ices 1221

notice of advertisements for, to be posted 1220
not to be assigned or sublet 1224
oath to be taken by messenger before

entering upon duties 1224
payment for, how made 1227
performance of service and temporary

service 1223
postmasters, their assistants, or members

of their families not to receive pay
for performing 1224

to instruct messengers and prescribe
schedule ...;........ 1223

qualifications and restrictions as to
messengers 1224

regular pouches due to be received and
dispatched must be kept by messen-
gers 1228

resignation of messengers, notice to be
given 1224

substitutes to be paid by regular mes-
senger 1226

temporary new service may be author-
ized 1226

temporary service—
how employed 1226
rate of payment for 1226
report of employment of 1226
unauthorized service not to be paid

for 1224
mail Messenger transfer and Independent

city service may be authorized as
necessary. 1229

mail service,
certification of .service, evidence of

" performance must be received ] 331
deductions and fines—-

authorization of 1332
for failures and delinquencies, statute

authorizing 1332
delays of trains carrying mails, when to

be reported— i. 1330
delinquencies by contractors, excuses

for, how made 1328
in, to be promptly reported 1325

delivery of mail to way offices 1329
failures of trains carrying mails, rail-

road companies to report 1330
fines on contractors for foreign mails,

authority for imposing 1333
mail carriers must take oath before en-

tering upon duties 1327
mail lettings—

advertisements of general, to be con-
spicuously posted 1254

miscellaneous, defined 1256
when may be made 1255

postmasters to furnish general informa-
tion to aid Department 1326

reports—
by whom and when to be made —... 1324
how prepared 1326

making and executing contracts for, as-
signed to Second Assistant Postmas-
ter-General 18

management of, assigned to Second As-
sistant Postmaster-General 18

miscellaneous mall letting, advertisement
of 1255

newspapfirs may be carried out of the
mail 1144

offenses in connection with 1621
Pacific roads,

list of note 1168
obsolete provisions as to retention of

pay —-. note 1168
rates o'f compensation on 1168

payment oil contracts, hoiv made 1284
statute relating to 1284

performance of service,
by contractors, conditions of -1279
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performance of service—continued.

catcher service 1279
exchange of mails at terminus on rail-

road 1279
extra trips by regular conveyances may

be required 1279
liability for carrier 1279
manner of carrying mail 1279
protection of mail, how obtained 1279
taking mail from and delivering in post-

office, how performed — 1279
transportation of inspectors' supplies,

etc., without extra charge 1279
persons engaged in carrying, not eligible

to appointment as postmasters 235
plank roads, contracts for carrying mails

on 1237
postmasters and employees not to be con-

tractors for 116i
to meet carriers in certain instances ... 1282

post roads,
and establishment of mail service 1153
change of terminus of, may be made by

Postmaster-General note 1154
regulations relating to 1153
what are established as 1153

private express. (See unlawfully carried
matter.)

statutes relating to 1136-1139
proposals for carrying the mails,

bidders must be competent 1263
must inform themselves as to condi-

tions of service 1261
bids, assignment or transfer of, prohib-

ited 1266
received after time fixed in adver-

tisement will not be considered 1265
right to suspend award is reserved 1265
should be made strictly according to

advertisement 1262
to be made separately for each route.. 1262

bond to accompany 1258
bonds—

approval of sureties on, must be by
a postmaster 1260

conditions of 1258
when surety company qualifies on . 1260

delivery and opening of, how made ... 1264
essential terms of, not to be altered — 1257
form of, to be prescribed by Department 1257
liability in case of failure 1258
oath of bidder, what to contain 1258
offices established during contract term,

when to be visited without extra
pay 1261

qualification of sureties on bonds 1259
record, of to be kept 1267
regulations relating to 1257
sureties, conditions required of post-

master in approval of 1260
sureties on bonds of bidders 1259
without bond not to be considered 1258

railroads 1163
adjustment of compensation,conditions,

and rates 1164
advance delivery to be made by com-

panies when necessary '. 1194
agent or representative, definition of... 1191
any train to carry mail when directed .. 1182
assignment of space in cars will not

entitle company to post-office-car
pay ." 1179

by other means than, when rates de-
manded exceed maximum 1170

care of mails by company when they
arrive late at night 1196

change in pouch lists, division superin-
tendents to notify railroads of 1189

in schedule, notice to be given to post-
masters 1188

of trains, telegraphic notice to be
given 1188

conditions to be observed 1163
correspondence relative to payment, to

whom addressed 1171
data relative to operations to be fur-

nished Department by companies.. 1202

309A—02 4:9

Sec-
tion.

TRANSPORTATION OP MAILS—Continued.
railroads—continued,

deductions—
amount of, how determined 1334
applications for remissions, when to

be filed 1334
car not run on regular train 1334
compensation apportioned among

trains 1334
detours of cars 1334
failure to perform service, constitutes 1334

to perform trip 1334
local service, failure to provide 1334
mails to be forwarded over other

lines, no compensation for 1334
remissions, applications for, when to

be filed 1334
special trains, when credit is allowed

for 1334
trains of special importance must ob-

serve schedule 1334
delayed trains, duties of company

when mail messenger can not wait for 1195
dispatch of mails late at night, how

made 1197
employees of railroads handling mails

are not postal employees 1193
free transportation for railway postal

clerks may be furnished by com-
panies 1204

full railway post-office cars and pay
therefor 1179

service, reports of, where needed 1180
general performance of service, regula-

tions relating to 1181
lap service—

compensation for 1172
regulations relating to 1172

letter boxes at railroad depots 1190
mail cars to be accessible to messengers

or contractors 1198
mail cranes—

notice to be given of approach of
train 1200

to be furnished by companies where
necessary 1200

measurement of distance between post-
office and station, how made 1191

miscellaneous provisions relating to 1202
new or extended railroads service on .. 1174
new service, compensation for, how

determined 1175
not to be carried beyond terminus with-

out authority 1173
official matter, except franked Con-

gressional matter, may be trans-
ported by express 1203

Pacific roads, payment to be withheld
on account of interest on bonds
issued by TInited States to aid 1168

ratio of compensation on 1168
payments for service, how obtained 1171
pay, when to begin 1179
penalty for failure to provide cars and

equipment 1178
postal cars—

construction of 1179
style, character, and equipment of... 1177

post-office inspectors, agents, supplies,
etc., to be carried without specific
charge 1184

Postmaster-General may contract for
service on, without advertising 1163

to decide what trains shall carry
mails 1181

railway post-office car service, regula-
tions relating to , 1176

lines, rates of additional pay for 1176
rates of pay for carrying mails 1164
receipt and delivery of mails at interme-

diate offices, how made 1191
at terminal offices, how made 1191
Department will provide for, when .. 1191
regulations relating to 1191

record of pouches to be kept by railroad
company 1187

reduction of speed to be made where
necessary to safe exchange of mails. 1200
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railroads—continued,

requirements of the service to be deter-
mined by Department 1186

routes to be classified 1162
specific requirements of the service 1136
table of maximum rates allowed 1166
temporary service, authority for, how

given 1201
employment of, when railroad service

fails , 1201
postmasters, their employes, or mem-

bers or their families not to be paid
for carrying mails 1201

regulations relating to 1201
report to be made when necessary ... 1201

time-tables to be furnished by railway
companies 1188

to be carried on fastest trains 1183
trackage rights, grant of, to include per-

formance of service 1172
trains must not leave while mails are

being loaded 1199
transfers at wrecks or washouts to be

made promptly 1185
between connecting trains, how

made 1192
transfer stations, suitable quarters to

be provided at 1186
weighing of mails, how and when to

be done 1164
weights on spur or latteral lines, how

computed 1169
what a railway post-office line consists

of 1179
registers of arrivals to be furnished and

posted 1322
registers of arrivals and departures, when

may be disposed of as waste paper.. 1323
reports of mail service,

by whom to be made 1324
duplicates of, to be retained 1324
failure to send, may be cause for re-

moval ". 1324
sea post-offices,

bulk and loose mail on return trips from
Great Britian, treatment of 1321

treatment of 1321
clerks, closing of mails by 1319

sale of stamps by 1319
to report to postmasters 1319

closed mails between United States and
Great Britain to be forwarded in-
tact 1320

collection of mail at wharves 1321
delivery of mails, how made 1320
designation of 1317
entries of mails on waybills, how made. 1320
mails addressed to other than New York

office not to be opened 1320
management of, how conducted 1317
regular and closed mails to United

States addressed to New York, treat-
ment of

regulations relating to
short-paid matter, treatment of
supplemental mail—

when closed mails, how dispatched,
treatment of 1321

when to be made up by 1321
treatment of regular and closed mails

in 1320
unpaid matter, treatment of 1320

sea post-office clerks,
appointment of 1319
accommodations for 1319
compensation and expenses of, how

paid 1318
uniform caps for 1319
vacancies, how filled 1319
when to be assistants on trips 1319

in charge on trips 1319
searches for and seizure of letters unlaw-

fully carried 1149
service iu steamships between United

States ports 1241
ship and steamboat letters 1246

Sec-
tion.

TBANSPOBTATION OF MAILS—Continued.
ship letters,

certificate of master showing letters
carried 1249

compensation for carriage of 1246
defined 1247
fees on, when not allowed 1250
on mail steamboats, how disposed of... 1251
penalty for failure to deliver 1246
record of fees paid, how kept 1252

special reports of delinquencies in mail
service, when to be made 1326

special transfer service at St. Louis and
East St. Louis 1167

star and boat service,
deductions, when to be made 1334

amount of, how determined 1334
regulations and statutes, relating to ... 1235

star routes,
contracts for service, provisions affect-

ing 1236
definition of 1235
temporary mails to offices on, estab-

lished roads 1239
transportation of mails on, compensa-

tion to carriers 1239
star-route service, regulations relating to. 1235
steamship and steamboat service 1240
steamship service,

accommodation of clerks 1245
combined inland and foreign service.. 1244
contracts for, on domestic water routes,

where service has been performed. 1243
where service is new 1242

foreign letters loose on regular mail
steamers not included in ship letters 1247

steamboats used in, character of 1245
steamship, steamboat, and star-route

service 1235
subcontracts,

applications to make, how presented... 1300
contractors still liable in case of 1300
copies of, must be certified 1300
forms to be followed in 1300
how executed 1300
in excess of regular contract rate, how

paid 1300
made without authority renders con-

tract void ' 1300
payments by contractors on, credit for,

how obtained 1300
regulations relating to 1296
service performed under, may be lien

upon pay of contractor ...'. 1301
with whom to be made 1300

temporary contract 1291
compensation for 1291
conditions of, when may be allowed ... 1291

temporary service,
cost of, may be charged to contractor.. 1294

when to be charged to contractor 1292
employment of, after expiration of con-

tracts forbidden, without express
authority 1295

by postmaster, when authorized 1294
note on statutes relating to 1291
rate for employment of 1294
report of, to Department 1294
statute relating to and performance of. 1292

to employment of 1293
transmission'of letters by private express

forbidden, penalty for 1140
without compensation 1137

transportation of persons unlawfully con-
veying mail forbidden, penalty for . 1139

unlawfully carried matter, (See private
express.)

agents and collectors may be authorized
to search vessels and' make seizures 1150

may seize or detain 1151
officers of Post-Office Department may

be specially authorized to search for 1149
seized pac kages to be forfeited to United

States 1152
vessels not to make entry until letters are

delivered at post-office 1146
violations of regulations to be reported by

postmasters or other officers 1148



INDEX.
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Sec-
tion.

TRANSPORTATION OF MAILS—Continued.
wagon service in cities,

establishment of contract wagon ser-
vice, how made 1231

extra and temporary service 1233
extra service—

schedule to be arranged so as not to
require 1233

to be reported to Department 1233
required only in emergency 1233

general provisions respecting contracts
~ for 1230
temporary service-

equipment of contractor not to be
used in 1234

not to be required where electric
service fails unless specially author-
ized 1234

rate of compensation for 1234
when, may be employed 1234

unnecew=ir v:ee;Tice, report of to Depart-
ment 1232

weather signals may be displayed on cars
and vehicles transporting mail 1161J

TRANSPORTATION SERVICE. (See also
Transportation of c'ie jLfn-ilc.)

supervision of, assigned to Second Assist-
ant Postmaster c;2r.eral

TRANSPORTATION THROUGH UNITED
STATES OF MAILS OF CANADA
AND COUNTRIES ADJOINING,

statute relating to 1308
TRAVELING EXPENSES,

assistant superintendent free delivery 8
registry system 10
salary J.i;cl nilcy-anee division,..,, 9

clerks, railway mail service 1399
of chief post-office inspector 38
officers and clerks of Post-Office Depart-

ment 11
officers railway mail service 1398-1399
to bft allowed post-office inspectors in

charge and local inspectors 39
TWINE. (See also Poni- Offi x neparfmenl and

Postal Service; Post-Offices and Post-
masters.)

disposition of used 357
TYPEWRITTEN MATTER. (See also Mail

Matter.)
not. entitled to third-class rates

UNADDRESSED MATTER. (See Mail Mat-
ter? .;™';x;«f;v; ^i/3lsmt)

UNAVOIDABLE CASUALTY,
losses resulting from, claim for ,.

UNCANCELEJ; KrAjF:''! (383 MaU Ifo.iiC:-.)
"UNCLAIMED,"

when underpaid, matter should be
marked

UNCLAIMED MATTER. (See also Mail Mat-
ter; Registry Ji/xtem.)

advertised,
how to be marked
return of, to Dead-Letter Office, when

to be made
advertising,

allowances for, in charge of division of
salaries and allowances

at Dead-Letter Office,
treatment of
sale of, at the expiration of prescribed

time
at receiving offices, what is included in...
double postal cards may be returned to

sender if address is known
wrop 'ie't'lK\\t u be returned tc •:•,*,><rin.x-e

office ij.nles-w prepaid ;:ol! rare
•dutiable articles, treatment of packages

containing, at delivery offices
first-class, returned ".
foreign delivery offices, treatment of, at..
foreign registered, treatment of 948
letters insufficiently paid may be re-

turned on payment of postage due. 672
manner of making returns to Dead-Letter

Office 684
parcels post, treatment of 705
postil cards, to be sent to Dead-Letter

Office 673

474

204

681

UNCLAIMED MATTER—Continued.
private mailing cards, to be sent to Dead-

Letter Office
return of
returned, to be indorsed with reason for..
second, third, and fourth class, treatment

of
printed, statute relating to disposal of
registered, treatment of
what may fee advertised

UNDELIVERED MATTER. (See also Mail
.Z.-.fe'ter; 2:::Qisin; flj/stcr-,}

first-class, treatment of
foreign,

registered at receiving offices
treatment of, a v receiving offices

at Dead-Letter Office
not to he detained at receiving post-offices

for longer time than named in re-
turn request

of obvious value, second, third, and fourth
class, sender to be notified

parcels post, treatment of, at delivering
offices

reason for, to be indorsed thereon
registered,

regulations relating to
return of to Canada and Mexico

second, third, and fourth class,
at terminal offices, how treated
regulation relating to return of „ _

treatment of, at Dead-Letter Office
UNDERPAID MATTER. (See also Mail

Matter; Registry System.}
delivery of, at free-delivery offices
examination of mails for, at receiving

offices
UNEXPENDED BALANCES. (See also Post-

Office Department and Postal Service.)
of appropriations, disposal of

UNIFORMS, LETTER CARRIERS'. (See
also Free-Delivery r'ynem..)

Postmaster-General may prescribe
specifications for

"UNITED STATES MAIL,"
unlawful use of words
use of sign restricted to cars actually

carrying the mails
UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION. (See For-

eign Mail Matter; Mail Matter—for-
eion; Tranaporiaiio-n of the Mails.)

UNMAILABLE MATTER. (See also Mail
Matter; Registry System.)

at Dead-Letter Office, treatment of
at offices of delivery
at offices Iw transit
at receiving post-offices
foreign

treatment of—
at exchange offices
at delivery offices

what included in
UNPAID LETTERS FROM STEAMBOAT

ROUTES. (See also Transportation
of the Mails—ship letters; Mail
Matter.)

treatment of, at post-offices
UNPAID MATTER. (See Mail Matter; Regis-

try System.)
UNSEALED MATTER. (See Mail Batter.)
VACATIONS. (See also Absences.)

head of any department may grant thirty
days' annual, with pay

VALUABLE INCLOSURES. (See also Mail
Matter.)

disposition of matter containing
VALUABLE MATTER FOUND LOOSE IN

MAILS. (See also Mail Matter;
Post-Offices and Posf-mcuftRrn,)

returns of, from division headquarters
Railway Mail Service ".

from other offices
treatment of, at offices located at division

headquarters
at other ffices

VIOLATIONS OF LAW.
post-office nspectors to investigate

Sec-
tion.

675
674
886
665

110

1621

1216



772 POSTAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS.

VOLUNTARY SERVICE,
forbidden except in special cases

WAGON SERVICE. (See Transportation of
the Mails.)

WARRANTS. (See also Post-Office Depart-
ment and Postal Service.)

disbursements in postal service—Postmas-
ter-General may designate officer to
sign

drawing of, for payment of indebtedness
of the Department assigned to Third
Assistant Postmaster-General

for covering into Treasury moneys derived
from service, to be drawn by Third As-

sistant Postmaster-General
WARRANTS OF ATTACHMENT IN POSTAL

SUITS. (See Post-Office Depart-
ment and Postal Service.)

WASTE PAPER. (See also Post-Office De-
partment and Postal Service; Post-
Offices and Postmasters.)

collection and disposition of, at post-
offices

WEATHER BUREAU REPORTS,
to be posted in post-offices

promptly dispatched ,
treated as letter mail

WEIGHING OF MAILS. (See also Trans-
portation of the Mails.)

direction of, assigned to Second Assistant
Postmaster-General

WEIGHING OE MAILS ON RAILROADS.
(See also Transportation of the Mails.)

Sec-
tion.

105

149

19

19

357

276
425
425

WEIGHING OF MAILS ON RAILROADS—
Continued.

preparation of orders for, assigned to divi-
sion of railway adjustment

WEIGHING SECOND-CLASS MATTER AT
ROST-OFFICES. (See also Mail Mat-
ter—second class.)

regulations relating to
WEIGHT OF MAIL MATTER. (See also

Mail Matter.)
statute relating to
to be ascertained at time of mailing
married, may be appointed postmasters..

WIDOWS AND ORPHANS OF SOLDIERS
AND SAILORS,

retaining of, when reduction of force is
necessary

WOMEN,
may be appointed postmasters when

over 18
WITHDRAWAL OF MAIL MATTER AFTER

DISPATCH. (See also Mail Matter;
Registry System.)

regulation relating to domestic
foreign ,
registered*

WITHDRAWAL OF MAIL MATTER BE-
FORE DISPATCH,

regulation relating to domestic
foreign
registered

WITNESSING BOOKS,
use of, for registry business

WRAPPING OF MAIL MATTER. (See Mail
Matter; Registry System.)

Sec-
tion.

18

560

26

235

579
691
872

578
691
872

894




